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VOLUME FORTY.

Another year has come and gone all too

swiftly, and has yielded to bee-keepers, as

to all in general, its successes and

failures. Although the post of Editor is

anything but an enviable one, it is with

considerable pleasure we take our seat

once more in the editorial chair and

resume our duties at the beginning of

3912. The commencement of the fortieth

volume carries the mind backwards

thirty-nine years, to the time when bee-

keeping was in a very undeveloped condi-

tion, and only very few persons—oureelves

amongst the number—kept bees in move-

able comb hives. Bees were rarely

referred to in the press, and books about

them were practically beyond the reach of

most bee-keepers, so that the crude

methods handed down from father to son

by old-time skeppists were almost the

only means of obtaining any knowledge

of bee-keeijing. The correspondence of

Mr. Woodbury and one or two others in

the Cottage Gardener, and Mr. C. X.

Abbott in the English Mechanic, in-

duced the latter to start the British Bee
Journal, nor is it too much to say that

the real march forward in this country, so

far as bee-keeping is concerned, began

with its birth in May, 1873, thirty-nine

years ago. The establishment of a

journal entirely devoted to bees and the
interchange of thought among bee-

keepers created a bond of union, which
led bee-men to talk of each other for the
first time as "brother bee-keepers."
What a contrast the thirty-nine years
present to us! The "B.B.J." started as
a monthly at 10s. 6d. per annum, which
was reduced to 6d. per copy, a price felt

too high to meet the need of all classes.

In 18S3 it came out fortnightly at 3d.,

and in 1886 it was issued as a weekly at

2d., and finally, when it came into our
hands we realised the long-cherished wish
by giving bee-keepers a journal of their

own at one penny per copy. It is with
no small satisfaction that we realise that
the journal has now appeared regidarh'
every week for twenty-five years without
a single break. If we contrast the first

and last volumes of the "B.B.J." we will

see the great advance made. The first

volume contained 199 pages, and cost

lOs. 6d. ; the last had 514 pages, and the cost

was only 43. 4d. So far as the Journal
is concerned, the retrospect is thoroughly

satisfactory to us as editors. AVe can

point to its work and teachings, and aver

without egotism that it has ever been

progressive, practical and sound, and has

thus earned a leading position amongst

bee journalism. It is the oldest bee

paper in the British Empire, and holds

the unique position of being the only

paper in the world devoted to the subject

that is published weekly. Many bee-

oapers have come and gone since the

"B.B.J." set out on its maiden trip in

1873, and to-day it, and our monthly, the

Bee-keepers' liecord, are the only bee-

papers published in Great Britain. We
number amongst our contributors the most
experienced and successful bee-keepers in

the country, and are proud of our able

staff of writers, all willing workers in the

cause, and we take this opportunity of

expressing our gratitude for their valu-

able aid in making the "B.B.J." in-

structive and interesting.

Bee-keepers who wish to know what is

going on in the bee-keeping world, both

at home and abroad, appreciate the

"B.B.J.," as it keeps its readers well

informed of all progress both in the

science and practice connected with bees,

frequently long before mention is made
in other papers. For instance, on

September 21st we gave a full report of

the important paper on " Nosema Disease

and Dysentery " read by Dr. Hein at the

Conference of German, Austrian, and
Hungarian Bee-Keepers held on August
8th. It was only in December that this

paper was reported in any of the Con-

tinental papers. Our policy has brought

its rich reward, for our readers are

numbered in all parts of the world, and

the letters of appreciation which we are

constantly receiving would take up too

much of our room to print, but we take

this opportunity of thanking the writers.

As advertising media our papers are well

known, and tons of honey are sold yearly

•through ad^-ertisements bringing the pro-

ducer and consumer into direct com-
munication with each other.

We are grateful for past favours, and

we confidently look for an increased

support in order to enable the Bee
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Journal to retain its position of being

the leading and best paper ... relating to

bees and bee-keeping. i-J"..

The past season of 1911, the Coronation

year, has Been a satisfactory one as far as

regards the harvest, and will long be

remembered for the abundant supply of

-uniformly good honey and the remark-

able absence of honey-dew, which fre-

quently discolours so much of the honey

in this country. The only gloomy aspect

was the prevalence of that disease which

has been called the. " Isle of Wight

"

disease. Although it has not been quite

so prevalent as in the previous years,

there are still districts where it is causing

serious havoc. Nor is this disease con-

fined to this country, for we find it spread

over many parts of the Continent of

Europe and even in America and
Australia. Now that scientists, not only

in this country, but also on the Con-

tinent of Europe, are investigating the

matter it is hoped that it will not be long

before a remedy may be found. The
spread of the disease, however, emphasises

the necessity there is for legislation, and
it is satisfactory to know that the com-

mittee appointed by the B.B.K.A. has

made considerable progress with regard to

a Bill which it is hoped will be satis-

factory to bee-keepers.

Through the influence of the B.B.K.A.,

Government recognition of the industry

has been secured and a grant of £850 has

been obtained for furthering instruction

in bee-keeping. Arrangements have been

made for an experimental apiary at the

Zoological Gardens in London, where lec-

tures and courses of instruction will be

given. Lecturers will also be sent out to

promote County Associations, and to assist

in the organisation of pioneer lectures and
demonstrations of an introductory type

designed to interest country audiences in

the business of bee-keeping. This will not

only benefit the industry but should be a

great help to the Associations affiliated

with the B.B.K.A. We are pleased that

so many of the representatives of the

affiliated Associations attend the Council

meetings and take an intelligent interest

in the work the parent Association is

doing for bee-keepers. Such co-operation

cannot be but for the good of the industry,

as the County Associations, whose repre-

sentatives can now vote at the Council

meetings, have a voice in the management
of the B.B.K.A., and can keep it in touch

with the requirements of their Associations.

The conversaziones as usual have at-

tracted a large number of bee-keepers, and
in addition to the interesting bioscope pic-

tures of bee life shown by Mr. Bee Mason,
papers have been read by Dr. Maiden on

the "Isle of Wight" disease, by Mr. O. R.
Frankenstein on ' Marketing Honey," and

by Mi". L. Snelgrove on " Re-queening."
The discussions were instructive, the
enthusiasm at ^e meetings was clearly

demonstrated, a*d as over 120 members
were present at the last meeting it

showed that the interest in the subject is

well inaintained.

The principal additions to the literature

of bee-keeping during the year have been
" Der Bau der Biene," by Dr. Zander; a
new edition of the " Australasian Bee
Manual," bv I. Hopkins; " Biologie der
Biene," by 'Dr. H. Stadler; "The Bee-
keepers' Companion," by S. S. Abbott;
" Bees and Honey," by T. G. Newman
and C. P. Dadant; and a Coronation
edition of the ' British Bee-keepers' Guide
Book," the 75th thousand, lias also

appeared.

Among those who have passed away
during the year we may mention Mr. C.

Dunn Gardner, one of the most successful

bee-keepers we had in this country.

Abroad the most notable losses were
Mr. D. A. Jones in Canada, Mr. W. Z.

Hutchinson in the United States of

America, and Baron Bela von Ambrozy in

Hungary.
As to the future, we intend to follow

the same course as heretofore, and give

in the '• B.B.J." everything of interest to

our readers and of use to the industry, so

that it may be the expositor of bee-keeping
in its widest sense. The articles by Mr.
Hayes on pollen, which have been so much
appreciated, will be continued, as also

"Useful Hints to Novices,"' by our junior

editor, and " The Homes of the Honey
Bee." We have also arranged to give

views and descriptions of the establish-

ments of manufacturers and dealers

in appliances, which we hope will interest

our readers.

There are a great many bee-keepers who
never write on bee matters at all although
well able to do so : these we invite to join

in the correspondence. We wish to make
the " B.B.J." as instructive as possible,

and we would remind all that there can
be no intelligent practice of bee-keeping
unless it is founded on correct theory, and
to get this reqviires comparison and inter-

change of views with the most successful

workers. Every number of the journal

contains something of value contributed
by our leading bee-keepers, which fre-

quentl}' enables the reader to save more
than the costof a whole year's subscription,

so that no one who wishes to succeed can
afford to do without the ' B.B.J."

In conclusion, we hope that 1912 may be
especially marked as a year of progress and
advance in the industry', and while hoping
that the honey season may be as good as

the last, we wish our readers a very happy
New Year. ;
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NECTAR PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By Geo. Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

(Continued from page 434.)

No. 13. The Willow Hebb (Epllohium

hlrsutum E. angustifolium).

Nat. Order. Onagracecc.

There are numerous species of Epilo-

bium, but 1 only intend dealing with the

two most abundant and best known ; and

will take E. hlrsutum first, as it is the

most common species, being abundant

over almost the whole of England,

although I understand it is rarely met
with in Scotland.

found by the sides

of streams in osier

It may generally be

beds, woods, and
on any low-lying

damp ground. The
generic name Epilo- l.

bium is derived
from two Greek
words, epl (upon)

and lohos (a lobe or

pod), so-called from 3
the flowers having
the appearance of

being seated on the In Formalitu
top of the pod or

seed vessel.

The specific title

— hirsutum — is

from a Latin word
meaning rough or

hairy ; the stems
and leaves of this

plant being cohered

with soft, short From Honey

hairs.

In this locality

it is called " codlins 6.

and cream," but
why, I am tmable
to say, unless it is

that some have
thought the odour
of its flowers or

leaves resembled
that dainty. It is probably best known
as the " Great Willow Herb," clearly from
the resemblance of its leaves to the

foliage of Willows.
It has a perennial root, the stems

springing from it being strong, and they
often attain a height of about 4ft. The
leaves are long and narrow, serrated at

the edges. The flowers, owing to their

large size, are a striking feature. The
petals are four in number, and mostly of

a light purple colour, but there is also a

variety having pure white flowers. The
calyx IS split into four segments, while

Ihe style in the centre of the flower is

divided at its extremity into four

stigmas, which, with the eight surround-
ing white stamens, are very prominent.

,yy%^-^^

POLLEN OF WILLOW HERB.

The capsule containing the seeds is

roughly quadrangular when cut across,

which divides, opens, and curls back to

the base as the seeds ripen, liberating

a fluffy mass, which are seeds each having
a hairy tuft at the bottom, so that they
may be carried away by the wind. It

flowers during July and August.
E. angustifolium is one of the most

beautiful of the species; the flowfii's are

much larger than E. hirsutum, of a
deeper colour, and arranged in long

terminal racemes or sprays. This species

is, I believe, very common in Scotland.

It is generally found in moist woods,

though it will grow on waste ground, and
I have seen it in

profusion on a plot

of ground that lias

been standing idle

for some time in

the heai-t of the

city of Nottingham.
It is so decorative

that it is fre-

quently grown in

gardens, and is

commonly known
as the Rose Bay, or

French Willow.
These Willow

Herbs are con-

sidered to be good
nectar - producing
flowers, and where
they are plentiful

should form a good
source of supply,

as they have been

proved to "be in

America, where
patches acres in

extent abound.
The pollens of all

the species—there

being more than

the two enumerated
-are identical, and

a r e infieresting,

seeing that they

different form from
are

produced in aare ^^

anv we have yet considered. Ihey

amongst what are known as the tetrads

—

like the heather (see page 304, vol. 39)—

that is, they are produced m fours
;
but,

unlike the heather, they are not enclosed

in a mother cell—at least I have not been

able to trace one for the four alone—but

they are attached by an extremely thin

filament to and along a stronger or main

filament, as shown at No. 2, where some

will be seen in situ and others separated.

No. 3 shows the arrangement of the four

grains. The three grains A form the

base, with the fourth B (shown separata

at side) placed on the top of the junction

of the three, in the same position as it

occupies by the side. No. 1 gives a
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separate grain with the filament attach-
|

ments. The grains are much larger than '.

any we have before considered, and '

measure from apex to apex about Ymso-

The filaments come from the anthers
with the pollen grains, and this causes

them to adhere to each other in large

masses, and as a result the bee cannot
pack them so neatly on her legs as she
can separate grains. The Evening Prim-
rose i^liJnothera biennis) has a similar

arrangement, and I have seen bees

leaving this flower having on each

hind leg a trail of pollen considerably

longer than the leg itself, and enter

the hive, like some lady wdth a

long flowing dress. If this grain is kept
. in a weak solution of formalin, the fovilla

contracts and the pellicle is seen clearly

separated away from it (as at No. 4).

In No. 5 is seen a pellicle emptied of

its fovilla, and No. 6 shows a grain taken
from honey, where it appears more dense
than in any other medium. It will be
noticed that it undergoes very little

change in form. By transmitted light its

•colour is of a dull yellow, but by reflected

light it is almost white.

I have only given one enlargement, for

being a large pollen grain the usual en-

'largement is sufficient to make it plain.

(To be continued.)

AMONG THE BEES.
CONTROLLING BEES.

Bij D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

I have lately been consulting some
ancient authorities for another purpose,

and several phrases have stuck most
tenaciously to my memory, which may
serve as pegs on which to hang my pre-

sent discourse. .Is they are pregnant with
the soundest wisdom, they aie '<deserving

of the fullest consideration by the newest
and most up-to-date apiarists of the pre-

sent time.

So far back as Virgil's time the
procedure' was as follows:—They first, on
opening a hive, or rather turning a

ruskie, or dome-shaped osier domicile, up-
side down, sprinkled the combs with
"sweetened water." (Why! the plan was
recommended in Gleanings just the other
day as a means whereby bees could be
handled even during a dearth, or by which
robbing in an apiary could be checked
under like circumstances: see also extract

from "Australasian.") Virgil and his

confreres had a second string to their bow,
for a twin line M'itli the above reads,

- " And then pursue the citizens with
smoke"—just what we would do at the
present time. These ancients were not
indiscriminate in their use of smoke.
They discriminated between the use and

the' abuse of this potent bee-controlling

force. Thus Hartlib counsels the bee-

keepers of his time to manipulate with
" Smoak of dried cows' dung, sophisticated
with sweet wort. Set them over the
smoak while you can barely count ten."
No cruel clouds there !

Others, while believing in the eflicacy of
smoke, and using it in handling bees, dis-

pensed with it unless under necessity.

Thus Remnant's rule was, '' Be not
fearfully but patient and gentle; and in
case of necessitie over-rule your bees with
smoake, and so you can do with them
what you please." That should be a
golden rule at the present time. Use
smoke very sparingly, but have your
smoker going well near at hand, as you
may need it as a reserve force. Lawson,
on the contrary, "utterly disliked"
smoke. He believed in the law of love

!

" Bees love their friends and hate none
''but their enemies. They hurt not whom
they know, and they know their keeper."
Here is his practice in a. nutshell :

" Handle
them leasurely and quietly, and tlieir

keeper, whom they know, may doe with
them what he will without hurt."
Almost this ancient Bee Master persuades
me to become a convert to his doctrine

!

I call up memories of '' An Old Time Bee
Man," about whom I wrote in the
Journal over ten years ago. He never
used veil, gloves, or smoke, and yet he
was always the bees' master. If they did
not actually love him, tliey appreciated
his kind and gentle ways and actions,

and reciprocated so that stings were
unknown.

Southern's case might be his :
" To get

honey must we necessarily get stung? I

say No ! If you use bees properly
thou needs't not fear stinging. Goe
orderly to them, and thou shall find them
gentle as sheepe." It must not be

tliought that stings never come our way,
more than was the case with this Bee
Master, who lived over 30'0 years ago;

that he and others in his day got stung
occasionally is clearly proved by the

following from his " Right Ordering of

Bees": "If stung, take a sage leafe,

cabbage leafe, or docke leafe, rub the

juice in, and the paine will soon cease."

Very many bee-keepers in the present day
follow out this advice, altliough they may
never have read Southern. These and
somewhat similar herbs are generally

near at hand when stings come their way,

and are withal as effective cures as any
known. Some virtue may lie in the quick
application.

Gentleness is the one single feature in

controlling bees most universally recom-
niended by ancient writers. I could

quote fifty extracts where it is set down
as a prime requisite, if not, indeed, as
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the most essential. The late Mr. Can-
preached gentleness, " a quiet and gentle,

but no less firm handling "
; the " Guide

Book" says, "it is necessary to proceed
' cautiousljr and quietly'"; one of

America's latest bee-books advises " gentle-

ness, but firmness "
; therefore we find the

old and the new joining together in

agreement over this feature as a most
important requisite.

Familiarity is another feature strongly

recommended by these ancients :
" The

bee-keeper must be no stranger to his

bees. They love their keeper whom they
know." Purchas was a believer in this

theory. " Tliey being used to him, he
can venture among them safely." In

cottage gardens do we not find hives
• placed almost touching on the walk lead-

ing to the front door. Bees, being

accustomed to see people passing and re-

passing, get so familiarised with them that
they count them as friends—at least they
recognise that they are not enemies.

"Experience will make you readie,"
writes one, and another " Learn from
experience, guided by reason." There is

a quiet and gentle touch in this last that
I admire. One would expect that from
Butler. It calls to mind the advice,
" Get knowledge, but with all thy getting,

get understanding." How very many
modem bee-keepers might profit by this

advice.

Dlscrstlon is another virtue recom-
mended by this author, who wrote so

"singularly wel." He attended himself
to this expressive direction, for we find

liim using "a hood of boultering," the
first inception, I take it, of the modern
Tjee-vcil.

Grouping together a few more of the
counsels of these ancients, I may end
with: "No puffing or blowing," "not
acting violently," "not wearing offensive

apparel," "not smelling of sweat," "not
running aw^ay," " not given to jerky
movements," ' not given to drunkenness,"
""not being unchaste or unclean," "not
afraid of a stinging."

DEATH OF MR. JOHN VICARS.
We received with much regret the

following communication from Mr. Avery.
Hon, Sec, Cumberland and Westmorland
B.K.A. :

—
Dear Sir,—I regret to inform you of

the death of Mr. John Vicars, of

St. Ann's, Rainhill, Lancashire. The
deceased gentleman had been in failing

health for some time, and by his death
bee-keepers in the North have lost a
friend, who. by his support, did much
to popularise the craft. Readers of yoiir

paper will remember his plucky effort in

1901 to establish a B.K..4. in Cumberland.
He was successful in then stai'ting the
association which is now the Cumberland
and Westmorland B.K.A., and took office

as the first Hon. Secretary. Among his

friends he generally referred to himself
as No. 1, meaning he was the first mem-
ber. Although he only held office as

Hon. Secretary for one year, he continued
to interest himself in and support the
association very liberally. He was a
vice-president, a member of the Executive
Council, and an indefatigable local hon.
secretary for the Eskdale district. In
the latter capacity he did much to foster

bee-keeping among the dwellers in the
mountainous districts near his home at
Boot. I believe his own apiary was the
highest in the county ; his residence being
the nearest to the top of Scafell. A
short time ago he removed to Rainhill in

order that his son might be near his

business, and the last time he appeared
among his bee-keeping friends was when
he attended the honey show at Carlisle

last August. Our late friend ' was a

thoroughly practical bee-keeper, holding
third ancl second class B.B.K.A. certifi-

cates. He was also a member of the
parent association, and a constant reader
of the Bee Journal and other papers
devoted to the craft. Before retiring to

his Cumlierland home Mr. Vicars was in

business in Bootle. He was a J.P., and
ex-Mayor of that town. To Mrs. Vicars
and her son much sympathy is extended
by a large circle of bee-keeping and other

friends.- G. W. Avery.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No

notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to icrite on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be draicn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

PARTHENOGENESIS.
[8325] Assuming the theory of par-

thenogenesis as applied to bees to be true,

there follows a series of most peculiar facts

in the pedigree of a bee, which up to the

present, so far as my reading goes, have

never been pointed out.

I will merely state these facts, leaving

others more able than myself to point out
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what significance they may have to bee-

keepers who wish to studj' the improve-

ment of the strain of bees they keep.

It is well known that if we trace back

the pedigree of any animal breeding accord-

ing to the usual methods—a dog or horse

—

there will be two parents in the first set

of ancestors, four in the second, eight in

the third, and so on. In fact, the number
of ancestors may be represented by the

mathematical formula 2n where " n " is

the number of steps traced back. Half of

this number will be male and half will be

female. So that at the tenth step back-

wards we find that this animal would have
1024 ancestors, 512 male and 512 female.

This is, of course, assuming that there has

been no inbreeding.

A dirferent state of things altogether

presents itself when the pedigree of a bee

is traced back. Assuming the theory that

a *lrone has no male parent, the following

will show the ancestry of a worker or

queen-bee to ten generations.

It is most surprising the way the

number of missing ancestors mounts iip.

Until I Avorked out this little table, I had

THE SEASON IN CORNWALL.
[8326] I have been much interested in

reading the reports of the past year's

honey harvest in the various counties. It
might be interesting to others to know how
we in Cornwall have fared. The summer
of 1911 was one which will long be remem-
bered, both by bee-keepers and holiday-

makers. All the bee-keepers that I came
into touch with were delighted with their
successful honey season, which was uni-

formly good for those who had their stocks

strong at the right time. From nine hives

I took over 4cwt. of good honey, and had
four swarms besides. Two of my hives

gave me no less than 2371b., one 1251b.,

and the other 1121b., which is a record

in my apiary. All stocks except two lots

of driven bees have gone into winter
quarters without any extra feeding; it is

my practice never to take any honey from
the brood-nest. ' Swarms have been few
and far between. I am glad to say that

the 'Isle of Wight" disease has not yet

appeared in my apiary, and I trust it

never will. I have done a fair amount
of exhibiting last season, and was success-

ful in taking nine first, three second, and
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had left, which I noticed vigorously rob-

bing two hives close by, was " cleaning out

some combs for next spring.'' These I

found were rotten with foul-brood, the

occupants apparently having died out. I

subsequently, and undoubtedly attribut-

able to this, had a bad outbreak in my
apiary, lost tenor twelve stocks, and, after

trying to tinker with it, came to the con-

clusion the first loss would be the best, and
burnt about eighty combs, quilts, &c.—

a

rather expensive job (as I wire my frames
and use full sheets of foundation) not
counting the work done by the bees, and the

great trouble of disinfecting hives and
appliances. What is to be done in such a

case? I think a good many would agree,

if it would do away with opposition, that
owners of say twenty hives upwards should

be exempt from compidsion, as they in

their own interest would see that their

bees were health}', but to do away with the
compulsory clause, as Mr. Woodley advises

(8310), would leave us much as we are now
—completely at the mercy of ignorance
and obstinacy.

Practically the only course open now is

to buy up the infected hives (or rejilace

them with healtliy stocks) and burn the
lot; a double tax on the enterprising bee-

man, besides the trouble in his own apiary
(unless he has the luck to get rid of the
infection in time)—surely the height of in-

justice. I send name for reference.

—

Another Suffeeeb, Kent.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.
By Chas. H. Heap, Beading.

A few days ago I had an interesting
talk with a Wiltshire man, who, before
being lured to the town, kept bees in his

native village, which in Anglo-Saxon
times was a town of importance. The
antiquity of the village may have some
connection with his firm belief in hoary
legends of the honey-bee. His family
had lived in one house for over two
hundred years, and though he has not
passed the prime of life, his faith in

death signs and charms is too strong to
be shaken by ridicule. I did not laugh at
him, for 1 was anxious to learn first-

hand from a believer in old-world notions
what I could of sujierstitions relating to
bees. Talking of swarming, he said that
there is no surer sign of a coming death
in a family than that of a swarm settling
on a "stok" (a dead stump) in a hedge.
"I had," he continued, "a swarm on a
' stok ' in my garden hedge, and three
months afterwards my first wife was
dead. Nothing will ever make me think
that wasn't a sign. An old man who
kept bees and sometimes hived bees for.

me asked me about three weeks after
my wife's death whether I had told the

bees. I said 'No; I hadn't thought about
it.' The old man said, 'You always
ought to tell the bees, or they'll die !

'

His words came true ; they all died
before the spring." My informant's
knowledge of bees appeared to be of the
scantiest ; and the death of the swarm, if

one knew all the facts, could, no doubt,
be explained easily enough. The death of
the man's wife and the settling of the
swarm upon the " stok " were merely a
coincidence. When my Wiltshire
acquaintance again entered the bonds of
matrimony he married into a bee-keeping-
family, for his mother-in-law, who lived in

Hampshire, for many years kept about a
hundred stocks in skeps, from which she
managed to make a comfortable living.
" Her honey," I was told, "went 'all over
England,' and didn't she know how to
charge—half-a-crown a pound."

Undesirable Bee-keepers.—I am always
glad to hear that a man like the one of

whom I have been writing has ceased to

keep bees. There are still far too many
ignorant and careless bee-keepers in

existence ; and though there is room for

a considerable extension of bee-keeping
in this country, what Ave want are better

bee-keepers. If the industrj' is to

flourish, it must be conducted by men
of intelligence with an aptitude for the
work It is easy to read of glowing ac-

counts of the pleasure and profits of bee-
keeping ; but to realise them is another
matter. The interest which has been
created during the last few years in small-

holdings has led many to set up as bee-

keepers ; but bees are so different from
ordinary farm stock and require know-
ledge of a kind which cannot be picked
up promiscuously, but only by close study,

that only a moderate percentage of men
are able to succeed. Since I wrote my
last jottings, I have heard of a small-

holder who contemplated setting up as a
bee-keeper. A friend of mine, who,
OAving to a severe accident, has unfor-
tunately lost the nerve necessary for bee-

keeping, Avas consulted ; and on learning
that the small-holder was totally un-

acquainted with bees, wisely advised iiim

to leave them alone. The advice is, I

am glad to* say. being followed. T think
that before a man or woman is advised
to take up bee-keeping the experienced
bee-keeper should have some knowledge
of the character of the iierson to whom
the ad\ice is proffered. To a man unfitted

for the work bees in the long run will be
a loss, and his methods, or absence of

methods, a nuisance, if not a menace, to

ovory bee-keeper in his neighbourhood.

Useful Hints.—As the thoughtful and
methodical bee-keeper will soon be making
preparations for the coming season, I may
give one or two hints that ma}' be of
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service. When scrubbing hives and
appliances, a sauce-pan brush is a useful

adjunct to the scrubbing brush. It goes
well into corners and along ledges. Hints
from many trades go to make bee work
successful. In wiring frames, I have
laid the craft of the shoemaker under
contribution. A fine stab-awl serves
admirably for piercing frames and ^in.

tingles may be used advantageously in

fastening wires. The awl should be
mounted in a suitable haft, preferably a
somewhat small one. Place the head of

the awl in the hand to the outside of

the ball of the thumb, with the end of the
index finger resting on the point of the
awl. Place the jioint of the awl and
finger on the wood where the hole is

required, and by half closing the hand,
the awl will go straight through the wood.
The great thing when using a fine awl
is to give a straight twist. The holes

having been made, thread the wire. If

the wire is cut in lengths put the first

end through the bar from the inside,

.push a tingle into the hole alongside the
wire, tv.'ist the wire two or three times
round the shank of the tingle, and then
drive it home. When the wire is passed
through the last hole in the frame, pull

it taut before driving the tingle, which
should be done with a single blow, if it

can be managed, as each blow of the
hammer slackens the wire more or less.

If the wire is not cut off the reel all the
threading must, of course, be done before

the first tingle is secured. Should the
liole made by the awl be too big to hold

the tingle, the latter may be driven into

the wood by the side of the hole. This
is a quick and easy method of fixing wires,

and I have known wires thus fixed stand
for many years. The tingles are put into

the side bars from the outside, and a

piece of iron should be placed under to

take the force of the blow and clinch the
point of the tingle, if long enough.

THE HONEY HARVEST FOR 1911.

(Continved from p. 513.)

SOUTH OF SCOTLAND.

This has proved a grand season in most
parts of Scotland, and bee-keepers, as a

rule^ are in high spirits. In some places,

however, the yield was below the average

;

in fact, some places that usually do well

were failures as far as honey production
is concerned. In some of the dry, sandy
districts of Dumfriesshire the pasture was
entirely burnt up and consequently the
bees could get little. The surplus of

heather was the best that Scottish bee-
keepers have had for a number of years,
and, prices ruling a good average, they are
being repaid for the losses of recent years.

Q. AlRD.

STAFFORDSHIRE.

The honey harvest in Staffordshire has
been exceptionally good both for quantity
and quality. The record reported for a
single hive comes from the Lichfield dis-

trict, and is 1401b. from a hive of pure
bred Italians. A considerable number of
yields of over 1001b. are reported. There
has been a total absence of honey-dew. At
our honey show in September last the judges
found considerable difficulty in awarding
the i^rizes in the light honey class, owing
to splendid quality of the many entries.

The clover season was short, but gave a
prolific yield.—C. R. Forse.

WARWICKSHIRE.

The lioney harvest in Warwickshire was
above the average in quality and quantity,
and with some good rain in the early part
of the season, would have been the best
harvest for many years past.—J. N.
Bower.

w^igtowxshibe.

The honey season of 1911, though not a
" record," may be classed as " very good."
The almost continuous dry season did not
affect this district so much as in other
parts. Clover and heather have given
good results, though the quality of the
former is not quite up to 1910. Non-
swarming stocks have yielded a surplus of

from 601b. to SOlb. , viz., forty from clover,

and about thirty from heather, with
abundant stoi-es for winter. Bees are in

excellent condition ; hatching carried on
well into Sejitember. Honey prices have
been well maintained. A few seasons like

1911 would benefit the industry.

—

William
McNally.

yorkshire.

From my five hives I have so far taken
8581b., and from the W.S. Italian hive
3101b. of honey. Also from two English
stocks I have taken 2061b. and 1921b. re-

spectively. This has been a fine year
for bees, though if we had had a little

rain in July we should have secured a
good deal more honey in August. All the
heather was burnt up.

—

Julian E.
LocKwooD (Hunstanton).

Queries and Replies,

[8267] ^Vorh'incj Doiilde-coJony Hives.
—I shall be obliged if you will answer the
following questions in the British Bee
Journal:—(1) In working a double-

colony hive for surplus is it best to have
the body-box in one divided by queen-
excluder dummy ; or (2) divided by a per-

forated zinc dummy, allowing bees only to

mix in supers; or (3) to have two separate
body-boxes and work on Simmins' turn-
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over system? (4) Is it a fact that when
bees of tAvo colonies in one hive have

free intercourse, one of the queens

senerally disappears during the winter?

(5) Does it, in your opinion, pay to use

double-hives when working for surplus

honey?—R. H. B., Buxted.

Reply.—(1 and 2) See reply to "Wax."
(3) We do not recommend the double
system at all, as it has frequently

been tried and found wanting by ex-

perienced bee-keepers. (4) Yes, this is

always a difficulty with the double-queen
system, (o) No, we do not advise you to

try it.

[8268] Double-colony System.—I am
making a double-colony bee-hive. (1) The
two lots of bees are divided by a queen-
excluder division only, the bees also mix
when up in the supers. The two queens
cannot get together without coming out-

side and re-entering. Will this work, do
you think? (2) Can I use whitewash in-

side my hives, both as a disinfectant and
also to prevent bees sticking the move-
able parts together with propolis or wax?
I think wax will not stick to whitewashed
wood. Can you suggest anything better?—^^Ax, Grimsby.
Reply.—(1) The division-board should be

made of three-ply fretwood, with holes

about 5, in. burnt through to prevent
propolisation. You will have difficulty

with the excluder division. (2) A fine

whitewash or distemper might be used to

wash inside the hive, but it is better to

leave the jjlain wood.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CE.iWSHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

Space Beticcen Brood (p. 463).—I think
that measurement will show the usual

space to be more than fin., as stated here.

I refer, of course, to worker brood in

combs spaced at Hin. centres. I take
it for granted that Mr. Herrod intends
this as the usual spacing, for unless this

be understood there is no reason why the
space can "ever be smaller." My own
spacing is Ifin. centres. Others have
tried l-^in. Now the space between brood
cappings cannot surely be the same for all

these pitches, for the thickness of the
brood-comb is, as Mr. Herrod implies, a
constant.

The Common Wasp (p. 469).—The
penultimate paragraph reads as tliough
one could train a wasp to sting regularly
in the same place ! Whilst the warning
given suggests that it is best to leave
her undisturbed while stinging, to finish

the business thoroughly, lest a worse thing
befall. I wonder now!

Surinr-feeding and Disease (p. 472).—

•

Possibly " comwerc'ial standpoint" is a
misprint for " communal," wbere Mr.

Manley quotes fi'om my note, but whether
or not, I am inclined to agree with the
version. "Maximum yield" is, in my
opirjion, the goal Avhich all queen-breeders
should have in view, but it is a goal of

which, I fear, they occasionally lose sight

in the pursuit of some other desire of

the eye.

To.les I have Bead (p. 473).—It is more
than doubtful whether the Babylonians
buried their victims in honey, as Mr.
Smallwood suggests. Did they do so, it

were probable that the embalming was
temporary, and that the sweet morsel
appeared later at table. This would
account for failure to discover traces of

the process. Such attention on the part
of a captor must surely have been " dis-

interested." No wonder that one of their

captives said, when offered life as a slave

or such sweet burial, " To be candied, I

would rather die."

Dry Season and Disease (p. 485).—I am
glad to have been the cause of this stimulat-

ing contribution from Mr. Simmins, how-
ever mistaken I may have been in my
criticism. His appreciation of hival

conditions shows that he possesses per-

ceptional gifts in exceptional measure.
What might we not know, could we but
live as an inmate of the' hive for a period?
Mr. Simmins at least gives us "furiously
to think." The test of theory is its

power tO' predict. This he seems to have
been able to do with his theories. I

admit, now that he challenges me, that I

do not know that disease did diminish
during the hot season. But I believed

when writing that this was generally
repoited. Should Mr. Simmins' later in-

formation be generally true, I would only
further express the hope that the remedy
he has put forward may prove generally
effective.

Candied Stores (p. 486).—There are
differences between candy and candied
honey, which Mr. Simmins appears to
have ignored. Candy is exjwsed, and is

susceptible to moist warmth, so that the
bees a.re able to resolve it without re-

course to water-carrying. At least, I

think so. Candied lioney, on the other
hand, may be sealed, and when arrived at
by the bees conditions may be unfavour-
able, whilst the addition of water is

almost certainly necessary. Again, the
granules in honey are often so hard that
the bees simply reject them, and their
stores are rapidly depleted. A consequent
danger is, therefore, that the bee-keeper,
unconscious of their true condition, may
suppose his bees to be sufficiently provided.
This rejection of the granules suggests
that there may be essential differences.
For these gi-anules consist largely of
levulose, which granulates more readily
than the dextrose, the hone}- thus under-
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going a jrocess of separation. It is

possible that dextrose is an incomplete or

unsuitable food, apart from the shortage

of supply. I would rather attempt to

winter bees on candy than upon honey

candied in the covib. I could at least

ensure that the candy was of suitable

quality.

Drone v. ^ynrker Comh (p. 507).—Mr.
Harris appears to have misunderstood my
note. My reference to "sectional" hives

would perhaps have been clearer had I

said shallow-frame hives. " Surplus

roofs" supposed him to have his ordinary

hives already stocked, and to be foirced

by this to utilise shallow-frame supers for

the driven bees. Evidently a supposition

wide of the mark. I doubt whether built-

up combs can be so free from transition

cells as Mr. Harris thinks. I have made
them up Avith care, but the bees usually

worked over the junctures a good deal.

My reference to honey-dew and pollen was

due to Mr. Harris' use of the word
"opaque" Such combs as he describes

would, of course, be eminently suitable for

extraction, not having been utilised for

brood. My sections were spoiled by

pollen, not by brood. In several cases the

trouble was caused by the attempt to

confine bees too closely to shallow-frames.

Flifilit in December (p. 507).—On Satur-

day, December 30th, my bees flew freely,

and even visited the house, peering in

through the sunny window of the room in

which I Avas seated, no doubt to wish me
a Happy New Year.

In turn I would wish to all those

correspondents who have kindly provided

subjects for this column, to all those

readers who are kindly interested, and to

all other kindly souls wherever they may
be, or may have bees, a Happy New Year.

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-

facturers or correspondents, or where appliances

can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-

tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The

space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and not

for advertisements. We wish our correspondents to

bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to go

to press in advance of the date of issue, queries

cannot always be replied to in the issue imme-

diately following the receipt of their communica-

tions.

J. J. LivERTON (Devon).

—

Fertilisation of

Eggs.—Your theory has been advanced

and exploded years ago. The egg is

fertilised at will by the queen when in

her prime. Drones are sometimes reared

in worker cells at times when the queen

begins to get old and her power of

fertilisation depreciates. The opposite
has been tried without success. Many
thanks for your good wishes.

A. J. J. (Croydon).—i>('«f/ Bees.—The
bees were too decomposed for us to
diagnose cause of death

CouNTEYMAN (Blairgowrie) .

—

Isle of Wight
and Disense.—We fear that the disease
still holds its own in the island, and
many of the bee-keepers there are afraid
to make a fresh start until more light
has been thrown upon the origin and
possible cure of the malady. Some,
]iov,-ever, have re-stocked their hives, and
these appear to be healthy at present,
but the epidemic has not been stamped
out yet, either there or on the main-
land.

Honeij Samples.
W. J. (Milbourne).—A beautiful light-

coloured honey from clover with a verv
slight admixture from other sources. If
properly strained, might be called a first-

class honey; the particles of wax spoil
its otherwise attractive appearance.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum,
charge of 3s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

PSIVATi: ADVEBTISEMENT8.

SEVERAL BUFF ORPINGTON COCKERELS
for disposal, 15s. each, equal to birds sold for

£5; opportunity not to be missed, room wanted.
-D. TAYLOR, Ilminster. r 65

DO not make your bees forage a long way,
but plant Limnanthes Pouglasii, Phacelie

Tanacetifolia, strong plants, 100 Is..—TOWN,
Kingston Gardens, Abingdon, Bucks. r 64

STRONG W.B.C. HIVES, warranted healthy,
some used once, brood chamber and two

shallow bar supers, each 5s. to 12s. 6d.—JACK-
SON, Duxford, Cambs. r 54

COVERS FOR BINDING " B.B. JOURNAL"
and "RECORD," cloth gilt: " B.B.J. ," Is.;

"RECORD," lOd.; post free.— ' B.B.J." Office.

f^ OOD, pure English Honey, 56s. cwt, 281b. 14s.

^.:K —GEORGE THOMPSON, Helpringham, Slea-
ford. r 15

CHAPMAN HONEY PLANTS.—Strong plants
to blossom 1912, dozen 3s., six Is. 9d, carriage

paid; seed. Is. and 6d. per packet.—JOHN P.
PHILLIPS, Spetchley, Worcester.

WANTED 1st, 2nd, 3rd. 4th, 5th. 12th, 13th,
and 16th Editions of " British Bee-Keepers'

Guide Book."—Particulars and prices to " British
Bee Journal," 23, Bedford-street, Strand, London,
W.C.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

THE WEATHER OF 1911.

The weather is always an important
topic with bee-keepers, and it is no wonder
that so many begin their articles by allud-

ing to it, considering the real import it is

to them. If we have the right sort of

weather bees eagerly respond to it, and the

bee-keeper derives the benefit in the shape
of well-filled supers ; while if it is adverse,

idleness is enforced, with the resulting

failure of the harvest. The year just

closed is a fair example of this truism, and
has established a claim to be a memorable
one if only owing to the remarkable
summer and prolonged drought, in some
instances new records having been
created.

The summer of 1911 was the warmest
recorded since 1858, when the meteoro-
logical station of the British Rainfall
Organisation was established. The ther-

mometer went lip to lOOdeg. at Greenwich
on the hottest day, a temperature which
in a climate like ours is exceedingly op-

pressive. There were forty-two days in a
period of ninety-two consecutive days
when the thermometer recorded a shade
temperature of over 80deg. The nearest
approach to this was in 1868, when there
were only thirty-two days, or twelve fewer
than 1911, with a similar temperature.
There were also ten days when the tem-
perature was over 90deg. Five of these
were in July, four in August, and one
in September. Of the days when the
temperature was above 80deg. and below
90deg. there were twenty in July, fourteen
in August, and eight in September.
During the hot spell the night
temperature was also remarkable, as

frequently the minimum temperature
ranged between 60deg. and 70deg. July
had the highest mean temperature in the
fifty-four years. August had a higher
mean temperature than any previous
August during the same period, and
although September was not quite so
warm, the three months taken together
show the highest mean temperature
recorded.

No less remarkable was the year in re-
spect of sunshine, as we find July was the
sunniest month, with 320 hours of sunshine,
the average for the month being 181, show-
ing a difference of 139 hours. The sun-
shine was above the average in every
month except March and October, the
total hours of actual sunshine in the year
being 1593.2, the average being 1144.3.
The total increase above the average was
therefore 448.9 hours.

Until the middle of October the rainfall
was only half the normal quantity from

the beginning of the year. Then the
weather changed and the drought of 1911,

which had held with few brief exceptions
for four months, came to an end. By a
strange coincidence no rain fell from the
4th to the 10th in the four consecutive
months of May to August. In July there
were twenty-fo\ir consecutive days without
rain. During December the rainfall was
3.94in., the average being 1.96. In
November the fall was 3.02 or .67in. above
the average. The rainfall for the nine
months from January to September waB
below the average. The total rainfall for
the year was 22.38in., the average being
24.37in. showing that there was 4
deficiency of 1.99in. for the year. Rain
fell on 155 days during the year, December
being the wettest month since 1886, having
twenty-three rain days. In July there
were only five rain days. November and
December, although wet months, were par-
ticularly free from fog.

On the whole the year has been a very
favourable one for bee-keepers. In April
and May there was more sunshine than
usual, there being fifty-seven hours above
the average. This with the favourable night
temperatures was conducive to the secre-!-

tion of nectar, and resulted in full supers
being removed early in June. The Corona-
tion year, 1911, will long be remembered by
bee-keepers, not only for the abundance of
honey^ but also for its uniformly good
quality.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

December, 1911, was £1,518.—From a

return furnished to the British Bee
Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

TOTAL HONEY IMPORTS FOR 1911.

January

February

Mai-ch

April

May
June
July

August

September
October

November
December

Total

. £779

403

1,572

4,441

4,542

6,897

2,229

7,371

4,189

3,064

5,326

1,518

£42,331

This shows a decrease of £3,513; in,

1910 the imports of honev amounted to

£45,844.
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HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Rerrod.

PROCURING SURPLUS.

{Continued from p. 495, vol. 39.)

We will now suppose that the top super

is complete, and the honey all sealed over.

As we have customers waiting for supplies

it is imperative that we should obtain

FIG. 1.

some for them as quickly as possible to re-

tain their custom and prevent them taking
up the sale of foreign produce.

Before commencing operations have
everything ready, i.e., four blocks of wood
about Mn. thick, 2in. long, by lin. broad

;

a good strong screwdriver, and the
"Porter" Bee Escape board. See that
the escape fits properly into the hole in

the board, and that the springs are not
blocked with dead bees or rendered un-
workable by being propolized. Get the
smoker going properly and put or. a veil.

Mid-day is the best time to carry out the
operation for reasons previously given.
Before touching the hive send in two or

three puffs of smoke at the entrance, a
wait of about a minute to give the bees
time to gorge themselves with honey is

advantageous. Next remove the roof and
rear it by the side of the hive as seen at
Fig. 1 ; don't put it on the ground just at
the back of the hive as it will form an
obstacle to fall over during the ojieration

;

if this is done the accident will happen
at the most inconvenient time, just when
on a balance with the full super in the
hands. The lifts are now taken off and

placed on the ground on the other side

of the hive, stacking them cornerwise as

also seen at Fig. 1. Lay the blocks of

wood handy on the top of the quilts, then
with the left hand use the screwdriver as

a lever, puffing in a little smoke to drive
the bees down, insert one of the blocks of

wood at each back corner as seen in Fig. 2,

then treat the two front corners in the
same manner, so that we have the super as
in Fig. 3. One or two frames may stick

to the bottom bars ; these should be prised
down with the screwdriver. Allow it to

stand for a little while for the bees to
clean up the honey, a little of which will

have leaked by the breaking of brace
combs. To prevent robbing, tlie lifts and
roof should be put back while this is going
on.

When this has been done, put the
" Porter " Escape board on the top of lifts

as seen in Fig. 3; lift the super on to this,

see Fig. 4. Drive down the bees in the
next set of combs by means of the smoker,
then lift super and " Porter " Escape
board intact into its oi-iginal position on
the hive, when in the course of a few hours
every bee will have descended through the
escape springs. I would call particular
attention to the manner of working with
the lifts cornerwise on the ground, and

the supers on top. The cross position

gives stability, and by placing the supers

in this way instead of on the ground we
avoid all possible chance of dirt, earth or

stones adhering to the bottom bars of the
frames.

{To he continued.)
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

BEE DISEASES LEGISLATION.
[8328] I did not intend to trespass any

further on your valuable space with

visits from the inspector, for surely the
Act will not be worked in a vexatious
spirit, and therefore the inspector , know-
ing that the large owner was capable of
discovering and dealing with disease,

would not think of examining all his

hives. All that would be necessary
would be to look at one her© and there,

the v,'hole proceeding being over in half-

an-h(tur. The big man is usually able to
look after iiimself in whatever walk of life

he is in ; it is the man in a small way who
requires assistance, and unless we are able
to have some control over disease, it is

impossible to assist him effectually. The'
County Associations send their experts
roiind to advise and assist bee-keepers,
and these are the kind of reports they
return: " 's bees have disease badly;

FIG. 3.

HELPFUL HINTS FOE NOVICES.

reference to this vexed question, but Mr.
Woodley's " Notes by the Way," on
page 486 (" B.J.," Dec. 7th), compel me
to claim again your kind indulgence for

a few remarks. Mr. Woodley's claim for

exemption from compulsoj-y inspection on
behalf of large apiarists would not be
workable in an Act of Parliament. If

inspection is compulsory for one bee-

keeper it must be so for all. If the man
with forty hives is to be exempt, it would
be hard on the man with thirty-nine to

have to submit. I do not think that Mr.
Woodley or other owners of large apiaries
have anvthing to dread from inconvenient

he refuses to destroy," and again:
" has six hives, all badly diseased;
must have got it from , who lives near
him "

; and so it goes on until the whole
neighbourhood is devastated with disease,

and eventually there is not a bee left. If

ownei's of large apiaries who object to
legislation had rotten, old, foul-broody
skeps placed near their apiaries, they
would very soon change their views and
cry out for power to deal with the
abomination. Wishing continued success
to your two publications—the Journal
and the Itecord—which are of such in-

estimable benefit to bee-keepers.—E. W.
Fkanklin, Hon. Sec, Cheshire Bee-
keepers' Association.
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PARTHENOGENESIS.
[8329] The contribution last week by

Mr. D. Wilson, on "Parthenogenesis"
(page 6) is intensely interesting, and for

my own edification 1 checked his figures.

While agreeing with the bee figures, which
advance by a simple numerical progres-

sion, mine do not agree with the simpler

progression of his ordinary animal's

ancestors; if worked back to the twentieth
generation, these give only 1,048,576, thus
making a loss for the bees of 1,030,865,

and not, as ho gives it, 1,034,961. No
doubt he will see at a glance that this

.must be so, for the unit progression of

X2 is 2:4:8:6: in fours, and the fifth

four will therefore land him on a sis

for unit.

Trusting he will pardon the indication

of this little error, and that he and others
will state what theories they have formed
from the facts ; I am too much a tyro in

the craft to have formed any myself.

—

A. E. H., Leytonstone.

POLLEN IN SECTIONS.
[8330] This seems to me a case of mis-

management (page 10). I do not remember
seeing more than one cell of pollen in

twenty dozen sections' last season. Does
Mr. Crawshaw put section supers on, as

first supers? If so, that might account
for it. To make sure I jirefer brood boxes
that will t_ake at least twelve standard
frames, and always put on as a first super
an eight frame rack of shallow worker
combs or worker foundation ; and at the
same time, I insert one or two brood
frames with full sheets of worker founda-
tion in centre. Then whilst bees are draw-
ing out the lower sheets and the queen
depositing eggs in them, other bees are
drawing out the shallow frames or (if

drawn-out combs are provided) filling

them with honey. As soon as the combs
in supers are being sealed over a section

super (or rack) is put on under the shallow
frames, and in case the latter have brood
in them, I believe the queen goes below
at once, where as at that season young
bees are emerging every minute she finds

empty cells to deposit eggs. An important
essential is to make sure there are no
pollen clogged combs in the brood-frames.
I may say that the standard frames re-

ferred to, as being 71b. to 91b. weight each,

were from the outsides of twelve frame
brood boxes, and had been cleaned out of

pollen the previous season. There seems
to be a little misunderstanding about ex-

tracting from "brood frames." Of course,

I do not extract from frames with brood
in them, and if I extract from frames
with pollen in them the honey is always
kept separate, the combs being placed in

hives with inside entrances (detention

chambers) for the bees to clean. Then the

pollen is cleaned out^ and the empty combs
are then worth Is. each at least, for I

notice dealers ask Is. 6d. each for them.
Some of my shallow frame combs have
been in use for twelve or fourteen separate
seasons, and the honey is quite as pale

and clear as from newly-drawn combs.
Besides they do not break when extract-

ing, like new combs.
Controlling Swarming

.

—AVitli twelve or
more frames parallel with entrance, one
feels complete master of bees ; to me a
ten frame hive is an aggravation, I often

wonder how anyone tolerates them.—A.
Harris, Wavendon. N. Bucks.

DECEMBER POLLEN GATHERING.
[8331] I have read with interest Mr.

H. P. Perkins's letter in your issue of the
21st ult., as on the same day and between
the hours he mentions I observed bees

carrying pollen into one of my hiveS.

With the words " in considerable quanti-

lies " deleted, Mr. Perkins's experience

coincides exactly with my own.
I should like to ask your opinion, Mr.

Editor, as to the probability of the
"bright yellow pollen" having been
obtained from gorse blooms! Although
the latter are not numerous during the
winter moiiths, they are, of course, in

evidence throughorit the year.—R. E. W.,
Berkhamsted.

THE PAST SEASON IN EAST WILTS.
[8332] The season of 1911 may be

written doMii as a very good one, despite

the drawbacks of a late spring and
prolonged droughts. Bees were very back-

ward, as the weather at the beginning of

April last was as cold as any experienced

during the winter, with the result tliat

Mhen the dandelions were in bloom and
the weather everything that could be

dasired they were only able to fill up the

body boxes.

There was practically no rain from the

first week in May tO' just before the

Coronation, and swarming was not general

until the beginning of June. I started

the season with six stocks, and had six

swarms and three casts, despite (in some
instances) swarms being hived on the old

stands. However, I soon got them back
into seven lots.

There appeared to be very little nectar
secreted in the first crop of white clover,

and bees hardly worked at all although
the weather was very hot. Then (;ame a

stormy ten days at Coronation time, with
a very low temperature, but on July 6th

the heat-wave returned, and for the next
fortnight honey came in at a great rate.

Altliough we had hardly a wet day until

October, a certain amount of honey was
gathered well into August.
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Notwithstanding the excessive swarm-
ing, I took 3cwt. of beautiful extracted
honey (a swarm that came off on Whit
Sunday gave me over 501b. of surplus, and
from two that on June 9th came out
simultaneously and joined I had well over
TOlb.), and six stocks out of seven had
sufficient stores to winter on.

I tried D. M. M.'s plan of putting the
empty super on top, and it appeared to

answer just as well as the reverse way,
and with this great advantage, that if a

few cold days come soon after the empty
£uper has been put on one does not find

both deserted about the next day.
I noticed this year that the lime

blossom was almost entirely neglected by
the bees. Instead of the usual busy hum
for days together, there was hardly a bee
on the trees. I enclose a photograph of

my little apiary, but am afraid the hives

are rather hidden by green stufl:, which

BEE-KEEPERS AND LEGISLATION.
[8333] I should like to say that Mr.

Crawshaw (page 9) is quite right in

supposing that the words he refers to in
" Cappings," " B.B.J. ," Jan. 4th, were a
misprint.
With regard to all the talk about foul-

brood legislation, there seems to me to be
twO' distinct "sides," if I may use that
term—^one faction proposes drastic

measures, viz., compulsory inspection of

all apiaries; the other, headed by Mr.
Wm. Woodley, seems to think that the
compulsory clause ought to be struck out
of the Bill, or, at least, the more extensive

apiarists should be exempt on the ground
that the owner of a large or medium-
sized apiary could be safely trusted in the
matter of disease. Now, it seems to me
that the first jjroposal would be almost
unworkable and altogether undesirable,

because of the extreme annoyance it must

A PICTURESQUE APIARY IN WILTSHIRE.

Ihrived in spite of the drought. Will you
kindly tell me in your next number how
high body boxes should be wedged up in
hot weather? I notice on page 486 that
Mr. Woodiey is very much opposed to the
doing away with skeps. Surely the
sulphur-impregnated honey mixed with
pollen and brood produced in them can-
not help the industry much.

Again, with respect to the owner of
twenty or more hives not allowing any
foul-broody colonies to be amongst them,
do out-apiaries of this size always get well
looked after? Some I have seen don't
appear to have had much attention.
There are certain people who will never

take steps to keep their bees in a proper
way unless they are made to by law, and
Avhy should others, who are really keen,
suffer because of these slacksters ?—A.
Stratton. The Old Manor. West Overton. 1

necessarily cause to large bee-keepers to

be liable at any time to compulsory in-

spection : for instance, take the case of

Mr. Stevenson, an Irish bee-keeper, an
account of whose business was given in

the " B.B.J." two or three weeks ago.

As to the other scheme, any law of the
kind would be useless if compulsory in-

spection were struck out of it altogether",

seeing that the most dangerous type of

bee-keeper would not be affected by com-
pulsory notification, as in many cases he
would not know when his bees were
diseased. I may add that it is quite

possible, although improbable, that this

type of man may keep a large number of

stocks.

Now, with regard to exempting large

apiaries. In the first place the size of

the apiary is no real guarantee of the

owner being qualified to deal with disease;
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and in the second place a clause of this

nature is nothing less than pure and
simple favouritism, and as such I doubt
if it could be got tlii-ough Parliament

;

and thirdly, tliere is the difficulty of

fixing the minimum number of hives

necessary for exemption.

Could not a clause be introduced to

exempt from the compulsory inspection all

bee-keepers who can show that they

possess sufficient knowledge of bees and
the management of bee diseases to be per-

fectly capable of doing all that is required

themselves, without the help of an expert

or inspector ? This could be easily managed
by making inspection compulsory for all

those who do not hold a certificate from
the B.B.K.A., or a special examination
might be instituted for the purpose, if

thought desirable. It is clear that all

who' are fit to be trusted without in-

spection could easily pass this test, and
equally cleai' that all who cannot are unfit

to be so trusted. Of course, notification,

under a heavy penalty, could be insisted

upon if thought desirable, which, in my
opinion, it is. Perhaps some of your
other correspondents might give their

opinion upon it.

I may say that the abolition of skeps,

&c., as proposed by Mr. Tickner Edwardes,
seems to me wholly undesirable, at any
rate for some time to come.—R. B.
Manley, Towcester.

POLLEN GATHERING IN JANUARY.
[8334] Perhaps it will interest you to

know that on Tuesday the 2nd inst., when I

visited my apiary I found nearlj' all my
colonies of bees having a New Year's

gambol. Several of them were visiting the
whin bloom, a large quantity of which
adjoins my apiary. I noticed two of them
witli their pollen baskets about half-full,

which showed that they were not working
in vain. I did not see them on New Year's
Day, but as the weather was equally fine

and bright (temperature 50deg. to 54deg.

Fahr.), I have no doubt some of them com-
menced work with the new year. Last
year I noticed them at work in the same
way on the 16th of January.

—

Wm. G.

Adam, Elgin, N.B.

DEALING WITH "ISLE OF WIGHT"
DISEASE.

[833o] I send an account of how I

cured a mild case of ''Isle of Wight"
disease last spring. At the beginning of

August, 1910, I had an accident with my
bees. I was loading them on one side of a
wagon in a narrow lane, when the wagon
tilted, throwing off six hives, five being
smashed in getting the horse away without

being stung ; as the night was dark and
the bees fierce, evspecially the cross-breds,

I left the wreck alone until daybreak.
Among the debris I found four queens, so
I made four stocks, and as they had a fair

amount of stores and brood I left them
alone for about a month, then opening
them to see if there was any chilled or-

diseased brood ; all seemed to have hatched
out, and there was not a single diseased
cell. I then commenced feeding with pure
cane sugar syrup slightly medicated with
Napthol Beta, afterwards giving candy
(boiling it a little harder and adding a
little honey while hot, which I think keeps
it softer afterwards). In April last I

was one day surprised and dismayed at.

seeing a quantity of bees crawling about
the entrance, many dying lini a; few minutes

;

it was not chilly, and the sun was shining
brightly. I picked up a few of the live-

liest, and put them in a warm place, but
it had no effect ; all my twelve stocks

seemed more or less affected. I imme-
diately got three empty hives, some boiling

water and carbolic, acid and soap, using one
part of acid to six or eight of water, and
started spring cleaning with a will. I was
surprised on opening the hives to see how
beautiful and clean the combs were; many
were fully two-thirds tull or more of sealed

stores, so I took three or four of the
heaviest combs out of each, closing the
space with a dummy, and crowding the

bees. My reason for doing this was to

experiment. (In spring when foraging
young bees have a habit of going into the

first hive they come across if it has many
bees flying in and out, and if they are

welcome will stay there). I wanted mine
to stay at home. I put several of the

combs behind some garden lights which I

reared up against the south wall of the
house, after filling most of the empty
cells with a strong solution of salt and
water ; this I continued to do as fast or

faster than they were emptied. This

gave the bees exercise and caused ventila-

tion in the hives by the bees passing in

and out. The combs were hung plumb
as in the hive, the heat of the sun warmed
the water, and the water dissolved any
candied food. Instead of increasing, the

disease soon decreased, but not before it

had ruined four stocks. The remainder
have done well ; one hive gave over 901b. of

surplus beside leaving ample natural
stores. May I ask one question?—is the
disease rampant where salt is produced in

large quantities, or where used to any
extent on the land ? There does not seem
to be so much used nowadays as in former
times. Wasps are condemned as carriers

of the disease. Are not birds, especially

those that eat diseased bees, far more
likely to carry it, especially at times when
wasps are hibernating? Personally, I

think some of us have not started at home
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to find the cause of the spread of the

disease. Amongst the diseased bees I

picked lip I noticed two distinct symptoms,
though the abdomen in both cases was
considerably swollen. The contents of the
one was similar to bees that have be«n
confined to the hives during a period of

bad weather. The contents of the abdomen
of the other cases was dark coloured, and
gave off a most unpleasant smell. I have
little doubt but that if a slightly diseased

bee of this kind got into a hive it would
contaminate others, and these in turn
would contaminate the whole hive, not
with or by the food, but through
the respirating system. The germs would
probably be conveyed to similar organs of

other bees by the same system, thus ex-

tending the disease. Very young bees and
brood do not seem to be affected, pro-

bably because the organs are not so fully

developed, or because if a foul air disease

it takes a certain period to develop.

—

A Regular Reader, Birstwith.

THE BEE-MILK MYSTERY.
Among the innumerable scraps of more

or less erroneous information on hive-life,

dished up by the popular newspapers in

course of the year's round, there is occa^-

sionally one which is sxire to grip the
curious reader's attention. No one
expects nowadays to read of the honey-
bee without being set agape lat: tie
marvellous ; but, really, when he is gravely
told that the nurse-bees in a hive actually
give the breast to their young, suckling
them with a secreted liquid which is

nothing more or less than milk, the
ordinarily faithful newspaper student is

entitled tO' be for once incredulous.

The thing, however, in spite of its

grotesque improbability, comes nearer to

the plain truth than many another item
of bee-life more often encountered and
unquescionably accepted. There are verit-

able nurse-bees in a hive, and these do
produce something not unlike milk. In
about three days after the egg has been
deposited in the comb-cell by the queen,
or mother-bee, a tiny white grub emerges.
The feeding of this grub is immediately
commenced by the bees in charge of the
nursery quarters of the hive, and there
is administered to it a glistening white
substance closely resembling thick cream.

Analysts tell us that this bee-milk, as
it is called, is highly nitrogenous in

character, and that it has a decidedly
acid reaction. It is obviously produced
from the mouths of the nurse-bees, and
appears to be digested matter thrown up
fix)m some part of the bee's internal

system, and combined with the secretions

from one or more of the four separate sets

of glands which open into different parts

of the worker-bee's mouth. The power to
secrete this bee-milk seems to be normally
limited tO' those workers who are under
fourteen or fifteen days' old. After that
time the bee runs dry, her nursing work is

relinquished, and she goes out to forage for

nectar and pollen, never, as far as is

known, resuming the task of feeding the
young grubs. But if the faculty is not
exercised, it may be lield in abeyance for

months together. This takes place at the
close of each year, when we know that the
last bees born to the hive in autumn are
those who supply the milk for the first

batches of larvpe raised in the ensuing
spring.

It is difificult to keep out the wonder-
weaving mood when writing of any phase
of hive-life, and especially so when we
have this bee-milk under consideration.

For all recent studies of the matter tend
to prove several facts about it not merely
wonderful, but verging on the mysterious.

In the first place, its composition seems
to be variable at the will of the bees.

The white liquid is supplied to the grubs
of worker, queen, and drone, and not only
is its nature different with each, but it is

even possible that this may be farther
modified in the various stages of their de-
velopment. It is well ascertained that
the physical and tem.peramental differences

between queen and worker-bee, widely
marked as they appear, are entirely due
to treatnient and feeding during the
larval stage. That the eggs producing
the two are identical is proved by the fact

that these can be transposed without con-
founding the original purpose of the hive.

The queen-egg placed in the worker-cell

develops into a common worker, while the
worker-egg, when exalted tO' a queen's
cradle^ infallibly produces a fully

accoutred queen bee. The experiment
can also be made even Avith the young
grubs, provided that these are no more
than three days old, and the same result

ensues.

A close study of the food administered

to bees when in the larval stage of their

career is specially interesting, because it

gives us the key to many otherwise in-

explicable matters connected with hive-

life. We do not know, and probably

never shall know, how mere variation in

diet causes certain organs to appear and
certain other bodily parts to absent them-
selves. If the difference between queen

and worker-bee were simply one of

development, the worker being only an

undersized, semi-atrophied specimen of a

queen ; there would be little mystery about

it. But each has several highly specialised

organs, of whicli the other luis no trace,

just as each has certain functions reduce<l

to mere rudimentary uselessncss, which, in

the other, possess enormous development

and a corresponding importance.
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Clearly the food given in each case has

peculiar properties, bringing about certain

definite invariable results. We are able,

therefore, to say positively that most of

the classic marvels of bee-life are built up
on this one determined issue, this one
logical adjustment of cause and effect.

The hive creates thousands of sexless

workers and only one fertile mother-bee.

It limits the number of its offspring accord-

ing to the visible food supplies or the
needs of the commonwealth. It brings
into existence, when necessity calls for

them, hundreds of male bees or drones,
and when their period of usefulness is

over it decrees their extermination. When
the queen's fecundity declines, it raises

another queen to take her place. It can
even, under certain I'are conditions of

adversity, manufacture what is known as
a fertile worker, when some mischance has
deprived it of its mother-bee and the
materials for providing a legitimate suc-
cessor to her are not forthcoming. And
all these results are primarily brought
about by the one means, the one vehicle
of mystery—this wonderful bee-milk play-
ing its parts at all stages in the honey-
bee's life from her cradle to her
grave.

For to track down this subtly-com-
pounded elixir through all its various uses
one must take a survey of almost the
whole round of activities in the hive. The
food of the young larvse, whether of queen
or worker, for the first three days after the
eggs are hatched, seems to consist entirely
of bee-milk. The drone-grub gets an extra
day of this richly nitrogenous diet. And
for the remaining two days of the grub
stage of the bee's life milk is given con-
tinuously, but, in the case of the worker
and drone, in greatly diminished supply.
Its place during these two days is largely
taken, it is said, by honey and digested
pollen in the worker's instance, and by
honey and raw pollen for the males.

The queen-grub alone receives bee^milk,
of a specially rich kind and in unlimited
quantity, for the whole of her larval life.
This "royal jelly," as the old bee-masters
termed it, is literally poured into the
capacious queen-cell. For the whole five
days of her existence as a larva she
actually bathes in it up to the eyes. But,
as far as is known, she receives no other
food during this time. The regular order
of her development, and of that of the
worker-bee, during the five days of the
grub stage has been carefully stxidied, and
it is curious to note that the very time
when the queen's special organs of
motherhood begin to show themselves
coincides exactly with the moment at
which the worker-gi-ub's allowance of bee-
milk is cut down and other food sub-
stituted.

This, no doubt, explains why these

organs in the adult worker-bee are so

elementary as to be practically non-
existent, and accounts for the queen's
generous growth in other directions. But
it leaves us completely in the dark as to

the reason for the worker's subsequent
elaboration of such organs as the pollen-

carrying device, the so-called wax-pincers,
and the wax-secreting glands, of which
the queen possesses none. Nor are we
able to see how the giving or witliliolding

of the bee-milk should furnish the queen
with a long curved sting, and the worker
with a short straight one; nor how mere
manipulation of diet c^n result in making
the two so dissimilar in temperament and
mental attributes—the worker laborious,

sociable, almost preternaturally alert of

mind, and withal essentially a creature of
the ojjen air and sunshine; the queen dull

of intelligence, possessed of a jealous

hatred of her peers, for whom all the
light and colour and fragrance of a

summer's morning have no allurements,
a being whose every instinct keeps her,

from year's end to year's end, pent in the
crowded tropic gloom of the hive.

But the bee-milk as well as being the main
ingredient in the larval food, has other
and almost equally important uses. It

is supplied by the workers to the adult
queen and drones throughout nearly the
whole of their lives, and forms an indis-

pensable part of their dailj' diet. And
this gives us a clue in our attempt to

understand, not only how the population
of the hive is regulated, but why the
males are so easily disposed of when the
annual drone-massacre sets in. By giving
or depriving her of the bee-milk, the
workers can either stimulate the queen to

an enormous daily output of eggs or reduce
her fertility to a bare minimum ; and, as

for the drones, it is starvation that is the
secret of their half-hearted, feeble i-esist-

ance to fate.

Yet though we may recount these
things, and speak of this mysterious es-

sence called bee-milk as really the main-
sjjring of all effort and achievement within
the hive, it is doubtful whether we have
solved the greatest mystery of all about
it. Of what is it composed, and whence
is it derived ? The generally-accepted ex-

planation of its origin is that it is pollen-
rhyle regurgitated from the second
stomach of the bee, combined with the
secretions from certain glands of the
mouth in passing. But the most careful
dissections have never revealed anything
like bee-milk in any part of the bee's
internal system. Its pure white, opaque
quality has absolutely no counterpart
there : nor, indeed—if we are to believe
latest investigations—does pollen-chyle
exist at all in either the first or second
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stomach of the bee, whence alone it could

be regurgitated. Bee-milk, it would

seem, is still a physiological mystery, and

so m^y remain to the end of time.

—

TicK^s^ER Edwardes, in Pall Mall Gazette.

CONSTRUCTIVE ADVERTISING.
An American writer in a recent number

of Gleanings gives a few hints on selling

honey which may be helpful to honey-

producers m this country. He especially

advocates judicious advertising, and goes

on to say:—"What is successful advertis-

ing? It matters not what industry, isn't

it the confidence of the public that must
be secured before the desired results can

be attained? Think of the thousands of

great industrial plants that now cover

acres of ground, that, years ago, started

in two-story buildings ! Have they made
this enormous growth without judicious

advertising and careful management of

the sales end of their business? Are they

not continually looking after customers,

and especially after prospectix^e consumers
of their product? Imagine the great field

of prospective honey-consumers. What
would be the result if every producer of

honey in the United States would indi-

vidually this year advertise in the local

and county newspapers and would start a
campaign of education to prove to the
masses that there is more nourishment in

a pound of honey than there is :n a pound
of meat, and that, if they are looking
after cheaper living, they must certainly

include honey—one of the most essential

on the list?
" Any bee-keeper who can spend a week

or two peddling honey can make expenses,
and can, at the same time, meet a few
hundred people to whom he can talk in

a way that will result in good customers
in the future. Stop at every house.
Make a sale every time if possible; and,
if they refuse to buy, leave a generous
sample, so that the whole family will

get a taste of it. Mention the extra
quality of your honey, and tell them that
they can always depend on getting it from
you. Speak of how thin it is when the
bees first take it into the hive, but that
you never extract it until it is perfectly
ripe. Explain how it candies in cold and
how to liquefy it. Can't you see the good
work that can be done along this line?
Fifty pounds of honey given away in
samples will create confidence and
customers, and result in the cheapest
and best kind of advertising. Much
can be accomplished by educating
customers to buy extracted honey by the
gallon, as they regard it as a luxury when
purchasing it in quart bottles, one or
two at a time.

" For fifteen years my product has been
3000 to 4000 pounds of honey a season.

During this time it has been called for,

and I have simply filled my orders, selling

much of it in gallon cans. For two seasons

a large part was sold in Akin honey-bags,
in 2^ and five pound packages. My
customers took it readily. It was not only
satisfactory, but surprising to many to see

honey in paper bags without showing a
drop of liquid, and solid as a rock; this

proved the nature of perfectly ripened
honey. But I went back to gallon cans.

Why? because some customers were in-

clined to take only 5 pounds while they
would have bought 10 or 12 pounds if put
up in gallon cans. You can see what I

think of small packages.
" Past experience, and knowledge of the

amount of inferior extracted honey that
has been before the people, have driven me
to extremes—so much so that I have never
bought a pound of honey to supply my
customei's in case of a season's failure. Cer-
tainly there are plenty of honey-producers
just as particular along this line as I am."

Queries and Replies.

[8269] Food Supply in Winter.—In
August of last year I purchased two lots

of driven bees, which I united and put
in a frame hive on nine frames, giving
about lolb. to 181b. of sugar syrup, a
frame of sealed honey from another stock,
and before finally packing down a lib.

cake of soft candy. On examination a
week or so ago, I found all the candy
gone. Would there be any danger in
removing tlie empty box and replacing it

with another cake, or should I leave them
alone till spring, and risk the con-
sequences? A reply through "B.B.J."
would oblige. Thanking you in anticipa-
tion.—F'. R., Leek.

Reply.—If the cake of candy is ex-
hausted, you must remove the empty box
and replace it with a full one. A warm
day should be chosen, and as often as it

is consumed replenish the supply in this
way.

18270] Candied Honey.—I notice in
"B.B.J." for Jan. 4th (page 9) a para-
graph re candied stores which reads as
follows

:
" For these granules consist

largely of levulose, which granulates more
readily than the dextrose." Should not
this be reversed? In the A. B.C. of Bee
Culture the author says: "Honey candies
because of the ability of dextrose to
assume a crystalline form much more
readily than levulose." Which statement
is correct.^—A. H. T., Birmingham.
Reply.—Mr. Crawshaw has made a slip

in the "Capping" referred to above. It
should read " these granules consist largely
of dextrofie, which granulates more readily
than the levulose." On page 10, line two, it

should be levulose not dextrose.
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WEATHER REPORTS.
Barnwood, Gloucester,

December, 1911.

Rainfall, 654 in.

in 26 days.

Above avera^e,4'59iD.

Heaviest fall, 1'17 in.,

on 6fh.

Total for year, 22 55

in. in 157 days; be-

low average 3.45in.

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 49 6 ;

4'6

above average.
Warmest day, 55,

17tb ; in the year,

August 9th, 93-2.

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 39 5 ; 2 5

above average.

Coldest night, 29,

7th ; in the year,

Feb. 1st, 15.1.

Mean temperature
44'5, 3'5 above
average.

Relative humidity
or percentage of

moisture in the
air at 9 a.m., 90.

F. H. Fowle

Number of days with
sky comjiletely

overcast at 9 a.m.

13; ditto cloudless,

3.

Percentage of cloud.

Wind, prevailing

direction iS.W.

Percentage of vrind

force, 39.

Barometer : highest,

30-48 on 31st ; in

the year, Jan 18th,

30-79. Lowest
28-82, 10th ; in the
year, Nov. 18th,

28-80

Sunshine, total dura-
tion in year, 1903
hours ; above aver-

age, 400.

Sunniest month July,

337 hours ; dullest

January, 58 hours.

r (F. R. Met. Soc.)

Rainfall, 8 40 in.

Above average 5 43
in.

Westbourne, Sussex.
December, 1911.

Minimum on grass,

25" on 6th.

Frosty nights, 6.

Heaviest fall, "94 on
i

Mean maximum,
6th and 20th.

|

489.

Rain fell on 27 days, i
Mean minimum, 38-

Sunshine, 41-8 hrs. Mean temperature,

Below aver., 133 hrs., 43-4.

Brightest day, 9th.
j

Above average, 4-0.

5 hours. Maximum barometer,

Sunless days, 13.
j

30358 on 31st.

Maximum tempera- ; Minimum barometer,
ture, 53° on 19th 28941 on 21st.

Minimum tempera-
ture. 26° on 6th
and 8th. ^ L. B. Birkett.

Westbourne, Sussex.
For the Year 1911.

Rainfall, 34 33 in.

Above average 4-54

in.

Heaviest fall, 1-76 on
Oct. 24th.

Rain fell on 164 days
(below average 12)

Sunshine, 2055 hrs.

Above average,
237 1 hours.

Brightest day,
June 8th. 153 hrs.

Sunless days, 58
(^below average 2)

Maximum tempera-
ture, 926 on Aug.
15tb.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 23° on Jan.

15th and 16th.

Minimum on grass,

20° on Jan. 16th.

Frosty nights, 61°

(below average 10).

Mean temperature,
502.

Above average, 1-9

Maximum barome-
ter, 30-770 on Jan.
18th.

Minimum barome-
ter, 28-837 on Nov.
18th.

L. B. Birkett.

Notices to Correspondents

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-
facturers or correspondents, or where appliances
can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-
tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The
space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and not

for advertisements. We wish our correspondents to

bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to go
to press in advance of the date of issue, queries
cannot always be replied to in the issue imme-
diately following the receipt of their communica-
tions.

Anxious (Edgbaston).

—

Managing a TJn'i-

comb Observatory Hive. (1) Yes, you
must have the queen on the comb in
observatory. (2) The bees should not
be kept longer in it than two or three
days at most Avithout a flight. (3) Yes,
treat them just as you would in unit-
ing. (4) There should be enough bees
to cover the comb and protect the
brood, and a perfectly even comb should
be selected. Protect well at night.
(5) This is an oversight and should be
dextrose.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two -Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 5s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

PRXVATi: ADVERTZBEUENTS.

LIMNANTHES DOUGLASII, strong plants, 30
6cl., 60 9d.; seeds, 5d. packet, two 5d.; also

Chapman's Honey Plant, seeds 4d, two 6d., free.
REV. ANDERSON, Northam, North Devon, r 71

I WANT a dozen or so healthy old Combs, black
with age, and pollen clogged, the older the

better; would some brother bee-keeper oblige.—
Reply to ARTHUR H. WILKES, Lichfield-road,
Four Oaks.

TDOZEIS . good Sections, in enamelled metal cases,
8s. per dozen.—ADAMS, Bunton, Biggles-

wade, r f^g

HEATHER HONEY, in 71b. and 14Ib. tins,
offering very cheap; sample, 4d.—F. A.

BEAN, Snaith. Yorkshire. r 80

LIMNANTHES, splendid for bees, plants 100 Is.
—BOWEN, expert. Coronation-road, Chelten-

ham, r 81

FOUR healthy strong Stocks, in Howard's Bl
Hives, packed on rail; several dozens good

auality Sections, 7s. 6d. dozen, packed.—C. DRAKE,
Sutton, Cambs. r 82

OAA WELL-FILLED LIGHT SECTIONS.
/wUV/ 8s. 6d. dozen, carriage paid.—GEORGE
SAUNDERS. 22 Oakley Lodge, Eye, Suffolk, r 83

RAMBLER ROSES.—Dorothy Perkins, strong
trees. 6ft. to 7ft., 6d. each, 5s. 6d. dozen, f.o.r.

—F. LONGLY, High-street, Hythe, Kent. r 84

NEW lever lid Honey Tins, 41b., several dozens
to spare, 3s. 6d. dozen.—JUDGE, Hawley,

Dartford. r 85
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEWS.
We have received from M. Cli. Janet

the following papers referring to bees,

which he has contributed to the Comptes
Repjders des Seances de VAcademie des

Sciences, Paris

:

Sur les Muscles des Fourmis, des Guepes
et des Ahe'dles—In these, each group of

divergent fibres start from a tendon. The
axial cavity of this tendon and the hypo-
dermis which covers it show that its

method of formation is by invagination of

the tegument. Each fibre must be con-
sidered as being a cell with several

nuclei. The sarxolemma of the fibre

represents the cellular membrane. The
tube formed by the sarcolemma is extended
by a semi-fluid hyaline and homogeneous
mass, into which the longitudinal and
radiating filaments ent«r. The latter

connect the longitudinal filaments

together, and the semi-fluid substance
serves as nutriment to the fibres bathed
by it. Under nervous excitement the
longitudinal filaments contract locally and
in sj'mpathy with each other, while the
radiating ones are extremelj- elastic and
support the others, in order to transport
the nervous movement, and to bring them
back to their original position after con-
traction.

Organes sensiiifs de la mandibule de
VAheUle (Apis mcllifera L. 6o).—M. Janet
finds that the mandible of the bee possesses

a collection of verj^ varied organs. Besides
the iisual filiform organs he has been able
to detect a large number of umbellate
forms which do not appear to have been
hitherto noticed. These are described and

1 I st rated, and the author thinks them
sensory organs of chemical perception, i.e.,

special organs of smell, differing entirely

from those in the antennae. They pro-

bably come into use in connection with the
elaboration of wax, and the collection of

pollen and propolis.

Sur I' existence d'un organe chordotonal
et d'une vesicule pulsatile antennaires chez
VAhciUe et sur la morphologic de la tete

de cette espece.—In 1894 the author
described an antennal chordotonal organ
of the ant, and since that time he has been
studying the head of the bee, being struck
by the close resemblance of its anatomical
structure in both types of insects. M.
Janet treats of the morphology of the head
of the bee, and has now been able to show
the existence of a similar chordotonal
organ in the honey bee, and in this paper
explains and illustrates this organ.
We have also received two other papers

which refer principally to the muscles and
adipose tissues of the queen ant.

AMONG THE BEES.
DELUDED BEES.

By D. M. Alacdonald, Banff.

A paragraph has been going round the
Press intimating that the bees down in

Devonshire have been cheated by the
recent fine, genial weather into the idea

that spring had really come, and that they
were, instead of being quiescent, roaming
about practically all day and every day.

All this, although very pleasant to both

bees and bee-keepers, spells danger ahead!
This unrest and excitement is attended by
an undue consumption of stores, which
may deplete the cupboard to a dangerous
extent. The present remedy is a large

cake of well-made candy, and the future

cure should be a supply of warm syrup

as soon as spring comes. Those who have
spare stored combs can, without disturb-

ing the bees, give them a frame contain-

ing natural stores, even now slipping it

in beside the cluster. It is not only that

the bees consume more food when in a

state of activity than they would do if the

usual condition of semi-hibernation in

winter prevailed, but no doubt active

breeding is prevalent in most hives, and
this will still further deplete the amount
of stored nectar. I can see another

danger ahead. The amount of pollen

being stored out of season will cavise an

undue amount to be stored. The mature
bees will consume more of this flesh-form-

ing food, with its large percentage of

"residues," than is good for them and
then, when the stormy weather that is

certainl}' ahead confines them to their

hives, there will, almost certainly, as a

result, be a considerable amount of dysen-

tery prevalent. Bee-keepers might take a

timely warning; it may not do to "wait
and see."

Winter Packing.—Light and porous

material forms the best packing if we
wish to assure ourselves that successful

results will crown our efforts in endeavovir-

ing to make the bees as cosy as possible

during the long inclement months of

winter. The nature of the substance used

means a great deal, but the manner iu

which it is applied counts to a very con-

siderable extent. Several folds of blanket

cloth were used in some test cases, but

directly above some deal boards were laid.

Below these the cloth in spring looked

and felt quite damp, while the part not

covered was dry and mildly warm. A
quilt of American oil-cloth, inadvertently

left on, felt sweaty, and had an unpleasant
odour, while its original white colour had
changed to nearly black. Some maga-
zines were placed over the regular quilt-

ing, and in every one of these hives there

was an unpleasant dampness. A bee-

keeper once favoured me by experi-

mentally covering several of his hives with
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a deep layer of dry bracken over two light

quilts, but thinking in his own mind that

the material was too light and porous, he
placed on some boards above to pack the
covering down. Spring found the

material damp and rotten below the hoard-
ing, while in the others it was as dry as

when placed in the hives. In the same
way chaff-hay proved excellent packing
when the material was left loose, but when
weighted above, a mouldy, damp smell

made itself manifest whenever the roof

was removed, and the chaff when handled
was soft and fast hastening to decay.
These instances, which might be multi-
plied, all go to show that porosity is an
essential to success. Bees do not hibernate
during even the most severe winters. They
burn caloric to keep up the internal heat,
and this necessitates breathing through
the pores, thus giving off carbonic acid
gas. In a well-regulated hive this rises

through the porous covering, and the
attendant moisture is dissipated ultimately
in the outside atmosphere. Where
porosity, securing ventilation, is lacking,
this moisture fails to find its way into
the " attic " part of the hive roof, and is

confined to the non-porous covering, or

falls down to the floor-board, in either
case doing mischief. The bees breathe an
impure atmosphere and suffer accordingly,
the sealed cells absorb this moisture, caus-
ing the contents to turn thin and sour,
while the pollen decays and becomes im-
proper food for both adult bees and larvse.

An undue accumulation of this moisture
on combs, floor, or sides of hives chills

the interior and makes the bees' lives a
misery. In case of a severe frost the
whole mass may indeed be frozen, causing
the death of the colony. In less severe
cases there is bound to be great discomfort
for most of the cluster. Far more of the
mysterious " spring dwindling," at times
more prevalent than is generally recognised,
is due to this cause. Leaky roofs will also
produce like results. I would urge on all

to examine the condition of the packing
as soon as weather permits hives to be
opened—even before it is safe to expose
the bees themselves—and make sure the
first thing in spring that your packing is

dry.

Fussy JManipulatiov.—Don't, however,
begin examining the bees at too early a
date. I am one of those who believe
that more injury is worked by over-
manipulation than under-manipulation.
Pulling up a plant by the roots to see how
it is growing is not good for the plant.
Opening up hives to see how the works are
progressing is not good for the bees.
Blowing clouds of smoke into the eyes of
the busy little toilers cannot tend to make
them more comfortable. Pulling frames
apart to see trifling nothings must inter-
rupt traffic, demoralise order, and upset

well-matured plans. The " well-appointed
commonwealth '

' has its laws, its govern-
ment, its organised arrangements thrown
out of joint, and any machine thrown out
of gear cannot work smoothly. To the
novice, therefore, I would advise : Never
open up the hive interior imless you think
there is something wrong which you
desire to put right. When a colony is

working its hardest in spring or summer,
let it Avork. In spring, if heavy loads of

pollen are being carried in plentifully that
colony does not need your care. When
after a spell of zero weather you find a
colony eager to have a cleansing flight, set

it down as a healthy sign. If you see

dead bees in fair numbers only, and cell

cappings thrown out on a genial day in

early spring, look on that hive with a
sense of content. In these and countless

other ways judge of the interior without
any desire to "see the wheels go round."

NECTAR PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By Geo. Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

(Continued from page 4.)

No. 14. THE DANDELION (Taraxacum
dens-leonis).

Nat. Ordek, Composita;.

This flower, so well-known to all, is of

great utility, inasmuch as it provides in

abundance both nectar and pollen. The
honey obtained from this source is of a

deep golden colour, though to my mind
not over pleasant either in aroma or

flavour.

The dandelion is called Leontodon
taraxacum by some botanical writers,

and in either names the allusion to

a lion's tooth is vei'y clear, dandelion being
but a corruption or modification of the
French "dent-de-lion," while leontodon
means precisely the same thing in Greek,
and "dens leonis " in Latin.

Why the plant should be associated with
the lion's tooth has been :the subject for

several theories. One writel* suggests it is

because the root is so white, another that
it is owing to the shape of its blossoms

;

for those who examine them closely will

find that each part . which, forms the ray
or flower head is long and strap-shaped
like a tongue, and that the end breaks
out into notches or teeth ; but as the
popular names of plants are derived from
some feature more easily seen or some
resemblance well presented, I think this
will easily be found without having to up-
root the plant or pluck its flower. The
leaves of the plant will, I believe, supply
the clue to the origin of the names. Its

jagged form suggests this, and even more
so the pointed lobes which weU represent
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Dry.

the form of the four conspicuous teeth

—

two in either jaw—of the lion.

The leaves of this plant are subject to

considerable variation of form, in some
cases they are deeply cut into segments,

while in others the segments or lobes are

a less conspicuous feature. The lateral

lobes it will be noticed ordinarily point
downwards in their general direction, un-
like such features in the majority of

plants where they will be found to point

towards the apex of the leaf.

The plant may be found in flower almost
all the year, and an hour of warm sun-
shine in the middle of the day even in

late autumn will cause many flowers to

expand and dot with golden stars the dull

green of the fields, while those in the
vicinity of hives will be favoured by visits

from the bees; although
its golden heads are

more numerous in the
earlier months of the
year.

It is a perennial, and
the long tapering root-

stock penetrates so

deeply into the ground
that it is difficult to dis-

lodge it. Each head of

flower and each leaf

springs directly from
the root. Before the
seeds are fully ripe the
head is globular ; when
ready for dispersal

owing to its silky white-
ness, it forms a notice-

able feature.

The plant is full of' a
bitter and milky juice,

which forms a brown
stain, when it comes in

contact with the hand.
The leaves when
blanched lose their
bitterness, and even in

a green state form
an agreeable addition
to a salad. The roots

are often roasted^ and used as a substitute

for coffee, and have a great medicinal
value.

The pollen is of a deep amber colour

when on the anthers of the flower, but
when packed on the leg of the bee it

assumes a deep orange colour. On the
stage of the microscope it is, when viewed
in its dry state a brilliant golden yellow.

The body of the grain is angular and
covered with spines set thickly on it, and
these latter give it when viewed in almost
any position, an almost circular ovitline as

seen at 1, 2, and 3 of drawings. No. 1 gives

the general form of it, and seen better

in the enlargement showing tlie three main

From Honey.

POLLEN OF DANDELION

facets from which the processes evolve

their tubes. No. 2 is another view of the

same grain which shows it apparently
broken up into three lobes ; and No. 3

another view, still of the same grain
giving a hexagon outline to the body of

the grains ; but in all cases the spines

give, as stated, an almost circular out-

line.

In size these grains vary very consider-

ably, ranging from -j^J^^ to ~-, owing no

doubt to the profusion in which they are

borne.

If they are placed in water and rolled

about with a bristle their form will be

better seen. Although this causes a very

slight swelling of the grains it does not

alter their forms materially from that in

their dry state, if they

are examined at once.

When taken from
honey or other moisture

in which they have
been for some time,

the grains and spines

become saturated, and
lose a good deal of

their brilliancy, some
becoming quite opaque.

Each grain will have
assumed a more
spherical form, the pix)-

cesses will be more
extende-d, and the
spines will lie on its

surface in clots or

tangles ; more especially

about each of the

three processes; as seen

in jSo. 4 and its en-

la r g e m e n t. If the

grains have not been
very long in the honey,

but are fairly fresh—
as, for instance, in new
honey—they retain their

original form, but are
more transparent, so

that both the upper

and lower portions of the pellicle may be

seen ; the bottom through the top.

A few also will retain their original form

throughout, and in examining a sample

of honey from this source, these may be

frequently met with.

(To he continued.)

MOTTO FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
IxMik up, not down

;

Look forward and not back;

L(K)k out and not in

;

And lend a hand.
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No

notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

COTSWOLD GLEANINGS.
'

:i;8336.] Now that the year 1911 is a thing

of the past, most bee-keepers will be turning

their attention tov,-ards preparing for

another season, which we al] hope will

prove as bountiful as the one now over.

Up to the present, conditions have been
favourable for wintering, and even to-daj^

(January 9th) pollen is being carried in

by a colony which was deprived of its skep
last autumn and shaken on to syrup
stores. Cleansing flights have been
frequent, and when watching hives I

have often noticed that the bees from
colonies fed with syrup food were less in

evidence than others which were full of

natural stores. From my experience

syrup-fed stocks seem to winter as well as

those provided with honey only, especially

if the latter is of inferior quality. I liave

also noticed, if by chance the quilts on
a colony become damp, or even saturated,

it apparently winters in good shape, and
if the damp wrajjpings are discovered and
removed in the early spring no harm
usually follows. I have in mind an apiary

of Italians which wintered with no other
covering over the bees than several news-
papers most of which were saturated with
wet, yet in spite of this the majority
wintered safely. Possibly the strain of

bee had something to do with it, for the
hives were almost boiling over with bees

in February.
Swarms were unusually scarce last

season, no doubt owing to the empty cells

being filled with honey instead of brood.
During May most skejDs became honey-
bound, and failed to raise sufficient

population to swarm, and therefore
remained idle most of the summer. An
intelligent skeppist would keep a watch-
ful eye on his bees, and when a stock
was noticed to be full, would place a
skep, or better still, a frame hive
beneath it. Few, however, do this, for

they usually allow the bees to take their
chance, and rarely give them a help-
ing hand. My season's work com-
mences by feeding all colonies as soon as

the weather becomes settled and wai-m,
and pollen is being carried in. The

syrup is fed slowly to stimulate brood-
rearing. This feeding is continued until
the honey flow commences, when, of

course, it is discontinued. The result is

that my hives are overflowing with bees
and brood, and all available space in the
brood-nest is filled full of syrup stores.

As soon as the honey-flow commences,
supers are given ; and with a tremendous
force of bees secured by stimulative feed-
ing, and a brood-nest already filled to its

utmost capacity, the honey, when it does
arrive, is thus forced right into the
supers, because there is no place for it in

the brood-nest.
Spring feeding pays beyond a doubt,

and this plan often ensures a crop of
honey in poor seasons. I have often
wondered whether a hive with double
walls and air space all round secures any
better wintering results than one with
single walls, which, in my opinion, has
many advantages, being smaller and much
lighter to move about. I possess both
patterns, and up to tlie present have been
unable to discover that a double-walled
hive possesses sufficient advantages to

warrant its adoption as the perfect hive
for a large apiarist.

In my experience, colonies packed in

single-walled hives with a sealed inner
cover and air space above winter much
better than others with an air space all

round and absorbents above the bees.

In concluding, I would like to wish the
JoxTRN.'^L and all its readers a Bright
and Prosperous New Year.—A. H.
BOWBTS.

"SKEPPISTS" AND LEGISLATION.
[8337.] The letter of Mr. R. B. Manley

(8333), in your issue of January 11th, on
the abolition of straw skeps, touches a

point that will require a great deal of

consideration by those members of the
B.B.K.A. who will have the drafting of

the future Bee Diseases Act.

I have been favoured with a copy of Mr.
Tickner Edwardes' proposed Bill, as

issued by the Smallholder, but this " Abo-
lition of Skeps " jjroved a stumbling block.

I brought the matter before several bee-

keepers, who also spoke very strongly in

opposition to it.

In this county (Lincoln) we have a large
number of agricultural labourers who are

enthusiastic bee-keepers (skeppists), but
with their small weekly earnings cannot
afford more than the cost of a straw skep,
and, if th|s is abolished, they will be com-
pelled to give up bee-keeping completely,
because they will be unable to afford the
expense of a frame-hive.

I am afraid that much more foul brood
exists in frame-hives, than in skeps. In
the former the combs are often used vear
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after year, and the brood-chamber never

lifted in order that the floor-boards may
be cleansed, while in the majority of cases

the skep does not remain longer than the

second year without the combs being

removed and the skeps thoroughly cleansed

ready for a future swarm.
Besides this, where are we to go for the

driven bees that we are all so anxious to

get hold of?—R. X. Chapman, Boston.

SPACE BEHIND DIVISION-BOARD.
[8338.] Some months ago I wrote you

for advice in regard to the refusal of my
bees to take to the sections ; I think I

then stated I had eight stocks. All hives

occupied are made locally, and are of one
size and pattern, with frames at right

angles to entrance, bat what I desire now
to say is that when I started bee-Eeeping
about six years ago, I was advised to have
my hives made with bottom edge of sides

rabbeted, and the division-board short at

bottom, thus allowing the bees free access

to the Taack of hive in case of over-
crowding, and also as a preventive of

swarming. Acting on the advice you
kindly gave in "B.B.J.," I packed the
quilts Avell down over the tops of section-

racks, stuffing the covering well in the
space behind, the result being tliat in two
or three hives the bees half-heartedly took
to the sections, but they also started comb-
building attaching the top to the back
of the lower rack, which, as I work for

sections, only meant a loss of time to the
bees, also of honey. Of course, it is very
interesting to get a peep at the tired

bees some hot evening, to see the little

acrobats suspending themselves in ropes
by thousands in the open space referred
to. It is pleasing, too, to remember that
one has done something to add to the com-
fort of the bees v.hich they evidently
appreciate, at times to the full.

Yes ! but probably well hidden by the
suspended living curtain there is another
well-loaded comb some two or more days
old, filled with warm nectar, which, when
dLscovered, has to be ruthlessly cut out,
which means a loss to both parties con-
cerned. As I write, I am wondering if

what is written is worthy of a place in

the "B.B.J.," consequently worthy of
consideration by my brother bee-keepers.
The Editor will doubtless be delighted

to give his opinion and the result of his
experience, but I also think the opinion
and experience of those who have intro-
duced the shortened division-board would
be worth hearing. I wish I could believe
all bee-keepers are sufficiently interested
in their little friends to be ready to assist

them to work in comfort.
Speaking to a bee-keeper not long since

on the subiect, I got what I venture to

think is a slanderous reply. Said he, " I

don't believe in giving bees space in the

back of the hive; it gives them a chance
to skulk ; not only so, you can't see what
they are up to." I therefore venture to

suggest that those bee-keepers who have
tried the shortened division-board should

be invited to give their opinion as to its

merits or demerits, my reason for intro-

ducing the subject just now being that the

time for spring-cleaning will soon be here.

I always keep one extra hive, at least,

on hand ; I am thus able to go through
the lot, transferring each lot of bees in

turn into a clean hive. If, as the

result of the discussion, the short division-

board is proved to be a delusion, the

opportunity will be afforded me to rectify

mattere ; while, if it is proved a boon to

the bees, it will give other bee-keepers

an opportunity, when spring-cleaning, to

give it a trial.

I may add I took from eight hives

300 sections last autumn, and had I not

misjudged the capabilities of my bees I

could probably have taken off much more,

whereas I left the sections on too long, re-

sulting in many of them having very thick

walls and being badly stained by the feet

of the bees.—W. R. Harris, Oxford.

[When the honey-flow is on it is a

mistake to provide room for the bees at

the back of the dummy where they build

comb and store honey instead of placing

it in the supers, which they will do if

they have nowhere else to go. Like the

old-fashioned bell glass supers, honey
stored under such conditions is a great

waste of the energy and work of the

bees.

—

Ed.]

PARTHENOGENESIS.
[8339.] I have to thank " A. B. H." for

his correction (page 14) to my article of

January 4th (page 5). The figures he

sives are correct. I can only wonder how
such an error crept into my calculations.

At present I feel too diffident to air any

theories based on these figures, but express

the hope that someone more able than

myself will do so.—D. Wilson, Belper.

THE MILD WINTER.
[8340.] As showing the very mild

season we are having here in Devon, 1

am sending you some catkins picked

to-day ; I have also seen to-day a

queeii wasp flying. There is a lot of

fragrant coltsfoot in bkiom. The bees

have been flying freely for several days,

and are coming in loaded with pollen. I

have examined a hive belonging to a

neiglibour of mine, in which the bees were

dead. There was a large amount of

stores left, so tliat th?v cor.ld not have
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died, of starvation. I am enclosing you
a piece of comb, and should like your
opinion of same.—C. W., Plympton.

[The comb is affected with foul brood
of long standing.

—

Ed.]

HOMES OF THE HONEY BEE.

APIARIES OF OUR READERS.

The apiary we illustrate this week will

have a particular interest for many
readers, as it is located in the Isle of

Wight, and has not escaped the visitation

of that "bee scourge," which has caused
such havoc in the craft for the past few
years. It is pleasing to hear that the

seven stocks remaining are " healthy and
doina; well." Mr. Parker's brief notes

honey from skeps, and my being allowed

to light the sulphur fuse. My first real

bee-work, however, commenced when I was

about nine years old, when spending a

holiday on my grandfather's farm in the

Isle of Wight. One Sunday morning during

service time a stock swarmed, settling on

a branch of the thorn hedge. I hived these

myself without assistance,, in fact no one
knew of it ixntil I had secured them, and
in the evening I placed them in position

on the stand. That was for me the begin-
ning of the bee fever which has never died
out. I now make all my own hives and
fittings, using nothing but the best red
deal. I am never more happy than when
amongst the bees ; it is a pleasurable hobby
and a profitable one too.

MR. T. Parker's apiary, west hill, ryde, isle of wight.

give a good idea of the trouble he has
had, though he treats the subject in a
spirit of optimism, which one cannot but
admire He says :—The photograph shows a
]iart only of my small apiary. For some
ten years past it has been my ambition to

increase the number of my stocks to thirty.

Several times my hopes in this direction

have been raised very high, but the
dreaded "Isle of Wight" disease has ap-
peared, and I have lost all. I am still

very hopeful of some day reaching that
number, for the seven stocks I now have
are all healthy and doing well, only two
of them however are survivors from 1^10.

Both these latter swarmed, and I took
off 120 well-filled sections from the two.
My earliest recollection of bees is, when
quite a child, seeing my father taking

CARBOLIC ACID AND ITS USES IX
BEE-KEEPING.

A Paper Bead before the Crayford

B.K.A by G. li. Barnes.

The chemicals used in bee-keeping are

not confined to the non-poisonous ones;

in fact, some of the deadliest, as, for

instance, cyanide of potassium, are

frequently used in the craft. Carbolic

acid and phenol is a well-known poison,

and is probably responsible for more
deaths than any other chemical, partly

owing to its extensive use, and partly

to the ease with which it can be

purchased. Some of these deaths are

accidental, but many of them are cases of

suicide. A few words on the handling and
storing of poisons will therefore not be
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out of place in this paper. They should

be kept in bottles rendered distinguishable

by touch from ordinary medicine bottles

(blue ribbed ones for preference), and

there should be affixed to each such bottle

a label showing the contents, with the

word "Poison" in large type, the label

being varnished over to preserve it, or

renewed whenever it becomes nearly un-

readable. Another additional safeguard

is to use the patent indiarubber band,

which must be taken off before any of the

contents can be used, or the cork can
simply be tied over with, say, red tape, or

e^en string. The cork usecl by Calvert's

with the sharp projecting serrated tin top,

would not fail to tell anybody that the
bottle they were handling contained
something unusual.
The labelling, however, is much the most

important; as not only does it prevent
accidents but much waste, the average
person not ciiring to use chemicals unless

he is certain what they are, and this he
cannot be if he has a number of bottles

stored in a damp shed all the winter, when
the labels drop off, or the ink fades so

that it is unreadable. It is hardly neces-

sary' fpr me to say that they should never
be kept in papers, a bottle or tin being
much better and handier in every way.
For keeping volatile chemicals, such as

naphthaline, camphor, thymol, &c., a

lever lid tin is a very good receptacle.

Carbolic acid or jshenol is probably the
most frequently used, and also the most
important chemical to bee-keepers. Its

preparation and general uses will not be
out of place in this paper. It is chiefly

obtained by the destructive distillation of

carbonaceous substances, such as wood or
coal, phenol being one of the liquid products
present in the tar formed. It is separated
by distilling coal tar, the portions boiling

from about 150deg. to 240deg. C, being
shaken with caustic soda, which dissolves

the phenols, leaving an insoluble residue
of hydrocarbons. The solution obtained
is separated from the latter, and the
phenol set free by the addition of

si'lphuric acid. It is afterwards purified

by fractional distillation, the portions
which pass over at ISOdeg. to 200deg. C,
crystallising Avhen left for some time in

a cool place.

Calvert's No. 5 acid is not pure aeid,

hut is said to be a concentrated mixture
of refined carbolic acid and cresylic acid,

and which in correspondence with them
they say has at least one-and-a-half times
the disinfecting power of phenol.
Pure phenol, or carbolic acid, crystallises

in long, colourless crystals, having a
specific gravity of 1.09, and melting at
42deg. C. and boiling at 183deg. C. ; the
commercial product forms a crystalline
mass, which turns reddish in a short
time, and in contact with moist air

deliquesces to a brown liquid. It is

soluble in about fifteen parts of water,

and much more so in methylated spirit.

If the acid be melted, and one part of

water be added to ten of acid, it remains
liquid, except in very cold weather, and
is then known as liquefied carbolic acid.

A small percentage of glycerine is probably

even better than water for this purpose,

and also- has the advantage of keeping
the subduing cloth in a damp condition

for a longer period when used to dilute

the acid for moistening the cloth instead

! of water. Phenol is distinguished by a

characteristic smell and a burning taste.

It has a caustic action on the skin, and
is a powerful poison. If a drop falls on
the skin, the latter turns white, and unless

oil is quickly applied it leaves a sore spot,

which somewhat resembles a burn. It

rapidly destroys organised ferments
(microbes, &c.), and is thus a powerful
antiseptic. The presence of even minute
quantities of this compound arrests

fermentation, and putrefaction. It is

applied, therefore, in the crude form for

disinfecting and deodorising purposes,

destroying the infection of cattle plague,

killing the bacillus of foul brood and
other diseases. It preserves hides and
other animal matter. The protection of

wood by pickling in coal tar creosote is

also largely due to the action of phenol.

The legs of hives are sometimes treated in

this way, or ought to be. In the pure
state, cliluted with twenty to forty parts

of water, it is also extensively used in

the surgery as an antiseptic lotion for

wounds, and to disinfect the surgeons'

hands and instruments, as well as in

dressings, chiefly lint and tow. It was one
of the first antiseptics used by Lister in

the form of a spray internally. In small

doses, taken by the mouth, it stops

fermentative changes in the stomach. In
the form of ointment it is very useful,

keeping wounds clean and inducing them
to heal up. Small amounts of it are used

in special ointments for skin diseases.

From its properties just enumerated, _you

will see that carbolic acid has the pro-

perty of preserving substances from
decay by killing bacteria and spores

which would cause decomposition. It

will, therefore, be clear that if a hive is

washed with carbolic solution thoroughly

it will have a tendency to clear it of

the bacillus and spores of the various bee

diseases, but where disease has actually

appeared it cannot be considered so

efficient as the painter's lamp, which re-

moves the paint and reaches every possible

corner. Carbolic acid should, however,

be very efficient if, say. No. 4 acid be

painted all over the hive inside and
out with a. paint brush, taking care to

get into all the corners, and thoroughly
washing it off in, say, twenty-four hours.
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afterwards allowing the hive to stand in

the sun until the smell totally disappears.

Any crevices would make this treatment
uncertain, as the acid might or might
not, get to the source of infection in the
these, or if it got into the crevices

and so between the double walls, it would
be difficult to get rid of, and a hive could

not be used for bees until this has been
accomplished. The reason I mention No. 4

here is that the smell is not retained
nearly so much as in the case of No. 5.

Poisoning.—A strong solution of car-

bolic acid taken in at the mouth acts at

once on the mouth, throat, and stomach
as a caustic poison. It enters the circula-

tory system, a,nd acts upon the brain as a
narcotic, the victim becoming comatose
and cold. Should the person recover from
the first effects there is still danger of

suffocation, owing to subsequent swellings

of the air passages. The first thing in

treating poisoning by carbolic acid is to

rid the stomach of what has not already

been absorbed by meaiis of a soft syphon
tube, and then wash it out until no acid

is left. Half an ounce of Epsom salts

may be given in a pint of warm water,

and after this a quarter of a pint of olive

oil in a pint of warm water, or white of

eggs in water, or large quantities of milk,

keeping up the warmth of the body by
hot^water bottles, &c., and using alcoholic

stimulants if necessary. It would only be
possible for a medical man to do the first

operation, but the Epsom salts, oil, &c.,

could be given, and the patient kept
warm until he arrived and took the case

in hand. The carbolic acid recommended
in the " British Bee-keepers' Guide
Book" is Calvert's No. 5, which is

extremely pungent, and contains a large

amount of cresylic acid, and does not mix
readily with water in the proportions
recommended. In correspondence with
Messrs. Calvert and Co., they say that " no
quality below our No. 4 in purity should
be used." No. 4 contains 90 per cent, of

pure carbolic acid, and is much less

pungent than No. 5. One part
dissolves readily in water. This cer-

tainly seems to be a more suitable pre-

paration, and is only slightly more
expensive than No. 5. Messrs. Calvert also

make a tablet of soap containing 20 per
cent, of carbolic acid, which would be
useful for washing hands and tools after

handling a diseased stock.

The two uses of carbolic acid in bee-

keeping are for subduing bees and for

disinfecting the ULanipulator, hives,

appliances, &c. It is very useful for the
former purpose, when a smoker is not

handy, a small tin containing a control

cloth being carried in the pocket. From
my experience it acts quit© well, and if used
properly, does not seem to have any

exciting effects upon the bees. If the
hands are wiped with it previous to
manipulating, the tendency of the bees
to sting the hands seems to be diminished.
The " Guide Book " recommends the use
of No. 5 acid for this purpose, but per-
sonally I object to the smell this leaves
behind after the acid has evaporated. It

occurred to me that this particular smell
might have something to do with the
subduing effect, but on trying the No. 4
acid the effect was apparently just about
the same, without leaving the objection-
able odour on the hands. The pure acid,

which has very little smell indeed com-
pared with this, is also quite satisfactory

in this respect. No. 5 acid can be used
for cleansing purposes, in which case it

is better to make a strong solution of

soft soap, and shake the acid with it,

when it will emulsify, and this solution

can then be added to water as required,

when it will mix easily, and there will be
less likelihood of the hands being burnt
by the acid—a risk always run by the
method of mixing crude acid with hot
water as the strong acid floats on the
surface and comes into contact with the

hands.
From the experience I have had with

the various acids, I have no hesitation in

recommending the use of Calvert's No. 4

acid for both subduing and disinfecting,

in preference to No. 5, the increase in

cost being infinitesimal only a small

amount being used in the course of a

season. I do not think the pure acid has

any advantage over it for these purposes,

but should like to hear the views of others

who have used the pure acid. I trust that

the matter in this paper not directly

bearing upon bee-keeping is not weari-

some, but that it will be of interest by
pointing out what seems to me to be some
of the many wonderful properties of

carbolic acid.

Queries and Replies,

[8271] A Novice's Quei-ies.—I am a

novice at bee-keeping. I got a swarm of

bees in July last, and have since pur-

chased another hive with bees, and am
making two others. I have also made eight

shallow boxes and frames and should like

to know : (1) How do you fix the founda-

tion? Should it be sealed in any way? (2)

Is enclosed sample the right kind of

foundation? (3) I sent for one
fitted frame with foundation, but
the latter got a good piece broken off

one end in the post. Do you think that

the bees would draw this out the same
as the other end, or is it of no use? (4)

Would you advise using drawn out combs,
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or the one that I have sent to you ?—Wish-
ing the Journal every success.— T. W.,
Renfrew.

Reply.—(1) There should be small slips

of wood with the frames like the one you
send. The foundation edge is put in the
central groove and fastened by forcing

the slip of wedge-shaped wood into the
other groove (see pages 73 and 74 of

"British Bee-keepers' Guide Book "). It is

well to wire the foundation as well, par-
ticulars of doing this being also given on
page 74 of "Guide Book." (2) The
foundation sent is not the right kind, being
super, and is for sections only. You
should ask for drone-base foundation for

shallow frames. (3) If it is a shallow

frame comb will be all right, the bees will

draw it out, but if it is a brood comb
don't use it, or the bees will build drone
combs in the space left by the breakage.

NOVELTY FOR 1912.

SLADEn's domicile for HUMBLE-BEES.^

By means of this device, queen humble-
bees may be attracted to make their nests
m the garden, and there to establish their
colonies, which contain idtimately up to
200' or 300 workers. The queen humble-
bee is a very industrious and intelligent

insect, and takes as much care of her
young as a bird or mammal; thus she
makois a most interesting pet. The
domicile affords facilities for studying
every stage of the life history of the
humble-bee, which differs widely in many
of its details from that of the honey-bee.
Humble-bees gather honey and store it in

the vacated cocoons, and also in special

honey-pots made of soft wax.

The apparatus supplied consists of the
Sladen Registered Cover (jorice 4s. 6d.

Vertical

Section through Domicile

(4) It is best to use drawn-out combs in

the super as it saves the bees time, laboiir,

and food.

[8272] Moving Tiers.— I wish to move
seven stocks of bees in hives a distance of

about eighty miles. Furniture vans are
being emjiloyed, and I propose bringing
the bees down on the top (outside) of
these. AVill it be sufficient ventilation if

I remove the entrance slides and tack
perforated zinc over the entrance? Should
some of the quilts be removed from above?
I shall be much obliged if you will answer-
the above in the " B.B.J.".—G. S. B.,
Knutsford.

Reply.—The bees will travel safely as
you propose. Be careful to see that the
quilts fit so that it is impossible for the
bees to escape. To ensure this we
should screw strips of wood on all

four edges of brood-chaml)er over the
quilts.

per pair, postage 6d. ; at least two pairs

are recommended), and the tool for form-
ing the tunnels in the ground (price 4s. 6d.,

postage 6d.). With these the domiciles
can be easily made according to the direc-

tions that are sent out.

The domiciles have undergone two
seasons' trial in Ripple Court Apiary,
near Dover, and have proved very success-

ful in attracting queens of Bombas Inpi-

darius, the beautiful, large, red-tailed

sjDecies which is specially suited for

domestication. The queens of five other
species, B. terrestris, ruderatus, hortorum,
latrcHldlus and ai/lvmum, have also been
induced to establish their colonies in

these domiciles. A queen humble-bee
never attempts to sting excejjt in self-

defence, when she is actually laid hold of.

The articles may be obtained from Mr.
F. W. L. Sladen, Ripple Court Apiary,
near Dover.
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Notices to Correspondents.

T. {Berks).^Bee-keeping in Egypt.—
(1) There are several letters referring

to bee-keeping in Egypt in the volume

of B.J. for 1894, and also in Eecord for

the same year. An article by Mr.

Ph. J. Baldensperger of Nice will be

found on page 455 of B.J. for 1894, and
another entitled "Apiculture en Egypte'

'

by the same writer appeared in the

Apiculteiir of Paris for 1893 page 346.

(2) We cannot give any information

about appliance dealers either in Cairo

or Alexandria, but perhaps some of

our readers could do so, .and we should

be glad to hear.

W. H. (Gateshead).

—

Several Eggs in One
Cell.—Though unusual, it is not rare

to find so many eggs in a cell. Yes, you

were- wise to deal with the diseased

stock as you did. It was quit-e the right

thing under the circumstances.

Jack Shepherd.—Source of Fallen.—The
catkins you send are good pollen-bearers.

In the district you describe you could

keep about 25 colonies with good results.

H. G. B. (Shelley).

—

Position for Hives.—
(1) The bees are English natives. (2) So

far as we can tell they are healthy. (3)

We prefer the second jjosition ; the first

will be too hot for the bees,

B. A. (Middlesex).

—

Uniting Skep to

Frame-hive.—As soon as possible in the

spring examine the frame-hive to make
sure there is no queen there. If not,

then drive the skep and unite the bees.

In the meantime, to facilitate matters,

place the skep at once beside the frame-

hive, so that the bees will locate the

position.

Honey Samples.

A. D. (Cheshire).—The sample is evidently

foreign and of very poor quality.

A. J. Smith (Suffolk).—The honey is from
sainfoin, good in every respect except

density, which is only fair.

J. C. Stebbings (Hiilborough).—A very

good sample. We should say 56s. per cwt.

in 5cwt. lots. In gross lots of lib. jars,

9s. 6d. per dozen.

R. W. B. (Gloucester).—The honey is from
clover with a little from ragwort or beans

in it. A very good sample of dark honey.

Doubtful (Jersey).—No. 1 is a very good
dark honey from mixed sources. No. 2

is a medium honey, good in all respects

except density, which is poor.

Suspected Disease.

W. J. R. (Edenbridge).—(1) We regret to

say it is " Isle of Wight " disease. (2)

Burn the whole. (3) We are afraid not.

F. H. W. M. (Surrey).—Both varieties are

suffering from "Isle of Wight" disease.

G. W. O. (Kent).—No. 1 and 3 had died

from "Isle of Wight" disease. No. 2

were too dry for examination.

S. G. (Berks).—Bees have died from "Isle

of Wight " disease. Destroy them.
D. A. B. (Reading).—We regret to say

that the bees show every symptom of

" Isle of Wight " disease.

G. B. L. (Market Drayton).—The bees

have indications of " Isle of Wight "

disease. Send some alive to Dr. Maiden,
Medical Schools, Cambridge, for his

opinion.

H. M. (West Ealing).—The bees appear to

be siiffering from ''Isle of Wight"
disease.

J. S. (Bristol).—We cannot find any trace

of foul brood. The bees are suffering
from "Isle of Wight" disease, and a
number have also died from starvation.

W. M. (Bristol).—There is foul brood in

the comb, but the bees are also affected

with "Isle of Wight" disease. Some
have died from starvation.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in "The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

WANTED, good Standard Hive and quiet Bees,
guaranteed healthy; carriage paid Dinmore;

lowest cash.—MODEL HOLDING, Bodenham,
Herefordshire. r 97

BRAND new Brice Observatory Hive, maker,
Lee and Son, 18s.—IVE, Boughton, Newark, r 95

k> DOZEN SECTIONS HONEY, from mixed
/v sources, 8s. 6d. per dozen, carriage forward.

—

PHILIP JONES, Blakeney, Glos. r 98

GRAND CLOVER HONEY, in lib. screw caps,

8s. 6d. dozen, 3 dozen 25s.—F. W. GELDER,
Sturton, Lincoln. r 99

RELIABLE SEEDS.—Chapman's Honey Plant
(Echinops), large parket, 6d.—GEORGE

BELL, Shoreham, Sevenoaks. r 100

SPECIAL OFFER.—Yorkshire Heather Honey,
9d. per lb., 141b., 28lb. tins; sample, 4d.;

Deposit.—J. B. aiARSHALL, Garforth, near
Leeds. s 1

3 CWT. good, light coloured Honey, in 281b. tins,

56s. per cwt.; tins free; sample, 3d.—POM-
FRET, 28, Bedford-street, Blackburn. s 2

BUSINESS ENCYCLOPEDIA, perfect con-

dition; offers cash or bee line.—PUR\ES.
Mundesley, Norfolk. s 3

3CWT. good Light Honey, 2 dozen good Sections;

accept any reasonable offer.—CHARLES
SMITH, Wattisfield, Diss. ^
BEES FOR SALE, 16 Hives and all appliances,

take £18 or the nearest offer.—Apply to R.

ELLIOTT, Beanley, Eglingham, Alnwick, North^

umberland.
^

^ ^^

1c% DOZEN jars Clover Honey, 9s. per dozen;

4 sample, 3d.—J. WAKEFIELD, Papcastle,

Cockermouth. ^ ^^
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BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
• The monthly meeting of the Council

was held on Thursday, January .18th, I9I2,

at 23j Bedford Street, Strand, London,
W.C, when Mr. T. ,W, Cowan presided.

"There were also present Messrs. W. F.

Reid, T. Bevan, J. Smallwood, E. Watson,
C R. Frankenstein, and R. Andrews
(Affiliated Association Delegates), G. W. 1

Judge (Crayford), G. R. Alder (Essex),

A. Willmott (Hertford and Ware), and the

Secretary, W. Herrod.

Letters expressing regret at inability

to attend were read from Miss Gayton,
Rev. A. D. Downes Shaw, Messrs. H.
Jonas, C. L. M. Eales, A, G. Pugh, J. B.

Lamb, E. Walker, and Capt. Sitwell.

The minutes of Council meeting held

December 2Ist, 1911^ were read and
confirmed.

The following new members were
elected:—Mrs. F. Wallace, The Rock
House, near Tiverton; Mr. U. P. Falle, Le
Yallon, Grouville, Jersey; Rev. C. Gordon
Ward, North Mymms Vicarage, Hatfield

;

Mr. A. Jenner, 52, Weverton Road, Syden-
iiam; and Rev. J. G. Shotton, Doddington
Vicarage, Wooler.

Applications for attiliation were received

from the Bedford and the Herefordshire
Bee-keepers" Associations and both were
granted.

The report of the Finance Committee
was presented by Mr. J. Smallwood. The
balance in hand at the end of November
was £135 9s. 8d., and the payments recom-
mended amounted to £138 16s. lOd. The
balance in hand at end of December was
£135 9s. 8d., and it was resolved that pay-
ments amounting to £10 be made. The
audited balance sheet for 1911 was pre-

sented, showing a balance in hand of

£125 13s. 8d.

Mr. Smallwood moved pursuant to

notice:—" Recogni.sing that the money
vote of the Development Commissioners
was obtained on the basis of the details

furnished to them, and that the recurrence

of this grant is an important factor in any
reorganization scheme, it is the opinion
of this Council that it is not advisable to

discuss any other arrangements until a

rensonable trial has been given to the

scheme."
Mr. Frankenstein seconded and it was

carried unanimously.

The alteration of conditions of affiliation

to meet the peculiar conditions existing

in South Africa were submitted by the

sub-Committee appointed for that purpose

and agreed to.

Next meeting of Council, February 15th.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS. '.

By JS/emo.

The Management of Supers.~We often
hear the complaint by bee-keepers that
they had put on supers which the bees

refused to occupy. M. Barthelemy says

in VAbeille de VAisjie that bees do not
readily go- into supers if (1) the popula-

tion is not sufficiently strong
; (2) when

there are no combs to attract them
; (3)

when there is no flow of nectar, or the

yield is on the point of ceasing; (4)

when frames in the hive body are too

deep
; (5) when ventilation is insufficient

;

(6) and when the supers are not

sufficiently protected by covering, or the

temperature is too low. Sometimes not-

withstanding favourable conditions some
colonies hesitate to work in supers. They
can be induced to do so by cutting out

from the body box a comb which contains

very young brood, and by placing it be-

tween two of the combs in the super. It

is also important to maintain the heat

in the supers by warm coverings if the

temperature is likely to go down. Supers

should be put on when the population is

well provisioned and has attained its full

strength, that is to say when the outside

combs are well covered with bees, and it

is better to put them on too soon than

too late. When all other conditions are

favourable the development of the colony

may be retarded by the failure of the

queen in egg-laying just when most

needed. This is why it is important

that" the bee-keeper should know the age

and capabilities of his queens, which are

destined to assure the future prosperity

of colonies.

Intelligence in Bees.—Professor Gaston

Bonnier has been making observations

respecting the distribution oi work
among bees, and we read of the con-

clusions he comes to in the Bevue Eclec-

tique d' Apiculture. One of the observa-

tions was made at a time in summer
when there was hardly any flow of nectar.

He took ten flowering branches pf Lycium
barhanim, commonly knoM'n as Tea-plant,

which is a good melliferous plant, and

put them in jars of water which he

placed in his garden on a spot 'where

there were no plants visited by bees.

Being in water the flowers on these

branches yielded nectar in abundance,

much more so than those on the growing

shrub. By the renewal of the branches

and the water the production of nectar

in the flowers could be maintained for

several days. On the first day no bee

visited the flowers, but on the second

day an investigating bee discovered them.

M. Bonnier marked this bee with a

coloured powder, and found that she re-

turned to the flowers after a few minutes,
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becoming from that time a regular
forager, and drawing the nectar from
two or three flowers, returned from her
hive after storing it accompanied by a
second bee, which the experimentalist also

marked. After twenty minutes five bees
were visiting the flowers on the branches,
but there were no more. These marked
bees were always the same and kept
going to and fro all the time. Four of

them collected nectar, while the fifth,

which was always the same one, was en-
gaged in collecting pollen from the
stamens of the blooms. On the next day
he found the same marked bees at work
again. The curious part of the experi-
ment was to see the behaviour of the bees
from this or other hives who were out
investigating, when they in their turn
discovered %hese flowers and found
other bees engaged on them. It
was easy to notice them flj'ing

round the branches, looking about
and then returning to their hives, coming
back to the branches and finally dis-

appearing, as if they had satisfied them-
selves that there were sufficient foragers
to collect all the nectar and pollen which
the flowers yielded.

The same afternoon M. Bonnier
replaced the ten branches by twenty other
similar ones. At ten o'clock the "follow-
ing morning work commenced, and in
addition to the five marked bees of the
day before, six others had now joined
them. Of the eleven, two collected
pollen and nine nectar.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Herrod.

PROCURING SURPLUS.

{Continued from page 12.)

There are several other ways of remov-
ing supers which with practice and exper-

ience the novice will soon learn how to

carry out. For instance, if the supere

are left on until the end of the season the
bees will gradually leave them to concen-

trate in the brood chamber. At that time
of the year, if one rises about 4 a.m., the
majority of them can be removed -without

a single bee being inside. Another method
is to tilt the super with, one hand, and
slide the " Porter " biee-escape underneath
it with the other. If this is done care-

fully and the board kept tight down on to

the top bars of the frames not a single

bee will be killed, as the board in its pro-

gress forward presses against the bees and
naturally they run out of the way. When
supers are being lifted otherwise than with
the screwdriver they should always be
twisted first to break away brace combs or

the attachment by propolis which may
occur. Sometimes they are stuck down so
tightly that it is almost impossible to move
them by either lifting or twisting with
the hands. In such cases a sharp knock,
cornerwise, will generally liberate them.
This can be done with a brick, or failing

everything else I use my heel. In such
cases care must be taken to subdue the
bees properly first, or the result mil be
disastrous.

Probably the best method for the novice
to adopt is, as far as is possible, to prevent
propolization. This can be accomplished
by using vaseline. The thinnest possible

coat should be spread on all those parts of
the super that will come in contact with
the chamber below it.

For removing supers the subjugator I
prefer is smoke; used judiciously this will

not taint the honey. If a carbolic cloth is

used, being damp as it should be, there
is danger of the honey being contaminated.
Many good samples of honey have I seen
spoilt in this way. In removing sections,

as little subjugation compatible to the
work in hand (which should only take a
few minutes) should be carried out. If it

is overdone, or the work prolonged, the
bees will puncture the cappings with
numerous small holes to get at the food,

and the value of the sections, if not spoilt

altogether is considerably reduced.

In previous notes I have mentioned
ventilation with regard to the prevention
of swarming. To obtain the best results,

swarming must be prevented, and this cau
usually be accomplished by giving atten-

tion to details. Position of the hive is one
factor, but this I will leave to deal with
in the future. Ventilation in very hot
weather is absolutely necessary. This can
be given by turning the roof coraerwise,

but it is necessary for one to be close at

hand ; should a rain storm come on the
roof will have to be put right to keep out
the wet. Allso it means attention each
morning and night. The best method of.

giving ventilation is by propping up the
brood chamber all round as shown in the
illustration on opposite page. If we
examine a natural home of the bee in a

tree or other position, we find that ventila-

tion is always obtained at the bottom. On
no account must we ventilate by means of

a draught right through the brood chamber
or the ijrood will be chilled ; therefore the
method recommended avoids this. As soon
as nectar ceases to come in, the hive mtist

be lowered or robbing will take place! •

^'

At the present time of year, and
especially as the bees have been very
active, it is necessary to see that the
supply of candy is not exhausted. Also

the entrance should be cleared of dead bee&

by means of a hooked wire.

{To be Continued).
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

ABSORF.ENT v. NON-ABSORBENT
COVERINGS.
GLASS QUILTS

[8341] On p. 21 of the issue of the

l'8th inst., " D. M. M.," under the head-

In "Root's A. B.C. of Bee Culture," th^
question of sealed or porous covers is dis-

cussed (p. 469, 1908 edition), and pr^
ference is given to "a non-porous covey?
like a thin boai-d or a sheet of enajtnel

cloth, which the bees may seal down with
propolis," and the reason given is that
" the very fact that Nature supplies bees
with a glue for chinking up all cracks
and crevices, and that they use this gum
to an extent that the top of th^edr

domicile is made air-tight, shows that we,
their owners, should cater to their, or
Nature's, ways."

Mr. Simmins, in his " Modern Bee
Farm," says, on p. 184 : "If you use porous
material above your winter cluster, an
entrance not more than Sin. should be
allowed ; if a non-poious covering, such
as American cloth, be used next abov^d

HELPFUL HINTS TO NOVICES (VEINTILATING A SUPEEED HIVE).

ing ' Winter Packing," says :
" Light and

porous material forms the best packing,
if we wish to assure ourselves that success-
full results will crown our efforts in
endeavouring to make the bees as cosy as

possible diring the long inclement months
of winter," and then proceeds to give a
number of instances which he says all go
to show that porosity is an essential to
success.

Three pages later (p. 24), Mr. A. H.
Bowen (8^35) writes :

" In my experience,
colonics packed in single-walled hives with
a sealed inner cover, and air sjoace above,
winter much better than others with an
air space all round, and nhsorhcnts above
the bees."

the frames (of course, with warm material

above that), then a wider entrance must
be provided, according to the strength of

the colony."

At the v^onversiizione of the B.B.K.A..,

held on October 6th, 1910, in discussing
• The Preparation of Bees for Winter,"
Mr. W. F. Reid said: "For himself, he

used celluloid quilts; no moisture got itit6

the wrapping or to tlie bees themselveSj

and, jiersonally, he had never had any
trouble in this respect. . . . One of tli^

advantages of celluloid was that it was
perfectly watertight. He had used soifl^

of these quilts for the last ten years, and
they were as good as ever. . . . He ha<I

no trouble with condensation at all, afl<i.
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if there were plenty of quilts on the top,

-it would net be cold enough for moisture

to condense, which only happen-ed if there

were not enough bees."

I am a comparative novice in bee-

keeping, having bought my first stock in

the spring of 1908. The idea of a glass

quilt occun-ed to me, as it, no doubt, has

occurred to hundreds of other bee-keepers.

I had no brother apiarists to consult, and
for the fii'st two years " ploughed a lonely

furrow." J first designed and made a

frame to hold two sheets of glass, |in.

apart, with a central opening in each,

3in. in diameter, a tin, space from the
margin of the circle being fitted with
glass, fixed with Canada balsam, so that

between the two sheets there was enclosed

a dead air space. This arrangement,
©ostly and clumsy, was subsequently
modified, and I made frames, like

ordinary school slate frames, to hold a

single sheet of 21oz. glass with a Sin. hole

in the centre, which, when placed in

position, allowed a bee space over the
frames, A 5in. square of glass covered
the hole, except when I slid it to one side,

for fee'ling purposes. These quilts have
answered their purpose admirably, and I

have never lost a stock through their use,

to the best of my knowledge. I cover the
glass summer and winter with at least

four thicknesses of 3-16tli-inch felt. This
felt covers not only the glass quilt, but
goes fully to the sides of the lift. The
advantages are numerous. To begin
with, it obviates a corisiderable amount of

otherwise necessary examination and dis-

turbance of the hives, the veiy thing
against which "D. M. M.," in the notes

from which I have -quoted, protests, and,
in my humble judgment, rightly protests.

It enables the bee-keeper to tell just

when to put on his supers as soon as he
sees the white additions to the brood-
combs being made. He can also see when
to add a fresh super. It reduces the
necessary manipulations from spring to

autumn to three : spring examination
and transfer to a clean hive, requeening
in July, and packing for the winter. I

exclude, of course, the placing and
removal of supers, and the manipulations
consequent on swarming, or any unusual
or untoward incident or accident. In
this connection I may mention that for

nearly a year I have had a delightful

corre.spondence with a bee-keeper, whom,
as yet, I have never had the pleasure of

meeting; one of at least twenty years'

standing, and the owner of some twenty-
six or twenty-seven stocks. He was
.wholly opposed to glass qiailts, but I

persuaded him to let me send him one this

summer. Here are his remarks on the
subject •—" I am sure you will be pleased

to know the result of the glass quilt. . . I

pub it upon my strongest hive, and worked

it for sections. This hive had ten
standai'd frames, and also ten shallow
frames, as brood-nest . . . and at one
time it had sixty sections on, in addition,
and all were filled with bees. Beyond the
glass quilt, the only covering was a piece
<)f brown paper to exclude the light. . . I

took sjDecial interest in this hive ... it

did the best of all my twenty-six colonies;

it gave me ninety completed sections with
about 351b. to winter on as stores. Up
to the present (November 15th), I have
not removed the glass quilt. ... I ex-
amined it last Saturday, and, up to the
present, there are no signs of any con-
densation upon the glass. For the
summer it was a perfect success." I ought
to add that my correspondent intended to

I'emove the quilt for winter, but this year
I hope to persuade him to give it a

winter trial. The advantages in winter
are quite as great as in summer. Candy
can be supplied with no disturbance
whatever, and as quietly renewed. I

wrote to the "B.B.J." 'in May, 1910

(7824) :
—

" At any time, and almost at
any temperature, I can remove the felt

quilts, and glance at the condition of the

bees, and gain a pretty fair idea of the
quantity of stores, without disturbing the
cluster in the least." I asked then, as I

ask now :
" AVhy are glass quilts not more

used? What are the drawbacks out-

weighing their manifest advantages? Or
is it the innate ineradicable conservatism
of the Briton which prevents him adopt-
ing them. After all, which is the nearer

to Nature, the combs covered with un-
bleached calico, carpets, and sacking,

and a bag of chaff, or a solid and more
or less impervious material? The combs
in a hollow tree are hung from the top
of the hollow, the mass above being solid

wood." The Editorial note at the end of

my letter stated that the great objection

to glass quilts was the expense, and a

habit the bees had of propolising them
firmly down, and that when being removed
they were liable to break. My answer to

these objections is : first, that I make
(and so can any man with a few ordinary
tools) the frames myself at a cost of, say,

2d. for wood, and buy the glass, and get
the hole cut for Is. ; and secondly, that
the frames, in which the glass is inserted,

liave never, in my experience been pro-

polised down, so as to cause even a risk

of breakage.
Is there not something in Mr. Root's

suggestion that the very nature of the
hive bee is such that it resents, to the
best of its ability, the porous covering,

and spreads its propolis over as large a

surface of it as it can? Listen to the
doyen of bee-keepers, Mr. Cowan, at the
very conversazione to which I liave

referred :
" For coverings he removed tiie

old calico quilt, tliat was projiolised, and
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placed a fresh piece of calico, which

would be porous, over the frames." If

porosity were essential, or even

advantageous, why should the silly bees go

to work and make it impervious as far as

they can ? Simply because for thousands

of years they have been accustomed in

their wild state to haye a covering

absolutely impervious.
The Scots are a dour race (I am one

myself), and "D.M.M." may hesitate to

accept the offer I now make. Will he
accept, at my hands, a glass quilt, of a

size suitable for his hives? Will he,

furtJipr, use it both spring, summer, and
winter? I know from his reputation in

1,he apiarian world that we can rely on
an honest opinion on its merits and
•demerits. I need hardly add that I have
no commercial interest whatever in the bee

world, not even in the sale of honey, but
am m-erely an enthusiastic recruit in the

a;ro\^ing army of apiarists, and axa

anxious to do all that lies in my power
to gain as well as impart all the know-
ledge I can in this most fascinating

pursuit. J. D.\LZELL.

hives showing signs of life, biit 'tis rather

early yet for the roll call. Perhaps, as

was the case two years ago, the real winter

is still to come. A zero freeze in January,

1910, wiped out our medium colonies, and
converted strong ones into mere shadows
of their former selves. On that occasion

the situation was saved by uniting English

swarms to the weaklings, the result being

a fairly successful season.

The post-result, however, was an out-

break of paralysis among the imported
' bees in the following spring. This deadly

peril, starting in a single colony, rapidly

became a distinct menace to the very

existence of the apiary.

Extreme measures applied to the source

of infection, and " Heathfield " remedies
in the milder cases, dispelled the gloomy
cloud that overhung my little Highland
apiary. In this case the darkest hour was
followed by the dawn of a record season.

The sun seldom before shone so brightly

on the busy little bee during its industrious

labovirs from morn to eve of the long

summer's day.—J. M. Ellis, Ussie

Valley.

HEATHER HONEY AS A WINTER
FOOD FOR BEES.

[8342] In his New Year's address our
esteemed Editors appealed for new writers.

It gives me much pleasure in responding.

Quite recently, and for the first time to

my knowledge, the suitability of heather
honey as a winter food was called in ques^

tion by one of our most prominent bee-

keepers, Mr. Simmins, who stated that

the unsuitability of this particular kind
of honey was most apparent when the

month of February is reached and that it

arose from lack of moisture. My own
experience is quite opposed to Mr.
Simmins' theory. Here in the extremity
of North-West Durham we are in the midst
of the heather country, the storage for

winter consists almost entirely of heather

honey—clover being almost a negligible

quantity. After an experience of many
years, I can say that my bees have never
suffered any evil effects from the use of

heather honey ; and this much I can alsO'

say from previous experience, if my
bees reach the month of February in

^ood condition their prosperity %r
the following summer is assured. My
object in writing this is to ask other
bee-keepers living in heather districts

to give us the result of their experience

on this important question.—W. P.,

Blanchland.

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.
[8343] In this district bees have had

occasional flights of late, every one of my

SPACE BEHIND DIVISION BOARD.
[8344] A correspondent (8338) in last

week's "B.B.J." (page 25) invites com-

ments on the respective merits of

shortened versus close fitting division

boards. I should like to state the case as

I have found it, first mentioning that

most of my hives have frames parallel to

the entrance^—not as with Mr. Harris, at

right angles. With me the bees winter

better that way. The chief advantage of

the short division board I find is that it

aicts as a barometer, showing when the

bees need either more brood space or

comb-building work. When they show
themselves crowded at the back of the

board I add more frames on the inside,

fitted with full sheets of foundation if in

the early part of the season, as the queen,

if a good one, will easily fill all with

brood at this time. Last season I had a

hive with three supers on, and the queen

occupying eleven brood frames and ten

shallow frames, only the outside combs

being used for storage. If bee® are crowd-

ing out late on in the honey season, I give

frames with starters at the back of the

boards, and what little they draw out and

store in these I use for home coaisump-

tion; being so much cut off from the

brood nest they seem to prefer to do most

work in the supers, where it is wanted,

than work on startens at that time. After

being away for three weeks, I examined

one stock on eight frames in late June and

found a good-sized swarm hanging out at

the hack of the dummy waiting for the

queen cells within to mature, I sunijose.
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Had I examined them sooner I should have
at once added more frames inside for

comb building aind brood rearing. No
comb was started behind the board,

although the super was almost full.

Again, the loose fitting board allows the

cleaning up of combs removed from the
brood nest in autumn, or emptying un-
finished sections, by placing them behind
the board, with no necessity for a super

above the brood nest. If Mr. Harris does
not wa,nt to increase the size of the brood
nest, and bees are numerous at the back,

he should use a hanging section frame at

the ba,ck of the board, an excellent way of

obtaining bait sections for the supers

—C. R. P., Yorks.

WINTER LOSSES OF BEES.

[8345] Now that the winter season is

here and our bees, except for occasional

short flights, are confined to their hives,

we often wonder how it fares with the little

occupants. Having packed them snugly
down, and attended to their needs, ere the

rigours of winter approached, we are now
beginning to look ahead with anxiety as

to how our stocks will emerge from their

winter quarters when the period of their

enforced idleness is passed. The essentials

of safe wintering are plenty of bees,

ample and siiitable stores, a sound water-

tight hive, adequate warm porous covering,

ventilation, and on the part of the bees

themselves vigorous constitutions; yet
notwithstanding all these how often winter
losses call forth our lamentations. 'lliis

winter, so far as time would allow, I have
given a little attention to the subject of

shading of the entrance to hives, thinking
that probably here was a fruitful source
of bee mortality'. On several occasions

after a bright spell of sunshine, during
which the bees have flown pretty freely,

quite a number of apparently dead or
dying bees were to be seen, either on the
ground or the branches of surrounding
shrubs, and even upon the hive itself. On
one occasion an apparently lifeless bee was
picked up, and taken indoors and neld
upon the palm of the writer's hand for a
minute or so near the fire ; at the end of
that time on being taken to the door and
liberated it flew straight back and into its

hive. On a second occasion six bees were
taken in like condition and placed in an
empty match-box in a similar position,
with the result that all were resuscitated,
and returned to their hives, A third lot

of twenty were next tried, and this time
more than half on being liberated were
able to fly off to their hives, the remainder
being quite active and crawling nimbly
about. This would seem to confirm the
suspicion that quite a large number of
bees are lost through these short winter

flights, and points to the necessity of

excluding direct light, particularly the
sun's rays from the entrances to the hives.

Especially is this the case when, in spite

of a bright spell of sunshine, a cold wind
is blowing. Undoubtedly occasional

flights during suitable climatic condi-
tions are both essential and good for the

bees to enable them to get rid of their

accumulated bowel residue, but if only the

best fopd is given to the bees upon which
to winter the fewer the flights consistent

with the natural needs of the bees the
better. More than this is detrimental.

The bees after flying about settle on the
hive or upon the ground or some object

near, and becoming chilled and benumbed,
are unable to return. Those which have
been on the outside of the cluster, also

others through age, more quickly fall

victims. Absolute rest induced by
thorough shading of entrances would save
the lives of most of these, and the bee-
keeper would be rewarded in the spring
by his bees coming out of winter quarters-

in strong condition, and able with a little

jiidicious stimulation to build up quickly
and in time to take full advantage of the
honey flow. In conclusion, I would warn
any bee-keeper against standing his hives-

in the shade of a wall from which the sun
and light is excluded. Such a position is

damp and dangerous, and productive of

even greater loss of bee life than unshaded
entrances.— -I. W. M., Withernisea.

PLATFORMS v. LEGS OR SINGLE
STANDS.

[8346] Allow me to suggest to Mr.
Herrod (see page 12) that if hives were
placed on a sort of low platform made of,^

say, two pieces of quartering 3in. by l^in.,.

placed edgewise, and three pieces 3in.

square and 18in. long nailed anglewise be-
tween them and laid on stumps or bricks,

sa}' a platform loft, long, 9in. clear above
soil, that would give roora for three or more
hiveis and be an excellent help when
manipulating. I use them, and when
manipulating supers the platform forms a
most convenient rest for super cases, and
supers too. Once used, always used.—A.
Haekjs, Wavendon.

[Some years ago I should have agreed
with you, but experience has taught me
that platforms are a nuisance ; they arfr

more costly, as there is a lot more wood
used ill them than in hive legs. Also, it

necessitates keeping the bees in straight

rows, which means if you wish to get to

the front of the hive either hurdle jump-
ing or a journey right round the end of

the platform. Of necessity the hives are
kept too close together, so that robbing
is more likely to take place and swarming
fever spread. The making of artificial
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swarms, nuclei, queen rearing, and many
other manipulations are only carried out

at great inconvenience. The idea in a

garden is to keep the hives as far apart as

possible and afford shade, not to plant

them like potatoes. This cannot be done
with platfonns. I have yet to see an
apiary of any size in which platforms are

used. All practical bee-keepers know the

value of and use hives with legs.—W.H.]

THOUGHTS ON A PRESENT
DISCONTENT.

[83-17] It is clear that the large bee-

keepers will not willingly submit to the

compulsory inspection of their apiaries.

That any Act without compulsory clauses

would be unique and a fai'ce is undeniable,

and it is certain that a BiU containing

such an exemption clause as Mr. Woodley
suggests -could not be passed.

There appear to be two alternatives,

viz., limited powers of compulsory inspec-

tion, or what amounts in the end to

the same thing, llahility of all apiaries to

compulsory insiDection under certain con-

ditions. In the case of other domesticated
live stock, I think, we have first compul-
sory notification of diseases, followed by
inspection and enforcement of the pro-

visions of the Act as provided in such case.

I will give an instance of how this would
work with bees : Some years ago I bought
some (guaranteed healthy) stocks of bees
from a man who at that time was a per-

sistent advertiser in the bee papers. They
had sour brood, and foul brood of old

standing also. Now, under such an Act
as suggested, I should have been compeMed
to notify, and compulsory powers of in-

spection, &c., would have been enforced
against the seller.

Mr. Manley would say, " but perhaps the
gentleman did not know disease when he
saw it, and had he merely kept bees
instead of dealing in them the disease
would have remained undiscovered and yet
have been a menace to the district." That
may be so; still, I think that the ignorant
and " pig-headed " beeukeeper is pretty
well known to his neighbours, and com-
pulsory powers might be enforced in all

suspicious cases.

Addressing a company of bee-keepei's,
Mr. Herrod once said, " The big bee-
keepers might be safely trusted to keep
down disease in their own apiaries.
Members of Associations might be left in
the hands of their experts. The object of
the proposed legislation was to enable them
to get at the ignorant and wilful bee-
keeper who was a constant danger to his

neighbours, and who, not being a member
of any association, was not otherwise
approachable."

It would appear that what we really

need is not compulsory inspection of all

apiaries, but liability to compulsory in-

spection. If that be really the intention
of the promoters of the Bill, and they can
convince the big beemen that it would be
worked as Mr. Herrod suggested, they
would disarm their opponents.

Evidently Mr. Herrod does not agree
with Mr. Manley that the extent of a
man's apiary is no test of his ability to
manage the same. I can't agree with Mr,
Franklin in what lie considers suflBcient

examination of large apiaries. If neces-
sary at all, it should be done thoroughly.
I should think an inspector would feel the
anomalies of his position when inspecting
the apiaries of, say, Mr. Herrod and Mr.
Simmins.
Mr. Manle3''s suggestion that the posses-

sion of a certificate should render the
holder exempt from compulsory inspection
is better than he perhaps thinks, inasmuch
as it would induce many more to qualify
themselves, and the craft would benefit to
that extent.

To my mind the launching of Mr.
Tickner-Edwardes' rival scheme is disquiet-
ing. It cannot be accepted by bee-keepers
and it cannot be ignored. It can re'duce
the chances of any legislation at all,

since, should the B.B.K.A. succeed in
formulating a scheme acceptable to the
majority of their following, what guaran-
tee have we that the Bill would not be
amended and finally become law in a shape
much less aeceptahler'

I do not agree that the passing of in-

spectors from apiary to apiary would
spread foul brood, as that disease has been
well investigated, and its method of pro-
pagation is understood, but the " Isle of
Wight" disease is on a different footing.
Since it appears to be prevalent in coun-
tries other than our own it would be,

interesting to know if it is making head-
way where compulsory inspection is

enforced.
I am sorry so much animosity is shown

towards the skep. Strange that bees have
survived so long in other than movable
comb hives. Is it not rather unscrupulous;
commercialism that makes all not well with
the industry to-day?—G. M., Northants-

Queries and Replies.

[8273] Moving Bees, and other Queries.

—May I ask for your kind help and advice

through the columns of the " B.B.J.," of

which I am a regular reader ? I was given

a Kwarm of bees in July two years ago
(from Parkstone, in Dorsetshire). 1

brought them over here, and they have
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since done excellently, and so far have
liad no sign of the " Jsle of Wight " disease,

or any other. I united two of the three

stocks I had at the end of last summer,
and wintered down two stocks in good con-

dition, each with a large quantity of

etoreis.' Next month (ahout the middle) I

am leaving this place and asm. going to

live in the South of England, where I hope
to continue bee-keeping.^-(1) Is it possible

to move stocks at that time of year, and if

So, what would be the best way to do it?

(2) Would it be fair to take bees from a
more or less infected area (even though
they have always been perfectly healthy) ?

(3) If I do not move the bees, but sell

them, here, how much ought I to a-sk for a
Kitrong stock? (4) When I united the
bees in the autumn I extracted the

ten frames which I took from the dis-

carded hive. As there was a good deal of

heather honey in them they did not
extract very clearly, and I have since

kept them in an outhouse, in a disused

hive, which I now find did not close down
tightly. Would this be likely to have
allowed wax moth to get in, and in any
case, would the half-extracted combs be

of any use to the bees in the spring ; or,

as the honey was all uncapped in the
extracting, will it have fermented ? With
manv apologies for a.sking so many ques-

tions.—A.S.N. , Totland Bay, Isle of Wight.

Reply.—(1) Yes, it is quite passible

;

secure all the parts of the hive by means
of screws. See the quilts are well secured
Tby .screwing a piece of wood on each of the
four sides. Screw perforated zinc over
the entrance, and they will travel quite

safely. (2) We don't think you can do
any harm. Your bees are healthy, and
there have been cases of " Isle of Wight "

in the neighbourhood to which you are

going. (3) It is very difficult to say with-

out an examination. Probably worth from
30s. to 50s. (4) An examination only will

reveal whether wax moth is present, or if

the honey has fermented. To be on the
safe side it will be best to melt them
down for wax.

[8274] Ttace of Bees—Bees Building in

Candy-Boxes.—(1) Of what race or cx'oss

are the enclosed bees ? They are rather bad-
tempered and difficult to manage. (2) Are
they a good and active breed to keep? (3)

I have two hives which when shut up for
the winter contained ten frames each,
covered with bees, brood and honey. They
were very strong, the queens are 1910 and
1911. In the second week in December a
cake of candy was placed in each hive.
On New Year's Day I went to renew the
supply and discovered that the bees in
each hive had filled the candy boxes with
comb, and were busily building. The
weather has been very warm and mild,
although in the county of Durham. A
third stock consisting of a swarm from one

of the other two hives has been fed with
candy since September, and has taken no
liberties with the boxes. -^ M. P.,

Gainsford. '
Reply.—(1) The bees sent are the

ordinary black variety! (2) They are the
best bees to keep if the strain is right.

. Viciousness can be bred out by selection.

(3) They are evidently splendid stocks.

Remove the candy boxes containing comb
on a warm -da-y, and replace with others
full of candy. The stocks being ^so strong
are evidently breeding, and care should

I
be taken tO' see the . food supply does not
run short. The other hive not being so

strong evidently has an abundant supply of

food below, so at present do not require
the candy or tliey would have taken
it.

[8275] Combs Built Behind Dummy.—
Can you advise me in your Queries and
Replies what to do in the following case?
By mistake I left the dummy board out of

a hive last season, and on examining the
latter I found that the bees had built three
combs without frames, so that it can
hardly be called a movable comb hive.

The bees are wintering on four combs, one
frame and their own three. I have to

move them to another town not later than
Easter, and I want to know, first, what is

the best time for this ; secondly, could I

put theni in a new hive, in which case

would their old combs, honey and brood,

if any, have to be wasted ?^H. B., Stock-
port.

Reply,—You should move the bees as

soon as possible just as they are. In the
spring move the dummy back and insert a
frame filled with a full sheet of founda-
tion. Repeat the process when this is

built out, and so on until the bees are

covering about six combs built in the
frames. See that the queen is on these
combs, then insert the diunmy between
them and the combs attached to the hive,

with a small piece of wood fin. thick at

bottom to block it up and allow free

passage of bees underaeath. Allow it to

stay thus until all the brood is hatched
out in the frameless combs, then cut them
out and go on adding frames until the
full complement of ten is reached.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS.

By D. M. Mocdonald, Banff.

A New Bee Journal.—• The Southf

African Bee Journal is the latest addi-

tion to our Colonial list of papers dealing
with bees and bee-keeping, and the
association, under whose auspices it has
been launched, is to be congratulated on
the enterjjrising start. Vast possibilities

lie ahead for the craft in. this country,
where Nature has done its utmost to
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provide enoi-mous ranges of bee forage.

The task of organising the association

has been a heavy one, and now that the

conducting of a bee-paper has been added,

the duties must be of an onerous nature.

Bee-keepers in this country look on the

future hopefully, and wish a very large

measure of success to both ventures.

Excelsior!—In the United States the

industry is carried on under the fostering

care of the Government, whioh now votes

a sum of £3,000 to carry on experimental
apicultural work. This year they have
granted an additional sum of $5,000 to

Dr. Phillips' department, which proves

that the marked devotion and eminent
skill shown by himself and his staff of

assistants is being duly appreciated. A
perusal of a parcel of bulletins and reports
kindly forwarded me shows that excellent
work is being done all over the country
by the Bureau. Indeed, several apicultural
features have been dealt with in a manner
so thorough and exhaustive that the
results are worthy of all praise and
admiration.

Standardising.^In America there is a
tendency to work towards that desirable
end—a standard frame, a blessing we in
this country so highly appreciate. Gleanings
sa.ys :

—"There has been a marked
tendency to favour the ten-frame hive
more strongly than ever, and a corres-

ponding inclination to drop all other
styles of hives. In other words, the Lang-
stroth frame is coming to be more and
more the prevailing standard throughout
the United States. When Langstroth
settled on the dimensions of this hive, he
builded better than he knew." It is

worth noting that the deptli of this frame
in comb-surface is practically that of the
British standard frame.

Honey.-—" One good argument in favour
of honey as a food, is," says Louis Sclioll,
" that it goes further than other sweets.
Many more pieces of bread can be spread
from, a- pound of honey than from pre-
serves, jelly, or syrup; so honey, ap-
parently dearer at first, is cheaper in the
long run. Another even more important
item is the healthfulness of honey when
compai-ed with any other sweet." This
last feature cannot be over-emphasised,
and the purveyor of this luscious sweet
has the consolation of knowing that he is

dispensing not only the most delightful
and appetising of Nature's gifts, but also
the most health-giving. Bee-keepers are
indeed benefactors to the human race.
Long ago this was even better understood
than it is now, and old writers were never
tired of extolling the many virtues of
honey and mead.

Queens in Embryo.—"The books"
teach us that a larva, up to the time
when it is three days old, produces an

'efficient queen. While the teaching is

right, yet it has often been doubted if

half this time might not be cut off with
advantage to our future queen-mothers.

Now " Doolittle " says: "No one should

entertain the idea that a three-day-old

lairva is good enough for a queen. The
best queen larvae are those from twenty-
four ^ to thirty-six hours oldx. and „these

should be perfected into queens with a
colony, which will give them the best

care." Mr. Boot agrees, and declares the
teaching "is entii'ely orthodox and in line

with our experience in the rearing of

thousands of queens. We prefer not to

have a larva older than thirty-six hours
for grafting."

The Canadian B.J.—This journal is of

late becoming more of a "living" con-

cern. It is extending its list of con-
tributors, and these are dealing more
with practical subjects which must enlist

the attention of both novice and veteran.
What a glorious field it would have to work
in if bee-keepers from Newfoundland to
Vancouver would only subscribe and thus
make it more and more an active force in

apiculture. Mr. Byer deals interestingly

with the subject of introducing queens, and
I was pleased to note that he makes so

strong a point of securing young, new-
hatched bees to care for the caged queens.
Mr. Sladen, in illustrating his latest cage
in Gleanings, advocates the same policy.

They both believe in a push-in-the-comb-
cage as the best for securing safe intro-

duction of queens.

Amalgamation. — The See Bidletin,

after 20+ years of an independent
existence, has been taken over by the
Australian Bee-keeper. Messrs. Pender's
paper is thirteen years old. Recently it

has been greatly improved, and promises
to keep well up to date. They know
how tO' do things on a large scale " down
under," many apiarists possessing very
large apiaries. A leading featureof the Bee-
keeper is a symposium monthly on some
leading feature in apiculture, for which
the Editor offers prizes. " Handling
Supers of Honey " has been dealt with
interestingly in the latest issue to hand,
but space does not allow extracts.

"The Na'tional."—This Assocdatlion,

like our own B.B.K.A., is eagerly in

search of a new constitution. There is in

both cases a desire to extend the activity

of the centra! authority, to make both
more of a living i-eality, and to bring
them more into touch with the associated
meml)ership, not only in one or two
centres, but also all over the country.
Both associations are in great need of
strengthening their stakes and widening
their borders. Money in each case is a weak
point, and the want of it curbs the
energies o* even the most enthusiastic.
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The Americans are changing the member-

ship fee from a dollar to a dollar and a

half, but even then they will be handi-

capped. I have been wondei-ing if our

"reformers'' have gone to sleep r*

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-
facturers or correspondents, or where appliances

can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-

tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The
space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and not

for advertisements. We wish our correspondents to

bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to go

to press in advance of the date of issue, queries

cannot alivays be replied to in the issue imme-
diately following the receipt of their communica-
tions.

Kingston.—Securing Surplus.—We have

frequently adopted the plan you describe

to obtain show sections. For ordinary

purposes it is not advisable to follow it.

M. W. C. (Sussex).

—

Sugar for Syrup
Food.—Moist sugar should not be used

for feeding bees. You had better use

the sugar you have for domestic

purposes.

R. G. H. (Worcester).—T'aiue of Old Bee-

Books.—No. 1 is worth Is. bd., No. 2

about 2s.

Box HivE.^

—

Moving Bees.—It will be quite

safe to move the bees as you suggest, if

thin strips of wood are screwed hori-

zontally across each side of the comb.

E. D. (Turriff).

—

Adding Supers.— under
ordinary circumstances no practical bee-

keeper would put the empty rack on

the top. Reasons for this are given in

"Helpful Hints for Novices" in a

previous number of " B.J."

H. O. (Old Charlton).

—

Altering Positions

of Stocks.—The weather is now cold, so

•wait until the bees have been confined

to the hive- for a week. Then remove the

'Stocks to the desired positions ; they will

locate the new position when taking their

first flight afterwards.

R. H. (Rudyard).

—

Painting Hives with

Creosote.—The smell would be ver}^

objectionable to the bees. The best

material to use is good oil paint.

W. M. (Ayrs).

—

Bees and Neighbours.—
We are afraid it is a little difficult to

answer your query. It would be very

unwise for you to enter into costly liti-

gation. Why not see the lawyers and
come to some agreement in the matter.

We would also remind you that there is

an Insurance Policy against damage to

third parties issued by the British Bee-
Keepers' Association at one penny per
hive, with a minimum of ninepence, and
if you are iiot a member of an Associa-

tion affiliated to it. Is. registration fee

in addition. We could supply you with
back numbers of " B.J." in which legal

disputes regarding bees are. reported, if

this would be of any assistance to your
solicitor.

J. A. S. (Cornwall).

—

Patenting Bee 4p-
pliances.—(1) Write for particulars to the

Patent Office, London. (2) and (3) Any
of the manufacturers of appliances who
advertise in our papers would, no doubt,
undertake the manufacture and sale of

the appliance if it is of practical value.

W. R. T. (Fern.).—Making ifii;es.—Par-
ticulars of making a hive such as you
require are given in a Id. leaflet pub-
lished at this office.

Honey Samples.
A. P. W. (Sussex).—A very good honey,

mainly from clover
;
granulation might

be smoother. The white appearance is

only caused by the air bubbles which rise

to the top, but it is no detriment. It can
be removed before the honey granulates.

Suspected Disease.
A. O. G. (Sussex).—The bees were too
decomposed for examination, so we can-
not diagnose cause of their death.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi«
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIMNANTHES DOUGLASII, strong plants, 30
6d., 60 9(1.; seeds, 5d. packet, two 5cl.; also

Chapman's Honey Plant, seeds 4d, two 6d., free.
KEY. ANDERSON, Northam, North Devon, r 71

WANTED, origuial negatives, suitable for
making lantern slides, of Bee Life and Bee-

keeping manipulations.—Particulars to BIGG-
WITHER, Birdwood, Wells, Somerset. s 15

Ik) PURE WHITE WYANDOTTE PULLETS
/W and COCKEREL, good strain, price £2 2s.,

f.o.r. and package free.—R. BROWN and SON
Flora Apiaries, Somersham, Hunts. s 14

(^ OOD ENGLISH HONEY FOR SALE, in 281b.

X tins; sample, 2d.—H. MATTHEWS, Wilden,
Bedford. s 12

Q£* SCREW bottles good dark Honey, 21s.; 281b.OO tin, medium ditto, 13s.—R., B. MANLEY,
Potcote, Towcester. s 11

HONEY FOR SALE, 281b. tins, 14s. 6d.; 3cwt.,

40s.; guaranteed pure, f.o.r.^CORBETT,
Hurstbourne Tarrant, Andover.

NEW W.B.C. HIVES; two i plate cameras; two
silver watches; telescope; exchange for

extractor, white Wyandotte pullets, eggs for

sitting, or honey.—BOWDEN, Broomhill, Witley,
Surrey. s 9

i> DOZEN glazed Sections, five dozen jars, 9s. per
/^ dozen, packed on rail.—STUBBS, Rempstone,
Loughborough. s 8

3 DOZEN well filled Sections, 7s. 6d. dozen; 281b.

tins extracted Honey, 14s. 6d., or 56s. cwt.—
HHLLIS, Hill's-lane, Ely, Cambs. s 7
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

OBITUARY.
MR. JAMES HEDDON.

We regret to have to record the death
of Mr. James Heddon, at his residence

in Dowagiac, Michigan, who was at one
time a very prominent bee-keeper.

The late James Heddon was born on
August 28th, 1845, in Genesee Valley,

New York. While quite yoiing he removed
to Dowagiac, where he spent the remain-
der of his life and carried on his business

as a bee-keeper. He commenced bee-

keeping in 1869 and served his apprentice-

ship to the business with Mr. Hastings,
whose daughter he married. Mr. Heddon
was one of the first to make a speciality of

bee-keeping, and showed that a living

could be made by it, for not only did he
commence with nothing, but credited his

capital amounting to thousands of dollars

as entirely due to bees. He had kept
as many as 600 colonies in his apiaries,

and in 1879 he commenced dealing in hives

and appliances. He was the inventor of

the "Heddon " hive, which had the bi-ood-

chamber divided into two sections, with
the object of making manipulation by
hives instead of frames. In 1885 he pub-
lished " Success in Bee Culture," which
was from fii'st to last a practical work, and
in which he described his hive and method
of working it. He was also the inventor
of the Heddon surplus case and the slatted

honey board, at one time extensively used.

In 1887 we paid Mr. Heddon a visit and
found him a very pleasant gentleman,
extremely nervous in temperament, con-
stantly on the move as though he were
hung on springs, very excitable and most
quick to seize an idea and appreciate the
experience of others. He showed us his

apiaries, and, although he was at the time
subject to a bee disease, he insisted on
manipulating the hives himself, and as a

consequence suffered considerably all the
evening. In the Heddon hive the frames
do not hang on rebates or runners, but
are kept together by means of thumb-
screws, and unless they are very securely

fixed and the screws thoroughly tightened,
there is danger of the frames falling out
when the hive is lifted. This is just what
happened when Mr. Heddon wished to

show how easy it was to manipulate these
shallow bodies, and to shake the bees out
of them. He lifted one of the bodies, and
in giving it a sudden jerk down, all the
frames, together with the bees, tumbled
out, and of course showed us one of the
disadvantages of manipulating hives in-

stead of frames. He told us that he had
diflficulty in getting his bees through the
winter, and had lost as manv as 40 to 50

per cent, in wintering. The disease which
affected him was a sort of catarrh, and he
told us that about ten years previously he
began to notice an itching sensation in the
ears, which at first would appear occa-
sionally, but gradually extended to the
mouth. The sensations became more
severe and then the eyelids swelled, after
first itching and burning. He found
that te open a hive and breathe the odour
of the bees brought on the irritation at
once. He was consequently obliged to
keep away from the bees and have the work
done with hired help. So sensitive was
he that on one occasion when he was
quite well, not having been near the bees
for some time, a bee flew past his face,
within a few inches of it, and half an hour
afterwards he was seized with one of the
most severe paroxj'sms he had experienced.
For more than eight hours he could not
speak aloud. All, however, passed off,

and by keeping away from the poison he
was able to keep well. When we knew
and saw how he suffered we felt flattered
that Mr. Heddon should have personally
conducted us over his apiaries, and deeply
regretted that our presence and his
courtesy should have been the cause of his
suffering so much during the rest of the
evening.
Mr. Heddon was a prolific writer to the

bee papers, and entered into discussions
sometimes with a fierceness which could
only be accounted for by the state of his
health. He also took an interest in local
affairs and was editor of the Doivagiac
Times. For the last fifteen years very
little has been heard of him, as he seems
to have dropped controversy, and is

therefore not known to the younger
generation of bee-keepers. Those, how-
ever, who may remember his writings in
the latter part of last century will realise
that he was one who played an important
part in the progress of the industry and
to whom bee-keepers owe a debt of
gratitude for much practical information.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS.

By "Nemo."

How to recognise a ripe Queen-cell .—M..
Bourgeois says in the ApicuUeur that
before introducing a queen-cell into a
colony it is advisable to ascertain its

state of maturity and vitality. The
point of a ripe queen-cell is' leather-
coloured, and thinned down so that it is

very transparent. If held up towards
the light of the sun, the queen will be
seen moving, and all her movements are
very clearly distinguished. If the queon-
cell is held up to the ear, her gnawing
the cell-covering will be distinctly heard.
The close contact of bees with tlie roval
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cell has an important effect on the quality

of the future queen, so that if a queen-

cell has to be caged, it should be done
as hear to its maturity as possible. A
young queen requires attention and food

on her emergence, and could only live for

a very short time isolated, otherwise her

prolificness suffers.

A Strange Bee Journal Editor.—We
read in the Hamburger Nachrichten that

the Court of Justice in Hamburg has

fined a manufacturer of fruit-sugar named
Frohloff, £60, with the alternative of 100

days' imprisonment, for violating the

ordinance respecting the adulteration of

food. This unscrupulous merchant was
selling a mixture of foreign honey and
sugar-syrup under the name of " Baldivia

Honey." There is nothing very astonish-

ing in this, for the German Courts have
to condemn similar cases nearly every

week. What specially interests bee-

keepers is the fact that the trial has

shown that M. Kuchenmiiller, the editor

of the Constance Bee Journal, received

10,000 marks (£490) to support in his

paper this illicit trade of Frohloff's, who
had subpoenaed his friend as a witness

for the defence, but whose oath the Court
refused to accept. Curious way this for

an editor to study the interests of his

subscribers.

Conifer Honey in 1911.—M. J. Dennler,
Mn-iting in the Elsass-Lothringischer

Bienen Ziichter, says : Rarely have Ave

had so continuously a high temperature
as during last summer. The flower-honey

harvest, with the exception of second cut

red clover, suffered somewhat in the
plains of Alsace, but, on the other hand,
conifer-honey was extraordinarily abun-
dant. Pastoral bee-keeping profited by
it, and from all the valleys a large num-
ber of colonies were transported to the

pine forests of the Vosges Mountains.
On extremely hot days, even when the
thermometer reached from 77deg. to

86deg. Fahr. in the shade, bees were busy
collecting this dark forest honey, and
supers had to be removed every eight to

ten days, and yielded an average of

fifty kilos (1101b.) per hive, without
counting the rich provision of stores in

the body boxes.

M. Dennler says care should, however,
be taken not to depend upon this honey
for wintering bees, as experience has shown
it to be harmful to them if they are long
confined to their hives. The danger consists

in the small quantity of water which this

honey contains, and this applies with
greater force to that gathered in 1911,

which is extremely thick, and has a
tendency to solidify in the combs. He
advises bee-keepers, who have not replaced
part of the combs containing conifer-

honey with those containing sugar-syrup,
to supply the bees with water in bottle-

I feeders. Also to prevent too early brood
' rearing, as this honey is more stimulating,

he advises that hives should not be kept
too warmly covered, and the bees not
disturbed. With these precautions the
dangers of wintering on conifer-honey are
minimised.

AMONG THE BEES.

BEES IN BOOKS.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

When reading books I am always in-

terested in any reference to bees. These
are frequently the fruits of close observa-
tion, but as often the contrary. At
times they reveal a wealth of simile

derived from the bee, its products, and
its industry, which is worthy of our
admiration, but often the lack of know-
ledge of the bee and its ways is painfully
apparent. My quotations on this occasion

will be taken from such diverse authorities

as Dr. Johnson, Sir Walter Scott, a lead-

ing lady novelist, and a male novel-writer.

I have a profound admiration for the
learned lexicographer. Dr. Johnson, but
my extract will show that his knowledge
of bees was not extensive, and his

acquaintance with cattle as limited. In
his " Journey to the Western Islands,

1773," he says: "Of their black cattle,

some are without horns, called by the
Scots ' humble ' cows, as we call a bee a
humble bee that wants its . sting." A
strange jumble of "facts " for so learned
a man ! Of his dietary during his

journey he records the following :
" The

tea and coffee are accompanied not only
with butter, but with conserves, marma-
lade, and honey." Till reading this I

was under the impression that bees, or
their produce, were known little, if at all,

in our Western Isles. Some Hebridean
apiarian might inform us what degree of
success attends the ^jursuit in these wind-
swept islands, apart from Stornoway.
In the "Pirate " Sir Walter Scott gives

a humorous account of their introduction
to the Northern Isles, by Mr. Yellowley,

factor, residing near Kirkwall. He had
an orchard there, and had " imported
nine skeps for the improvement of the
country and for the turning of the
heather bloom into wax and honey."'

"And they thrive, I hope?" said Cleve-

land. " They thrive like everything else

in this country, and that is the backward
way," Vv'as the reply. "Want of care, I

suppose?" said Cleveland. "The con-

traa-y," replied the factor, "they died of

ower muckle care." The "chiel" who
had been employed as the temporary bee
master indeed had killed them with mis-
placed kindness, and evidently hugged to

his soul the flattering unction tliat he had
done a kind and wise thing. " ' Had there
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been onybody in charge but myself,' he
said, 'ye might hae seen the skeps, or

whatever ye ca' them ; but there wad hae
been as mony solan geese as flees in them,
if it hadna been for me. I watched them
so closely that I saw them a' creeping out
at the little holes one sunny morning, an'

if I hadna stopped the leak on the instant

with a bit of clay, the diel a bee, or flee,

or whatever they are, would have been
left in the skeps, as ye ca' them !

' In a
word, he had clogged up the hives, and
my bees were as dead as if they had been
smoked—^and so ends my hope generandl
gloria wellls, as Virgil hath it."

' Ouida's " references are short and
sweet. Her characters are mainly
ignorant French peasants, but evidently
many of them kept bees. " They sent
their apples, and poultry, and honey to

the great cities." "One woman was
selling honey-comb and pots of honey at a
bench in the market "

; another " never
owned golden pieces until her bees had
sucked the heather bells," and a young
girl " stands alone in the fields amid the
honey smell of the clover." Even the good
bishop is represented as " tending his

gaixlen, and garnering his own honey."
A chateau, once the abode of the noble, is

now let out to the poor, " each family in
their chamber, like a bee in its cell."
" The bees hummed round their houses of
straw," and " all about was the drowsy
hot weather and the murmur of the bee."
" The golden-girdled wasp and the velvet-
coated bee, with its pleasant hai'vest

song," was everywhere. We have " a belt

of lilac clover, over which a swarm of
bees was murmuring." " The honey-
weighted heather bloom " is praised, and
'' the steep slopes of the hills were swept
only by the plover and the bee." We
have glimpses of other flowers visited :

" The
vild thyme which fed the bee" and "every
blossom of wild thyme growing purple was
sucked by the bees." "An immense
gladiolus, al! scarlet and gold, with bees
sucking into its bells." "Their bees seek
the oi-chis bloom, and the lime tree
honey." A solitary, like the Baptist of
old, " finds the honey of the wild bee
sufficient to feed him." We are told that
the " universal soul hums in every song
of the bee." As we might expect, how-
ever, from this writer, there is now and
again a jarring note, " Will the night-
shade give out sweetness and honey?"
we are asked, and a young maiden
" would as soon have asked honey from a
lot of snakes " as love from her fellows.
The male novelist portrays a Reverend

Father in France, deep in the plots follow-
ing the '45. Steeped in intrigue as he
Avas, we have a few tender touches i-e-

deeming his character. Beneath the liard
crust we see glimpses of his better nature.
When in prison he remembers that at

Dixmunde " he had a garden gay with all

manner of flowers, and bee-hives." When
miraculously escaping from prison, by
climbing along the roofs, even at the most
critical moment his companion hears him
mutter as in a dream, " A garden and six

bee-hives. No, 1 faith, it was seven last

summer." When in exile he laments:
" My hive bees will hum next summer
among another's flowers." Amongst his
last words uttered on earth were :

" Oh
the sweet norid, and the sunny garden,
and the bees, and the children!" He
described himself in brief, " Parish Priest
of Dixmunde, working two gardens,
jiuman and divine, understanding bcvSt the
human where the bees roved." There is a
touch of Maeterlinck, I think, in these
brief quotations. " To the man who has
once learned to love them, a summer with-
out bees is like one without birds and
flowers!" is a sentiment to which many
a bee-keeping heart will respond.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

NOTES ON MY OBSERVATORY HIVE.

[8348] My hive is a six-frame Lee's

Observatory, with a shallow frame in the

centre, and sections in pairs on either side

above. On the morning of 2nd June, a
bumble bee forced its way in, and got as

far as a centre comb in spite of the bees,

but there they killed her. For half an
hour she could hardly be seen for the bees

crowded round her, but by degrees they
dispersed to their work, leaving some five

or six pulling at her legs and wings.
These few bees could not move her as she
appeared to be jammed between the comb
and the glass, so they proceeded to shave
the corpse, and by 10 a.m. next morning
there was not a hair left; the thorax,

abdomen and legs smooth and shining like

a black-beetle. Then some dozen bees
came to the barbers' assistance, and they
dragged the body away without much
effort.

In July queen-cells were commenced,
two on the edge of the centre frame of
brood-nest, and tliree others on the shallow
frame above, which had partly broken
down through the heat. One of these cells

was almost completely hidden in a fold of
the broken comb. On the 14th the
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bees swarmed, but the queeu re-

fused to budge, and they were
all soon back again. On the 16th there

v.as a change in the weather, which turned
much colder, and the bees tore up all the

queen-cells except the one so well hidden.

Is not this rather unusual ? Why did they

not make a clean sweep of them all ?

On the 18th they swarmed again, this

time the old queen accompanying them.
The swarm was quite a good one, and
safely taken. This left one sealed queen-
cell in the hive, but on the 21st some of

the bees seem to have got into a panic, for

they began converting a drone-cell into

a queen-cell. Why? I can only suggest
that they had no knowledge of the hidden
queen-cell. However, this cell was never
sealed as far as I could see. On the 29th it

and the true queen-cell were both being
torn up^ so I concluded the young queen
had duly hatched, though as the hive was
crowded I had not seen her. On the 2nd
Aug. I saw cells being polished and
cleaned, and on the 7th discovered her
majesty busy laying.

The next interesting event was the very
cool, quiet, and methodical way the drones
were expelled. On the 3rd Sept. I noticed
the drones were being hustled, so sat
down with my pipe to watch. Apparently
so many workers had been " sworn in as

special constables," for the others took not
the slightest notice of anything but their
own job. Instead of working in twos or
threes, each "special" tackled a drone
single-handed. When she found one she
invariably got a grip on his back, and
began gnawing at the base of the wing
close to the thorax. The attacked drone
rushed about all over the hive trying to
get free. Occasionally he managed to do
so, in which case he was left in peace,
until he ran into another "special," in
which case he was promptly tackled again.
By degrees the drones were hustled to the
passage; when fairly in the passage the
constable generally let go, but marched
behind, and if he stopped or hesitated she
gave him a push' saying "move on" most
plainly; if he turned round she was
on to him at once. Each constable stuck
to her own particular prisoner till she had
got him outside, taking no notice of other
bees or even drones that she met. By
evening about three-fourths of the
undesirables had been expelled, and the
passage was full of the "specials" guard-
ing the outer entrance.
On searching for the remainder of the

drones I found them herded in small
groups in odd corners. The next day the
same performance was repeated, '

only
three drones being left by evening, and
they disappeared the third morning. In
no single instance did I see two "specials"
tackle a drone at the same time within the
hive, but when they had all collected at

the outer entrance towards evening, two
or three would rush at any poor wretch
trying to re-enter. It was a most
methodical and effective use of extra
police^ and the desired end was gained
with the minimum disturbance of the
routine of the hive. I fancy they
are not always so quiet over the
job, and that one worker to cue
drone is not the usual odds the drones have
to contend with. The old queen, before
swarming, was laying in all three frames
on one side, the shallow frame on top
centre, and the top frame on the other
side. This is also, I believe, unusual in an
observatory hive, but is probably accounted
for by the abnormally long hot summer.

—

F. SiTWELL.

PARTHENOGENESIS.

[8349] In connection with this subject

it may be of interest to enquire what
share each ancestor takes in contributing

to the bee's inheritance, assuming Galton's

law of ancestral inheritance to hold good
for bees. This law states that, on an
average, the parents contribute one-half,

the grandparents one-quarter, the great
grandparents one-eighth, and so on, to

their descendant's total inheritance. The
"nth" generation, therefore, is re-

sponsible for ^n of the inheritance : and
each member of this generation is on an
average responsible for^jj,, as there are two
of them.
Let us now consider the case of the bee.

As every drone's mother contributes one-

half of his inheritance on her own
account, being his only ancestor of the
first generation, we find that the male
iind female ancestors are responsible re-

spectively for the following fractions of

their descendant's inheritance.

QUEEN OR WORKER.
1st 2nd 3rcl 4th 5tli

Qvieen ancestors contribute ^ VV iw 5V5 tJs*

Drone ancestor.*! contribute ^ yV rf\ -^^ iHt
Contribution of each genera-

tion ^ i s tV 3V

DRONE.

Queen ancestors contribute j i ^'V Tis 5V2

Drone ancestors contribute i sV tss' sf 2

Contribution of each genera-
tion i \ i Ts Ti'-j

From these we can find the average
contribution of an individual ancestor of

any generation by dividing by the number
of ancestors (male or female, as the case

may be) in that generation. (1 maj"^

remark that the numbers 1, 1, 3, 5, 11,

&c., are formed by adding the last to

twice the one before it; thus, the next
number, 21 = 11+10.)
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From these tables we can prove that:—
(1) On the average, an individual female

ancestor contributes a larger fraction of

her descendant's inheritance than a male
ancestor of the same generation. This can
•easily be verified, for the third or fourth
generation ; and may be proved to be true

for any generation whatever (excepting,

of course, the first generation in the case

of a queen or worker, and the first and
second in the case of a drone).

(2) As the bee has fewer ancestors than
the ordinary animal, each individual

ancestor is responsible for a larger share
of the inheritance, although each
generation contributes the same amount
as in the ordinary case.

(3) Taking all the bee's ancestors into

account, we find that a worker or queen
owes three-fifths of her inherited qualities

to her female ancestors, and two-fifths to

her male ancestors. I'or the drone, these
figures are four-fifths and one-fifth re-

spectively.

(4) It may be remarked that if we con-
sider an indefinitely large number of

generations, the number of a bee's

(whether queen, worker, or drone) female
ancestors is to the number of its male
ancestors as 1.618 to 1, nearly.

It seems that these results, should they
be correct, are encouraging to the
practical man, as they tend to show that
the quality of the queens bred from (which
we can control) is more important than
the quality of the drones (which is so

often an unknown quantity).—Annie D.
Betts.

AN INTERESTING INCIDENT.

[8350] It may be of interest to put on
record the following occurrence, which
I witnessed last summer and which
seems to me to be very unusual, if not
unique. It was a fight in which the victor

was worsted in the act of victory.

Several bees caught hold of a wasp, which,
however, was making good its escape,

when I intervened by placing a small twig
in the wasp's abdomen, thus preventing it

from stinging its adversary. A bee,

evidently with a will, was thrusting its

sting over and over again against the
thorax and eyes of the wasp, but the sting
simply glided over the chitinous covering,
being unable to penetrate it. At last it

went into the wasp's mouth, which at
once closed so firmly upon it that the bee,
in dismay, pulled off, leaving the sting
and the usual appendage with the wasp.
The wasp apparently did not relish the
taste of formic acid, for, immediately the
bee had gone, it opened its jaws very wide
and allowed the gruesome morsel to drop.
Eveii-y bee-keeper has seen how the bees,

when attacking a robber, instead of

seizing it in front, almost invariably

begin by making ludicrous efforts

to get hold of the sting, as if they wished

to deprive it at first of that terrible

weapon. The clever feat accomplished by
the wasp explains to some extent the

intention of the bees in what would seem
otherwise a perfectly useless menage. I

doubt, indeed, whether the bees ever

succeed in their attempt to seize hold of

the sting, since the robber, under such
circumstances, invariably curls its abdomen,
and is veiiy careful not to draw the sting

at that moment. The interesting incident

Avhich has prompted me to pen these few
lines is not likely to occur again, for it

was brought about by the fact that I was
liolding the wasp with a twig, thus

rendering any other defence impossible.

Under natural conditions the wasp would
use its sting or flee.

—

Anthedon, Buckfast
Abbey.

OARE OF BEES AND "ISLE OF
WIGHT DISEASE."

[8351] On taking up the "B.B.J." for

last week I was very much interested in

the letters from correspondents on page 24

(8336 and 8337), and if space can be

spared in our little journal I think more
light can be thrown on the present bee

troubles. With regard to Mr. Chapman's
letter, I am of the same opinion as he is

with regard to the straw skep. If these

are abolished it will be the means of clos-

ing the door to many skeppists bee-keepers

in this part of the country. I am well

acquainted with all the bee-keepers for

miles around here; I have talked the

matter over with most of them, and when
I go my rounds I usually take a few old

copies of the " B.B.J. " along with me,
and mark with red ink the part I want
them to give special attention to. Their

answer with regard to the abolition of the

skep is, " I shall give up bee-keeping."

Now, youK correspondent (8336) on the

same page touches a point that brings

my views more clearly to my mind than
ever respecting "Isle of Wight" and
other diseases amongst bees. Now, I

am an old bee-keeper and can go back
some forty years to make my case clear

;

my past experience teaches me that in

many cases bees are too much cared for

and too much covered up ; this causes too

mucii artificial heat at the time when it is

not required. Now, my father was an old

skeppist, and I well remember going with

him to the house of a gentleman where
there was a stock in an old piano case

under some trees, where no sun could shine

on them until late afternoon, yet the bees

had evidently been there for years, as the

combs were very black. The nest was
located in one corner and the entrances
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were many, practically all over the case,

bvit the bees were dry and healthy. My
father drove them out with burning
brimstone and had the honey and combs
for his trouble. In another instance 1

bv chance called at a farmhouse and the
bees were swarming, so being interested,
I went into the garden to see the
apiary and found five old stocks, three
of them being located in round plum-
hampers, with only an old tillage-bag over
them ; they had been put into these make-
shift hives the year previous, and it was
one of these which was swarming. In
another case I was sent for to get some
bees out of the roof of a house in which
they had been located for years. They were
in the north side^ overlooking a back yard,
not a glimpse of sun had ever shone on
them, they were immediately under the
tiles and had no other protection, but the
nest was dry and clean. During one
winter at a farmhouse where I was work-
ing, I saw a box on an old chair under
some trees in the back garden, and on
examining it found an ordinary tea box,
with ice on it as thick as a penny, and to
my surprise it was tenanted by a swarm
of bees, which had no protection whatever.
Another instance was at a public house at
which I called ; knowing that I was a bee-
keeper the landlord said to me, " Come
and look at my bees." I followed him
(wondering where he was taking me to)
up some steps into a big hayloft, and there
the bees were, the combs hanging partlv
to the roof-tiles and partly to the end wall
with nothing but an old "bag hung to one
of the rafters in the roof to keep the dust
from them, and he said that he made chaff
every day for his horse and the bees took
no heed of him. It was early spring when
I saw them, they had wintered well, and
he got two good swarms from them, and
from these bees he became a large bee-
keeper. Now, when I think of my past
experience with bees and the present, I
have come to the conclusion that bees at
this age are too much cared for. If
the hive has a good dry roof, and the bees
plenty of stores, no cold will hurt them;
the bees have an instinct to provide
against all cold. I have talked this matter
over with several of our largest bee-keepers
here, and about the "Isle of Wight"
pest. I have come to the conclusion that
bees do not get plenty of fresh air at this
time of the year. My bees have good dry
roofs very little covering on top of the
frame, the entrance wide open, and, I am
pleased to say, that our district so far as
T know is free from any disease. Perhaps
some other bee-keeper can throw light on
this matter, which is important to all who
have the welfare of their bees at heart,
and I shall be glad if my communication
brings forward the opinions of other
readers.—E. T., Gowdall, Yorks

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.
A SUGGESTION.

[8352] The information recently
appearing in the " B. B. J." on the " Isle

of Wight" bee disease is very instructive,

but rather disappointing. Our thanks are
due to those who have already given us
their experience, and if other bee-keepers
so unfortunate as to have had an outbreak
among their 'bees, especially those who
have used remedies, will also give us the
results, it will be a great help to ^-ne

whole of the bee-keeping fraternity, and I

feel sure that our Editors will be pleased
to allow the necessary space.

It appears that this dread scourge has
now spread over the whole length of Great
Britain, and in most cases I am oonvinoed
the outbreaks could be traced to traffic in

bees. I know several cases myself where
the disease has appeared several months
after the purchase. I would like to sug-

gest to those who sell bees that if after

selling they find this disease makes its

appearance in or near their apiary, they
immediately notify their customers of this

fact and warn them to be on their guard
and watch for any signs that may appear,
thereby stamping it out as soon as it

shows itself. There ca.n be no harm done
in this way, and if it does not appear, so

much the better. As for myself, I should
appreciate such advice as invaluable. I

know several cases thts autumn where
apiaries were destroyed simply because the
bee-keeper did not suspect anything
wrong, especially at this time of the year.

—J. Price, Staffs.

NOTES 0^ CUKRENT TOPICS.

[8353] I would like to make some
notes en passant on reading last week's
Journal.

first of all I would say that I consider

such articles as that of J. Dalzell most
likely to be helpful to bee-keepers, since

thev take np one subject, lay the pros and
c-ons before us, and leave us to form our
own "delusions." This, in spite of the

fact that I think " D. M. M." is in the
right and your correspondent in error.

His initial error (in fact it is the base
from which he erects his whole essa.y) is

in concluding that "propolising " is the
same as " hermetically sealing." I am
certain that " j^i'opo^is " is as porous

—

i.e.,

admits of the interchange of gases—as a
bag of sawdust or chaff. Moreover, bees
have not " for thousands of years been
accustomed in their wild state to have a
covering ahsolutely impervious." The
covering ground in burrowing bees is not
impervious ; in fact, I can think of no
" wild " conditions under which an " abso-
lutely impervious " covering is probable.
I can readily see all the advantages he
speaks of, and admit them, but these are
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advantages to us, not to the bees. There
are also the drawbacks, beside those

pointed out by the Editor, of "weight"
and expense, on a minimum Is. per hive.

That would mean about £5 in my small
place.

With regard to heather honey as winter
food for bees (8342), as one of the most
extensive Scotch bee-keeper? I would like

to express my opinion, which is very
emphatic, so far as I am concerned, that
no winter food could well be worse than
heather honey. I am not alone in the
opinion (this is a purely heather district)

that rather than "winter" on heather
honey it is better to kill off and buy in

new swarms from England in June next.

In re 8343, will J. M. Ellis be good
enough to give us his actual ex-

perience and working with " Heathfield "

remedies ?

of the River Tone, two miles eo.st

of Taunton. I removed from Cheddon
about three months ago and brought my
bees here. Last February I destroyed one
hive in which disease was suspected, as

advised by the Senior Editor, and made
two artificial swarms in May. I took over
5cwt. of honey and sold nearly all the
lot to local customers at 8d. per pound
extracted (customers find their own
bottles), and 9d. per section unglazed.
My wife took second prize for beeswax at

Taunton Flower Show. I have kept bees
for eighteen years and 1911 was the best

season I ever had. We are quite proud
of ourselves and the bees.

I am afraid we are now going to " keep
bees under difficulties," as our garden is

liable to be flooded. There was nearly
2ft. of water under the stands last Friday,
but thev can stand another foot without

/
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the respective results will give step and
total. Thus, steps 2 and 3 give totals of

4 and 8, respectively. Add 2 and 3, multi-

ply 4 and 8, and we get at step 5, a total

of 32. Again 10 + 10, and 1024x1024,
give at the 20th step 1,048,576, the total

in question. What an amazing difference

is made by the missing ancestors. If thei'e

be anything in the call of the blood,

there can be little wonder that the workers
are such militant suffragettes, or that the
poor fatherless drones have so little fight

in them.
Pollen in Sections (p. 14).—It is quite

likely that mismanagement on my part
contributed to the pollen trouble. I indi-

cated as much in my note (p. 10). At the
same time, othei's suffered last season in

the same way, and district may have had
some bearing on the phenomenon. Brood-
nests became somewhat clogged with honey,
whilst pollen came in freely. I let my
bees alone a good deal, and have no doubt
that more energy would have produced
better results. But I should like to guard
automatically against a recurrence, and
drone base would appear to be an
effective means. Sections built upon this

might not " show " so well, but they would
possess merits of quality. Perhaps some-
one who has tried both extensively would
give us the benefit of their experience from
the salesman's point of view. The manipu-
lation here practised by Mr. Harris seems
sound, but I doubt whether a queen would
always desert the upper half of the brood-
nest, when divided hj a rack of sections.

Something would depend upon the amount
of brood perhaps, and the strength of the
stock. Again, the style of section and
divider might occasionally obstruct the
free passage of her majesty.
Candied Honey (p. 19).—I am grateful

to No. 8270, whomsoever he may be, for
pointing out the slip (page 9). "Dextrose"
and " levulose " should clearly change places
in my notes. This is the result of hasty
writing without references to authority to
refresh memory. I fear that " Cappings "

are often written in haste, and repented
of at leisure. Thank you. No. 8270;
kindly pillory any similar errors, and I

will try to be more careful in future.

Motto for Bee-Keepers (p. 23).—Is there
any reason why bee-keepers should monopo-
lise the stimulus of a New Year's tag?
Why not share cordially with the bees?
To carr}^ out the idea practically, I have
had a frying-pan (used for the purpose of
tanging) carefuly etched so as to leave the
following verse in raised letters. I intend
to roll the letters with honey from time to
time

:

Look forward and not back

;

Look out if you would see

;

Keep your eyes on the track.
And don't look at me.

This ought to reduce the number of stings
if they see it, and bees are quick-sighted.
No doubt the smoke makes their eyes run.
And for fear they should misunderstand,
I have added the qualification, that it is

written entirely

In mot(to)ley guise, but ye are wise.

And ye know what the motto's worth.

Management of Skeps (p. 24).—Mr.
Bowen refers to the giving of extra room
by placing an empty skep below. With
flat-topped skeps (by far the best kind)
this operation is admirable, and superior

to the use of an eke. The skeps are easily

separated, and may be split into two stocks

sometimes if the skeppist really knows his

business ; or the upper one may be treated

as a super in favourable years, ensuring
a renewal of the combs. The " take " is not
of the best, and would be improved by
placing the new skep above after the bees
have taken possession. But ekes are not
satisfactory, I think, and those who have
had experience of bee-driving may agree
with me. The resulting hive is an un-
wieldy- affair, from which bees and combs
are less easily removed. I note that Mr.
Bowen preferentially recommends a frame
hive for the purpose. Here I am unable
to entirely agree with him.

A Plea for the Skeppist (p. 24).—There
are many of these primitive bee-keepers
who are quite unable to keep bees on
modern lines. Of course this should not
be so, but I am convinced it is the case.

In some cases they may be afraid of the
bees, and keep them so because their

fathers did. Or they may be tempera-
mentally unqualified, or they may be, as

many of them are, too poor or too ignorant
to keep bees as they should be kept. Yet,
in spite of all this, they can and do keep
bees fairly successfully in skeps. Manipu-
lation is of the simplest, and outlay is

trifling, whilst returns probably approach
those of frame hives in their hands. They sell

bees at a clear profit of perhaps 6s. or 7s.,

either as swarms or established stocks

;

whilst, after allowing for the cost of
appliances and foundation, and not con-
sidering the extra labour involved, it is

doubtful whether they would do much
better with the modern hive. They some-
times obtain nice sections above, and even
have a sale for the pressed honey. A
large trade is done in driven bees, which
is helpful to the modern bee-keeper. Such
driven bees occasionally bring a trifle, and
stocks wintered Avith any reasonable care
usually come through all right, particularly
if the bee-driver has done his duty by the
skeppist. Less feeding appears to be
required, whilst swarms are generally
early, though not large. As, however, local
people buy swarms on the same intelli-

gent principle which they apply to eggs,
this does not greatlv matter !
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Sheppists and Legislation (p. 24).

—

There appears to be some fear lest the

legislative proposals should hamper the

skeppist or abolish the skep. Perhaps I

may be allowed to state here that the

Diseases of Bees Legislation Committee is

overwhelmingly against such legislation.

They appreciate the position of the

skeppist, and agree that he should not be

legislated out of existence. May I ven-

ture to hope, in view of this definite

assurance, that bee-keepers will consider

seriously before supporting any proposal

to deal drastically with the skeppist, who
pursues his vocation on such humble lines,

but who is not, in my own opinion, inimi-

cal to the interests of the craft. As to

disease, it is not proven that it is more
prevalent in skeps than in frame hives,

whilst a competent inspector can surely

deal with it without difficulty. I may say
that I held different views at one time,

but I believe my present opinion to be
based on a wider experience.

Queries and Replies.

[8276] Erroneous Teaching.— As a

practical bee-keeper, and a subscriber to

fh© British Bee Journal for many years,

I was surprised to i-ead in the enclosed
article by the Rev. Theodore Wood, that
" working bees are divided into two
classes, lairge and small, and that the large
workers can make wax, though they can-

not use it, while the small workers can use
it though they cannot make it." The autlior

of tliis article was lecturing a few days
ago, and after the lecture I questioned
him on the subject. He then assured me
it was perfectly correct, and if I examined
my bees more closely I should see the two
classes of workers quite distinctly. I in-

formed him it was strange that I had
nev'er read of this in auy standard work
on bees, and although I had kept stocks

for years, this remarkable fact had
escaped my notice. He still maintained
this was perfectly correct, and further
surprised me by suggesting . that the
' large workers might be undeveloped
drones.''

I shall be glad if you will give me an
assurance throus;h your admirable little

paper that the Rev. gentleman is wrong,
and, if not, what I am to look for to dis-

ringuisb. the two classes of workers which
this eminent naturalist maintains are to

be found in every stock.—T. B., Acton
Hill,

Reply.—We have on several occasions

liad our attention drawn to similar

articles, and equally erroneous statements.

Those who know anything about bees will

be quite aware that there are not two
classes of workers "large a"nd small" in

a hive, wlio divide the work of wax-
making and using, and that this state-

ment is simply a flight of the imagination.
That it should be supposed that "' large
workers might be undeveloped drones "

shows the author to be unacquainted
M'lth the physiology of the bee. There are
several other inconsistencies in the article.

For instance, Mr. Wood says the bee
' transforms one of the front legs into a
tiny pair of pincers, by folding down the
foot upon the middle part of the limb."
This is quite M-rong, so is also the state-

ment that " it balances the cake upon its

coiled tongue, and joroceeds to nibble it

into minute pieces ^^hich fall into a kind
of basket formed by the projecting hairs

on the lower surface of the head." We
have watched a good many bees, but have
never seen such a proceeding. He also

says respecting the angles of the cells,

" tliese angles never vary. In every
cell in every comb in every bee-hive
throughout the world they are the same."
It is a pity the author did not consult
' The Honey Bee." by T. W. Cowan, in-

stead of ] epeating such long-exploded
fables, for he v/oukl have found how diffi-

cult it is for bees to make ideal hexagonal
cells, liowever much they may endeavour
to do so, and the great extent to which
the angles vary.

[8277] Preventing Fropolisation of
Excluder.—-An answer to the following
questions through the British Bee
Journal would be greatly appreciated :

—(1) I liave never used a queen-
excludei' betvveeu brood - chamber and
section iracks, but having a good number
of sections spoiled last year, I have made
up my mind to use ''Wilkes's" queen-
excluders. One difficult}' jiresents itself

to me, in regard to removing the
racks when full. I use a Porter bee
escape, and Avhen lifting off the rack to
get the escape underneath it is some-
times so firndy sealed down that I have to
give it a good twist to loosen it in order
to liberate it. Now, would this twisting
alter the slots in excluder, or if excluder
stuck to tlie bottom of rack, this also

would be- a nuisance. (2) I have a good
number of frames partlj^ full of honey and
pollen. How could I get pollen out
without destroying the honey, as I want
to give these frames to swarms? Would
it be better to let the swarms clean th(>m
out themselves.—A.xxious, TAveedmouth.

Reply.— (1) If you rub a little vaseline
on the racks the bees will not fasten thoni
down. See last week's "Helpful Hints to
Novices." (2) Give them to the swarms
just as thoy are.
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CURIOUS ADVERTISING..

We print below a curious advertisement

for Anthracite Heating Stoves. Evidently

French bees are very civilised, as they

must; according to this, have commenced
to clothe themselves :

—
A LESSO.N FROM NATURE.

BE WARNED IN TIME.

Bees in hives in France have this

autumn protected themselves with a

double coating of wax. They once did so

before, and the winter following was the

severest on record.

N.B.—Don't forget that the winter only

begins on the 22nd December and lasts till

21st March.

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-

facturers or correspondents, or where appliances

can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-

tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The

space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and not

for advertisements. We wish our correspondents to

bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to go

to press in advance of the date of issue, queries

cannot always be replied to in the issue imme-

diately following the receipt of their communica-

tions.

Regular Reader (AihersUme).—Fosttion

for Hives.—The bees will be all right in

the position you describe.

J. M. CCaterham) .—BooA^ for Be(j\nners.

—Tlie British Bee-keepers' Guide Book

(price Is. 8M. post free) will answer your

purpose.

Honey Samples.

F. H. B. (Saffron Walden).—The honey is

a good sample and worth about 56s. per

cwt.

Suspected Disease.

M. B. (Richmond).—The bees sent have

evidently died through being imprisoned

somewhere, or else they are robbers.

The latter is very unlikely at this time

of year. Every bit of hair has been

stripped from their bodies.

E. S. (Cambridge).—Bees show every

sign of "Isle of Wight" disease.

B. A. (Worcestershire).—The bees were so

messed up with honey that we could not

examine.

A. H. (Maidstone).—It is either " Isle of

Wight " disease or malignant
dysentery; we fear the former. Send

. some of the bees to Dr. Maiden,
Medical Schools, Cambridge, and let us

know the result.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.

Two Words One Fenny, minimum. Sixpence.

Orders for three or more consecutive insertions
entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,
and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per h in., or 5s. per inch.

FBIVATE ADTESTIBEMEKTB.

LIMNANTHES DOUGLASII, strong plants, 30
6ci., 60 9d.; seeds, 3d. packet, two 5d.; also

Chapman's Honey Plant, seeds 4d, two 6d., free.
REV. ANDERSON, Northam, North Devon, r 71

1i) PURE WHITE WYANDOTTE PULLETS
/W and COCKEREL, good strain, price £2 2s.,

f.o.r. and package free.—R. BROWN and SON
Flora Apiaries, Somersham, Hunts. s 14

GOOD ENGLISH HONEY FOR SALE, in 281b.
tins; sample, 2d.—H. MATTHEWS, Walden,

Bedford. s 12

i) DOZEN glazed Sections, five dozen jars, 9s. per
'^ dozen, packed on rail.—STUBBS, Rempstone,
Loughborough. s 8

3 DOZEN well filled Sections, 7s. 6d. dozen; 281b.
tins extracted Honey, 14s. 6d., or 55s. cwt.

—

MILLIS, Hill's-lane. Ely, Cambs. s 7

CLEARANCE, 12 new rapid tin feeders, 12s.;

state wants (no bees).—G. E. BODE, 195,

Plymouth Grove, Manchester. s 31

WANTED, unmarried man as gardener with
knowledge of bee-keeping.—APIS, " B.B.J."

Office, Bedford-street, Strand, London, W.C. s 50

FOR SALE, 3 Hives, with sections, accessories
practicall.v new; seen any time.—SCOTT, Vale

House, Burnt Ash-lane, Bromley, Kent. s 21

FOR SALE, Extractor, good order, take one
standard or shallow, 8s.—BENSON, 49, Wood-

land-road, Northfield. s 22

XTRACTOR, geared, takes 4 shallow or 2

standard frames, excellent condition, 18s. 6d.

PARSONS, 52 Witham, Hull. s 24
E
FOR SALE, 60-egg Tamlin Incubator, or ex-

change 100-chick Foster Mother.—BOLEYNS,
FARM, Rocking. s 23

CWT. choice Hampshire Honey, granulated, 60s.

—ARCHER, 65, London-street, Andover,
Hants. s 25

EXCELLENT HONEY, 241b., in 21b. screw caps,

19s. carriage forward.—N. REID, Caythorpe
Hall, Grantham. s 26

HONEY, Northamptonshire, in lb. screw top
bottles, light Ss. 6d., dark 7s. 6d. dozen;

sample, 3d.—ANDREWS, Longthorpe, Peter-

borough^ s 28

FOR SALE, five dozen excellent quality f^sctions,

8s. dozen, delivered. — HY. TOPE, Jun.,

Harberton, Totnes, Devon. s 6

SPECIAL OFFER.—Yorkshire Heather Honey,
9d. per lb. 141b., 281b. tins; sample, 4d.;

Deposit.—J. B. MARSHALL, Garforth, near
Leeds. s 1

"1;M7'ANTED, cloth bound "British Bee-kp^pfrc'

TV Guide Book," volumes 1, 2, 5, 4, 5, 7, 14, and
15.—Particulars and price to HER ROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W\C.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

MINERAL COMPOSITION OF THE BEE
We read in VAijicuUeur that a jjaper

bv M. Frederic Aronssohn was read at

the Paris Academy of Sciences on this

subject. The author says that in view
of the exclusively vegetarian diet of the

bee he wished to determine what mineral
substances usually found in vegetables

become fixed in the tissues of this insect.

He has carried out his experiments with
common drones, as these do not gather
food from sources outside of the hive,

and their diet is known with certainty.

The bees employed for analysis came from
a region having an argillaceous lime-

stone soil of no industrial value, and
where the agriculturists do not use in-

secticides or metallic fungicides of any
sort.

The average weight of an insect de-

siccated at a temperature of lOOdeg. to

llOdeg. C. was found to be 0.062 grammes,
the lightest being 0.0.'5S, and the heaviest
0.064 grammes. The results given below
are : (1) per 100 grammes of insect dried
at lOOdeg. to llOdeg., and (2) calculated

as regards their relative values.

The incinerations v^ere effected at red
heat, then the charcoal was washed in

several changes of water, a small quantity
of ashes being the result.

The determinations were made by the
usiial analytical methods on lots of 30
to 70 grammes of dried insects. The
iron, zinc, and copper were weighed as

sulphides. Manganese was estimated by
the calorimeter, while the iodine and
arsenic w.ere analysed according to the
methods of M. Gautier.

Ashes
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OBITUARY.
MR. J. B. HALL.

We regret to have to announce the

death, at his residence in Woodstock,
Canada, of Mr. J. B. Hall, one of the
most prominent bee-keepers in that

Colony.
, The late J. B. Hall was born in 1833 in

Norfolk, England, but settled early in

life in Canada. He was obliged to give

np the business in which he was engaged
owing to 1)ad health, and as he was re-

commended an out-door life he took to bee-

keeping as a livelihood. He began in

a small way, having very little capital,

and graduallv enlarged his business, until

a living, but he was bringing up a family
on the proceeds of his apiary, besides
owning the house which he inhabited.
He was a Vice-President of the Ontario
Bee-Keepers' Association, then a Presi-
dent, and a regular attendant at the Con-
ventions, where he was the soul and wit
of the gathering of bee-keepers, who
looked to him for practical advice.

Latterly advancing years had rendered
it impossible for him to attend such
meetings, and the Conventions have
greatly missed his genial presence and
sound advice. Mr. Hall Avas the first

to introduce the thick top bar to the
frame for the purjiose of preventing burr

THE LATE J. B. HALL.

he had as many as five hundred colonies.
He was called the " Comb-honey King," of
Canada, for he was one of the largest
producers of comb-honey in the country.
On one occasion he produced 25,0001b. of
honey in the year, and of this 11,00011.
was comb-honey.
We had the pleasure of visiting Mr.

Hall in 1.887, at which time he had 400
colonies and had produced as much as
2001b. of honey per hive. We found him
a most agreeable host, full of practical
information which he Avas ever ready to
impart. He had done very well with
bee-keeping, for not only Avas he making

and brace combs when the frames were
properly spaced. He did not write for
the journals as he told us he had not
sufficient education for him to do so, but
for all that, what he said at meetings or
in conversation was ahvays respectfully
listened to, and shoAved him to be a
thorough master of the subject.
On the occasion of our \'isit to Canada

in 1887 the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion held a special meeting in Toronto
for the purpose of giving us a reception.
The President, Mr. S. T. Pettit, was not
able to attend, and the Vice-President, Mr.
•J. B. Hall, occupied the chair, and did
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it in his own felicitous and happy way.
At this meeting besides being made an
honorary member of the Association, we
were honoured by the presentation from
the bee-keepers of Ontario of an address
engrossed on parchment and a gokl-
headed walking stick, which we have ever
since treasured as a token of the cordial
]-eception which was accorded to us and
the hospitality and consideration with
which we were treated, thus bearing
strong testimony to the good-will that
subsisted between bee-keepers on both
sides of the Atlantic. Mr. Hall was one
of those who contributed towards this

end. and bee-keepers cannot but feel that
by his death the craft has lost a sincere
friend.

HELPFl'L HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Herrod.

Procuring Surplus.

{Continued from page 32.)

Having considered in detail the
methods adopted for procuring extracted
honey, we now turn to those necessary
for obtaining comb-honey. In the case

of extracted honey, there is very little

trouble entailed by the bee-keeper beyond
preparing and putting on the supers at

the right time. The bees do the rest.

With sections the case is different, as

much, if not more, depends upon human
agency, and it requires not a little ex-

perience before good, saleable ones can
be obtained. First of all let us consider
the sections. '" Which is the better to use,

two or four bee-way.'^" is a question re-

peatedly asked by the novice. Per-
sonally, I have found the two bee-way
give the best results. The comb is built

up better to the woodwork of the section

in these than in the ioxw bee-way, the
reason no doubt being that there is a
dead stop for the bees to work up to,

whereas in the four bee-way the bees pass

through the sides as well as top and
bottom, and it seems to me that they
leave off about two-fifths from the wood,
i.e., two rows of cells, to enable them
to pass through more readily. The free

passage from all sides is claimed as a
great advantage in the work, but I have
found this not to be the case. Again,
if they do fill the section right to the
wood, very often the cells in the last

two rows just at the bee-way are drawn
out too much, preventing the handling,
cleaning and glazing of the sections
without damage, an impossibility. No
bee-way sections have been introduced,
but these did not find much favour, and
are used by only a few bee-keepers to-day.
Probably the necessity of having a special

divider prevented a great many from
taking them up. I have seen very good
work produced by means of the no bee-

waj- section, and would certainly prefer
them to the four bee-way. The section used
should be the 4^in. by 4|-in. by l^f in., as
this i^roduces the best work and does
not need a special rack. The novice may
have brought to his notice, or read in
the back volumes of the Bee Journal,
that at one time a section measuring 5in.
by 4in. by Ifin. was strongly advocated, and
be anxious to try these. Experience has
taught me that the novice is very apt
to fall into one of three errors after
about six months bee-keeping. He (1)
is not satisfied Avith the native bee and
spends money in importing foreign
queens, which he will eventually regret;
(2) is desirous of and does try all the
so-called improvements in hives and ap-
pliances : often these are really fads
introduced and championed by a few ; or

(3) commences to write for the papers
advising people as to how they should
manage their bees. I would strongly
advise him to stick to the well-beaten
path in which others have been success-
ful until he gains knowledge by experi-
ence before attempting either Nos. 1 or 2

;

if he attempts No. 3, then he will make
enemies, for the Scriptural teaching
that "if the blind lead the blind,

then both fall into the ditch," is

singularly applicable. I speak from
experience, for I have suffered by doing
the first two, but with No. 3 1 have been
wiser and have waited tAventy-five years
befoi'e attempting it.

Having digressed a little, let us return
to the tall section ; the advantages claimed
were that they sold better, as they pre-
sented a larger comb surface to the buyer.
I find that tlie buyer looks all ways
at an article he is going to purchase, and
quickly sees the difference in thickness.
We had good evidence of this when a
few years ago at the Grocers' Exhibition,
at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, the
Canadians brought over with their ex-
hibit of produce from that colony a large
quantity of narrow sections AA-hich they
tried to sell at a much lower figure than
the pound sections produced in this

country. Very frequently did I see them
nonplussed by the prospective purchaser
taking the section in his hand, balancing
it critically and remarking, '' But this is

not more than thi'ee-quarters of a pound
in Aveiglit. No thanks; I AAould rather pay
a little more for a genuine English pound
section "

; and so they had to dispose of
the consignment at a great loss, since-

Avhich time no moie have been sent
to this country. Another advantage
claimed is that the honey rijiens quicker
in a thin comb: this is a debatable point,

but suppose AA-e take it for granted that
such is the case, and balance it against the
extra amount of Avax needed to cap the
larger surface, Ave find the latter again
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scores. Again, the claim that it

can be worked in frames mixed
with shallow combs is advanced in

its favour, but with regard t-o this

is it not true that a multiplicity
of appliances and methods in one super
gives indifferent results and is a nuisance
in manipulation? One thing at a time,

&c., applies here. Briefly the disad-

vantages are (1) that to use the tall

sections it is necessary to have special

appliances in the form of frames and
dividers

; (2) special glass or cases are
necessary for glazing; (3) they are top-

heavy, and do not stand firmly, being
•easily knocked over by a slight touch or

jar. I have .seen them fall off the stag-

ing at a show simply through the jar

caused by a person walking by
; (4) their

thinness makes the buyer look with sus-

picion upon them.

Note.—Snow has fallen in many dis-

tricts, see that the entrances are shaded,
so that the bees are not attracted out by
the reflected light ; also clear the snow
from the alighting boards and roofs. Any
rearrangement of the hives should be
•carried out now, as the bees have been
confined to the hive for some time by the
frost, and will locate the new position
on their first flight. Keep a sharp watch
for tits and sparrows feeding upon the
bees.

{To he continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to icrite on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

APIOULTrRAL NOTES.
FOUL BROOD LEGISLATION.

[83^34] Although the proposals for foul

brood legislation have been somewhat
modified since the last attempt was made
to get a Bill passed, there are still clauses

which, in my opinion, justify serious

(Opposition. The Inspector's visit is un-

doubtedly one of the principal causes of

objection. But whether we are in favour

of or opposed to legislation, I think we
dre all agreed that while on the one hand
there are up-to-date bee-keepers who ixve

qUite capable, and can be trusted to

mAttage their apiaries in the best possible

manner, and ought not, therefore, to be

subject to Government interference,

t'here^ are, on the other hand, a large

number of hive owners who, through
ignorance or wilful neglect, are a con-
stant source of trouble and annoyance to
those around them, and ought in some
way or other to have their jjowers of mis-
chief curbed. But if such persons can
only be dealt with by an Act of Parlia-
ment which, while dealing with the guilty
also inflicts injury on the innocent, then
it is difficult to see where the net gain
will come in. It is equally difficult to see
where and how the line of exemption is

to be 'drawn. The number of hives owned
would form no reliable basis. Supposing
the required number to be forty, an
apiaiy might consist of, say, thirty-five

stocks., more or less diseased. In that case
it would only be necessary to form half-a-

dozen nuclei, and the owner would at once
be entitled to exemption. The possession
of a third-class certificate would also fail

to meet the case. One who has never had
any jiractical experience with foul brood
could gain sufficient theoretical knowledge
of the disease to enable him to pass his

examination. But theory and practice

are two very different things, and do
not always go hand in hand. It appears,
therefore, that there is only one of two
courses open, viz., the Bill must either be
defeated, or, if passed, must become uni-

versal and applicable to all without any
distinction of class, rank, or file. It

would be eminently unfair to send an
inspector into a district for the purpose
of clearing out foul brood with one hand
tied behind him. Not only that, but
should he succeed in accomplishing his

()l)ject so far as regards apiaries to

which he had free access, and there

should happen to be a recurrence of the
disease the following season, the blame
would undoubtedly be laid at the door of

those whose apiaries had been barred
.'.gainst him. Therefore, I, for one, much
as I haA'e been opposed to external inter-

ierence, v\"ould not for reasons just stated

claim exem])ti()U. What I regard as far

more serious than the inspector's visit is

the prohibition of the sale of honey from
an apiary where foul brood has broken
out—jjerhaps in the middle of the honey
season. Pi o-legislationists argue that
compensation for the destruction of dis-

eased stocks ought not to be allowed on
the grounds that such stocks are worth-
less. If the latter be true, then it must
be apparent to all that whatever surplus

honey the bee-keeper may have secured
must have been gathered wholly and solely

b}- his healthy stocks, and does not, there-

fore, contain disease germs. Then why
prohibit the sale of itr" If, on the other
hand, foul broody stocks have helped to

gather the surplus, then it cannot be said

1hat they are worthless, and why with-

hold compensation for this enforced des-

tructiori? As regards honey being bought
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to feed bees, I think this a very remote
probability. Personally, I don't know of

a, .single bee-keeper who ever buys honey
for that purpose, either good or bad, and
J should, for more than one reason, con-

sider him very foolish if he did. But sup-
posing there is risk in that direction,

and to prevent that risk it is considered
necessary to prohibit the sale of honey
from all affected apiaries, would it also

be considered necessai-y to prohibit the
importation of all foreign honey, wax,
and bees, including queens? Or are we
going to bind down the British bee-

keeper by means of an Act of Parliament
and at the same time allow the foreigner

a free hand? We hear a good deal about
jiatriotism nowadays, and it is to be hoped
that the framers of the Foul Brood Bill

will possess at least a sufficient amount of

that spirit to enable them to see that
their own countrymen are not crushed
and the foreigner at the same time bene-
fited. Surely if there is risk with the
home product that risk is very much
greater with the foreign article, which is

very much chea]>er. There is another very
serious asjject to the question which ought
not to be overlooked. Let it once be
notified that so-and-so is not allowed to

sell his honey on account of it contain-
ing the germs of disease, and good-bye to

his customers. The public, as a rule, are
terribly frightened at the mere mention
of the word contagion. Let it once
become imjoressed on the minds of the
public that honey contains disease germs
—never mind what disease it is—and you
will have done something which will take
a very long time to undo—viz., very much
longer than it will take to ruin hundreds
of bee-keepers, and to do an irreparable
amount of injury to the bee-keeping in-

dustry in general. In my humble opinion,
the less that is said, outside the bee-
world, about honey containing disease
germs, the better.

—

Allen Sharp, Cambs.

NON-POROrS V. ABSORBENT QVILTS.

[83r5] I am grateful to " T.D.N." (page

46) for his letter on this subject. I only
trust the matter I have brought forward
will be adequately discussed. I have no
wish to dogmatize, but am merely seek-

ing information and am anxious to learn
from others the views they hold and the
reason " for the faith that is in them."

In answer to " T.D.N.," may I say that
pi'opolis, according to the authorities I

have consulted, is undoubtedly a substance
which, when applied by the bees to a
crack or crevice in the hive, renders it

impervious either to air or water, except
po.s.sibly under considerable pressure. I

never suggested that propolising was her-
metically sealing. Few substances will

stand hermetically sealing. A half-inch

wooden board would be porous if subjected
to the test of a vacuum suction pump, and
it is probable that such a board covered
with a coating of propolis might also prove
porous when submitted to such a test, but
surely " T.D.N." would not, therefore, sug-
gest that such a board was as porous as

a bag of sawdust or chaff.

Let " T.D.N." try the following simple
experiment : Get a skejj without a top-
hole, that has been in use for a season or
two, and is therefore propolised all over
the inside, and fill it with water, and do
the same to a section super with sacking
tacked on the bottom filled with sawdust
or chaff, and see how long each will retain
the water.

In writing of wild bees having " abso-
lutely impervious coverings " I was refer-

ring, not to burrowing bees, but to the
ancestors of our domestic bee having their
homes in hollows in trees. I feel sure I

am justified in saying that, in the
thousands of instances of this sort where
the hollow is, say, half way up a tree
from thirty to forty feet high, and there
are, therefore, some feet of solid wood
above the cluster, the covering is " abso-
lutely impervious," and I have no doubt
many of your readers, could they be induced
to say so, have met with numerous cases
of colonies lodged in trees with a consider-
able depth of solid wood above them, and
no other ventilation than the entrance hole
affords.

Why weight should be a drawback I fail

to see. Expense is a drawback, I admit,
but after all a glass quilt will last for at
least twelve years without depreciation
and a penny a year is not much to spend
on a hive.—J. G. Dalzell.

COTSWOLD GLEANINGS.
[8356] I read with much interest the

article on p. 33, by Mr. J. G. Dalzell, and
think he presents some strong arguments
in favour of non-porous coverings in the
shape of glass quilts. They certainly
seem to possess many advantages. The
only apparent drawback, in my opinion, is

the cost, and risk of breakage, unless care-
fully handled.

In order to prevent propolisation, and
facilitate handling dui'ing the honey season,
a single thickness of calico or canvas
might be used under the glass, which
would greatly reduce the risk <if break-
age, and possibly stings, when wtuking
rapidly. Bees have a curious habit of

bitins the calico quilt into holes, and this

allows the felt coverings to be stuck to

the frames and makes their removal
rather difficult.

In order to avoid this 1 lia\e used a

thick canvas inner cover, whicii answers
the pui'jiose well, for the bees soon covei'

it with propolis, and thus make it water-
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tio;ht and airtight ; moreover, it can be

stripped off easily without tearing, and
irritating the bees. I might mention
that colonies packed with a sealed cover
are provided with an entrance, 16in. by
^in, thus allowing plenty of bottom
ventilation, which is so essential for

successful wintering.

With regard to the suggestion of Mr.
A. Harris and the Editor's footnote,

13. 36 (8346), may I be permitted to say
that I consider legs on hives as much a

nuisance as platforms for them to stand
upon, and cannot understand why they
are so largtly usedr At one time I pos-

sessed several hives with legs, but have
had these sawn off, and all the hives now
stand ui>on four bricks or blocks, one at

each corner of the fioor-joists. I have in

use seventy hives, and have made and
stored away foity more for use during the
coming season, but none of these have '" a

leg to stand on," or a porch or a sloping
alighting board, which is deemed so neces-
sary by the average apiarist.

As bee-keepers are seldom rich men,
everything about an apiary shoidd be of
practical value, and though these things
may add to the appearance of the hive,

yet I cannot see they have any practical
value, but rather tend to make it heavy
and clumsy to move by road or rail.

[ think ihat the good advice and jihoto-

graphs in '' Helpful liints for Novices "

will be greatly appreciated by all new
members of the craft, as they so clearly

illustrate the different stages of manipula-
tion, and should prove a valuable addition
to the Journal. It would be interesting
to know the opinion of other bee-keepers
on the subjects raised.—A. H. Bowen,
Cheltenham.

GLASS QUILTS.
[8357] The letter in the -B.B.J.,"

.January 25th (page 33), by your corres-

pondent Mr. J. Dalzell, is most interest-

ing. I gather that the quilt consists of a

square of glass in a frame, say, lin. wide
and arranged to give a bee space on the
under side, the whole large enough to

cover ten frames. There is also a 3in.

liole in centre of glass, covered by a

oin. square.
I would like to ask your correspondent

how he manages when the brood-nest is

contracted to, say, six frames, because
there \\ ill then be a leakage space between
the dummy and the glass. I take it chat
the glass is removed when supers are put
on, although this is not specifically

stated. I am .sure a number of readers
would lile full particulars. The extra
cost of oi'ange or ruby glass would be
but small, and the bees would be less dis-

turbe>l on exposing the uncovered glass.

—

E. B. Wkdmore.

SOUTHERN SNATCHES.

[8358] A very pleasing feature of the
'"B.B.J." during the latter part of the
jear 1911 was the reports from the various
bee-keepers of the fine honey harvest that
the season has yielded pretty generally

all over Great Britain. Bee-keepers in

the homeland have had a run of bad
.seasons lately as well as a run of bad
diseases amongst their bees, and it is

truly gratifying to their comrades in the
craft in this country that at last their

optimism (which is an inherent trait in

bee-keepers) has been rewarded. May
the season of 1912 be even better in every
respect than its predecessor is the wish
of the writer.

Another gratifying aspect of the season
under review was the evident check of

the raA^ages of the deadly " Isle of Wight

"

disease.
.

Brother craftsmen in Soutii

Africa are at one with you in the hope
that this disease has spent its fury and
will be no more heard of in the future.

The letter of greeting and encourage-
inent from your Editor, the veteran Mr.
CoAvan. aj^pearing in the second issue of the
S.A. Bee-Keepers' Journal, was a feature
that must have appealed strongly to all

S.A. bee-keepers who read it. His words
of congratulation and encouragement are
very highly appreciated and add another
proof of the bond of union and good
felloAAship existing amongst bee-keepers

all over the world. The journal just

mentioned is the newest addition to bee
periodicals, and fills a long-felt want
among bee-men on this sub-continent, and
v.e all look forward to important issues

in its sphere of usefulness and advance-
ment in bee-keeping in a country that
has done much lately in that respect, but
has still much to do.

There are many subjects in the " B.B.J."
appearing from time to time that one
would like to touch upon and compare
with our experience in this country if

it were not that distance is so great and
conditions so different. Mr. Macdonald,
page 475, Vol. 39, quotes Mr. Townsend
as stating tliat : "It is the man not the
hive that produces tons of honey
annually." No doubt there is a lot in

I

the man, but my experience is that the

I

locality plays a greater part than either

man or hive. You may manage your
bees ever so carefully, and manipulate
ever so skilfullv, but for the yield of

lionej- you miist look to the wealth of

bloom in your immediate neighbourhood.
Here is a case in point. Towards the
end of the year 1907, when I had watched
and waited in vain to get a single section

filled, I was prevailed upon by a friend

to bring my bees to his place, a distance

of five miles away. As a forlorn hope
I took one hive with supers holding some
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forty sections in all. Six days later my
friend called and told me the sections

were all full, which, of course, I did not

credit, and put down his statement to his

lack of knowledge of bee-keeping, also to

the fact that I had put a few half filled

bait sections in the super. However,
three days afterwards I cycled out to see

for myself and was amazed to find that

it was actually as my friend had said,

every section full of beautiful honey. A
downpour of rain before I had time to

return with supers made my bees in-

accessible for another ten days ; when I

returned I found the sections sealed and
ready to take off, every section weighing
15oz. to 17jOz. The honey flow was
going off by the time I put on fresh

supers of shallow frames, and I only got

about 201b. of extracted honey. Now, my
hives at homei that were worked for all I

mas tcorth did not give a dozen pounds
during the Avhole season. Now where
does the man come in here ?

This is only one instance in which
locality plays first part, but 1 could give

many more.

The old bone of contention, Drone v.

Worker comb, still receives its due meed
of attention. There is one fact it

emphasizes to me, and that is that the
bees at home are not so particular as to

v.'hat they accept as mine are. Here
they will only work drone comb readily

when the honey is coming in freely, but
as soon as it slackens off they attempt to

convert the drone base to worker, and
make a frightful mess of it. However,
if given the drone comb when properly
drawn out they fill it just as freely as the
Avorker comb, and no doubt following the
bent of natural instinct make the cells

deeper. There are, no doubt, advantages
in drone comb, as enumerated by Mr.
Herrod and Mr. Crawshaw, but the draw-
back just mentioned outweighs all others
with me.

Ml-. Crawshaw (page 488, vol. 39) points

out a possible disadvantage in Mr.
Harris's wooden extractor. Wood, no
doubt; requires careful handling to keep
it sweet. In this country it woidd re-

quire careful watching to keep it whole
owing to shrinkage through variableness

of climate, and if liooped as a barrel

would require to be kept full of water
half the season. Tin, on the other hand,
requires equal care to keep it from rust-

ing, and so to get over both disadvan-
tages T make my extractors from gal-

vanized iron, which is stronger than tin,

and practically everla.sting. I have seen
it stated more than once that honey has
an action on galvanized iron that quickly
taints the honey if kept in contact with
it, but have never found it so. I always
take the precaution of drawing off the

honey as soon as it is extracted, but for a

test have left a little in the extractor

for days, biit never found any ill effect

from tile metal. Mr. Crawshaw's method
of letting the bees clean the extractor

is a very good one provided one has
ground enough to place it far enough away
from the house and the apiary. I used
to get all my extracting frames cleaned

that way and a splendid job they made
of it, but I should not advise practising

it where the bee-keeper has only a small

patch of garden to work on.—H. Martin,
Durban, Natal.

THE SHORTENED DIVISION-BOARD.

[8359] Though a bee-keeper for over

forty years I have never written to the bee

papers, but the letter of a fellow townsman
(Mr. Harris) on page 25, with regard to

the shortened division-board gives me the

opportunity of saying that all my hives

have the frames at right angles to the

entrances, and the shortened division-

board. I have used it for nearly the whole

of the time I have kept bees, and think

it has great advantages ; for instance,

behind the board the bees can be fed,

frames after extraction and partly filled

sections can be cleared out by the bee.s.

The board I use is made the same size and
hung exactly as an ordinary frame, with a

space of half an inch or more at the bot-

tom. I should be pleased to show Mr.
Harris, or any other neighbouring bee-

keeper, mv hives at any time.—A. J. C,
Oxford.

A CRITICISM.

[83fi0] The articles appearing in the

journal under the title " Useful Hints for

Novices " are so^ valuable, not onlj- to

beginners, but to older members of the

craft, that they will no doubt be
cordially welcomed by all readers. Coming
as they do from the pen of such a past

master as Mr. Herrod, one feels that it

would almost be the very acme of presump-
tion to offer any criticism upon the

methods he describes. It is therefore with

a feeling of fear and trembling that I

venture to make the following remarks
upon the article headed, " Procuring
Surplus," Jan. 11, page 12. 1. The tool

i-ecommended, namely, a '' good strong
screwdriver." A screwdriver is usually

rather narrow, rather thick, and more
often than not is round in the
stem. The use of such a tool

for levering up a full super, weigh-
ing 201bis to 301bs, is extremely likely to
bruise the edges of the box in such a

manner that nasty air-spaces will be

made. A flat chisel fin. to lin. broad is

better for the purpose. 2. The four blocks
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of wood ^in. thick. These are too thick,

as they leave space through which bees

can pass out ; and in the event of it being

necessary to wait and cover up the hive as

described they certainly will come out in

numbers, necessitating a second smoking
to drive them in. Four bits of a broken
section answer the purpose perfectly- and
do not allow a bee space. 3. Instead of

lifting the super on to the escape board,

and then placing the two together upon
the hive, it is better for many reasons to

place the super down upon the lifts (a

light bar of wood being first laid across

the lift), and then to cover the hive by
placing the escape board upon it : the

heavy super can then be litted on to escape

board with as much deliberation as one

likes. By this slight modification in the

order of procedure not only is the hive

more quickly covered (obviating the

necessity of a third smoking. See Fig. 4
,

p, 13), but when the heavy load is replaced

there are absohitely no bees in the way,
and it is more easy to place the rack down
gently. The entire operation from
beginning to end involves one whiff of

smoke only, namely, when the first corner

of the super is raised. Its full quietening
effect will have taken place by the time the
four slips of wood are inserted. If the
super is then at once lifted off and the
escape board immediately put on, no
further use of the smoker is necessary,

and the risk of tainting the honey is

reduced to a minimum. I say Amen most
heartily to Mr. Harris's remark (page 14)

re the "ten frame hive.'' I have long
since scrapped those I had and would not
accept one now as a gift.—G. S. N.,
Godstone.

[The writer of "Helpful Hints" has
obtained a great deal of his knowledge by
healthy criticism of his work, and is only
too pleased to receive that of a similar

kind to the above. He tries to be as

simple and clear in his writing as pos-

sible : therefore critics help in a double
sense by helping to point out mistakes
(and who is inf.allililer'), and also to show
where he has failed to make himself
understood. So far from considering the
criticism presumptuous, he looks upon it

as a kindness for Avhich he is grateful.
Now, with regard to the points mentioned :

(1) let me say first of all I am a practical
carpenter, and as such, know the danger
of using a chisel for levering purposes.
This, as often as not, will break on account
of its being tempered steel (while a screw-
driver is iron) ; if even that does not
happen gaps will be made in the edge,
which will require to be ground out before
the chisel can be used for its legitimate
work again. If the chisel so treated
happens to belong to a good workman, he
will probably pass the same remarks as

one does when the lady *of the house uses

one's choice razor for cutting corns or

string. Certainly, the screwdriver should

be a broad one (the point I missed), and
it should be used as shown—parallel with
the side of the super, the end of which
faces the operator ; in this way leverage

is obtained without damaging the wood,
for it is carried out the same way as the
grain runs. (2) Experience has taught
me tnat in many cases the piece of section,

which I also have used, does not separate
the two supers sufficiently to allow the
bees to properly clear up the honey which
leaks through broken brace combs ; there-

fore, I quoted for the majority. (3) I

quite agree that it can be done as well this

way as the plan I gave ; this also applies

to several other methods, but I chose one
only on account of space.—W. H.]

Queries and Replies,

[8278] Jlonej/, a Blood Pi/ //>>/'.—Will
you kindly answer me the following in the
next Bee Journal if possible? Ac-
cording to the various bee books,

&c., it mentions honey, besides other

things, as being a "blood purifier."

Now, one of my best retail customers,

to whom I mentioned honey as being a

blood purifier, repeated it tc his doctor,

who said it was all " bosh." My customer
told nie of this, but was not satisfied

with my showing him bee books containing

this statement, and I want you to

tell me why it is a " blood purifier," and
also some names of men high up in the

medical profession who say it is such, and
also any other point you think might help

me. I should not bother you if my cus-

tomer was really not a good one, but as

my customers live all close together it

would do me a lot of harm if I could not

prove to this man that honey is a blood

I^urifier. Does the book, "Honey and
Health, ' orocurable at your office, mention
anything about this subject? Thanking
you in anticipation.—H. S. (Hazel Grove).

Reply.—Yes, " Honey and Health,'' by
Archibald Hope, contains many references

to the beneficial action of honey on the
blood, and would be useful for your pur-
pase, the question you ask being there
answered. There have been a good many
articles published by eminent doctors on
the Continent, who have studied the
matter, all being agreed on this question.

So recently as last September a long
article by Dr. Victor Arnulphy appeared
in r Apiculteur of Paris, in which he
discusses at some length the hygienic
properties of honey and the harm done by
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the consumption of sugar, and advises a

return to the use of natural sugar in the

form of honey.

[8279] White Patches in Granulated

Honey^Expert Examination.—I am for-

warding you by this post a one pound jar

of honey. Would you kindly tell me why
it has gone (1) white in patches, also (2)

why is it so very hard, would he it (3)

good enough to put on the show bench in

its present state, or can I do anything to

improve it? I have never shown honey

before, and should therefore be very glad

of the expert advice which I see so freely

given each week in the British Bee
.Journal. (4) Is there any book that I

could get that would help me in preparing

honey for the show bench ? (5) I wish to

become an expert : could I obtain any-

where papers or information as to what
questions I should be likely to be asked to

get a third-class certificate? We have no
county association to which to apply. I

have used the "Guide Book" and the
British Bee Journal to good account this

vear, averaging 771bs. of honey per hive.

My best hive gave me 1401bs.—E.R.C.M.,
St. Buryan.

Reply.— ^l) White patches are caused by
air getting in at the time of bottling. (2)

It is hard because it is a very good, well-

ripened lionej'. (3) It will do to show as

it is, you cannot do anything to improve
it. (4j A book on the subject by Mr.
Herrod will be published shortly, and will

give you all the information you require.

(5) You cannot obtain the questions asked
at the examinations. For Third Class cer-

tificates it is necessary to have a good prac-
tical knowledge of bee-keeping, including
queen-rearing, diseases, the natural his-

tory of bees, &c. The book to study is

the ' Guide Book," and if you know this

well it will help j'ou. Also you would be
required to drive a skep of bees and
manipulate a frame hive.

[8280] Various Queries.—As a two
years' novice in the bee-keeping craft and
a regular reader of your most helpful

British Bee Journal, I would like,

through its columns, your advice on the
following:— (1) Do you recommend a ten,

eleven, or twelve frame hive for ordinary
purposes ? I have tried all three and have
obtained best results from the two latter.

(2) Are double-storey brood chambers
advisable, by adding either a shallow frame
super or a standard frame super over the
ordinary ? (3) Last September I hived a
lot of driven bees (purchased through your
advertisement columns) on four framei? of
sealed honey, one containing a little brood,
in a twelve frame hive along with another
stock contracted to eight frames, separat-
ing the two with a perforated division
board. 1 gave each a lib. box of candy at
the beginning of this month, (a) How much

more candy will the driven lot require ?

(b) Will it build up strong enough to give

surplus on its own account this season?

Wishing the " B.B.J." every success.

—

H.R., Lincoln.
Reply.—(1) The ten frame hive is the

best for most districts, but if you succeed
with the larger size then by all means use
it. (2) No. (3) (a) Watch 'the candy, and
immediately it is used give another cake.

Continue this till the end of March when
syrup can be given. It is difficult to say
what quantity of candy they will require,

as much depends upon the weather. (3)

(b) With careful attention they should
build up and give you surplus.

[8281] Using Last Season's Comb-
honey as Food for Bees—Please advise me
on the following through the medium of

your valuable paper, the " B.B.J. " I

have eight shallow frames more than half
filled with honey from last season, which,
being so thick, I could not get to run in

the extractor. It is in good condition.
Will it be harmful to give them to the
bees, when time arrives for doing so, in

that condition, or must I get all the honey
from the combs? I thought of dividing
the frames amongst . four hives, two to
each, putting them on early to let the bees
eat up the honey. If not a good plan
please advise the best way to get the
honey out. Thanking you in anticipa-
tion.—H. W., Pen.
Reply.—You could use the honej- as

stimulative food in the early spring by
uncapping the combs and putting them in

the brood-chamber in place of one of the
outside combs. Remove the shallow frame
as soon as the honey is cleared out.

[8282] Bad!
If Made Candy.—^Vill you

kindly supply the information to follow-
ing :—(1) Recently there have been many
letters in "B.B.J." re stores. I have three
hives; each contains about 271b. syrup,
some sealed and some not sealed
(14th Oct., 1911); they were fed rather
late, due to some of the stores being taKen
to help another colony. Each hive also
has an 81b. cake of flour candy. The
candy, being hard at first, was heated and
a little water added ; it formed a thin
paste but did not go quite into solution

;

it set well at the time, being quite satis-

factory. Early in December I found the
floor-board mouldy and on removing it

I found patches of liquid candy, yet the
cake on its upper surface is very hard.
Wliat is the consistence of underside of
cakes likely to be? Will the syrup be
enough without candy? (2) In the third
hive grainsof floui- on the floor-board seem
to be quite wet. The Claustral-chaniber on
this hive is kept closed, also on all the
hives certain very inexpensive blankets,
used as quilts, are often quite wet, whilst
the old bod-blankets are all right ; this

happens whichever is uppermost. Does
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the moisture come from within or with-

out? If brown paper is placed between

the blankets will it hold moisture in the

blankets and cause above trouble? I

have had to dry them twice this year.

(3) Will queens introduced August last be

wortn keeping after this year? (4) Are
four dead bees per day a reasonable

moi-tality?—S. A. B., Derbys.
Reply.—(1) The candy should have been

entirely re-made. If you remove the top

crust no doubt the candy underneath will

be soft. 271b. food should be sufficient.

(2) Probably the damp is caused by some
dressing in the manufacture of the

material from which the blankets are

made. Probably also the brown papei-

would help to hold the moisture. (3) They
will no doubt be worth keeping another
season. (4) Not abnormal.

WEATHER REPORT.
Westbourne, Sussex.

January, 1912.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 24 on 29tb.

Minimum on grass,

19 on 29tb.

Frosty nights, 11.

Mean maximum, 446.

Rainfall, 3 71 in.

Above a\er., 122 in.

Heaviest fall, -64 in.,

on 8th.

Rain fell on 20 days.

Sunshine, 28"5 hours.

Below average, 39 8 [Mean minimum, 35"5

hours
Brightest day, 28th,

6'8 hours.

Sunless days, 22.

Maximum tempera-

Mean temperatvire,

400.
Above average, 24.
Maximum barometer,

0-484 on 1st.

ture, .51 on 8th & Minimum barometer,

9th. 29-126 on 6th,

L. B. BiRKETT.

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-

facturers or correspondents, or where appliances

can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-

tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The

space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and not

for advertisements. We wish our correspondents to

bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to go

to press in advance of the date of issue, queries

cannot always be replied to in the issue imme-

diately following the receipt of their communica-

tions.

E. li. (Co. Down).

—

Publication of Book.

"Producing, Preparing, Exhibiting, and
Judging Bee Produce," by W. Herrod,

is now completed, and will be published

at an early date. In it you will find

the method of procuring show sections

fully explained.

J. B. (Bristol).—Bees Dying in Well
Provisioned Hive.—The death of bees

by starvation when there is food in the

hive, is caused by the bees being so

reduced in numbers that when the food
just round them is consumed, they
have not energy enough to move along
to the other combs. No doubt yoii

noticed that a great many were dead
in the cells with head downwards.

(Mrs.) J. C. (Ludlow).

—

Too-dense Honey.
—Instead of grumbling, your customers
ought to be pleased to get honey of such
consistency ; it is excellent. The dark
honey will do to. feed the bees; add
about one-quarter of its bulk of water
and boil it.

SusiJecfed Disease.

J. W. G. (Wembley), W. R. D. (Herts),

and F. H. (Letchworth).—It appears to

be a case of "Isle of AVight" disease.

Querist (Kent).—The bees are badly con-

stipated, and no doubt this has caused
their death.

C. V. B. (Middlesex).—We are afraid it

is " Isle of Wight "• disease. Majiy
thanks for your kind aj^preciation of oui

papers.
Honey Samples.

F. H. ; Warrington).—The honey is from
mixed sources, ragwort and blackberry
flaA'ours predominate.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.

Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.

Orders for three or more consecutive insertions
entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,
and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

FSXVATE ADVEBTXBEMEVT8.

FOR SALE, well filled I'ght coloured Sections,
7s. 6d. per dozen, well packed.—HUBERT

LAW, Croydon, Royston, Herts.

LINCOLNSHIRE HONEY, 281b. tins, 56s., 60s.

cwt.; sample, 2d.—WILLIAM ABBOTT,
Thorpe Bank, Wainfleet. s 48

QUANTITY shallow frames, crates, drawn out
combs, perfect condition and healthy, 3s. 6d.

each; feeders. 9d.; smokers, Is. 3d.—RANDALL,
Winchmore Hill Station. s 42

HEREFORDSHIRE HONEY, half ton, in 281b.

tins.—TURNER, Madley, Hereford. s 46

FOR SALE, IJcwt. finest Extracted Honey,
medium colour, 56s. per cwt., carriage paid, in

returnable tins; sample lib. bottle, 9d.—A. COLE-
MAN, Sherington, Newport Pagnell, Bucks. s 45

WANTED- weed foundation. Cowan's extractor,

eleven gross shallow frames, and metal ends.

MACE, Exning-road, Newmarket. s 47

HIVE, painted, 2 racks, sections, all new,

10s. 6d. bargain.—TREVENER, Chesham,
Bucks. s 43
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE B.K.A.
ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Gloucester-
shire Bee-Keepers' Association was held at

the Wessex Hotel, Gloucester, on 29th Jan.
The Hon. Secretary reported a consider-
able increase in the number of members,
and the balance-sheet was considered
satisfactory, in view of the heavy expenses
involved by the Honey Show,
Mr. W. M. Colchester-Wemyss, Chair-

man of the County Council, was elected
president. Rev. F. H. Fowler was reap-
pointed lion, secretary and treasurer. The
following were appointed on the Com-
mittee :—Messrs. G. A. Calvert (Lydney),
H. E. Bailey (Norton), A. H. Bowen
(Cheltenham)^ E. J. Burtt (Gloucester),

W. F. Pick (Dursley), F. Thomas (Cam.),
W. A. Workman (Husslecote), G. C.
Langston, W. J. Goodrich (Gloucester),

J. AV. Watkins (Cirencester Agricultural
College).

A resolution was passed that " this

meeting is in favour of supporting the
B.B.K.A. in any legislation that may be
deemed advisable, with a view to checking
foul brood and ' Isle of Wight ' disease.''

—

F. H. Fowler, Hon. Secretary.

HEREFORDSHIRE B.K.A.
ANNUAL MEETING.

The first annual general meeting of the
Herefordshire Bee-keepers' Aissociatiou was
held in the library of the Shire Hall, Here-
ford, on Wednesday, Jan. 31st. Sir James
Rankin, M.P., as President, took the
chair, and there were present a large
number of members representing all parts
of the county.

Mrs. Mynors, the Hon. Secretary, gave
an exceedingly interesting report for 1911,
commencing with the resuscitation of the
association in April last under the chair-
manship of Sir Robert Lighten and the
progress of its organisation. The Associa-
tion started work as from July 1st, a
half-year's subscription only being collected
for 1911. The County Council Agricul-
tural Committee agreed to allow a grant
of £10 for the year 1911, and a further
application was to be made for 1912. also
to continue to provide lectures on bee
culture.

The Association had made satis-

factory progress during the short time of
its existence, 139 members had been en-
rolled, and local secretaries reported many
promises for 1912. Eighty-t)ne apiaries
were visited by experts in the autumn,
291 frame hives and twenty-one skeps
examined, ten cases of foul brood reported,
only thi'ee stocks had to be destroyed.

ment, and when necessaiy a second visit

being paid by the expert to see that his

directions had been carried out.
The Treasurer detailed the accounts,

which showed that the receipts, including
the £10 grant, amounted to £41 Is. 7d.,
and the expenses to £31 16s. lid., leaving
a balance in hand of £9 4s. 8d.
Both report and accoun,ts were adopted.
The vice-presidents and committee were

re-elected, and the President proposed
the re-election of Mrs. H. B. Mynors as
Hon, Secretai-y and the Rev. H. B.
Mynors as Hon. Treasurer.
Mr. F. Moore, in seconding, said they

had to thank Mrs. Mynors for the flourish-
ing progress of the Association, and were
indebted to her energy for obtaining the
£10 grant. The resolution was carried
unanimously.
After a discussion on a proposed alteration

in the rules, a vote of thanks to Sir James
Rankin for presiding concluded the meet-
ing.—(Mrs.) H. Mynore, Hon. Secretary.

DEVON B.K.A.
ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Devon Bee-
keepers' Association was held at the Guild-
hall, Exeter, on Feb. 2nd. Lieut. -Colonel
H. J. O. Walker presided.
The Council, in presenting their 14th

annual report, stated it was gratifying to
note that the strength of the Association

was still well maintained, the number of

members being 277, the same as last year.
The accounts also showed a balance on the
right side. The insurance scheme had
been made use of by forty-five members,
insuring 647 hives, an increase over pre-

vious years. But considering the advan-
tages offered it was surprising the scheme
was not male more use of. Honey labels had
been greatly in demand during the year.

The total number issued was 9,075, more
than double the number ever issued be-

fore. Bee-keepers in Devon might con-
gratulate one another that whilst other
counties had been worried with the " Isle

of Wight " disease it has not established

itself in their county, nor had foul brood,

that old bane of beeJceepers, been so

prominent.
The statement of accounts showed a

balance in hand of £7 16s. 9d. on capital

and of £5 Os. 5d. on revenue.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption

of the report, said it was very satisfactory

to see they maintained the number of

members. He saw it mentioned that

there was a quantity of section honey still

left on sale, and he understood there had
already been some consultation as to how
such a matter icould be best met. An
lion, secretary whose time was very largely

occupied could not sell honey for members
in general. He wondered whether two or

three could combine as one little firm.
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Beei-keepers should keep a very sharp

look-out for " Isle of Wight " Disease, and
if they saw their bees fail in their

endeavours to fly, and the whole colony

apparently becoming weaker, and if the
inner wing was out of order and detached
from its proper place, they could prepare

for the worst. The best way to deal with
an outbreak wjjis to get rid of the whole
colony.

Mr. F. P. Smith seconded. The report

and balance-sheet were adopted. The
officers and committee were elected, Mr.
R. W. Furze, Woodbury, being re-

appointed hon. secretary. An advertising

scheme to enable members to get rid of

their surplus honey was recommended by
a sub-committee and agreed to.

Votes of thanks to the Mayor of Exeter
and the Chairman concluded the meeting.
—Communicated.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of
.January, 1912, was £1,881.—From a
return furnished to the British Bee
.Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

AMONG THE BEES.
Bj/ I). M. Mavdonuhl, Banff.
AN EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

T^iooking over some old repoits of the
B.B.Iv.A., 1 noted that five, amongst the
most prominent members of the Council,
formed an " l^]ducation Committee." The
latest Report shows no such committee

!

This is surely retrogression, and that, too,
in a phase of apiculture where such
"progress" is inexplicable. Taking at
present only one subject likely to be
relegated to an education committee,
viz., Expert Examinations, I find that
in the earlier report only twenty-two
candidates presented themselves, whereas
in the later one I t(X)k up by chance, 130
passed, thus showing that there is more
than ever a need for a special committee
to supervise this important branch of the
Council's duties. It looks, indeed, as if

this work were being treated by the
Council as a whole as of minor im-
portance. Is this so?
Again, what appears to me as an

anomaly is that while the Council in-
sists on third-class examinations being
conducted by second-class experts, the
most severe part of the test for a first-

class certificate—the lecture—is conducted
mainly, if not entirely, by gentle-
men Avho have not themselves undergone
the ordeal, even in the third degree.
Qualification for most degrees known to
me is tested by men personally possessing
the particular degree.

.4 Sealed Book.—The skep deserves the
1itle. The life history of the colony in-

habiting such a domicile is unknown and
unrecorded. The frame-hive is to the
initiated an open book, whose every page
lies manifest to the eye of the bee-keepier

who owns it. We in this twentieth
century glory in being in advance of the
dark ages, but in the use of tbis super-

annuated old receptacle we are wilfully

aiding in keeping a remnant of the past
in perpetuity in our midst, much to the
detriment of the craft. Let me plead for

its elimination, its suppression, or
annihilation, not by the strong arm of the
law, but by the no less strong influence of

example and the teachings of commonsense.
Let all advanced apiarists combine
in carrying out the war of extermination,
both by precept and example. Let the
B.B.K.A. wipe out the very name from
their reports and syllabus. Let the
issues of latest editions of bee-books show
no illustration of the skep, not print the
word in the text, and mention only
frame-hives. Let appliance manufacturers
cease to stock it. Let show authorities,

as, I am glad to say is generally the case

even now, utterly ignore it. Let County
Committees name it only to condemn it.

Let their secretaries and experts urgently
dissuade all beginners from investing in this

antediluvian bee-domicile. Our bee-papers
should treat the very word as an obsolete
one, which lias dropped from use. Some
such effort and combination might help to

send it down to oblivion unwept, un-
honoured, and unsung!
Convinced as I am that countenancing

skep apiculture is a grave mistake—

a

keeping of the wheels of Time back—

I

cannot, however, approve of compulsorily
extinguishing this branch of our craft by
means of an Act of Parliament declaring
the use of skeps illegal. Introducing such
a clause in the projected Bill would over-
weigh it to the danger of swamping.
Many favour the idea, but we should
remember that, excellent although the end
and aim desired may be, all things are
not expedient.
A correspondent (page 24) pleads for the

old skep on account of its cheapness,
maintaining that if it were eliminated
many cottage bee-keepers would droji out,
because "thej^ cannot afford more than
the cost of a straw skep." That frame-
hives cannot be made about as cheap as
a good straw, I have recently shown to
be a fallacy. The jjressvre, however,
should not be brought to bear when bee-
keepers "drop out," but Avhen they
"drop in" to the pureuit; in other words,
all able to exert any influence should
teach beginners that not only can the
initial start be made for much the same
figure, but they should advise those start-

ing how very much better returns can be
secured by the newer and better bee-
domicile. Leaving cottars who now
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believe in skeps to work on Avith them, bee-

keepers should concentrate their efforts on
the young, whose ideas are not warped,
but who have open minds ready to

assimikite new facts.

Glass Quilts.—Mr. Dalzell (page 35) has
my best thanks for his offer of one of

these, but 1 have to decline acceptance
because on two former occasions I have
weighed them in the balance and found
them wanting. About twenty years ago,

and then about ten years later, glass

quilts were boomed in the .Journal and
very manj^ experimented with, with the
result that I would judge at least nineteen
out of every twenty gave them up us a
bad job. I myself found them, for various
3'easons, a nuisance, and was gla-d to see
the last bit of broken glass buried. They
were very nice in some ways, but I Mould
pity the owner of a large apiary if he
were bound to confine himself to glass

covers. I don't claim for sealed covers

—

glass, wood, celluloid, or oilcloth—that
bees cannot be well wintered under them,
but I maintain that while some of these
may be good, others better, yet porous
coverings are the best. This contention, I

think, ninety-nine out of every hundred
bee-keepers will agree with !

The "sealed" covers are, I know,
approved by Messrs. Root and many
extensive American apiarists, but, if I

can gauge the trend of opinion over there,
it is markedly progressing towards faith
in the quilt. It is rather Morth recording
that about forty years ago—when Glean-
ings and our Bee Journal were started

—

bee-keejDers in this country believed out
and out in a "crown-board"; they, over
there, pinned their faith to the quilt.

Whenever British bee-keepers had been
taught the advantages of porous coverings
they adopted the system, which has been
used since almost universally. To quote Mr.
C. N. .Abbott's words :

" Every bee-keeper
who once got his crown-board off his hive
never put it on again, but adopted that
best of all arrangements, the quilt."

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
lor the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications-

bp:e disease legislation.
[8.361] I have noticed on several occa-

sions fear expressed by some of your
correspondents opposed to bee legislation,

of the misuse of power which must of

necessity be given to any person
appointed as inspector under an Apiaries
Act, if such legislation is calculated to
do any good. This fear, I am bound to
say, is, like many of the other objections

put forward by opponents to legislation,

chimerical. No greater proof of this can
be given than our experience in New
Zealand, where absolute power is given to

inspectors under our Apiaries Act to

carry out its provisions, and against
whose decisions, where disease is con-

cerned, thei'e is no appeal, as witness the
following sections of the Act :

—

"POWERS OF INSPECTOBS.
5. Any Insjiector may enter upon any

premises or buildings for the purpose of

examining any bees, hives, or bee
appliances, and if the same are found to

be infected with disease he shall direct

the bee-keeper to forthwith take such
measures as may be necessary to cure the
disease; or, if in the opinion of the In-

spector the disease is too fully developed
to bc' cured, he may direct the bee-keeper
within a specified time to destroy by fire

the bees, hives, and appliances so infected,

or such portions thereof as the Inspector
deems necessary.

inspector's DIRECTIONS TO BE OBEYED.
7. (1) Every direction by an Inspector

shall be in writing under his hand, and
shall be either delivered to the bee-keeper
personally or sent to him by registered

letter addressed to him at his last-known
place of abode.

(2) Every such direction shall be faith-

fully complied with by the bee-keeper to

whom it is addressed, and, in default of

compliance within the time specified, the
Inspector may within one month destroy
or cause to be destroyed by fire, at the
expense of the bee-keeper, any bees, hives,

and appliances found to be infected with
disease.

OFFENCES.
10. Every person is liable to a fine not

exceeding five pounds who

—

[a) Obstructs an Inspector in the
exercise of his duties under this

Act, or refuses to destroy, or to
permit the destruction of infected
bees or appliances :

(/;) Fails to comply with any direction
given under the provisions of this

Act by any Inspector :

(() Commits anv other breach of this

Act."
Now, during the period our Act luis

1/een in force (over four years), I have not
heard of one single instance where any of
<iur insj>ectoi's liave l)een even susjiected

of misusing their powers, though in the
interests of commercial bee-keeping in

the suppression of disease, we have had
to destroy as many as 25 per cent, of tho
bees and boxes in some districts. Is it

to be supposed for one moment that a
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bee-keeper with a reputation that would
warrant, him being appointed as an in-

spector, would act in a manner detri-

mental to individual bee-keepers? No.
He is more likely to err on the side of

leniency, as I have found it here. Let
those then who have expressed tliat fear

throw it aside, and accept our experience

as an indication of what they may expect.

—I. Hopkins, Auckland, New Zealand.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[83621 I was very pleased to again see

a commvinication from Mr. A. Sharp
(page 54) ; it is a long time since we have
had the pleasure of reading anything from
Jiis pen in the pages of " B.B.J."

The question of coverings for bees, porous
and non-porous, was discussed at a coiLsider-

able length during the editorship of the

late Mr. C. N. Abbott, and the feeling ex-

pressed by bee-keepers was tliat botli

kinds had their advantages. In the early

eighties I myself used glass covers in the

old "Woodbury" and Cheshire "Hay-
rick" style of hives, and the jDacking was
dry wheat chaff over the body-box, with
a little bridge to prevent the chaff getting

to the entrance of the hives ; the bees

always wintei'ed well, and came out in the
spring in good condition with combs free

from mouldiness or dampness. At that
time our covers were mostly of wood, with
bee-space over the tops of frames, and one
of the chief points in favour of the
carpet quilt was the ease Avhen manipulat-
ing with which they could be rolled back
to uncover the honey, to build up in tlie

spring, or to insert an extra comb of food.

At that time we had hanging frames to

bold syrup, and even frames holding
candy, Avhich we hung at the back of the
bi'ood-nest. After a time I began to use

the carpet quilts, anci I must say, they
have ansAvered as well as the wood or

glass covers, for the twenty-five years that

I have used this sA'stem. I have always
advocated abundance of wai'm wraps over
the quilts throughout the year, but
especially during the winter and spring,

though I have knoAvn bees to do well, that
is, live and thrive, located in the corner
of a roof, the combs built from the rafters

to the ceiling joist, and no side walls or

covers of any kind to the combs. I have
taken several pounds of lovely white
clover-honey from this colony for the farmer
owner year after year, and they generally

swarmed and sent off casts, although
they had unlimited space to extend their

nest if they -wished. With regard to Mr.
Bowen's contention (8356, page 56) that
sloping boards reaching from hive entrance
to the ground are unnecessary, in my
opinion they are helpful to the bees

returning with honey sacs full ; and as

he contends that bee-men are mostlv

poor, 1 think any little cheap con-
trivance that will help to increase the
income of honey, i.e., enable the bees
to put an extra pound or two of
honey into the "pot," would add
to his income if he uses it. Any
odd i>iece of board or the ends of
a 2d. grocer's box. will make a strong
alighting board. These boards also make
a good playground for the young bees
taking their first flight in the spring
time, when the sun pops in so quickly,
here they have a Jacob's ladder to reach
their wished-for abode. Working, as I

have, a life-time among bees, I have, in

hundreds of cases, obsei"ved the utility of

these wide, extended alighting-boards.

As there is no heather near, I have
legs to all my hives, those who move
their bees to the moors do not want them,
but I certainly prefer legs to timber rests

with several hives on each platform, as in

manipulating one hive the next colony
often gets disturbed. As regards expense,
there is not much difference between the
cost of wood blocks and the legs.

—

W. WooDLEY, Beedon, Newburv.

MTSQT'OTATION.

[8363] I am indebted to Mr. Dalzell

for his interesting letters on glass quilts.

I intend to try the experiment on a hive
or two. But why do we all persist in

misquoting the Apostolic writer, who did
not speak of giving a reason for thte

"faith," but for the "hope" that is in

us? (See 1 Pet. iii., 15.) As a matter
of fact, it is faith rather than hope that

we mean in such connections H. M. L.,

New Forest.

{Correspondence continued on prige 66.)

HOMES OF THE HONEY-BEE.
APIARIES OF OUR READERS.

We have pleasure in presenting this

week the picture of a lady's apiary, the
owner of which is one among the many
lady readers of " B.B.J. " who make suc-

cessful bee-keepers. Mrs. Thompson's
account of her start in bee-keeping is told

in so bright and interesting a manner
that Ave can add nothing to make it more
complete, Avhile even the " mere man"
beginner can learn something from her
methods, which appear to be admirable.
She Avrites as folloAVS : —

•

I started bee-keeping four years ago
Avith one stock which I bought from an
expert bee man, who has been of great help
to me and without Avhose advice I should
not have been able to have enlarged my
very humble apiary into one of sixteen
hiA^es. Last March, I had only four hives,

and then, after some consideration, I

determined to go in largely for bees, and
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bought nine stocks, as wedl as a Cowan
extractor, ripener, heather honey press,

and a good many other indispensable

things. Then I had my work cut out!

Thirteen hives to spring clean, and
three coats of paint for each, but I

managed the work and enjoyed it, and by
the middle of May I was very proud
indeed of my apiary. The weather last

summer favoured me very much in my
enterprise, and, with the help of a friend, I

managed well. I had six swarms, and
secured about 5001b. of clover honey of

good quality. I have been very careful

to pack it up nicely; no sticky jars, or
half-cleaned sections were sent out. Also

I had a die made for the tops of my honey
bottles, with my name and address on it,

removal. They arrived safely at their

journey's end, except one, which had
rather " leaked " on the way, and I found
a fair amount of bees flying about the van ;

it was one of the hives, by the way, I had
packed with the aid of a bicycle lamp the
night before.

I quite forgot all the trouble and worry
when I watched scores of bees, as soon as
the entrances were open, flying straight
away to the heather. They did very well

there, although I had to contend with five

days' impenetrable sea fog in the middle
of the honey flow.

At present I am having an easy time,
and hope the bees are doing the same ; all

I can do just now is to see that my hard-
working little friends are warm enough,

MRS. CLAUDE THOMPSON'S APIAKY, THE RED HOUSE, ESCRICK, YORKS.

and had special labels for all sections and
bottles, besides laT>els for boxes of honey
going by post or rail. My adviser when
starting impressed on me that one of the
most important features of the honey trade
was to be most careful how honey was
packed and sent off. I have had no diffi-

culty so far in disposing of my produce at

good prices. My greatest triumph this

year was the removal of eighteen hives to

the moors, a journey of forty miles. We
spent all one day packing them, and most
of the night, too, as, owing to some badly
fitting entrances, I did not get to bed
till after midnight. I have several makes
of hives, and I vowed before that night was
over I would never undertake a journey
to the moors again without having my
bees all in the same make of hive, and, if

possible, one specially designed for such

and their hives weather-proof, as I know
they have enough food for this frosty

spell. My sales for honey so far have
amounted to about £26, and with the

honey I have still to dispose of, I think

my gross receipts will be about £30.

Naturally, during the first year, one has a

heavy capital outlay but when all the

stock is valued up at the end of twelve

months, I think 1 shall show a fair profit

for my efforts. I should be grateful if

anyone could tell me of a good hive for

home use and for removal to the moors

;

it must have ventilation in the floor board,

and I should like an arrangement for

securing bees in the hive. I saw one
advertised in a prominent dealer's cata-

logue at 14s. 6d., but would like to hear

if any of your readers have had personal

experience of it.
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(CorirspondPnci' rorit''n.ued fium page 64.)

COTSWOLD GLEANINGS.
[8364] With regard to Mr. Craw-

shaw's enquiry re pollen in sections (page

48), I think that the locality is chiefly

responsible for its unusual appearance in

supers. We, on the Cotswolds, sufl^er from
a dearth rather than a superabundance of

this uecesisity, and are never troubled with
pollen-clogged brood combs or sections.

Pollen in the spring is a. valuable asset,

and I am convinced that the absence of

an early supply is mainly responsible for

the difficulty we have in building up
colonies for the harvest.

As I run my apiaries chiefly for extracted
honey, the production of sections does not
receive much attention, but those used are
all filled with full sheets of worker founda-
tion : and both from the point of view of

the salesman and consumer, sections of

worker comb seem to be preferred. A
large buyer of sections tells me he always
prefers worker comb on account of its

delicacy, even capping, and fine appear-
ance. In order to produce the finest comb
honey, it is necessary to have colonies
very strong, and the bees should be in-

duced to work in a super of shallow or
deep frames before any sections are given.
When a colony is working well in an
extracting super (without an excluder
between) and the honey flow has properlv
started, I remove this super and take
from the brood chamber several combs of

brood and honey, then fill up with frames
of foundation in order to give the queen
laying room.
The bees are all brushed off into the

hive and a rack of sections is given, and
warmly covered up. With the brood
removed, I strengthen weak colonies or
place it in extracting supers to coax the
bees above. I endeaA-our to have all

sections drawn out and filled during the
sainfoin flow, and with this object the
rack is removed when filled and the colony
worked for extracted honey for the
remainder of the season.
By following this plan it is possible to

produce the finest sectit)ns, to a large extent
prevent swarming, and I also avoid having
unfinished and unsaleable sections. Whilst
on this subject I may say that I believe
the section of the future will be of the no-
bee-way pattern. The many advantages
it possesses should recommend it to all

comb honey producers, and when used with
a separator giving a longitudinal bee
space past the section it is filled to per-
fection, whilst the ease with which they
may be scraped and glazed is a strong
point in their favour.
With regard to the proposed abolition

of skeps, I imagine that some of our
friends are not altogether disinterested in
their wish for the passing of the skeppist,
as they are doubtless hoping to pick up

some good bargains. I am afraid, how-
ever, that the shrewd old skeppist of the
Cotswolds, knows too well the value of
his bees to be either threatened or per-
suaded to part with them at a knock-out
price. Br criticism of Mr. Herrod's
article by " G.S.N." (page 57), I suppose
we must all work in our own harness and
handle the bees as our individual equip-
ment demands, and what is practical for

one may not be, so for others.

I cannot see that the manipulation here
practised can be much improved upon,
unless it is to free the combs from bees
by brushing them off, a system not with-
out its advantages, for no arrangement is

necessary for repeating the honey, so often
necessary when escape Iwards are used

;

moreover,' the labour of handling roofs,

lifts, and supers several times in order to
remove the combs, is entirely a,voided. If

the combs are well sealed over, a few
puffs of smoke will drive most of the bees
below , and as each comb is being lifted out,

a shake and sweep with the brush in-

stantly frees it of bees, ready to be
placed in an empty super set aside for the
purpose.
The super on the hive is then filled with

empty combs, thus taking honey and sup-

plying storage room at the same time.
Before closing this article, may I quote a
remark made to me by a gentleman, to
the effect that he has not heard of a
single case of the " Isle of Wight " disease

showing itself in hilly or mountainous dis-

tricts. Is there any connection between
marshy and low-lying localities and the
disease?—A. H. Bowex. Cheltenham.

HEATHER HONEY AS WINTER FOOD.

[8365] I noticed in the " B.B.J." of

January 25th, a letter on the merits, or

otherwise, of heather honey as a winter
food for bees. 1 was quite astonished to
read the opinion of a correspondent in

Journal for February 1st, ' T. D. N.,"
v,iio says (page 47) " no winter food could
well be worse," &c. This is entirely

contrary to my exjjerience, and of other
successful bee-keepers in this neighbour-
hood. For at least ten years my bees
have gone to the moors : at any rate, the
best of my stocks have done so, and these
are Avintered entirely on their own stores

of heather honey. I have, more than
once noticed some stocks perilously near
starvation when sent to the heather,
coming liome filled and sealed to^ the
doors, and I must say I have never yet
lost a stock whose destruction could be
attributed in the least degree to the
stores, and these same stocks are my best

ones invariably the following year. Also
I have never yet seen a case of dysentery
in my own apiary. This difference in

experience is all the more notable if your
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correspondent comes from liiinark, as liis

district is Avithin thirty miles or so of

this locality, and the heather would be

practically
^ the same. I am afraid

" T. D. N." must give us more details

before he can saddle heather honey with

such a label as this. Is there not another

cause for his non-success in wintering y

'A' hae ma doots."—A. W., Cumnock.

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.

[8366] The sudden change from sharp

frost to mild weather has given our bees

an opportunity for a much-needed cleans-

ing flight.

So far all is well, every colony flying

vigorously, seemingly none the worse for

last week's zero temperature. Each stock

seems fairly strong in bees and blessed

with abundant stores, so there will be no
need of preliminary spring " manage-
ment " to prepare them for the honev
flow.

Last season my most forward colony,

the one that gave me sealed sections about
the opening days of June, got no atten-

tion whatever. In fact the sections,

parti}' filled with honey, had been on from
the previous season. A good point about
this plan is that the super does duty as

storehouse in early summer, so the queen
has the brood-chamber to herself for

brood alone. This means more brood,

more bees, and more surplus honey.
Bee Ponf/y.si.f.—In reply to a recent

enquiry, the " Heathfield " remedy used
here was the tar dummy board, but I don't
suppose Mr. Simmins would consider this

treatment sufficient except in mild cases of

paralysis. Should the disease appear
again, I mean to give the B-well reme-
dies a full trial before proceeding to more
drastic treatment.
But if extreme measures, become neces-

sary, let ampiitation rather than
annihilation be our policy. It is well

known that in the case of a stock affected

with " Isle of Wight " disease, the brood
remains perfectly healthy and dies only
through chill as the adult bees are swept
iway. Theoretically, the disea.se should bf
curable by substituting a healthy popida-
tion for the diseased one. Which means
destroying the bees only and renewing the
colony by running a natural or artificial

swarm on to the beeless brood. In prac-
tice last season the scheme was successfully
worked in different hands with swarms
and driven bees alike.—J. M. Ellis, T'ssie

Valley.

GLASS QUILTS.
AN EXPLAN.\TION.

[8367] Some time last autumn I was
buying some bee appliances from a certain
firm of appliance-dealers and got into

[
conversation with their manager. I told

! him of the glass quilts I Avas using, and
I
he asked me to show him one, which I

did.

, Some time later he told me his firm in-

tended to make them commercially, and
asked my consent. As there is nothing
particularly novel about them, refusal

would have been of no avail, as they could
haA'e made them without my consent, and.

I therefore told him I had no objection.

A day or two ago I got the catalogue of

the firm in question, and see that they are
selling " The DalzeU Quilt." Needless to
say, I kneAv nothing of this when I wrote
my letter to the " B.B.J.," and have no
interest whatever in the sale of the quilts.

—J. G. Dalzell.

[Our correspondent is quite correct,

there is nothing new in glass covers, or,

as they are now erroneously called,
" quilts." They were used in the Wood-
bury hive, and are illustrated in " The
Apiar}^" by A. Neighbour, published in

1865, on page 38. We used them our-
selves in the seventies, .and Mr. C. N.
Abbott introduced such a cover in a hive
lie made in 1879 for observation purposes.
Messrs. J. Burgess and Co., have also
made glass covers for some years,
and they were described and illustrated
in the - B.B.K. Guide Book," page 209,

nineteenth edition, published in 1907, and
also in the last edition. These were all

sheets of glass within a wooden frame,
exactly as described by our correspondent,
and Messrs. Burgess have also a hole in

the glass-quilt and a feeding stage which
fits over it. There can, therefore, be no
objection to anyone making glass covers,
or calling them what they like.

—

Eds.]

GLASS QUILTS AND SCREWDRIVERS.

[8368] I have used plate-glass as a cover-

ing on my hives for three years, and would
not go back to quilts. The chance of bfeak-
ing is very slight. I use thick felt on
top both summer and Avinter. The bees

can he inspected at any time Avithout dis-

turbance. The glass, of course, is re-

moved Avhen a super is put on and re-

placed on top of super. I had tAvo stocks

last spring, one black bees and the other
hybrids; the blacks gave me 831b. of honey
in sections, the hybrids sAvarmed fiA^e

times. I made tAvo stocks from them, finish-

ing the season Avith four strong colonies,

my total take of honey being 2301b. 1

gaA'e no syrup in the autinnn, Init put on
each hive a cake of candy a fcAV days ago.

On one of my glass quilts I left the wire
sieve in the hole used for feeding, Avith a
lin. felt quilt on top, thinking this Avould

give ventilation, yet the bees carefully

filled lip all the meshes of Avire Avith

propolis; this Avas done last summer, so
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evidently the bees prefer an impervious

covering. The writer of " Helpful Hints "

(p. 58) says screwdrivers are made of iron.

Surely if this is the case they would bend
from any force sufficient to snap a chisel.

No, all screwdrivers are made of steel, ex-

cepting those in toy boxes. The round
are made of steel spindles, and the flat,

"London Pattern," of cast steel. I find

an old bread-knife quite strong enough to

separate my supers, and useful for cutting

brace combs, or scraping off propolis.

—

J. D. A., Minehead.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.

By Chas. E. Reap.
DISINFKCTION OF HIVES.

When I read the American bee journals I

am often astonished at the careless and
imperfect manner in which, according to

descriptions, even the
,
most progressive

bee-keepers sometimes attempt to rid their

apiaries of foul brood—"American" and
"European." Our best bee-keepers are

in advance of those of America in this

respect ; but this cannot be said of the

average owner of bees. Oomparatively
few people have a thorough grip of the

broad, general principles of the antiseptic

treatment of disease. If they did, we
should have fewer costly blunders in the

apiary. The best modern works on prac-

tical apiculture indicate the road along

which the bee-keeper should travel ; but of

necessity- they cannot do more than sug-

gest the measures to be taken to eradicate

disease and to prevent its dissemination.

It therefore follows that everyone who
undertakes the management of bees should

.lose no opportunity of reading anything
they may see, if it is not too technical,

bearing upon bacteria and sterilisation.

This is not much trouble and the know-
ledge obtained gives confidence in dealing

with disease in the apiary and ensures
success.

.4. Dangerous Purchase.—I am led to

make these observations by seeing some
hives bought a few months ago from a
bee-keeper who lost all his bees from " Isle

of Wight " disease. They Were sold as

being free from disease, and in giving this

guarantee the seller was, I believe, to the

best of his knowledge acting honestly.

He had scorched the brood-chambers and
floor-boards until they were as black as

a funeral car ; but in tliei work there was
that lack of thorougiiness which would
remove, without the shadow of a doubt,
all possibility of infection. Neither
before nor during the scorching process
were the hives pulled apart, and so outer
cases and the exteriors were left un-
touched. On the exterior walls were well-

defined signs of "Isle of Wight " disease.

In one case section-racks were placed

inside the hives, but no attempt what-
ever had been made to sterilise these. The
use of such hives would have been pretty
sure to result in disappointment, unless
further precautions had been taken than
the scorching of brood-chambers. The
section-racks may or may not have been
in use with the diseased colonies, if not,

all well and good, but if they had, the work
of sterilising the brood-chamber with
fire, the greatest of purifiers, would be
undone, as the germs of disease, so small

that they require to be magnified h^^ndreds
or thousands of times before they can be
detected with our eyes, would l>e dis-

lodged and fall upon the charred walls and
floor-board below. As we all know, dust
often finds its way into what we are in-

clined to regard as inaccessible places.

How easy then is it to imagine these
minute organisms being sucked under the
bottom edges of the brood-chamber walls

by the slight currents of air which are

constantly in circulation owing to the
varying of the temperature of the hive.

The distribution of disease germs in the
outer case, say, of a W.B.C. hive, is but a

consequence of removing quilts, frames,
and dead bees. It is on account of these

dangers that warnings are so frequently
given in the Bee Journal and Bee-
Keepers' Becord against the purchase of

second-hand hives.

Thorough Disinfection.—If everyone
had the requisite knowledge and would go

to sufficient trouble to remove every trace

of disease from them, there is no reason
why sound second-hand hives should n >t

be used. Those lacking in knowledge of

bacterial life and antiseptic treatm,' it

will find it cheaper in the long run to

purchase new appliances. In cases like

those I have mentioned the first thing to

be done is to carefully wash every part of

the exterior with a strong solution of

carbolic acid, or other suitable germicide,

which should be allowed a little time in

which to do its work of destruction. Tht'

roof should then be taken off and its

interior and edges brushed over with a

fresh lot of solution, the lift and outer-

case of a W.B.C. being treated in the same
way. The charred body-box and hive-floor

should also be well brushed over with the
disinfecting fluid, taking good care not to

miss crevices and parts which had escaped
the flame of the blow-lamp. As each part
of the hive is treated it should be carried

to a safe place, care having been pre-

viously taken not to allow the clothing to

come in contact with unsterilised portions

of the hive. Great care should also be
taken to avoid placing the hands or any
part of them on an unsterilised and then
on a sterilised part of the hive under
treatment. When the floor-board has
been through the process, the various

parts may be assembled and allowed to
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remain out of doors until the odour of the

disinfectant disappears. In work of this

kind the bee-keeper must never for a

moment lose sight of the old motto:—
' What is worth doing at all is worth

doing well."

A Correction.—In my last " jottings "

I ventured to describe what I have found
to be an easy method of wiring frames,

but my readers must have been puzzled

by my advice to give a "straight twist"'

with an awl (see page 8). It shoiild have
been a "straight thrust," but for reasons

I will not explain the compositor has my
full forgiveness.

BIOSCOPE LECTURES ON BEE-
KEEPING.

C'EAVFORD AND DISTRICT B.K.A.

The third winter meeting of this

association was held on February 7th (the

president, S. R. Keyes, Esq., in the

chair), in the Y.M.C.A. Hall, at Dart-

ford, in conjunction with the Education
Department of the Dartford Co-operative

Society, when Mr. J. C. Bee-Mason, the

well-known apicultnrist and Cinemato-
grapher, gave a lecture on '' My Bee-

hunting Experiences," illustrated by

lantern slides taken from some of his

celebrated lilms. The lecturer pointed out
the differences between a hive as made by
the bees and that provided for them by
man, mentioning that during the whole

of his experiences he had never found any
disease in a self-established colony, if it

had been established for a reasonable time
—sufficient for it to have cured itself if

it was a swarm from a diseased hive. He
also dealt at some length on tlie " Isle of

AVight " disease, and gave his theories as

to its causes, promoting much discussion,

amongst his audience. At the close, the
lecturer was cordially thanked for his

address, which had proved so original and
interesting.

—

(Communicated
.)

L. AND N.W. LITERARY SOCIETY.

Mr. .J. C. Bee-Mason addressed a large
audience numbering some five hundred
members and friends of the London and
North-AVestern Railway Literary Society
at the Large Hall at Euston Station, on
January 30th. He showed a great number
of interesting pictures illustrating the
taking of bees from a hollow tree and
other strange domiciles, the '' Production
of Honey," and the "Birth of the
Queen," the latter being a remarkable
series, showing tlie inmost recesses of the
home of the bee people. The pictures
were received with deliglited interest, and
Mr. Mason's explanatoiy address was
listened to with keen and appreciative
attention, a cordial vote of thanks being
passed at the close to the lecturer.

Queries and Replies.

[8283] Queens and Swarms.—Will you
be so good as to answer me the following

questions?:—(1) I was under the impres-

sion that when a queen left a hive with a
swarm there was no other queen in that
liive, but a number of queen-cells, one of

which was ready to be hatched out in a
day or two. I find, however, that it is

not an uncommon thing for two swarms
to issue simultaneously. Does this happen
only with casts? (2) If there is a queen
left in the hive when the swarm has
issued, is she a virgin or a fertilised

queen? If the latter, how can fertilisation

take place if a Brice, or other swarm-
catcher, be used? (3) Is there any
difference between the progeny of a (1)

laying worker, (2) a virgin, or (3) the un-
fertilised egg of a fertile queen? As
regards their power to carry on the race,

should one meet in his travels a queen
on her first fiight I am asked to believe

that neither the drones hatched from eggs
of the laying worker nor the virgin

queen possess the power of reproduction?

(4) Has a swarm ever been known to issue

headed only by a virgin, and fertilisation

take place at a later date? I find the
British Bee .Iournal a mine of interest-

ing things.—T.P., Ipswich.
Reply.—(1) When a swarm issues, there

is, as a rule, a queen-cell containing an
embryo queen tluit will emerge in about
three days. It is impossible for two
swarms to issue simultaneously from the
same hive. A cast may come from a
hive that has sw-armed, but this occurs
about nine days after it has swarmed. (2)

The queen, wliicli emerges is a virgin, also

usually the queen with a cast is a virgin

also. After a swarm has been caught
with the Brice swarm-catcher, it is useless

to leave it on ; it should be removed,
otherwise the virgin cannot take her
marriage tlight. (3) No matter from
Avhich kind of mother the drone is pro-

duced he is capable of perpetuating the
species. (4) This happens repeatedly
with casts.

[8284] Bees and Fertilisation of Fruit.
—I shall be glad if you will kindly answer
a few questions, the answers to which are
of importance for the fruit experiments
we are carrying on here. (1) Is anything
definitely known about the working radius
of a bee? If apple trees of one kind are
grown heie, and there are apple trees,

say, half a mile or a quarter of a mile off

of a different kind, would they probably
be visited by the same bee? (2) If there
is an orchard full of trees near the bees
where they have plenty to do, would tliey

be likely to visit at the same period
anotlier orchard further off, and thus
effect fertilis^ition? (3) This question
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depends on the other two, and deals with

what is really the longest flight of a bee.

so that one could judge what would be the

danger of getting one's apples fertilised

from orchards a very long way off.

—

T. W. D., Merton.
Reply.—(1) Bees work within a radius

of two miles. (2) Yes. (3) It is not Avise

to trust to fertilisation by bees more than

two miles away. The nearer the bees are

kept to the orcliard the better, so that

in changeable weather, when the bees

have a chance to fly, perhaps for only an
hour per day, they may reach the blossoms

at once.

Notices to Correspondents.

East Lincoln.—Expert's Examinations.—
(1) If you know the practical work, all

that is necessary for the third-class

examination is to' thoroughly study the
" Guide Book." (2) For the second-

class certificate you should study " The
Honev Bee," " A. B.C. and X.Y.Z. of

Bee Culture," "Waxcraft," "Queen-
rearing in England," and any other

good book on the subject.

TiLi.\ (llipon).

—

S'pring Stimulation.—No.

If the bees have sufficient stores, you

can stin.ulate by bruising the cappings

covering the sealed food, at the proper

time.

Eros (Coventry).

—

^[oving an Apiary.—
The best plan when moving a number
of stocks is to hire a truck, and
send them per goods train. At this

time of the year they would travel

without risk in this way if packed
properly. Care should be taken that

the hives are so placed that they

cannot shift with the shunting which
goods trains are subjected to, and also

that the combs run parallel to the

engine (i.e., that they travel with ends

pointing to the engine) so that the

shaking cannot break them off.

Suspected Disease.

J. S. (Taunton).— The bees are badly con-

stijoated, and there are other outward
signs which point to "Isle of "Wight"
disease. Send a few bees alive to Dr.

Maiden, Medical Schools. Cambridge,
for further confirmation of your
suspiciovis.

J. H. W. (Woolton).—Your first com-
munication did not reach us, otherwise
you would have had an answer. (1) It

appears to be a case of " Isle of Wight "

disease. See reply to J. S. (2) It is

too long ago for you to make a success-

ful claim.

E. M. Jones—The bees were crushed flat

in the post, so we could not examine
them.

J. J. (Cowbridge).— (1) "We cannot dis-

cover any disease. (2) The bees are not

diseased so far as we can see. (3) They
are ordinary British bees.

G. A. (Sussex).—The bees show every
outward sign of "Isle of "VN^ight''

disease. ,

R. E. F. (Godalming).—Bees are affected

with "Isle of "Wight " disease. Destroy
all the combs, &c., at once, and
thoroughly disinfect. The honey in the

sections is not injurious to human
beings, but there is always risk of in-

fecting other bees.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

PHXVATE ADVE&TZSEMEXTB.

»>i^ HIVES FOR SALE, guaranteed healthy and
tj\J sound, 5s. each; for quantity, less; can be
seen 3, Gladstone Cottages, Norwood Green,
Southall.—For particulars, apply to P. HANSEN,
gardener and bee expert, 59 Castlebar-road, Ealing,
Middlesex. s 67

PURE English Hampshire Honey, bottles and
sections.—D. H. DURRANT, New Eden

Apiary, Petersfield. Established 1884. s 66

FOR SALE, Bee Books.—British Bee Journals,
1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, bound in red cloth; ditto,

1888, 1889, dark brown; pamphlets: Essay on Bees,
by Pan; Bee Culture, by Newman; Bee-Keeping
for Profit, Dr. G. L. Tinker; How to Raise Comb
Honey, Foster, illustrated; Simmins's Method of
Direct Introduction; Production of Comb Honey,
Hutchinson; Wintering Bees, Cowan; Chemistry of
the Hive, Hehner; County Associations, by Rev.
H. R. Peel 25s., or nearest offer.—D. H.
DURRANT, New Eden Apiary, Petersfield.

FOR SALE, finest light Cambridgeshire Honey,
clover and sainfoin, warranted pure, in screw

cap jars, 141b. and 281b. tins, price according to
quantity taken.—A. SHARP, The Dene, Lillington,
Royston, Cambs.

FOR SALE, quantity granulated Honey, in 16oz.
screw cap glass jars.—WILLIAM WILLIAMS,

Overton, Ellesmere. s 63

4 1912 straw Skeps of Bees, price 12s. each.—J.
WAYMAN, Cottenham, Cambridge. s 65

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE, beautiful wolf
sable bitch Pomeranian, good mother, splen-

did pedigree; would exchange Bees, light run or
comb Honey, 3 frame Observatory Hive.—C. P.
MAYNARD, 175, High-street, Guildford. s 64

CHAPMAN'S HONEY PLANT, Limnanthes
Douglassii, borage, seeds, really good packets,

4d., 3 8d., 6 Is. Id., free.—REV. ANDERSON,
Northam, North Devon. s 62

HALL LAMP, paraffin, nearly new, cost 15s.,

exchange, with cash, for Swarm.

—

" BLACKS," " B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-street.
Strand, W.C. s 61

HIVES, Lee's, W.B.C., and Improved Holborn,
for sale; also others, and sundries, cheap.—

R. CARTER, Chartridge, Chesham, Bucks. s 60

LIMNANTHES DOUGLASSII, splendid honey
plants for bees, strong plants, 100 1/-.—TOWN,

' Kingston Gardens, Abingdon, Berks. s 50
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION

The monthlv meeting of the Council was
held on Thursday, 15th Feb, 1912, at 23,

Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.,
when Mr. W. F. Reid presided. There
were also present : Miss Gayton, Messrs.

E. Watson, J. N. Smallwood^ T. Bevan,
J. B. Lamb, R. Andrews, and C M. Eales
(Affiliated Association Delegates), G. R.
Alder (Essex), G. W. Judge and J. E.
Smiles (Crayford), and the Secretary,

W. Herrod.
Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Miss K. M. Hall,

Messrs. T. W. Cbwan, O. R. Frankenstein,
E. Walker, A. G. Pugh, J. N. Kidd, Cbl.

H. J. O. Walker, Capt. Sitwell, Gen. Sir

Stanley Edwardes, Dr. T. S. Elliot, and
Rev. A. D. Downes Shaw.
The minutes of Council Meeting held

18th Jan., were read and confirmed.
The following new members were

elected : Mr. F. W. Harper, 51, James
Road, Watford; Mr. T. J. Short, Garden
Walk, Cambridge ; Dr. T. D. Newbigging,
Abmgton, Lanarkshire; Mr. R. W. Furse,
Woodbury, R.S.O., Devon; Mr. J. S.

Dunbar, Craigellachie ; Mr. B. Black-
bourne, Hoo Minster. Ramsgate.
The following names of delegates to the

:
Council meetings were submitted and
accepted : R. W. Furse (Devon), Rev.
G. W. Turner (Herefordshire), A. Will-
mott (Hertford and Ware), A. R. Moreton
(Worcestershire), G. W. Judge (Crayford),
and G. J. Buller (Hitchin).
The report of the Finance Committee

was presented by Mr. J. N. Smallwood.
The balance in hand at the end of January
was £142 5s. 7d. and payment of

£1 18s. 6d. was recommended.
The dates for the paper work for the

First Class examination were fixed for
24th and 25th May.
The draft of the annual report was con-

sidered and passed with amendments.
Mr. W. F. Reid and the Secretary re-

ported upon the work of the Development
Grant Committee to date, and it was
resolved that the Council approve of the
action of the Committee.

REVIEWS.

Honey Fhnifs of f'aJifornia, by M. C.
Richter (published l)y the LTniversity of
California, Berkeley).—This is bulletin
No. 217, issued by the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, Berkeley, California. The
bulletin gives an account of that flora in

California which is visited by the honey
bee for the purpose of gathering nectar
or other sweetish material, as well as

pollen and propolis. It is a result of the
compilation of all the fragmentary litera-

ture obtainable upon the subject, as also
of field work in ditterent j)arts of the State
during the past four years. The account
of eacli plant gives in a condensed form
all information that tends to help the bee-
keeper in ascertaining its value as a honey
plant, and the photographic illustrations,
although very small, will help him to
recognise it. Atmospheric conditions play
an important part in the quantity of nec-
tar secreted by different plants, and a good
honey plant in one locality may prove
worthless as such in another. A difference
in California of only a mile may show a
marked change in the nectar-secreting
powers of some plants. Colour, aroma,
and granulating properties of honeys are
likewise influenced by climatic conditions
as well as by altitude, the character of the
soil and its moisture content. The bulle-
tin contains a relief map of California,
showing the honey regions. There being
every variety of climate in California,
from the heat of the tropics to the cold of
the mountain regions, it is not surprising
to find such a long list of flowers yielding
nectar. Many of the plants which are
found growing wild are easily cultivated
in our gardens. Among these some of the
best are : Phacelia tenucetifolia, Cleome
iritegrifoHa, Medlcago sativa, Melilotvs
ulhu, lAmnanthes douglasii, Solidago occi-

dcntalis, Ribes sangvinciim. There are
forty-six pages and a chart of honey
plants divided into groups, showing those
that yield a surplus during an average
season, those occasionally giving a surplus,
and those which bees frequent during un-
favourable seasons or when nectar-produc-
ing plants are scarce, and do not generally
secrete sufficient for bees to store.

Fifty Years Among the Bees, bv Dr.
C. C. Miller (published by the A. I." Root
Co., Medina, Ohio, U.S.A., price $1 or
4s. 2cl.). This is a revised and enlarged
edition of Forty Years Among the Bees,
by this veteran bee-keeper, who has for
many years been prominent amongst
writers, and is the associate editor of the
Ame)'iran Bee Journal. The first few
pages are taken \\\) with an autobiography
of Dr. Miller, in which we learn something
of his early years, his college life, and how
he worked his way on a very small sum
equivalent to Is. 5d. a week; how he
further studied and practised medicine,
regarding which, he says, it did not take
him more than a year to find out that he
had not sufficient stock of health himself
to care for that of others, especially as he
was morbidly anxious lest some lack of

judgment on his part should prove a
serious matter with some under his care.

He thei-efoi-e gave up the medical profes-

sion and in 1861 took to his first bees.

The author gives his experience with bees.
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the discouragements lie encountered and
the way he overcame the difficulties. One
winter he lost ninety-five colonies out of

162 that had been put into the cellar.

With the sixty-seven colonies left he took

78841b. of comb honey and increased to

177 colonies. This was an encouragement
and made up for the loss of the previous

winter. There are no chapters as in

ordinary books, but it is more like a

pleasantly-written story which describes

the interest and love of the subject which
have marked the sricc-ess of the author
after overcoming innumerable difficulties

during the fifty years that he has kept

bees. Under every heading is found some,

useful idea, and Dr. Miller describes in

plain language just what he does in his

own apiary and how he does it. The book
is full of good things from cover to cover
and we recommend every bee-keeper to

get it, and feel sure all will be repaid if

they read it from beginning to end, for it

contains the practical experience of one
who has not only been a successful bee-

keejDcr but also a careful observer for fifty

vears.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
B.V IF. Herrod.

PROCURING SURPLUS

,

{Continued from page 54.)

Let vis next consider the section-rack.

Various forms are in use, some of them
not at all convenient to work, in fact in

a great many instances they are only
tolerated on account of the expense that
would be entailed in replacing them. The
day of the three-piece rack is past, though
these had the advantage of enabling the
bee-keeper to give extra room more
gradually by placing seven sections only
in position at one time. The disadvan-
tages, however, were so numerous that
they have fallen out of use altogether, and
it is exceptional to find them in the cata-
logues of the manufacturers. The racks
made and sold by some dealers, having one
end cut out half-way with a wedge-
shaped piece of wood to be used
for tightening up the sections,

should be avoided. In such racks it is

usual to tack a piece of coloured stair-

carpet to the whole end and also to the
top of the wedge piece, the idea being, I

suppose, to prevent the loss of the latter.

In the first place it is difficult to fasten
the sections securely by means of the
wedge ; secondl}', if not made to fit very
accurately the bees escape through the
joint at the end of the wedge into the roof
portion of the hive where hundreds of
them perish. In such cases it is no ixn-

usual thing to find the top and sides of

the rack covered to a depth of a couple
of inches with dead bees ; it is curious

that when bees escape through such small
openings they seem incapable of finding

their way back. Further, the use of the
coloured material is a mistake, for the
bees often chew this up and mix the fluff

with the cappings of the comb, giving the
sections the appearance of Joseph's " coat
of many colours," and spoiling them for

selling. Good, clean calico should be
placed next the supers, and this should be
unbleached, for if bleached calico is used,

the flavour of the dressing seems to attract

the bees and they chew it up. Quilts

should be renewed once each year, and the
time I like to do this is when putting on
first super. Personally, I do not like a

rack that is made just 12fin. wide, my
reason being that it is very difficult to

work it in conjunction with a shallow
frame super on the same hive.

The super-rack par excellence is that
shown in illustration, brought out by
Messrs. James Lee and Son some
years ago. This fulfils all the
requirements of a good rack ; it is

made the same width and length as the

brood-chamber and when placed in posi-

tion on the hive fits right over the frames
and prevents the escape of the bees with-

I.EE S SECTION BACK.

out the trouble of putting at one or both
sides narrow strips of calico. It also

prevents all possible chance of draughts,
which, if allowed, will effectually prevent
the bees taking to the super. Section-
racks must fit closely and be wrapped up
warmly to ensure good work. The extra
width in the rack referred to above is

blocked at the bottom with a. thin board,
and the sections are kept in position by
me-ans of a following board and spring-
block both at the side and end. With
such a rack, trouble is reduced to a mini-
mum, as it can be worked either above
or below a shallow frame super without
the slightest trouble; if the narrow rack
is used it is utterly impossible to work
the shallow frames above it.

We should also pay attention to the
girders which carrj- the sections : these
should be of wood about |in. wide, and
not the metal T-shaped girders so often
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used. In the first place wood is warmer
than metal ; in the second place the tail

of the T standing up between the rows of

sections prevents them fitting closely to-

gether, providing a space wherein the

bees place any amount of propolis ; a waste
of time on their part, and n cause of much
trouble and waste of time in cleaning.

Then, by being separated slightly, i.e.,

about iin., the sections often get out of

the square and further trouble ensues
when they are glazed. In the narrow
racks with metal girders it is difficult to

remove the sections, and if the rack is

turned iipside down, and an attempt made
to force out the sections with the fingers,

well, often several good sections are
smashed in the process. With the wooden
slats and wide rack all this is avoided.
There is no ridge to hold the sections

apart, and the side following board forces

them absolutely square, the removal is

easily accomplished by taking away the
side and end board ; a strong knife pushed
in between easily separates them with a
side movement.

{To he continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

BEE-KEEPING IN NEW ZEALAND.
[8369] I shall deem it a very great

favour if jou Mill allow me to reply in a
gener-il May through the medium of your
widely-read .Jouiinal to the very many
English correspondents who have done me
the honour of applying to me for in-

formation re bee-keeping in New Zealand,
with the view of coming here to take it

up. I exceedingly regret that I have
been unable, through my time being fully

occupied, to reply jiersonally to my corres-.

pendents. I feel that many must have
considered it an act of discourtesy on my
part not to have done so, but I can assure
them that the compulsory omission has
given me much concern, and I tru.st they
will accept my apology.
To young men and women who ali-eady

have some knowledge of bee-keeping, and
who have an idea of coming to this j^art

of the world, I woidd say there is plenty
of scope for commercial bee-keeping in

many parts of New Zealand, yet un-
occupied by bee-keei)ers. So far as the

climate, flora, rainfall, etc., are concerned,
r believe it to be one of the best countries
known at present for this business. The
quality of most of our honey is, without
doubt, equal to the finest produced in any
part of the world. Though the present
season ijromises to be a very poor one

—

exceptionally so, for New Zealand—we
rarely have a generally bad one ; they are,

'

as a rule, even and good. The yields of
honey may not be so i^henomenal, as is

the case occasionally in California for^

instance, but we are free from the famine
seasons the Californian bee-keepers so

often experience. There are plenty of
bee-keepers doing well here, whose sole

occupation is commercial bee-keeping, and
that I think is the bast evidence I can
bring forward as to the progress of the
industry in New Zealand, and it must
not be forgotten that we have the best
bee disease legislation of any country in

the Morld at joresent.

Now for a little personal advice. Let
no one come to New Zealand with the
object of going into commercial bee-
keeping, M'ith the idea, that they are going
to have an easy time of it, and that they
will rapidly make a fortune. To engage,
solely in bee-keeping on a scale which
would promise a competency at some time,
means hard Mork, close application, skill,

and some commercial ability. Being-
possessed of these qualifications, and an'

intense love for the work, there is no
rural occupation here which affords such
good opportunities and a more contented
life, to the person of small means with
good hands and head than commercial
tee-keeping. Should any further in-
formation be required and if the Editor
will allow the inquiries to be made
through the -'B.B.J.," I will reply
through the same medium. I may add
that by making application to "' The
Secretary of Agriculture, Wellington, New
Zealand," for a copy of " Bulletin No. 18
on Bee Culture," inquirers Mill get full

information on bee-keeping in this colony.
—I. Hopkins, Auckland, New Zealand.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

SECTIONS.

[8370] I notice in "B.B.J." of Feb.
8th (page 53), that Mr. Herrod is inclined
to condemn the 4in. b}' Sin. by l|in. or
" tall " sections, instancing several disad-
vantages they possess. Certainly they are
rather narrow, and M-ill not stand quite
so firmly as the 2in. section, but this
is not a fault M'hich militates greatly
against their use, as I hope to conclusively
shoM-. They require a ditterent-sized glass,

of course, Iiut that is immaterial, as a
glass-cutter Mill just as easily cut a thqu-
sand oin. bv 4in. as the same number of
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4Jin. squares. That they are more quickly

filled and sealed than the 2in. sections

is, I think, certain ; for the reason that

thin combs—other conditions being equal

—yield thicker honey than thick ones, and
this is tantamount to saying that the

thinner comb is ready for sealing sooner.

The late Mr. W. B. Oarr was well aware
of this, and expressed this opinion in the
"B.B.J.'' some 20 years ago, about the

time when the wide " W.B.C." ends were
introduced.
My own experience with "tall " sections

last year has induced me to order a

thousand for the coming season, although
I already have some five hundred in stock.

I despatched a few hundreds last season

to one of my oldest wholesale customers,

without saying one word in their favour

;

simply invoicing so many " tall," so many
"square," and so late as the end of

Januarj' he wrote me offering to buy my
whole crop next season, and requesting,

"if convenient,'' that the bulk of the

sections should be '"tall" ones. Nor is

Jae a buyer of a few dozen only—my apiary

alone supplied him with about a ton of

honey last season, chiefly sections. Here,

jou see, the tall sections have made their

way entirely on their merits, and have
gone right over the heads of the 4^in.
" square," with which I had hitherto

supplied him. All the theoretical faults

specified are as nothing compared with a

practical experience like this.

Plain, or No-bec-iraij Sections.—I think

these have some decided advantages over

the ordinary 2-way, viz. : they are easier

to scrape and to glaze, and look better

when glazed. But Ifi in. is too wide
for a plain section 4|in. square, as

when well filled this would weigh about
18oz. About l|in. is more like the width
required. Ifein. is about right for the

2-way section.

I was amused a few years ago on read-

ing the statement of one or two bee-

keepers whose apiaries appeared in the
" B.B.J.'' to the effect tliat they never

sold any section weighing less than 16oz.,

which I thought a most foolish resolution

to make, in view of the fact that we not

seldom have seasons when most of the few-

sections we get sealed weigh from 12oz.

to 14oz. only. Take the year 1910, for in-

stance. My bees gave me that j'ear the

grand total of 210 sealed sections, every

one of which was sold, every one being
weighed, with the result that only one

section of the lot scaled 16oz. ! So that
our friends before-mentioned, adhering to

their plan, would, in my situation, have
disposed of just one section! Personallj',

I am glad to say I have a. market for

every decently sealed section weighing
12oz. and upwards ; and I know it will

pay me a good deal better to sell those

12oz, to 13oz. sections at a proportionate

price than to extract the honey and keep
xlie combs till next season. Mr. Herrod's
objection to the sale of light-weight sec-

tions is that they will fail to give satis-

faction in the long run ; but I have sold
the gentleman mentioned above many
hundreds of sections ranging between 12oz.
and 14oz., and still he clamours—like

Oliver Twist^—for more.
Philosophy of Hive-shape.—The shape

of the comb in the Sin. by 4in. section
is similar to that which the bees build
naturally_when hived for a few days in
an empty box or skep. These pieces are
purse-shaped, that is, deeper than they
are wide. Now this illustrates the best
shape of combs (and hive) for perfect
wintering. The perfectly shaped domicile
for a winter nest for bees is found in

the tall, dome-topped straw skep of the
German "heath" bee-keepers; the combs
being attached to the walls of the hive
for a considerable proportion of their
depth. No frame-hive with open-ended,
rectangular frames can equal this for the
wintering of bees; and the long, shallow
type, such as the Langstroth and British
frame hive least of all.

The size and shape of frame advocated
more than thirty years ago by Mrs. E. S.

TujDper—then well-known in the United
(States as a remarkably able bee-keeper

—

viz., 12in. wide by 14in. deep, comes
nearest to any frame I know of for

securing the maximum comfort and con-
venience to the bees, summer or winter.
There is room upwards in these frames

to store an ample supply of food for winter
and spring consumption, while allowing
the bees some empty cells below for com-
pact clustering. Moreover, as Mrs.
Tupper says, the heat from the cluster

ascends more " compactly " in this form
of hive and Avarms the honey overhead,
the bees gradually eating their way
upwards and thus increasing the number
of empty cells to cluster in during the
remainder of the winter, while at the
same time making room for a nice brood-
nest in spring. This conservation and
"compacting" of the heat is not nearly

so well accomplished in the long, shallow
hive. The chief objection bee-keepers
have to the deep frames, is, I think, that
they fear the bees will store too much
of their honey in the frames at the cost

of that in the supers. No doubt the
present type of hive has many conveni-

ences for the hee-keeper, but for the bees

a worse shape could not well be devised.

Locality, the Man, or the Hive.—I agree
with our South African friend, Mr. H.
Martin (page 56), that abundant bee-flora

and suitable weather are the absolutely

indispensable conditions for a good honey-
crop ; for both man and hive are useless

without those conditions.

Foul Brood Legislation.—I was pleased
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to see a letter from your old-time con-

tributor, Mr. Allen Sliarp (page 54). I

consider this one of the best and most

logical articles on the above subject that

I have read in the Bee Journal. I was

especially pleased to see the way in

which lie smashed the idea that diseased

hives are and must be worthless,

and therefore compensation for such

stocks a superfluity. Now, I would

not like to avow at this present

moment that any single stock in

my apiary is absolutely free from disease,

yet those" same bees, or their progenitors,

produced last season an average surplus

of about 601b. per hive, chiefly comb-

honey, and, with similar weather I have

no doubt they will do as well in the

coming summer. It looks, therefore, as

though I should want some compen-

sation if they were destroyed.-—S. P. Soal,

Rochford.

THE SKEPPIST BEE-KEEPER.

[8371] My remarks on the abolition of

the straw skep (page 24) have not escaped

notice by your readers, and I am pleased

that they liave drawn some observations on
the subject from " D. M. M.," who writes

as one having authority. I did not intend

to convey the idea that I was in favour of

its retention for general use, but that I

was not in favour of its abolition by Act
of Parliament. By all means let us edu-

cate the prospective bee-keeper in the use

of the frame-hive, pointing out the great

advantages to be derived from it in com-
parison with the skep. With regard

to the financial aspect of the ques-

tion " D. M. M. " does not notice the

actual point I wished to convey. Many
rural bee-keepers have been initiated into

the craft through becoming accidental

possessors of a stray swarm which they

have secured by purchasing a 2s. skep,

and in many instances have either bor-

rowed or begged this receptacle from a

friendly neighbour. Then, when the bee-

fever has got well hold of them, they have
launched out into the purchase of a frame-
hive and further hives have followed from
the resultant profits. These are the most
enthusiastic members of the craft and are

to be congratulated on their enthusiasm.
I could show "D.M.M." more frame-
hives reeking with foul brood in one day
than he could probably find skeps in one
week. I know of many more objectionable
sights than an old world garden, merry
with the hum of the bees that are hoiised

in the old-fashioned skep.—R.N.C, Lines.

XON-POROUS V. ABSORBENT
QUILTS.

[8372] In answer to Mr. Bowen (page 55),
as I have pointed out in my letter on the
same page, tlie cost is not very excessive

if one considers the long life of the glass

quilt. I have had seven m constant use

for the past three years, and have never

broken one. Indeed it seems to me that

the risk of breakage is no greater than
that of the glass in one's windows. 21oz.

glass is nearly ^in. thick and will stand a

lot of knocking about when in a frame,

and will easily bear the weight of the

largest Canadian feeder. The bees do not

propolise it down fii-mly, but at the most
only very slightly. I tack a piece of tape,

3in. long, in the centre of two sides, suffi-

cienth' loose for the fingers to be inserted,

and this enables me to lift the quilt off

quite easily when necessary.

Replying to Mr. Wedmore, may I say

that the glass is IS^in. by 15in., each side

entering ^in. into a groove in the frame.

The latter is lin. wide, ^in. thick, with a

groove ^in. deep and |in. wide, run ^^in.

from one side of the frame, thus leaving

^in. of the wood above the glass, and ^in.

below. The frame is 17in. by 16^in. and
comfortably covers ten frames. When I

wish to contract the brood-nest I tack

a narrow piece of felt, \\n. thick, on the

dummy on each side—the exact length of

the glass. This prevents the bees passing.

I use the quilt always, even with supers.

My bees do not seem to resent the removal
of the felt quilts and the consequent
sudden exposure to light. I fear coloured

glass would be much too costly, but Mr.
Bowen could effect his purpose by covering
the top of the glass with a coating of

aniline red dissolved in collodion. I have
done this for photographic purposes.

—

J. G. Dalzell.

BEES IN THE WESTERN ISLES.

[8373] In a recent issue of " B.B.J."
"D.M.M." writes: "I was under the

impression that bees, or their produce,

were known little, if at all, in our Western
Isles. Some Hebridean apiarian might
inform us what degree of success attends

the pursuit in these windswept isles, apart

from Stornoway." In the first place 1

have to thank Mr. Macdonald for the im-

plied compliment to the Nicolson Apiary,

and, secondly, I have much pleasvire in

informing him that bee-culture has been

a success in tlie Hebrides wherever it has

received anything like a fair trial. A
bee-keeper in Skye told me just the other

day that he had tried poultry, sheep-farm-

ing, had kept a cow, and had given con-

siderable attention to gardening; Itut

nothing had given him such a return as

bee-keeping for the time and money ex-

pended. I took 701b. of surplus in" 1910

from a swarm that I ])laced out in tho

country. A lady in the far glen of

Valtos had 201b. section-honey from a late

swarm last year, and my friend, Mr.
Maclver, at Bayble. had l.jOlb. from five
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stocks. Both of tbese are " uew be-

ginners.'' We had much honey to sell,

but the local demand was so great that
one enterprising grocer imported honey
fi'om the Mainland—it was not from
Banffshire. His customers complained
bitterly that this new honey was not nearly
so good as the Lewis honey.

Others apparently succeed where Tripto-
limus Yellowlej' failed so ignominiously.
In the town of Stromness a lady who had
just started bee-keeping took fifty-four

sections from one stock last season. For
beginners I think we are doing fairly well.

—J. Andekson, Stornoway.

BEE-KEEPERS AND LEGISLATION.
[8374] With regard to the letter of

G. M., Northants, in " B.B.J.," Jan. 25,

p. 37, in which he says that I differ

from Mr. Herrod in saying that " the
extent of a man's apiary is no test of his
ability to manage the same," may I say
that that is not the impression I wished to
convey? I merely said in my letter "It is

quite possible, though improbable, that this

type of man (the man who does not know
when his bees are diseased) niaj' keep a
large number of stocks." In this, I

think, Mr. Herrod will agree. I also
said that "the size of the apiary is no
real guarantee " of qualification of the
owner to deal with diseases. At anj'

rate, I think it would be impossible to get
Parliament to pass a law exempting the
owner of large apiaries on the pretext
that, because he has, say, thirty or forty
stocks, he must consequently understand
diseases. We are apt to forget that foul
brood is not the only disease which attacks
bees. Of course, I should like it to be
understood that I quite agree with Mr.
Herrod, as I sliould think everyone must,
that the large bee-keepers, as a body, can
be trusted to deal with disease, but the
question is not that, but how to frame a
law to deal with disease.

I should like to say, in conclusion, that
I have driven many scores of skeps in
this

_
neighbourhood during the last five

or six years, and have examined a great
many frame hives beside my own, and.
although I have seen many cases of foul
brood, only one of these was in a skep,
and that a colonv of very long standing.
—R. B. Manley."^

[8375] I intended to withhold any
comment or criticism until the British Bee-
keepers' Association published their draft
of the much-discussed " Bee Bill," but as
there seems so much diversity of opinion
as to the usefulness of the mea.sure, a
minor comment may not be out of place
fit this stage. The main grounds for con-
tention seem to be:—

1. Who shall be compulsorily inspected.^

2. Who shall be exempted?
3. What shall be the grounds for allow-

ing exemption?
4. W^hy shall anyone be exempted?
5. Shall the straw skep be totally

abolished ?

Without preliminary remarks I Venture
(basing mv remarks on a somewhat ex-

tended and varied experience) to propose
dealing with Nos. 1 to 4 collectively in a
few sentences. In my opinion all apiaries,

exclusive of size, should be examined by
an inspector annually, between May 1st

and September 30th inclusive, except those
whose owners and managers hold a second-
class certificate, granted by the B.B.K.A.,
in which case an examination should take
place only once in ever)/ flxree years. In
the latter case they would be persons who
possess a general and scientific knowledge
of bee disease in all its forms, and with-
out doubt, would detect and cure any
complaint which might make its appear-
ance or destroy the stock as the case
might be, but a triennial inspection would
place them like Caesar's wife " above
suspicion."

As to No. 5, I feel fully convinced that
the skep is the main root of the evil, very
often a breeding ground of disease and a
standing danger of infection. Where
bees in skeps would be certified by an
inspector to be free from any signs of
disease, I would suggest that notice be
given to owners to transfer the bees into
a frame hive ^Wthin twelve months from
date of inspection. Failing compliance
then compulsory destruction. All skeps^

showing on examination any signs of

contagious disease to be at once totally

consumed by fire—skep, comb, stand,

covering, and everything in contact—and
the ground freely sprinkled with quick
lime for a radius of 12ft.

I quite concur witli Mr. Tickner
Edwardes' proposal to abolish the straw
skep (and any other receptacle not a

frame-hive) and I feel sure that were it

not for a certain amount of sentiment
that it seems to carry—a sort of last link

bet^^'een the old order and the new—no
up-to-date bee-keeper would think of

allowing bees to remain therein longer

than was necessary to hive or drive.

Away from the towns (except in a few
cases) there is a decided clinging to the
skeps, and singularly, the expense of
wooden frame-hives is usually only a
secondary consideration

.

From time to time in the rural districts.

I hear in casual conversation of another
"bee-keeper," usually some elderly per-

son ; my pulse begins to quicken, pictures

of an expansive and growing industry pass
through my mind, visions of the cottager
raising another barrier between his door
and the "wolf" and swift dreams of my
friend having found the new kingdoms of
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plant life and insect lite, which the

"craft" opens up to its students. Alas!

too often my brightest optimism withers

as swiftly as it has giown, and lasts only

in proportion to the number of yards we
happen to be distant from the bees.

Frequently, en route to the "apiary,"

the cause of my temporary ecstasy relate.s

how his father and grandfather have kept

bees for ahnost a century, and rarely fails

to strongly hint that there is little

belonging to bees which is beyond his ken,

for during the greater part of bis life he

has been a "bee-keeper" (bee-keeper in-

deed! what an abuse of the term!).

Eventually, I am shown the "apiary"
and what do I find? A few, but some-

times as many as a dozen filthy-looking,

dilapidated skeps covered with decaying

and often mouldy rags, and on the top of

each is usually an old tin or bi-oken

earthenware bowl, the whole resting on an
equally old and filthy "stand." The very

first glance fills one with pity for the poor

struggling toilers in their homes of dilapi-

dation and neglect, but how much keener
the pang when, after using a little gentle

persuasion, one is permitted to peep into

the interior. Alas! what does one too

often find? Not vigour, health, comfort,

and cleanliness, but weakness, misery,

damp, mycelium of fungi growing on the

comb, disease, death, and countless

bacteria ready to be disseminated north,

south, east and west.

T trust th© B.B.K.A. will publish a

full text of the proposed Bill in both the
•• B.B.J." and IIecord, and invite discus-

sion for a limited period, say, tM^o or three

weeks (considering, of course, criticisms

and suggestions for what they are worth).

AVhilst agreeing that the committee in

whose hands the Bill is being moulded, is

composed of some of our first bee-masters,

it is well not to lose sight of the old

axiom: " Two beads are better than one."
It is agreed by our eminent lawyers and

often said—metaphorically, of course

—

that a carriage and pair can be driven
through most Acts of Parliament. It

therefore behoves all right-thinking bee-

keepers to liave at once a perfect measure,
hence my plea for a commoii-sense, careful

and full discussion, both pro and con, so

that when the Bill is introduced into Par-
liament it will be so clear and concise that
it will emerge unmutilated, and bring into

sight the end all advanced bee-keepers

wish to attain.— J. J., Stafford.

idea being, if such an Act is needful, that

it should be worked wholly or partly

through the B.B.K.A. and its affiliated

Branches. In this way each county should

appoint experts (with B.B.K.A. approval),

and where no affiliated association exists

B.B.K.A. should appoint them. Each
expert should have power to visit all bee-

keepers, members or not, at a suitable

time, and examine all hives and bees. He
should have a report stating " free from
disease" or otherwise. A report of the

condition of bees in his district should be

also sent to headquarters (B.B.K.A.). If

any slightly diseased and curable stocks

are found he should leave instructions as

to how to treat them for a period. When
that time had expired he should re-

examine them, and if he found consider-

able improvement in their condition con-

tinue the treatment. If disease were
increasing he should be empowered to

destroy the stocks or report to B.B.K.A.,

and they order its destruction. In cases

of obstinacy or neglect, the B.B.K.A.
could at once take further action if neces-

sarj. I do not believe in the abolition of

the skep (though I use none myself except

for taking swarms, &c.). Our forefathers

used it entirely, and I do not think there

was any more disease then than there is

now—if so much. Neither do I think that

a man with an apiary of 100 or 200 hives

is more free from disease than one who
keeps just a few stocks and looks after

tliem. If favour or exemption were

given to the big apiaries it would do
away with all small owners, instead of

encouraging them, as most of our experts

and lecturers do.—E. M., Bucks.

[8376] I should like to write a few
lines on the proposed Bill, which, like
" others," seems to please no one, although
we are constantly being told "they are for

our good." I think "G.M.'.*" (page 37)

notes on the subject very apropos, my

TOO MUCH AVARMTH IN WINTER.

[8377] A correspondent in last week's

Bee Journal (No. 8351, p. 45) has had
the courage to voice what has ahvays been

my opinion: that one can "coddle up"
bees until they become like hothouse

plants, and in consequence, when severe

vv-cather arrives, they are unable to stand

it. I always allow mine to keep all they

have stored in the brood-chamber, cover

them up dry at the end of September,

and as they use up the centre comb of

stores I shift the full ones in and put tbe

empty ones outside. I used to remove

four frames, put in dummy boards, and

pack the sides. I have, however, come

to the conclusion that the space of six

frames is so small that breathing in the

confined area causes them to become un-

healthy. On one occasion I bought some
bees at, an auction sale, which had been

in an old, hard wood box for years. They
had seventeen combs 15Mn. long, and
about ;)^,in. deep, full of honey. I took

them home (it was in January), intending
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to remove them early in the spring
into an ujD-to-date hive ; early in March
I found they had a lot of brood. On
May 14th I had a fine swarm, and after-

wards a good cast, which I kejjt through
the next winter. I am not sure I should
have transferred them in August, but the
old box was broken, and the bees went
in at three or four places; the box was
only coA^ered up with an old potato sack
when I bought it. This seems to prove
to me that good, dry houses, with plenty
of air space, will ensure healthy bees. I

know this is contrary to the advice given
by authorities who write our books on
bees, but it is my experience for the past
ten years, and I have only lost one
colony by my own neglect. I may be
Avrong, but at the end of January I put
on each hive a 21b. box of candy, with glass

top, whether they want it or not. Change
of food is good for the bees, and after

they have eaten through the centre of the
candy one can look at them at all times
without disturbance, as it keeps them to

the centre of the hive.—J. H. Meter,
Fidham.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAWSHAW, NORTON, M.\LTON, YORK8

Division-Board and Dummy (p. 25).—In
response to W- R. Harris, my experience
with shortened division-boards has been
unsatisfactory, and I have tried them ex-

tensively. I found them a nuisance. I

would pick, one up to divide a stock only

to find tliat it fell short of its purpose.
In other words, I had two sizes in use,

which involved endless confusion. Now
I have added strips to the bottom edges
to make all alike. As for the trial of finding
honey-comb behind the board, a single ex-
perience should be enough for any one. I

have some hollow feeder-dummies which
do not reach the floor-board. They are,

however, so wide that when placed at each
side of the brood nest contraction is

ample without a space behind larger than
a bee-way. They are a kind of hybrid
dummy. May I draw attention once more
to the use of these terms which are not
properly interchangeable.

InteJUgence in Bees (p. 31).—Evidence
is accumulating to show that the bee is a
creature of personal liabit. Individual
bees probably leave and enter the hive by
their own route, and possibh' have their

accustomed corners in the hive itself. M.
Bonnier's researches show that there is

still a field for hive observation of the
individual bee, and should stimidate ob-
servers. They sent me out to see if his

conclusions could be verified in the open,
and certainly the actions of some bees
working iipon snowdrops seemed to point
to the existence of " Tom Tiddler's

ground.'' Incidentally I may say that
these bees were gathering pollen, but 1

could not bring myself to the killing of

one of these early foragers to determine
whether they also found nectar.
Procuring Suri^lns (p. 32).—Those bee-

keepers who are willing to arise at 4 a.m.
to remove surplus may be glad of the hint
to remove most of the covering overnight,
so as to cool the supers. I doubt if this

described method of putting the escape
under will act as a life-saver. Will not
the brace-combs crowd up in front of the
sweeping escape-board, and thus cause
mess and slaughter? Honey is often
placed between brood-frames and super.

The other method described wovild seem
far siiperior. One of the unstated advan-
tages of excluder is that such combs are
reduced to a minimum. It is an ungodly
business separating a well-attached super
from a number of loose frames. As to

ventilation : could this not be accomplished
by propping one side of a roof up with a

small object? Then a shower of rain would
cause no trouble.

Standardising (p. 39).—This comparison
between the Langstroth frame and our
standard is not, I think, of much value,

or perhaps I have not understood it.

Possibly -'D.M.M.'' refers to a Hoffman
frame with top bar Jin. thick. Otherwise
considerable difi^erence exists. The
Dadant-Langstroth book gives the comb
area as about 149in., which involves much
thinner bars. Our own comb area is at

most 108in., so that roughly speaking the
comjiarison of hive area is as three to two
for the same number of frames.
Parthenogenesis (p. 44).—This exceed-

ingly interesting article by Miss Betts
assumes Galton's law to hold good. But
does it do so to the extent assumed, con-
sidering the missing ancestors? Can .he

female ancestor exercise the influence of

the missing male? For that is what these
figures assume. Thus, in the first worker
generation the influence is equal, there
being two parents. But in the second the
influence is shown as uhree to one, whereas
the ancestors are as two to one and so

on. In other words, if the male parent
of the first generation may claim his full

half of the parental influence, why shall

not the parent of the second claim his

third? I do not know that this holds

good, but if it does, it does not dispose of

Miss Betts' comforting conclusion, whilst

it leaves room for interesting speculation

as to the source of the remaining fraction

of the inheritance. May we suppose this

due to what Weissraann terms the germ-
plasm, which is responsible for the other

half of the inheritance? If so, race
characteristics such as the swarming trait

are probably too persistent to be bred out
easily.

FouJ Brood Legislation (p. 54).—I have
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read with much pleasure Mr. Sharp's

letter on this subject. His reasoned and
1'easona.ble objections show a tempered
view of the matter which is not always
accorded by perfectly sincere opponents.

And when he frankly throws over the

claim to exemption I feel like extending
the hand to him. I maj^ assure him that

the objections he I'aises have no ground
in the B.B.K.A. draft.

Queries and Replies.

[8'285] FcrtUization of Peaches b)/

Bees.—I should be obliged if you could
answer the following through the
" Queries " column of your excellent

journal:—Some peach trees in a ho.thouse

are coming into blossom, but as the bees

in the district are not yet flying they
would be unable to fertilize them. Would
it be advisable to shift a hive into the hot-

house, taking care that all windows were
closed ? The warmer atmosphere and scent

of the flowers Avould presumably tempt the
bees to come out, but what would be likely

to happen when the hive was put out
into the open again after one or two days?
—F. R. Glasgow.

Reply.—It would be cruel to sacrifice

the lives of the bees in this way. Bees
are now flying on warm days. Leave the
ventilators open and they will get into the
peach-house. They^ will find their way
out in the same way and return to the
hive, but if you put the hive into the
house they will not find their way back.

[81286] Dealing with -'Isle of Wight"
Disease.—"Isle of Wight" disease has
broken out in my small apiaii-y. I dis-

covered two stocks had died about two
months ago. I then put it down to
queenlessness, but later on found three
more dead. A week ago I opened the
other stocks, and found one after the
other dead, till I came to the last, which
was my strongest stock last year, and in

this some bees were still alive. I com-
pletely overhauled the stock, with the
assistance of a second class expert, and
found traces of the disease, also when the
bees took to flying they pitched on the
ground and began to crawl about up bits

of stick, or anything close by, so I think
it is too obvious that the enemy has come
to this district at last. I should like to
know : (1) Concerning the hives, shall I

disinfect them, scorch tliem with a blow-
lamp, and then repaint them outside? (2)
Is the honey any use for food, as there is

a lot of stores in each of the nine hives?
(3) Can I melt down the combs, or had I

better burn them ? (4) If I boil the section-
racks in a large copper with Jeyes' Fluid
in the water, would it be safe to use them

again ? If so, hoAv long ought they to
boil, or shall I have to burn these also?

(5) Would quicklime be best with which
to disinfect the ground before starting
again ? I have been keeping bees for the
the last ten years, and have never had any
trouble before. I have always taken in
your valuable little Journal, and have
learnt all I know from it, and the " Guide
Book." I especially appreciate Mr.
Herrod's " Hints to Beginners." Trusting
you can help me in my present difficulties,

as I want to start again as soon as I can
get ready.

—

Peverell, Dorset.
Reply.—We are very sorry to hear of

your misfortune. (1, 2, 3) Do not try to
save anything but the hives. Treat them
as you suggest with the blow-lamp and
paint. (4) You can also disinfect the
section racks with the blow-lamp. (5) Yes,
use quicklime on the ground, and be
sure to collect and burn all the dead bees
lying about. Many thanks for your kind
remarks re our paper.

[8287] Transferring Bees, and other
Queries-—Once again I trouble you with
a few elementary queries:—(1) I was
rather uncertain in mid-autumn as to

whether one of my hives had a queen or
not. Y'esterday, a gieat number of bees

from this hive were out and about. Does
this show that there is a queen in the
hive? AVould they not, by this time, have
all died without a queen? (2) I put a

cake of candy on my other hive before
Christmas. They have nearly finished

this. Shall I put another cake on, or do
you think there will be sufficient food for

the rest of the winter ? (3) I want to
transfer my bees to new hives as soon as

possible. When may I attempt this? (4)

When I transfer these bees, and should
the number of frames not fill the hives,

shall I place those covered by bees in the
centre of the body-box with a dummy on
either side, or shall I fill up with spare
frames with foundation?—J. W. S.,

Mundesley.

Reply.—(1) Not necessarily. To make
quite certain, on a fine warm day have a

peep a.t the comb in the centre of

cluster of bees. If there is a queen she
will have ct)mmenced to lay. Disturb them
as little as jiossible. (2) Put on another
cake of candy, it shoidd contain pea-flour.

(3) Wait until April, choosing a nice

warm day for the operation. (4) Confine
the bees by means of the dummies on to

the numbei' of combs they are covering at

one side of the hive. As these become
crowded witJi bees insert a frame filled

with foundation next the dummy. AVhen
this is built out, insert another frame, to

be the outside one, on the opposite side

to the dummy, so on alternately until you
have the full number. Only put in one
extra frame at a time.
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Notices to Correspondents.

E.H. L. (UuU.).Suspected Dysentery.—

It is only natural for bees to take a

cleansing^ flight after a spell of cold

weather, when they are confined to the

hive. This is evidently the case with

vour bees.

r." V. W. iG\os.).—I)cad Bees in Front of

Hive.—1. The bees have evidently been

fighting, as every bit of hair is stripped

from the bodies.
"

2. They are also badly

constipated.

W. R. (Kent).

—

Bee-hceping in Aus-

tralia.—In both countries the industry

is on a good commercial footing. We
are afraid it will be a little difficult to

secure the position you desire, as most

bee-keepers attend to their own apiaries.

The Agent-General in London for both

Colonies would give you names of

largest bee-keepers if applied to, and
you could then write them direct. At
present bee-keeping in South Africa is

in the nucleus state.

F. H. (Ascot).

—

Bees Dead in Hive.—We
are sorry we cannot tell cause of the

death of your bees, as those sent were

far too dry for examination. It ^\ill

be safest to burn all combs, quilts, &c.,

and thoroughly disinfect the hives

before using again. Please note our
present address. We left Henrietta
Street two years ago.

H. H. (Dronfield).

—

Keeping Bees near
Baihcays.—The proximity to the rail-

Avay would not injure your bees at all.

In fact, we know of bees which have
been kept for years actually on a rail-

way embankment. The bees sent have ap-

parently died from "Isle of Wight"
disease.

E. C. E. (Hants).—Ea?-?)/ Pollen-gather-

ing.—(1) It is an indication, when bees

carry in pollen, that breeding is going
on, but not necessarily an infallible

sign. (2) The insect is a queen wasp

;

it -certainly is early for them to be
about. No doubt the mild weather has
attracted her outside.

J. E. J. (Pontardulais).

—

Feeding Bees
u-ith Sj/rup.—(1) Moist sugar should not
be used for making syrup. It is far too
early yet to give syrup

;
you should

have put on candy. Remove the syrup
and substitute a cake of soft candy.

(2) The strip of wood is for placing at

the opi^osite side to the division-board,

between the last frame and the side of

the hive. There are no boards in the
shalloAV frame boxes. (3) The bees will

manage to reach the food in their own
way.

North Devon.—ifone?/ Samples.—No. 1

is mainly from clover, and is a very
good honey, quite suitable for show pur-
poses. Worth about 56s. per cwt. No. 2

is principally from buckwheat. This

honey does not fetch a big price in this

country. You will probably not get

more than 30s. per cwt. for it.

Suspected Disease.

G. W.\B.B (Muswell Hill).—We regret we
cannot diagnose cause of death, but the
bees were too diy for examination.

A. J. S. (Norwood), T. A. E. (Sutton
Coldfield), C. F. D. (Surrey), H. R. B.
(Brighton), and J. B. (Worcester).—AVe
regret to say that bees are affected with
"Isle of Wight " disease. Everything
but the bare hives should be burnt, and
the hives scorched with a blow-lamp and
painted outside before being used again.

W. H. (Cambs.).—The comb is affected
Avitli foul brood of old standing, which
is the cause of the death of the bees.
The white cells contain mouldy pollen
only.

R. D. (Kent).—Outward indications point
to "Isle of Wight" disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,
and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Annouyicements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only he inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per 4 in., or 5s. per inch.

FSXVATE ADVEKTISEMEVTB.

GOOD PURE ENGLISH HONEY, 56s. cwt.:
281b., 14S.-GE0KGE THOMPSON. Helpring-

hani, Sleaford. r 77

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR, 200 size, prac-
tically new, 45s.; exchange skeps of Bees to

value.—TREACHER, Pilstone, Tring. r 80

5 DOZEN Light Sections, 8s. 6d. dozen; 3 dozen
slightl,v darker, 7s. dozen; also 5 71b. tins, Sd.

lb., carriage paid.—GEORGE SAUNDERS, 22,

Oakley Lodge near Eye, Suffolk. r 79

WANTED, two or three healthy Stocks of Bees.
—J. PROCTOR, Moat Cottage, Soham,

Cambs. s 81

8CWT. LIGHT EXTRACTED HONEY, In 281b.
tins, 53s. per cut.; sample, 2d.—E. PARR,

Reach, Cambs. s 76

QUANTITY of beautiful Honey for sale, ex-
tracted and in sections; what offers?—V.

BETTISON, Jacobstow Rectory, Bude. s 75

21_ TONS of light coloured pure English Hone.v,
3 Hunts and Cambs. production, at 70s. per

cwt., tins and packages free; sample, 3d.; cash with
order; also 6 gross of Sections, in good condition,
light in colour, sample, post paid, Is.; 621b. of
pure English Beeswax, from cappings. sample 2d.,

at Is. 9d. per lb.—R. BROWN and SON, Somer-
sham, Hunts.

WANTED about middle of March, strong stock
pure Carniolans; write, stating price, &c.—

D., 70 Cross-street, Newark. s 73

FOR SALE. Edison Gem phonograph, 3ft. brass
horn and stand. 48 records, and box, cost

over £5, will accept £2; or exchange for Honey.

—

FRED PECKETT, 9 Ramsden-street, Domestic-
street, Holbeck, Leeds. s 70
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

ST. ALBANS AND DISTRICT B.K.A.

The second annual meeting of this Asso-

ciation was held in the Count}- Museum,
St. Albans, on the 14th inst, Mr. F. P.

Perkins in the chair.

The hon. secretary, Mr. E. Watson,
reported that there had been a distinct

and intelligent interest taken in improved
methods of bee-keeping, and, further, the

papers read at the monthly meetings had
been much appreciated. The majority of

apiaries extending over a wide area had
been visited and assistance freely rendered
whenever required. Demonstrations had
been given in different parts of the dis-

trict. At the show held from 25th to 29th

July, an exceptionally fine display of honey
was staged of such uniform quality that the

judges had considerable difficulty in

awarding prizes.

Foul brood was little in evidence, but
unfortunately "Isle of Wight" disease

had made its presence felt in no uncertain
degree.

The thanks of the Association were due
to the Herts. County Council for granting
on various occasions lectures by their ex-

pert (Mr. W. Herrod), and it was felt that

by their ready help they had in no small

measure contributed to the satisfactory

work during the year.

Tue treasurer, Mr. Garner, presented
the balance-sheet, which showed an income
of £16 Os. 6d., an expenditure of

£15 3s. 7d., leaving a balance of 16s. lid.

in hand.
The balance-sheet and report were

adopted. A vote of thanks to the Chair-
man concluded the meeting.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS.
By " Nemo."

Inconvenience from the stings of Bees.—
Pastor F. Kutnar, who has been quite

immune to bee stings all his life, says in

linker aus Buhmen, that for the last three
years, after manipulating with his bees,

lie has always had an acute attack of

catarrh similar to hay-fever. On a day
last August the attack was especially

violent. He attempted to introduce a
colony into a Gerstung hive, but was
obliged to give it up because the bees

wei'e very ii-ritable, and when he was
getting out the third frame his nostrils

became st<)p])ed up, and he was obliged

to use his handkerchief continually, tears

pouring from his eyes. As a result of the

stings, he also had a form of eczema, the

skin on the whole of his body became red,

blood rose to his head, and the eyes be-

came dim. He had been used to bees

from childhood, but now every time he

attempts to do anything with them the

symptoms become aggravated. Professor

J. Langer, who has made a study of bee-

poison, says that now and then one comes

across a constitution which cannot endure

the poison from the sting of a bee, and

there is also sometimes a change in the

constitution, which produces the same

effect in some persons.

.± good Bee Plant.—Herv Pfeiffer writing

in Miinchener Bienen Zeitung recommends

Bird's-foot Trefoil {Lotus corniculatus)

as a good bee plant. It is a perennial

with a long tap root, pinnate leaves of

five leaflets, of which two close to the

stem take the place and appearance of

stipules, thus giving the plant a trifo-

liate appearance. The bright yellow

flowers are in umbels of five to twelve,

the standard being often red on the out-

side. It is widely distributed, common in

meadows and pastures, and is valuable for

its long continuance in bloom, which

generally lasts from July to October. It

IS not particular as to soil or exposure,

and does equally well in wet or dry

ground, and in the open or shaded.

White streaks in JToney.—Bee-keepers

have often asked to be told the exact

nature of the white patches which one

sometimes finds in honey, and on its sur-

face, and M. Alin Caillas gives an ex-

planation in VAheille cle I'lube. He says

most honeys on candying become covered

on the surface with a thin white film, or

have streaks and patches through then-

whole mass. These two appearances

are due to two- different causes. The

white film on the surface is caused by

oxvdation of the sugar in contact with

the air, a transformation, the rapidity

of which depends on the nature of

the honey, and more especially on

the amount of drought during the

storage of the honey. This is not deemed

a detriment by an expert. The patches

and streaks are produced by the com-

mencement of the separation of the con-

stituent elements of the honey. As a

matter of fact, after a certain time, soonea-

or later, the dextrose always sepairates

from the levvlose, owing to their differ-

ence of density.

NECTAR-PRODFCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By Geo. Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

(Continued from imge 23.)

No. 15. WALLFLOWER {Cheirunthus

cheiri).

Nat. Obdeb., Cruetfera\

This floAver is a very popular one, owing

no doubt to its sweet fragrance, tons of

it being sent each spring into the mar-
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InW^ter.

kets of our large towns and cities, and
in its cultivated state is known to all.

Very few, however, have seen it in its

natural habitat, many not even know
that it is one of our wild flowers. As

its popular name implies it will be found

growing on walls, and is frequently met
with on the stone walls which divide the

fields in Derliyshire and other counties

further North, where we should expect

the lack of earth and moisture, the

scorching rays of the sun, and the fierce

winds would render

its existence impos-

sible. It is also

often found on the

walls of ruined
abbey's and castles,

&c.
' These places 1.

furnish a veritable

hunting ground for

one who loves
flowers. At Easter

in 1909, I paid a

visit to Furness q
Abbey, a grand old

ruin, and on its

walls I found Wall-
flowers in abun-
dance, S n a p-

dragons, Hare
Bells, Herb Robert,

Stone Crop, Land-
cress, Dog Rose, ^
and Pellitory, to

say nothing of the

Liverworts, Mosses,

and Lichens. At
Newark Castle, too,

last summer (1911),

I found most of the

above-named, with /,

Elder and Mallow,
one species of the

latter growing on c ^o.,'.';^

the highest wall, '
""^^

another luxuriating

at the foot of it, on

en first put inW^tcr

FromHotiey

of
ScCTtON

the edge
Trent.

Amongst the
lovers of this ^
flower may be men- ""

tioned the immortal
Scott, who says :

—
" The rude stone fence, with fragrant

wallflower gay,

To me more pleasure yields,

Than all the pomp imperial domes

display."

Its fragrance is brought before us by

Burns, in :
—

" Yon roofless tower where wallflowers

scent the dewv air."

Lnd Vi ew
POLLEN- OF AVALLFLOWEE

Being one of our earliest flowers it is

well suited for inclusion in the list of

those to be grown in the home garden
for our bees. It yields both nectar and
pollen freely, and on warm, sunny morn-
ings the bees will be found revelling in

its blossoms.

It is sometimes called Gilliflower. This

latter name is most probably a corrup-

tion of the French Girofle, or it may
be of the Latin ('aryophi/Ilus, from its

clove-like smell, similar to the Pinks.
The pollen of

this plant is of

a light greenish-

yellow colour,
but when packed
on the legs of bees

it assumes a darker
shade, approaching
a dull green. It

measures when
di-y i^ X ^ of an

inch, elliptical in

outline with three

deep grooves along
its sides, is covered
with pimples or

very short spines,

and" shows a slight

ridge on the full

part between the

grooves, as seen at

No. 1 and its en-

largement.
"When placed in

water it imme-
diately takes on a

triangular form
with a process at

each angle, as seen

at No. 2, and

measures ^^ of

an inch from angle
to angle.

If placed i n
honey it becomes
more spherical,

though the form is

verj' irregular, as

will be seen at

No. 3.

If left in honey
for some time, and
then abstracted in

the usual way, we find it will have re-

gained to a great extent the original form
of its dry state, but more transparent,

and with pseudo processes breaking out

at irregular intervals over its whole sur-

face, as in No. 4.

A section across the middle of the

grain is shown at No. 6, whilst No. 7

shows the ai-rangement at the end.

In this latter state the spines are more
subdued, although still plainly visible.

(To be continued.)
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

THE B.B.K.A. COUNCIL.

[8378] Reasonable criticism of the

methods adopted by the B.B.K.A. Council

should ahvaj'^s be welcome. Judging from
Mr. Macdonald's remarks, on p. 62, of

the last issue of this Journal, he seems
to be unaAvare that there is an appointed
Board of Examiners for first and second-
class experts' examinations, and that the
names of the examiners were published on
page 161 of the volume '' B.B.J." for

1911. Educational matters in general
leceive attention in full council, and
sjjecial questions are referred to sub-com-
mittees as may be found necessary.
The long-established practice of requir-

ing first-class candidates to lecture before
the Council was established, it may be
presumed, chiefly in order to test tjieir

readiness and general capacity for

addressing public audiences, and of .such

capacity any member of the Council
should be able to judge. Attendance at
Council meetings must of necessity be
fluctuating, but it is hardly possible that
on any particular occasion there should
have been no members present with
sufficient technical knowledge to detect a
wandering from the paths of orthodoxy.
Moreover, only those candidates that have
already satisfied the examiners as to their
general jiroficiency come before the
Council to be tested as lecturers.

I was the first, I believe, to bring for-

ward in this Journal the merits of Mr.
Hopkins' New Zealand Bee Pest Act, and
since then I have more than once pointed
out the advantage ensuing from the legal
prohibition of the use of any receptacle but
frame hives as pcrmnnent abodes for bees.
Yet I am unable to join Mr. Macdonald
in his whole-hearted anathema on skeps.
For hiving swarms and other temporaiy
purposes they must remain unequalled. I

should rejoice if the prohibitive clauses of
the New Zealand Act could be forthwith
adopted in this country, but if it be true
that the time for such drastic legislation
has not yet arrived, we cannot do better
than spread the most enlightened systems
available, and at the same time earnestly
dissuade persons of all classes from
keeping bees who are not prepared to look
after them properly. A neglected modern
frame hive is little bettor than the old

make-shift box-hive, which still remains
in certain places a disgrace to British
bee-keeping.—H. J. 0. Walker (Lieut.

-

Colonel), Lee Ford, Budleigh-Salterton.

ODDS AND ENDS ABOUT BEES.

[8379] In the autumn of 1910 I was
fortunate enough to purchase a "Black"
queen from a well known contribu-
tor to the columns of the " B.B.J."
The stock which I re-queened did
not breed much before covering down,,
and about the beginning of January, 1911,

I noticed that the bees were all confined

to one seam—second from the side of the
brood-box (W.B.C. hive). I had fillets of

wood over the top of the frames, and lest

this queen should perish I resolved to sup-

ply artificial heat. Beneath the grate of a
hot frame I heated a brick and wrapped it

in several folds of old carpet and placed
it over the cluster. I did this morning
and evening until the end of March, when
I considered a feed of warm syrup advis-

able.

As I had to attend to this hot frame
myself the trouble was not great, and did
not take above two or three minutes each
time. I never attempted to disturb the
bees further than now and again to raise

the corner of the cover to see if the num-
ber of seams was increasing. This stock

flew less in the spring (in proportion) than
the rest, and, when examined in May,
showed no signs of dysentery—the usual
thing with a weak stock. From this hive,

before the close of the sea.son, 1911, I

obtained about sixty section.s—a reward I

little hoped for.

I have three stocks, started from nuclei

last year^ which I have treated with hot
bricks in the same way as described,

since the New Year, and all are doing
well under the treatment.

I find the hot bricks have kept away all

moisture and dampness from the coverings,
and that, combined witii the heat, has pre-
vented the bees consuming food to obtain
living warmth.

Lee\'< Srcfioii Buck.—Mr. Herrod's com-
ments on this section-rack (page 72), as
fit to be used above or below a shallow
fi-ame, lead me to say that I have a much
simpler and equally efi'ective rack for the
same purpose. I had intended to mention
it long ago, but have not had much time
for writing during the last two years. If

the ordinary 12fin. wide rack has a flange
of ^in. on each side this is qtiite sufficient

to cover the frames of a hive. To use
one of shallow frames above tliis. only
requires a fillet lin. broad and ^in. deep
nailed along the outside top edge of rack.
Thi'ee or foiii' small oval sprigs driven
from the inside and clinked on the out-
side of the fillet render it quite strong
enough to lift the rack by.
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Any bee-keeper can make all his section-

racks interchangeable with shallow frame-

boxes by nailing on the fillets or strips 1

liave mentioned, and making the ^in.

dimension fit evenly along the top side

of the section rack.

Drone versus Worker Base Foundation

in Shallow Frames.—Mj experience is that

in the early season the central drone

combs are only filled round the outer

parts of the frame, the ring in the centre

of each being kept polished in anticipa-

tion of immediate occupation by drone

brood. Worker combs are filled from top

to bottom right off. Therefore I put six

brood-combs in the centre with two of

-drone next the side of the box, on each

side of the six. Later in the season, when
drones are plentiful in the hive, there

seems to be no objection on the part of

the bees to storing the drone comb in the

rack quite full.

Until after the first extraction of honey

I have never any pollen stored in the

shallow frames; by that time room below

is mostly occupied by brood, hence the

appearance of pollen upstairs. I allow it

to remain in the cells during winter, and

wash it out before putting frames on in

the following year.

In removing surplus in shallow frames,

I adopt the following expeditious method :

All the supers to be taken from one

hive are removed at the same time. One
puff of smoke is given under the lowest

one, and all are lifted on to a flat board,

so that no bees can enter or leave. The
wrappings are removed from the supers

and put on the hive, and at the same
time a towel placed over the former. An
empty box is placed on another flat board

and covered with another towel. A
sloping board is put on the hive front,

and each frame (wired and nailed, of

course) is shaken in front of the hive and
placed in the empty box. The towel is

only removed to lift out or place in a

frame. The bees being removed a few

feet from the hive rapidh^ collect in

clusters on the frames, and drop off at the

first shake. The cleared frames are re-

moved at once to the house, extracted,

and returned before another hive is inter-

fered with, unless there is someone
assisting at the extraction. Ten minutes
is quite sufficient to clear two racks once

they are removed from the hive.

The Open-air (hut not new) Cure.—The
last time I had an outbreak of foul brood

I removed the affected frames and syringed

the whole contents—brood, eggs and
honey—and finally syringed with phenyle.

For a few days the frames were hung by

a string, each from the boughs of an
apple tree. Tliey were then returned to

the hives, and I have never had any sign

of the disease since.—D. Y,. Dunaskin.

FERTILISATION OF PEACH TREES.

[8380] I was much obliged for your
interesting reply in last week's issue

(page 79). Curiously enough this very
point is dealt with in the present (Feb.

15th) number of Country Life in America
(page 40) where D. Everett Lyon writes:—

" A few years ago I was interested in the

work of a truck grower at Morganville,
N.J., who aimed at producing cucumbers
in hothouses in early spring .

but how to get the blossoms properly fer-

tilised was the problem. To do this he
IDlaced a hive of bees in the end of each
house, and when I visited him in early

April, the bees were fairly rushing from
blossom to blossom fulfilling their allotted

task, but the pathetic feature of the thing
was that the bees did so at the expense of

their lives, as when loaded they seemed
unable to find their home and persisted in

flying against the glass top of the house
until they died from exhaustion. Mr.
Becker, while he regretted this, did not
consider it a distinct loss, for, as he said,
' I was through with them when my blos-

soms were fixed,' and he did not hesitate

to purchase new bees each season for the
Avork, as it meant thousands of dollars to

him,"—F. R., Glasgow.

WINTER FOOD AND WINTER
COVERING.

[8381] I was interested in reading the

letter from •' T. D. N.," Lanark (p. 47).

His opinion as to the suitability of heather
Jioney as a winter food surprises me. The
result of his experience appears to be
tliat heather honey as a winter food is

almost tantamount to poison, for he says

that rather than be dependent on this

grade of honey he would destrt)y all his

bees in the aiitumn.
Will "T. D. N." tell us wherein the

unsuitability of heather honey consists, and
particularly the disastrous effects it has
had upon his own stocks? I note he is

the owner of about one hundred stocks,

and that he lives in a purely heather
district. In the autumn, therefore, his

stock combs must be almost full of

heather honey, and so I infer from his letter

that he withdraws every ounce of heather
honey from his bees. I am curious to

know how he provides such a large number
of stocks with the requisite winter food.

Will he please enlighten us? I have kept
bees for fully a quarter of a century, and
they have always been dependent on
heather honey as a food from August until

the end of the following May, Provided
my bees enter winter quarters fairly

strong, and the queen survives, generally

speaking they pull through all right. Can
" T, D. N," explain the reason of the

o^jposite effects of heather honey in
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Lanark and in North-West Durham? A
correspondent in "B.B.J." a few months

ago stated that he put his stocks into

winter quarters in September, and that

the combs were heavily Laden with heather

honey, the ideal winter food! I again

appeal to readers living in heather dis-

tricts to give us their experience regard-

ing this matter.

I have been very much interested also

in the corresiDondence on Porous versus

Non-porous Quilts, and here " T. D. N."
preaches the doctrine that propolis is

porous. It is unnecessary to join issues

with him on this point, for whether

propolis be porous or not, I think he will

admit that glass is non-porous, and we
have it on the testimony of Mr. Dalzell,

who has used glass coverings for several

years, that the system has been entirely

Tenon c>«-
«^'»^«

1^
Re-c-e to 3 8i'de

bees in April that I made an artificial

swarm, then learnt through the "B.B.J."
that I was too previous, so replaced it

after a week on top of the queen's new
home, with brown paper between as

directed in "Guide Book" for uniting.

The end week in May I again separated
them, and soon found a queen laying well.

Both stocks swarmed twice, the swarms
requiring little feeding. On packing for

winter, I again used the board on one
hive and strips of glass on the other four

laid on fin. strips of wood to form winter

passages. I quite see that a frame would
be neater and better, while I endoi'se what
Mr. Dalzell (page 33) puts forward in

favour of glass quilts. I would like to

suggest a cheaper one, .and send a rough

sketch to explain. You will notice I say

"strips of glass" ; it does not matter how
many strips are used, as bees will make
the joints air-tight. The centre strip

should be lin. wider than opening, and

be cut in three pieces, the centre piece to

^_fT y<^ lift off when required for feeding pur-
~— ' poses. Hoping this may be of service to

fellow bee-keepers.—A. W. Rigleb.T

^^CjblQiO

-^

successful with him. He goes so far as to

say that he has never lost a single colony
through the use of glass quilts. Will Mr.
Dalzell inform us if he has ever noticed
dampness in his hives as a resvdt of the
use of these coverings? Perhaps he will

also tell us the v>idth of his entrances. I

notice Mr. Bowen (page 56) states with
non-porous quilts he uses an entrance
li6in. wide. This, in my opinion, is ex-

cessive. With the object of conserving
lieat, 1 am this winter for the first time
using non-porous quilts with an entrance
oin. wide.—W. P., Blanchland.

GLASS QUILTS.

[8382] I bought my first swarm in

June, 1909, and on packing for winter

used a board over the frames with a 3in.

hole for feeding; the hive was so full of

[8383] I should like to comment on

Mr. J.^ Dalzell's article in Bee Jourxal
(page 33), re " Absorbent v. Non-absorbent

Coverings," if the Editor will permit.

For my own part, I ishould call a glass

covering such as he recommends nothing

but a nuisance, as I consider any kind

of quilt which will not bend is worse than

useless. I like a material that rolls back

freely, though I do not (although it is

generally recommended) use a calico or

linen ticking quilt next to the bees, as I

have found these materials are most likely

to be propolised. I put a good, sub-

Ktantial, hard woven carpet next to the

frames, and never have had any trouble,

•^ for the last twenty-five years at least, with

propolis. Fur winter, on top of the carpet I

place several thicknesses of paper and then

clean sacking or any dry and warm
material I can get hold of. I congratulate

mj^self on my cheap and efficient covering,

aiid am certain this is the most service-

able mode of packing and covering bees.

A glass quilt would be just as bad as a^

skep for manipulating. Suppose, for

instance, if one wanted to help a weak
stock in spring by giving it a frame of

brood from a strong hive, with my pliable

quilt all one has to do is to turn the quilt

])ack, select the frame, and after lifting it

out turn the quilt back again. Insert it

in the weak lot in tlie same way, cover

over, and the job is done, but with the

glass quilt you would have to lift the whole
" show " off each hive, thus giving no end

of unnecessary trouble. Therefore, I can-

not refrain from warning such as myself

(novices) to look before they leap. I don't

say I will not try Mr. Daizell's quilt and
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prove it personally ; perhaps, I also may
become a convert, but I have given my
present views. I find the American cloth

ciuiltis quite satisfactory, especially over
good, strong stocks, with plenty of pack-
ing above. Being located about 1,000ft.

above the sea level I think I have a very
fair chance of proving which method is the
most praictical. Those fortunate bee-

keepers on lower levels know little about
the climatic differences we experience.

—

W.R.T. (Pem.).

NOTES FROM NORTH HANTS.
[8384] The past season was a glorious

one for those who revel in the hot

weather, and I include myself amongst
ihese. Although the plants in the

gardens were scoi'ched up, and at times at

midday all were glad to get away from
the scorching rays of the sun, never to

my mind has there been such a glorious

summer, but there, I cannot claim to go

back sixty or seventy years, and recall the

experiences of those days. As regards

the honey season, I do not remember ever

obtaining a finer quality of honey, the

quantity was good, but not much above
the average, due in a certain degree to

the <lisad-\ antages we have been, and are

now. labouring under, but of that more
anon.

The \'nl>ie of Ifoney.—I am glad to see

this subject coming to the fore in tiie

' B.R.J." iatelv. Bee-keepers who are

desirous of selling their produce should
always make a great point of this. In
my household honey is more than a

delightful sweet, onlj' to be obtained in

the summei' time. AVe use it for all kinds
of ailments, including cuts, burns, sores,

itc. and the children look naturally t-o

the honey pot for a cure of all these little

ailments relative to child life. I have
lately been reading 'Honey and Health,"
by Archibald Hope, and would advise all

who keep bees to get this book and read
it for their profit and instruction. Honey
tea is in greater demand lately, and I

have had to haul down my notice, " Honey
for sale," in order to meet the domestic
requirements- There appears to hs a fine

opening for us bee-keepers if we only read
the times aright. Mr. Hope, in his little

book, after giving us a lot of useful in-

foimation about honey, diverges somewhat
in the last chapter. " Our national
health is below par "—eat more honey,
the Clermans are coining—keep more bees.
Imports and Exports, Old Age Pensions,
the Franchise, and the Fleet, and Marks-
manship all appear according to the
writer to be in some mysterious way
related to our beloved craft. So be it.

Bee-keepers, you have your sweet salve,
and a great army if need hie, with always
ready sharpened "swords," to meet anv

invaders; indeed, .so effective is this tiny
weapon that I have mirthfully witnessed
a great man 6ft. in height yell and fence

at a single thrust. What would be the

lesult of a combined attack from 30,00'l>

of our tiny Amazons? Keep more bees!

The "Ide of Wight" disease is still

amongst us, an unwelcome guest. Some
time ago Mr. Crawshaw took me to task

for calling it the " unnamable disease,"

although the term I originally used was
subject to the Editorial blue pencil. How-
ever, I perceive that the Editor was
right, for during these years a name has.

not yet been forthcoming, beyond the

"Isle of Wight" disease or "The so-

called ' Isle of Wight ' disease." Now, I

venture in my humble way to suggest a

name whereby this scourge may be known.
' Ilowitis " (Tsle-o-w-ght-is, see?) On
pa],er the name looks rather Yankee, but
I thir.k it might do away with the present

long, awkward name. Now, Mr. Craw-
shaw !

'

The scourge seemed to have received a

check during the heat of last summer, and
raised the hopes of bee-keepers that the
dreaded microbes had found a grave in

the sun bath, but alas ! On every hand
I hear of stocks being wijied out, and the-

prospect for the next harvest is not worth
inuch.

I don't remember having seen an
authoritative statement regarding the
wholesomeness of honey from stocks

affected with the disease ("Ilowitis"). I

know that many hundredweights, perhaps
tons, have been consumed, without
apparently any ill effects, but the public
are generally thoroughly frightened at the
thought of consuming food which has been
in contaet with disease. Perhaps we
bee-keepers may see a definite statement
regarding this. How are the bee-keepers
in Cornwall and Devonshire getting along
after the " fright " at the big honey
harvest last year? Lucky people say I,

for honey is now scarce enough this way.
-Hants Bee.

EXPERIENCE WITH "ISLE OF
WIGHT " DISEASE.

[8385] My experience of this disease is

a somewhat unusual one. In the summer
of 1910 I had three well-stocked hives.

As the summer wore on I noticed some-
thing wrong with the bees in two hives

;

they were being robbed by others from a
distance, and the bees were crawling
ab:^ut outside the hives. Towards the
end of the summer, one hive was empty
and the other almost so ; the third keeping
strong. During my absence from home
my man bought two small lots of driven
bees and put them on three infected

drawn-out frames in each hive, and later
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I acldpd a few more bees. During the

winter of 1910-11 I began to feel that it

must be the " Isle of Wight " disease from
which mv bees were suffering. An inspec-

tor from the Board of Agriculture called

to see me about January, 1911, to investi-

gate the disease in the district, and from
the information I gave him he expressed

the undoubted opinion that it was the

"Isle of Wight" disease, and if the bees

did not die during that winter they would
certainly do so in the late spring. On
the first mild day I opened my hives. The
third strong hive Avhere I suspected
nothing the bees were all dead, though
there was plenty of food. To my great
surprise, in my other two hives where I

knew disease existed, I found a lot of

brood and plenty of stores, and the two
stocks had wintered well and looked thriv-

ing. During the summer, 1911, they in-

creased enormously and very quickly all

the body-box was filled completely with
brood and honey. I put on supers ; one
was three parts filled with honey, the other
the bees would not enter. As the summer
went on the bees in both hives gradually
dwindled and in October and ^>ovember
all had died.

What seems to me unusual is that I

should winter two very small lots in two
infected hives with infected drawn-out
frames, and also a few infected bees,
that they should thrive and in-
crease abundantly and produce a lot of
honey during the summer of 1911, and
that my third stock, which was strong and
showed no sign of disease, should all be
found dead in the spring. It only proves
to me that when the disease showsitself in
an apiary it is quite useless to go on hoping
it will not increase. It Avill spread to
all the hives sooner or later, and what to
my mind is so serious, is that those bees
are infecting all the bees in the neigh-
bourhood. It is quite conclusive that in
these cases the whole apiary must be
destroyed. In all doubtful cases Dr.
Maiden is only too glad, free of charge,
to examine any bees sent to him, and
report results, and I would strongly advise
all those having bees in an infected area
to send him twenty or thirty bees in a box
for examination.

—

William Fairbank,
Windsor.

CARNIOLAN BEES.

[83S8"] The temperature last night
(22nd Feb.) did not go below 50deg. Falir.,

and to-day I noticed my Carniolan bees
gathering nectar or pollen from L(nni.st-
invs at 7.45 a.m., and pollen from Ptfrus
7(1 poll icd by 9 a.m. I counted sixty bees
laden with pollen enter the hive in one
minute. My other stocks (blacks and
crossbreds) had not begun to woi-k at

8 a.m.; by 9 a.m. about twelve a minute
entered the hives with pollen ; the weather
was foggy and damp—J. D. A., Somerset.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS
EXTKACTS AND COMMENTS.

Bji D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

Three Essentials.—A Dixie bee-keeper

writing to the .imerlean Bee Jovrnal in-

sists that the man or woman starting bee-

keeping must be possessed of (1) in-

clination, (2) energy, (3) will, if success is

expected to follow. The pursuit must
offer the novice a great fascination, and
there must be a continuous study of bees

and bee literature. A bee-keeper needs

at times all the energy a human being can

possess, therefore the apt beginner must
be a hustler. Then he must have a fixed

and determined will to succeed. Having
placed his hand to the "plough," he must
not turn back.

One Essential Wanting.—Dr. Miller

questions me on page 6, in regard to mj
use of the phrase, "I told you so." My
opinion was, is, and I hope ever will be

that any one proceeding to cure foul

brood, or to get rid of the disease from
his apiary, must clear it out root and
branch—leaving no single germ or spore

behind to bud and blossom, and so to

bring forth more evil fruit. One essential

to a radical cure is to thoroughly

cleanse and disinfect e^ery hive and
appliance directly brought in contact with

this contagious disease. Being a doctor,

he must recognise and appreciate the high

value the medical fraternity place on these

essentials when dealing with scarlet fever

or small-pox. Oiir sanitary authorities

rigidly insist on disinfection as a sine qua
non. If everybody agrees that severe

epidemics are thus suppressed, why should
bee-keepers doubt their efficacy. I am
pleased to note that the newest Canadian
Act demands thorough disinfection, and
where this is impossible destruction hi/

fire of diseased hives and appliances.

Bate of Flight.—"I have watched our
bees," says " Doolittle," "and I ha\-e

watched our great Empire express train

on the New York Central Railway,
running at the rate of a mile a minute,
and it passed my vision at no more rapid
rate than bees do over the hill on a still

day when working on basswood from two
to four miles awaj'." If correct, this is

another for the bees.

Bees Foi/\—Starting with a single

colony of black bees in a shoe box, for

which he paid six dollars, a correspondent
of Gleanings reports that he has done so

well with them that he has made enough
profit to biiy KiO acres of land as good as

can be bought in his State of Micliigan.
Dark Iloneij.—" I sold my dark honey
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sooner than my light." says another
writer, and because on account of its

higher percentage of phosphorus and iron,

it can be recomniended for nervous and
anpemic persons, scrofulous children, and
for all those who have to do much brain
work.
Oovcrnment Action.—Mr. R. Beuhne,

the well-known Australian bee expert, has
been appointed Inspector under the new
Bee Diseases Act, and the Government is

to carry on investigation of bee diseases,

and impart information on all apiarian
matters. One point in the Act worth
noting is the fact that the regulations
make it punishable for any one to expose
honey whether diseased or not. The area
to be dealt with is the whole State in-

stead of a number of small districts or
divisions.

Killing to Cure.—This drastic treat-
ment is one I have persistently advocated
in virulent cases of foul brood. The
Canadian Bee Journal especially attacked
me and tried to prove that they had
got a better system in the Dominion.
Here is a short quotation from section 3
of their latest Act :

" Wherever the In-
spector is satisfied of the existence of
foul brood in its virulent or malignant
type, it shall be the duty of said Inspector
to order all colonies so affected, together
with the hives occupied by them and the
contents of such hives, and ail tainted
apjiurtenances that cannot he disinfected
to be immediately destroyed by fire."

Comment is needless !

Standardisation.—In last "Extracts" I

noted that there was a very strong
tendency to adopt the " Langstroth " as
the standard frame in America. Now
the Beview advises us that progress
towards standardisation is still further
advancing: "The National Association
has adopted the double tier shipping case,
and the 4Ain. by 4iin. section as the
standard. This movement for unity in
supplies is a stepping-stone to more
economical and direct dealing between pro-
ducer and consumer." As one who fought
for our " standard " section, I feel pleased
to learn that the same view is extending in
the States.

Automobiles.—These convenient vehicles
are being used more and more in America
year by year. Their speed counts greatly
in their favour in visiting our apiaries.
An "auto" can run up close to the hives
to be dealt M'ith, thus saving a lot of
carrying, as a horse had to be left some
distance away to avoid disaster when bees
were in a waspish temper. Then there
is no danger of a run-awav catastrophe.

'"Strairs" from South Africa.—A\l tlie
leading appliance dealers in Johannes-
burg and Cape Town now stock English
hives and appliances, wliich is ju.st as it
should be. The hives illu.strated in the latest

South Afjican -Tournid are a good model
W.B.C. and a " Welwyn " hive. Judging
from expert reports on specimen brood-
combs they have neither bacillus "' alvei

"

nor " laiwse." The association is now
affiliated with our B.B.K.A., and they
have begun to test third-class candidates
" at home." The association membership
fee is 12s. 6d., but from this has to be
deducted 6s., the price of the journal,

which is delivered free. In a " retro-

spect." the editor records that " actual

knowledge of bee-lore has been in the

hands of comparatively few " in the
past, but even now the fruits of the spade
work of the past few years is apparent,
while the future prospect is bright and
rosy._

Mistakes.—Summing up the whole
question, we may say that all mistakes
commonly made by beginners may be
classed under two heads : First, failure to
bring the colony into the right condition
by the time the main honey-flow begins

;

second, failure to have the colony in the
right condition for winter. Mistakes
under the first head mean a loss of the
crop ; and those under the second mean
a loss of the bees themselves. Both are
costly, and both are j^rerc/ifob/e.

TO "D. M. M."
0>" P.\SSING HIS riEST CL.\SS EX.\MINATION.

When "D.M. M." in classic mood
Smacking his Council's pate is,

Must they, to .show their gratitude,

Him penance offer gratis?

The best behaved bee will sting,

If pressed by thumb too direly,

E'en though next moment death .should

bring.

And she be "' kilt" entirely!

No! "D. M. M.," your honour's great,

In Beedom you'll pass muster;
In sweetness honey emulate.
But not in wax (thwacks) the cluster!

Scribimus indocti doctiqui.

CROYDON B.K.A.

"ISLE OF AVIGHT " DISE.\SE.

A well-attended meeting of the above
Association was held on Friday, 9th Feb.,

at the Horniman Hall, Croydon, when
Mr. Tickner Eclwardes oiiened a discussion

on " The Need of Legislation to Deal with
the Diseases of Bees.'' Mr. Edwardes
dealt with the subject in a masterful way
and held the attention of his audience
from the start to the finish ; he produced
facts and figures to show how necessary it

was to have legislation to deal with dis-

eases of bees, and mentioned that it was
a curious fact that the chief opposition
came from the largest apiarists. The
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chief obstacle, however, was the skeppist

bee-keeper, although he was in favour of

their (the skeps') entire abolition, and

objected in fact to anj-thing but movable

comb-hives, he was in favour of compen-

sation, although he thought that if too

high a figure was to be demanded the

County Councils would oppose the pro-

posed Bill.

Mr. Edwardes went on to explain how
he became " mixed up " in bee politics,

but he could not sit still, he said, and
read each week in the " B.B.J. " of the

appalling loss of bee life through diseases,

and thought it was time that the bee-

keepers throughout the whole country

were up and doing unless the bee-keeping

industry was to be wiped out. A lengthy

discussion followed the address, and a
resolution in favour of legislation to deal

with bee diseases was unanimously passed.

A vote of thanks was accorded Mr.
Tickner Edwardes for his interesting

lecture, and to Mr. A. Wakerell for pre-

siding. Both having replied the meeting
closed.—A. Wakerell, Hon. Sec, C. and
D.B.K.A.

Queries and Replies.

[8288] Insect Pe.sf.s in Siipers.^The
9th inst., being a mild day, I examined
several of my hives. I am short of room for

storing, so made parcels of three shallow

frame supers containing combs which had
been extracted and cleaned ( ?), and placed

them on hives thinking they would be
alright, but find on the quilts of these

hives a quantity of small maggots and
beetles, of which I am sending specimens.
Two or three seasons ago I purchased the
drawn-out combs in the supers from a bee-

keeper who was giving up, but I had not
used them until last season, and for the
first tirhe in my experience as bee-keeper,

I had sections affected by mites, which I

fear must have originated from those
frames and that these pests are the mites
developed. I should like j'our valuable
opinion through the "B.B.J.," also

vour advice as to how to get rid of them.

—

W. A., Hunts.
Reply.—The beetle is Butuivs tomen

tosus, and belongs to the family Drnnes-
fidcc (Bacon Beetles). The adult beetles
live on flowers and the larva? feed on dead
animal sul)stances. It is, therefore, quite
likely that the eggs were laid in the refuse
of the hive as the female usually selects a
place Avhere the young larvae will at once
find food for their sustenance. After
several moults they become pupa?. The
white specimens sent are the pupae, which
have partially developed elytra, wings and
legs enclosed in separate sheaths, are in-

capable of movement and do not take food.

After some time they change colour, throw
off a membranous skin and appear as

beetles. The beetle at first is soft and
nearly colourless, but hardens after a short
time and the wings and elytra assume their
proper proportions and permanent posi-

tions. The beetle is then ready to feed on
flowers. If touched it will feign death. It

will do no harm in a hive, and can be kept
away by strict cleanliness.

[8289] Artificial Queen-Bearing.—

I

am about to rear a few queens on Mr.
Sladen's system, and shall feel much
obliged if you will kindly answer the
following questions. (1) Will the bees
carry eggs to artificial cups ? (2) When
capped over can I put these in the hives
to be requeened after the twenty-four
hours has elapsed without any risk ? (3)

should these be hung between top-bars, or
which is the best wav to put them in ?—
C. H., Weston.

Reply.— (1) You will have to transfer
larvae not more than three days old. (2)

Yes, i.e., twentj-four hours after the old

queen has been removed. (3) If the
weather is warm you can hang them
between the top-bars, or, better still, they
can be pinned on to a comb next to the
brood. Take care not to damage the cell.

A lady's hair-pin is very useful for the
purpose.

[8290] Exposing Combs in Open Air.—{1)

A few weeks ago I bought from a retiring
apiarist several racks of shallow frames,
drawn out. Although they were certified

by an expert to be free from all disease, T

decided to be on the safe side and to
disinfect them. Making a solution of

Izal, according to directions, one table-
spoonful of Izal to 10 pints of water, 1

soaked the frames in this for an hour or
longer, and then extracted the liquid in

the extractor, and spread the frames in

the open air to dry and become deodo-
rised. In half-an-liour they were black
with bees (although my hives were a con-
siderable distance away) which were feed-
ing greedily on the decoction of Izal and
honey ! Being a novice I was somewhat
alarmed as to what the result would be.

Will you be good enough to tell me if

there will be any danger to the bees? My
stocks are very strong and healthy, a.nd

were wintered on oOlb. of honey to each
hive; so thev cannot be in want of food.

(2) Need I "feed them at all? (3) What
number of frames and sections should the
Dreadnought Extractor, price 50s., take?
—M. W. B., Redenham.

Reply.—(1) Your best plan would have
been to disinfect by fumigating with
Formaldehyde which is odourless, instead
of soaking them. There is danger of
setting up rol)!)ing by exposing combs as
you did. Time alone will tell whether
the combs were diseased. (2) There is no
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need to feed if the bees have plenty of

stores; an examination only will reveal

this. (3) We have never used this extrac-

tor. You had better write to tlie manu-

facturer.

[8291] Qvcen Hearing.—^Yl\l you please

answer" the following questions through

the " B.B.J." ? (1) When is the earliest

date in North Lincolnshire that drones are

flving to fertilise young queens. (2) To

keep a good strain of bees pure is it wise

to try and arrange that young queens shall

be fertilised with drones out of same hive?

Could drones in other hives be kept in for

a few davs by using queen excluder over

the entrance of the hives.—Queen,

Grimsbv.
Reply.—(1) In May. (2) It is not wise

to inbreed. You can prevent drones be-

ing reared by close spacing the frames. It

is not advisable to shut them m with

queen excluder, as they would block, the

entrance trying to get out and hinder the

work of the bees.

Notices to Correspondents.

J P (Wallingford).—r«'«^("y Insuhs of

Hives.—The objection to painting the

insides of hives is that moisture collects

on the paint and makes the surface wet

and cold for the bees to pass over. Also

should it be necessary to disinfect the

hive again the paint will be found

troublesome to remove. If you disinfect

l)y means of a painter's blow-lamp there

is no need to paint.

H. J. 0. (Wilmslow).—7>rones FIj/nuj in

'Fehruary.—'it does not often occur, and

points to queenlessness.

BoxMOOR (London, E.C.).-Suspected

Di>iease and Queen-rearing. ,be.—{l) We
are sorry to say that the bees have died

from "Isle of Wight" disease. (2) The

best plan will be to rear the queens by

means of nuclei. You can commence in

May. Many thanks for your apprecia-

tion of our efforts. We shall be pleased

to have photo of your apiary.

C. H. {BYom\e\).—Vealing with Diseased

jf ;^,^.s _Personally, we should burn all

combs and frames, and well disinfect all

the hives, and shallow-frame supers, &c..

with a painter's blow-lamp. You will

then be able to start again with safety,

and we wish you better luck.

W. C. H. (South Devon).—f^si/ig Last

Season's Syrup.—So long as no fer-

mentation has taken place the syrup

can be used. It might be well to boil

it up before using.

J. M. (Bridgwater).—Spring-Cleaning.—

(1) It is necessary to spring-clean the

hives after winteV is over, every year.

It should be done on a nice warm day,

early in April. (2) British bees are the

best"^in everv way for this country.

H. W. (Gravesend).

—

FoUen- gathering

from Hazel.—Thank you for the speci-

men. It is quite true that bees work
on the catkins of the hazel at times.

Suspected Disease.

A. N. (Bristol).—The bees were too messed
up with honey to examine.

A.O. (Jedburgh). T. A. M. (Sussex), H. C.

(Old Charlton), and C. R. I. (Fleet).—
The bees are affected with " Isle of

Wight " disease. Destroy at once, burn
combs and all internal httings, debris,

&c. The hives themselves may be dis-

infected by means of a painter's spirit-

lamp.
P. E. L. (Ventnor).—The bees were too
decomposed for us to properly examine
them, but from what little we can see

we should say they liave died from " Isle

of Wight " disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

FSZVATE ADVEKTISEMEVTS.

HONEY granulation perfect, in jars 8s. 6d.
oni.y two dozen.—T., 2, Springfield Cottages,

Saftron Walden. s 84

FOUR bar-framed Hives, splendid condition;
removing, accept best offer.—B., Briers, Shen-

field Common. Essex. s 85

•)-FRAME EXTRACTOR, Honey Strainer, uncap-
'^ ping stove and 2 knives, excellent condition,
a bargain, 20s.—SALT, Sunnyside, Mickleover,
Derby. s 86

ANTED, healthy 1911 fertile Queen.—H.
BOWMAR, 9, Nuncar Gate, Kirkby,W

Notts.

FOR SALE, 12 dozen Sections, well filled and
sealed, double glazed, 9s. per dozen, on rail.—

GOFFIN, Wakes Colne, Essex. s 69

SEVERAL dozen light Sections Honey, 10s. per
dozen.—HOBBS, Camlot, Barnet, Herts, s 82

IS^CWT. pure honey (Lincolnshire B.K.A.), granu-

4 lated, in 561b. and 281b. tins; what offers?-
A. J. OLLERHEAD, Heckingto n, S.O., Lines, s 83

TO CLEAR; secondhand Hives, with rack of

Sections 6s. each; Extractor, 10/-; rack shallow

Combs, 4s. 6d.; racks of Sections. 2s.; 121b. tui

Heather-blend Honey, 9s.; Sections, 10s dozen;

Winchester repeating rifle, 30s.—DICKINSON, St.

Ives, Ringwood. s .0

SPLENDID white Clover Honey, 28lb. tins, 14s.,

on rail.—O. KNIGHT, Epney, Stonehouse,

Glos. l^
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, 2s. 6d.;

Houdan-Orpington, 2s. sitting; take Bees

in exchange.-BOWDEN, Broom Hill, Witley,

Surrey. S 92

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS, all you can desire;

Egg"? 15 3s. 6d., 50 IDs., March delivery;

Chicks, day old 13 6s., 50 £1, April d«^|;"<^p«harp,

book early, supply hmited.-J. HOUSLHAM
Huttoft, Alford, Lines. s yo
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

FRUIT GROWERS AND BEES.
A meeting of the National Fruit-

Growers Federation was held on
Febrnary 21st at the Royal Horti-

cnltural Hall, Vincent Square, West-
minster, the chair being occupied by Mr.
H. Martin. The Federation is doing good
work and all fruit-growers will do well

to join; the secretary is Mr. Oswald B.

Cowley, 2, Gray's Inn Place, Gray's Inn,

London, W.C. At this meeting the useful-

ness of the bee to the fruit-grower was
brought forward very prominently by
Professor Bachhouse in a paper on " Pol-

lination of Fruit Trees and the Importance
of Bees." The paper is too long for us to

print in extenso, and to give extracts

would not do it justice; therefore we print

a portion of the discussion which followed,

which will no doubt be interesting to our
readers.

Mr. C. H. Hooper, M.R.A.C, of Wye
College, said he knew that some fruit-

growers hated bees, but he advised them
to keep a few stocks. They might give a
hive or two of bees to a laboiirer or a

cottager, and let him have the honey for

the trouble of looking after them, and
their crops would be all the better for it.

Proceeding, Mr. Hooper said, "In 1911
I made some 300 trials in order to get in-

formation on the following points : (1) Can
fruits set and mature without the visits of

hive, humble and other wild bees,. &c. ?

(2) Can fruits set and mature when pol-

linated with pollen of the same variety or
flower? (3) Does fruit set and mature
better where the blossoms are pollinated
with jjoUen of another variety?
"In gooseberry, red and blackcurrants,

owing to the construction of the flowers
and the fact that the pollens are globular
and glutinous, like tapioca, the pollen can-
not be carried from the anthers to the
stigmas without insects, and as there are
practically no other insects about, at the
time of their being in blossom, than the
hive or humble bees, the crop is dependent
on these for fertilization, as they will not
set fruit unless pollinated, but in these
fruits pollen of the same flower or same
variety answers perfectly. In strawberries
in the field, in sunny weather, the wind
appears to be able to carry the pollen over
the flower to fertilise the stigmas, though
it is probably an advantage to have bees
near, especially in flowering seasons which
are dull, as when there are only a few
minutes' sunshine bees are on the spot to
work among the flowers.
"In raspberries and logan berries, the

fruit is not generally so large or so well
developed if bees are excluded, and one
experienced fruit-grower told me he had
better results with raspberries with two

different varieties in the field than by
growing one variety alone.

" In cherries, out of nine varieties tried,
none set fruit when insects were excluded
from the flowers, and no pollination was
done in the case of nine varieties pol-
linated with their own pollen ; none set
fruit save the Morello (and possibly
Florence), whei-eas when pollinated with
pollen of another variety, each variety set
fruit. Each variety of cherry is in flower
for about twenty-two days, and is in full
flower about the seventh or eighth day.
Most varieties are in flower about the same
time, the Morello being one of the last to
flower. The observations seem to recom-
mend the internuxing of at least two varie-
ties in an orchard alternating them, and
to keep plenty of bees in or near the cherry
orchard.

" With pkims, out of eleven varieties
tried, only two matured fruit when not
IJollinated ; five varieties set and matured
their fruit when pollinated with pollen of
the same variety, but when cross-polli-

nated nearly all the flowers set and
matured good fruit. All varieties (except
perhaps Victoria) fruit more plentifully
and produce larger fruit with pollen of
another variety."

After referring to the pollinization of
the different varieties of apples and pears,
Mr. Hooper concluded his interesting
account of his experiments by again re-

ferring to the value of the hive bee as a
pollinating agent

:

" From careful observations in 1911,
I estimate that 80 per cent, of the
pollination of our hardy fruits is done by
the hive bees, 15 per cent, by the various
humble bees, and the remaining 5. per cent,

by other wild bees with very small assist-

ance by flies, midges, and beetles ; these
latter are first, rare early in the year,
and secondly, unlike hiimble and hive bees,

they have little or no hair on their bouies
to carry the pollen from flower to flower."
Mr. Hooper then referred to the " Isle

of Wight" disease among bees and sug-
gested that Parliament should offer a
substantial reward to the man who dis-

covered how to prevent and to cure it.

He suggested that in each fruit-growing
district, fruit-farmers, in order to en-
courage the keeping of bees, offer to their
workmen and other cottagers a premium of

say 2d. per hive of healthy bees, kept by
them, with a maximum of six hives in one
garden. This might get over the difficulty

of themselves keeping bees, which involves
a good deal of work, knoAvledge, and a cer-

tain amount of pain ; they might also en-
courage bee-keeping by sul)scribing to the
local bee-keepers' association, of which
there should be one in every county, with
a visiting bee expert. To the help and value
of the latter he could boar testimony. A
fruit-farmer might, with advantage to him_
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self, supply to one of his men hives, bees,

and appliances, tell him at which spots to

place the hives, and give him the honey

a,s a return for his work with the bees.

Mr. Chittenden and Mr. Cheal having

spoken in the discussion which followed,

Mr. W. Herrod said it had been a great treat

to him to hear the fruit-growers at that

meeting praising the bees, as, at one time

when he used to visit people in the country

he found very few gardeners were fond of

them. At one place where he was resident

at the time, the gardener was no exception

to this rule. One year he remembered was
a very bad one for melons, and the crop was
practically a failure, with the exception of

one house. By some mistake the ventila-

tors in this house had been left open and
the bees got in, with the result that that

house had the best crop of melons ever

grown there, even in a good year. "When

the matter was put before the gardener he

replied, " Well, bees may be all right for

melons!" (Laughter.) This accident of

leaving the ventilators open, however,

showed that bees were also not only good
pollinizers of outdoor but also of indoor

fruit. He was not a practical fruit-

grower, but he watched the industry from
the point of view of a bee-keeper. Prof.

Bachhouse had mentioned the flight of

bees. They knew that bees worked out for

about two miles ; they could work five or

six miles, though this was of rare occur-

rence; but the professor's remark about

bees being kept near the flowers was a very

useful one. Bees were affected by climatic

conditions ; given half an hour's sunshine

only, the bee did not have much chance to

work, but if the bees were kept close at

hand, and there came just a little sun-

shine, they could get to work upon the

flowers immediately. If bee-keeping was
followed out on the right lines, bees were
very beneficial to both fruit-growers and
their owners ; with regard to increase in

size, by cross-pollinization, it had been
proved that fruit did increase in size in

this way. With regard to " Isle of "Vvight

"

disease, it was a most disastrous thing. At
the present time there were two scientists

working on the disease, and the Govern-
ment must be given credit for doing its

best in the matter. Personally, he was
grateful to fruit-growers in different parts

of the country, because when the '"Isle of

Wight" disease broke out they woke up
and endeavoured to do something ; but
before that they thought the bee was
robbing them. The result had been that
after many years of patient effort the
British Bee-keepers' Association had got

a grant from the Government to help them
to further assist bee-keeping throughout
the country. Fruit-growers had no doubt
helped bee-keepers to get that grant
by insisting that the Government should

do something. The point he wanted to

make clear was this : they had been talk-

ing about bees fertilising flowers, but they
all knew quite well that the bee had got a

sting, and in consequence of that it was
not everyone who would keep bees. He
sympathised with people who were afraid

of bees. There were bee-keepers who de-

lighted in getting nervous persons stung
for fun, but he did not believe in that
kind of thing. The suggestion he wanted
to make was this : he knew there were
plenty of bee-keepers in the country who
would be only too glad to place hives in

the fruit gardens. He could give the

names and addresses of these bee-keepers,

or he would work in conjunction with the
secretary of the fruit-growers' federation.

In this way bee-keepers and fruit-growers
throughout the country would benefit.

Fruit-growers and bee-keepers must co-

operate with each other if they wanted to

succeed.

The Chairman said that Mr. Hooper had
stated that 80 per cent, of the fertility of

fruit was due to the hive bees. Therefore,

if bees were going to produce such a
startling effect as that, they all ought to

have bees in their plantations.
Professor Bachliouse, in reply to a ques-

tion, said he did not think fruit-growers
could depend upon wind-blown pollen, and
Mr. Chittenden also said he made a few
experiments last spring on wind-blown
pollen, and he came to the conclusion that
pollen could not be carried more tnan a
few yards by the wind.
The Chairman thanked the gentlemen

who had given them information on the
subject, and hoped that what had been
said would lead to fuller discussion another
time.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Herrod.

PROCUKING SURPLUS.

(Continued from page 73.)

Another rack is the W.B.C. hanging
section-rack, which is favoured by many
bee-keepers. As will be seen in the
illustration of that made by E. H. Taylor,
of Welwyn, this rack has the same ad-
vantages as the one described last week
for working in conjunction with shallow-
frame supers, being made to the same
size. In this case the sections are fitted

into hanging frames, to which is attached
the divider. They are all fastened
tightly together in the frame by means
of a wedge at one end, and the seven
frames are wedged firmly in place by
means of a dummy with springs, at the
back. To prevent the bees getting into
the space at the back of this dummy from
the underside, ^in. thick pieces of wood
^in. wide should be nailed on the under-
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side of the end at which it works. The
advantages chiimed for this rack are that

it keeps the sections quite clean (this is

quite true, as they are covered, with the

exception of the edges). Also, if it is

necessary to move the sections, this can

be done quite easily without any sacrifice

of bee life. For instance, if the bees

have drawn out the sections just in the

centre, and we desire to spread the

cluster so as to make them work uniformly
throughout the rack, then it is quite an
easy matter to place a frame of drawn-out
sections alternately between those not
worked upon. This cannot be done very
comfortably with the ordinary rack, as it

takes a long time, exposes the bees un-
necessarily, and unless we are veiy careful

the lives of a number of bees are sacri-

ficed by crushing. The removal of the
sections is quite an easy matter if the
frames are made properly. They should
be so constructed that when the wedge
is removed and the frame turned face

down on to a table, the sections slip out
quite easily by lifting up the frame.

Probably the greatest drawback is the
extra cost involved. If one does not
mind this, then the rack is a good one to
use.

The next point to consider is the
divider. Really the best material for
these is wood, as it is warmer than metal,
but there are several drawbacks which
prevent its use. The divider should be
as thin as possible; this prevents pro-
polization, and also enables us to get
better sections by the conservation of

heat effected. If of wood, they cannot be
made thin enough, as they buckle when
in use; also they are difficult to clean, as
they split very easily. They should be
made of zinc, as this does not rust, and
therefore can be washed in a disinfectant
without injury. The ordinary slotted
divider is the one generally used, but with
this the top slots are often cut too large,
the result being that a row or two of
cells just at the top are drawn out too
much, sometimes even to such an extent
that they protrude beyond the woodwork.
For my own part I have found a divider
without slots give excellent results. The

fence wood-divider is used by some, but
unless it is carefully made its use will dis-

figure the combs, as the bees make ribs

across them just opposite the opening in

the divider ; this, of -.^ course, spoils the
appearance of the section.

(To he continued.)

Work in the Apiary.—The warm
weather experienced during the past few
days has made the bees veiy active ; they
have been working merrily upon hazel,
crocus, aconite, and white arabis. Water
should be placed in some shady position
where the bees have easy access to it. Put
in a pinch of salt : the bees will appreciate
this. A peep into the, brood-nest to see

that the food supply is all right is all the
interference we should permit ovirselves. at
present. In fact, unless some urgent
matter demands it, the brood-chamber
should not be opened at all this month ;

a great deal of harm can be done by a few
minutes' exposure too early. The sun may
be shining, and the atmosphere feel warm
to human beings, who have clothes to
protect them, but expose the fragile

grub to a breath of Mind that has a little

nip in it (and the March winds generally
have this) and death ensues, not only in-

juring the colony numerically, but also

providing in the chilled brood a suitable
breeding ground for the germs of foul

brood. Syrup may now be given very
slowly to those stocks in need of food, and
a fresh supply of naphthaline should be
placed in all hives. Repair, disinfect,

and i^aint all hives not occupied by bees.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8387] We are now on the threshold of

another bee season. The bees will be about
every sunny day, gathering pollen and a
little nectar on warm days, and as the
breeding season advances they will require

water. This, if placed near the hives
in some shallow vessel with spent tea-

leaves or some cut corks to prevent the
liees drowning when taking it, will save a
considerable number of bees' lives,

especially where the nearest pond or brook
is some distance away, and on windy days
numbers may get blown down and chilled.

Artificial pollen composed of equal parts of
pea and Avheat floiir nuikes a good sub-
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stitute for the natural article ; this can be

given in a box or old straw skep, sprinkled

on a handful of wood shavings, and placed

in a sunny position. Where only a few hives

are kept, and there is an abundance of

flowers, the artificial substitute is not re-

quired. Don't neglect to feed if required

;

a peep at the brood-combs may be taken
by turning back one of the corners of the

quilt on any day when bees are flying

freely, and if the top parts of the combs
are full of honey, wrap up again as

quickly as possible, lay an open news-

paper over the first quilt with warm
wraps on top, and contract the entrance

to about 2in. This will help to conserve

the internal- heat of the hive, so necessary

for breeding, and also give the colony a

better chance to withstand robber bees, as

often at this time of the year stocks

which run short of food will either rob or

be robbed out. Should your bees start

robbing put a fine rose on the water-pot

and give every hive a good sprinkling.

This will quell the disorder quickly. The
stock that is being robbed, unless fairly

strong, should be united to the next stock.

This is the best way of dealing with
queenless colonies—unite them to the next
stock.

Stimulating should not be started until

the end of this month, and do not spring

clean your hives, unless we get abnormally
warm weather, until April. Bees that are

known to have a good supply of food in

their hives should be left undisturbed. A
stock provided with good food, a good
hive, and healthy bees, will, in the course

of nature, be quite capable of managing
its own affairs for the next month or six

weeks.
Don't forget to sow seed of the best

liardy bee flowers during the month, and
also to plaee your orders for bee goods
likely to be wanted later on. In closing,

I would advise young recruits in bee-

keeping not to be too anxious to open
hives to see hoAV the bees are getting on ;

this will more often retard than help the

stock's progress.—W. AVoodlev, Beedon,
Newbury.

SPRING STIMILATION.
[8388] Time goes apace. The winter

is fast passing over, and with the approach
of spring, Nature, aroused from her
slumbers, will shortly begin anew the cycle

of the seasons. Once again the bees,

aroused by her jiromptings and the more
genial weather, will commence in earnest

the activities of another season. Even
now, tempted out by the recurring bursts

of. sunshine, one may see a by no means
small number of worker bees making their

way up the alighting-boards with their

loads of pollen, gleaned from the ex-

panded crocus blossoms, and betokening

the fact that egg-laying has already
begun. Bee-keepers will already have
taken a reti'ospect of the past season's
work, following which they will have
formulated their plans for the future one.
Under natural conditions the bees, keep-
ing pace with Nature, would, in addition
to supplying their own immediate needs,
weather permitting, be able to lay up an
adequate store for their use during the
ensuing winter, and until such time as
outside sources Mere again available.

Under domestication, however, much more
is required of them—namely, as large a
surplus over and above their own needs as

the energy of the bees and the skilful

assistance of the bee-keeper can secure.

Several important factors have to be
considered by the bee-keeper, one of the
first of which is spring stimulation, in

order that the bees may be induced to
stoke their queens to increased egg-laying,
and so rapidly build up the stocks to

gathering strength. This stimulation
should be timely, and in intimate re-

lationship with the particular flora of the
district in which each bee-keeper resides.

Failure in this respect will cause many of

our plans to miscarry, and disappointment
or failure result. Nature has wisely
ordained that the blossoming period of
the various nectar-producing trees, shrubs,
and plants shall vary, according as the
necessities of plant life and seasonal con-

ditions will allow, some blossoms opening
earlier, others later. Soil, local situation
and climate have also an important bear-
ing in this respect. In this country the
main .sources of nectar are clover, limes,

and heather, but in addition to these are
a number of other plants which provide
a bounteous repast for the bees. Fruit
blossoms, field beans, field mustard, are
amongst these latter, each of these
putting forth their blossoms in their own
sea.son. The object of each bee-keeper
should be to make himself thoroughly
conversant with the particular flora of his

own neighbourhood, also the approximate
dates of the opening of the blossoms and
the commencement of the honey flow, and
so to time his efforts at spring stimulation
that his bees will be at full gathering
strength just as the blossoms open. It

is remarkable with what datal regularity

these latter appear, year after year. In
this district, wherein we are dependent
chiefly iipon field beans and clover, the

dates seldom vary more than three or

four days. By referring to the " Guide
Book" we find that it takes about six

weeks to build ujd a colony of sufficient

strength to take advantage of an early

flow of honey. This, therefore, will give

each bee-keeper the clue to the approxi-
mate date at which the stimulation of his

bees should begin. Too soon mean.s!

colonies of irritable bees chafing at the
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absence of nectar; too late means to fall

short of surplus in the same measure as

he is behindhand. Further, a queen
stoked lip too early in the season will

cease laying relatively earlier in the
autumn, and the stock will consequently
.suffer from a jiaucity of young bees the
following sirring. Some stocks may re-

spond more quickly than others, in wdiich
case they may spare a frame or two of
brood for others more tardy of response.
Of course, those bee-keepers who work for
early swarms will make their plans accord-
ingly, and commence stimulating at the
earliest possible moment. If only bee-
keepers would more generally approach
the practice of bee-keeping in a thought-
ful and systematic Avay, there would be
less heard of jjoor "takes" and failures,

and more satisfaction and success.

Ofttimes the bees or the seasons are
blamed, instead of which lack of guidance
is at fault, and which guidance it is our
bounden duty to give, since we share
n'ith our bees the fruits of their labours.—

•

J. W. Mason, East Yorks.

ASSOCIATION LOCAL SECRETARIES.

[8389] Will any reader who has had an
extended experience of Association secre-

tarial work come forward and give, in the

B.B. Journal, his help to one who is

doing his best to organise bee-keepers in a

district which is sadly disorganised?
The question is how to get the district

local secretaries closely in touch with the
association on the one hand, and members
in their districts on the other? What
would be a suitable list of duties to supply
to those consenting to act as local secre-

taries? How can they bring home the
Association to the bee-keepers around
them although they are many miles distant
from the centre of the Association ? Should
the local secretaries hold meetings in their

district, and, if .so, what should take place
thereat, as the secretaries are not at all

competent to give an address on bee-keep-
ing matters?
We have plenty of advantages to offer to

members—Association honey labels, re-

duced cost of insurance and subscription
to bee-papers, co-operative buying, half
entry fees to Honey Show, advice and visit

of expert, &c., but owing to the area being
a wide country one, badly served by rail-

ways, some of the members feel (and the
executive feel it also) that the Association
is not a " live " affair to them. The cen-
tral meetings are not easy of access to the
isolated members ; hence we are not able
to arouse the enthusiasm tliat way, and it

is certain we cannot go out and hold a
meeting in each district each year, though
we have done a good deal in that direction.

I do not remember seeing this subject

before discussed in the " B.B.J." or
Becord, and feel sure there. must be other
secretaries to whom the subject will be of
interest.

Will old hands at organising please come
forward? If Associations are not all com-
plete successes it seems to me this is one
of their chief failures, viz. : to keep in
touch with bee-keepers who cannot attend
central meetings.

—

Campbell R. Pinkney,
Joint Hon. Sec, Whitby and N.E. Yorks
Bee-keepers' Association.

BEES IN LONDON.
[8390] It may interest your readers to

hear how my bees have wintered in Lou-
don (South Kensington). I examined
them to-day (March 3rd) for the first

time since last October. They went into
winter quarters on ten frames, more or

less filled with sealed .stores, and a lib.

cake of candy, which has since been re-

newed three times : the last occasion wa.s

on February 26th.

To-day I found bees enough to fill

quite seven frames if packed as tightly as

possible, but have left them nine. One
frame is three parts covered with sealed
brood on both sides ; the inner sides of the
two adjoining frames were full of eggs.

Is it not rather good for a stock to be in

such a condition at this time of year on
their own initiative, especially in Lon-
don? [Very satisfactory.

—

Ed.] They
have also got through ilb. of candy the
last four days. During last week the
bees have been working hard, most of
them flying in the direction of Battersea
Park, although a good many go towards
Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens.

—

W. G. COATES.

BEE NOTES FROM ALLAN DALE.

[8391] I made up a baby nucleus hive

la.st summer but it failed in the purpose
for which I intended it as it did in the
previous year, and for the same reason, the
queen pasising with ease through the
excluder zinc placed over the entrance, so

that I was unable to control her flight.

She was a young queen that came off with
a second swarm from a strong hive, so

should have been full sized. Although I

failed in my object so far, yet I observed
one matter which was of interest to m^iself

and may be to others. I lost a largo
swarm, but when it went off about a
quarter of a pint of bees were apparently
left behind, and collected on the old spot
where the swarm had clustered. These I

put in a baby nucleus hive, thinking they
might have a queen with tlieni. They
settled doAvn quietly, but I found on
examination they had no queen : still, they
worked away, and after a time there
api>eared to be some eggs in the comb, but
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the bees dwindled fast. I then added the

queen and enough bees from the swann to

fill the little hive. When the young queen
found the eggs or larvae, she crouched on
the comb and trumpeted ; this she did

two or three times, getting more and more
excited and finally she rushed out of the

hive, the workers all following her, and
formed a little cluster near the entrance.

I caught her and smeared some honey over
her. Again placing her in the hive she
was quite quiet after this, and the bees

soon all gathered in to her. Shortly after-

wards she commenced laying, and the little

hive went on all right. From this inci-

dent I am inclined to think it may not be
so much a case of a hive with a fertile

worker being unwilling to receive a queen
as that the queen is unwilling to remain
in the hive where the fertile worker is,

but rushes out in her excitement and is

lost, as in such a case the strange workers
would not follow her. It would be
worth trying the experiment of taking out
any combs with eggs or larvse, then to

smear the queen with honey, and so intro-

duce her to the hive.

7.s7t; of Wight Disease.—This fatal

malady seems to be spreading on all sides.

Is it possible that whilst we have been
looking for a solution of this mystery out-

side the hive it has its origin within ?

Spraying charlock and fruit trees has been
thought by some to possibly be the origin

of this pest, but is it not possible that the
formic acid bees mix with their honey
coming in contact with the metal wire
embedded in the foundation produces a
verdigris which has a poisonous effect upon
the bees, pernaps affecting them more
especially under certain climatic condi-
tions? Some might say in reply to this

that where there is no wiring of the
foundations yet such hives are smitten
with the disease. I wonder whether this is

a fact? But even if it be so I can quite
understand how when once the disease
has originated it may be communicated to
other bees which are in a low state of
vitality. My own bees are suffering this
winter very severely from dysentery,
owing, I expect, to the long continuance
bf mild, damp weather. Were they to
come in contact with Isle of Wight disease
I do not doubt but that they would at once
fall victims to it. I understand that
verdigris is made in the South of France
by placing grape skins between two
sheets of copper ; it is then scraped off

and sold for various commercial purposes.
Bee Legislation.—I cannot but feel a

good deal of sympathy with Mr. Woodley
;

when once a matter passes into the hands
of the Grovernment it is difficult to say
how it may develop. I think your corre-
spondent who suggests that certain bee-
keepers should be exempted from examina-
tion by an expert comes pretty near a

solution of the difficulty, but surely it

would never do for exemption to be based
upon the number of hives kept. Some
who keep few hives may be as capable even
as those who keep many. Would it not be
possible for capable men to pass an exam-
ination and hold a. certificate, which would
exempt them from having their hives
examined except in such cases as when
they themselves desire it? If those hold-

ing a certificate were at any time found
neglecting to deal with disease, their cer-

tificate could be taken away and them-
selves subject to a penalty as well as do

the visits of an expert.-

—

"Humble Bee.""

EFFECT OF BEE STINGS.

[8392] I should be grateful if you
could spare room in your valuable Bee
Journal for the following. On taking"

up the "B.B.J." for last week I noticed
on page 81 an article about a Ptistor

F. Kutnar who had been immune to bee
stings all his life, and for the last three
years always had an attack of catarrh
when manipulating his hives, and also

had a form of eczema as a result of the-

stings. And, again on page 41, there is-

another little item about the late Mr.
James Heddon, of Dowagiac, Michigan,
^\•ho was also a bee-keeper on a large
scale, and was affected in almost the same
way with catarrh and itching sensation in

the ears. It seems rather a strange co-

incidence, that I started bee-keeping in

1910, and it was in that same year that
I had slight itchings in my ears, which
I found afterwards was eczema, and
shortly afterwards an obnoxious discharge
started from one ear, which in a few
months affected the other ear. I also had
severe burning sensations in my head and
face. It would interest me to know if

any other bee-keeper has been affected the
same way. I have twelve stocks in my
apiary, and naturally have a few stings

now and again, but have never ex-
perienced any other ill effects afterwards.
I have always thought that my complaint
was caused through a severe cold, and
perhaps being run down, but reading the
account of the two bee-keepers I was
rather curious on the subject.—E. W. C,
Parkstone, Dorset.

HEATHER HONEY AS FOOD FOR BEES.

[8393] With regard to heather honey
as a winter food, I know several bee-
keepers on the hills who winter their bees
on natural food only, the greater part of

which is from heather, and I am con-
vinced that the honey from trees and
shrubs (honey dew excepted), is a more
beneficial food for the bees owing to the
jelly-like substance Avhich it contains,
which seems to keep the honey more moist
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than honey from charlock or other

similar kinds of flowers. Certainly the

queen does not start laying so soon as a

queen in a low-lying warm district, but

that is of no consequence as there are very

few early flowers and the honey flow is

later. The bees also are stronger on the

wing, and more suita.ble for the rough

work than those fed on artificial food.

The great point is to winter strong hives

only if heather honey is used. With
regard to bees that are wintered on this

in low lying warm districts, it is quite pos-

sible that heather honey and climatic con-

ditions may be opposed to each other,

especially if the queen is of an early and
prolific laying strain.

Quilts I am much interested in the

views of correspondents regarding glass
" quilts." May I be allowed to mention
another which I think is even more useful ?

Take a piece of soft, close-woven sha.wl,

sofa- or carriage-rug, or thick flannelette

—not that with a rough surface, but of a
dark colour^ which has been washed a few
times—cut it into sizes that will cover

over the frames. Then take a piece of

clean, dark wax, that which is too dark
for comb foundation, and warm it before
a fire, but do not let it run ; have your
quilt on a table close at hand, and as soon
as the wax melts, rub it on one side of

the quilt only. Continue to do this until

the quilt is covered with a thin coating
of wax. Should the surface be uneven,
hold the quilt carefully before a fire, not
close enough to let the wax melt too niuch
or it will run into the material and thus
be wasted. A feed-hole may then be cut,

leaving one side unsevered so that it may
be doubled back when in use. In using,

put the wa.xed side downwards over the
frames. The advantages of this covering
are obvious ; when the hive is opened
you will never find that the bees have
eaten holes in the quilt, neither will they
propolise it to the hive, and though
adhesive in itself it is easily removed.
It will not absorb moisture, it will

not break, it will often entice bees into
the supers sooner than any other kind by
keeping the warmth in the hive, and if

kept clean will last many years A
Eegular Reader, Birstwith.

BEE DISEASE AND SKEPPISTS.

[8394] I liave noticed from time to

time in your Journal that contributors
have expressed them.se]ves in favour of

the entire abolition of skeps. I, on the
other hand, am just about to persuade a
neighbour of mine to revert to them, as

since his adoption of a frame-hive his

stock has been affected with foul brood,
and become so weakened that mine,
through robbing his, have contracted the
disease—so badly indeed that last season

I destroyed seven out of twelve stocks,

and this season, so far, one. When the

man in question kept his bees in skeps

his plan was to "take" two skeps one
year, leaving two to winter, and assum-
ing that these both swarmed the following

year, in the autumn to "take " the other
two, leaving the swarms to winter. The
combs were thus always fairly new.

I must add that he is ignorant about
bees, is afraid of them, and always gets

someone else to handle them for him ; con-

sequently they are mismanaged and
neglected. Would not skeps be more suit-

able in this man's hands than frame-
hives? Should I be right in inducing him
to revert to them, or not?
The best plan of all, I admit, would be

to educate him, and remove his fear of

"our little friends"; but in the first

place he is very deaf, and stubborn by
nature, while the second difficulty, I am
sure, is beyond me.—F. V. W., Gloucester-

shire.

[The best plan of all would be to pet'

suade him to give up bees altogether, and
make him a present of a little honey each
year. The bees are just as likely to con-

tract disease in the skep as a frame hive,

although there is some advantage in the
renewal of the combs.

—

Ed.]

POROUS V. NON-POROUS QUILTS.
[8395] May I add a few lines to the

correspondence on this interesting subject?
I am only a novice, and had accepted as an
article of faith the statement that dry
porous quilts are the best covering for

bees, but Mr. Dalzell's letter in your issue

of January 25tli gives subject for

thought. Mr. Simiiiins in "B.B.J."
(October 5th) states that loss of wing
power (paralysis) may be cured by sub-

jecting the bee to moist heat (it would be
interesting to learn whether the observa-

tions of others confirm this statement).

Now it is obvious that the hive atmosphere
will be drier with a porous than with a
non-porous covering, and, if Mr. Sim-
mins's statement is correct, will predispose

the bees to paralysis. This seems to me
a side of the question well worth in-

vestigation in connection with " Isle of

Wight" disease.—AV. A. C, Castle Gary.

"ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.
[8396] I remember reading in the

British Bee Journal that the Australian

bee-keeper Mr. R. Beuhne had stated

that he could make no stand against

an epidemic of paralysis, until he found
a hive of bees which were immune
from the disease. Immunity from " Isle

of Wight " disease (i.e., breeding from
an " iiujuune " variety) is probably
the only chance of getting safety from its

ravages. Have we as yet any recorded
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case of inherent immunity? The disease

appears to attack all races and hybrids

with fatal effect. If it is the same as

Apis nosema, we should look to the Con-
tinent of Europe for the appearance of

the "immune" bee; and if any European
bee-keeper has an authenticated case of

immunity, we should purchase the stock,

or get queens from it for testing in Eng-
land. We have no central fund for such
a purpose, but surely there would be a
hearty response to an appeal for funds
should a case of immunity be brought
before readers of the British Bee
JoxjENAL.—JoHX N. KiDD, Stocksfield,

Northumberland

.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CB.\WSHAW, NORTON, MALTOX, YOBKS.

Tall Sections (p. 53).—As a user of these,

I must say a word in their favour, par-

ticularly as Mr. Herrod's criticism seems
to refer solely to the plain variety, the

kind I use. This section is Ifin. thick,

and correspondingly Avider when glazed.

If glazed so as to make the most of the

base, it is fairly stable, though nothing
like so stable as the square section. In-

stability on the show bench, however, is

fairly certain to be the fault of the stag-

ing. I have been astonished to see some
of the light staging erected. I'liese sec-

tions can be shown in cases having a broad
base, for they are undoubtedly attractive,

and worthy of a place on the bench. The
two bee-way variety is about Ifin. wide,

and sufficiently stable, no doubt, but the

appearance of a plain section when glazed

is superior. More care is required in pro-

duction to ensure that the capping is below
the Avood all over. The "extra wax" for

capping is not a large item. Altogether it

is four square inches per section^ and this

is discounted by the reduction in thickness

of comb (at least three-sixteenth inch)

and the larger number of outside cells.

Some compensation may also be found in

their readier adoption and earlier finish.

As to their weight, mine often draw 16oz.
*' three-quarters of a jwund " is an esti-

mate very wide of the truth. It may
occur, as it does with the square variety,

no doubt to compensate for those 18oz. and
19oz. sections

!

Glass Quilts (p. 56).—The principal
object of these would seem to be the
facility for inspection without disturbance.
Is this attained if, as by Mr. Bowen, a
quilt be placed below, and does such a
quilt remain dry and free from mould?
But, in any case, what advantage has glass

over the flexible celluloid advocated by
Mr. W. F. Reid? As to the ruby glass

suggested by Mr. Wedmore, would not the
bees "see red" and come out prepared
to do or die? Would examination at night

by the aid of a dark room lamp be equally

satisfactory?

The Mail or the Hive (p. 56).—The point

of Mr. Townshend's pronouncement seems

to be missed by our friends, Messrs. Mac-
donald, Martin, and others. As I under-
stand this, it is not that a good man can
produce more honey in a desert than a

poor man can do in Paradise, but that,

given equal conditions of flora, the good
man can produce a better crop with any
old hive than the neglectful, or ignorant,
with the finest appliances. Such an in-

stance as that cited by Mr. Martin does
not conflict with this, for it is based on
local conditions. In any case, the iViAX
was the factor in seeking " pastures new,"
not the hive. One might as well argue
generally the comparative merits of cow-
keeper and byre, upon the enforced
assumption that the better cowman keeps
his cattle in a district unsuited to dairy-
ing. Let him be never so good ; let his

cows be clothed in "the finest silk"; let

them sleep in the Savoy Hotel, and be
obliged to find their pasture in the Strand,
the result will not be, I venture (sic) to

predict, a success ! So with the bee-keeper
there must be necessary pasturage for the
land to flow with milk and honey, and tfie

lack of pasturage cannot fairly be a factor
in such a discussion, any more than it

may be said to be, as I was once seriously

informed by a dignitary of our ci'aft, a
drawback of " bee-keeping." Such a con-
dition is local, not general, and, to be in-

structive, comparison should properly be
confined to single issues.

The Shortened Division Board (p. 57).

—

If " A. J. C." states correctly that his

frames run at right angles to the entrance
(i.e., the ends being seen from the front
of the hive) Ls there not a danger in feed-

ing behind the board, as the feed is so

near the entrance? A safer place is the
rear of the hive. An ordinary division

board may be used in this way by the
simple device of placing a small block

under the lugs. Once, more, a " division

board" which is "the same size as an
ordinary frame" is a dummy comb, and
not a division board at all, since it cannot
be used for the purpose of division.

Carpet Quilts (p. 64).—I cannot but
think that if these were generally tried,

bee-keepers would " use no other." I

have used them for years, and have found
nothing so satisfactory. They are strong,

and bear a lot of pulling. They keep their

shape. Bees do not woriy them with
holes. They may be scraped free from
burr combs. They are warm and neat,

and altogether desirable.

Bait Comhs in Supers (p. 66).—Mr.
Bowen does not explain how he arranges
the brood-combs in extracting supers.

Either his brood-combs are shallow, when
the manipulation is quite simple, or he
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must use two supers. Is this not in-

convenient, and at best only a temporary
arrangement?

Moving an Apiary (p. 70).—I note the

advice to send by goods train, but under

some circumstances might it not be better

to hire a van which could be attached to

a passenger train? The Rev. Sidney

Smith, of Wheldrake. York, sends his bees

to the moor in this fashion, and the plan

appears to have advantages. Extra pro-

tection is afforded ; speed of travel is in-

creased ;
jolting is reduced ; and the owner

can travel by the same train to take
charge. Something must, no doubt,

depend upon the size of the apiary and
the distance to go.

Queries and Replies.

[8292] Preventing Stings.—Winter
Coverings, Sc.—Will you oblige a be-

ginner by throwing some light upon the

following : (1) Is there any really effi-

cient cure and preventive of stings? (2) Is

it possible to cover up the bees for winter
with too many quilts? Having a lot of

pieces of carjjet I put about six thicknesses

of carpet on a hive, and the bees seem to

be doing famously. How many thick-

nesses would be just enough? (3) Have
the old-fashioned bell-glasses for extracted
honey any points in their favour? One
never hears of them nowadays. (4) A
friend made me a present of a stock of bees
about four months ago. He said that
they had sufficient stores for the winter,
but I gave them 21b. of home-made candy
for safety's sake. They carried it all

down, and also another olb. Is this quite
right, or is there any danger of the bees
being over supplied and so preventing
breeding? Shall I supply them with more
candy ? Thanking you for your very helpful
answers to my questions when I last

wrote.

—

Lanc.\strian Bee, Middleton.

Reply.—(1) You cannot avoid being stung
occasionally; proper subjugation and care-
ful handling go a long way to prevent
this. The simplest remedy is onion
rubbed on the wound after extracting the
.sting. (2) Jhree good thick quilts are
enough. (3) These are quite out of date

;

the honey cannot be extracted from them
;

it is a matter of breaking up the combs.
(4) The bees needed the food or they would
not have carried it down. Yes, give them
some more.

[8293] Stock Found Dead in Spring.—Enclosed is a frame with dead bees at-
tached which was taken from my best
hive, <and I shall be grateful if you will
kindly tell me the cause of deatli. The

colony, a splendidly strong one, began the

winter in excellent condition—clean hive,

plenty of stores, and warmly covered up.

The other day when bees from other hives

were taking their flight, I noticed that

bees from the hive in question were not

issuing. Thinking this strange, I deter-

mined to investigate. Imagine my horror

upon opening the hive to find every bee

dead, nearly half of them clinging to the

frames, the others in a mass upon the floor-

board. All the frames but two contained

honey and pollen in plenty. I made a

careful search for the queen but failed to

find her. This is my third year of bee-

keeping, and have never had a similar

experience, and do not remember reading

of such a case in your valuable little paper,

which is of great assistance to me—

^

G. H. C, Oxon.

Reply.—We gather from the appearance
of the comb sent that early last autvimn

the bees blocked all the cells with food,

so preventing the queen from laying. The
result being that no young bees were
reared for wintering, the old ones left

died off during the early part of this year.

[8294] Bees gathering from forage
three miles away.—Queen-rearing.—(1) I

am sending you a bottle of heather honey,

and shall be glad of your opinion in
" B.B.J." I have sold some at 12s. per
doz. (Is that too much?) and made 9s. per
doz. on all the ordinary honey. My bees

have to go three miles, in a bee-line, to

get this honey, and some people will not

believe that I can get heather honey. (2)

How can I make use of the honey that has
been separated from the wax in rendering
the latter after being pressed in the

heather-press? Is it good for bees? If so.

how can I give it to them? (3) I have
over a dozen stocks, and have been a bee-

keeper about ten years, but I know nothing
about queen-rearing. Would you advise
me to rear queens for so small an apiary?
If so, how should I go about it? I have
the " Guide Book." I have been told that
I should rear queens ; that I should get
much more honey by doing so. Is there
much trouble or expense attached to

queen-rearing?—J. W. S., Hereford.

Reply.—(1) The honey you send is not
23ure heather, but a heather mixture. It is

now showing slight signs of fermentation,
but when in sound condition it is well
worth 12s. per doz. (2) You can use it to
make vinegar or mead, or give it back to
the bees, first adding water and boiling it

until it is the consistency of syrup. (3)
Yes, it will pay you to rear queens from
your best stocks. Follow the instructions
given in the "Guide Book," and you
might also read "Queen-rearing in Eng-
land," by F. W. Sladen. The appliances
necessary are inexpensive.
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Notices to Correspondents.

S. E. P. (Luton).

—

Utilising Old Brood-
comhs.-—^Brush the combs first with a

soft brush, then slightly warm them in

front of the fire before using.

H. H. (Surrey).—'-' Ide of Wight " Disease.

—The disease is of comparatively recent

origin ; it first made its appearance
about five years ago in the Isle of

Wight, so it was not known twenty
years ago. The bees (which have died

from "Isle of "Wight" disease) are

British.

Suspected Disease.

J. H. H. (Wilts).—The comb contains

foul brood.

C. P. (Yorks).—We are very much afraid

from an external examination that the

trouble is "Isle of Wight" disease.

Send some bees to Dr. Maiden, Medical

Schools, Cambridge, for his report.

F. H. (Haverfordwest).—The comb is

affected with foul brood of long stand-

ing.

T. H. (Godalming), W. B. (Barrow),

A. W. H. (Salisbury), Lanckick (S.

Devon), E. A. B. (Hendon), and A. D.

(Cheshire).—The bees show every sign

of " Isle of Wight " disease, and it will

be well to send a few (alive if possible)

to Dr. Maiden, Medical Schools, Cam-
bridge, for his report.

F. J. M. (Wokingham).—The hives should

be well disinfected by means of a

painter's blow-lamp, and the outsides

washed with carbolic acid and water.

You could commence again, say, with a

couple of sAvarms, .standing the hives on

fresh ground.

H. F. (Brighton).—The bees are very dry,

and so flir as we can see there is no

disease. The honey left can be safely

- used for household purposes.

Ignorant (Warwick) and J. J. D. (Mans-

field).—The bees were too dry for us to

ascertain cause of death.

J. F. F. (Muswell Hill).—The bees and
sample of comb were so saturated with

honey that it was impossible to examine.

Do not use the combs, but melt them
down.

J. K. (Wrexham).—There is very little

doubt from what we can see that the

bees died of "Isle of Wight" disease.

Burn all internal fittings of hive, and
well disinfect it inside and out, witliout

delay.

G. W. W. (Surrey).—Bees were too de-

composed for examination as to cause of

death.
G-. A. (Derby).—We much regret to have

to report unmistakable signs of " Isle

of AVight " disease in the bees sent.

We are only too pleased to be of service
!

to our readers at anv time, and i

appreciate your kind remarks very
much.

B. Haebis (Frampton Cotterell).— (1) The
bees were affected with black brood. (2)
Tliey were not queenless. (3) These are
ordinary maggots which feed on putrefy-
ing matter. The comb smelt abominably.
(4) No, it would not be safe. Burn the
combs and everything inside the hives,
then well disinfect by means of a
painter's blow-lamp.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

FSZVATZ: ADVERTISEMENTS.

F^i^ ^'\^-?.'^^-^t;*^-
Hi''e« and best quality

Bees.—^\ OOP, Expert Arnold, Notts. t 12

KITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, Simon Hunter's
strain, limited quantity, os. 6<1. dozen, good

value.—LEECH, Newland Park, Hull. t 8

WANTED, healthy Stock of Bees.—LANCE, 24
Eutherford-road, Mossley Hill, Liverpool, t 9

ENGLISH BEES, bar frame Hives, strong
disease unknown, 25s. each.—EDWARD

GKISTWOOD, Nurseries, Cheriton, Folkestone, t 10

MEADOWS EXTRACTOR, new, slightly soiled
outside, cost 22s. 6d., with cover: what offers?

BADCOCK. Bexhill. t 11

FINE WILTSHIRE HONEY, 281b., 14s. 6d •

561b., 28s.—R. JOHNSON, Little Hinton'
Swindon. t 13

NATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA, in 14 volumes,
hardly soiled, sacrifice £2; or exchange honey,

Ac—3, Wantage-road, Wallingford. t 16

THREE W.B.C. two Cowan Hives, perfect con-
dition; also accessories, very cheap.—FRY,

Lucerne, Horley, Surrey.

FINEST CLOVER HONEY, 281b. and 561b. tins,
56s. cwt.. screw capped bottles, 7s. &d. dozen.—

L. MEASURES, Tilbrook Grange, Kimbolton. 1 17

ANTED, healthy Skep of Bees, cheap.—
DAGGER, Crofton, Marlboro', Wilts. t 19W

EXCHANGE, 1 Stock Bees, 1911 queen, in almost
new Hive, for White Wyandotte or White

Orpington Pullets, value 25s.—E. WHITFIELD,
7. Elizabeth-street, Houghton-le-Spring, Dur-
ham, f 20

TO BE SOLD March 20th, half mile Ampthill
Station. Bees, Hives, and Appliances, by

SWAFFIELD. Auctioneers, Ampthill, Beds. t 21

FINEST HEATHER HONEY, sections and
screw jars; also Heather Blend.—Price from

P. M. RALPH, Settle. t 14

BEES.—Fine, guaranteed healthy stocks old
English Bees, on combs, price 35s. and 30s.

—

F. A. BEAN. Snaith, Yorkshire. t 22

WANTED, Extractor, not geared, good con-
dition, cheap.—PALMER, 26, Kingston,

Yeovil. t 24

LINCOLNSHIRE HONEY. 28lb. tins, 56s.. 60s.

cwt'.; sample, 2d.—WILLIAM ABBOTT,
Thorpe Bank, Wainfleet. t 26
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
DISEASES OF BEES LEGISLATION.

The following is the text of the proposed
Bill for controlling diseases of bees, as

drafted by the Committee appointed for

the purpose, and now submitted by the
oonrtesy of the Editor to the readers of

the Bbitish Bee Journal.
The Committee trust that the draft will

be found to meet all reasonable objections,

but any further suggestion or criticism

will be welcomed by me.
After the consideration of these, the

Committee purpose to submit the draft, as

amended, to the vote of bee-keepers con-

cerned, when it is hoped that a very
definite pronouncement will be obtained.

—

L. S. CtRAwsHAw, Hon. Sec, Diseases of

Bees LfCgislation Committee.

DRAFT OF BILL FOR THE BETTER PREVENTION

OF BEE DISEASES.

Be it enacted by the King's most Ex-
cellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and couisent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:—
I.—In and for the purposes of this Act,

the word " infected " means infected

with any disease known to affect

bees or brood of bees : the word
" premises " includes lands and build-

ings, and the word " hive " includes
any receptacle for bees.

II.—(1) Every Local Authority in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Wales, empowered
to execute the " Diseases of Animals
Act, 1894," shall execute and enforce
the provisions of this Act within the
area of that Authority, and the ex-
pression " Local Authority " shall be
construed accordingly.

(2) A Local Authority may (without
prejudice to their powers of delegation
under any other Act) resolve that the
prov^i.sions of the Fourth Schedule to
the " Diseases of Animals Act, 1894,"
relating to the Committees of Local
Authorities, shall apply for the pur-
poses of this Act, and thereupon the
said provisions shall apply accordingly.

(3) Any expenses incurred by a
Local Authority in the execution of

this Act shall be defrayed in the same
manner as the expenses of such Local
Authority under the " Diseases of
Animals Act."

III.—(1) For the purpose of executing
and enforcing the provisions of this

Act, a Local Authority shall authorise
annually a qualified person or qualified
persons to execute the powers exercis^
able by authorised certificated bee

experts, or certificated instructors in
beekeeping under this Act.

(2) Any such authorisation shall be
sufficient if made by warrant in the
form in the schedule in this Act or
in a form to the like effect purporting
to be signed by the Clerk of the Local
Authority, without being sealed, and
shall not be subject to any stamp duty.

(3) Any such warrant shall extend
to the whole or to such part as shall

be therein specified of the area of the
Local Authority, and shall continue in

force for the period therein limited,
but may at any time be revoked by
the Local Authority.

IV.—(1) An authorised bee-expert or in-

structor in bee-keeping under this Act
shall have the following powers and
duties:

—

(a) He may enter any pre-
mises whereon he may have reasonable
grounds for supposing that disease
exists, or has existed, after reasonable
notice has been given of his intention
to do so, and may examine, or may
cause to be examined by the owner,
or his deputy, any stock or colony of

bees, or product of bees, or any
hive or appliance for bees which
he may find thereon, and may
take samples of any infected bees,
combs, or product of bees. (b)

He may place any infected apiary
under quarantine, and prohibit the
sale or removal of bees, hives, and
appliances until such time as he shall

be satisfied that the said apiary is

free from disease, (c) He shall exer-
cise and perform such powers and
duties as may be prescribed by bye-
laws of the Local Authority. .

(2) The owner may attend the exam-
ination, and, if he so desires, he or his

deputy may perform the actual mani-
pulation to the satisfaction of the
inspector.

(3) Any person wlio obstructs any
authorised bee-expert or instructor in

bee-keeping in the exercise of his

powers shall be liable to a fine not
exceeding two pounds.

V.—(1) A Local Authority shall make bye-
laws : — ((() For prescribing the mode
of notification of the existence of

bee-disease to be given to the Local
Authority. (b) For prescribing and
enforcing the isolation and treatment
of infected colonies or products of

bees. ((•) For prescribing and regulat-

ing the destruction of any colony of
bees, and of any infected hive or

appliance for bees. ((/) For prescrib-

ing and enforcing the cleansing and
disinfection of hives or other ap-
pliances for bees. (e) Generally for

the better prevention of bee-diseases.

(2) Such bye-laws may impose
penalties not exceeding in any case
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five poiuids for any breach of them,

and shall he of no effect unless and

until confirmed in England, Scotland,

and Wales hy the Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries, hut shall not

require confirmation hy any other

authority.

(3) Any bye-laws of a Local

Authority may be proved by the pro-

duction of a copy of the bye-law pur-

porting to be certified by the Clerk of

the Local Authority as a true copy,

and a bye-law so proved shall be taken

to have been duly made unless and

until the contrary is proved.

VI.—When a person having in his charge

any bees, hive, or hives, or appliances,

has become aware that such bees, hive

or hives or appliances are or is

infected, he shall forthwith give notice

in writing thereof to the Local Au-

thority; and if he fails to give such

notice he shall be liable to a fine not

exceeding, for the first offence, two

pounds, and for the second or any

subsequent offence five pounds.

VII.—Any person who knowingly removes

from his premises, or sells or disposes

of to any other person, any infected

bees, or any infected hive, or brood

combs used therein, or any infected

appliance for bees, shall be liable to a

fine not exceeding for the first offence

two pounds, and for the second or

any subsequent offence five pounds.

VIII.—All offenders under this Act, or any

bye-law under this Act, may be

prosecuted, and fines may be recovered

by a Local Authority in a Kummary
manner as provided by the Summary
Jurisdiction Acts.

IX.—This Act may be cited as " The Bee-

Diseases Prevention Act, 1912."

B.B.K.A. ANNUAL MEETING.
Tlie annual meeting and half-yearly con-

versazione of the association will be held

on Thursday, March 21, at the Lecture
Hall, Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park
(nearest station, Camden Town, Hamp-
stead Tiibe). The annual meeting, for

members only, will commence at 4 p.m.,

and the conversazione will follow at 5.30.

All interested in bee-keeping are cordially

invited to attend the latter, and the

Council hope that members will bring

friends with them. Light refreshments
will, as usual, be provided, and a most
interesting evening is promised, the

subjects for discussion being " Heatiier

Honey," introduced by Captain F. Sitwell,

and " Forty Years of Apicultural

Progress," by Mr. D. M. Macdonald,
the well-known Scottish writer on bees,

who is familiarly known to bee-keepers as
'' D. M. M." It is hoped that a large

number of bee-keepers and others will be
able to attend.

HONEY IMPORTS.

The value of honey imported into the
United Kingdom during the month of

February, 1912, was £1,934.—From a

return furnished to the British Bee
Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

AMONG THE BEES.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

PITFALLS BESETTING THE PATH OF THE

NOVICE.

The beginner often little knows on what
a thorny path he treads along his journey
in Beedom. Pitfalls are plentiful, and the
novice too frequently is down in the depths
before he realises that dangers were immi-
nent. One of the most frequent of those

first encountered is " jDlunging " at the
very start. Text books counsel beginners
to hasten sloichj, and no better advice
could be given to the starter in the race
after " wealth " expected to be derived
from the labours of the bees. It is best to

start with even one hive, and then
gradually Avork up in numbers, as experi-
ence teaches him the art of managing the
few successfull}', in order that he may
make the many a full success.

Very often the novice starts bee-keeping
without even the most elementary notions
of apiculture, or if he has some imaginary
knowledge of bees and their ways it is of

that kind which the poet has characterised
as "a dangerous thing." That he may
not fall into this slough he should be
advised to get one or more good text books,

and read up all he can on practical bee-

keeping, leaving theory and other branches
to be acquired at greater leisure. Such a

knowledge acquired thus, and from infor-

mation imparted by bee-keepers of long
experience, who slowly trod the path right
up from their own novitiate days to the
veteran stage, at once places these seekers

after knowledge and truth firmly on the
first rung of the ladder which leads up to

success.

Undue interference with the bees, either
in the early days of spring or during the
season of active honey-gathering, tends to
work evil and not good. The beginner is

keen for information, and that is well, but
to acquire it, he should not be continually
pulling the brood-nest to pieces. In my
early days, indeed during the greater
part of my apiarian life, I kept one or
more hives set apart for investigations,
and rarely received any return from them.
A gardener never pulls up a favourite
plant to see the roots and thereby judge of

its progress ; he judges by what he sees.

When the novice perceives from outside
observation that bees are prospering, then
he should leave the interior management
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to the bees. "Hands off!" should be his

motto.

He has read of the wonders per-

formed by spring stimulation, and
therefore with the very dawn of that

season he has " an itching palm "

eager to pull the hive to pieces, view the

interior, and start stimulative feeding in

order to strengthen his forces. There-

from arises far too frequently "balled"
queens, chilled brood, and, as a consequen-

tial result, spring dwindling. April is a

month of " smiles and tears," the latter

frequently predominating. Many years

"Winter lingers on the lap of May." Even
although the forces have been obtained,

nectar forgets to secrete, or the weather
forbids all foraging ; then the last state of

that stock is worse than the first. Its very
strength may prove its undoing, because
with such a powerful force there is a run
on stores which drains the combs drj'.

What is known in this country as
" spreading the brood "—in America it is

euphemistically called "jumping frames"
—is a favourite pastime with many, and
the novice has a sneaking fondness for it.

In settled weather and in experienced

hands it may work wonders, but it is a pit-

fall—a plunge into which is accompanied
with ruinous consequences when practised

by the novice. So much is this the case

that most of the latest editions of our bee-

books have wisely dropped all mention of

the method. The beginner should be urged
to let it alone entirely, and even the old

hand, for his own good, should be advised

to resort to it but seldom.

The novice loves to see a large number of

hives in his apiary at an early stage

;

he would like to be considered a bee-

farmer. More bees is not so much his

craze as more hives. This is the greatest

fallacy! The total surplus take at the end
of the season does not depend so much on
the number of bee-hives in his ajpiary, as

on the number of bees in each hive. In-

deed, it should be preached in season and
out of season that one strong stock is

generally worth more, and yields more
surplus, than three or four weak or even
medium ones. Therefore, a beeman's
wealth does not result from possessing

mere numbers. More bees if you like,

better bees if you can, but above all have
more bees in every hive. "Keep your
stocks sti-ong!" should be the watcliword,

motto, and business rule.

The desire to purchase goods cheap is

rather a vice of the age. Bee-keepers are

often bitten by the craze, forgetful that
" cheap " goods are frequently dear at any
price. The novice notes an advertisement
of second-hand appliances offered at a very
low price, and invests in them, generally

to find that they are much deteriorated,

out of date, of odd shapes and sizes, and

sometimes they prove rather a hindrance
than a help to successful manipulation

;

and in the case of hives, often bees don't

thrive in them. Then there is the chance
that disease may lurk in their crevices, in

which case the pitfall leads to a very
slough of despond.
What novice has not, sometime in his

career, had an irresistible craving for the
foreign element in the shape of a queen
from some other country than his own?
This pit is open and manifest, yet what an
innumerable company fall yearly into its

depths, unwarned by the experiences of

those who have gone before them. The
result is too often contrary to all fond an-
ticipation, and in general it leads to poorer

bees, softer bees, irritable bees—and the
general consequence is that our country is

flooded with a lot of mongrels ; neither

Blacks, Oarniolans, nor Italians. Seldom
does cross-breeding produce the several

virtues of these fine races ; but generally

their vices are not only reproduced but
highly intensified, to the great detriment
of our calling.

{To be continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

NON-POROUS V. ABSORBENT COVERS.

[8397] Will you allow me to comment

on the references and answer the questions

that have appeared on this subject in the

last few numbers?
" D.M.M." (page 63) dismisses the

matter in, if I may say so, a somewhat

contemptuous fashion. Glass covers (i

accept vour correction ; they ought not

properly to be called quilts) have, in his

opinion", " been weighed in the balance

and found wanting." " D.M.M." has

" found them for various reasons," which,

however, he refrains from giving, "a

nuisance," and he would pity the large

apiarist who had to use them. Now if

' D M.M." will forgive the suggestion, had

he, out of the wealth of his experience,

enumerated a few of the reasons ,
which

induced him to discard them, it would

have been of great service to those of us

who are earnestly seeking light on the-

question. He might, in particular, have

oiven us the evidence on which he bases;
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his belief that the trend of opinion in

America is markedly progressing towards

faith in the (porous) quilt. The facts he

does mention go to show, so far as one can

judge, that American bee-keepers, ad-

mittedly the most go-ahead and the least

conservative of apiarists, discarded the

porous quilt forty years ago, and took to

sealed covers because, I submit, the}"

realised that bees preferred them, and
that in a country with extremes of tem-
perature far exceeding ours, both in winter

and summer.
Mr. Woodley (page 64) and the Editors

(page 67), refer to the \ise of glass covers

so far back as 1865 and 1879, but no

reasons are given for their discontinuance,

except, so far as one can judge, because

fashion changed.
I accept "H.L.M.'s" correction (page

64) with gratitude. I ought to have said
" reason for the hope that is in you." I

hate to misquote.

The experience of "J.D.A." (page 67),

apparently, quite coincides with my own,

as regards convenience, freedom from
breakage, and the preference of bees for

non-porous covers.

Mr. A. H. Bowen (page 5.5) strongly

supports the view that bees do their best

to make the cover of the brood-chamber
non-porous. He seems to give a somewhat
excessive entrance, viz., 16in. I only

give a Sin. or 6in. opening.
In answer to " W.P." (page 85), the

onh' dampness I have found is occasionally

at the extreme corners of the glass covers,

where the moisture collects, in winter, in

shallow drops, which, so far as I judge,

never grow large enough to drop, and, m
the spring, gradually diminish and dis-

appear.
Mr. A. W. Rigler's letter is very

interesting. A glass cover could be made
by his method much more cheaply than by
mine ; four strips of glass, two 15^in. by
Gin. and tAvo 6in. by 6in., could easily be
fitted into a lin. frame, 16{,in. by 17in. in

such a way as to leave a Sin. square hole

in the centre for feeding purposes ; this

opening to be covered by a Sin. square.
The total cost should be less than 6d. if

the glass has to be bought from and cut by
a glazier, but if one can use either a
diamond or an American glass-cutter the
cost ought not to exceed 4d. There is the
drawback, however, that there would be a
space of about 3in. by ^in. on each side of

the square opening—a space almost too
large to propolise.

Lastly, "W.R.T." has a fling at the
glass covei'. '" Nothing but a nuisance "

he should call it. He wants a bendable
quilt that will roll back, and he instances

the helping of a weak stock by the remoA'al

of a frame of brood from a strong hive in

spring. He does not seem to have tried

a glass cover. Had he done so, he might

have found that, with one, his job might
actually be simpler and easier than with a
bendable, but opaque, quilt. For instance,

he could, by inspection, without removal
or disturbance, select the frame of brood
in the strong hive which he required for

the weak stock. All that would then be
necessary would be to slide the glass cover
off the frames sideways sufl&ciently far to

enable him to take out the selected frame,
remove it and slide the cover back. There
would be no necessity to lift the " whole
show" off the hive. Does "Vy.R.T.."
though, seriously mean that a glass cover
is just as bad as a skep for manipulation

P

Why, even "D.M.M." admits, grudgingly,
it is true, that glass covers " are very nice
in some ways." I hope that when
" W.R.T." has actually tried a glass cover
he will give us the benefit of his

experiences.—J. G. D.\lzell.

ODDS AND ENDS, AND SCRAPS.
[8398] Our Bee Journal.—As I

am domiciled within the Metropo-
litan area, Wednesday evening's post
usiuiUy brings the welcome visitor.

Possibly there are other readers, who,
like myself, as soon as it is received,

insert the pajier knife under the wrapper.
Bvit, for the moment I stay my hand.
This is my hour of calm. I fain would
have nothing to disturb by peaceful mind.
I have enjoyed my dinner, and I would
rather see everything au couleur de rose

(mine enemy might say au couleur de
vin), and above all, 1 must consider my
digestion. Therefore, I avoid anything to

irritate or to disturb. Deliberately do I

scan the "Contents" that I may know
how to avoid the evil and select the good.
Perhaps "Contents " is hardly the right

word. Let us call it the Bill of Fare, the
Menu, which is offered. First, there are
the usual side dishes, "Reviews of

Foreign Journals" and "Reviews of the
Meetings of our British Associations."

Very interesting, for choice the former.
From these we can gather many very
useful hints. But they are merely ajjpe-

tizers, little trifles to tempt further in-

dulgence. The real pieces de resistance,

the solid joints, may be found in the
Correspondence. AVe are here regaled
occasionally with high scientific articles on
the current topics of the day concerning
bee-keeping, and we hail witli pleasure,

also, frequently and regularly, under this

chapter, the contributions of several

talented writers. Art finds representation,

in half-page visions of the homes wherein
the honey-bee doth dwell, and of the pro-

prietor thereof, and sometimes even poetry

is perpetrated. But alas, even as in all

banquets, there are morsels which are in-

digestible, and it is to avoid these, lest

they rack me as a nightmare, that as 1
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have said, I stay my hand. For instance,

are not the greater part of your readers

sick unto death of the everlasting argu-

ments on Foul Brood Legislation. It

would seem as if some were afflicted with

caccethes scribeiidi, an itch for writing, a

disease which compels to write, and being

so constrained can find nothing else to

write about but foul brood. Is there any-

thing to be said on this subject which is

unsaid? I trow not. Is there a single

reason for, or against, which has not

been advanced at least fifty times? We
all know that the British Bee-keepers'

Association has in hand, and will very

.shortly present, a Bill in Parliament to

deal with this disease. Stay until you
see the draft of it, and if it does not

satisfy, then ''slate" it as much as you
will.

"

And there still is wanting the sweets to

complete the phit de jour, or, to speak

more jDrecisely, semaine. Shall we not

find these in the Queries and Replies, to

the beginners, bon hoitches of special in-

formation confected at their own request,

and for their special benefit. To the

older hands delicious recollections of

when we too were young—and foolish.

Well do I remember my own first appear-

ance in the Queries and Replies column
many years ago. I had foul brood in a

hive, and at that time knew it not.

Almost with nervousness I presented my
frame of brood for the inspection of the

late Mr. W. B. Carr, hoping against hope
that I was mistaken. It was so bad that
it merited a notice in the " Replies." But
from that hour and that courteous inter-

view, I date my interest in the science.

Bie Ej'pf'ffs and Spring Cleaning.--
With the advent of the "crocus-fires,"

as, if I rightly recollect, Keats calls them,
and the snowy arabis, the county secretary

commences to consider the spring tour,

and it very often happens that at the
same time the " gude-wife " begins to

-organise her spring cleaning too. The
revolution of two such events in the
domestic orbit means a crash, and a

collision, and the results of such a shock,

both in the celestial and the terrestrial

sphere are meteorolites and electric

sparks. Now may the expert win re-

nown. Now may he show his virtue. There
be some whose courage would ooze out at

their fingers' end, but dare to be brave and
maintain your ground. She is a woman,
and she may be won. Try not the frontal
attack. Her eloquence will out-match
thine. There is a flank movement which
seldom fails. It is an artifice used by
Eve, a weapon from her own armour}'.
Would you have it expressed in Shake-
speare s words :

"Flatter and jiraise, commend and extol

their graces,"
{Tiro Gcntlcrtx'n of ^'rroll(l.)

always in a tactful and discreet fashion.

Don't swish it on as with a lime-wash

brush, or plaster it on as with a trowel.

That would be clumsy indeed. No ! AVait

your opportunity, and it will soon come,

then, with a word or two, well chosen and
deftly expressed, you may stem the torrent

of her wrath. List to Lord Chasterfield

writing to his son, '' Have you not found

out that every woman is infallibly to

be gained by every sort of flattery, and
every man by one sort or another?" And
he was a shrewd observer.

" Now though in that fashion

The sweet breath of flattery may conquer
strife,"

(Corned 1/ of Errors.)

with the mistress, with the master it must
be flattery "of one sort or another,"

and there is no more graceful or seductive

way than by permitting others to believe

that they are superior to you in wisdom.
Therefore, though you may be as cram
full of apiarian knowledge as the Bee
Journal, yet permit your subscriber to

think he can give you "points." Don't

be too fond of talking. Let him talk and

you listen.

The success of a county association

depends to a very great extent on its

expert. If an expert knows his work, is

courteous, obliging, and industrious, he

will do good work for his county. And
there is one more point. In every county

there are brothers in the craft, well

educated, refined men, and the most

eager often. It is pleasant, if the repre-

sentative of the association can meet them
on somewhat equal grounds, and if in-

vited to join the family circle at dinner

or in the evening, he has sufficient of

hnn ton and polish to correctly conduct

himself and possibly interest and
entertain.—J. Smallwood.

IMMUNITY FROM DISEASE.

[8399].—As one whose bees have suffered

from the still increasing " Isle of Wight '

disease, I am pleased to find that J. N.

Kidd (page 97) has voiced the opinion I

have long held, viz., that instead of bee-

keepers doctoring their stocks with

various h)tions, disinfectants, &c., pro-

gress should be along the line of

endeavouring to obtain an immune strain

of bees.

Should any of my stocks survive this

spring, I shall incline to the belief that

they may be thought reasonably " proof,"

for I have had the disease raging in my
apiary since last autumn. Should all my
bees perish I hope to obtain fresh stocks

from an apiarist who has " juilled througli
'"

the scourge.

I should be pleased to liear of or froni

any bee-keeper in the " Isle of Wight ''
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wlio can guarantee tliat his present exist-

ing bees havB' liv^ed through a serious

visitation of the epidemic. To success-

fully ward off disease man endeavours to

lender himself immune from infection,

and the same theory holds good regarding
bees. Instead of medicine for every
microbe known, Ave need an organism in

which the microbe cannot thrive.—G.
FosTEE, Hants.

HEATHER HONEY AS A WINTER FOOD.

[8400] In reply to "W.P." (p. 84), let

me first of all repeat my statement that

beas have not (to quote J. Dalzell) " for

thousands of years been accustomed in

their wild state to have a covering abso-

lutely invperr ions." This holds good
whether we are dealing with ground
dwellers or with isuch as live in hollow
trees—no tree defective enough to be
" hollow " and form a dwelling place for a
colony of bees is "absolutely impervious"
above the cluster. Moreover, the
" entrance " in such a case must be such
as to make any comparison with modern
hive conditions quite incompetent.

Now as to " W.P.'s'' criticism regarding
heather honey, I must first say that I

consider him a biassed critic. He mis-
quotes me ; or rather he puts his own
interpretation on my words and then gives

his interpretation as if it were my state-

ment. He then proceeds to put questions,

throwing the onus of proof on me while
making his proof involve a dissertation on
the chemistry of heather honey and a state-

nient of disaster among my colonies. All

this is very unfair. And this is not all, for

he proceeds to support his own side of the
question by quoting an unauthenticated
statement of an unknown, unnamed "cor-
respondent in 'B.B.J.,'" who according to
" W. P.," calls heather honey the "ideal
winter food."

May I, in return, quote some eminent
American writers on the subject of an
ideal winter food ?

Holterman says of sugar syrup :
" No

better stores can be provided for bees
during winter confinement."

Hutchinson says :
" a good thick syrup

made from granulated sugar is an ideal

winter food, whether it be sealed over or
not." Again in " Advanced Bee Culture,"

p. 173, he enters fully into the reasons
why sugar is better than " natural " stores,

and says :
" Repeated experiments have

proved beyond a donbt that, as a winter
food for bees, cane sugar has no superior.
With this as an exclusive diet, bees ncA'er

die with the dysentery."

Alexander says :
" Now with sugar syrup

there is no foreign substance. It is prac-
tically all digested, and the bees come
from their winter quarters dry and clean.

This one advantage derived from sugar
syrup of itself alone would far more than
pay for the trouble of late fall feeding."
He quotes another apiarist as feeding
1,500 to 2,000 colonies with syrup as being
" better and safer."

Root's "A. B.C.," Quinby, and, if my
memory serves me righth-, vSimmins, all

prefer sugar to fall honey.
Root actually proved by repeated experi-

ments that the food value of sugar syrup
is greater than the food value of honey in
the proportion of 141b. to 181b. of honey to
71b. of syrup. " Bees wintered on honey
consumed 141b. to 181b. Bees wintered on
syrup consumed 71b."

Finally, if " W.P." will take it on my
testimony, I repeat myself and condemn
heather honey as a winter food.

Let me quote this winter's experience :

I had 45 colonies in my home apiary (two
old queens), and six colonies in one out-
apiary; while a friend (D. H.) had eight

colonies (seven young queens). In my six

lots five had young queens. At the back-
end, as I had no time to attend to my
bees, my friend very generously undertook
to do tins for me. I indicated my policy,

viz., " Take away every ounce of heather
honey not in combs containing brood or
pollen." He criticised this isolicy freely,

but did it in respect of the 45 lot apiary,

but not in respect of his own eight or of

my six lots, of which latter he reported that
they were in perfect condition, and had
so much honey stored that I could easily

take away 201b. and yet leave them plenty.

I did not take away this 201b. His own
lots were in first-class condition ; in fact,

he was specially pleased with them. Time
still pressed me, and I did not get my
45 lot fed up. D. H. prephesied disaster.

I certainly feared it, as undoubtedly the
bees were short of food. Result, forty-

three have wintered and are very strong

;

only those with the old queens have died

out. So much for the 45 lot apiary. Before
January, D. H. had lost four of his eight

stocks, since then I do not know how
many more ; while all my six stocks are

reported dead.
" W. P." and others can draw their own

conclusions, but I believe I could go on to

the filling of a weekly edition with cases

and incidents. But to Avhat purpose? He
wants to know how I feed up so many
colonies. Well, certainly not with the
pottering feeders one buys. I have my
OAvn hive, my own feeder, and I can feed

100 colonies as quickly as the syrup will

run out of an inch nozzle. (I do not mean
feed them for the night, but feed them
solid for the whole winter.) Also, I can
"pack" my hives for transport to the
heather in one minute, and I can put 108
of them in one railway waggon, and all

this without the luse of a single tool. But
this is another story.—T.D.N. (Lanarks).
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HEATHEK HONEY AS A WINTER FOOD
[8401] I was siirprised to read the

statement of "T.D.N." (page 47), with
reference to^ heather honey not being a
suitable winter food for bees.

In resjDonse to "W.P." (Blanchland)
(page 84), and your invitation in the first

number of this year's journal, I send a
short account of my experience in this

matter. I may say that I have kept bees

for over thirty years, and have taken the
" B.B.J.'' for more than twenty of them.
During that time I have been located in

the Furness district (Lancashire), also in

Cumberland, and in several places in

Northumberland, all of them heather
districts, and, from my experience, my
opinion always has been, and now is, that
heather honey is the best winter food for

bees.

I have had bees in well over a. dozen
frame-hives as well as boxes of most kinds
and skeps of various shapes and sis^s (I

once had a skep which, when brought
home from the moors, weighed 7st.), and
in all these the same lesson was taught me
—that heather honey is the best winter
food for bees. I always consider that if

I do not get any sections filled, the honey
stored in brood-combs amply i^ays for the
expense and trouble in taking the bees to

the moors, as it makes them safe for the
winter, and I always allow them to keep
the ten frames in the brood-chamber with-

out disturbing them. I have taken four-
teen frame-hives a distance of over twenty
miles to the moors.
As a proof that heather honey is a good

winter food for bees—and in this you will

think with me, that I have been fortunate

—

1 have never had a stock of bees die out;
never had foul brood in any of mj^ hives,

or even dysentery to any extent, and no
other disease—the chief reasons I give for

this immunitj' being clean hives, frequent
renewal of combs, and heather lioney for

winter food.

The much-abused skep I consider the
best home for health and comfort of the
bee, only it does not enable the bee-keeper
to use the bees and their produce to his

own advantage as much as the frame-hive
does. It will be a matter for regret if the
time ever comes when the skep by law, as

a house for the bee, is a thing of the past.

I have no bees at present, yet I get the
" B.B.J." every week and read it with
almost as much pleasure as if I were in

the midst of an apiary with the sweetest
music to a bee-keeper resounding in my
ears. I enjoy reading the experiences of

others, and have learned much therefrom,
and I hope in the near future to again
be a bee-keeper.—CB., Northumberland.

A BEE FLOWER.
[8402] An advertisement in an agricul-

tural paper this week of Cistas (Rock

Rose), at fifty plants for 6d., leads me to
refer to its use as a bee flower. Last year
I saw it grown side by side with Alijssum
Soxatile in about equal proportions. The
bees loaded themselves with pollen from its

blossoms, while the Alyssum was virtually
ignored. I cannot vouch for the quantity
of nectar it afforded, but that it was pro-
duced was apparent. It is an evergreen
perennial, making good, tidy growth, and
bearing very pretty flowers from June to
August. It is easily reproduced by
natural lay-ers, rooted where the outside
pieces come in contact with the soil. I

was certainly struck with its beauty and
utility, and have secured plants for
flowering this season.—G.S., Bisley.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.

By Chas. 11. Heap, Eeacling.

LEGISLATION WANTED TO STAMP OUT DISEASE.

" Isle of Wight " disease is making its

unwelcome presence felt in South Berk-
shire and South Oxfordshire. Whole
apiaries are being exterminated, and I

doubt whether to the south of Reading
more stocks will be left than can be
counted on the fingers of one hand. The
trouble began in the latter part of last

summer, and it has spread to an unex-
pected extent. Heavy losses have occurred
at Caversham and the country beyond, and
I fear that hereabouts years will elapse
before profitable bee-keeping is again
possible, unless science or legislature,

or the two combined come to our aid.

Disease Spreading while we Wait.—We
know that a special committee of the
British Bee-keepers' Association has been
appointed to consider the subject of bee
diseases, and that eminent bacteriologists

are working, at the instigation of the
Board of Agriculture, not only to discover

the cause of " Isle of Wight " disease, but
to find, if possible, a remedy. I do not
doubt that science will achieve a notable

triumph in this direction as it has done in

others ; but unfortunately no man knows
how long we may have to wait for that
triumph. Six years have elapsed since the

mysterious disease began to carry off the

bees in the Isle of AViglit. Six or even
more years may pass by before a remedy is

found. What is to bo done in the mean-
time is a question of paramount import-
ance. The subject has been discussed

until, with our present knowledge, it i.s

threadbare. Meanwhile, the disease is

spreading all over the land, and from the
correspondence which has appeared in the
B.B..I. during the past six inontlis I

think if the editor were to give us another
map, showing the distribution of the
disease, we should find very few light
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patches upon it indeed. I'nder " Notices

to Correspondents," I have watched, with
concern, the ever-increasing number of

paragraphs headed '"Suspected Disease."

The unpleasant pronouncement " foul

brood " is not so often seen, but the dread
words, " ' Isle of Wight ' disease " take its

place.

Legislative Action Needed.—Many fanci-

ful theories are set forth, but most of the

theorists who get their ideas into print do
not appear to realise that the disease which
is robbing us of our industrious little

workers is caused bv a specific germ.
Where this germ originally came from
nobody, I think, knows. It may have
been in the world for thousands of years,

but has only just reached a stage in its

evolution which has enabled it to prey
upon the bee. This is a digression. The
point we have to consider is what can be
done to stem this flood of disease which is

destined to make bee-keeping a lost in-

dustry, and also to have disastrous effects

on the fruit crops. Obviously, we cannot
wait for the triumph of the scientist, and
the search for an immune bee would be
impracticable, if not futile. There is

one remedy which, with the help of intelli-

gent bee-keepers, could be applied with
success. That remedy is legislative action.

Rinderpest and foot-and-mouth disease

among cattle, glanders and parasitic
mange among horses, scab and foot rot
among sheep, and fever among swine are
all the subject of legislative enactments.
Is our industry of less importance to us
than that of raising cattle, sheep and pigs
to the farmer ? Why then should we not
have the assistance of Parliament to
enable us to carry on our work, which is

of far greater importance than the general
public, a large part of the agricultural
population and even thousands of bee-
keepers, suspect. I am looking forward
anxiously to the publication of the British
Bee-keepers' promised Bee-pest Bill. I
know that some big bee-keepers hold up
their hands in horror at the thought of
legislative control ; but I fail to see, from
what I know of State interference in
similar directions, what there is to fear.
The large bee-keepers may say that they
have nothing to gain from legislation with
regard to bee diseases ; but I am con-
vinced that in the present circumstances
they stand to lose heavily without it.

Foul brood may by the skilful apiarian be
kept at bay ; but where is the man who
can keep " Isle of Wight " disease from
his apiary and cure it when it gets there.
This disease comes like a thief in the
night. Robbing is the great disseminator
of foul biood ; but from what I have seen
of " Isle of Wight " disease, robbing is

only a minor factor in its dissemination.
The Way to Create Legislative Opinion.

—Big bee-keepers, as well as little bee-

keepers, will benefit by reasonable, well

thought out legislation, and I strongly
advise all bee-keepers to do their utmost
to focus attention on the subject in the
proper quarters. Every bee-keeper who
loses a stock of bees will do well to write
to the gentleman who represents him in

Parliament, mentioning the losses he and
neighbouring bee-keepers have suffered,

and urging that the State should do some-
thing to protect the industry. This will

materially help the British Bee-keepers'
Association's Bill when it is introduced to
Parliament. I have already written to
five members of the House of Com-
mons, two of whom are Ministers of the
Crov^n.

Queries and Replies.

[8295] Coiith-baiJdiug from Founda-
tion.—Two bee-keejjers have had an argu-
ment on the cpiestion of foundation, and
especially on the statements on page 66,

''Guide Book" (nineteenth edition). One
(A) says that bees are able to draw out
cells from foundation without any
added material, while the other (B) con-

tends that the foundation is only a guide
for the bees to work upon, and that they
must either have nectar or syrup to build
the cells out, and quotes page 113 for his

authority. Which is right ? Suppose we
take it that your verdict is in favour of

A's supposition, then B asks why when
built upon very dark foundation in

summer all the cells are white?

—

Emlvxiak.

Reply.—Both are right. If the founda-
tion given is thick, i.e., seven sheets to

the pound, then there is sufficient wax to

draw out the cells ; but if thin foundation
is used, i.e., ten sheets to the pound, then
there is not sufficient wax to draw out the
entire cell, but more must be added by the
bees. The white appearance is accounted
for by the extreme thinness of the cell

walls. If you melt down cappings which
are apparently quite white, a primrose
yellow colour will be obtained in the bulk.

[8296] Dealing with Suspected Disease.

— I have five hives of bees. One gave no
honey last season ; fI'om the other four
I took two racks of sections each. I had
a peep at them the other day. The four
I took honey from have abundant stores ;

the weak one is in bad condition. I have
given it candy, but the bees are not

swarming on it as they generally do
when feeding. Sometimes they come to

the entrance, and begin fanning or

making a loud buzzing noise with their

wings. Last Sunday all the stocks were
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carrying in pollen, the weak one included.

(1) Can I make a thorough inspection of

the weak hive now? (2) Or should I take

out a frame near the centre, and if there

is any suspicion of disease, might I

thoroughly disinfect it and send it to you

for confirmation and advice? All feeders

and section racks are stored together ; so

(3) if there is any disease, would plunging
these articles in boiling water with a

strong disinfective afterwards make them
safe for use again ? I have five empty
hives which I have thoroughly cleaned

and painted, into which I intend shifting

all bees in May.—A. R. B., Forfarshire.

Reply.—(1) If you are suspicious,

examine on a very warm day. (2) If you
think there is anything wrong with the

brood cut out a piece of comb containing

brood about Sin. square, pack in a tin box,

and send to us, when we will report upon it.

(3) The best M-ay to disinfect is to scorch

with a painter's blow-lamp.

[8297] Eurhj SHmulation .—(1) I have
a stock of British Goldeus and one of

English Blacks. Gould I now put a .second

brood chamber on top of the " Goldens "

containing six or seven frames of founda-
tion, feeding gently, and applying artificial

warmth on cold nights (such as a hot brick

rolled up on top), and later on insert a
frame with starters only? (2) Would
drone cells be drawn out in these, and if

eggs are laid therein could I remove them
and give them to my istock of Blacks to

hatch out, as I do not like the idea of

queens and droneis hatched in same hive ?

(3) I use bottle feeders. How many holes

should I allow now ? Would three or four

be enough.

—

Freesia, Surrey.

Reply.—(1) It is much too early to put
on extra chambers ; the very earliest that
this should be done is May. (2) You can
obtain drone-comb by uising drone base
foundation. The eggs could be obtained
in one hive and given to the other by
inserting a frame fitted with drone base
foundation into the centre of the brood
nest, when the colony is very strong. (3)

A couple of holes will be sufficient for the
present.

Ltt2D8] T'sinij a Sininn-catcher.—As a
reader of the B.B.J., I would be
glad of a reply to the following
questions: — (1) Ls phenyle for medicating
syrup as effective as Napthol Beta? (2)

In an 8-frarae swarm-catcher (a) What is

the best angle for the excluder
; (6) What

should be the size of the opening leading
from the excluder to the upper chamber

;

(r) Should the frames be placed over this

opening or a space of 2in. allowed?
I know of six colonies in trees, two of

which are diseased. All bees in trees and
roofs of houses ought to be condemned
imder the proposed Bill^ unless they are

under the supervision of an experienced
bee-keeper or expert.

—

W. W. R., Dunster.

Reply.—(1) It is better to use Napthol
Beta. (2) (a) An angle of 45 degrees

;
(h)

About three-quarters of an inch
;

(r) There
is no need to leave a space, as the natural
spacing of the frames with metal ends will

allow a free passage for the bees.

[8299] BenKir'nu/ i 'ninny frnm a Chim-
neij.—I shall be much obliged if you will

give me your advice on the following in

the " B.B.J." : A neighbour has told me
that a stock of bees is situated in a bed-

room chimney in his house, and that I am
welcome to the lot if I can remove them.
It seems that some time last year a bag
was placed up the chimney to prevent
draught, and that when removing it, no
sooner had they loosened one corner of the
sacking than down came a crowd of bees.

The material was quickly replaced and has

not been touched since, and I am told that
the bees are still there in great numbers.
When will be the best time to remove the

colony? Moreover, considering that the

distance between our houses is only about
a quarter of a mile, is there any fear of

the bees retui/ning to their old home when
once I have secured them ? I pro-

pose to act as follows : Blow a little

smoke round each corner of the sack and
then carefully lower it down to the grate.

After securing the bees leave them to

quieten down, and then cover them
up with the exception of a small

'

wired space to admit air. After which
I shall take them to their new quar-
ters, place the combs at one side of the
brood-chamber, then close up with a

dummy of queen excluder, after ITaving

previously caught the queen and placed
her on new foundation on the other side

of the dummy. As the young bees hatch
out from the old combs I shall gradually
fill up with fresh foundation. Will you
be so good as to tell me if, as far as you
can judge from my description, I shall be

acting correctly?—E. N. P., Manchester.

Reply.—Your method of operating will be

right, except that you must not put the

queen on the other side of the excluder

dummy, unless you want her to be starved

to deiith. Tie the combs into frames and
put these into the hive, then gradually

weed them out by putting one frame at a

time filled with a full sheet of foundation

in the centre of the tied-in ones. This

should only be done when all the combs are

covered with bees and the previous slu-et

of foundation is built out into comb and
has brood in it. In tying in the coml)s

only keep those having brood, and the

operation can be carried out on a fine

warm day in March or April. The bees

will locate their new home at that time
of the year.
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WEATHER REPORTS.
Barnwood, Gloucester,

February, 1912.

Sky completely over-

cast on 14 days at

9 a.m. Cloudless

Rainfall, 2-37in. in

20 days.

Above average, "SSin.

Heaviest fall, -Goin.

on 12th.

Total to date, 6-03in.

A.boveaverage,271in.

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 489 ; 39
above average.

Warmest day, "60,

28th.

Mean minimum tem-

perature, 37 '3.

Coldest night, -12,

2nd.

Mean
431
average.

Relative humidity
84

temperature?
21 above

on 2.

Percentage of cloud,

75.

Prevailing veinds,

S.W. and S.E.

Percentage of wind
force, 33.

Barometer, daily
mean, 29"65 ; high-

est, 3016 on 28th

;

lowest, 28-91 on
8th.

Remarks.—A mcmth
of mixed weather,

like Feb., 1911, of

good omen for the

season to come.

Bees flying on
nearly every day
after the thaw set

in on the 6th.

F. H. Fowler (F. R. Met. Socj

Notices to Correspondents.

H. A. D. (Hartfield).—loss of Stocks.—

It is very difficult to say what was the

cause of death. Certainly it would not

be on account of adopting modern

methods. You should start again in the

spring with a swarm, and when you can

manage one or two hives properly, then

increase your apiary. Your experience

only shows that cheap articles are often

the dearest in the end. Had you com-

menced with proper hives and swarms

you would not have had all this trouble

and loss.

P. H. J. (Glos.).—Insurance Scheme-
Forms for insurance for 1912 can be had

on application to the Secretary,

B.B.K.A., 23, Bedford Street, Strand.

J. b. A. {Somerset).—SpriiHj-fceding—
It will be early enough to commence to

Avork the bees down in April. You
might begin now to feed them with

syrup, if they require food, but from

what you say we should think they

have sufficient for the present.

Suspected Disease.

A. P. H. (Leicester).—From external

signs, we should say that they have died

from "Isle of Wight" disease. If you

would like a further report, send some

live bees to Dr. Maiden, Medical

Schools, Cambridge.
Honey Samples.

F. P. (Ipswich).—Both honeys have been

gathered mainly from clover, and are

worth 56s. to QOs. per cwt.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

FKIVATE ADVEKTZBEMEXTS.

EXCHANGE pair Bramble Finches, 4s. 6d., for
Dissectible Model of Queen Bee.—STEB-

BINGS, Hilborough, Norfolk. t 54

FOUR STRONG STOCKS (1911 Queens) and
Hives (2 Baldwins).—LITTLE WARLEY

RECTORY, Brentwood, Essex. t 35

GIVING UP BEES.—5 Stocks, 19 Hives (6 abso-
lutelj' new). Honey Extractor, quantity.

Section Racks, Foundation, Queen Excluders,
Sections, Frames, Bottles, &c., suit beginner. £11
lot.—HOLMAN, East Hoathly, Sussex. t 36

iy STOCKS, in W.B.C. Hives, 25s. each.—DRAKE,
rW Seaforth-avenue, New Maiden. t 37

QUANTITY of Bee Appliances on sale, 12s. the
lot.—BROOKFIELD, 104, Seftonstreet, South-

port, t 38

1 f\ STOCKS BEES, crates, 58 drawn shallow
J-\J Frames, gross unused Frames, Dividers, Ex-
cluders, Porter escape on board, Cowan Extractor,
used two seasons. Strainer, about 91b. Weed
Foundation, Ijlb. Old English ditto, going abroad;
what offer, or particulars?-J. STAPLETON, Ivy
Cottage, Colworth, Sharnbrook, Beds. t 40

FOR SALE, 401b. good quality Honey, in lib.

jars, 7d. each, carriage paid.—A. S. "WOOD,
Vowchurch, Hereford. t 39

WxiNTED, Cowan's Extractor, in good order.
—A. W. BRUNWIN, Gt. Bardfield, Brain-

tree, t 41

WANTED, 21s. or offers Bees, &c., for Id. slot

Kalloscope, cost £4 lOs.—HOULDEN,
Yeadon. t 42

WANTED, several strong healthy Stocks of

Bees.—Full particulars to MOORE, 14,

Albany-road, West Ealing.

FOR SALE, four 281b. tins of medium coloured
Honey, on rail Barnack, sample 2d.—TRUSS,

Uflord, Stamford. t 45

LADY (29), experienced with Bees, poultry,
gardening, would give services to lady for

summer months on Apiary, Poultry Farm, or

Market Garden, in return Tor open-air life.—E., c/o
" B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand, W.C. 1 46

i\ DOZEN SECTIONS, 7s. dozen; 3 dozen, darker,
/W 6s. dozen; 3 7Jlb. tins, 3s. 6d. each.—GEORGE
SAUNDERS, 22, Oakley Lodge, near Eye, Suf-

folk, t 47

QUANTITY BEE APPLIANCES for quick
disposal cheap; state wants.—RANDALL,

Winchmore Hill Station. t 48

f^/iLB. CLOVER HONEY, rather dark, £1 5s.,

OO free tin, free on rail.—IRELAND, Vern-

ham. t ^^

HONEY, white granulated, in lib. metal capped
jars. 8s. 6d. per dozen.—HALL, Mount Lodge,

Borstal, Rochester. tSO

r HIVES for 25s., excellent condition, 3 zinc

O roofed.—WARD, Gomshall, Guildford. t 51

>y STRONG STOCKS, in W.B.C. Body, on 10

i Frames, headed by 1911 Queens, guaranteed

healthy; stamp for particulars, 20s. each.—J.
YOUNGER, 21, Mackenzie-rd, Cambridge. t 51
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

DISEASES OF BEES LEGISLATION.

Owing to the continuance of "Isle of

Wight" disease, and the number of cases

brought to the notice of the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, the President is

considering proposals for legislation, and
with the object of finding a common basis

of agreement a conference was held at the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries on
Tuesday, March 12th, Avhen Mr. T. W.
Cowan, chairman B.B.K.A., and Mr. W.
Herrod, secretary, attended. All other

interests were represented by delegates.

The Bill, as drafted by the " Diseases of

Bees Legislation Committee " of the

British Beekeepers' Association, was sub-

mitted and considered. Various objections

raised bj' some of those present were over-

come and a common basis of agreement
was unanimously arrived at, to be siib-

mitted to the President of the Board of

Agriculture, upon which legislation can be
carried out.

DISEASES OF BEES LEGISLATION
COMMITTEE.

A meeting of the above Committee will

be held in the offices of the British Bee
Journal at 2 p.m. on Thursday,
March 21st, 1912.—L. S. Crawshaw,
Hon. Secretary.

LANCASHIRE B.K.A.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual general meeting of the
above association was held at the Preston
Scientific Society's Hall on February 21st,

Dr.Anderton, Chairman of the Executive
Committee, being in tlie chair. The report,

^\liich shows a satisfactory increase in the
number of members, was taken as read.

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. F. H. Taylor,
presented the balance sheet, which
shows that the association is in a
.sound financial position. The Chairman,
in moving the adoption of the report and
balance sheet, said he congratulated the
association on its healthy condition,
financially and otherwise ; also on the fact
that there was a large decrease in the
number and seriousness of foul brood
cases. Dr. Anderton spoke in apprecia-
tion of the whole-hearted services of Mrs.
Long, local Hon. Sec, Newton in Cartmel,
who in one season had doubled the
membership, and commended her example
to other local Hon. Secretaries. Mr.
Wildman seconded, and its adoption was
carried unanimously. Mr. Bold spoke of
the danger of "Isle of Wight" disease,
which seems imminent; and it is to be

hoped that any bee-keeper, who susjiects

his bees to be sufl^ering from this terrible

disease, will at once communicate with the
Hon. Secretary.

The following were elected officers for

1912-13: President, Mr. E. B. Dawson,
Aldclift'e Hall, Lancaster; Chairman, Dr.
Anderton; Vice-Chairman, Mr. Geo.
Roberts; Hon. Treasurer and Hon.
Librarian, Mr. F. H. Taylor; Hon. Sec,
Mr. W. H. Martin, Thurston Lea, South-
]>ort. The Committee Mere re-elected.

Votes of thanks were passed to the Com-
mittee and officers for their services

during the past year, and also to the
Preston Scientific Society for the use of

the rooms.

During the evening Mr. F. H. Taylor
delivered a most interesting lecture on
'' The Habits and Instincts of the Honey
Bee," illustrated by lantern slides; it is

impossible to give a report, but those

members who were absent missed a great

treat. Mr. Shackleton, Burnley, proposed
a vote of thanks to Mr. Taylor, which was
carried. This terminated the proceedings.

W. H. Martin, Hon. Sec.

MIDDLESEX BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The annual general meeting of the above
was held at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C., on Fe])ruary 29th, when a
goodly number of members were present.

The report and balance-sheet was pre-

sented and passed. The Association com-
mences the year clear of debt, which is

most satisfactory. The membership has
decreased somewhat, owing, no doubt, to

the prevalence of "Isle of Wight" dis-

ease, though a number of those mIio have
lost their bees through this scourge have
expressed their intention of commencing
again.

Mr. J. Smallwood has undertaken the
duties of Expert, and no doubt, with his

usual energy, will be the means of greatly

increasing the membership during the
coming season.

The officers were re-elected with several

additions to the Committee.

After the business meeting the Hon.
Secretary gave a lantern lecture on " A
year's Avork in the Apiary," which was
listened to with interest. At the close of

the lecture numerous questions were
answered by the lecturer, after which a

vote of thanks was jiassed with acclama-
tion, to which he ])riefly responded.

The meeting was brought to a close with
a, cordial vote of thanks to Mr. T. W.
Cowan for kindly allowing the A.ssociation

to use his I'oom for its meetings, and to

Mr. W. Herrod for his services as Hon.
Secx'etary.

—

Communicated.
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DEATH OF MR. W. TYRER, J.P.

The Lancashire B.K.A. has lost, by the

death of Mr. Wm. Tyrer, of Prescot,

one of its most enthusiastic and
influential members. Mr. Tyrer was a

prominent figure in the public and social

life of the district in which he lived.

He was born at Prescot, where he in later

life followed the profession of a solicitor,

being appointed a magistrate in 1892. An
enthusiastic horticulturist and bee-keeper,

Mr. Tyrer was the means of promoting
bee-keeping among his neighbours of all

classes, and materially aided the Lanca-

shire B.K.A. , of which he was one of the

original members, by his liberality and
keenness in working for the Avelfare of the

Association. He will be much missed by
bee-keepers in the county.

> —
HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.

By W. Eerrod.

PKOCUBING STJBPLUS.

(Continved from page 93.)

As already pointed out when producing
extracted honey, the longer it remains on
the hive the better it will ripen. With
sections, the case is different; if they

remain on too long the bees thicken the

cappings. An examination of sealed

sections that have been allowed to remain
on the hive too long will enable the novice

to see this fault very distinctly. Such
sections will travel without much risk of

damage, as the cappings are strong and
not likely to crack with the jarring, which
is bound to occur during their transit by
rail, but for selling purposes they are

rather unsightly, and the epicure will

i-efuse to purchase such sections on
account of the excessive amount of wax
they contain.

The sections should not be removed in

odd numbers when sealed, but when a fair

number is completed in a rack, it should

be cleared with the '" Porter " escape, and
as pointed out previously, the unfinished

ones from several racks may all be placed

together in one rack, to make a complete
super to place on a stock requiring more
room.
When a hive is being worked for the

production of both comb and extracted
lioney, the section-rack should be placed

on. first, so that it can be lifted up and
the shallow-frame super placed under-
neath. In this way the cappings of the
sections are not travel-stained by the feet

of the multitude of bees passing to the
upper super. After removal, the sections

should be stored away until required for

customers. I prefer to defer cleaning

them as late as i>ossible for this reason.

When first taken from the hive the pro-

polis is very soft and sticky, which makes
the work uncomfortable and tedious, but

when hardened propolis is quite easily

removed by scraping with a very sharp
knife or piece of glass. To make the

sections stand firm it is necessary to

remove the propolis and pieces of brace-

comb from the underside. Sections

should .be stored in a warm, dry, dark
cupboard until required so as to prevent
granulation, and should not be glazed

until just before they are sent out.

If the bee-keeper has plenty of shallow-

frame supers to storify the hives

the extracting of the honey can be

carried out at one operation. This is

much better than having several sticky

messes and repeated cleaning of the
appliances used in the process.

The honey should be first graded into

light, medium, and dark. This can be
done by holding the combs up to the light.

The combs can then be extracted in their

3'espective batches, and the honey kept
separate. This is very necessary if the
best prices are to be obtained for the
produce. An indiscriminate mixing of all

kinds of honey is a mistake,' the result

very often being honey of only medium
quality, which is difficult to sell and can
only be dis^wsed of at a low price

;

whereas, if grading is carried out, the best

honey will sell for a good price, and the
second grades can be sold at a lower
figure. The total sum thus realised will

be much greater than if grading is not
carried out, thus amply repaying the bee-

keeper for the extra trouble involved.

The extracting should be done in a warm,
bee-proof room. A good-sized dish or
other recejjtacle for the reception of the
cappings is necessary, also a couple of long-

bladed, sharp knives, and a deep jug
filled with hot water. The purchase of a

couple of knives for the purpose is advis-

able, though carving knives can be used,

the W.B.C., Avith its bent end which pre-

vents digging in too deeply, being the best

for the purpose. The bent portion is also

useful to remove cappings from small

i hollows in the combs which will sometimes
occur. A cloth to wipe the knives upon
should also be providecl, and this should l)e

laid on the right-hand side of the receptacle
for the cappings. Place the knives in the hot

water, and when warmed through work
can be commenced. Take a comb, rear it

end up on the dish with the top bar to-

wards the operator, lean the top slightly

forward and commence to cut from the
bottom with a .see-saw motion. The in-

clination of the comb will allow the
cappings to drop clear from the face of

the comb. The cappings should be cut as
thinly as possible, and with practice it will

be possible to remove them with very little

honey adhering, by cutting through the
air-space which exists between the honey
and the capping. The cappings should be
cut off in an entire equal sheet so that the
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combs are kept perfectly straight. The other

side is then treated in a similar manner

and the knife replaced in the water, the

second one being used for the next comb,

and so on. When the knife is removed

from the water it should be wiped on the

cloth before using, to remove the water,

otherwise the constant addition of only

a few drops of water to the honey will spoil

its density. The combs are then placed

in the cage of the extractor in such a

position that when revolved the top bar

leads. As the cells have an upward inclin-

ation, the hone}' leaves the comb mvich

more easily when placed in this

position. Do not make the revolutions

too quick at first, for as the combs

are heavy they may break down. I prefer

extracting a portion of the honey from
both sides by slow turning first, then re-

peating the process quickly enough to

remove the remainder of the honey. After

extracting, the honey should be strained

and stored in 281b. air-tight lever-lid

tins until required. They are the handiest

size, for, if the honey is sold in bulk, four

go to the cwt., packing very neatly in a

case, and if it is necessary to liquefy the

honey they are more convenient to deal

with than the larger sizes.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

THE BEE DISEASES BILL.

AVHAT CONSTITUTES AN INFECTED COLONY I"'

[8403] I have read the proposed Bee
Diseases Bill in this week's " B.B.J." The
Committee are to be congratulated upon
having overcome some serious difficulties.

Giving power to local authorities to make
bye-laws and to decide how they are to be

carried out is excellent, not because the

conditions in one county are likely to re-

quire different regidations from those in

another, but because bye-laws can be
altered to suit the requirements of the
industry as experience teaches, and this

is tlie true road of progress.

But there is a point that, in my opinion,

ought to be made clear. This is : What
constitutes an infected colony within the
meaning of the Bill ?

With '' Isle of Wight " disease, of which,
happily, I have had no experience, the
symptomis appear to be fairly easy to

recognise, and the disease is extremely

likely to spread rapidly and work great

havoc, so that in the interests, both of the

bee-keeper and his neighbours in the craft,

it is plain that the earliest sign, or even
suspicion, of the disease, should be noti-

fied and dealt with.

But with foul brood of the odourless

variety, of which I had considerable experi-

ence ten to fifteen years ago, the case is

different. A summary of my experience

will illustrate my point.

A sudden outbreak of the disease

occurred in my apiarj^ in one of the
nineties in May, traced to the apiary of a
neighbour, who kindly destroyed his

infected stock at once. Out of my sixty

colonies, about thii-ty showed diseased

larvae, but the majority of them contained

no more than a dozen or two. I fed with
naphthol-beta syrup until the honey-flow

commenced, and destroyed ten of the
colonies that got worse. The disease had
practically disappeared in July. But in

the following spring it broke out again,

though much less extensively, only about

ten colonies being affected, and only two
or three bad enougli to destroy. To make
a long story short, the disease re-appeared

each succeeding spring for four or five

vears, but with diminishing severity (ignor-

ing occasional spurts) and in so slight a
form, that with hardly any treatment be-

yond feeding with medicated syrup, the
brood became healthy. So that, as far as

I can remember, I did not have to destroy

more than two or three more colonies dur-

ing the whole period of five years. I

might add that colonies were destroyed as

soon as it was seen that the disease was
seen to have got a fair liold of them, and
that thorough disinfection was practised.

In examining the apiaries of others in

different places, I have, in May, frequently

discovered one or two, perhaps half-a-

dozen, sick and dying larvse in a hive,

and often in apiaries otherwise perfectly

healthy. Tiie same storks examined lu

July generally showed no trace of dis-

eased larvfe, but sometimes one woidd be

found to be badly diseased.

Many experts say that a stock is not dis-

eased if it contains only one or two dying

larvce. For the purpose of a Bee Disease

Act I should agree with them, but, scien-

tifically, I believe such stocks to be suffer-

ing from incipient foul broud, and T make
this statement as the result of haying fol-

lowed the weekly, sometimes daily, pro-

gress of hundreds of incipient cases, less

than five per cent, of which ever got

worse.
The conclusions that my experience with

odourless foul brood pointed to were, (1)

that slight cases of the disease are ex-

tremely common, aiul generally recover

quickly without treatment, (2) that the

microbes (BacUhi.'i }nini) causing the dis-
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ease are far more prevalent and less easily

got rid of in apiaries than is generally sup-

posed, and (3) that a healthy larva is

liighly resistant to the disease ; the chief

danger lies in a large numher of them
getting affected, either through there

being a number of spores in the combs, as

the result of a previous attack, or through
robbing from diseased hives.

An Act to compel the destruction of

badly diseased stocks by destroying them
at dusk, burying the remains and disin-

fecting the hives immediately afterwards,

would be a boon to bee-keepers, but I have
little hope that an Act will be of much
use for treatment, and none whatever that

it will stamp out foul brood in this

country, where not only is the disease

endemic, but there are nmnerous small

bee-keepers, a considerable number of

whom do not understand the treatment of

bee diseases, and might do more harm than
good by exposing infected matter were
they to attempt it, though it is encourag-
ing to contemplate the undoubted fact

that the proportion of ignorant and care-

less bee-keepers to the enlightened is less

to-day than it ever was before.—F. W. L.
Sladen (Member of a former Foul-Brood
"Committee of the B.B.K.A.), Ripple Court
Apiary, Dover.—March 16.

[8404] I have read over and over again

the draft of proposed Bee Diseases Pre-

vention Bill, published in last week's

"B.B.J." and as far as I can understand,

among other things in the Bill, is this :

Supposing I should find disease in one or

more of my liives when packing up to

send to the moors, I must send written

notice to the police-station, and as a

result receive a visit from a certificated

expert, who examines, and, if he thinks

fit, puts my bees in quarantine. Or, sup-

posing while the bees are on the moors,

the said expert prying about, or getting

a hint somehow, discovers disease in liives

adjoining mine, and puts the whole lot in

quarantine ! Truly, a nice state of

affairs, with a remedy a thousand times

worse than the disease. I voted against

the last proposed Bill, and will have mucli

satisfaction in doing the same for this

one.— J. M. B., Alnwick.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8405] I expect the pages of the Journal

will be full of opinions on the proposed Bee
Diseases Bill as drafted on page 101 in

your issue of last Aveek. First let me
plead for a postponement of any measure
containing compulsory powers for dealing

with bees. The terrible scourge known
as "Isle of Wight" disease is in our
midst in Southern England, and any
possible means of its propagation through

inspectors visiting apiary after apiary
would at the present time be a crime
against our craft. I hear of the " Isle of

Wight " disease as still rampant on the
southern side of the range of Hampshire
Hills and in the east end of Berks, i.e.,

Windsor district. I contend that travel-

ling exjierts and inspectors are powerless
to deal with this disease, except to do that
which any ordinary bee-keeper can him-
self do—make a fire of the hive and its

contents. At the present time county
experts should not be sent into any
district in which the "Isle of Wight"
disease is known to exist except at the
request of the member of the association,

and if he finds the disease in an apiary
he should not, under any circumstances,
call to inspect other apiaries.

We have it on high authority that no
remedy or cure has been discovered ; even
our expert-in-chief has not been able to

save any part of the apiary at Swanley

;

every colony has died out.

Those bee-keepers' associations who are

sending out their experts for spring tours
should impress on them the great danger
they will have to contend with in any
district in which the "Isle of Wight"
disease has shown itself, and according to

the replies in the correspondence columns
in " B.B.J." week after week it is

spreading by leaps and bounds without
the assistance of an army of germ-
carrying experts to distribute the disease

to every apiary belonging to the members
of the association, I would not allow a

bee expert on tour among hees to handle
a colony of mine for a ten pound note.

As regards the draft of the Bill, page 101,

I will defer any reference till another
occasion.

I notice in the licvieir that the New
York Department of Agriculture has been
asked, in the interest of bee-keepers, to

take steps to investigate the " Isle of

AVight " disease, so in the near future we
may have some of tlieir profes.sors over
liere, as they do not think it wise to

impoit the disease for investigation.

Another interesting item was to ask the
Department of Agriculture to experiment
HI producing red clover with shorter

corolla tubes. Pi'ofessor Weber, Depart-
ment of Plant Breeding, College of

Agriculture, Ithaca, New York, states

that he lielieves such a thing could be easily

accomjilished. Farmers in this district

plant much larger breadths of red clover

than they (or their fathers) did twenty-
five years ago. This is useless to bees.

The continued wet, mild weather pre-

vents work in the ajjiary, but every time
the sun breaks out for a short time,

thousands of bees are very busy on the

artificial pollen baskets and the few
flowers in bloom, but the forage is extending
and the palm is in full bloom, long before
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Palm Sunday : even the little white flowers

of the chickweed are covered with bees.

—

W. WooDLEv, Beedon, Newbury.

INSURANCE.
[8406] Many folk are embittered against

the bee because she has a sting and is not
loth to use it. If Nature has jirovided this

little insect with a tongue to collect the
nectar from the flowers, and tells her to
stoi-e it as a jirovision against the time
when no })ee can work, so she has also pro-
vided her Avith a weapon wherewith to
defend it. Suppose for a moment the bee
had not been so armed how Nature would
have stultified herself. Every miserable
blue-bottle, fly, spider, or Avasp, on
robbing bent, would have had £lie whole
store at its mercy ; not only has Nature
enabled the bee to protect herself, but she
has given her also reckless courage, so

that even large animals hold her very
much in respect. Never considering the
dimensions of her enemy, she goes for it.

She knows the value of getting in the
first blow.

' Thrice is he blest, who has his quarrel
just,

But four times he aaIio gets his blow in

fust,"

as an American poet sings.

Heaven help you if you are the object
of her affection!, Her ardour is so

burning, that willy-nilly she will have
you. Speak not to me of the human eye
causing the fiercest animal to quail ; that
is the very ol)ject she goes for and should
she strike home

—

" Be proiid of your swollen eye.

It is not the fact that you're licked
that counts,

It's how did you fight, and why."
Quadrupeds, or bipeds, feathered or un-

feathered, it is all the same to the bee.

If only they threaten her home and
honey, that is sufficient to excite her
wi-ath. But she c/oe.s seem tO' have an
antipathy to horses and dogs—possibly

caused by some odour emanating from
them which much offends the organs of

smell existing in her antennae, and it not
infrequently happens that the formic acid
pumj^ed into the wounds bj' the serrated
darts of hei- sting has fatal effects on the
animals mentioned. It only matters
to yon, if the victims are your own, but
should they happen to belong to a neigh-
bour who is, perhaps, not remarkable for

his sweetness of temper, why then, the
affair becomes decidedly interesting in

more ways than one, for you may be quite
sure he will intervene to avenge the
slaughter of his innocents.
The drama (or tragedy if you will) opens

"with a scene on the boundary of your mutual
territories. The atmosphere threatens
storms ; chief characters, your neighbour
and yourself ; dialogue, brisk, short, and

sharp
;
you fail to agree on the minimum

wage (ciamage, I beg pardon), and war
is declared.
In the next act J'ou receive a polite

note from his lawyers, intimating that
Mr. So-and-So, "our client," has received
damage to the value of £30 caused by
your bees stinging his horses, dogs, or poul-
try, and that, in default of your remitting
the same within three days, they are in-

structed to commence proceedings for the
recovery of said damages with costs.

Your man of business advises you to
resist the claim, and consequently
you receive a very firm demand to
attend the "County Court, held at a neigh-
bouring town. Sleep flies fi-om your pillow

;

restless and anxious in the calm, small
hours of the night, you wish your bees were
in a far-off country and use naughty words
about them. But the fatal day approaches.
You are dragged before the judge, cross-

examined, and browbeaten by the oppos-
ing counsel, simpered at by the jury, and,
finally, mulcted in the full amount of

damages, plus an additional amount to
pay for the entertainment you have
afforded, both to the lawyers on the other
side and on your own.
Now the fame of your exploit, of

course, travels into the next town and in due
course, comes to the ears of a chum of

yours, who also is an owner of hives and
a beekeeper (there is much difference

between the two), who is a member of your
county bee-keepers' association. He is a
good hearted fellow and comes to console

you. His ideas of consolation are rather
peculiar. He cvires ^'^i'^ with mustard-
plasters, a system of medicine possibly

very correct, and which has many advo-
cates. It is, however, the reverse of

pleasant. His opening greeting is : "I
say, old fellow, what an ass you are!

Why did you not insure against damage
done by your bees, and the Bee-Keepers'
Insurance Association would have paid in

the same way that they have already paid
a claim for me."

If he had given you this informa-
tion before your little contretemps
with your agreeable neighbour, you might
have stood him a good dinner, taken him
to ''The Miracle," or done something
for him "beastly jolly," as my boys used
to say when at school, but to pile up the

agony in this fashion was adding insult to

injury and you could have massacred him
on the spot, but your better feelings pre-

vailed, for you remembered that he was
an " auld acquaintance" and you decided

to spare his life on the condition that

he gave you all information about Insur-

ance of Bees. Now this, by the kind per-

mission of the Editor, I propose to tell

you in an article next week, and let you
know how it is managed at " Lloyds."

—

J. Smai.lwood.
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GLASS COVERINGS.
[8407] I am interested in what yon are

publishing about glass quilts. I have used
them on my six hives for several years,

with the result that my bees and myself
are on the best of terms. The glass, as

I use it on the top of the ten frames, is

in three pieces, each piece, 16in. by oin.,

laid over the frames with thin strips of

wood 2in. wide by ^in. thick under the
ends of the glass, thereby giving the bees
lin. clear space all over the top of the
frames. Over the glass I put plenty of

(old flannel) quilts. If I want to examine
a frame or two at any time I remove that
piece of glass over them only, perhaps
with the help of a knife.

Feeding is done from underneath the
floor-board.

The pleasure there is in getting a jseep

at what is going on inside the hive at any
time (just now, for instance), by just re-

moving the quilts and wiping away a
little dust, amply repays one for the little

extra trouble and expense thev cause.

—

AV. C. H., South Devon.

NOVICES AND BEE-KEEPING.
[8408] I have read the article in last

week's "B.B.J." (page 102), by D. M.
Macdonald, Banff, and quite agree with
him with respect to undue interference

with bees, and think his advice to

novices excellent. This is my fourth sea-

son as a bee-keeper, and I have been very
successful. When I hive a swarm I pre-

pare the hiv© with ten frames with full

sheets of foundation, then place a

row of four or five twigs across the
top of the body-))ox, perpendicular to the
entrance, in order to afford tunnels for the
bees to pass over the tops of the frames
and prevent jamming. I find I can hive a
swarm much quicker by providing these
passageways at the top. When all the
bees are in, I pull the twigs from under-
neath the quilt. I feed swarms for a
fortnight, before placing a super on. I

never use the dummy-board for contract-
ing the hive, for I find Avlien bees know
they have plenty of room they work fran-
tically and multiply prodigiously. I find

a dummy-board practically useless. Even
for wintering I never contract the hive, for

when all the foundation is drawn out by
the bees there is quite little enough air-

space in a hive. Again, I never touch a

body-box except when putting the excluder
on and taking it off. I estimate the
strength of my colonies bj- putting my ear
to the hives in the evening when the bees
are all inside, or by giving the hive a tap
which sets them all buzzing—one soon
knows. I can also tell, almost to a day, when
a hive is going to swarm b}- the excitement
inside. Then the question may be asked,
if I do not examine the body-box, how do

I know whether there are enough stores for
the winter? The weight of the hive will

soon tell, but I give each hive a lib.

cake of candy every fortnight from the
middle of November to the end of March.
Stores or no stores, this saves their supply
for the spring ; they then soon fill tneir

brood-chamber, having consumed little of

their stores during the winter, and up
they go quite early into the supers.
Last year I placed section racks on
1st May, and they were immediately
occupiecl. I have said I stop giving candy
at the end of March, but of course if April
is cold or wet I give a little syrup.
With regard to non-porous v. absorbent

covers, considering there is sufficient mois-
ture caused by the breath of the bees to
melt the candy, ventilation is absolutely
necessary for health. Sometimes the
quilts will become damp with the vapour
and have to be dried. Some writers say
the bees render a quilt non-absorbent with
propolis, but I find they only glue the quilt

to the top of each frame—the space be-
tween is not touched. Glass or glazed
quilts are against all the common prin-
ciples of ventilation. I may say again that
I keep thick quilts over the supers, for 1

find it keeps the sun's rays off and the
hives cool in summer. During the past
hot summer I had hives in the blazing sun
all day, and no combs were melted. To
keep bees healthy, avoid damp, as it makes
the pollen mouldy, and do not place hives
too low on the ground or the floor-boards

will get damp. W^ith regard to spreading
brood, rearing queens, and all such opera-

tions, I do not take the trouble. My
motto is "Hands off!'' and leave the
bees to Nature ; don't irritate them by
examining their brood-chamber, and per-

haps destroying their eyesight with too

much smoke. I may state I have nine

hives, and gave a swarm to a cottager last

year, on condition that he made a hive. He
made an excellent one, from my instruc-

tions, out of grocer's boxes. I have made
four myself out of these boxes. I find

they do not require dove-tailing, as the
wood is always so "well seasoned. I can knock
one up in two days.

—

Rector, Ashtord.

A WORD FOR THE STRAW SKEP.
[8409] Bees in skeps have been more or

less under my notice for fifty years, and in

all that time I have never seen a diseased

skep. This I attribute to the fact tnat
they are not interfered with. Weak lots

are very often starved if left over to

winter, but that is not a disease.

The danger, I think, lies with meddle-
some, slovenly, unscientific frame-hive
owners, and if chilling, rotting and starv-

ing will induce disease, there you have it

with queenless hives robbing and wax moth
to boot. I look on skeps as the reserve
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force, and frames as the moneyed force in

bee-keeping, and should be sorry to see

the skep removed. I would rather hear

the music from the skeps in the corner

than no music at all, which would be the

case with the cottager.—T. Newman.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BV L. S.CRAWSHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

Hive Shape (p. 74).—Those of my
colonies Avhich have wintered the best

were housed in one hive section of shallow

frames. I lost one only of these, through

the depredations of mice, but the others

are a picture of strength. Does this con-

flict with Mr. Soal's criticism of the •' long

shallow type'' ?

Bee-keepers and Legislation (p. 76).

—

It will be seen from the published text

(p. 101) that the abolition of skeps and
the exemption of certain bee-keepers form

no part of the proposals of the legislation

committee. Whatever the future may
hold, it is generally felt that the time is

not ripe for the former, and some of the

liardships to the industry that would ensue

from such restriction have already been

indicated in these pages. The second pro-

position is probably unworkable. In prac-

tice, an inspector would no doubt deal

with extreme cases such as the one out-

lined, but that is a very different thing

from the abolition of well-kept skeps. And
a reasonable inspector will certainly exer-

cise his discretion in dealing with a

capable beeman. It must, however, be

clear that legislative proposals should be
general and not selective in their opera-

tion.

Heather Honey as Winter Food (p. 84).

—There is clearly a difference of opinion,

and possibly of fact, on the subject of the

unsuitabilitv of this honey as a winter
ration. I must own to being one of the

doubters, and " D.M.M." has already re-

proved me severely for my unbelief. I

have been so far willing to modify my
opinion as to admit that heather honey
may be all right in certain winters follow-

ing certain autumns, and possibly in cer-

tain localities. Now comes "T.D.X."
with his uncompromising attitude, and I

for one am very anxious to hear further
evidence. It is to be hoped that the point
Avill be dealt with in the discussion upon
Captain Sitwell's paper at the conversa-
zione this week.

Glass Quilts (p. 85).—This drawing, pre-

sumably by Mr. Rigler, is not quite
correct, in that the sectional view shotild

be shown at the side of the plan and not
below it. This may account for any diffi-

culty in understanding it. Mr. Dalzell

(p. 104) supposes an opening to be left,

M'hich is not, I think, the case. I should
be quite willing to assist any correspon-
dent who has a diffictdtv in making a

drawing, as I have done in the past from

time to time.

Ilnwitis (p. 86).—" Hants. B." is clearly

a supporter of the Simplifyd Speling

Sosveti ! His ingenious title seems very

appropriate in its termination, if not its

terminology, as the disease it signifies

appears to involve an inflamed condition.

When the disease is fully investigated it

is probable, however, that the Isle of

Wight will not be able to claim full credit

(sic) for its discovery. And it may accord-

ingly be difficult to obtain world recogni-

tion for it. Some germ(an) scientist may
deserve the perpetuation and ennobling of

his name. Personally, I am grateful to the

Ohms and Watts, the Maassens and Burris

of the world, but better pleased when the

scientific name conveys some idea of the

object.

'Flight of the Bee (p. 87).—I hesitate to

question any statement of so great an

authority as Mr. Doolittle, liut I imagine

that the distances of the bee and the train

from the observer must have differed con-

siderably. Surely an unassisted bee can-

not fly sixty miles per hour ! Whereas a

bee distant some ten yards from the

observer and travelling only three miles

per hour, would appear to cover the same
angular distance as an express train a

furlong away.
To "D.3/.M. " (p. 88).—I know not

which member of the learned Council per-

petrated these lines, and I can hardly

imagine what "D.M.M." can liave said to

justify them! But if words mean any-

thing! one can only conclude that the poet

was knocked head over heels, and his ideas

lacked time to right themselves. Exigencies

of rhyme no doubt account for many of

the poet's licences, but in this case I think

the licence should be revoked by the

censor! I dare not criticise in detail, for

the lines appear to have been shaken up

in a hat ! I am sure that I am wronging

the Council in supposing the hat to belong

to one of their august body

!

ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.

Bg J. Anderson, M.A., B.Sc, Stornoicag.

In the belief that bee-keepers should

pool their united wisdoms in a united

effort to find the cause and cure of our

most dreaded scourge, I am setting down a

few random jottings on the " Isle of

Wight" disease. It is possible that my
isolated position, and my extreme youth—
as a bee-keeper—may enable me to con-

tribute something tliat may be helpful.

There were no hive-bees in Lewis prior

to May, 1909, but subsequent to that date

bees have been introduced at various

times, l)oth from Scotland and from Eng-

land. "Isle of Wiglit" disease un-

doubtedly came here Avith two lots of

driven bees from the south of England.
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These came out of cottagers" skeps, but
travelled to Lewis in swarm boxes on a few
standard combs containing some honey.
These old combs Avould be supplied by the
agent from his own apiary, and it is

probable that this was the real source of

the infection.

The bees arrived in Stornoway on 28th
September, 1910, and one lot was retained
in Stornoway, the other being sent six

miles out into the country. Both lots

were transferred to frame hives, along
with the old combs, and fed with syrup.
They settled down quietly, bred freely, and
gathered pollen up to 4th November.
The 31st of January, 1911, was a fine,

mild day, and all our bees were moving
freely. All seemed quite healthy, except
the two lots of driven bees. Both of these,

though six miles apart, began on the same
day (31st Jan.) t-o exhibit what we took to

be symptoms of "Isle of Wight" disease.

We observed them carefully till the 2nd of

March, on which date we killed the sur-

vivors, and thoroughly disinfected the
hives, burning all inside fittings. It is to

be noted that the disease came from Eng-
land on the 28tli of September, but it was
31st January (fully four months) before
bees were observed to be affected.

. None of our other stocks displayed the
symptoms until 6th October, 19li, when
two other stocks standing side by side
were apparenth^ affected. This time we
dispatched live bees to Cambridge, and
received word that " both stocks had young
stages of the parasite, which they believed
to be the probable cause of ' Isle of Wight

'

disease." You will note how scientifically

caiitious the bacteriologists are in their
mode of expression. I Jus second outbreak
Avas seven months after the first, yet no
fresh infection can have been introduced,
so far as we can see.

I watched the two affected stocks very
narrowly ; one of them recovered, began
collecting pollen again (14th October), and
is in excellent condition to-day (2nd
March). The other seemed to get worse
daily, and we made a holocaust on 12th
October, taking every care to destroy any-
thing likely to retain infection, and spray-
ing the ground with carbolic acid lotion.

Another stock was seen to be affected on
20th January, 1912. but the bees had
apparently been dying for several days
before we noticed anything unusual. Tliis

third outbreak is about four months after
the second, and none of my other stocks
seem to be affected, but the symptoms
may appear after the usual interval. I
did not slay the last stock, as I wished to
see what would happen if the bees were
left alone, but I removed them to such a
distance from the others as to preclude all

possibility of crawling bees reaching the
healthy hives. I^nfortunately, the weather
had been very cold and unfavourable to

bees, so perliaps the sick stock did not get

a fair trial ; it dwindled rapidly, and
suffered much from dj-sentery. I found
the few survivors motionless on the comb
on 29th March. The queen was iinmarred,
and Mas just able to move her legs, but I

warmed her into activity, and introduced
her to a fresh lot of bees in a Nicolson
Observatory, and she is there now, appar-
ently all right.

I know the history of every stock of bees

in Lewis, and I am of opinion that the
three outbreaks of the disease are all due
to the infection brought here by the two
lots of driven bees from England. Each
fresh outbreak caused a new infection, but
the symptoms did not appear for some
months. This is a feature of the disease

which no one else appears to have noticed,

because no other bee-keeper has had the
same opportunity, as when there are bees

all round a fresh infection may occur at

any time.

This unsuspected peculiarity of the dis-

ease might account for the experience of

Mr. Fairbank, recorded on page 86. In
1910 two of his three stocks died of " Isle

of Wight" disease towards the ebd of the
summer, the third stock remaining un-
affected. Fresh bees were run into the
two empty infected hives, and the three
stocks wintered down. In January the
strong, healthy stock was extinct, while
the two stocks in the infected hives were
quite prosperous. According to my theory,

the apparently healthy stock had been in-

fected in the summer, but the disease had
not had time to develop before they went
into winter quarters. They were dead in

spring.

The bees in the infected hives did not
immediately take the disease. They bred
freely, filled the hives with brood and
honey, and all seemed going well in the
summer of 1911, but they were all dead by
November. The disease was there in the
combs, and the fresh bees got it in time,
though it was months before they all died.

Statements have been repeatedly made
that fresh swarms can be run into hives
infected with the disease, and that the new
bees do not take the disease. Did the bee-
keeper watch them for months before
assuming that they had escaped?

Mr. Ellis has discovered hctw to deal with
the trouble (page 67) : his argument is

beautiful. " Isle of Wight " disease
affects only the adult bees, the brood are
exempt. Foul brood is a disease of

the larvse, adults being exempt. We
cure the latter by removing brood
and combs, and building up a fresh

stock from the adult bees, so, conversely,
we ought to deal Avitli the new disease by
destroying the adults, and building up
afresh from the brood. Mr. Ellis reporte
that this method has been successful, but
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did he watch the composite stocks for

months before reporting?
Tliis long interval between infection and

the appearance of symptoms also explains

why the distemper under discussion has
been described as a disease of the older

bees—the foragers. Naturally ! Freshly

hatched bees are not old enough to display

the symptoms, even though thej- had been
infected on the day the grubs emerged
from the eggs.

Mr. D. M. Macdonald, who has ap-
parently had extensive experience of the
disease, has noted that in summei- stocks

can apparently cope with the disease by
rapid breeding. There may be another
rea.son why the disease is apparently
checked in summer. In the working season

show that it must be inside the hive. It

might be BrauJa ca'ca or the larva of a
moth.

Those theories of mine are purely con-

jectural. I have just the one suggestion
to make—that a stock may he infected

with " Isle of Wight" disease and display
none of the symptoms for months after-

wards.
Just one other point. I note that Mr.

Sladen claims that his British Goldens are
exempt, also Dr. Maiden in his report
says that it has been suggested tliat

Italians and hybrids are more resistant
than blacks. Well, our stock which re-

covered consisted of American Goldens,
while those that died or were slain were
all blacks.

MODER>' .\PIAKY IN BULGARIA.

most bees die of old age before they have
time to display the symptoms of this new
disease. It is calculated that the average
length of life of the worker bee in summer
is not more than six weeks. " Isle of

Wight " disease takes months to kill a bee.

It does not follow that the disease germ
is working inside the bee for months ; it

may have another host, in which it must
pass one or more stages of its existence
before it can pass to the bee. Tape-worms
invariably have two hosts. The liver-fluke,

which is credited in Britain with the death
of one million sheep per annum, is adult
in the gall-bladder of the sheep, but has
three other stages, one of which is passed
inside a kind of water snail. But if the
" Isle of Wight " parasite has a second
host, our first experience would tend to

I have kept the Cambridge bacteriolo-

gists fully informed of what is happening
to our bees, and have written this article

in order that other sufferers may check

our observations.

A BULGARIAN APIARY.

The photograph of this very modern
looking apiary in Bulgaria was taken by

Mr. H. Cowlev, an old student at Swanley
HorticulturarCoUege and a holder of a

B.B.K.A. certificate.

While on a botanical expedition with a

friend he had the honour to be presented

to the King of Bulgaria ; they also had a

special railway carriage placed at their

disposal by His Majesty during the whole
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of the time they were in the country, to

facilitate their 'work, in which the King
is keenly interested.

Mr. Cowley says the photograph was
taken near Stara-Zagora, which is close to

the Black Sea. The curious point to

observe is that, whereas this country is

in a most primitive state and centuries

behind any other part of Europe, yet in

bee-keeping they obviously use the modern
hive. He also adds, " It was the only

modern thing that I saw in this out-of-the-

way corner of Europe."

WEATHER REPORT.
Westbourne, Sussex.

February, 1912.

Rainfall, 2 63 in.
|

Minimum tempera

-

Above aver., '64 in.
!

ture, 16 on 4th.

Heaviest fall, "55 in., Minimum on grass,

on 22nd. 14 on 3rd.

Eain fell on 21 days. Frosty nights, 8.

Sunshine, 553 hours. Mean maximum, 46 4.

Below avei-age, 35 8 Mean minimum, 37 0.

hours.
I

Mean temperature,

Brightest day, 10th, I 417.
7 hours. Above average, 3"4.

Sunless days, 11. Maximum barometer,

Maximum tempera- 30T77 on 28th.

ture, 54 on 28th & Minimum barometer,

29th. ,
29-036 on 9th.

L. B. BiRKETT.

Notices to Correspondents.

R. C. M. (Lines.)

—

f'arbolic Acid for Disin-

fecting Hives.—The solution you de-

scribe will do quite well for either

washing the hives or making carbolic

cloths. Of course the hive would have
to be exjDosed to the air to get rid of

the odour.

A. C, (Darwen).

—

Variety of Bees.—The
bees you send are hybrid Ligurians.

The best time to re-queen is in the
autumn, but you could do it now, as

•soon as you can obtain a queen. Of the
two kinds you mention we should prefer
the "British Golden."

J. W. S. iIlereiord).~Fe rmentation of
Honey.—The only way you can prevent
this is hy warming the honey. Fer-
mentation may be due to various causes,
such as unripeness of the honey, bad
storage, &c.

H. T. (Worsley).—B^'e.s/o»/u/ dead outside
Hive.—The bees sent are evidently old
ones, which have died off in the natural
Avay of old age. They are the ordinary
British bee.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVEKTIBEMEITTB.

6>J^C\VT. good light Honey (candied), in five tins,^ 2 tins free, 52s. cwt—WEAVING, Chipping
Norton. t 72

WANTED, man with knowledge of Poultry.
Bees, and Garden; state age, salary, live in.

—The Acorns, Chigrwell, Essex. t 2

WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, 2s. 6d. sitting;
Huudan-Orpington, 2s.; new W.B.C. Hives,

cheap.—BOWDEN, Broomhill, Witley, Surrey, t 71

A LADY giving up Bees.—9 Stocks of Bees on
9 Standard Combs each Hive. Bees strong in

good sound Hives (some nearly new), including 19
Section Racks. 9 Doubling Boxes, 12 Bar Frames,
Queen Excluders, and 2 Smokers, £15.—MRS. GEE,
Bartlow, Cambridge. t 50

WANTED. Bees, guaranteed healthy; particu-
lars.^WALTON, AO, Percy-road, Whitley

Bay, Northumberland. t 69

»)J^CWT. light Honey, guaranteed first quality,
^v 2 301b. airtight tins, cash offers requested.—
HARRIS, Wavendon, Woburn Sands, Beds. t 68

FIRST-CLASS EXPERT has Easter and Whit
weeks free for touring, or other work with

Bees.—WILSON, Apiary, Belper. t 67

\7'ERY FINE HAMPSHIRE HONEY, in lb. and
Jib. screw cap bottles.—Price right, from W.

FAY, Wade, Havant. t 66

TWO W.B.C. HIVES, secondhand, shallow
frames, fitted wire foundation, excluder, rapid

feeders, smoker, good order, perfectly healthy;
what offers?-MURRAY, Shearing Hill, Gedling,
Notts. t 65

FOR SALE, 3 dozen well filled light Sections;
what offers?—W. BRADFORD, Wellingham,

Ringmer, Lewes. t 64

FINEST GRANULATED HONEY, lib. screw
cap bottles, 8s. 6d. doz., 95s. gross.—S.

MATTHEWS, Whitton Nurseries, Hounslow. t 63

OVERSTOCKED, 24 Shallow Frame Racks,
fitted with full new sheets, drone base, wired,

3/- each, great bargain, warranted healthy. Ap-
proval.—VICAR, Sancton, East Yorks. t 61

ty DOZ. first quality screw cap bottles Honey, 8s.

/W doz.; strong stock healthy Bees, in W.B.C.
chamber, 20s.; or Hive, with Queen Excluder and
Section Rack 30s.; 6 shallow frame show cases
for one frame glazed both sides. Is. 9d. each; few
wired clean drawn out Shallow Frames, 8ia. rack,
9s. each.—SOFTLY, Letchworth, Herts. t 62

NEW OBSERVATORY HIVE, holds standard,
shallow, and 4 sections, finished white enamel,

30s.; 4 unbound volumes " B.B.J. "; would part
exchange healthy skeps.—FROST, Hartshill, Stoke-
on-Trent, t 60

C AMEO STAND CAMERA and all fittings, 30s.

—G. FISHER, Skerne, Driffiekt Yorks. t 59

SOW NOW, seed of Chapman's Honey Plant, per
large packet, 6d., post paid.—GEORGE BELL,

Shoreham, Sevenoaks. t 57

TWO WELLS HIVES, with lifts, good con-
dition, healthy, recently painted, 12s. 6d. each;

exchange entertained; Rosecomb Black Leghorn
eggs, 2s. dozen, grand layers.—WARREN, Terrace,
Hathern. t 55
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BRITISH
BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

As will be seen on next page, the

annual ineeting of the membens of the

B.B.K.A. was held in the lecture hall of

the Zoological Society, London, on March
21st, to receive the report and balance

sheet for the year 1911. Although the

report last year showed an improvement on
the previous one, and was sufficient evi-

dence that the policy of the Council was
effectual in surmounting existing difficul-

ties, the thirty-seventh report presented to

the members on Thursday last was one of

the most gratifying ever issued, and showed
the Association to be in a very prosperous
condition. The meeting, over which the
Chairman presided, exjiressed its apprecia-

tion of the Council's work by frequent
applause as he referred to one point after

another, and the report was unanimously
adopted.

In commenting on the report, the Chair-

man pointed out that the relations between
the parent and affiliated associations were
becoming more cordial. The latter showed
their interest by their delegates taking a

more active part in the deliberations of

the Council. With their advice and help
the Council has been able to obtain a

thorough knowledge of the desires of the
branches, and, wherever possible, these
have been carried out. Notwithstanding
the fact that an attempt has been made
to alienate some of the affiliated associa-

ti(ms, the number of these had increased
to thirty-nine, against thirty-four in 1910
and twenty-eight in 1909. The Chairman
further obsei'ved that since the beginning
of the year two more associations had been
affiliated, making forty-one, and that there
were six others applying for affiliation.

The advantages of affiliation are being
better understood, and county and other
associations are beginning to see that they
cannot do without the B.B.K.A. Evidence
of the far-reaching effect of the work of
the Association is afforded by the affilia-

tion of two associations from South
Africa.

The membership had increased to 429,
the largest number in the last twenty-five
years, just double what it was two years
ago, and forty-five iiew members " had
joined since the beginning of this year.
Not only was the Association free "from
debt, but its net assets amounted to
£380 19s. 7d., including a reserve fund of
£201 3s. lOd.
The Association was to be congratulated

that after many years of hard and patient
work they had obtained Government recog-
nition and help, by a grant of money for
furthering the educational work of the

Association. With the approval of the
Government an experimental apiary is to
be established in the grounds of the
Zoological Society of London, at Regent's
Park, where courses of lectures are to be
given free to students. The obtaining
this grant is ample evidence of the neces-
sity and advantages of having a central
Association, for in no other way and
through no other source could this have
been secured.

Satisfactory as all this was, the pleasure
of the members was demonstrated by the
applause which greeted the Chairman's
announcement that after all the years of
labour in endeavouring to obtain legisla-

tion with regard to diseases of bees, the
time had arrived when their wishes were
likely to be realised. He had been asked
to come uji to town and confer with the
Board of Agriculture on the matter, and
had done so the previous week. The result
was that the B.B.K.A. were likely to
obtain not only all thej' wanted, but' also
prohibition of the importation into this
country of bees from infected countries
abroad. This is very important in view of
the prevalence of Isle of Wight disease
and similar diseases in other countries.
It is to be hoped that there will be nothing
now to hinder legislation, so that steps
may be taken to j^revent Isle of Wight
disease from further spreading. How near
they had approached the desired goal may
be gathered from the fact that on" the day
after the Chairman made this announce-
ment Mr. Runciman stated in Parliament
"that he lioped shortly to introduce a bill

dealing with bee diseases."

Although the difficulties of travelling
were evidenced by the smaller attendance
it was gratifying to find that nearly eighty
faced the inconvenience by attending the
meeting and conversazione, and showed by
their frequent applause that the enthu-
siasm for bee-keeping was not on the wane.
We coiigratulate the B.B.K.A. on the work
accomplished, and have every confidence
that the policy now pursued will lead to
the further benefit of the industrv.

BEES IN PARLIAMENT.
On Friday, March 22nd, in the House

of Commons, i-esjiecting bee diseases, Mr.
Runciman informed Mr. Mount (F., New-
bury) that he hoped shortly to introduce
a bill dealing with bee diseases.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL MFJETTNG.

The annual general meeting of members
was held in the Lecture Hall of the Zoo-
logical Society of London, Regent's Park,
London, W., on Thursday, March L'Lst,

1912. Mr. T. W. Cowan presided.

Owing to the dislocation of the train
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service it was not expected that there

would be a large attendance, but in spite

of this there was a very large number of

members present, though many others sent

letters expressing .regret at their inability

to attencl on account of the restricted

train service.

The minutes of the previous annual
general meeting and of the special general

meeting, held in October, 1911, were read

and confirmed.

The Chairman, in referring to the

report, said that it liad been sent to all

the members, and he was certain they

would agree with him that it was most
satisfactory in every way. In every branch
progress had been made. There was an in-

crease in membersliip, so that the Associa-

tion had now more members than ever
before in its history. Also the number of

affiliated associations had increased, and
the year 1912 would also create a record, as

with only three months of the year gone,

there were at the present time more associa-

tions affiliated than at any previous time.

There were several applications for

affiliation still to come before the Council.

A grant had been obtained from the De-
velopment Fund; and an experimental and
educational apiary was to be established.

The arrangements for the expenditure of

the general fund under this grant were
only Avaiting the final sanction of the
Treasury ; when this was received they
would commence work throughout the

ooiintry by sending out lecturers ; also,

in some of those counties where no associa-

tion existed associations would be started
;

where associations were already in exists

ence assistance would be rendered them.
State legislation to deal with diseases

would no doubt soon become an estab-

lished fact. A conference had been held at
the Board of Agriculture which he and the
Secretary had attended.
The Bill, as drafted by the Committee

appointed for the purpose, was discussed
and, with modifications, was provisionally

agreed to by the conference.
To strengthen the Bill the Board

of Agriculture would probably proceed
by order to the local authorities, and
if they failed to carry out these orders
then the Board of Agriculture would carry
them out themselves. Also, it was pro-
posed to prohibit the importation of bees,

&c., from those countries in which disease
Avas known to exist. The Bill would no
doubt do much to enable them to prevent
the spread of the " Isle of Wight" disease.

Providing nothing serious arose, such as a

change of Government, to hinder the
matter, they might expect that the Bill

would go tlirougli before Whitsuntide.
The " Isle of Wight " disease was the

one cloud ; it was virulent in some districts

while others were quite free. Referring
to the finances, he (the Chairman) con-

gratulated them on the satisfactory im-
provements shown by the balance sheet.

There was not a single outstanding
account.

As the result of increased income and
economy in expenditure, the Association
commences 1912 absolutely free from debt.
By repayment to Reserve Fund of £50,
the balance of the £70 borrowed for the
purjDose of publishing '' Modern Bee-keep-
ing," it has been increased from
£151 3s. lOd. to £201 3s. lOd. The work-
ing balance on January 1st, 1911, was
£57 14s. lid. ; on December 31st it was
£125 13s. 8d. The W. Broughton Carr
Memorial Fund of £63 IGs. has been in-

vested in 2^ per cent. Consols (£79 8s. lOd.).

and the net assets are £380 19s. 7d., being
an increase of £167 2s. 5d. (Applause.)
The library had also increased, and

they were thankful for the gifts of books
from a number of friends.

The Insurance Scheme was still most
successful, and it behoved bee-keepers to
take full advantage of it.

The exhibitions also showed an increase
in the number of exhibits, both at the
Rojal, the Grocers', and the Dairy Show.
Not only had the usual Council meetings

been held, but also a large number of com-
mittee meetings, of which, of course, no
report appeared in the Bee Journ.\l, as

was the case with the Council meetings
;

these committee meetings meant a great
deal of work to the members of the Council.

He was delighted to report such splendid
progress, and moved that the report and
statement of accounts be received and
adopted. (Prolonged applause.)

The motion was seconded by General Sir

Stanley Edwards, who said the report was
most satisfactory, especially that portion
regarding legislation.

There was no comment on the report,

and it was carried unanimously.
Mr. Crawshaw proposed that the best

thanks of the meeting be given to the
retiring council and officers. The increase
in the number of affiliated associations

showed that any reflection on the relations

between them and the Council had now
been entirely removed. Mr. Moore
seconded and it was carried with applause.
The Chairman briefly replied on behalf

of the Council and officers.

Mr. Reid proposed the re-election of the
vice-presidents, hon'. and corresponding
members, hon. treasurer, auditor, analyst,

and solicitor for the year 1912 ; this was
seconded by Mr. Lamb and carried.

The Chairman proposed the election of

Monsieur E. A. Sevalle as an hon. member

;

Mr. Reid seconded, and it was carried.

Mr. C. L. M. Eales proposed, and Col.

H. J. O. Walker seconded, the election of

Dr. W. Maiden as an hon. member ; this

also was carried.

Mr. Sladen proposed the re-election of
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the Oovmcil for 1912, as printed on the

agenda, with the addition of the two new
names ; this was seconded hy Mr. Bocock
and carried unanimously.
The names are as follows : Messrs. T. W.

Cowan, W. F. Reid, R. H. Attenborough,
R. T. Andrews, T. Bevan, C. L. M. Bales,

O. R. Frankenstein, H. Jonas, J. B.

Lamb, A. G. Pugh, A. Richards, J. Small-

wood, E. Watson, E. Walker, Miss M. L.

Gayton, Miss K. M. Hall, General Sir

Stanley Edwardes, Sir Ernest Spenoer,

Dr. T. S. Elliott, Colonel H. J. 0.. Walker,
and Captain F. Sitwell.

Mr. Cowan proposed a vote of thanks to

the delegates from the affiliated associa-

tions who had attended the meetings
throughout the year. He was glad so many
liad taken advantage of their appointment

;

it enabled the Council to keep in close

touch with the Associations, and by their

presence and help both at the Council and
committee meetings, the Council were able

to ascertain what the Associations wanted,
and the delegates could tell their Associa-

tions what tlae Council wanted. This was
carried unanimously.
Mr. Reid explained briefly the arrange-

ments made with the Zoological Society

with regard to the apiary and lectures.

This concluded the business of the
meeting.
Report of Council meeting and conver-

sazione will appear next week.

AMONG THE BEES.
By 1). M. Macdonald, Banff.

PITFALLS BESETTING THE PATH OF THE
NOVICE.

{Continued from page 103.)

A queen is just a queen in the eyes of

most novices—only that and nothing
more. Oblivious of the fact that one
queen can lay one thousand eggs while
her sister may find it hard work to

oviposit one hundred, this wise fool con-
tents himself with the inferior article.

He wonders, perhaps, why the stock is

deteriorating, but he lives on in hopes
that matters will right themselves. Here
is another of the pits into which novices
fall with their eyes open. The knowing
ones have but to look inside the hive and
examine the brood-nest, even a casual
glance xeveals the cause. That failing
queen is instantly deposed, and a new and
prolific one takes her place.

A kindred failing is the inexplicable
fondness the novice often has for hugging
on to weaklings in both autumn and early
spring. In most cases, those kept for
winter go under during the first pro-
longed period of storm and frost from
mei-6 paucity of bees. The small cluster
is quite unable to maintain the proper
temperature necessary for successful

wintering, and bees die out in the

presence of ample stores. In spring the

queen, if a good one, lays abundantly,
but the great proportion of her eggs never

hatch, while many of the larvae lying out-

side the confined cluster die owing to too

low a temperature prevailing in the brood-

nest. Weaklings never pay, and should

always be cliscarded as useless assets.

Food prepared by the bee-keeper as a
substitute for natural stores should be of

the best. Secure good cane sugar, be

careful to use the proper proportion of

sugar to water, and see that the mixture
is well boiled, well stirred while melting,

and that in autumn it is given lukewarm.
Don't forget the pinch of salt, or the

spoonful of vinegar in autumn syrup, as

otherwise yovi will have sour food, or

candied food, neither of which can be a

healthy stamina supplying substitute for

well ripened nectar. The novice is

generally far too careless in small but

essential features of syrup or candy pre-

parations.

Hence we have frequently to lament
that the apiary in spring exhibits foul

flight-boards, and foul entrances, proving
the presence in the interior of dysenteric

generating compounds. A stock so

afflicted either goes under during spring,

or drags out a miserable existence

throughout the whole summer. Want of

proper wraps, a cold draught through the

hive, or damp coverings from a cracked
roof may bring on the same symptoms.
The frequent spring dwindling in the

beginner's apiary is often attributable to

undue interference. The bees have been

handled too late in autumn, or disturbed

too early in spring. What may be meant
for kindness may turn out a bane and not

a blessing for the bees. Evei-ything should

be done decently and in order.

Then the novice at times seems to dig

his own pitfall. Bees not thriving with a

neighbour are purchased for an old song

to bring disease and disaster to a hitherto

prosperous apiary. Playing with disease

is like playing with fire. The "child" in

both cases burns its fingers. No beginner
should purchase an established stock with-

out getting along with it a certificate of

health, or, better, not until he has had
it examined by a capable neighbour, who
knows disease when he sees it. The pit

here is wide and deep, and too many Avise

men and women fall into it. Do shun its

very neighbourhood if you desire to make
a success of apiculture.

What a careless man the novice often is

in the way of temj^ting bees to steal. Wet
combs are left about to get cleared by the

bees, syrup is spilt and left exposed to

prove a snare to prospectors, racks of

sections are left unguarded f<ir prowlers
to pounce on. AVeaklings and smalt
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nuclei are offered as temptations, and

feeders are often unprotected. What more
natural than that bees, when nectar ceases

in the fields, should pounce on these

sweets, believing that all is honey for

them which conies within their reach. A
very large proportion of the robbing

booms are brought about by carelessness

or negligence on the part of the beginner,

who does not appreciate the evil con-

sequences following his thoughtless acts.

Experience teaches avoidance of these pit-

falls.

Laisser faire, or let alone, is a pitfall

of very deep and wide dimensions. The
beginner chances it. He thinks bees

should have ample stores for winter, they

were so strong in autumn, and gave such

a fine amount of surplus. They appeared
to work strong in late autumn. Guessing

that they have full stores is no good

;

ascertain whether they have or not. He
again thinks they have ample room above
during the full honey flow, whereas the

fact is they are congested with honey.

The queen's labours are thus retarded, the

workers are discouraged from active

labours in the fields, and brood diminishes,

causing a reduction of the forces to follow

as a natural corollary.

The actions of too many during their

apprenticeship look as if they were
anxious to break up their forces under the
swanning impulse. At least they appear
to do everything possible to cultivate the

fever, and do nothing to check its in-

ception or development. They treat their

bees as if it were mid-winter. The very
smallest entrance is given ; they have not
the ver}' faintest notions of providing
ventilation ; they never glance in to see

if either bees or queens need more room,
and indeed they treat their frame-hives
very much as the straw .skep man deals

with his antediluvian bee domiciles.

ERE ATA.
In ' Helpful Hints to Novices," p. 113,

line 12 in first column, should read, "that
when revolved the hntfom bar leads."

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

DISEASES OF BEES LEGISLATION.
[8410] The Diseases of Bees Legislation

Committee have drafted a bill which pro-

ceeds along the lines of least resistance,

and should not be difficult to work. They
have evidently been animated with a desire

to hit the happy medium, and the bill

will, I am sure, be approved by the great

majority of bee-keepers in this country.

It does not go beyond apicultural opinion,

but it lacks one provision that may vitiate

the whole measure. While the bill seeks

to prevent dealings in diseased bees,

diseased appliances, and diseased products
of bees, it makes no provision for stopping
the importation of diseased bees or bees

from places outside Great Britain in which
bee diseases of an infectious nature are
known to exist. In this a real danger
lieig, and I think a clause might be inserted

giving the Board of Agriculture power to
prohibit, for any necessary period, the
importation of bees into Great Britain,

should that course be desirable. I would
also suggest some slight alterations in the
drafting. In Clause III., sec. 3, the words
" or extended " might be inserted immedi-
ately after "revoked." With the clause

as it stands the difficulty could be got over
by making a fresh order. Again, in Clause
IV. sec. 1, it would be wise, perhaps,
to use the plural as well as the singular in

the reference to owners of bees, &c. Why
should not the bee expert have power to

take samples of appliances ? It would not
often be used, but it is easy to imagine
cases in which it would be useful. So far

as combs are concerned, why should
Clause VII. be confined to brood combs .^

Is there no danger in combs from surplus
chambers ?—Chas. H. Heap.

[8411] May I make a suggestion re the
Bee Disease Bill, the draft of which
appeared on page 191, "B.B.J.," March
14tliP I am not a very experienced bee-
keeper, but have twenty-five stocks (all in

good health at the present time), and so

have some interest in the proposed legisla-

tion.

Some time ago you printed a letter from
me advocating exenij^tion of holders of

certificates from inspection. I have since
been thinking the matter over, and
although it would be '" very nice," in my
opinion, I am afraid it would not do in an
Act of Parliament, which must, I now
see, l)e without favour of any kind. I

therefore shall be pleased to do what I

can to forward the Bill, but at the same
time I hold that there should be some
alterations in it. In the first place, for

safety, I think that in Clause IV., Sec. 1,

there should be some time for inspection

stated, say between April 1st and Sep-
tember 30th, during which ajDiaries may be
examined compulsorily. In the second
place (a) some minimum notice should he
stated.

Also, I think an expert should be
obliged, before beginning an examination
on an apiary, to thoroughly disinfect him-
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self in the presence of the owner of the

bees he is about to handle. Even then 1

think Mr. Wordley's objection should be

considered. An "expert on tour" would
be liable to cause the I.O.W. i^lague to

spread even faster than it seems to increase

already, because so little is known of this

disease and how it is carried from one

stock to another.

Be J.M.B. (8404). Certainly he would
under the Act be bound to keep his

diseased bees at home, and, indeed, I

.should think he would do so of his own
accord ; but does he imagine that any
inspector living would prohibit his moving
his healthy stocks to the moors or bring-

ing them home again, unless he had a ca^se

of I.O.W. disease or a very general

plague of foul brood? Also, he does not

consider the notification Clause VI., in

view of which he would have to notify any
<liseas6 he found in preparing his bees for

the heather, when the inspector would
probably destroy or isolate and treat the

diseased stock or stocks.

Also, may I call your attention, Mr.
Editor, to Clause V., Sec. 1 (t). Should
not the word " infected " be inserted, so as

to read, " For prescribing and regulating

the destruction of any infected colony? "

I am very plea.sed to see that there is

in the bill no mention of the abolition of

skeps. Has it ever been ascertained in

what proportion the skeppists are of the

total number of bee-keepers in this

country ? I rather suspect them to form
a majority. Can any one say?
Be the letter from Rector (8408). This

letter shows very plainly the extremes to

which anything may be carried. I am
afraid when the Bee Disease Bill becomes
law (if it ever does) this gentleman will

liave to let daylight into his hives.

With regard to glass covers, can Mr.
Dalzell give ns the names of a few, say
three, bee-keepers with eighty stocks or

over who work all, or a majority, with
glass covers? It would, I have no doubt,

lielp to persuade us of their usefulness as

practical appliances in the apiary. My
own opinion, never having used glass

covers, is that for all practical purposevs

there is nothing like the quilt. I don't want
my bees to come through the winter better

than they have done this time under
porous quilts.—R. B. Manley.

[8412] May I congratulate the eom-
iTiittee on the text of the above Bill, as

given in your issue of March 14th? The
only suggestion I would make is, that in

Clause v., Sec. 1 (b) the words ''or appli-

ances for bees " should be inserted after

"colonies," and in (c) "or products of"
should be inserted after "hive."
The committee have done well not to

exempt those who call themselves big bcPr

keepers; such class legislation is totally

opposed to present-day ideas, or to an
Englishman's notion of fair play. The
number of stocks a man lias is no guide

or guarantee as to his knowledge or capa-

bilities of dealing with disease. I know
one so-called bee-keeper who, when I last

visited him, had over sixty stocks of bees,

and did not even know how or when the

queens were mated. I was only once

allowed to examine any of his stocks, and
half-a-dozen taken at random were all

found to be more or less diseased ; at the

same time he was doing a fair trade in

selling bees, combs, and appliances in the
neighbourhood. In several instances I saw
the disastrous effects of purchases made
from him. I could give other instances

of big bee-keepers dealing in diseased bees

and combs, &c.
With regard to skeps, in some parts of

the country, it would no doubt be a hard-
ship and very unwise to exterminate them,
but possibly that could be left to the local

authority to deal with. In a county Iikb

Lancashire, for instance, where I have had
the pleasure of doing the expert work for

the last four years, there have been less

than forty skeps, among from 300 to 350

members. It would be very little hardship
there to make the driving of all skeps, &<:.,

at the end of the season compulsory, but
the case would be very different in some of

the southern counties, where one could

find more skeps in a week's tour than
there are in the whole of Lancashire.

To say that skejDS or skeppists do not

spread disease is simply nonsense, as I

know to my cost. This district was quite

free from disease until it was brought by a

skeppist from a village a few miles away
about eight years ago. It was not at all

diflacult to get the skep destroyed, but the

mischief was done, and it has been a very

different matter to get rid of the effects

of that one diseased skep. The fact is

that skeps are difficult to examine. I once

examined thirteen in one apiary by cutting

cut a comb from each, when every one was
found to be diseased. I have also seen

skeps and boxes, in which bees have died

from disease, turned up for other bees to

clean out.

To mv mind your correspondent,
" J.M.B." (8404), makes out a very good

ca.se for the Bee Diseases Prevention Act.

It appears that if he knew his bees were

diseased he would still move them up to

the moors, probably among other stocks,

only this Act will prevent him doing so

—

"Truly a nice state of affairs." This is

just one of the instances in which the Act

will do good. I have heard bee-keepers

complain of those who will take infected

stocks on to the moors juid spread disease

to those around. 1 should advise

"J. ^r. B." to keep his bees as far as he

possibly can from other hives on the moors,

or anvwliere else; then should that "pry-
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ing expert," who has been given a hint,

spot the disease, other healthy stocks may
be allowed to be moved by their owners.

He also seems to overlook the fact that

the "prying expert" who has "reason-

able grounds for supposing that disease

exists," has to give "reasonable notice"

of his intention to examine hives.

I hope the Act will come into force at

the earliest possible moment. It has been

postponed and delayed far too long

already.—J. Hereod, Sutton-on-Trent.

HOW PROPOLIS IS COLLECTED.
WITH A NOTE ON POLLEN-COLLECTING.

[8413] Thinking that it would be well-nigh

impossible for the bee to pass a gummy
substance like propolis through the joint

between the hind tibia and metatarsus, as

it does the pollen, I exposed a propolised

quilt in the warm sunshine to see what
would happen. Soon a bee alighted, and,

after making several futile attempts, bit

off with its mandibles a little piece of

sticky propolis, and seizing it in its fore

feet transferred it to its left corbicula by
means of a quick motion of the left middle
leg, patting it on to the corbicula with the
metatarsvLs of the left middle leg. The
propolis was collected in this way, bit by
bit, on to both the left and right corbiculse.

Thus the bee loads its corbicula with pollen

by one method and with propolis by
another method, the former substance
being combed on to the corbicula through
the leg from the metatai-sus of the oppo-
site hind leg, and the latter being jalastered

on to the corbicula by the metatarsus of

the middle leg on the same side.

I am able to corroborate from observa-
tion the statement made by Mr. L. S.

Crawshaw at the recent B.B.K.A. conver-
sazione, that in the arabis the pollen is

gathered and kneaded with the mandibles
before being placed on the metatarsi, and
have noticed that this method is also

employed, exclusively or not I cannot say,

in collecting the pollen from the goat
willow and the laurustinus. Plenty of
flowers of different kinds are now coming
out, and keen eyes will, no doubt, have
many opportunities of noting interesting
details in pollen-collecting.—F. AV. L.

Sladen.

LLOYD'S AND INSURANCE.
[8414] Some there are who may read

this article who possibly will think I am
endeavouring to teach their maternal
ancestor, once removed, to extract the
nutriment from an egg by the art of
suction. But there are many to whom
"Lloyd's" means perhaps nothing more
than the name of a newspaper. Oh, no

!

I forgot, there are those who will
recognise the name as belonging to a
gentleman also connected with another

scheme of insurance, but his family name is

George. I f^el somewhat inclined to draw
some comparisons. But this paper is

censored. If I touch politics, which by a
very wise rule are excluded, I may per-

haps have this contribution thrown into

the waste-paper basket.

But " Lloyd's " the " Lloyd's," is one of

those rock-built pillars of commerce and
national credit which are so interlaced

with our stability as an Empire. Nothing
less than the wiping out of our existence

as a State would prevent "the old lady of

Threadneedle Street " opening her doors

five minutes late in the morning, and that

such a thing as a legitimate " claim " on
"Lloyd's" not being paid is about as

possible as that a foreign fleet should

emulate Van der Tromp, and sweep the

Channel, or the army of an enemy lay

siege to London.
It is always interesting to study

the history of any of the organisations

which influence and direct the life and
actions of this day, for by that means we
learn from the wisdom of our predecessors

and draw from the accumulated records

of tlie past, to our advantage and instruc-

tion. And as the motive of this article is

to show the absolute security of those who
subscribe to the insurance scheme of the
British Bee-keepers' Association it will

not be foreign to the objects of this

Journal if I tell in as few words as

possible of " Lloyd's " and insurance, how
they both had their birth and have grown,,

and possibly also explain a little as to how
these things are managed at the present
day.
The earliest traders who visited these

.chores were the Phoenicians, trafficking in

tin from Cornwall, and though it is a
matter of tradition that they laid aside a
j^ercentage of their profits (as naturally
all wise merchants would do) against
losses by sea, there is no docu-
mentary evidence to that effect. Possibly
the earliest reference to anything akin to

insurance was an ordinance of the Emperor
.Justinian (a.d. 533) ^^ho permitted money
to be advanced at 12 per cent, on what
was really " Bottomry." So Gibbon in-

forms us. In that period of the Roman
Empire, usury was repressed by very stern

laws, although, needless to say, it was easy

to evade them. Bottomry was an arrange-
ment whereby the ship was mortgaged for

money advanced. If it arrived safe at

port the loan was repaid with agreed
interest, but if unfortunately the vessel

was lost then also the advance was lost.

Merchants from the Continent early

settled in England, especiall}^ traders from
the Low Countries. Ethelred II., in 979,

encouraged and patronised them. Edward
the Confessor gave them important privi-

leges and monopolies, in return for which
they were obliged to make him valuable
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gifts of merchandise at Christmas and
Easter. Hence they were called Easterlings.

They were permitted to establish

themselves in that part of the City of

London where now the trains run over
long gloomy arches into Cannon Street
Station. They fortified with high walls

and built warehouses on the area bounded
by Upper Thames Street on the north,

All Hallows Lane on the east, and Cosin
Lane on the west, which was called the
Steelyard, and they the merchants of the
Steelyard—corrupted from Stoepel Hof to

Staple House, then to Steelyard. Now
these Steelyard merchants, connected
with and representatives of the Hanseatic
League, carried on their maritime business
under the regulations of the laws of
' Wisby," a Baltic port, and we read in

the Chronykvan, FJanden that the Count
of Flanders in 1310, at Bruges, gave the
Hanseatic League a Charter of Insiirance,

permitting them to insure vessels almost
on the terms and after the same manner
as insurances are nowadays effected.

Naturally English merchants grew
jealous of the privileges accorded to

foreigners, which irritation culminated in

Queen Elizabeth's reign. Mainly at the
instigation of Sir Thomas Gresham, the
founder of Life Insurance in England,
such stern " Tariff Reform " measures
were passed in 1597 that the Steelyard
merchants were compelled to close their

business, and finally they were expelled on
the last day of February, 1601.
Now this Sir Thomas Gresham

advertises in May, 1560, that he has in-

sured two vessels laden with gunpowder
for £2,000, and on 23rd September, 1561,
he insures a cargo of armour for £1,000 at
five per cent, in a sailing vessel, which,
strange to say, is about the rate now
charged for a similar risk.

But driven by civil wars from Italy,
long-bearded (long us barbiis) natives of
that land fled with their money and
valuables to England, and made loans at
heavy interest. Having of the needful, they
.soon acquired powerful friends, who
obtained tlie grant of the Fen land—con-
sidered of little value between Bishops-
gate and the Thames—and built houses on
it in 1610. They were called Lombards,
hence Lombard Street and Fenchurch
Street. In 1654 merchants used to meet
at certain " kauphy " houses (as cofi^ee

then was spelled) to discuss their business.
Auctions of ships and valuables were held
at these cofi'ee-houses, sales being by
"inch of candle," i.e., the highest bidder
before the candle burned out was the
purchaser. One Edward Lloyd kept one
of these establishments in St. Michael's
Alley on Cornhill, and we read in the
London Gazette of 21st February, 1688, of
such a sale, and also of certain valuables,

jewellery, &c., being lost, the finder of
which would be rewarded on applying at
Lloyd's coffee-house. In 1692 he moved to
Tower Street, afterwards to Lombard
Street, around where all banking and
maritime business had commenced to con-
centrate, and there he started Lloyd's
Xews, the oldest newspaper existing (in its

continuation as Lloyd'.s List) at the present
time; it gave and gives particulars of
the movements of all vessels. At first of
course such information was meagre.
Now they have trustworthy agents in
every port to transmit messages by wire
or by " Marconi."—J. Sm.a.llwood.

{To he continued.)

ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE (?).

[8415] About six years ago, before
hearing or reading anything about the
above, I had an experience which I have
often thought of since. Carried away
by a passing fad, I purchased some queens
of a race which shall be nameless from an
English town which shall also be name-
less. Those queens were safely intro-
duced, and as the spring advanced the
respective hives were watched with great
interest—one especially so, the alighting
board being often covered with bees
apparently unable to fly, and later the
ground in front also being covered with
bees. An examination was made which
showed signs of the queen being an exces-
sive breeder, eggs being seen in cells close

to the wood, and pollen scarce, which was
thought to be a partial cause of the weak-
ness. I swept up about a pint of bees
from floor-board, &c., dead and dying,
and hoped for an improvement with a
further advance of spring and assistance
by way of feeding.

There was no improvement, howevea%
and in disgust I demolished the lot and
trenched the ground around the hive. I

have seen nothing like it since, but need-
less to say, my motto has since been " Eng-
lish bees for the English climate."

—

J. M. B., Trewoon Apiary, Cornwall.

EXPERTS AND THE SPREAD OF BEE
DISEASES.

[8416] I have refrained from writing
on the unsavoury subject of diseases for
a long time for two reasons : (1) because I

felt that the Legislation Committee could
be relied upon to work out a Bill which,
whilst dealing eff'ectively with the diseases,

would not. when put in force unduly
harass any member of the craft

; (2)

because the objections put forward in
your columns are mere reiteration of old
arguments which have been to all unbiased
minds satisfactorily disposed of by your-
self and others over and over again.
There is, however, one argument which
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should not pass unchallenged, because if

accepted by the rank and file of bee-

keepers it would at once check the ad-

vancement of the craft to such an extent
that all associations might forthwith give

up the work, whereby hundreds of people
have been taught a hobby which is of all

country pursuits the most fascinating, and
one of the most lucrative. I refer to the
assertion that experts are '" an army of

germ-carriers, distributing disease to

every member of the association," which
is printed in " Notes by the Way," page
114. over the signature of Mr. Woodley.
If the British Bee-Keepers' Association,

which confers the title of expert after an
exhaustive examination, is content to

have those whom it has honoured
stigmatised as an army of filthy

creatures responsible for the whole-
sale spread of a disgusting disease,

then it becomes the duty of the experts
themselves to show that they resent such
an unfounded slander on their profession.

As an expert, a member of the Council of

the B.B.K.A. and Hon. Secretary of

a County Association whose experts have
dealt satisfactorily with more cases of

disease than Mr. Woodley has proba-
bly ever seen, I beg most respectfully

to repudiate the statement that we are
germ-carriers. Further, I think it is high
time that the Council of the B.B.K.A. as

a body should throw off their official

apathy and put on record their dis-

approval of any member of the association

casting such a stigma on those who are

members of a most useful body, and who
realise and try to carry out their duty
in a manner not exceeded by the members
of any other profession.

Has Mr. Woodley ever met a cntificatrd
expert who could honestly be stigmatised
as a "germ-carrier " ? If so, a grave re-

sponsibility rests on both the exjiert and
those who allowed him to qualify as such.
If Mr. Woodley has not very good and
sufficient reasons for laying this charge
on the whole armj" of experts, then a grave
responsibility rests on him, in misusing
his well-earned influence in the bee work],
to warp the minds of those whom I fully

believe are a very small minority, and to
whom an argument of this kind
irresistibly appeals. Wliat, might I

enquire, would the great army of doctors
say if they were classed as an '" army of

germ-carriers"!— G. W. Avery.

Queries and Replies.

[8300] A NoviiP's Queries.—(!) How
can I use up some left-over candy ? What
<{uantity of water should I add for making
it into syrup, and should more naphthol
beta be added? (2) How can I cleanse
combs containing honey and pollen which

have been in a hive which was slightly

affected with dysentery ? Some cells con-

tain what appear to be eggs of wax-moth

;

cocoons were near at hand. How can I

make them fit to use for bees again ? (3)

Would it be any benefit to the bees if I

put a comb filled with water in or near
brood-chamber ? (4) Could you kindly give

through "B.B.J." a list of the bee
flowers which would ensure a continual

bloom all the season?—J. H., Whitlev
Bay.
Reply.—(1) Weigh the candy, and if it

is quite dry, add the proportion of water
to the pound as given for syrup-making.
If it is moist then the quantity of water
should be reduced slightly. (2) Do not try

to disinfect the combs, but melt them down
and replace with full sheets of foundation.

(3) No ; water should be placed outside in

a shallow vessel filled with stones for the
bees to rest upon when drinking. (4) You
can obtain a list of these from Messrs.
Sutton & Sons, Seedsmen, Reading.

[8301] Giving more room in Spring.—
I have just purchased a stock of bees in a
W.B.C. hive, and as I have had no prac-
tical experience of bee-keeping I should
like to know how soon do I give the bees
more room in the brood-nest. They are
covering six frames, and I have several

extra frames fitted ready with foundation,
but do not want to risk chilling the brood
by opening the hive too soon. I want
them to increase as quickly as possible, and
do not wish to restrict them for room. I

have not examined the bees at all yet,

but noticed a large number flying during
the time the bright sun was shining
recently.—H. C, Isleworth.
Reply.—On a fine, warm day examine

the bees, and if they are crowding all the
combs. give a new frame fitted with a full

sheet of foundation on the outside of the
cluster. Repeat this when the combs are
crowded again. Our object is to help
amateurs, and we are only too pleased to

do this; so do not think you are worrying
us unnecessarilv.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

Hire Protection.—The best and most
suitable material, and the best mode of

applying the same to protect the hive
cluster in winter, in order to obtain the
most successful results at the close of the
season of lepose, is an evergreen subject
Gleanings deals with interestingly and in-

structively in the issue of 1st February,
and I glean a few of the more important
ideas without grouping or arranging them
unaer different heads.

" A colony of bees, even though it be
contracted down to a comparatively small

ball, is a miniature radiator, i.e., a source
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of heat (and an emitter of heat). The

closer a thermometer is placed to this ball

the higher the temperature will go. Now,
if this ball of bees is a radiator, and if

those bees have to keep up their body-

heat by consuming honey, the colder the

atmosphere around the cluster the more

food will be required."

Mr. Root says: "The question of up-

ward ventilation, or sealed covers, will

depend largely on locality. We are be-

ginning to favour a flat cover on top of

the hive not sealed down."
Mr. Holterman says :

" Loss of heat

means loss of honey and loss of vitality of

tha bees. A thermometer above the cluster

shows the temperature a few degrees below

that of the cluster. There's the point!

This is a clear proof that there is a certain

amount of heat given off. Remember this,

that increased heat is expended energy

—

bee life, plus honey."
A liarge proportion of the bee-hives in

Canada and the States are wintered in

cellars, but of late, even in the colder

northern regions, opinion is maturing in

favour of outdoor wintering. Mr. iJyer

tells us that some four Canadian bee-

keepers, owning among them over 2000

colonies, believe out-and-out that this

system of wintering is best.

Statistics.—It seems there is rather a

decline in the number of hives in U.S.A.,

and also in the number of bee-keepers,

according to Government returns. In

1900 there were four and a quarter million

bee-hives; in 1910 they had decreased to

three and a half millions. In the tirst

year bee-keepers numbered over 700.000

;

at the end of the decade they had gone
down to under 600,000, yet the value in

dollars had increased by $200,000.
Gleanings, in spite of this apparent
dwindling, declares that there is no reason
to doubt that there will be more colonies

in 1912 than ever before. Apiculture has
never been in so good condition as it is

now. As an indication of this the demand
for supplies daring the decade exceeds that
or any previous period.

Short Courses.—Guelph College, Canada,
has finished the second course, and results

have proved highlj^ satisfactory. The
Secretary reports :

" The students are now
scattered once more, and it remains for

them to put into practice some of the good
things they learned Avhile here, and to
show their neighbours that a course is

beneficial in raising the standard all over
each district.'' These students leaven the
whole lump !

One for the Ladies.—Mr. Tyrell, secre-
tary of the American National, and pro-
prietor and editor of the Review, is a man
of indomitable energy. In " Editorial
Comments," in Am. B. J., we have a
laudatory tit-bit which ought to have ap-
peared in Miss Wilson's column : " We

may say that the secret of his tremendous
energy, resourcefulness, &c., is greatly due

to the good cooking, and the inspiration

and helpfulness of his wife's all-round

efficiency."

" The National."— Under the new
regime this Association is introducing at

least four improvements. The directors

are to send out honei/ crop reports early

in the season to everj- member. They are
to make it their aim to bring about uni-
formity in honey packages, in order that
every member would be using exactly the
same case. To enable members to obtain
proper returns for their honey crop they
are to establish selling agencies in several

of the largest cities. Formation of local

branches will be encouraged fully affiliated

to the central society.

Bee Shows to Come.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Honey Department, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White, Hon. Secretary, Marden House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedutes from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of jnanu-

facturers or correspondents, or where appliances
can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-
tion, can only he inserted as advertisements. The
space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and not

for advertisements. We wish our correspondents to

hear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to go

to press in advance of the date of issue, queries

cannot always be replied to in the issue imme-
diately following the receipt of their communica-

tions.

W. A. (Bucks.).

—

Incorrect Teaching.—
This is not the only error in the book
you mention. There is no need to make
a ventilation hole in the floor-board of a

W.B.C. hive. Use it as perfected by its

designer, and you will be all right.

H. B. (Kent).

—

Clearing Old Pollen from
Combs.—This should not be attempted,

as it is only waste of time. Melt down
the old combs, and refit the frames with
full sheets of foundation.

Starvation (Durham).

—

Stock found dead
in SpriMg.—The queen, which has only a

slight trace of the Italian about her, has
been badly injured in some way, and
this has prevented her from Laying
fertile eggs ; the worker cells contained
drone larva?. The bees have died from
starvation as you suggest.
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W. p. D. (Dndiey).—Blacks and Hybrids

in same Stock.'—It would appear tnat a

queen of another breed had been intro-

duced to the stock before you bought it.

All the old bees will die off very soon

now. You will then be able to tell what
breed the bees are. You do not say

how long the bees are in taking down
the 4 pint of syrup. If they seem to be

taking it too fast reduce to one hole.

A. W. (Montgomery).

—

Joining Bee Asso-

ciations.—It is quite a usual practice

for associations to admit members resid-

ing not more than two miles over the

border. You had better write to the

Secretary of the Shropshire B.K.A., Mr.

S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Salop, who
will give you the desired information.

Nottingham Castle. — Canadian Bee

Association.—The Secretary of the

Ontario Bee-keepers' Association, To-

ronto, would inform you regarding bee-

keeping in Canada. There are also a

number of small branch associations in

various parts of the country. The
Canadian Bee Journal, a monthly
periodical, is published at Brantford,

Ontario. It can be had from " B.B.J."
Office, at 5s. 6d. per annum.

J. O. (Blackheath).— Bees-wax. — The

.sample sent is bleached wax, and
apparently it has had a fair percentage

of tallow fat added.

H. D. P. (Letchworth).—Sfoe/c not Flying.

—If there are no bees flying on warm
days, we are afraid there is no doubt but

that they are all dead. Open the

hive and send a few of the bees in a

tin box ; we may be able to tell you the

cause of death.

P. F. J. (Glos.).

—

Sending Bees hy Bail.—
Unless you can prove gross negligence

on the part of the railway company you
would be liable for any damage done.

A. B. F. and F. S. SyiiTii.—Extract ing.--

We thank you for your letters, though
the error would have been corrected this

week, as it was noticed immediately
after the Journal was printed.

J. J. N. (H orwich).—3/0 »/cZ!y Combs.—{!)

It is not a sign of disease, but usually

such combs are not worth keeping and
should be melted down. (2) Write to

the Secretary of the Lanes. B.K.A., Mr.
W. H. Martin, Thurston Lea, Cam-
bridge Road, Southport.

W. L. T. (Beds.).—TraHs/e/T//i(/ Bees.—
Buy a " British Bee-keepers' Guide
Book," on page 149 of which you will

find instructions for transferring a

stock from a skep to a frame-hive.

Suspected Disease.

W. P. S. (Bedford).—W^e regret to say
the bees appear to be affected with " Isle

of Wight" disease.

J. J. B. (Chippenham).—The bees have
died from " Isle of Wight " disease. It

would be foolish to attempt to use

honey from the brood-combs. Be wise
and burn the lot.

Deepdene (Staffs.).—You could start

again if proper disinfection is carried

out. Treat the hives with the preserva-
tive advertised in our columns. It is

quite safe to keep the stocks you have,
but they should be put into the hives
and treated as above as early as possible.

R. R. (Yorkshire) and W. W. (Ayrshire)

Tlie bees are affected with Isle of Wight
disease.

Alarmed (Hants).—The bees have died of

Isle of Wight disease. Destroy at once
and burn all dead bees, combs and
internal fittings of the hive. You might
treat all the other healthy stocks with
Ayles' cure, advertised in our pages.

Honey Samples.

H. G. B. (Kensington).—The sample is an
excellent clover honey.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence-
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

FSZVATE ADVEKTIBEKEXTS.

ITALIAN HYBRIDS.—Discontinue keeping; 12
Stocks, with fair Hives, 12s. to 15s. each; guinea

Extractor, 7s. 6d.; Super Foundation, 2s. lb.; new
Sections, 2s. 100; Section Racks, Dividers, M.;
Shallow Frames, Is.; other appliances, half price.
—REV. MAWSON, Stocklinch Rectory, Ilmin-
ster. t 92^

f

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS, prize laying
strain, good table birds, true to type, eggs

are very fertile, and producing very strong healthy
chicks; eggs, 15 3s.; 50 &s. 6d.; day old chicks,
13 6s.; 50 £1.—J. HOUSEHAM, Huttoft. Alford,
Lines. t 91

FlOR SALE, pure English Honey, light colour;
sample, 2d.—LAW, Cuckoo, Ashwell, Herts, t 90

IjlOR SALE 4 281b. tins of very very good granu-
lated Suffolk Honey; sample, 2d.; 17s. tin;

tins returnable; also few pounds (shallow) Weed
Foundation.—CROWE, Central-avenue, Wigston,
Leicester. t 89

BARGAIN Cottage, 3 acres, outbuildings, '"0

Hives Bees, and good connection for sale of
Honey.—G., c/o " B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-street,
Strand, W.C. t 88

FOR SALE, laying Fowls, 2s. 9d. each; Leghorn
cockerel, 3s.—29 Ulundi-road, Blackheath,

S.E. t 87

MAGNIFICENT Stock of Bees, covering 9
frames, 1911 Queen, plenty stores, just over-

hauled, in good hive, 30s.—DR. WOOD, Maltby,
Rotherhani. t 86

FOR SALE, 2 W.B.C. Perfection Hives, witii
section crates, one Hive stocked with Native

Bees, excellent condition, £2.—MISS JACKSON,
Uplyme, Devon.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
The monthly meeting of the Council was

held immediately after the annual meet-
ing. Mr. T. W. Cowan presided, and
there were also present Messrs. W. F.

Reid, J. B. Lamb, C. L. M. Eales, E. W.
Walker, O. R. Frankenstein, T. Bevan,
A. G. Pugh, J. Smallwood, A. Richards,

General Sir Stanley Edwardes, Colonel

H. J. O. Walker, Captain Sitwell

;

Association delegates, Messrs. G. W^
Judge and J. E. Smiles (Crayford), G. R.
Alder (Essex), L. McNeill Stewart (South
Beds.), and the Secretary, W. Herrod.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Miss Gayton and
Dr. T. S. Elliott.

The minutes of the Council meeting,
held February loth, were read and con-

firmed.

The following officers were elected:—
Chairman, Mr. T. W. Cowan; Vice-Chair-
man, Mr. W. F. Reid. Finance Com-
mittee, Messrs. R. W. Attenborough, T.

Bevan, C. L. M. Eales, J. B. Lamb, J.

Smallwood, and A. Richards. Exhibition
Committee, Messrs. T. Bevan, E. Walker,
O. R. Frankenstein, A. G. Pugh, E.
Watson, and Captain Sitwell. Publications
Committee, Messrs. T. Bevan, C. L. M.
Eales, J. B. Lamb, W. F. Reid, and J.

Smallwood. Emergency Committee,
Messrs. W. F. Reid and J. B. Lamb.
The following associations applied for

affiliation and were accepted : Croydon and
District, and Barnet.
The following new members were

elected : Mrs. C. Thompson, Esc rick, York
;

Miss A. L. Lassen, Maidenhead ; Mr.
"VV. H. Tinslev, Chebsey, Eccleshall,

Staffs.; Mr. F.*" Gravil, Paper's Hotel,
Cardiff; Mr. J. Stebbings, Hillborough,
Norfolk; Colonel R. S. Frowa Walker,
Scotts Lodge, Knockholt, Kent ; Major H.
Goodwyn, St. Helier, Jersey; Mr. D.
Ingamells, King's Grove, Maidenhead

;

Mr. W. Ion, Healing, Lines.; Mr. W. H.
Simms, Bushey, Herts. ; Mr. F. Hervey
Bathurst, Aston Clinton. Herts.; Mr. H.
Bruoe, Cranford, Middlesex; Mr. E.
Hawkes, 19, Grange Terrace, Leeds ; Mr.
J. Flashman, Falkland Road, Barnet.
The following names of delegates were

submitted and approved : Mr. G. Hayes
(Notts.), Mr. F. W. Moore (Bedford), Mr.
J. B. Lamb (Middlesex), Mr. Gravil
(Glamorgan), Mr. L. McNeill Stewart
(South Beds.), Rev. D. Lloyd Jones
(Suffolk), Mr. J. Tinsley (Staffs.), Mr.
T. W. Wliite (Essex).

The financial report was presented by
Mr. J. N. Smallwood. It was resolved
that payments be made amounting to

£50 12s. 4d. The receipts for the month
of February were £21 16s. lid. The

balance in hand at end of Februarv was
£162 4s.

The dates of Council meetings for 1912
were arranged for the third Thurs<:lay in
each month, excepting August, when there
is no meeting, and the October meeting,
which is to be held on the 10th.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Smallwood for

his services in connection with the keep-
ing of the accounts brought the meeting
to a close.

Next Council meeting, April 18th.

THE CONVERSAZIONE.

At the conclusion of the annual meet-
ing, as reported in our last issue, about
eighty members and friends assembled for
the conversazione which followed. Light
refreshments wei-e served, after which the
Chairman (Mr. T. W. Cowan) called upon
Captain Sitwel! to read his paper on
" Heather Honey," which he did as
follows :

—
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

In selecting my subject, I did so with a
specific object, namely, that discussion
may possibly throw some light on manj^
puzzling points, and thereby something
may be added to our knowledge of the
subject of the secretion of nectar, the
cause of variations in colour, density, &c.,
in honey, by bee-keepers who are present
giving us the result of any observations
they have made, or by inducing some who
have time and opportunity to take notes
in the future on some of the points that I

shall now attempt to bring forward.
As all British bee-keepers know, heather

honey is in some districts the main crop
of the year. In guide-books, and in most
articles on the honey-crop, clover is stated
to be the mainstay of the bee-keeper.
This may be the case in the South and
Midlands, but in the North generally, and
in the North of Scotland, heather, and
heather alone, is all we have to depend
on. In my own district, flower and clover
honey are acceptable, and we try to get
as much as we can ; but what we aim at

and work for almost entirely is to have
as many stocks as possible fit and ready
for the moors ; in short, what we look to
for our profits is the heather-crop.

Luckil}' for us, heather honey always
commands a good price. I say luckily,

for although clover years vary, one season
like the last being exceptionally good and
another not so good, I think I can safely
state as a fact that the average clover-

flow is of longer duration and much moi-e
regular than the heather-floAV. The
heather-crop also varies year by year, but
seldom or never in the best year does the
flow last as long as the clover-flow. I^ast

year, which was quite exceptional as a
whole, it barely lasted three weeks. T am
talking now of the flow, not the length of

time the bloom lasts. On an average it
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seldom lasts ten daj^s, and what makes it

extremely difficult for the bee-keeper is that

it comes by fits and starts, is very

irregular generally, though not always, as

I shall show later, coinciding with the

hot days, or a hot spell. With an

irregular flow we all know what constant

and careful watching is required to obtain

the best results, and that in the home-
apiary; but hives at the moors are prac-

tically out-apiaries, and it is seldom

iwssible for the owner to be always on the

spot, so perforce he has to trust to luck.

As samples of flows, let me take the last

six seasons. In 1906 the heather was in

bloom about August 12th, but owing to

cold and rain no honey was stored till

the 30th. On that date the weather
became suddenly hot, and remained so for

nine days, the temperature in the shade
reaching 85deg. A severe frost on the

night of September 7th ended the flow as

suddenly as it began. In 1907 it lasted

a week, and that not until the second

week in September, from 6th to 12th. In

1908 there was a very good flow from
August 3rd till the 14th. After that date,

nothing. In 1909 it was most uncertain,

the flow being on August 27th and Septem-
ber 2nd, 3rd, and 5th. Only four days

in all ! In 1910 a good flow from about
August 19th till 27th. On the 27th,

luckily for myself, I took off forty-eight

good sections for show purposes. All racks

were raj^idly nearing completion, and
second racks required. But, alas! on the

28th the weather changed ; on the 29th

we had a heavy thunderstorm, followed by

a week's rain and wind, which spoilt the

bloom. I could not touch my hives again
until September 4th, when I found the

bees taking down the honey as fast as

they could, so I only saved some nine or

ten sections per hive, and those not sale-

able. I had, however, any amount of

drawn-out sections and baits, which came
in useful this last season. In 1911 the
flow was from the end of July till August
20th. Owing to the second crop of clover

being exceptionally good and the heather
early, they overlapped, so that a great
deal of blend Avas obtained. Against this,

the heather-flow continued, and second
and third racks of pure heather honey
were secured.
Now this brings me to one of the curious

points wherein heather differs so greatly
from clover, sainfoin, limes, or other
sources of nectar. By heather-honey, in

the North certainly, and, I fancy, in most
places, it is understood to be the honey
produced by the bees from the nectar
secreted in common ling {Calluna vul-

garis). " Its consistency is peculiar to it

alone ; it does not run out when cut, for

the contents of each cell are distinct

hexagonals of delicate jelly. Its smell and
flavour, which the uninitiated consider

strong, are those of the aromatic odour of

flowering ling. Its colour is a wonderful
amber, which is bi-ought into marked con-

trast by the surrounding snowy-white
opaque cell-walls and cappings." There
is also a honey produced from bell-heather

nectar {Erica cinereu). A sealed section

of the one, to look at only, cannot be dis-

tinguished from a sealed section of the

other. The experiment has been tried by
the Northumberland and Durham B.K.A.
in Newcastle, but, on cutting, the veriest

novice could tell the diiference; to use a

common expression, they are " as different

as chalk from cheese." Bar the colour

and whiteness of capping, there was no
comparison. The bell-heather sample had
not the same smell ; it ran freely when cut,

and when tasted was pronounced a flower

honey. As is well-known, ling-honey

cannot be extracted, whereas that from
bell-heather extracts more easily than
clover. In this instance, and in others,

there was no difference in the colour of

the two samples ; but I have also evidence
that it is often very much lighter in

colour. I wonder whether the two species

of Erica account for this (E. tetralix and
E. (inerca). Now we come to a strange
fact. That ling-hone}', or, as w© call it,

iieather-honey, varies both in flavour and
colour North and South of the Tweed,
is well known, that farther North being
reputed stronger in flavour and darker in

colour than that farther South. But the
Tweed is not the boundary line. Mr.
Avery, the well-known Secretary of the
Cumberland and Westmorland B.K.A.

,

writing to me, says :
" I may say it varies

considerably in colour and density in dif-

ferent parts of the counties, and, except
on some of the lower hills, is not so dense
as that from the Cheviots. The flavour

and aroma, however, are quite equal to

any, excejDt that gathered on some of the
more Northern Scottish hills." Again,
Dr. Moore-Ede (Medicus), whose interestr-

ing observations and experiments at the
moors are -nell knoA\ n to all readers of the
Bee Joubnal, assures me that my honey
from the foot of Cheviot is much stronger
than his from Edmondbyers in the south
of the county. He has also noticed a
difference in strength and colour in honey
from two moors, one ten miles north and
the other ten miles south of the Tyne. I

could go on quoting other instances where
these variations have been observed.

There is evidently no hard and fast divid-

ing line, such as the Tweed ; but how are
we to account for these variations?

So far, I have only touched on the
differences in colour, flavour, and density
in heather-honey obtained from various
moors, if we can hold the moors responsible.

But now we come to a much more im-
portant difference. Two sets of moors,
though only a ievr miles apart, may have
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very different values to the bee-keeper as

regards his heather-crop. For instance,

take in my own district : Wooler may be

described as lying on the north-east corner

of the foot-hills of old Cheviot himself.

Moor after moor rise one behind the

other to the south and west. Across the

valley of the Till lie a belt of moors,

partly on a sandstone outcrop, and partly

with a clay subsoil. Beyond these, again,

is a long, comparatively low line of moors,

on whinstone, commencing at Kyloe,
ojjposite Holy Island and running almost
due south for some twenty miles. If a

stranger went from one set of moors to

the others he would find it hard to select

the best as regards the quantity of bloom
on the ling. Yet no Wooler bee-keeper

would ever dream of sending his stocks

across the valley, though the roads are

good. No, he sends them up awful roads
to the Cheviot moors. The bee-keepers

across the vale, with ling at their very
doors, also send to the Cheviots. Why? I

have asked members of my Association,

and the answer has been :
" It's no use

your sending to the whinstone." The sub-

soil has always been held accountable for

the difference in results, and the value of

the two sets of moors, from the bee-

keeper's point of view, viz., profits. I

may mention that the Cheviots are augite
granite. I thought " they had reason," as

the French say, founded on experience,
until I received a letter from Mr.
McNally, whose letters in the Record we
all know and appreciate, and who is

essentially a "heather man." He tells

me that all his honey is gathered on
whinstone moors ! Glenluce, where he
jives, is almost exactly 150 miles due
south-west f]om Wooler in a bee-line. Mr.
McNally's bees work at about 500ft. above
sea-level, and he is only 'a feAv miles from
the sea. The Kyloe Moors, which our bee-

keepers count of such little value, are only
a few miles from the sea, and run from
400ft to 700ft. above sea-level. What we
fail to get on the East coast Mr. McNally
gets—and obtains in paying quantity,
moreover—on the West ! The conditions
are apparently the same, but the results
are very different. Mr. Avery, writing
also of the West, considers " the whin-
stone yields the best quality." Why?
Has our old friend "the Gulf Stream"
got something to say to this result? Now,
I will give an instance where the sub-
soil is clearly the chief factor. A York-
shire friend writes : " The chalk marl and
limestone sides of our dales are much pre-
ferred to the sides with sandstone sub-
soil. AVe get the finest grade from the
ironstone subsoil and the finest flavour in
existence. The density is one solid jelly."

Many old bee-keepers say that heather on
freestone or sandstone produces honey
freely; but the quality is inferior to that

from whinstone or limestone, though the
quantity is, as a rule, greater. What is

the reason?
As a. surface soil, peat seems to be a

necessity for the growth of heather. That
heather and heaths both grow best

in a peaty soil there is no doubt. The
greater the depth of peat the better and
stronger the plant, and in consequence the
more nectar secretion. Where there is

only a few inches of peat on the surface

there does not appear to be much nectar
secreted in either heather or heaths.

Talking to a bee-keeper the other day,
he suggested that drainage had a great
deal to do with this quesiion of variable-

ness in heather honey. At the moment we
were discussing the poor value of a neigh-
bouring moor, but as the subsoil was clay,

my gardener friend's theory that " want
of drainage meant cold, and drainage
warmth, thereby affecting the secretion of

nectar in ling " was probably correct in

this particular case; and it is borne out
by some notes from Ayrshire. There the
moors yielding best results are some 1200ft.

above sea-level, on limestone with a good,

dry surface. From some bogland moors,
about 700ft. up, with wet, boggy surface,

tlie results are not nearly so good, the
honey differing in density, colour, and
flavour in the two cases. Again, in

Aberdeenshire, the darker, stronger honey
is from the high moors, the lower wet
moors yielding a much poorer quality.

One very experienced heather man from
Yorkshire (Whitby district) says, " The
higher and drier the moors the better the
yield. The low moist parts of the moor
never, to my knowledge, yield any honey."
That there is a great deal in this theory
I am convinced, for "a wet season makes
a sample lacking in consistency " are the
words of that well-known authority,
" D.M.M., Banff." A bee-keeper who
sends to the Berwickshire moors gives " a
friable loamy clay " as his ideal for a sub-
soil for the heather plant or shrub. This
question of drainage I think should be
taken in conjunction with the growth of

the plant itself when seeking for the
reasons for the variations in the honey.
There are three distinct styles of growth to

be noted in ling : First, a dry scrub which
flowers fairly well but yields a small

supply ; second, a tall, rank growth in

damp places and on low-lying moors, which
gives a very poor return, and the sample is

thin, Avatery, and of poor keeping quality;

third, the ling at its best>—miles, ayo
leagues, of the famous purple heather.

Purple, the royal colour befitting our most
regal honey.
Drainage, therefore, has a good deal to

do with good results, but with drainage,

so to speak, equal subsoils play an import-

ant part. Granite is, beyond all question,

always excellent. Ironstone and gritstone
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have strong claims to be considered among
the best. Whinstone, as I have shown,
seems to give different results on the East
and West Coasts, though it is admittedly
better than sandstone, and probably better

than limestone. Chalk marl and limestone

seem better than sandstone, while a loamy
clay lias a good claim as an excellent sub-

soil. But even now I don't think we have
got to the bed-rock of what is the real

reason why some heather-honey is so very

much better than other.

Altitude would seem to be a very import-

ant factor in obtaining the best results,

but here again we are met by much con-

flicting evidence. In Cumberland and
Westmorland it is stated that the best

quality of heather-honey in the two coun-

ties is secured from the lower ranges, that

from higher up on the mountains is lighter

in colour and not so dense. Notes from
Berwickshire support this view. To the

contrary, in the Cheviot and Tweed
Borders, Ayrshire and Aberdeenshire, the

North of Scotland, Derbyshire, and York-
shire, and elsewhere, there is a consensus

of opinion that the best and purest ling-

honey comes from the high moors. One
friend is very emphatic on the point. He
says " altitude is a most important factor

in securing the very best sample. Heather,

even if abundant and showing a wealth of

bloom, does not give genuine heather-

honey below, say, 500ft., and gives the best

when grown at over 1000ft. Derbyshire

(Peak district), the lower stretches of

Banffshire and Aberdeenshire, to take

•some samples, yield honey lacking in

density, flavour and aroma. The honey in

some of these cases is diirker and duller.

My Ayrshire friend describes the honey
from the lower wet moors in that county
as "muddy." On some of the Derbyshire
moors, which run on unbrokenly into

Yorkshire, however, the honey is described

as "very dense (jelly-like) rather bright,

not quite so dark as some Scotch." But
these moors are from 800ft. to 1000ft. up.

The Yorkshireman's summary, "the
higher a,nd drier the better the yield," I

have quoted before.

Now, may I touch on the subject of the

granulation of heather-honey? I have
never seen my own do so, but perhaps it

never gets the chance—is eaten too

quickly. A lady in my neighljonrhood lays

by large stores of it at a time, and keeps

it for years, and she only occasionally finds

it granulated. One heiither man says, " I

have kept a section for two years by
putting it on a plate and covering with a

basin, cutting it in two, and laying it on
its side on the plate, and it was absolutely

free from granulation with no running on
the plate, but just the same as if taken
from a hive. I have kept two sections

for five years with slight granulation."
Another, with twenty-five years' experience.

says "pure heathey-honey, 100 per cent.,

will hardly granulate at all." Mr.
McNally says it will granulate if kept in a

low temperature (both comb and pressed).
" D.M.M." says "well-ripened heather-
honey does not candy readily." A man
whose opinion I value says of granulation :

"The levulose never; after about six

months the dextrose will granulate in

large granules and leave the levulose

liquid, having then the appearance of

golden syrup mixed with rough oatmeal.
I have often seen sections that exactly
answered to this descrij^tion. Pressed
honey in some seasons seems to granulate
fairly quickly, and has also been noticed to

decrease rapidly in bulk when cold weather
comes on. Pressed heather-honey also

varies in colour and consistency, as the
following descriptions will show. One lot

is described as "a muddy-brown ; it is

deficient in density, so much so that when
pressed and put in bottles no air bubbles
are retained in the honey, and of course

flavour is lacking." Whereas the other

is described as being "of a bright,

sparkling amber, density and flavour first

class, and altogether quite a different

article ; also, when good honey is pressed

and put into bottles, a great quantity of

air-bubbles are retained, making it look

like soft-soap." A good honey, when
pressed, may be said to fall in lumps rather
than run.

Now here is another case of the contradic-

tiousness of heather honey. Granulation
is considered a sign of purity in honey.
But is it so with ling-honey? One heather
man goes so far as to say, " My opinion is

heather-honey, rcalhj pure, will not granu-
late fit all, and heather-honey generally so-

called pure is not really so, and the less

pure the more the granulation." He is

corroborated by many. "The least mix-

ture of mustard which blooms at the same
time as the ling will cause all honey to

granulate very quickly. A mixture of any
other will also cause it to granulate
smoothly " is the result of observation in

Yorkshire. That an early heather-flow

does not yield heather-honey of the purest,

because other sources of nectar are avail-

able at the same time, is true—witness last

season. One wise man prefers to send to

extra high moors, to avoid the risk of his

bees gathering from other sources. Granu-
lation gradually increasing according to

the amount of other than heather in the

cells seems to sum up the results of many
observations. Anyone can test this by
sampling a section of heather-blend that
has been kept some time ; the ling portion

will be found liquid, while the flower parts

of it will be granulated. Regarding re-

liquefying granulafed heather-honey, Bro.

Colomban, of candy fame, whose skill no-

body will dispute, notes that heather-honey
does not behave like other honevs when
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reliquefied. It loses both mellowness and
consistency.

Heather-honey as a winter food seems to

be a vexed question lately started in the
" B'.B.J." Some declare it is deadly,

others that it is excellent as such. I think
that it only adds one more to the many
puzzles that a study of heather-honey con-

fronts one Avith. In some localities, and
Avith certain grades of heather-honey, it

may be a bad Avinter food, but most
assuredly in others it has been for years
the staple store, Avith no ill effects.

(To be continued.)

HOMES OF THE HONEY BEE.
APIARIES OF OUR READERS.

VieAA-ed merely as a picture, Mr. • A.
Sandy's apiary, AAhich we present this

Aveek, may leaA'e something to be desired,

tion and interest Aveek by AA"eek, as it

touches uiion every conceivable point in

practical apiculture. T^nfortunately, Iioaa-

ever, I came to grief, losing my whole
apiary through an outbreak of foul brood.

This gaA^e me experience. For the space
of six j^ears my interest, Avhile never
abating, Avas not gratified until, in 1896, I

reneAved my acquaintance Avith bees by
taking a stray colony from a hollow elm
tree, with about 121b. of honey. The
honey was converted into money, and then
into syrup, foundation and a modest array
of ajjpliances. A hive in Avhich to house
the SAvarm I constructed from grocers'

boxes and similarly fotir other hives
Avere made the next season, and \Aere

stocked in the autumn Avith driven bees.

In the spring of 1898 I had five strong-

colonies. By this method my aiiiary has
paid its way in advance. Three of my
hives have obtained prizes in shows. In

MR.. A. SANDY S APIARY, DRAYT0>\, ABINGDON, BERKS.

but as a neatly arranged and business-

like bee-farm its appearance* is admirable.
The long roAv of hives, skeltered from
bleak Avinds by trees, apparently are all of

uniform pattern, and the bees liaA-e an un-
impeded flight o\-er a grassy expanse to
an a])undantly supplied foraging ground.
Mr. Sandy's short account of his career as

a bee-keeper is full of interest, and shoAvs

Avhat a man possessed of energy and
capability can do AA-ith l)ees. We are
pleased to liear of his success, Avhich lie

AAell deserves. He says:—
" My first experience of bee-keeping dates

back to the 'eighties, when, by chance, I

happened to see a bee-keeper manipulating
a frame hive, and became quite fascinated
AA-ith the hobby. My l)ookseller introduced
me to CoAvan's Guide Book and the British
Bee Journal ; the latter has given
me the greatest possible amount of instruc-

1900 I became a third-class expert, and
in 1901 obtained the B.B.K.A. second-

class diploma. Suitable timber for hive-

making sjieedily superseded boxes, and
my apiary grcAv until in 1910, when
Captain McKilliam became my partner, it

comprised thirty-six colonies. We then

decided to Avork for increase instead of

surplus, Avith the residt that we began
last season Avith 100 colonies in three

apiaries, the largest of Avhich is seen in

the photo Avith Captain McKilliam stand-

ing at the ba'ck. He preparetl all tlie

hives from timber cut to proper dimen-
sions, and sent in the flat. The bees have
some of the finest bee forage to Avork

upon, right in the centre of apple and
cherry orchards, at Milton Hill, Steven-

ton, and Drayton in North Berks, and
have given us a great quantitj' of the

\ ery I)cst lioiiey perfectly rijieneil."
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

aide of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

LEGISLATION FOR BEE DISEASES.

[8417] Although I have refrained from
taking part in the discussion in the

B.B.J, on Bee Legislation for some time

past, I am still following with interest the

course of events. I have felt strongly that

nothing would be gained by filling your
columns with a subject that had been
already almost " written to death," but, as

the cri.sis appears to have arrived, and
although very busy, I feel compelled to

say a last word on the subject.

I have read the d^-aft of the proposed
Act in the B.B.J. , and must say that I

have much more sympathy with it than
with that which appeared in the '" Small-

holder." Perhaps my dislike for the latter

is more imaginary than real, owing to

the unpleasant—made in New Zealand—

-

flavour about it, as well as the feeling

that this new, up-to-date weekly was
usurping a position that past services en-
titled our own ''B.B.J." to.

I still maintain, and Reports of County
Associations continue to support my argu-
ment, that the County Associations (a

feature of the " Old Country's " bee-keep-
ing, which the Colonies to the same degi-ee

do not possess) are doing excellent

work in extinguishing foul brood, and
I honestly believe that if there was
a strong Association in every county this

disease would soon be at vanishing point.
I know that the '' obstinate " beekeeper is

the bogey trotted out, but I have, person-
ally, never met one of them yet—the other
extreme has been my experience of bee-
keepers.

The " Isle of Wight " disease is quite a'

different matter and calls for immediate
and strong action by the Board of Agri-
culture, but the Inspectors appointed by
the Board should on no account be allowed
to enter a healthy apiary, but, as in the
case of the Diseases of Animals Act, they
should confine themselves to the cases
notified according to law.

It would be as disastrous to the healthy
a^piary of a large bee-keeper for an
Inspector to make promiscuous visits t-o

diseased and healthy apiaries as it would
be for the Board's Inspector to visit a

farm, where several animals had died of
anthrax, and then visit the farm of another
gentleman who had spent years in raising

to perfection a valuable herd of Short-
horns, or any other noted breed of cattle^

and personally examine the healthy animals
there.

As I am assured by the final draft of the
Bill that the Bee Diseases Legislation
Committee has welcomed honest criticism

from those who liave the best in-

terests of apiculture at heart, I

write to say that I agree with them
that exemption of certain bee-keepers
could not form part of any Act, yet in

practice I do not see why, under suitable

and well drawn up bye-laws, the healthy
apiary, after being once thoroughly
examined, should not be exempted until its

condition is suspected, or the bee-keeper
himself notifies disease.

To take a somewhat parallel illustration,

I daresay many fellow-teachers have vivid
recollections of the times when our schools,

being found efficient, were exempted from
examination, whilst others not reaching
the required standard of efficiency, being.^

perhaps, not so favourably situated as our-
selves, were obliged to undergo the ordeal
of an annual examination.

With regard to the straw skep, I am again
with the Committee in the view that the
time is not yet rij^e (a real live Association

in every county may hasten the day) for
their abolition in England, yet I see no
reason why it should be a hardship for any
Inspector to condemn a straw skep to be
driven at the end of the season, when its

combs appear to be a year or more old.

The exemption of super honey from
destruction, and the notice of the proposed
visit, are other strong points in its favour,
especially the latter, as, although in a late

issue of the "B.B.J." a once prominent
Colonial Inspector indulges in praising the
correct behaviour of his class, still his view,
and that of the persons who received the
summons and paid the fines for keeping
bees in straw skeps, might not exactly
coincide.

Tliere is still one matter which I think
the Committee would do well to reconsider,

and that is the matter of compensation. I
liave been much struck in the reports of
the working of the Irish Bee Pest Act, at
the number—a very large number indeed

—

of small sums, from 2s. 6d. to 5s., that
have been paid to the cottager bee-keepers
of Ireland by several counties, which has,

no doubt, been the means of enabling these
poor cottagers to replace the worthless
bees and skeps destroyed. Those who are
well able to bear the loss, may, of course,,

if they wish, refrain from coming on the
Compensation Fund, and in that way
benefit their poorer neighbours, as the
fund will, no doiibt, be a small one. I
admit that at one time I thought—I may
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say I almost hoped—that between the

proverbial two stools (" Smallholder" and
B.B.J.) the proposed Act would fall to the

ground. I find now that they have joined

forces, but, as the " Smallholder " says,

the proceedings at the interview at the

Board of Agriculture were of a confidential

nature, and the B.B.J, says that " a

common basis has been arrived at," with-

out saying what it is, it appears to nie

that while they appear to trust each other,

they have still no confidence in the general

body of bee-keepers outside, which is a

mistake that may afterwards be regretted.

I am not sure but that the B.B.K.A.,
by their present action, will bring into

being a rival, which may finally wipe them
out of existence, at least sO' far as an
examining body is concerned. The Board of

Agriculture will, no doubt, as most Boards
of the kind usually do when once they
take up matters—^octopus like—grasp all

within their reach, and not only examine,
select, and appoint their own Inspectors

in Horticulture and Bee-keeping, as they
do in Ireland, but also finally run the
whole show, and in the end follow the lead

of Australia, as in the case of Mr. R.
Beuhne, by translating your able junior

editor to the Board of Agriculture.
The bye-law.s will no doubt be the crux

of the coming Bill, as regards its smooth
working, and the fight will centre around
these in every county. In order that we
may be prepared for this contingency by
organisation, at the request of several bee-
keeping friends, may I ask all bee-

keepers in Carmarthenshire who> may see
this letter, and are in favour of the forma-
tion of a County Bee-keepers' Association,
and are willing to help in their own dis-

tricts, to kindly write to me or Mr. Davies,
Crossing, Abergwili, Carmarthenshire, who
is making an appeal in the local papers ?

Should the replies received justify us, steps
will at once be taken to call a preliminary
meeting at some central place to discuss

the prospects, etc., of resuscitating the old

Carmarthenshire Bee-keepers' Association.—Herbert Samways (2nd Class Expert
B.B.K.A.. 1st Class Cert.' R.H.S.),
Maesybont, Llandebie, Carmarthens.
[We have every confidence in the Board

of Agriculture carrying out inspection in

an efficient manner, and have no doubt
that the Inspectors would receive the same
instructions as they have in respect to
the diseases of animals. Tliere would be
no necessity for an Inspector to visit a
healthy apiary at all, and he would cer-

tainly not do so. The common basis
arrived at in the conference is practically
embodied in the Bill promoted bv the
B.B.K.A. (page 101) and the statements
made by the Chairman at the annual meet-
ing of the Association (see pages 121 and
122), The action of the B.B.K.A. has
been forced upon them by bee-keepers and

the affiliated Associations, who have passed
resolutions urging the parent Association

to take action in the matterj more par-
ticularly in view of the spread of
" Isle of Wight " disease. Our corres-

pondent is wrong in supposing that the
B.B.J, and "Smallholder" have joined
forces, for we have never approved of the
action taken by the latter paper, as we
considered that only the Committee ap-
jiointed by the B.B.K.A. fully represented
the views of bee-keepers in the country.
This committee has worked independently
in accordance with the requirements of the
late President of the Board of Agriculture
(Lord Carrington, now the Marquis of

Lincolnshire), and we are pleased to know
that its recommendations are likely to be
carried out. The Bill published by the
"Smallholder" was an impossible one, and
the numerous letters which we have
received about it from those who have been
canvassed in its favour, clearly show how
strongly bee-keepers objected to it. The
B.B.K.A. Bill embodies all that bee-
keepers want, and should have their
undivided support. We are glad to find

that an effort is being made to start a
Carmarthenshire Association.

—

Ed.]

HOT BRICKS AND BEES.

[8418] I have read with interest

(No. 8379 page 83), referring to the warm
brick method of treating stocks that have
run down in spring, but this must entail

a lot of labour which, in many cases, would
be worth more than the value of the bees.

In my practice I have adopted the
principle of the closed comb, as found in a

skep, to my frame hives. I use what I call

spacers, or closed ends and tops. The bees,

are then confined between each comb,
with little radiation of heat. If the bees,

are fed gently below, it is astonishing how
quickly they will build up with such an
arrangement, especially if the colony is.

headed by a young queen. It is conceded
by all practical bee-keepers that skeps are
warmer homes for bees than frame hives as

ordinarily used, and there is very little

doubt about this, but frame-hives are just

as warm when these spacers are used in

them.—R. Grose, Bodmin.

INSURANCE.
[8419] Have you ever visited " Lloyd's " ?

Needless t<j say, unless you are one of the
initiated you may not pass the swinging
"guichet." But we will suppose you have
business to transact with one of the
" members." You mention his name to

the courteous janitors, straightway it is

passed on to the rostrum where a com-
manding figure in uniform immediately
" shouts '' your friend. But, good heavens,
what a sliout ! It seems to echo and
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reverberate in every corner of the room.

Shades of the Seven Sleepers of Christen-

dom and Rip van "Winkle ! Their occujoa-

tion would have been gone liad thej- been

within his hail. Sufficient, however, it is

that it has answered your purpose, and
has attracted the attention of he whom you
desire to see. While you are holding your
conversation, you notice the crowd surging

up and down the stairs, and two things

must appeal to you : How vast has this

association grown, since a little over two
centuries ago the merchants used to meet
at the " Kauphy house "

; and again, how
is all this wonderful work organised!-' But
there are subjects I dare not discuss at the

moment. Although exceedingly interest-

ing, it would be too complex for this

article. I must hark back again to the

purposes for which these notes are written,

and only deal with that minute proportion

of the "risks" which affect you and I

as to our mutual industry.

Now, the unit of the " British Bee-
keepers Insurance Scheme " is he who
insures his hives, and of course his sub-

scription. Presuming that a bee-keeper
desires very wisely to cover himself against

all those dreadful perils that I mentioned
in the first of these articles, how is he
to do it? The scheme is simplicity itself.

If he is a member of a county association,

he writes to the Secretary and encloses a
remittance of one penny for each hive to

be insured, the smallest amount which can
be received being ninepence—that is to say,

if an owner has only four hives to insure
he must remit ninepence, the minimum pre-

mium ; but if he has twelve, at one penny
each hive, it will only cost one shilling.

Further, if he is not a member of a
county association he must remit one
shilling extra, say, as in the first example,
one shilling and ninepence in all. If he
is not aware of the address of the county
official, he may remit to the Secretary of

the British Bee-keepers' Association, at

23, Bedford Street, Strand. He^will then
receive a form which he will duly sign and
return to the Secretary, by whom it has
been sent. Or it is often more convenient
to hand the subscription and form, duly
executed, to the expert on his tour, which
when received by the Secretary of the
B.B.K.A. comjjletes the insurance un-
less declined, which exceedingly seldom
occurs. The insured is then covered
against any damage inflicted by insurers'
bees to a third party not exceeding £30.
It is difficult to scheme a more simple
plan, and the premium is so small.

In the event of damage, send particulars
of your claim to 23, Bedford Street, and
if the underwriters are satisfied that the
claim is just, it will be paid in about ten
days' time, or sooner.

Now, it is quite reasonable that they

who contribute their insurance premiums
should know how, in the event of damage,
payment is guaranteed. In the first place,

the Bee-keepers' Association take out
annually a policy covering all claims under
the third party arrangement up to £5000,
M'hich amount, I think, most of my readers
will agree, is much over the compensation
likely to be demanded. In the second
IDlace, to guarantee the faithful transac-

tion of all business which passes through
their hands, the members of "Lloyd's"
have each to give security of from £5*000

to £10,000. AMieii any " business " is

offered the members write their names
on to the policy, taking a certain share of

the risk. Hence the term " under-
writers." For instance, Smith agrees to

take £500. Brown £1000, Jones £1000, and
so on. Therefore, if you take the aggre-
gate of the guarantees of the underwriters,
that of itself is a fair security, but in addi-
tion to this the brokers who serve our asso-

ciation so arrange that the insurance in

which we all are so interested is further
underwritten by a second company (re-

insured) whose cajjital amounts to

£100,000. I think, therefore, that the
subscribers who venture their one penny
per hive may sleep calmly—nor fear if there
should be any claim that it will not be
paid.

It may be of interest to relate that last

year 12,409 hives were insured. There
were but few claims, and these were
promptly remitted to the satisfaction of

all concerned as acknowledgements certify.

There only remains one word more to be
said: "Insure." "You never know your
luck " IS jierhaps rather a slangy expres-
sion, but it just expresses the idea. If you
know that you have a strong backing
behind you, should it hapiien that you do
get into troul)le, you can then well afford

to be ' cheekv." —J. Smallwood.

HOW THE CORBICULA IS LOADED.
[8420] I recently repeated my experi-

ment, described in the "B.B.J." of

Dec. 14th, 1911, of loading the corbicula

of a dead queen humble bee with pollen, by
means of the auricle, and I found that the

pollen stood up and required to be patted
down so as to lie on the corbicula as it

does in nature. Evidently this patting of

the pollen in the corbicula is an essential

part of the process of loading the corbicula,

and during the recent warm weather I saw
some British Golden honey-bees carrying
it out with the metatarsus of the middle
leg as they gathered pollen from the
laurustinus.—F. W. L. Sladen.

WINTERING BEES IN MICHIGAN.
[8421] There is considerable difference

in the winter in different parts of this
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State, since it extends over some SAdeg.

of latitude. The cellar is generally found
to be the best place, but some construct

large winter cases, and pack the

hives Avith chaff or sawdust. Bees are

usually confined pretty closely for four

months, as when they are once placed in

the cellar they are not removed until

spring. The great problem is proper
ventilation, and an even temperature of

45deg. Fahr. The past winter was an
extremely cold one, but better than when
we have warm days frequently, which
causes restlessness and over-consumption
of food. Disease and inspection are likely

to reduce the number of bee-keepers and
make those wlio wisli to continue in the
business more expert.—E. Ewell, Litch-
field, I\Iich.

Queries and Replies.

[8302] Bee-keeping in California.—Would
you kindly give your ojjinion as to Oali-

fornia for the settler, especially as regards
bee-keeping and the best districts? I am
thinking of going there, and knowing that
you have had some experience there, i

venture to ask you.—Thanking you in

anticipation.—A. G.\bdnek, Norfolk.
Reply.—There are many parts of Cali-

fornia good for bee-keepers, especially

among the foothills. Some of the best
honey-producing counties are, in the order
named : Ventura, Los Angeles, San Diego,
Orange, and Santa Barbara. The yield,

however, is not certain every year, as it

depends on the amount of winter rain, and
frequently it is difficult to keep bees
through a dry season. The rainfall varies

from 7in. to 41in., and a very dry season
comes every seventh year, but at least 14in.

is necessary for a yield of nectar, and if

rain comes as late as March, good crops are

secured. If less than that amount falls

during the winter the crop is a failure.

Some of the leading bee-keepers estimate
that they can reckon to have one verj' good
season and two pretty good ones everj'

seven years. The work, liowever, is hard
and dreary, as bee-keepers have to put iip

with a great many inconveniences, for they
have to rough it sometimes far away from
neighbours. The climate is excellent, and
a living can be made if one happens to hit

upon a good locality, which is difficult

unless you would be prepared to wait and
look about for such a place. You would,
however, have to be verj^ cautious and
make enquiries before you buy land, as

there are many agents who would sell it to

you, representing that it woidd do for bee-

keeping when it was quite imfit for this

purpose. You would have to turn your
hand to anything, as help is extremely diffi-

cult to get, and if you had to pay for it

bee-keeping would be unremunerative.

[8303] Keeping Bees in Observatory
Hive.—Your kindness in answering two
former queries of mine emboldens me to

make one more : I am making a two-frame
observatory hive and would be glad to

know how long it would be safe to keep
the bees in it in the summer. I am pro-

viding for warm covers and practically air-

tight doors, which will be lined Avith car-

pet-felt. Would it be safe to put in two
frames, one with brood and plenty of bees,

and keep them there until the latter raise

a queen and some brood? If so, I could

make a new stock of the contents of the
observatory hive, transferring to an
ordinary frame hive and borrowing a
comb or two and more bees from other
stocks. What is the latest time, in a
normal summer, it would be safe to do this,

and could I do it after the honey-fiow is

over ? The observatory Avill be kept in a
wooden building and the bees go out
through the walls.

—

Ahejeko.
Reply.—You could keep the bees as you

suggest, in the observatory hive, until

immediately after the honey-flow, and then
make up to a stock, being careful to nurse
them by means of stimulative feeding.

[830i] Honey from Ivy.—I am a bee-

keeper of inconsiderable experience, but
have kept bees for two seasons. During
last winter all my bees died, and in May
last, " a bolt from the blue," in the form
of a large swarm, took possession of my
empty hive. During these few months I

have learned one thing : In the late weeks
of the honey-flow a very large amount of

honey is collected from the ivy, and I

should like to know: (1) Is this honey fit

for human food? (2) Is it fit or good to

use for l)ees' winter store?—E. B.,

Westbourne Rectory.
Reply.—The answer to both j'our ques-

tions is Yes.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
extracts and comme^jts.

By D. M. Macdonahl, Banff.

Sugar for Bees.—Mr. Dadant, after dis-

cussing this subject, comes to the con-

clusion that :
" Grood sugar syrup, or pro-

perljr-made sugar candy, is equal to the

best honey for bees that are to be confined

a long time, whether it is for trans-

portation or for winter. But for spring-

feed for breeding the requirements are

entirely different. No one can consider

syrup as superior, or even equal, to whole-

some honey at that time." The distinction

can be appreciated. In the first case the

food goes to keep uj) internal heat with a

limited re])airing of tissue in the adult

bee ; in the other the food consumed builds

up the framework of the young bee.

Painting Foundation.—The Bevieir

advocates painting the sheets of founda-
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tion with wax in order to strengthen

them. " Use a 2in. paint brush and run

the melt-ed wax along the sheet with a few

light strokes, followed by heavier ones.

This leaves quite a rim on the side walls;

the more the better. Eub about half way
doAvn the sheet." Mr. Poppleton claims

that this painting prevents the sheets from

warping or bulging, and that it greatly

strengthens them, while all the wax
rubbed on is utilised by the bees in draw-

ing out the cell-walls. He considers it

indispensable in his own apiary, where he

has used it for years.

Inspectors' Association.—All apiary in-

spectors and official entomologists of the

United States and Canada are urged to

join this body. In the fight against

disease there, as here, it seems each man
is a law unto himself. There we find an

approved inspector actually transferring

diseased combs from unhealthy to healthy

hives! Here we have, or at least had, an ex-

pert who went about with a small bottle of

diluted carbolic acid, treating diseased

stocks by spraying some of his solution

into diseased cells! Such men are a

menace to apiculture, and an association

Avhose organisation " would increase the

efficiency of apiary inspection, and bring

about greater uniformity in the laws and
more active co-operation between the

various inspectors," must do a world of

good. A thought strikes me! I wonder
now whether it would not be a good thing

if an Experts' Association could be
formed among the 3,000 B.B.K. A. experts?

Bee Shows to Come.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Honey Departmeat, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White, Hon. Secretary, Harden House, ]{ed-

hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.

Jiily 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K. A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 25, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle

and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

special prizes. Scheduler from G. W. Avery,
Holme House. Wetheral, Cumberland.

Notices , to Correspondents.

Theodosia (Millbank).

—

Flour candy.—
No, the flour will not injure, but help

the bees.

S. E. A. (Derby).

—

Bees in Sirring.—Unit-
ing .—Bees, should now cover four or five

frames at least. Do not use scented
syrup for uniting, as this may induce

robbing. Dust the bees Avell with
ordinary flour.

F. R. (Sta&s.).—Exhibiting Bees.—We
presume you mean bees in the observa-
tory hive class. It is essential that a

queen should be with the bees on the
combs, but the breed of bees is

immaterial unless specified in the
schedule. Form for insuring your bees

has been sent.

Suspected Disease.

W. H. W. (Essex).—The bees are suffering

from "Isle of Wight" disease. You
had better destroy the stock, and get a
swami later on. Do not omit to destroy
or thoroughly disinfect everything that
has been in contact with the diseased
bees.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Annotincements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per J in., or Ss. per inch.

PBIVATE ADVEBTISBMgyTS.
OR SALE, W.B.C. Hives and best quality
Bees.—WOOD, expert. Arnold, Notts. t 93F

FINEST LIGHT HONEY, in 281b. tins, 70s. cwt.;
samples, 3d.—WAIN, Thorpe Bank, Wain-

fleet, t 4

SURPLUS STOCKS.—Having had good winter
with Bees, have several healthy Stocks and

Nuclei for sale at 10s. to £1 each, packed free by
expert; Italian and English Hybrids.—JOSHUA
CREWES, Beekeeper, Truro, Cornwall. u 8

FIRST-CLASS EXPERT DISENGAGED,
requires work amongst Bees.—SWABEY,

Braoebridge Heatli, Lincoln. u 7

ENGLISH HONEY, screw caps tie overs, few
Sections, 8s., 9s. doz.—DAVIS, Westholme,

Slicpton Mallet. u 5

LIMNANTHES DOUGLASSII, extra strong
large plants, soon in full flower, 50 7d., post

free.—LITMAN, Castle Cary. u 6

WHAT OFFERS?—Ten dozen deep, fifteen

dozen shallow combs, twenty dozen drawn
out Sections, two dozen Feeders, ditto Super
Clearers, ditto Excluders, one dozen best Hives,
flat Sections and Frames, Honey Refiner; reducing,
removal, all clean, guarantee; any offer?—-VICAR,
Ulrome, Hull. u_4

WANTED, Bee House, 8 by 6 by 6, or nearest,

cheap; full particulars. — CLEVELAND
HOUSE, Ch atteris. u3

A FEW 1911 QUEENS for disposal, owing to

joining small stocks, English Blacks, Italian

and Carniolan Hybrids. 6s. each.—ADAMS, Tilford,

Heathhurst-road, Sanderstead. u 2

OLD BEE BOOKS for sale, by public auction, on
6th April. 1912.^Bees and Beekeeping, 2 vols;

Cheshire, My Bee Book, 1842; Cotton, The True
Amazons, &c.. 1752; Warden, The Management of

Bees by Dr. MacKenzie; Huber on Bees, fine copy,

1808; White on Bees, fine copy, 1771; Female
Monarchy, 1744. Thorley; British Bee Journal, first

12 vols; well bound.—A. B. ALLEN, auctioneer,

Blair Atholt _^ lii

MEDIUM Coloured Honey, in 28lb. tins,. 56s.

cwt.; sample, 3d.—ANDREWS, Longtho-rpe,

Peterborough. t 00
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
THE CONVERSAZIONE.

(Continued from fjage 135.)

Let me now take some other perplexing

points regarding the secretion of nectar in

ling. What would be called and rightly

considered a- good working clay for other

floWvS may prove the reverse on the moors,

and vice versa. It has been proved that
ling secretes nectar at a very low tempera-
ture ; bees will gather nectar if procur-

able, and consequently often commence
work with the thermometer only register-

ing 48deg. or less. One can watch them
coming home with distended abdomens,
jDroving that a flow is on, but, alas ! manj-
fall short, get chilled, and never rise again.

When the sky is completely overcast with
clouds, bees work freely all day, not even
stopping for light rain ; but on a bright

daj', whenever heavy clouds obscure the
sun temporarily, they rush off home; the

result is broken time and a loss on the in-

take. Bees at the moors seem very sensi-

tive to these conditions. One year it was
noticed that the flow only kept bees busy
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 10 a.m.
On the same moor the following year bees

M'orked all day long. Both were bad years.

In both the climatic conditions were
nearly the same—cold northerly winds,
the air humid, and evaporation very slow.

The first year the wind was mainly from
the N.W., the second year mainly from the
N.E. How can we account for the differ-

ence in the hours of nectar secretion ?

One careful observer thinks that nectar
is only secreted imder certain humid con-

ditions ; and, judging the flow by the bees'

work, states that the bees work early to

late, but mid-day predominates. Another,
whom I envy, because he spends his holi-

days with his bees on the moors, sums up
a long experience and some very careful

observation in the sentence, " Everything
depends on the airt of the wind." His
version of the old fishing rhjnne has a

great deal of truth in it.

'' When the wind is in the North,
Then the bee goeth not forth

;

When the wind is in the South,
It blows the nectar into the bee's mouth

;

When the wind is in the East,
There's much hard flying, but no real

feast

;

When the wind is in the West,
Then the flow is at its best."

He pins his faith for the nectar-flow to
heat :

" Then the inevitable and glorious
heat-wave comes along—five, six, or seven
days—-and the harvest is secured." Heat
with a south or west wind is the desire of

his heart.

Most bee-keepers, I imagine, would not
expect much of a flow on seeing the ground
white from a heavy hoar-frost, and the
temperature never above 58deg. all day

;

certainly they would not expect a flow
until the sun had warmed things up a bit.

Yet on such a day a hive on scales gained
101b. between eight and ten in the morn-
ing; after ten o'clock the flow ceased. A
frost in this case did no harm, but else-

where it has been noted to have harmful
effects. " Honey from low-lying moors is

not nearly so good, from the fact that
early frosts often settle in low-lying places
while the higher ground is quite free. This
often accounts for a sudden stoppage of

work, though to all appearance the
weather and bloom is all that could be
desired." One very cold year, with
clover in bloom close to the hives, the
bees worked at the ling but would not look
at the clover. Last year, which was a
very hot one, some bee-keepers, with their
stocks near the edges of the moors, got
nothing but a clover-heather blend ! Does
this prove that heat is a necessity for the
secretion of nectar in clover? With an
intermittent heather-flow bees will work
at clover when the ling is not secreting,
but seem to prefer the ling if obtainable.
Other factors to be taken into considera-

tion, regarding the quantity and quality
of heather-honey, are sunshine, exposure,
and shelter. What I mean by this is, the
heather should be exposed to the sun, the
liives should be in the midst of the heather
if possible, but the hives themselves must
be sheltered. Sunshine is needed to ripen
the bloom, and help in the secretion of

nectar, for there is not the smallest doubt
that a heat-wave is conducive to a good
flow, and it is generally, though as I have
shown not always, on the hot days, whether
continuous or with intervals, that the crop
is secured. A stance in a valley gives

shelter, and the laden bees can float down
to their homes instead of having to

struggle uphill. If on a level upland
moor, or plateau, hives should be placed
within " stells " (circular walled-in en-
closures for sheltering sheep), which will

protect them from the wind at all events.

Regarding sunshine, valleys running east

and west claim one advantage over those

running north and south, and that is that

the bloom lasts longer. The slopes facing

towards the south are first covered with
bloom. After a distinct interval those

to the north burst into bloom. This
means a longer heather season, with
the greater chance of securing a late

flow should it come along. As one of my
members described a certain moor: "It is

favoured in having two crops." In a
valley running north and south, one slope

gets the morning sun, and the other the
evening sun, while both get the mid-day
sunshine ; but the bloom, on both slopes
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alike, begins and ends about the same

time.
A sentence of " D.M.M.'s," in an old

paper he kindly lent me, I think deserves

attention. Writing on this point of sun-

shine, he claims that heather facing south

or S.W. yields better returns, and, he is

inclined "to think, "a better quality of

nectar." Has the subject of the quality

of nectar, as affecting honey, been investi-

gated? If it has, I apologise for my
ignorance ; if it has not, is it not -worthy of

research? It may lie at the root of the

mvstery. Jor instance, some heather men
account for ling-honey this last season

being rather lighter in coloiir than usual

from the fact that the drought checked

the blooms coming fully out. The blooms

not being fully developed might possibly

result in the nectar not being properly pro-

tected, therefore not so well ripened.

Could Prof. Bonnier's opinion on this

point be obtained?
As far as I can gather, in the North and

Midlands, in Scotland and Ireland, Ericas

or heaths are repudiated as a source of

supply, only being found in small quan-
tities on the moors. By the way, two at

least of my members challenge whether
bees can gather the nectar in bell-heather

at all. They have lived all their

lives on the moors, and have never

seen our little friends touch Ericas. In
Devonshire, however, on the lower
stretches of Dartmoor, heaths and heather

both abound ; but as the moors rise the

ling predominates. A great deal of this

Dartmoor honey is blend, though the true
jelly-like heather-honey is obtained also,

but it is not equal to the heather-honey of

Scotland and the North. From Somerset
I gather that large quantities of heather
(almost entirely bell-heather) grow on
Exmoor and the Quantocks, and a little on
the Mendips. The two former run to over
1000ft.—subsoil chiefly old red sandstone.
Heather-blend is obtained in fair quantity
on the southern slopes of the Quantocks,
and the valley between them, and Exmoor.
The crop, however, is uncertain, and it is

not considered profitable to move bees to

the heather districts. Very little siirphis

is obtained on the Mendips. Insufficiency

of pasturage within ea.sy reach, absence of

ling, and stocks not j^roperly prepared, are
three very good reasons given to account
for this. As the heather-honey of Somer-
set is iisually mixed with that from other
sources, it is seldom so thick that it can-
not go through the extractor.

Notes from Ireland corroborate most of

the points noted elsewhere. Igneous basic

rocks, locally called greenstone, furnish a

good subsoil. The heather grows right
to the summits of the mountains, and we
should call them high moors , the more
outlying glens producing the stronger and
darker honev. Pressed honev granulates

fairly quickly, but comb-honey properly
kept will hardly granulate. Ireland adds
her quota to the conundrum list. Can
anyone explain why, last season of all

others, heather sections, though well

sealed and rij^e, were extremely light in

weight, not well filled at all? Also, why,
" in the last two years the heather-honey
was not nearly as dark as usual in

colour? '' The altitude, subsoil, drainage,.

&c., could not have suddenly changed, but
the colour of the honey did! Why?
Before closing my paper, may I touch on

the subject of heather honey on the show-
bench ? I have shown that ling-honey is

absolutely distinct from bell-heather honey,
although we find them both commonly
designated heather honey, and in honey
competitions both sorts are i;sually shown
in the same class. Is this quite fair?

Botanists tell lis of the many differences

between the two. " The extensive genus
Erica (heath) contains no plant possessing

useful properties. Call una vulgaris (ling

or heather) is astringent, and is sometimes
used for dyeing." As plants they also

vary. " Linnseus placed both in the
genus Erica (heath) ; but later botanists
have, however, made of it a distinct

genus, and not without reason." To
begin with, there is only one species of ling

or heather, while there are two common,
E. tetralix (cross-leaved heath), largish

pink bells, and E. cinerea (fine-leaved

heath), smaller magenta bells, and several

more rare species of heaths. Their out-

ward differences are apparent to the eye
of any bee-keeper, while the bee-keeper
who is also a botanist can tell us that they
vary as much as the Bombi differ from
Apis luellifica. Heaths flower and the
honey is stored some weeks earlier than
ling honey, and therefore under more
favourable climatic conditions ; the farther

south the better these conditions. Taking
all this into consideration, would it not
be quite possible to have separate classes

for the two varieties of honey? Heatner-
honey from ling has a consistency,

flavour, and aroma of its own, quite dis-

tinctive from all others. That from
heaths, except in colour, and that not
always, has not the faintest resemblance to

it. It tastes, and extracts like a flower

honey. Why class them together? The
careless use of the word heather, I suppose,

had something to do with it. Ciill the
latter heath honey if you like, Erica honey
would sound rather strange perhaps, but
Bell-heather Honey woidd look fine on a

label! But dn not call it heather honey.
In the same way, I think, a very clear

distinction should be drawn between the
genuine article and blends. Because a

hive happens to be on a moor, it does not
follow the bees are working only at the
ling. Wild thyme, heaths, or even clover,

mav be within i-each, and the nectar in
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them being secreted simultaneously. More
care should be taken in classifying for the

show bench. Blends should be in a class

of their oAvn. Honey from ling, and ling

alone, I think, should have the title of

heather honey. Heather men in the North
I am pretty certain would vote solid for

this claim of our main-crop, and of what
we believe to be the finest honey there is.

Mr. Herrod, in one of his " Helpful
Hints," and very helpful they are, gave
three mistakes that young Iwe-keepers fall

into, and I feel very much as if I have
been sadly guilty of the third, for I can-

not claim a third of the experience that

he had before he began to write on bee-

subjects. But please remember I am not pre-

tending to lay down any laws on the subject

of heather-honey. It has been a labour of

love to collect data from all jjarts of the
kingdom, on facts; and I leave it to wiser

and more experienced bee-keepers to

deduce theories from them. Before some
of these problems are solved, I think, we
shall have to call in the assistance of both
botanists and geologists, but in the mean-
time I trust that bee-keepers may find

them interesting.

If I may very briefly summarise, the
only points that appear at all clear in my
own mind are : That heather and heaths
should not be mixed up ; that blends
should be acknowledged as such ; that to

account for the many variations in colour,

flavour, and density, we must study sub-

soil, drainage, altitudes, the lie of the
land /' sunshine and exposure, also the
plant itself ; but to get the best ling-honey,

we must look to a pure source of supply
more than anything. That is, one in

which the bees cannot get at any other
source of nectar. This would account for

the many claims for a high altitude, It

will probably be found, I think, that where
and when, what those of us who know and
love it call " the genuine article," is ob-

tained, other sources of suiiply will be
found absent, and the result is, the amber
jelly that does not run, with the aromatic
taste and aroma of the ling from which
our little friends draw the nectar, the true
heather-honey.

I beg to acknowledge the valuable assist-

ance I have received from many personal
friends, and from heathermen generally
from all jDarts, and now tender them my
very best thanks.

The Chairman said they had had an
excellent paper by Captain Sitwell, for
which they were indebted to him, and
called upon any of those present to give
their experience on the subject.
Mr. Crawshaw said he felt that Captain

Sitwell had covered the field, but he had
several observations to make. Regarding
the characteristics of heather honey
produced at the different moors, he felt

that possibly by investigation of the
tabulation of the results in a complete
manner it might be possible to arrive at
some conclusion. He thought if the in-

formation was really obtained the dif-

ferences would be found not to depend
entirely upon the subsoil : we might find

the weather to vary the result. Usually,
in his district, the Erica cinerea flow runs
fairly close to the beginning of the
C'uJhina vulgaris flow, and the weather
conditions may make them overlap. The
colour and consistency are certainly affected

when they do overlap : the colour is dark
and the consistency thinner. To get the
bees to take to supers he sent sections to

the moors from which he had just

extracted clover honey. He found it a

mistake to send foundation in the sections.

Referring to the granulation of heather
honey, he said it does occur in what
apjjeared to be heather honey, as he found
that uncapped cells in which the honey
was exposed granulated very much more
readily tlian when protected. The
granulation was coarse, quite unlike that
of clover honey. In lieather honey, from
a millstone grit subsoil, he found quite

50 per cent, rejected by the bees when
feeding on account of granulation. As to

the suitability of heather honey as a

winter food for bees, he thought it just

possible that they may become "acclima-

tised " to the conditions. He supported
the suggestion that ling honey should be
classed separately, as there is no com-
parison between the two kinds. He
accused Southern judges of knowing very
little about the subject, and suggested in-

viting them to the moors to see for them-
selves. During his experience he had
found honey-dew often put U2i as heather
honey, and Mondered if it was supplied

by some inexperienced person. When on
a visit to Mr. Quayle, in the Isle of Man,
he found that gentleman taking shallow
combs of heather honey, putting them into

the extractor, and slinging the honey out
like water, and that same honey was in a

short time hard and granulated.
Mr. Pugh said there was a good deal

of misconception as to what constituted
" heather blend." Some seemed to think it

should be principally clover with a dash
of heather, while others held it should be
heather with a dash of clover. He had
won many medals with bell heather honey
mixed with clover, but he found that
clover honey with a dash of heather was
most suited to the public taste. The bell

heather honey came from the combs, as

did jMr. Quaylc's, but with the true
heather honey it was quite impo.ssible to

remove it with the cxtractoi-. What was
considered to be the correct thing on the
show bench ? AVere the prizes to be
awarded to the pure heather honey or to

the sample that suited the judges' tastcv
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best? In Derbyshire they were wintering
entirely on heather honey, and the bees

were doing well.

{To he continued.)

FURTHER NOTES ON HOW THE
OORBICULA IS LOADED

WITH POLLEN.
By F. W. L. Sladen, F.E.S.

The theory that the pollen is loaded on
the corbicula by being scraped from the
ojiposite leg into a receiver situated be-

tween the tibia and metatarsus and forced
up on to the corbicula by the auricle, put
forward in my paper published in the
British Bee Journal of December 14th,

1911, has so far rested on three facts, none
of them quite conclusive in itself, but all

together forming strong evidence : (1) the
structure of the parts concerned; (2) the
experiment with a dead queen humble-bee's
leg in which the auricle was made to force
pollen on to the corbicula artificially ; and
(3) the rubbing together, exclusively in a
longitudinal direction of the hind meta-
tarsi, observed during pollen collecting

from Eranthis hiemalis*.
I am now able to give some evidence of

a different character which seems siifhcient

to constitute proof.

In collecting pollen, bees sometimes com-
mence working on one species of plant and

Figure 1

Vieu^ftmL alm^ Side l^ieu^

Vim^AcTn. ^e^eat^

Fig. 1. Left leg of a British Golden Hone.v-bee
loaded with two kinds of pollen.

finish on another, and if the pollens of the
two species are of different colours one
can clearly see each kind of pollen on the
corbicula and, moreover, where the new
pollen has been placed.

Fig. 1 shows three views of the loaded
left leg of a bee I caught entering one of

my hives that had evidently begun collect-

ing white pollen and finished collecting

orange pollen, for the metatarsal brushes
bore orange pollen grains. Fig. 2 shows

* iSeei Gleanings in Bee Culture, of March 15t'h,

1912, page 172.

the loaded left leg of another bee I caught
which had changed from the white-pollened

plant to the orange-pollened kind at a
later stage; it, too, had the metatarsal
brushes covered with orange pollen grains.

An examination of the loads of these

two (and other) bees showed plainly that
the new pollen was pushed on to the end of

the tibia that comes into contact with the
auricle, for the orange-coloured pollen

accumulated only here. The pollen could
not have been scraped on to the corbicula

by the upper edge of the tibia, as Cheshire
suj)posed (" Bees and Bee-keeping," vol. 1,

page 132), for the orange-coloured pollen

extended right across the corbicula from
the upper to the lower side ; nor could it

have been placed on the surface of the
lump by the middle leg or in any otner
way, for the orange-coloured pollen was
found where no outward application coxild

place it.

I would like to call attention to several

interesting facts : (1) The outer side of

both lumps of pollen was tinged with
orange, but only on the surface; this tinge

must have been imparted by the middle
metatarsi when patting the lump here
(see " B.B.J.," page 138). (2) The orange-
coloured pollen is purest and in greatest

quantity around the part of the corbicula

on to which the auricle delivers the pollen.

(3) The division between the orange and
the white was sharpest in the places where
the new pollen, delivered by the auricle,

can find its way to the surface without
much amalgamating with the old. (4) The
newly contributed pollen is forced in as a

wedge between the old jiollen and the cor-

bicula ; this Avedge causes the lump of

pollen to swell and rise, and often to

buckle and crease (see Illustration). (5)

On its Tipper and lower sides the himp of

l^ollen derives its shape from the fringe

of hairs surrounding the corbicula, these

hairs being straight on the upper side and
curved on the under side, and they guide
the swelling mass as it rises. (6) The load
in the right corbicula is a perfect counter-

part of the load in the left one; this shows
that the pollen gathered is divided equally

between each corbicula.

The bristles on the metatarsus are
arranged in nine rows. In the rows
at the basal end of the metatarsus the
bristles are comparatively fine and close,

being about -^-^, th of a millimetre from one
another. Tn the middle rows the bristles

are slightly stouter and are about -/j mm.
apart. In the last row the bristles

are very long and stout and are only about
^\ mm. apart.

It is interesting to note that the teeth
of the comb (at the end of the tibia) tliat is

used to scrajDe the jDollen off the metatarsal
luuish into the receiver are about the same
distance apart as the metatarsal bristles,
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the teeth at the uiDper end and middle of

the comb, which are very stout, being from
about yV mni. down to about ~- mm. apart

from tip to tip, and those in the hjwer

part of the comb, which are probably of

little use, being -3-- mm. and less. I

believe that the most iiseful part of the

metatarsal brush for pollen transference
is the apical half where the bristles are

about -:,~ mm. apart.

A suitable name for the receiver for

pollen at the end of the tibia is the
exciinda (Latin, a receptacle), and, for the
entrance to the corbicula, the limcn (Latin,

a threshold).

In Bomhus confu.sus the fluff covering
the Hinen is very long and dense, and the
latter bears only one short bristle.

Figure 2 .

1 ocde. l/zuv yiea^nJTn ir&malA

Fig. 2. Left leg of another British Golden
Honey-bee loaded with two kinds of pollen.

t, tibia bearing the corbicula or pollen-basket,
m, brush on metatarsus. The clear portions of the
loads consist of white pollen, the closely dotted
portions of orange pollen and the remotely dotted
portions of pale orangei pollen ; the latter, where
it is shown detached from the orange, is on the
surface only.

AMONG THE BEES.
B]/ J). M. Macdonald, Banff.

BEE-KEEPING IN BRJEiF.

SPRING.

1. Until spring is well established, bees

are best left severely alone.

2. Till then depend entirely on outside

observation.
3. Only a momentary interior glance is

permissible until balmy weather sets in.

4. This, assuring sealed stores and bees

alive, leave the rest to faith.

5. The spring examination should be
thorough and definite.

6. Little smoke is required at this time
when manipulating.

7. The use of a veil is seldom an utter

necessity.

S.Withdraw all faulty or defective combs
to be replaced later.

9. Have an eagle eye for the least signs

of disease of brood.

10. Congratulate yourself if no spring-

feeding is required.

11. Unite all small lots which have
spring-dwindled.

12. Wrap up even extra warmly when
breeding has started.

SUMMER.

1. Make it your aim during May and
June to get bees.

2. Don't cramp an extra prolific queen,

give her ample room.
3. Have racks on three days too soon

rather than One too late.

4. To insure strong stocks, do everything

possible to check swarming.
5. Have surplus-chambers ready well

before the flow sets in.

G. Don't spare foundation, either above
or below ; it paj's.

7. Study your locality and know when a

flow is due.
8. If too many drones show, suspect

something wrong, and right it.

9. Examine any stock not carrying

pollen when others are busy.

10. Provide early for the replacement of

a worn-out queen.
11. Always feed a swarm in time of a

dearth, also a "travelled" one.

12. It is best to hive a swarm in tlie

cool of the evening.

AUTUMN.

1. At as early a date as possible sell out

all comb-honey.
2. Don't wait until customers come to

you—go to them.
3. Withdraw all surplus-chambers as

soon as the flow is over.

4. Join up all weaklings, making all

wintered stocks strong.

5. Remember that the best packing for

bees IS hees.

6. Don't keep up feeding or stimulating

till too late a date.

7. Look well after all unsold honey, keep
in warm, dry place.

8. All appliances should now be cleaned

and carefully packed.
9. Spare combs might be placed in a

fumigating chamber.
10. When weather permits, get all

necessary painting done.

11. Tidy up all hives and surroundings

to smarten the apiary.

12. Add to your stock if you can get

driven bees cheap.

WINTER.
1. Assure yourself that a fertile queen

heads every stock wintered.

2. In regard to stores, leave nothing to

chance or mere guess.

3. Make certain no hive roof admits
even a gentle percolation.

4. Give plenty warm, dry, porous pack-

ing above the frames.
5. A winter passage over frames may

save a valuable stock.
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6. Make all vour liiA^e entrances mic«-
jDroof early in October.

7. Avoid all jarring of hives during uie

season of repose.

8. During bright sunshine with snow on
ground provide shade.

9. Only under compulsion should food of

any kind be given.

10. The handy man can mend and make
hives and appliances.

11. Read all the bee literature you can
Liy your hands on.

12. Plan and arrange your programme
for the coming season.

TWENTY MANIPULATING MAXIMS.
1. Handle brood as seldom as possible.

2. Trust extensively lo outside observa-
tion.

3. Always have a definite purpose in

opening a hive.

4. Once opened, examine thoroughly.
5. Handle bees gently but firmly.

(d. Keep combs as nearly perpendicular
as possible.

?. Deal extra gently with newly-built

comb.
8. Use as little smoke as possible.

9. Have a powerful blast as a reserve

force.

10. When queen-hunting, never set bees
'' on the run."

11. Smoke and then jar, never jar and
then smoke.

12. Test the temper of strangers before
trusting them.

13. Have a veil always handy when it is

required.

14. When bees turn very crusty, close

up and try another day.
15. Don't keep hives open long with

'' robbers " about.
16. Stand at one side or behind when

examining a hive.

17. Never crush a bee when withdraw-
ing or returning frames.

18. Don't turn nervous and .strike out at

stray bees.

19. If stung, grin and bear it until

frame is returned.
20. Never leave a hive until you have

finished your job.

GENEKAL OBSEiRVATIONS.
1. You start with one hive. The

industry of the bees, their wonderful
government, their marvellous prescience,
the sweetness of their produce, the profit

derived, all charm you—and you quickly
extend.

2. You enter on the thorny path of api-

culture with the most limited knowledge
of bees and their ways. Extend your in-

formation by feasting on the experience of
those who have trodden the path
before yoii. In other words, read bee
books.

3. You wish to know what is done in
Beedom in other counties—in other coun-
tries than vour own—subscribe to one or

more bee newspapers, and thereby put all

the world in tribute that your knowledge
may grow.

4. You wish to discover how other men
perform the various manipulations about a
hive, and how others deal with bees. Get
to know some experts, or men of wide
practical experience, and learn from them
as much as possible.

5. You would like to get in touch with
other bee-keepers and discuss with them
the thousand-and-one points which crop up
in apiculture. You can do no better than
join your County Association and attend
its meetings.

6. Read, discuss, observe ; and get in-

formation wherever it can be obtained,
but do your own thinking. It is not suffi-

cient to have a pile of facts somewhere.
With all your getting, get understanding t

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS,
1. If one queen can lay one thousand

eggs in the same time that another takes
to lay one hundred, why should you be
content M'itb the poor one? Which would
you prefer to head your stocks? Let that
be your guide '

2. If you have a strain of bees with the
temjjer of wasps, why endure them? Get
rid of them, and let their places be taken
by bees amenable to discipline. Think not
of yourself alone, but also of your neigh-

bours.

3. When you find you can insure every
hive in your apiary for the small sum of
f)ne penny per hive, you should not rest

another clay until you share responsibili-

ties with the Secretary of the B.B.K.A.
and the Insurance Company.

4. Don't think that your duties are
ended when you have taken all surplus off

your hives. The season's work is not com-
pleted until you have sold out your honey.
Many forget this self-evident truth.

5. Never leave your bee work to be
carried out by another. '' If you want a

thing to be well done, do it yourself!"
Never be content with becoming a keeper-
of-bees—be a bee-keeper. Old apiarist.?,

delighted in the term " Bee Master.''
6. You, while a novice, may have re-

ceived help from some veteran. Don't be
a dog in the manger when you have
acquired experience, rather make it your
aim to help any " lame dog over a style."

EFFECTS OF FRUIT-SPRAYING ON
BEES.

According to the Journal of Agriculture
of ]'ictoria, the establishment of an
apiary at the Burnley Horticultural
Gardens has furnished an opportunity for
observing and recording data regarding
the working of bees among fruit trees and
the effect of the various orchard opera-
tions upon the bees. In Australia the
nectar-flow from fruit blossom seems to
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be somewhat weak and insufficient in

((uantity for the necessities of the bees.

A Victorian apiarist during the past

season removed his bee colonies from his

home to a district where the bees, had an

available range of over 1,000 fruit trees.

He ultimately found that the bees were

starving, and he had to remove them to

a more suitable locality.

As for spraying when fruit trees are in

bloom, so far there appears to be no proof

that bees gather poison along with nectar

and pollen, nor is there any instance on

record of the poisons having proved, by
analysis, to be present in dead bees, bee

larvae, pollen, or honey. At the Burnley
apiary the bee-hives are right under the

fruit trees, and at the time of spraying

with Bordeaux mixture the ground had
not been ploughed, so that the spray

fell not only on any fruit blossoms which
were open, but also on the Cape weed, then
abundantly in bloom. Neither the spray-

ing with Bordeaux mixture nor the sub-

sequent one, with arsenate of lead, had
any effect whatever upon the bees, the

colonies developing normally without
check ; there was not at any time dead
brood in the hives. Observations will be

continued in future to demonstrate
whether spraying is injurious to bees at

all, or, if so, under what conditions. The
article mentions the fact that in an in-

dependent experiment made last season,

iron sulphate, one part in 400 of sugar
syrup, was quite liarmless to bees, but
killed all the brood.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications-

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8422] 1 was pleased to see Mr.

Sladen's remarks on the " Bee Diseases

Bill," page 113, "B.B.J." (8403). As re-

gards the Bill, I still contend that it is

futile to wipe out foul brood, and the

"Isle of Wight" disease is not named yet.

The only way to wipe out foul brood, in

my opinion, is to destroy every diseased

stock and give fair compensation to the
owner. The Iriish Bee Pest Act is much
fairer to the bee-keeper than the draft in
" B.B.J." First, there is notification

;

second, compensation, and the expenses
to be borne by the local authority
in whose domain the disease was found.
I believe in every other "Act" dealing
with contagious diseases that notification

liais to be sent to the inspector. Why
should it be otherwise in our apiaries ?

When cases of disease break out in swine
the inspector attends to the case notified.

He does not go from, handling the diseased

pigs to the next sty or farmyard to inspect

healthy swine. The same with sheep and
cattle. When disease is in a certain flock

or herd attention is given to the infected

ones only, but with our stock we are to

be at the mercy of the inspector armed
with plenary power to come and go at his

own will and pleasure. Why should bee-

keepers be singled out among His
Majesty's subjects for coercion worthy of

the worst days of Castlereagh at the end
of the eighteenth century ? I hope bee-

keepers, for their own interest, will get
some of the leading men on the local

authority (C.C.'s, I expect) to insure

to bee-keepers the .same protection

that is extended to owners of other live

stock, and not leave them and their bees

in the hands of inspectors armed with per-

petual search warrants, giving power to

overhaul your goods, both live and dead
stock, after he has been dealing with con-

tagiouis disease. Mr. Avery does not think

there is any danger of germ carrying, but
I ask him if in any other contagious

disease are inspectors employed to go from
inspecting diseased animals to handle
healthy ones? There is no analogy between
doctors and bee experts; the doctors do not

handle bodies rotten with disease and then
call on other patients. I may tell Mr.
Avery that we have it on record in past

volumes of " B.B.J." of the expert who car-

ried a lump of foul brood comb in his

coat pocket wrajiped up in a piece of news-
paper. This was to show bee-keepers a

specimen of what foul brood was. This

was, I guess, germ carrying. And the case

of a bee-keeper recorded in the last

volume (I believe) of "B.B.J.," who lost

his bees by "Isle of Wight" disease, and
went a long railway journey and inspected

his friend's two stocks, which died from
the same disease. I should imagine he

wais another germ carrier! But we don't

want recriminations ; what I have always
had in view has been the betterment of

our industry, and no one has had a greater

interest in the craft than I have had for

the past thirty years, and it is in no way
abated now, but everyone who has read

the journals devoted to bee-keeping must
know that Foul Brood Acts have not in a.

single case wiped out foul brood. Notting-
hamshire B.K.A. holds the record of nearly

a clean bill of health—only two per cent,

of diseased stocks in the county, and no
Foul Brood Act.—AV. Wooui.kv, Beedon,
Newbury.

[Our correspondent need be under no
misapprehension, as a " Diseases of Bees
Act " in this countrv will bo quite as fair

as the Irish Act. The bye-laws Avill pro-
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vide for notification (Clause V.), which will

have to be sent to tlie^ inspector just as in

other cases of infectious diseases. Tlie

Board of Agriculture will see that duly
qualified jDersons only are appointed, and
we do not understand what makes our
correspondent suppose that they will be
allowed to go from a disea.sed apiary to a
healthy one indiscriminately, or that a
different course will be adopted in dealing
with bee-keepers from that which is applied

to farmers or horticulturists. We have
reason to know that the Act will provide
for compensation in certain cases. We
can safely trust the B.B.Iv.A. and the
Board of Agriculture to safeguard the
interests of bee-keepers and provide against
germ carrying, the object being to prevent
disease, and not to spread it. As we have
had experience of how the inspectors of the
Board of Agriculture perform their duties,

we have no fear of the work not being
carried out in a satisfactory manner
without unnecevssary friction, and believe
our correspondent's apprehensions are
groundless.

—

Eds.]

HEATHER HONEY AS A AVINTER
FOOD.

[8423] In your issue of March 14th
(page 106), "T. D. N." charges me with
being a biased critic. My letter was not
in the nature of a criticism at all, but
was written to elicit information, and I

neither questioned nor condemned his

findings. All I did was to give the result

of twenty-five years' experience of the
use of heather-honey as a winter food,

and then to put the question which still

remains unanswered: "Can ' T. D. N. '

explain the reason of the opposite effects

of heather honey in Lanark and in Xorth-
West Durham.^ " With regard to his

charges against me of putting my own
interpretation on his letter and then
giving it as his statement, I need only
refer readei-s to "T. D. N.'s " letter

(page 47) and my reply to it (page 84),

and leave it to them to judge whether my
interpretation is right or wrong. He
jumps right away from the text (page 106)
by giving us a number of American
opinions on the superiority of sugar syrup
as a winter food. The question having
been thus introduced, I may be permitted
to give my opinion, which is " that the
staple food of bees should be derived from
natural sources, and that we should only
have recourse to artificial food in cases of
emergency."
To prove his case that heather-honey is

unsuitable as a winter food, "T. D. N."
gives us the result of his experience for
the past winter. But why confine himself
to an isolated winter? If a period of ten,
fifteen, or twenty years had been covered
his 23roof wou.'d have been much more

convincing. To take him on his own
ground : He informs us that in his apiary,

where every ounce of heather honey has
practically been withdrawn, 95 per cent,

of his stocks have wintered. Against this

I have to put the result of my experience
for this winter, namely, that in my
apiary, where the winter food has con-

sisted exclusively of heather-honey, 100 per
cent, of my stocks have wintered.
When I originated this correspondence

I confess I felt some misgivings on the
subject owing to the statement of so great
an authority as Mr. Simmins calling in

questioning the suitability of heather
honey as a winter food. The letters, how-
ever, that have appeared from week to

week on this question have removed all

my misgivings and quite satisfied me that
heather honey is a safe, if not the very
best, winter food. I note that the ex-

perience of various writers who have used
heather honey as a winter food has
brought a doubter like Mr. Crawshaw
(page 117) under conviction, and enforced
him to modify his opinion. I would here
like to thank the latter gentleman for his

valuable contributions — '' Cappings of

Comb "—which I always read with
pleasure and profit.—W. Pears, Blanch-
land.

" ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.
[8424] It might be of interest to

" B.B.J." readers to know that I have
for two seasons been using a preparation
for stopping "Isle of Wight" disease in

my apiary, made by Mr. Ayles, of Brough-
ton. Since using it I have increased my
stocks, which were badly infected last

spring, from twenty-three to forty in

the autumn. I lost fifteen stocks last

spring with disease. At present I have
thirty-six all in a healthy condition. The
four stocks I have lost this winter were
two in straw skeps and two box-hives
which were not treated with the remedy.
I am satisfied that had I not used this

remedy I should have lost all my bees as

the other big bee-keepers have done down
in this parish where it has not been used.
If any of your readers wish to inspect my
bees I will willingly allow them to do so.

I might say I have been a reader of your
valuable little journal this six years.

—

O. C. Ingram, Stockbridge, Hants.

EXPERTS AND DISEASE.

[8425] I fully agree with every word
written by Mr. G. W. Avery in your issue

of March 28th (page 127). It really is

scandalous that anyone shovild accuse
experts of distributing disease without
giving any proof to support his accusation.

If Mr. Woodley does know of any experts

guilty of such gross negligence and care-
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lessness, let him give theii- names, so tnat

the Council of the B.B.K.A. can cancel

their certificates. If, on the other hand,

he is writing without such proof he should

withdraw his accusation. Such a state-

ment one is prepared to get from the

individual found in every county who
knows everything there is to be known
about bee-keeping, and therefore does not

require to join any association ; but com-
ing from a man of Mr. Woodley's standing

in the bee-world, it is not to be passed over

lightly. What must a novice think who
reads such a statement in the premier bee-

paper of the world? Why, naturally, the

last thing he would do is to join his county
association, which sends its experts to visit

members. I hope to see this question

cleared up, so that the work being
done by county associations may not be
hindered by such calumny.—E. W.
Franklin, Hon. Sec, Cheshire B.K.A.

CAPPIXGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CEAWSHAAV, NOETON, MALTON, YOBKS.

March Winds (p. 93).—These seem to

have become misplaced in the calendar this

year, possibly as a result of Lloyd-

Gregorian interference, or as awaiting the

upshot of the Daylight Saving Bill ! Now,
however, the heavens appear to have held

their breath as long as they could do so,

and the Arietic lambs must hope that the

winds will be tempered before shearing-

time. As for the bees, they have been
blown off their feet upon their own door-

step this week, and the wreckage of blos-

soms is terrible. Not only has the fruit

bloom suffered, but the unopened flowers

of the sycamore are strewn about the trees,

and the sycamore is a most important
source of supply in the breeding season.

Local Secretaries (p. 96).—It is doubtful
whether an association can at once obtain

the position of an old-established society,

and that is clearly what Mr. Pinkney
desires in his enthusiasm. Local hon.

secretaries must be created, and they must
bo as enthusiastic as the central man. As
for him, he must have unlimited time and
energy and enthusiasm, and perhaps also

a motor-bicycle, ablei to climb the stoutest

of hills. For, after all, everything depends
upon him, and he is often called iipon to

make good bricks with a minimum of

straw, and may we say at a minimum
wage ! Mr. Pinkney has clearly started his

brickyard, and it behoves those concerned
to help his stoking.

Waxed Quilts (p. 97).—I have not tried

the method suggested, viz., to rub with a
warm lump of wax, but various other
methods have quite failed to give a thin or
regular coating. I found the wax most diffi-

cult stuff to handle, and results were uneven
and unsatisfactory. I gave up the attempt
to accomplish this, although I think it

might be possible by the reduction of the

wax with a suitable oil, or even by the use

of a warm flat-iron, after coating roughly
with pure wax.
Beneficent Moisture (p. 97).—If this be

really necessary to the cure of certain dis-

eases I foresee all our hives fitted with
bronchial kettles. Truly, our bees live in

a wonderful age, and the simple life seems
no longer possible for them. The results

of experiments with electricity upon
chickens and plants would almost seem to

warrant an installation having terminal
plates on either side the brood-nest

!

Winter examination would then be facili-

tated by the use of tiny glow lamps under
the glass quilts.

Immunit}/ from Disease (p. 105).—It is,

I think, a healthy sign when bee-keepers

realise weakling stocks are not worth pre-

servation. There is, I venture to suggest,

a great deal of humanitarian nonsense
talked in the liee-world. Poor little

colonies are encouraged and helped at the
expense of stronger and fitter stocks. This

way ruin lies. Re-queen, if you will, from
better strains, but do get rid of the idea

that it pays to cosset and encourage un-

satisfactory bees. Not only is the Cime
largely wasted, but an injury is done to

sounder lines of descent, which tells in

subsequent years. I cannot too often
emphasise my belief that the average honey
take is the true criterion of value, and
amateur queen-breeders will do well to

consider results, and not simply to accept
any kind of queen, whether beautiful or

cheap. Have a sound system, and stick to

it. "D. M.M." fairly^hits the mark on
page 123.

Queries and Replies.

[8305] Removing Bees from Hoof—
Pollen Gathering.—Can you advise me in

the following matter : (1) Under the tiled

roof of a church near here are a quantity
of bees which have been there for some
years. We know their "front door," but
that is all, and we are anxious to try and
take the bees and hive them in the rector's

garden, which adjoins the churchyard. Is

this possible? Your opinion and advice will

be greatly appreciated. (2) Also will you
kindly tell me if the liees are seen carry-

ing pollen into every hive that it is a sure
sign the queens have commenced laying in

all the hives? (3) I insured my hives last

May. Does the insurance hold good for

twelve months?—F. M. H., Essex.

Reply.—(1) Your only way to secure the

bees is to subdue them, then remove the
tiles, cut out the combs, and tie those

portions containing brood into frames.

Place these in a frame hive, which should
bo allowed to .stand over the opening made
for a day or two to collect all the bees, tlien
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remove the hive and its contents to the

garden at night. (2) Pollen being carried

into the hive does not always mean that

the queen is laying, though it is a good

sign. (3) Your insurance expired on

March 2oth of this year.

[8306] Trani'ferring Bees. — Decoy
Hives.—As a beginner in bee-keeping, I

should like to be enlightened on the

following in the " B.B.J.," which I find

is a great help to me:—(1) Which is the

best method in the following case : Some
bees are located in a stable quite close to

where I live, and I have permission to

take them, and the honey if I care to.

Do you think it would answer if I made a

hole and in front of this placed two

brackets to support a floor-board, on

which a skep would be placed? Would
the bees take possession of the skep? (2)

A short distance from my apiary there

are two empty bee hives, and very pfobaljly

in May my swarms will settle in them.

Are the owners within their rights in

allowing these decoy hives to remain
there? (3) Having purchased a skep and
a box of bees, would it be advisable to

transfer them into frame-hives? If so,

Avhen is the best times to do this? Thank-
ing you in anticijoation.—C. H. T., N.

Devon.
Reply.—(1) No. Your only method is

to remove the combs and tie them into

frames. You might then put the frame-

hive on brackets as you suggest, and work
the stock there until the winter, when it

can be placed on a jjroper stand. If,

however, you can first take the bees two
miles away, they can be put on their proper
stand as soon as they have settled in their

new home. (2) They cannot be made to re-

move the decoy hives, but if you are jjre-

sent when a swarm comes off from your
hives you can follow and claim it or its

value. (3) Yes. Y^ou can commence trans-

ferring in the latter end of April.

[8307] Swarm Catchers. — Will you
please answer the following in your paper :

(1) Is the use of a swarm-catcher an un-
qualified success, and is its use to be recom-
mended to an amateur? (2) In construct-
ing one, is it absolutely necessary to have
bee-escapes in the floor-board to prevent
the queen from returning to the old hive?—Domini, Kettering.
Reply.—(1) We are afraid you have

never seen a swarm-catcher or you would
not ask about bee-escapes in the floor-

board. The queen can pass as readily
through a bee-escape as a worker. It
would take too much space to describe the
swarm-catcher, therefore we must refer you
to pages 22 and 23 " British Bee-keepers'
Guide Book," where the simplest one
possible, i.e., "The Brice," is illustrated.

(2) They should only be used under excep-
tional circumstances, such as in the case
of an out apiary, or where the bee-keeper

is away from home in the day time. Avoid
using them if possible, because they hinder
the work of the bees to a certain extent.

Bee Shows to Come.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Honey Department, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White, Hon. Secretary, Marden House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.
July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff

and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open clasises

added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13 July.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from 6. W. Avery,
Holme House. Wetheral, Cumberland.

Notices to Correspondents.

R. H. (Fife).—rsinr/ OhI Store-combs.—
Yes, you can use the combs of honey as

food for the other bees.

W. G. A. (Blgin).—Syrup or Honey.—The
sample is rather a bad one for the pur-
pose of telling the source, as it contains
wax, pollen, &c., mashed together, but
as far as we can judge, it is clover

honey.
Suspected Disease

J. R. W. (Baldock).—The comb contains
nothing worse than pollen ; there is no
trace of disease.

Constant Readeb (Bridgwater).—(1) See
reply to " J.R.W." (2) If the right
quantity of naphthaline is placed in the
hive it will neither taint the honey nor
irritate the bees.

J. B. ( Ashton-on-Mersey).—The bees were
too decomposed for us to form any idea

as to cause of death.
S. B. A. (Bedford).—We are sorry to say

the bees show every sign of " Isle of

Wight " disease.

Anxious (Hants).—There are distinct

signs of the disease in the bees sent.

A. Bruce.—We can see nothing wrong
with the bees sent ; they appear to be
old ones which have died off. You need
not be afraid of asking too many ques-
tions ; our endeavour is t-o help bee-

keepers, and we can do this in a great
measure by answering their questions
when in a difEcultv.

H. D. P. (Herts.).—the bees have died
from " Isle of Wight " disease. We
should prefer to burn the honey rather
than use it.
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Editorial, Notices, &c,

DISEASES OF BEES LEGISLATION.
This country has been a long way behind

othei's in obtaining legislation for the pro-

tection of bee-keepers, or Government
assistance in furthering the industry.

Most other countries already have laws

dealing with diseases, and although foul

brood and other maladies are not extinct

and may not be for some time to come, the

benefits of legislation have been consider-

able, and bee-keeping is prospering where
formerly it was a very precarious under-
taking. Since 189-4 the question has been
frequently brought before the Board of

Agriculture by the B.B.K.A., and the

different Presidents have in turn been
interested in it, but the spread of

"Isle of Wight" disease has been so

rapid that at last the Government
have admitted the justice of the
claim put forward by bee-keepers for pro-
tection, and have decided to introduce a
Bill dealing with diseases of bees. Much
work in connection with getting the views
of bee-keei^ers and drafting the Bill has
heen done by the Special Committee ap-
pointed by the B.B.K.A., but there is still

much more to do before the Bill becomes
law, and it now remains for the County
Associations to take their turn and give
their assistance. This they can do by
interesting the M.P.'s in their counties
and asking them to be present in the
House, to promise to support the Bill, and
influence others to do the same. Every
secretary should write on behalf of his

association and obtain such a promise.
Members, and bee-keepers who ai'e not
uiembers of any association can also be of
service, as each one should induce the M.P.
for his division to make a similar promise.
It is only by such united effort that there
would be any likelihood of the Bill becom-
ing law. The B.B.K.A. has done its part
and will still take an active interest in the
matter, l)ut if the County Associations and
individual bee-keepers are really in earnest
and anxious to obtain legislation they
must also do their i^art, which is clearly

out of the province of the parent Associa-
tion.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
THE CONVERSAZIONE.

(Continued from par/e 144.)

Mr. Reid said in Surrey large areas of

land were suitable for the growth of
heather. He found it would not grow at
all on a calcareouis soil, and he had never
found it on limestone. With regard to
heather grown in the south, when he first

started judging many years ago, he con-
feKised he did not know what he thought
sufficient about heather-lionev, so he asked

advice, and the reply was given him, '• If

you taste any honey that you would not
eat yourself, that is the true heather-
honey." True heather-honey had such a
rough taste that he personally would prefer
the blend. He did not know if he had
ever tasted a sample of pure bell-heather
honey, and would like to get a sample from
a place where no other flowers were bloom-
ing at thei same time. In Surrey some
years ago, there were complaints from
exhibitoir.s that they could not produce
pure heather-honey, as the bees gathered
from other sources at the same time, con-
sequently heather blend classes were
instituted. If we were to introduce, as

Captain Sitwell suggested, a class for the
bell-heather honey, he thought the judge
would say that all the exhibits were mixed
honeys, and there would be no awards.
Foimierly, everything that had the slight-

est taste of heather was sold as true
heather-honey. Regarding granulation, one
is apt to look upon it from the sugar
standpoint, but there is another side. In
all honeys there are colloid bodies. If you
mix with a crystallisable solution a small
proportion of a colloid this will prevent
crystallisation. The proportion of water
to the sugars has a very important
influence in the granulation. Heather-
honey as we know it is so thickened by
colloids that the percentage of sugar to

water may be very much smaller than in
ordinary cases.

Mr. Pugh considered the taste for pure
heather-honey was an acquired one.

Mr. Crawshaw said Mr. Pugh referred
to this as an acquired taste. There is no
doubt that a heather man will hear of

nothing else. As to the difference of opinion
between certain bee-keepers respecting
different moors he thinks it is easily ac-

counted for by the rainfall. The high
moors are drier on the eastern side than
on the western side, which will account for

the difference.

Mr. Cowan said he admired very much
the painstaking way in which Captain
Sitwell collected his information : it was
only information of that sort that was of
any use in coming to a decision as to the
qualities of heather. The taste for

heather-honey was undoubtedly an
acquired one, and he had not inherited it,

although a Scotsman. He preferred the
milder southern honies to the heather-
honey, and there are a great many others

who liold the same view. No one on the
Continent would think of eating heather-
honey, and there they used it for making
ginger-bread. There are large bee-keepers
who produce heather honey in Germany—
the Luneburg Heath bee-keepers. Their
bees have to winter on this honey, and
they manage to live through the winten*?

succassfully. The forest bee-keepers in

Sassex considered the mixture of heather-
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honey was not good for wintering and that

it caused dysentery. Regarding the

chemical ingredients of honey, iron was a

very important one, and when present it

quite changed the aspect of any honey, and
probably had its influence on heather-

houey. The subsoil also made a great

difference, and he had no doubt that the

sun played a very important part. Tlie

power of the sun on mackerel is known to

influence their growth, and, no doubt it

would have an effect on the growth of

flowers a,nd the production of nectar.

Hygrometric conditions also had their in-

fluence as well as altitude and aspect. In

the class for heather-honey, he very often

used to find exhibits of heather blend, but
there were now two classes. Heather
blend should be a clover honey, with a
dash of heather, not heather with a

dash of clover. Scotch heather-honey

(Calhina vulgaris) is longer before it granu-

lates. He had some for several years before

it granulated. Stiff honey may be made
liquid by beating, and in Germany heather-

honey is now being extracted by piercing

the cells of the honey with thick needles,

so that it can be extracted in the ordinary

way. It Avas new to him to learn tliat

heather would flourish on a lime soil.

Mr. Till questioned if it was true that

you could make heather grow where there

was lime. He had transported heather

from Hayes Common to Eynsford but could

not get it to grow.
Captain Sitwell, in replying, said he was

only putting facts before them. Lime-
stone is stated to be the subsoil of the

moors in Ayrshire. Tliey say lime-

stone subsoil will produce greater

quantities of honey than sandstone, but
not of such good quality. He never got

bell-heather honey, as he took care not

to send to the moors until this was over.

Wild thyme is a common plant on the
Cheviots, and a favourite among the bee^
keepers, but the taste for this honey is

acquired. The quality of nectar is a
question that should be studied.

In the unavoidable absence of Mr.
Macdonald, his paper on " Forty Years of

Apicultural Progress" Avas then read by
Air. Frankenstein as follows :

—

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

In dealing with the subject I have chosen
I am oppressed with an embarrassment of

riches. A whole volume would be re-

quired to treat it adequately, and in a

short paper I can but submit hieroglyphic
glances here and there in various corners
of the wide field.

I have selected the period embraced by
the early seventies and the present,

because the earlier years mark the time
when there was seen the first dim dawn
of the brighter regime we now experience
—for from '70 on, has to be dated the
origin and development of almost every-

thing that goes to constitute modern
apiculture, in its semi-perfect present

condition. The men who lived in these

earlier times laid the foundation well and
solidly, later generations built the

structure, and we, their descendants, are

now reaping the fruits of their arduous
labours. Sic vos non vobis might have
been their motto as well as that of the
bees, as they toiled not for themselves

alone, but for us. Evolution works
slowly but surely, yet it does work, and
out of the germ of forty years ago the

full fruit of to-day has been evolved.

Progress is the law of life, and in the

term of years I have named, it has been
marked and consistent in every branch of

apiculture.

How very many new appliances have
been invented and brought to at least

comparative perfection in this period of

bee-keeping history! An advance has been
made all along the line. Hives, supers,

frames, foundation, sections, smokers, ex-

tractors, wax-rendering articles, veils,

queen cages, queen-rearing outfits, and a

host of other devices and appliances are
all a new creation ; wliile in bee literature

the rise of bee books and bee newspapers
has been most marked. Then, consider
the ver}' wonderful improvements in the
means of transit and the facilities offered

now for the cari'iage of goods, bees, and
honey, and tlie hive and appliance trade
is a new industry—one of no little im-
portance. ' The good old times of forty
years ago" are very fine in idyllic

imagery, or, as material for poetic fiction,

woven to imitate truth, but in actual
reality these times Avere in the main dark
and s<jmbre compaied Avith the present.

It is true that before the year '70

Langstroth in America, and Woodbury in

England, had iuA-ented the modern frame-
liive, but, indeed, until the advent of the
British Bee .Journal these devices Avere

but a name. They had not become a
living force, because very feAv had adopted
them to any extent, and eA'en most of

these introduced them into their apiaries

only experimentally. Indeed, the straAv

skep Avas still the prime faA'ourite Avith the
A-ast majority of British bee-keepers, even
of an advanced type.

The honey-slinger, as it Avas then
euphoniously designated, had been in-

vented some years previously, but the art

of extracting Avas unknown in this

country—liquid honey Ijeiug onlj' found in

the "run" or ''dropped " form. Sections,

or our modern screw-capped jars Avith

their luscious contents, were unknown.
Bell glasses, or a compound of Avood and
glass, were the faA^ourite receptacles for

securing honey in supers. Some used
"caps" Avherein to store "right A'irgin

honey," and others were content A^ith a
straw hive above the one containing
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brood. Systems of queen-raising were
hardly being dreamt of. Queen-cages
worth the name were never seen. Queen-
excluders were things of the future.
Observatory hives were crude, clumsy, and
generally defective. Such a thing as

interchangeability of combs, or con-
traction and expansion of hive interiors,

had not yet taken definite shape. Smokers,
as we understand the implement, were yet
to be. Veils were little more than the
hood of boultering," recommended by

Butler two centuries earlier. We had no
metal or other frame spacers, no dividers
securing a perfect finish of surplus honey.
Transporting bees, bee-hives, or the
produce of bees, was a difficult and
hazardous undertaking. The art of
driving bees was as yet in its infancy,
uniting was imperfectly understood. The
cruel holocaust of the sulphur pit was
most religiously carried out, as certain
as each autumn came round. " Humanity
to the honey bees," albeit it Avas lon^
before preached, was still in tlie main but
a pious opinion.

These fort}- years marked the rise and
progress of the modern frame-hive, and
we have but to look upon an early speci-

men of the famous Woodbury—with its

l)adly-spaced frames ; its notched frame-
I'ests; its want of proper spaces; its awk-
ward crown-board, and its many other
glaring defects—alongside the most recent
specimen of a W.B.C. hive as turned out
by Messrs. Abbott; and seeing them stand-
ing side by side should be an object lesson
inspiring enough to make us lift up our
hearts in praise and thankfulness that our
lot has been cast in a time so favourable
for the pleasant and successful prosecution
<if our calling.

Greatly as all British bee-keepers
appreciate the enormous benefit derived
from the invention of Mr. Woodbury, and
grateful although we should be for the
moveable frame, yet there had to follow a
still further improvement before api-

culture could be prosecuted on a souid
basis. The Baffle of the Sfandard Frame
broke out about 1875. From Woodbury's
time onwards, almost every man who made
a frame-hive made it, and the internal
fittings, to suit his own ideas or his own
convenience, with the result that frames,
not only in neighbouring apiaries, but
even in the same apiary entirely lacked
the first necessity — interchangeability.
Not only was this felt in hives, but when
the frames were withdraAvn to be ex-
tracted they often pi'oved a curse, and not
a blessing. In order that method should
be brought out of chaos, it became almost
imperative that all frames should be of
one set size. What a host of frames of all

shapes and sizes were on the market, most
of them differing only by small fractions
of ail inch, and of course every man

thought his own frame was the best !

The original Woodbury frame measured
13|in. by 7fgin., and one of the prize
hives of Mr. Abbott was 14in. by 8|in.
Mr. Cowan's favourite then was 13|in.
by S^in. Quoting more sizes would prove
weari.some at the present time, but there
was no lack of interest in the fray up
to the early eighties, when at last some-
thing like unanimity was attained in

favour of our present " Standard Frame,"
14in. by BAin. This Avas one of the cope-
stones of the fabric.

One more step in advance was necessary,
and this was secured by the invention of

machines for producing foundation. Mr.
Raitt of Blairgowrie, imported his first

machine in 1877, but even two years later

he and ^lessrs. Neighbour possessed the
only emliossing machines in Britain. What
a boon this invention proved

!

Wliat
would our modern bee-keepers think of

prosecuting their calling without this indis-

pensable aid towards success? Think what
progress lias been made in this line alone
since our forefathers dijjped their wooden
boards to get sheets of wax. Place the
old order beside ^Messrs. Lee's machinery
and product, and thank goodness that you
live in the second decade of the twentieth
century

!

The evoluti<ni of the Honey Ex-
tractor is no less wonderful. Hruschka in-

vented the first Honigschleudermaschine
in ll865 ; but in 1870 not one of these
could be found in Great Britain. I think
it was in 1874 that the first was imported
to this country from America, at a cost,

including carriage, of £8. Before that
date, even Mr. Abbott, one of the leading

bee-keejDers of his time, informs us that
lie practised the following crude system
of extracting liquid honey. He laid his

combs on a tin dish provided with a wire-

work cover. Strings were fastened at

each corner, and the "'device" wag
whirled round by hand. No wonder that
he complained of lost honey. The time
devoted to the slow process, and the tread-

mill tiresomeness of such heavy toil must
ha\ e curtailed the quantity extracted by
til is method.
About '72 oui- American cousins had

applied their undoubted inventive facul-

ties to simplifying and improving
Hruschka's machine, with the result that

some of them extracted 5,0001b. in the

season of '73. The "Slinger" brought to

this country did fairly well, and some of

the ".slung" honey was exhibited at the

second Cry.stal Palace Show. This gave
an impetus to our own inventors, and
many tried their hands at improving the

original. The chief credit must be

assigned to Mr. Cowan for the improve-
ment gradually brought about. Even his

first machine was constructed on what T

may describe as more ''sane" lines than
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any hitlierto in use, and lie patiently im-

proved on liis first design until, after

years of hard work and experiment, he
ultimately produced the four-frame re-

versible Cowan extractor, perhaps tlie

finest and most efficient machine now on
the market, so far as the vast majority

of bee-keepers are concerned.

In America, where they do everything
on a most extensive scale, eight-frame

machines on this model are quite common.
Some of these are driven by manual
labour, but most are now being fitted to

oil engines or electric motors. The
latest I have read of is that belonging to

Mr. Holterman, Canada. It is, I should
think, the largest extractor in the Morld,

being a twelve-frame automatic machine,
run by a gasoline engine; and in connec-

tion with the extractor is a centrifugal

honey-pump that does the work of lifting

the honey direct to an overhead riisening

tank, from which it is directly bottled

;

the filling also going on automatically.

The knife used when uncapping, means
comfort as well as speed—or the want of

both^—and very great improvements have
taken place in these useful tools. The
Bingham and W.B.C. knives seem to

keep the field, but of late the steam-heated
knife makes the work of uncapping more
of a- pleasant pastime. Numerous styles

of uncapping machines have been placed

on the market, all claiming to do the work
expeditiously and successfully, but I fear

a full measure of success has yet to be
attained. Capping-reducers and various

other inventions to aid quick and easy

work all go to show that vast strides

towards progress in this line have recently

been made.
Few features of bee-keeping show so

wonderful an advance as this branch of

liquid honey ; and few, if any, have helped
more to make bee-keeping successful and
profitable. In this line I have time to do
no more than name shallow-frames, metal
ends, hanging frames, brood foundation,

bee escapes, screw-cap honey jars,

spring packing-boxes, corrugated paper,
honey-cans, honey-ripeners, excluder zinc,

improved gearing, knife-warmers, im-
proved queens, super clearers, wire ex-

cluders, reversible extractors, as points
which all aid in enabling more honey to

be reaped, and that of the finest and
purest. The liquid honey staged at our
shows nowadays is fit for the table of any
lord or prince in the land.

Side by side Avith this exquisite sweet,
section-honey, as produced at the present
time, is all that the heart of man or
woman could desire. Indeed, the comb-
honey of to^Jay is as far ahead of the
product of our forefathers—pleasant as it

often was—as the purest extracted now is

of the "dropped" honey turned out in
the early seventies. Time will not admit

of more being said—but as " good wine
needs no bush," neither do these admir-
able products require praise—they speak
for themselves.
Bee literature is always an interesting

subject, and deserves a word in my brief

review. It dates from 1600, as far as

English bee books are concerned. Hill
" brak the ice," and at least Butler,

Purchase, and Thorley deserve naming,
as their works are, and will remain,
classics. Bevan, Huish, and Keys, if on
a little lower plane, are honoured names.
Then we come to a period of dearth,
unless for some Continental translations.

In '70, modern bee literature was in its

infancy—" a mere child in the go-cart."
Such compilations as those of Neighbour,
Rusbridge, and Hunter had to suffice for

years after, although they served out but
poor pabulum. Two American bee-books
of this period may be named—both
wonderful works—Quinby's " Mysteries of

Bee-keeping," and " Langstroth on the
Honey Bee." Yet the first edition of

Langstroth and the twentieth century
edition are two different works. Edition
after edition has shred page after page of

original matter, until now we have
another book. If one possessed all of

these editions he would have, in brief, an
historic record of the marvellous evolution
undergone in everything apicultural

during this comparatively brief period.

Although embracing only thirty of these

years, I have an admirable illustration of

the wonderful apicultural progress ex-

perienced since 1881, when the first

edition of that standard work, Mr. T. W.
Cowan's " British Bee-keepers' Guide," was
issued. It shows in a nutshell how we have
gradually advanced from precedent to

precedent. I have a copy of the first

edition lying open in front of me as I

write, and alongside it reposes the
twentieth edition, issued in Coronation
year. No better illustration of the
immense strides made in bee-keeping as

a whole could be submitted. The first

edition contains only 185 pages, the last

numbers 226 ; but as more lines have been
added to each page, the actual printed
matter is doubled. None of the adver-
tisers of 1881 now live, or, at least, they
have dropped out of the race, and not
even their names are familiar to the pre-
sent generation of bee-keepei-s. Not one
of the illustrations and sketches, number-
ing sixty-five, used in the first, appears
the same in the twentieth century issue.

How obsolete most of them are, already,
may be gathered from the fact that among
them were "Distance Racks," "Wire
Foundation Fixers," " The Little "Wonder
Extractor," "Cheshire's Hive," "The
Alexandra Hive," and " Section Frames
for Brood-Nest." Five different sized
frames are illustrated, but amongst them
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Itsour "Standard" does not appear

time was not yet

!

Disease is summarily dealt with in the

early book in six pages, whereas twenty

are devoted to the subject in the later

work. Comb foundation is credited with

six pages against twelve, and so on, with

almost every other subject. While of

course a few essential unvarying features

remain the same in type, yet it may be

confidently asserted that such a trans-

formation has taken place in the inter-

vening years that the latest issue, coni-

pai-ed with the earliest, is in reality a

new book—one which should be in the

hands of every bee-keeper. One feature

worth emphasising is the Monderfid im-

provement in the illustrations. While
they number 163 as against sixty-five, that

is the point least deserving commendation,
for the newer ones as far excel the earlier

in quality and excellence as they do in

mere number.
Other books have lived—and died. Of

these a few, a very few, passed into a

second or third edition, but all that can

be said of them further is that they had
their day, and ceased to be. One or two
may be on the open market, but the

others, if sought, must be looked for in

some second-hand book shop. Personally,

I feel that there is room for more good
books dealing with British bee-keeping—
and in recent years we make but a poor

sliOAV in this respect. Look at America

!

The works of Messrs. Root, Miller, liang-

stroth. Cook, Doolittle, Lyon, Comstock,
Townsend, Pratt, Dadant, Alexander,
Hutchinson, and several others all find a

ready sale.

{To he continued.)

REVIEWS.
Bee-heeping by Tirentieth Century

Methods, by J. E. Hand (The A. I. Root
'Co., Medina, Ohio, U.S.A., price 50 cents
.—2s. Id.).—This book of fifty-nine pages

is principally intended to describe IVIr.

Hand's methods of controlling swarms by
means of a patented floor-board of his own
invention. The author says that tlie aim
-of the book is to lift bee-keepers out of

the old ruts and place their feet on smooth
ground by introducing principles that
eliminate all unnecessary manipulation
with bees. The Hand system has given
good results in his apiary, and the method
is fully described and illustrated. Hives
of ordinary construction can be used with
the special floor-board, and one of tlie

illustrations shows a column of hives

seven stories high, piled on each other
with three stories standing by the side,

wdiich give ample room for the overflow
population, and thus prevent swarming.
The book contains a great deal of other
valuable information with regard to re-

queening; treatment of foul brood;

wintering ; out apiaries ; migratory bee-

keeping ; feeding; grading honey, &c. It

is also well illustrated.

Southern Bee Culture, by J. J. Wilder
(Ajnerican Bee Journal, 117, North Jeffer-

son Street, Chicago, U.S.A., price 50 cents

—2s. Id.).—This is a hand-book of

Southern bee-keeping by perhaps the most
extensive bee-keeper and honey-producer

in the State of Georgia. The methods are

so simply described that they would be

easy to cany out. Mr. Wilder has five

apiaries of his own, as many as he can

give proper attention to, and has

furnished stock from which many apiaries

in the South have been established. He
produces many tons of honey every year,

and tells in this book of 143 pages just

how he does it. The book is profusely

illustrated, and gives a great deal of in-

formation respecting the Southern flora.

The IIoneij-Moneif Stories, by Paul
Point, Orvice Sisson, Albion Girard and
Charles C. Miller (G. W. York and Co.,

Chicago, U.S.A., price 25 cents.—Is.).

—

The authors tell us to " use this book as

the bees use the flowers," and in the short

articles show how honey improves health,

and that better health increases wealth.

There are some good sayings, for instance:
'• Flowers are benefited by the bees as they

gather honey for the good of man. Some
money-makers benefit all humanity while

making their money." Dr. Miller says:
" The real food value of honey in milk or

<jn bread and crackers is worth knowing.
If you are not aware of it, make .some

tests. If you eat too much you may
injure your appetite for a wonderfully

useful food. You can secure or regain an
appetite for honey by using a very little

of it daily." The little book is beautifully

illustrated, and contains a number of

short articles iutended to popularise

honey.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Herrod.

Disinfection.—A simple word which the

dictionary defines as " a purifying from
infecting matter "

; not only the novice,

but also the old hand, rarely construe the

right meaning to this operation. With
bee-keepers it should not only mean an

operation to be carried out in cases of

disease, but in every hive in the apiary

during the first days of spring. To get the

most out of beas it is necessary that they

should live under ideal hygienic conditions,

and in an artificial home this can only

be accomplished by the aid of the bee-keeper.

For a moment or two we will leave out of

the question hives or appliances that have
been occupied by bees which have become
diseased, and take the case of a hive where
the bees have passed through the winter

under normal conditions.
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During a portion of the winter the
weather has been so severe that there

have been only a few days warm enough
for the bees to take their natural
cleansing flight. Natural cleansing of the

body by the voiding of the faeces is all

that has been possible. There has been no
opportunity for house cleaning. We find

upon the floor-board a quantity of small
granules ; these consi.'^t of the cappings
which have been removed by the bees to

get at the stores, and also portions of

granulated honey, too hard for the bees

to eat without the aid of Avater for

softening. The moist external atmosphere
has entered the entrance, attracted by this

exposed granulated honey, as also is the
slight moisture caused by the respiration

of the bees, so the mass is damp and
sticky ; it is congealed sufficiently to
enable us to lift the M'hole lot by means
of the scraper without it breaking up.

AVhen this has been done, the portion of

the floor-board which was covered in this

way is found to be black and damp ; it also

gives off an offensive odour. Moreover,
occasionally the mass is found to l)e

teeming with living matter, i.e., maggots
of small flies and beetles. On another
part of the floor-board we may find a
number of dead bees, which, on account
of the slight stickiness on the surface,

have become so fixed that it is impossible
for their fellows to remove them. That
they have endeavoured to do so is shown
by the bodies being entirely stripped of

hair, giving them ai black, shiny appearance
;

in many cases the wings have been bitten

off. This mass, too, will give off an offensive

odour during the process of decomposition.
Under the above circumstances, disease is

not actually present, but the conditions
are such that the vitality of the bees is

lowered by breathing this impure air, and
if disease is in the neighbourhood such
colonies are the most likely to be infected

;

therefore, purification must be carried out
at the earliest possible moment.
The best way to carry this out is to

have a spare hive. This should be well

scrubbed on the inside with strong soda
and hot water, and scraped free from
propolis. It should then be thoroughly
painted inside with either a 10 per cent,
'(ilution of ff)rmaklehyde, which is made
by adding four parts of 40 per cent, com-
mercial formaldehyde to one part of

water—say two ounces formaldehyde to

eight ounces water— or it can be washed
with strong carbolic soap or painted with
a solution of carbolic acid, one part Cal-

vert's No. 5 carbolic acid to two parts
water. There may be some difficulty in get-

ting the carbolic acid to mix with the water.
Perfect amalgamation can be secured if

the acid is first mixed with a little

glycerine. By the formaldehyde treat-

ment the hive can be used as soon as it is

fairly dry, but in the case of carbolic soap

or acid the parts should he exposed to the
sun for a few days to get rid of the smell.

Therefore, as a time-saver, formaldehyde
is the best.

(To be continued.)

Note.—See that the bees have plentj' of

fresh, clean water. This should be given
in shallow vessels filled with stones to give
the bees foothold. A pinch of salt should
be put in the water. If water is not pro-
vided, hundi^eds of bees may be lost in
obtaining it from running brooks or deep
vessels such as water-butts, where they get
drowned. In those districts where there
is an absence of natural pollen, pea flour

should be sprinkled on shavings in a box
placed where the bees can get at it readily,

but sheltered from the rain. Unite weak
stocks upon the first fine, warm day. Feed
with syrup where necessary.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of
March, 1912, was £1,251. — From a

return furnished to the British Bee
Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselvet responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. N»
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
$ide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications-

PROPOLIS AND POLLEN.
[842iiJ Mr. Sladen's letter on "How

Propolis is Collected" (page 12<6), does not

refute the suggestion made some time ago
that propolis was obtained from the

pollen ; because the intelligence of the

bees may have shown them that there was
the very thing gratis and in quantity that

they had hitherto obtained in quite

another fashion. Bee-keepers have seen

bees carry loads of propolis into the hives,

but these lumps are smaller than the loads

of pollen, more resembling tiny beads.

These beads do not appear to come into

contact with the surface of the corbiculse.

They appear to be just sufficiently held by
the surrounding hairs. If the propolis

were plastered into the corbiculfe, would
it not be very difficult of removal unless

the jaws are employed for that purpose P

Of course, the resinous substances from
trees—say, the buds of the chestnut—are

extremely tenacious, and very different

from the "propolis'' upon an old quilt.

During the hot weather last year I saw
many bees carrying in these bead-like
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chunks of propoli with Ktrinp,s of it de-

pending down their legs. When the bee

lias dusted itself in pea-flour, it proceeds

to rub the posterior pair of legs together

vigorously, and Mr. Sladen has explained

how by so doing the corbicula? become
loaded. But quite a lot of the flour falls

to the ground in the process and is wasted.

If this be caught it Avill be found to be dry

and powdery, whilst that which finds its

way to the corbiculse is quite moist and
adhesive. It is said that the tongue is

frequently extended to supply moisture,

though I do not think it is said exactly

how the pollen is moistened by this means.

In observing bees through a magnifying

glass, I could not see that the tongue was
used for this purpose. Occasionally a bee

extended that organ, but only to pass the

anterior legs over it in the act of cleaning.

It is usually said that the surface of the

auricle is smooth. There appear to be a
number of prominent teeth distributed

over its surface. I cannot say if the}'

are flexible or strongly chitinous. They
appear to be slightly inclined in a definite

direction. If they were horny, would they

not impede the smooth passage of the

stream of pollen? Can Mr. Sladen say

what purpose they are likely to serve?

Is it likely they are flexible, and possibly

providing a secretion moistening the
pollen in its passage to the corbiculse .^

Is it not a physical impossibility for

bees to load their pollen-baskets by
crossing the posterior legs as stated by
Cheshire?—G. M., Northants.

ODDS AND ENDS FROM NORTH
ESSEX.

j"8427] From time to time various

writers in the " B.B.J." advocate wintering
bees with the supers in position. I myself
have axlopted that plan with about a score

of hives during the winter just past, with
entire success ; but I do not know if there

is anything specially commendable about
it, as all my stocks, however domiciled,

halve arrived into April healthy and
hearty, for which I am thankful.

I do not share the antipathy our
esteemed friend "D.M.M." manifests

towards the skep as a home for bees. I

know of men owning frame hives who
could scarcely be excelled for carelessness

and cruelty towards their little workers,

not even taking the trouble to destroy

the nests of mice /rnoir/i to exist on the

top of the frames in winter. I myself

give several calls a year to such an apiary,

where the owner, who has kept bees for

about ten years, is still unable and un-
willing to manage them properly. T^ast

summer I took the section racks off, to his

great astonishment, with no other tools

but a smoker and pocket knife. His
method was to go at dusk armed with a

spade, and enveloped in a fearful dress,

and prise the racks off by sheer force of

muscle, carry them to an outhouse, and
leave them there until the bees flew home.
At night, when the furious insects had
quieted down, they were swiftly covered

up, there to await the attention of an un-
suspecting apiarist to put matters straight.

After so redoubtable a writer as Mr.
Crawshaw has expressed himself possessed

of an open mind on the question of
" tanging " absconding swarms, I am em-
boldened to mention a case which would
seem to lend some support to such a cus-

tom. Last summer a party of men were
hoeing corn in a field in this locality,

when suddenly a small swarm appeared
overhead, travelling at a good pace, too,

high in the air. The men tanged their

hoes for all they were worth, and im-

mediately the cast dropped like a bird

and settled close to the workmen. One of

them put it into a box, in which it stored

an immense amount of honey, and that

little cast has grown into a powerful stock.

I think I'll just try it next summer.

—

AV. S. S., Braintree.

• I.O.W." BEE DISEASE.
r8428] During the past three seasons

this district has been almost depleted of

bees by the above disease, and as my
apiary became affected, I decided to try

and discover the nature or form of the

malady and also to experiment with the

disease to see if it were possible to control

it. In examining my most affected

colonies I found a fungoid growth so fine

in its character that with the naked eye

it was impossible to discern the dividing

line between the affected and non-affected

portions of the combs. On examining

with a microscope, I found that the fungi

in spreading was of a filamentous nature,

and when developed resembled minute
mushrooms leaving a fine mould as its

residue full of spores closely allied in

appearance to the spores of the Bacillus

diphtheria.

The disease having proven itself to be

zymotic in its action, I realised that the

contagion had a wide field of operation,

and that with the thousands of bees in

each hive, and fresh bees hatching out

daily to do anything to arrest the disease

seemed next to impossible. To try and

accomplish this I transferred the bees

on to new frames and foundation, and

fed them with a medicated food, but it

did not in the least retard the spread of

the disease, and the whole of the bees

died.

Other colonics I then transferred into

hives which I had specially prepared with

a chemical preparation, so that it should

destroy the germs which should come in

contact witli its fumes. Here again I had
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not reckoned upon the fragile life of the
bee, and I found that whilst destroying

or reducing the vitality of the disease

fully 75 per cent, of the brood did not
mature, having been injured by the
fumes, with the result that the colony was
•depleted in numbers and robbing bees

cleared the hive.

The disease being still with me, I trans-
ferred other colonies into boxes treated
with a fresh preparation, which I found
effective in controlling the disease without
impairing the vitality of the brood, but I

found, on tasting the honey from one of
the treated hives, that it was heavily
tainted with the effluvium from the
materials used in treating the hive. Being
satisfied that the disease could be con-
trolled, it remained for me to obtain a
chemical preparation which should be co-
equal in its action on the bees to what I

had been using without impairing the
flavour of the honey. This I was success-
ful in doing after many efforts, and those
colonies which were treated last summer
and autumn are proving that the disease
can be cured with a material which has no
deleterious effects upon the honey.

In carrying out my experiment, I have
been very much hampered by my bees
robbing other apiaries in which the bees
had died of the disease, and also from
bees from an affected apiary near my
place trying to rob my hives, thus con-
tinually bringing fresh disease to my
hives. At present I am treating a stock
of bees taken from an apiary where all

the others had died, and although this
stock was badly affected, it is free from
any signs of the disease in the crawling
stage, and the bees are breeding as well
as any in my apiary.—W. J. Avuss,
Sanitary Inspector, Broughton, Stock-
bridge.

[We are requested by a prominent bee-
keeper in the Isle of Man to urge bee-
keepers there not to import bees, &c., from
the MainLand, so as to keep at bay the
"Isle of Wight" disease, which, up to the
present, has not been seen in the island.
We are sure all interested will pay atten-
tion to this warning.

—

Ed.
J

GLASS COVERS.
[8429] I am not a bee-keeper witli

eighty stocks (see page 12o, 8411),
but my average is about twenty,
which have all had glass covers foj-

the last five years; if I had eighty
or 180 stocks, they should all have
glass covers! In winter, if properly
covered over, the bees crowd over the tops of
frames and seem well satisfied with the
convenience. The covers are very sanitary
and give the bees ample chance to venti-
late, there is an absence of waxmoth and

propolis which makes them all the more
valuable, in addition to the other good
jDoints mentioned bv correspondents in the
" B.B.J."—A.E.J. "(Mid Cornwall, North).

THE CORBICULA.
[8430] In describing the entrance to

tlie corbicula of the honey-bee in my
article in the " B.B.J." of December 14,

I omitted to mention that there is a single

long hair some way within the entrance
and near the upper side. I have examined
several specimens and have found this

hair present in all of them. No doubt its

function, like tliat of the attachment hairs

in the entrance to the corbicula of the
humble-bee, is to provide a means of at-

tachment for the pollen before the liunp
is large enough for the basket hairs to
carrv out this dutv.—F. W. L. Sladen.

Queries and Replies.

[8308] Uoneij from It-//.—With further
reference to the value of honey from ivy

as a human food : There is certainly

a very great prejudice against it in this

neighbourhood. It is well known that
when labourers work at clearing ivy from
old houses they constantly contract an
irritating rash. My attention was called

to this some years ago, when a Labourer,
who was tearing away ivy from a wall,

said one morning to me :
'' I never knew

such a lot of fleas." I see in Dr. Rad-
cliffe Rocker's "Diseases of the Skin,"
vol. i., p. 414, that "wet ivy" is recognised
as one of the plant irritants likely to pro-
duce dermatitis venenata. A short
time ago I was with a man who was
covered with an irritating rash. That
may have been caused by the illness

from which he was suffering, but it is

rather remarkable that he had for some
time been eating at his tea honey from
ivy, expressing his opinion that he liked
the bitter flavour. It seems to me
that this is a matter which deserves a little

consideration, and that it would be well to
ascertain how far the poisons which
reside in a plant do affect its nectar, and
what possible consequences might follow the
use of honey drawn from plants wxnch are
known poisons.—E. V. P., E. Dereham.
Rkply—We have never heard of honey

from ivy-blossoms being injurious, and as
it is jjroduced so late in the season but
very little of it is likely to be stored for
human consumption. Our own bees store
it for winter food and we have never
noticed any evil effects, as the bees have
always passed through the winter in admir-
able condition. We have always considered
it valuable, coming as it does when all other
sources are over. All our supers are re-
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moved some time before the ivy blossoms,

so that we never get honey from it stored

in them. There are many plants that

affect some people, ivy being one of them,

but on the other hand there are many con-

stitutions in no way affected by them.
For instance, Primula obconica and Bhtis

toxicodendrum act as irritant poisons on
some persons, while they have no effect on
others.

[8309] Tmnsferring—Irascible Bees.—
(1) I have a stock of bees in an old hive,

the frames of which are an odd size. This
week-end I have placed them on top of

the body-box of a new hive containing ten
frames of foundation. How long may I

expect them to be in working out the
foundation ? I might mention that there

are a large number of fruit trees in this

vicinity in blossom at the present time.

I have been feeding on syrup for two
weeks, but think it not necessary during
the present period. (2) Am I correct?
My reason for asking as to the length of

time taken to build out the foundation
is that I want to take the old hive off,

rear a queen or introduce one, and place
on another new hive until the end of the
season, then to take all the surplus in the
old hive and do away with it. (3) Can
you tell me why some bees persist in follow-

ing one about? Several times during the
last two or three days, whilst working in

my garden near the hive (not in the bees'

flight), one will come buzzing about my
face especially, make several darts at me,
and—well, I have to draw slowly away.
It is very trying, as I have never been
stung. I like your journal and always
look forward to it on Thursdays.—F. W.,
Chelmsford.

Reply.—(1) So much depends on the
weather that it is quite impossible for us
to say how long it will take. (2) When the
bees can work upon the fruit bloom there
is no need to feed, but if several bad days
prevent them flying, then you must feed.

(3) There are times w^hen an odd bee or
two will follow one round as you say. They
are bees with irascible tempers ; kill them
when they annoy you in this way, and the
trouble will cease.

[8310] Overstorcd Storks.—My stocks

are honey bound, there being several combs
in each hive still full to the bottom bars.

They are fairly strong, and getting rather
cramped for room. I have no extractor,

but think the honey is now too thick to

leave the combs easily. I have uncapped a

good deal, but there is more than the bees
Avant at present. What is the best pro-
cedures'—E. G. T., Harrow.

Reply.—Remove one of the full combs
and replace it with a frame fitted with
foundation; repeat the process if neces-

sary. The removed comb can either be

saved till autumn or it can be melted
down.

[8311] Be-queening.—I want to find

out the very easiest manner of re-

queening, as I have read of so man}"^

methods (all, of course, the best) that it

is liard to make up one's mind. I have
about sixteen stocks usually. I suppose
the best thing would be to re-queen eight
every year. Would it answer to confine
the old queen to a shallow super of narrow
end worker-comb about the end of May,
using excluder zinc, and remove her when
the virgin below hatclies out? Would the
bees rear another queen in these circum-
stances? It is understood I do not want
to buy queens. I have read all about
nuclei forming, but this entails labour I

cannot spare time for. I shall much
appreciate your kind help.—J. Vernon
White, Glos.

Reply.—The plan you suggest would
not work satisfactorily. As you do not
wish to buy queens or go to the trouble
of rearing them in nuclei, (which is the
best method) you should let the colony
headed by your best queen reach swarm-
ing jjoint, kill off the old qlieens in each
stock to be re-queened, and at the end of
tMenty-four hours insert a sealed queen
cell from the selected stock in each.

[8312] Dealing vvth Suspected Disease.
—Wou]d you kindly tell me if there is

any sign of disease about the enclosed
bees? They were taken off the alighting-
board of one of the hives, and as fast as

I clear them away, on the next w-arin

day there are great numbers lying about
dead and dying. The bees were bought as
a natural swarm last May, guaranteed
free from disease, and during the winter
they do not seem to have settled at all.

There are a few bees left in the hive yet,

and the combs are full with sealed stores.

My other hives are much quieter, with
no dead bees about. (1) In the event of
bees turning out diseased, could I recover
value under the guarantee from the
vendor? (2) Might it be a case of queen-
lessness? (3) If no disease, would it be
safe to use the stores for other hives in

spring in the case of their being queen-
less or of turning out weak ? (4) Would it

do to open the hive on next warm day
and overhaul same, or leave it till spring?
(5) If diseased, I suppose I must burn the
lot?— J. H., Woolton.

Reply.—(1) We do not think so after

so long a period. (2) Possibly, but we
do not think so. (3) We are afraid, from
outward signs, the bees are suffering

from "Isle of Wight" disease; to make
quite sure, send some live bees to Dr.
Maiden, Medical Schools, Cambridge.
(4 and o) It will be unwise to open now.
If Dr. ^laldon reports disease burn the
lot.
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TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
E. H. T.WLOE {Hive Works, Welwyn,

Hcrffi.).—A well got up catalogue

with numerous illustrations of the

goods supplied ; it contains eighty-two

pages. It would be difficult to name any
appliance used by bee-keepers that cannot

be found in this list. We notice that Mr.
Taylor, like ourselves, finds good ideas

pirated by unscrupulous j^eople who lack

originality, and would call attention to

his warning. Of his poultry appliances we
can personally testify to their cheapness

and utility, and here again everything is

listed under the same cover, from a mark-
ing-ring to the largest poultry-house. A
postcard will bring the catalogue post fi-ee.

James Lee and Son, Ltd. (Head Office

and Power Works, 4^ Martineau Boad,
Highbury, London; Showroom, 10, Silver

Street, Holborn ; Bee Farms, Fulbourn.
Cainhs.).—^Again a well-produced cata-

logue of forty-four pages, with goods

marked at the lowest prices compatible

with good Avorkmanship. The most in-

teresting part is the " Ayles' ' Isle of Wight

'

Disease Cure." We notice tliat Messrs.

Lee are treating all new hives sent out

with this remedy. The catalogue is post

free and is well worth possessing.

A. H. Wilkes (Lrchfield Hoad, Four
Oaks, Birmintihain). — This firm's alu-

minium goods are well known ; also the in-

ventive genius of the proprietor is shown
by the many ingenious patents listed in its

thirty-two pages, which is an increase on

last year. We would call special attention

to his " NeAV Section Glazing Machine."
which Avill supply a long-felt \vant. It

can be had post free.

R. Steele and Brodie {Wormit Works,
Dundee).—Here again the catalogue has

been increased from sixty-three to sixty-six

pages, and right well are Northern bee-

keepers catered for by this firm. Re-
quisites for the moors and dealing with

heather honey of course predominate, at

the same time everything for producing
flower honey is listed. Northerners should

not miss obtaining this post free catalogue.

Bee Shows to Come.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—B&e Appliance and
Honey Department, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White, Hon. Secretary, Marden House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricrl-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.
July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff

and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries c'!"se 13 July.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grrand
Annual Exhibition of th« Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.

Notices to Correspondents.

Victor (Ledbury). — Transferring from
Skeps to Frame Hives.—(1) If you wish
to Keep bees for profit you must cer-

tainly discard skeps. (2) The method
of transferring has been so often

described in our pages that you must
forgive us if we refer you to the
'British Bee-keeper's Guide Book"
(pages 149-150) where it is fully

described and illustrated, as we cannot
devote space to it again at j^resent.

Suspected Disease.
Perplexed (Birmingham).—The bees show

evei-y sign of " Isle of Wight '" disease.

D. B. "(Ormskirk).—The bees are badly
constipated, and there are outward signs

of "Isle of Wight " disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3g. per J in., or 5s. per inch.

PKXVATE ABVESTZBEMEITTS.

pr W.B.C HIVES, complete (3 Taylor's, and
eJ practically new), E.xtractor, with chain drive,
quantity of worked Supers, spare lifts, and acces-
sories, £3 10s.—W. J. W^ILLIAMS, The Bungalow,
Addlestone, Surre.v. u 39

BEES.—6 strong, healthy Stocks, in straw skeps,
12s. 6d. each.—C. SMITH. Valley-terraoe,

Leiston, Suffolk. u 37

CAN BOOK NOW, healthy May Swarms, 15s.

each, carriage forward; boxes must be
returned.-PHILIP JONES, Biakeney, Glos. u 36

FOR SALE, 2 dozen medium coloured well-filkd
Sections, 7s. 6d. dozen; also 2 dozen dark, 6s.

dozen, carriage paid.—SPENCE, East Witton,
Middleham. u 38

STRONG healthy Stock of English Blacks, wired
frames, including case, 25s.—DIGHTON, 13,

Kenwyn-road, Wimbledon, Surrey. u 35

GENUINE Cambridgeshire Honey, 56s. cwt..

free on rail; sample, 2d.—SCHOOLMASTER.
Bourn, Cambridge. u 34

WANTED, 2 Taylor's No. 10 W.B.C. Hives,
must be equal new. condition, guaranteed

healthy.—" BEEHIVE," The Dale, East Dereham,
Norfolk. uJ3

GOOD medium Honey, i and i cwt. tins, 6d. per

lb.; sample, 3d.—O. KNIGHT, Epney, Stone-

house, Glos. u 32

GRANULATED HONEY, good quality, in 281b.

tins. 14s.; sample, 2d. -G. MILLIS, Hills-lane,

Ely, Cambs. » 31
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
The monthly meeting of the Council was

held at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,

London, W.C., on Thursday, April I8th.

Mr. W. F. Reid presided and there were
also present Messrs. R. H. Attenborough,
E. Watson, J. Smallwood, J. B. Lamb,
T. Bevan, and Sir Ernest Spencer. Asso-

ciation delegates, Dr. Lloyd Jones
(Suffolk), Mr. G. W. Judge (Crayford),

Mr. G. R. Alder (Essex), and the

Secretary, Mr. Herrod.
Mr. Reid having to leave early, corre-

spondence with the Board of Agriculture

wa^ by consent dealt with first, and a

letter drafted in reply to one received.

Mr. Lamb was then voted to the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting
held March 21st were read and confirmed.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Messrs. T. W.
Cowan, A. G. Pugh, H. Jonas, O. R.
Frankenstein, 0. L. M. Eales, and E.

Walker.
The following new members were

elected : Dr. L. Burrell, 24, Kew Gardens
Road, Kew; Mr. J. Padget, Suspension
Bridge. Wilney, Wisbech; Mr. J. Easton,
Willowbank, Bathgate; and Mr. L.

Rutherford, Sunnyside House, Tweed-
mouth.
An application for affiliation was

received from the Cambridge Town and
County Mammoth Show Society, and tJie

same was granted.
The name of Mr. Fischer Webb was sub-

mitted as delegate by the Croydon Asso-
ciation and was accepted.

The report of the Finance Committee
was presented by Mr. Smallwood. The
balance in hand at the end of Maixh was
£152 Is. 4d.

A notice of motion in favour of the
Diseases of Bees Bill was received from the
Hitcliin Association.

Applications for examinations for

Third Class Certificates were received from
the Cheviot Association for June, and
from the Glamorganshire Association for
Juiv I7th and 18th; both were granted.

It was resolved that Mr. L. S. Craw-
shaw, Mr. R. H. Attenborough and Sir
Ernest Spencer be appointed a com-
mittee to see members of Parliament
in the lobby of the House of Commons, to

secure their interest in getting the Diseases
of Bees Bill passed.

Next meeting of Council, Thursday,
May 16th.

THE CONVERSAZIONE.
{Continued from page 155.)

That bright day in May, 1873, which
saw the first issue of the British Bee
Journal was a red-letter day, because it

marked an epoch in the history of bee-

keeping. From that day onward apicul-

ture in these our Islands, had a pivot

I'ound which it could centre, and hence
the large body of bee-keepers ceased to be
a segregation of atoms. Here was a rally-

ing point, a centre round which all that
was best in apiculture from John
o' Groats to Land's End might con-

centrate. I cannot dwell on the subject,

much as I would like, but I must say that
the pages of each successive volume from
one te forty, the running issue, all go to

testify in an unmistakable manner what
vast strides have been made in progres-
sive development during these forty years

;

and let me add, these pages have im-
mensely helped the good work. At the
start, under Mr. Abbot's management, it

was only a monthly, published at 10s. 6d.

;

and for that sum subscribers received 200
pages. The latest volume contained 514
pages, the price being 6s. 6d. post free.

It reaches our homes, even in the North
of Scotland, on Thursday, the day of

publication, and as it is a weekly visitor

instead of a monthly, its power for good
must be ever so much increased. It is

worth noting that it is the only weekly
bee publication in the world. With some-
thing fresh and interesting in every issue,

devotees of apiculture inform me that
they hunger for its appearance, and, if

by any chance it misses in post, they feel

as if something had gone wrong with the
world.

In estimating the value of the various
forces which have combined to bring
about the semi-perfection of the present
time, I would assign a very high place
indeed to "Our Journal." (Loud
applause.)

Several good American bee papers find

their way across, and obtain a limited
sale. Of these, Gleanings, and the
Avierican Bee Journal, are really good
publications. The first is of about the
same age as our Journal, and the latter

is considerably older. The Bee-kecper^s
Review and Canadian Bee Journal are of

later growth, but of some promise, and
each ably fills a niche of its own.

In the very first issue of the British
Bee Journal a suggestion was thrown out
for the formation of a "Bee Guild," and
soon the idea blossomed and ripened into
the inauguration of the British Bee-
keepers' Association, which from then
until now has gone on with varying
success, but always with strenuous effort,

working for the betterment of English
apiculture. I am not one of those who
belittle the actions of the association, but
I feel that all along they have been
hampered for the want of funds, and they
themselves will be the first to acknow-
ledge that their results run short of their
desires. Yet, in spite of scant funds, they
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have accomplished much. The grand

shows he]d at the Crystal Palace,

Alexandra Palace, Kilburn, and Kensing-

ton in the seventies; those held so many
yeare in connection with the Royal
Agricultural, and the splendid exhibitions

at the Grocers and Dairy Farmer's
Society Shows, in the Agricultural

Hall, &c., have all been conducted
under the auspices of the Association,

and all have done much to popularise bee-

keeping, and have aided greatly in bring-

ing honey under the notice of the general

public. Then a little army of some 1,300

experts, first, second, and third-class,

have secured the imprimatur of the
B.B.K.A., and they are found in all

corners of the kingdom, " leavening the

whole lump." The fostering of local

associations has been a chief aim of the

parent Society, and membership of both
has never been higher than at present.

Government long stood aloof, but at last

it has deemed the B.B.K.A. worthy of

recognition. (Applause.) Great things

may be expected if the Development,
Grant is well and wisely expended.
Insurance is a boon lately conferred

on us. The Association Library num-
bers over 500 volumes, and we are

soon to have a catalogue. At present

a committee is moving in favour of a Bee
Diseases Bill. Would that it were an Act!
The latest Annual Report is the most
gratifying for many years, and tells of

progress all along the line. (Applause.)

I should have liked to touch lightly

on several names of men who did yeoman
service in developing this our art of bee-

keeping, men whose names are as familiar

in our mouths as household words. But
there is one who stands facile princeps—
Tiead and shoulders above his fellows ; who
was one of the prime movers in every
good work at the beginning of my forty

years' review—who, we are glad t-o say, at

the end of those forty years, is still with
us. Lately I have seen him designated
the doyen of English bee-keepers, the

Nestor of British bee-keepers, the Grand
Old Man among the world's apiculturists.

Need I mention that only to one man can
these terms be truthfully applied—he V'ho

presides over your deliberations to-night,

as he did all but forty years ago—-Mr.

Thomas William Cowan. (Loud and pro-

longed applause.) For length of service,

and eminence of service, Mr. Cowan stands
alone, as I have said^ an easy first.

He was a member of the British Bee-
keepers' Association from its inauguration,
was early appointed a member of the
managing committee, and acted as chair-

man almost from the start. What care,

labour, and expense he has incurred in

recent years in filling the chair so

admirably and acceptably is well known
to all who are interested in apiculture.

At the great shows held at the Crystal
Palace, Alexandra Palace, Kensington,
&c., nearly forty years ago, he was
an ardent exhibitor and a very suc-

cessful prize taker. His success em-
braced hives, sixpers, honey, extractors,

bee quieteners, everijthing ! Following
these successes as an exhibitor, he has
acted long and prominently as a judge at

most of the leading shows all over the
kingdom, and no man at the present time
would claim to be his equal in this difficult

art. As an inventor, his name stands high.

The Cowan hive is an excellent one, and
for the amateur carpenter it is the easiest

to make and keejo wind and water-tight.

I have already named his smokers and ex-

tractors ; and his rapid feeding device and
maturing honey tank speak for them-
selves.

Look through the files of the " B.B.J. ,"

and learn, for yourselves how liberal a
contributor he lias been, not only to the
funds of the association, but also to all

subscription lists designed to carry out
worthy objects in apiculture.

Mr. Cowan became proprietor of the Bee
JouRN.Ui in 1885, and of the Record in

1839, and ever since he has carried on
both publications with a success and skill

deserving the best thanks of British bee-

keepers, not only at home but in the
Greater Britain beyond the seas. (Loud
applause.)

As an editor of nearly thirty years'

standing, his unrivalled knowledge of

every phase of apiculture at home and
abroad has stood him in good stead—and
home apiculture is to-day the richer for
his world-wide knowledge.

As a writer, his "Guide Book" has
carried his name into every corner of the
earth where bee-keeping is being
prosecuted. His "Honey Bee" is a
standard work on the anatomy and
physiology of the bee. His " Wax Craft"
is highly appreciated both at home and
abroad. As a scif^ntist he is highly
esteemed on the Continent and America.
Said I not well, when I said he was a many-
sided man

!

Great as have been the strides made
by bee-keeping, we have not yet
reached a period when we can fold our
hands and rest. Nothing indeed in the
whole field of apiculture has reached final-

ity. Wliat has already been accomplisned
should be looked on only as stepping stones
to something yet nearer perfection.

At no past time indeed has the clarion

call of duty sounded louder than it now
does to bee-keepers to be up and doing.
Disease calls on us to procrastinate no
longer, but to suppress the foul fiend

before it suppresses us. Queen-breeding
and pure mating must be tackled earnestly
if our bees are not to degenerate into
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miserable mongrels. Honey selling

demands urgent attention. Local associa-

tions cry: " Come over and help us!" but
this the Development Grant may answer
in time! The Parent Society must be
maxie more a national institution, more
representative of the country as a whole.

Judging must be made more a qviestion of

training, and less one of haphazard. Re-
search must be systematised. Appliances
should be made more uniform, and hives

and their parts more interchangeable.
Why should we not have model Govern-
ment apiaries as they have in Canada,
New Zealand, and the States? These and
a hundred and one other improvements
await development in the immediate
future.

Mr. Cowan said they were very much
indebted to Mr. Macdonald for his paper.
He did not see the paper before, or he
would certainly have objected to the
remarks that were read regarding himself.

He was a bee-keeper a good many years
before the B.B.K. Association was started,

and he had at that time to grope in the
dark, as he did not know anyone who
could assist him. He remembeired quite
well that the only papers that touched on
the subject of bees were the English
Mechanic and the Journal of Horticulture,
and it was Mr. Woodbury's articles that
first induced him to take up bee-keeping.
He also remembered the first meeting of

bee-keepers at the exhibition at the Crystal
Palace in 1874. Mr. Abbot came to the
show—indeed he was one of the organisers

—

and gave the demonstrations, and was the
first to show us how to do open driving
instead of close driving, as was commonly
practised then. We were very much in-

debted to the old bee-keepers who started
bee-keeping in movable comb hives in this

country as far back at 1870. It was in

1873 tiiat the " B.B.J." was started, and
this brought bee-keepers together and
enabled the association to be formed.
The subscription to the Journal at that
time was 10s. 6d., and this was owing to
the small number of members. He re-

membered the early extractors, the "smie-
latore," which was a box with a grating in it,

into which the combs were put for slinging
round. It was a clumsy affair, but led to

the improvements such as we had them
now. Extractors had interested him, j^nd

he had carried out a great many experi-
ments to determine the requirements, and
it amused him to see ideas that he had
discarded introduced from time to time.

Mr. Macdonald had mentioned uncap-
ping knives. The knife he (Mr. Cowan)
used was a steam-heated one, with which
uncapping can be done very much faster
than in the old way. The facilities now
are so much greater than in the old days,
and bee-keepers are reaping the benefit
of what the B.B.K. A. had don© for them

in the past. Some have said that
the B.B.K. A. was doing nothing for bee-
keeper.s, but if they were to come to some
of the meetings of the Council, and Com-
mittee meetings, they would soon be un-
deceived, for they would see the amount
of work there was to be got through ; and
he was glad that the delegates of the
County Associations were taking their part
in this work.

As regards the Bee Diseases Bill, they
were in a fair way to get legislation. He
was at a meeting of the Board of Agri-
culture the previous week, and they then,

discussed matters, practically agreeing to
all the B.B.K.A. asks for in the Bill pub'-

lished in the " B.B.J." It will include
several items which they thought, as a
Free Trade country, would not be con-
ceded, such as excluding the importation
of bees from infected countries, and he
thought they were in a good way to get all

that was wanted.

Mr. Herrod said there is a saying that no
man can serve two masters, and as Mr.
Macdonald gave him instructions that
nothing was to be deleted from his paper,
he had (though with great difficulty) pre*-

vented Mr. Cowan from seeing it ; other-

wise he knew that with his usual modesty
the blue pencil would have been used to
take out the remarks referring to him.
His motto was :

" Give honour to him to
whom honour is due," and he was quite
sure they would all agree that Mr. Mac-
donald's remarks with regard to their

Chairman were rather under- than over-

estimated.

Mr. Caiby : A friend lent me a book by
Mr. Rusden (dated 1679), in which there
was an illustration of an octagonal hive.

He referred to the queens as kings, and
the workers as simply females.

Mr. Cowan said Rusden used an octa-

gonal hive, very much like the Stewarton
hive in shape, three stories high. They
were ten inches high and fifteen inches

across, with a shutter to cover a hole in

the top. They had four bars inside, to

which combs were fastened.

Mr. Smallwood : Huber illustrated a-

hive with frames in his book, and Aris-

totle mentioned hives with bars.

Mr. Cowan : The leaf hive of Huber
was the first to introduce the movable
comb principle in frames. Aristotle's

hives had simple bars to which the combs
were fixed.

A vote of thanks was passed to Captain
Sitwell and Mr. jMacdonald for their

trouble in preparing the papers, and ta

Mr. Frankenstein for reading Mr. Mac-
donald's in his unavoidable absence.

The following novelties wore shown:—
Folding smoker by Mr. Wakerell. On»

that can bo thorouahly washed out ; com-
pact; and can be folded up and put into<

the pocket. The bellows are detachablfti
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from the fire box, and the nozzle is lined with

asbestos to prevent it burning the hands.

The approximate cost when made in tin

lias been estimated to be the same as

ordinary smokers.

A quilt was shown by Mr. Roberts, who
claimis that the material is much stouter

than ordinary calico, and the bees will not

chew it away.

Mr. Sladen exhibited models of the hind

legs of a worker bee to demonstrate the

manner in which pollen was collected and
packed into the corbicula or pollen

baskets. After briefly explaining the

different joints and their functions, he

called attention to the use to which the

set of brushes consisting of ten rows of

comb-like hairs covering the inner sur-

face of the metatarsus were put to by the

bees. It was well known that th&se were
used to collect the pollen grains from
among the hair covering its body, but the

method of conveying it to the corbicula

was not thoroughly understood. From his

observations he had come to the con-

clusion that the pecten and auricle on the

tibia and metatarsus joints respectively,

which up to the present have only been
thought to have the function of with-

drawing wax scales from the wax pockets

on the abdomen, played an important part

in preparing the load of pollen. After the

pollen was collected in these brushes it

was scraped from them by means of the

pecten, which consisted of a row of very

strong comb-like bristles at the lower end
of the tibia joint, on the opposite leg;

there it was compressed by straightening
the leg, forcing the pollen into the

auricle at the top of the metatarsus, at

the same time squeezing it outwards into

the pollen basket at the base, where it was
guided by the fringe of hair into the right
position. He felt quite confident that this

was the way in which the pollen baskets
were filled, and suggested that anyone
BuflBciently interested could watch the
movements of the leg by pinching the
thorax of a bee and killing it. The action

of the leg and the articulation of the
pecten and auricle, which goes on for some
considerable time, could be distinctly ob-

served under the microscope. Any low
power objective would do, and he had
found a one inch very satisfactory.

Owing to the bees' rapid movements, it

was exceedingly difficult for the eye to

watch the movements of pollen-gatherers,

and suggested that it would provide Mr.
Bee Mason with a good opportunity to

record their actions by means of the cine>-

matograph.
Mr. Crawshaw said that it was an error

to suppose that pollen was collected by
indirect methods alone. Undoubtedly
much pollen was collected in that way, but
bees could obtain it directly. He had
observed bees working upon the arabis,

and that they removed the pollen with
their mandibles, steadying the stamen
with their front legs. The pollen was
actually bitten from the head of the

stamen. He believed that they obtained
it from other flowers in the same way.
After obtaining the pollen, the bee pro-

ceeded to knead it with the mandibles,
and he had observed that the bee had
power to move each mandible independently
so as to produce the kneading action and
roll the pellet of pollen between the con-

cave faces of the mandibles. He illustrated

the motion with his arms, bringing each
hand alternately up the other forearm.
He believed that this observation had not
been previously recorded. Moisture was
added at the time of kneading, this

moisture being obtained, he believed, from
one of the series of head glands, and the
moist lump was then transferred to the
brushes of the legs, the middle legs accom-
plishing the transfer from front to back
legs. The middle legs played an import-
ant part in the cleaning of the thorax,
&c., and were themselves cleaned between
the brushes^ of the third pair, through the
grasp of which the leg was drawn.
Mr. Cowan said that they were much

indebted to Mr. Sladen for bringing the
question before them, and also for illus>-

trating it with such a good model. The
discussion had been a most instructive one,
and he was pleased to learn from Mr.
Crawshaw's observations that the bee was
able to knead pollen in the way described.
He would point out that pollen varies

:

that from anemojyhilous or wind-fertiiised
flowers being dry and non-adhesive may
require moistening to keep it together,
but that from entornophilous flowers is

already sticky and adhesive, and could be
pushed or kneaded without additional
moisture. He thought they had had a
very instructive and enjoyable evening.
(Applause.) The proceedings were con-
cluded with a vote of thanks to the Chair-

POl.LEN COLLECTING.
HOW IS THE POLLEN MOISTEKED AND PLACE©

OCN THE HIND METATARSAL BRUSHES P

By F. W. L. Sladen, F.E.S.

If a pellet of pollen from the corbicula
of a bee be examined, it will be seen that
the raw pollen has been made into a paste
with some liquid, and if it be tasted its

sweetness will lead to the conclusion that
the liquid consists largely or entirely of
honey or nectar.

Hoffer, in liis work, " Die Hummeln
Steiermarks," says that the humble-bee
brushes the pollen out of the body hairs
with the two first pairs of feet {zweiersten
fusspaaren) forwards to the mouth, there
chews and kneads it with honey and its

saliva into a sticky paste, lays hold of it
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again with the feet, and presses it—so he
says, not mentioning the hind metatarsal

brushes or the action of the auricle—with

the help of the middle legs on tO' the

corbicula.

I have examined many pollen-collecting

honey-bees and several humble-bees, but
have been able to find no trace of the

moistened pollen in the mouth. It is true

that pollen is got out of certain flowers

such as arabis, red ribes, and wallflowers

with the mandibles, and is sometimes
found in considerable quantity in the
mouth cavity, but in all the specimens I

examined it was dry (I use this word in a
relative sense, for most pollens are some-
what glutinous and adherent), as it

occurs in the hairs on the face and body,
and quite different to the sticky pollen

found in the corbicula and on the hind
metatarsal brushes. In fact, nowhere but
on the corbicula and hind metatarsal
brushes did I find the sticky pollen, excef)t

sometimes on the tips of the long-branched
hairs on the coxae, and on the hairs on
the back (upper) edges of the tibiae and
femora of the middle legs, and then only
in heavily-laden bees, where it is reason-
able to suppose it had collected

accidentally as the result of contact with
the hind metatansal brushes. The
metatarsal brushes of the middle legs were
in most specimens filled with pollen, but
it was always dry. Dry pollen also was
often found in the bristles of the fore-

feet, on the underside of the fore and
middle femora and tibite (between which
possibly pollen is conveyed) and on the
long-branched hairs clothing the under-
side of the head, thorax, abdomen, and
upper joints of all the legs.

These facts have led me to doubt
whether tlie pollen is moistened in tlie

mouth as Hoffer supposed, and to think
that it may be moistened instead on the
hind metatarsus with the tongue. The
evidence in favour of this view being in-

conclusive, I cannot .state positively that
it is the correct one, or that Hoffer is

wrong ; and this article will be devoted to
stating the facts I have been able to glean
in support of either view.

I find that the tongue can reach the
hind metatarsi, and there are several ways
in which it might moisten them. For
instance, it might pass into the V-shajjed
passage between the inner and outer
oombs at the apical end of the metatarsus,
or it might come into contact with the
bristles on the lower or front edge of the
metatarsus. But I think the most likely

method would be one in which the tongue
moistens both metatarsi simultaneously.
While the liind metatarsal brushes are
being rubbed together a rough Y is pro-
duced, tbe metatarsi forming its stem and
the hind tibire its branches. If the tongue
were drawn through the fork, or the

partly divided stem of this Y, it would
moisten the two metatarsal brushes
simultaneously. A careful examination of

pollen-laden bees returning home from the
fields shows that the end of the hind
tibise on the inside and the basal and
upper portions of the metatarsal brushes,

in other words the part nearest the
auricle, ai'e generally more moist than any
other parts, which is what one would
expect if this is the method of moistening.
The rubbing of the metatarsal brushes
together, which we know takes place
frequently, would soon distribute the
honey all over them. The moistening with
the tongue (presuming it occurs) probably
takes place during the flight from flower

to flower.

Several queen humble-bees working on
flowers and carrying loads of moistened
pollen in their corbiculse were found on
examination to have the metatarsal
brushes of their middle and hind legs

filled with dry pollen, but a triangular
portion of the hind metatarsal brush, in-

cluding the corner containing the auricle,

was wet.
I have watched honey-bees collecting

pollen on the flowers, but have never seen
the tongue bi'ought near the hind legs;

indeed, it can only just reach them.
Possibly the middle or front legs are used
as agents for conveying the honey. In
the humble-bee the tongue is longer, and
it could more easily moisten the hind legs

in the way suggested.
In favour of the moistening-in-the-

mouth view, comparing the pollen

moistened in the mouth to a ball of aough,
we know that the latter, to be easily

kneaded or conveyed, must be kept dry
and floury outside, and the absence of

traces of it could be accounted for by the
presence of the dry pollen where it is

supposed to be kneaded and jDassed,

namely in the mandibles and on the front
and middle feet. We know the pollen is

collected in these. Moreover, the constant
working up and combing of the moistened
pollen, without the addition of any dry
pollen, on the hind metatarsal brushes
would cause these brushes, in time, to

become sticky, just as the board and
rolling-pin get sticky in working up a ball

of dough if one does not add flour.

On April 13tli I saw a queen of Bomhus
pratorum busy in a dandelion flower, and
about two seconds after she had flown
from it I caught her and examined her.

Her corbiculae contained tolerably large

loads of white pollen. Now the pollen of

the dandelion is yellow, and on closer in-

spection I saw that the last (perhaps the
last two or three) little contributions that
the auricles had made to the corbicidae
were of yellow pollen (a good proof, if

further proof were needed, that the
auricle serves the corbicula). The hind
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metatarsal brushes contained wet yellow

pollen. The hairs on the underside of

the abdomen contained dry yellow pollen.

The brushes of the middle metatarsi were
densely filled with dry, yellow and white

pollen. The mandibles, mouth cavity, and
tarsi and metatarsi of the fore-legs were
densely covered with dry white pollen. I

think the bee had probably been getting

its white pollen from some wallflowers

growing near, from which it would be

gathered in the mandibles, while the

yellow pollen from the dandelion was no
doubt collected by the body hairs. If the

dandelion pollen was moistened in the

mouth it left no visible traces there.

Replying to " G.M's " query (8426)

in last week's "B.B.J.," I would say

that in Apis the face of the auricle is

covered with pointed teeth, sloping in

the direction that the pollen moves, but
in Bomhus there are no teeth, and the

surface is finely rugulose. The auricular

teeth are very well developed in Apis
dorsata, where they number over two
hundred; in A. meliiflca they are fewer,

and many of them are stunted and in

A. florea they are rudimentary. Their

function is probably to convey and knead
the pollen.

In trying to account for the moisture in

the pollen the possibility that it might be

secreted through the comb at the end of

the tibia, through the excipula, or

through the joint between the metatarsus

and tibia crossed my mind, and " G. M.'s"
suggestion that it may possibly be secreted

through the face of the auricle is quite

as probable, if not more so. But a rough
examination of these surfaces gives no
indication that they contain pores, and it

would be strange if a sweet liquid

resembling honey were secreted in the leg.

Nevertheless, these are ways of accounting
for the presence of the moisture that
should be further investigated.

I find that the inner side of the auricle

is bare in Apis dorsata, and nearly so in

A. mellifica, but slightly hairy in

A. florea. It is bare in all the British

Bomhi, except lapidarius, terrestris,

Jurorum, pratorum, lapponicus, latrcil-

leJlus and distingendus. This distinction

is useful for separating some of the
species of Bomhus that otherwise resemble
one another closely.—F. W. L. S.

REVIEWS.
Pearce Method of Bee-keeping, by J. A.

Pearce (American Bee Journal, 117, North
Jefferson Street, Chicago, U.S.A., price

50 cents—2s. Id.).—This is an illustrated

pamphlet of twenty-eight pages, explain-
ing the keeping of bees successfully in

upper rooms, attics or lofts, by which
means anyone, either in town or country,

is enabled, with only a small expenditure
of lalx)ur, to get a good supply of honey
without coming in contact with the bees.

By the method advocated, the author says

the bees will not swarm in the busy
season, but continue to work and secure
the honey-crop year after year. The author
also tells the commercial bee-keeper how
he can divide his bees when he wishes to
do so, instead of waiting and watching for

them to swarm. It can all be done on the
same day, as the time required for this

operation is merely nominal, for no
swarms issue and go away. These methods
are fully explained in this book.

The Small-holder's Handbook, by W. M.
Elkington (published by L. Upcott Gill,

Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane, London,
W.C, price 3s. 6d.).—This is the best
work of its kind we have seen ; it is pro-
fusely illustrated, and is thoroughly
practical. The author has wisely taken
advantage of the knowledge, and obtained
the help of experts in the different

branches of work followed by small-
holders, instead of getting some pei-son in

the office who has no idea whatever of
country pursuits to write up the matter
from text books and encyclopaedias, which,
since the small-holder boom began, has been
the case with the majority of publications
dealing with this topic. We find 244
pages of closely-printed matter dealing
with the subject thoroughly, including
such subjects as : How to obtain a small-
holding, cottages and out-buildings; buy-
ing, breeding, and the management of all

kinds of live stock, such as pigs, horses,

donkeys, goats, poultry, bees, &c.
;

market gardening; fruit and fruit grow-
ing, as well as the cultivation of market
flowers. Such names as Mr. H. S. Holmes
Pegler in connection with goats ; Mr.
W. D. Drury on gardening; Mr. H. E.
Fawcus on dairying; Mr. J. B. Lamb on
bees; and the Editor on poultry, will give
some idea of the high standard of this

work. We would strongly advise all in-

terested in intensive culture to obtain a
copy of this useful book.

Correspondence.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
tide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for piihliration. but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications-

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.
|'8431] Bees are in ideal condition here

this spring, all my twelve stocks being
queen-right, strong, and possessed of

abundant stores.

iNo creeping, languid bees are to be
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seen, bvit every entrance is thronged with

bustling pollen bearers^ while the great

warmth of the quilting points to rapid

brood nest expansion.

The double-storey colonies, as usual, lead,

and once again endorse the policy of leav-

ing on over winter a stored shallow super.

One such colony, divided into three, gave

me nearly 2001b. of honey in sections last

season.

The prolonged honey-flow of lyll was
particularly favourable to dividing, but

the coming summer may demand entirely

different management on our part. With
a long-drawn-out honey season extension of

stocks in more hives pays all right, but in

the case of a short and sharp honey-flow

concentration gets the full supers.

A double-storey colony contracted to a

single tier of frames, or the entire popula-

tion of two medium lots joined on the

brood nest of one, coiald store a heavy
surplus, while divided they might do little

more than store in one super.

Bee-parnlysis.—This nightmare, like the

sword of Damocles, still hangs suspended
over our heads, but its proximity is less

terrifying than formerly. A year ago,

bee-keepers were helpless in face of the

disease. Total destruction of bees and
combs was the usual advice and the only

alternative to letting diseased stocks die

out at leisure. However, all that is

changed now, and different remedies for

bee-paralysis are on trial. Personally, I

have no need for any cure, as my colonies

seem perfectly healthy, although some of

them have been on infected combs for over

nine months.
My experience is jjossibly too brief to be

conclusive, but other bee-keepers have
proved that healthy bees can safely be put
on the brood combs of diseased colonies.

On page 165 of last year's " B.B.J.," Mr.
Stapleton tells how his apiary, almost
ruined through paralysis, was resuscitated

by artificial swarming and increased to

ninety-five colonies, all on combs of which
the bees had died.

Again on page 407, Mr. Muir tells of

losing eighty-six colonies and then saving
the remainder by destroying the adults

and running healthy driven bees on to

their brood. As Mr. Muir's practice coin-

cides with my own views on the subject, I

had the curiosity to write him for the
further history of Kirkcowan apiary. His
reply, i-eceived the other day, speaks of

eighty-five perfectly healthy and vigorous
stocks, made up of driven bees hived on
previously diseased combs.
Mr. Muir did not disinfect his brood

combs or boxes. Neither did I, but, con-
sidering the polluted floor board a source
of danger, it was soaked with petroleum,
•set on fire and thoroughly scorched.

Will these simple methods of cure prove
permanently successful? Time will tell.

Meantime we can only " wait and see.".

—

J. M. Ellis, Ussie Valley.

NOTES FROM DERBYSHIRE.
[8432] It is disheartening to local bee-

keepers to learn from an answer you
recently gave to a correspondent, that the

dreaded " I.O.W. " disease has reached
this county. It behoves us all to be on
the watch, and to use the utmost precau-
tions to keep our individual apiaries free

from this pest if possible. It is to be
hoped that, when the new Bee Diseases

Bill becomes law, a great step towards con-

quering this disease will have been taken.

While on the subject of the Bill, I may
say that I for one am in favour of compul-
sory inspection of apiaries, if reasonably

carried out. Wliy should it be left to the

sweet will of the owner of an apiary to

notify disease when he thinks fit? The
same keepers of bees who at present refuse

to allow the entrance of an association

expert into their apiaries will be the ones
who under a system of optional notifica-

tion will neglect, or even refuse, to report

disease to the local authority.

In this county, under a system of

examination by the association experts, we
have reduced foul brood cases among mem-
bers' stocks to even a less percentage than
that reported as 2 per cent, for Notts, and
this, although our touring experts con-

stantly complain that here and there are

apiaries whose owners are not members of

the association, and who constantly refuse

them admission, whilst there are the best

of reasons for believing these apiaries to

be centres of infection and re-infection for

the whole district. Perhaps if Mr.
Woodley (8422) had one of these disease

disseminating apiaries in proximity to his

own he would change his opinions.

My experience of touring experts is that

they can be trusted to do their work
thoroughly and well, and without danger
of being disease carriers.

Spring is now with us, and our thoughts
turn to preparation for the summer honey-

harvest. It is a pleasure to be able to

report that I never remember a spring

with bees in such a forward condition. I

have stocks with five and six frames of

brood already (April 17th). This may not

compare favourably with some of the more
southern counties, but for Derbyshire it is

good. Last year at this time my stocks

were broodless, following a period of six

weeks or more of strong east winds. This

early activity carries with it a danger that

stocks will die out for lack of stores, and
to all bee-keepers I would say :

" Be on the

safe side, and if in doubt, feed."

To the controversy on heather-honey as

a winter food. I would like to add my
experience : For some years I have taken
my bees to the moors, not so much for

surplus as to save my sugar bill. It pays,
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and I may add that I have yet to find that
heather-honey is detrimental as a winter
food. To save any mis-apprehension, let

me also state that the source of supply is

the ling {calluna vulgaris), and not the bell

heather or the cross-leaved heather. I

quite agree with on^e of your correspon-
dents, that what is good in one case and
in one part of the country, may not be so

in another district.—D. Wilson.

BEES AND THE ECLIPSE.
[8433] I noticed on the 17th inst. that

the bees from my twelve hives were not
flying from 11 to 12.30 p.m., although the
effects of the eclipse of the sun at that
time did not prevent altogether its shining
with a subdued light; generally speaking,

it might have been taken for a hot and
sultry day, although there was not a cloud
visible anywhere. I wonder if any other
bee-keeper noticed an absence of flight

among the bees.

Fruit trees of all kinds are just now a
perfect mass of bloom, and everything
points to the abundant gifts in store.

Looking forward to the fulfilment of the
prospects in view, with best wishes to all

fellow-craftsmen, 1 sign myself—W. W.K.,
St. Brelades.

"ISLE OF WIGHT'' DISEASE.
[8434] I promised last autumn to send

a report on how my apiary fared with
regard to "Isle of Wight" disease, and I

am pleased to say my treatment has been
a complete success. I had forty-eight

stocks left in October ; a queen was cast

out of one on October 18tli, minus a wing,
which left only forty-seven in condition
for wintering. I have every stock with
a living queen at this date, and we have
eighty-five stocks in all in most satis-

factory condition ; in fact, we could make
one hundred out of them if we had space
and queens, a great many covering nine
frames. The diseased stock mentioned in

my letter of October 1st last (page 407),
in which the hive was not disinfected, is

now one of the very best in my apiary. It

was ojserated on on August 25th ; there
would not be a living bee left of the small
lot of driven ones, in three months. It
had nothing to depend upon but the brood
that was hatched out of the combs from
which we took the bees away.
We went through all our stocks on

March 11th, putting naphthaline in each.
The past few days have been splendid for
the bees. It was a fine sight to see them
flying, and apparently not an unhealthy
bee in the whole ajiiary. I would be very
pleased if an expert could examine this
case for himself. I have a number of
witnesses to prove my contention that
neither brood-combs nor hive will carry in-

fection, but I have something else to tell.

The two stocks that showed no signs of

disease all last summer and autumn I

removed out of the apiary, but they took
the disease in the winter, so I lost every
stock, totalling eighty-eight, as well as
the two stocks we bought from England.
These latter gathered honey in May and
June, as well as in the autumn, but we
had to kill them months ago. A neigh-
bour had a small apiary ; his bees showed
no signs of disease all last summer or
autumn, but these are now dead, also two
stocks he bought from Whitchurch, Hants.
We are keejiing a sharp look out, and
hope to get the place completely cleared

of disease.—A. Muir and Sons, Kirk-
cowan.

AN EARLY SWARM.
[8435] I am wondering if I am the

first to report a beautiful swarm, hived
Api-il 21st. The parent stock has also sup-
plied two frames of brood, and has a section-

rack well forward. I lost my best stock

with "Isle of Wight" disease, and un-
fortunately found two more affected badly
with foul brood, but I think I have got
it under now, and the best time is to come
for treatment. I can only hear of five

stocks within a good radius here, and I

possess four now. It does seem
hard to keei^ losing one's bees so. Has
the theory ever been put forward of

foul brood being hereditary? One of

my diseased stocks was headed by a queen
bred by me last year, and the other by a
purchased virgin, fertilized from a stock
diseased early in the year, but which was
quite healthy in tlie autumn. There are
no other bees near mine, nor have been
for two years, and I was most particular
in having clean hives and giving them a
new start.—A. H. H., Bramley.

BRIEF REPORTS.
Bees are going strong here ; the

season is qiiite three weeks in advance of

previous years. I hav^e had to super one
of my stocks already, and I have not
stimulated it at all.—F.S.E., Ipswich.

On transferring some bees to a
clean hive to-day (20th inst.), I found
several drones newly hatched. I think

this must be exceptionally early.—P.F.J.

,

Blakeney, Glos.

My first swarm issued on Sunday,
April 14th. This is the earliest I have
ever had. Stocks are very strong ; the

bees are now hanging out at entrances in

a long cluster. I must give them more
room at once.—H.S., Willingham, Cambs.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAWSHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

The Ideal Heather Hive (p. 106).—
" T. D. N." refers to his hive as "another
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story." It is a story we should be glad

to hear. Facility of feeding, of packing,

and of transpoi-tation are such practical

points, and involve such diminution of

labour, which is, after all, the principal

item of cost, that all practical bee-keepers

read and digest any sound article on con-

struction which bears upon this point.

We are not all convinced that the final

word in hive construction has been
written, as witness the eagerness with

which we inspect, handle, discuss and
criticise any new invention in this

direction. So that, if "T. D. N." will

favour us, having already hinted that he
has that to give which we need, we shall

be indebted to him. The question of

winter stores discussed by him is no doubt
highly important, but the labour involved

in substitution is so considerable that un-
suitable food may often remain by
default, whereas the ideal hive may pro-

vide means for easily disposing of all diffi-

culties. Personally my ideas run towards
a shallow hive, in which the heather-honey
mostly goes above, sufficient stores being
supplied upon return from the moor.
A Heavy Skep (p. 107).—How big was

the skep which weighed 981b. ? Or of

what material was it constructed ? Its

weight would suggest cast-iron or some
similarly heavy material, or the crock and
stand may have been accidentally in-

cluded ! With a generous allowance for

tare, the contents weighed more than four
racks of sections, so that its internal
dimensions must have been, one would
think, above the average.
Winter Stores (p. 123).— " D. M. M."

refers to the spoonful of vinegar which
should be placed in the brew. I must say
that I distrust this accepted teaching.
Vinegar is prejDared from a variety of

substances in numerous ways, long and
short and, occasionally maybe, incomplete.
Is there any guarantee that the fermenta-
tive action will not continue when fresh

material is supplied ? In the past I have,
rightly or wrongly, attributed some soured
stores to this cause. At any rate, I have
discontinued the use, and now invariably
use the more convenient cream of tartar
for the purpose. I should be glad to know
whether anyone has tried Rochelle salts.

Perhaps Mr. W. F. Reid would tell us

whether they would be deleterious in any
way.

Lef/islatioii (p. 124).—In reply to Chas.
H. Heap, the Board of Agriculture is quite

alive to the dangers of importation of bees
and honey. The danger of disease from
surplus combs is, in my opinion, non-
existent or trifling, and reduction of

disease will still further reduce the
possible danger.

In reply to R. B. Manley. minimum
notice has been fully considered, and such
will probably be stated. There is no

necessity for the inspector to examine
personally, as he will see by careful

perusal of the draft. To limit destruction

to the infected is not in line with the
present practice of the Board, and under
some circumstances it is considered wise

to destroy apparently healthy stock. In
such cases, cx)mpensation is paid.

Sections (p. 112).—Mr. Herrod refers to
epicurean selection of purchase. But how
few epicures exist. Would that there
were more of them, and then our beauti-
ful sections would be properly appreciated,
and they would not be undersold by those
who hold that " a section is a section."

An attempt is being made in America
to establish standard rules of grading,
and we could well do with something of

the kind over here.

Propolised Sections (p. 112).—The
manipulation here advised can be carried
out more easily if the shallow-frame and
section-racks agree in outside dimension.
Why not, therefore, have both made to

take hanging frames? The same rack
would serve both purposes if the shallow
frames be reduced to 4|in. deep. The
sections produced in such frames are free
from propolis, and the labour of prepara-
tion is greatly reduced. Recently I sent
Mr. Herrod a couple of such sections
(five by four) produced at the moor, and
I think he would agree that they were
both clean and attractive.

Provisional Protection (p. 115).—If, as

Mr. Smallwood suggests, Nature had not
provided the bee with defensive weapons,
we should Lardly be discussing the matter
to-day. He overlooks, however, the
existence of stingless bees, which are more
than able to hold their own with their
teeth. It is interesting to reflect that
such weapons have been provided or
evolved and exercised in defence of pro-
perty, and in these days of predatory
onslaught, further interesting reflections

might bo indulged upon—the ancient
nature, and the benefit to the community
of such rights ! But that again is another
story.

Terminology (p. 116).—Just what does
"Rector" mean by perpendicular to the
entrance? Apparently the sticks are

placed horizontally. Possibly the intention

is that of right angles to the hive front,

where the combs are "parallel." And in

stating "dummy-board," the intention is

obviously division-board, for hive-space can
be contracted satisfactorily by the use of

dummies, without reducing the ventila-

tion. I think contraction to the size of

the stock is sound practice at certain

seasons, but "Rector" is evidently not

troubled by weaklings. I am in consider-

able sympathy with his let-alone methods
in general, although in his case they would
seem to be carried to extremes.
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THE " B.B.J." AS AN ADVERTISING
MEDIUM.

If you have anything to sell, advertise

in the Btiitish Bee Journal. The follow-

ing is one of many similar letters received

from advertisers:—
Dear Sir,—Will you please stop the

second insertion of my advertisement of a

Stock of English Blacks? Your journal

proved such a good medium that they were

sold on the day of publication of last week's

issue, and I have had many enquiries since.

—Yours truly, W. E. Dighton, April 22nd,

1912.

Notices to Correspondents.

A. L. Y. (Hitchin).—6' i/ res for "Isle of

Wight" Disease.—The inventor of the

"cure" in question gave a description

in Bee Jotjenal for April 18th.

T. M. G. (Renfrew).—GoofZ Bee District.

^We can speak from personal know-

ledge as to Hawkhurst. It is a good

district for bee-keeping.

W. M. L. (Lanes).—"7s/e of Wight"
Disease.—It is a well-known fact that

Hampshire has suffered considerably

from the disease.

E. F. L. (Lee).

—

Joining Bee Associations.

—(1) The association you name is now
defunct. Apply to Mr. A. Wakerell, 21,

Mansfield Road, Croydon (Croydon

B.K.A.), or Mr. J. M. Bates, "Stony-

croft, " Warren Road, Bexley Heath
(Ctayford and District B.K.A.), which-

ever suits you best. (2) The reason why
the bees are casting out the brood is, no

doubt, because it has been chilled.

Suspected Disease.

R. F. P. (Perth), T. J. A. (Norwood),

T. A. C. (Kirtling), E. G. F. (Bail-

don), and F. N. (Tattenhall).—AVe

regret to say that outward signs un-

mistakably indicate that bees have died

from "Isle of Wight" disease. If you

wish for further confirmation send a

few bees, alive if possible, to Dr.

Maiden, Medical Schools, Cambridge.

L. H. (Hampstead).—The bees show every

outward sign of " Isle of Wight "

disease.

E. A. C: L. (Winchmore Hill).—The
interior of parcel was simply a sticky

mass through leakage of the honey,

therefore we could do nothing with it.

BowYDD (N. Wales).—So far as we can

see it is merely a case of spring

dwindling. As there is no disease you
can use the honey.

W. T. H. T.—We are very much afraid

from what we can see that it is the
commencement of "Isle of Wight"
disease. Send some bees to Dr. Maiden,
Medical Schools, Cambridge.

" Q " (Birmingham).—Comb is affected

with foul brood.

H. E. (Kidderminster).—Comb contains

dry pollen. Remedy : melt the combs
down and replace with full sheets of

foundation.
E. A. S. (Leamington).—The bees are too

dry for us to form any idea as to

cause of death.

Anxious (Luton).—The bees are suffering

from " Isle of Wight " disease.

W. J. M. (Weston-super-Mare). — The
symptoms point to "Isle of Wight"
disease. Send some to Dr. Maiden,
Medical Schools, Cambridge.

Hampshire Novice.—(1) The bees show
every symptom of "Isle of Wight"
disease, and you were wise to treat them
as described. (2) The building of comb
in the candy box points to the fact that
the bees rec[uire more room.

Beginner (Crowborough).—Bees are suffer-

ing fi-om "Isle of Wight" disease.

Artificial swarms should not be made
until the hive is literally full of bees.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,
and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

FKZVATE ADVZKTISEKZVTB.

BARGAIN, 1 Extractor, geared, with lids, cost

&0s.. for 22s. 6d.; 1 strainer and ripener, 6s.;

1 wax extractor, 5s. 6d.; 15 W. B. C. Hives with
9in. lift, complete, 6s. 6d. each; 10 ditto with 2 6in.

lifts and zinc roofs, 7s. 6d. each; 36 supers for
sections, complete with tin dividers at Is. each,
10s. dozen; 6 Brice's swarm catchers. Is. each.—
GARDNER, Methwold, Norfolk. u 59

OPPORTUNITY to learn beekeeping; pupil
joindng now can see Isle of Wight disease

being cured.—THOMAS, Coedmelyn, Stackpole,
Pembroke. u 58

CHAPMAN'S Honey Plants, 20, post free, 5d.;

seeds, 2d.—STEVENS, Churchill, Oxford-
shire, u 56

WANTED, Stocks on frames, at once; also
swarms, May and June.—POSTMASTER,

Breachwood Green. u 56

MOTOR-CYCLE, lightweight, Motosacoche, in
good condition, sell, £20, or take bees part

exchange.—THOMAS, 59 High-street, Cowbridge,
Glamorganshire. u 55

HEALTHY native Bees, strong Nucleus, 4

frames, 16s. ; 6 frames, 20s. ; sealed brood
in all oombs, boxes allowed for if returned at
once.—H. GRIST, Shepton Mallet. u 54

3CWT. Honey at 56s., F.O.R. sample, 3d.—NIGHT-
INGALE, Doddington, March, Cambs. u 53

HEALTHY, natural swarm, out April 22nd, on
four frames, packed free, 18s. 6d.—MULLEY.

Poole House, Upton-ou-Severn. u 51
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CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND
B.K.A.

The annual general meeting of the above
Association was held in the Crosthwaite
Parish Room, Keswick, on Saturday, the
13th Ajiril. The chair was occupied by
A. Mitchell-Dawson, Esq., J.P., C.C.
The report and balance sheet for 1911

were presented, which show that although
a successful season had been enjoyed in

both counties, it could not be claimed that
the harvest had reached anything like

record figures. The heather bloomed un-
usiuilly eai-ly, and bee-keepers who had
their hives early on the moors secured a

good crop of heather-honey of the finest

quality. The subscriptions amounted to

£97 5s. 6d. The Cumberland County
Council grant was again £100; while the
Westmorland County Council allowed £25,
being an advance of £10 on their grant for

1910. There is, however, a deficit balance
of £2 14s. 8d. on the year's working, which
was considered very satisfactory as the
deficit balance at the end of 1910 was
£18 5s. 6d. On the proposition of Mr.
Martin, which was seconded by Mi-.

Adamson, the report and balance sheet
were passed.

Lord Muncaster was re-elected Presi-

dent.

The Vice-President and members of the
executive committee were also re-elected

with additions to fill positions rendered
vacant by death or otherwise.
Mr. G. W. Avery was unanimously re-

elected Hon. Secretary' and Treasurer;
and Mr. J. B. Millican, of the Bank of

Liverpool, Ltd., will again undertake the
duties of Hon. Auditor.
Mr. Mitchell-Dawson proposed, and Mr.

Swinburn seconded, a hearty vote of

thanks to the members of the Council and
all officers for their services during the
past year.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman con-
cluded the meeting.—G. W. Avery, Hon.
Sec.

NORTH NORFOLK B.K.A.
The annual meeting of the North Nor-

folk Bee-keepers' Association was held at
the Cbncert Hall, Holt, on March 21st,

under the presidency of Mr. H. Bond.
Mr. Platten, the expert, presented

his report, and siiicl he found no
cases of foul 1)rc)od in any of the apiaries
he had visited, but that he would imjjress

upon every member, and also upon those
who were not members, the urgent neces-
sity of cleanliness. In many cases there
was great need for transferring into clean
hives.

Tlie tlon. Secretary presented her account
of receipts and payments, showing a

balance in hand of 8s. 3d. Miss Leaver
expressed a desire to be relieved from the
work of secretary, as she could not find

time to do the work thoroughly. Her
resignation was received with much regret,

and a vote of thanks to her for her past
services was unanimously accorded.

Dr. Wardleworth, of Sheringham, was
l^roposed and seconded as the successor to
Miss Leaver, and he kindly agreed to
accept the office of secretary. The pre-
sident, vice-presidents, committee, and
other officers having been elected, a vote
of thanks was proposed to Dr. Arthur
Preston for the use of his room free of

charge, and to the Chairman for presiding.—Communicated.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE B.K.A.
The twenty-ninth annual meeting of the

Northamptonshire Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion was held on March SOtli in St. Giles'

Church Buildings, Northampton. The
Rev. J. P. Frend presided. The hon.
secretary presented the annual report.

The year closed with a cash balance in

favour of the association of £14 17s. lOd.

The past season had been a good one, and
some large takes of honey had been re-

ported.
The annual show was held bj- kind per-

mission of the Corporation in Abington
Park, and was considered to be the largest

and finest display ever given by the asso-

ciation. Mr. W.'Herrod, F.E.S., and Mr.
Foot acted as judges. On the motion of

Mr. England, seconded by Mr. Roberts,
the report and accounts were agreed to.

The election of officials took place. Mr.
R. Hefford proposed, and Mr. Billson

seconded, the re-election of Mrs. Irene
Osgood to the presidency, which was agreed
to. Other officers were re-elected. It was
decided to approach the Corporation with
a view to holding the annual show in

Abington Park in August.-

—

Communi-
cated.

NECTAR PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

Bi/ George Hayes, BeestoJi, Notts.
(Continued from page 82.)

No. 16. GoosEBETiRY (Bihcs grossularici).

N.\T. ordeh : Bibesiiice(e.

The gooseberry is not considered to be
a native of Great Britain, but it is cer-

tainly a fruit better adapted for cold than
warm climates. It must have flouiished

here in the time of Henry VIII., for a
writer on husbandry—Tusser by name—

•

says :

" The Barberi'v, Respis (ras]iberry) and
Gooseberry too.

Look now to be planted, as other things
do."

In the South, gooseberries are smallest

in size, and poorest in flavour, but im-
prove in ))oth qualities as one goes North
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)E6TION

3.

In Honey or Oil.

into colder regions. In England the

Lancashire gooseberries are said to be the

best, but about Edinburgh, where gar-

deners pay great attention to them, they
are found in perfection.

There are various colours—white, yellow,

green and red—and of each colour many
varieties, more than one could have any
idea of, unless they had been to a goose-

berry show

—

quite common in TlfV
the North— or JdL^J—
consulted the
catalogue of a

specialist in their
production.

The plant is

mostly known as

a bush, but
under favourable
circumstances it

will assume the
pretentions of a

tree, which may
attain a great

age. It can also

be easily trained

into any con-

ceivable siiape.

At Duffiekl, in

Derbyshire, there

was a bush some
years ago the age
of . which
proved at
time to be
years, and
extend
branches
which measured
no less than
12yds. in circum-
ference. In the
garden at Over-
ton Hall, near
Chesterfield, in

the same county,
there were two
remarkable
gooseberry
plants which had
been trained
against a wall,

and which
measured up-
wards of oOft.

each from one
extremity to the

other. On the
other hand I see

visit, gooseberry
diameter only, on
5ft. to 6ft. high.

It is one of our earliest fruit trees to

bloom, and, because of this, is a great help

to our bees. It yields nectar in abund-
ance, and a fair amount of pollen. I find

bees constantly upon its blossoms ; in fact

was
the
47
the
e d
of

From Honey:

so assiduous are thej' in their attention to

them, that I have often thought they
would damage the petals—or rather in the
case of the gooseberry flower, the sepals

—

before they had done yielding nectar.

The gooseberry, too, is just one of those

which easily prove the benefit accruing to

fruits by the visits of the bee, blooming, as

it mostly does, in inclement weather and
when bees are

not able to get

far afield. It is

always found
that there is

more fruit
in the vicinity

of the hives

than on those
bushes further
away from them.
The pollen by

transm itted
light is a dull

greenish yellow,

but a dark green
when in a mass
on the leg of the
bee. When ex-

amined it is

found to be of
an ovoid form
measuring -^J-

by iJoo of an
inch. It has six

flutings or corru-

gations reaching
from end to end,

as general view is

.seen at No. 1,

and its enlarge-

ment, No. 2, is

a section of the
grain across the
centre ; with a
view of the end
at No. 3 and its

enlargement.
When placed

in water or oil

it at first
appears to be
AAithout definite

T'^

POLLEN OP GOOSEBEKRV.

form.
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density, I find the grain Jias taken on the
form of a wrinkled sphere (No. 5), and
this is the only change I have known it to
undergo. There are no processes on it,

and none are produced in this later
change, as is generally the case ; but in
the majority of these grains, the fovilla is

escaping through a ruptured pellicle

(No. 6) or the pellicle is entirely empty.
The pellicles show the same markings as
when in oil.

{To he continued.)

Correspondence.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice tcill be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
tide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications-

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[84-36] April, 1912, will not be noted as

a wet month—to-day, the 22nd, and not a
single shower of rain yet, but every tree

is loaded with bloom and the bees are in

full work, securing a supply of food so

needful for the building up of strong
stocks for the main honey-crop later on.

I heard from a friend in Sevenoaks
district who has supered his stocks, that
they are filling the sections fast. We in

this district are not thinking of supering
just yet, but I shall insert frames of wired
foundation at once 1x) give extra room
where only nine frames are in the brood-

. nest, and if the fine weather continues
supers will be put on the strongest stocks,

but if a break in the weather comes plans

will have to be altered to meet the altered

conditions. Where swarms are expected
hives should be ready for their reception,

and if increase is not desired, give supers
early and put an excluder under the rack
of sections, especially if some of the
sections are already drawn-out. Excluder
should be always put under extracting
combs. To those in an early honey
district, i.e., with abundance of horse-

chestnut and sycamore trees, I should
advise a box of shallow-combs as the first

super, then a rack of sections underneath
just as the bees begin to seal the tojJs of

the honey in the shallow frames ; a strip

of inch wood can be nailed around the top
edge of the section-rack to take the bear-
ings of the box of shallow frames.
Spring-cleaning should now be done, and

the condition of the colony not^d on the
hive-card. A penny packet of post-cards
will make some twenty-five very good hive-
cards ; and if the "Isle of Wight" disease
is anywhere in your vicinity and you have
some spare hives, give them a painting of
" Ayles' " solution. Regarding this

remedy I have been assui'ed that Mr.

Ayles' bees have lived and thrived while
other apiaries around have died out with
"Isle of Wight" disease. This, I think,
is good proof of the efficacy of the remedy.
I am thankful I have no disease, either in
or near my apiary, but I have ordered
igall. of the solution to have on hand if

1 should at any time see symptoms of the
disease.

If foul brood is round about I advise
using " Herrod's Apicure " instead of
naphthaline—it is efficacious in the case of
wax-moth I am informed ; but if possible
keep your colonies strong, and the wax-
moth Mill not trouble you. Strong stocks
will not allow them to get a chance of
egg-laying. Do not forget that a constant
supply of water is required by the bees
when breeding is going on.

I never I'emember my bees in better
condition in April or working more
vigorously than at present, and from
enquiries I have made in villages all round
the bees have come through the winter
with little or no loss.

A Closing Note on the Bee Diseases Bill.

—The Editors do not think we need
trouble regarding this proposed legisla-

tion, but I insist that notification, should
be part of the Bill and not be left to. local

authorities to include it or not in any
by-laws they choose to make ; many of

these gentlemen have no knowledge of

bees or bee-keeping.

"J. M. B." [8404] refers to a weak
point, which should be amended, and I

hope he Avill write to his M.P., and also

every other bee-keeper will do so, and call

his attention to the matters which
affect their particular interests. I notice
some gentlemen are hurt by my remarks,
on "germ-carrying." If they will write
me pri^'ately I may be able to satisfy them
that I can back-up my assertions with
facts.—W. WooDLEV, Beedon, Newbury.

SEVENTEENTH CENTITJY BEE-
KEEPING.

[8437] A friend to whom I had the

pleasure, through you, of giving first

lessons in bee-keeping, has lent me a book,

"Willich's Domestic Encyclopaedia," 1803,

Vol. 1, an 8vo volume in its original bind-

ing. To my surprise and delight I find

it contains no less than thirty-five columns
devoted to bees, bee-keeping, and appli-

ances. It may not be news to some of

your readers, but it certainly was to me,

to learn that a bellows smoker, similar in

form (but for the bellows) to that we now
have, was in use about 1790; that the

system of open-driving, from skep to skep,

which I understood Mr. Cowan, at the

recent conversazione, to say he learnt of

for the first time at the Crystal Palace

about 1870, was practised about the same
time, that artificial swarming was in vogue,
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and lastly, omitting numerovis other in-

teresting points, that the principle of an
extensible and contractible hive, with a
movable roof and floor-board was described

and illustrated, together with parallel bars,

from which the bees were induced to hang
their combs.
To be sure, the writer gets " a bit

rocky" when he comes to the natural
history of the bee, but, on the wjiole, it

is surprising to see in how many points he
agrees with the best practice of to-day. As
an example of error, take his description

of the drone : "Drones are smaller than the
queen and larger than the working bees

;

and, when on the wing, they make a
greater noise. Their office is to impreg-
nate the eggs of the queen after they are

deposited in the cells ; but when this is

effected, as they become useless to the hive,

they are destroj'ed by the working bees

without the power of resistance as they
have no sting." He must have argued from
the analogy of the spawning of fish. On
the other hand, is not this a fairly good
description of a modern hive? "A good
bee-hive ought to possess the following pro-

perties : First, it should be capable of en-

largement or contraction, according to the
numbers of the swarm ; secondly, it should
admit of being opened without disturbing

the bees, either for the purpose of clean-

ing it, of freeing it from insects, of

increasing or dividing a swarm, or for the
admission of a stock of provisions for the
winter ; thirdly, it should be so con-

structed that the produce may be removed
without injury to the bees; fourthlj^ it

should be internally clean, smooth, and
free from flaws." And how right he is

when he points out that strength of hives,

not numbers, should be tlie apiarist's

aim ! . . .
" We obtain the advantage of

having the hives always well stocked. This
ought to be the object of everyone who
cultivates bees ; for it is allowed to be of

more advantage to keep the hives well

stocked than to increase their number

;

and, in fact, it has been observed, that if

a hive of 4000 bees give 61b. of honev, one
of 8000 will give 241b." A little out 'in his

numbers perhaps, but quite correct in his

deductions. Then, open driving:—"Re-
move the hive (skeps he refers to) to a
darkened room, that it may appear to the
bees as if it was late in the evening, then
gently invert the hive and place it between
the frames of a chair, or any other steady
support, and cover it with an empty luve,

raised a little towards the window, to give
the bees sufficient light to guide their

ascent. Hold the empty hive, steadily

supported on the edge of the full hive,

between the left side and the arm" (driv-

ing irons were still to come, it seems) " and
continue striking with the right hand
round the full hive, from the bottom up-
wards, and the bees, being frightened at

the noise, will ascend into the other.
Repeat the strokes, rather quick than
strong, round the hive, till all the bees are
gone out of it, which will be in about five

minutes. . . . Wlien they are all out of
the full hive, that in which they are must
be placed on the stand, to receive the
absent bees as they return from the
fields."

Recipes given for stimulation and for
curing disease are more quaint than prac-
tical, but I have occupied quite enough
of your space already. If the matter is

of interest to your readers, I shah be
happy to give further extracts in later

issues.—J. G. Dalzell.

" A PLEA FOR THE SKEPPIST."

[84.88J I was very much surprised when
I read Mr. L. S. Crawshaw's "plea for the
skeppist " (page 48, Feb. 1st). I had
always considered Mr. Crawshaw a pretty
level-headed writer, and I can only think
that some allurement must have over-
shadowed his better judgment when he
changed his views from being a non-
skepjjist to pleading for their use. I take
it for granted that Mr. Crawshaw refers

to fixed-comb skejis. I had three on exhibit
containing movable frames and bees in full

worKing order ; to these latter there can be
no objection, the chief point being that
the combs shall be movable for inspection.

I maintain, and my contention was
backed up by every advanced bee-keeper
throughout New Zealand, that there was
no hope whatever of controlling disease in

bees while fixed-comb hives were being
used. This conclusion did not come sud-
denly, but after bitter experience extend-
ing over a quarter of a century.

I can see nothing in Mr. Crawshaw's
plea that should induce anyone to support
the continuation of a decided evil. I have
eA'ery sympathy for those who " are too
poor or too ignorant to keep bees as they
should be kept " (see Mr. Crawshaw's
letter), but this would not induce me to con-

sent to their keeping bees in a manner
dangerous to the best interests of the
industry. I am very sorry to see by Mr.
Crawshaw's letter that the Bee Diseases
Legislation Committee is overwhelmingly
against doing away with fixed comb skeps.

—I. Hopkins, Auckland. Xew Zealand.

"ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.
[8439] I have more than once been on

the point of giving you my experience of

"Isle of Wight" disease, but have been
deterred from doing so by the knowledge
that the subject has l>een so much to the
front lately, and I fear your readers must
be weary of the name. However, nothing
will be gained by shutting one's eyes to

the fact that the disease is still with us, so

I will risk their wrath.

7
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Your readers will doubtless remember
jiiy letter to the Daily Mail on " Coddled
Bees," which was re-printed in the
"B.B.J." (Sept 29th, 1910, page 387), in

which I proved that bees living under
natural conditions were stronger and
healthier than those in modern hives, and
I gave what I believed to be the reason.

In the autumn of 1910 the twenty-three
stocks at my apiary at Bures, Suffolk, were
packed down for winter with not less than
301b. of stores. Over the frames I placed
one lajer of unbleached calico Avith an
excluder on top to keep it level. 'Ihe

calico was not used as a quilt in the strict

sense of the word, i.e., a warm cover, but
merely to keep the bees down. Entrances
were left open full width, and I felt quite
easy in my mind that the bees were living

under conditions very similar to wild ones.

About the third week in January I paid
a flying visit to see if all was right, and
being favoured with an exceptionally Avarm
day with bright sunshine was able to

open the hives and peep between the
frames.
To my great surprise I found that ''n

twentj^ hives there was sealed brood in not
less than four frames, some had brood in

six frames, and I looked forward to some
earlj' swarms.

I did not go near the apiary again until

Easter, when I found the bees in first-class

condition and the outlook was very
promising.
On Easter Monday my attention was

drawn to a hive containing bees I had
removed from a tree the previous year
and hived on drawn-out comb, which was
the most forward of all my stocks. About
a dozen bees were crawling about the grass
a. few inches from the alighting-board,
apparently unable to fly. I watched them
for about half-an-hour, by which time they
had managed to regain their hive; at first

I tliought they were water-carriers over-
loaded, but not feeling quite satisfied I

decided to run no risk and promptly dis-

patched the hive to London, and placed it

in my garden there where I could keep the
bees under observation.
Nothing happened to excite my suspicion

for a week, when I noticed hundreds of

bees crawling about the ground, and in ten
days the stock liad dwindled down to about
ionv frames. I knew then they liad the
dreaded " Isle of Wight " disease. My first

intention was to destroy the lot, but know-
ing that there were no apiaries near me 1

decided to experiment.
I removed the quilt, and in its place put

perforated zinc, pushed the hive back on
its floor-board so as to give ventilation
back and front, and waited results. At
once I noticed that fanning at the
entrance, which before had been con-
tinuovis, ceased, and for the next few days
there was a marked improvement. I then

decided to see if bees reared under the
fresh-air treatment showed signs of the
disease, and cutout all combs, leaving 2in.

along the top bars as starters.

To cut a long story short, in six weeks
the bees were strong on eight frames and
showed no signs of disease, and I took
them back to Bures, where they filled a

rack of sections.

I then began to congratulate myself 1

had discovered a fresh-air cure for the
"Isle of Wight" disease.

About the third week in September 1

made an inspection of all my hives and
found they were well provided with stores,

in fact I do not remember seeing such a
quantity of first-class honey in the brood-
nest.

The last week in October I again visited

Bures to finally close down the hives for

the winter. Judge of my amazement when
I found only three alive. The disease liad

swept through the apiary like a tidal Avave.

I stood dumbfounded and oould hardly
believe my oavu eyes. Instantly my
thoughts returned to my pet theory thab,
" If we outrage Nature AA'e sliall suffer

for it." In what Avay had I offended
Nature? That she Avas displeased Avas

clear, but Avliy? Many of my stocks wliich

had surAaved in trees and house tops,

according to the traditions of the villagers

for half a century, were completely annihi-
lated after a short existence in modern
hives.

I drew comparisons between their mode
of living in their Avild state and under my
treatment, but could not account for such
a disaster. So I gave it up and turned
my attention to the survivors to see if I

could explain Avhy they were still aliA'e.

So I noted their numbers—7, 14, and 23,

and turned up my record book, and this

is what I found :
" No. 7 hived on starters,

No. M, ditto. No. 23 was the stock I had
cured of ' Isle of Wight ' disease, and
Avhich had also built their combs from
starters." Then I began to see daylight.

This is Avhere I had offended Nature. I

saw it all.

Bees in their Avild state build as much
comb as they desire, Avhereas I had hived

most of my stocks on full sheets of foun-

dation, many with draAvn-out combs.
Under natural conditions bees must first

build comb before they can store honey, in

our modern hives they use the same combs
year after year and use but a small

quantity of Avax for cappings.

It has occurred to me that there is some
connection betAveen the "Isle of Wight"
disease and the sAvarming impulse; if so,

this would explain Avhy the strongest hives

die first. Weak stocks, from Avhich Ave do
not get SAvarms, frequently escape the

disease. Some liee-keepers are of opinion

that bees secrete Avax voluntarily, but I do

not agree Avith them. When bees are
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strong the temperature inside the hive is

high, and the higher the temperature the
more the inclination to swarm. We all

know that at times bees are seized with
the swarming fever and will throw off casts

frequently to the great detriment of the
parent stocks, but I do not think they do
this voluntarily ; they are loaded with wax
which they can only dispose of by deserting
the old combs and building new ones.
Ask a farmer what is the result if any

of his stock lose their young at birth, and
he will tell you that milk trouble results,

frequently causing death to the mother.
Is it not possible that bees suffer to it

certain extent through not being allowed
to build combs before storing honey, and
this may indirectly cause the stoppage in

the colon? By our methods of extracting
honey, the bees gather honey out of all

proportion to the wax they secrete, whereas
if each year they had to build combs before
storing honey, the projaortion of comb to

honey would be more evenly balanced and
approximately the same each year.

I now think that the stock I saved last

springs owes its salvation to the comb-
building, and not so much to the fresh air

as I first thought.
This year I intend to do all I can to

encourage early swarms

—

i.e., will not
super until they have swarmed. I will

then hive the swarm on starters, place
supers over queen excluders, and watch
results.— J. C. Bee Mason.

A GOOD REPORT.
[8440] Having just finished my spring

tour in this fertile Vale of Evesham, I

send a few notes on the condition in which
T found the bees. Everything is looking
promising and bees are very busy among
the fruit blossom. The first swarm
rejjorted came off on 20th April. Several
hives have their second super on, and
stocks have come through the winter better
than I ever remember before, strong in
bees and in health. Where the queen was
young they took possession of the extract-
ing frames for breeding first week in
April. Personally, I leave the shallow-

frames in the brood nest all the winter,
and never find any difficulty through the
bees refusing to go into the super. There
seems a great deal less foul brood about,
too, and everything looks promising for
another grand harvest of honey.—W. S.

Wooi.LEY, Expert to Worcestershire
B.K.A.

LEGISLATION FOR BEE DISEASES.
[8441] Legislation for bee diseases has

no doubt now become a necessity, and I
think the proposed Bill will meet with
general approval. I am inclined to think,
however, that skejDs should be done away
with gradually—say, in three years; they

are mostly kept by persons who do not
know what disease is, and many of them
are careless in many ways. Skeps are
very troublesome to examine, and if dis-

eased cannot properly be disinfected.
"Isle of Wight" disease in this country
should make any opposition to the Bill

unthinkable. Dr. Maiden has mentioned
Cornwall as being infected throughout by
" I.O.W." disease, but I have not seen or
heard of any bees suffering from this
disease in this district.—A. E.J. (Mid
Cornwall)

.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.
By Chas. H Heap, Beading

April, with her smiles and tears, is over,

and happily the smiles have, so far, out-
numbered the tears. Where fell disease

has not done its worst, the hives in

orchard and garden are once more a source
of attraction, luring us from the pleasures
of our books and those other occupa-
tions that have helped to beguile away so

many of the long winter hours. What
a joy it is to behold the pears and plums
in their bridal robes of purest white and
to see the bees assisting so whole heartedly
in the nuptials, humming the while tneir

merry music! Equally joyous it is to

watch our little favourites hurrying home
with their slxare of good things from the
wedding feasts. These fresh new pro-

visions are delicious morsels, and are

doubly welcome as the spaces in the lardei'

are becoming barer and barer, and there
are many more mouths to fill than there
were a month ago.

An Earhj Wedding Flight.—With the
rapidly expanding blossoms, orchards will

soon be enormous clouds of white and pink,

and bee-keepers will be looking forward to

the glad excitement of the swarming sea-

son. The drone has made his appearance,
and on March 28tli I saw a virgin queen
return to one of my hives after taking a
wedding flight. I was not surprised, be-
cause the mother cf the hive had died
earlier in the month and was cast out in

accordance with the laws of the hive. She
had not been successful in her quest. April
3rd was beautifully fine and warm, and
again I found that she had been abroad,
but with no better result. The previous day,
April 2nd, was calm and sunny, and while
at an out-apiary the drowsy hum of a
drone struck my ear, and, looking round,
I saw a lively young fellow descend to the
alighting-board and run into the hive.

What a pity that six miles separated this

precocious couple !

A Gloomy Note.—LTnfortunately the
shadow of clisease diminishes the bright-
ness with which many have usually anti-
cipated the opening of the season. In
many parts of the country not a bee
remains in what last summer were pros-
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perous ajjiaries, while complete extermina-
tion in others is onlj' a work of time. In

the Windsor district of Berkshire very few
bees remain, and in other parts of the
county the losses are considei'able. As a
consequence, the committee of the Berk-
shire Bee-keepers' Association have passed

a resolution, which will be promulgated in

due course, expressing the opinion that it

is inadvisable for bee-keepers who liave lost

their bees to re-stock their hives for the
present. This is a course that other asso-

ciations might follow with advantage to

their members, who naturally look for

guidance in times like these. Re-stocking
in districts where " Isle of Wight " disease

exists can have, in the light of our present
limited knowledge, no other effect than
that of prolonging the epidemic. It is, of

course, exceedingly hard for those who
have become fond of tiie busy bees to see

the hives tenantless and to have to lay

veil and smoker aside. To do anything
else will, however, only end in disappoint-

ment and loss. When large infected areas

have been cleared, operations may be
cautiously resumed.

Compiilsorji Inspection.—In all prob-
ability with the legislation we are promised
by the President of the Board of Agricul-
ture, the clearing of infected areas will be
hastened. The details of this Bill will be
awaited with interest by bee-keepers all

over the country. Judging from Mr.
Runciman's reply to Mr. W. A. Mount, in

the House of Commons, he will produce a
Bill of his own, but we may be sure that
it will embody the essential points which
the Diseases Committee of the Bni-ish
Bee-keepers' Association made in their

suggested measure. One thing is certain :

it will include compulsory inspection of

apiaries. Both old and recent correspond-
ence in the Journal indicates that this

will be extremely unwelcome to a section
of bee-keepers. I am sorry that Mr.
William Woodley still declares himself to

be one of the objectors. Mr. Woodley has
been so long an honoured member of the
craft that all of us give more than a pass-
ing thought to anything he says ; but on
the subject of inspection I cannot follow
him all the way. Xo one will deny that
experts may become carriers of disease,

and in the past, when the propagation of

disease was less understood than it is

to-day among the laity, disease might now
and then have been carried from apiary
to apiary. There is no excuse for careless-
ness now. With compulsory inspection a
greater sense of responsibility will, no
doubt, be felt by experts wlio go on tour.
If it is not, the remedy rests with bee-
keepers themselves. Precise instructions
will most likely be issued to inspectors,
and any improper conduct on an inspector's
part must be promptly reported. That
will soon put an end to any danger of

diseases being spread through the agency
of inspectors. In this respect county
associations may be of great service to

their members.

Queries and Replies.

[8313] Ti>^rs in Nijamlainl.—I should be
much obliged if you would tell me in your
much appreciated paper : (1) WTiat is the
objection to having the top bars of frames
l^in. broad, and near each end on opposite

sides tin-tacks protruding t's in., which
will make the spacing of centres of combs
1 i'b in. as regulation, leaving a space
between the frames on top of just enough
width to let the workers through and keep
queen and drones down, thus making the
excluder-sheet unnecessary ? (2) A strange
swarm clustered on a tree near my apiary,

then started killing a large number among
themselves, including their queen, which
I found among the dead underneath the
tree ; they then peaceably walked into a
very small, occupied nucleus hive of mine,
and made a good stock of them. What is

the explanation of this strange conduct?
(3) Has the Nyasa bee, its life and con-

duct, been described, and by whom? If

not, would somebody appreciate an extract
of my notes on same, and who?—L.W.J.D.,
Nyasaland.
Reply.—(1) The spacing could not be

carried out accui'ately enough to ensure
success. (2) This is evidently a peculiarity

of the bees^ in your country, as we have
never heard of this occurring before. (3)

Not that we are aware of ; we do not know
of any journal that would appreciate it

except ourselves, and we do not pay for

contributions. We, of course, should be
pleased to have your account on these
conditions.

[8314] Tran^ffi-riiu/ frniii >''<kfp to

Frame-hive.—Might I ask jon a question
through the " B.B.J.," which I take in

every week? I have a hive of bees winch
I have transferred into a frame-hive from
a skep. I have five more which I am
transferring in the same way, and they are
all strong and doing well, judging by
outside appearances. They have only
been on eleven days, so it is not time for

the skeps to be removed, as the ''Guide
Book " says the process will take three
weeks. When I cut away the skep from
the frames in the first-mentioned hive I

found when turning it up that I had
broken two of the combs which were stuck
to the bottom. Being a novice I was
in a fix, not knowing what to do, but I

put the skep back as best I could, and
now I find tlie boes bringing out young
lees that aie unable to fly; they are fully

developed in all other respects. Is this

caused through Ijreaking the combs? I
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.first intended to take out the combs, but

they were almost full of brood, so I left

them to chance.—A. P., Petworth,

Sussex.

Reply.—There is uo doubt that some
of the young bees in the cells were
injured through the comb breaking when
you took up the skep. Leave them as

they are, and all will be well.

Subscribers are always welcome to the

information we give them gratis ; it is

one of their privileges to ask us questions.

The more they ask the better we are

pleased.

[8315] Super Foundation.—I send two
samples of super foundation from different

makers, both sold to me as "thin super "

and guaranteed "Weed," but they are so

much unlike in every particular that

I should like your opinion in next issue

of "B.B.J." Bees ai-e very strong, and
look healthy : all are in clean hives. Yester-

day I put sections on three stocks

—

there is so much fruit-bloom about here.

—

John Champion.
Reply.—^The sample marked No. 2 is

thin super foundation made by the "Weed"
process. No. 1 is certainly not thin super,

and we do not think it is made by the
same process. No. 2 is the one you should
buy.

[8316] 1' repa ring for Swar ins.—Antici-
pating a swarm in May or June, I should
be glad of your advice on the following :

I already possess an empty frame-hive and
know how to hive the bees, but would it

be best to have foundation for the fresh
bees to work upon, and to provide them
with food to commence with, or will thej'

provide their own food?—A Beginner,
Ilford.

Reply.—All the frames should be fitted

with full sheets of foundation which should
be wired. After hiving, the swarm should
be fed for at least a week.

[8317] Using Old Foundation.—I have
some standard frames fitted with foun-
dation and a rack of sections with starters
left over from last year. I understand
that being stale the bees will not readily
take to the frames and work them out
unless the foundation is freshened up.
Oan you please say how it should be treated
in order to induce the bees to work the
frames out quickly?—W. P. L., Norwich.
Reply. — The foundation can be

freshened by warming it in front of the
fire. Take each frame or section
separately and pass it quickly backwards
and forwards about Sin. from the front of
the fire. The movement will prevent the
wax melting, and will distribute the heat
evenly over its surface.

[8318] Bees and Neighhoyrs.—(l) I

have two colonies of bees, and in the case

of a swarm issuing and settling in my
neighbour's garden (who has no bees), and
so long as I keep them in sight am I

justified in entering his garden to hive

the swarm? If, however, he forbids me
and I insist on taking my property, can
he sue me for trespass? (2) If I set up
bushes in my garden, do you think that

would induce the swanning bees to settle

on tliem?—T. F., Hungerford.

Reply.—(1) Yes, you can claim the
swarm, and if the neighbour refuses to let

you fetch it you can .sue him for its value

in the County Court. (2) If there are

bushes, the bees are more likely to settle

on them than go away.

FRUIT.

FURTHBiR OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

ARE WANTED IN REFERENCE TO THE
POLLENATION OF OUR HARDY

FRUITS.

Will any fruit-growers or botanists help

in making observations on the following

points :
—

(1) Note the order of blossoming of the
best market varieties of cherries, including
Early Rivers, Waterloo, Knight's Early
Black, Black Eagle, Frogmore Early
Bigarreau, Bigarreau or Amber, Old Black
Heart, Kentish Bigarreau, Florence,
Napoleon and Turk.

(2) Is the following approximately the
order of flowering of the following plums :

Earhj—Grand Duke, Monarch, Old Green-
gage, Black Diamond, Cox's Emperor,
Cheshire Damon; viid flowering—Brad-
ley's King of Damsons, Victoria, Coe's

Golden Drop, Jefferson Prince Englebert;
late flou-ering—River's Early Prolific,

Sultan, Czar, Oullin's Golden Gage, Pona's
Seedling, Pershore.

(3) Is the following approximately the
order of flowering of pears?

—

Early flower-
ing—Beurre Clairgeau, Duchesse d .angou-
leme, Beurre Diel, Marguerite Marrillat,
Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien ; mid-
flowering—Beurre Hardy, Doyenne Bous-
sockj Beurre Giffard, Catillac, Pitmaston
Duchess, Dr. Jules Guyot; late flowering—
Clapp's Favourite, Triomph de Vienne,
Souvenir du Congres, Doyenne du Cornice,

Marie Louise d'Uccle, Durondeau.

(4) Is the following the approximate
order of flowering of the commoner market
api^les? .— Early flowering — Bismarck,
Golden Spire, Baumann's Red Winter
Reinette, Stirling Castle, Bramley; mii
flowering—Duchess's Favourite, Gladstone,
Cox's Orange Pippin, Beauty of Bath,
Worcester Pearmain, Lane's Prince
Albert, King of the Pippins ; late flowering
—Gascoigne's Scarlet, Wellington, Blen-

heim Orange. Roval Jubilee.
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(5) What other varieties of pear are self-

fertile beside Conference, Durondeau,

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Colmar d'ete?

(6) What other kinds of apples are self-

fertile beside Stirling Oastle, Lord Gros-

venor, Early Victoria, Gladstone, King of

the Pippins, Lord Derby, Irish Peach,

White Transparent, Newton Wonder,
Ecklinville Seedling, Summer Golden
Pippin, Baumann's Red Winter Reinette,

Peasgood's Nonsuch and Christmas Pear-

main?

(7) Note.—Professor W. O. Backhouse
finds the following plums self-fertile:—
Victoria, Prince Englebert, Czar, Per-

shore, Yellow Magnum Bonum, Dennis-

ton's ouperb, Early Transparent, Reine
Claude Violet, but that River's Early Pro-

lific is nearly self-sterile.

(8) Are any cherries self-fertile beside

the Morello?

(9) Note insects seen visiting blossoms

of plum, pear, apple, cherry, so as to

record roughly the proportion of hive bees,

bumble bees, other wild bees, thrips,

midges, beetles, ants, &c. ; also those visit-

ing gooseberry, red and black currants,

strawberry, raspberry, and loganberry.

Kindly send reports in June or July to
" The Secretary, National Fruit Growers'

Federation," 2, Gray's Inn Place, Gray's
Inn, London, W.C.—C. H. Hooper.

Bee Shows to Come.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Honey Department, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White, Hon. Secretary, Marden House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.

July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries cJage 13 July.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

fecial prizee. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
olme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.

Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.-Scctiona
for Horticulture, lires and IIdik.v. S<-hc(iules of
prizes for tiie above Srctioiis are now rea<Iy, and
oa.ni be O'htai nedi of the Sectional Secnetairy, as
undieir. Sclhediulies wiilil be sent to all Wll Eihibi-
toiris, W'hiO need' 'not apply. Free s-paces offieireidi in
HoirtiouLtiural Sieictiom to Growers for Tinadie Runs.
E. P. Dant, Seotionair Hom. Sec., 17, Sussex-street',

Cambridge.

WEATHER REPORTS.
Barnwood, Gloucester,

March
Rainfall, 404in. in

24 days.

Above average, 2'52

in.

Heaviest fall, 'TOin.

on 4th.

Total to date, 10-07in.

Above average, 5"23

in.

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 518; 38
above average.

Warmest day, 28th,
•60

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 404.

Coldest night, 22nd,
•33.

Mean , temperature,
461 ;

3^6 above
average.

Relative humidity,
82 per cent.

F. H. Fowler (F

, 1912.

Sky completely over-

cast on 16 days at

9 a.m. Cloudless
onO.

Percentage of cloud,

76.
_ _

Prevailing winds,
S.W. and N.W.

Percentage of wind
force, 34.

Barometer, daily
mean, 29-71 ; high-
est, 30-33 on 12th

;

lowest, 28-84 on
21st.

Remarks.—A month
of somewhat un-
pleasant weather

;

damp, milder tbaii

normal, and de-

ficiency of sun-
shine. Bees flying

more or less on
every day.

R. Met. Soc).

Notices to Correspondents.

W. T. H. W. (South Africa).—,S'o«f/i,

Africcn Bt'cs ivax —We are delighted
to receive a communication from
an old subscriber in such a distant

colony, but our paper is " British" and
is sent to readers in almost every
country in the world. We wish you long
life to read its news, and hope to hear
again from you. Both samples of wax
are very good, the lighter one being the
better of the two.

J. S. R. (York).—Moving Bees.—It will be
well to move the "stock" hive from five

to ten j'ards away.

H. Gray, M.R.C.V.S. (London).—Scientific
Works on Bee-Diseases.—The best works
on the a()ove subject are by Dr. Zander
of Erlanger, Germany, also papers by
Drs. Maassen and Burri. They have
not been translated into English, but we
can give the titles and other particulars

if desired. The most complete descrip-

tions are given in the latest edition of

the British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book,
but Dr. Zander's woi'k is the only one
that scientifically treats of all bee-

diseases, that is, up-to-date.

E. H. P. (Cheiihunt) .—EarJ }j Drones, and
other Queries.— (1) Drones are numerous
now in some districts. (2) and (3) The
drones arc young ones and have been
cast out because they are malformed,
the wings not being properly developed

(4) Take the section rack off in tho
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ordinary way, clearing out the bees by
means of a "Porter" bee-escape. (5)

Honey is a good sample from white
- clover, though a little thin.

E. C. S. (Yorks.).—Elongated C>7/s.—This

is caused by the queen being a drone
breeder. She is useless, and should be

replaced. We liave had good reports of

the " Ayles " cure, and you would be wise
• to use it as a preventive, even tho\igh

your bees are healthy.

G. Davies (Peterborough).

—

Death of

Queen.—(1) The bee sent is the queen
which (2) has been crushed in some way,

- probably when you were manipulating
the frames. (3) This can only be ascer-

tained by an examination. Examine
the combs, and if you find queen-cells

being built you will know there is not a

queen. (4) The other bees sent have

died of old age ; the young bees have

died of starvation.

Siispeeted Disease.

H. J. P. (Colchester).—A bad case of

chilled brood.

Stevens (Endieott).—The bees have died

through being chilled.

R. M. (Clifton).—The bees are apparently

suffering from "Isle of "Wight " disease.

E. R. F. (Maidstone).—Comb contains

nothing worse than mouldy pollen.

Tliis is caused by damp.
J. C. (Chorlton).—It is a case of sour

brood.

D. B. (Ormskirk).—In the case of "Isle

of Wight " disease, there is no sign of it

in the brood, which may be quite

healthy. The adult bees only appear to

be affected. The comb you send has
• nothing worse in tlie cells than dry
pollen.

Honey Samples.

W. J. S. (Cornwall).—The honey is mainly
from clover, is good in colour and
flavour, but lacks density, and the latter

fault would go Kigainst it on the show
bench. It ought to fetch Is. per jar

retail, 10s. per doz. and 56s. to 60s. per
cwt. in bulk.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per i in., or 5s. per inch.

FKIVATE ADVEXTZBElCEirTa.

FEW specially fine Swarms, 3s. 6d. lb., till May
21st, guaranteed absolutely free all disease,

I.O.W. unknown in county; genuine Simmins
double Conqueror, unused, £3 10s., cost £5.—A. M.,
c/o "B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-street, Strand,
W.C. u 76

FOR SALE, 5 stocks of good strong healthy Bees,
in skeps; also 3 Swarms from same, out April

20th:. offer.—Apply, W. G. MARTIN, Lenchwick,
near Evesham. Worcestershire. u 62

7 STRONG STOCKS, guaranteed healthy blacks,
4 in good Standard Hives, fitted with wired
frames, 'excluders, crates, and lifts, headed by
young prolific queens, the result of 15 years breed-
ing by selection, first reasonable offer accepted;
must be removed within 10 days.—A. E. YOUNG,
Hartburn, Stockton-on-Tees. u 63

BEES.—Few e.xcelLent Stocks, on 8 Standard
frames, hardy, and perfectly healthy, 30s.

I
each, travelling bo.\es free, cash or deposit.'

—

JOSEPH DRAPER, Saw Mills, Aughton, Orms-
kirk. Lanes. u 65

TWO 281b. tins new granulated Honey, 5d. lb.
—A. W. RUSSELL, Penton, Andover,

Hants. u 64

A FEW NATURAL SWARMS, May, 3s.; June,
2s. 6d. per lb, free from disease, free package,

and on rail.-E. MARSHMAN, Little Linford,
Wolverton. u 67

CHESHIRE; no Isle of Wight disease in this
county, no disease of any kind in my apiary;

strong Stocks for sale, blacks and hybrid Carnio-
lans, on good combs, plenty stores, 8 frame, £1;
9 frame, 22s. 6d.; can supply Hives, price according
to quality: inspection invited.—H. BROOK, grocer,
Bowdon, Cheshire. u 69

ff SINGLE and 3 double stock Hives, all clean
eiand double walled. Cowan pattern, 5s. and 8s. 6d.
respectively.—F. WILLSON, The Beehives, New
Haw, Addlestone. u 71

»>C'WT. last season's Honey, guaranteed pure, in
-W tins, 6d. a lb.—DAVIES, Gelly, Llanwrda, S.

\\ ales. u 72

HONEY RIPENER, Extractor, knife warmer,
healthy drawn out brood and shallow combs

for sale.—Offers to WM. THOMPSON, 43, Jacobs-
well-lane, Wakefield. u 73

BUFF ROCK COCKEREL, value 12s.; Harms-
worth EncyclopEedia, unbound; exchange, to-

gether or separately, for Bees.—WILSON, Apiary,
Belper. u 74

FOR S.\LE, few strong Stocks, guaranteed
healthy, 8 frames, 35s. each.—CLARKE,

Pollard's Hill. Norbury, S.W. u 12

EXHIBITORS 1 Lee's Observatory Hive, new,
18s., an absolute bargain.-IVE, Boughton,

Newark. u 77

TWO Standard Frame Hives, with extra lifts

and section racks, 7s. 6d. each, on rail; orders
booked for good May and June Swarms.—A.
GREEN, Tangley, Andover. u 78

1D0Z. Standard Frame Hives, by Lee, nearly
new, 6s. 6d., complete; or exchange good

sections; Extractor, by Meadows, 14s. 6d.—W. A.
WOODS, Normanby, Guildford. u 83

GOOD LIGHT HONEY, granulated, 281b. tins,

50s. per cwt.; sample, 2d.—DEAN, Bower
Tale, Epping. u 86

SWARMS from frame Hives, May to June, 12s.,

14s.; boxes. Is. extra, or returned carriage paid.

—J. REAVELEY, Starbeck, Harrogate. u 85

FOR SALE, two Stocks of Bees, in modern frame
Hives, guaranteed healthy. 27s. 6d. each; par-

ticulars.—IRVING, Galabank Apiary, Annan, u 82

LIGHT LINCOLNSHIRE HONEY, 281b. tins,

14s. each; sample, 2d.-WILLIAM ABBOTT,
Thorpe Bank. Wainfleet. u81

ADVERTISER requires Position in Apiary or

Bee Farm, thoroughly acquainted with up-to-

date methods of bee culture. Or Post to instruct in

bee-keeping, also incubating and rearing of

ichickens.—DICKINSON, The Homestead.. St. Ives,

Bingwood.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

IRISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The annual report of I.B.K.A. is before

lis, and we must confess to a feeling of

regret to find the association in such an
unsatisfactory condition. It was in the

autumn of 1880 that the B.B.K.A. sent two
of its representatives to travel through
Ireland for the purpose of giving instruc-

tion in modern methods of bee-keeping,

and this led to the formation of the Irish

Bee-keepers' Association on April 21st,

1881, which adopted the rules of the
B.B.K.A. and for many years did excellent

work, being well supported by subscribers.

From 1887, Mr. H. Chenevix, J. P., was
lion, secretary and treasurer, and con-

tinued for thirteen years as the leading

spirit of the I.B.K.A., and it was largely

due to his energy and influence that it

prospered and that the number of sub-

scribers in 1897 reached 334. It was also

through his influence that the Congested
Districts Board was first induced to make
a grant towards bee-keeping in the

districts under its care. The resignation

of Mr. Chenevix was a severe blow to the
association, from which it has never re-

covered. After Mr. Chenevix resigned,

although there was a great falling away of

subscribers, there were still 178 in 1901.

Since then the association has not been
well supported, for we find that in 1908

the subscribers had dropped down to forty-

four, with a further drop to forty-one in

1910. There is a slight improvement in

1911, and we are told that "The number
of subscribing members has increased by
over 33 per cent." This looks very imposing
on paper and such an increase would be
important if the percentage were taken
on a large list, but when we find the total

number of subscribers to be fifty-eight, the

actual increase is only seventeen for the
year, which shows the utter sham such a

statement is intended to be. Moreover,
fourteen of these are experts who are only
recognised as such if they have paid their

subscription for the year. For a once
flourishing and well-managed association

to dwindle down to only fifty-eight sub-

scribers is indeed sad, and shows that there
is something radically wrong. The sub-

scriptions which amounted to over £30 in

1901 fell in 1910 to £8 4s., and although
they have increased to £16 15s. they are
a long way from what they ought to be for

an association which should occupy a lead-
ing position in Ireland. For some years
the I.B.K.A. has received a grant from
the Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction, for demonstrations and
organising associations, and yet we find in

the report a complaint is made that a
grant from the Development Fund had

been refused owing to the smallness of the
subscription list, and an appeal is made to
local associations for support "in a re-

newed attempt to obtain proportional
treatment with England in this matter."
With the grant from the D.A.T.I., the
I.B.K.A. has already been having more
favourable treatment, which we have not
grudged them, but directly British bee-
keepers are^—although tardily—recognised
by Government the Irish are jealous, and
ask for "proportional treatment,"
although for years they have already been
receiving grants out of all proportion to
their subscriptions. It is probably this

spoon-feeding and want of self-reliance

that is at the bottom of all the trouble.

It also looks very imposing on paper to

read of twenty-nine affiliated associations,

but disappointing to find the insignifi-

cance in membership. We miss the names
of the larger associations of ten years ago,

and find only one, namely, Wexford Co.
Association which has a membership of

216. The next largest is Wexford South
Co., with sixty-eight members ; three under
this number and over fifty ; three others

are quite small and only have twelve,

thirteen, and fourteen members respec-

tively. There does not seem to be any
restriction as to lowest number of members
to qualify for affiliation, as is the case with
the B.B.K.A. which only admits associations

into affiliation whose membership is over

thirty. Excluding Wexford Co. Associa-

tion, the lot are hardly equivalent to some
of our large County Associations.

Although the Bee-Pest Prevention (Ire-

land) Act has been in existence for four

years, not a word as to its working is

found in the report, and from what we can

gather from correspondents in Ireland, it

seems to be a dead letter. Nor do we find

any allusion to the Insurance vScheme,

which, by the way, is a private specula-

tion run for private gain, and from which
the I.B.K.A. does not derive a benefit

similar to that enjoyed by the B.B.K.A.,
with its Insurance Scheme. We do not

remember seeing any return of compensa-
tion paid to any claimant under the Irish

scheme, nor of the number of insurers or

hives insured, and suppose these must be

too trifling to mention. On the whole, the

report is a disappointing one, as it shows

no progress, but gradual decadence.

WARWICKSHIRE B.K.A.

ANNUAL MEETI.NG.

The annual meeting of the Warwick-
shire Bee-keepers' Association was hold on

.\pril 18th at the Imperial Hotel, Birming-

ham, INIajor Everitt presiding.

The annual report showed that the past

honey season had been good in most parts

of Warwickshire. The income for the
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year amounted to £126, ami the expendi-

ture to £148, leaving a deficiency on the

year's working of £22. The demand for

the association's honey labels had in-

creased, and 6,700 had been issued during

the past season.

Proposing the adoption of the report

and statement of accounts, the Chairman
referred to the good that bees do in the

matter of fertilisation. Bee-keeping was

a pleasant and interesting hobby, and

money could be made by it. He was told

that as much as £50,000 a year went out

of this country for the purchase of honey.

He was sure they all hoped that bee-keep-

ing would become more popular, and that

much of that amount would be saved to

the country.

The motion was seconded and agreed to.

The Earl of Craven was elected president

of the Association, and Mr. J. Noble

Bower was re-elected honorary secretary.

Afterwards a lecture on " Modern Bee-

keeping—A Profitable Industry," was

delivered by Mr. George Franklin. The
lecture was illustrated by interesting

lantern pictures.

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND
B.K.A.

The annual meeting of the Leicestershire

and Rutland Bee-keepers' Association was
held at the Highcross CoflEee House on
Saturday, March 30th; Mr. A. E. Biggs
presiding.

The thirtieth report and balance-sheet

were adopted.
A vote of thanks to the retiring oflficers

was passed on the proposition of Mr.
Roper, seconded by Mr. Riley.

The election of officers resulted as

follows:—President, Lady Maurice Levy;
chairman, Mr. A. E. Biggs; vice-chair-

man, Mr. Riley ; council, Messrs. S.

Clarke, Wright, G. W. Dunn, Earp, C.

Halford, J. Hayward, E. A. Jesson, G. J.

Levers, A. J. Marriott, A. Spencer, J.

Thompson, W. H. Wood, and T. H.
Wright ; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. K.
Bedingfield ; hon. auditor, Mr. E. J.

Underwood ; hon. secretary, Mr. John
Waterfield ; representatives to meetings
of B.B.K.A. in London, Messrs. Falkner
and Waterfield.

Prizes were awarded to: 1st, Mr. H.
Burdett; 2nd, Mr. Gamble; 3rd, Mr. J. G.
Payne, for the best single lib. bottle of

granulated honey, and to : 1st, Mr. J.

AVaterfield; 2nd, W. Perkins: 3rd, AV. W.
Falkner for the best single lib. bottle of

liquid honey.
In the evening Mr. G. 0. Nicholson ex-

plained the proposed legislative power's to
deal with foul brood and other bee
diseases. Mr. W. Herrod, Secretary of

the B. B.K.A., then gave a very lucid ex-

planation of the Bill as at present

drafted, which appeared to meet with the
apprcvaL of. the niajority of members pre-

sent. Mr. W. K. Bedingfield followed

with a lantern lecture on "' Bee Diseases

and Parasites."—J. Waterfield, Hon.
Sec.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
Bjj W. Tierrod.

{Continued from page 156).

Disinfecfion.—We will now consider

disinfection where disease has been
present. To be effectual this must be
carried out in a systematic and thorough
manner. In the first place, everything
movable inside the hives to be treated
should be burnt. It is false economy to

try and save the frames, as these are so

cheap that to disinfect them is an absolute

waste of time. Quilts also can be obtained
cheaply, and although apparently clean,

those that have been upon affected stocks

should be burnt. I would even go so far

as to burn the division board, as a new one
can be made quicker than disinfection of

the old one carried out.

A hive that has contained diseased bees

and is at all dilapidated should be chopped
up for firewood and replaced by a new one,

it is impossible to disinfect decaying wood.
The best method of disinfecting the hive

is by means of a painter's blow-lamp.
Fire will destroy all germs, and at the
same time cleanse the hive from propolis,

while it also will destroy the eggs of wax
moth if these are present. Start
systematically with the floor-board, then
the brood-chamber inside and out, after-

wards going lightly over the inside of the
lifts. Care must be taken in using the
lamp, or holes will be burnt through the
wood. The woodwork should not be
blackened, but be browned like toast. The
surface must be carefully gone over,

particular attention being paid to the
corners. Some bee-keepers complain that
they cannot get into the corners with the
flame of the lamp without burning the
wood a little distance out too much. If

the portion of the hive being treated and
the lamp are held in the position shown in

the illustration the point of the flame will

go right into the corner without damage to
the outlying surface. A painter's blow-
lamp is rather an expensive article to

purchase ; if this cannot be afforded or one
borrowed, then another method may be
adopted. Paint the inside of the hive
with petrol, benzoline, paraffin, or other
inflammable liqiiid, and set fire to it.

Have ready a damp sack ; when scorched
sufficiently extinguish the fire by putting
the sack over it. The drawback to this

method is that there is no control of the
flame as there is with the blow-lamp.
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Another method of disinfection is by
boiling, but this presents difficulties, as

few bee-keepers have a receptacle large

enough to contain a hive. In cases of foul

brood scorching is all that is necessary,

but where "Isle of Wight" disease is

present the hive should be treated with
" Ayles' " Isle of Wight cure.

The ground upon which the hives stand

should also receive attention. If possible

new ground should be chosen. Should the

space at our disposal be so limited as to

prevent this, and the hives have stood

upon grass, peti'ol should be syringed all

over it and set alight, afterward sprinkling

chloride of lime or unslacked lime thickly

over the burnt surface. If the ground has

been dug, then put down unslacked lime.

Trench it to the depth of twelve inches,

putting the top soil in the bottom of the

trench. When the
trenching is complete
sprinkle chloride of

lime on the surface.

Repeat the latter

.several times during
the year, or by means
of a sprayer give

a dressing to the
ground with a solu-

tion of carbolic acid.

The racks and lifts

should not be
neglected, these

should a 11 be
scorched with the
blow - lamp. The
combs should be
fumigated with for-

maldehyde by stack-

ing boxes containing
them one above
another over an
empty one in which
a dish containing for-

maldehyde and a

little washing soda
has been placed. The top frames should

be covered with a non-porous covering.

If an air-tight cupboard can be used in

which the combs and formaldehyde can
stand all the winter so much the better.

Sections are so cheap that it is not worth
while to save those uncompleted ones that

have been on affected hives. These should
be burnt. The dividers and excluders

should be well washed in a strong solution

of Fels Naptha soaja, which will remove
all the propolis. They should then be
dipped in a strong solution of Formalde-
hyue.

The bee-house should also receive atten-

tion. It should be treated with limewash,

to which carbolic acid has been added^ or,

in case of " Isle of Wight " disease,

some Ayles' cure should be mixed
with it.

DISINFECTING HIVE
BLOW

Correspondence.

Ths Bditors do not hold themselvei responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. Ne
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one

tide of the paper only and give their real name*
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications-

•' ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.

NECESSITY FOR COMB-BUILDING.

[8442] While Mr. Bee Mason's harrow-

ing experience (page 174) must call forth

all the sympathy brother bee-keepers can

show, to say nothing of the admiration

with which we can look upon a man who
does not sit down
under adverse cir-

cumstances, but is

" up and doing with

a heart for any
fate," I cannot help

feeling that he shows
some lack of in-

L'; e n u o u s n e s s in

jiutting forward his

new theory as to the

origin and cause of

his troubles. It is,

unfortunately, a very

common failing of

mankind to build up
an elaborate theory

upon one or two un-

supported facts, but
one would have
thought the rude
shattering of his

fresh-air ideas would
have awakened some
caution in Mr.
Mason before ventur-

ing to erect a fresh

theory on such a solitary and singularly

unsatisfactory incident.

I do not quarrel with Mr. Mason for

holding this theory. Wliat I want to call

attention to is what appeans to be an in-

tentional omission of details, whereby his

theory is given an appearance of

stability which it may not possess in

the slig-htest degree. He informs us that

the three stocks which survived were hived

on starters, but he does not tell us how
the stocks which went under were com-

menced. If he can say that each of those

were commenced on full sheets, his theory

has some foundation, even if a slight one,

but before he can expect others to accept

it, he must give us this information

—

negative or affirmative.

In any case, I do not see that the

method he proposes adopting is either

WITH A painter's
LAMP.
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necessary or desirable. As I understand

it, his contention is that the inability to

get rid of wax has something to do with

the inception or, at any rate, the pro-

pagation of the disease. Why, then, should

he not provide each stock with room in

which to do so? I believe myself that

bees do wish to build comb at times ; that,

in fact, there are occasions when it is

quite necessary for them to do so, and

the plan I adopt is very simple, and can

in any case do no harm. I work for

sections only, and each rack is provided

with foundation on an economical basis

of my own invention, which anyone else is

welcome to. I find the squares provided

are a trifle too deep to fit comfortably

into my sections, so I cut off half an inch

from the bottom and use this half inch

strip as a starter in another section. Thus
I get one good section on a full sheet and
another, not so well finished, of course, on
a starter. This gives my bees plenty of

scope for comb-building if they desire it,

while it is a little saving to me.

While believing in fresh air and hygiene

as strongly as anyone, I believe it is easy

to become a crank on such matters. Mr.
Mason has from time to time called atten-

tion to the length of time swarms inhabit

trees and so forth, but might it not be

true that far more runaways fail than
otherwise. I found quite a good swarm
located in a hollow tree in our forest, and
T spent a great deal of time trying to get

them out, but the jiosition was absolutely

impregnable in the summer, so I kept my
eye on the place hoping in the spring to

be able to get a swarm from them, as T

believed the chamber was none too roomy,
but when the sj^ring came they had suc-

cumbed. The place was an ideal one from
the point of view of dryness and general
sanitation. When we consider that many
swarms do escape, that they must fre-

quently adopt homes of a more or less

cramped nature, and consequently should
throw early swarms from time to time,
one would imagine there would be more
about than there are, unless, as I suppose,
many die out.

It is all very well to follow Nature.
Civilised man has departed so far out of

Nature's groove that there are many
directions in which he could usefully take
her as a guide, but it is, to my mind,
making nothing short of a fetish of her
to argue that so long as we follow her,

we are bound to be all right. If Nature
were perfect, there would be no need for
strife and struggling, but we find on all

hands this struggle for existence and the
survival of the fittest going on. Constantly
we hear of species becoming extinct, not
through any breach of Nature's laws, but
solely by the inevitable operation of them.

rWhat we want to do is to try and apply

our observations of Nature to practical

uses by the aid of common-sense. There
can be no doubt that the natural system of

swarming is beneficial to the race of bees.

Why P Because in process of time the

old combs become dirty, insanitary, and
last, but by no means least, with smaller

cells. A swarm makes an entirely fresh

start with large clean cells. We are,

those of us who are greedy for honey,

desirous of preventing swarming. What
we have to do is to find a means by which
we can ensure the colonies receiving the

same benefits that result from swarming.
It is very simple. My own practice is to put
a new frame of foundation in the centre of

every brood-nest each year—two in a very
strong colony. I thus am certain that at

any rate the first breeding in the new
season will be in a new, clean comb.
Automatically, my old combs come to the

outside, where they are filled with honey,
and if found to be very bad, I squeeze

them and melt down the wax.
One other thing I do. I always keep

my hives in the sunniest available spot.

Shady corners, which used to be con-

sidered necessary in the old days, are the
ver^' places where fungi flourish in wet
seasons, and how much harm is done by

fungoid growths it would be hard to say.

Still one more item of practice. I in-

variably put each colony into a clean hive
every season, commencing on the first fine

day after crocuses bloom, when the
temperature is above oOdeg. The old hive
I scrub out with hot water and disin-

fectant, and leave to air until the next
colony is to be done.

These things appeal to me as common-
sense proceedings justified by all-round
hygienic experience. I do not claim that
they are sufficient to keep away disease,

although so far I have not suffered from
any such trouble. I have no theory at

all about ' Jsle of Wight" disease, and so

far as I have followed the various reports
I have come across nothing which seems to

warrant any definite one being put
forward.
So far as this season goes, we look like

having a royal time. I have two racks
full of chen-y and ajiple honey, and other
hives have each one in which hawthorn
and chestnut nectar is going in truly
glorious style. I wish that others may be
having the same and more.

—

Heebebt
Mace.

A LOCAL ASSOCIATION AND IIS
WORK.

[8443] According to a report in the local

Press^ with much gusto and many vitupera-
tions against the British Bee-keepers' As-
sociation, and criticisms of its management,
the Cambridge and District Bee-keepers'
Association decided to withdraw from
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affiliation " until that body was properly
organised." As a bee-keeper and a resident

within the boundary covered by that asso-

ciation, I strongly object to sixteen

persons deciding for 240, which is stated

to be the number of members in the report

of the association. I am also a believer in

co-operation. What can we as a puny
body do without the assistance and help of

the parent, and how, I should like to

know, is the committee of this association

going to replace the benefits now sacrificed

by the unwarrantable action of a few?
Noticing these depreciatory remarks,

and also that the C. and D.B.K.A. has
been spoken of as " A flourishing and well-

managed association," I determined to

study the report and see how this bore out
that statement, or whether it was only a

case of " people who live in glass houses,"
<fec. First on the cover I noticed the
words (Non Political). Methinks I saw
not long ago in a contemporary which
champions the actions of the C. and
D.B.K.A., an article on "Politics and Bee-
keeping," in which it was staled that
there was no connection. I leave the writer
of that article to explain the action of his

supporter, while making the suggestion that
the addition of those words (which I can-
not find in the report of any other associa-

tion) are meant to be read in the negative
sense instead of the positive.

A little lower down are the words, " In
affiliation with the British Bee-keepers'
Association." This, to say the least, is a
false statement, as I see by the British
Bee Journal that the resignation of the
C. and D.B.K.A. was accepted by the
B.B.K.A. on July 20th, 1911; how then
can this be said in 1912? It is curious
that after maligning the parent body, this

small association should be anxious to

claim affiliation with it, although it had
severed its connection several months
before.

I next turned to the rules and find that
the association officers shall he president,
chairman, Executive Committee, lion, sec-

retary and treasurer, and auditors, but
upon diligent search I fail to find the
name of the treasurer, but perhaps an
adverse balance of £4 15s. 3d. explains
this.

Again, upon perusing the rules, I find

that vice presidents shall be subscribers of

10s. 6d., yet among the names of those
printed as such, three paid nothing at all,

one paid 7s. 6d., and six others paid onlv
5s.

The name of the hon. secretary appears
on the cover, but evidently he is not a
member of the association, for I cannot
find his name in the list of members, nor
is there any record of his having paid a

subscription. Rule 7 says: "All sul)-

scriptions shall be payable in advance and
shall become due on the first dav of Jan.

in each year, and until such subscription
be paid no member shall be entitled to the

privileges of the association."
Notwithstanding this rule, only last

year, to my certain knowledge, the secre-

tary took prizes at shows held by the asso-

ciation. How is this explained? It may
be his modesty.

It is stated in the report that the mem-
bership has increased by 100, and that the
present number is 240. I can only make
it 193, including those who have not paid
any subscription. I find blanks in the cash
column opjjosite thirty-seven names, so

really the subscribers number only 156.

Last year the number was 142. The utmost
increase then, is, even according to the
figures in the report, only fourteen instead

of 100 as stated. Perhaps the calculation

was made by an Irishman. At any rate,

to say the least, it is a " terminological
inexactitude."
The resolution deciding upon severance

from the parent body was, according to

their own report, carried by a sleeping
majority of sixteen out of 240, taking
their own figures. So it is we 224 members
who are deprived of all benefits from the
parent association by a paltry sixteen, and
even some of those had not paid their sub-
scription for the past year, and according
to the rules were not entitled to vote.

It would be interesting to know what
the L.N.W. Railway has to do with bee-

keeping, as it seems to figni-e largely in

the report. Is the advertisement put in

to make the report a little larger than it

otherwise would be?
My advice to the committee of the C

and D.B.K.A. is to cease personal spite,

fooling, and false reports, act as men hold-

ing public offices should do, i.e., for the

benefit of the members, and " pluck the
beam out of its own eye before seeking to

remove the mote from its brother's " (in

this case the parent association).

Until this is done the association cannot
thrive, and this fact has been amply
proved by the muddling methods of the late

lion, secretary, and the action of the
present one and his committee.—A Work-
ing Wellwisher.
[We have had a good many complaints

about the mismanagement of this associa-

tion, but would point out that the matter
rests entirely with the members, who can

exercise their influence by electing efficient

officers for conducting the business. The
B.B.K.A. can in no way be affected by the

spiteful remarks of interested persons,

and we would mention that the sever-

ance of the connection was brought about
by the lion, secretary refusing to comply
with the rules of the Central Association,

although his association had agreed to the
conditions I)efore its affiliation was
accepted, also by his flouting the decision

of the Council. The lion, secretarv (Mr.
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Skevington) was put on the Council some
years ago, and at the annual meeting last

year raised the question of the expenses of

the apiary and postages, although he was
a member of the Finance Committee and
had checked and signed the accounts, and
had presented their report at a number of

council meetings. It was no wonder that
when a. ballot was taken for the new coun-
cil that an overwhelming majority of votes
were cast against his re-election, the mem-
bers thus signifying their disgust with his

behaviour. Never in the history of the
association has so large a number of votes
been cast in rejecting a member of the
council.—Eds.]

TYPES OF BEE-KEEPERS.
" THE OLD."

[8414] He was a picturesque old man
of some seventy winters, living in one of
the West Midland Counties. Straight as
a gun barrel, and tough as his old ash-
plant, which he used little as an aid to
walking, yet time had left its trace upon
!iim in the silvered hair and gnarled and
knotted hands, hard and rough with the
labour of years amounting almost to the
length of his life. He was but a country
labourer, but by dint of hard work and
much thrift he had risen to the dignity
of occupying a small holding, devoted
chiefly to the raising of fruit and vege-
tables for the early market.
The cottage in which he lived with his

wife and daughter was a wondrous affair

of one storey and seemed to be held to-

gether by ropes and chains lest the walls
should finally decide upon a course which
they seemed to have been contemplating
for 3'ears—that of spreading themselves to
the four points of the compass.

Whilst staying in that district I was
induced to visit him through hearing that
he was a bee-keeper of the old school—

a

skeppist upon whom modern methods had
made no impression. I approached him
upon the subject of bees, asking him by
what methods he managed to take his
honey from the row of a dozen skeps
standing near his door. The old tale

;

the brimstone pit was the end of a sum-
mer of strenuous labour and his apiary was
depleted of half its stocks to furnish him
with honey of a very doubtful quality. I

expressed a desire to drive the stocks
which he intended to destroy, but was
met with, " No zur ; I loikes to be koind
to my bees, I does ; I loikes to know the
end on 'em ; I brimstones them off, I

does." And no amount of pei'suasion,
backed up by a liberal cash offer per hive,
would persuade him to alter his mind.
He had a profound contempt for modern

methods; no hives were so sound, so
weather-proof or so healthy as his home-
made straw-skeps. He had' had most won-

derful takes of honey from them in

favourable seasons. He told with pride
of one skep, which, when put on the
scales, weighed sixty pounds. He had
never had disease in his apiary and con-
sidered disease to be "all along of them
new-fashioned hives.'' But the inner
working of the hives was a mystery to

him, and to have seen a queen was the sight

of a life-time. " Yes, zur," he said, " I

don't believe there's a man in England
knows more about bees than I does."
His father, grandfather, and possibly

his ancestry back to the Flood had been
bee-keepers, and he had a wonderful
amount of bee-lore, a strange mixture of

fact and fancy. We had a chat on
swarms. To him " A swarm in May was
worth a load of hay," and his best stock
Avas the one which sent off the earliest

and strongest swarm. A cast was accepts
able. "Last year we had a hub, but a
hub is not much good and seldom thrives."
" A hub," I ventured to enquire, thus
showing my profound ignorance of bee-

life, " ^liat is that? " "Well, you knows,
zur, if you knows anything about bees,

first there comes a swarm, then a cast,

and then there may come a hub, wheel
and spindle"—the first and only time I

had ever heard those terms for the various
orders of swarms and casts.

I parted from him with feelings of re-

gret that the old bee-keeper with his anti-

quated methods, quaint bee-lore, and pic-

turesque apiary was fast dying out, but
with these feelings was mingled one of

joy in the present and hope for the future
of scientific and humane bee-farming.

—

D. Wilson.

EARLY QUEEN-MATING.
[8445] The well-thought-out article by

Mr. Anderson in "B.B.J." of March 21st

(page 117), in which he drew attention to

the superior resisting powers of hybrids to

the dreaded "Isle of Wight" disease

suggested to me the idea of trying for a
definite cross before normal stocks had
drones flying. The discovery of a queen-

less stock in the apiary just prior to this

provided the colony for experiment, and
the following extracts from my diary will

show the results :
—

March 21.s/.—Examined " E " stock. No
sign of queen or eggs, two frames of

capped brood just hatching. Gave small

frame larvse to test for queenlessness.

March 22nd.—Split brood-nest of strong
" Banat " (Hungarian) hybrids with frame
of drone comb.
March 26ih.—Queen cells being con-

structed in " E " stock. Destroyed these
and gave frame eggs to keep them at

work.
April 2nd.—Gave frame eggs from

" Swarthmore Golden" stock to " E."
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April 5th—lo/7i.—Destroyed queen-cells

as sealed on all but " S. Golden" frame.
April 17th.—Found fine golden virgin

hatched.
April 21st.—Drones flying from

" Banat " hive (apparently these were
being bred before March 22nd).

April 2ith.—Golden queen commenced
laying.

I calculate this cross will give me bees
of parentage as under:—^ Banat, ^
Golden, i Black.
Hitherto no cases of the " Isle of

Wight" scourge have been reported in

this neighbourhood. May we all do our
level best to get stocks into the strongest

condition for facing it if it does
appear!—H. E. Scrope Viner, Westnian-
cote, Tewkesbury.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAWSHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YOEKS.

''Isle of Wight" Disease (p. 119).—The
theory that the period of incubation or
development is of some weeks' duration,
which I take to be Mr. Anderson's
suggestion, seems to me a valuable one,
tending towards a greater care in

diagnosis of freedom from disease. The
suggestion that there may be an inter-

mediate host would, however, appear
contradictory of, or, at least, unnecessary
to, this theory.
None of these suggestions help to

explain the outbreak, its virulence, and
infectious nature, and the apparent im-
munity of the queen. Incidentally, we
should be glad to know whether the
different races of bees have had the same
care, or whether one has had preferential
treatment. Most of the Northern out-
breaks are directly traceable to importa-
tion from the South. Is it too much to
ask of vendors that they should not send
driven bees from an infected or adjacent
district? Surely there is sufficient demand
locally, in view of the wholesale destruc-
tion of the past year or two. Whether
Braiila ceeea is innocent in the matter
might be determined by its distribution,
which is, I believe, limited in latitude. In
tliis connection I note an interesting
observation by Mr. A. C. Miller, that the
Brauhi may be more guest than parasite,
being actually fed by its host.

Legislation (p. 125).—In reply to J.
Herrod, the wording he suggests for
Clause v., Sec. 1 (a) is covered in Sec. 1

(d). His suggestion for Clause V. Sec. 1

(c) is opposed to the views of the com-
mittee, and might make extracted honey
and rendered wax liable to destruction.
Hive Protection (p. 128).—I see that

"D. M. M." suggests an evergreen subject
as the most suitable material to protect
the hive in winter, but he does not give
instructions for its application. Some of

these evergreen subjects are poisonous,
and give off fumes of prussic acid and
what not when bruised, so that .

Perhaps laurel wreaths hung about the
chani]Dion hive would afford some pro-
tection.

Legislation (p. 136).—Mr. Samway's
attitude towards the draft is a tribute to
the care which the committee has ex-
pended upon it. He is quite correct in
suggesting a difference between home and
colonial conditions, a point with which I

hope to deal later. The draft, as it

stands, would empower an inspector to
deal with skeps, whilst not making
destruction compulsory. Reticence with
regard to the discussion at the Board of
Agriculture is no sign of want of con-
fidence in the general body of bee-keepers
on the part of the B.B.K.A. The frank
way in which their findings have been
published, and the welcoming of criticism

shows their attitude. The proceedings at
the recent conference were regarded as
confidential by the expressed desire of the
Board of Agriculture.

Erperts' Association (p. 140).—This
suggestion of " D. M. M.'s " may be worth
consideration, and should not be allowed
to drop into oblivion without discussion.
Perhaps if he would outline the objects
of such an association we might get for-

ward. Is the suggestion in the nature of
a miniature trade union? And may we
expect the attainment of a "minimum"?
Formalin ScAntion (p. 156).—There is a

clerical error here in stating four
parts of commercial formaldehyde to one
part of water. It should obviously read
one part of formaldehyde to four parts of
water. In any case these jDroportions give
less than a 9 per cent, solution. One jaart

to three-and-a-half parts of water is nearer
a 10 per cent, solution.

Wintering with Supers on (p. 157).

—

As many beginners may suppose that
section-racks are meant, it may be well
to state that shallow frame supers alone
may be left in position over the winter.
Sections left thus are practically unsale-
able afterwards.
Bees and the Eclipse (p. 1(38).—My own

bees did not fly much during the jihases,

but were crowded upon the alighting-
boards, observing the iDhenomenon through
the smoked glasses which had been pro-
vided for the occasion by the owner's
thoughtfulness.

'•7.s7e of Wight" Disease (p. 168).—It is

C|uite possible that this disease nuiy not
flourish in the North, and that a cure
whicli is there possible may not be
practicable in the South. I refer par-
ticularly to hive disinfection. This is

merely a suggestion without definite data,
but observation to confirm or confute may
be valuable. If brood from a diseased
colony may be given to healthy bees with
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impunity, the theory that the disease is

present in the brood, but develops slowly,

cannot hold good.

BRIEF REPORTS.
I had a swarm on Sunday, April 21st,

from a stock of hybrids. Wax moth is

eery troublesome. There are only a few
hives left in this and neighbouring
parishes. Everywhere the " Isle of
Wight " disease is rampant.—R. H. R.,
Southampton.
Yesterday (May 2nd), at 10.30

a.m., without any warning, a hive of

Italians swarmed (o^lb. full-weight). This
must surely be amongst the earliest so far
north.—R." M., Edgehill, Dundee.

Queries and Replies.

lS319]—Bk's •Did Xurserymen.—I should
be m^^ch obliged if you would assist me
with advice as regards bees being an
annoyance and causing damage to nursery-
men's crops. In this locality, which is a
district of glasshouses, the nurserymen
claim the right to compel bee-keepers to
get rid of their stocks, and I should like

to know : is this possible; can they compel
one to do so? An answer through the
" B.B.J." would be esteemed.

—

Bee-
keeper, Cheshunt.
Reply.—The nursei-ymen cannot jDrevent

you keeping bees for the reason named.
How do they know to whom the bees
belong that visit their crops? They would
have to prevent bees living in a wild state,
such as hollow trees, «S:c., and also by some
means destroy all the bumble and other
wild bees in the country, if they are to
do away with their presence in a particular
locality.

[8320] Transferring Surplus Qiteen-
Cells.—On the 20th ult., I found a dead
queen cast out of one of my hives. An
examination of the stock revealed no eggs
or queen, but only sealed brood, including
a few drone cells. I gave a frame of eggs
and young lirood from another hive, and
now I find that at least three queen-cells
are formed. I propose utilising the sur-
plus virgins for re-queening other stocks.
Would the following jjlan work satisfac-
torily?—Twenty-four to forty-eight hours '

before queens are due to hatch, i-emove old
queens, and after young queens are
hatched insert them in a cage. I pro-
pose making cages, or protectors, for the
surplus cells of perforated zinc or wire
gauze. Would it be better to let the
queens hatch out under the protectors in
the hive they are in at present, or remove
the cells with protectors just before hatch-
ing and let them hatch out each in its

appointed hive? Thanks in anticipation.—E. H. L.

Reply.—If you remove the old queens
forty-eight hours before inserting the
queen-cells in hives to be re-queened, there
will be no need to use protectors. The bees

will accept them and the virgins will

emerge without further manipulation or

attention.

[8321] A Beginner's Queries.—I am
commencing bee-keeping this spring in a
small way, and should be glad of your
advice. (1) Will a stock of bees, on their

arrival by rail, be difficult to transfer to

the hive prepared for them? Will they
require sprinkling with syrup or smoking?
(2) Should hives be painted inside? (3)

How long will syrup keep in a fit con-

dition to give bees if bottled? (4) If I

disinfect shallow-frame combs, using the
'"Guide Book" recipe No. 8, will it have
any effect on the flavour of honey? I

have taken up the "B.B.J." since last

October, and have learnt much through
it, and if you will kindly answer the
above questions you will increase my in-

debtedness to you.

—

Devonian, Plymouth.

Reply.— ,'l) If you place the stock in its

travelling box on the stand it is to occupy
permanently, and let the bees fly for a
day or so, it is quite easy to transfer them
to their hive the next day, after sub-
duing with smoke in the usual way. You
should not use syrup unless the combs
are absolutely devoid of food. (2) No.
(3) If properly prepared and kept air-

.tight, it will keep for any length of time.

(1) You should not use carbolic on combs
from which honey is to be extracted

;

fumigating with Formaldehyde is the
proper course.

[8322] Queenless Stock.—Please let me
have your advice on the following : Last
autumn I bought a lot of driven bees

with queen, and put them into a new
" W.B.C. " hive with drawn-out combs.
There were a lot of dead bees a short time
ago. I think I ought to have contracted
them. On examining them now I can see

no brood, and fear the stock is queenless,

so I have put in two f lames of brood from
another stock. Will the bees rear another
queen, or will it be necessary to purchase
one? The stock is working well, and
seems to have plenty of stores, but no
brood.

—

R. Dudley".

Reply.—The l>ees will rear a queen them-
selves from the eggs you have given them.

[8323] Finding the Queen vhen Hiving
Sirarms.—(1) When hiving a swarm in the
hive from which it issued, if one desires to

destroy the old queen, and there is fear of

missing her, would it be a practicable
method to cover the entrance with queen-
excluder zinc? (2) Do drones come out
with a swarm ; if so, would not queen-
excluder create another difficulty?

—

Inquirer, Worsley.

Reply.—(1) Yes. (2) No.
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Bee Shows to Come.
June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties

Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Hon«y Department, under the management of the
Surrey Beekeepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White. Hon. Secretary, Marden House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,

under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes

arranged in groups of counties for associations

affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.
July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff

and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes

added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13 July.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax. and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,

Ac, apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hanimet-street,
Taunton.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle

and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the (Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House. Wetheral. Cumberland
Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.—Sections

for Horticulture, Bees and Honey. Schedules of
prizes for the above Sections are now ready, and
can be obtained, of the Sectional Secretary', as

undter. Scbediules wiil be sient to alJ 1911 Exhibi-

tors, who n^eed not apply. Free S'piac.es offered in

Horticulitural Section to Growers for Trade Runs.
E. F. Dant, Sectional Hon. Sec, 17, Suissex-street,

Cambridge.

TRADE CATALOGVES RECEIVED.
A. W. Gamage {Holborn, London; Bee

Fdini, Finrhlcy).—This catalogue has been
increased from six to ten pages, and is

fully illustrated. There are a number of

novelties, and it can be had post-free upon
application.

E. J. BuETT {24, Stroud Euad, Glouces-
ter).—A neat catalogue which contains all

the necessary appliances for practical bee-

keeping ; can be had post-free.

Mrs. Seadon {The S. J. Bahhcin
Apiari/, Bromley, Kent; Bee Farms,
Bromleji <ind Farnborougli).—A well got-
up catalogue, which contains appliances
designed h^ the late Mr. Baldwin, who for

a number of vears was expert to the
B.B.K.A. It contains forty-eight pages,
in which are illustrated bee houses, in-

cubators, poultry hou,ses, and photo-
graphic dark rooms. The perfect bee veil

in this catalogue is well worth attention.
The catalogue is sent post free on apijlica-
tion.

W. P. Meadows {Si/ston, Leicester).—
A catalogue of twenty-two pages in which
many useful appliances are listed. The
reputation of this firm for tinned goods is

so well known that it is unnecessary for
us to remark upon them here. The
gardening liee-keeper will also find u.seful
miniature liglits, garden barrows, etc., of
a cheap and useful nature listed. It is

sent post free on application.

Notices to'JCorrespondents.

J. E. J. (Pontardulais).

—

SuperiiKj ]Veuh
StocJi-.—With such a small amount of

brood we do not suppose for one moment
that the bees will go into the super.

The use of the dummy is right if you
are working the colony up to full

strength, but you should remove the
super.

E. H. H. {TiY)ton).—Sprinfj-feedinfj.—
Continue with the syrup food, but make
it a little thicker. It will be wise to
medicate it also.

C. H. E. (King's Lynn).

—

Preventing
Su'Cirming.—Yes. Room in advance of

requirements and the providing of

bottom ventilation will help to prevent
swarming

C. P. M. (Dorset).

—

Bees Dying Outside
Hive.—The bees are young ones which
from some cause have been cast out of

the hive. See if the stock has plenty of

stores.

M. M. (Beeding).—7fo«t'(/ Sennple.—The
honey has been gathered from goose-
berry and currant blossoms, and is quite
fit to eat.

H. B G. (Monmouth).

—

Immature Bees
Cast Out.—The cause of the trouble
may either be want of food in the hive,

or the brood may have been chilled.

H. E. E. H. (Great Yarmouth).—
Liability for Damage done hy Bees.— (1)

Y'es, if it can be proved that it was your
bees which caused the injury. (2) This
depends upon the amount of damage
caused. (3) You can insure with the
British Bee-keepers' Association. We
have sent you particulars.

J. V. (Axminster).

—

Using Formaldehyde^
—(1) Your plan will work all right. (2)
Y'ou should continue to use the for-

maldehyde until all signs of disease have
disappeared. It is not necessary to.

remove the combs. (3) It is a much
better plan to pour it into the rebates
under the lugs of the framefi, once
each fortnight. The quantity required is.

stated on the label.

Painswick (Glos.).

—

Enemies of Bees.— (1)

The insect is a wild bee, female, Dasy-
poda hertipes. (2) I'hilanthus apivorus
is a sand-wasp, and is well known as a
great bee-killer, more particularly in

Southern Europe. It somewhat re-

sembles a wasp, has a black head and
body spotted with yellow, and it.s.

abdomen is yellow, but there is a

triangular black spot on each of its

segments.
J. W. M. (Edinburgh).—Foof/ of Brnida

Coica.—This insect is a parasite, and
feeds on the bees' juices.

Suspected Disease.

J. H. (Bristol).—The coml) is affected witli

odourless foul brood.
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C. H. P. (Chippenham).—The bees are

suffering from '"Isle of Wight" disease.

Novice Bke-keeper.-—The comb contains

notliing worse than chilled brood.

Special Prepaid ^AdverUsements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 2s. per 4 in., or 5s. per inch.

FKIYATE ASVESTZBEMKirTa.

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent,

10s. 6d. per day, carriage to be paid eacli

way by the hirer.—Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand, W.C.

ADVERTISER (amateur Bee-Keeper) wants
week's holiday on bee farm early July, live

in, terms inclusive. Midlands, superior apartments,
e.\perts only.—HARGREAVES, 92, Burnely-rd,
Todmorden. v 13

5 CLEAN BAR FRAMED HIVES for sale, with
quantity of frames and foundation, 25s. the lot,

a bargain.—Apply, HOCKETT, Potter's-road, New
Barnet. v 12

NEW Standard Frame Hives and Sections; ex-

change for Stocks or Swarms, English Blacks.
—MOOR HOUSE, Rothwell, near Leeds. v U

GOOD PURE ENGLISH HONEY, 56s. cwt., 281b.

tins; sample, 2d.-T. EVERETT, Soham,
Cambs. v 10

SWARMS.—Few to spare, May, 3s.; June, 2s. 6d.

lb.; 2 strong healthy Stocks, 1911 Queens, in

good hives, £3: Icwt. medium coloured Honey, goo'd

flavour, in 281b. tins, 52s.; guinea Extractor, good
condition, 10s.—ANDREWS, Longthorpe, Peter-
borough, v 9

CLEAN and ready for use, a few secondhand
Hives for sale, very cheap.—ANDERSON, 128,

Castelnau, Barnes. v 8

FOR SALE, 3 empty Hives and accessories, good
condition £1 the lot.—75 Moftatt-road, Thorn-

ton Heath.

i)CWT. FINEST ESSEX 1911 HONEY, in 281b.

rmi tins; also large quantity of screw cap bottles;

no reasonable offer refused.—SPR ATT, Meadow
Farm, Witheringsett. Stowmarket, Suffolk. v 7

FEW surplus Stocks, guaranteed healthy, 10

frame lots, in W.B.C. rack, 25s.; 6 frame lots,

20/-; hives used one season, 5/- e.xtra; also few
drawn and shallow frames, wide, 8in. rack, 7s.,

wired.—F. SOFTLY, Letchworth, Herts. v 6

NEW OBSERVATORY HIVE, takes Standard,
shallow and sections, 30/-.—FROST, Hartshill,

Stoke-on-Trent. v 5

FINEST LIGHT HONEY, granulated, lib. screw
cap jars. 9s. doz.; good medium ditto. 8s.

doz.. and 28lb. tins, 14s. each; sample, 2d.—HOL-
LAND, Swanington, Norwich. v 3

12s.

V 43 STRONG healthy Skeps of Bees for sal

each.—MULLEY, Upton-on-Severn.

FOR SALE, 2 28lb. tins excellent quality granu-
lated Honey, cheap; 41b. Weed Foundation

(shallow); wanted, pure imported Carniolan Queen
Bee.—CROWE. Central-avenue, Wigston, Leices-
ter, v 2

11CWT. light granulated Honey, chiefly from
3 clover, in 141b. tins, one tin rather darker,

£4 15s.. tins included, free on rail.—F. BROWN,
Manor House Gardens, Sproughton, Ipswich, u 100

YOUNG MAN seeks situation, life experience in
bees, poultry, cows, and plain gardening,

make own hives, 10 years good honest character,
married, no family.—G. MAY, Lower Farm, Camels-
dale, Haslemere, Surrey. v 15

GOOD light 1911 granulated Honey, 3 28ib. tins,
12s. 6d. each.—PARKER, Hillside, New Thun-

dersley, Essex. v 1

BAND SAW. 17in. rubber covered pulleys, tilting
table, for sale, or exchange for 35s. worth of

Bee Appliances.—EZRA BALL, 1, Edge Green
Lane, Golborne, near Newton-le-Willows. u 99

3 WHITE WYANDOTTE HENS, with 13 pure
bred chicks, month old, good laying strain, 13s.

each lot; cash or deposit.—F. COATES, Ewen,
Cirencester. u 98

PORTFOLIOS : Indian Architecture, Details,
Carved Doors and Arches, 124 plates, cost £4,

take 20s., or 2 swarms.—" ARCHITECT," " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-street, Strand. u 97

BEE HOUSE WANTED, 10 by 7 by 6, or nearest,
cheap; give full particulars, dimensions.

—

CHARLES DRAKE, Chatteris. u 95

RACK and 10 shallow wired Combs, clean, 3s.;

6 dozen shallow Frames, new, 5s. 6d.; 5 strong
Stocks, in bar frame Hives; what offers? also
cwt. good light granulated Honey.—R. JOHN-
SON, Little Hinton, Swindon. u 94

\ DVERTISER desires to spend two weeks in

Jr\. modern Apiary.—Please state terms to
WILDER, 18, Harvest-road, N.W. u 93

FOR SALE, strong stock Native Bees, 1911
Queen, guaranteed healthy, 25s., including

case.—ARTHUR, 226, West George-strejet, Glas-
gow, u 92

STRONG healthy Stocks of Englisli black Bees,
on wired frames, 25s.—WHEATON, Exton,

Topsham, Devon. u 91

OR SALE, 20 Beehives, V\^B.C. principle,

cheap.—WOODS, Boxford. u 89F
BEES.—Few excellent Stocks, on 8 Standard

frames, hardy, and perfectly healthy, 30s.

each, travelling boxes free, cash or deposit.—
JOSEPH DRAPER, Saw Mills, Aughton, Orms-
kirk. Lanes. u 65

OCWT. last season's Honey, guaranteed pure, in

/v tins, 6d. a lb.—DAVIES, Gelly, Llanwrda, S.

Wales. u 72

FOR SALE, few strong Stocks, guaranteed
healthy, 8 frames, 35s. each.—CLARKE,

Pollard's Hill. Norbury, S.W. u 12

1D0Z. .Standard Frame Hives, by Lee, nearly
new, 6s. 6d., complete; or exchange good

sections; Extractor, by Meadows, 14s.* 6d.—W. A.

WOODS, Normanby, Guildford. u 83

SWARMS from frame Hives, May to June 12th,

14s.; boxes. Is. extra, or returned carriage paid.

—J. REAVELEY, Starbeck, Harrogate. u85

CHAPMAN'S Honey Plants, 20, post free, 3d.;

seeds, 2d.—STEVENS, Churchill, Oxford-
shire, u 56

WANTED, Stocks on frames, at once; also

swarms. May and June.-POSTMASTER,
Breachwood Green. u 56

DON'T FORGET to plant Limnanthes Doug-
lassii, Phacelia Tenacetifolia, good honey

plants, 100 Is.—A. TOWN, Kingston Gardens,
Abingdon, Berks. t 45

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENTS.

PURE ENGLISH HONEY, 4 doz. screw top jars,

8s. per doz.; 12 racks of drawn out super
frames (10 frames in each); offers; honey extractor,

in excellent condition, £1, or near offer—36, Forest

Drive East, Leytonstone, Essex. v 14
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BEE-KEEPING IN RUSSIA.
We do not hear much about bee-keeping

in Russia, although from time to time
someone of our Russian readers gives us

a glimpse of the progress made in that
vast country. As early as the thirteenth

century the production of honey and wax
was a prominent rural industry, and api-

culture was then regarded as of great im-
portance to the economy of the country,
and the jDroducts of the bee-keeper served
not only for home consumption, but figured

in the records of articles exported to

Western Europe. In the sixteenth century
wax is said to have been exported to Eng-
land from the White Sea. The trade

which is used for making candles required
in the ritual of the Church. At the pre-
sent time Russian apiculture is in a state

of transition, owing to the changes in the
natural and economical conditions of the
country. It is no longer possible to

pursue the industry according to primitive
methods, without knowledge and without
expense. We are reminded of the great
progress that is being made by receipt of

Ptschclovodsfvo uv Kazunshny Goubernea,
by A. E. Ohabastcheff, and published by
the Kazan Bee-keepers' Association,
Kazan. This is a report respecting the
progress of bee-keeping in the Government
of Kazan in East Russia. This Govern-
ment, which is about half the size of Eng-
land, is particularly well suited for bee-
keeping, the climate being mild, and
although the winter is keen it is not pro-

russijVN api.\ry. showing log hives.

flourished until the beginning of the
eighteenth century, when the imposition
of certain fiscal duties by Peter the Great
led to a decline of the bee-keeping indus-
try. Bee-keeping is practised throughout
European Russia, and in many parts of

Siberia, and forms an important branch of

the occupation of the people in some
localities ; but even in the Caucasus and
Astrakan, where it is the principal indus-
try of a considerable number of the popu-
lation, neither honey nor beeswax is pro-

duced in quantities sufficient to meet the
demand. There is a large consumption of

honey in Russia, and much of it is used in

making mead, which is a popular bever-
age, and there is also a demand for wax,

tracted. Spring and summer are serene,

and in the autumn fruit comes to perfec-

tion. Apples, pears, cherries, plums and

apricots abound and furnish good pastur-

age for bees. Almost every cottage has

its garden. About half the population are

Russians, the remainder being Tartars, and
a few Cheremisses and Chavasses. In a

census taken in 1903 we find there were

4,167 apiaries containing 93,724 colonies.

This showed a great increase on 1895, when
there were only 687 persons returned as

keeping bees. To obtain more correct

statistics in 1909, the co-oporation of the

Russian clergy and the Tartar mollahs was
obtained, and papers of questions were
sent out in l)oth languages. The work was
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done in a very systematic manner, and
the answers received averaged 59 per cent,

from the clergy, and 85 per cent from the

Mussulman moUahs, who thus showed a

greater interest in the affair.

The report shows that in 1908 there

were 6,823 apiaries, containing 131,803

colonies, which is an increase since 1903

of 2,656 apiaries and 38,079 colonies.

Bees are kept in three different ways, in

log hives, movable frame hives, and hives

with simple bars. The log hives (kolodka)

are usually made of well-hollowed trunks

of trees. At the lower end the hive is

open and fixed to a piece of board. The
tipper end is sometimes the continuation

of the trunk, and sometimes a separate

attachment made of wood or clay, which
forms a super, and can be taken off when
desirable. In the interior of these rude
hives spiall crossbars are fixed to sustain

the comb. The improved movable frame
hives (ramotchni ouhi), the most popular

of those introduced being made on the

English and American principles, although
also others of Russian maniifacture are

used.
I
Bar hives (Ihieijatchni oulei) are

simply boxes with bars instead of frames,

and represent the gradual transition from
the log to the movable frame-hive. The
illustration on p. 191 shows an apiary con-

sisting principally of log hives, there being

two movable frame hives shown in the fore-

ground.
Of the total number of colonies in Kazan

96,342 were in log hives, 28,426 frame
hives, and 7,035 bar hives. As only three-

fourths of the correspondents sent replies,

it is estimated that there must be at least

180,000 colonies kept. The number of

colonies is, according to population.

6.1 per cent., and there are 2.4 colonies to

every square verst (about two-thirds of a
mile).

The Tartars have not adopted the frame
hive to any large extent, there being only
5.3 per cent of them, and 94.7 per cent,

of log hives. Among tlie XJhristian popu-
lation 27.8 per cent, of the colonies are
in frame hives and 72.8 per cent, in log

hives. It is interesting to note the pro-

fessions engaged in bee-keeping. The
largest number of colonies are kept by the
clergy, who have 4,207, while school

teachers only keep 1,263, and societies

2,148. Bee-keepers owning more than 100
colonies consider it an advantage to make
their own comb foundation, and there are

forty-three who have machines for this

purpose. In 1895 comb foundation was
a comparative novelty in Russia, and was
made in very small quantities, and very
few manufactured it for sale. Although
twenty years ago frame-hives were scarce,

so rapid has been the progress with them
that it is calculated in ten years log hives

will be things of the past. As in other

countries, foul brood is prevalent in

Russia, and there is, therefore, a chapter

devoted to this subject, with a map show-

ing the districts in which it exists and"
where it has existed. Of 178 cases

reported, nothing was done in forty-eight,

while thirty-two colonies were destroyed,

twenty-six were cured by driving, twenty-
five were treated with formic acid, seven-

teen by cutting out the combs, thirteen

with salicylic acid, four by di'iving com-
bined with salicylic acid, and four with
formalin, the remainder being treated

with various other remedies.

The statistics respecting honey returns

are interesting, and show that whereas an
average of 6.291b. is produced by the log

hives, the average harvest from frame
hives is 20.161b. per hive, or over three
times the yield of log hives. The total

yield of honey was 15,150 poods (1 pood
equals 36.111b. av.) from the 96.342 log

hives, and 33,022 poods from the 35,461

frame and bar hives. The total value was
264,176 roubles (1 rouble equal to Is. l-jd.).

This contrast shows what a loss is sus-

tained by not adopting frame hives.

There are two folding maps in the
report, showing the extent of bee-keeping
in the Government of Kazan, and a chap-
ter is devoted to biographies of the leading-

bee-keepers, and descriptions of their

apiaries. The first is naturally that of

Professor Boutleroff, to whom bee-keepers
in this Government are indebted for

modern methods, as he was the first to

introduce frame hives in his apiary. It

was also he who was the first to introduce
phenol as a cure for foul brood, so far back
as 1874. In 1880 he published a very com-
plete manual, which has gone through
several editions, and is even now regarded
as a standard work. There are also

portraits of Patechin, Lubarsky, and
several other leading bee-keepers. Among
the illustrations of the apiaries we find

that of M. A. Dernoff and Co., situated in

Mamadischa, near the River Viatka. Mr.
Dernoff is the editor of Ftsch^lonodnaya
Schisn, and has done much for the
encouragement of modern methods of bee-

keeping. There is also the apiary of

Mr. A. E. Chabastcheff, the secretary of
the Kazan Bee-keepers' Association, and
author of this report. His apiary, which
we illustrate, consists .of 105 modified
Dadant hives.

The Kazan Bee-keepers' Association was
founded i;rl904, and one of the methods of

instruction it employs is by means of a
Museum of Apiculture, which is moved
from place to place, and in which
courses of instruction are given. In
this way practical instruction is con-
veyed to those who do not otherwise readily"

adapt themselvf s to new methods, and con-
yerts are obtained. The visit of the
Museum to different districts often results

in a local Association being formed. During
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four years the Museum has visited fortj'-

eight districts. At a recent meeting of the
Kazan Bee-keepers' Association the Chair-
man of the B.B.K.A. (Mr. T. W. Cowan)
was unanimously elected an honorary
member of the Kazan Association. We
have been much pleased in reading about
the great progress that has been made in

recent years, and congratulate the Associa-

tion on the work it has accomplished.

A BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION FOR
SCOTLAND.

A meeting of bee-keepers was held by
kind permission of the Governors in the
Edinburgh and East of Scotland College
of Agriculture on April 27th, the object

SOMERSET B.K.A.

PRESENTATION TO MR. L. E. SNELGROVE.

There was a large attendance at the
annual general meeting of the Somerset-
shire Bee-keepers' Association, held at
Weston-super-Mare on April 27th, under
the chairmanship of Mr. T. W. Cowan,
F.G.S., F.L.S.
Mr. L. E. Snelgrove, B.A., L.C>P., hon.

secretary of the association, presented the
annual report, in which he said the year
1911 would long be remembered by Somer-
set bee-keepers as one of the most favour-
able ever known. The association had
flourished accordingly, and this was best
shown perhaps bv the fact that its income
had risen from £80 to £113 .5s. 8d. The
financial state of the association was now

Al'JAKV OK M. CHAliASn HEFE, MAMADISCHA, RUSSIA.

being to consider what steps, if any,
should be taken with regard to forming a

Bee-keepers' Association for Scotland.
There was a fair attendance, and a large
number of letters promising to support the
movement were laid before the meeting.
Delegates from several counties spoke in

support of the proposed association, and
it was ultimately resolved, on the
unanimous vote of those present, to proceed
with the formation of a Scottish Bee-
keejjers' Association. A committee was
appointed to make the necessary arrange-
ments for the inaugural meeting to be
held on May 2oth, in the same place, Avhen
it is hoped as many bee-keepers and others
interested as can will attend.

better than it had ever been, the cash

balance in hand being £11 Os. 3d. Three
new branches of the association had been
formed for 1912. The list of members had
been carefully revised, and although a

large number'had dropped out, at the time

of Avriting the report the association com-

prised some 470 bee-keepers, a net increase

of sixty members during the year. In

addition many promises to join had been

received, so that there should be about 500

members for 1912. The experts paid 620

visits to members, and examined about

1,6001 hives. Of the latter only sixty-five,

or 4 per cent., were reported as suffering

from foul brood. This was a remarkably

clean bill of health, and was undoubtedly
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attributable to the regular visitation of

members by the experts. Disease had been
practically eliminated in the districts of

Weston-super-Mare, Street, and Yeovil,

where at one time it was almost impossible

to Keep bees. The dread "Isle of Wight''
disease had been reported from four

districts, viz., Taunton, Weston-super-

Mare, Martock, and Bristol. All these

cases liad been dealt with promptly by the

local experts, and now he knew of no case

in the county. He regretted very much
that a continuous increase in his profes-

sional duties and the concurrent increase

in the responsibilities connected with the

association compelled him to resign his

post. He took this opportunity of saying

how miich he appreciated all the help and
sympathy he had experienced at the hands
of the Chairman, the active members of

the council, and of members generally.

The report and accounts, having been

appeciatively commented upon by the

Chairman, were unanimously adopted ; and
Mr. Cowan presented medals, certificates,

&c., gained by members during the year.

The Chairman, on behalf of the members
of the association, then made a presenta-

tion to Mr. Snelgrove of what he described

as a " slight souvenir " of the devoted and
invaluable service that gentleman had ren-

dered as hon. secretary and in other ways.

Mr. Cowan observed that he need scarcely

say he should be expressing the sentiments

of all connected with the association when
he remarked that by Mr. Snelgrove's resig-

nation as hon. secretary they were losing

one whose untiring work and personal

qualities were esteemed by all.

The gift consisted of a massive solid-silver

rose bowl standing on an ebony base, the

bowl bearing the inscription: "Presented
to Louis E. Snelgrove, Esq., B.A., L.C.P.,

by the members of the Somerset Bee-
keepers' Association in recognition of his

valuable services as Honorary Secretarv,

April, 1912."

Mr. Snelgrove, in responding, said he
felt unable at all adequately to express his

thanks to the members of the association

for the kindness they had shown him.
Naturally he should prize the gift for its

value, but even more highly should he
treasure it on account of those who had
been responsible for it. He should value
it as coming from them more than if it

had come from any other body with which
he was connected, for the friendship exist-

ing among bee-keepers was proverbial

;

there seemed to be some mysterious quality

in the sympathy existing between them
which led to sincere and permanent friend-

ship. Thus, although he thought he could
say without egotism that he had worked
hard for the association, his work as hon.
secretary, as a visiting expert, and as a
county council lecturer had comprised a
succession of pleasing experiences. Then,

too, he had had the great gratification of

seeing his work crowned with success.

Beginning in a very small way, the asso-

ciation had possessed but forty-one or

forty-two members, whereas now it com-
prised twelve times that number. After
again heartily expressing his acknowledg-
ment of the gift, and the kindly feeling

which it embodied, Mr. Snelgrove also

thanked the officials and members—making
especial reference to the local hon. secre-

taries and visiting experts—for the loyal

aid they had at all times rendered him.
Lady Smyth was re-elected president

of the association, and Mr. L. Bigg-Wither,
of Wells (who had previously done good
service as assistant hon. secretary), was
elected to succeed Mr. Snelgrove as hon.

secretary and treasurer, Mr. E. Walker
being appointed assistant hon. secretary.
— I 'oimn uuirated .

AMONG THE BEES.
AVATEE IN THE APIARY.

By D. M. ilacdonuld, Banff.

In many apiaries drinking troughs are

almost an utter necessity. In spring most
apiaries are benefited by special provision

being made for facilities which would make
drinking sources more readily accessible to

the bees. A large quantity of water is

consumed in the brood-nest when active

breeding is l)eing carried on. It is an
open question indeed whether it would not

be good policy to give the water to the

bees in a lukewarm condition, and a

little salt jjlaced in the troughs would be

advantageous.
A tap should be near at hand, if

possible, to afi^ord means for liand-wash-
ing. Honey is a very sticky substance,

and it is frequently necessary to wash the

hands in order that hives or appliances
may not be daubed and dirtied. A basin

of water and a towel should always be
handy when section honey is being handled
to insure that the clean white wood may
not leave the apiary for the consumer
showing thumb and finger marks. It

should be a rule indeed with every bee-

keeper that comb-honey should not be
handled with unwashed hands.
These same sections, when lying about

for some time, especially in a warm, dry
place, become so brittle that they snap
and break when being folded. A little

water run across the V cut from the
spout of a jug will damp the wood, and
in this way allow of safe folding. Every-
one can then be made up without any
loss.

During a period of excessive heat
swarming can often be averted by keeping
ihe hive roof and front cool, and this can
be done by dipping sacks or sheets in water
and hanging them dripping as they are
over the hives. During the heat of the
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day renew the damping process a few-

times, and you will add to the comfort of

your bees, and probably save any break-
i

ing up of forces.

With robbers troublesome during a

dearth of nectar-flow, some soaking wet

grass placed on the flight-board of an

attacked hive may make the prowlers desist,

iind send them to some' more favoured spot.

A good liberal douche from a watering-

can rose, or from a powerful syringe,

played steadily on the marauders may
help to cool their ardour and drive them
a^ay from the attacked hive.

A swarm showing symptoms of distress

after clustering may be kept from rising

and playing truant if the grape-like

bunch is cooled by a fine spray from tlie

lose of a watering-can, and even after

they have taken wing, a heavy discharge

of rain-like moisture from a pipe with a

supply of water under pressure is worth
all the other specifics ever recorded to

save a runaway swarm. The bees, deceived
into the idea that it is actually raining,

return to the parent hive in the belief

that weather conditions are unfavourable
for a trek at that particular time.

Recently it has been recommended that
"drowning" a queen in water and then
introducing her directly into the hive is

one of the safest plans for securing the
acceptance of the new mother. Of old,

bees were united safely on this plan.

Both lots ^\ere dumped into a vessel con-

taining water. When this was run off

and the bees left to dry in the sun they
amalgamated jjeaceably.

Many believe in water as a sting cure,

but there is a difference of opinion as to

whether it should be applied hot or cold.

One party advises dipping the stung part
in a dish of cold water, or, if this is im-
practicable, to cover it with a cloth
thoroughly saturated with the liquid.

Another party strongly urges the use of

water as warm as can be endured, and
they both plead that this aids circulation,

saves swelling, and rapidly works a cure.

Water is a necessary ingredient in all

the kinds of food artificially administered
to the bees. More of it is required in

the thin syrup given to the bees in

summer, less in the thick autumn food
for winter stores, and less still in the
cake of candy supjilied in early spring.
Even honey, when re-fed to bees, is best

when it is thinned down half and half, or
one-third water to two-thirds honey. If dry
.sugar at times should be fed it only means
that the bees themselves must forage for
the water to thin it down.
When from any cause a floor-board gets

fouled, nothing can clean it up better
than a basin of water as hot as it can be
used, with a good lump of soda and a

liberal dose of carbolic .soap. A thorough

application of this administered with
plenty of "elbow-grease" purifies it as

nothing else can. All the recipes (see
' Guide Book," pages 197-8) for cleaning
and disinfecting hives require water for

their proper application. Formalin,
carbolic, phenyle, all require solution in

a considerable quantity of pure water to

fit them for performing their separate
duties or imparting their healing virtues.

Appliances, before being packed away for

the winter, should be cleaned thoroughly
to be ready for next year's work. Every
empty hive, before being again prepared
for bees, should be washed and purified.

Periodic washing and disinfecting of

section racks, dividers, and similar small
articles used about an ajiiary is to be
recommended.
There is one place where water about a

hive can work only evil to both the bees

and the bee-keeper, and that is insklc.

Particular care should be taken to insure

that there is no gentle percolation working
its way from unobserved cracks in the
Jiive I'oof down to the quilts and coverings.

Particularly is this found to be injurious

to the bees' well-doing during winter.

Damp coverings will almost certainly

cause the destruction of even a good stock
at that season of the year.

HONEY IMPORTS.

The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

April, 1912, was £5,425.—From a return
furnished to the British Bee Journal by
the Statistical Office. H.M. Customs.

Corresponderce.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

NOTES BY THE WAY.

[8446] The fine weather continues week
after week, and no rain. It is some seven

weeks since we had the last rain ; the

whole month of April passed without a

shower. On Easter Tuesday a hailstorm

lasting about twenty to thirty minutes fell

in Newbury, and now, in the middle of

May, only one light shower has fallen—just

enough to lay the dust. How will this

affect the prosjiects of bee-keepers?—which
are none too ro.sy, I regret to say. The
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long drought of 1911 killed most of the

new grass crops, and having no root crops

for sheep food the farmers are feeding

their sheep on the growing corn crops and
(which I never saw before) the young
sainfoin crop. This means the loss of the
chief source of our honey harvest, so far

as regards those fields which are fed off by
sheep. The long spell of fine weather has
helped the bees to build up, and our
stocks are strong, ready for the honey-flow
should it come. I hear from early
districts that some bee-keepers have
sections nearly filled ; while here we are
only now prejiaring to put on the supers.

Only extra strong stocks show the new
etlges to the brood-comb tojo rows of cells

these last few days.

For preparing section racks I again
recommend my plan of laying the sections

on a wet cloth folded so that the folding
corners become tough (not the toothed
ends) ; lay the folded cloth on the brick
floor, place the .sections on the cloth edge-
wise, then turn back the cloth over the
top edge, and after leaving them thus for

a few hours, you will find every section
will fold without breaking. Now for wax-
ing the sections I use full sheets of
British "Weed" foundation, extra thin,

and fix same in sections by first warming
the top edge of the piece, laying it just a
little over the middle of the section, and
running the little roller (first dipped in

water to prevent the warm wax sticking
to it) quickly to and fro, and the founda-
tion is fixed securely, and not one piece in

a thousand is ever pulled off by the weight
of bees when woi-king it out. Two bee-
way sections 4|in. by 4|in. by Ifiin. wide
glaze better than the four bee-way,
and also handle better when unglazed.
Bee-keepers should do everything in their
pawer in tlieir own interests to put their
])roduce on the market in the best possible
fo,rm ; the article keeps in a good saleable
condition much longer if the comb is not
damaged. Most of us have seen sections
in shop windows which have not looked
very ajipetising, the result being slow
sales, and consequently stock left on the
hands of the bee-keeper.

New swarms on arrival by rail from long
distances should always be fed at oiice'

before hiving. The "Guide Book" gives
a good illustration of how to hive a swarm.

TFosps.—Keep up a vigilant war on
this our enemy. I killed ten queen wasps
the other evening in the roofs of my hives
and several on other evenings, and
destroyed three nests just started also in
the roofs of my hives.

It must be gratifying to readers to see
from reports of the County Associations
that foul brood is being wiped out. One
asso<-iation reports no case of foul brood,
another only two per cent., and other

associations a gradual declining yearly
number of cases. Surely this points
to the futility of Foul Brood Acts.
—W. WooDLEV, Beedon, Newbury.

POLLEN COLLECTING.
[8447] After having examined the man-

dibles of numerous pollen-collecting

humble-bees, I have found a minute ball

of moistened pollen in two specimens, one
a worker of Bomhits protorum, and the
other a queen of B. derha melius, both of

which were working on the white dead
nettle, a plant in which the pollen gathers
on the top of the head and front of the
thorax from which it is brushed by the feet.

In most specimens I examined there were
a few more or less moistened pollen grains
in the bases of the mandibles, but these
were present also in a specimen of

Fsitln/nts harhitteJlus, which being a para-
sitic bee does not gather pollen for storage,
—F. W. L. Sladex.

" ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.

[8448] The letter of Mr. J. C. Bee
Mason in 3'our issue of May 2nd (8439) is

interesting if only as starting a new theory
(one of many) as to the cause and origin

of the "Isle of Wight"' disease.

First let me make my position clear by
.saying that I am still one of those happy
ones whose only acquaintance with this

dreaded complaint has been through read-

ing of its ravages in the columns of your
valued paper, and that I hope to remain
in that position. But that should not
debar me from offering criticism of this

new theory. In testing its accuracy it

would be well to know:—
(1) Whether any bees living in a wild

state in districts devastated by this disease
have succumbed.

(2) To what extent other bee-keepers
have had this disease in colonies which
have built their own combs.

(3) Whether amongst Mr. Mason's
stocks which succumbed there were any
which had had similar facilities for comb-
building as his stocks 7, 14, 23.

(4) Why the disease should be contagi-
ous or infectious if it is what may be de-

scribed as a " congestion of the wax-secret-
ing glands."

(5) Whether newly-hived swarms in the
act of bi:ilding up their own combs (in

skeps) have been known to be attacked.
Other questions will suggest themselves,

but I do not wish to take up any more of

your space than just to say that it apjjears

to me that the bees in Mr. Mason's stocks

7, 14, and 23, which were surviving last

October, were not the bees which had had
facilities for comb-building earlier in the
year, being of necessity the produce of the
later summer brood.—D. Wilson.
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FOUL BROOD VANQUISHED.
[8449] I liave pleasure in stating that

I have had a letter from a friend in

Soiith-West Lancashire (who is a most
successful bee-keeper and very proud of

his certificate) in which he strongly

recommends the use of the " Herrod
Apicure " in cases of foul hrood, having
proved its efficacy in the case of a diseased

stock in a neighbouring apiary.

This is indeed good news for the bee-

keeping world, and impels one to ask our
common benefactor, Mr. W. Herrod,
what it is to be—a monument, a testi-

monial, or the everlasting gratitude of

all lovers of bees?—E. M., North Wales.
[We do not, as a rule, follow the

practice of a contemporary and fill our
columns with appreciations, our space
being far too limited to put in all the
good things we receive from contributors.

We make an exception with regard to the

above (which is only one of hundreds of

appreciative letters which we receive in

connection with the " British Bee-keepers'
Guide Book," our Journals, Apicure
and other matters) for this reason, that
in one quarter at least reflection has been
cast upon "Apicure" and a statement
made that it is " nothing but nap'litha-

line." Had this been the case, cures such
as we have records of could not have
been effected. Apicure was tested for

five years before being put upon the
market.
We can assure our correspondent,

whom we do not know personally, that his

letter is very gratifying to us. We are
quite satisfied with the knowledge that
our efforts are benefiting bee-keepers.

Apicure is rather an expensive article on
account of the process of manufacture,
and at the present time we are just

covering expenses, instead of making a

fortune as some people imagine. Our
one regret is that we cannot afford to

send it gratis to all whose bees are
diseased. We are trying to reduce the
cost and also to put it up in larger

quantities than at present. —W. Herrod,
Junior Editor.]

ENTOMOLOGY.
[8450] Amongst your readers thei-e are,

T am aware, some few who take a scien-

tific interest in our Hi/men opt era aciiJrafa,

a branch of entomology somewbat neg-
lected by our younger naturalists, prob-

ably because it is not considered so

fashionable as lepidopterology. I have
amassed a considerable collection of

lepidoptera, and have during the past
two years commenced one of our wild
bees, and desire to make the acquaintance
of some Londoner in a similar position to

myself, desirous of the companionship of

an active field-worker and student of this
most interesting branch of science. Such
an individual might communicate with
V. E. Shaw, "Betula," Fallow Court
Avenue, North Finchley, London, N.

FIRE AT A BEE APPLIANCE FACTORY.
Just after midnight on May 9th a fire,

which resulted in a considerable amount
of damage, was discovered on the premises
of Messrs. Jenkins and Pinder, iron-
mongers and bee-specialists, Salisbury.
The fire broke out in a store-room on

the tojj floor and was practically confined
to this apartment. The origin of
the outbreak is supposed to be due to a
lamp which Mr. J. E. Pinder had been
using for the purpose of disinfecting bee-

hives. Mr. Pinder left the store-room,

which contained a number of hives and a
stock of hardware, about ten o'clock, and
then all was apparently safe. Between
twelve and one o'clock his daughter, who
was sleeping in a room almost underneath
the store-room, was awakened by a crack-

ling sound, and on going on to the land-

ing she saw the reflection of fire. She at

once cried out, and Mr. Pinder, being
aroused, ran to the fire station, while

almost at the same, time a policeman had
noticed the blaze and had given the alarm.

When the brigade arrived the store-

room was well ablaze. A large quantity of

water was poured into the building, but
despite the efforts of the firemen the con-

tents of the store-room were practically

destroyed and a good deal of damage
done to the building, which is an
old one. Fortunately, the stock of bee-

keeping appliances—which is necessarily

large at this time of the year—was in a

separate portion of the premises and was
not touched.

Queries and Replies.

[8324] Drone Comh below Brood-Chaw-
ber.—I have examined my bees, and find

they are all very strong, with plenty of

brood and honey. One hive had a lot of

drone-comb built beneath the brood-box,

full of eggs and grul>s, although there was
room in several of the frames for the queen

to have laid her eggs in. I have broken

off this comb and destroyed it, and have

placed a super of brood-comb on top of

the body-box, so that the queen shall have
plenty of room for laying. I shall be glad

to know if I have done the right thing, or

if I ought to have done otherwise. I shall

be very glad of a reply in your most useful

journal.^H. B.R., Broughton.
Reply.—We fail to understand how the

liees numaged to l)uild combs below the
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brood-chamber, if it was placed on the

floor-board. There must have been some
vacant space, or perhaps it is the form of

hive you are using that allows this to

happen. You should not have allowed the
queen access to the shallow-frame super

;

but have confined her to the brood-cham-
ber, where, as you say, there is plenty
of room for her to lay.

[8325] Catching' a Sirarin, and other

Queries.—As a reader of the '"B.B.J."' I

would be very glad if you will answer the

following questions in the next issue :—(1)

I have two hives which I expect to swarm
before long. As I do not like the job of

opening them to look for queen-cells, I

have decided to make two slides of queen-
excluder zinf" to prevent the queen leaving

the hive. Is there any danger of the

swarm going away without the queen? (2)

Do the bees obtain from Limnanthes
Douglassii pollen or nectar, or do they
get both? (3) Can you give addresses of

nurseries that will supply apple trees,

plum trees, &c.? (4) How many pounds
of driven bees is sufficient to cover ten

frames, or make a strong stock?—W. T.,

Llanfyrnach.

Reply.— (1) Unless you provide a

chaml^er outside for the bees to cluster in

the swarm will most probably be suffocated.

Why not use a " Brice " swarm-catcher?
(2) Both. (3) We have found Messrs.
Peason, of Lowdham, Xotts, most reliable.

(4) Not less than about 61b. of bees will

be required.

[8326] Stimulative Feeding.—Will you
kindly answer the following:—(1) I have
a strong colony which is supered, and yet
the bees throw out mature brood, some of

it drones. I fed the stock, but they will

not take the syrup ; they are drawing out
the end sheets of foundation (combs were
given at centre). (2) How shall I stimu-
late such a colony? there are about two
to two-and-a-half frames of sealed syrup in

the hive (medicated). (3) Can I rely on
the bees to eat this up before the space is

required for breeding, or should I remove
and extract it?—One of the frames has
one-and-a-half sides of syrup sealed and
other half pollen. If wise to remove
these and extract, would it do to remove
this one also, or woidd loss of pollen upset
the internal order of the hive? (4) You
speak of gentle feeding to draw out comb.
AVould three holes of feeder be too much?
Should it be given day and night ? Would
medicated syrup be unwise lest it is stored
by the bees? (5) To double a strong
colony which is supered, should I tem-
porarily remove super until combs are
drawn out, and then replace, feeding gently
the while, or shall I feed with supers on?
Thanking you for kindness in anticipa-
tion.—S. B., Derby.

Reply.—(1) The brood has no doubt been
killed through chilling. (2) There is no
need to stimulate. (3) Y'es, the bees will

eat the food as they require it. Don't
extract it. (4) One or two holes are quite

sufficient for slow feeding. Never feed
with a super on. (5) Y'es, it will be
necessai-y to remove the super.

[8327] Microscopic Study of Foul
Brood.—(1) What are the dyes Bacillus

alvei will receive in preparation for the
microscope? (2) Are the germs trans-

parent in both spore and rod stages? (3)

Can the Bacillus be recognised at all with-
out staining (a) on the body of the bee,

(5) on comb or (t) in the intestines? (4)

What is the magnifying minimum at

which they can be recognised, or how
many times are they to be magnified? (5)

Is it known what culture Bacillus alvci

will grow in; can we cultivate it in any
other media than the larva of the bee? (6)

A friend has made a six-frame observatory
hive witli the frames in two sets of three

side by side ; is this not the wrong prin-

ciple? Whilst heat will ascend, it will not
economically extend itself, so as to be
of the most service to the bees. Ought not
this hive to have been built with the six

frames tiered one above the other? What
will be the result when the hive is in use?

(7) Could you oblige many readers by
giving a series of articles on the mici-o-

scope and research in connection with bee
diseases at some future time in " B.B.J." ?

—W. E. yW, Norwich City.

Reply.— (1) Methyl violet or rosin and
water. (2) Both are easily seen under the
microscope and are opaque. (3) Y'ou will

find them best in the intestines, and they
can be seen without staining, but it is

much better to stain them. (4) l-12th oil

immersion is the best. (5) They can be
grown in beef broth, gelatine, or agar.

(6) The observatory hive will be all right

jDroviding it is kept in a room. (7) Such
articles have already appeared at different

times in the Bee Journal.

[8328] Drones at Swarming-time.—In
your answer to a correspondent last week
you stated that drones do not go with the
swarm. That was my belief, but I

bought some swarms this year, one of

Avhich had quite a number of drones
among the bees. What do the presence of

drones in the swarm mean?—C. R.

Reply.—The answer you refer to was
not printed in its entirety. Drones do
accompany a swarm, but the number is

so small that they would not cause trouble
in finding the queen. As a rule a large
number of drones accompany a cast and
the queen being a virgin the reason is

obvious. The presence of drones in a

swarm is not an indication of anything in

particular.
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Bee Shows to Come.
June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Oounties

Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Hon«y Department, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schednl«s from
F. B. White. Hon. Secretary, Mard«n House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.
June 12 and 13, at Romford, Essex. In

connection with the Essex Agricultural Society, the
Essex Bee-Keepers' Association will h-oid their
.Annual Show of Honey. Wax, Bees, and Appliances.
.Schedules from G. R. Alder, Hon. Sec, 176, Hain-
aultroad, Leytonstone. Entries close May 31.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.
July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Iiyme.

—.Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
.School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13 July.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Schedule, &c., from James H. Had-
field, Hon. Sec, Lines. Bee-Keepers' Association,
Alford, Lines. Entries close 14th June.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammetstreet,
Taunton.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
speciaJ prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House. Wetheral. Cumberland.
Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.—Sections

for Horticulture, Bees and Honey. Schedules of
prizes for the above Sections are now ready, and
can bo obtadnedi of the Sectional Seicretajry, as
under. Scihediulee will be s«int to all 1911 Exhibi-
tors, who need not aipply. Free spaces offered in
Hortioulitural Section to Gtroweirs for Trad© Runs.
E. F. Dajnt, SectionaJ Hon. Sec, 17, Suissex-street,

Cambridge.

Notices to Correspondents.

QuEENiE (Lytliam).

—

Queen-rearing.—By
careful attention in providing food and
wrapping up well you can rear the
number of queens you desire by the
method you suggest.

Belle Vue (Ipswich).

—

Makincj Increase.

(1) Yes, if the stocks are strong
enough. (2) You can introduce the
queen by means of a pipe-cover cage
without risk. (3) Many thanks, but we
have already procured a photo. (4)

They are queen wasps.
Novice (Wrexham).—Bee.<i Fighting

nmong'it themselves.—It is difficult to
say what was the cause of the com-
motion without an examination. You
had best open the hive and see if any-
thing is wrong. Write us again if you
notice anything unusual.

H. R. A. {Chigwell).—Carbolic Acid for
Bi.'^infecting Combs.—Yes, there is no
doubt that if you use the combs the
honey will taste of carbolic acid.

Essex Bee-keeper.—2'/ie B.B.K.A. Ex-
perimental .ipiary.—The apiary is not
yet established, but a.s soon as it is, full
particulars will be given in the Bee
Journal.

B. N. (Chaliont).—Bees in Skeps.—It
would be be.st to transfer the bees into
frame-hives, and the jiresent time is
best for this purpose. The death of the
grubs has either been caused by lack
of food, the wax-moth grubs in the
comb, or they have been chilled.

A. A. (Blandford).

—

Disinfecting after
"Isle (if Wight" Disease.—Use Ayles'
'•Isle of Wight" Cure; it is more effi-

cient and much less trouble than the
method you propose, or if preferred you
can disinfect the hives with a painter's
blow-lamp. You evidently have not
followed the matter verv closely. In
May, 1911, the Board "of Agriculture
issued a leaflet on the disease and its
treatment, which can be obtained on
application to the Secretary, 4, White-
hall Place, London, S.W.

H.T. (Eccles).

—

lie-ciueening.—Yes, but it
is an unsatisfactory way of working.

Anxious Beginner. (Wilts).

—

Hiving a
Swarm.—If the frames in the brood-
chamber are fitted with full sheets of
foundation the bees will go in all right,
but there is no objection to your remov-
ing the outer case until the swarm is in
the hive, if you prefer to do so.

F. W. Tytler (Harrow).—JSce Districts.—
All the districts you mention are good
ones for bee-keeping. There is no asso-
ciation in Bucks affiliated to the
B.B.K.A. The Secretarv of the Middle-
sex B.K.A. is Mr. W. Herrod, 23, Bedford
Street, Strand, London. You had better
join this.

Alph.\ (Darwen).

—

Sending Bees to the
Moors.—(l) The bees are British Blacks.
(2j We cannot see signs of any disease.

(3) Bees will fly a distance of two miles
in search of nectar, but the nearer they
are to the heather bloom the better, as
it gives them the opportunity of working
if there is only an hour or so of suitably
fine weathei- during the day.

T. H. (Llanidloes).

—

Disinfecting Hires
and (Jombs.—(1) If you scorch the hives
thoroughly inside with a painter's spirit-
lamp, as instructed in last week's Bee
Journal, it will be safe to use them
without the painting with carbolic vou
propose. (2) Spi-ay the combs well with
a solution of Formaldehyde. It can be
had with full instructions from this office

for Is. 6d.

H. H. A. (Worstead).—The bee is not a

queen, but an ordinary worker whose
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abdomen was much distended with
honey.

A. B. B. (Reading).

—

Colour of Honey
from Fea-blossom.—Drones Cast Out.—
The colour of the honey from pea-blos-
som will be medium. The bees evidently
require food : this will account for the
dead drones cast out of the hive.

Honey Samples.
G. W. G. (Ilford).—The honey is a nice
sample, gathered from gooseberry, cur-
rant and sycamore bloom.

Suspect eel Disease.
E. i\l. C. (Dover).—Comb is badly affected

with foul brood.

G. N. (Sussex).—There is nothing worse
than chilled brood in the comb sent. Try
re-queening and see if the stock will

improve.
H. I. (Taunton).—A case of foul brood.

Special Prepaia Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens;

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but tvill be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Ji?)., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

GOOD OPPORTUNITY for beginner; Hive and
Accessuries, cheap.—47, Ardoch-road, Catford,

S.E. V 20

LADY'S good Cycle. 15s.; Camera, £3 12s. 6d.;
Kodak, 25s.; Zither Banjo, 15s., cash, bees,

or honey.—COX, 92, Beaumont-road, Bourn-
ville. ,

V 19

4 GOOD W.B.C., with lifts, complete, by Lee,
12s., complete, each; 6 Holborn and Alliance

ditto, 6s. 6d.; Rymer Honey Press, as new, £2;
serviceable Hives, with frames, 4s.; Racks of
Sections, with metal separator, 2s. 6<i.—W. WOODS,
Normandy, Guildford. v 18

NEW FRAME HIVES, will exchange for bicycle
or honey.—MISS DOFF, 5 Ofta-road, Bed-

ford. V 17

FEW June Swarms for sale; stamp for reply.—
DAVIS, Snakesbury House, Newington, Sit-:

tingbourne, Kent. v 15

SCOTCH HONEY, heather and clover, direct
from the tjroducer, guaranteed in prime con-

dition, well filled and sealed all over, about 200 lbs.

Approval; what offers?—GEO. M. HENRY, Inver-
keilon, Montrose. v 23

WANTED, Icwt. light Honey; price and post
sample.—COOK, Torwood, Ashford, Middle-

sex, v 25

WANTED, a Cowan geared Extractor, perfect
condition, not old.—KNOWLES, Poplar-ter-

race, Bing'.ey. v 26

SWARMS, May and June, guaranteed healthy,
12s. 6d.-L. W. MATTHEWS, Great Rollright,

Oxon, -
V 31

WANTED, Extractor, W.B.C. Hives, good con->
dition, cheap.—RANDALL, 34, Station-road,

King's Norton, Birmingham. v 27:

Il^CWT. good Honey, at iSs. per cwt., tins and.
4 crates free; sample, 2d.—W. WHITE, Gas

Works, Wilton, Salisbury. v 23

'TVkl i\ PURE CARNIOLIAN OUEEN, impor-!
Xll.XVf ted. through Mr. Sladen, price 6s.—
WOOD, Ash Grove, Bishopton, Ripon. v 30

ALL Appliances, cheap clearance, giving up.—
• 51, ' Lower MOrtl>ak€-road,

.
Richmond,

Surrey. - v 32

SWARMS for sale, healthy, no disease, 2s. 6d. lb
,

box returnable, carriage paid.—MEPHAM,
Orlestone, Ham-street, Kent. y 34

FEW fine healthy Swarms, to 10th June, 3s.
lb.; also several very strong 4-frame Nuclei;

May, 1910, Queen, £1; June fertile 1912 Queen 17s.;
county free I.O.W. disease.—R. MANLEY (Expert),
Towcester. y 35

READY FOR USE, 6 racks Sections, Taylor's,
full foundation, 2 partly drawn out; also 6

sheets excluder, zinc, 22s. the lot.^CARVER, Castle
Cary. y 35

SLADEN'S BEES.—Two very strong healthy
Sto&ks, young Queens, nearly new Hives, 35s.

each; Blacks, strong, 4-frame Nuclei. 1911 Queens,
16s. — BROOKS, Ashingdon Chase, Eochford,
Essex. v 37

1»>-FRAME W.B.C. Hive, repainted, gin. wood,
-V rack, cover, section frames, &c., 15s.—56,

Forest Drive West, Leytonstone. v 38

HEALTHY, natural Swarm, out May 8th, in
skep, fine lot, I.O.W. unknown, carriage paid,

18s. 6d.—SHEPHERD, Redisham. Beccles. Member
S.B.K.A. v 39

SWARMS WANTED.—Quote price per lb.

delivered to Overton, Crawley. v 40

FOR SALE, 3 new bar-framed Hives, best
seasoned wood, 10s. 6d. each unpainted; several

good secondhand, 4s. to 6s., newly painted; would
exchange for bicycle.—BROWN, 57, Spenoers-rd,
Crawley. y 44

WHITE WYANDOTTE COCK, 1910, prize
winner, value 10s.; also pen prize laying

strain Houdans, 17s. 6d., both Hunter's direct; ex-
change for healthy bees.—JONES, Berkeley,
Glos. V 41

LARGE OIL RANGE, cook 101b. joint; large
dome cage, three divisions; hanging lamp.

Duplex, lot 12s., on rail. — BROWN, 116 Brook
Green, Hammersmith. v 43

STRONG NATURAL SWARMS for sale, 15s. to
June 8th; after, 12s. 6d.; preference cash with

order.—W. DENNIS, Brownsover, Rugby. v 45

ITIEW GOOD SWARMS or STOCKS WANTED,
price, (fee-SHORT, Nisbet-street, Homer-

ton. V 46

HONEY EXTRACTOR, 2 frame, the Guinea,
15s. 6d., with tap; Honey Extractor, 2 frame,

lis. 6d., good condition; Cottager's Wax Extractor,
29. 5d.—MARRIOTT, 75 Sneinton Dale, Notting-
ham. - - v 47

MUST SELL, strong, healthy stock of English
Blacks, on 10 Stardard Frames, in Hire, com-

plete, 30s.; two strong Skeps, 12s. each, all 1911

Queens.—WATSON, Pine View, Mildenhall. v 22

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent,

10s 6d. per day, carriage to b© paid each
way by the hirer.—Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand, W.C.

NEW Standard Frame Hives and Sections; ex-

change for Stocks or Swarms, English Blacks.
—MOORHOUSE, Rothwell, near Leeds. v 11

FOR SALE, 3 empty Hives and accessories, good
condition £1 the lot.—75 Moffatt-road, Thorn-

ton Heath.

FINEST LIGHT HONEY, granulated, lib. screw
cap jars. 9s. doz.; good medium ditto. 8s.

doz., and 28lb. tins, 14s. each; sample, 2d.—HOL-
LAND, Swanington, Norwich. v 3

1XCWT. light granulated Honey, chiefly from
3 clover, in 14Ib. tins, one tin rather darker,

£4 15s.. tins included, free on rail.—F. BROWN,
Manor House Gardens, Sproughton, Ipswich, u 100
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

" ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.
The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

have just published a full report of the

investigations into the nature, history,

and symptoms of the ''Isle of Wight''
disease (Microsporidiosis). This is the

third report published by the Board, and
the investigations have been carried out

by Dr. Graham-Smith, assisted by Dr.

r. Fantham, Dr. Porter^ Dr. Maiden, and
Mr. G. W. Bullamore. Full use has been
made by Dr. Graham-Smith of the infor-

mation collected in previous reports, and
the present report is complete in itself.

Most of the work has been done in the

Pathological Laboratory, Cambridge,
under the supervision of Dr. Graham-
Smith. Although all known information

on the subject of the disease is given in the

report, and its connection with Nosema
apis confirmed, there are many problems
as yet unsolved, and arrangements have
been made by the Board for the inquiry to

be continued during 1912-13^ and it is

hoped that a further report will be
published next year.

The report is a voluminotis one, consist-

ing of 143 pages, a great part being of a

technical character : we therefore propose
to give a digest of it at an early date.

In the meantime we may state that it is

shown that certain symptoms, such as in-

ability of some of the diseased bees to fly,

the presence of numerous bees crawling
on the ground, and the gradual dwindling
of stocks, are common, although other

symptoms have been recorded, and that

no one symptom is characteristic of the

disease. The essential feature is the death
of large numbers of bees. It is also shown
that the disease is endemic, although it

often passes unnoticed in mild seasons. It

is further shown that infected water sup-

plies are of great importance and may be

means of transmitting the disease from
bee to bee, and that moisture near hives

contaminated with infected excrement is

an especially potent source of infection.

Nectar and pollen on flowers may become
infected by foragers and so cause the in-

fection of healthy bees. The fact is

emphasised that in the production of this

disease various factors are concerned
besides the mere introduction of the
infecting agent.

With regard to treatment and preven-
tion, it is shown that drugs have met with
little success, and that it is improbable
that successful drug treatment will be
found. The methods of prevention likely

to prove of use are the provision of pure
water supplies, the removal and destruc-
tion of all dead bees and infected
materials, the disinfection of hives, the

destruction of diseased stocks, the collec-

tion and burning of bees dying with sus-

picious symptoms, digging and disinfection

of the ground round the hives, removal of

healthy hives to a fresh site if possible,

restocking after an attack, when this is

necessary, with bees from an infected area,

since si;ch bees—if thej' have survived an
attack—may be to some extent immune,
although some months should elapse

between the death of the last stock and
the introduction of fresh bees.

The report (price Is. post-free) may be
obtained from the Board of Agriculture
and Fislieries, 4, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W.

Bee-keepers willing to assist in the in-

vestigation are requested to communicate
with the Board, giving full particulars of

any abnormal mortality among their bees,

and the date when it was first noticed. In
no case should bees, either alive or dead,
be sent unless asked for, and then only in

accordance with directions which will be
supplied. Letters should be addressed to

the Secretary, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W. Letters so addressed need not be
stamped, but the words "Bee Disease"
should be written across the envelope.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the Council was

held at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C., on Thursday, May 16th,

1912. Mr. T. W. Cowan presided, and
there were also present : Sir Ernest
Spencer, Messrs. W. F. Reid, C. L. M.
Eales, O. R. Frankenstein, J. Smallwood,
R. H. Attenborough, A. Richards, J. B.
Lamb ; Association delegates : G. R. Alder
(Essex), G. W. Judge, E. Smiles (Cray-
ford), W. G. Fischer Webb (Croydon), and
the Secretary, W. Herrod.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Messrs. E. Watson,
G. W. Avery, E. Walker, T. Bevan, Dr.
Lloyd Jones, Colonel H. J. O. Walker,
Miss Gayton, and Dr. T. S. Elliot.

The minutes of Council meeting held

April 18th were read and confirmed.

The following new members were
elected: Mrs. E. Marshall Hall, The
Coastguards, Eastchurch; Mrs. E. lonides,

Hadlow Down, Sussex; Miss F. E.
Bariier, Barnston, Dunmow ; Mrs. F. H.
Wolfe Murray, Dunsandle, Ashtead,
Surrey; Mrs. L. Howard Vj'se, Deanfort
House, Kidlington, Oxon. ; Miss L. Dim-
mock, 59, Corn Street, Witnev ; Mr. J. T.

Cass, 7, Haxley Road, Selby; Mr. H. Hill,

Ockbrook, Derby; Mr. T". Lewis, Wall-
button Road, iBrockloy, S.E. ; Mr. A.
Miskin, I/adds Court, Chart, Sutton;
Rev. F. E. Crate. Salcott Virley Rectory,
Withani ; Mr. C. Pearse, Maiden Bradley,
Wilts ; Rev. G. W. Bancks, M.A., Hartley
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Rectory, Longfield, Kent; Mr. O. E.

Austin, Slinfold, Sussex; Mr. T. Brails-

ford, Crew, East Sheen; and Mr. O. A.
Allen, Beaverdean, Oxsliott, Surrey.

Tbe Derbyshire Association applied for

affiliation ; it was resolved to grant the

same if the Association agree to accept and
abide by the conditions of affiliation.

The following names of delegates to the

Council meetings were submitted and
accepted : ¥. Ford (Barnet), J. Kaehler
(Surrey), G. H. Garratt (Cheshire),

J. Price (Cumberland and Westmorland),
"W. W. Faulkner (Leicestershire), E. F.
Dant (Cambridge Mammoth Show), and
Rev. G. E. H. Pratt (Shropshire).

The accounts were postponed till the

next meeting, payments of £7 18s. being
recommended.
The report of a Third Class Examina-

tion, held at Luton, was presented, and
it was resolved to grant a certificate to

Mr. W. P. Falle, " Le Vallon," Grouville,

Jersey.

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to

the Chairman for the trouble he had
taken in obtaining and sending an illumi-

nated address of congratulation from the
Association to Monsieur Bertrand, Switzer-
land, on attaining his eightieth birthday.

The completed catalogue of the library

was presented, with conditions relating to

the borrowing of books. These may now
be had by members of the B.B.K.A. free

upon application to the Secretary; non-
members may obtain these catalogues for

3d. each.

The report of the Board of Agriculture
npon the "Isle of Wight" disease, which
is a very exhaustive one, was handed round
for inspection.

An application from the Grocers' Exhibi-
tion, London, for the medals of the Asso-

ciation, was granted. Mr. E. Walker and
Mr. 0. R. Frankenstein were appointed
judges.
A letter was read from Mr. Gareke offer-

ing to keep the record cards for the
Experimental Apiary at the Zoological
Gardens, and it was resolved that the same
be accepted with thanks.

It was resolved that Mr. D. M. Mac-
donald be appointed on the Examining
Board for Second and First Class Examina-
tions.

A letter was read from the Board of

Agriculture definitely accepting the con-

ditions and arrangements for the lectures

and the Experimental Apiary of the Asso-

ciation at the Zoological Gardens, and a
letter of thanks in reply was drafted ; it

was resolved to commence the M^ork forth-

with.

Sir Ernest Spencer, Mr. J. B. Lamb,
Mr. A. Richards, and the Secretary were
appointed as a committee to make pre-

paration for the Experimental Apiary and
necessary working of the same.

A letter of thanks was read from
Monsieur Sevalle upon his election as an
hon. member, also stating tliat he hoped to

attend some of the meetings of the

Association.

Next meeting of Council June 20th.

SURREY B.K.A.

ANNXJAL MEETING,

The seventeenth annual meeting of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association was held

at the County Hall, Kingston, on Satur-,

day, 27th April. Mr. E. C. Morley, C.C,
occupied the chair in the absence of the

President, Alderman W. Welch, J.P.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption
of the report and balance sheet, said there

were fifty-seven new members last year,

though the total membership had dimin-
ished by five. They had reasonable hopes
for better times both for their Society and
for the bee industry in general in the near
future.

Mr. Gibbons seconded the motion, which
was carried.

Mr. Seth-Smith said that whereas in

1910 they had sixty-one cases of foul brood,

there were only twenty-five in lyil, and
that decrease showed that good was result-

ing from the Association's work. With
regard to the sale of honey under the
auspices of the Association, in 1910 they
supplied 2,000 labels, but last year the
number increased to 2,495, and that in

spite of the fact that there were fewer
stocks in the county and fewer members.
Mr. Seth-Smith concluded by moving a
hearty vote of thanks to the Surrey Educa-
tion Committee for the grant of £150, and
for the gratuitous use of rooms for Coun-
cil and annual meetings.
Mr. Hedger seconded, and commended

the go-ahead spirit of the Surrey Educa-
tion Committee.
The vote was carried, and the Chairman

acknowledged it on behalf of the County
Council.
Thanks were also heartily accorded the

various officers for their services during
the past year, and the Executive Council
was re-elected.

Mr. White mentioned that the manage-
ment of the bee section of the Royal Coun-
ties' Agricultural Show, to be held at

Guildford in June, had again been placed
in the hands of that Association, and said

it would be a great encouragement to the

bee industry if they could make that sec-

tion a marked success.

With regard to cures for the " Isle of

Wight" disease, the Hon. Secretary said

Admiral Swinton Holland, Vice-President
of the Association, had reported success

with one cure, and it was unfortunate
that he could not attend the meeting that
day.
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Votes of thanks to the Hon. Secretary

and to the Chairman conchided the meet-
ing.—F. B. White, Hon. Sec.

THE "ROYAL" SHOW ATDONCASTER.
Intending exhibitors at the above show

should note that entries close on the

31st inst., and therefore no time should be

lost in applying for schedules. The show-

promises to be a most successful one in

many respects, and bee-keepers should

endeavour to make the Honey Section

worthy of the occasion.

REVIEW.
The Harvest of the Hives, by the Rev.

Gerard W. Bancks, M.A., Hartley
Rectory, near Longfield, Kent, price 6^d.

post free.—In this pamphlet the author,

after alluding to the consumption of honey
in ancient and modern times, points out
the vast waste of nectar owing to the in-

sufficient mimber of bees to gather it,

which is also detrimental to fruit growers
from the blossoms not being properly

fertilised. He gives a few good words of

advice to commencing bee-keepers, and
then briefly discusses the origin of honey,

its composition, its value as a food and
medicine, as well' as its uses in the house-

hold. The pamphlet concludes with
remarks on mead-making and honey
vinegar.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Herrod.

CXJEBENT WORK.
Many bee-keepers are a long way behind

with the work in the apiary. First on
account of the early season, which is quite

three weeks in advance of any for a num-
ber of years past, and secondly through
their unpreparedness by not following the

advice frequently given in our columns to

order the requisite bee goods in good time.

We are informed by appliance manufac-
turers that they are overwhelmed with
orders, and one finn informed us

recently that they did not mind if they
did not take another order for three

months. They, too, are unprepared, as

they anticipated few ordei's this season on
account of the " Isle of Wight " disease,

but instead of diminishing, the orders are

far in excess of those for a number of

years past.

Though inconveniencing many bee-

keepers, this is encouraging, as it shows
that the industry is far from being " wiped
out" as so many prophesied.

The novice will have to use his brains to

get the best results under the above con-

ditions.

Where increase is desired it is quite easy

to improvise temporary hives by utilizing

boxes in which swarms can be accommo-

dated until the hives ordered a week <

two ago come to hand and can be painted.
Great care must be taken to cover these
well so that the rain, which is bound to
come sooner or later, does not find its way
in. These makeshifts should be placed,
and the swarm hived, on the position that
the bees are to occupy permanently.

All swarms when hived should be fed for

at least a week with a bottle feeder, ex-
posing about three holes. This will give
the swarm a good chance of establishing
itself, and will amply repay the trouble
and time expended.
When it is desired to re-queen, this can

be done inexpensively by making small

nuclei from those colonies showing a dis-

position to swarm^ taking care, however,
to give a good ripe queen-cell and plenty

of young bees. All the queen-cells should

be removed from the combs remaining in

the stock; this, with the slight reduction

in numbei's of bees and provision of more
work by the three frames fitted with
foundation to build out given to replace

those removed, will check all tendency to

swarm.
Already well-filled supers have been re-

moved in those districts where fruit and
sycamore has bloomed in profusion.

Where the supply of super foundation
is running short, and it is necessary to

put on extra supers in a hurry, it can be

made to go further by using starters in

the sections, instead of full sheets ; al-

though not a good practice it is betiter to

do this and provide the bees with more
room than to allow them to swarm.
Another matter which requires attention

is the provision of room in the brood-

chamber for the queen to lay. The extra-

ordinary amount of nectar coming in has

resulted in many cases in the bees filling

up the brood-combs with food. Where
such is the case the extractor should be

brought into use, and three or four of

the combs relieved of the honey by its

means. When these are put back they will

be quickly cleaned up and filled with eggs

;

so providing a large number of workers

ready for the white clover harvest. Ventila-

tion provided in the manner described pre-

viously in these hints, by blocking up the

brood-chamber, will also help to check

swarming.
Experts arc now on tour in most coun-

ties, and I would impress upon bee-keepers

the necessity of helping them as much is

they possibly can. T am in full sympathy
with touring experts, having been one of

their number in the past, and I realise the

difficulties under which they labour

through the thoughtlessness and want of

consideration of bec-keepors, and also by

our variable climate. I cannot do better

tiian repeat the points given in_ this

month's Record for the careful considera-

tion of memlicrs of associations.
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1. You are only a unit in the Associa-

tion.

2. Don't expect the expert to do
spring-cleaning, &c. : his wo]-k is that of

inspection and advice.

3. Don't expect him to call on a certain

day and hour. He calls as near to the

time, advised as possible, but the weather
alters from day to day and hour to

hour, so that his arrangements are often

interfered with.

4. Leave instructions for him in case

he calls while you are out. Also leave

your subscription to be paid to him, so

saving yourself and the secretary trouble.

5. Don't imagine when he discovers

disease where you did not suspect it that
he has brought it.

6. Get a list of neighbouring bee-

Eeepers who are not members, so that he
can visit them and persuade them to join.

7. Remember he is human, and not a

machine, and often is in sore need of food
in places where it is difficult to obtain it.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.
PREPARING FOR THE HONEY-FLOAV.

[8451] f/o'DC/-.—While Southern bee-

keepers complain of drought, here " the

rain it raineth every day." Clover is

making luxuriant growth, and bees are

building up rapidly, but cold, rainy
weather puts May blossom honey out of

count.

So feeders are on and stocks being fed

twice weekly with thin syrup. AVhere
stimulation is required I am using a

51b. cake of candy in a wired frame hung
next the brood a la Simmins. Medium
colonies on six or seven frames can be
pushed on rapidly when syrup is sup-
plemented by candy, and full sheets of

foundation used to expand tlie'brood-nest.

Strong colonies, where not doubled over
winter, have been given a super of shallow
frames with worker comb only, first filling

each comb with syrup. Weaklings, luckily,

are few. I had only one really hopeless
case, that of a fairly good autumn colony
mysteriously reduced by April to about
twelve bees and a queen, with no brood.
On making this unpleasant discovery I

removed a broodless comb with adhering
bees from my strongest stock, caged her
majesty thereon, and shut up the lot

overnight in a nucleus-box-. Next day the
queen was liberated, accepted at once, and
began laying soon after. The strong
colony was divided, half its brood being
put in a spare body-box and both filled

up with empty combs; then the queenless
portion placed on top with excluder and
a single sheet of paper between. By the
following evening only young bees re-

mained in the upper part, and they
accepted the alien queen without demur.
A later examination showed both queens
laying busily, with only the excluder
separating them. This dual-queen colony
should turn out an immense population of

foragers when the days come for honey-
gathering.
Heather.—While the heather season of

/.911 was a record one here, a retrospective
view of results obtained reveals cases of

individual colonies storing a heavy surplus
of clover honey and then doing practically

nothing at the moors. Some of my
standard-frame colonies gave no saleable

heather sections at all. The bulk of the
heather crop was secured above shallow
lirood-nests, the best working stock of all

havir.g only nine shallow frames during
August.
Some of these colonies had been made

by hiving swarms in partly-stored shallow
supers, and they did well on both clover

and lieather. If treating swarms in this

way is effective as a cure, might it not
also be worth trying as a preventive of

swarming?—J. M. Ellis, TJssie Valley.

EXPERTS AND DISEASE.
[8152] I feel considerably interested in

the correspondence which has arisen out of

Mr. Woodley's remarks, and while dis-

agreeing Avith him in his opposition to

legislation, I cannot help thinking there
is some risk in allowing a touring expert
to examine one's bees. Of course, your
esteemed correspondent is quite capable of

defending his own opinions, and it would
be presumptuous on my part to take up the
cudgels in his defence, but with your per-

mission I should like to state my own views
with regard to this question of infection,

though I am still oiDen to conviction if I

am wrong. Let me begin by saying that I

have kept bees for nearly twelve years,

and during that time I have lived in three
different counties. My apiary has never
numbered more than six stocks, and I have
never had disease there or lost a stock from
any cause whatever. I do not say this

boastingly; it is simply my good fortune.

I have always been a member of the asso-

ciation in whichever county I hajDpened to

be residing, and readily acknowledge re-

ceiving valuable assistance from the expert
in my early days, when his timely advice

probably saved one stock from starvation,

and another from dying out, owing to a
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failing queen. But now, although I still

have much to learn, I have had, I think,

sufficient experience t-o be able to avoid

loss from causes such as those just men-

tioned, and I no longer consider the

expert's visit indispensable. I have, then,

to consider the desirability of receiving a

visit or not. Put briefly, it amounts to

this : The expert would probably be able

to detect foul brood in my apiary in an

earlier stage than I could. On the other

hand, I run the risk of his introducing dis-

ease when my stocks are healthy. After

careful consideration, I prefer to forgo

inspection, although L have no reason to

be ashamed of the condition of my apiary.

Let me say a few words about the danger

of infection a.s I understand it. I have

no wish to accuse experts either generally,

or in particular, of carelessness. A tour-

ing expert necessarily handles, or at least

inspects, diseased stocks, if he does not

actually handle them. It is generally

admitted that foul brood germs can be

carried in one's clothing, and it may be

the same with "Isle of Wight" disease.

Even with the most careful of experts

there must be some risk. I should particu-

larly like to know if it is the general prac-

tice of experts to disinfect their clothing

after examining diseased stocks, and how
they do it. When I was unfortunate
enough to have scarlet fever the sanitary

inspector and his assistant, after disin-

fecting my room, sprayed each other all

over as well, and yet, I believe, scarlet

fever is not so infectioxis as foul brood.

—

A Small Bee-keeper.

STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

[8453] In those parts of the country

where flowers do not secrete much nectar,

bee-keeping for profit must be carried on

on strictly scientific lines. It is ^ well

known that continuous stimulative feed-

ing will produce in six or eight weeks'

time a strong force of bees ready for

gathering and storing the main crop of

honey, and those who have not opened
their hives for spring-cleaning purposes

should do so at the first favourable oppor-

tunity. I do not like to stimulate to any
great extent before I spring-clean, for

many reasons ; one is the fact that by
doing so breeding will be under more
natural conditions, and the brood and
young bees will not be so liable to become
chilled when the hives are opened, which
sometimes hajopens, even though it may
be warm (in your opinion) at the time.

Again, if a stock has an early hatch of

brood, and thundery weather becomes
general, or it is warm in the sun with
occasional cold winds blowing about ten

days afterwards, many of the young bees

are lost on their first flight. Bees use

large quantities of food at this time of

the year, and if you are located in a poor

honey district you must keep the ball

i-oUir.g when once you start stimulating, or

you will do moie harm than good, for a

sudden stoppage of food will not only

cause the bees to destroy the brood (which

would probably become chilled in any
case), especially after they had exhausted

the greater part of their stores ; this

alone would cause a fall in the tempera-

ture of the hive by the increase of space,

but will also cause the bees to work hard
(if they do not become too disheartened to

forage for themselves) for a scanty living,

often of inferior food, which possibly

might undermine the health of the whole

stock, and invite disease. It is in these

cases we find quantities of old bees dying
off, those that gather and consume the

most honey, possibly from the fact that

they have lost most of the hair so neces-

sary in the gathering of pollen, and after

they have existed on honey during the

winter months become an easy prey to

disease through unsuitable food. It is

quite possible "Isle of Wight" disease

may have originated from starving bees

or inferior food.—A Regular Reader,
Birstwith.

CURING " ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.

[8454] May I have the pleasure of say-

ing a few words with regard to the preven-

tion and cure of the " Isle of Wight " ais-

ease among bees? I have liad a big fight

with the malady during the last six

months.
My bees gave me no trouble except from

waxmoth during seasons 1909-10, and in

the early part of 1911, but the dreaded
" Isle of Wight" disease started to deci-

mate my apiary in November, 1911. I will

not say it was unexpected, but rather the

reverse, because it was then rampant
everywhere around my apiaries. I could

not of course do any transferring of

stocks in clean hives in November, but I

started at once to use such remedies as

were procurable. On "sunny" days I

gave each stock a clean calico quilt, disin-

fected with Izal ; I also painted over every-

thing with diluted Izal, top bars of frames

included, and then dug up the ground all

round, and watered it with a very strong

solution of carbolic acid. I had two

apiaries three miles apart, and by

February this year I had lost twenty out

of twenty-three stocks at one apiary, and

in the other I had lost one out of fifteen,

and every other stock showed signs of the

disease. I also used a great quantity of

an advertised cure, which I obtained from
Messrs. Jones Bros, before they lefii for

New Zealand. I gave up all hopes of sav-

ing anything, as I could make no headway
at all against the disease. I was always

very careful to avoid carrying infection,
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and washed my hands and boots in carbolic

solution before I left one apiary to visit

the other, and my assistant was strictly

told to do the same, and I saw it was done.

In March of this year I obtained some
Ayles' " I.O.W. " Cure, and treated all my
stocks with it. I was very much surprised

at the result, for it appeared to drive the

infected bees out of the hives, and every

stock commenced to show signs of recovery

from this time onwards. I used a lot of full

frames, on which the bees had died, to

make up for short stores in these stocks,

without, I am glad to say, infecting any-
thing, and I have so been able to save

seventeen stocks of bees, ten of which are

now working in the supers.

I consider " Ayles' " Cure a great boon
to bee-keeping generally, and while 1 keep
bees I shall never be afraid of disease, for

I am convinced that if it is used no germs
of any disease can enter the hive and
generate and live.—N. Allen, Hon. Sec,
Andover and District B.K.A.

NEED FOR I.EGISLATION.
[8455] A week ago, whilst recruiting

for new members for the North Norfolk
Bee-keepers' Association in Norwich City,

I requested the address of a certain
gentleman who has kept bees for eight
years, and whose name was casually
mentioned in conversation with some
novice bee-keepers who twelve months
previous to my visiting them had received
a visit from him. He examined their

hives at the beginning of the honey-flow,
saw some lovely-colon red pollen in the
cells, and declared it a bad case of foul

brood ; result : they promptly treated their
bees on the starvation plan, burnt the
interior, renewed the combs and frames,
never medicated or gave antiseptic treat-
ment, and they expressed their astonish-
ment to me they had no honey. I

examined their stocks, found them healthy
and settled them down for winter, giving
full instructions for the following spring.
I also sent a letter or two of instruction
and warned them to have nothing to do
with their late adviser if he came again.
They implicitly followed instructions, and
last year took about sixty sections per
hive from five stocks, and I have now
secured these people as members of
North Norfolk B.K.A. As the gentleman
mentioned above is not a member of any
Bee-keejiers' Association, I wrote and
asked him to join my association. He
promptly agreed, and became a member
without delay (after eight years' bee-
keeping), and requested the pleasure of a
visit from the expert to put some bees
into an observatory hive which he had had
made—a costly affair with batteries for
recording rounds and understanding means
of communication, &c. Altogether it is a
lovely piece of work. "When I arrived I

examined with interest this wonderful
observatory hive into which he wished me
to put the bees, and then proceeded with
the other stocks. The first hive we
opened, out came my carbolic cloths, and
after a preliminary puff of smoke I took
out first frame of brood. I begged a match
of my excited friend, and withdrew from
a cell a coffee-coloured evil-smelling mass,.

The five frames of brood in this hive were
in an abominable state. He was com-
pletely flabbergasted ; all his past pleasure,

expense, and future hopes were dashed to
the ground.

We examined Nos. 2 and 3, which were
worse. We then adjourned for tea, hoping
that on resuming to find no more. We
started with a stock of hybrids which
attacked me viciously for a few seconds, and
crowded up for fresh air in spite of the

carbolised cloths, which was characteristic

of them, but eventually we went through
the lot and coiild gather together quite
fifty frames of brood from the ten hives

we examined—equal to the illustration in

our " Guide Book." We retired to the
workshop and store-room then, to find

foul-brood dotted heie and there in two
hives that had been robbed out during the
winter. The owner wished fx) save those

bees, but I advised that the most humane,
cleanest, and altogether best way out of
the difficulty was to consign them to the
flames. He agreed, and I left him at

8.30 p.m. with the foul-brood nightmare
upon him. After I left he wired up a

friend who had foul-brood slightly last

year in his hives, but who now believes he
is clear. Hearing this evidence gave him
fresh heart, and with my aid he is going
to try to cure them by medicine, anti-

septics, burning of combs, cleansing of

hives, &c.
I am one of the " germ-carriers " that

Mr. Woodley talks about, spreading
disease wherever we go. I might say that
I very m.uch resent past unseemly
references to third-class exjoerts, and from
what I know of them they are, as a whole,

the most practical class of people in the
craft, and can generally be trusted to

know their business. Every association

can give testimony to their worth, and
they are very often the driving force of

an association. Does not my visit, as

cited above, once more demonstrate the
need for a Foul-brood Bill? I venture to

say if some of the opponents of the Bill

would let the poor third-class " germ-
carrier " examine their stocks he would
find some of them in the same state as

those I have described above. There are

several lots of bees within easy distance of
the apiary mentioned above. What about
them? We have no power to inspect until

the Foul-brood Bill is safely in the harbour
of the Statute Book.—W! E. W., Third-
class Expert, B. B.K.A., Norwich.
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BRIEF REPORTS.
It may be interesting to your readers in

the Midlands to know that I began to

take sections of honey on May 13th of this

year, and have now nearly a hundred more
sections ready. It is mostly hawthorn
honey, that flower having been very

plentiful in this neighbourhood. As far

as my personal experience goes, this is a

record for this part of the country.—A. W.,
l^pper WinchendoUj Aylesbury.

I had a fine swarm of boes to-day (May
14th). Don't yo>u think this veiy early for

such a high-lying place as Hedlev-on-the-
Hill?—R. M., Hedley, Stocksfield^

fin an ordinary season, yes.—Ed.]

I had an ll^lb. swarm yesterday, 11th,

which I sold for £1 18s. 6d. I should like

to know, through the " B.B.J.," if this is a
record. The above is my fourth swarm this

season ; my first came off April 28th.

—

T. H. W., Hurstpierpoint, Sussex.
My apiary consisted of four hives. I

fed with candy from January till April I2th,

when I supered all hives, and under a

colony of black bees I placed ten frames
of foundation so as to get new combs. I

left home April 15th, and returned May
13th. My gardener, who hates bees, took the
first swarm (Carniolans) on May 6th ; on
May 13th this swarm was covering ten
frames, each frame being more than half

drawn out and a lot of honey collected.

May 10th, two hives swarmed (cross-bred

Italians) ; these were left in a skep and
round box. On my return (May 13th) I

dumped both these swarms in front of a

"Conqueror" hive with commercial frames
Avhich they nearly filled, as they were both
large swarms. I then took three supers off

the three hives that had swarmed and
secured fifty-four good sections, and six

that had some drone-brood in, from the
Carniolan hive. It appears to me that this

year is going to be a good one.—J. D. A.,

Somerset.
The "Isle of Wight" disease has again

roused itself to action in this district,

many colonies having succumbed to its

ravages. What stocks remain, however,
are in splendid condition ; of the four
under my care, one has given a magnificent
swarm, and the other three have their
second supers on. These are from three
stocks imported from the North last

spring. Fully three weeks ago I took off

the four small dishes in which candy had
been given in absence of more suitable
receptacles, full of exquisite comb-honey
fit for anybody's table. I shall try it

again on my strong stocks next year.

—

Geo. Stevrnton, Bisley.

CAPPTNGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAW SHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

Earhf Honey (p. 173).—Some fortunate
individuals already report full supers, and

in some instances full sections. I should

like to emphasise Mr. Woodley's advice to

super first with shallow frames. I should

go further and use extracting frames for

all this early honey. This tree honey is

second-rate stuff, which makes excellent

bee-food, but does not really attract upon
the table. It would form admirable
winter food if stored in suitable combs, or

even if extracted and fed back. Some
nice combs can be produced at the time
of gathering, and if section racks are

used, it might be for the purpose of

getting worked-out sections for the clover-

flow.

.1 Plea for the Skeppist (p. 174).—I am
sorry to have fallen in the estimation of

Mr. Hopkins. My plea was not, however,
for the general use, but against the
entire sup])ression. The skeppist will

perhaps disappear, but whilst with us he
serves the uses of more up-to-date bee-

keeping, and is not, I venture to state,
" dangerous to the best interests of the
industry." I do not desire to go over the
ground again, for the paragraphs on

pp. 48 and 49 fairly state the case for

the skeppist, as at present I see it. I

note that Mr. Hopkins does not deal with
the reasoning, but confines himself to

general statements. New Zealand analogy
does not help us much, for there is little

comparison possible between the skep as

we know it and the "box-hive " of which
we have heard so much. The very strength
of condemnation which the latter has
received, in particular at the hands of

Mr. Hopkins, puts it out of comparative
range. I contend that the skep is not less

sanitary nor more prone to disease than
the frame-hive, and I do not agree that

it is impossible to discover and control

disease under skep management, even
were the fixed-comb skep the only type of

hive in use.

"7.0.W" I)iseaf:e (p. 175).—I wonder
whether Mr. Mason is on the track. The
evidence he offers is stimulating, if in-

complete. Even if it could be proved that

wax secretion were a necessity, the argu-
ment as to the evil of abstinence from
comb-building would not necessarily be
sound. For there is no true similarity

between "milk" and "wax" production.
The respective organs are dissimilar, and
there appears to be no difficulty in voiding
surplus wax scales. I doubt whether the
statement will bear investigation, that
after swarms are loaded with wax which
they must use for comb-building. Bees
voluntarily festoon and cluster for wax-
production, thus courting the increase of
temperature which Mr. Mason appears to

regard as the cause of trouble. It may
be that bees which can exercise all their

functions are prone to health, and that
restriction conduces to disease, but we
cannot overlook the presence of the micro-
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organism peculiar to the disease. Its

existence, and the consequent weakening
of the colon walls, is alone sufficient to

account for the stoppage. Even if wax
were present in the colon it would, at the

temperature of the body, be in a soft or

fluid state, and not in the condition in

which it w^ould appear upon dissection.

Burning-out Hive Corners (p. 182).

—

It should be easy to fit a directing nozzle

to the lamp in such a way as to deflect

and flatten the flame. The corners would
then be accessible, and the general work
of the flame might be improved.

Starters in Sections (p. 184).—I very
much doubt whether' Mr. Mace really

makes a "saving" by the use of starters

only. Allowing for slower work, poorer
finish, and attachment, a possible change
of base, with the further possibility that
the drone comb may be reserved for breed-

ing, it is more than doubtful economy.
In any case, comb-building from new wax
is necessary when thin foundation is used,

as there is an insufficiency of wax for the

full comb in the sheet.

Th.i Cause of Death (p. 184).—I suppose
it would not occur to the operator to

attribute to the attention he gave the
" wild " swarm in summer its demise in

the subsequent winter !

Queries and Replies.

[8329] Queens and Fertile Workers.—

^

have a section-rack which was used for a

stock which I had to destroy last year; it

is now fitted up with fresh sections. (1)

Should I disinfect? (2) Would one part
formaldehyde (such as you get from
chemists) to three parts of water do, and
the foundation and rack be syringed with
this ? The tin slots were washed with boiling

water. (3) How can one tell a geniiine

queen from a fertile worker? or (4) queens
hatched out of queen-cells, but raised from
larvee, and not from hatching-eggs?

—

F. H. Wolfe-Murray.
Reply.— (1) Yes, disinfect. (2) You had

better obtain the formaldehyde from this

office ; we can guarantee it, Ijut cannot do
so for other people's preparations. (3)

Queens are easily distinguished from
workers by their size ; a laying worker is

not different in appearance from the other
bees. (4) So long as the larvse are not more
than three days old the queen will be
all right. If reared from larvae more than
that age the queen will have a similar ap-
pearance to a normal one, but will be
faulty in her work of rejDroducing.

r833'C] Rives on Scales.—Steam-heated
Uncapping Knife.—Will you kindly
answer the following questions through the
pages of the " B.B.J." ?—(1) Is it neces-
sary to wash honey-tins when they come

straight from the makers before putting
honey in them? (2) I have been much
interested in reading of the method of

keeping one or two hives on scales, like

Mr. Alexander in America and Mr. Mace
in England, and should much like to do
the same. What type of scales are used for

this purpose ; what price, and where could I

get some? (3) What is the lowest power
objective to stiidy the bacteria of bee dis-

eases ? Is an oil-immersion lense absolutely

essential? (4) What appliance-manufac-
turer sells the apparatus for steam-heating
uncapping knives? I thought they were
usually heated in hot water. (5) Would
perforated zinc be suitable to make a
honey strainer from?—X. Y. Z., Kent.
Reply.—(1) Certainly. (2) Any ordinary

scales upon which the hive can stand will

do. (3) A l-12th oii-immersion is abso-

lutely necessary. (4) We cannot give the

name of an English firm manufacturing
such a knife. The one used by Mr. Cowan
was made by A. Tonelli, and a full descrip-

tion was given in " B.B.J. " for August
22nd, 1907. The cost is about 16s. 6d. (5)

It is much better to use either a tinned

wire cloth-strainer or muslin.

[8331] Storing Syritp in Brood-comhs.
—Early in April I transferred my bees

into clean hives, and as they were in a

very filthy mess I burned everything
except one or two frames of young brood
in each stock. I then filled up the hive

with full sheets of willed foundation and
began feeding the bees with medicated
syrup. On making an examination the other

clay I found all the foundation beautifully

worked out and nearly all filled with syrup.

Kindly say if I am feeding too fast ; also

should I stop feeding now?

—

Alexr.
Bruce, Forfars.
Reply.—You have evidently fed too

rapidly. Do not give any more food, and
we would advise you to extract the syrup
from one or two combs to provide room for

the queen to lay.

[83321 Observatory Hives.—Founda-
tion in Sections.—Will you please tell me
if an observatory hive placed in a room
about 24ft. from the ground will be too

]:igh? I should also like to know why the

bees are so reluctant to start working on
sections fitted only with starters. I gave
them a rack fitted in this way, and there

liappened to be an odd section with a full

sheet of foundation. They immediately
started drawing that one out, but have not
touched the others.—H. Coppeard, Kent.

Reply.—The observatory hive should get

on all right in the position you describe

;

you should, however, provide a good wide
alighting-board. Bees work best in sec-

tions fitted with full sheets of foundation,

because the warmth is conserved and also

the surface for them to walk up reaches

right down to the tops of the frames where
they are working.
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Bee Shows to Come.
June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Oounti&s

Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Hon«y Department, und^er the management of the
Surrey Bee-keepers' Association. Schedules from
F. B. White. Hon. Secretary, Marden House, Red-
hill, Surrey. Entries close May 20.
June 12 and 13, at Romford, Essex. In

connection with the Essex Agricultural Society, the
Essex Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
Annual Show of Honey, Wax, Bees, and Appliances.
Schedules from G. R. Alder, Hon. Sec, 176, Hain-
ault-road, Leytonstone. Entries close May 31.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section,
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for aasociations
aflJliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.
July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Lynie.

—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.
July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff

and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13 July.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Schedule, &c., from James H. Had-
field, Hon. Sec, Lines. Bee-Keepers' Association,
Alford, Lines. Entries close 14tli June.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton.
September 4 and S, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Bxhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House. Wetheral. Cumberland.
Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.—Sections

for Horticulture, Bees and Honey. Schedules of
prizes for the above Sections are now ready, and
can be obtainedi of the Seotiona-l Secretary, as
under. Schedralee will be sent to all 1911 Exhibi-
tOTS, who need not apply. Free spaoes offered in
Hortioulftiural Section to Growers for Tradie Buns.
E. F. Dant, Seotionad Hon. Sec, 17, Sufisex-street,

Cambridge.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
F. W. T. Sl.\den (Bipple Court Apiary,

Dover) ; tenth edition.—Mr. Slaclen's

reputation for queens and bees is well

known ; a full description of these is given
in this catalogue, together with his queen-
rearing appliances. A speciality is made
of the exportation of bees. The list may
be had free upon application.

H. ^^'ressy {Friary Mill, Dorchester).—
This is a neat little catalogue of bee-keep-
ing and poidtry appliances, a novelty
being a bee liou.se for three stocks of bees.

May be had post-free on application.

Notices to Correspondents.

J. R. W. (Kilburn)

—

Tuition in Bee-keep-
ing.—We can only advise you to adver-
tise in our pages for what you require.

An experimental apiary is to be estab-
lished by the B.B.K.A. in the Zoological
Gardens, Regent's Park, where the
tuition will be free.

J. L. (Merton Fark).—Death of Queen
and Stock.—The bees you send are very
dry, therefore we cannot give cause of
death with certainty. From your ex-
planatory letter we should say it is a
ca.se of dwindling through the queen
being prevented from laying in the
autumn by a superabundance of food in
the combs.

T. L. (Southport).—TT'77cZ Bees.—The bees
are of the species Atidrena, but which
family it is impossible to say, as they
were saturated with honey. It would be
no use trying to get their stores.

P. O. D. (Chippenham).—(;)iieen of Swarm,
cast out by Bces.—{1) The queen was
evidently injured in some way, probably
through fighting. (2) She is a fertile
queen.

Miss B. Shepherd.—Pacfc/'n-r/ Bees.—See
page 118 of the " British Bee-keepers'
Guide Book " for instructions in packino-
bees.

J. D. (Sanquhar).—TFiZcZ Bees.—The bees
are Andrena Longipes, a species of wild
bee conimon in this country. They are
not injurious to hive bees.

R. W. [tiitchin).—Foul Brood Cure.—The
contention is absurd. You might as well
put a healthy person to bed with a
patient suffering from small-pox or other
highly infectious disease, and say he
will not contract the complaint.

W. J. R. (Market Harboro').—.Sfection-
foundation.—We prefer No. 2 sample.
Comb when newly built has a white
appearance. The foundation, whichever
sample is used, will not be observable in
the sections when completed.

Suspected Disease.

Novice.—The comb is affected with foul
brood.

E. M. (St. Asaph).—The bees were in a
very decomposed state, so we could do
nothing with them. From the descrip-
tion you give we should say they have
died from suffocation.

G. H. (Alfreton).—The comb is affected
with foul brood.

Peter STON.—Comb is affected with foul
brood. You should not have put the
letter on the comb, it was in a vile
mess, and scarcely readable.

G. E. M. (Leicester).—Pieces of comb for
inspection should always be packed in a
tin box for protection in transit. Your
sample was so badly crashed through
neglect in this matter that an examina-
tion was impossible.

E. M. J. (Reading).—The bees show signs
of "Isle of Wight" disease.
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Doubtful (Worcester).—Five out of

seven of the bees have their wings badly
dislocat-ed, and there are also other
signs of " Isle of Wight " disease.

C. E. E. (Manor Park).—We can find no
trace of disease in the bees sent.

E. H. C. (Worcester).—Apparently you
have used naphthaline in excess; there
is no disease whatever.

T. D. (Myrthyr Tydvil).—It is the first

stage of foul brood. As the stock is so

weak you had better destroy it at once,
disinfecting as previously directed in

our pages.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,
and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per ^in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

SURPLUS SWARMS; also severar strong 4
frame Nucleus, 1911 Queens, £1 each.—

MOFFAT, Manse-road, Wishaw, Lanarkshire, Scot-
land. V 74

WANTED, cheap Extractor, small Ripener,
with strainer and tap, pair W.B.C. uncapping

knives.—STILEMAN, Grasscroft, Elmhyrst-road,
Weston-super-Mare. v 73

4 GLAZED SHOW-CASES, shallow frames, also
2 to hold six sections. Is. 9d. each, 9s. lot;

young fertile Queen, Black, 3s. 6d.; wanted, geared
extractor.—WHEATLEY, Spa-road, Hinckley, v 71

4 FINE HEALTHY STOCKS OF BEES, in
exceptionally good new hives, all young pro-

lific Queens, with Jift and shallow frames, 35s.—
WINKWORTH, Pangbourne, Berks. v 69

OBSERVATORY HIVE, takes 3 standards, 4
sections, revolving base, mahogany colour,

[

packed free, 25s.; trophy stand, 3ft. panelled maho- |

gany base, 4 olate shelves, packed free, 25s.; three
shallow frame oases, handsome designs, in box for
travelling, 6s. 6d.; above articles guaranteed per-

i

feet condition. — HUBBARD, 105 Kirby-road,
Leicester. v 61

WANTED, steady young Joiner, well up at bee-
hives or similar work, good at machinery

and quick, bee-keeper preferred; give full particu-
lars.—REDSHAW'S, South Wigston, Leicester, v 59

SWARMS, healthy, few spare, May 5s., June
2s. 6d. lb.—ANDREWS, Longthorpe, Peter-

borough. V 49

PRIME SWARM, from healthy English Stock,
1911 Queen, free on rail, 12s. 6d.; first P.O.

accepted.—HEAD, Bri.iey Vicarage, Whitney, Here
ford. V 52

SEVEN good 14 standard frame Hives, complete,
7s. each, flat top; 12 Skeps, from Is. each.—

H. GOY, late W. Fletcher, The Apiary, Grindle-
ford, Sheffield. v 53

FOR SALE, Castle Bee-house, take five stocks,
cost £15, size 6ft. by 6ft. by 2ft. wide; par-

ticulars and photo on application.—VINCE Durs-
ley-rd, Trowbridge. v 55

BORAGE PLANTS for Bees, 20, post free, 3d ;

Chapman's, same price.—STEVENS, Churchill,
Oxfordshire. v 56

SURPLUS QUEENS; 1912 Blacks, fertiles, 4s. 6d.;
virgins. Is. 6d.; 4-frame Nuclei, 1912 Queen,

15s. 6d.—V. SHAW, Betula, Fallow Court-avenue,
North Finchley. v 57

GIVING UP BEE-KEEPING.-Rapid Feeder,
Is.; 3 stimulating feeders, 2s.; smoker. Is.;

uncapping knife. Is. 6d.; scraper knife, 1/-; W.B.C.
section rack, with frames. Is. 6d.; section clearing
board and excluder, zinc, Is. 6d.; wire' embedder,
9d.; "The Honey Bee," Is.; 20O "Bee Journals,"
1903-7, 2s.; carriage extra.—GREENING, Eversley,
York-road, Woking. v 58

H IVE OF BEES FOR SALE.—Derby Lodge,
Bedfont, Middlesex. v 60

EXCHANGE cock and pullet, pure Silkies, for
Swarm Bees, sell 15s.—HEAL, Holcombe,

Bath. V 63

TRONG STOCK BEES, in Standard Hive,
15s. &d.; also stock on 9 combs 12s.; surplus

shallow-super combs, straight and clean, 3s. dozen;
5 Taylor's Hives, new last season, 4s. 6d. each; 6
dozen new shallow frames, 5s.—R. JOHNSON,
Little Hinton. Swindon. v 68

WANTED for the season, a qualified Assistant
in the Apiary, one with a knowledge of

joinery preferred.—Apply, by letter only, stating
qualifications, age, and wages required, to
CHARLES H. BOCOCK, Ashley Apiaries. New-
market. V 67

WANTED, geared Extractor, good condition,
cheap.— Particulars to 19, Avenue-road, Isle-

worth. V 65

SURPLUS STOCK, from large Apiary, guaran-
teed healthy; 12 excluders, 3s. 6d.; racks of

shallow frames, drawn out, 5s. 6d.; 2O0 brood frames,
5s. 6d.; 50 drawn out ditto, 15s. 6d.; 12 dummies.
Is. 6d.; 20 section racks, mostly full sheets and
drawn out combs, 35s.; 2 20-frame Wells hives,

^

12s. 6d. each; 8 10-frame hives, 3s. 9d. each; honey
'

ripener, with strainer, 7s. 6d.; 2 frame extractor,
12s. 6d.; 50 quilts, 5s. 6d.; feeder. Is. 6d.; veil, 6d.;
200 metal ends, 2s. 6d.; in small lots if required;
state wants; June swarms, 12s. 6d.—MULLIS, The
Grange, Staplecross, Sussex. v 64

LADY'S good Cycle. 15s.; Camera, £3 12s. 6d.;
Kodak, 25s.; Zither Banjo, 15s., cash, bees,

or honey.—COX, 92, Beaumont-road, Bourn-
ville. V 19

FEW June Swarms for sale; stamp for reply.-
DAVIS, Snakesbury House, Newington, Sit-

tingbourne, Kent. v 15

1 Ol A PURE CARNIOLIAN QUEEN, impor-
Xt/Xvfted through Mr. Sladen, price 6s.

—

WOOD, Ash Grove, Bishopton, Ripon. v 30

FOR HIRE, a " Herroti " demonstrating tent,
10s. 6d. per day, carriage to be paid each

way by the hirer.—Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, BedfoTd-st, Strand, W.C.

NEW Standard Frame Hives and Sections; ex-
change for Stocks or Swarms, English Blacks.

—MOORHOUSE, Roth well, near Leeds. v U

FINEST LIGHT HONEY, granulated, lib. screw
cap jars. 9s. doz.; good medium ditto. 8s.

doz., and 281b. tins. 14s. each; sample, 2d.—HOL-
LAND, Swanington, Norwich. v 3

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENTS.

STRONG healthy Stocks of English Black Bees,
on wired frames, 25s.—WHEATON, Exton,

Topsham, Devon. u 91

QAAA PURE FERTILE QUEENS to be sold
tJ\J\J\J during seasoji; Blacks. Carniolans,
Italians, 4s.; Americans. Swiss, 5s.—FREDERICK
VOGT, 32 Selwyn-avenue, Higham's Park, Essex.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

SUSSEX B.K.A.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The fourth annual meeting of the above

association was held on Wednesday, May
8th, at the Royal Pavilion, Brighton,

under the chairmanship of Dr. A. Chalmers
Peskett.

The Chairman, in proposing that the re-

port and balance-sheet be adopted, stated

that the association was in good condition,

the balance in hand having increased by
£7 from the previous year ; this was con-

sidered satisfactory, especially as the four

years that the association has been estab-

lished have been trying ones for many bee-

keepers.

Two points of special importance were
referred to : The first honey show, which
it is hoped will be an annual event, and
the inception of a journal for the members
at a nominal cost, and it is hoped that

• these may receive the support of all the

members. Mr. Tickner Edwardes seconded,

and the motion was carried.

Mr. Capelin proposed a vote of thanks
to the committee and officers, which was
seconded by Mr. Sandalls, who mentioned
the great benefit he had derived from
membership of the society, especially the
instructions of the expert.

On the proposition of Mr. C. A. Overton,
seconded by Mrs. Bissett, the President

(the Marquess of Abergavenny), the vice-

presidents and the committee (with the

addition of the Rev. A. C. Atkins (Hove
College, Hove), were re-elected, and a vote

of thanks was accorded to Mr. W. Hill

Hunter, A.O.A., for his past services, and
he was again elected as lion, auditor.

The Chairman moved the re-election of

Mr. C. A. Overton as hon. secretary, and
said that he filled the position well ; he also

remarked that Mr. Overton would wel-

come a colleague, who could go about the
county and get in touch with the county
gentry and members of the County Coun-
cils to enlist their interest in the society.

Mr. Tickner Edwardes seconded, and the
resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. Tickner Edwardes proposed the re-

election of Mr. C. T. Overton as expert
and lecturer, and in doing so said Mr.
Overton's bee-keeping experience, as well

as extending over twenty-five years, had
also been progressive, and the Chairman,
in seconding, said that it was well known
to members, and the association was very
grat-eful to him for his services.

Referring to the proposed legislation,

Mr. Tickner Edwardes said the Board of

Agriculture had the matter in hand and
the present proposal was to pass an
Emergency Bill to deal particularly with

the "Isle of Wight" disease, and probably

order compulsory destruction, but he did

not know if compensation would be paid

or not.

A letter was read from the Diseases of

Bees Committee of the British Bee-
keepers' Association, and on the motion of

Mr. Tickner Edwardes, seconded by
Mr. C. T. Overton, the following resolution

was carried :

—
" That this Association is in

favour of legislation for the better preven-
tion of bee diseases and regvilation of the
industrj' generally." A vote of thanks to

the Chairman closed the meeting.
The Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. A. Oveiix)n,

" Beecroft," Crawley, will be pleased to

send a report and particulars of member-
ship to any who are interested.

—

Com-
municated.

SHROPSHIRE B.K.A.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of this association

was held at the Mayor's Court, Shrewsbury,

on May 5, under the chairmanship of

Mr. Rolf King.—The Committee in their

annual report said that they had a satis-

factory balance-sheet tO' present, and that

the outlook for the future of the association

was promising.
Tlie balance-sheet showed that the

receipts tota,lled £77 7s. 5d., and of this

sum a balance in hand of £20 was received

from last year's account. The members'
subscriptions came toi £14 7s., and a

donation of £30 from the Shropshire
Horticultural Society was received. The
balance in hand was now £23 14s. 4d. The
report and bala,nce-sheet were adopted.

—

The Mayor (Major C. R. B. Wing-
field) was re-elected president, and the

committee were re-appointed, Avith the

addition of Mr. Strang (Mountfields), whil"^

Mr. Roff King was re-elected chairman r f

the committee; Mr. Holland, her.,

treasurer ; and Mr. S. Cartwright secretary.

The Rev. G. Piatt was re-appointed repre-

sentative of the association to the British

Bee-keepers' Association.—The Rev. D. E.

Rowlands drew the attention of the

members to the Foul Brood Bill that was
now being brought before Parliament. He
said that the Bill seemed to him to be an
exceedingly fair one, and one he thought
which deserved all their support. He moved
that the following resolution be adopted :

" That the niembers of the Shrop-

shire Bee-keepers' Association unanimously
support the Disease of Bees Bill now
drafted by the British Bec-keopers' Asso-

ciation, and ask the local members of Parlia,-

ment tO' use every endeavour io secure the

passing of the Bill into law as .soon as

possible."—Mr. H. W. Hushes seconded the

motion, which was carried unanimously.—
On the motion of the Rev. D. Rowlands,
it was decided to approach the County
Council asking them to include the subject
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of bee-keeping among tlie subjects they
supplied for lectures in the county.—S.

CartwrighTj Hon. Sec.

NECTAJl PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By George Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

{Continued from 'page 173.)

No. 17. CURRANT {Bibes ruhrum nigrum).
NAT. ORDER. BihcsiacecB.

The generic name is a word meaning
currant^ whilst the specific titles ruhrum
and nigrum mean
respectively red
and black. Bihes
ruhrum has red
berries when wild,
varying in cultiva-
tion from red to
white.

The currant
being amongst our
fruit-bushes and
yielding as it does
a fair amount of
early nectar.
though not so
profusely as the
gooseberry (Bihes
granularia.) , de-
serves a place in
cur list.

The currant was
formerly errone-
ously supposed t-o

be the degenerated
Corinthian grape.
It is now known
"to be a native
of this country,
the red being
found growing
naturally in many
places, both in
England and Scot-
land, the white
being really only
a variety of the
red.

The white cur-
rant, having a

more delicate
flavour, is most in

request for
dessert and for con-

verting into wine,

which, by using only
the juice of fine fruit, and without any
{tddition of spirit or water, may, when
kept to a proper age, be made equal to

some of the inferior wines from the grape.

The red currant is used principally in

the preparation of jellies, and is amongst
the most valued of British fruits for

pastry. It is easily preserved, and grows
in sufficient abundance to offer a cheap

luxury to the humblest class. In various

parts of the country I have seen it grow-
ing against the walls of cottages, where it

forms the principal ornament to a, neat
dwelling; its rich dark sharply-cut leaves

and brilliant fruit growing over latticed

mndows offer almost as pleasing a picture

as do the vine-clad dwellings of Italy.

Such plants often attain large dimensions.

There is a specimen growing at Beeston
at the present time which covers the

whole gable end of the dwelling, and
reaches te a height of at least 20ft. Such

sights, however,D-f I r i .| T J are not so com-
ry, in Warer, and in lioney ^on a feature as

they used to be,

owing to the in-

roads commerce
makes upon many
of our villages and
the consequent
migratory tendency
of the inhabi-

tants.

The black variety
is used chiefly for

wines and jams,
whilst from the
latter a very
pleasant drink is

made for invalids.

The pollen grain is

unlike any we
have so far con-

sidered, for it has
no fewer than six

processes, or double
the usual number.
For a long time I

was unable to
satisfy myself that
this was a fact, for

it is the only
pollen that I have
so far come across
with that number.
On first looking at
the enlargement
of No. 2 my
readers will prob-
ably remember
having seen one
something like it,

and if they will

turn to the draw-
ings of the Lime
(Tilia Europa^a),

'B.B.J.," July 13th, 1911, page 273,
they will notice that at first sight it does
somewhat resemble it when only three of
the processes are visible. When dry it

measures about ^^^-.^^ in diameter. By re-

flected light it is almost white, whilst by
transmitted light it appears of a pale
yellow colour. Its form is as shown in the
different positions one to six, and this is

from HoiF>L-

POLLEN OF CURRANT
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retained when it is either dry or first

placed in water, honey, or oil.

The lowest number of processes that can
be seen at a time is three, as at No. 2,

with its enlargement, and this is the form
in which it generally appears ; the largest

number being five, as seen at Nos. 4 and 6,

but in this case the top of one is visible,

while the sixth will be immediately under-
neath. No. 5 shows the two hemispheres
of a grain, the centre process being at the
top in one and underneath in the other.

When taken from honey it has a wrinkled
and somewhat deformed appearance, the
processes have mostly become ragged, and
in some, owing to the absorption of
moisture, the fovilla may be seen escaping.

(To be continued.)

Corresponden e.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

TYPES OF BEE-KEEPERS.
"the novice."

[8456] Every bee-keeper of any ex-

perience should have a novice attached to

him. It is good for the expert to have
such an attachment, for it reminds him of

his own novitiate days, when his progress

could be likened to that of a child

beginning to walk. He is too apt to

forget such times and to imagine that he
always has been what he now is. But in

the novice stumbling and tottering along
the path to apicultural success, he sees,

if he will take the trouble, but his younger
brother in the craft, though, it may be, a
potential expert, and one who will perhaps
make history in the bee-world. Then help
that novice, for the novice of to-day is

the expert of the future. Elijah's mantle
will again fall upon Elisha.

Such a novice I first saw as an interested
spectator on the safe side of the net of

a bee-tent. Interest developed into the
closest attention when the demonstrator
and lecturer enlarged upon the good
which bees do in a fruit garden, and held
out the hopes of increased yields of
apples and pears, plums and damsons.
For my novice had an orchard, and there-
fore began to speculate immediately in

pounds, shillings and pence, as to what a
stock of bees would do for him and his

annual returns of fruit. Thereujoon
questions innumerable for the patient
lecturer. "Will the bees sting?" asked
the novice. " Oh ! but they don't sting

you because they know you." Then the
necessary ocular demonstration to prove to
the novice that the bee is no respecter of
persons, but along with that a further
demonstration of the way in which bees
can be safely controlled.
Such seed sown in suitable ground could

not fail to bear fruit, and after a winter
of careful thought, and calculation as to
cost weighed against probable gains in
yields of fruit (for profits from honey did
not seem to enter into the question at
first), my novice decided to purchase some
bees and make a start. A six-frame stock
was obtained from a local bee-keeper.
Thereupon further questioning and cross-
questioning—such questions as would re-
quire the wisdom of a Solomon to answer.
" How much honey shall I obtain this
year?" "When do you think I shall get
a swarm?" It was rather late in the
season—June, in fact, and the novice had
to receive his first lecture on the
innumerable uncertainties, coupled with
the glorious i>ossibilities of the bee-
keeper's craft. It was pointed out to
him that he must choose between the
chance of obtaining a very late swarm and
that of procuring a small amount of
honey. Honey was chosen, and tke
kindly season of 1911, backed up by an
honest value in the queen, provided a
substantial surplus. My novice was
satisfied. His experiment had paid him.
This year he works his stocks himself, and
is beginning to obtain an idea of the
interior economy of a hive. No longer
does he confound brood with honey or
worker with drone brood, although stored
pollen proved a puzzle at the last
manipulation. A sting is a badge of
glory.

" Then will he strip his sleeve and show
his scars."

He points with pride to his plum-trees
already laden with swelling fruit, and
gives credit to his little helpers. He is

carefully examining his apple trees, from
which the blossom has just disappeared,
and thinks he already sees signs of help
from his little friends.

Such is my novice, but in reality his

name is legion. Judiciously helped, and
judiciously left alone, he will become a
credit to his craft, and will carry on the
good work when the older craftsmen
"have shuffled off this niortnl coil."—D.
Wilson.

THICK r. THIN FOOD FOR
STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

[8457] One of the great faults of bees
at the moors in the North, especially if the
weather is alternative!}' hot and cold, is

that they often neglect or leave the supers
altogether, after working in thom for
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awhile. This is always unsatisfactory, as

it means not only a loss financially, but

also the choking up of the brood-nest and
consequent stoppage of breeding, which is

disastrous to the safe wintering of the

stock. The cause of this is probably the

lack of the moist warmth that causes the

bees to cluster together. Frequently, when
you take your bees home and remove the

whole of the honey, giving empty combs
in place of the full ones, and commence
feeding, you will find the queen will start

laying again, and if the bees are very

strong and you put a drawn-out super on

(a plan which is not to be recommended),

the bees will often fill part of the super,

even though the weather may be as cold or

colder than when the bees were at the

heather. Now, if the bees neglected the

supers at the heather, why should they

work in them later on when not at the

moors? It is generally known that moist

heat may be caused by a number of

animals congregated together in a building

or place that has no proper ventilation,

and in the case of the bees, though the

temperature at both periods might be the

same, the thinner syrup-food would cause

more respiration, perspiration, and con-

densation in the hive, which would bring

on a moister and more oppressive atmo-

sphere. This would have a more stimulat-

ing effect 071 the bees than if they were fed

on thick food, such as heather honey.

Some bee-keepers contend that heather

honey is just as stimulating a food as any
other kind of honey ; to those I should like

to put a question : Is the nectar from
trees and shrubs as dense when the sap is

flowing as it is when the wood is ripening

if the nectar of early flowers is of a thinner

nature? It must be part of the bees' in-

stinct, inbred from generations back, that

causes the bees, both queen and worker, to

take advantage of that flow, or of similar

artificial food, such as syrup. Now if this

is the case, and early flowering native

flowers produce a thinner honey than those

blooming late in summer, thin nectar in

spring must be the best, in more ways than

one, and especially for stimulation. Bees
carry quantities of water into the hives

early in the year; now, if thick honey is

best for stimulating, why do bees risk their

lives by drowning in order to procure that

precious fluid? It cannot be for cleaning

purjioses, for they do what is required in

that respect with their jaws, nor can it

all be for themselves, or they would be

able to exist on water if circumstances
compelled them to do so ; so it must be either

for help to dissolve candied food, which
they do not seem to do, or for the brood,

which is the most likely. Bees know
better than we do which is the best kind
of food they can procure, and the con-

dition the food should be in for their

various uses. There is just one more point

some of us may overlook during an erratic

honey flow—that bees, knowing that they
will be at a disadvantage if their winter

stores are not concentrated, often remove
the little surplus stores they have gathered
and put it into the most convenient place

for iise (the brood nest) and seal it

over for winter consumption.

—

Regular
Reader, Birstwith.

VAGARIES OF QUEENS.
[8458] On April 17th I took from a

fairly strong nine-frame hive the queen,

three frames of brood, and a frame of honey.
I insijected the remnant for eggs on
May 9th but found no sign of queen or

of a queen-cell having been built. Another
inspection on May 13th and another on
May loth also disclosed no sign of eggs.

On May 18th I took away four frames of

honey and extracted about 101b., not
returning the combs. The bees were now
on four frames, and I added in the
middle a newly drawn-out frame of eggs,

notched for queen-cells. By May 15th
the bees had had twenty-nine days to

l^rodiice a laying queen. On that very
day she must have begun to lay, for

when I looked for queen-cells on May 27th
the comb of foreign eggs was sealed all

over, and two other combs were also

sealed. There were certainly drones
flying on May 5th, when the queen ought
to have been about five days out of the
cell and ready to fly. I suppose it took
her some fifteen days in first-rate weather
to make a successful wedding trip, or else

she was a long time capable of laying but
indisposed to do so.—G. G. Desmond,
Camberwell.

TREE HONEY, AND OTHER TOPICS.

[8159] Mr. Orawshaw's " Cappings

"

appear to me to have been sent off in too
great a hurry this week. Had he allowed
a little time for thought to ripen the
honey, it would have been of better
density.

I must take decided exception to the
condemnation of tree honey as " second-
rate." These last two years I have been
favoured with an abundance of sections of
pure hawthorn honey, and, without excep-
tion, the many people who have tried it

pronounce it far superior to that from
clover. There is an erroneous belief tuat
all these tree honeys are very dark. Haw-
thorn honey is certainly on the dark side,

but is, nevertheless, of very rich, brignt
appearance.
That from apples, on the other hand, is

extremely pale in colour. This year I have
a distinct novelty in the shape of holly
honey. It, too, is very pale, but of excel-

lent density, and allowing for a slightly

peculiar twang, which some people like,
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'but others do not care for, the flavour is

right. So far at least as the flowers of

-the Bosacce are concerned, I doubt whether
.any honey is superior.

Moreover, even admitting that honey
obtained early in the season is inclined to

be of a mixed character, I do not see that

the matter is remedied by putting it in

larger combs. When split uji in sections

there is a much greater chance of its

being kept separate, and, when it comes
to colour, the section is far less handi-
capped than extracted honey. It is only

.during a strong flow from one particular

flower that we can be sure of getting pure
honey in a shallow frame. 1 do not know
anything of Mr. Crawshaw's locality, but

is it possibly a case of " The fox and the

grapes '

' ?

Starters.—Then with regard to the use

of starters : Mr. Crawshaw makes it

appear that I am an advocate for these.

The reverse is the case. What i tried to

make clear was that I was able to use up
this little strip (which would otherwise be
useless) and at the same time provide work
for those bees who have wax they are eager
to dispose of. It is one thing to put a

whole rack of starters on a hive, leaving a

cold, empty chamber without attraction

for the bees, and quite another to put
nearly all drawn-out sections and full

sheets with half-a-dozen starters. As to

the amount of wax used, it is easy to settle

that. A full sheet of "Weed" super
foundation weighs 70 grai.ns, the built-

out comb from it approximately 140

grains. The starter strip weighs
12 grains, so that when working on
a full sheet the bees have to provide
70 grains of wax and from the starter

128 grains. Unless the foundation is

waxed in all round, the bees have to

attach it just as much as natural comb,
and I doubt whether many have time to

wax foundation in all round. Personally

I do not find such a wonderful dift'erence

in the finish from a starter as from a full

sheet, when the starter is a strip that runs
across. It is different when a small piece

is used in one'^ corner. As to a change of

base, this matters little unless for show
purposes, and, indeed, those customers who
d.0 not care for much wax are better

pleased with drone comb. It is not neces-

sary for me to point out how breeding may
be iirevented in the sections. The veriest

tyro knows it. After all, it is entirely a

matter of applying common sense to the
conditions. In the early jiart of the

season we want the supers as warm as

possible and we therefore put in drawn-
out sections and full sheets. In the heiglit

of the flow the requirement is in the other
direction, and starters provide plenty of

space for the thronging croAvds.

The last ""capping " is intended, doubt-

less, as a mild joke, but I can assure the
capper tuat my attentions did not extend
to cutting the combs or Ivilling the queen.
The hole in the tree was in the middle of

a substantial poll, and the entrance was
about 2in. diameter. My operations con-

sisted in endeavouring to auger-bore a
l^in. hole through the wood above where 1

judged the swarm to be located, with the
ultimate object of smoking through the
lower hole and driving the swarm out
through the top one. After boring
through three inches of solid oak in a
position where it was almost impossible to

get any purchase on the auger, and getting
apparently no nearer the chamber, i

thought it time to rest my arms. They
ached for days afterwards.

Scales for Hives.—I notice a correspon-

dent wants to know what sort of scales 1

use for weighing colonies. May I point

out that those upon wliich a hive will

stand are by no means "ordinary"? If

one went into a hundred shops where scales

are used, I doubt if ten would be found
that would weigh more than 561b. The
best form for the purpose is a platform
scale on the steel-yard principle, such as

is used at railway stations. These, how-
ever, cost about £3 to £4 and, moreover,
being entirely of metal, would soon be

ruined if kept where rain or mist could

reach them. Portable coal scales will do,

but these cost nearly as much, and the

hives have to be lifted on to them. More-
over, they do not turn very well when fully

loaded, and it is essential that at least ^Ib.

should be indicated. As a matter of fact,

I do all my weighing with a beam scale of

my own construction, Mdiich cost me only

about 5s. If you think it would be of

general interest, I should be very pleased

to give you a short article with diagrams.

[We should be glad to have it.—jiids.J

If expense is no object with your
correspondent, Avery of C'owcross Street,

Smithfield, would be able to fit him up.

—

HEEBETfT Mace.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPEKS.
EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS.

By D. M. MacdonahJ, Banff.

What Goes With Bees.—Mr. Hutchinson
would have laconically said " More bees!"
Others would suggest " Better bees." Yet
others " Eees better kept." Gleanings

says, " We would recommend poultry-rais-

ing, because no other so nicely dovetails

with bees. The two lines do not interfere

with each other. A poultryman is

generally busy early in the year, and little

is to be done by the time bees require

special attention. Then fruit-growing goes

very well with bees. Several of the early

bee books made a strong point of the close

relationship between bees and orchards,

and I believe the D.A.T.I. in Ireland are
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now keeping up the association. J'lower-
cultiire is one of the most pleasant, and,
rightly gone about, one of the best paying
of our minor cultures, and it goes hand in
hand with apiculture. Then the one is an
aid to the other. Mr. Root lately advo-
cated duck-rearing as one of the industries
which went specially well with bees.
Honey-selling should be carried on as a
side issue by many favourably situated.
A bee-keeper told me that he disposed of
a large quantity of honey thus at a proht
of over 25 per cent, clear.

Finally crofting, or small-holding, will
work admirably with bee-keeping. The
small-holder is ever nigh his bees, his time
can be easily portioned out between their
care and other duties, and he has generally
special facilities for disposing of his honey
and wax. With co-operation much more
may be done in this line.

Value of Bees.—Mr. Root, lately ad-
dressing an audience of bee-keejiers, made
the following statement :

" Bees produce
annually .|20,000,000 worth of honey, but
their economic importance to the fruit-
grower and the consumers of fruit in this
country could be measured by five times
that in the production of more and better
fruit and better crops." Thus he estimated
that the bees' value to the countrv as pol-
linators would be worth $100,000,000. Our
fruit-growers set a very high value on the
honey-bee, and if we see the projected Act
a reality, it will be largely owing to the
estimation in which bees are held as
pollinators.

Value of Foundation.—Estimates have
often been made as to the amount of honey
consumed by the bees in making lib. of
wax, and these have run from 101b. to 201b.
While complete accuracy cannot be
obtained, the latest experiments would go
to show something like 121b. as the best
estimate.

Mr. Crane says, "According to these
figures, furnishing an eight-frame hive
with full sheets of foundation would §avt<

the bees the necessity of making lib. of
wax that would take them 121b. of honey
to produce. This, even at 10 cents, would
be worth $1 20c., or twice what the foun-
dation costs, and yet some bee-keepers
think they cannot afford it." Add to this
the precious time taken up by the bees in
working out the thousands of cells made
from this lib. of wax, and further add to
this the more precious destruction of tissue
such hard labour entails, and we have a
very strong case for the liberal use of
foundation.

American Bee Journal.—This well-known
bee newspaper, the oldest on the Ameri-
can Continent, has just changed hands,
Mr. George W. 'fork, who has been pro-
prietor and editor for over twenty years,

having disposed of it to that well-known
bee-keeper, Mr. C. P. Dadant. The new
owner has been long and favourably known
not only in America but on the Continent.
An able and fluent writer on apicialture,
Mr. Dadant has edited and very largely
re-written " Langstroth on the Honey
Bee" and Newman's "Bees and Honey,"
both excellent works on our interesting
pursuit. Readers of the " Old Reliable "

will be glad to learn that Dr. Miller

—

young at eighty-one—still remains as
associate editor.

Mr. Greiner points out a peculiar
feature connected with bee-manipulation :

" I placed my head where flying bees were
thickest, even kneeling close to the hive
under operation, and the pesterers left and
gave me no more trouble. A visitor stand-
ing back some feet had to retire hastily."

Mr. Greiner concludes that if positions had
been reversed, results might have been
different. He concludes that his immunity
depended mainly on his being in the " hive
atmosphere " when he was unmolested.
The peculiar vision of bees may also have
had something to do with his safety. His
"masterly inactivity" when bees offered

to test his nerves would also count con-
siderably.

African Straivs.—The treasurer quotes
the Latin proverb " J5i.s dat qui cifo dat "

—Treasurers nearer home would feel that,

he who gives quickly gives twice. Wlien
writing to advertisers the Editor says,.

" Mention you saw it in the Journal.'^
Home bee-keepers follow the good example.
Mr. Oettle considers as an "urgent need"
that bee-keepers should demand the atten-
tion of the Agricvdtural Department.
Press not only for tliat but a grant. Take
a leaf out of the book of the Canadian,
New Zealand, and Australian apiarists T

" Canadian B.J."—This journal supplies
the titles of leading articles in the most
important English bee newspapers all the
world over. This is a good idea and
worthy of being imitated. Mendelism is

dealt with in the April issue. As far as
bees are concerned I fear the time is not
yet ripe

!

Mr. Morley Petit, in his annual report,,

concludes, " The greatest hindrance to the
honey industry is not foul brood ; it is not
the cold winters and late springs, and it is

not the difficulty of controlling swarming.
It is the indifferent farmer who does not
realise that while good horses, fat steers,

and other animals will eat their heads off

if he does not watch them, honey bees are
too much bother to look after. Yet," he
adds, " the latter, if attended to, will yield
from 50 to 100 per cent, profit on outlay!
What other stock on the farm will do the
same ? '

'
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Queries and Replies,

[8333] Swarming Difficulties.—In your

issue of March 28th you kindly advised

me re giving bees more room. Since then,

acting on that advice, my bees have

worked out and filled four frames of

foundation. As I could not give more
room (the hive being full) a large swarm
issued last Sunday, the 5th, and after

some difficulty I secured them, and have

them safe in another hive. My difficulty

was : the swarm formed five separate

clusters, so that I could not get a skep

under the lot. What I want to know
is if I had waited longer would they

have formed into one cluster? This being

my first experience I was over-anxious not

to lose them and secured them within half-

an-hour of their leaving the old hive, and
while some hundreds of bees were still fly-

ing. (2) Will you let me have the address

of a Bee Association I could join near here

where I could meet men with experience
to get more knowledge from? Thanking
you for previous help.—H. M. C, Isle-

worth.

Reply.—(1) You did the right thing
under the circumstances; but why did you
not put on a sv^per when the brood-
chamber was full, in order to give more
room? (2) The Secretary of the Middlesex
B.K.A. is Mr. W. Herrod, 23, Bedford
Street, Strand, London. You had better

join this.

[8334] Dividing Stock in " Wells'
"

Hive.—I should be much obliged if yovi

would tell me through your journal, which
I take in regularly, if the following

method of dividing would be satisfac-

tory.—I have a Ford-Wells hive with one
side only occupied, the stock is very

strong, there being twelve frames filled

with brood and stores, and also a super,

which is also being worked by the bees. I

propose taking some of the frames from
the side occupied and placing them in the

empty part together with the queen, leav-

ing the others to raise their queen them-
selves. It is, of course, impossible to

alter the position of hives, as is usually

done in dividing, owing to the fact that

the two are made as one.—T. B. H.,

Birmingham.
Reply.—We do not think you will be

able to get the colony to rear a queen by
the method you propose. You might divide

as you suggest, and after twenty-four

hours introduce a fertile queen to the

queenless portion, though even in this

there is a certain amount of risk.

[8335] Dealing ivith Queenless Stock.

—At the end of April, when spring-clean-

ing one of my stocks, I cut out one nearly

perfect queen-cell and one half completed.

then found the queen dead on the floor-

board at the finish—balled, I concluded.

On May 2nd the expert came round ; he

said the bees were trying to supersede

their queen. He could not find a queen

or queen-cells, so gave them a frame of

eggs from another stock. To-day, on
examination, I found only a few capped
drone and worker brood right at the

top of the frame put in by the expert ; the

others were filled with honey. What should

I do? Will the bees raise another queen
from eggs if they have a drone-breeder or

fertile worker? This was a disappoint-

ment, though I found a few completed
sections on this stock. The next stock

was very encouraging. It was one
found badly affected with foul brood on

May 2nd, but is now covering seven

frames with huge patches of healthy

brood, and new wax and honey, after

following the " Guide Book " treatment.

—

B., Lewes.
Reply.—You should have examined the

comb put in by the expert to see if the

bees built queen-cells. No doubt they
did this, and a queen has emerged. To
make quite safe, put in another comb with
eggs.

[8336] Sivarm in a Wall.—Last week a

swarm came out of one of my hives and
before I could secure it established itself

in the hollow wooden wall of an old build-

ing. I tried by boring holes in the inner

wall and blowing in smoke, and by tapping

the wall, to get them out ; a great many did

come out, but they would not go into the

skep, and eventually all returned into the

wall. I have not tried again to move
them, as there has been too much wind. It

is very difficult to put the skep over the

place where they go in and oiit, as it is

right up under the eaves of the building.

]f you could give me any advice as to how
to proceed to secure them I shovild be most
grateful.—J. A. G., Sussex.

Reply.—The only way will be to remove

some of the boards inside the building

where the s\varm is, and get them out with

the hands or a ladle of some kind, into a

skep. Unless you secure the queen they

will not remain in the skep.

[8337] Irregular Combs — Excessive

Drone-rearing.—(1) I have some old

wooden frame hives full of bees which were

evidently hived without properly wired

foundation. The frames are full of comb,

so twisted and contorted that it is impos-

sible to remove them without breaking up

the comb. How should this state of

things be treated? The hive is not in sec-

tions or supers, the roof part of the hive

only being removable. (2) All my hives

have a lot of drones ; would it be an ad-

vantage to kill some of them, and if so,

how had I better catch them?
Reply.—(1) You had better cut a hole

in the floorboard of the hive and transfer
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the bees to proper frame hives, as des-

cribed on page 149 of the " British Bee-
keepers' Guide Book." (2) If you transfer

the bees 'and use full sheets of foundation,

it will do away with the excessive num-
ber of drones ; it is not much use trapping
them, as others will be reared in the drone
comb, which is evidently too jsredominant
in the old hive.

[8338] Supering Transferring from
Skep to Frame Hive.—I shall be glad if you
will help me with the following : I have two
hives which will take fifteen frames in

each ; I should like to know which will be
the better of the following methods : (1)

To use a queen-excluder in place of the
dummy and put in two hanging supers
with six sections in each, or (2) put the
dummy after the tenth frame, and place
a rack of sections on top of them ? I have
two skeps with strong stocks in each. Is it

too late to transfer them to frame hives r*

The holes in the top of the skeps are very
small. Could I cut a larger hole with a
sharp knife and place a super on the top
of them?

—

Beehive.
Reply.—(1) Use a tight-fitting division-

board, and confine the bees to ten frames,
then put on the super. (2) It is the right
time now to transfer. It will be much
better to do this than to super the skeps,
though it can be done after having first

enlarged the hole as you suggest.
[8339] Corrugated Paper for Smoker.—I observe that corrugated packing paper

is in use for producing smoke in bee-
bellows. Is it better if medicated, and if

so with what chemical?—F. V. H., Buxted.
Reply.—Ordinary corrugated paper

makes good smoker fuel if made into rolls

so that the corrugation will run parallel
with the barrel of the smoker; it should be
used without any dressing upon it.

[8340] Mouldy Comhs.—I find that the
outside combs in some of my hives are
mouldy, otherwise the hives are in a
flourishing condition. Should these combs
be destroyed, or is it safe to return them
to the hiVes?—E. T., Durham.

Reply.—If there is only a little mould,
the combs will be quite fit for use, but if

they are very mouldy it will be best to
melt them down and replace with founda-
tion.

[8341] Extracting Unsealed Honey.—
Spacing Frames.—(1) Is it practicable to
extract from shallow frames before they
are sealed over? and, if so, is there any
quick method of ripening the honey? 1

am, of course, well aware that this method
would require very frequent visits to the
hives, but it seems to me this would be
compensated for by the ease of extraction,
and the consequent larger amount of

suriilus honey. (2) Why should frames
spaced l|in. to prevent the building of

drone comb be re-spaced before brood is

sealed over? {vide "Guide Book.") 1

hived a swarm tliis way on frames fitted

with starters and forgot to re-space them. I
now find five frames filled with sealed-over
worker brood ; a little drone comb has also
been built which is also sealed over. The
comb is also much straighter than when
frames are spaced l^in. apart. In fact, the
combs are the straightest and nicest I have
3'et had.—E. F. Ledgeb, Lee.
Reply.— (1) No ; it has been tried, and

proved a failure. No method of ripening
honey is as satisfactory as letting it ripen
on the hives. (2) To allow the bees to
pass more freely over the comb and also

to enable more to cluster over the brood at
night in order to keep it warm.

[8342] Transferring from Skep to

Frame Hive.—I have two skeps of bees. A
fortnight ago I put ten frames fitted with
sheets of foundation into a hive and on
top placed a board with a Gin. hole cut in

the centre, and placed on this a skep and
wrapped uj) very warmly. When is the
queen likely to be down in the frame hive?
Should I remove the skep and later on
place a super on the hive, or should I put
queen-excluder under the skep and leave it

on as a super? In one skep I noticed bees
carrying out some white grubs, which i

guessed to be chilled brood, caused per-

haps while handling the skep when placing

it over the frame hive. Do you think that is

a correct surmise?—E. Taylok, Liverjiooi.

Reply.—It is difficult to say how long
the bees will be in working down ; much
depends upon the strength of the stocks

and the weather. An examination will

enable you to see Avhen the queen has gone
below. You can then put on an excluder
and allow the skep to remain as the super.

Yes, no doubt the young bees thrown out
were chilled.

[8343] Eucalijptus as a Bee Subjuga-
tor.—(1) I have a few hives of Italian

bees, and wishing to drive them from the
top of brood-box frames, before placing on
the super, I sprinkled a piece of rag with
oil of eucalyptus, then laid it on top of

the frames; the bees instantly fled, it

apparently being extremely objectionable.

Has the use of eucalyptus any deterrent
or injurious effect on bees or honey? (2)

Is eucalyptus in use as a subjugator? (3)

Is it necessary to use queen-excluder when
working for sections? (4) Under what con-

ditions will the queen use the super for

breeding?—G. R., Doncaster.
Reply.-—(1) We should not use eucalyp-

tus, as it will taint the honey. We have also

found it make the bees vicious instead of

subduing them. (2) No. (3) Not abso-

lutely necessary, but advisable. (4) Wlien
the combs below are full of brood.

[8344] Returning S^carm.-^I shall

esteem it a favour if you will kindly en-
lighten me, through the "B.B.J.," on the
following : I am Hoping my bees will not
swarm this vear, but in the event of their
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doing so, if I take the qv;een away from
the swarm, can I return it to the parent
hive, and how?—G. F. B., Mansfield.

Reply.—You can return the swarm to

the parent hive after having removed all

the queen-cells but one. The swarm should

be returned to the hive in the evening in

the same way that a swarm is hived into

a new home.

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.
[We are requested by a prominent bee-

keeper in the Isle of Man to urge bee-

keepers there not to import bees, &c., from
the mainland, so as to keep at bay tlie-

" Isle of Wight" disease, which, up to the
present, has not been seen in the island.

We are sure all interested will pay atten-

tion to this warning.

—

Ed.]

Bee Shows to Come.

June 4, 5. and 6, at Droitwicli.—Hereford
and Worcester Agricultural Society. Show of
Honey and Bee Appliances. Apply for schedules
to A, Elliott, Gisop, Hereford.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Honey Department, under the ftianagement of the
Surrey B&e-Keepers' Association. Entries closeci.

June 12 and 13, at Romford, Essex. In
connection with the Essex Agricultural Society, the
Essex Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
Annual Show of Honey, Wax, Bees, and Appliances;
Schedules from G. R. Alder, Hon. Sec, 176, Hain-
ault-road, Leytonstone. Entries close May 31.

July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Schedules from W.
Herrod, 23, Bedford-street, Strand, W.C. Entries
close May 31.

July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Iiyme.
—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. E.xtra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13th July.

July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—-Lincolnshire
Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Schedule, &c., from James H. Had-
Beld, Hon. Sec, Lines. Bee-Keepers' Association,
Alford, Lines. Entries close 14th June.

August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-
Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,

&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle

and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Hoime House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.—Sections
for Horticulture, Bees and Honey. Schedules of

prizes for the above Sections are now ready, and
oan be obtaaaed of the Sectional Secretany, as

undier. Sclhediulee wuH be sent to all 1911 Exhdbi-
tors, who need not apply. Free spaoea offered in
HortiouM'ural Section to Gfroweirs for Tradie Runs.
E. F. Dant, SectiomaJ Hon. Sec, 17, SujSsex-streeit,

Cambridge.

WEATHER REPORTS.
Westbourne, Sussex.

April, 1912.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 30 on 12th.

Minimum on grass,

26 on 12th.

Frosty nights, 5.

Mean maximum, 58 1.

Mean minimum, o8'5.

Mean temperature,
48-3.

Above average, 2 2.

Maximum barometer
;^0-445 on 3rd.

Minimum barometer,
29-633 on 1st.

L. B. Birkett..

Rainfall, 09 in.

Below aver., 1-68 in.

Heaviest fall, -05 in.,

on 9th.

Rain fell on 3 days.

Sunshine, 268'3 hours.

Above average, 90 8
hours.

Brightest day, 23rd,

132 hours.
Sunless days, 1.

Maximum tempera-
ture, 69 on 22nd.

Barnwood,

•18in.Rainfall,

4 days.

Below average, 1'42

in.

Heaviest fall, •08in.

on 2nd.

Totalto date, 10-25in.

Above average, 6'06

in.

Mean m aximum tern

-

peratui'e, 585; 1'5

above average.

Warmest day, 22nd,
70-5.

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 358; 6'2

below average.

Coldest night, 11th,

23-5.

Mean temperature,
47-1

;
2-4 below

average.

Relative humidity,

69 per cent.

Sky completely over-

cast on 4 mornings
at 9 a.m. Cloudless

on 6.

F. H. Fowler

Gloucester,
April, 1912.

Percentage of cloud.

Prevailing winds,
N.E. and N.W.

Percentage of wind
force, 15.

Barometer, daily
mean. 30'18; high-

est, 30-48 on 3rd
and 23rd ; lowest,
29-58 on 9th.

Remarks.—A n^mth
of remarkably fine

weather, with ex-

cess of sunshine.

Bees flying freely

on every day ex-

cept 8. There
were practically

no April showers.

Very wide range
of temperature
owing to sunshine,

and numerous
severe frosts at

night. Vegetation
about 12 days in

advance of the
normal.

(F. R. Met. Soc).

Notices to Correspondents.

J. M. G. (Ayrshire).— iri7t/ Bees.—The
insects are wild bees {Andrena fulva)

common in this country.

Beginner (West Sntio\k).—Transferring

from Skeps to Frame Hives.—You
should allow the skeps to remain until
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the combs are full of honey, and it is

sealed; then they can be removed and
the section rack put in place.

W. S. (Altofts)..

—

Moving Bees in Summer.
—(1) You can move the bees to the
position indicated by the line, but not

more than one yard per day, and that
only when they have been flying during
the previovis day. (2) July 3rd, 4th,

and 5th are the days when demonstra-
tions will be given at Doncaster Show.

(3) We have sent particulars of insur-

ance, (4) Secretary of Yorkshire B.K.A.
is Mr. AV. Pi. Richardson, 14, Carter
Mount, Whitkirk, Leeds.

T, H. H. (AValthamstow) .—S^^reacZincj

Brood.— (1) The bees are the ordinary
English variety. (2) Yes, certainly. (3)

You must not spread the brood until all

the combs upon which the bees are con-

fined by means of the division-board,

are covered with bees, and then only
one new frame at a time should be
inserted.

J. J. (Cowbridge)

—

Naphthaline .—If crude
naphthaline is used it will asphyxiate
the bees ; it is safer to avoid risk of this

by procuring the proper kind from this

office, as it is specially prepared for use

in the hives.

J. E. J. (Pontardulais).

—

Sugar for Bees.

—The sample you send is not the right

kind of sugar for bee food
;
you should

not use moist sugar for this purpose.

Suspected Disease.

J. C. (Chorlton).—The combs were badly
crushed, but so far as we could see con-

tained nothing worse than cliilled brood.

Honey Samples.

YoEKS (Bradford).—The sample is not
pure heather honey, though the heather
flavour predominates. It is not good
enough in quality for the heather class,

and is too rich in heather flavour for

the blend class. The rough granulation
will go against it a little.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.

Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-

keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the

Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-

manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. ver iin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

sWARMS English Bees, 3s. per lb.—W. DENNIS,
M.W.B.K.A., Brownsover, Rugby. v 76

ILFRACOMBE (Devonshire). — Florence Villa
Boarding Establishment; close sea, bathing,

separate tables, from 25/-.—RICHARDS. v 78

FOUR DOZEN finest quality Sainfoin Sections,
10s. dozen, carefully packed.—NORTH, Cres-

sing, Braintree. Essex. v 80

2CWT. of very finest light Clover Honey, in 141b.

tins, 60s. per cwt., tins free; sample, 2d.—W. E.
CURPHEY, St. John's, Isle of Man. v 82

WTT ' WAX-MOULD, large size, perfect,

• Xl* Is. 6d.; 2 Uncapping Knives, Is. 6d.—
MISS GRIFFITHS, Brj-naber, Abergele. v 85

EXCHANGE, 8 Hives and day to week old

chicks for motor cycle, or sell.—BECK, Airton,

Leeds. v 86

ICWT. good light Honey (candied), in lever-top
2" tin, accept 26s., on rail.—WEAVING, Chipping
Norton, Oxon. v "7

SURPLUS 1912 Queens.—Black, fertiles, 4s.;

Virgins, Is. 6d.; strong 4-frame Nuclei 1912

Queen, 14s.—V. SHAW, Betula, Fallow Court-

avenue, North Finchley. v 88

FOR SALE, 20 racks of Shallow Combs, good

condition 4s. each; Hives, Racks and Excluder,

6s. each, or Bees, healthy.-TOLWOBTHT, Freck-

enham, Soham. ^ °"

TWO W.B.C. Section-Racks, only used onoe, 5s.—

JOHN BROOKFIELD. 108, Stamford-road,

Birkdale. "^ ^

HEALTHY stock of Native Bees, on ten frames,

fit to super, 25S.-H. GRIST, Shepton

Mallet. ^ ^'

ABARGAIN.-Two W.B.C. Hives (Howard^s

make), with two 7in. lifts; three W.B.C.

Hives with one 7in. lift; 6 hanging Section Racks,

complete; 6 shallow-frame Racks, hives newly

nainted- the lot for £3 15s. to clear, all in good

cStion, or sell separately.-COVERDALE, Market

Place, Pickering. "^ ^^

FOR SALE, 10 Stocks of Bees, Black, strong, in

W B C pattern hives; 6 Swarms in skeps; all

clean and healthy.-POYNTER, Oakland-terrace

Whitchurcn, Hants. '^ ^^

FINEST Heather-blend Honey lib bottles 9s.

doz; half gross, £2 5S.-C0WLAND. Bovey-

Tracey, Devonshire. '^ ^^

APPLIANCES, cheap clearance, giving up.—51,

Lower Mortlake-road, Richmond, Surrey, v 77

RYMER HONEY PRESS, as new, Meadows,

39s.; W.B.C. hanging Frame Section Boxes,

complete.' 3s.; Lee's Racks and Sections^ 2s 3d^;

Lees' shallow Frames. ..nd Racks, 2s 3d.; three

W.B.C. Uncapping Knives, Is. 9d. each; B^«-J-

Excluders, 6d ; Bottle Feeders 9d., new; W.B C

Hives, complete, 12s.; Lees' Holborn ditto 6s 6cL,

ffood Hives Standard frames, 4s. 6ci.; all clean,

ftete requirements.-W. WOODS, Normandy
Guildford. ^ ^

THREE SURPLUS VIRGINS for 3s. 9d; Is 6d.

each.-LEDGER, 35, Leyland-road, Lee

S.E. ^ '

SURPLUS SWARMS; also several strong 4

frauTe Nucleus, 1911 Queens, £1 each^--

MOFFAT, Manse-road, Wishaw, Lanarkshire, bcov

land. .

SEVEN good 14 standard frame Hives complete,

7s each flat top; 12 Skeps, from Is. each.-

H GOY late W. Fletcher, The Apiary, Grindle-

fo'rd, Sheffield. ^
OR SALE, Castle Bee-house, take five stocks,

cost £15. 'size 6ft. by 6ft by 2ft^ wide; par-

ticulars and photo on application.—VINCL, mrs-

ley-rd, Trowbridge. ^ °°
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

RECOGNITION OF MONSIEUR
ED. BERTRAND.

This veteran bee-keeper attained his

eightieth birthday on May 16th, having
been born in Geneva in 1832. The day
was celebrated in a manner befitting tlie

occasion, and the British Bee Journal and
Britisli Bee-keepers' Association joined

with the Continental Bee Journals and
Associations of Bee-keepers and other

friends in offering this eminent man their

congratulations and best wishes.

M. Bertrand started and published the

Bulletin d' Apiculture de Suisse Bomande,
later called Revue Internationale d'Apicul-

ture, and conducted this for twenty-five

years, during which time he practically

revolutionised bee-keeping in Switzerland
and France. Old-fashioned hives almost
entirely disappeared and rational methods
were adopted by most bee-keepers. His
activity did not rest there, for he gave
courses of instruction at his own residence,

where the theory and practice of rational

bee-keeping were imparted, and in this

way he formed a band of disciples who
spread the new methods throughout the

country. He published many pamphlets,

but his principal work, " Conduite du
Rucher," has passed through ten editions

and has had a very wide circulation,

having been translated into seven

languages. Eminent scientists and prac-

tical bee-keepers of the first rank met at

his hospitable residence in Nyon, and were
welcomed by Madame Bertrand, who was
such a helpmate to her husband, and
always did her best to make their visits

pleasant. It is, therefore, not surprising

that on the occasion of his celebrating

his eightieth birthday M. Bertrand should

have had his services recognised in such

a hearty manner, and we are pleased that

Madame Bertrand was also able to share

in the homage paid to her husband. The
following letter which we have received

so well describes what took place on the

•day that we print that portion of it

referring to the festivities : ^—

-

Dear Mr. Cowan,—The celebration of

M. Bertrand's fete has been a great

success, and he was not too fatigued, but
much appreciated the expressions of

sympathy which he received on his attain-

ing his eightieth year. On the morning
of the 16th I went from Geneva to Nyon
to congratulate our dear friend. Monsieur
and ]\Iadame Bertrand were at breakfast
reading the numerous letters received
from friends, and seemed very happy,
being quite ignorant of the fete that was
in preparation for them. They returned
with me to a family dinner at Florissant.

At half-past three the invited relatives

and intimate friends began to arrive, and
as it was raining they had to remain in

the salon. It was then that I handed him
your letter and the illuminated address
which you sent. The children, in honour
of the hero of the fete, sang and recited

poetry alluding to various episodes of his

life and sojourn at Cergniemin. It was
very touching to hear these young voices
proclaiming the eulogies of M. Bertrand.
After tea J. Olivier read a number of

letters received from Swiss and French
bee-keepers and friends, subscribers of the
Bevue d' Apiculture, also letters of con-
gratulation to and appreciation of the
author of the "Conduite." There was a
very fine one from Maeterlinck, another
from M. de Candolle, president of the
Society of Arts of Geneva, others from the
residents of Gryon, &c.
The Societe Romande d'Apiculture sent

an album containing the photogi-aphs of
its members from its commencement,
accompanied by a letter from its presi-

dent, M. Gubler, and a gold medal struck
for the occasion. Dr. Kramer also wrote
on behalf of the German-Swiss Bee-
keepers' Association. At six o'clock

Monsieur and Madame Bertrand returned
to Nyon, taking with them their numerous
letters and presents. It was a most
charming fete, and I cannot say how
happy I feel that it should have passed off

so well and given so much pleasure to our
dear friend. Madame Bertrand had a
joyful day, and it was right that she
should have been present at the triumph
of her husband, which she csuld share
with him.

L. Martine.
Geneva, 22nd May.
The address alluded to above presented

by the B.B.K.A. to M. Bertrand, who is

an honorary member of the Association,

was illuminated on parchment. It had a
border of clover and other bee-fiowers,

and in the corners and interspersed were
representations of queen and worker bees.

In a Adgnette at the bottom there was a
modern frame-hive standing in a field of

flowers. The following was the inscrip-

tion :—
THE BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Presented to

MONSIEUR ED. BERTRAND,
on his attaining his eightieth birthday,

in recognition of his great services to

apiculture, congratulating him on having
seen realised during his honourable life

the fruits of his teaching, and hoping

that he may be blessed witli good health

during the remaining years of his life.

Tnos. Wm. Coavan,
Chairman.

London, 16th May, 1912.

In a private letter, alluding to these

festivities, M. Bertrand says : " I have
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been completely spoiled on my birthday,

much more so than I merited. In a

general way I must be thankful for my
fate, for I have succeeded in my enter-

prises, and have retained all my faculties,

and above all I have a dear and excellent

wife who cares for me and comforts me
in my failures."

M. Bertrand, in looking backwards, has
the satisfaction of knowing that his

labours have not been in vain, but have
been crowned with a success that few have
the privilege of realising. This must add
hapi3iness to the evening of his life, which,
we trust may be prolonged for many more
years.

BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION EOR
SCOTLAND.

A public meeting called " to inaugurate
a Beekeepers' Association for Scotland

"

was held on May 2oth in one of the class-

rooms of the Edinburgh and East of
Scotland College of Agriculture—the Rev,
J. W. Blake presiding. At the outset
the Chairman said they were there that
day to see if they could set on foot a
National Beekeepers' Association. He
thought they were all agreed that it was a
very desirable thing that in the interests
of beekeeping there should be some central
association which Avould have a connec-
tion with all the bee men in Scotland,
and stimulate those who were already
engaged in this industry, and induce
others to take it up. It was agreed to
form a Scottish Beekeepers' Association,
and the meeting proceeded to draft the
rules and regulations.

—

Communicated.

AMONG THE BEES.
Bij U. M. Macdonald, Banff.

WHERE TO STAND WHEN MANIPULATING.
When handling frames it is imi^ortant

that the manipulator should know where
it is exactly best to stand. I explained
this lately to a novice, but noted that
his face showed some signs of doubt or
trouble. It seems he had read his
" Guide Book" carefully, because he went
inside for a moment, returning Avith a
copy, his finger inserted at page 102 ; and
he rather triumphantly pointed to line

ten—" stand in rear of the entrance." My
young friend read into this " in rear of
the hive," whereas if he had glanced at
the illustration facing he would have seen
that both examiner and examinee stood at
the side. Our old friend, W. B. C, is

shown in the same position on pages
98 and 101 when examining combs as he
takes them from the hive. These illustra-

tions are a great boon to the novice who
studies his " Guide Book " intelligently.

A glance shows him the best position for
each successive manijjulation he finds it

necessary to carry out in course of the
active bee season.

Now, turn to pages ^1', 'l^Oj' and 199;
where the same operator may be seen
standing hehind the hive while he is

taking surplus racks from the bees. That
is the natural position to occupy, and the
one where every movement tells best. The
3'oof and coverings go to one side, the
racks and smoker stand to the right hand,
and the operator to the rear. Thus the •

supers are off or on before the bees do
more than realise that they are being-

dealt vrith, coverings are replaced smartly,
and the roof laid over alL in the shortest

of time. To do this it is advisable to

have a clear space behind. I detest carry-

ing out tliis operation from the side when
necessity compels in a badly-arranged,
apiary.
On pages 30 and 106 we have two other

illustrations well worth careful study.
When hiving bees, a home swarm, a
travelled swarm, or a driven lot, it is per-

missible to stand facing the hive while
shaking them from the skep or box on
ihe platform, but this accomplished, stand
to one side—the side on which the operator
kneels (page 106) when watching the
united lots. The young lady on page 30-

was AA'isely placed—for photographic
reasons—facing the beholder, and makes
an excellent jjicture, as thus seen. For
actual demands in hiving bees, however,
she Avould feel her movements freer and
her right hand less impeded, when guiding
.or directing the bees, if she were facing
the other way. The evening sun, too, 1

feel certain, would cast its rays on the
bees in a way which would aid her in
spotting Ihe queen—a very important,
point in hiving any bees in a new hive.

By the way, when examining combs,
always turn your back to the sun, so that
the comb may be "illuminated" by its

rays. Mr. Carr is thus shown on page 137
searching for the queen, which he is

seen picking off the comb. For this act he
has placed the frame on the hive with the
object of giving his right hand freedom of

motion to seize the queen between the
forefinger and thumb ; but in examining
the combs (see pages 98 and 101), he
stands erect with the frame on a level

with his face, the very best position in
which to stand to do the work under the
most favourable circumstances. The drift

of my observations can be appreciated if

a close studv is given to the beautiful tone
block illustration on page 102. The free

comfortable pose spells " a pass " in my
reading of the picture.

When I started I meant to devote about
a score of lines to my first point, but the
subject grows on me.

I wish intending candidates for the
third-class certificate would turn to

page 146 and take a hint or two. Before
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lifting up the skep to place the irons in

position, always ascertain tlie direction in

which the combs run, as Mr. Herrod
shows jou. Then you can confidently

anticipate that there will be no breakdown
as you turn over the skep with the line

of the combs, even although the works are

comparatively fresh- and new. Study the

page I have named and the three follow-

ing ones until you have mastered every

detail, and you should easily pass in that
section, which may turn out a very serious

difficulty in these days when skeps are

becoming such a rarity in many parts of

our island.

To see the thing actually done, turn
with me to page 208. The young lady

from Swanley knows the master's eye is

on her, and she coolly carries out the
operations without either veil or gloves.

The smoker is there as a reserve force,

but the cool, deliberate, and easy pose is

almost a direct guarantee that she
deserves the author's praise of "doing it

as well as any man could." One can con-

clude that she has selected the best light,

that the driving irons are " siccar," that
she beats gently but well, that her eyes
are ever alert to spy the important lady
walking up, and that her gentle and
delicate touch will secure her majesty as

a captive without injury. Where to stand
is a very important point in successful

bee-driving and finding and capturing
the queen.

The most favourable position to stand in
while carrying out other manipulations
should be studied carefully, as in every
case it tends not only to comfort but also

to expedition and thoroughness in opera-
tion. In uncapping combs for extracting,
the relative jDosition of shallow-frame
boxes, uncapping table, knife-heater,
capping can, and extractor should be so

arranged that they entail g, minimum of
motion on the operator. When making
up racks of sections, have a place for
empty racks, full racks, unfolded sections,

cut foundation, reserve stores, as each
point will tell in favour of a saving of
time and labour. When cleaning up
sections, have a place for everything, and
everything in its right place, and so

enable yourself to do the work ex-
peditiously and well—with a niaximum of

comfort and a minimum of labour. In
packing honey for the market, the same
rule should be carefully observed. When
wiring frames, have your stand or table
at a comfortable height. Stand with all

your paraplicrnalia within easy reach of
your outstretched hand—sheets of founda-
tion, your wire coil, the embedder with
its heating apparatus, the brads, wire
nails or staples for fastening, should each
have a place for itself.

Arrange your hive-stands at such a

height from the ground that there will

not be much stooping, as this makes the
labour lighter. Have a definite position
for hive roof, quilts, and lifts when
manipulating, so that there will be no
searching for jiarts. The hand shoidd go
out mechanically to the exact spot, and
always find the jiart there. The smoker
should have a place of its own during
manipulations. Everything should be

,

placed systematically.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.
[^60] I can assure Mr. Mace (8442,.

page 183) that when writing on the above
subject there was no "intentional

omission of details." I merely stated my
experience of the disease as briefly as

possible.

With the exception of stocks Nos. 7, 14,

and 23, all were hived either on full

sheets or drawn-out combs.
When I established my apiary at Bures

in the spring of 1910 I had my hives made
with plinths on the body-boxes for doubl-
ing, so that T could eive each stock twenty
standard frames with a rack of shallow

frames on top. I did this to reduce
swarming to a minimum, as I had no one
to look after the bees during my absence.

In the spring of 1911 I did not double
my hives, as I wished to make them swarm
for my cinematograph work. This left

me with a number of standard frames
with drawn-out combs, which I used for

the swarms. During the summer I placed
shallow frames with drawn-out combs (also

obtained the previous year) over swarms
and parent stocks, so that they had no
opportunity of comb-building. Over the
three hives with starters I had sections.

Mr. Mace quotes an instance where a
runaway swarm located in a hollow tree

did not survive the winter, but he did

not say, and probably does not know,
where they came from. I venture to

suggest they came from one of his own
hives, and being some of the "coddled"
breed would meet with scant sympathy
from Nature.
Last April I removed a colony of bees

from one of the chimneys on Bletsoe
Castle (Beds.). They had been there for

sixty years, and had built combs 6ft. in

length. They had no alighting board, no
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porch to keep the rain out, no quilts to

keep them warm, and, last but not least,

no disease or waxmoth.
With regard to Mr. "Wilson (8448, page

196), I will brieflv enumerate replies, as

space is limited in the Journal, and I

do not wish to trespass too much
upon the Editor's kindness :—(1)

There are two colonies of bees in

trees within a few yards of my apiary

quite free from "Isle of Wight" disease;

(2) I have not heard of any disease in or

around Bures ; (3) No
; (4) Until we can

spread it by artificial means I do not

admit it is either
; (5) I have not heard

of any
; (6) But they were reared and

fed by bees living under natural con-

ditions.—J. C. Bee-Mason.

BEES IN PREHISTORIC TIMES.
[8461] Professor Rolleston, M.D.,

F.R.S., writing in 1877, speaks of Mead
and Lime ti^ees in Celtic times, and quotes

from Logan's " Scottish Gael," ii., 147

:

" The Celtic Britons kept their bees in a
bascaud formed of willow plaited." In
1827 one of these was found in Lanishaw
Moss. In 1850 another was found in

Chat Moss at a depth of 6ft. " This was
a cone of about 25j"ds. high and 1 yd. in

diameter at the bottom, and was divided

into four floors or separate hives."

In speaking of the potterns found in

"mounds" or "burrows," a quantity of

fine ware was found, and Mr. Wm. Hachett
Jackson, of the University (Oxford)

Museum, pointed out "that they were of

the same contour, if not of the same paste,

as the jars used in the Narbonne honey
trade."
The history of the words used for

" hive " appears to show that the first

step towards the domestication of bees

by the English was the formation of

imitations in bark of the hollows of trees

in which they were found. About the

middle of the 10th century we read of

Anglo-Saxon "beo-churls," the Anglo-
Saxon Avord "beo-cist" (bee-chest), and
the Latin " alvearia " (bee-hives), usually

substituted for "rusca," from which it

may be inferred that these rough con-

structions were superseded by regular
hives.

He quotes from Professor West-
wood's Life of St. Cadoc (Bibl. Cotton.

Vesp. A. XR^.): "it is stated that he
chose a solitary place for his monastery,
having seen aprum sub ahoi-e jacentrm,

apes vcnientes et intrantes in Cavan
Arhorem.'^
He further states :

" In the ' Second
Life of St. David ' there is a curious
legend of a SAvarm of bees settling on a
ship going to Ireland, the bees following
St. David from place to place."—W, B.
Tallknt.

SECURING A SWARM UNDER
DIFFICULTIES.

[8462] The following may be of some
interest, as being unusual:—
Just beyond the hedge at the end of my

garden is a deep narrow ditch with steep
banks ; on the further side of the ditch
is a wire fence, which is kept in position

by the ordinary posts, and lean-to posts
which are driven into my side of the
bank. A swarm came off this morning,
and settled, as I feared, on one of these
lean-to posts, as it was soon thickly
covered with bees. But I noticed also,

about two feet off, another rather smaller
cluster, half-way down the bank, on the
gj'ound. Thinking it more probable
under the circumstances that the queen
would be there, and not on the post, I

very gently laid a skep on the ground,
partly covering the cluster, and securing
it from slipping by a pitchfork. Then I

awaited results , and was pleased to

notice that very soon the cluster on the
post was breaking up. Gradually it hung
down, and, swinging to and fro, at last

effected a junction with the skep, about
thirty inches off. Along this bee-bridge
the whole swarm passed, until it was too
thin to maintain the connection. A wisp
of grass did the rest. As soon as the
skep was covered with bees (it was a
large swarm), I very gently wedged it up
with two bricks to get it level, the pitch-

fork still keeping the skep from tumbling
over. In two hours' time all the bees had
established themselves in the skep, and
then I gently moved it a few feet

away, on to level ground. The rest was
plain sailing.

—

Henuy F. Gipfs, Hundon
Vicarage.

EXPERIENCES OF "ISLE OF WIGHT"
DISEASE.

[84C3J At the risk of traversing a well-

worn track, I offer you my experiences of

"Isle of Wight" disease.

I started bee-keeping in 1910, and lost

both my stocks with the disease, in the
autumn of that year. After making a

bonfire of the interiors and thoroughly dis-

infecting the outer parts of the hives, I

started again in 1911, with a stock in

April, and a swarm in June. The stock
is .still going strong, but the swarm
showed sigus of the disease in August last,

when I immediately sulphured it, and
since then I have heard that the apiary
(fourteen nives) from which I purchased
it was wiped out in October. After
sulphuring the bees I washed the hive,

scorched the interior and sprayed the
combs, which contained a great deal of
honey and brood, with Izal. I ran a
driven lot on to these combs in Sei^tember,
1911, and shut them down for the winter.
They came out strong this spring, and are
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now working on twenty standard frames

and two racks of sections.

I fear I have proved nothing, but if

the disease is as infectious as we are led

to believe, would a slight spraying with

Izal be sufficient disinfection? Again, if

the bees contract the disease this year

shall I be able to trace it to a slow in-

cubation of the bacillus or to a fresh in-

fection? My own feeling in the matter is

that the bacillus dies with the bee, but
may remain in a state of suspended
animation so long as the bee is alive.

One fact I noticed : the bees seem
abnormally thirsty when suffering from
the disease.—E. G. Tremlett.

BEE-KEEPING IN RUSSIA.

[84641 I read with much interest the
article in the British Bee Journal for

the presence of dxones which often accom-
pany after swarms

!

Cross Purposes (p. I'86).—Evidence that
"hybrids"—a long-suffering term—are
superior resisters of disease would be
valuable just now with new diseases about.
But is such evidence available? If it be,

we may well modify our oiiinion of
" hybricls." But in very few districts, I

imagine, has the English bee been bred
without infusion of blood, either from
distant districts by way of swarms, driven
bees, and special cjueens, or by importation
of other races. After all, these so-called

races are only varieties, and possibly such
close inbreeding as would conduce to
disease is hypothetical, whilst the benefit

of " hybridisation," if existent, may be
due to qualities of the introduced strain.

On the other hand, reports appear to show
that "I.O.W. " disease has wiped out bees
regardless of pedigree.

LOC-HIVE Al'IARY IN RUSSIA.

May 16th (p. 191) on " Bee-keeping in

Russia." I enclose a photograph taken
by me about six years ago in the Govern-
ment of Kutais in the Trans-Caucasus,
which shows clearly the log hives described

in your article. It will be noticed that
the roofs are formed of strips of bark
kept in place by large stones. If my
recollection serves me right the bars on
which the combs hung could be lifted out.

The bees were subdued by smoking, tlie

apparatus used being simply a piece of

burning touch-wood—the smoke being
blown on to the combs with the mouth.

—

Chahles M. Pigott.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY li. S. C'RAWSHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

Hohhy (p. 186).—The explanation of tlie

term "hob " is no doubt to be found in

Hyhridising Bees (p. 186).—How are the

proportions of cross given by Mr. H.
Scrope Viner calculated? If the Banats
are supposed to be half Banat, half Black,

1he proportion would be quarter Banat,

quarter Black, half Golden. If, however,

the supposition be that the influence of

nurse bees must be reckoned in the

pedigree, then the proportion might be

stated- quarter Banat, lialf Black, quarter

Golden, unless the nurse bees were golden,

or an error lias occurred in statement.

There is, however, little foundation for

supposing that the nurse bees influence

the strain, in spite of claims to tlie con-

trary. At least, I do not know of any
serious attempt at proof.

Watei- in the Apiarif (p. 194).—What a
wonderful man that Scotsman is to

produce such a long and readable article

out of such simple materials. I am greatly
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impressed by the number of purposes
noted. A long period of plain living and
high thinking, with a wet towel around my
head by way of sympathetic stimulus, fails
to suggest other supplementary purposes
than those of the was-melter and the ant-
proof hive leg. I wonder what D. M. M.
would do with other subjects treated
similarly, and I venture to suggest to his
fertile brain such headings as : Air, Fire
and Sunlight, Wood, Weeds, and Honey.
Treatment of Experts (p. 204).—"Don't

forget that the travelling expert may be
in want of a meal and unable to get it."
Thus Mr. Herrod in his " Helpful Hints.'
A sound and kind reminder. Many of the
visited would willingly help the expert on
his way did they but think of it, and it

is to the credit of most bee-keepers that
they are generally thoughtful of the
traveller's comfort. Most experts have
^^VV7, and unhappy, memories of this
kind, and some, likely enough, arrange
their r day's work accordingly. Small
blame to them ! It is pleasanter to have
propoJised fingers excused at the table of
a humble bee-keeper than to have them
viewed askance elsewhere. So, brother
bee-keepers, don't forget Mr. Herrod's
gentle reminder.
Danger of Infection (p. 205).—The

statement that foul brood is more in-
fectious than scarlet fever should not go
unchallenged. Scarlet fever is no doubt
attenuaied nowadays, but that is not the
point. There is no evidence that the
diseases are communicated in the same
way, arid the risk of a travelling expert
carrying infection is infinitesimal, where
such a one cleanses his hands.

Old Bees and Disease (p. 205).—Is it

not an error to suppose that an old bee
cannot get pollen ? I have found worn-out
bees with frayed wings and full loads of
pollen, unable to make another journey to
the hive. Bees have been observed to
gather pollen directly by means of the
mandibles, and they are thus clearly not
dependent upon the pollen-carrying hairs.

Tree Honey (p. 214).—One of Mr.
Mace's criticisms might often be expressed
with equal truth. I fear that " Cappings "

are written hurriedly only too often. As
I grow old I find time my most valuable
commodity, and I should be sorry to think
that Mr. Mace is dissatisfied with that
portion of it which is given freely to the
" B.B.J." ! As to the palatableness of
this early honey, that must be a matter
for difference of opinion. If Mr. Mace
and his friends like honey from fruit
bloom, sycamore and hawthorn, I have no
possible quarrel with them. In fact, I

should be pleased to supply the demand,
as we get a good deal in favourable
seasons. But personally I do not care for
it, and I think that most well-known
judges of show honey would agree with

my opinion that these honies are not first

rate. I would not dispose of it indis-
criminately, believing that only the best
can create demand. I may have been, as
Mr. Mace suggests, a little sweeping in
my use of the term "tree honey," but my
intention must be clear to any fair-

minded or careful reader. Mr. Mace is no
less sweeping wlien he mentions a large
order like " RosaceEe." As for handling
the early flow better in sections than in
shallow-combs, that again is evidently a
matter of practical opinion. But my note
was intended to indicate the usefulness
of this early flow in obtaining worked-
out comb. I endeavour to utilise it in
this way, looking upon it as a stepping
stone to the harvest projjer.

Queries and Replies.

[8345] Brood in Shalloic-frame Super.
—I am a reader of your valuable journal
and find many a novice, such as mj-self,

asking and receiving much useful informa-
tion through it. I supered a strong stock
about three weeks since. Having seen it

stated in the " Guide Book " that bees
would take to supers better if the queen
excluder was left off till the shallow combs,

were partly drawn out, I thought I would
try a rack of shallow frames with founda-
tion only. In about a week's time the
frames were drawn out nicely, and a week
later some were three-quarters filled with
honey. Then I put the queen-excluder on,

but judge of my surprise when I looked at

the stock last Tuesday I found all the
shallow frames but one packed with brood,

a good deal of it being capped over. I

must have left the queen in the super when
I put the excluder on, as it is one that
I had in use last season, and I had
no trouble with the queen before. i

might say the foundation was worker
brood, but the bees have built and capped
over on the lower part of some of the
frames, drone-cells, which I am in doubt
whether to cut away or not. Perhaps you
could advise what would be best to do in

the circumstances. One or two orchards are
near to my hives and the bees have been
very busy these few weeks of nice weather.

The last three days have been wet ; should
I be doing right to feed with syrup slowly

now, or would there be a danger of their

storing it and bringing it up later into

the supers.—J.B., Hepworth. ^

Reply.—You have evidently misread
your Journal. Excluder should always be
put under shallow frames. It is sections

that may be put on for a time without the

excluder. Your best plan now will be to

make sure that the queen is in the brood-

chamber, and put on the excluder, placing
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a fresh super next the brood-chamber,

piitting the one now occupied by brood on
the top of the new super. The brood will

all hatch out and the combs be filled with

honey. Don't cut out the drone cells, but

when the drones have hatched out let them
fly by removing the quilts for a few

minutes.

[83-16] Tlyhrid Bees in Black Stock.—
I shall be obliged if you will explain,

through the columns of the Bee Jouenal,

a phenomenon which has somewhat puzzled

me. Last year, about July, one of the

stocks that I look after lost its queen,

and I gave it a frame of eggs and brood

from another hive. It raised a queen all

right, and this spring, when 1 examined
it, was very stix)ng, so that I could not

find the queen, though there were plenty

of eggs and brood, but I noticed a. few,

say half-a-dozen, bees with yellow bands,

which I took to be Italian hybrids. There
are both Italians and British Goldens in

an apiary at, Cavendish, about three miles

away. That was about a month ago, and
since then there does not appear to have
been any increase in the proportion of

yellow bees. Yesterday the stock swarmed,
and while hiving the swarm I had a good
view of the queen, and she was yellow-

banded, showing more yellow than those

workers who had bands. Now, if this is

the queen that was raised last summer,
how is it there are no signs of yellow bees

in the stock from which the frame of

young brood from which she was raised

came? If she has been raised since, and
is the daughter of that queen, how is it

that the proportion of yellows to blacks

is so small in the hive. She must be the
sister of many of the bees in the apiary,

and one would therefore expect a con-

siderable number of yellow bees, but I saw
none before this spring, and now they are
rare. 1 enclose specimens of the two
kinds of bees in the hive.—H. D., Sud-
bury.

Reply.—The queen is, no doubt, an
English black one, rather light in

colour and is obviously the one raised last

year. Italian bees are very social, the
few in the hive have probably come from
the apiary you mention, or perhaps from
an Italian stock unknown to you, located
nearer than you are aware of.

[8347] Sicarming Vagaries.—One of
my hives swarmed on the 19th ult. It
was apparently a very good swarm, the
queen being, I believe, an old one in her
third or fourth year. It settled under
and round the leg of the hive from which
it had issued. I placed a skep touching
the side of the hive near the leg, and a
puff or two of smoke sent the bees readily
and rather quickly into the skep. I

Avanted to return them to the same hivo,
and covered the entrance with queen-

excluder zinc at 6.15 p.m. Many bees were
flying about the entrance, and they seemed
altogether very uneasy. When I came to

throw the swarm out of the skep there was
only lib. or l^lb. of bees, which fairly

raced into the hive, but I found no queen.
The bees all went back to their own hive
and everything seems perfectly quiet. Do
you think, after leaving the hive the bees

killed the old queen, and were anxious
to return home? I shall be glad if you
can solve my difficulty. I very frequently
write to you, as I know no one who keeps
bees or who can help me. I have to

muddle along, but your kind answers to

my frequent queries have been so clear

and helpful that I believe I am making
good progress.—H. T., Worsley.

Reply.—Evidently the queen did not
come out with the swarm, so they returned
to th.3 hive. Tliis happens occasionally.

We are pleased to have been of assistance

to you.

[83181 Supers on Slightly Diseased
Stock.—May I trouble you with some;
questions to which I should like answers
in the Journal, which is such a real help
to us novices. (1) Should I move (in the
case of healthy bees) unfilled and even
undrawn sections to the cen-tre of the
rack, putting the filled ones at the out-
sides. (2) What must I do with two
racks now on a slightly diseased hive?
Should they be removed ? (3) Are they to

be treated with disinfectant (if left on)

;

and should the sections individually be
treated?—C. F. E. W., East Sheen.

Reply.—(1) It is much better not to
interfere with the section rack, but let the-

bees go on working. (2) Allow the racks to
stay on until the sections are completed.

(3) You must not treat the sections at all

or they will taste of the cure. The racks
only can be disinfected after removal of

the sections.
'

[83491 Beinoving Bees frovi Tree.—
(1) I have discovered a stock of bees in

an ash tree, and would like to know which
would be the best month to get them,
out? (2) Would it be possible to drive

them into a skep? (3) Should they stay

in the skep before being put into a
frame-hive? I shall be glad of a reply in

your most useful journal.—E. G. B.,

Cirencester.

Reply.— (1) The sooner you can carry

out the work the better. (2) This is

generally impossible, as a rule it is neces-

sary to cut out the combs and brush off

the bees. (3) When removed, tlie combs
containing brood should be tied into

frames, and the bees and queen hived on
to them ; the box or hive should remain
as near the old position as possible until

the evening to collect all the bees, it can
be removed when it is dark.
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[8350] Curing Foul Brood.—I shall

be glad if you will answer the following
questions:—(1) If one has succeeded in

arresting foul brood in the earlier stages
and there remain a few of the cells here
and there of the later stage in, I suppose,
an incurable condition, (indented, or if

not, coffee-coloured and ropy), what is best
to be done? It seems a pity to destroy a
flourishing lot for these few cells if the
others are under hand. (2) Supposing by
using formalin, &c., one has succeeded jn

arresting the earlier stages, what becomes
of the eggs and brood the disinfectants
have overcome.'^ Will the bees get them
out and clean the cells? (3) Can you
suggest how to disinfect the clothes? I

have changed everything before going to
another apiary after handling a diseased
stock, but then there is one's hair and
veil and boots. (4) Next to -nhite clover
what gives the largest yield of honey?
We have limes, chestnut, charlock, and
trifolium near. Are honey-producing
plants and trees graded as to yield?

—

FoRESTEK, Bristol.

Reply.—(1) Use Apicure,
which exactly meets the con-
ditions you have named.
(2) Yes. (3) Wear an overall,

which can -be washed; the
veil can be diijped in

formaldehyde, and the boots
also sponged with this. (4)

Charlock and then lime. We
might print a list of these
later on, but we are crowded
out with copy just now.

[8351] Preventing Swarm-
ing.—(1) What is the best

time to divide a stock of

bees (to prevent swarming)
according to the instructions

given on page 93 of the
"Guide Book," and, if supered, how
should it be dealt with? (2) Is it better

to introduce a new queen into the old

hive, or, if left alone, will the bees raise

one for themselves?—E. G. C, Stockport.
Reply.—(1) When the hive is crowded

with bees and the weather is warm. Any
time this month; the operation should be
carried out at midday, when the bees are
flying. If the super is on it must be
removed and put on the artificial swarm.
(2) It is an advantage to introduce a

fertile queen, but if left alone the bees will

rear a queen for themselves.

[83521 Using Phenyle.-—Bee Diseases
Bill.—Please reply to the following
through "B.B.J." :—(l) Does the strength
of phenyle leave it when added to hot or
boiling syrup? (2) I am going to re-

queen my apiary next autumn ; can you
recommend a strain ? (3) Why is beet
sugar injurious to bees? (4) Is Apicure
sufficient to cure all cases of foul brood?

(5) Wliat will be the penalty under the
Bill for exposing diseased honey to bees?
(6) Can the Insjsector order a man to have
diseased bees removed from his roof? (7)
At whose expense?—W. W. R., Dunster.

Reply.—(1) The phenyle should be
added to the syrup when the latter is just
warm. (2) British bees. (3) We have
answered this so many times we cannot
repeat it again. Please refer to "B.B.J."
April 3rd, page 305. (4) Yes. (5), (6) and
(7) You must wait for the. Bill and see.

NOVELTIES FOR 1912.

THE " BOWEN " SECTION-CASE.

Mr. A. H. Bowen has sent us a speci-

men of his new section-case (registered),

which he claims should be used by all bee-

keepere for the following reasons:—"Be-
cause it is indispensable to all up-to-date

bee-keepers. It saves money, time, and

labour. . It is the cheapest, simplest, and

yet most novel on the market. It is the

smallest and lightest case manufactured.

No glass, therefore no breakage. It is

collapsible and easily packed. Salesmen

can handle it without injury io the comb.

The appearance of the section is greatly

improved. Honey well displayed means
honey sold. No damage by wasps, flies,

or dust. It is instantly squared up and
fitted on the section. The outer case is

reversible and affords adequate protection

when travelling." The case is easily

adjusted, as will be seen from the illustra-

tion, the inner case, which has gelatine

windows, being placed first over the

section, while the outer one, fitted on
from right to left, completely encases it.

We understand that Mr. Burton N.

Gates has requested samples of these cases

to be placed in the permanent exhibition

of bee appliances which he is forming for

the U.S.A. Government.
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Bee Shows to Come.

June 11 to 14, at Guildford.—Royal Counties
Agricultural Society's Show.—Bee Appliance and
Honey Department, under the management of the
Surrey Bee-Keepers' Association. Entries closed.

June 12 and 13, at Romford, Essex. In
connection with the Essex Agricultural Society, the
Essex Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
Annual Show of Honey, Wax, Bees, and Appliances.
Entries closed.

June 27th, 28th, and 29th, at Barnet.—
In connection with the Old English Fair and
Flower Show, the Barnet and District Bee-keepers'
Association will hold a show of section and
extracted honey. Classes open to all. Schedules
and entry forms from G. James Flashman, Hon.
Sec, 37 Falkland-road, Barnet. Entries close
June 24th.

July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Entries closed.

July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-lyme.
—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13th July.

July 18th, at St. Albans.—St. Albans and
District Bee-keepers' Association hold their Annual
Show, in connection with the St. Albans Horticul-
tural Society, in Clarence Park. Open classes,
liberal prizes. Schedules and all particulars from
E. Watson, Holywell Hill, St. Albans. Entries
close July 12th.

July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire
Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Schedule, &c., from James H. Had-
field, Hon. Sec, Lines. Bee-Keepers' Association,
Afford, Lines. Entries close 14th June.

August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-
Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. Far schedules,
Ac, apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A. , in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.—Sections
for Horticulture, Bees and Honey. Schedules of
prizes for the above Sections are now ready, and
can be obtednied of the Seiotional Secrertiajry, aa
Tindier. Scihedulee will be seint to all 1911 Exhibi-
tors, Wiho need' not apiply. Free spaces off'eiredi in
Hoirtioulfkiral Seotion to Growers for Tradie Runs.
E. F. Dtant, SeotioniaJ Hon. Sec, 17, Sufisex-etneiet,

Cambridge.

BIRD'S NEST IN A BEEHIVE.
On a farm at Nyon, near Geneva, a

pair of linnets buift a nest ^ in a beehive
in the spring, and have continued to
live on the best of terms with the bees.

There are now several eggs m the nest,

and the birds and insects fly in and out,
using the common entrance.

—

Evening
Standard.

Notices to Correspondents.

J. R. G. (Drumlithie).—Briiis/i, Wild
Bees.—The bees are Andrena rosce, a
common species, that nests in the
ground. A meek and peaceful dis-

position is characteristic of the genus,
and to attempt to plunder a bee-hive or
even to gain admittance is the last

thing one would expect any of the
species to do. (F. W. L. Sladen).

J. M. K. (Strathcarron).

—

Bace of Bees.—
The bees were too dry for us to say very
much about them, but we fear " Isle of
AVight " disease is present. There is

nothing but chilled brood in the comb.
(2) Ordinary English. (3) Back numbers
of "B.B.J.'"' can be had.

H. W. (Smethwick).

—

Virgin Queens and
Casts.—'J'he bees are virgin queens. It
was a cast which issued, not a swarm,
and it is not unusual for several virgins
to accompany these. Death has been
caused by their fighting each other.

H. B. (Sussex).

—

Isle of Wight Disease.—
There is no^ doubt that the disease
originates with the workers and not with
the drones.

C. W. (Kent).—Curing Foul Brood.—

U

you continue using Apicure the disease
will be cured without further trouble.

The spores are not killed, but as they
break into life, i.e., the bacilli are
liberated, these are killed by the fumes
from the Ajoicure.

N. B. G. (Monmouth).—Co .sf.s.—Yes, no
doubt the second cast, which you call a
third swarm, came from the same hive.

You did right in returning them.
Tact (Chislehurst).

—

Dwindling Stock.—(1)

The grubs are those of the wax moth,
but this does not imply that the bees
are diseased. In order to ascertain if

disease is present, send us a piece of comb
containing brood. (2) The honey will

be fit for household use, and the combs
should be melted down for wax.

A. P. (Acton).

—

Driving Bees.—Yes, you
can drive them in the same way as from
a skep. In order to see if they are
diseased, break out a piece of comb con-
taining brood and examine it.

Suspected Disease.
W. H. H. (Norfolk).—The comb is

affected with foul brood.

Cymro (Kent).—The comb contains odour-
less foul brood. If the colony is a
strong one, use Apicure, which will cure
it. Apicure sliould also be used in the
other hi-s es as a preventive.

T. W. B. (Hampstead).—We cannot find

anything wrong with tlie bees, except
that several are overloaded with nectar.

C. L. C. (AYoodford), F. B. L. (Hythe),
and X. E. C. R. (Henley).—The bees
have died from "Isle of Wight"
disease.

I
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R. K. (Lesmaliagow).—It is foul brood in

the first stage. Use " Apicure," and

the disease will be overcome.

Miss Rae (Glasgow) and A. H. (Graves-

end).—AVe are afraid it is " Isle of

Wight" disease.

J. E. (Adpar).—Both pieces of comb show

that the bees are short of food. No. 1

is healthy, but No. 2 shows signs of foul

brood. LTnhealthy conditions and un-

suitable food lower the vitality of the

bees, and render them liable to disease.

J. P. (Devon).—It is "Isle of Wight"
disease. You must not use the combs

but burn them.
W. T. J. (Hants).—It was very thought-

less of you to send bees with so much
honey. This leaked out of the package

and 'made a dreadful mess of all the

other parcels arriving by that mail.

What the post-bag in which it travelled

would be like we can well imagine. It

was utterly impossible to carry out an

examination.
Honey Samples.

N. A. H. (Canterbury).—The sample of

honey is a very good one of medium
colour. It has been gathered mainly

from hawthorn.
J. M. (Much Wenlock).—The honey is a

fairly good sample, mainly from haw-

thorn.

A. J. S. (Upper Norwood).—The honey is

good in colour and flavour, of fair

density, and has been gathered from
sycamore.

F. A. B. (Snaith).—Sample has been
gathered from hawthorn and sycamore.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.

Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-

keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-

ness " Announcements, iinmediately under the

Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-

manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. ver iin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW SECTIONS—Few dozens good, fruit and
hawthorn, 9s. 6d. per dozen, on rail.—A.

SIMPSON, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks. v 98

SEVERAL NEW W.B.C. HIVES, painted,
12s. 6d. each; exchange for swarms, or strong

skeps of Bees; laying Queens, 3s. each; 4-frame
Nuclei, 12/-.—WILLETT, JUN., Bee-keeper, New
Maiden, Surrey. ^ v^

WANTED, 21b. Bees, without Queen, or small

cast and Virgin.-D. W., "B.B.J." Office,

23, Bedford-street, W.C. v 104

FOR SALE, twenty painted Beehives, cheap to

clear.—WOODS, Boxford, Colchester. v 112

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent,

10s 6d. per day, carriage to be paid each

way by the hirer.-Apnly. W. HERROD, " B.B.J."

Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, or exchange for Bees, &c., six good
black Airedale and Spaniel Puppies, will

make good workers or guards, &c., price 12s. 6d.
each.—Apply, W. A. ALLPREE, Talbot Inn, Mans-
field. V 99

CAN SPARE STRONG HEALTHY 10-FRAME
STOCKS young Queens, 25s.; Nuclei, 1912

Queens 3-frame, 12s. 6d.; 4-frame, 14s. 6d.; car-
riage forward, boxes 2s. 6d., returnable.—CORN-
ALL, The Schools, Minster-in-Thanet. v 105

ONE W.B.C. Hive, one Thompson Hive, skep
(new), smoker, feeder, cork cushion, two

racks, sections (new), two Queen excluders, 22s.
the lot.—MATTHEWS, Rosedale, St. Agnes-road,
Moseley. v 101

THREE clean double walled Standard Hives,
Cowan pattern, 5s. each; few swarm catchers,

3s. 6d., fit any hive with porch removed.—
WILLSON, Beehives, Newhaw, Addiestone. v 102

WANTED, geared Extractor and Wax
Extractor.—MISS GORDON, Wethersfield-

place, Braintree, Essex. v 107

WANTED, Honey Extractor, cheap; also
healthy drawn-out Standard Combs.

—

STILEMAN, Grasscroft, Elmhyrst-road, Weston-
super-Mare. V 108

SURPLUS 1912 pure English Black Queens, 4s.
each, immediate delivery; Sladen Carniolian

Hybrids, 5s.—WHEATLEY, Spa Apiary. Hinck-
ley, v 109

THREE strong healthy Stocks, in strong hives,
one Observatory Hive, with Swarm, and all

accessories, for sale.—DOELL, Laburnum Grove,
Beeston, Notts. v 111

TAYLOR'S No. 3 HIVE, 10-frames, dummy,
telescopic 9in. lift, never used, painted, rack

sections, full sheets, price 8s. 6d. ; three new var-
nished shallow frame Exhibition Cases, 5s.; good
sound Extractor, cost 23s., cheap at 10s. 6d.; rack
W.B.S. section frames, new, 3s.; number second-
hand Hives, clean and healthy; five W.B.C, one
pattern, thoroughly sound, with two supers each,
7s. each; also cheap odd Hives, all sound.—
GORNALL, Thornycroft, Oxted. v 113

PLATFORM SCALES, 35s.; Icwt. bag Sussex
Ground Oats, lis.; exchange for healthy

Bees.—156 Moston-lane, Manchester. v 114

W.B.C. HIVE, with stock of healthy Bees,
already supered, 30s.-C. H. SEYMOUR,

Mayfield, East Preston, Angmering. v 115

SECTIONS, glazed, IDs. dozen; Extracted
Honey, lib. screw-top bottles, 9s. 6d., car-

riage paid within 50 miles.—SARGEANT, South-
view, Rayne, Essex. v 116

OBSERVATORY HIVE for sale, handsome,
solid mahoganj , brass turntable, complete,

perfect, clean; particulars.—ROBERTSON, St.

Slary's Crescent, Portsmouth. v 117

PURE English Light Honey for sale, in 281b.

tins 14s.—JENNINGS, Howell, Heckington,
Lincs^ V 118

TWO STRONG STOCKS HYBRIDS, 10 frames,

ready for supering, expert's guarantee of

health, combs new, boxes returnable, 30s.—

CEILEY, Highcroft, Muswell Hill-road, N. v 200

GENUINE high flying Tipplers, ten. pairs

youngsters; exchange Bees or Appliances;

particulars.—DAWSON, Handbridge Newsagency,
Chester. v ^^

BEES 5 stocks in Hive^, on ten and twelve

frames, splendid condition for honey season,

£2 to £2 10s., guaranteed healthy; four empty
Hives, new and secondhand, 12s. &d. and 8s.—

NESBIT, 32 Stracey-rd, Harlesden, Middlesex, v 203

WANTED, Natural Swarm Native^. 2s. 6d lb.,

not less than 5lb.-F. BIGGE, Tyburn

Birmingham. ^ ^^
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

NORTH-WEST DURHAM B.K.A.

The annual meeting of the North-West

Durham Bee-Keepers' Association, held at

Oonsett, was presided over by Mr. R. C'ol-

pitts. The financial statement showed

that the income was £10 5s., and there

was a credit balance of £3 9s. 6d. The

secretary reported that the heather

harvest last season opened in glorious

sunshine, and the bees did splendidly for

the first 14 days; but, unfortunately,

after a spell of heat, dull weather pre-

vailed, with the result that very little

honey was stored in the supers. After-

wards the "Isle of Wight" disease was

noticed on the moors of Edmondbyers, and

it spread all over the district, several

members losing valuable stocks of bees in

consequence. Officers for next year were

elected as follows:—President, Mr. S. F.

Annandale; vice-president, Mr. J. N.

Kidd (Stocksfield) ; secretary
_

and
treasurer, Mr. J. Walton.

—

Communicated.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

May, 1912, was £7,494.—From a report

furnished to the British Bee Journal by

the Statistical Officer, H.M. Customs.

NECTAR-PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By Geo. Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

(Continued from page 213.)

No. 18. THE PLUM (Prumis domesticus) and
CHERRY (Prumis, Cerasus).

Nat. Order, Bosacem.
As these two sources of nectar are

sister species, and their pollens practically

alike, we will treat of them together.

The plum is a native of Asia, and of

many parts of Europe, and even grows
wild in the hedges of various districts of

our own country.
I well remember when a lad how we

used to look up the hedge-rows for the
"Bullaces," this being the name given to

the larger species of wild Plum—and then
watch impatiently for their ripening,

which, I am afraid, was never allowed to

take place fully, as we were too eager for

them ; and most people will be familiar

with the Sloe, sometimes called " Black-
thorn," a second and smaller species of

wild Plum, much used for making wine.

Of the cultivated Plums we have a large

variety. Many sorts appear to have been
introduced into England as early as the
fifteenth century. The old, and yet ever
welcome; Greengage^—the Heine Claude, of

France—is called Gage in England, after

the name of the family who first cultivated

it here, much in the same way as other

fruit is named, e.g., Bramley's Seedling
Apple, which was raised by a Mr. Bramley
at Southwell, in the county of Notts.

In some countries a considerable
quantity of alcohol is produced from
plums by fermentation. Dried plums
form a large article of commerce under
the name of Prunes and French Plums.
The Plum flowers before the leaves

appear, and the blossoms are in such pro-

fusion that each tree is literally covered
as with a mantle of snow, and on sunny
days bee-keepers know how the bees revel

in them ; for they produce both nectar and
pollen freely 'when weather conditions are
favourable.

Thci Cherry, like its sister, is found
wild, and this may be a degenerated
species of that introduced by the Romans,
as it is not considered to be truly
indigenous to this country. It flowers

early in May, and is too conspicuous to
be overlooked. It is a great favourite
of mine, and when watching the trees in
spring, I eagerly look for its opening
flowers, so that I may get a spray or
two to take home. The blossoms are
borne on stalks about an inch and a half
or two inches long in groups of some
three or four ; these spring from leafless

buds, surrounded by brown scales, of
which the inner ones become green
and leaf-like at the tips. The petals and
sepals are five in number ; the calyx is

thrown bodily back on to the stem as
it is in the bulbous crowfoot. The
stamens form a conspicuous yellow mass
in the centre of the flowers, and the
fruit is edible only to birds and boys, as
it has a bitter taste that makes it in-

ferior to the cultivated kinds.
Of the present cultivated sorts it is

generally said that the first were intro-

duced about the time of Henry VIII.,
and planted at Sittingbourne in Kent,
the cherry orchards of that county
being still famous. It seems, however,
from other sources, that they were pro-
bably known much earlier than this, or,

at any rate, that cherries were hawked
about London before the middle of the
sixteenth century just in the same
manner that they are at the present
time. The commencement of the season
was announced by one carrying a bough
loaded with fruit and crying "cherry
ripe." Our present popular, though
somewhat old, song, "Cherry ripe, ripe

I cry," was derived from this custom.
As stated, the pollens of both Plum and

Cherry are identical in form in different

media except in the size of the grain.

That from Plum, when dry, measures

jqqq in. by ^^^ in., and from Cherry, when

dry, measures ^^^ in. by
j,„yQ

in. From
the drawings it will be seen that in
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R^-

InWater.

outline form it is ovoid with three

deeply cut flutings, which reach from end

to end, and when viewed endways almost

separate it into three wings. This deep
fluting causes the grain to appear of

many different forms which depend upon
the angle from which it is viewed, as

seen at Nos. 1, 2, and 3, No. 4 being a
section through
the middle. The
colour of the
grains by re-

flected light is

a very pale
green, and by
i ransmit te d
light, a greenish-
yellow.

Wlien placed
in water they
immediately as-

sume a spheri-
cal form with
a large nucleus
in the centre

;

three points be-

come visible at

which the pro-
cesses grow at

a later period,

but are then
crescent - shaped
cavities, as shown
at No. 5. Still

later the nucleus
vanishes and
the grain ap-
pears filled with
a granular
inass, as at
No. 6. These
measure in the

P^"^
ilro in-

diameter. and
in the Cherry,

iooo
in- When

taken from
honey they will

be seen to have
mostly assumed
the triangular
form, the pro-

cesses not being too prominent and wrinkled
in appearance, some of the wrinkles being

A^ery marked, as seen in No. 7. This

is the final form, and in this condition
2

the grain measures in the Plum jj^ in.

and in the Cherry ^ij^ i^- from point \,o

point of the angle. The same form is

Avell preserved in the empty pellicles.

(To be continued.)

RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD HAND.
By James A. Abbott.

(Continued from p. 308, vol. 39.)

Serious illness has delayed the continua-
tion of this article, as wlaen ill one thinks

From Hoiiey.

POLLEN OF PLUM AND CHERRY.

of his ailments more than of his other obli-

gations and I am only now able to use
my mind for recalling these old memoirs.
One of my happiest experiences was the
conversation I had with the present King,
his brother, the late Duke of Clarence,
and Queen Alexandra, then Princess of

Wales. The incident occurred at the
Royal Agricul-
tural Society's

Show at Kilburn
(chiefly memor-
able as a slough
of mud) and
the show had
been opened by
the Prince of
Wales, who
afterwards with
his suite made a
tour through the
exhibition. He
was received at
the bee tent by
Mr. Cowan, the
tent being almost
cleared of people

;

but my father
and myself were,
1 suppose, con-
sidered privi-

leged, for we
were not asked
to leave. I had
in my possession
a small glass-

topped bos con-
taining a queen
and a few at-

tendant bees.

The royal party
had passed on,

but the two boys
were behind the
rest, and I

thought it would
amuse them to
see the loyalty
of the worker
bees, every one
of which had its

head towards the
queen. This so

pleased them that they called : " Oh,
mother, come and see this." So
"Mother," accompanied by the Duke of
Cambridge and others I did not know,
came back and we had quite a long talk
about the bees, chiefly as to their fondness
for their "Queen"; this seemed to
please the royal party, and it was only
when the Prince of Wales had
finished his tour of the tent, where
he was shown the exhibits by
Mr. Cowan, assisted by the late Mr.
Cheshire, that they went to join him ; so

I had a long and quite unexpected inter-

view with Royalty. This was mentioned
in the Bee Jouenal at the time, but
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after so many years it might be interesting ,

to some readers.

A point that has struck me as being

rather peculiar was the great immunity I

have always had (since I became inoculated)

not only from bee stings, but from the at-

tention of other insects. At first a bee
sting caused considerable swelling, and I

well remember having to " lie up " for a
week through a sting on the bridge of the

nose which completely closed my eyes. As I

got more used to it, the effect of the

stings became less, so that I thought
nothing of forcing the bees to sting me to

amuse the public, but the point I now men-
tion is the singular immunity I always
enjoyed from other insect bites, &c.

Wasps' stings still cause some pain, but
I never got a sting from a hornet. Nettle

stings, however, always caused great irri-

tation, though the scientists of earlier

days contended that the poison was
similar to that of the bee, ant, &c., viz.,

formic acid. I was quite sure that this

was not the case, and I think it is now
proved that formic acid is only a vehicle

for the conveyance of the actual poison,

though probably helping it in its first

painful shock, and that the real poison

causing the swelling, &c., is an alkaloid

analogous to snake bite. I have, there-

fore, no doubt that by taking small doses

to commence with, a man could soon be-

come immune to snake bites, and could

then do the snake-charmer business withoiTt

drawing the cobra's fangs as now
practised.

{To be continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8465] The month of June came 'in in

bright sunshine, and on the 1st the bees

had a grand field day. The few showers
of rain, which were wanted badly in our
district, were welcome, as those of the

previous week were soon dried up. The tem-
perature is now low for the time of year,

even when we get bright sunshine during
the day the mornings and evenings
are cold, and tlie honey-flow is still in

abeyance. Mowing machines, alas! are
laying our sainfoin bloom low; the last

week in May is abnormally early for

grass-mowing.
I was interested in Mr. Mason's con-

tention in " B.B..J." of May 2nd (page

174) that bees would be more healthy

—

shall I say more immune to disease

and more robust—if allowed to build

more comb. Possibly there is some-
thing in the idea, although at pre-
sent my bees are as healthy as they
were twenty or thirty years ago, and I

have not called on them to produce much
wax, although each year I send a fair

parcel to be made up into foundation. I

use full sheets in sections, and also in

giving extra brood-combs one is almost
bound to use full sheets of foundation, or

have a comb of dix)ne brood in the centre

of the brood-nest in May and June. When
one comes, however, to take into con-

sideration that a new swarm gets nine full

sheets in the t-en frames if allowed two
halves or parts of sheets at the back and
front for drone comb, and then the

several racks of sections, we find that the

modern swarm will be called upon to pro-

duce nearly as much wax as it would
if hived in a skep as of yore.

My friend Mr. Heap (page 117) deplores

that I am still an objector to legislation,

but when someone can point to a country

where Foul Brood Acts are in force and
say these Acts have cured the bees of

disease in those countries, then will be the

time when the bee-keepers in England will

fall into line and support legislation. Till

then, the biggest bee-keepers will oppose

legislation. I hope every objector will

write without delay to his M.P. and also

to Mr. Runciman, pointing out the

futility of Foul Brood Acts in other lands.

I hear from every side that experts are

powerless to help when a case of " Isle of

Wight" is diagnosed.

Additional supers should be placed

under the first one during June, later on

extra room may be given on top of the

partly-filled ones—by this method there will

not be so many partly-filled sections at the

clearing of the hives at the end of the har-

vest. The best guide in judging how and

when to super and give extra room is to

study the district in which you live
;
you

will 'soon know its capabilities of honey-

production and work accordingly. When
working among the bees keep an alert eye

for wax moths; they are generally in

pairs; if vou see one, depend upon it its

mate is near at hand.—W. Woodley,

Beedon, Newbury.

POSITION WHEN MANIPULATING.

[8466] The article in your issue of

6th inst. on " Where to Stand when

I\[anipulating," by D. M. Macdonald, to

me was most interesting, because, to my
mind, ho is one of the very few writers

who have thoroughly grasped what a

l)eginner really requires to know when he

is about to handle a hive of bees, and I

would recommend all such to read the
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article carefully. But one point which, lie

lias omitted, and to my mind one most im-

portant, is tliis : While working with a

hive, especially an established stock, be

sure the wind blows past the hive first,

whether it is front, back, or sides. If this

rule is observed there will be very little

worry with bees coming out at the

entrance, and necessarily very little risk

of being stung.

My reason for drawing attention to this

is because I feel convinced the writer of

your article inadvertently omitted to

me'ition this fact.—A. H. Mowbray.

BEE DISEASES LEGISLATION.
[8467] May I offer one suggestion

relative to the proposed Bee Legislation?

It cannot be denied that the success or

otherwise of this scheme will depend
principally on the capabilities of the In-

spector, who is to visit apiaries, examine,

and then enforce his judgment. I notice

that a number of the supporters of this

legislation merely express a "hope" or a

"belief" that inspectors will turn out to

be all that is desirable, but it would

surely be better to trust to some safe-

guard in the Bill itself, than be satisfied

with such true Imssez-faire. A clause

might be inserted holding the Inspector

responsible for wrong advice, carelessness.

or want of knowledge, should it entail loss

on the owner of the apiary. Such pro-

vision seems to me only fair, as it would
impress on the Inspector a feeling of

responsibility. This principle is acted on

with regard to the medical profession, and
why should it not be here?—C. B. Htjis'ter,

(Lieut.-Colonel late I. M.S.)

BEES IMPRISONED IN SECTION.
[8468] While helping a- neighbour to

remove a section-rack we found in three

of the sections a bee imprisoned in the

wax at the edge of the section. They were
each fixed parallel to the side, and had
evidently been " built in " by other bees

in that position, as there were ribs of

additional cells right across both sides of

the imprisoned bees' body. I tried to cut

one out to send up to you, but the wax
round the bees broke and liberated them
before I could cut it through. The bees

crawled away when released ; they seemed
unable to fly, and would take no notice of

honey placed right in front of them. I

have not seen this before, and wondered if

anyone else could record a similar in-

stance, or suggest any sort of explanation?
—A. B. H.

EXPERTS AND DISEASE.
[8469] I should like to thank Mr.

Crawshaw for his comment on my letter,

which appears on page 226 of the
"B.B.J." for June 6th.

The meaning of my comparison between
scarlet fever and foul brood was not quite

clearly expressed. Even though the risk

of carrying foul brood germs be not so great

as is the case with those of scarlet fever,

yet, on account of the almost indestructible

character of foul brood spores, more
severe measures of disinfection are neces-

sary than is the case with the other
disease. I do not think good authorities

will be found to agree with Mr. Crawshaw
that washing the hands is sufficient pre-

caution. On page 149 of the " Guide
Book" (fifteenth edition) it is stated that
clothes, hands, and appliances must be
washed with carbolic soap, and other
articles sprayed with a carbolic solution.

(The italics are mine). I would also call

attention to the reply given to Forester,
Bristol, page 228, "B.B.J.," June 6th, the
very number in which Mr. Crawshaw's
remarks appear.—A Small Beb-keepee.

STIFF PAPER AS FOJJNDATION.
[8470] A few days ago, whilst cycling

through a North Devon village, I noticed
some frame hives in a cottage garden, and
seeing a man working near, evidently the
proprietor of the hives in question, I

stopped and chatted re bees. He informed
me that his bees would not work in

.sections regularly, and that he never had
any nicely-filled ones such as he kne>v
other people got from their bees. I offered

to inspect for him, and I was promptly
told to take care, or I should get
'"stinged." Anyway I chanced that, and
found that he had fitted the sections with
sheets of stiff white paper, thinking that
bees would work on that. I put him
right, but thought that the above was
unique enough for the "B.B.J.," of

which I am a constant reader.
AVe have had a very few swarms down

bere as yet; in fact, I have only heard
of five this season, but some people I know
in Hampshire have had six swarms from
five hives.—A. C. B., Ilfracombe.

A HEAVY SKEP.
[8471] In reply to Mr. L. S. Crawshaw

in his " Cappings of Comb," on page 169,

I should like to say if he will again read
what I said on page 107 he will find that
there was no reason for suggesting that
the skep was made of some heavy material,
"such as cast iron," nor yet was "the
crock and stand " included. My state-

ment was that I have had bees in skeps
of various shapes and sizes, and this was
a large one made in order to experiment
in getting large swarms, which use at that
time (25 years ago) it amply fulfilled.

The dimensions were 22in. across, 18in.

high inside measure ; the skep was made
of straw, the usual hive thickness.

—

C. Bell.
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HOMES OF THE HONEY BEE.

APIARIES OF OUR READERS.

Mr. W. Freeman's apiary is a typical

example of the modern up-to-date bee-

garden : no weeds or grass are allowed to

impede the busy workers when entering

their homes^ no tumble-down or make-shift

hives are seen, all are of the latest

pattern, several with the " Claustral

"

ventilating chamber. We should judge
that the owner of such an apiary is one
quick to see the advantage of adopting
improved methods, adapting them to his

own requirements. We need only draw
attention to the fact tliat all the hives

are home-made, and leave Mr. Freeman's
excellent account of his bee-keeping

methods to speak for itself. He says:—

I work for extracted honey, as my
apiary is situated near Gosford Green
(the scene of the trial by arms of the
Dukes of Hereford and Norfolk in 1397,

which was stopped by Richard II.). The
land around this district has been
developed very much lately for building
purposes. My crop is from varying
sources, such as fruit trees, clover and
lime blossoms. I cannot boast of large
averages, as the district now is unsuitable,
although last season my best stock gave
me 641b. of surplus. I never take any
honey from brood-boxes. I have also tried
queen-rearing, for my own use, and have
been fairly successful. I generally manage
to sell all the honey I have to spare, at
Is. par lb., but a large amount is con-
sumed in my household.

MR. W. freeman's APIARY, GOSFORD GREEN, NEAR COVENTKV.

" My interest in bees dates back to my
boyhood, when I visited an agricultural

show in the neighbourhood, and there

saw demonstrations in the bee-tent. Fix)m

that time I always wished to keep bees, but
my wish was not realised for many years.

I commenced with one stock, in a

modern hive, and being a carpenter by
trade I made most of the others myself,

and have had about a dozen colonies for

the past fifteen or sixteen yeai-s. When
starting. I procured Mr. Cowan's ' Guide
Book,' and always advise beginners to do
likewise. I have also taken the "B.B.J."
during my whole bee-keeping career, and
look forward with pleasurable anticipation

to its delivery, as I consider it is the best

value for a penny I ever receive. I have
gained my knowledge from these books

and practical experience.

The longer I keep bees the more con-

vinced I feel that it pays best to have

only young and vigorous queens. With
regard to the illustration of my apiary, on

the right is a bee-shed containing four

colonies, which can be manipulated from

the back. These colonies come out

strongest in spring. The person on the

right is a Mr. Dubock, one of my bee-

keeping recruits; the figure on the left is

myself.
Doubtless many bee-keepers like myself

were much interested in Mr. L. Snel-

grove's paper on ' Queen Rearing.' which

he read at the B.B.K.A. conversazione last

October, and would be grateful to him if

he would give us in the 'B.B.J.' some of

the important details of management. I

trust the present season will be favourable

to bee-keepers generally."
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Queries and Replies.

[8353] Extracting Honey.—Hive for
the Moors.—I should be much obliged if

you would give me the following informa-
tion through the " B.B.J." :— (1) Is it neces-

sary to have the wire cages in an extractor,

to prevent the combs being thrown from
their fastenings, even if wired? (2) If

supers are left on the hive some little time
after they are filled, will the honey be fit

to bottle as soon as extracted. (3) I have
been told that a W.B.C. hive is not a good
one for moving to the moors ; is there any
reason for this statement, except that the
hives are rather bulky? (4) How is it that
bees are able to get the cells full of honey
before they cap them without it flowing
out, especially if not very dense? Thank-
ing you for past information.—J. S. R.
Reply.—(1) Yes, or the combs will break

down. (2) If the honey is sealed over it

shows that it is ripe, and it can be jarred
off as soon as extracted. (3) We see no
difficulty in moving W.B.C. hives to the
moors, though they are certainly a little

more bulky than single-walled hives, which
are the kind generally used for the moors.

(4) If you examine a piece of comb you
will see the cells are built with an upward
inclination ; this prevents the honey
running out.

[8354] Sivarm Leaving Box when Hived.
—I hived a swarm from one of my
stocks and the bees all left the box, but
did not cluster again. May I infer that
they returned to the old hive? If so, how
could I have found out? (2) Will the
swarm come out again? (3) If I had
accidentally dropped the queen would the
bees have found her?—P. V. L., Worcester.

Reply.—(1) There is little doubt but
that the bees returned to the parent hive.

You can ascertain this by an examination
of the hive from which they issued, which
will be crowded with bees if the swarm
returned ; if not in this condition it may
have decamped. (2) It is possible that it

may issue again. (3) The queen would fly

if you dropped her, but even if she were
unable to rise the bees would find her.

[8355] Introducing Queens.—Fertile
Workers.—Would you kindly help me out
of a difficulty by answering the following
questions:—On Tuesday, the 4th inst., I

took four frames containing brood and
honey, and crowded with bees, out of one
of my hives and placed them in a
temporary hive, holding only four frames.
During that night and the following day
the bees evidently fought, as I gathered
up quite a pint of dead ones in front of
the hive. On Wednesday evening the
secretary of tlie local B.K.A. kindly intro-
duced a Carniolan queen in a pipe-cover

cage; but three days later when I went to
release her, I found her dead. (1) Do you
think she was stung through the gauze?
as she was all right when she was caged.

(2) I at once sent off for another; but it

will probably be a week before I receive
it. Will that be too late to introduce
to the same four frames of bees? (3)
How long should the queen be kept after
arrival before introducing, or may she be
introduced at once? (4) How is a fertile

worker raised? Is its cell similar to
a queen cell ? I have never had any trouble
with such, so I ask this question, that I

may distinguish the cell if possible. (5)
There was a good deal of sealed brood,
also some laiTte and eggs on Wednesday.
Is it too late for bees to raise a queen
from them? (6) If a fertile worker were
present, and I introduce the new queen as
soon as she arrives, which would the bees
probably kill ? (7) Since writing the above
I have again examined the frames and
find a queen-cell covered by the bees;
should I place a cage over it, containing
some bees, so as to save hunting for the
queen later on? I might state I hope to

use this fresh strain for experiment and
to study that race of bee, and not to
change my present stocks. Apologising
for asking so many questions.—" BeI/IjE

VuE," Ipswich.
Reply.—(1) We do not think that

possible. The queen may have died from
want of food, especially if she was caged
without attendants. (2) It is a long
time, but if you cage her on a comb con-
taining unsealed brood from the same hive
and keep her caged for forty-eight hours,
she will be accepted. (3) Introduce at

once. (4) A laying worker is reared in

an ordinary worker-cell. (5) No, and you
must destroy the queen-cells befoi-e you
introduce the new queen ; or, better still,

do it now. (6) The fertile queen, but you
need not fear this, as laying workers are
only found when a colony has been queen-
less a long time. (7) See answer to 5.

[8356] Utilising Inferior Honey.—
Kindly let me know the following, viz. :

What use can be made of honey which 1
have just extracted; it is gathered princi-
pally from thorn and fruit bloom, conse-
quently it is not of good flavour. I have
extracted it so that it would not get mixed
with the clover honey?

—

Niobe, Ormskirk.
Reply.—The honey can be used for

feeding back to the bees in autumn, or
for making confectionery, vinegar, or
mead.

[8357] Re-queening.—I have sis good
strong hives of native bees, but
some of my queens are old. There
is no disease among them, and I

greatly fear I may introduce this if

I try a change of blood, yet I think I

should have a change this season. (1) Do
you think I would be safe in buying
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Italian queens from E. Penna? (2) I am
soon expecting several swarms ; these old

queens I could replace with Italians if you
advised this? (3) Would the cross

Italians and British be of irritable temper
and difficult to work with? We are likely

to have a bad clover harvest owing to the
drought.—E. H., Stirling.

Reply.—(1) So far as we know it would
be quite safe. (2) We prefer British bees,

but it is a matter of choice. (3) Yes, very
probably. We should advise you to rear

your own queens from one of j'our best

stocks.

[8358] Using Apicure — Will you
please answer in the " B.B.J." these
questions:— (1) In using Herrod's
"Apicure," how long will each application
last before it all evaporates, that is to say,

liO'W often must the remedy be renewed?
(2) Will it eventually cure bad cases? (3)

Will it destroy the germs in the sealed-up
cells?—G. B., Banbury.
Reply.—(1) Much depends upon the

weather : if it is hot the Apicure will

evaporate in from fourteen to twenty-one
days. (2) Yes. (3) No ; but when they
break into life it will kill the bacilli.

This is why we advise perseverance with
it; also, if Apicure is used, the bees will

clear oiit the diseased cells.

[8359] Black versus Hybrid Queens.—
I ' shall esteem it a favour if you will

kindly advise me through the "B.B.J."
on the following points :—I have five hives,

four of which I want to re-queen this

autumn. (1) Which do you think would
be the better plan : to rear my own queens,
or go in for surplus and buy queens in

August or September? (2) If I rear
queens, which in your opinion are the best
bees, hybrids or blacks, for surplus honey
(extracted) ? (3) How should I proceed if

I rear queens, as all my hives have supers
on now?
Having heard that blacks were the best

bees, I thought I would test the matter for
myself last season, so I picked two hives,
one hybrid and one black ; the blacks being
the strongest. I supered both on May
12th, and treated the two precisely alike
throughout the season. When they went
to the moors, the total surplus from the
blacks was 1181b., from the hybrids 1101b.,

but when they came back the hj^brids
headed wifh a total of 1501b. for the
season, and the blacks had 1381b. I
think the hybrids were strongest when
packed down for the winter. Both
colonies were wintered on sufficient

natural stores, but the blacks seem to be
much the stronger now, and I have taken
one super off already. I think hybrid
queens don't start to lay as early as the
blacks, but they increase faster when they
do start. This being an ideal district for
bees, as my " takes " prove, I wish to

re-queen with the best queens. If I

stimulated the hybrids early in April by
scratching the cappings of combs now and
again, do you think this would encourage
the queen to lay earlier, as the stock came
through the wdnter with an abundant
supply of food, and there is early
IJollen here from the willow? If I

could get my stocks strong by the second
week in May I think (on an average) that
I could work for that time to super,
although I supered in April this year.—

.

J. H. W., Mold.
Reply.—(1) Work for surplus, and

buy queens in the autumn. (2) Blacks.

(3) You will find full instructions for
queen-rearing in "The British Bee-
keepers' Guide Book," or you could get
Sladen's "Queen Rearing in England.'
We are sorry we have not space just now
to give these particulars.

_
[8360] Apple-blight.—-I have estab-

lished a new apiary according to " Guide
Book" directions, and have planted
several choice young apple trees. In
February I syringed with soda and soft
soap. Tbey bloomed in profusion, b^iit

now they are being spoiled as per sample
leaf herewith. Will you kindly name tlie

insect and mention cause and cnre
and prevention in next week's Bee
Journal? I syringed yesterday with
Beta Lysol, 1 to 200 parts; was this right,
please?—J. M. B., St. Austell.

Reply.—The trees are infested with
Black Aphis, commonly known as blight.
Syringe the trees frequently with a solu-
tion of soft soap. Take a portion the size
of a hen's egg and dissolve in a pail of
warm water.

BERKS B.K.A.

A correspondent sends us the following
cutting " from the Reading Mercury, and

asks for further information:—
To the Editor of the Beading Mercury

and Berks County Paper.
Sir,—What has happened to the above

Society—is there any life in it at all ?

Surely now is the time for the Association
to wake up and fit itself to receive its

share of tlie develojjment grants.
I do not think the Society is being

energetically worked. I understand that
correspondents and would-be members can
get no answers to their letters.—Yours
truly. Country Bee-keeper.

APICULTURE IN CYPRUS.
EXTRACT FROM THE " EMPIRE REVIEW " FOR

MAY, 1912.
'' Steps were taken towards the end of the

year to develop the bee-keeping industry
on modern lines. Apicultural appliances
have already been imported from England,
and frame hives, made locally to

patterns siipplied, were set up in the
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Nicosia nursery garden. Some hundreds
of new hives have already been ordered
from local carpenters by villagers, who
have shown the utmost eagerness to take
up this industry. A considerable number
of such hives have already been made for
distribution to selected rural schools. It
is hoped by this means to encourage the
industry amongst the youth of the coun-
try, and also to afford an object lesson to

older bee-keepers, and wean them from the
use of their primitive hives."

NOVELTIES FOR 1912.

SECTION-GLAZING OUTFIT, AND A QUEEN-
INTRODUCING CAGE.

We have pleasure in illustrating a new
section-glazing outfit (patented), invented
by Mr. Arthur H. Wilkes, of Four Oaks,
of queen excluder fame. Mr. Wilkes also

sends a new Queen Introducing Cage,
which he claims has never yet failed, some
forty to forty-three queens having been
safely introduced, yellow queens to black
stocks and the reverse during his experi-
ments.
With regard to the section-glazing

outfit, the following are stated to be its
advantages :

—

" When the section is placed in the
machine both hands are free.

"It is so simple it needs scarcely any
explanation. As will be seen, the section
with the two glasses either side is placed
in a fairly central position between the
rubber-covered discs, which revolve, the
lever is released and the section gripped

securely ; the whole may then be revolved
in any direction desired to facilitate the
fixing on of the laced paper. The discs will

support a Aveight of 21b., and will grip
anything from Ifin. to 2iin. thick.

" Thirty to forty sections per hour may
be glazed in faultless style, and a child can
manage the machine. Price 6s. each.

'' This is part of the outfit for glazing

sections. The section and a glass each
side is placed in position as shown, they
are immediatel}- set square, true, and
level on all four sides, they are then trans-

ferred to the machine."
" The Queen Introducing Cage is auto-

matic, and therein undoubtedly lies its

success. It is made so that a card having

an opening covers the cage, the queen
and bees are smoked into this opening, the
cage pressed into a comb and the card
withdrawn. The bees then eat their way
through the candy tube. This takes some
twenty-two hours, and the queen is quietly

released and accepted."

BEE STINGS TO CURE SCIATICA.
A medical man describes the successful

treatment of a sub-chronic case of sciatica

by bee-stings. The patient was a well-

built railway fireman aged 31, who two
3'ears ago, after a wetting, developed
acute lumbago followed by sciatica peri-

neuritis, and neuritis, which resisted all

the usual treatments continuously applied
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for six months (including severe blister-

ing). At the end of this time, as the

man, though desirous, was almost as

unable to resume his work as six months
previously, bee vaccination was tried.

During the ensuing four weeks 64 bee-

stings were inflicted along the course of

the nerve. The symptoms rapidly im-
proved, and his walk changed from a

painful crippled hobble to an ordinary
stride. At the end of six weeks he
resumed his heavy stooping work of

stoking, without pain. Two months later

he presented himself to the doctor to

report continued freedom from any
trouble.

—

Science Siftin gs.

Bee Shows to Come.

June 12 and 13, at Bomford, Essex. In
connection with the Essex Agricultural Society, the
Essex Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
Annual Show of Honey, Wax, Bees, and Appliances.
Entries closed.
June 27th, 28th, and 29th, at Barnet.—

In connection with the Old English Fair and
Flower Show, the Barnet and District Bee-keepers'
Association will hold a show of section and
extracted honey. Classes open to all. Schedules
and entry form® from G. James Flashman, Hon.
Sec, 37 Falkland-road, Barnet. Entries close
June 24th.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Entries closed.
July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Lynie.

—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society- Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13th July.
July 18th, at St. Albans.—St. Albans and

District Bee-keepers' Association hold their Annual
Show, in connection with the St. Albans Horticul-
tural Society, in Clarence Park. Open classes,
liberal prizes. Schedules and all particulars from
E. Watson, Holywell Hill, St. Albans. Entries
close July 12th.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers" Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Schedule, &c., from James H. Had-
field, Hon. Sec, Lines. Bee-Keepers' Association,
Alford, Lines. Entries close 14th June.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton.
August 21st, at Iiancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,

Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries close
August 7th, 1912.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.-Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

Cambridge Mammoth Show, 1912.—Sections
for Horticulture, Bees and Honey. Schedules of
prizes for the above Sections are now ready, and
can he obtainied of the Sectional Socretaav, as
nndier. Sdhedoilee will be sent to all 1911 Exhibi-
tors, who need not aspp\y. Free spaces offeredi in
Horticultural Section to Groweirs for Tradie Buns.
E. F. Dant, SectioniaJ Hon. Sec. 17, Suflsex-stre**,

Cambridige.

WEATHER REPORTS.
Westbourne, Sussex.

May, 1912.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 38 on 1st.

Minimum on grass,

31 on 1st.

Frosty nights, 0.

Mean maximum, 617.
Mean minimum, 46'5.

Mean temperature,
541.

Above average, 23.
Maximum barometer

30-330 on 25th.

Minimum barometer,
29-505 on 15th.

L. B. BlEKETT.

Gloucester.
May, 1912.

Percentage of cloud
at 9 a.m., 54 ; ten
mornings overcast,

two cloudless.

Prevailing w ind,

S.W.
Percentage of wind

force, 10.

Barometer, daily
mean, 30"O7 ; high-
est, 3038 on 25th

;

lowest, 2949 on
15th.

Remarks.—A month
of normal weather
on the whole. Bees
flying freely except
on five days.

Relative humidity,
72 per cent.

Rainfall, 164in.
Below aver., '34 in.

Heaviest fall, '4S in.,

on 21st.

Rain fell on 12 days.

Sunshine, 193'6 hours.
Belo w average, 44

hours.

Brightest day, 29th.

12 hours.
Sunless days, 1.

Maximum tempera-
ture, 70 on 12th.

Barnwood,

Rainfall, 2-37in.

13 days.
Above average. •42

Heaviest fall, •59in.

on 21st.

Totaltodate, 12-63in.

Last May, R-26in.

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 63'4 ;

'4

above average.
Warmest day, 10th,

71-7.

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 45'7; "3

below average.

Coldest night, 1st,

33-5.

Mean temperature,
54'5 ; normal.

F. H. Fowler (F. R. Met. Soc).

Notices to Correspondents.

W. H. (Hampstead).

—

Dead Grubs thrown
out of Hive.—The bees are evidently
short of food, and this is causing them
to cast out the brood.

H. T. (Eccles).— Excluder over Entrance
of Hive.—If you place the excluder
either way the workers can pass through,
but it is best placed with the slots at
right angles to the entrance. The queen
will be unable to pass whichever way it

is used.

H. G. Kp;mp (Somerset).

—

Bee-keeping- in

Nein Zealand.—Bee-keeping is an im-
portant minor industry in New Zealand,
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and at the Government apiary, near

Hamilton, Auckland, students are in-

structed in keeping bees on commercial

lines. You should study the Austra-

lasian Bee Manual, by I. Hopkins,

late Government Instructor of New
Zealand. The Australasian Bee-keeper

is a monthly bee-paper published by

Messrs. Pender Bros., West Maitland,

New South Wales, at 6d. per copy.

Honey Samples.
Miss E. D. (Hexham).—We cannot tell

you the source from which the honey
has been gathered, as you sent it in a

bottle which had contained peppermint,

ivnd this flavour predominates. The
colour of your sample is good, density

fair. What it is worth in sections it is

difficult to say, as much depends upon
filling and sealing.

T. C. (New Forest).—We cannot say more
than that the honey is sweet. It has
neither aroma nor flavour.

Miss E. E. B. (Bristol).—The honey is a

very nice sample from fruit blossoms.

Suspected Disease.

Enquiree (Blandford) and C. H. E.

(Kings Lynn).—The bees slio.w every

sign of " Isle of Wight " disease.

J. H. W. (Pewsey).—The bees show signs

of " Isle of Wight " disease.

A. H. (Gravesend).—The bees are suffer-

ing from "Isle of AVight " disease.

L. H. (Hampstead).—We cannot trace

disease in the two drones sent.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per ^in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

CHESHIRE'S " Practical Beekeeping," perfect
condition 2s. 6d.—MISS O. GEIFFITH,

Brynaber, Abergeie, Denbighshire. v 226

WANTED, clean copy of " How to Keep Bees,"
by Anna B. Comstock.—DR. PADBURY,

Axminster. v 228

A4GALL. BARREL BUTTER MACHINE, on
stand, and Butter Worker for same, by Brad-

ford; nearly new pair of Yokes, all complete,
£3 10s., or near offer; would exchange for Bees
and Hives; can be seen any time.—PEARSON,
NuTseries, Grange Hill, Chigwell. v 229

BRITISH MOTHS" (Morris's), four volumes,
as new, with 132 plates, containing nearly

2000 specimens, all coloured by hand; offiers.—

KENWARD, Station-street, Lewes. v 227

OVERSTOCKED; 12 shallow supers, with full

new sheets drone base foundation, wired,
warranted healthy, 3s. each, great bargain. Ap-
proval.—VICAR. Sancton, East Yorks. v 207

EW SECTIONS, few good, 9s. dozen.-A.
SIMPSON, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks, v 215N

~| rk/^ GOOD empty wood Hives, nearly new,
XvfVf 6s. each, fitted with frames and rack,
complete, clear from any disease; also a few
dozen section racks, 9s. dozen; also Heather
Honey Press, cheiap.—MANAGER, Harrison Farm,
Pickering v 206

EXCHANGE, day to week old chicks for Bees
or Honey. — BECK, Scosthrop, Bell

Busk. V 208

WATER-COLOUR SKETCHING CIRCLE,
monthly folio, first-class critic, few

vacancies, half fee for this year 4s.—Apply, HON.
SEC, Well Close, Stocksfield, Northumber-
land. V 209

STRONG Stock of pure Italians, young Queen,
covering ten frames, and working in super, in

good modern Hives, with excluder and rack of
sections, 35s.—DR. WOOD, Rotherham. v 210

REMOVING.—For sale, cheap, sound Hives,
clean shallow combs, ripeners, frames. Queen

rearing Hives and cages. Bee Guides, crocuses.—
Apply, J. CHAWNER, Desford, Leioestier. v 211

WANTED, secondhand Extractor, Cowan or
Taylor oattern preferred, to take sections or

frames.—PENRUDDOCKE, Wylye, Wilts. v 212

1i) STOCKS foT sale owing to removal.^-
/W VARLEY, 26 Park-road, Bingley. v 213

FIVE superb 1911 Queens for sale, end of June,
3s. each, disease unknown in apiary.

—

AITKEN, Carmichael, Schoolhouse, Thanker-
ton. V 222

WANTED, steady young Joiner, experienced in
beehive or similar work, good at machinery,

and quick, bee-keeper preferred; give full par-
ticulars.—REDSHAW'S, South Wigston, Leices-
ter. V 221

W.B.C. hanging section racks, 3s., with
frames; Wells' Hive, with lift, 12/6; good

standard frame Hives and lifts, 4s. 6d., 6s. 6d.,

cash with order, or deposit; all clean, well painted,
immediate despatcb.—W. WOODS, Normandy,
Guildford. v 224

61LB. SWARM, hived May 31st, on frames;
2 first offer.—GILARDI, 9, Junction-road,

Croydon. v 220

APIARIAN and Appliance Maker, up in show
work and sales, requires engagement with

appliance firm, or in apiary.—H., " B.B.J." Office,

23, Bedford-street, London, W.C. v 219

BEE BOOKS.—Huber, Bevan, Huish, Taylor,
Bagster, and others, from Is. each.—REV. A.

HEADLEY, Rectory, Alresford, Hants. v 218

7 141b. tins of Granulated Honey, 6d. per lb.;

sample 2d..—W. JOHNSON, The Cross, Mel-
bourn, near Royston. v 217

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent.

10s. 6d. per day, carriage to be paid each
way by the hirer.—Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, or exchange for Bees, &c., six good
black Airedale and Spaniel Puppies, will

make good workers or guards, <fec., price 12s. 6d.

each.—Apply, W. A. ALLFREE, Talbot Inn, Mans-
field. V 99

CAN SPARE STRONG HEALTHY 10-FRAME
STOCKS young Queens, 25s.; Nuclei, 1912

Queens, 3-frame, 12s. 6d.; 4-frame, 14s. 6d.; car-

riage forward, boxes 2s. 6d., returnable.—CORN-
ALL, The Schools, Minster-in-Thanet. v 105

SURPLUS 1912 pure English Black Queens, 4s.

each, immediate delivery; Sladen Carniolian'

Hybrids, 5s.—WHEATLEY, Spa Apiary, Hinck-
ley. V 109

THREE strong healthy Stocks, in strong hives,

one Observatory Hive, with Swarm, and all

accessories, for sale.—DOELL, Laburnum Grove,
Beeston, Notts. v 111
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS.
By "Nemo."

Queen-Bearing.—Dr. Kramer says in

the Schiceiizerische Bienenzeitung it is

very important that the eggs and hirvae

from which queens are to be reared should

be put at the side or beneath unsealed

brood, as the nurse bees, which are

abundantly supplied with food, will then

take care of the brood. Should there be

only sealed brood in the combs when the

piece of comb containing the eggs and

larv»e is added, the bees are apt to clear

out the cells.

How to Becognise the Hhe from rvhich

a Sicarm, has Issued.—When a number of

colonies are kept, it is frequently difficult

to tell from which of the hives the swarm
has issued. M. F. Karlos says in

Le Buchcr Beige that immediately after a

swarm has left, a number of bees will be

found on the ground in front of the hive.

These are the very young bees, who are

unable to follow their companions in their

flight. Another way is to place, say,

twenty bees taken from the swarm into a

tumbler containing a little flour. The
tumbler may then be covered with a cloth,

and towards evening the bees are taken a

little distance from the hives and
liberated. After flying round a few turns

they will make straight for their old stand.

Behaviour of Bees during an Eelipse.—
We read in the Bevue Eclectique d' Ajji-

culture an account of the behaviour of

bees during the eclipse of April 17th last.

The writer says that even before the com-
n;encement of the remarkable phenomena
due to the eclipse, the bees seemed very
uneasy. Towards eleven o'clock, the

foragers re-entered the hives in large

numbers, just as they do on the approach
of a storm, and from eleven to one o'clock

activity ceased entirely. During this

time, those bees nob fortunate enough to

get into their hive were lying about
everywhere, on the roofs, on the ground,
and attached to the outer walls. They
appeared as though struck by some
malignant air, although the day was very
hot. When the eclipse was ended the bees

seemed to recover and continued their

work lustily in the afternoon. The
Progre<< Apicole reports a similar observa-

tion, and the editor says: "In fact, we
may say that light plays a very important
part in the activity of foragers whose
organs of sight must necessarily be

strongly aft'ected by an eclipse of the

sun."

. The Hnqlcnic ^'alue of Honey.—M.
Navarre, writing in Le Chasseur Francois,

says that we should eat a good deal of

honey, for it is the best means of keeping

well. Pure honey is a wholesome aliment

of the highest value. It requires no

special work of insalivation or stomachial

digestion, for in its natural state it

already contains the necessary require-

ments for absorption and assimilation,

consequently, for this reason it imparts

health. Digestion, which not only has an

influence on the mind, but also on the

body, depends principally on the nourish-

ment. Pure honey never causes indiges-

tion. A few spoonfuls of honey taken at

breakfast every morning warm and
strengthen the whole body. For this

reason M. Navarre recommends it more
especially to persons getting on in years,

whose natural body heat is often failing.

In order to attain a good old age, toast

dipped in milk sweetened with honey
should be eaten every morning. This was
the favourite food of our ancestors.

Becipe for Apifuge.—M. Bourgeois

gives the following recipe in L' Union
^ipieole : Melt in a vessel surrounded by

hot water 200 parts by weight of lard and
100 parts of beeswax. When dissolved,

remove from the fire and add 5 parts of

liquid forniol and 50 parts of essence of

eucalyptus or balm. Thoroughly mix.

This "should be rubbed on the laands and
face, and will prevent pain from stings of

bees or mosquitoes.

Death of Bernliard Bietsche.—The
German bee papers announce the death of

this bee-keeper, whose name is especially

associated with the foundation press bear-

ing his name, and largely used in

Germany and other countries. Very few,

however, know how talented he was and
to what extent the advancement of bee-

keeping in Germany was due to him.

B. Rietsche was born on November 26th,

1855, in Altdorf (Baden). He was a hair-

dresser by profession, and when sixteen

years old went abroad to earn his living,

and spent much time in Switzerland. In

1879 he settled in business as a hair-

dresser in Bieberach. He heard from
Mehring that he was manufacturing
wooden plates for making sheets of comb
foundation, and the idea occurred to him
that it would be better to have moulds

made of metal. His ingenuity devised the

first metal mould in 1883 and in 1909 he

sent out the fiftieth thousand, improve-

ments being effected all the time. It was

not long before Rietsche developed into a

manufacturer, and gave up his former

business to devote all his attention to his

manufactory, which gradually grew in size,

as orders increased. He was a "self-made

man," and rose from poverty to wealth

entirely by his own industry and per-

severance." The "Rietsche" press, so

universally used by bee-keepers in
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Germany, is illustrated in "Waxcraft,"*

and consists of a lower plate having a

border round it, into which the molten

wax is poured. The upper plate is then

pressed down as tightly as possible, the

superfluous wax being forced out at the

sides. The impressed sheet of wax is re-

moved and trimmed to size.

AMONG THE BEES.
By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

THE PROSPECT OF LEGISLATION.

The need for legislation has been proved
over and over again. The benefits an Act
for the suppression of bee diseases would
confer on our craft have been demon-
strated clearly times without number, yet
we have some doubters with whom I

would like to deal at an early date. The
prospects of legislation were never
brighter, because it has been proved to

the Minister of Agriculture that there is

sore need. Not only bee-keepers, but also

seed-growers, flower-growers, and fruit-

growers are urging on the good cause. At
present colonies are going under by the
thousand, and the scourge is not confined

to isolated districts, but is pretty general,

as a study of the " Answers to Correspon-
dents " columns clearly shows. Mark,
although this illustrates the general in'e-

valeT^ce of the pestilence, it is my opinion
that these are not a tithe of the total of even
the readers of the "B.B.J.," and not one
in a hundred of the bee-keepers throughout
the country. Many prefer to keep their
sore trouble to themselves, and many go
on hoping that the disease will cure itself.

Vain hope ! Somebody wrote last summer
that the fine season would put an end to
the evil. The idea was childish. Nothing
but the most drastic treatment will have
tb^ least effect. In most cases I feel that
we should kill to cMre Everything loose

should go into the fire, and the most rigid
disinfection of the hive proper should
follow.

Microsporidiosis.—Is the name justi-

fied ? Undoubted samples of diseased bees
were examined for me last year, and
Nosema apis was not found. That this
parasite is discovered in very many
specimens is no proof that the source of
the trouble is 'Nosema. I trust that Dr.
Graham-Smith and his able body of
investigators will keep an open mind while
carrying on their experiments during 1912.
Bee-keepers owe them a deep debt of

gratitude for what they have already
done, but much more must be accomplished
before their labours will bear any practical
fruit. I value the Board of Agriculture's re-

port very highly, but the greater part of
Section II. is thoroughly irrelevant, and to
the casual reader gives an entirely false

* " Waxcraft," by T. W. Cowan, British Bee
Journal Office.

impression as to past experiences of some-
what similar troubles—most of the quota-
tions being entirely unconnected with the
subject under discussion. The svibstance
of Section X., " Treatment and Preven-
tion," should be printed as a tract and
issued broadcast gratis by the Department
of Agriculture as one of their free leaflets.

Bee Literatuic.—What nation has given
us most bee-books? Undoubtedly the
German. I wish we had a reliable biblio-

grajihy. Examining the best available,

I was greatly impressed with the pre-

dominating position held by our cousins in

the Vaterland. In the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, when bee literature

was in its infancy, all other Continental
countries in my list show nine bee-books
against Germany's eleven. During the
eighteenth century she claims the largo

total of 144 volumes, whereas all other
countries lag far behind with onl}' 54.

The compilation from which I have drawn
mj^ figures stops short at 1870, but for that
period Germany again leads the van, with
200, against 129 for all other nationalities.

This gives for the three periods 355 and
192—a man^ellous preponderance ! In the
scientific study and elucidation of the
subject Germany is particularly rich.

It is interesting to find that in the
earlier two centuries named our own
country more than held its own, turning
out twenty bee-books, the exact number of

all Continental countries. The eighteenth
century shews twenty-nine, and in the
early part of the nineteenth they show
the respectable total of seventy-four.

Something would have to be allowed
for the fact that earlier bee-book^
would be more easily get-at-able when
compiling these lists. And they are
evidently incomplete as a true and reliable

bibliograjihy.

Knowledge,.—"Not intuition, but the
slow uncertain fruit of an enchanting
toil." The poet who wrote this line must
surely have been a bee-keeper ! There is

no royal road to knowledge of bees and
their ways. It has to be built up slowly

and securely step by step. And, too often,

what we fanc}' we know is proved by facts

to be only supposition. The unexpected
crops up eternally in bee-keeping. Yet we
go on toiling at this most enchanting of

occujiations. " I, too, have sought to

know," but I find the best system is still

to keep an open mind, and I go on
gradually gleaning knowledge. I never
meet a company of bee-keepers but I learn

something new, much of it not in "the
books," for, indeed, the best education is

obtained from knowledge derived from
experience—your own, or some other
man's. Tennyson wrote :

" This fine old

world of ours is but a child yet in the
go-cart." Isn't it marvellous that there is

no finality in any branch of our craft?
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Take up an old edition of " The Guide
Book" and read it page by page beside

the latest, and you have another book

!

The same holds true of " The A. B.C. of

Bee Culture " and " A Modern Bee
Farm," showing that progress is the law
of life.

That is the great advantage to one
really anxious to keep well abreast of the
times in prosecuting our calling, of a

weekly bee-newspaper. Bee-books fall out
of date, but such a liublication as the
British Bee Journal keeps its readers
well posted up in all that is latest and
liest in the apicultural world, both at
home and abroad.

A CHEAP HIVE SCALE.
By Herhcrt Mace.

The only certain way of ascertaining
whether a colony of bees is making-
progress or not is to weigh it occasionally.

In making such observations as are
recorded from time to time, the method is

to weigh the colonies every day and make
a careful record of the gain or loss on
each occasion. By this means it is easy
to find out such things as the comparative
surplus, producing powers of different

races, the effects of various kinds of
weather, and other problems which crop up
at intervals.

It is necessary to have a scale which
will weigh a hundredweight at a time, for
a full colony with its hive and supers wiil

sometimes weigh even more than that.
The best form of scale is one on the steel-

yard principle, with a low platform on
which the hive can stand permanently, as
the labour of lifting the hive on to the
ordinary form of portable scale is very
considerable. The drawback to this kind
of scale is that, being made of metal, it is

not suitable for outdoor work, and when
more than one hive has to be weighed the
observer must either have a scale for each
or indulge in some Herculean feats of

e

Undersiid© of beam, showing one end shaved down.
C. Groove iburnt across centre. A.B. Position
of hiooks.

strength each time he weighs the hives.
Moreover, the cost is in most cases out of
proportion to the object for which the
scale is required, and I am therefore
describing the one I use, which has the
advantage of portability and cheapness,
while requiring a minimum of labour.
The first requirement is a long beam,

preferably of ash, 6ft. in length and about
3in. in diameter each way. Exactly in
the centre (it is of the utmost importance
that the exact centre be found) a line
should be drawn on two opposite sides,

which line must be made, by means of a
square, at a true right angle to the edge
of the wood. On one of these lines a
semi-circular groove must be cut, care
being taken that it comes on each side
of the line equally. It should be about half
an inch deep, and is most easily made by
heating a round iron bar and running it

backwards and forwards along the line
until the right depth is attained. Now,
in the centre of the line on the opposite
side an iron rod must be inserted. This
rod is to act as a pointer to indicate when
the beam is balanced, should be about 4in.
long, and must be inserted at right angles
to the wood.
The next requirement is an iron fitting

of the shape shown in the diagram. This

r^jn^

- * - - b'

Bearing of iin. round iron rod.

ill be made by a blacksmith for a few

pence, and the material should be of iron

of about fin. diameter, so tKat the bottom
part will lie in the groove in the beam
neither too closely nor too loosely. Pass

this fitting under the beam, and, being

satisfied that it fits in the groove properly,

secure it there by screwing a metal plate

firmly over it.

INow, a good piece of Iin. board, about
12in. by 8in., must be procured and holes

bored near each corner, through which to

pass strong cord—the domestic clothes-line

will do admirably. Two pieces, each

about 9ft. long, will be required, and each

of these should be threaded through two
holes, the ends of all being tied together.

. This forms a sling on which
to rest the weights. Now get

a strong butcher's swivel

hook. This will cost about
a shilling, and should be
capable of standing three
hundredweight. Fix this up

OR a rail or doorway temporarfly and hang
the beam by its " bearing," as I will call the
iron fitment, on it. If your work has
been done well the balance will be fairly

accurate, but even a small difference will

send one side or the other down. You
have, however, to take into account the
weight of the sling, so this must be hung
on one end, and on the other weights
should be put to counterbalance it. Then
the sides of one end of the beam (it

matters not which, but it is the side
which the sling will eventually occupy)

B
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should be sawn or planed away, until the
weight of that side, with the sling, is

pretty nearly equal to that of the
untouched side. Exact accuracy is not
important so far. Now at each end of the
beam a strong hook must be firmly

Now the place where the hives which are
to be weighed stand must be pro-
vided with a framework on which
to suspend the beam. Four corner posts
will do for two hives, but a longer stretch
will require them at intervals. The

A . Double swivel hook.

B. Bearing.

Adjustment plate.

THE BEAM COMPLETE.

screwed, and for greater security should
be bolted on at the top. Now hang your
beam on its hook again and put the sling
on the thin end of

it. On the other
hook a length of rope
sufficient to make a
four - cornered sling

for the hives must
be placed. It will

be unlikely that the
beam balances
exactly, so a plate of
metal must be pro-
cured and laid on
top of the side which
goes up. It will

only need to be
very small, for by
moving it along the
beam it will have
more or less effect

on the balance.
When it is in such a
position that the
beam swings easily

and comes to
rest with the jDointer in the exact centre
of the bearing it should be screwed down
firmly. When everything is firmly fixed
the beam is complete.

ground plan shows the suitable distance
for these : 2|in. or 3in. quartering will

do. The posts should be 5ft. or 6ft. high,
sufficient, at any
rate, to allow the
hives to swing clear

of the ground. Long
rails of the same
stuff should be
nailed on top of

the posts, and these

must be braced to-

gether at the ends
by pieces nailed on
top. A piece of gas
piping about 2in.

diameter is rested
transversely acros.s

the rails, and can
be rolled along until

it comes into posi-

tion for each hive.

The weights re-

quired are a full

set up to 561b.

Each hive to be
weighed must have

hooks screwed into each leg, as wide
apart as possible, so that there is no
danger of the hive toppling over when
swinging. The sling should be made in
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two loops, the fends being tied together,

and when the loop at each side is passed

under the two hooks the weight will be

automatically adjusted.

All this sounds, perhaps, a somewhat

clumsy contrivance, but in practice I have

found it very expeditious. I prefer an

assistant when weighing, just to be handy

in case a hive shows signs of overturning,

but I managed alone for a long time, until

one evening, when it was beginning to

rain heavily and I was in a hurry, I care-

lessly omitted to pass the sling under one

hook, and when I put the weight on the

other end the hive heeled over. Before I

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed hy correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
•as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected commtinications.

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.
[8472] June, like the preceding month

of May, has so far been a honeyless time
for northern bees. We have had neither
swarms nor honey, and although fields are
white with clover, continued cold, wet
weather makes feeding absolutely neces-

GROUND PLAN OF WE.ICHING GROUND FOR FOUR HIVE5 .

A. A. Pasts. B.B. Roller on wtodoli to support beam. C. Position in wMch to screw hooks into
hive leigs. D. Beam sihowinig how hook is adjustteid to enable hives to be weighed sucoes-
sdvely. For the two rig:ht hand hives the bar is run to the left and the beam swung refund.

could rescue it, it was on its back.

Naturally, the bees came out to see what
was the matter, but I righted it again

and no harm was done.

It is almost needless to say that light,

single-walled hives are best for these ex-

periments, the W.B.C. being rather

clumsy for the purpose.

It will be found that this scale turns,

even when fully loaded, to a couple of

OTinces, but it is as well to say that it

must not be used for commercial trans-

actions, unless one wants the weights and
measures man on one's track.

Copyright reserved by Author.

sary. Last year the end of May was not
too soon for supering, and completed
sections were taken off in early June. As
yet I have not put on a section. They
are on hand ready for immediate use, but
until the dearth is over, sections are
better off the hives. All that can be done
meantime is to feed steadily and extend
the brood-nest, so that tliere may be a

large force of gatherers when the lioncy-

flow does come.

The colony to store a surplus under un-
favourable weather conditions should not
have a large amount of brood to care for,

neither must it swarm, or even be allowed
to think of swarming.

In the case of a powerful stock rearing
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brood in two sets of frames, as several

of mine are doing, I should contract to a
single storey on two or three frames of

brood, filling np with partly-stored combs
or foundation, the removed mass of bee-

less brood being placed on a weaker colony,

and it also similarly swarmed soon after.

This means supering only non-swarming
extra powerful stocks, having a gathering
force largely in excess of their brood.
Then, after putting on a rack of sections,

there is no need for moving it until it is

taken off altogether.

Directly the bees have started storing in

the first rack put a second 'one on; when
that is taken to, a third, and so on,
putting the empty super on top always.
The only inducement required is a section

of newly-built comb in the centre of each
rack In this case the easiest way is the
best, and it works equally well in good
and bad seasons alike.—J. M. Ellis,
Tssie Valley.

THE COMB CAPPING MAGGOT.
[8173] I am anxious to complete my

investigation into the liTe history of the
above larva, and if any reader of the
" B.B.J." who notices its tunnels in the
cajipings in his hives would send me some
of the cappings soon after they begin to
appear I would be much obliged to him.
The burrows are made on the inner side
of the cai^jDing, which externally presents
the appearance of being covered with
minute cracks. No web is produced, as in

the case of wax-moth caterpillars. So far
the burrows have been found only in the
capping of honeycomb, and they fre-

quently disfigure sections. At the Dairy
Show some years ago most of the sections
were disfigured by it. The larva is most
active in June and early July. Affected
cappings examined in August seldom con-
tain it. It is a dipterous larva, possibly
of the genus Phora. The mischief seems
to be done before the comb is removed
from the hive.-F. W. L. Slade^;, F.E.S.,
Ripple Court Apiary, near Dover.

CROSS-PURPOSES.
[8474] Mr. Crawshaw is quite right

(page 225) in finding fault with my
pedigree of Banat and Golden cross bees.

From the details I gave it dues appear
incorrect, as I omitted to say that not
only the Banats, but also the Goldens are
hybrids (a first cross, and all three-
banded)—hence the "Black" element in

my young queen, not from the father's
side as Mr. Crawshaw suggests, since the
Banat drones are, I take it, from the laws
of parthenogenesis, jiure, their sister bees
being the first cross.

No doubt, as Mr. Crawshaw says, the
Black bee in many parts of the country

has a taint of foreign blood. My object
was not to produce fresh crosses of that
species, but to breed a hybrid strain con-
taining as little black element as possible,
springing from two races, each hardier
and more prolific than the native bee.
The children of this queen have now been
flying for two or three weeks ; they are
mostly three-banded (some two), but the
bands are more orange-coloured than
Italians; they seem hard workers and are
quite good-tempered.

" Isle of Wight " disease is now re-

ported within ten miles of my apiary, so
it is probable ere long my bees will have
their stamina tested by its dread presence.
H. E. S^ROPE ViNEE.

BEE DISEASE LEGISLATION.
[84-75J It was not my intention to write

upon this subject, which so many of your
correspondents have dealt with admir-
ably, but the remarks reiterated almost
weekly by Mr. Woodley have so
exasperated me that I cannot keep
silence. The arguments he has all along
put forward against legislation are so
childishly petulant and utterly selfish that
it is difficult to believe they come from
a bee-keeper of such experience.
Mr. Woodley mentions (page 233) Foul

Brood Acts having failed to cure bees of
the disease where legislation is at present
in force. Assuming that to be so, can
Mr. Woodley give us any estimate of the
amount of good the working of these Acts
has done, and the amount of disease they
have prevented and cured, or any idea of

the condition in which bee-keeping in

these countries M'ould be in at the present
time had these Acts not been in force?

If there had been no crying need for

legislation, does Mr. Woodley suppose
these countries would have demanded it,

and would they have the bee diseases laws
revoked now ? I guess not. I spent a
night two years ago with an expert under
the Act in Ireland, and he told me that
in a year or two his district, which was
badly affected with foul brood when he
commenced touring, would be clear of the
pest. Thanks to stringent legislation,

rabies, pleuro, rinderpest, and like

contagious diseases are now practically

unknown, and why foul brood could not
likewise be stamped out passes my com-
prehension. Mr. Woodley has repeatedly

tried to throw odium and ridicule upon
experts, and yet he recently quoted the
words of one who reported only two per
cent, of diseased colonies in his district,

as an argument in support of his theory
that there was no need for legislation'.

Does that advance his theory that experts
carry and spread foul brood germs ? On
the contrary it shows what can be done
by these maligned, but valuable, oflBcials
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in checking the ravages of the disease.

But I am concerned most about the dis-

tricts where there is no association, and
no expert (and there are hundreds of

such in England and Scotland), where
disease is rampant and where nothing is

done through lack of knowledge to cure

or remove it.

Mr. Woodley talks complacently about
his bees being as healthy as they were
twenty to thirty years ago, and because

such is the case he coolly tries to stir up
opposition to a long delayed measure
which has been framed to give assistance

to the bee-keeper who cannot keep his

bees healthy because they are surrounded
with hives rotten with disease and which
he cannot touch because they belong to

a neighbour. I could plant at the present

moment a hive or two in such a condition

(and I am minded to do so, if only to

bring him to his senses) within 200 yards
of Mr. Woodley's apiary and defy him
to touch it. With legislation in force I

could not attempt to do such a thing.

Yet, as matters stand meantime, hives

teeming with disease are being bought by
people at sales (who would look askance
at them if you said that bees were liable

to disease), and planted next door to a

health}' apiary.

How can bee-keeping progress under
conditions such as these ? Although the

apiaries of England and many in Scotland
throiigh importation are being decimated
by that scourge known as the " Isle of

Wight " disease we are advised by Mr.
Woodley to leave things as they are, to

take no steps to eradicate disease, to

allow the blighting influences to work their

sweet will, and thus destroy one of the

most delightful of Nature's studies, be-

cause, forsooth, his bees are healthy and
need no physician.

I trust the bee-keepers of England and
Scotland will rise above such a contempt-
ible attitude, and show their approval
of the proposed Bill by using every

legitimate means to get it recorded upon
the Statute Book without delay.

—

In
Earnest, Morayshire.

BERKS B.K.A.

[8476] If " County Bee-keeper " (page

237) will kindly apply to the Secretary of

above Association, 161, King's Road, Read-
ing, he will have his enquiry promptly
attended to ; he will also find that the
committee are quite aware of their pro-

spects of a grant from the Development
Funds. He will also find that experts

iiave visited all known bee-keepers in two-
thirds of the county during the past two
years; the remaining one-third will be
visited during the forthcoming autumn.

—

D. W. Bishop Ackeeman, Hon. Sec.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CHAWSHAW, NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

•starters or Full Sheets (p. 215).—Here
again has Mr. Mace inadvertently read
more into my note than its intention.

TVrhaps he will kindly read it again, for

I have simply dealt with his own statements.

I do not accuse him of advocating the use of

starters, but dealt with the argument
solely from the view point of the supposed
saving, which I considered as outweighed
by the disadvantages enumerated. Let us

consider this economy fairly. A sheet of

super foundation is i^in. wide, and this

allows of fastening into the section saw-
gate. Where the foundation is waxed into

the section, as done, I suppose by both
Mr. Mace and myself, a narrow strip may
be cut off. Suppose these strips were to

be thrown into the melting-pot for use in

waxing—an admirable use—then their cost

would be the difference between the
purchase price in the sheet and the selling

jjrice of ingot wax, say Is. per lb. at

the outside. Taking Mr. Mace's figures,

580 starters weigh lib., hence 580 sections

must be "started" to save one shilling!

But the value of these strips is really less

than the price paid for the sheet, so that
the saving is cori'espondingly affected.

But even were no disadvantages alleged,

and the wax used for attaching the sheet

ignored, a gross saving of 58grs. per
section heing conceded, then fifty sections

must be started to save one shilling, an
amount easily recouped by about one extra
section per two racks, or its equivalent.

Other Topics (p. 215).— Mr. Mace noisses

the point about comb being " reserved "

for breeding. Drone comb above an ex-

cluder is often reserved for this purpose
in spite of the fact that the queen cannot
reach it. He further says that natural
comb requires as much fixing as founda-
tion. Maybe, but the point is that the
bees often do not fix it so well. They are
apt to leave beeway, particularly in the
lower half of the section. I use bottom
starters after Dr. Miller's plan, and my
sections are frequently attached all round
without a pophole. Mr. Mace's statement
that a super full of drawn combs and full

sheets is warmer than one with starters is

hardly apropos, and not invariably true.

As to the starters providing more room
than full sheets, the difference is too

trifling for criticism. But if there be no
wonderful difference observable between
starters and full sheets, vide Mr. Mace,
one would expect to find him an advocate
of the former. This, however, is not the

case, and he merely uses them to effect an
economy which I have endeavoured to

show is illusory. Mr. Mace is, however,
right about my comment upon the tree

incident. It was not intended to be taken
seriously. There is, however, a practical
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discrepancy between '• a great deal of time
spent in trying to get the bees out" and
an anger hole 8in. deep.

Scales in the Apiary (p. 215).-—Useful
things, no doubt, but if an expensive in-

.strument were bought it would be well to

have the colony in a bee-house to protect
the scales. How would a "scaling"
ladder serve the purpose, if balanced beam
fashion, with weights to hang from the
rungs at the free end? It may not be
generally noted that scales are often found
upon the floor-board of the hive, involv-
ing a considerable wastage of wax. And,
alas ! scales of disease oft«n occur in the
combs themselves. Would that we could
always make a short way with them.

Sica,rm in a Wall (p. 217).—May I

suggest to " J. A. G." that one way of
dealing with such a case would be to nail
a board over the hole in the boarded wall.

This board should have a channel behind
it, to bring the entrance conveniently low,
the bees escaping by a hole through the
board. When the bees were accustomed
to the new entrance, a Porter escape
might be nailed over it on a good flying
day. Then hang a nucleus hive having
brood in it, with the entrance close to the
escape. Later, introduce a queen, and
leave until the wall be drained of bees.
Ynvng Queen Wanted (Advt. p. v.)

—

That beautiful White Star queen in the
issue of May 30th is, in my copy at least,

covered with blots which look like Braula
Cceca. I usually look for her majesty with
admiring eyes, so Mr. Simmins will no
doubt not take it amiss if I suggest that
he re-queen the stock advertisement, as I

feel sure that tlie old lady is worn out
with woi'k.

Queries and Replies.

[8361] Stock not Advancing.—I shall
be glad of your advice in the following
ease :—I have a stock of bees which is

neither losing nor gaining in strength
since the spring. There are five frames
covered with bees, and I cannot increase
them any more ; there are also about two
frames of brood. I have tried several
plans, including putting two full sheets of
foundation in centre of brood-nest. The
bees just hatch out the brood and start in

the centre again. If I was to put a top
swarm on it after taking the queen away,
leaving the brood and bees for the swarm,
would that make the desired change? A
reply through the Bee JouE^AL will oblige.
—D. A. C, Lanarks.
.Reply.—^The fault is with the queen.

Remove her and put in a swarm, as you
suggest. Be sure that the stock is

healthy before doing so.

[8362] Feeding Over Section-rack.—
On May 22nd I examined one of my
colonies and found all ten frames crowded
with bees, a good quantity of stores, brood
in all stages, and some eight queen-cells
in the centre combs ; also a good number
of drones. I then removed two frames
and substituted two fitted with full sheets
of foundation, which nine days later I

found two-thirds filled with honey, pollen
and brood. Then I put in a rack of

sections. The next ten days were wet and
cold, bees flying very little, and just
beginning to draw out the foundation in
one or two sections. Two days ago I

began feeding them, putting the feeder on
top of the rack : the bees took the syrup
eagerly, and are now hard at work in the
sections. (1) Is this a good plan, and if so
would it not be a good policy generally
to feed the bees in the early summer
through a rack of sections—at 'any rate,

until they have got all the foundation in

the sections drawn out ready for storing
honey ? (2) Does the presence of six to a
dozen dead bees (workers) per diem in
front of the liive necessarily represent
more than the average mortality from
natural causes in a colony which otherwise
appears to be flourishing?

—

Beginner,
Stratlipeffer.

Reply.—(1) It is not advisable to feed
over the rack of sections, for no matter
how carefully it is done, some syrup is

bound to be stored in them. Remove the
rack and give food in a rapid feeder.
When taken down, replace the rack.
Repeat about every five or six days if

weather continues unfavourable. (2) The
death-rate is quite normal.

[8363] Using Porter Bee-escape.—
When placing the section racks upon my
hives I never use a queen excluder, as I

think it hinders the bees in their work
and encourages swarming. Consequently,
when removing the honey, I have to take
out the sections one by one and brush the
bees off, as I am afraid if I use a Porter
Bee-escape and the queen happened to be
in the section rack she would not be able

to descend with the bees, and might get

lost. If I could use the escape it would
save time and trouble, and I would like to

know if a queen can pass through without
injury Also can the drones do so?
find much useful information in the
reply columns of your paper, and take
this opportunity of thanking you.

—

" Grateful."
Reply.—Both queen and drones can pass

through the Porter escape without
injury, but personally we would use an
excluder.

[8364] Adding Bees to Stock.—I want
to add a pound or two of bees to a hive,

say in the working time. (1) If I

shake some bees off the comb of the stock

to be increased and mix them with the new
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bees and run all in together, would they

safely unite ? (2) I suppose it is always safer

to dust with flour,? (3) Would one-third or

one-quarter or less of the stock's bees be

enough? (4) It would doubtless be best

to operate in the evening, but is that

quite essential?—J.M.
Reply.—(1) The better plan will be to

take out. say, four combs frona the hive to

which you wish to introduce the bees,

shaking them clear of bees
;
place these in

a temporary hive at the side of the stock.

Run the bees into this hive in the usual

way. (2 & 4) Let them stay for a couple

of days, then dust both lots with flour, and
interspace the four frames with the new
bees in the old hive. You can unite

at any time. (3) The quantity of

bees will depend upon the object you have
in view. - ,.

Bee Shows to Come.

June 27th, 28th, and 29th, at Barnet.—
In connection with the Old English Fair and
Flower Show, the Barnet and District Bee-keepers'
Association will hold a show of section and
extracted honey. Classes open to all. Schedules
and entry forms from G. James Flashman, Hon.
Sec, 37 Falkland-road, Barnet. Entries close
June 24th.
July 2 to 6, at Doncaster.—Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show.—Bee and Honey Section
under the direction of the B.B.K.A. Prizes
arranged in groups of counties for associations
affiliated to the B.B.K.A. Entries closed.
July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Lyme.

—Staffs. Be«-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13th July.
July 18th, at St. Albans.—St. Albans and

District Bee-keepers' Association hold their Annual
Show, in connection with the St. Albans Horticul-
tural Society, in Clarence Park. Open classes,

liberal prizes. Schedules and all particulars from
E. Watson, Holywell Hill, St. Albans. Entries
close July 12th.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
S^ion, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Schedule, Ac, from James H. Had-
field, Hon. Sec. Lines. Bee-Keepers' Association,
Alford, Lines. Entries close 14th June.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,

&c, apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton.
August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.

Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. AW
ooen classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B.B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver

medal and three special hives. This show also
includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,

flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-

gramme of sports and motor racing. &c. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent, by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod. F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K..\., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Schedules for bees, honey, and horticul-

ture from Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of

B.B.K.A.. 52, Bridge-street, Cambridge. Entries
close Thursday, August 1st.

August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.—
Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,

Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries close
August 7th, 1912.
August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—

Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral Fete. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.

Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.
August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.

—

Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of o-bjects of interest aod inetructiofl

Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mei&hanics' Hall Nottingham. Open classes for

appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
Aiigust 12th.
August 29th, at Brutcn, Somerset.^In con-

nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Cary and District Bee-keepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, Caetle Cary. Entries
close August 16th.
September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.

Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.-Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle

and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

Notices to Correspondents.

J. B. (Bewdley).

—

Using Formcddehyde.—
The strength of the solution for treatiii-g

foul brood should be ten per cent. If

placed in tubes, as you suggest, you
must secure them so that the bees can-

not get inside and drown. You can
obtain formaldehyde of the proper -

strength from this office, at Is. 6d. post

free.

E. H. C. (Worcester).

—

Bee-hceping in

Fhodesia.—The Secretary of the South
African Bee-keepers' As.sociation will be

able to give you the best information
on this subject. Address : Mr. H. D.
Mannington, Box 3653, Johannesburg.

E. G. (Tfeadingley).

—

Artificial Increase.—
You can divide the stocks as suggested,

and with proper attention the bees will

rear a queen and become a strong

enough, stock for wintering. The other

lot should also build up into a strong

stock before winter. The Secretary of

the Yorks. B.K.A. is Mr. W. E. Richard-

son, 14, Carter Mount, AVhitkirk, Leeds.

Ne.mo (Bungay).— r/s/7i(7 Apicurc.—Yes,

that is the proper way in which to put
.Epicure in the hive there is no need to

split the cube into two pieces. Renew
every fortnight or three weeks, according
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to state of the weather; if cool the

longer period will be often enough.
Honey Samples.

B. (Lewes).—The honey is from sycamore.

Colour and consistency are both good.

H. J. (Wales).—Sample, though of good
consistency and flavour, is too dull in

ajipearance for show purposes. It is

from sycamore and hawthorn.
Suspected. Diseases.

Bo^HLWYD (Bangor),—It is not fighting

that has caused death but " Isle of

Wight " disease.

X. Y. Z. (^Llandudno).—There is nothing
- worse than pollen in the comb. No

disease at all

J. J. (Moffat).._The comb is afifecfced

with foul brood in its first stage.

F. B. (Cardigan).—Both pieces of comb
contain foul brood. You can either
treat by the starvation method or use
Apicure.

C. H. (Elmdon).—The bees have " Isle of
Wight" disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 2s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

^ 1 ACWT. of the finest English Honey for sale,
-Lli 281b. fins, 14s.; sample, 2d.—HARVEY,
Stratton, Evercreech. Bath. v 243

SPLENDID healthy Stock of English Bees, on
12 frames, in new hive, 32s. 6d.; also Stock,

in 11 frame hive, 30/-, ready for supers.—T. WOOD,
21, Shirley-street, Saltaire, Shipley. v 242

MAN, staid, reliable, no encumbrance, under-
stands bees and poultry thoroughly, desires

place, modest remuneration; two stocks for sale.

—T. NORMAN, c/o Mr. F. Green, 24, Albion-street,
Weymouth. v 240

WANTED, run Honey; sample, quantity, and
lowest price.—A. JENSEN, Hornchurch,

Essex. v 244

GENTLEMAN'S CYCLE, Reynolds' tubing,
Perry's free wheel, Royal hubs, rubber pedals,

roller lever brakes, 3-coil saddle, Michelin covers,
guaranteed tubes, lined green and gold, new, every
oart guaranteed, £3 17s. 6d. Approval. Lady's,
3s. 6d. extra.—REYNOLDS, Williamthorpe-lane,
Chesterfield. v 245

DOVETAILED SHALLOW FRAMES, 3 dozen,
2s. 6d.; new W.B.C. section racks, complete,

2s. 9d. each; secondhand ditto. Is. 9d.; Taylor's
new wax mould. Is. 6d.; new Canadian feeder,

is. 6d.; large new skeps, 8d. each; new raek of

10 shallow frames, Is. 9d.; Fowler's fruit-bottling

outfit, new, complete, quantity bottles, 12s. 6d.;

Bramford treadle mowing knife sharpener, good
condition, 5s. 6d.; good light granulated honey,
281b. tins, 12s. 6d.—R. JOHNSON, Little Hinton,
Swindon. v 246

FOR SALE, 3i h.p. Lincoln Elk motor cycle, in

good condition, £10; also 23 h.p. Lloyd,
£5 10s.—Apply, H. DRAYTON, New Bolingbroke.
Boston. V 247

FEW surplus fine young Cotswold Queens,
3s. 9d. each.—BOWEN, Coronation-road,

Cheltenham. v 248

TWO 4-frame Nuclei, with 1912 Queens, guaran-
teed healthy, 16s. each.—L. W. MATTHEWS,

Great Rollright, Oxon. v 249

IQIO BLACK QUEENS, 3s. 9d.; Virgins,
j-tJjL<^ Is. 5d.; safe arrival guaranteed.—
TOLLINGTON, Woodbine Apiary, Hathern. v 250

SURPLUS APPLIANCES. — 1000 section
dividers, 6d. per dozen; 100 good empty

hives, 6s. each, fitted with frames and racks; also
quantity section crates, 9s. dozen.—MANAGER,
Harrison's Farm, Pickering. v 251

PURE BERKSHIRE HONEY of the very finest

quality, 60s. per cwt., in 281b. tins.—
ALBERT SANDYS, Drayton, Berks. v l52

TWO good hives and lifts, by Overton, 6s. 6d.;
six others, 4s. 6d.; 10 standard frames and

section rack. Is. 3d. extra; 6 W.B.C. hanging
frame section racks, 3s., new.—W. WOODS, Nor-
mandy, Guildford. v 253

EE APPLIANCES, clearing, will sell cheap.
-—51, Lower Mortlake-road, Richmond, Surrey.B

PRIAIE new sections, 8s. 6d. dozen; new light
extracted, 56s. cwt; tins returnable.—WM.

STEED, Fennes, Braintree. v 255

THREE HEALTHY STOCKS, in hives, feeders,
racks, &c.—PRIESTMAN, 247, Bloomsbury-

street, Nechells, Birmingham. v 238

SURPLUS EXCLUDERS, unused, 3d. each;
Bee House, in sections, to hold 36 stocks, in

good condition, £4; free on rail.—LEA, Vartrees,
Dorchester. v 236

2 CWT. last season's Honey, pure, 50s. per cwt.
—LEA, Vartrees, Dorchester. v 237

SECTIONS, glazed, 9s. per dozen; unglazed,
8s. 6d. per dozen; extracted honey, lib.

screw top bottles, 8s. 6d. per dozen; in tins, at 56s.

per cwt., carriage paid.—MISS GORDON,
Wethersfield-place, near Braintree, Essex. v 235

EXCHANGE, strong 6-frame Stock of Bees for
good 1-frame Observatory Hive, with turn-

table.—A. P. KNIGHT, Kenwyn, Truro. v 234

SHALLOW FRAMES, 1 1216 wide, wired, drawn-
out combs, 6s. dozen, free on rail; also motor

cycle lamp, never used, cost 23s. 3d., accept 15s.

—STEBBINGS, Hilborough, Norfolk. v 233

RIPENER, holds over cwt., with large treacle
tap and strainer, as new, 8s.; other appli-

ances to clear; list.—YOUNG, 25, Dennison-stree't,
Stockton-on-Tees. v 132

MAY SWARM, on 7 frames, with 1912 Queen
introduced, first offer.—B. T., 3, Lennard-

road. West Croydon. v 230

A4GALL. BARREL BUTTER MACHINE, on
stand, and Butter Worker for same, by Brad-

ford; nearly new pair of Yokes, all complete,
£3 10s., or near offer; would exchange for Bees
and Hives; can be seen any time.—PEARSON,
Nurseries, Grange Hill, Chigwell. v 229

EW SECTIONS, few good, 9s. dozen.—A.
SIMPSON, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks, v 215N

13 STOCKS for sale owing to removal.—
VARLEY. 26 Park-road, Bingley. v 213

APIARIAN and Appliance Maker, up in show
work and sales, requires engagement with

appliance firm, or in apiary.—H., " B.B.J." Office,

23, Bedford-street, London, W.C. v 219

FOR SALE, or exchange for Bees, Ac, six good
black Airedale and Spaniel Puppies, will

make good workers or guards, .^c, price 12s. 6d.

each.—Apply, W. A. ALLFREE, Talbot Inn, Mans-
field. v99
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of the Council was
held at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,

London, W.C., on Thursday, June 20,

1912. Mr. W. F. Reid presided, and
there were also present Messrs. O. L. M.
Eales, J. Smallwood, E. Watson, E.

Walker, A. Richards, J. B. Lamb, Sir

Ernest Spencer, Colonel H. J. O. Walker;
Association delegates : G. W. Judge (Ci-aj--

ford), E. F. Dant (Cambridge Mammoth
Show), G. R. Alden (Essex), W. G. Fischer
Webb (Croydon), and the Secretary.

Letters, expressing regret at inability

to attend, were read from Miss Gayton,
Messrs. T. W. Cowan, R. Anclrews, 6. R.
Frankenstein, A. G. Pugh, H. Jonas, Dr.
Lloyd Jones, and Captain Sitwell.

The Minutes of Cbuncil meeting held
May 16th were read and confirmed.

The following new members were
elected:—Miss M. P. Brooksbank, Miss
F. M. D. Burder, Miss E. L. Maynard,
Mr. G. Wheeley, Mr. J. Thomas, Mr. R.
Wrieht. Mr. W. Sutcliffe, and Mr. J. A.
Braithwaite.
The Sussex Association applied for

affiliation. It was resolved to grant the
same if the Association agree to accept and
abide by the conditions and rules of

affiliation.

The following names of delegates to the
Council meetings were submitted and
accepted. Mr. J. C. Roberts (Mid Kent),
Mr. W. F. Reid (Aberdeenshire).
The report of the Finance Committee

was presented by Mr. Smallwood, the
balance at the end of May was
£245 4s. 5d., being the largest in the
historj^ of the Association. Payments to

the amount of £31 were recommended.
The report of an examination for third-

class certificates held at Romford was
presented, and it was resolved to grant
certificates to Messrs. T. Bird and H. G.
Bull.

A vote of thanks was proposed and
carried to the Apiary Committee for the
prompt manner in which they had carried
out their work, and it was resolved that
it be now merged in the Development Fund
Committee.

It was resolved that the following be
appointed as the "Development Fund
Committee "

: Messrs. T. W. Cowan, W.
F. Reid, C. L. M. Eales,' J. B. Lamb,
A. G. Pugh, A. Richards, E. Watson,
E. Walker, and Sir Ernest Spencer.

Colonel Walker moved, and Mr. Judge
seconded, that the duties of the Develop-
ment Grant Committee having been com-
pleted, they bo thanked most heartily for
their work and dissolved.

This was carried unanimouslv.

It was resolved that the Development
Fund Committee be asked " to draw up a
scheme to be laid before the Council for
expending the Government grant in regard
to organising bee-keeping in Counties, and
to continue the necessary work of the
experimental apiary, and that they
further be authorized to expend a sum
not exceeding £150.
The judges nominated by the Shropshire

Association were approved.
Examiners and judges were approved

for the Staffordshire, Northamptonshire,
and Worcestershire Associations.
Examiners were appointed for the

centres of Swanley, Doncaster, Somerset-
shire, and Cheshire.
A letter was read from the Essex

Association re a grant from the develop-
ment fund, and it was resolved that this
be handed to the Development Fund
Committee.
A letter was read from the Derbyshire

Association agreeing to accept and abide
by the conditions and rules of affiliation.

A letter of thanks for the address and
congratulations on his eightieth birthday
was read from Monsieur E. Bertrand.

It was resolved that Mr. Cowan, Colonel
Walker, and Mr. Eales be appointed a
committee to draw up a scheme in regard
to the W. Broughton Carr Memorial Fund.
Next meeting of Council, July 4th, at

the Royal Sliow, Doncaster.

SURREY B.K.A.

ANNUAL SHOW AT GUILDFORD.

The Surrey Association held their
annual exhibition in connection with the
Royal Counties Show at Stoke Hill,
Guildford, from the 11th to the 14th of
June. The bee department formed a
most interesting section of the show, and
the display of bees, hives, and honey re-
flected great credit on the able and
energetic Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. B.
White, who was resjionsible for the
management of this section. There was a
gratifying increase in the number of
entries for competitive events, compared
with those of the previous visit of the
Royal Counties Show in 1904, and, not-
withstanding the dire effects of the " Isle

of Wight " disease in the county, the
quality of tjie honey was extremely good.
Mr. Wliite's educational exhibit, showing
the various uses to which honey could be
a])plied, Avas a popular feature of the
.'^how. Many people were attracted to the
stand, and to the lectures by Mr. C. T.
Overt(jii, the Association's expert. Mr.
A. J. Carter, of Billingshurst, acted as
judge of the competitive exhibits, and
made his awards as follows:—

OPEN CLASSES.

CoUecfion of Hives and Appl'ianccs.—
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1st, C. T. Overton and Son, Crawley; 2nd,

E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts.

Ohservatory Hive with Bees and Queen.
1st, A. E. C. Mnmford, Redliill; 2nd, G.

Steventon, Bisley.

Best Frame-hive for General Use.—1st,

A. E. C. Mnmford; 2nd, E. H. Taylor;
h.c, C. Greenhill, Wimbledon.

. . HONEY.—OPEN CLASSES.

Six 1-lb. Sections gathered during 1911

or 1912.—1st, R. Allen, Bicester; 2nd, A.
Sandys, Drayton, Berks; 3rd, Miss F. E.
Barker, Barnston, Essex; c, Mrs. Char-
rington, Lewes.

Three Shallow Frames of Honey,
gathered in 1911 or 1912.—1st, C. P.
Maynard, Guildford; 3rd, Miss F. E.
Barker.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey,
gathered during 1911 or 1912.—1st, S. G. S.

Leigh, Broughton, Hants; 2nd, R. Allen;
3rd, A. H. Bowen, Cheltenham; h.c, R.
Blackbourn, Hoo, Minster, Thanet; c,
Chas. E. Austin, Slinfold, Sussex.

Six l-Ib Jars of Granulated Honey.—
1st, Miss Barker; 2nd, Miss Burder,
Lewes; 3rd, R. Blackbourn; h.c, H. J.

Snell, Worplesdon ; c, Chas. E. Austin.
Display of Bee Products.—C. P. May-

nard. F. B. White, Redhill, staged not
for competition.

MISCELLANEOUS. OPEN CLASSES.

Beeswax. — 1st, A. J. Stevens,
Chichester; 2nd, F. B. White; 3rd, C. E.
Austin.
Educational Exhibit connected with Bee

Culture.—1st, F. B. White; 2nd, G.
Steventon.

LOCAL CLASSES.

Six 1-lb. Sections, gathered during 1911
or 1912 (open to residents in the county
only).~lst, Miss E. Peele, Chertsey ; 2nd,
A. E. C. Mumford; 3rd, A. T. Hedger,
Caterham Valley; c, Mrs. H. Trewby,
Streatham Hill.

Six 1-lb. Sections of any year.—1st,

A. T. Hedger; 2nd, Mrs. H. Trewby; 3rd,
A. E. C. Mumford.
Three Shallow Frames, gathered during

1911 or 1912.—1st, Mrs. H. Trewby; 2nd,
C. P. Maynard.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey
gathered during 1911 or 1912.—1st, A. J.
Fell, Walton-on-Thames ; 2nd, W. Bourne,
Esher; 3rd, A. Seth-Smith, Cobham ; c,
M. J. Lamboll, Chiddingfold.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Heather Honey
(granulated).—1st, A. Seth-Smith; 2nd,
A. Baines, Bagshot.
One Shallo^c Frame, gathered during

1911 or 1912.—1st, A. J. Fell; 2nd, Mrs.
H. Trewby; 3rd, M. J. Lamboll.

Beeswax.—1st, A. E. Barnes, Anerley

;

2nd, A. Baines; 3rd (recommended), G.
Bullen, Cobham.

—

Communicated.

ROYAL SHOW AT DONCASTER.
We are pleased to hear from the

Secretary of the Royal Agricultural
Society, that in several cases their own
record has been beaten in the matter of

entries for the show at Doncaster next
month. The total entries of live stock
amount to 3,022, against the previous
record number of 2,943 at Norwich last

year
;

produce 559, and poultry 1,242
entries ; the total shedding covering
13,538ft. Should the weather be favour-
able, it ought to be a most successful

show, and we expect the bee and honey
exhibits staged will do credit to the
B.B.K.A. and the bee-keeping industry
in general. We hope to renew our
acquaintance with many " B.B.J."
readers and to meet old friends during
the show week in the bee tent, which
is a pleasant rendezvous for bee-keepers
attending the show. All our publications

will be on sale in the Bee Department,
which is located this year immediately
behind the Grand Stand.

HELPFFL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W . Herrod.

Increase.—In my long experience of

teaching apiculture, I have found that
the varying methods of increasing the
number of colonies are most difficult for the
novice to understand. There are so many
different ways of carrying this out that
he is very apt to confuse them, or else he
is uncertain which is the best to adopt to

suit his requirements under special con-
ditions. To obtain the be.st results it is

necessary to bear in mind the principles

involved, it is then quite easy to caxry out
the work in any of its varying forms.
The novice should always remember that

bees locate position, and not the hive;
that it is the old queen and the old bees
wliich constitute a natural swarm; also

that successful increase can be obtained
only when the stocks to be dealt with are
very strong and have an abundance of
either natural or artificial food coming
in ; fine warm weather is also an important
factor in the success of the operation.
We will first take increase from a skep.

Having made up our mind early in the
spring that we will make an artificial

swarm from the skep standing in the
garden to stock a movable comb hive, we
endeavour to obtain plenty of bees as soon
as possible by slow feeding early in March
if in the Sonth, and towards the middle of
the month if we live in the North. This
will stimulate the bees ; they in turn will

feed the queen more abundantly, thus
causing her to lay a larger number of
eggs than she would do under normal con-
ditions. Towards the end of April the
hive will become crowded with bees, and
if allowed to remain in this condition a
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natural swarm would issue. In this way
w© should get the population for our new
hive, providing always that w© are able to

be present to see the swarm issue, and to

capture it. The probability is, however,

that it will come out when no one is

about; and so be lost, or the bees may
become very excited, rise to a great

height, and fly right away.
To avoid either of these contingencies

it is best to deal with the bees as soon as

the hive is crowded, by driving them until

the queen comes up and is captured. She
is then placed with a few hundred bees

in the new hive, which is placed on the

stand originally occupied by the skep

;

then, after running the bees which have
been driven out back into the skep it is

placed on a new stand. The field bees go
out foraging, and return to the old posi-

tion, join the queen, and the few bees,

thus making artificially what we should

get in a natural swarm—old bees and the

old queen. The young bees will remain in

the skep and rear a young queen. Both
lots sliould be fed slowly for about a fort-

night.

If it is desired to obtain the swarm for

selling, then instead of the frame-hive, a

swarm-box should be put on the old stand.

This should be covered with a sack to

make it dark, when the bees will enter

and cluster ; it can be closed up at night
and despatched the next morning, the skep
being then replaced in its old position.

Another simple operation is to make a

swarm from one frame-hive for the stock-

ing of another, the population is in-

creased by feeding as described for the
skep When at full strength the combs
are examined until the queen is found
upon one of them, this is then put into

the new hive with the adhering bees,

wrapped down warmly, and placed in the
position occupied by the old stock to catch
the flying bees. Again, both lots must be
fed. On the second day the bees in the
new hive should be confined to the number
of frames they cover by means of the
division-board. As they increase, build
out and cover the combs, more room must
be provided by inserting a frame fitted

with a full sheet of wired foundation in
the centre of the cluster. This is repeated
until the complement of ten frames is

reached, when, if the season is a good one
a super may be put on. The swarmed
stock will thrive much better if a fertile

queen can be introduced ; in fact, if that
is done it too may yield some surplus. If
this is impossible they will rear their own
queen. They can be helped in this by
breaking away the walls of several cells

containing eggs.
In both cases the work should be carried

out about middav on a fine day, when the
bees are flyiug freely.

(To he. continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

STARTERS OR FULL SHEETS—
"CODDLING" BEES.

[8477] I am working my way steadily

through Mr. Crawshaw's statistical

problem (page 247), but the weather is

really rather too warm for work of this

description. Perhaps I shall be able to

grapple with it better when the honey-

flow is over.

I certainly did miss the point about

"reservation" of comb for breeding pur-

poses, but in any case it seems to me to

matter little. If honey is coming in well,

it is not likely to be indefinitely reserved,

while, if the imports are light, the storage

room will remain vacant in any case.

1 would certainly undertake to state

dogmatically that racks divided into com-
partments by full sheets of foundation are

bound to be warmer than a vast, airy

chamber of starters.

The discrepancy Mr. Crawshaw alludes

to, I do assure him, is more apparent than
real, as he can prove for himself if he
perches on a makeshift ladder of a none
too stable nature and, holding an auger
well above his head, bores a Sin. hole in a

downward, sloping direction into a live,

sound oak tree.

I should be sorry to think that any
remarks of mine hurt Mr. Crawshaw's or

anyone else's feelings, and I should never

cease to lament my outspokenness if it

deprived me of the pleasure I always take

in Mr. Crawshaw's "Cappings."
I can confidently inform Mr. Mason

that the bees in the tree (page 223) were
not mine, for they were Italians, and I

like them "as black as I can get 'em."

I do not see that the fact of a stock being

sixty years in a chimney proves anything
beyond the fact that they must have been

a very hardy race. Presumably they came
originally from an ancient skep, than

which it would be difficult to find any-

thing more "coddling " from the point of

view of stuffiness.

Where I think Mr. Mason is wrong in

his theory is that the kind of organism
which nature endeavours to perpetuate is

not the one which is most suitable to

man's needs. What kind of roses, apples,,

strawberries, or even carrots should we
get if we left them to nature? Or who
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would go back to the beef and mutton pro-

duced on strictly natural lines? We have

to steer our way between the Scylla of

unhardiness and the Charybdis of un-

profitableness, and it is, I suppose, only

natural that we should run more fre-

quently in danger of the former. Nature,

I take it, would aim to produce a bee that

oould survive on a smaller quantity of

stores. Other things being equal, that
would undoubtedly be the effect of natural

selection over a period of scanty seasons.

On the other hand, I imagine that in good
seasons the advantage would lie with
races that had a strong tendency to swarm.
Either of these races would not be the
kind that would cause us to fall over
each other in our eagerness to purchase.

I notice that "Isle of Wight" disease

has come very close to me, so I begin to

look with grave suspicion on every bee I

see climbing a blade of grass. At present,

hou'ever, everything seems to be going
strong in the colonies, and if there are
any diseased bees about they do not stay
long enough to taint the air, for there are
about a dozen toads prowling round the
l:ives as soon as the shadows have come
down.

—

Herbert Mace.

BEE-KEEPING IN LANARKSHIRE.
[8478] I have been a regular reader of

the " B.B.J." for many years, and do not
remember having seen a report from this

part of Scotland ; so I thought it might
interest Scottish readers to hear some-
thing of the,bee industry in this part of

the country.
As a good county for bee-keeping,

Lanarkshire will compare favourably with
most other parts of Scotland. This
especially applies to the district along the
valley of the Clyde. Here, extending for

a distance of twelve miles, we have a
"fertile region green with wood," the
drive from the ducal town of Hamilton
to the ancient and historic one of

Lanark, " the land of Wallace," being con-
sidered one of the finest in the shire.

All along this distance, side by side, the
road and river wend their way in cir-

cuitous route, while sloping upwards to a
considerable height on either side, fruit-

ful orchards and acres of strawberry
fields abound, hundreds of tons of the
fruit being sent annually to the city of

Glasgow. Here at present, and for

generations past, in the little rustic vil-

lages that skirt the banks of the Clyde,
is an ideal home for the honey-bee. Down
in this sheltered vale, surrounded by a

profusion of friiit bloom, the bees thrive
and gather honey in the early months of

the year, while in the higher altitudes
above, a few miles away, they are weeks
behind. This has led the beemen there

to adopt the practice of bringing the
bees from parts of Lanarkshire not so

favourably situated to the Clj'deside, in

order to get them built up for early

swarming, and for the clover and
heather flow. The honey gathered here
from fruit blossom is not counted upon as

of marketable quality, being often dark
in colour, although of a good flavour.

What we look forward to is the clover

and the heather harvest, more especially

the latter, which we consider of all honeys
to be the suinmtiin bonum. In fact,

I have heard bee-keepers here say they
" did not care a fig for a crop of clover

honey," as it will not sell so readily as

heather. Speaking personally, I desire

both, as a " bird in the hand is worth
two in the bush." However, I can vouch
for the fact that many grocers and pri-

vate individuals will not have clover

honey, and the favourite form is run
honey in jars.

As a heather district, the Upper Ward
of Lanarkshire, the " Highlands of the
Lowlands," as it is sometimes called, is

an ideal one ; the scenery in this part
being magnificent—"lonesome wilds and
desert moors." Thither to this "Mecca"
of bee-forage the keepers of Lanarkshire
betake themselves with their hives when
August comes round, where, if condi-

tions be favourable, a beautiful golden
honey of exquisite quality is gathered in

good quantities, for to my mind there is

nothing in the way of honey more beauti-

ful than a frame of unsealed heather
honey glittering like gold in the snowy-
white comb. Modern methods have been
adopted by the majority of bee-keepers

here, the straw skep being practica.lly out
of date. At present we are experiencing

a very backward season. Since June
came in we have had nothing but sunless

wet weather, putting swarming back very
much, liut we are full of hope, as prac-

tically all the season is before us and clover

just beginning to bloom. I may tell yoit

that there are several large apiaries in the

district, some ownerr having thirty and
forty, and in one case nearly 100 hives.

I might have told you more, biit do not
want to trespass too much on your
space.

—

Wm. Small, Hamilton, N.B.

BEE STINGS AS A CURE FOR
SCIATICA.

[8479] The paragraph on page 238 of

the " B.B.J." on the cure of sciatica

reminds me of my experience about two
rears back. I was asked to overhaul four
hives for a friend ; one stock was not
good-tempered, and I got about thii'ty

stings on my right arm. When dressing

the next morning, I said to my wife, "I
cannot understand it, but I have no
rheumatism in my arm, or sciatica this
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morning," and I am pleased to say that
I have not had a touch of it since. I am
seventy-six years of age, and I had
suffered from both troubles for some
weeks previous.

Useful Hints.—May I mention that for

disinfecting hives, a threepenny sulphur
candle, placed in a little water in a flower-

pot saucer and lighted, and the hive

immediatelj^ closed up, will effectually

<3o what is wanted. To keep sections

warm, use the lids of cardboard boxes
made to fit tight on the rack. Try a tiny
drop of seccotine at each angle when
folding sections for increasing strength.

—

S. Allen, Cliftonville.

teresting to bee-keepers in general. Later
I will, if you will accept it, send a revised
copy of my notes on the hive.—T. D. N.,
Lanarks.

FOUL BROOD LEGISLATION.
[8481] I always read with much in-

terest and have gained some knowledge
from " Notes by the Way," from
Mr. Woodley's pen, but I have never read
a weaker jjaragraph than that in the
"B.B.J." of June 13 (page 233). It is

obviously absurd to say let us wait and see
what other countries where foul brood Acts
are enforced have done to stamp out foul

"T.D.N." HIVES FOR TR.VNSPORT.

HIVE FOR THE MOORS.
Some time ago I remarked in

your columns, en passant, that I had
evolved a special hive adapted to
" transport " and other jjurposes, especially

feeding-up rapidly in autumn.
Mr. Crawshaw, in commenting on my

letter, asked for some details of this hive.

I sent him some weeks ago a copy of an
article I had written out on the matter,
but after many days my letter is still un-
answered.

In case others may feel that I shirked
Mr. Crawshaw's request I am sending you
a photo of thirty of my hives reduced to
winter dimensions, securely fixed, and all

mounted on a small garden table. Note
the guy ropes which make the hive secure
enough to allow it to be inverted. I call

it the "T.D.N." or "Expeditious" hive.

You may be able to make a print of this

photograph, which will, I am sure, be in-

brood. I take it that legislation will be

framed so as to get rid of foul brood in

this country, and this will never be accom-

plished without its aid. Would Mr.

Woodley, as a District Councillor, argue

the same way before his Council if an out-

break of typhoid fever or diphtheria

occurred in a village under his jurisdic-

tion? Would he wait to see what other

villagef. do, or have done, before he coped

with the epidemic? (He might do so if

such Acts as the Infectious Diseases

Notification Act or the Infectious Disease

Prevention Act were not in force.) If he

did I should look upon such reasoning as

arrant nonsense. First get notification,

then inspection by competent, common-
sense experts and inspectors ; following

this by cleansing and disinfection of

hives, or even destruction of badly-in-

fected stocks, with a reasonable allowance

of compensation for the latter—then, and
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only then, will the disease be lessened and
the country eventually be free from foul

brood and other bee diseases. I do nor,

wish friend Woodley any harm, but 1

should like to know what his attitude

would be if some careless bee-keeper with

a few stocks of bees badly infected with
foul brood, and probably of a virulent

type, were to settle within half a mile of

Mr. Woodley's apiary and if his one or

two hundred stocks became badly infected.

He would, no doubt, be the first one to

cry out and say " That careless bee-keeper

ought to be punished ; he has thrown in-

fected and rotten foul brood combs on his

garden to be cleared out by my bees, and
all this trouble has come upon me through
another's carelessness." When will Mr.
Woodley's eyes be opened to see the possi-

bility of this state of things ; for such has
happened.
As a public official of many years stand-

ing, I know from experience that it is the

person whose house is dirty, or one who
has an accumulation of filth upon his

premises who resists the appearance of the

Sanitary Inspector; but the person whose
-premises are clean has no need to fear any
visit from such an official.

.

Mr. Woodley winds up the paragraph
in question with words which cut the

ground from under his own feet, as he
says :

" I hear from every side that
experts are powerless to help when a case

of 'Isle of Wight' disease is diagnosed."
And why are they powerless? Because of

the absence of legislative authority. What
is the alternative.'' Wliy, when the Bee
Pest Diseases Act becomes law then
expei'ts and inspectors will have the
power to, help and suggest remedies more
than they otherwise can do without the
law. If the inspector appointed under the
Board finds foul brood when examining
hives he would point out the disease, and
advise what steps would liave to be taken,
as his authority would be backed up by
an Act of Parliament.

I, too, recommend each bee-keeper in-

terested in the sweeping of foul brood from
our midst to write to his M.P. and also

the President of the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, asking them to support the
Bill when it comes before Parliament.

—

Thomas Wells.

ADVERTISING IN '• B.B.J."

[8482] You will be pleased to know
that the response to my advertisement,
which appeared in the Journal, was so
large that I found it impossible to
execute all the orders received. Perhaps,
through the medium of your columns, I

may ask for a little patience on the part
of those readers who have not already
received their section-cases. I have, how-

ever, now made arrangements so that
there will be no further delay, and in

future all orders will be sent off promptly.
—A. H. BowEN, Cheltenham.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.
Bjf Chas. U. Heap.

SULFHCR FUMES FOR "l.O.W." DISEASE.

In the Becord for June, Mr. F. J.

Ashby (Sussex) describes how he has been
employing sulphur fumes with the object
of warding off "Isle of Wight" disease

from two surviving stocks in his apiary.

He asks, has this saved these two stocks?
I have little hesitation in saying " No."
At the beginning of this year I thought I

had stumbled upon a sulphur cure. When
the long spell of cold weather broke up
and the bees took a cleansing flight, I was
much perturbed by finding bright orange-
coloured evacuations on the fronts of the
seven colonies I have at home. I knew
what this meant, and speedily destroyed
the worst stock. Soon afterwards I con-

demned two other stocks. One evening I

lifted the hives off the floor-boards and
placed them over burning sulphur
matches. My expectations were not
realised, for next morning I found only a
few bees dead and the rest " very much "

alive. As it Avas not convenient to com-
plete the deadly work just then, I returned
the bees to their respective stands. Foa" a
time the dropping of diseased bees ceased
from these hives. As a precaution, I

ajjplied a much-advertised remedy. Two
mornings afterwards I found a dead queen
thrown out by the worst of the two
colonies, and on the third morning the
queen of the other hive was a corpse.

Neither queen seemed to have suffered

from rough usage. The better stock

raised a queen, but the end of March was
too early for her to find a drone, and she
was eventually lost. In the meantime, I

api^lied sulphur fumes to the other stocks

from time to time, but so far as I could
discover it had no effect whatever. A
third stock that had been building up very
well now showed syuiptoms of being in a
bad way. I therefore decided to destroy
it. I accordingly took the queen and
successfully introduced her to the stock
which had raised and lost the queen.
A few days later, I transferred all the
brood from the hive which had supplied
the queen to the hive in which she had
been accepted, first brushing combs and
frames over very carefully with a common
disinfecting fluid diluted with warm
water. All the brood hatched, and I have
seen no sign of the disease about it since,

although it has stood by a diseased stock
on which I am experimenting with the
Ayles' cure. The other stock that was put
over the sulphur pit again developed the
disease. I should not have related these
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experiences but that I fear some may be

tempted to apply sulphur fumes as a pre-

ventive of this modern scourge of the

apiary. Fumigation with sulphur is

cruel, and is better left to scientific in-

vestigators. I do not affirm that sulphur

fumes will not destroy "Isle of Wight"
disease, but it will only be done by killing

ihe bees. In the case I have described

the disease has been cured, if it is really

cured, by the killing of bees. Apparently
the diseased bees fell first, and then by a

lucky chance the sulphur match went out.

The bacilli of Nosema apis make their

home within the alimentary canal of the

bee, and I cannot imagine how sulphur
fumes can reach them there.

Utility of Legislation.—Mr. Woodley
inquires if someone can point to a country
in which foul brood has been done away
with owing to Acts of Parliament being

in force. It is a safe question, if a " Yes "

or "No" answer is demanded. Though
the reply to Mr. Woodley must be in the
negative, it does not follow that legisla-

tion dealing with bee diseases would be
futile in this country. As an extensive

reader of the bee literature of this and
other lands, Mr. Woodley must be aware
that the conditions under which bee in-

spection is carried out in the United
States and Canada, for instance, are far

from satisfactory, and that, generally

speaking, tliorough remedies are not
always applied. We do work of this kind
better than it is done in America and our
Colonies, and if the provisions of a
sufficiently strong law were properly carried

out there would be precious little for bee
inspectors to do ten years hence, so far

as foul brood is concerned. Indeed, if

bee-keepers could in some way be prevented
from using old disease-infected appliances
brood diseases could be extirpated in the
more isolated villages in two years, follow-

ing, of course, rigorous inspection and
equally rigorous treatment. One con-
dition must accompany the other, other-
wise legislation would be in vain. I can
assure Mr. Woodley that there are wide
districts in England where, if a thorough
examination of all stocks were made, a
state of things would be revealed that
would stagger the bee-keeping world.
Some time ago a Midland bee-keeper told

me that finding he had foul brood in a
strong stock he decided to' resort to

drastic treatment. While he was starving
the bees not forty-eight, but seventy-two
hours, he well scorched the hive with a
painter's blow-lamp and refitted it with
new frames, new foundation, and new
quilts. What was the result? Within
fourteen days he found foul brood in the
first batch of fresh brood—and no
"disease-carrying expert" had visited the
apiary in the meantime. In that district

foul brood abounds. The greatest dis-

seminators of disease are bees and bad bee-

keepers, not experts. A few careless

experts may spread brood diseases, but
whose fault is it that they are employed,
and continue to be employed? I am con-
vinced that if certain very simple pre-
cautions are taken the risk of infection
through the instrumentality of experts is

negligible.

A word in reply to Lieut .-Colonel
Hunter. Bee diseases inspectors might be
made responsible for acts of incompetency,
but such a proviso would mean a demand
for higher fees.

Theorij Upset by Fact.—With regard to
" Isle of Wight " disease, I am inclined

to think that the risk of infection is

greater outside than inside the apiary.
Bees, on leaving the hive, fly right away,
so that the possibility of the germs of the
disease being dropped from the clothing

of a human visitor and being picked up
by the bees, is very remote. I have seen

"Isle of Wight" disease among the bees
of skeppists on some of the North Berk-
shire Downs, in villages separated from
each other by three or four miles. I heard
of no one having imported bees, and some
had never been visited by an expert. This
rather spoils Mr. Woodley's theory, as I

understand it, that the spread of disease

is largely the result of inspection ; it also

upsets Mr. Bee Mason's idea that the non-
production of wax is a large factor in the
causation of " Isle of Wight " disease.

The bees in these villages have had to

secrete wax from time immemorial. Why
are they afflicted ?

Queries and Replies,

[8465] Broodless Stock.—Foundation
worlied on one side only.—(1) I hived a
very large swarm on fresh foundation a.

week ago, and when yesterday I examined
it I found the combs drawn out,

covered with bees, and containing some
honey and pollen, but there was absolutely

no sign of brood, or even of eggs. Does
this point to absence or sterility of the
queen? What had best be done? (2)

When examining two other hives I found
in each the foundation worked out on
only one side—the other side being dark
and shiny. One of the hives has only just

recovered from "Isle of Wight" disease,

but the other was always healthy. This

was the case with two frames in each hive.

I hope that this does not mean more
disease. I always find the "B.B.J." of

great use and interest.

—

Lancastri.\n Bee,

Wigan.
Reply.— (1) Are you quite sure there

are no eggs? Examine again, and let us

know the result. (2) The dark appearance
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is caused by the cells on the other side

being drawn out. Try reversing the

frame, and see if the bees will work the

foundation.
- [8466] Bees without food in June.—
I shall be glad of your advice in the follow-

ing circumstances:—(1) My bees not
being at all active, I examined the hive

and found practically no honey or food
except in the two outer frames. The rest

were either empty or in some cases with
dead young bees protruding from the

cells, and many dead pupse have been
recently thrown out. There seemed to me
an unusual number of drones, and I could
not see a queen—although I am not ex-

perienced, and may have overlooked
her. I only started bee-keeping two years
ago. There does not appear to be any
disease. (2) Could I with safety unite a
swarm from another healthy hive, letting

queen enter?—D. S. C, Kilmacolm.
Reply.—(1) Your bees require food, and

this is the cause of the symptoms j'ou

mention. (2) You can run in a swarm as

you suggest.

[8467] Tloiieij from Bubber BJant.—I
shall be very much obliged if you will

kindly inform me through your jDaper,

"which I read with much interest, if the
honey from the Ceara Rubber plant
(Manihot) is of good quality or bad? A
friend just tells me that his honey, afteo*

the flowering of the rubber trees, was
bitter, like quinine, and he attributes
it to the Ceara Rubber. Thanking you in

anticiiDation of your kind reply.—L. W. J.

Deuss, Xyasaland.
Reply.—We have not before heard of

the flowers of this plant affecting the
honey in the way you mention, but it

would be possible to a.scertain if it does
so by protecting the blossoms and prevent-
ing the bees from getting at them, then
extracting the nectar as it collects and
tasting it We Mould like to hear the
result, as this is the first inquiry that we
have had respecting this rubber jDlant.

[8468] Be-queening.—Honey S<nnple.—
Will you kindly give me your advice on
the following : —(1) I have two stocks of
bees, with old queens, and want to re-

queen in the autumn, and also to increase
my stocks to four. I propose to kill the
old queens, and sijlit up the stocks, giving
each an equal share of honey and brood,
letting each raise a queen. Another plan
I have had suggested to me is to make one
stock queenless and let them draw out
queen-cells, and when capped over divide
the two stocks, giving each a cell. (2)

Will you also kindly tell me from what the
enclosed honey was gathered? Your
advice will be very acceptable.—S. K. H.

Reply.—(1) It would be a better plan
to purchase fresh queens and introduce
one to each lot after division. Of the two
ways you suggest we should choose the

second, selecting the best stock for queen-
rearing. (2) The honey is evidently of

foreign origin.

[8469] Balling Queens. — Treating
Disease.-^Can you answer in " B.B.J." :

—(1) Wily do the bees ball the queen?
Do they expect you are going to

take her from them? It says in "Guide
Book," smoke the ball, or drop it into

water, but neither remedy is nea,r, specially

the water on such occasions. Can you not
say a little more ? I close the hive qUickly
after throwing the carbolic cloth over the
frames and knock the side of the hive to

call off their attention. (2) For hives that
have had foul brood in them would you
say "Ayles' Cure " was suitable to paint the
inside and floor-board as with the carbolic

I'ecipe?' (3) Do you advise re-queening a

stock that has foul brood, though far from
weak, or leave the present queen to pull

through?—F., Bristol.

Reply.—^(1) Bees "ball" the queen
usually through excitement. A simple
plan is to use a bunch of grass and whip
the ball, Avhen the bees will liberate the
queen. Cage the queen and put her back,
for preference in a cage from which she
will be automatically released by the bees
eating away the food. (2) It is a much
better plan to scorch the hive with a
painter's lamp. (3) Re-queening will

certainly help the bees to recover.

Bee Shows to Come.

July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Iiyme.
—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.

July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff
and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13th July.
July 18th. at St. Albans.—St. Albans and

District Bee-Keepers' Association hold their Annual
Show, in connection with the St. Albans Horticul-
tural Society, in Clarence Park. Open classes,
liberal prizes. Schedules and all particulars from
E. Watsnn, Holywell Hill, St. Albans. Entries
close July 12th.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the manag-ement of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Entries closed.

August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-
Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax. and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3. Hammet-street,
Taunton. Entries close July 27th.
Aiigust 1st to 5th, at Preston.—Annual

Show of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society.
Honey and Bee Appliance Section. Ten open
classes. £50 in prizes. Schedules from E. Bohane,
Derby House, Preston. Entries close June 29.
August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.

Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. All
ooen classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B.B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver
medal and three special hives. This show also
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includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,
flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-
gramme of sports and motor racing, &,c. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K.A., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Schedules for bees, honey, and horticul-

ture from Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of
B.B.K.A., 52, Bridge-street, Cambridge. Entries
close Thursday, August 1st.
August Stli, at Madresfield, Malvern.

—

Annual show of the Worccster.^hire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for

honey, be© produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.

Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,

Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries close
August Vth, 1912.
August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—

Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral Fete. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.

Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.
August 22nd, at Abington Park, North-

ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
Special prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.
August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—

Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction.
Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
August 12th.
August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.^In con-

nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castl© Gary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litiman, South Street, Ca&tl© Cary. Entries
close August 16th.
September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.

Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

Notices to Correspondents.

A. H. S. (Slough).

—

Parasites on Bees.—
The comb contains pollen only. There is

no disease. The " red insects " infesting

the bees are Braida caica, known as the
" blind louse.'" They are not dangerous,
but very irritating to the bees, and can
only be got rid of by smoking with
tobacco smoke. This stupefies them, and
they fall upon the fioor-board, which can
then be cleaned and disinfected.

J. F. A. (Northam).

—

Mildewed Comhs.^
(1) If you put the shallow frames on the
hive, and they are not very badly
damaged with mildew, the bees will

cari-y out the Avork of cleaning out the
cells before storing honey in them. (2)

If the boxes containing drawn-out combs

are wrapped in newspaper with
naphthaline in each to prevent wax-
moth, and are then stored in a dry
place they will keep quite well. The
expense of having tins made would be
too great to make it worth your while.

R. W. Wright.—Fainting Bees for Ex-
perimental Farposes.—You might just
touch the top of the thorax with a
water dye, taking care that it does not
run into the spiracles. If carefully
done it will not injure the bees.

H. T. (Eccles).— '' J?oi/(fr Jelly."—The
creamy substance you found was chyle
food, commonly called "Royal jelly,"

upon which the larvae for the production
of queens are fed.

Nappin (Woodstock).

—

Smoker Fuel.—
Fungus is not used for this purpose

;

touchwood or brown paper, or anything
that will cause smoke and not go out
readily, is used.

F. B. (Gellifor).

—

Introdueing I'irgin

Queens.—Introduce these in the same
way that you would a fertilised one.

H. M. C. (Isleworth).

—

Face of Bees.—
(1) The bees are ordinary English
Blacks. (2) There appear to be no signs
of disease in the bees sent.

A. D. (Willesden).—Eocc of Bees.—Both
bees are the ordinary native variety.

A. C. (Devon).

—

Face of Bees.—No. 1.

English with a slight trace of Carniolan
blood. There is no disease. No. 2.

More Carniolan blood than in the case
of No. 1, and traces of " Isle of Wight "

disease are present.
X. Y. Z. (Maldon).—BHi/;;ie/ Bees.—It

would be unwise to purchase, as the bees
are evidently suffering from " Isle of
Wight" disease.

A. H. H. (Edenbridge).

—

Suspected
Disease.—When the bees are in the
position you illustrate they are fanning.
It is not a sign of "Isle of Wight"
disease.

Novice (Yorkshire).

—

Bees not Working
in Sections.— (1) You must wait for fine,

warm weather, when, if the stock is

strong enough, the bees will go into the
sections. (2) It was quite right to use
the smoker when putting on the racks.

A. C. (Hanwell).

—

Treating Diseased
Colony.—You should use Ayles' cure.

Honey Samples.
QuEEME (Fairhaven).—There is iio honey-
dew in the sample sent. It is from
sycamore chiefly, and is worth about 7d.

per pound. You sliould extract all this
honey before the clover harvest comes.

Sttspected Disease.
HoRTON (Staffs.), H. C. (Bramber), J. S.

(Hexham), and A. J. H. (Yorks.)—The
bees are suffering from " Isle of Wight "

disease.

W. C T. (Stoke).— The bees were too
sticky for us to examine them, but from
your description we should say the
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trouble is " Isle of Wight" disease. You
had better use Ayles' Cure or destroy
them.

J. B. (Sussex).—The bees appear to be
suffering from "Isle of Wight " disease.
You might tiy Ayles' Cure.

H. C. (Worcestershire).—We are afraid
from outward indications that the bees
are affected with '' Isle of Wight "

disease.

V. p. (Ipswich).—The comb is affected
with foul brood in its first stage. It
is difficult to say where it originated,
probably in the old boxes.

R. H. A. (Diss).—Q) The comb is affected
with black brood. (2) The simplest way
is by means of niiclei, as explained in
British Bee-Keepers' Guide Book.

E. J. W. (Somerset).—The disease is

odourless foul brood. Try a course of
Apicure and let us know the result.

W. S. (Andover).—The comb contains sour
brood.

E. J. G. (Lincoln), Novice (Gloster),

W. S. F., and Hants.—The bees are
affected with " Isle of Wight " disease.

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British
Bee-keepers' Association is now established
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD, Secretary, B.B.K.A , 23, Bedford

Street, Strand, W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per iin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

1 nnn sections, first grade, wanted, price
JLv/v/vf carriage paid liome for cash.—NYE'S
DAIRIES, Littlehampton, Sussex. v 259

5S. OFFERED for a good healthy cast —
WILLIAMS, Falmouth-avenue, Highf-m's

Park. V 271

EXTRACTOR, Meadows's best make. Cowan's
cog-gear, holding four shallow frames, cost

35s., accepting 26s., as good as new.—VICAR,
Ulrome, Hull. v 270

WALLFLOWER, choice mixed, sow now,
liberal packet 6d.— W. RIGLER, Apiary,

Poole. V 269

12 STOCKS for sale owing to removal.—
VARLEY, 26 Park-ro<ad, Bingley. v 213

SECTIONS or EXTRACTED wanted; exchange
camera, microscope, phonograph, records,

Tamlin 60 incubator, hives, appliances.—BOWDEN,
Broomhill, Witley, Surrey. v 268

WELL filled sections Honey, from mixed
sources; offers.-PHILIP JONES, Blakeney,

Glos. V 267

4W.B.C. HIVES, complete, extractor, four
crates of fully drawn out shallow frames, four

queen excluders, three dozen lib. bottles, screw
cap tops, smoker, £3 10s.—T. BARNES, Mill View,
Chobham. v 264

SIX dozen full weight finest quality sainfoin
Sections, 9s. 6d. dozen, carriage paid, clean,

carefully packed, safe delivery.—NORTH, Cressing,
Braintree, Essex. v 263

FIVE fine Stocks Bees, ten frames crowded, all
headed young prolific queens, excellent hives;

inspection invited; what offers?—WINKWORTH,
Pangbourne, Berks. v 262

BEES.—Strong stock, on eight frames, 22s. 6d.;
4-frame Nuclei, 12s. 6d.; 3 frame ditto, 10s. 6d.;

all natural raised fertile 1912 Oueens guarantee'd.
—GEORGE MACKIE, Mythe, Tewkesbury. v 260

OR SALE, three good Hives.—BROWNE, 46,

Mount-avenue, Ealing. v 268F
VACANCY for Pupil on gentleman's Bee and

Poultry Farm, good home in healthy country.
—BEE EXPERT, " B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-
street, Strand. London. v 265

FOR SALE, Supers, with eight drawn-out
combs, 2s. 6d. each; Brood Boxes, with ten

drawn-out combs, 3s. 9d. each; separately, supers,
6d., shallow combs 5d., brood boxes 9d., brood
combs 4d. each (combs include metal ends);
Ripener and Strainer, splendid condition, 6s.;

Super-clearers Is. each; Section Racks, with
frames. Is. 6d.; 34 metal Dividers, Comb-holder,
and Section-folder, 2s. 6d. lot; six Excluders, Is. 3d:;
Honey Press, '2s. 6d.; all healthy, clearing out,
£2 5s. for lot or near offer.—GILBEY, 11, Denby
Dale-road, Wakefield. v 272

GENTLEMAN'S CYCLE, Reynolds' tubing.
Perry's free wheel. Royal hubs, rubber pedals,

roller lever brakes, 3-coil saddle, Michelin covers,
guaranteed tubes, lined green and gold, new, every
part guaranteed, £3 17s. 6d. Approval. Lady's,
3s. 6d. extra.—REYNOLDS, Williamthorpe-lane,
Chesterfield. v 246

FEW surplus fine young Cotswold Queens,
3s. 9d. each.—BOWEN, Coronation-road,

Cheltenham. v 248

I>URE BERKSHIRE HONEY of the very finest

quality, 60s. per cwt., in 281b. tins.—
ALBERT SANDYS, Drayton, Berks. v CS2

THREE HEALTHY STOCKS, in hives, feeders,
racks, &c.—PRIESTMAN, 247, Bloomsbury-

street, Nechells, Birmingham. v 238

SECTIONS, glazed, 9s. per dozen; unglazed,
8s. 6d. per dozen; extracted honey, lib.

screw top bottles, 8s. 6d. per dozen; in tins, at 56s.

per cwt., carriage paid.—MISS GORDON,
Wethersfield-place, near Braintree, Essex. v 235

A4GALL. BARREL BUTTER MACHINE, on
stand, and Butter Worker for same, by Brad-

ford; nearly new pair of Yokes, all complete,
£3 10s., or near offer; would exchange for Bees
and Hives; can be seen any time.—PEARSON,
Nurseries, Grange Hill, Chigwell. v 229

FOR SALE, or exchange for Bees, &c., six good
black Airedale and Spaniel Puppies, will

make good workers or guards, &c., price 12s. 6d.
each.—Apply, W. A. ALLFREE, Talbot Inn, Mans-
field. V 99

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent,
10s 6d. per day, carriage to be paid each

way by the hirer.-Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand, W.C.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEW.
The Cause of Eurupean Foul Brood, by

Dr."G. M. White, published by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C., being Circular No. 157 of the

Bureau of Entomology.—In this circular,

which the author has been good enough to

send us, he discusses the exciting cause of

what in America is called " European
Foul Brood." He believes that it is the

same disease as described by Cheshire and
Cheyne, and in which BaeiUus alvci was
found. Also that it is probable Dr. Burri

M-as studying the same disease when he
referred to "sour brood," in which he
found " guntheri - iorms " of bacteria

which Dr. Maassen named Streptococcus

apis. Dr. White has now encountered
both BaciJlus alvei and Streptococcus apis

in this form of foul brood, but he has also

found other bacteria, none of which he
considers as the primary cause of foul

brood. There is, however, one which he
lias hitherto designated as Bacillus Y, .and

now names Bacillus pluton, which he con-

siders is probably the cause of the disease.

B. pluton appears in the earliest

symptoms of the disease, before either

Bacillus alvei or Streptococcus apis, and
althougii the two last-named are present,

Dr. White does not consider them to be the
cause of the malady. It is, however, quite

possible that they may modify the form of

the disease. It is satisfactory to find that
Dr. White has now been able to confirm
the findings of Drs. Burri, Maassen, and
Zander in what we in Europe know as the
"strong-smelling" type of foul brood,
although in some respects this still differs

from the description of wdiat is called
'' European foul brood " in America. That
the author should have found other
bacteria is not surprising, for already a
good many have been described from time
to time. In 1890 Dr. Lortet found two
species, but did not name them (Revue
Internationale d'Apiculture, 1890, page
•50). In the same year Dr. Klamann
described and illustrated a species which
he named Bacillus flaviclus alvei (Bienen-
wirtscliaftliches Centralblatt, 1890, page
17). Dr. Canestrini, in 1891,
described another species (" B.B.J.,'
page 499). It is probable that
of these species are those
named by Dr. Wliite Bacterium euridice
and Bacillus orpheus. " King of the lower
world," for that is the meaning oi pluton,
is a formidable name for a bacillus, but it

it probable that the author had its

mephitic character in mind when he so
named it. Dr. White has given a good
deal of time to these investigations, and

also

1891,

some
now

deserves credit for the painstaking
manner in which he has carried them out.

AMONG THE BEES.
By T). M. Macdonald, Banff.

IIEATHKK HONEY.

This delicious sweet "of all honeys the
sumtnum boivum" (page 254), has of late
been rather unfairly described, and two
railing accusations have been bruited
abroad telling in its disfavour. I have
no great fear that either will do much
injury to the bees. Northern bee-keepers,
or to the luscious produce of our heather
hills. Yet errors are best nipped in the
bud, and therefore I would like to say
something to counteract any evil efEect.

At the recent conversazione of the
B.B.K.A. both the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman mad© an efPort to give
heather men a " black eye." Mr.
Cowan hit gently, merely expressing
a personal preference for " the milder
honeys over heather honey," but he added
that ' a great many others held the same
view." That may be true, but there is

another side. Thousands of Southerners
visit the Highlands yearly—wealthy
merchant princes, business men, pro-
fessional men, baronets, lords of all

degrees, as well as commoners of all

ranks. My experience is that almost
every one of these must carry home
annually from ten to one hundred sections
of pure heather honey. Not one of them
will look at our milder forms. I have
tempted them again and again with
beautiful clover sections—offered at from
8d. to lOd.—but they would have none
of these, preferring to pay Is. 2d. up to
Is. 6d. for j)ure heather. Even a delicious
blend, offered at Is., was rejected with
contempt, although I praised it highly.
In discussing the reason why all expressed
a decided preference for the aroma and
flavour of pure heather over any other
honey, I will allow these opinions to
balance Mr. Cowan's "many others," and
I have no doubt they will outweigh them
effectively.

I would respectfully submit that the
Vice-Chairman committed an error of
judgment when he weakly fell back on
the words of an anonymous friend to cast
a slur on honey which tens of thousands
of even his own countrymen admire and
appreciate more highly than even sainfoin
or any other species of southern nectar.
In quoting Mr. Reid's words I feel that
their very biased extreme refutes itself :

" If you taste honey that you would not
eat yourself, that is the true heatlier

honey." Absurd! True, he says it of

southern - grown heather, for which
thanks! His own personal opinion, how-
ever, is, " true heather honey has such a
roucjh taste." My own personal opinion
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is quite the contrary, and I again appeal
to the tens of thousands of Englishmen
who agree with me and who confirm the
faith that is in them by jsaying year after

year nearly double the average price for

pure heather honey.
Gentlemen in the position of the Chair-

man and Vice-Chairman of the B.B.K.A.
are quoted as authorities, and I think it

unfortunate that they, however un-
wittingly, should do an injury to a very
important minor industry affecting a large

percentage of members of the Association.
Now, I will deal with heather honey as a

winter food for bees. " Some say it is deadly,

others that it is excellent," is Captain
Sitwell's expressive summary of the dis-

cussion lately going on. Mr. Crawshaw is

not an extreme man. He holds that at
times it may be an unliealthy food ; I

won't say "No!" I will, however, further
take three progressive stages of con-

demnation. A reply to a query some time
ago expressed a preference for sugar
syrup over heather honey stores.

"T. D.N.," who hails from Lanarkshire,
looks on it as either a slow or a rapid
poison. (T wish I could get the " Ren-
frewshire Bee-keeper," or the "Lanark-
shire Bee-keeper," to reply to him, but,

alas, both have crossed the bourne !) Then
comes one of the most audacious unsub-
stantiated heretical assertions I ever read,
and that, too, written by a bee-keeper
who is now acting for the Agricultural
Department on the question of bee-

diseases. Mr. Bullamore, on page 115,

"B.B.J.," vol. xxxix., writes of heather
honey :

" It was considered bad policy to

winter stocks that went to the heather,
and such stocks were generally con-
demned. In heather secretions there are
probably astringent principles of which
bees can stand but a limited quantity
without detriment." The first sentence
contains a fact (so called) that 1 never
heard of, even living among the heather as

I do. The second is built on an hypothesis
which is perfectly untenable. A proha-
bility is a statement which has to be
proved.
Now I deliberately assert that heather

honey is a perfectly healthy food for

wintering on. Making this statement I

acknowledge that the onus of proof lies

on my shoulders. An old writer says :
" If

you have established a fact a second time,
prove it again. If you find it established
five times cease to doubt its truth. If

ten times rely on it as indisputahle."
Well, I have proved the truth for twenty-
five years in my own apiary, and I know
heather honey is an excellent winter food.
I go further back. For forty years I have
never know^l it act prejudicially to bees in
the old-home apiary. Both these ex-
periences are perhaps limited, and there-
fore may not satisfy "T. D. N." or

" W. G. B." Here is some more proof.
During a quarter of a century I have been
familiar with the wintering results of
hundreds of stocks, and never saw bad
effects follow feeding on pure heather
honey. By seeing or hearing, I must have
had the circumstance obtruded on my
notice if it were a fact. In all my corre-
spondence, which has been extensive, the
idea has never once been put in words by
one single bee-keeper.

Further, since this controversy has been
going on I have heard from, or discussed
the subject with, bee-keepers in most of
the northern counties, in a majority of
southern shires, and in several English
heather counties, and with none of these
does this new doctrine find acceptance.
Therefore I hold, and I hope all fair-
minded bee-keepers will hold, that the
statements condemnatory of heather honey
are at least not proven.

FOUL BROOD AS UNDERSTOOD
AND TREATED IN AMERICA.
By F. W. L. Sladen, F.E.S.

The annual loss to bee-keepers in the
United States caused bv foul brood has
been estimated at from £200,000 to

£400,000. Americans are fully alive to

the seriousness of this loss, and are doing
everything they can to mitigate it. In a
few counties in New York State the loss

in 1899 was over £5,00O, but by hard work
on the part of four competent inspectors

the loss was rapidly reduced, and in 1905
it was onh' £350.
These facts make the opinions on the

nature and treatment of foul brood that
prevail in America of considerable interest

to us, especially as they differ from ours
in se\'eral details. Prominent among
those who are advising and guiding
American bee-keepers in their efforts to

control and eradicate foul brood are two
specialists, Dr. E. F. Phillips, in charge
of apiculture, and Dr. G. F. AMiite,

expert in bacteriology, in the UTnited

States Department of Agriculture. From
time to time Dr. Phillips and Dr. White
have j)repared and issued bulletins on bee
diseases, clearly explaining the opinions
held and the best methods of treatment to

be adopted. The information for this

review has been extracted from three of

these bulletins

—

Beport of the Meeting of
Inspectors of Aviaries, San Antonio,
Texas, Nov. 12, 1906, issued June 17, 1907;
The Treatment of Bee Diseases, by Dr.
E. F. Phillips, issued May 6, 1911'; and
Historical Notes on the Causes of Bee
Diseases, by Dr. Phillips and Dr. White,
issued March 26, 1912.

Dr. White has been investigating the
organisms suspected of causing foul brood
for ten years, the work having been com-
menced in New York State in 1902. He
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early arrived at several definite con-

clusions of far-reacliing importance which

are to-day regarded in America as the

ground-work of the modern study of these

diseases. The most important of Dr.

White's and Dr. Phillips' conclusions may
bo summarised as follows:—Bee brood is

subject to two infectious diseases, named
in 1906 European foul brood and American
foul brood.

In European foul brood most of the

brood dies before sealing, but sometimes
sunken and perforated cappings are

observed ; the larvfe turn yellow ; the

decaying larvse can seldom be drawn out

in a thread, and their smell ts usually

slight and at times sour. The scales into

which many of the larvpe finally shrink are

easily removed, and the bees carry out a

great many in their efforts to clean house.

This disease attacks drone- and queen- as

well as worker-larvfe^ and is most destruc-

tive in spring and early summer, often

almost disappearing in late summer and
autumn.
In this disease there is present Bacillus

alvci, the bacterium that Cheshire and
Cheyne cultivated from a sample of foul

brood in 1884 (published 1885). Bacillus

alvci is easilv cultivated in the usual

media of the laboratorj', but when fed to

brood it has failed to produce the disease.

Evidence to prove that it is the direct

cause of the disease is therefoj'e wanting.
In October 1908 Dr. White announced
that he had encountered a rather interest-

ing microstructure, referred to as Bacillus
" 1'," in European foul brood which had
refused to grow when sown on artificial

media. In the present opinion of Dr.
White and Dr. Phillips the exciting cause
of European foul brood remains unknown.
American foul brood \isually shows itself

in the brood after it has been sealed over,

but the cappings are often entirely

removed by the bees. The decaying larvte

becomes a coffee-coloured mass which often

emits a penetrating odour like that of hot
glue, and can be drawn out into a thread,
which sometimes extends several inches
before breaking. This ropiness is the
chief characteristic used in diagnosing this

disease. The scale formed by the dried-
down larva adheres tightlv to the cell, and
can be removed with difficulty. Only in

occasional cases are drone and queen
larv?e attacked. It is not certain that
season has any effect on the virulence of

the disease. The decaying matter in

American foul brood is full of spores,
which Dr. White found grew with difficulty

in the ordinary laboratory media. He
first succeeded in getting them to
germinate in 1903 by placing them in a
special preparation made from bee larvfe.

The new bacillus thus obtained was re-
ferred to in a paper published in January
1904 as Bacterium "Z," the name being

later changed to Bacillus larvce. In 1907

pure cultures of Bacillus larvce were ob-

tained by means of a preparation of bee

puppe, and healthy colonies were inoculated

with them, with the result that the brood

developed the symptoms of American foul

brood. The decaying brood in the disease

thus produced contained the numerous
spores always found in brood that has died

of this disease, and from it pure cultures

of Bacillus larvce were again obtained.

Here, then, was proof that Bacillus larvce

was the cause of American foul brood.

The symptoms of the two diseases vary
somewhat, especially those of European
foul brood, but the bee-keeper can in most

cases tell which disease is present without

a bacteriological examination. The two

diseases are considered entirely distinct

from one another, and a colony does not,

as a rule, suffer from both at the same
time. Each disease causes enormous loss

in America, but whereas European foul

brood had not, up till 1907, been reported

from any State west of the Mississippi

river or from the South, American foul

brood had been found in every State in

the Union.

The so-called " black brood," which

caused great loss in New York State a few

years ago, was investigated by Dr. White
and pronounced to be nothing but

European foid brood.

It is stated that European foul brood is

more infectious than American foul brood,

but it yields to some kinds of treatment

better, "and sometimes disappears of its

own accord, which seems not to be the

case with American foul brood.

The main ti-eatment of both diseases is

the same—shaking the bees off their combs

into a clean hive supplied with starters

of foundation (if honey drops out of the

combs the bees are shaken on to news-

papers, which are placed in front of the

hive and afterwards destroyed), destroy-

ing the combs, and disinfecting the old

hive by scorching with fire. Surplus

honey is boiled. A second shaking foiir

days" later, though practised by some,' is

not advised as a rule. The disinfection

of hives with chemicals is not recom-

mended, as the ordinary strengths^ used

are valueless for the purpose. Disease

rarely reappears ; if it should, the treat-

ment is repeated. Feeding the bees with

svrup medicated with drugs is stated by

Dr. Phillips to be not of the slightest

value in the treatment of American foul

brood. For neither disease do American
liee-keepers in general place any reliance

upon drugs, either administered in the

food or as a spray for the combs, or to

evaporate in the hive.

Italian bees seem to l)e better able to

resist European foul brood than any other

race, and requeening with vigorous young
Italians is recommended as additional or
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preventive treatment for this disease,

but it is not certain that race of bees has

any effect on the virulence of American
foul brood. The Alexander method of

treating European foul brood without

destroying the combs by dequeening, and
then, after twenty days, introducing a cell

containing an Italian queen ready to

emerge is recommended with reserve.

In The Treatment of Bee Diseases no

mention is made of the comparative ease

with which, it is believed in this country,

foul brood can be ciared in its early stages

before spores have formed.
In neither disease, say Dr. Phillips and

Dr. White, are .adult bees infected, so far

as is known. As regards queens, Dr.

White stated in 1906 that " where Bacillus

alvei is found in the ovary, or in our
cultures made from the ovary, the

organisms occur very seldom, and the pro-

bability is that they get there through
contamination in making the cultures

rather than from being found in the ovary
itself." The common means by which both

diseases are spread is contaminated honey.

At the conference of apiary inspectors at

San Antonio in 1906, Dr. Phillips made
the interesting remark that "it is a

matter of common observation that Euro-
pean foul brood becomes less virident in

any given locality within a few years."

We, in Europe, have always recognised

two types of foul brood, the one being
often referred to as a strong-smelling, and
the other as an odourless form. It might
be supposed that the strong-smelling kind
is the same as American foul brood, and
the odourless form is the same as European
foul brood, but the reverse appears to be
the case, for Dr. Burri, a Swiss investi-

gator of high reputation, in a paper pub-
lished in October and November, 1904,

stated that he found the strong-smelling
variety contained Bacillus alvei, while the
non-stinking type, which he referred to

as the ropy form, he found produced an
organism difficult of cultivation which he
came to the conclusion was a new one.
Dr. White, indeed, believes that in the
foul-smelling type Dr. Burri was studying
European foul brood, and in the odourless
type American foul brood. In the sum-
mary of what is now Tinderstood about
brood diseases in Europe, given by Mr.
Cowan in the twentieth edition, published
last year, of The British Bec-Keeper''s

Guide Bool\ the description of our strong-
smelling foul brood agrees with Dr.
Phillips' and Dr. White's description of
European foid brood, except in its .strong

smell and in the scale being generaPy
adhesive, and that of our odourless foul
brood agrees with Dr. Phillips' and Dr.
White's description of American foul
brood, except in the absence of smell, the
scale being also stated to be adhesive.
A third brood disease, called " sour

brood" has lately been recognised in

Europe, and has been carefully studied by
Dr. Burri, who, in a paper published in

January 1906, remarked—I quote from
Dr. White's translation—that " the larvae

attached are characterised by (a) more or
less noticeable sour odour, (b) compara-
tively pale dirty yellow colour^ and (c) a
great resistance of the chitinous covering,
which allows the dead larvae to be lifted

intact from the cell as a moist mass."
The larvae were found by Dr. Burri to
contain forms resembling the bacterium
guntheri, which is found in sour milk.
This organism was seldom found alone, but
was almost always associated with
Bacillus alrei. Dr. White thinks that the
conditions referred to by Dr. Burri as sour
brood and stinking foul brood are probably
but one disease, European foul brood.
[We would like to add that a great deal

of confusion has been caused by giving new
names to the two types of brood diseases,

and calling them " European foul brood
''

and " American foul brood," and it is to

be hoped tliat European bee-keepers will

continue to call them "strong-smelling"
and " odourless," as these names clearly

designate the characteristic difference in
the types as found in Europe. They both
differ from the two types found in

America, which are there considered as

separate diseases not affecting a colony at

the same time, but in Europe Dr. Maassen
has shown that both types may not only
exist in the same colony, but also on the
same comb. No account was taken
in the pamphlets to which Mr. Sladen
alludes of sour brood (Streptococcus apis),

which is generally found in connection
with the "strong smelling" type of foul

brood, not only in separate cells but both
Streptococcus apis and Bacillus alvei may
occur in the same larva. (See Guide Book,
fig. 123, page 175.) This alters the ap-
pearance of the decomposed larva, and,
according to the i^roportions in which they
are associated, the decomposing mass may
be pap-like, or of a gluey, slightly ropy
consistency. The sour smell noticed by
Dr. Phillips is no doubt due to sour brood
associated with Bacillus alvei in what is

called in America '' European foul
brood." In Europe, the scales, although
thev adhere to the lower side of the cell,

differ in appearance, for in the strong-
smelling type the scale is smooth, while
that of the odourless type is rough, a
chai'acteristic of this form of the disease.

These differences, in addition to those
already mentioned by our esteemed cor-

respondent, justify us in retaining the
old names, more especially as Drs. Burri,
Maassen and Zander all agree respecting
the symptoms of foul brood as found in

Europe. From a circular just pub-
lished, and which we review on page 261,

it will be seen that Dr. White has now
been able to find Streptococcus apis in so-

called " European foul brood."

—

Ed.]
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8483] The month of June has been

characterised by very unsettled weather,

and sections have filled very slowly. How-
ever, the past week has been an improve-
ment, and we are getting swarms both at

out and home apiaries, and have also

secured some fine queen-cells, which will

be our mainspring of success for another
year (d.v.). I have dispatched swarms to

all four quarters of the kingdom during
the past week ; only one or two timorous
ones have cancelled their orders owing to

the prevalence of " I.O.W." disease in the

southern part of Engla"nd. One bee-

keeper, whose apiary of a few frame-
hives some distance away a travelling

expert considered were slightly infected

with " I.O.W." disease, ordered another
150 sections yesterday, and said his bees

had never done better; they had a field of

sainfoin left for seed, on which they were
hard at work.

After a swarm lias issued take- off the
rack of sections, place same on a clearer,

spread carbolised cloth over frames, and
then cut out all queen-cells but one, leav-

ing this in a good central position. Now
return supers, and in the early evening
return most of the bees, leaving the
queen and a few bees in the nucleus hive.

I am sorry to have exasperated our
Moray friend (page 24>Q), but, curiously
enough, by the same post as the " B.B.J."
came to hand I received two long letters

from beyond the Tweed thanking me for the
stand I have made against legislation

for bee disease. If "In Earnest's"
family was ill and he knew his j^hysician's
family was sufi^ering—aye, Avas being
decimated by the same complaint which
the said doctor could not keep within the
precincts of his own threshold—would " In
Earnest" have much faith, or rely on a
cure at the hands that could not clear
cut disease from his own household, or
shall 1 say apiary? Again, I use those
long-tried foreign examples as showing
the futility of Acts of Parliament to cure
bee disease, except by drastic methods and
full compensation ; and with our present
helplessness in curing "I.O.W." disease
and the great possibility that travelling
experts, notwithstanding every pre-

caution, may carry the disease from
apiary to apiary, the risk is too great to

have forced upon us against our own
interests and will; and 1 earnestly hope
the Board of Agriculture will allow the
matter to stand over at least till the
scientists engaged in the investigations
have found out the cause, if not the cure,

of "I.O.W." disease. I also hop© Mr.
Runciman, whenever he takes bee diseases
into consideration, will, in equity to every
bee-keeper, at least make the Act per-
missive, and make it a notifiable disease.

May I remind the Secretary of Berks
B.K.A. (page 247) that some members
complain of not having received their
copies of Becord for some time. They say
at one time they received two bee papers,
now none at all.

I am sorry to hear that bees have been
doing badly in the North this season. A
friend in Dumfriesshire wrote me in May
and again since mid-June to the effect

that, though he has fed continuously, his

bees are in a worse condition as regards
stores than they were a month ago,
though the hives are full of bees—^^an army
waiting for a chance to work.

I notice Mr. Ellis works his supers in

exactly the opposite way to my method.
He puts his on top ; I always place my
second rack under the first one, then
under the second one, and I get but few
unfinished sections. Possibly his method
may suit his particular case, but I should
expect my best early sections to become
somewhat travel-stained by the end of
the season. I rarely have more than two
] acks on at one time. When No. 3 is put
on No. 1 comes oS for market.—W.
WooDLEv, Beedon, Newbury.

BEES IN BRITISH EAST AFI^CA.
[8484] A friend of mine is shortly re-

turning to Nairobi, British East Africa.
He wishes to try, if it is possible, to
domesticate the native bee, and is taking
out a modern hive for that purpose. At
the present time bees are kept in large
numbers by the natives in hives made of
wood or bark usually cylindrical in shape,
which are placed either in trees, or, failing

these, in the roofs of their huts.

To obtain the honey, the bees are killed
;

the comb is generally boiled to separate
the wax, so the flavour of the honey
is quite spoilt. Honey and wax in many
districts are the chief articles of barter.
The former is largely oaten by the natives
themselves, the latter exported to the
coast. I should be very grateful if .you. or
any readers of the "B.li.J.," couid give
me some information regardiiig the honey
bee of the Uganda Piotcctorate, such as:
—What is the diameter of the "worker"
coll? Does honey-gathering goon during
the \A'hole tAvelve months r" Is it likely
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that the Italian or British honey bee

would live in that part of the world?

—

H. Bigg-Wither.
[The species of bee cultivated is

probably .4pis unicolor, which makes
similar combs to the ordinary honey bee.

It differs in appearance, being slightly

smaller than A. mellifica, with yellowish

hairs, those on the thorax being brown,
the ijubescence of the abdomen being of

the same brown tint, with narrow lighter

rings, which often disappear in aged speci-

mens. The queens have reddish-brown
legs, M'hereas the workers have black legs.

The bees work all the year round, and
drones are bred on and off at all seasons,

although they are partially killed off when
food begins to run short. A. unicolor is

much more gentle to handle than
A. mellifica, but swarms are much more
difficult to hive. We should think the
climate would be too hot for either Italian

or British bees.

—

Ed.].

A VALUABLE VAGRANT COLONY.

[8485] I thought jou might like to put
this curious incident in the " B.B.J." as

it may be the means of others obtaining
honey in some similar way.

I, being a small bee-keeper, was in-

form.ed that a strong colony was located

in an oak tree, and had the offer of

driving them. However, all my attempts
were in vain. The bees are located in the
stem between the two main forks of the
tree; on returning home I was discussing

the situation with one of my father's men,
who knows a little of the ways of bees. He
suggested putting a skep over the hole
(the radius of Avhich is about 2in.). This
we did on May 24th, and filled the
crevices with cement and covered it up
warmly on Saturday last, June 32nd. I

went with him to see what was the result,

and to his glory, and my surprise, the
skep was full of comb and honey and
packed with bees. He got another skep
and put it on top, and hopes to have it

filled also. I may add it looks very quaint
with the two skeps fastened together with
sticks, string, &c. I thought this

might interest some of the readers of your
useful journal.—F. Old, Blandford.

MICROSPORIDIOSIS.

[8486] The note by " D. M. M." in
" B.B.J." of June 20, p. 242, moves me to

write on this much-discussed subject, for

I also have sent bees to Cambridge from
diseased stocks, first last February, when
three hives were affected, showing
the Avell-known crawling symptoms.
These hives died out a few days after-

wards. Then, again, some seven weeks
ago,, when another hive began to show

signs of the disease, though it had been
treated with Ayles' " Isle of Wight" cure.

Both times the bees showed no signs of
Nosema apia. Not all of these diseased
hives showed signs of dysentery, so that
is obviously not an invariable symptom.
The last attacked hive still survives, and
only occasionally now (say once a week)
are bees to be seen on the grass around
unable to fly. Perhaps the Ayles' Cure
may save them yet. — Defontibus,.
Cheshire.

HYGIENIC VALUE OF HONEY.
[8487] The paragraph, '' The Hygienic-

Value of Honey," by M. Navarre in last

week's ' B.B.J." (page 241), is, I consider,
so valuable as an advertisement that I
venture to make the following suggestion :—Assuming no copyright difficulties, hav&
it reprinted in poster form, say 12in. by
l'8in., and retail it at a nominal charge to-

all bee-keepers, and when these send their
produce to some dealer, let them enclose
a copy with the consignment, requesting
it to be prominently placed in their shop
windows. This would surely be of mutual
benefit. Also let it be largely circulated
amongst public schools, boarding houses,,
and other establishments. I for one
would certainly be pleased to take some
copies for circulation.

—

An Amateur.

SOMETHING LIKE SWARMS.
[8488] I had two swarms on Tuesday,

the l'8th June, which weighed 131b. and
121b. respectively, the largest I have ever
known. One of the parent stocks was on
thirteen frames in brood-nest, and had
a rack of twelve shallow-frames on top,
which had been extracted once, and were
full again ; the other stock was in a
Wells' hive.—R. Brown, Somersham.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAAVSHAW. NORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

Where to Stand (p. 222).—Do these
directions consider the case of frames
running parallel with the entrance? It

is, no doubt, easy enough to manipulate
from the side of the hive, where frames
lun at right angles to the entrance, but
Avith the parallel arrangement the
natural position would seem to be the rear
of the hive.

Coddled Bees (p. 223).—Does not Mr.
Ttlason's argument almost suppose that the
bees at Bletsoe Castle did not mate with
domesticated bees for sixty years? This
is hardly conceivable, but, of course, the
queen may have been extraordinarily
long-lived ! For if bees, bred in the wild
from a junaway swarm, yet succumb to-

the winter, the breed must, on Mr.
Mason's showing, have deteriorated.
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"7.O.W." Disease and Izal (p. 224).—
This disinfectant may be applicable to the

disease, but it is not, I believe, so power-
ful a germicide as some other remedies

used by bee-keepers ; and it is open to

question -nhether the spraying of the

combs affected the case quoted. Cases

have been cited where combs from a stock

suffering from " Ilowitis " have been
given to healthy bees without the re-

appearance of the disease. The fact is

that we do not yet know how the disease

is communicated.
Bees and Fleas (p. 233).—I wish Mr.

Abbott's specific were more generally

effective. I am fairly immune to bee
poison, but certain active little friends

cause me untold misery when encountered,
and the small summer midge makes me
its especial prey. Nettle stings, however,
do not seem so bad as formerly, although
Ihe tiny spear remaining in the wound
always causes irritation. Perhaps my skin

is a trifle thicker than it used to be ! I

must have a few more bee stings to con-

tinue the protective process, so a poor
excuse to visit the bees being better than
none^—here's to the apiary

!

Allowing Drone Comh (p. 233).—Here
is a point mentioned by Mr. Woodley,
which I do not remember to have seen
brought out prominently. He refers to
the use of half sheets of foundation in the
first and last frames, to provide an outlet
for the building of drone comb. This
strikes me as being eminently practical,

but is not, I think, generally practised.

Most of us place the drone combs at the
outside, but do we provide for their con-
struction ? I have sometimes thought
there was a reluctancy to build an entirety
of worker comb. I often had good combs
worked over and spoiled in the days when
I mistakenly endeavoured to entirely

suppress this function. I have had a good
many combs built from starters only, but
such combs often show drone corners, and
considerable experience is a necessity to
the production of good combs in this way.
For drone-rearing I have used entire drone
combs, and these may be made an in-

ducement to the bees to extend the brood-
nest. I mai'k such combs by notching the
lugs of the top bar, swallow-tail fashion.
This does not shorten the top bar, but
declares the comb to a glance. I wonder
whether ^in. or so of drone comb under
the top bar in several of the outside
combs would ensure the extension of the
brood-nest, and the placing of extra honey
in the super.

Experts and Disease (p. 23t).—Whilst
agreeing that every precaution approved
by experience should be taken, I doubt
whether any washing with carbolic soap
will destroy " almost indestructible "

spores. Indeed, I doubt whetlier carbolic
soap is a more effective disjioser of germs

than ordinary soap and a good scrubbing
brush effectively used. Opinions differ, no
doubt, upon such points, and it is well to

be on the safe side. But to communicate
disease, an expert must convey either
bacillus or spore. The first is to be found
in the body of the bee, and the second is

not, I think, judging from its life history,

carried in the air, whilst entry is not, I

think, effected through the breathing, but
through the digestive system of the
lai-va. The disease is naturally spread by
robbers, and possibly by visiting bees
where hives are adjacent. Cases where it

is spread by the operator ai-e usually due
to interchanging of combs and bees, ex-
2>osure of infected stores, or the smearing
of the hand with honey. So it is im-
portant to cleanse the hands, and what
they may have touched. Let it be under-
stood that I am no advocate of lessened
precaution, and I am offering an expres-
sion of personal opinion. There is little

enough j^recaution already, but lack of it

is usually due to inexperience, and is not
characteristic of travelling experts, in

whose defence I have written.

Queries and Replies.

[8470] Preventing Loss of Swarms.—
I should be grateful for some advice. I

have just started bee-keeping, and am, of

coixrse, taking in your paper. In the
early spring I bought a weak stock, and
though the bees have come on rapidly they
only cover eight frames. A month ago
I put a super on, having a fortnight pre-

viously given them two frames of brood
foundation. To my surprise thej- swarmed
on June 22, though there was ample room
below and they had not started work at
all in the supers. One of your authorities

says swarming is a sign of bad bee-

manship. Wliat more could I have done?
The same evening I returned the swarm
to the old hive, meaning to pick out the
queen and kill her, but 1 missed her. Will
they now swarm again, and would
it have been wiser to drive them into the
hive through some queen-excluding zinc,

and so trap her? Would it be possible to

prevent swarming by fixing excluder zinc

over the hive entrance, or should I buy
(or make) a swarm catcher, aflSx early in

May and leave it on until August, resting

assured that loss of swarms Avould

be impossible? Would such a course

be detrimental to the work going
on, and if they did attempt to

swarm should I simply have to open the

hive and cut out queen-cells to satisfy

them? Fixing zinc across the opening
would l)c simpler, but if you recommend
a swarm-catcher perhaps you will advise

me as to a good one? I am away from
home all dav. and if swarms do occur I
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stand a fair chance of losing them.
Thanking you in anticipation.—E. W.,
Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

Reply.—Swarming is not always a sign

of bad bee-keeping but is due at times
to the predisposition of bees to swarm.
You did all you could, except that you
should have put queen-excluder at the
entrance when returning the swarm to

trap the queen as you are a novice. You
must not nail excluder over the hive
entrance, but should make a " Brice "

swarm-catcher and keep it on till about
the second week in July.

[8471] Various Queries.—I started
bee-keeping with a swarm of Ligurian
hybrids in May, 1910. The first year I

had no sui*plus honey. Last year, about
June, on examining the hive, I found
queen-cells, which I cut out (not wanting
increase) and got 341b. of surplus, the
stock covering eight frames. At the
beginning of May last the stock was on
ten frames. On the 29th they swarmed
and clustered on some raspberry bushes in

front of the hive. I was away at work at

the time, but on receipt of a telephone
message I immediately went down to the
apiary, but the swarm had disappeared. On
opening the hive it seemed quite full of

bees, and on looking over the combs I

found the queen. There were also several
queen-cells—one capped over—but these
were left untouched. The weather was
vei-y unsettled for a week after this, but
Thursday, June 6th, was rather a warm
day, and the bees from this hive were all

about the garden in little clusters of about
twenty or thirty in each. On Sunday,
June 9th; they swarmed again, and were
hived on a new stand about 5ft. away
from the old hive. On looking through
the old hive I found a queen just break-
ing through the capjiing of her cell. I

enclose a dead drone and brood which
were cast out of the old hive about five

days after swarming. This morning
(June 16th) I found the old queen (sent

herewith) on the alighting-board of the
hive containing the swarm. She was not
dead^ but could hardly move, so I warmed
her and put her in at the entrance, but
the bees immediately balled her and cast

her out again. I went through the hive,

but could not find any other queen or
queen-cells. I should state that when
hiving the swarm I put in a frame of

brood from another stock. I have sent off

for another queen to-day. There is a
queen in the old hive, but no sign of any
eggs yet. I should be glad of your
opinion on the following points :—(1) Whj
the swarm returned to the hive? (2)

Why dead drone and brood were cast out,
and cause of drone's death? (3) Why the
swarm have cast out queen? (4) How will

they raise a new one? (5) Have I done
right in sending off for a new queen?

(()) Will queen in old hive require to be
fertilised within a given time? If so, how
long? (7) The swann is being fed. Can
1 get it strong enough by the time heather
blooms?

—

Alpha, Darwen.
Reply.—(1) Because the queen had not

come out. (2) Want of food. (3) It is

difficult to say, as apparently the queen
is all right. She walked out of the box
quite nimbly when we opened it. You
should have caged her when putting her
back. It is quite possible they have
reared another queen. (4) There should
be eggs from which they will rear a queen.

(5) We should have waited a little longer
to see what had happened. (6) About
three weeks is the limit. (7) Yes, we
should think so.

[8472] .4. Beginner's Sicarming Diffi-

culties.—I shall be pleased if you will

kindly answer the following enquiries. I

had a swarm of bees given me in June,
1911, and to me they seem to have been
doing very well. I transferred them to

a clean hive, thoroughly disinfected, etc.,

on April 24th. I placed a W.B.C. rack
of sections on the hive on May 19tli, apd
another under this on the 24th, No. 1

being full of sealed sections. On June 5th
I removed it, and found the other rack
nearly full. On June 8th, about
2.30, my attention was drawn to a
swarm of bees flying about a fig-tree, about
30yds. from the hive. Being a novice, I

thought my stock would not swarm, as I

had given the bees plenty of room to

work. I tried to get the swarm to settle

by the use of a garden syringe and water,

but to my sorrow they flew away. I fol-

lowed them some distance across the fields

and lost them. (1) Do you think that
swarm issued from my hive? (2)

How can I tell, and by what means
can I find out by outside appearance?
To-day they seem as busy as ever. (3)

Can 1 put a swarm-catcher on now? (4)

Did I do right in syringing the swarm?
Trusting I am not troubling vou too

much.—T. B. W.
Reply.—(1) It is quite possible. (2) You

can find out only by an examination of

the brood chamber. If you find this

depleted of bees, and sealed queen-cells,

or a cell just vacated, you will

be certain the bees have swarmed.

(3) No, you must not do this if they have

swarmed. (4) Yes.

[8473] Baising two Queens in oneJUve.
—In the event of a stock swarming can I

utilize the parent hive to get two queens

fertilized by the following method : Place

the swarm on the old site, remove the

parent hive to a new one, block up about

6in. of entrance, leaving about 2in. open

at either end, on the same alighting

board, and place a close-fitting perforated

wooden division board in centre of brood-

nest, making sure that one good queen-
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cell is on t?ither side ? Would both sides

raise a fertile qvieen? If so, I could re-

queen the swarm with one, and unite the
two nuclei. Having used the perforated
division board, would it be necessary to

flour both lots on removing the board ?

Is this idea practicable, or must I have
the bees flying, in opposite directions, with
two alighting boards?—To H. W.,
Walthamstow.
Replv.—No. You must divide the parent

stociv and place each portion in a separate
hive, making sure that there is a queen-
cell in each.

Bee Shows to Come.
July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Lynie.

—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.
July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff

and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Extra open classes
added. Schedules from W. J. Wiltshire, Maindy
School, near Cardiff. Entries close 13th July.
July 18th, at St. Albans.—St. Albans and

District Bee-Keepers' Association hold their Annual
Show, in connection with the St. Albans Horticul-
tural Society, in Clarence Park. Open classes,
liberal prizes. Schedules and all particulars from
E. Watson, Holywell Hill, St. Albans. Entries
close July 12th.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Entries closed.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wa.x, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3. Hammet-street,
Taunton. Entries close July 27th.
August 1st to 5th, at Preston.—Annual

Show of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society.
Honey and Bee Appliance Section. Ten open
classes. £30 in prizes. Schedules from E. Bohane,
Derby House, Preston. Entries close July 8th.
August 5th, at Melton Constable.—The

Annual Show of Bee Produce of the North Norfolk
B.K.A. will be held in connection with the Melton
Constable Horticultural Society. Schedules from
Hon. Sec, D. Wardleworth, Sheringham, Norfolk.
Entries close July 29th.
August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.

Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. All
onen classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B. B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver
medal and three special hives. This show also
includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,
flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-
gramme of sports and motor racing, &,c. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K.A., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Schedules for bees, honey, and horticul-
ture from Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of
B. B.K.A., 52, Bridge-street, Cambridge. Entries
close Thursday, August 1st.
August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.

—

Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
Entries close Aiigust 3rd.
Aiigust 14th, at Wye, Kent.—11th Annual

Exhibition in conni'ctiou with the Wye Grand
Horticultural Show. Classes to suit all Bee-kvriier.'i,

RTcat :iinl small; two 5gs., one 6gs., 12 guinea cups
in <lilTi'rcnt classes. Various classes open to Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, and United Kingdom. Splendid
prizes and low entrance fees. Send for schedules
to Mr. Alfred Lepper, Secretary, Kent Honey Show,

Wye, Ashford, Kent. Note.—Schedules will be sent
to competitors of 1911 without application. Entries
close Aiigust 5th.
August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,
Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries close
August 7th, 1912.
August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—

Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral Fete. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.
Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.
August 22nd, at Abington Park, North-

ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
:..pecial prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.
August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—

Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction,
Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c.. &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
August 12th.
August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.^In con-

nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Cary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, Castl© Cary. Entries
close August 16tli.
September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
.Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.
Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

Notices to Correspondents.

T. H. (Medbourne).

—

Variety of Bee.—
The bee is a queen.

A. W. B. (Herefordshire).

—

Drone-hreed-
ing Queens.—No. 1 is an old worn-out
queen. No. 2 is an unfertile queen.
There is not much honey being stored
just now, and in some places bees are
on the verge of starvation, through the
unfavourable weather.

C. E. B. (Kettering).—T/ie B.B.K.A and
Experts.—The answer to both your
queries is in the negative.

A. R. B. {¥oYiiiY). — Badhj - xcorked
Foundation.—The wax is pure, but too
soft to stand the tempeiature of the
hive; this has caused it to fall.

Suspected Disease.
Pekl (Glamorgan), R. C. (Mavbole), R. S.

(Cambridge), J. O. (Glendale), E. L.
(Lee).—Bees arc aftected with "Isle of
Wight " disease.

E. T. (Winchfield).—The bees .sent were
cruslied to pulp and it was impossible
to examine them. They should have
been packed in a tin box.

R. E. B. (Cambridge).—There does not
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appear to be any disease. You have
evidently used the " Ayles" Cure" too

strong.

A. M. (Aberdeen).—We are much afraid,

from external signs, that it is " Isle of

Wight" disease. Send some bees to

Dr. Maiden for examination.
Honey Samples.

R. E. B. (Cambridge).—We do not n£)tice

any peculiar flavour in the honey. It is

a good sample worth lOd. per pound
retail.

T. K. (Watford).—The honey is of good
(light) colour, density fair, and of nice

flavour. It is worth about 9d. per
pound.

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British

Bee-keepers' Association is now established
ill the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, 'W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD, Secretary, B.B.K.A . 23, Bedford

Street, Strand, W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

NINE well-made dove-taikd Super Clearers, with
Porter escapes for shallow frame supers. Is.

each; ninetoen 10-frame Excluders, 3d. each, all

good condition.—JACKSON, Duxford, Cambs. v 297

HREE or four Swarms for sale, 10s. each.

—

HILLMAN, Stonehouse, Glos.T
A FEW choice fertile 19L2 Oueens, 3s. 6d. each.

—SNELGROVE, Albert Quadrant, Weston-
Euper-AIare. v 284

FOUR W.B.C. Section Racks, complete. 2s. 6d.

each, guaranteed healthy.—R. B. MANLET,
Towcester. v 283

FOR SALE, pure English Honey, light, 1911;

sample, 2d.—LAW, Cuckoo, Ashwell, Herts, v 281

TUITION IN BEE-KEEPING.-Lady with
pretty country cottage, 30 miles London, acre

lovely garden, tennis, music, up-to-date apiary,
desires lady naying guest; moderate terms.—Z.,
" B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-street, London,
W.C. V 270

FOUR SWARMS of Simmins's White Star
Italian world-famed strain, wonderful workers,

prolific Queens, bargain of the season, only 15s.

each.—G. TUDOR-WILLIAMS, B.B.K.A. expert,
Aberdare, Wales. v 2«0

FOUR large Swarms of Bees, on 8 frames, full

sheets foundation, without hives, 16s. each.

—

THOMPSON, bee-keeper, Gowdall, Snaith.
yorks. V 278

SIX DOZEN finest quality Sainfoin white clover
Sections, clean, carefully packed, safe delivery,

9s. dozen; also few Sections and Extracted, fit for
keenest display.—NORTH, Cressing, Braintree,
Essex. V 276

GEARED EXTRACTOR, chain drive, second-
hand, 8s. 6d.; pair rubber gloves, new, Cs. 6d.

—BAILEY, 25. Gaolgate, Stafford. v W5

BLACK VIRGIN QUEENS, Is. 6d. each, free,
safe delivery.—LEECH, Newland Park,

Hull. V 282

SPLENDID new English Clover Honey, 60s. per
cwt.; sample, 3d.—A. COX, Apiary Hall,

Ridgewell, Halstead, Essex. v 294

BEE VEILS, black or white, 8d. each, post
free; also net for demonstratirg tent.

—

HARRISON, Roekville, Stapleford, Notts. v 295

A FEW Nuclei, 4 frames, 1912 Queens, 14s.,

healthy.—EDWARDS, 1, Wentworth-road,
Croydon. v 2%

EIGHT grand young laying Queens, 2s. 6d. each,
worth double; unused tin feeders, 6d. each.

—YIEND, Albion House, Cheltenham. v 290

FOR SALE, Nucleus, with pure Italian fertile

Queen. — ANDERSON, 128, Castelnau,
Barnes. v 274

1 AAA SECTIONS, first grade, wanted, price
XLfl/Vf carriage paid home for cash.—NYE'S
DAIRIES, Littlehampton, Sussex. v 259

SECTIONS or EXTRACTED wanted; exchange
camera, microscope, phonograph, records,

Tamlin 60 incubator, hives, appliances.—BOWDEN,
Broomhill, Witley, Surrey. v 268

VACANCY for Pupil on gentleman's Bee and
Poultry Farm, good home in healthy country.

—BEE EXPERT, " B.B.J." OflSce, 23, Bedford-
street, Strand. London. v 265

GENTLEMAN'S CYCLE, Reynolds' tubing.
Perry's free wheel. Royal hubs, rubber pedals,

roller lever brakes, 3-coil saddle, Michelin covers,
guaranteed tubes, lined green and gold, new, every
part guaranteed, £3 17s. 6d. Approval. Lady's,
3s. 6d. extra.—REYNOLDS, Williamthorpe-lane,
Chesterfield. v 245

FEW surplus fine young Cotswold Queens,
3s. ?d. each.—BOWEN, Coronation-road,

Cheltenham. v 248

PURE BERKSHIRE HONEY of the very finest

quality, 60s. per cwt., in 28lb. tins.—
ALBERT SANDYS, Drayton, Berks. v 252

SECTIONS, glazed, 9s. per dozen; unglazed,
8s. 6d. per dozen; extracted honey, lib.

screw top bottles, 8s. 6d. per dozen; in tins, at 56s.

per cwt., carriage paid.—MISS GORDON,
Wethersfield-place, near Braintree, Essex. v 235

FOR SALE, or exchange for Bees, &c., six good
black Airedale and Spaniel Puppies, will

make good workers or guards, &c., price 12s. 6d.

each.—Apply, W. A. ALLFREE, Talbot Inn, Mans-
field. V 99

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonetratinif tent,

10s 6d. per day, carriage to be paid each
way by the hirer.-Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedfcrd-st, Strand, W.C.

SURPLUS 1912 imported Italian Queens, 4s.;

English Blacks, 3s. 6d.; Carniolian Sladen
Hybrids, 5s., oer return post.—WHBATLEY, Spa
Apiary, Hinckley.

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENTS.

QUEEN BEES.—1912 Fertile Queens, guaran-
teed healthy, English Blacks, 4s.; Italian

and Carniolan, first cross, disease resisting, 5s.—
ADAMS, Heathhurst-road, Sanderstead.

HEALTHY SWARMS, 13s. 6d. and 15s. 6d. each,

safe delivery.-BRADFORD, expert, Tibber-

ton, Droitwich. v 100
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the Council was

held in the Show Ground at the Bx^yal

Agricultural Society's Show at Doncaster

on July 4th, 1912. Mr. A. G. Pugh pre-

sided, and there were also present Mr. J.

Smallwood, Captain Sitwell, and Dr.

T. S. Elliott; Association delegate, Mr.
W. E. Richardson (Yorkshire), and the

Secretary.
The minutes of previous meeting, held

on June 20th, were read and confirmed.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Messrs. T. W.
Cowan, 0. R. Frankenstein, T. Bevan,
H. Jonas, W. F. Reid, A. Richards, J.

Price, C. L. M. Eales, and Rev. G. E. H.
Pratt.
The following new members were

elected:—Mr. T. Hood, Mr. E. D. Lowes,

Mr. W. O. Jones, Mr. C. W. Blackwell,

and Mr. A. H. Saunders.
The report of the Finance Committee

was presented by Mr. Smallwood, who
stated that another record had been

created in the bank balance. At the last

meeting it was the highest in the history

of the Association, but that had now been
passed, the amount at the end of June
being £257 Is. 8d. Payments amounting
to £1-5 were recommended.

Applications for examinations were
received for Leicestershire, North Norfolk
and Devon Associations. These were
granted and examiners appointed. Judges
were also approved for North Norfolk
Association's Show.
Reports on third-class examinations

held for the Barnet and Cheviot Associa-

tions were presented, and it was resolved

to grant certificates to D. Summerson,
J. W. NuUs, G. J. Flashman, and P. W. S.

Jefferies.

Mr. Pugh said how pleased they were
to M'elcome the delegate of the Yorkshire
Association, and lie hoped that it was
the first of many meetings Mr. Richardson
would attend, as the Council were anxious
to get into touch with all the Associa^

tions. London was a long distance for

the Noi-ihern delegates to travel to meet-
ings, and he hoped the new departure,
which Avas to be a permanent one, of

holding a Council meeting at the Royal
Show each year, would be taken full

advantage of by the delegates residing in

the immediate vicinity of the centre in

which the show was being held in that
year. No doubt the small attendance was
due to the fact that delegates had not
quite realised that a Council meeting was
being held out of London, and as this

came to be more generally recognised the
attendance would improve each year.

Mr. Richardson replied, saying how he

had enjoyed the meeting and the oppor-
tunity of seeing the excellent way in which
the affairs of the Association were
managed. He felt quite at home, had been
heartily welcomed, and he intended attend-
ing all the meetings he possibly could.

The next meeting of Council will beheld
on September 19th, at 23, Bedford Street,

Strand, London.

THE "ROYAL" SHOW AT
DONCASTER.

The seventy-third show of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England was held
at Doncaster from July 2nd to July 6th.

It was expected that a record in

attendance would be created, as had been
done in the case of entries, but disappoint-
ment came in the form of the removal of

all cattle during Monday night by order
of the Board of Agriculture, on account
of the outbreak of Foot-and-Mouth
Disease. This, of course, made a great

many people give up the idea of visiting

the show. Also on the Tuesday rain

poured in torrents during the whole of

the day, with the result that there was
not a single visitor in the Hives and
Honey Section, and other dejDartments

shared a like fate.

The exhibits of honey, &c., also suffered

on account of bad bee-weather, a number
of entries being cancelled on account of

this. Under these adverse circumstances

the display was a very creditable one
indeed, and it is satisfactory to state that
during the rest of the show week the

department was crowded with interested

visitors.

Lectures and demonstrations were given

each day to crowded audiences. We
append a list of the awards made bv the

judges, Mr. W. F. Reid (London), Mr. G.

Hayes (Notts), and Mr. J. H. Hadfield

(Lincolnshire).

HIVES AND APPLIANCES.

Class 510.—Collection of Rives and

Appliances, including SuHahle Outfit for

a Beginner in Bee-keeping.—1st, W. P.

Meadows, Syston, Leicester; 2nd, J. Lee

and Son, 4, Martineau Road, Highbury,

London; 3rd, E. H. Taylor, AVelwyn,

Herts.
Claf.s 511.—Complete Frame-hive for

General Use.—1st, E. H. Taylor; 2nd,

Jas. Lee and Son; 3rd, W. Dixon, Central

Road, Kirkgate, Leeds, v.h.c, H. G.

Tunstall.

Class 512.—Complete Frame-hive for

Cottager's Use, price not to exceed 10s. M.
—1st, E. H. Taylor; 2nd, Jas. Lee and

Son; 3rd, W. P. Meadows.
Class 513.

—

Iloney-extractor.—1st, E. H.
Taylor; 2nd, W. P. Meadows.

Class 514.

—

Ohservatnry-hive n-ith Bees

and Queen.—1st, Jas. Lee and Son; 2nd,

T. W. Swabey, Lincoln; 3rd, W. Dixon.
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Glass 515.

—

Any appliance connected
with Bee-keephuj.—1st, Jas. Lee and Son;
2nd, W. P. Meadows.

Classes 516 t-o 518 confined to members
of the Yorkshire Bee-keepers' Association.

Class 516.

—

Four 1-lb. Sections.—1st,

P. M. Ralph, Settle, Yorks.
Class 517.

—

Four 1-lh. Jars of Extracted
Light-coloured Honey.—1st, P. M. Ralph;
2nd, F. A. Bean, Snaith, Y'orks.

Class 518.

—

Collective Exhihit of Honey
in Sections, Extracted Honey, and Bees-
wax.—-No award.

Entries in Classes 519 to 522 can only
be made by residents in Cheshire, Cumber-
land, Derbyshire, Durham, Herefordshire,
Lancashire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire,

Monmouthshire, Rutland, Shropshire,
Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Westmorland,
Worcestershire, Yorkshire, the Isle of

Man, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.
Class 519.

—

Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st,

J. G. Nicholson, LangAvathby, Cumber-
land ; 2nd, J. Pearman, Penny Long
Lane, Derby; 3rd, G. Marshall, Norwell,
Newark.

Class 520.—Twelve 1-lh. Jars of Ex-
tracted Light-coloured Honey.—1st, J.

Pearman; 2nd, W. Barlow; 3rd, R.
Morgan; v.h.c, A. S. Dell, Leigh, Lanes;
h.c, E. Humphrey.

Class 521.—Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Ex-
tracted: Medium- or Dark-coloured Honey.
—1st, T. Manfield ; 2nd, F. Harris, Sibsey,

Boston; 3rd, T. A. Dennison ; v.h.c, G.
Marshall; h.c, W. B. Allister, Throcker-
liolt, Wisbech.

Class 522.

—

Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Granu-
lated Honey.—1st, J. Woods, Nettleworth
Manor, Mansfield, Notts; 2nd, J. Pear-
man; 3rd, E. Church.

Entries in Classes 523 to 526 can only
be made by residents in Bedfordshire,
Berkshire, Bucks, Cambridgeshire, Corn-

• wall, Devon, Dorset, Essex, Gloucester-
shire, Hampshire, Herts, Hunts, Isle of
Wight, Kent, Middlesex, Norfolk, North-
amptonshire, Oxfordshire, Somerset, Suf-
folk, Surrey, Sussex, or Wiltshire.

Class 523.—Twelve 1-lh. Sections.—1st,
A. Hiscock; 2nd, R. Brown and Sons,
Somersham, Hunts; 3rd, E. E. Brown,
Holmcroft Apiary, Orchard Lane, Mel-
bourne, Cambs ; v.h.c,. G. Bryden.

Class 52i.—Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Ex-
tracted Light-coloured Honey.—1st, R.
Allen, Tusmore, Bicester ; 2nd, R. Brown
and Son; 3rd, E. E. Bjown ; v.h.c, G. W.
Kirby, Priory Road, Knowle, Bristol.

Class 525.

—

Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Ex-
tracted Medium- or Dark-coloured Honey.—1st, C. E. Billson, Cranford, Kettering;
2nd, R. Brown and Son; 3rd, G. W.
Kirby.

Class 526.

—

Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Granu-
lated Honey.—1st, R. Brown and Son;

2nd, E. E. Brown; 3rd, R. Allen; v.h.c.^

Rev. F. E. Crate.

MISCELL.\XEOUS OPEN CLASSES.
Class 527.

—

Three Shallow-frames of
Comb Honey for Extracting.—1st, G.
Bryden; 2nd, R. Brown and Son.

Class 528.

—

Six 1-lb. Jars of Heather
Honey.—1st, T. Hood, Pickering, Yorks;
2nd, M. J. Lamboll, Chiddingford,
Surrey; 3rd, E. W. Spink, Green Tree,
Easingwold, Y'orks ; v.h.c, J. Berry,.

Llanrwst, North Wales.
Class 529.

—

Six Jars of Heather-mixture
Extracted Honey.—1st, G. H. and T. S.

Elliott; 2nd, W. Dixon; 3rd, J. Pearman;
v.h.c, J. Berry.

Class 530.

—

Honey Trophy.—1st, W.
Dixon; 2nd, R. Brown and Son; 3rd, J.
Pearman; v.h.c, T. W. Swabey.

Class 531.

—

Beeswax {not less than
2-?b.).—1st, J. Pearman; 2nd, R. Brown
and Son; 3rd, A. Hiscock; v.h.c, R. H.
Baynes.

Class 532.

—

Beesirax {not less than 3-lb.

in Shape, Quality and Package suitable

for the Betail Trade).—1st, J. Pearman.
Class 533.

—

Honey Vinegar (1 quart).—
1st, G. W. Kirby"; 2nd, R. Brown and
Son.

Class 534.

—

Mead (1 quart).—No award.
Class 535.

—

Exhibit of a Practical or Ln-
tcresting Nature Connected with Bee-cul-
ture.—1st, W. Dixon.

Ckiss 536.

—

Exhihit of a Scientific

Xature.—lst, Miss A. Betts, Hill House,
Camberley, Surrey.

WARNING TO OUR READERS IN
IRELAND.

The dreaded "Isle of Wight" disease
has broken out in Ireland. Bees have
been sent to Dr. Maiden, and his

diagnosis agrees with ours, that it is

"Isle of Wight" disease. Bee-keepers
should keep a careful watch upon their

bees, and on signs of the disease appearing
destroy the stock to prevent it spreading.
All bee-keepers should obtain the leaflet

on this disease printed by the Board of

Agricidture and Fisheries, which can be
obtained free on application to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Technical In-

struction for Ireland, Upper Merrion
Street, Dublin.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS.
By "Nemo."

Distribution of Foraging Bees on Plants.

—M. A. Desgres, writing in the Bulletin
de la Societe d'.lpiculture de la Somme,
says it is curious to notice how bees dis-

tribute themselves on different plants for

the purpose of collecting pollen and
nectar. It seems that every day, after

the early morning exploration by the
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workers which first leave the hive, the

bees are well informed as t-o the resources

of the locality, the relative honey value

and the distance of all the nectar-yielding

plants within a certain radius of their

hives. If the different directions in which
the bees fly when they leave their hives

are noted, and if the bee-keeper follows

them up to their foraging ground, it will

be observed that the bees distribute them-
selves on the flowers in proportion to the

number of plants of the same species there

may be, and their richness in nectar.

Moreover, they are able to estimate daily

the value of the best available sweet

liquid. For example, if after the blossom-

ing of the willows, when there are still no

flowers in the fields, the bees have only

those in the woods and gardens to gather

from, they will abandon these entirely a

few days later for the purpose of visiting

cabbage or rape blossoms. In this way,

by a division of labour they regulate their

distribution on the plants so as to collect

the best nectar in the shortest possible

time.

German Bee-heeping Statistics. — We
read in the Bienenpflege that there are at

the present time 2,605,350 hives of bees in

Germany. Estimating the annual pro-

duction at 5 kilos per hive per annum,
the editor says it would represent a yearly

harvest of 13,026,750 kilos of honey,

valued at 16,000,000 marks, or £800,030.
Troubles in Hiving Second Swarms.--

Prime swarms are easy to hive, for

the queen mother which accompanies the

swarm being heavy, owing to the weight of

her abdomen and her age, hastens to find

a home, and willingly accepts the one
presented to her. It is her want of agility

that is the determining cause in her

selecting a sjiot nea;r the ground, and a
short distance from her hive. M.
Barthelemy says in lievue Frangaise
crAj^iculture that second swarms, owing to

their having young queens which are

always lively, are ready to fly on the
slightest provocation. As soon as such a

swarm settles, no time should be lost in

securing it. For this purpose a liglit

oblong rectangular box is recommended,
twice as high as it is broad, with a hinged
bottom, the top being nailed down. Two
openings are cut in the ends, which are

covered with perforated zinc for the

purpose of giving ventilation when needed.

These holes are kept closed with pieces of

paper pasted on the edges, so that they
)nay be easily torn off when ventilation is

required. The case will serve to capture
and hold the swarm until it is hived per-

manently. For securing the swarm the
case is held over it, so that the edge just

touches the cluster, and the bees are
gently driven into it with smoke. First a
few puffs on the uiijier part of the cluster

will start tlie bees in motion, and they

seek shelter in the box above them. Next,

some stronger puffs of smoke at the

bottom of the cluster start the bees, who
scramble up over each other in their

endeavour to join their companions above.

It is not necessary to hasten the move-
ment, as it accelerates naturally when the

bees discover so convenient a home. When
nearly all the bees have been got into the

box it is closed to prevent them from
getting out, and the few flying bees of

tile swarm will cluster on the side of the

box, which is placed on the ground close

to where the bees settled. It must be left

there until the bees have to be introduced

into their hive in the evening. M.
Barthelemy says that a second swarm
should not be permanently hived in broad ,

daylight, and it is more prudent to do so

in the evening about one hour before dark.

It sometimes happens that just as the

bee-keeper is ready to take the swarm it is

inclined to fly away. At such times

prompt action is needed. In view of such

a contingency it is convenient to have a

brush or some goose feathers, and as soon

as it is noticed that bees are leaving the

group the box is brought forward and
placed under the cluster, and the greater

part of the bees brushed down into it. If

an appreciable number .still remain behind,

give the box a jar so that the bees

running up the sides in their endeavours

to escape may fall to the bottom, and
quickly brush in the remainder of the

cluster, and close the box. If the queen
is inside, the bees which were decamping
will return to search for her, and will

settle on the sides of the box. Even if

the young queen had already flown, owing
to the noise made by the bees in the box

at her absence, there would b© every

probability of her returning. Towards
night the swarm can be introduced into

the hive, as the bees at that time are less

inclined to fly away.
lloney as a Bemcdy for Influenza.—

Yarrow and honey are a certain remedy
for influenza. The Ilessische Biene says

that if at the commencement of the

malady a cup of yarrow tea sweetened

with a good spoonful of honey is takett

morning and evening, the invalid will be

cured in a veiy short time. One cup of

this drink is sufficient to arrest a cold in

the head. Taken as an ordinary drink
daily, it is good for delicate children,

sickly and chlorotic persons, who are all

greatly benefited by it.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
Bij W. Herrod.

INCREASE.

(Continued from page 253).

Increase by means of Nuclei.—This is a
pLin which can be adopted when the
colonies are very strong, some little time
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before the honey harvest^ as is the case

in some seasons. It has the advantage of

enabling the bee-keeper to check the desire

of the bees to swarm. Commence to stimu-

late early, so that about the beginning

of May the hive is full of bees. Choose a

nice warm day when the bees are flying

freely, and proceed as follows, carrying

out the work as near midday as possible,

when the flying bees are out and mainly
young ones at home. Remove one comb
containing brood and eggs with the

adhering bees, taking care that the queen
is not upon it. To avoid the possibility

of getting the queen into the nucleus

during the operation of making it, a good
plan is to catch her and place her in a

matchbox, putting it in the pocket for

warmth, then when all is completed and
the hive again wrapped down, run her

back into the parent stock.

Take also two combs of food either from
the stock operated upon, or from others in

the garden or from a store kept over from
the previous year; if from another stock,

the bees must be shaken or brushed back.

Place the food combs on either side of the

brood comb and close up with division

Tjoards. For the success of the nucleus it

is necessary to have about two pints of

young bees. These can be obtained by
shaking the bees from two or three combs
belonging to the parent hive. The nucleus

must be fed, and care must be taken to

wrap it up warmly. To facilitate the

rearing of queens, and also to obtain the

best, i.e., those reared from eggs, break
down the walls of several cells containing

eggs. In place of the combs removed, new
frames fitted with full sheets of founda-
tion are put in at the side of the brood
nest, not in the centre.

A queen will be reared and eventually
become fertilized, and commence to lay,

when we have a nucleus, i.e., a colony in

miniature, containing all the constituents

of the hive : queens, workers and drones.

By careful nursing it can be built into a

strong stock for wintering, but will not
give surplus. If it is desired to obtain
surplus, then what is termed a "nucleus
swarm " can be made. The term is vague
and difficult for the novice to understand.
It really means that having a nucleus and
a strong stock in the apiary both are to

be equalized in bees. To do this the
climatic conditions should be as for making
a nucleus. Cage the queen in the nucleus,

fill up the hive with seven frames fitted

with foundation to make ten, and wap
down warmly. Move the strong stock to

the stand of the nucleus, and the nucleus
to the stand of the strong stock. The
flying bees go to the old location, and so
make the nuclevis strong in bees, while
the stock will have sufficient young bees
and brood to populate the hive and obtain
surplus.

The question may be asked : Why cage
the queen in the nucleus and not in the
strong stock? The reason is tliat there
will be such an influx of old bees to the
nucleus that they would ball the queen

;

while to the stand of the nucleus so few
flying bees will go that there is no risk

of harm to the queen. The advantage of

this method of increase is that we have
a laying queen in both lots immediately
the change is made.

(To be continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

BLURTS FROM A SCRATCHY PEN.
[8189] When kindred spirits meet, and

the conversation turns on their favourite

hobby, then one recollection speedily

follows another, and so Mr. Abbott's
letter of June l3th, with its interesting

reminiscences, set me a-thinking of some
of my own experiences. Long, long ago,

I became inoculated against any serious

inconvenience from the stinging of bees,

and now they must be a very cross-

grained lot indeed to compel me to " take
the veil." But I really do think that we
who wander among the hives have much
to be thankful for in that we get "jolly
well " stung sometimes. Personally, I

have often tried to count my daily score,

but it is difficult to play the game and
mark at the same time, and so, after
about twenty or thirty stings I give it

up. And why should I find something to
rejoice over? Because I believe that in

formic acid we have one of the best
antidotes to the poison of the other acids
which desolate the corpus humanum.
After all, what is the pain of being
stung? Absolutely trivial. A sharp prick
as of a pin, (the surgeon's lancet is in-

finitely worse) for the moment it irritates,

a genial and not unpleasant warmth of
the part affected follows, and the cure is

already in action. The aches and pains
of rheumatism we sufi^er with a martyr's
fortitude, but I have seen a crowd run
helter-skelter at the buzz of a single bee.
We think we know a great deal about

bees, are fairly well acquainted with their
anatomy, have a very good general idea
how to keep them in health, and know
how to make them increase and multiply.
Of course, too, we know how to take their
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surplus; that is our profit in the deal.

But are we acquainted with their social

life? Is there such a thing as " society "

among them in the sense that the

aristocratic residents in the "swell"
W.B.C. hive located in the well laid-out

garden refuse to notice the "bourgeois"
citizens who dwell in the humble straw
skep standing in the allotments? Of
course, they are not on their visiting list.

And does the neighbourhood of polite or

intellectual humanity have any influence

on them? Does it make them less rude
and more courteous? Is there something
in the surrounding air which renders
them more docile, more suave? I am lead

to this train of thought because in my
dual duties as visitor to the apiaries of

Middlesex and Oxfordshire I cannot help
but notice the difference created by
locality. It is generally conceded that
excellency gravitates to the metropolis as

to a natural centre, let it be art, science,

or manufacture, and consequently London
and perhaps Paris are the most refined

cities of the world. Now, is it as a con-
sequence to the proximity of this polish,

this refinement, tliat in Middlesex I have
but seldom to wear a bee veil? 'Tis true
I have it in my pocket, but there it

remains. And again, when I approach
Oxford, and its grey old colleges, the in-

tellectual atmosphere which pervades its

surroundings seems to exercise a kindred
charm. Yet, let me but get out of the
reach of this magnetism, and the bees are
as fierce as any 'twixt Thames and Tyne.
Can any of our northern friends tell ns
their experiences, "D.M. M.," for ex-

ample? "Within a mile of Edinboro
toun " one would think that the bees
would be unco guid.

It is generally supposed that the
capability of making themselves un-
pleasant remains with the workers. Not
always ' I had a very bad quarter-of-an-
hour recently with the drones, and my
pride was humbled. The occasion arose
as thus : I was endeavouring to impart
some of the information I have gathered
together concerning bees to a novice, and
to give confidence I did not use a veil.

We opened a hive, and straightway there
belched forth a myriad of drones. Tliey
buzzed, they hummed, they droned, they
pinged like rifle bullets against my face ;

they crept 'neath my wristbands, 'twixt
collar and neck, over my hands, my eye-
brows, and in my hair. Conversation was
impossible, and in desperation I was com-
pelled to rush to the shelter of a
liospitable bush whilst I donned my visor
of net. If I had but the genius of Edgar
Allan Poe ! How he would have revelled

. in describing the horror of being pestered
to madness by a wild army of drones. It

is too blood-curdling ; I cannot attempt
it. I will leave it to some of those

brilliant authors who write " penny dread-
fuls."

Why will swarms so persistently choose
Sunday morning for their sortie, just at
the hour when good people are on their

way to church? One reverend gentleman
to whom I posed this tlieory insisted that
it was quite reasonable to believe that
they were attracted by the metallic music
of the church bells. Now, if this is true,

that bees have an ear (antennse woidd be
more correct) for music, and the fact that
they are so interested by the frying-pan
and kettle symphony seems additional
proof, what possibilities does it not open
to us? We all know that.

" Music has charms to soothe the savage
beast." and the savage insect also. The
most vicious of stocks should become as

gentle as lambs if only during manipula-
tion some accompanying musician would
play dulcet airs on a penny whistle. We
might even be able to communicate in-

teresting events occurring in the family
by the same medium ; the tying of the
matrimonial knot could be announced by
a "Wedding March," and when the good
old bee-keeper liimself died, why then we
could "tell the bees" too. The "Dead
March" in "Saul" would tell the sad
tidings. Could we establish some cross-

communication with them, perhaps by the
correct registration of their varied hums
of anger and of pleasure, we might be
able to talk to them? Who knows? Or,
as one of my North-country friends
replied when I suggested the possibility,
" Happen."—J. Smallavood.

HIVES AS INCrBATORS.

[8490] It may be of interest to readers
of the "B.B.J." if I give my experience
of hatching chickens in a beehive. On
June 4th my wife set a hen on eleven

hen's eggs and two duck's eggs, and all

went well until the morning of the 20th,

when on going to feed the hen my wife
found she had left the nest, and tlie eggs
were quite cold. Having another broody
hen she tried to get her to sit on the same
eggs, but she would not take to them.
I therefore decided to try a beehive as

an impromptu incubator, and quickly
knocked up a. box about 9in. square and
8in. deep, tacking a piece of canvas
tightly across for the bottom. I laid the
eggs in tills, with a wisp of hay round
the sides, placed it on top of the first

quilt over the brood frames, covering all

snugly with two warm quilts. I examined
the eggs each day and turned them, and
on the morning of the 27tli we were
delighted to find six chicks hatched out
and two shells chipped.

We removed the chicks, and left a light

quilt over the box, thinking it would give
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them more air as the others hatched out.

By the evening, the two that were chipped
hatched out safely, but as the remaining
eggs had got very cool, I covered up
warmly again. Subsequent examination,
however, proved that the remaining
chicks and the ducklings had died in the
shell, presumably through getting too cool

when nearly hatched. As it was, the
cliicks took twenty-three days to hatch
instead of twenty-one, which may have
been caused through getting chilled on the
sixteenth day, or perhaps the heat being
slightly less than in the case of a sitting

hen.—T. H. W., Walthamstow.

AN ENGLISH BEE-KEEPER IN
NEW ZEALAND.

[8491] In response to your letter I

received just before sailing for New
Zealand last October, in which you
mentioned you would be glad to hear
from me, I herewith send you a brief

account of my experiences, which may be
of inteiest to fellow members of the craft,

especially those who intend looking out
for pastures new in which to carry on
the pleasant hobby or business, which-
ever they make it, of bee-keeping. 1

arrived in Auckland on December 2nd,

1911, just before midsummer, and in

my rambles around the city and suburbs
I found a fruit-grower who had a number
of boxes of bees for disposal, which I

eventually purchased. It will be of in-

terest to bee-keepers at home who are at
present criticising the so-called New
Zealand drastic Bee Pest Act to know-
that there are still bee-keepers who have
their bees in boxes here at present, and
not on movable combs ; in fact, in this

warm climate the queens lay so well that
the stocks soon swarm, and the bee-keeper
here has to use boxes, if only temporarily.

I drove all the bees I bought from the
boxes, and joined up some of the lots, and
have now a small ajDiary of eleven stocks,
all in sound hives, stocks headed by good
queens, some of which I have raised and
re-quecned. The summer here has been
very wet, strong winds blowing for days
together, so the bees have had to be fed,

the eleven stocks consuming 2cwt. of
sugar. Hives are dear to buy, appliances
fairly cheap, sugar £1 a cwt. Section
honey is sold retail at 4d., 5d., and 6d.,

wholesale prices ranging from 2s. 9d.to4s.
the dozen, so it requires fine weather and
good colonies to earn an average of £1.
I am sorry to see the "Isle of Wight"
disease is still spreading in England. I

get the "B.B.J." fortnightly, and
eagerly read same. Hoping to write you
again in the near future, and wishing all

bee-keepers at home a good season.

—

W. Ringer, Auckland.

HEAT^HER HONEY AS WINTER FOOD.
[S492] With regard to this con-

troversy, I may say that I wintered bees
on heather honey for several years when
living in Yorkshire, and never noticed
any ill effects from its use, though the
only serious case of dysentery I ever had
occurred during that time.

Y^our correspondent, " D. M. M." (page
262), however, makes a most unfortunate
choice when he fixes on your old-time con-
tributor, "A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper," as
a champion of his cause. If you will turn
to page 225, April 1st, 1877, you will find

that "being dead he yet speaketh,"
though not in the way that " D. M. M."
evidently expects, but the exact opposite.
He says :

" Every one has survived the
winter; the only ones shoiring any signs

of dysentery are those that were at the
heather. (Italics mine). This is my ex-

perience for many years now, that bees
keep more healthy during winter on dale
than on heather honey or sugar."-

—

Saml. p. Soal.

BEE DISEASE LEGISLATION.
[8493] While giving the above my

hearty support, I had no wish to enter
into correspondence on the subject, until

now, but I think Mr. Woodley and his

friends have a very weak case compared
with mine. About a month ago a gentle-

man of this town bought a stock from one
of our large dealers ; being a novice, he
could not liberate the bees and had to ask
advice of another party, who thought
there was something wrong with them,
and he sent to an expert for advice. His
I'eport pointed very clearly to " Isle of

Wight" disease. This expert and myself
waited upon the owner, who said if it was
the case the stock should be destroyed at
once. I arranged to go and take some
bees from the hive to send to Dr. Grahame
Smith, of the Board of Agriculture, but
when I arrived it had already been
done, so I contented myself by watching
the bees. Very few were working, but as

they came from the hive they dragged
their hind-quarters for about two or three
inches, then stopped, and then dragged
themselves a little further before taking
fiight. These symptoms, from previous
experience, quite satisfied me as to what
was wrong. I reported same and asked
for them to be destroyed. This was
June 6th. Since then the Board of Agri-
culture's report came to hand as a case
of " Isle of Wight " disease. The bees
and all the loose parts have now been
destroyed, and the hive disinfected ; the
dealer has promised to make it good. Yes,
but how? I suppose by sending another
stock from same apiary. These bees were
dumped down within a mile of my apiary.
Now, I should like to know, shall the
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many have this disease planted down in

their midst for the sake of a little extra

gain for the few? I say "No." Let us

have a man of experience and common-
sense as inspector, who would not requij-e to

pull a stock about to know if all is right.

Mr. Woodley knows this, and I am going

to take his advice and write to our two
members and the President of the Board
of Agriculture, asking them to give this

Bill their hearty support. Had this

gentleman, mentioned above, been able to

liberate the bees himself, no one would
have known that the disease was there

until great damage had been done.—J.

Pearman, Expert, Penny Long Lane,
Derby.

QUEEN VAGARIES.
[8494] I have another queen vagary to

relate, much like the one I described
before in " B.B.J." On May 9th I made
a nucleus of four frames with their bees,

leaving the queen behind. On May 15th
I was surprised to find in the moved part
two queen-cells just hatohed out. I was
looking for sealed cells because I wanted
them. On May 27th, as the queen did
not seem to be getting along, I gave the
nucleus a half-grown queen-cell, which
the bees promptly destroyed. Inspected
for eggs on June 1st, June 4th, June 10th,

June 18th, and June 27th. Then, for

the first time I found grubs not more
than three days old. I have never given
eggs or any frames to this lot since it was
divided, and I make out that queens were
hatched on May 15th, and did not lay

till June 21st, an interval of thirty-seven
days.—G. E. Desmond, Camberwell.

EBliATVM.- PRINTER'S ERROR.
Page 264, column 1, lines 15-17, " In

neither disease, say Dr. Phillips and Dr.
White, are adult bees infected, so far as
is known," should read: "In neither
disease, say Dr. Phillips and Dr. White,
are adult bees affected, so far as is

known."—F. W. L. S.

Queries and Replies.

[8474] live^ licfusmg to TT'or/c in
Super.—I have a strong stock of bees on
nine frames. Six weeks ago I put on a
super of ten shallow frames fitted with
comb foundation, also excluder zinc. The
bees came up into the super and
practically covered six frames, but they
would not draw out any comb. The
super remained on a whole month, when
I removed it, and found the frames the
same as when I put them on, except that
the foundation was sealed in places to the
sides of the frames. I then put on a rack
of sections, hoping that they will take to

these better than the shallow frames.
Being a constant reader of your "B.B.J."
I should be very grateful for an explana-
tion. I should also be glad to know if I

did the right thing by removing the
shallow frames and putting the rack of
sections on.—W. J. H., Newbury.

Reply.—The bees refused to work the
supers for one of two reasons. Either the
stock was not strong enough or the
weather was not warm enough for the
secretion of nectar in the flowers. You
did wrong in removing the shallow
frames, as bees take more readily to these
than to sections.

[8475] Bees Casing Out Young Brood.
—Will you kindly give me your advice
through the "B.B.J." on the following:
I have been to examine some bees for a
friend and found something very wrong
with them. They are turning out a lot

of immature bees, and I also found whole
frames of brood that had not been pro-
perly sealed, in which all the larvse £e3med
dead, and the bees are throwing them
outside; they were quite white. Do you
think it is a bad case of chilled brood, or
is it one of the dread signs of " Isle of
"sVight" disease? I have never seen any-
thing like it before. There were plenty
of bees in the hive, and the queen was
laying; also they had a fair quantity of
sealed honey. The weather here is very
wet and cold. Kindly advise we what you
think it is, and how to treat them.

—

G. B. J., Wolverhampton.
Reply.—When bees are affected witli

" Isle of Wight " disease, no difference in
the brood is apparent. It may be anj- of
the three following causes : chilled brood,
an overdose of naphthaline, or daniago by
wax-moth.

[81 76] loss of Queen.—Effects of Bee
Stuuj.s.—(1) Seven days ago I examined one
of my hives, and every comb was full of eggs
and larvse, and as I had a stock in weak
condition without a queen, I tork out a
comb with eggs and brood, and inserted it

after close examination and shaking off

some of the beas, in the weak stock. To-
day there is bix)od sealed over and a
queen-cell. But on examining the strong
stock there is very little sealed brood and
no eggs or larvpo, although there were both
seven days ago in plenty. Outwardly, one
could see there was something amiss, as
the entrance was crowded with bees walk-
ing round in an aimless mannei-, a good
number, of course, flying. We have had
heavy thunder showers, and yestc'rday
bees Avere yellow with pollen-tlust and the
combs are yellow with the same. There
must have been a wholesale destruction of
eggs and larvre. Can you suggest a
reason? (2) I have kept bees for some
fifteen years, for most of the time aAvay
from any other bee-kee]5er. I have had
plenty of stings, especially in my first
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years ; \^lien I had no mentor, with the

usual pain and swelling. Last year, how-
ever, 1 was stung, with alarming results.

I tingled all over and my face puffed up,

and in working my facial muscles I felt

them to be stiff. I think my heart-beat

was quicker, and my fact was very red.

I was in hopes this was only due to

temporary derangement, but to-day I was
stung on the wrist, and again my face

was red and puffed and both hands
tingled, and people remarked on my
appearance. I rarely get much honey, and
have kept bees as a student of Nature,
and do not like to give it up. Can you
or any of your readers help me with sug-

gestions or explanations?—J. H. P.,

Rishworth

.

Reply.—Evidently you inadvertently

took the queen over to the weak stock

with the combs. (2) Occasionally stings

cause a kind of eczema. If this continues

buy a. pair of rubber gloves to wear when
manipulating.

[8477] Bees and Vetches.—I was walk-

ing by a field of tares (vetches) on
June 30th, when I observed a lot of hive

bees v/orking round the stem and base of

floA\ers, but they did not go to the mouth
of same, and yet humble bees were work-
ing the flowers from the mouth. Can you
tell me what they were gathering?—^O. D.,

Beckenham.
Reply.—Hive bees can work vetches.

No doubt they were after moisture, which
lodges in the leaves of these plants.

[84781 Beginner\i Queries.—Will you
kindly give me your advice on the follow-

ing :—(1) A month ago I supered a stock

and then saw that it had three queen-
cells, with an egg in one and a good-

sized larva in another, but up to now
the bees have not swarmed. Do you think
that they will do so now? If not is it too

late to make an artificial swarm, and
how shall I proceed now that the stock is

supered ? (2) I found outside the hive on
28th ult. a white grub, about fin. long,

alive. Do you think that this was a

queen which the bees were rearing, but
threw it out because of the rainy weather
we are having? This being my first season,

I require a little help, which I usually
find in "B.B.J." and "Guide Book."—
W. P. D., Dudley.

Reply.— (1) The bees are not likely to

swarm now, as we are having bad weather.
It is not too late to make an artificial

swarm if you feed both lots when accom-
plished. To do this remove the supers
and proceed in the usual way, jjutting

back the supers on the swarm when made.
(2) It may have been the grub from a
queen-cell, or the larva of wax-motli.

[8-179] Travsferring from Box- to

Frame-hive.—This spring an old box-hive
containing fixed comljs belonging to a
cottager was placed on top of a modern

hive containing ten frames. Yesterday I

lifted off the former, which weighs any-
thing between 701b. and 901b., and found
that the combs in the lower hive were full

of honey and brood, and I saw the queen.
In the upper box-hive there was a certain

amount of brood, (impossible to say how
much owing to the combs being fixed and
at all angles), but there were a great many
bees. The old hive, in which the bees

had been for fifteen years, has a hole in

the top of it, over which supers had been
placed originally. The only supers avail-

able are lightly-made section racks.

What am I to do under these conditions?

I have put a queela-excluder on top of the

lower hive, replaced the box-hive and
placed a rack of sections on top of this.

I was afraid to put sections below owing
to the great weight of the box-hive.

Would it have been a better plan to drive

out all the bees. from the old box, cutting

out the combs and sacrificing brood, such
as it was, little or much, and have placed

two section racks on top of the brood-
chamber and shaken down the driven bees

in front of the hive?—A. R., Wookey.
Reply.—Wait for three weeks, when all

the brood will have hatched out. Then
take off the box-hive and drive out all the

bees ; shake them down at the front as

you would a swarm. You can then break
up the combs in the old box and obtain
the honey without sacrificing the brood.

Or you could clear the box by means of a
Porter Bee-Escape.

[8180] Vreventing Sivarming. —- The
last week of June, though showery and
unsettled, was quite warm, and the bees

in colony mentioned in -my Query 8362
worked steadily in common with other
colonies. I did not, therefore, feed them
again, but left on the section-rack, which
was crowded with bees which appeared to

be at work upon the foundation, pre-

sumably drawing out the comb. On
June 29th a large swarm issued (which I

have hived in a new hive, where they
cover eight frames), and on examining
the parent stock I find a most surprising
number of bees still present (they cover
all ten frames fairly thickly), brood in all

stages, a good quantity of pollen, and
little honey, a large number of drones
and six queen-cells. (1) Ought I to have
foreseen and prevented the swarming of

the parent-stock, and if so, how? (2) Was
it precipitated by generous feeding? (3)

On examining the rack of sections I find

none of the foundation has been drawn
out. Is not this strange, considering it

was full of bees for ten to fourteen days
before they swarmed ? (4) Is it advisable
to cut out all queen-cells except one from
parent-stock, and feed the bees (and, if so,

how much) for the next ten days? (5)

Will they probably form after-swarms if

left as they are? (6) Is the fact that
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there is little honey in the brood-chamber
against putting on supers in a stock, i.e.,

sliould one invariably wait until there is

a good store of honey in the brood-

chamber before supering?— Beginnee,
Strathpeffer.

Reply.—(1) This cannot always be done.

You might have retarded it by giving

bottom ventilation. (2) No. (3) It is

curious that they had done no work. (4)

Yes, about two holes of the bottle-feeder.

(5) It is probable. (6) No. If the combs
in the brood-chamber are crowded with
brood, then a super should be put on so

that the honey will be stored in the
supers.

Bee Shows to Come.
July 17 and 18, at Newcastle-under-Lyme.

—Staffs. Bee-Keepers' Association Annual Exhibi-
tion in connection with the Staffs. Agricultural
Society. Open classes. Schedules from Joseph
Tinsley, 22, Granville Terrace, Stone, Staffs.
July 17 and 18, 1912, at Cardiff.—Cardiff

and County Horticultural Society's Show. Separate
tent for Bee and Honey section, under the manage-
ment of the Glamorgan B.K.A. Entries closed.
July 18th, at St. Albans.—St. Albans and

District Bee-Keepers' Association hold their Annual
Show, in connection with the St. Albans Horticul-
tural Society, in Clarence Park. Entries closed.
July 18 and 19, at Skegness.—Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society's Show. Bee and Honey
Section, under the management of the Lines. Bee-
Keepers' Association. Over £30 in prizes. Many
open classes. Entries closed.
July 24th, at Over Wallop.—The Annual

Honey Show of the Wallop Horticultural Society
will be held in the grounds of Southern Farm.
Open classes; no entry fee. Schedules from Mr.
Pryce Roberts, School House, Nether Wallop,
Stockbridge.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
&c., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton. Entries close July 27th.
August 1st to 5th, at Preston.—Annual

Show of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society.
Honey and Bee Appliance Section. Entries
closed.
August 5th, at Melton Constable.—The

Annual Show of Bee Produce of the North Norfolk
B.K.A. will be held in connection with the Melton
Constable Horticultural Society. Schedules from
Hon. Sec, D. Wardleworth, Sheringham, Norfolk.
Entries close July 29th.
August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.

Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. All
otien classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B. B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver
medal and three special hives. This show also
includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,
flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-
gramme of sports and motor racing, &,c. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K.A., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Schedules for bees, honey, and horticul-
ture from Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of
B. B.K.A., 52, Bridge-street, Cambridge. Entries
close Thursday, August 1st.
August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.

—

Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
Entries close August 3rd.
August 14th, at Wye, Kent.—11th Annual

Exhibition in connection with the Wye Grand
Horticultural Show. Classes to suit all Bee-keepers,
great and small; two 5gs., one 6gs., one 2gs. cups
in different classes. Various classes open to Kent,

Surrey, Sussex, and United Kingdom. Splendid
prizes and low entrance fees. Send for schedules
to Mr. Alfred Lepper, Secretary, Kent Honey Show,
Wye, Ashford, Kent. Note.—Schedules will be sent
to competitors of 1911 without application. Entries
close August 5th.
August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire B©6-ke«pers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,
Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries close
August 7th, 1912.
August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—

Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral Fete. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.
Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.
August 22nd, at Abington Park, North-

ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
Special prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.
August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—

Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction,
Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c.. &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
August 12th.
August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.—In con-

nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Gary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and hes
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, CtiKtl© Cary. Entries
close August 16th.
September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.
Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.
September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show

in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange. Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec. E. F. Dant, Member of B. B.K.A., 52,
Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

Notices to Correspondents.

T. B. (Ruthin).

—

Using Ajjicure.—You
. should keep on using the Apicure until

the stock is cured. The time for this

varies from one to three months. There
is no need to destroy tlie fittings of the
hive.

Gl.\ssford (Lanarks).

—

Queen Ceasing to

Laij.—The queen is a fertile one, but
has been badly injured in the abdomen,
prol^aljly during a manipulation of the
hive. This accounts for the trouble.

H. W. B. (NorhAk).—Beports of the

Jlonrf/ Season.—(1) We agree that they
would be interesting, and we shall be
pleased to insert them if correspondents
will send them in. (2) Your good
management probably accounts for the
fewer swarms now.
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Novice (Patcham).

—

Artificial Increase.

—(1) If you continue to read " Helpful
Hints for Novices" you will find this

method explained. (2) The bees are

probably short of food, and that is why
they are casting out immature brood.

C. E. E. (Manor Park).—Bees Befusing
to Woik in Sections.—The bees have
not worked in the super on account of

the bad weather. Put the excluder
back as soon as they take to the section

rack, which they will most probably do
as soon as the weather becomes warm.

Suspected Disease.
E. S. (Chislehurst).—From your descrip-

tion we should say the bees have " Isle

of Wight" disease. Send some bees to
Dr. Maiden, Medical Schools, Cam-
bridge, for confirmation.
A nvmher of Queries, (he, are held over

for lack of space.

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British
Bee-keepers' Association is now established
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD,^ Secretary, B.B.K.A., 23, Bedford

Street. Strand. W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Dees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per ^in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERl^ISEMIlNTa.

NE TAYLOR'S W.B.C. HIVE, and one W.B.C.
pattern, bath complet*, 21/- the two; quantity

accessories, 5s.—W. J. WILLIAMS, The Bungalow,
Addlestone.

GOOD SWARM for disposal, 8s.—G. ANTHONY,
Jun., Stamford Bridge, Yorks. v 299

SURPLUS splendid Blacks, Virgins, Is. td.;
Fertiles, in few days, 4s.; orders rot-ation.—

PAUL, Salisburj'-road, Bexley. v 298

SIX-FRAMED ROOT EXTRACTOR, reversing
gear, almost new; what offers? also surplus

Excluders, new, 3d. each.—LEA, Vartrees, Dor-
chester. V 210

OFFERED on payment of carriage, unbound
Journals various years between 1887 and 1911.

—REV. A. HEADLEY , Alresford, Hants. v 210

NUCLEI.—Four 4-frame. with 1912 fertile
Queens, strong enough to build into good

stocks unaided before winter, 12s. 5d. each, 45s.
the lot.—GEO. MACKIE, Mythe, Tewkesbury, v 212

FOR SALE. Section Racks, standard and shallow
Frames, Wax Extractor, straw Skeps, Queen

Excluders, &c., going chsaply.^HOLMAN, East
Hoathley, Sussex. v 217

WANTED, Extractor, cheap, to take standard,
shallow, and sections.—C. HATFIELD, Little

Haylands, Chigwell. v 214

TAYLOR'S No. 17 Extractor, £1; Ripener and
Strainer. 5s.; Uncapping Tray, Is. 6d.; second-

hand Hives, from 5s.; shallow Combs, 3d.; Racks,
with 8, 3s.; stamp, list.—RACKHAM, Gilwern,
Abergavenny. v 218

RUN HONEY WANTED, cwt. or more.—Sample
and price to W ELTON, chemist, Walla-

sey, v 220

STRONG 3-frame Nucleus, 8s., guaranteed 1912
Queens.—ROSS, Glorat, Milton of Campsie,

Stirlingshire. v 219

FOR SALE, a few choice 1911 Queens, Is. 6d.
each. — CROWE, Central-avenue, Wigston,

Leicester. v 222

TWELVE strong, healthy Stocks, in lO-frame
hives, supers on, 25s. each stock.—W.

PR INGLE, 2, Commercial-square, Winlaton, Blay-
don-on-Tyne. v 225

TWO HONEY EXTRACTORS, 15s. and 7s. 6d.;
Ripener. 2001b. to 300ib, 5s.; 12 Excluders, 4s.;

Uncapping Knife, Is.; Wax Smelter, 4s. 6d.;
volumes " B.B.J.," valuable, bound. — BASSETT,
Curridge, Newbury. v 223

FOR SALE, about twenty Colonies, on 8, 10, or
12 frames: or Swarms (artificial); Colonies at

3s. 6d. per frame; Swarms at 15s. per swarm; in-
spection before buying invited; cash with order.
-CHAS. J. ASHWORTH, Heytesbury, Wilts, v 226

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES, 4 months, good
working strain, by pedigree sire, 10s. 6d. and

12s. 6d.; exchange entertained.-FARNELL, Eld-
wick, Bingley. v 227

PROLIFIC CARNIOLANS, strong 3 frame
Nucleus, 1912 Queens, 12s. 6d., boxes free.—

FROST, Hartshill, Stoke-on-Trent. v 228

FOUR 5 frame Nuclei Hybrids, May, 1912,
Queens, packed with Bees and Brood, wired

frames, 16s. 6d., boxes returnable.^F. BROWN,
Sproughton Manor Gardens, near Ipswich. v 231

SECTIONS and EXTRACTED WANTED, any
quantity.— F. W. WEITZER, 21, Lonsdale-

road. West Kilburn, London, N.W. v 215

PRIME SWARM, crowding 7 frames, natural
stores, 1911 Queen, 16s., box returnable.

—

WATERSON, Hunter-street, Burton, Staffs, v 263

SELL, Taylor's 32s. 6d. chain geared Extractor,
new last year, take 25s. Approval; Deposit.

—N., " B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-street, Strand,
W.C. v 221

A FEW choice fertile 1912 Queens, 3s. 6d. each.
—SNELGROVE, Albert Quadrant, Weston-

super-Mare. V 284

FOUR SWARMS of Simmins's White Star
Italian world-famed strain, wonderful workers,

prolific Queens, bargain of the season, only 15s.

each.—G. TUDOR-WILLIAMS, B.B.K.A. expert,
Aberdare, Wales. v 2S0

SPLENDID new English Clover Honey, 60s. per
cwt.; sample, 3d.—A. COE, Apiary Hall,

Ridgewell, Halstead, Essex. v 294

BEE VEILS, black or white, 8d. each, post
free; also net for demonstrating tent.

—

HARRISON, Rockville, Stapleford, Notts. v 295

EIGHT grand young laying Queens, 2s. 6d. each,
worth double; unused tin feeders, 6d. each.

—YIEND, Albion House, Cheltenham. v 290

1 AAA SECTIONS, first grade, wanted, price

XLfvlvf carriage paid home for cash.—NYE'S
DAIRIES, Littlehampton, Sussex. v 259

SECTIONS or EXTRACTED wanted; exchange
camera, microscope, phonograph, records,

Tamlin 60 incubator, hives, appliances.—BOWDEN,
Broomhill, Witley, Surrey. v 268
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEWS.
A Method of He-queening, by L. E.

Snelgrove, B.A. (published by the author,
Albert Quadrant, Weston-super-Mare,
IDrice 6d.).—The author read a paper on
this subject at a conversazione of the
B.B.Iv.A. last October, and has received
so many enquiries concerning the method
that he has deemed it advisable t-o publish
a description of it. It is recognised by
all bee-keepers that re-queening is a most
important duty of the modern bee-keeper,
but many small bee-keepers neglect it

owing to the fact that they cannot spare a
hive for queen-rearing or cannot go to the
expense and trouble of the necessary
nucleus hives. This pamphlet is just

what they want, for on the plan recom-
mended no expense is incurred by the
purchase of extra appliances, the mani-
pulations involved are quite simple, and
the actual queen-rearing is done under
the most favourable circumstances, the
honey harvest not being interfered with.
There is no period of queenles'sness, and
stocks go into winter quarters strong in

bees, brood, and with plenty of food. We
recommend this method to the attention
of our readers, both as a simple and
practical one.

L' Apicnlturc par Vlmagc^ by Ed.
Alphandery (published at Chateau de
Brignan, Montfavet (Vaucluse), price

2 francs 80 cents).—This book consists

entirely of illustrations which the com-
piler has had copied from books ancient
and modern. It gives an idea of the
number and variety of hives and appli-

ances used at different times and now
discarded. Some of the illustrations are
copied without permission—such, for

instance, as those from " Waxcraft "—and
some of Cheshire's well known illustrations

are erroneously credited to Digges. There
are several title-pages of books whose sole

claim to recognition seems to be the
vignette containing, among other things, a

straw skep. The book contains 200 pages,
of which 100 are blank, the illustrations

occiipying only one side of each page. It

is interesting and amusing as a picture-
book, giving as it does an idea of bee-
keeping as carried on by our forefathers,

but is of no practical value.

"ISLE OF AVIGHT" DISEASE.
In order to continue the investigation of

contagious diseases of bees which lie is

carrying out on behalf of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, Dr. Graham
Smitli would be glad to receive from any
bee-keepers who are prepared to send a
full report of the circumstances under
which they have lost any colonies of bees,

including a description of their apiary
and the symptoms of the illness.

(1) Queens, workei's and samples of

brood from stocks which are t-o be
destroyed for any reason.

(2) Bees that are dying or have died in

large numbers after visiting particular
plants, such as lime trees, etc.

(3) Specimens of bees and comb from
stocks suffering from foul brood.

(4) Specimens of bees from stocks
suffering from " Spring dwindling."

(5) Specimens of bees and comb from
stocks which have died from any un-
explained cause.

The specimens (which, if possible, slioidd

be living) must be carefully and securely
packed and sent carriage paid to Dr.
Graham Smith, Pathological Laboratory,
Cambridge.
Queen cages will be sent on application

to correspondents willing to supply queens
or living bees.

We have been asked by Dr. Maiden to

insert the enclosed letter:—
Pathological Laboratory,

Medical Schools,

Cambridge.
July loth, 1912.

Dear Sir,—I .should be much obliged to

you if you would be good enough to make
known to bee-keepers by means of the
"B.B.J." that I shall be unable to

examine any more bees for members in

the future, as I have done during the
past three or four ye&rs. The numbers
sent have increased to such an extent that
the demands upon my time are more than
I can afford to give gratuitously. Any
bee-keeper can obtain from the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries a form, which
he can send to me with the sample of

bees : the Board has made special arrange-
ments for the payment of a fee. Those
who prefer to pay their own fees can send
me a postal order for 5s. with their bees,

and I shall be very pleased to examine
them and send a report, with advice as to

treatment, &c.

I hope this arrangement will enable

bee-keepers to have their bees examined
when necessai-y, and at the same time give

me some little return for the time and
trouble of making the examination.—

I

am, yours faithfully, Waltee Malden.

BEE EXPERT NOT A WORKMAN.
Judgment was given at the Reading

County Court, on Thursday, July 11th,

in an action of great interest to bee-

keepers, and especially to touring bee

experts.

Last autumn, while visiting bee-

keepers in North Berkshire, on behalf of

the Berkshire Bee-keepers' Association,

Mr. H. Edwards, of Reading, met with
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an accident which for a time incapacitated
him from work. The accident happened
near Baulking, where a gate crosses the
public road. A boy held the gate open
while a cart passed through, but allowed
it, probably inadvertently, to swing to as
Mr. Edwards followed. The gate knocked
Mr. Edwards off his bicycle, and some
months elapsed before he was able to ride
again.

Recently, Mr. Edwards sued the Berk-
shire Bee-keepers' Association for com-
pensation under tlie Workmen's Com-
pensation Act The case turned on the
question whether Mr. Edwards, who is

also employed by the Buckinghamshire
Bee-keepers' Association and the Bucking-
hamshire County Council, was a workman
within the meaning of the Act. Judge
Harrington, who heard the evidence, said
the case was on the border-line, and he
would take time to consider his decision.
At the last court his Honour gave

judgment. He said the plaintiff was not
a man employed at a weekly wage, but
his services as an expert were obtained
by the Association at a certain period of
the year. He received payment on the
days he performed his duties. These
duties were to visit bee-keepers and give
them advice and instruction, examine
hives, point out and rectify mistakes, and
give instruction in the handling of bees.
His duties involved a certain amount of
manual labour, but that was immaterial.
There appeared to be no authority on the
subject to assist him in his decision. He
was, however, of oi^inion that the plaintiff

was not a workman within the meaning
of the Act, and he therefore gave judg-
ment for file respondents with costs.

It may be added that the Berkshire
Bee-keepers' Association have insured
all their experts, and that the action was
defended by the Insurance Company.

—

Communicated.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of
June, 1912, was £4,061.—From a report
furnished to the British Bee Joubnal by
the Statistical Officer, H.M. Customs.

AMONG THE BEES.
Bjj D. M. M'acdonald, Banff.

COMMENTS.
Mr. Orawshaw is right in pointing out

(page 266) that the proper place for mani-
pulating a " longidea," or any hive with
frames running parallel to the entrance,
is at the back. I left the point un-
mentioned, however, because I looked on
such hives as being a negligible quantity',

say, less than one per cent, of the hives
in use.

Mr. Soal, in his quotation on page 276,
seems to have me "on the hip," and yet

I was familiar with it when appealing to
a departed worthy. If I have wronged
him I must express my regret, but I

thought (and think) the reference applies
to a special case where abnormal
conditions prevailed.

Weight of Bees.—Now and again we
find enquiries about the weight of bees and
the weight of a load of honey. I have
been experimenting during the last season
over this question, and submit the ascer-

tained facts, as well as some modern and
ancient estimates on the same subject. In
the A B C of Bee Culture, page 474, Pro-
fessor Koons weighed bees in a pair of scales

so delicate that they could weigh tlie

millionth part of a pound, and he found
from 4,141 to 5,669 bees in a pound. Another
experiment showed that the numbers ran
from 3,680 to 5,495, with an average of
4,800. L'Abbe Collin by experiment found a
pound weight to vary from 4,300 to 5,100
bees. De Galien ascertained that a pound
numbered from 3,460 to 5,460. My
calculation came as near as possible to

4,000 for the heavier weight and 5,500
for the lighter. The foregoing American
authority states that at times 10,000 bees
may carry lib. of honey into the hive,

but at other times it may take as many
as 45,642 bees. It may be taken as

approximately correct to say that the
average load of a bee is 1-20,000th of a
pound, or, in other words, it takes an
average of 20,000 bees to gather and carry

home that quantity. It may be taken as

near enough the truth that the books are

about correct in setting down 5,000 bees

to the pound. As showing how much heavier

the burly drones are, 2,000 of these males
will at times balance 5,000 females.

Spurioiti Heather Honey.—I have in

my memory an advertisement which ap-
peared in the Journal some years ago
offering heather honey by the ton at 3^d.

per lb. when genuine heather honey was
selling at about Is. 6d. per lb. A few
years ago a correspondent from the neigh-

bourhood of Dundee sent me a sample jar

of what purported to be heather honey,
but which our then Editor assured him
was identical in many respects with
Jamaican honey then being retailed in

London at a cheap rate. More recently

a reputable firm in the Glasgow district

turned out a low grade foreign article

which they consigned to neat clear jars

with a taking label. The late Mr. Carr
declared that it had never "seen" the

Highlands until it was shipped to this

country, and Mr.' Cowan, I believe, gave
it as his opinion that it never was
gathered from heather of any kind. In
no respect did it remotely resemble any
heather honey I ever saw or tasted. One
of our leading newspapers recently had a
standing advertisement offering genuine
heather honey at a good price. The
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sample submitted to me some years ago
contained in my estimation a blend of

some dark foreign honey, a small part
might be home gathered clover honey, and
just the smallest percentage was heather.

The concoction had been badly mixed, and
appeared as if in layers in the jar. The
cork wads had been dipped in genuine
heather honey, as any aroma and flavour

seemed to begin and end with the top

portion of the contents. Yet we are sup-

posed to have a pure food law

!

Drone Cell Supers.—At one time I had
a strong preference for worker-cells only,

even in shallow frames, and vmder certain

forms of management would still favour
them, but in the main if I were starting

to work for extracted honey only I would
go in for drone-cell foundation in all my
shallow frames. I do not think that the

saving of either time or material would
weigh much in the balance, because almost
as much wax is used in the one case as

the other, and all over the time taken to

build ten combs of either would mean
very little saving. The points which would
count are : first, bees build drone-combs
in supers far more readily than worker-
comb, they take to filling them more
readily, and they cap them more readilj'

,

instinctively knowing that they are not of

importance for the use of the queen

;

secondly, with a flow on, the larger vats
are preferred b^' the honey-storers because
they not only are of greater capacity but
offer readier facilities for unburthen-
ing themselves when foragers regurgitate
the nectar from their honeysacks ; thirdly,

well built shallow combs look best on the
show-bench : there is a solidity about
them lacking in worker-comb, and the
nature of the cell capping gives a more
imposing aspect to the exhibit, and I

think the general appearance is more
taking to the eye ; fourthly, the uncapping
is more easily carried out, the honey flows

more freely from the cells, and less time
is taken in handling one hundred of them
than, say, ninety of the others.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
tide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

HEATHER HONEY.
[8495] The view recently put forward

in this journal that heather honey is one
of the best foods, both for men and bees,

is scarcely in keeping with the opinions
expressed by well qualified writers in the

past, Although " A Lanarkshire Bee-
keeper " is dead, his opinion remains with
us, and in addition to the confirmation
given to T. D. N.'s statement as to its

unsuitability as a winter food for bees,
it also confirms my remark that it was
not the custom amongst the skeppists to
preserve bees that had been sent to the
heather. The full quotation was given on
page 100 of the recently issued report on
the "Isle of Wight" disease, so that
although Mr. Macdonald has never heard
of it, the information was available, and
was in the i^ossession of those who had
read the report. " Our forefathers ....
made it a rule never to take a hive to the
heather intended as a stock hive." On
page 27 of the report, in a section which
does not meet with Mr. Macdonald's
approval, is a quotation to the following
effect :

" In the heather country in the
North of Germany bees suffer heavily if

wintered on heather honey." [Beuhne,
expert to the Victorian (Australia)

Government.]
Mr. Macdonald speaks of his years of

experience and successful wintering on
heather honey. We know from the
columns of the Bee Jotxrnal that
Mr. Macdonald's bees never swarm, and
that to make up winter losses swarms are
imported from the south. It is obvious
that but for these importations the apiary
would be in a fair way for extinction,

but it is also curious that these imported
bees, which have not wintered on heather
honey, do better than his stocks which
have managed to survive. And these

swarms are also the only bees in his

apiary which can reach swarming pitch.

After a winter on heather honey, or what-
ever they are permitted to winter on,

they have no desire to swarm. As Mr.
Macdonald is not successful in wintering
bees, his testimony is of little value. To
explain the death of a stock as being due
to queenlessness, or fall honey, or

paucity of numbers or spring dwindling,

does not alter the fact that the stock

died.

Heather honey was formerly considered
a rank pi'oduct only fit for very poor
people, who could not be choosers of their

diet. Speaking of some inferior honey
and its objectionable taste, Marshall,

writing in 1787, says :
" The evil, if not

wholly, is in pai-t occasioned by the

heather, which, it is a notorious fact,

affords much honey, but of a bad quality."

Keys, in 1780, put on record the view
that "perhaps there is none worse." It

is a well-known fact that savages prefer

the brood to the honey, and uncivilised

races generally prefer strong-tasting food.

But it is scarcely fair to assume that
every tourist who purchases heather honey
is jDossessed of such atavistic tastes. He
buys this honey as a local product and
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a curiosity, and it no more affords an

index of his taste than the importation

of a native costume by a missionary's

wife on her return from Africa is in-

dicative of her taste in dress.

The poisoning of the Greek soldiers,

led by Xenophon, was brought about by
honey gathered from a plant (Agalea

pontica) of the natural order Ericaceae.

Honey from the mountain laurel in

America (Kalmia latifolia) has also been

known to produce severe symptoms. This

plant is also a member of the heath
family (Ericaceae).

Heather honey is gathered from another

plant of this order, viz., Calhina vulgaris,

and, according to Huish, " a prejudice

exists in this country respecting the in-

ferior quality of heath honey." The
reason for entertaining this opinion was
that "it was the opinion of their grand-

mothers."
It would be interesting to know the ex-

periences on which the grandmothers
founded their objections. At eighteen-

pence a section, heather honey is not

likely to form an important item in the

diet of a bee-keeper, and perhaps its sale

to the southerner is the safest course.

—

Geo. W. Bitllamore, F.R.M.S., Albury,

Herts.

THE WASTED NECTAR IN RED
CLOVER.

[8496] Could not bee-keepers by work-

ing together get a red clover with a calyx

short enough for the hive bee? This

might be easier and more effective than
producing a bee with a longer tongue. I

suggest the following plan to those willing

to experiment. Sow now seed of red and
white and alsike clover in three plant

pots, one kind in each pot, and in the

following year endeavour to get cross

fertilization by artificial or natural means.

Then sow the seed thus procured, and if

there is any resultant cross from the first

year's experiment choose for the continu-

ation of the plan seeds from the heads

deemed to be most likely to lead to the

desired result, viz., a strong growing
plant of red clover with a short calyx.

Any bee-keeper who obtains a promising

cross to report to the Bee Journal and
give spare seeds or plants to the others

engaged in the joint experiment.

—

J. ]\. KiDD, Well Close, Stocksfield.

TIMELY CAUTION.
[8497] May I call your readers' atten-

tion to a person who is travelling about
the suburbs of London representing him-
self as an expert of a certain association?

His modus operandi is to call, and if the

bee-keeper happens to be a novice, his

stock or stocks are in every case

designated as "rotten with foul brood"

or " showing symptoms of ' Isle of

Wight' disease," and are promptly
removed to somewhere to cure (?), and,
curiously enough, they always succumb.
If b}^ any chance the stock happens to

have neither of the two diseases

enumerated, it will probably be pro-

nounced queenless, and another queen is

promptly sent on ; always stated to be a
young one. In some cases where the un-
suspecting novice has handed over the
care of his bees to this person, he has been
asked for " a little on account," and woe
betide him if he dares to touch his own
bees from that time on, or he is insulted

and treated to a free war-dance or series

of wild gesticulations in his own garden.
Another dodge is to borrow eggs, brood,

and queens for experimenting. If any
one is visited by this gentleman they will

do well to give him the cold shoulder and
send him about his business.

—

One of his
Victims.
[No bee-keeper should trust the inspec-

tion of his bees to a stranger about whom
he knows nothing, however plausible he
may be. Should bee-keepers in the

vicinity of London be visited by such an
individual, they should ask him to

produce his certificate. No respectable

expert would act in the way mentioned
b}' our correspondent. Shoidd advice be
needed the novice should apply for the

expert of the Association in his county,

or to the Secretary of the B.B.K.A., who
would put him in communication with the
nearest certificated expert.

—

Ed.]

TREATMENT FOR " ISLE OF WIGHT "

DISEASE.
[8498] As regards bee-keeping, I am

a veritable novice, having my first hive
(a skep), not caring to go to expense till

I saw what chance the bees had in this

plague-infected district. In three weeks
after obtaining the swann my caution
was justified, for I noticed one morning
that the bees were behaving peculiarly,

and hundreds were strewn about in front
of the hive on a strpwberry bed, in the
semi-comatose, or else agitated state
which is peculiar, I am told, to the " Isle

of Wight" disease. Others in a similar
state were found at different parts of the
garden

.

Being a homoeopathic physician, I was
urged by my wife and children to do
something for these wonderful little

people that are such a pattern of self-

sacrificing devotion and industry. It was
distressing to us all to see them suffer,

and the desire to end or amend was
strong. I decided to doctor them, which
I did with apparent good results, for the
next day they were brighter, and fewer in-

valids were tumbling about. I waited for

a few days, and gave them another treat-

ment with more satisfactory results still,
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and we noticed that those that were
clvistering on the strawberry leaves did

not succumb in the night and waxed lively

with the heat of the sun on the following

•day. The other bees are working better

now after the third treatment, and there
are no signs of sick ones, only a few dead
or dying pupse being dragged from the
hive. Not being conversant with the
latest developments, I do not know if a
remedy is still being sought. If it is I

shoulrt be sorry not to give this discovery

a chance. I am not proposing to give

the details of this treatment to the public,

partly because being so simple it might
meet with the usual contempt of

familiarity ; also that the remedy, not
being made with the proper precision it

might find condemnation from mis-
application. However, I should be pleased
to give it a proper trial, and therefore
place myself in your hands The test I

should like to see tried is for a number
of reliable authorities, say ten or a dozen,
who can command infected hives, to treat

the hives with this remedy, which 1 shall

be pleased to furnish. I propose that
those experimenting shall know nothing of

the nature of the remedy, so that they
will not be prejudiced, and to report in a
definite time agreed upon the result. It
may be that the results are negative, but
no harm will be done. I therefore leave

the matter in your' hands, and if you can
suggest a better plan I shall be pleased to

fall in with it.—A. A. B., Hants.
[We commend the above to our readers,

and sliall be pleased to hear from bee-

keepers willing to try the remedy under
Hie conditions named.

—

Ed.].

BRIEF REPORTS.
[The Editor will be pleased to receive

brief reports of the honey season (on a
post card will be sufficient) so that some
estimate of the average returns in

different parts of the country may be
formed.]
The cold weather has spoiled the bees'

harvest this season, and the white clover

seems to be a poor crop, in this district

anyway.—J. Brown, Stonehaven.
I should much like to know how I stand

as regards early results in Scotland, or at
any rate in the north of it. I have two
hives of Italians. From one of these
came a S^lb. swarm on 2nd May, and
from the other I have removed 361b. of

sealed honey by 3rd June, leaving ample
stores behind.—R. M., Dundee.

[Very good residts, as the season up to
July was not a very favourable one.—En.]

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CP.AWSHAW, NOKTON, MALTON, YORKS.

A Heavy SJcep (p. 234).—My apology is

tendered to Mr. Bell for appearing to

question his figures. I fully believe in

their correctness. The skep was, as I

supposed, a large one, and for moor work
somewhat unwieldy. Such an exceptional
skejD does not, I think, prove the case for

heather honey, much as I should like it

proved, and the argument would be better

served by a small skep containing no
other than heather honey. The wonder is

that such a skep swarmed at all, but it

is not surprising that the swarms were
large. Probably the bees regarded it

merely as a bell super.
Which Hive has Sirai^mccl (p. 241).—

-

The Hour method of detection sometimes
fails, but judgment must be used with it.

If the evening be hot, or bees be liberated

too early, they may fly to the settling

place, and remain for at least sufficient

time to get rid of the apparent traces of

flour. With many hives and large

entrances it may be difficult to spot the
returning bees in the evening light,

although such bees usually fan for a short

period. Light motlis flying about are

confusing too. Certainly the method has
failed with me once or twice lately owing
to one or more of these causes, although I

have often used it with success. I must
try it again to-night, for, as seems to be
the case every day of the week now,
there is a swarm waiting to be hived.

This must be my excuse for short measure
in this colounm, as my spare time—little

enough ever—has been imperatively

demanded of late by the vagaries of the
hives. I have had enough of swarming
for one season, for the bees have swarmed
to an extent I have never jii'eviously ex-

perienced. Once I was rash enough to

wish for a swarm from every hive. The
gods must have registered the wish
against such time as they should find me
short of hive room.

.4 Hice Scale (p. 243).—This weighing
device appears somewhat too cumbrous for

a,doption, and the necessity for careful

levelling prevents it from being made
portable. I should have thought that if

the beam were slung from a tripod,

equally good results would be obtainable

with less difficulty, and with the

advantages of cheapness and portability.

I u'sually have about thirty hives at home,
and such a permanent structure would not

be cheap, although it might be used as

the foundation for a canvas roof.

Starters, d-c. (p. 2.33).—Too bad of Mr.
Mace to dodge the ".statistical problem"
in this way. I had rather he would dis-

prove it, but must be content to wait for

cooler weather. INIy bees are revelling in

this heat to a tune which I am loth to

hear cease. I hardly think Mr. Mace
disposes of the "reservation" point.

Such comb may be held open until the

flow slackens, whereas it might otherwise

have been filled. I will deal with the
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question of warm supers later, when 1

feel less disarmed bj Mr. Mace's kindly
appreciation.

Queries and Replies.

[8i81j Naphthol Beta Solution.—
Fertilisation of Eggs.—(1) On page 194
of the " Guide Book " (Cowan's) " pure
methylated spirit" is mentioned as a
solvent for naphthol beta. I cannot
procure it in the ijure state from chemists
around here, as they say they are for-
bidden to sell it for commercial purposes
unless it is adulterated with .6—I believe
—of oil of tar. Would this percentage
of oil of tar injure the bees, or is it

necessary to get the pure methylated
spirit.*^ (2) Is the egg from a fertilised

queen capable of producing either a
worker or drone, as the bees wish ; or can
a fei-tUised queen lay a worker egg and
also a drone egg at will? On page 8 of
"The Honey Bee," the author says
that " eggs in the ovary of the queen
were all alike," &c. In " Modern Bee
Farm " (Simmins)—the book is not at
hand just now—it says somewhere that
Simmins used to use drone-cells for queen-
rearing, possibly for transferring larvae
into, and possibly he used them after the
eggs had been laid in them by the queen,
being that he (Simmins) does not care for
the transferring business. Now, on page
10' of the "Guide Book" it says:
" Queen-cells are sometimes constructed
around drone eggs, but these will not pro-
duce queens," &c. Does the above
sentence mean drone eggs from a fertilised
queen? (3) Will bees, Avhen out foraging,
collect pollen from different coloured
flowers in one single journey—viz., will a
bee visit, after leaving the hive, a white
flower and then a red flower for pollen
before returning to the hive? I may
mention this was the subject of an
argument between a friend and myself.
I say the bee will not visit, except
rarely, different coloured flowers in one
journey, and we decided to refer
the matter to you for decision. The
argument centred around tints in flowers

;

I said wind was one cause and man was
another, but rarely the bee. An answer
in "B.B.J." will greatly oblige.—J. J.

Reply.—(1) You can use the ordinary
methylated spirit^ or, if more easily
obtained, sweet spirit of nitre will do.

(2) The queen has power t-o either
fertilise the egg when being laid or
allow it to pass without fertilisation. A
fertile egg will produce workers only, an
unfertile one drones only. (3) The bee
generally keeps to one kind of flower on
each journey.

[8482] Earwigs in Bives.—(1) What is

the best way to kill earwigs in a beehive?

(2) When should bees go to the moors?
(3) What time of the year should they be
allowed to transfer themselves from skep
to frame-hive?—G. V. E., Hebden Bridge.
Reply.— (1) Place powdered naphthaline

under the lugs of the frames. (2) August.
(3) In the spring.

[8483] Tinie for Supering. — When
dealing with a strong stock, is it always
safe to wait for the elongation of the cells

before supering? I was afraid to wait for

this because the hive in question seemed
so crowded, and I thought the bees would
prepare to swarm.—W. E. C, Bromley.

Reply.—No. If the hive is very
crowded, and nectar coming in, put on
the super.

[8484] I shall be pleased if you will

kindly answer the following queries:—
(1) If a swarm-catcher is fixed at the
entrance of a hive for the whole swarm-
ing season, does this prevent the drones
from taking their usual flights? (2) Is it

not possible to use an empty box in

place of the box containing frames of
foundation usually found in swarm-
catchers?—G. B., Kirkham.

Reply.—(1) Yes. (2) It is possible, of
course, but if the hive should be neglected,

and the bees build combs, their energy
would be wasted.

[8485] Too Early Supering.—Last
autumn I purchased a strong stock of
bees ; the sections had already been re-

moved from the hive. I left them eight
full frames of honey and two empty frames
for the winter. In Easter week I put on
a rack of shallow frames, but the bees
have not gone into them. On examining
the hive this week I discovered that the
bees had eaten nearly all the honey, there
being about half the quantity there that
there was six weeks ago. This is very
discouraging to a beginner (they are the
first bees I have kept, and will probably
be the last). Had I better feed them with
syrup? if so, will you please give me a
recipe for making it.

—

Novice, Worcester.
Reply.—Unless you buy a good text

book, such as the " Guide Book," and
read it you had better give up bee-

keeping. You ought to have been feeding
the bees at Easter instead of putting on
a super. The fault does not lie with the
bees but with yourself, through lack of

knowledge of their requirements.
[8486] Advantage of Using Full Sheets

of Foundation.—Tieing a reader of your
journal I would like to ask the follow-

ing:—(1) On July 2nd I had a cast from
a hive, and next morning I found a
dead queen, and in the afternoon
another swarm came off. I want to

know how this queen got there and why
the swarm came off so quickly after the
first cast. (2) If I use full sheets of

foundation, do the bees pull it out or do
ihey build on to the foundation? I
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have been told that they do the latter.

If this is correct, what advantage is there
in using full sheets? (3) I have a neigh-
bour who has bees, which have been a
long time in the same frame-hive, and
he wants to transfer them to another, as

they build the combs very irregularly.

How must this be done, and what time of

the year?—W. R., Grampound Road.
Reply.—(1) The dead queen sent is a

young one, killed in fighting. It is no
unusual thing for a second cast to come
out. (2) The bees work out the wax to a
certain extent ; how much depends upon
the thickness of the foundation used.
The advantage of using full sheets lies in

preventing the rearing of drones in

excessive numbers. (3) In the spring;
work them down as described for a skep
on page 149 of "Guide Book."

[8i87] Persistent Sicarming.—I had a
swarm of bees from a frame-hive on
Sunday last, the 7th inst. They were
safely hived in a straw skep, and placed
on a stand in the evening. The next day
they were very restless and came out
again, but were again secured and put
into a larger skep, being placed on the
stand in the evening as before, and
capped with another skep. They were
very busy on Tuesday at intervals ; at
other times were all over the skep, and
Avould not leave at all. On the Wednes-
day they swarmed again. I again caught
them and placed them on their stand, as

per Monday's procedure. Am I right in

sc doing?

—

G. I)., Westwell.
Reply.—Bees will act in this way at

times, especially when the Meather is very
hot. Give more ventilation by propping
the hive up a little.

[8488] Need for Legislation.—I am a
constant reader of your valuable paper,
having had over sixty years' experience
in bee-keeping, and I was very much
alarmed to find that the " Isle of Wight "

disease had broken out here. I visited

the affected hives, and, considering what
I have read on the subject of this disease,

I had little difficulty in recognising it. I

have several good hives in close proximity
to the affected apiary, and I should like

to know what steps can be taken for the
destruction of the diseased bees. Can I

compel the owner to have them destroyed ?

A reply to this question in your British
Bee Journal would oblige, as it is neces-
sary to work on safe ground. Who would
have to pay the expenses?—G. C, Hex-
ham.
Reply.—You can do nothing. If you

destroy the bees the owner can sue you
for damage. A clear case showing the
need of legislation.

[8489] Drone Cells in Supers.—I have
five strong colonies, which I supored on
April 25th, and on May loth I lifted the

racks of sections and shallow frames re-

spectively, putting another super under-
neath. I may say the shallow frame
combs were built out when put on the
hives. I went a few days ago to
take off, as I anticipated, the top racks
full of honey fit for extracting, or sections
ready for my customers, and to my sorrow
there were a few complete sections in each
rack, bvit not one single completed frame
did I find. I examined the hives, and
found, after full inspection, drone brood
in the frames and a few cells in the
sections, some hatched and some hatching.

(1) Is this caused through my neglecting
to use full sheets of foundation, or are
there other reasons? On coming to the
brood-chamber I found no cells sealed with
honey along the top bar, but several dead
drone larvae in the cells with sunken
cappings and a few (dead larvae) unsealed,

of which some were black and others had
not lost their colour ; there was no un-
pleasant odour. In front of the hives

there were dozens of dead drones and a
few dead workers, which had been
thrown out. (2) Is this any kind of

disease, or is my trouble the result of the
wretched weatlier which we have had to

endure from the middle of May? The
bees work well on fine days. None of these

colonies have swarmed this season, to my
knowledge ; they were last year's swarms.
I reckoned to have taken from these five

stocks 300'lb. of surplus this year. (3) Is

this expecting too much?—F. 0., Bland-
ford.

Reply.—(1) Drone cells have been made
because you did not use full sheets of

foundation. (2) The brood has evidently

been chilled through the bad weather.

(3) No. The average yield should be

about 701b. per hive.

[8490] VarioKs Queries.—Recently my
bees swarmed. I cut out the queen-cells

immediately, but one was open at the

bottom. I was surprised at this, as I

thought the swarm issued about three

days before a new queen hatched. I

returned the swarm, but it issued again

on the third day, and I regret to say

I lost it. I may say the weather had
been very bad, and a thunderstorm came
on shortly after the swarm issued the

second time. (1) Is it possible that the

new queen left her cell before the swarm
came out the first time? (2) In the

second issue (third day) do you think the

storm was the cause of its making off?

(3) The stock is working well, the bees

even drawing out comb and capping
honey in the super. Do you think continued

bad weather would induce some of the

swarm to return at fair intervals? (I ask

this because if the swarm had got under
cover the weather for several days after

would prevent them from foraging.) (4)
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Would queen-excluder over the entrance
prevent swarming, as the queen could not
issue? (5 What is the average weight of

honey in a fully capped shallow frame?
(6) How long will a bee live after

losing its sting? (7) What is the best
known ti-eatment for reducing the swelling

after being stung? (8) My centre combs
are fairly well filled with honey and partly
capped, but the outside frames are not
full}' drawn out. Can you kindly say

• when I ought to tier up and place the
second super under the first? (9) How
long should extracted uncapped honey be
left in ripener to ripen? (10) If bottled
after time you mention, would it or would
it not ferment? (11) Is it necessary to
ripen capped honey? (12) If uncapped
and capped honey were mixed, would it

ferment if allowed time for whole to
ripen ?

Pardon my asking such miscellaneous
questions, but as your excellent paper is

my only authority on points outside the
" Guide Book," I have been saving them
so as not to trouble you too frequently.

—

H. T., Worsley.

[(1) Quito possible, but more likely you
missed a queen-cell. (2) No. (3) We do
not think any of the bees from the swarm
would retuin. f4) It would cause crowd-
ing and stop the ventilation, so the bees
would be suffocated. (5) About four
pounds. (6) They vary very much ; about
five hours is the average. (7) Bathing
with hot water to which a little vinegar is

added. (8) The second super should be
put on when the first is about two-thirds
full. (9) About a month, but you must
use your own judgment. (10) If properly
ripened, no. (11) No. (12) No.

[8491] Novice's Queries. — I should
esteem it a favour if you will answer the
following questions through the "B.B.J." :

^-(1) Is it customary when buying bees
for the buyer to pay carriage both ways,
no arrangements being made or mentioned
between the two parties? (2) I have one
very strong hive, supered, and wish to
increase my stock. If I divided them in a
fortnight or three weeks' time, do you
think I could get both lots strong before
winter set in if I fed them well, and
supplied the old stock with a fertile

queen? (S) I noticed whilst examining the
super one or two cells containing a dark
substance; they stood singly, and there
were not many in the whole super. What
were they likely to contain?—A. W.,
Ilkeston.

Reply.— (1) If you buy bees we do not
see how you can pay carriage both u-aj/s

as the bees travel only a single journey.
If you mean : is it usual to jjay carriage
on the bees and also on returned empty
box, the answer is "Yes." (2) Certainly
you might. (3) The dark substance is no
doubt pollen.

Bee Shows to Come.
July 24tli, at Over Wallop.—The Annual

Honey Show of the Wallop Horticultural Society
will be held in the grounds of Southern Farm.
Open classes; no entry fee. Schedules from Mr.
Pryoe Roberts, School House, Nether Wallop,
Stockbridge.
August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-

Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
Ac., apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammet-street,
Taunton. Entries close July 27th.
August 1st to 5th, at Preston.—Annual

Show of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society.
Honey and Bee Appliance Section. Entries
closed.
August 5th, at Melton Constable.—The

Annual Show of Bee Produce of the North Norfolk
B.K.A. will be held in connection with the Melton
Constable Horticultural Society, Schedules from
Hon. Sec, D. Wardleworth, Sheringham, Norfolk.
Entries close July 29th.
August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.

Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. All
onen classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B.B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver
mtKlal and three special hives. This show also
includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,
flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-
gramme of sports and motor racing, Ac. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K.A., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Schedules for bees, honey, and horticul-
ture from Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of
B. B.K.A., 62, Bridge-street, Cambridge. Entries
close Thursday, August 1st.
August 7th, at Blythe Bridge. — Blythe

Bridge Horticultural Society. Section for Bees,
Honey, and Wax. Open classes. Schedules from
Chas. Beeston Blythe Bridge, Stoke-on-Trent.
August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.

—

Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
Entries close August 3rd.
August 14th, at Wye, Kent.—11th Annual

Exhibition in connection with the Wye Grand
Horticultural Show. Classes to suit all Bee-keepers,
gre-at and small; two 5gs., one 6gs., one 2gs. cups
in different classes. Various classes open to Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, and United Kingdom. Splendid
prizes and low entrance fees. Send for schedules
to Mr. Alfred Lepper, Secretary, Kent Honey Show,
Wye, Ashford, Kent. Note.—Schedules will be sent
to competitors of 1911 without application. Entries
close August 5th.
August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,

Church street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries close
August 7th, 1912.
August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—

Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral FHe. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.

Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.
August 22nd, at Abington Park, North-

ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show,
special prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.
August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—

Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction,
Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
Ac. &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
August 12th.
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August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.^In con-
nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Gary and Distinct Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Ldtman, South Street, C&stle Gary. Entries
close August 16th.
September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.

Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.
September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.
September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show

in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Gross Horticultural Society. Four. classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B.B.K.A., 52,

Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

Notices to Correspondents.

M. R. (Kent)-

—

Dead Queen.—The queen
was drowned in honey, therefore it was
impossible to make an examination.

0. .J. C.

—

Bees Casting out Brood and
Young Bees.—When using Ayles' Cure,
the bees occasionally act. as yours are
doing. Have you carefully followed the
directions for use?

F. F, J. (Sunbnry).

—

Shoic Iloney-jars.—
Most appliance manufactui-ers supply
special jars for show purposes at a
little extra cost.

A. H. H. (Longford).

—

Excessive Drone-
hreeding.—It is the work of a laying
worker. The best plan will be to unite
to another stock.

G. J. B. (Wednesfield).

—

Stocks Casting
Out Immature Bees.—You evidently
used the hive too soon after treating
with the Ayles' Cure, and this is the
cause of the trouble.

W. W. R. {Bunster).—Bern cdics for Bee
Disease.—(1) and (2) Use Apicure. (3)

No. (4) Yes, but it is much safer to

use syrup made from cane-sugar in-

stead-.

C. B. (Bury St. Edmunds).—You should
communicate with the Secretary of the
County Association.

F. B. (North Cheam).

—

Queens cast out

of Su-armed Stock.—Both are unfertile
queens.

1. R. (Riglmm).—Kind of Bee.—Both
bees are queens.

Redbnham.—Unripe Honey.—The only
plan is to feed the honey back again to

the bees, and let them ripen it naturally.
W. H. B. (Yorkshire).—Dc'HcZ Queen.—
The queen was crushed to pulp thirongh
bad packing. You should have sent her
in a tin box.

Tloneij Samples.

J. B. N.—Samples of honey should
be sent in glass receptacles, well corked.

an J carefully packed to avoid breakage.
The tin was empty upon arrival here.

Ayrshire Boy.—The honey is a splendid
sample, and should stand a good chance
on the show bench. Keep in a cold

place, and it will set quite hard again.
J. C. (Blackheath).—No. 1 is a nice
sycamore honey. No. 2 is very inferior,

being thin and lacking in flavour.

Suspected Disease.

Mrs. B. (Aberfeldy).—There are
certain signs which point to "Isle of

Wight " disease, but some of the bees
have died from exhaustion through
being overladen with nectar.

E. O. B. (Brighton) and J. W. Bran-
CASTBR.—The comb contains nothing
worse than pollen.

J. S. T. (Bridgnorth), G. C. (Keswick),
J. W. H. (Gt. Ayrton), Nemo (Leicester-

shire), A. J. T. (Knowle), L. D. C.
(Dublin), and J. H. (Hants.).—The bees
are suffering from " Isle of Wight

"

disease. It will be best to destroy them.
J. C (Lanark).—The bees were very dry,

and so far as we can see there is no
disease.

J. W. H. (Westerliam).—Bees have "Isle
of Wight " disease. It is best to
destroy the honey.

T. W. W. (Ringmer).—The bees are
suffering from " Isle of Wight" disease.

You can use Apicure at the same time
for foul brood.

G. D. (Wilts.).—The bees are suffering
from " Isle of Wight " disease. Try
the cure for a month, and if no im-
provement appears destroj- them.

R. W. (Hitchin).—Both lots are affected
with " Isle of Wight" disease.

Thornton (Lanes.).—"Isle of Wight"
disease. The brood does not appear to
be affected with this disease.

C. F. (Lincoln).—Comb is affected with
foul brood.

E. H. W. (Rhyl).—(1) The comb contains
pollen only; there is no brood at all.

(2) and (3) If all the combs are as
badly clogged as the one sent, it will be
well to melt them down and start with
new ones.

R. N. P. (Hayes End).—We see no signs,

of disease, but several of the bees were
overloaded with nectar.

C. H. S. (Mobberley), E. G. (Hinckley),
Warwickshire Readee, H. C. T.
(Edgbaston), R. P. P. (Durham).—The
bees show every symjitom of " Isle of
Wight" disease. The wisest course is

to destroy the diseased stocks.

A. H. (Cheringham) and Miss C. T.

(Oxted).—Bees were too dry for us to

examine properly, but we fear it is

" Isle of Wight " disease.

L. W. (]Moseley).—The bees were drowned
in honey, and it was therefore impos-
sible to examine them.

J. H. (Woking).—The bees were too dry
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for satisfactory examination, but from
what you say we fear the trouble is

" Isle of Wight " disease. We hope the
Ayles' Cure will check it.

J. A. U. (Knutsford).—The bees were
crushed to pulp through want of proper
packing. . We should say, from your
description, that it is "Isle of Wight"
disease.

H. D. (Felixstowe).—The comb is affected

with foul brood. Use Apicure.

J. A. B. (Birmingham).—We can only

find chilled brood in comb sent.

H. L. (Winslow).—The cause of the

trouble is " Isle of Wight " disease, and
you were wise to destroy the stock. The
foundation is all right.

A. R. (AVales).—The bees were much too

decomposed for us to examine them,
but the symptoms described point to
" Isle of Wight " disease.

BEACOiS^ Star (Bilston).—W^e are much
afraid that it is "Isle of Wight"
disease. If you used genuine " AVeed "

foundation there is no damage of in-

fection from it, but if it was a cheap,

inferior kind there might be grounds
for uneasiness.

""

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British

Bee-keepers' Association is now established

in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,
London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD, Secretary, B.B.K.A.. 23, Bedford

Street. Strand, W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per iin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE, few stray Supered Stocks, headed
with 1912 fertile Queens, on ten new wiied

frames, with brood, 22s.; or hive complete, 295.;

also about Icwt. Extracted Honey, in bulk; what
offers? sample, 3d.~i\ SOFTLY, Letchworth,
Herts. V 507

SPARE Carniolan Stocks and Hybrids, from
25s. — BICKMORE, St. Edmund Hall, Ox-

ford. V 304

APPLIANCES. — Cheap clearance; 2 Hives,
Honey Extractor. <Sc., Ac—BROWN, 3,

Windsor-road, Leyton, N.E. v 297

OOD strong healthy Swarm, June 16, price
12s. 6d.—WARREN, Simpson, Bletchley. v 3C2G

FOUR strong Swarms, in frame hives, hived
on drawn out comb, guaranteed healthy, 25s.

each.^HIGGINS, Ivydene, Neath. v 301

FOR SALE, four W.B.C. Hives, with body box
and extra lifts; four Racks of fully worked

shallow frames; four Racks of Sections, waxed;
four Queen Excluders; one Smoker; three dozen
lib. Honey Bottles, with screw caps, the lot ior
£3 10s.; all clean and in perfect condition.—T.
BARNES, Mill View, Chobham, near Woking. v2C5

SEVERAL extra prolific 1912 laying Queens,
3s. 3d.; Virgins, Is. 9d.; also a few 1911 Queens,

2s., guaranteed healthy.—R. WOOD, Spring Bank,
Ripon, Yorks. v 294

FOR SALE owing to removal, several strong
Stocks of Bees, on ten frames, 1912 Queens,

guaranteed healthy, 27s. 6d. each, carriage for-
ward; boxes returnable, or 2s. 6d. each.—SPRAT-
LING, Expert B.B.K.A., Downton, Wilts. v 292

FOR SALE, cheap, two l^cwt. Ripener-Strainers,
10s. each; Shallow Combs, "Id.; Feeders,

Frames, Ends, Queen-rearing Hives, Crocuses, 5s.

—

Apply, J. CHAWNER, Desford, Leicester. v 291

LEE'S Extracting Outfit, complete, new, cost
30s.; what offersP-HULBERT, Hermitage,

Worcester. v 289

FOR HEATHER; can spare three strong Stocks,
ten frames, 16s.; W.B.C. 1911 Hives, 15s.,

guaranteed.—RECTOR, Achurch, Oundle. v 286

OVERSTOCKED; ten strong Stocks, in well
made Hives, on ten frames and rack of

sections, complete, £15, packed f.o.r., or will ex-
change, give cash, for 1910 or 1911 Triumph, free
engine.—WARD, Bee-keeper, Leamington ipa. v 287

FOR SALE, strong Stocks of Bees, in W.B.C.
body-bo.xes, 19s. each; also clean drawn out

Shallow Frames, 4s. 6d. doz., free on rail, guaran-
teed free from Isle of Wight disease.—A. GREEN,
Tangley, Andover. v 288

TWO HONEY EXTRACTORS, 15s. and 7s. 6d.;
Ripener. 2001b. to 3001b, 5s.; 12 Excluders, 4s.;

Uncapoing Knife, Is.; Wax Smelter, 4s. 6d.;

volume's " B.B.J.," valuable, bound. — BASSETT,
Curridge, Newbury. v 223

FOR SALE, about twenty Colonics, on 8, 10, or
12 frames; or Swarms (artificial); Colonies at

3s. 6d. per frame; Swarms at 15s. per swarm; in-

spection before buying invited; cash with order.
-CHAS. J. ASHWORTH, Heytesbury, Wilts, v 226

A FEW choice fertile 1912 Queens, 3s. 6d. each.
—SNELGROVE, Albert Quadrant, Weston-

super-Mare. V 284

FOUR SWARMS of Simmins's White Star
Italian world-famed strain, wonderful workers,

prolific Queens, bargain of the season, only 15s.

each.-G. TUDOR-WILLIAMS, B.B.K.A. expert,
Aberdare, Wales. v 280

SPLENDID new English Clover Honey, 60s. per
cwt.; sample, 5d.—A. C'OE, Apiary Hall,

Ridgewell, Halstead, Essex. v 294

EIGHT grand young laying Queens, 2s. 6d. each,
worth double; unused tin feeders, 6d. each.

—YIEND, Albion House, Cheltenham. v 290

FOR SALE, or exchange for Bees, &c., six good
black Airedale and Spaniel Puppies, will

make good workers or guards, &c., price 12s. 6d.

each.—Apply, W. A. ALLFREE, Talbot Inn, Mans-
field, v 99

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent,
10s. fid. oer day, carriage to be paid each

way by the hirer.-Apply, W. HERROD, " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand. W.C.

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENTS.

HEALTHY DRIVEN BEES, commencing
August 1st, with Queen, 4s. 6d. per lot, cash

with order; orders in rotation, boxes to be re-

turned.—T. PULLEN, Ramsbury, Hungerford.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEWS.
Producing, Freparing, Exhihiting, ami

Judging Bee Produce, bv William Herrod,
F.E'.S., Junior Editor " B.B.J." and
Secretary B.B.K.A. (London: British
Bee Jouenal Office, price 2s. and 3s.) —
V\e have here a book the want of which
has long been felt, for up to the present

time no work has appeared which has

treated of the subject in a practical

manner. The author has had more
experience in managing the largest and
most important shows in tlie country than
any one, and has consequently had better

opportunities of studying the require-

ments than many of those who profess to

give advice. The chapters contain not

only practical advice on getting bee

produce suitable for the show bench, but
also the proper way to prepare it for ex-

hibiting with a fair chance of obtaining

awards. All the stages of the work are

fully described in clear and simple lan-

guage so that even the tyro cannot fail

to understand them. Not only does the

book contain instructions for the producer,

but there are also useful hints as to judges

and judging, which it would be well if

those aspiring to become adjudicators at

shows would study. There is sound
practical advice on every page of the

work, given by one who from long
experience is especially qualified for the

task. The illustrations with which the

book abounds will be a great help in show-
ing what the exhibitor should aim at and
what he must avoid. If the directions so

clearly given are carried out, exhibiting

must result not only in a source of

pleasure but also of profit to the bee-

keeper. We predict a ready sale for the

book, and can thoroughly recommend it

to our readers as a valuable addition to

practical bee literature.

NECTAR-PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By Geo. Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

KJontinucd from page 232.)

No. 19. CHARLOCK OR KEDLOCK {SiuOpis

arvensis).

Nat. Orper. Cruciferce.

This is one of the most troublesome

weetls with which the farmer has to con-

tend. If we watch the green cornfields

during June, slight indications of Charlock

are first seen, and day by day as more
blossoms expand the streak of yellow

becomes lai-ger and more pronounced,

until sometimes from a distance the

interloper appears to be a legitimate field

crop, so largely does it occupy the

ground ; while the whole expanse glows

with the golden yellow.

So hardy and persistent is this weed

that very often in the autumn we get a

large second crop. On October 21st last

year, when going up to one of our meet-

ings in London. I noticed between Bed-

ford and Luton a field quite yellow with

Charlock, which for the moment caused

me to Vv-onder whether it was autumn oi

summer time. The bees in its locality

would have a splendid time for late pollen,

but I am afraid in this case there would

be very little-^if any—nectar.

At one time this plant was not only con

sidered to be injurious to growing corn,

but farmers and others had an idea that

its seeds would get amongst the grain

and impart some defect to the flour,

although this was hardly probable, by

reason of its much smaller size, as it could

be easily riddled out. It was—and may
be still—used for mustard, though it is

much more pungent and bitter than the

seed of the cultivated mustard. The seeds

have also been used for the oil which may
be extracted from them. The bee-keeper

looks ujion this plant with far more favour

than the farmer, for to him it is a source

of abundant nectar and pollen. The honey

obtained from it granulates more rapidly

than it does from any other source with

which I am acquainted, and in some
seasons more than others; I have some-

times found it already granulated in tht»

super when removed in July. It is of a

light golden colour, rather pungent; and

although I do not consider it a very

palatable honey, I find many have a great

liking for it.

There are other similar plants which are

apt to be called Charlock, but the one

under consideration is the most common,
and many writers refer to it as " the most

abundant weed in Europe."

The generic name iS(/ia/>/,s is a Gi-eek

word, meaning mustard, while the

specific title is one applied to many other

plants besides this one—signifying its

home in the fields. Some early blossoms

may be found even in May, but June is

the month in which it ordinarily flowers.

It varies very much in appearance

under different conditions of growth, and

when found amongst corn it is l)oth taller

and stronger than when growing on waste
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or open grovmd. It also varies in degrees

of hairiness, and in tlie colour of its stem,

which is sometimes quite green, or

purplish ; although the flowers always

retain the same golden-yellow colour.

The plant is an annual, and may soon

he got rid of by pulling it up before seed-

ing, if only one

would take the

trouble to do so.

It grows from

1ft. to 2ft. in
I

height, upright

Inanching, and,

as stated, soiw-
2

times hairy. The
leaves are
arranged alter-

nately on the

stalks, are borne

and thro w n 3
boldly out from
the plant, are

rough with very

short hairs, the

margins being

coarsely serrated, 4-

and the vein.s

very prominent.

The calyx con-

sists of four ^
sepals, which are

long and spread-

ing. The seed g
vessel is a

rounded pod,

containing some
six or eight ^
black seeds, and
terminating in a

pointed beak.

The flowers O
are rather large,

tlie four heart-

shaped petals

standing boldly

out in form of a cross. Like all other

Cruciferte the Charlock has six stamens,

two being shorter than the other four

;

but, as they are similar in colour to the

petals, they do not attract much atten-

tion.

The pollen, when dry, and seen by re

fleeted light, is of a lemon colour, ovoid

in outline, having three lobes, the whole

being covered with short pimjiles or spines,

and has very much the ajopearance of a

lemon, both as regards its rough texture

iind colour. By transmitted light it is a

golden-yellow, and measures jo^ijin. bj-^J^in.

See drawings Nos. 1 and 2 with enlarge-

ment.

When placed in honey, or other mois-

ture, it becomes shoii;er and .thicker, and

measures T-ifrTT in. by T-f— in. as in No. 3.loot) •^ 1 O (> o

After remaining for some time in honey
it becomes more
transparent and

assumes a more
circular form

;

but retains the

lobes and spines

seen in No. 3.

W hen a b-

stracted from

honey it is found
in various forms,

as shown in dif-

ferent positions

in Nos. 4, 5, 6

and 7, viz., that

of a sphere with

three elliptical

bands stretching

from apex to

base, the spines

still being well

marked.

There appear

to be two kinds

of pollen grains

in this flower,

some, the most
numerous (see

No. 8), being

transparent and
bright, whilst

POLLEN OF CHARLOCK.

others
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HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
Bu W. Henod.

INCREASE.
{Continued from page 274.)

Another method of increasing is by
utilising a number of stocks to make an
extra one. As an illustration, we will

suppose that the number of stocks at our
disposal is four and that we desire to

make a fifth, utilising all the four for

the purpose. Have ready the new hive

with ten frames fitted with full sheets of

woi'ker base foundation. Stand it at the

back of the hives to be operated upon.

Take out two frames from the new hive

and go to hive No. 1 ; remove two combs
from this containing as much sealed

brood as possible, shake each one clear

of bees, and place them in the vacant
space in the new hive. Close up all the
combs in the hive and insert the two
frames of foundation, one on either side

of the brood nest, and wrap down
warmly. Proceed in the same manner
with Nos. 2 and 3, so that six combs of

brood are obtained. These are in the

new hive, with two of the frames of

foundation on either side. Cover down
snugly; remove No. 4 stock (which has not

been touched at all) to a new stand, and
place the new hive in its position. Thus
three stocks i^rovide brood and tlie

fourth provides the bees.

Having grasped the principle, it is easy

to adopt it to any number of stocks, from
three to eleven ; the smaller the number
the more brood must be taken ; the larger

number at our disposal means that they
are checked the least in their work. Thus
if we have three stocks, three combs of

brood must be taken from each of two,

and bees from the third; if we have
eleven it is only necessary to remove one
comb of brood from each of ten and
obtain the bees from the eleventh.

If it is possible to give a fertile queen
to the new lot at the end of twelve hours
they will thrive better; if not, then they
must rear one for themselves. The rear-

ing of a good cjiieen can be regulated to

a certain extent by the bee-keeper, and to

this end it is advisable some few daj-s

]3revious to the 023eration to insert into

the brood-nest of the best stock in the
apiary a frame fitted with a full sheet of

foundation, so that it will be built out
and the cells full of eggs on the day re-

(juired. This comli should be one of those

given to the new lot, several of the cells

'oeing enlarged to induce the bees to build

queen-cells. At the end of about five days
go carefully over the combs and destroy
all queen-cells, with the exception of those

on the special one; otherwise, in their

anxiety to provide a queen, the bees may
build a queen-cell round a larva that is

too old, i.e., more than three days, when
the weaning jirocess begins. If this is

chine an indifferent queen will be pro-
duced, usually called a ''scrub queen."
As the remainder of the combs contain

sealed brood young bees will be emerging
all along, and these are the most suitable
ones for providing the chyle food for the
princesses, while the old bees will go
foraging, and so keep up the food supply.
If bad weather follows the operation, then
feeding must be resorted to.

During the operation of putting the
brood-combs into the new empty hive care
must be taken that they are covered with
\iarm quilts, or the brood may be chilled
by long exposure.
Another method of increasing and also

obtaining surplus can be followed if a
stock swarms naturally when it has a,

super on, in which the bees are working.
In this case the stock that has swarmed
is moved to a new position, the new hive
placed in the position it occupied, the
super being placed on the swarm. This
method is more successful if fully built

combs are given in the brood-chamber for

the swarm. This crowds the bees and
forces them into the super, and also saves
tliem the \\ork of eoml) l)uildint>-.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

VARIOUS TOPICS.
[8199] Mr. Crawshaw has exemplified

the truth of the old adage, '• Many a true

word spoken in jest."

Before the publication of my article

describing the hive scale he suggested a
"scaling ladder" as suitable for the
purpose. A bee-keeper who has since read

the article thinks a step-ladder would form
a good portable support for the scale. Mr.
Crawshaw now favours—seriously this

time, no doubt—a tripod. There is no

reason why, so far as I can see, such

supports might not be used, bearing in

mind, of course, the great weight they

have to bear and also that the weights

will be on the end of a very long lever.

Those who have to do with camera tripods

Avill appreciate the cussedness of such

things. A tripod would have to be re-

adjusted for each hive. I do not think it

would ever be necessary to weigh thirty

hives. The labour of daily weighing and
tabulation is considerable with onlv three

or four.

Now, with regard to the "statistical

problem." It is quite true, as Mr. Craw-
shaw says (page 285) tliat the saving is
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very small, but that it is a saving he has to

admit, even after making all allowances for

nse of the strijis in otlier directions. Mr.
Crawshaw is rather inclined to exagger-

ate the proportions of things. In my
original remarks I certainly did not lay

any stress on the saving. It was simply

a slight additional reason to justify giving

bees a little more room for comb building.

Apropos of foundation, I notice a query

this week (page 28(5) which emphasises the

fact that after a certain point wax given to

bees is wasted. They do not " draw out " all

the surplus wax of comb with a very thick

midrib. Having procrastinated in the

matter of procuring foundation this

season I was obliged to put some thick

super in sections, and the thickness of the

midrib after the sections were finished is

a striking object lesson.

Everyone seems to be troubled with

swarming fever this year. The first one

or two are very welcome, but after a time

one gets, to use the Cockney phrase, "fed
np with it." One of my last year's driven

lots—wintered on four fram-es and built

up so rapidly in spring that they stored

from the hawthorn in supers—threw a

swarm just after midday three weeks ago.

My bees have an unpleasant knack of

swarming just befoi-^ dinner-time, and

this particiilar lot took it into its head to

settle near the top of the sycamore tree,

so that the ladder had to be dragged forth

and an aberuncator secured. When, after

ascending, I examined the cluster, I

found it' was in two parts, so I concluded

that a young queen had come out—a fact

which was suliscquently confirmed on

examination of the old stock. When
they were ultimately secured and thrown

together, the lot weighed G^lb. When I

had hived it, as I was obliged to do owing
again to the aforesaid procrastination, on

a rack of shallow frames, I just looked

into the hive and saw an immense number
of qiveen-cells. one of which had just

been vacated. " To-morrow," I said, '" I

will cut them all out but one, and give

four frames of ])rood to the swarm."
"To-morrow" found me with other

matters in hand, so that I was only able

in the evening to knock up a brood-

chamber for the swarm and get ready a

couple of standard frames. The day after

was Sunday, and I like peace on Sunday.

I had just returned from church when the

familiar noise assailed my ears, and I was
shortly after climbing over fences to

capture the cast which this hive sent out.

I could not be bothered with them, so 1

just thi'ew them back, then and there.

They went in p?aceably enough, and
stayed until the very moment on Monday
that I was going down to give them the

proper attention. Then they issued

derisively in front of my very nose and
formed two artistic clusters on mv neigh-

bour's standard roses. I scooped them
into a skep and then I cut out nine queen-

cells from the stock, took the frames of

sealed brood I wanted for the swarm, and
put the cast back. " Now," thought I,

" that's all right." And so it was for two
davs. On the Wednesday they were out

again leaving only youngsters behind, so

I was reduced to pulling down a supered

hive for a frame of brood. That was the

end of it, but it was one of the sharpest

lessons in the value of promptness and
prej^aredness that I have ever had.

A neighbour of mine asked me to come
and see his bees, which were not storing

in supers, although the honey-flow was
half over. The bees were strong enough,

but all on the wrong side of the excluder.

I pulled this off, and in two days the rack

was filling at a tremendous pace, ^'erb

S'jp.—Herbert Mace.

"ISLF. OF WIGHT" DISEASE?
[8500] The following experience may

be helpful to brother bee-keepers who have
so far not made intimate acquaintance
with the above dreaded scourge, and may,
like myself, l)e inclined to draw too hasty

conclusions from suspicious symptoms.
Mr. Bee Mason's plea for more natural

conditions for our bees decided me to

follow his methods so far as swarms were
concerned this season. When, thei'efore,

my best stock threw a strong swarm on
May 29th I hived them with starters only

on eight frames in the body-box, and a

section rack witli starters above this,

but—a concession to " modern methods"

—

they also had two frames of brood and
stores. All went well, apparently, through
the uncongenial month of Jiuie, till on
July 2nd I noticed two or three dead bees

on alighting-board and several crawling
on the groumd and up grass stems
around.
Next day things were much worse, the

ground was littered with dead and dying
bees, whose numbers were continually

added to by others, with wings apparently
paralysed, crawling from the hive and
struggling down the alighting-board.

Being very busy and having no proper
disinfectants at hand, I delayed examina-
tion till the following day at evening,
then, armed with fresh lime and corrosive

sulilimate, I opened the hive. The desola-

tion witliin and around was pitiable ; a

small cluster, the queen in the midst,

alone clung to the brood-combs, packed
from top to bottom with broods in all

stages, mostly chilled, but there was 7iot

a sKjn of sforps! A glimmer of the truth
came to me even then ; but the symptoms,
the crawling bees, the yellow evacuations
everywhere outside all seemed to point to

ihe dreaded disease. Quicklj^ the healthy
Ijees Avere transferred to an Ayles'-treated
hive, and the funeral pyre smoked over
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llie victims—all, that is, Imt the few posted

lo Dr. Maiden.
Next week came back the report :

' No
sign of disease in bees sent." So ends my
first case of "Isle of Wight" disease;

the feeder nsed in time would have
prevented it ! No doubt, in this season

of late swarms and uncertain weather,
many others, especially skeppists, will

have similar experiences. It is for their

possible help I write this. Let us not be

too ready to diagnose the thing we fear

"till other explanations of alarming
symptoms liave proved untenal)le.

Following on this I would ask

"A. A.B." (see issue 18th inst.) if he is

sure liis bees had the disease at all;

^Ahether his trouble may not have been
the same as mine—-starvation—(this more
particularly as he tells us they were a

.sirarm in a skep), and whether he verified

diagnosis by dissection and microscopic
examination? Every effort to stamp out
this plague is of value, only let us be sure

of our ground at each step.—H. E. Sceope
ViKRR, Tewkesbury.

WASTED NECTAR IN RED CLOVER.
[8501] Mr. Kidd's suggestion (page

284) may be a very good one for producing
a new species of clover, but I fail to see

how by this means he will obtain nectar

from the ordinary red clover.

Supposing that by experimenting we are

able to produce a species of red clover

with the calyx short enough for the hive

bee to work it; the result of our experi-

ments will be that we have simply pro-

duced a new clover ; and the present exist-

ing red clover will remain in al)undance
and still be unassailable so far as the hive-

1 ee is concerned. By working out Mr.
Kidd's idea we shall be introducing a new
plant for the bees to work upon, and not

replacing one from which at the present

time they are unable to gather honey.
Tlierefore the nectar that is wasted on
account of it being unobtainable by the
bees will still be wasted, no matter how
many new species of clover we introduce,

and we must therefore iJroduce a bee able

to deal with the red clover, as this is the
only means by wdiich it is possible to

obtain this wasted nectar.—A. D.,

Willesden

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.
[8502] The clover honej- harvest is

about ovei-, and locally, at least, very few
finished sections have been secured.
June was a most unfavourable month,

and uncared-for bees died out up to tlie

eve of the honey-flow.
The present month has been warm and

dry, Init there is a general complaint that
bees are slow about filling, and still slower
in sealing over the sections. My own ex-
perience is similar. I had no swarms, and

my stocks were strong enough to occupy
and store in three and even foiir supers,

but none have more than one rack sealed

as yet.

Fortunately, the empty supers were in

every case put on top of those previously
given, so the month's work per colony can
be classed as one completed rack, a second
filled but unsealed, and a third with
drawn comb only. If all goes well at the
moors we should get the second racks com-
pleted as a heather blend and the third

filled with pure heather honey. I find it

an advantage to dispense with dividers

when working for this last most precious

crop. Their removal permits the bees to

cluster more densely in the super, and the

result is better filled, plumper sections.

Profiting by last year's fortunate ex-

perience, my preparations for the heather
campaign are ^principally <along the line of

shallow brood nests. A strong colony on
nine shallow frames and supered with two
racks of combed sections can be relied on to

make a good show at the moors. Heather
honey should fetch a fancy price this season;

as the clover crop is bound to be a light one.

I am getting 12s. the dozen for clover

sections, and intend maintaining that

price for the best quality.

Heather honey may fetch anything up
to double that figure.—J. M. Ellis, Lssie

Valley.

THE HEATHER HONEY QUESTION.
[8503] Regarding Mr. Bullamore's

letter (page 283) in last week's Bee
Journal, may I quote a few words from
Professor Henslow's " Poisonous Plants in

Field and Garden," in which vou will

find some part or species of plants which
are poisonous and which include almost

every natural order in Britain, including

L'ignnilnosce. " Fricacae. This is a large

family, and divided into tribes by
botanists. One supplies the bilberry,

whortleberry, and cranberry, which bear

edible fruit. Another includes heaths and
ling ; but the only one that calls for

attention is that which contains the

common garden rhododendrons and
azaleas."

I am sure there are many bee-keepers

on the Pennine Chain and elsewhere

whose bees exist mostly on nectar gathered

from the Ericncccr family, and though the

strength of the hives might not be to the

satisfaction of some bee-keepers, they are

Biitish, and, like the dalesman, they exist

where others would fail.

There may be several of the rhodo-

dendrons ;ind azaleas that exude nectar

of a poisonous nature, but as the flowers

are visited almost exclusively by the

humble bee I think we need not be afraid

of our little Avorkers doing any harm,
especially as most of these poisonous

slirubs are natives of hotter climate> than
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ours, and the warmer the climate the
moi-e strongi;^ developed are the vegetable
jjoisons.—A Regular Reader, Leeds.

[S504] Mr. G. W. Bullamore (page 283)
is very unfortunate in quoting Keys and
Huish as authorities on this subject, as

neither had anything to do with heather
honey, and the amount of value to be
placed on what either writer says can be
judged from what they write about other
matters.
Keys, in his last book, jDublished in 1814,

respecting Schirach's discovery that bees
could rear a new queen from worker eggs
if their queen was taken away, says he
' experimented according to his direc-
tions, with the most scrupiilous exactness
and care for eight years, but without a
single result in confirmation of his scheme.
In this pursuit many bees and many
stocks were unavoidably ruined, besides an
accumulation of vexation and trouble."
Huish pads his book with everything

he can gather, and gives as a discovery
i)f his own (see chap, xxi.) the theory
'•that if a hive dies and you put it in a
dry cool place till July, and then set it

out on a stand, it will come to life again
and make a flourishing stock." Such
•' authorities " as these had best be left

alone. Quoting them reflects no credit on
the quoter.

I have had experience of wintering bees
on heather honey for fortv vears, and I

could satisfy a jury either that it is the
best or the worst food.
The late Mr. Abbott used to say that

v.hen a queen ceased to lay it was a
hard matter to start her again
until she had had a rest, and in
this fact lies the secret. If you take
a stock of bees to the heather with a
queen which has been laying hard all

summer the bees are all worn out, and
there are no young ones reared to take
iheir place, corisequently that stock Avill

either die before spring or be ruined

;

whilst if a young queen just starting to
lay is taken, when the heather-flow cea,ses

the hive is teeming with young bees and
there is a large patch of brood, which
means empty cells for wintering in, which
condition will be lacking with an old
queen. Such a stock will winter as well
as any, no matter what the stores mav
be. If we bear these facts in mind when
considering the value of heather honey as
winter food, we will understand it better.
—J. Rose, Sheffield.

HONEY-GATHERINGFROM VETCHES.
[8505] The vetch secretes honey at a

gland below the flower-stalk, just on the
further side of a leaf barrier. Its office

is to keep ants from going further up the
stalk and robbing the blossom. The bees
described in a query in • B.B.J." of

July 11th (page 278) seem to have dis-

covered the ants' bribe, a piece of in-

telligence rather beyond the general run
of the hive-bee's capacity in the open
field.—G. G. Desmond, Camberwell.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS.

Bij B. M. MacdonaU, Banff.

A Little Knowledge.—Yes, it is a danger-
ous thing! It seems that "over there"
ihey use disjointed hives which allow

robber bees to play havoc with the stores

'.f the genuine inhabitants, and one of

the editors of T.'if American B.J. (page 198)

itlvises owners of such hives to plaster the
cracks with clay mixed with water. I

would have made no "extract," but that a
sentence is added, " Our European
brothers use a mixture of cowdung, clay,

and ashes to make a cheap cement." I

read such a sentence in a bee-book printed
in 1609 ! That is my only comment.
"Boiling Down."—The Bei-iew and

American B.J. hoth. deal with the contribu-
tions of correspondents who are too prolix in

the treatment of the'r subject. This sin is a

common one, and writers to bee newspapers
are guilty. Many of them " beat about
the bush " unduly and make too lengthy
an introduction, this frequently occupy-
ing from one-third to one-half of the
matter. As a rule it is best to plunge
into the subject right off. Where, how-
ever, I think very many writers err is

irant of met1io<l in arranging the plan
of the article before it is consigned to
paper. There should be a definite con-

secutive set of " pegs " on which to hang
the successive steps in the reasoning in

order that the reader can profitably follow

the end in view, advancing step by step
to the desired end.
Avoiding Stings.-—The Austrcdian B.K.

notes that when grass or weeds are ^lulled

up Avith the bare liands before opening a

hive, the bees go for these hands vigor-

ously. The writer says he finds it best to

handle bees with dry hands, as free of

scent as possible. He believes, however,
in " blowing a little smoke on the hands
before manipidating." The Canad'.an
gives a sting cure: "Carbolic acid in

crystals 1 dram, gljcerine 4 drams,
distilled water 1 dram. Dissolve the acid

by the aid of a little heat. Two or three
drops of the preparation shoidd be placed

on a little cotton-wool, which, if jDossible,

should be tied over the wound to keep
the air away."
An Open Mind.—We have recently

i-eceived one or two rude shocks in regard
to our pre>'iously accepted notions of the
cause of foul brood. The virulent form
is now pretty generally set down to the pre-

sence of Bacillus larvcc, or the equivalent

terms used by certain scientists. Now
comes Dr. White in his latest bulletin,
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kindly forwarded to me, absolutely stating

. that although aJvei is pi'esent in the

milder form it is not the inciting cause.

From the earliest inception of the disease

another form, Bacillus phifun, manifests

its presence, and it abides right on to the

end. As the disease develops alvei

appears, and sometimes Streptococcus

Apis. Dr. White, wisely, has decided to

retraverse the whole ground before

definitely claiming that pluton is the arch

transgressor.

Selling the Crop.—Very many bee-

keepers wait until all their honey is off

the hives before trying to dispose of the
crop. This is a grave mistake, as then
there is too much of a rush, with the

result that the market gets over-stocked.

Mr. Tyri'ell, in an editorial, advises his

readers wisely that " now when the

surplus is piling up in the hives is a good
time to think where and how the honey
is to be sold. The bee-keeper who fails

to sell his crop lacks something necessary-

to obtain full success."

Grading Sections.—The TRevicw illus-

trates three grades—Fancy, No. 1, and
No. 2. In this country we generally,

after laying aside show sections, group all

ours as 1st Grade, every section of which
would be fit for sale at the highest market
price. 2nd Grade might be disposed of

at a smaller price, but we would rarely,

if ever, try to sell any lower grade such
as is shown in "No. 2," the American
3rd Grade. It is a grave mistake to slip

in any low grade in a consignment of

really good sections.

Car-loads of Bees.—Our cousins are
enterprising, and one of their latest feats

is to transport whole car-loads of bees
over a railway journey of 1,000 miles.

This has repeatedly been accomplished
recently, and that, too, in a temperature
varying from lOOdeg. in the shade down to

freezing point. The feat is a notable one.

Excelsior!—On page 406 of Gleanings
appears an illustration of eleven hives
that produced 1,3201b. of milkweed honey
in eleven days! On seeing the taking
picture and reading the letterpress I

almost wished I were in Michigan—awav
from the poisonous honey I am informed
I have been eating, and enjoying, all my
life—but my feelings got a check when
I turned to page 403 and found another
eleven hives "tipped off by accident,"
lying ignominiously on the ground. No
wonder it describes transporting hives as
a nerve-racking operation.
Colour of Bee-Flowers.—Prof. Lovell has

lately been contributing a series of
articles to Gleanings on this subject.
Somewhat to my surprise he finds green
the predominant colour—the figures being
green 1,244, white 956, vellow 801, red
260, purple 434, and blue'32o; a total of
4,020. Of the green he writes :

'" Though

there are many exceptions, this group
usually have regular or wheel-shaped or

cup-shaped flowers with the nectar easily

accessible, and are visited by all flower-

lovine; insects."

BRIEF KEPORTS OF THE HONEY
SEASON.

I notice in the British Bee Journal
that you will be pleased to receive reports,

and I append a short account of the honey-
flow in Lee and district, which I hope
may be of interest. Owing to the excep-
tionally mild weather during the early

part of the year, stocks were ready for

supering by the third week in April. The
honey-flow was then more or less con-

tinuous until the chesnut and hawthorn
had finished blooming. This was during
the fourth week of May. (My best stock

yielded 371b. surplus from this flow, but
in addition the bees built out two racks of

sections fitted with half sheets of founda-
tion.) Nectar then became very scarce

until June 25th, to such an extent that

the advantage of early swarming was lost

if feeding was not resorted to, the bees
in the mother colony refusing to let the
young queen lay much. In some cases

the young queen did not lay at all

until a month after hatching. On
June 25th the hives commenced to yield

nectar in appreciable quantities. Owing
to the heavy rains in June, nectar was
secreted in great abundance ; blossom was
also very plentiful. The flow lasted until

the middle of the second week of July.

During its continuance my best colony

gave me 621b. This finished the honey
season for this district, except for a flow

from a marmalade factory somewhere in

the vicinity, which we would rather do
without.—E. F. Ledger, Lee, S.E.

The latter part of April and the whole
of May werp very favourable, and bees

gathered a large supply of fruit and
other tree honey. June was practically a

blank. July up to the 18th was very
good indeed, and bees worked hard to

make up for June. Yield : about 601b. per
hive. Magnificent show of white clover,

which is just beginning to wane.

—

C. H. P., Wrea Green, Lanes.

So far this year has proved a dis-

appointing season for honey. I have
taken off 2801b. from twentj^-two hives

and, given favourable weather, mav get

another 5001b. or 6001b. Last year I took
1,2001b. odd from only nineteen stocks.

The season has been favourable for

swarms.—E. H. O., Stanford Rectory,
Worcester.

The season in North-East Hants bids

fair to be an average one with honey of

good quality. Many swarms in some
]. laces.—F. D. Hills, Alton,
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The season in this district has been an
average one. We had four splendid days,

July 14th to July 17th, which saved the
situation. Bees did well in May, but
June was a failure ; honey gathered in
July is of good quality, chiefly from clover

and limes. Average nearly 401b. per hive,

without swarms.—T. H., Uttoxeter,
Staffs.

Queries and Replies.

[8492] SnidirKj Querns to Ausindki.
—I should be glad if you could
give me through the " B.B.J." the best
method of sending queens to Australia.
Would it answer if I had a box made to

take three shallow frames with a
perforated zinc division between each
one? I should have the frames three-
parts full of honey and about 150 to 2O0
bees with each queen, and with ventilation
top and bottom. And would it be best to
send them by post or through the shipi^ing
agents? A reply in next week's Journal
would oblige.—A. F. K., Truro.

Reply.—Mr. F. W. L. Sladen has
kindly given his method of sending queens.
He writes as follows:— Each queen
should be sent in a separat-e box contain-
ing about seventy young bees. A suitable
size for the box is 3Mn. deep, 3fin. wide,
and 4iin. long, inside dimensions. Such
a box should be fitted with two frames
made of thin wood, each frame measur-
ing inside 2iin. by 3in., containing a
piece of tough old comb full of sealed
honey cut to fit it tightly, and held in
with waxed string. It is important that
the bees should liave abundant room to
crawl around and between the combs. If

this is suiiplied, sufficient ventilation is

got by making saw kerfs in the side walls
of the box. Perforated zinc is not a
suitable material for providing ventila-
tion becaiise poisonous salts sometimes
form on the surface of this metal. The
wood used for making the boxes and
frames should be non-resinous. Send by
post via Italy. Benton mailing-cages of
larger size than usual, containing about
twenty bees, may be as successful as the
boxes of comb if great care is taken in

making the candy and selecting the bees.

[8493] Condition of Stock after Su-arm-
ing.—About two months ago I purchased
a hive of bees, which swarmed a month
later. I secured them in a small
cottager's hive, and when the week fol-

lowing a cast came off I united them to

the first swarm. They have almost sealed
over a rack of sections, so that I put
another super below, and they are working
well and are very strong. I should like

to know what I can do to improve the
old stock. The bees are not so vigorous.

and have never touched a section since
swarming. There were 10 frames, but
built so irregularly that I could not work
them without damaging comb. I took
two of the worst frames out, and as there
is practically no brood I am trying to

run the sealed honey off. I put three new
frames in. and they are now drawn out
and half filled with honey. It is three
weeks since the last swarm issued, and I

have never noticed eggs until to-day.
These are very irregular, laid in patches.
There are a large number of drones and
a queen-cell, which has hatched since last

I examined the stock (a week ago). There
are eleven frames not very well

covered, being mostly filled with sealed
honey and pollen. Ought I to take some
of the old frames out and replace with
fresh foundation? (1) Do you think the
queen is just commencing to lay, or do
the indications point to a fertile worker?
(2) Will the sealed honey (dark coloured)

do for feeding during winter, and should
I let it remain in the hive? (3) As the
workers have not been very vigorous
lately is it likely they were left queenless
and provided a queen themselves?

—

D. I. R., Dereham.
Reply.—As the stock has thrown both a

swarm and a cast it is utterly impossible
for it to give you surplus also. Remove
the super. You can weed out the old

combs gradimlly and give new frames
fitted with full sheets of worker founda-
tions for the bees to build out. (1) The
queen is just beginning to lay. (2) You
can use the honey for feeding in the
autumn if required, but boil it before
giving to the bees. (3) The slackness is

due to the hive being populated with
young bees only.

[8494] Drone v. Warier Comb for
Surplus Storing.—Queen Mating.— (1) I

notice that if drone and worker combs or
foundation are put in the same super
(shallow frames) the bees fill the worker
combs first. How is this? Also if the
super contained worker comb only is it

likely I should get more honej'? (2)

When a new queen is hatched how long

is it before she starts to lay? I under-
stand that she can lay before being
fertilized, but if she does the result is

drones. Is this so? (3) When a stock

swarms do the bees always leave one or

more queen-cells started, and are they
sealed over before the swarm leaves? If

so, am I right in supposing that the new
queen would hatch out in five or six days'

time.

—

Tryee, Long Eaton.
Reply.—It is merely a coincidence. We

have had exactly the opposite experience.
One usiuilly gets more honey in drone than
in worker-cells. (2) Much depends upon
the weather. Usually the queen leaves the
hive for mating when five days old.

This period is sometimes prolonged by bad
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weather. She commences to lay about

thirty-six hours after mating. Should she

commence to lay without mating she will

be useless^ as she will afterwards lay un-

fertile eggs only, which produce drones.

(3) When a swarm leaves there is usually

a princess due to emerge in aboiit three

days' time.

Bee Shows to Come.

August 1, at Taunton.—The Somerset Bee-
Keepers' Association's Annual Show, in connection
with the Taunton Horticultural and Floricultural
Society. Classes for Appliances, Honey, Wax, and
Bee Products. Many Open Classes. For schedules,
Ac, apply to R. A. Goodman, 3, Hammetstreet,
Taunton. Entries close July 27th.
August 1st to 5th, at Preston.—Annual

Show of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society.
Honey and Bee Appliance Section. Entries
closed.
August 5th, at Melton Constable.—The

Annual Show of Bee Produce of the North Norfolk
B.K.A. will be held in connection with the Melton
Constable Horticultural Society. Schedules from
Hon. Sec., D. Wardleworth, Sheringham, Norfolk.
Entries close July 29tli.

August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.
Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. All

open classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B. B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver

medal and three special hives. This show also

includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,

flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-
gramme of sports and motor racing, &,c. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K.A., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Schedules for bees, honey, and horticul-

ture from Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of

B. B.K.A., 52, Bridge-street, Cambridge. Entries
close Thursday, August 1st.

August 7th, at Blythe Bridge. — Blythe
Bridge Horticultural Society. Section for Bees,
Honey, and Wax. Open classes. Schedules from
Chas. Beeston Blythe Bridge, Stokeon-Trent.

August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.—
Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
Entries close August 3rd.
August 14th, at Wye, Kent.—11th Annual

Exhibition in connection with the Wye Grand
Horticultural Show. Classes to suit all Bee-keepers,
great and small; two 5gs., one 6gs., one 2gs. cups
in different classes. Various classes open to Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, and United Kingdom. Splendid
prizes and low entrance fees. Send for schedules
to Mr. Alfred Lepper, Secretary, Kent Honey Show,
Wye, Ashford, Kent. Note.—Schedules will be sent

to competitors of 1911 without application. Entries
close August 5th.

August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-
cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for

honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.

Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,

Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries clos«
August 7th, 1912.
August 21st and 22nd. at Shrewsbury.—

Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral FSte. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.

Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.

August 22nd, at Abington Park, North-
ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
Special prizes for open classes, including one for

single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.

August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—
Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction.
Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries clos»
August 12th.
August 28th, at Chester.-The Cheshire Bee-

keepers' Association will hold a Honey Show, in
conjunction with the Cheshire Agricultural Society.
Good classes and prizes. Schedules from T. A.
Beckett, St. Werburgh Chambers, Chester.

August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.—In con-
nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Cary and District Beekeepers*
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, Oaetle Cary. Entries
close August 16th.
September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.

Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,

special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show
in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B. B.K.A., 52,

Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

Notices to Correspondents.

E. T. M. (Belvedere).— ^>ua/if!/ of Bccs-

inix.—The sample is a poor one, devoid
of aroma, badly rendered, greasy, and
appears to contain some sub-stance that
has made it soft. An analytical

chemist only can give an analysis, as it

is too intricate an operation, but you
can test it for yourself by any of the
tests given on pages 95 to 97 of '' Wax-
craft," which would enable you to form
some idea of its composition.

T. W. P. (Wood Green).—Dealinc) with

Diseased Stocks.— (1) Destroy the bees

by means of sulphur fumes; afterwards
burn combs, quilts, bees, &c. (2) \es,

the honey in super is quite fit for

human consumption, but be careful that

no bees have a€cess to it. (3) The hive

can be use<l again with safety, if dis-

infected by scorching thoroughly. (4)

No, we think not.

Nemo (Beccles).

—

Driving Bees from a

Box.—A better plan than driving the

bees will be to search on the lower

combs from time to time for the queen.

WIkmi slie is found, put the excluder in

position as you suggest. After abt)ut

three A\eeks have elap.sed clear the box
(wine case) by means of the "Porter"
escape, and remove it.

W. F. P. (B xu-^ley).—line e of B^cs.—The
bees are hvbrid Ijigurians.
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J. H. (Penn).

—

Sealed Queen-cells Found
Empty.—Bees will often seal up queen-
cells after they have been vacated by
the newly-hatched virgins. Had j'ou

waited another week or ten days, the
yonng queen would have commenced to

lay.

J. E. J. (Pontardulais).

—

Several Eggs in

one Cell.—We do not think, under the
circumstances, that it is a case of a
fertile worker. The queen is accepted,
which indicates that she is the mother
in the hive. Very prolific queens will

occasionally deposit more than one egg
in a cell. All but one of these are
usually eaten by the bees.

E. J. W. (Street).

—

Brood Diseases in

Europe and. America.—We do not
recognise the name " European Foul
Brood " in this country. It is an
An erican term.

CuRioTTS (Cumberland).

—

Queen Cast Out.
—The queen is a virgin.

A. M. (Bidpham).

—

Selling Hone i/ in -Jars.

—The usual practice is for the price to

include the jars, whether selling whole-
sale or retail. In some cases Id. per
jar is refunded to the customer who
returns them when empty in good con-

dition.

E. B. (Birmingham).

—

liace of Bee.?.—
They are ordinar}^ English bees.

J. H. M. (FuUiam).

—

Swarm liefusing to

Settle ichen Hived.—It is impossible to

account for the behaviour of the bees,

but we have known them act in this

way occasionally.

Suspected Disease.
D. J. (CongletonV—The comb is badly

affected with foul brood.

A. Learner (Stourbridge).—It is odour-
less foul brood. Use Apicure, and it

will disappear.

R. S. S. (Newcastle-under-Lyme) and
Alpine (Leicester).—There is every
appearance of "Isle of Wight" disease
about the bees sent.

Honey Samp)les.

W. H. B. (High Legh).—We have never
heard of a "Medium Dark Honey." It

must be a printer's error in the
schedule. Your sample is a light honey,
and is too thin for the show-bench.

A. W. (Iligham Ferrers).—The sample is

a light-coloured honey, density and
aroma good, flavour fair. It is wortli

lOd. per lb. retail.

W. B. A. (Parson Drove).—No. 1 is a

light honey, gathered partly from
musiard. Flavour, density, and colour
are all good. This sample is the best of

the three. No. 2 being rather thin, but
of good flavour and nice light colour.
No. 3 is not a dark, but a medium-
coloured honey; flavour is good, but it

is verv thin.

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British
Bee-keepers' Association is now established
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary bj' the

Associations expert, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD. Secretary, B.B.K.A., 23, Bedford

Street, Strand, W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for tnree or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

G
PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

OOD 4-frame Nucleus, 12s. each; also Hives.
—WILLETT, JUN., New Maiden, Surrey, v 319

PURE CAMBRIDGESHIRE HONEY, chiefly
sainfoin, light amtMjr colour, 60s. cwt. on

rail, tins returnable; sample, 2d.—J. CUNNING-
HAM, Stetchworth, near Newmarket, Cambs. v 318

FIVE spare lots of Driven Bees (1912 Queens),
first week in August, 4s. per lot, boxes re-

turnable. — THOMPSON, Beekeeper, Gowdall,
Snaith, Yorkshire. v 327

GOOD new Sections, 9s. dozen; best Extracted
Honey, same price.—MEPHAM, Orlestone,

Ham Street, Kent. v 316

^^[EW light Extracted, 56s. cwt.; sample, 3d.;
ll healthy Stocks, in Skeps, swarmed 1912,

plenty stores, 15s.—STEED, Fennes Lodge, Brain-
tree, v 308

SIX-FRAME Observatory Hive, mahogany,
double glass, first-class make; particulars.

—

TUCKER, 85 Loughborough Park, S.W. v 309

OFFERS WANTED for three strong Stocks, in
good hives, with section racks.—PRIEST-

MAN, 247, Bloomsburj'-street, Birmingham, v 311

FOUR-FRAME NUCLEUS, with 1912 Queen,
guaranteed healthy, 10s. 6d.; 6-frame, 15s. 6d.;

large natural Swarm, 10s. 6d.—WEBB, 61, Alcester-
road, Moseley, Birmingham. v 313

PURE light Clover Honey, in 551b. tins, packed,
f.o.r., £3 per cwt.—R. MANLEY, Towces-

ter,
•

V 314

FINEST light Scotch Clover Honey, £3 cwt.;
sample, 2d.—T. RULE, Summervale, Annan,

Dumfries-shire. v 315

QUOTATIONS WANTED for 5 cwt. Pure
English Honey.—W. C. BROWN, pharmacist,

Bearwood, Birmingham. v 312

FOR SALE owing to ill-health. Twelve Stocks of
Bees, in frame Hives; also Appliances.—

C. H. HAYNES, Hanley Castle, Worcester, v 317

DISPOSAL, complete Apiary, Hives, Appliances,
from 5s.; exchange.—Particulars, HORTON,

Bridge, Flixton, Manchester. v 322
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

DISEASES OF BEES LEGISLATION.
On Friday, tlie 26tli iilt., in the House

lof Commons, Mr. Runciman, President of

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

introduced a Bill, which was read the first

time, to provide for the prevention of the
introduction and spread of pests and
•diseases affecting bees. The text of the
Bill is as follows:—

A BILL
TO PROVIDE FOR THE PREVENTION OF THE
INTRODUCTION AND SPREAD OP PESTS AND

DISEASES AFFECTING BEES.

Be it enacted by the King's most Excel-

lent Majesty, by and with the advice and
-consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and OommonSj in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same^ as follows:—

1.—The Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries (hereinafter referred to as the
"Board") may make such orders as they
"think expedient for preventing the intro-

duction into England and Wales of any
pest or disease affecting bees, and for that
purpose any such order may prohibit and
regulate the introduction or admission by
post of bees, and of any articles or ap-
pliances used in connection with bee-

keeping, and any other thing whereby any
such pest or disease may be introduced,

and any such order may direct or

authorise the seizure, detention^ destruc-

tion, or disjjosal of any bees or things

introduced or admitted in contravention
of any such order.

2.—The Board may make such orders

as they think expedient for preventing the

spread in England and Wales of any pest

or disease affecting bees, and any such

order may direct or authorise the

destruction by the local authority of any
colony of bees so affected, and any re-

ceptacle (other than a movable comb hive)

in which there are or have been so affected

bees, and the contents of any receptacle

which is being used or has recently been
nsed for bees so affected, and may
authorise the destruction by the local

authority, subject to payment by way of

compensation of the value of the thing
destroyed, of bees, or any other thing,

which, in the opinion of the local

authority, may spread a pest or disease

affecting bees, or is liable to become in-

fected by any such pest or disease, such
value to be determined in manner pre-

scribed by the order.
3.—(1) An order under this Act may

impose fines recoverable on summary con-

viction for offences against the order, not

exceeding ten pounds for any one offence.

(2) An order under this Act may direct

or authorise the local authority or anv

committee thereof to which the powers of

the authority under this Act may have
been delegated, to carry into effect and
enforce the order within the district of

the local authority, and if a local authority
or committee, when so required by any such
order, fails to carry into effect the order
or any provisions thereof, the Board shall

have all such powers of executing and
enforcing the order, or procuring the

execution and enforcement thereof, and
of recovering expenses incurred, as are
conferred on the Board by section thirty-

four of the Diseases of Animals Act, 1894,

with respect to an order made under that
Act.

(3) In any proceedings under this Act,

no proof shall be required of the appoint-

ment or handwriting of an inspector or

other officer of the Board or of the clerk

or an inspector or other officer of a local

authority.
4.—(1) The local authorities under the

Diseases of Animals Act, 1894, shall be the

local authorities for the purposes of this

Act. and any expenses incurred by a local

authority under this Act shall be defrayed

as expenses incurred under that Act.

(2) Every local authority shall appoint

so many inspectors and other officers as

the local authority think necessary for

the execution and enforcement of orders

under this Act, and sh,"il assign to those

inspectors and officers such duties and
salaries or allowances, and may delegate

to any of them such authorities and dis-

fretion as to the local authority may seem
fit. and may at any time revoke any ap-

pointment so made.
(3) Every local authority and their in-

spectors and officeTs shall send and give

to tJie Board such notices, reports,

returns, and information as the Board
require.

5.—(1) An inspector of the Board or of

the local authority may at any time,

accompanied if he thinks fit by an expert

adviser, enter any building or place

wherein he has reasonable ground for

supposing that there are or have recently

been bees affected V)y any pest or disease,

or that any order under this Act has not

been or is not being complied with, and

to examine any bees on such premises and
anything thereon used for or in connec-

tion with bees :

Provided that the powers of an in-

spector of a local authority shall not

extend outside the district of the local

authority.

(2) If any person without lawful

authority or excuse (proof whereof shall

lie on him) refuses to any inspector or

other officer acting in the execution of

this Act or of an order under this Act

admission to any building or place which
the inspector or officer is entitled to enter

or examine, or obstructs or impedes him
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in so entering or examining, or other-

wise in any respect obstructs or impedes
an inspector or other officer in the execu-
tion of his duty, or assists in any such
obstructing or impeding, he shall be
guilty of an offence against this Act and
shall be liable on summary conviction to a

fine not exceeding ten pounds.

6.—This Act shall apply to Scotland in

like manner as it applies to England and
Wales, subject, however, to this modifica-
tion, namely, that the powers conferred
on the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
shall in Scotland be exea-ciseable by the
Board of Agriculture for Scotland, and
that for the purposes of sub-section (2) of

section three of this Act the Board of

AgricTilture for Scotland shall have the
like po\i'ers as are conferred on the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries by section

thirty-four of the Diseases of Animals
Act, 1894, with respect to orders under
that Act.

7.—This Act may be cited as the Bee
Disease Act, 1912.

REVIEW.
Indoor Gardens, by T. W. Sanders,

F.L.S. (London Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Association. Price Id.).—Like
all the works of its popular author, this

book is brightly written, yet practical and
crammed full of useful information. The
lists which Mr. Sanders gives of plants

which can be successfully grown indoors
Avill be a surprise and pleasant revelation

to many. But his facts may be fully

relied upon, and success will certainly be

achieved by those who intelligently follow

his instructions. The booklet is No. 40
of the One & All series of penny popular
garden books which have now attained
an annual circulation of over a million-

and-a-half copies. It is, like others of the
series, fully illustrated throughout.

AMO^G THE BEES.

By n. M. Macdonald, Banff.

BEES AT TEE HEATHER.

' This floure of purjDule hue, as sweet
as huny and beloved of the bees," as a

writer of 1500 described it, is as highly

appreciated at the present date as ever

before, and by all bee-keepers who live

within reach of its bloom it is recognised

as the king of bee-flowers. Fortunately,
over vast stretches of hill and dale it is

found in lavish profusion, and the wealth
of its blossom makes the purple hills

during August a vision of delight. For
scores of miles there is one ocean of

heather. stretching for leagues and
leagues, in an unbroken sea of purple,

and every yard of it scented like a
l;oney-comb.

In a few days thousands of bee-keepers-^

with tens of thousands of hives, resort to

this El Dorado. All sorts and conditions

of men transport their hives to th&
moors for a distance, it may be, of from
five to fifty miles. Every description of
hive is carried there, from the rudest form
of " ruskie " to the most advanced modern
frame-hive. And the means of transport
are as infinite, every sort of vehicle being
requisitioned, from the humble farm
"machine" to the stylish motor-car, fly-

ing to the uplands at the rate of thirty
miles an hour

!

In many parts of Central Scotland this

annual event is made an occasion of high
festivity, a kind of yearly pilgrimage,
and scores of bee-keepers from every
village and '" clachan " unite to celebrate

the occasion. Mere ordinary work is

suspended by midday, and every man,,

woman, and child is expected to lend a
hand in packing, in order that the
cavalcade may start as soon as the cool

of the evening allows the "port-holes" of
every hive to be closed. The system of
packing is as various as are the infinite

styles of hive. Where combination has
been perfected, hives are more nearly
alike, and generally, large vehicles are
emploj-ed carrying thirty or more hives.

In other case.s, however, the humble gig,

the light spring brake, and even the lowly
Ijand-barrow may be seen laden with from
one to half-a-dozen. Bicycles, motor-
cycles, and motor-lorries have become
fjnite common means of transport within
the last three years. The sjieed attained
by this newest means of transit must
count largely in its favour, where it is

possibly available, while the smooth going
will save any upset, and if one should
occur no horses are there to get stving.

The transit of hives to and from the
heather has, however, for a generation
been made so much of a high art that
accidents are never reckoned on. Every-
thing is made as taut as possible before
the start is made, the village patriarch
showing Jww out of the fruits of a ripe

experience.

Planted down as these colonies of bees
are in the very centre of the heather
bloom, their work, other things being;

lavourable, must be attended by the best

results. Down on the plains the in-

defatigable workers have had to forage
free and far to secure surplus takes of

honey, but here the nectar is at their

very doors, and the bloom is so dense and
comjDact that each bee is able to load

up in an area of only a foot or two from
start to finish. A sheltered, dry site is

chosen some time in advance, and as soon

as the array of vehicles arrive on the
dumping ground all is hurry and bustle^
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until every hive is consigned to the chosen
ST and. An early breakfast is partaken of

by the bee-keepers, while the bees are
allowed to settle down a bit before
entrances are opened. Shaken up and
confused as the bees have been during
the last few hours, they instinctively note
the new location on issuing in this strange
land. But, tempted as they are by the
strong odour of that wealth of bloom, the
securing of the rich stores" of nectar com-
pletely engrosses their thoughts, and they
settle down as contentedly as if that bare
stretch of moorland had been their home
from the first of time.

All being well with the busy little

workers, their owners now wind their

separate ways homewards, having
thoroughly enjoyed their annual outing.
As models of genial, whole-hearted, merry-
makers, commend me to a body of

hilarious bee-keepers having a holiday
among the bees out on the heather hills

cm some glorious day of early August.
Life, on such an occasion, is " worth
living." It is a mistake to suppose that
only a few very strong stocks are taken
to the hills by each bee-keeper. "NVliile

these are the ones worth taking if

surplus is the one desired object, the
number carried there to secure provision
for winter keep may, in many instances,
liUmber tliree to one. I know of

'"advanced"' bee-keepers who send ali

their late swai-ms and casts to out-
apiaries, where heather is plentiful.

Coming off in mid or late July, if left at
home they would die out, because the flow

is nearly over, btit forwarded as swarms
to the moors, they may have nearly two
months to establish themselves as stocks

for next season's work. Suggest to any
of these bee-keepers that such winter
stores are a slow poison to the bees, or
that they will die out with only such food
to live on, and they will laugh you to
scorn ; as they have learned from the ex-

perience of years that the ''theory" is

contemptible nonsense

!

For surplus takes every colony trans-

ported to the heather should be as strong
as a stock can be. All should be what I

like to describe as at the "boiling jDoint."

If they aire not in that condition, then
make them so, by adding bees or frames
of brood and bees, or by uniting two
medium stocks. The ideal is to have all

hives with only a limited number of
frames crammed with hatching-brood,
and strong in bees almost to overflowing.
Give ample surplus room with full sheets
of foundation in every section, or
where possible built-out combs. Wrap
supers warmly up. With these points
attended to it is marvellous how quickly
powerful colonies can fill up surplus
chambers to make the heairt of

their owner rejoice when the happy

time comes for fetching liome the heavily
laden liives. May ''fat" supers be the
expeiience of all heather men in this

year of grace! Never mind what the un-
initiated say of the quality of the nectar.

We know.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves respontible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
aide of the paper onljj and give their real name*
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8506] W"e in the South are now at the

end of our honey season, and I am sorry

to have to record that only about half a

crop has been secured compared with last

year, while the quality is not so fine as in

1911. The long time taken in filling

sections in a measure did not conduce to

extra fine quality, as in some cases they

were in the hives from May till July, while

in some of the grand old seasons of the

'eighties we had them filled, sealed, and
off the hives in seven or eight days.

Mr. Kidd (8496), page 284, is hoping to

interest bee-keepers in producing a hybrid

red clover, if such is possible. A few

years ago we were led to hope that bees

with longer tongues which could gather

the nectar from '' red clover" wottld in a

few years be produced, and our American
cousins were endeavouring to propagate a

red clover with short tubes to the

flowers. But we hear nothing of

these smaller flowers or tongues now,

and if there is so little difference

between the " bee in amber " and

the bee of the twentieth century, I

fear there is not much hope of our being

successful in cultivating a cross with the

white and red clover. (I have heard it

stated that alsike was a cross between

white and red clover.) Perhaps Mr.
Hayes can tell us if the pollen grains are

similar, or if it is possible to fertilize the

flowers of one plant with the pollen from

the otiier clover plant.

D. M. M., page 296, in commenting on

Dr. White's latest bulletin says after

some twenty-eight years Professor

Cheshire's BaciUus nlvei, which has been

considered by most bee-keepers to be

the cause of foul brood, though some

of us have contended that it may have

been the result and not the cause,

now we have a new bacilhis discovered as

the caiisr. Have more powerful instru-

ments been Ijrought to bear ontlie work, or

has this new bacillus introduced itself into

the deniz/ens of the hiveP Was it a ne^y,

unknown bacillus before Dr. White found it
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in the dead brood of bees? Fuller in-

formation ^yill be interesting, as well as

instructive. I trust that Dr. White will

discover a remedy that will kill the
bacillus, and not the bee. Then we shall

have hopes of a healthy race of bees, such
as was generally found in cottage gardens
before the advent of foreign bees and
modern bee-keeping.

I am very sorry to see in "Notices to

Correspondents" accounts of the spread of
"Isle of Wight" disease. It would be
interesting, if possible^ to know how these
cases, so very wide apart, can be ac-

counted for, and how the disease is being
spread. I have had private correspond-
ence on the matter with bee-keepers of
experience, and they think it may be that
selling swarms and queens is the means of
spreading the disease. If so, it is a
dastardly trade that should be nipped in
tlie bud. If no possible source of
infection has been found in these new out-
breaks, man is powerless to prevent
its spreading.—W. Woodlev, Beedon,
Newbury.

1912 SWARMING.
" A swarm in July
Is not worth a fly."

[8607] The old and familiar rhyme is

puzzling to the layman, but full of truth
to the British bee-keeper. The July
swarm is looked ui^on as a nuisance

—

nobody expects it, nobody welcomes it,

nobody buys it. It is considered excep-
tional, one miglit almost say unnatural,
and usually requires artificial food to
enable it to live through the winter.

Were the words of the rhyme literally

and always true, however, there would be
many worthless stocks in our gardens to-
day, for the month of July has been
characterised by an. epidemic of swarming.

April and May were delightful bee
months, stocks developed fast, and honey
came in steadily. " Swarms in May,"
however, worth "Loads of hay," or, more
prosaically, "Three shillings a pound,"
were rather scarce, and commanded high
prices. Then came June—dreary, wet,
and cold. The bees, confined to their
hives, had nothing to do but to convert
their May accumulated stores into brood,
and this they did with such" right good
will that swarms hived at the beginning
of July soon had as much honey as those
hived in the middle of May.
The confinement of the bees to their

Idves in June not only resulted in an
abnormal expansion of the brood-nests, at
the expense of the stores, but it also
diminished the wastage due to worn-out
foragers, so that at the end of the month
stocks were unusually strong.

The 22ncl June was a wonderfully close
and hot day, and with it came a welcome

inflow of honey. This day undoubtedly
encouraged many stocks to swarm, for
although it was succeeded by a further
spell of wet weather, sure enough from
nine to sixteen days later swarms were
reported from all parts of the country.
Some v.ere delayed by the weather till the
young queens hat<?hed. Perhaps the most
remarkable thing about some of these
swarms was their prodigious size. I have
always i^rided myself on cultivating
' non-swarming " bees, and have not harl

a swarm for six years, but on July 4th
two of my hives swarmed at the same
time, and joined together on a neigh-
bour's apple-tree. They not only filled

completely a large skep, but there were
almost as many outside when they were
removed, and they weighed fully 14|lb.

This was the largest swarm I have ever
seen, and I venture to think it was a

record for 1912. I returned them all to

one of the parent hives after removing
the queen-cells, so that the population of

that hive must have been about 100,000
lees- -truly a mighty colony! They have
since filled sixty sections, and are still

going strong.

On the next day Mr. T. W. C!owan had a
double swarm, Avhich weighed over 121b.,

i.nd Mr. Bigg-AVither, of Wells, had a
single one of 101b.

A curious case of continued swarming
bas recently come under my notice. A
lady began bee-keeping with a 41b. cast,

hived on the 26th of May, on eight sheets

of foundation. As the queen wa;j not
fertile a week later two frames of brood
were given to the stock. By June 28th
ihe queen had filled every available cell

with brood, and the bees began a rack of

sections. On July 12tli a 51b. swarm
issued from the hive,- and as the honey
season was considered at an end it was
not returned, but placed in a new hive on
six sheets of foundation and one frame of

brood.

The next day, the 14th, was very hot,
and a splendid honey day," and, strange to

say, the bees of this last swarm must have
made up their minds to give off a swarm,
for this issued on the 19th, leaving three
frames of bees, an abundance of eggs, and
four queen-cells, some of which oontainoil
larva?, apparently two days old. This
small stock was given a frame of brood
and a. ripe queen-cell, and will doubtless
soon become a vigorous stock.

I need hardly say, perhaps, that the
queens which have played these "pranks"
and their relatives will be dethroned
before the winter.
The two main factors which cause a

prosperous colony to SM'arm are a rise in
temperature and an influx of honey.
Probably neither of these factors alone is

able to cause the decision to swarm to be
made, for we often get higher tempera-
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tares in August than in May, and July,

the best honey month, is usually swarm-
less. It is when a sudden rise of tempera-
tuTe is attended by a marked, althougli

perhaps temporary, increase in the honey-
flow that the swarming instinct becomes
roused. Once queen-cells are begun, no
variations in the honey-flow will cause

the be^s to abandon their intention,

provided, of course, that they have
stores, but a prolonged lowering of the
tempei-atuie sometimes prompts them
to break down their royal cells, with the

result that they do not swarm at all

unless the coincident conditions of high
temperature and increasing honey-flow
recur. The combination of these necessary
conditions for swarming can generally bo
prevented by allowing plenty of bottom
ventilation, and this is doubtless the most
effective method of keeping the bees at

home.—S., Somerset.

A HOME-MADE HEATHER HONEY
PRESS.

[8508] Now that the heatlier honey
season is approaching it may interest some
" B.B.J." readers to learn about my home-
made heather honey j^ress, which I made
and used very successfully after the heather
honey season last year. The press con-
sists of a box without top or bottem, made
of fin. spruce boards. The internal
measurements are: length, 19in. ; width,
9in. ; and depth, lOin.

One end is a plain piece of board with
a 2in. hole cut through a little above
the centre. The board at the other end
of the box is only Gin. in depth, and is

surmounted by a wooden lever, which
hinges on a screw at one end and may be
clamped and firmly fixed by a shorter
lever at the other. Half-way along the
under side of the longer lever four head-
less nails are inserted ^in. apart and
allowed to protrude ^in. Other require-
ments are: (1) A sticker rod 20in. by Jin.
by l^in., tapering off to lin. at the ends,
after leaving the 4in. in the middle l^in.

in thickness. (2) A piece of good strainer
cloth, measuring 12in. by 24in., and hav-
ing a slit 2Mn. long cut through at one
end and running in the direction of the
length of the material. This slit should
be bound round with tape. (3) A recep-
tacle for the honey. For this I cut the
side out of a 561b. honey tin, and made
the box just large enougli to fit on to it

when the sides were crushed in a little.

Now for the method of using. Cut the
•comb from a shallow frame and divide it

longitudinally, place one piece on top
of the other and lift both on to the piece
of strainer cloth. Fold the edges of the
cloth as if making the comb into a parcel,
but leave the ends free. The end without
the slit is placed under the long lever and
held firmly by the four headless nails,

already mentioned. The end having
the slit is passed through the 2in. hole

in the opposite end of the box. The stick

is passed through the slit and then this

end of the cloth is wrapped round with a

piece of tape to prevent it from tearing

and to cause the strain to be equallv dis-

tributed. Then the stick is rotated.

Enormous pressure can be obtained in this

way with very little effort, and the honey
is expressed more rapidly than by many
of the expensive machines which are sold

for the purpose.

The strainer cloth is the kind used in

dairies for collecting and pressing curds

when cheese-making, and costs about ^d.

per yard.— S., R. P. Fisher, Preston.

WASTED NECTAR IN RED CLOVER.
[8509] Referring to letter from A. D.,

Willesden (page 295), I was thinking more
of the clovers, Avhich are sown in rotation

of crops. There is a large field near my
apiary, and the farmer has shown me some
new varieties of red clover. I think we
should have a hand in improving the red

clover if we can get a particvdar '• improve-

ment " from our point of view. When we
produce a short corolla variety stronger

growing than any other, it will be used in

the rotation crop sowings, and would be a

great addition to bee pasture. I should

like to know whether there are any diffi-

culties considered to be unsurmountable in

getting the short corolla. It will be easy

to procure from any farmer some red and
alsike clover plants, and endeavour to get

cross-fertilisation next year.— J. N. Kidd,
Stocksfield. ' •";

EXCESSIVE SWARMING.
[8510] I heartily sympathise with Mr.

Crawshaw (page 285) as regards his bees

swarming this year. My experience is

similar to his, as I have been kept busy

trying to find accommodation for the

swarms (thirty-three from foi-ty-one

hives). I think it must be Nature
fighting against the extinction of so many
stocks tlirough "Isle of Wight" disease.

Some of my hives that s\varmed had two
stories of combs in deep frames and two
racks of shallow frames, no excluders being

used, so that the queen might have plenty

of room. The queens seemed during the

poor honey weather of June to have

worked up to the top of the hive, and then

swarmed, leaving sometimes two body-

boxes of comb empty below the brood. I

should be interested to hear what plan

Mr. Crawshaw adopts to prevent swarming,
as the usual methods seem to have failed

this year. Do you think Dr. Miller's

plan of sliaking the bees on to foundation

and tierinsi up the brood on another hive

would work here? Or would the Deujaree
plan be better?—A. P. W., Alfriston.
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ISLE OF WIGHT" DISE.\SE.

[8511 J The enclosed extracts from nij
diary may be of iise to your readers on
the look-out for " Isle of Wight " disease :

No. 3 hive, strong, supered April 25th.

May 5th.—A few drones crawling for
last day or so.

May 6th.—About half a pint of bees
clustered on ground.

May 13th.—Continuing daih'; trans-
ferred to hive treated with Ayles' Cure.

May 14th.—No signs of sick bees.

May 17th.—Picked up about fifty and
put in box and took care of.

May 24th.—Bees picked up are still

alive, but still unable to fly.

May 25th.—Only a few on ground.
May 27th.—Destroyed bees in box, not

many had died.

June.—On the few warm days bees
crowd the alighting boards on Nos. 3, 4,

and 5 hives, all returning at night. No.
3 found full of brood, no honey, fed.

July 1st and 2nd.—Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,

10 numbers of bees all over the place.
Nos. 1, 6, 9, 7, 11, no sign a* yet of disease.
All except 1, 9, 11 have been treated with
Ayles' "Isle of Wight" Cure, which has
not fulfilled expectations up to the
present. Nos. 1 and 11 are stock and
swarm from skep transferred 1910; queen
raised last Julv from their own biood.
Nos. 6, 7, 9, driven bees, 1911.

I suppose, Mr. Editor, you will agree
that it is " Isle of Wight " disease, but
can you make any suggestion as to what
I can do to check it, or are we still

groping in the dark? I think failures to

cure should be mentioned as well as

reported cures, in order to keep oiir

learned brethren seeking a remedv.

—

A. W. R., Poole.

[It is apparently " Isle of Wight "

disease, and you have done all you can to

check it short of the destruction of the
bees.

—

Ed.]

THE HEATHER HONEY QUESTION.
[8512] A black animal may browse with

impunity on a plant which will prove fatal

to one of a lighter colour, so that it is not
at all easy to decide that heather honey
is good for all bees because stocks have
been known to get through the winter on
such a food (page 255). Heather honey
may be one of a number of factors which,
in combination, destroy the stock. The
difference of opinion may arise from the
presence or otherwise of the other factor

or factors.

That Huish found it necessary to write
against the view tliat heather honey was
of inferior quality is good enough proof

—

in conjunction with the statements of

other Avriters—that such a view was
actually prevalent. Huish took the wrong

side in a scientific controversy, and for
that reason, according to Mr. J. Rose
(page 296), we should reject his opinion
that the view of heather honey which pre-
vailed in his day was merely a prejudice.

In the absence of any infallible writers
on bees, I do not think it is possible to
ignore all books that are not sound on
some scientific point. For instance, one
of the finest and most complete works on
modern bee-keeping is Root's '' ABO and
XYZ of Bee Culture." The teaching in
this work on the inversion of nectar is,

in my opinion, unsound. Must I reject
everything in it on that account? Then
again, I do not find that the facts con-
cerning brood diseases of bees and the
bacteriology of the subject in this country
can be squared with current teaching.
Following a careful investigation, the text-
books will need to be altered. That the
text-books are therefore unreliable on all

points is an absurd suggestion.
For many years a " Lanarkshire Bee-

keeper " taught that heather honey was
unsuitable for the wintering of bees. He
also stated that our forefathers enter-

tained the same opinion. He probably
had some knowledge of the traditional lore

of the skeppist because he was a bee-

keeper before the introduction of modern
methods. The testimonv of such bee-

keepers as " T. D. N." also show that
there is a case for investigation. We may
impute to " A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper "

opinions that he did not hold, and we may
then refer to him for the refutation of

opinions expressed by others with whom he
is in agreement. But by such methods we
are never likelv to arrive at the truth.

—

Geo. W. Bn.LAMOEE, F.R.M.S.. Albury,
Herts.

Queries and Replies.

[8495] Wor-kmg Stocks one above the

Other.—Amount of Comb-honey produced

in one JUve.—(1) I have a W.B.C. hive

with non-swarming chamber underneath.

In the brood-chamber above this is a ten-

frame colony of British bees, with a young
1912 queen." An excluder is between the

box of the shallow frames in the non-

swarming chamber and the brood-chamber

above it. Above the brood-chamber is

another excluder, and over this is a second

super of shallow frames. On top of this

I placed a third queen-excluder, and above

this a second colony of bees (a first swarm)
on July 8th. May I expect these two
colonies to fill up both supers of shallow

frames if we have good weather? My
.bees have access to the heather, and I

have an acre of buckwheat within 300yds.

of the apiary, so there will be a source

of nectar to gather till middle of August,
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or perhaps later, according to the season.

The white clover honey-How is now in

full swing here, and the bees are bringing

in plent}' of nectar. (2) Can you tell me
the record takes of honey from ten-frame
colonies of (o) British bees; (b) Italian

bees ; (c) Ciarniolan bees ; and (d) British

Golden bees in the British Isles? A bee-

keeper about five or six miles from here

told me he got 130 sections of honey from
a colony of Italian bees last year (1911),

which far exceeded the produce of any of

his colonies of British bees, and he made
£15 from seventeen colonies, with about

501b. of honey unsold. (3) Can you give

me the address of a queen-breeder in

Austria from whom I can get Oarniolan
queens direct?

—

Major Maxwell.
Reply.—(1) We cannot say what will

happen through the method you have
adopted. It would have been much better

to have united the swarm to the stock,

having first removed the queen from the
latter. The shallow frames should then
have been put above the excluder in the
usual way. To be quite plain, you have
made a mess of the operation. (2) Sorry
we cannot do this, and we should doubt
the statement made with regard to the
amount of comb-honey secured from one
stock. With extracted honey the matter
is different, and considerably over 2001b.

has been obtained fi'om a stock of

British bees worked for extracted honey.
We have repeated many times that, taken
all round, British bees are the best for

this country. The average profit per hive
from properly managed British bees is

20s. (3) You can obtain pure Carniolan
queens through any of our advertisers

who import them.

[8496] Artificial Increase.—To obviate
natural swarming I made an artificial

increase on June 23rd by taking four
frames of brood, etc., from each of two
ten-frame stocks, thereby making three
stocks, each of which I increased to ten
frames in due course. A young queen
was introduced to the new stock on
June 25th. On July 7th one of the
parent stocks swarmed, and the new stock
swarmed on the 15th inst., in spite of all

having supers on. I should be glad if

you could point out where I made any
mistakes.—F. R., Glasgow.

Reply.—You neglected to give ventila-
tion at the bottom, although even this
might not have prevented the swarm from
issuing.

[8W7] lir-f,urruiiuj.~A shall be glad to

have replies to the following questions
through the Bee Journal:— (1) Is there
any special way of introducing queens to
skeps? (2) Have I done right in letting

a skep remain on top of the frames in a

frame-hive? There is a sealed queen-cell on

one frame. (3) Will a swarm come off

when the queen is hatched, or should I re-

move the skep before-hand? (4) Does a
swarm leave the hive before the new queen
is in possession? (5) What is the usual

subscription to Bee-keepers' Associations?

(()) What are experts generally paid for

visits to apiaries?—J. H., Whitley Bay.

Reply.—(1) You can do this through

the hole in top of skep by means of

Sladen's Cage, shown on page 131 of

"British Bee-Keepers' Guide Book." (2)

If there is a queen in the skep the cell

below will be torn down. (3) No, a sM'arm

will not come off. You had better remove
the skep, examine both lots and intro-

duce a queen to the one which is queen-

less. (4) Yes, about three days before the

voung queen emerges from the cell. (5) 6s.

per year. (6) The remuneration is a matter

of arrangement between the expert and
secretary. If you are a member of a

county association you get one free visit

from the expert per year.

[8498] Sa-arm in a high Tree.—May 1

relate what I think must be almost a

unique experience? A few days ago a man.

told me of a swarm of bees, about a mile

out of town, in a tree about 20ft. high, he

said. When I got to the tree I found the

swarm was clustered at a part about 40ft.

high, and the longest ladder I could get

was quite 5ft. below the cluster. How-
ever, I obtained the loan of the town fire

escape, through the kindness of the Cap-

tain of the local Volunteer Brigade, and

was able to get the swarm (a very strong:

one) quite comfortably. I put it into a

hive on ten frames foundation, and on
examining I find the foundation all drawn
out. Do you think I can conclude that

there was a young queen with the swarm,
as it was so high up? Old queens, I

believe, generally drop on a low tree or

bush. May I have your opinion as to the

source and value of the enclosed sample

of honey?—E. C. G., Nantwich.
Reply.—(1) No doubt the queen is an

old one. The age of the queen makes no
difference to the position in which the bees

choose to cluster. (2) The honey is of

medium quality, is mainly from sycamore,

and worth retail 8d. per lb.

[8499] Su-arnring Difficulties.—{1) A
week ago I made an artificial swarm. I

took three frames from one hive, after

brushing off the bees, and three from

another with queen-cells ; also the bees on

the frames. I put two more empty
frames one at each side, removed the old

liive, which had a shallow-frame box on, to

a new stand, and I then put a section-rack

under the shallow frames. The new hive

was placed on the old liive's stand,

and it is simply crowded out with

bees. I examined it to-day, and found
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the hive packed with hees and a queen-
cell sealed over. I put a frame of honey
in and also added another frame, making-
ten altogetlier. Have I done right? (2)
Another hive swarmed on July 15th, but
they clustered on a bush close by, and then
left and went back to the hive. I was
•not at home, but when I returned at
about 4 o'clock I saw a cluster, Mhich
1 took up to the alighting board,
And the queen ran inside. The swarm
came out the next day, went back again,
and the bees have been quieter since.
There are twelve frames in the brood-
chamber, and ten in a doubling-box on
top, so the bees have plenty of room. I

examined the stock on July 24th, and
found the hive boiling over with be«s, and
three sealed queen-cells. I did not see a
queen, but there was the result of her
work in the hive. Do you think it was
the old queen that came out, and which I

ran back into the hive? (3) What shall I

do with the three queen-cells ? I should like
the young queen to introduce into one of
my. other hives, or can I make artificial

swarms? If one waits for the bees to
swarm naturally, very often one loses
them.—C. J. H.V Forester.

Reply.—(1) You should have removed
the super from the old stock and put it

on the artificial swarm. (2) The swarm
returned because they were not accom-
panied by the queen. She evidently is

injured in some way so that she cannot
fly. (3) You should leave the best queen-
cell, as the bees are dejDosing her, and
you could cut out the others for requeen-
ing your other hives ; or, if you wish for
increase, you could divide' the stock,
giving each part a queen-cell.

NOVELTIES FOR 1912.

A STEAM-HEATED UNCAPPING KNIFE.
The useful novelty, which we illustrate

here, is the invention of Mr. D. H. Lea,
of 13, St. Peter's Road, Harborne, who is

a practical bee-keeper on a large scale.
He states that he has used it himself for
two_ seasons, and claims that the con-
venience, time saved, and simplicity of
working make a vast diiference to un-
capping work.

The knife has a hollow blade, through
whicli steam from a copper boiler passes,
keeping it really hot, and no matter how
long the knife is kept at work it is

always hot, so long as the copper boiler
has water in it and the stove is kept
burning. It will slice the cappings off

tough combs comparatively easily. Time
is saved by the fact that the knife is

always at the right temperature and the
operator has not to dip it every few
seconds into hot water. There is no neces-
sity to scrape the knife as, being always
hot, the cappings slide off it into the

uncapping tray without sticking. There
is an attachment to the knife to carry off

the condensed steam, so that no water
falls into the uncappings.
The complete outfit consists of a steam-

jacketed knife, A^dth a 9iin. blade, a
copper boiler of Igall. capacity, with a
centre Hue, a drip tin with copper pipe
attached to receive the condensed water,
and 6ft of rubber tubing, which is to

STEAM-HEATED UNCAPPING KNIFE.

be cut into approximately two 3ft. lengths,

or such lengths as will suit individual re-

quirements. A paraffin or methylated
spirit stove, or an ordinary gas-iidng

should be used to supply heat for the
boiler. This is not included in the outfit,

but Mr. Lea will supply one if required, at
extra cost or one can be obtained from
aiiv ironmonger The price of the oufit,

carriage paid, is £1 18s. 6d. for cash.

I

Bee Shows to Come.

August 5th, at Melton Constable.—The
Annual Show of Bee Produce of the North Norfolk
B.K.A. will be held in connection with the Melton
Constable Horticultural Society,

August 5th (Bank Holiday), at Cambridge.
Honey Show in connection with the Cambridge
Town and County Mammoth Show Society. All
open classes. Silver and bronze medals of the
B.B.K.A. to be competed for; also another silver
medal and three special hives. This show also
includes dogs, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage birds,
flowers, fruit and vegetables; also grand pro-
gramme of sports and motor racing, Ac. Balloon
ascent and double parachute descent by Captain
and Miss Spencer. Special engagement of the
Black Dyke Band. Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., expert
to the British B.K.A., will lecture and demon-
strate in the bee and honey department during
the day. Entries closed.
August 7th, at Blythe Bridge. — Blythe

Bridge Horticultural Society. Section for Bees,
Honey, and Wax. Open classes. Schedules from
Chas. Beeston. Blythe Bridge, Stokeon-Trent.
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August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.—
Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of bee products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.
Entries close August 3rd.

August 14tli, at Wye, Kent.—11th Annual
Exhibition in connection with the Wye Grand
Horticultural Show. Classes to suit all Bee-keepers,
great and small; two 5gs., one 6gs., one 2gs. cups
in different classes. Various classes open to Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, and United Kingdom. Splendid
prizes and low entrance fees. Send for schedules
to Mr. Alfred Lepper, Secretary, Kent Honey Show,
Wye, Ashford, Kent. Note.—Schedules will be sent
to competitors of 1911 without application. Entries
close August 5tli.

August 21st, at Iiancaster.—Lancaster Agri-
cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,
Ohurch-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106. Entries clos*
August 7th, 1912.

August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—
Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral F6te. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.
Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.

August 22nd, at Abington Park, North-
ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
Special prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.

August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—
Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction.
Demonstrations, &c., Ac, to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
August 12th.

August 28. at Horniman Hall, North End,
Croydon.—Exclusive Show of Honey, Wax, Hives,
Bees, &c. Increased prizes. Six open classes.
Schedules from A. Wakerell, 21, Mansfield Road,

- Croydon.

August 28th, at Chester.—The Cheshire Bee-
keepers' Association will hold a Honey Show, in
conjunction with the Cheshire Agricultural Society.
Good classes and prizes. Schedules from T. A.
Beckett, St. Werburgh Chambers, Chester.

August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.—In con
nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Casitle Gary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, Castle Cary. Entries
close August 16th.

September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.
' Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.
Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.

September 4 and 5, at Carlisle.-Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetherel, Cumberland.

September 12th, at Cambridge. Honey Show
in conne-ction with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B. B.K.A.. 52,

Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

September 14, at Dumfries.—Annual Show of
South of Scotland Bee-Keepers' Association, will be
held in St. Mary's Hall. Five open classes; Three
1-lb. jars extracted 20s., 10s., and 5s. ; three sections,
ditto. (Entry 2s..) 1-lb. jar, also one section, 5s.,
3s., and 2s. (Entry free, and exhibits retained unless
otherwise agreed upon.) Beeswax, 5s., 3s., and 2s.
(Entry 6d.) Fourteen classes for members.
Schedules from Q. Aird, Schoolhouse, Howwood,-
Renfrews, N.B. Entries close September 7th.

Notices to Correspondents.

A. G. C. (Chudleigli). — Late Honey:
Harvest.— (1) Yes. (2) The bees are-

close enough to work the heather.
They can fly two miles in search o£
nectar. (3) The bees sent are hybrid
Ligurians.

Honesty.—Deposit System.—Our deposit
system, which was instituted about
twenty years ago, M'as designed to pro-
tect readers from unscrupulous persons,
such as the one you mention. We-
regret to hear of your unsatisfactory
experience, and hope you will use the
" system " when dealing with strangers
in future.

Radnorian (Presteigne).

—

Staging Honey
at Shows.—(1) The shallow combs should
be staged in cases made for the purpose.
We recommend you to get the new book
on exhibiting by W. Herrod. An illus-

tration on page 44 shows the proper
way in which to stage these frames. (2)

The round jars are the ones in which-
honey is usually sold. You could get
special jars from the manufacturers,
but that would entail extra expense.

J. M. (Bristol).

—

Qiicenless Bees Carrying
Pollen.—(1) Yes; but you will find that
the young queen will lay eventually.

(2) You could use the honey for home
consumption, but should be extremely
careful that no bees gain access to it.

A. T. J. (Essex).

—

Insect Nomenclature.—
The insect is a drone fly, usually found
in the neighbourhood of manure or

sewage.

E. H. (Salop).

—

Oicnership of Sicarms.—
The person can refuse permission for

you to enter his garden to secure your
swarm, but yovi can sue him in the
County Court for the value of the
swarm. A. N. (Wootton).—If you can-

prove that the hive was empty and that
your bees entered it, you can sue your
neighbour in the County Court for their

value.

T. F. B. (Lancashire).—T(/i as a Honey
Beceptac.le.—If you use air-tight tins as

supplied by appliance dealers, no
deterioration of the honey will take

place. An earthenware vessel such as

you describe will answer the purpose,

provided that you can tie it over so that,

it is air-tight.
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E. B. (King's Heath).

—

Swarm or Cast?—
You can know a cast from a swarm by
its small size and its having a virgin

instead of a fertile queen.

r. R. (Bath).

—

Using Suspected Comhs.
—It will not be safe to use the combs.
Melt them down, and have the wax
made into foundation.

M. O. R. {Worcester).—Judging Bee
Products.—All the information you ask
for is given in " Producing, Preparing,
Exhibiting, and Judging Bee Produce,"
which can be had from this office at
2s. 2^d. post free.

Constant Readbe (Westwell).

—

Persistent
Swarming.—The next time the bees
come out hive them into a frame-hive,
after having previously put in a frame
of brood from one of the other colonies.

It is difficult at times to account for

the vagaries of bees.

J. W. D. (Fareham).

—

Heather Honey
Press.—Your design would answer very
well for pressing heather honey from
the combs.

J. W. H. (Leeds).

—

Quantity of Stores for
Winter.—It means 301b. of liquid food.

W. C. (Morchard Bishop).

—

Name of
Plant.—The plant is Achillea mille-

folium, commonly known as Y'arrow.

L. P.
queen is

variety.

Honey Samples.

W. J. F. (Perth).—The honey is mainly
from the limes. It contains just
sufficient honeydew to spoil it for sale
purposes, but it is quite suitable for
home consumption.

J. R. (Long Cross).—A good medium-
coloured honey from mixed sources;
worth about lOd. jDer lb.

Novice (Anglesey).—No. 1 is a good
medium-coloured honey from mixed
sources. No. 2 : a light honey from
clover, good in all points except density.
No. 3: a thin, dark honey from fruit
and hawthorn blossoms; good in flavour.
No. 4 is a light-coloured honey from
clover; good in all points.

Suspected. Disease.

E. D. (Hexham).—We are afraid from
external symptoms that the bees are
affected with "Isle of Wight" disease.

A. J. (Northants).—The comb is affected
with foul brood. Use Apicure.

C. L. P. (Hatch End).-The bees are too
dry for us to disc-over cause of death.

(Selby).—i?ace of Queen.—The
is a virgin of the ordinary English

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British
Bee-keepers' Association is now established
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N."W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, 'W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD, Secretary. B.B.K.A.. 23, Bedford

Street, Strand, W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

FIXEST ENGLISH HONEY, 15s. per 281b. tin:
sample, 2d.—DLfTTON, Terling, Essex, v 344

SPLENDID new English Clover Honey, 60s. per
cwi,.; sample, 3d.— A. COE, Apiary Hall,

Ridgewell, Halstead, Essex. v 294

LIGHT AMBER HONEY, screw top bottles,
8s. 6d. per dozen; 96s. per gross, f.o.r., cash

with order.—HACKER BROTHERS, Crockerton,
Warminster. v 336

SURPLUS QUEENS. — Carniolian Sladem
Hybrids, 5s.; pure Italian, 4s.; English Blacks,

3s. 6d.; testimonials; orders rotation. — E.
WHEATLEY, Spa Apiary, Hinckley. v 334

SITUATION REQUIRED by young Man with
good knowledge of bees, garden, and car-

pentering.—" WAX," c/o " B.B.J.," 23, Bedford-
street, Strand, W.C. v 331

SPLENDID Light Extracted, 56s. cwt., f.o.r.;

sample 3d. — SIMCOX, 17, Victoria-road,
Fallings Park Wolverhampton. v 330

\7'IRGINS, splendid Blacks, Is. 6d.; Fertiles (few
days), 4s.; Nuclei, 4 frames, 1912 Queen,

12s. 6d.—PAUL, Salisbury-road, Bexley. v 329

O A DOZEN first-class Sections, 1912, Down
^'* Honey, well filled.—Apply, STONE, Long-
street Downs, Enford, near Pewsey, Wilts, v 327

STRONG STOCKS, on ten and twelve frames,
with 1912 prolific Queens, 23s. and 26s.; ditto.

Nucleus, four and six frames, lis. and 14'S.'—B.
WOOD, Spring Bank, Ripon.

OFFERS WANTED for three strong Stocks, in

good hives, with section racks.—PRIEST-
MAN, 247, Bloomsburj'-street, Birmingham, v 311

FINEST light Scotch Clover Honey, £3 cwt.;
sample, 2d.—T. RULE, Summervale, Annan,

Dumfries-shire. v 315

APPLIANCES. — Cheap clearance; 2 Hives,
Honey Extractor, &c., &C.-BROWN, 3,

Windsor-road, Leyton, N.E. v 297

LEE'S Uncapping Outfit, complete, new, cost

30s.; what offers?—HULBERT, Hermitage,
Worcester. v 289

FOR HIRE, a " Herrod " demonstrating tent,

10s. 6d. per day, carriage to be paid each
way by the hirer.-Apply, W. HERROD. " B.B.J."
Office, 23, Bedford-st, Strand. W.C.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEW.
Catalogue of the Library of the British

See-lieeper^i^ Associaiion.—We would call

the attention of our readers to this cata-
logue, which is now available for use. It

has been carefully compiled by Colonel
H. J. 0. Walker, and consists of twenty-
nine pages, 8Ain. by o^in., the names of
the autliors being arranged alphabetically

for easy reference. Great credit is due to

the compiler for the comprehensive
manner in which the work has been done.
The title of every book is given, together
with place and date of publication, also

number and size of pages. The catalogue
•contains the rules 'to be observed by
members borrowing books, and with few
exceptions all the books will be lent.

The exceptions refer to old and valuable
ones, which it is difficult or impossible to

replace^ but these may be inspected by
iirrangement with the Librarian, at

:23, Bedford Street, Strand, London,
W.C. The books will be lent free of
charge to members personally, or, if sent
by post, at the cost of forwarding. The
catalogue contains all the books at pre-

sent in the library, and we intend from
time to time to notify in the "B.B.J."
any additions, so that those who wish to

keep up an accurate up-to-date catalogue
may be enabled to make the necessary
entries. The B.B.K.A. will be pleased to

receive any gifts of bee books, but more
especially of such as are not mentioned in

the catalogue.

Members of the B.B.K.A. may obtain
the catalogue free on application to the
Secretary, and a charge of 3d. each is

made to non-members.

GLAMORGAN B.K.A.

Annual Show.
The annual show in connection with the

Cardiff and County Horticultural Society
was held in Sophia Gardens, Julv 17tli

and 18th, 1912.

The exhibits were not so numerous as

last year, on account of the adverse hre
weather, yet the disjjlay was a very credit-
able one, the tables and staging being
practically covered. The collection of

honey and wax (a now class included this

year for the first time) claimed two good
entries. That of Mr. E. Church fully

deserved the admiration bestowed upon it

by the visitors attending the show.
Messrs. E. J. Burtt (Gloucester) and John
Hibbert and Sons (Cardiff) were repre-
sented by two capital collections of bee--

appliances.

Lectures and demonstrations were given
at frequent intervals liy the Rev. H.
IMorgan.

The ideal summer weather helped to

ensure the great success of this year's

show. Mr. T. Jordan acted as judge,
assisted by Mr. F. Gravil. The Rev. H.
Morgan, Messrs. G. P. Workman' and W.
O. Jones rendered A'aluable assistance in

the department. The awards were as
follows :

—
Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st, Sam Lewis,

Bridgend.
Tico sJiallnu- frames of Honey.—1st, S.

Howe, St. Athan; 2nd, R. Morgan; 3rd,

Ji'd. Church.
Six 1-lb. jars nt TAqht Honey.—1st, A.

Churcli: 2nd, W. T. Gunter; 3rd, R.
Morgan.
Six 1-lb, jars Medimn Honey.—1st, R.

Morgan; 2nd, J. B. Kitt, Wenvoe ; 3rd,

D. George, Marthyr Mawr.
Six 1-lb. jars Darlc Honfy.—1st, J. B.

Kitt; 2nd, D. George; 3rd, R. Morgan.
Beeswax.—1st, D. George; 2nd, R.

Morgan.
.Articles of Food Contiiining Honey.—

1st, G. F. Braddick; 2nd, T. D. Richards;
3rd, W. F. Gunter.
Honey Beverage.—1st, W. F. Gunter;

2nd, T. D. Richards.
Candy.—1st, W. F. Gunter.
Observatory Hive.—1st, T. D.. Richards;-

2nd, S. Wakeford.
Six 1-lb. jars Honey.—1st, W. Morgan.

Open Classes.
Honey Trop/iy.—1st, E. Church; 2nd, T.

D. Richards.
Single 1-lb. jar of Honey.—1st, E.

Church; 2nd, W. F. Gunter.
Single Section.—1st, Miss Barker,

Barnston.
Collection of .appliances.—1st, E. J.

Burtt, Stroud Road, Gloucester; 2nd, J.

Hibbert & Son, Castle Street, Cardiff.

Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st, D. George.
Twelve 1-lb. jars Light Honey.—1st, E.

Church; 2nd, R. Morgan; 3rd, W. F.
Gunter; v.h.c, G. F. Braddick.
Beeswax.—1st, S. Wakeford; 2nd, D.

George; 3rd, Rev. H. G. Stanley; v.h.c,

R. Morgan.
Special Prizes Given bv Messrs. Hibbert

AND Son.
Six 1-lh . jars Jjight Hi

Church; 2nd, R. Morgan;
Gunter.
Six 1-lh. jars Darl- He

mey.—1st,

3rd, W.

Morgan
Stanley.

'.'/• -1st. R.
2nd, D. George; 3rd, Rev. H. G.

ST. ALBANS AND DISTRICT B.K.A.

It is gratifj'ing to report that notwith-
standing the inroads of " Isle of Wight"
disease in the apiaries of its members,
the third annual exhibition, held in con-

nection with the Horticultural Society's

show at Clarence Park, St. Albans, on
July 13th, proved an unqualified success.

Many excellent exhibits were staged in

eight classes. The Association's own
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exhibit, for which Mr. E. Watson, the
Secretary, was mainly responsible, at-

tracted considerable attention.

The judges were Messrs. G. H. Cripps,

E. Robb, and H. Lewis, who made the fol-

lowing awards:—
Members' Classes.

Six 1-lb. jars Extracted Money.—1st, E.
Watson, St. Albans; 2nd, J. H. Roskilly,

Frogmore; 3rd, A. Groom, Harpenden.
Twelve 1-lb. jars Extracted Honey.—

1st, E. -Watson; 2nd, E. C. Berrv, Hat-
field; 3rd, J. Rumball, Ayot.

Six 1-lh. Sections.—1st, G. Ketteredge,
Boreham Wood; 2nd, G. Corn, Xapsbury

;

3rd, Mrs. Masson, Hatfield.

Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—B. C. Berry.
Beeswax.—1st, H. P. Perkins^ Frog-

more; 2nd, E. Watson; 3rd, J. Rumball.
Open Classes.

Single 1-lb. jar Eight Honey.—1st, J.

Prior, Stockbridge; 2nd, J." E. Smith,
Ipswich; h.c, W. Watts, Northwood.

Single 1-lb. jar Medium or Dark Honey.
—1st, E. C. Berry; 2nd, G. Spencer,
North Mymms.

Single 1 lb. Section.—1st, Mrs. Char-
rington, Lewes; 2nd, G. Corn; h.c, Mrs.
Byles, Andover.

—

Communicated.

HELPFUL HL\TS FOR NOVICES.
By IT'. Herrod.

Queen Introduction.—To obtain the
best results from our bees it is necessary
that each colony should be headed by a

young, vigorous queen. To this end it

will pay even those having a few colonies
to give attention to the rearing of queens,
so that in selecting by their own observa-
tion a good strain of bees may be
obtained.

Queen-rearing is a most interesting and
profitable occupation, and later on I will

deal with several simple methods of

rearing that can be followed by the
novice.

Queens, except under exceptional
circumstances, such as for breeding pur-
poses, should never be kept beyond their
second season. Time and again I am
asked the question : AVhich is the second
year of a queen? The answer is quite
simple, if we take jDoultry as an example.
A hen is in her second season the year
after she is hatched, therefore a queen
reared in 1912 will have spent her second
season at the end of 1913.

The best time to re-queen is in the
autumn, immediately after the supers
have been removed, and not in the spring,
for three reasons:—(1) If it is necessary
to purchase queens for the purpose, they
are more expensive in the spring, on
account of scarcity, than in the autumn,
when dealers have, as a rule, a number
of surplus queens on hand, which, if not
cleared, will be wasted through the diffi-

culty of keeping them through the winter.

(2) The most important time for egg-
laying is in the early months of the year.
Queens commence to lay about the last

week in January. At the earliest queens
cannot be introduced until April, so that
if the operation is delayed until the
spring, at least two months is wasted.

(3) By introducing immediately after the
honey harvest, observation can be kept
for a time upon the work of the new
mother, and if not satisfactory, there is

time to remove and replace her with
another.
We will suppose that arrangements

have been made for securing the queens
required at a definite time. The first

thing is to catcli and kill the queen to

hi removed. This can be done by a care-

ful examination . of the combs. As each
comb is removed watch on the floor-board,

for in the autumn queens are very prone
to go on to the floor-board immediately
the smoke or carbolic is applied. If tho
queen cannot be found in this way by the
novice, which is often the case, then
another jilan must be adopted. Place a

sheet of excluder zinc over the entrance
of the hive, so that all bees entering must
go through it. A board sloping from the

alighting-board to the ground, as for

hiving a swarm, must also be used. Take
the combs one by one, commencing at one
side and going right through, shaking the
bees on to the board ; the workers run
back into the hive, but as the queen can-

not pass through the excluder, she is left

outside, and can easily be captured. Both
these operations are best carried out m
the evening, so that undue excitement
will not induce the bees to rob, as they

will have the night to settle down before

commencing to fly. If carried out in the

daytime trouble may ensue, the bees be-

coming demoralised through robbing and
fighting.

The colony should remain queenless for

at least twenty-four hours ; this will

induce them to accept an alien queen
more readily.

At the end of that time the queen
should be introduced, which means that

as bees recognise each other by smell, she

must be jolaced in the hive for a given

period, in such a position that she will

attain the scent of the hive without the

bees being able to get at her, which, if

they could, would result in them killing

her by balling.

There are a number of methods by
which queens can be introduced. The
first one I mention is the direct method.
My advice to the novice with regard to

this is don't. That it succeeds in the

hands of the experienced bee-keeijer in

the majority of cases there is no doubt,

tlie exception being when we have a valu-

alile queen. In such a case it is ten to one
that she will be found dead outside the
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Jive. It pays to take a little trouble in

introducing queens, and the novice will

be well advised to use one of the many
reliable cages in use, with which, if the
instructions are carried out, the failures

do not reach one per cent.

{To be continued.)

BEES AND NEIGHBOURS.
COUNTY COURT ACTION.

The Yorkshiie Herald, in the issue for

July 11th, publishes an account of an
action at law regarding bees, in which
Mr. David Jennings, saddler and harness-
maker, Topcliffe, claimed damages, £10,
and asked for an injunction against Mr.
George William Hildyard, headmaster,
TojJclifFe National School, for keeping bees

which were a nuisance and an injuiy.

Mr. Buchanan, Thirsk, was for plain-

tiff, and Mr. Gowland (Edmondson and
Gowland, Thirsk and Ripon) for

defendant.
David Jennings said defendant lived next

door to him, and there were gardens at the

back. Defendant had kept bees for 13 or

14 years. He commenced with two hives,

but now he had sixteen. The bees were a

dangerous nuisance, they stung, and got

into the house and premises. He had a

horse and some cattle, and they were
dangerous to them. The bees got into the

house and the bedrooms and kitchen, and
his daughter had complained for years

about the nuisance.

His Honour : Why do you claim

damages £10?
Mr. Jennings : Because I had to engage

a servant as my daughter got stung. She
was stung on the temple in 1910 and was
ill.

His Honour : Have you made any
complaint?
Mr. Jennings : My daughter has by my

orders many times. The first time I

complained was through a solicitor.

Witness (continuing) said there was a

three-rail fence between the gardens, and
the hives Avere onlv three yards from their

garden walk. Thev wanted the bees

removed farther away as witness and his

family could not get their meals for them,

and coidd not hang out clothes in the

garden.
Cross-examined by Mr. Gowland, witness

said probably defendant had kept bees

since 1898. ' Miss Gill, who lived on the

other side of witness's house, also kept
bees, but she had not kept them for long.

His daughter, he believed, once threw soil

at the bees, but she never used a switch.

AVhat she did was under great provocation.

He had received a letter from Mr. French,

solicitor, in April, but witness had made
complaints before he received the letter.

A servant cost about £25 a year, 2s. or

2s. 6d. a week with food in addition. He
had to get a servant owing to his

daughter's illness.

Miss Jennings corroborated, and said the
bees came into the garden in great
numbers and also into the house. The
bees were not Miss Gill's, as hers were
farther away. They could not move for
bees, and it was like being in a hive. If

they hung clothes out in the garden the
bees alighted on them and dirtied them.
They also interfered with her when
cooking, and she had suffered from severe
shock.

Cross-examined by Mr. Gowland, she
said she was treated by Dr. Mitchell for
shock from bee stings. The bees from
Miss Gill's did not come their way. She
never said she was fond of bees, and was
not watching Mrs. Hildyard when she was
stung.

Charles Trueman said he had kept bees
for fifty years, and he had seen the bees
in question two or three years ago, and
considered the hives were too near the
house. There would be 25,000 or 30,000
bees in a hive, as they were very strong
ones. There would be about half-a-million

bees. As a ride bees were quiet, but at
times they became ferocious.

Cross-examined by Mr. Gowland : It

would be impossible to distinguish
between Miss Gill's bees and defendant's.
Emma Appleton, who had done washing

for Miss Jennings, said she had had to
wash clothes over again which had been
dirtied by bees. They interfered with her
in the garden when hanging out the
clothes.

Mr. Hildyard said he had resided in the
same house since 1892, and he had kept
bees for 13 or 14 years, and had never
had a complaint. The hives were 53yds.
away from the plaintiff's back door. The
school children had played about, but no
complaint had been made. The bees had
been interfered with, and he gave instruc-

tions for a solicitor's letter to be sent,

and afterwards received a letter saying
the bees had to be moved. Up to that
time no complaint had been made.
Mrs. Hildvard said the bees were hers.

There wore 12 hives and four new swarms.
She did not think they were a nuisance.

Miss Jennings had said scores of times she
loved bees, and often talked 'about them
when in the garden lianging out the
clothes. Onee afterwards she said she had
been stung, but did not make any com-
plaint. There was no bad feeling what-
ever on the part of the witness.

Mr. Buchanan quoted from TIic

Times, Harker v. Reyno'ds, where an
injunction was obtained against the
defendant, Avho kept ten hives of bees.

Mr. Gowland addressed the Court for

the defence, contending the bees were not
kept in siudi numbers as to he a nuisance,
and jilaintiff could not distinguish between
dofendant's bees and those of Miss Gill,

Avho lived on the other side. Bee-keeping
was recommended bv the Board of Agricul-
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tare. It was natural if soil were thrown
at the bees they would attack in return,
but there was really only one complaint of

having been stung.

His Honour, in summing up, said he
did not think bees had been kept in such
large numbers as to be a nuisance. There
was no complaint until a solicitor's letter

was sentj and then the Court was set in

motion. He did not think there was
sufficient evidence to say a nuisance had
been caused and that an injunction
should be granted ; but he did think
it might be better if the bees could be
moved a little farther away. Plaintiff

might have said to Mr. Hildyard, "Will
you move the bees a little farther away?"
It was a very strong order to ask that a
man should not be allowed to keep bees
on his own premises, and no complaint
was made during all the years until after
a solicitor's letter had been received by
plaintiff. Plaintiff inight have said,

"Don't keejD so many bees," but there was
nothing said until after the lawyer's
letter. The bees might be moved farther
away, but that he could only recommend.
Judgment would be given for defendant
with costs.

BEIEF EEPORTS, etc., OF THE
HONEY SEASON.

An exceptionally early season. Bees
came through the winter very strong,
and increased rapidly, owing to the
plentiful supply of stores (in my own
case heather honey chiefly) on hand from
the previous bountiful year. Hawthorn
hedges were a sight to see when in

blossom. I never remember seeing the
white thorn trees so covered with bloom.
This early promise of full supers was,
however, unfulfilled, owing to the un-
propitious weather of June. During this

month the bees appeared to "'mark time,"
so far as gathering surplus was concerned,
though they utilised the honey on hand in

brood-raising, and every hive at the end
of the month was crammed full of bees.

Clover blossoms appeared early in June,
a fortnight earlier than usual, and when
the weather changed for the better, about
the beginning of July, the nectar simply
rolled in, and a mania for swarming
attacked the bees. Nearly every stock
seemed to outvie its neighbour in the size

of the swarm it could send off and in

selecting the highest tree it could find to
cluster on.

Our stock of empty hives, travelling
boxes, skeps, etc., soon became exhausted,
the final swarm having to be housed in

the " gude wife's" Singer's seAving

machine cover, the door at the back of
which is now fi-eouently opened to observe
the .progi-ess within. (The "cover" has
not yet been missed, though inquiries
have been overheard being made regard-
ins other articles of domestic use that

have mysteriously disappeared lately, and
a surprise visit to the apiary would no
doubt have been made ere this had not
the last one resulted in a swollen lip on
'.vhich a too enthusiastic bee alighted and
dashingly saluted.) The clover honey
season, our chief source of surplus, is

now practically at an end, and although
SAvarming has necessarily reduced my
surplus, I shall still have several hundred-
weights of excellent honey to dispose of.

For many a day I shall remember the
incomj^arable view of myriads of clover
blossoms which I had this month in a
ten acre clover field about a mile from
my apiary, when, with the ready consent
of a friend, I placed a 101b. swarm in

its centre, on the evening of its issue,

hived on six frames of drawn-out comb,
and four of my own make dummy frames
in the body-box ; a super of shallow-
frames, filled with foundation, spaced
l^in. from centre to centre, being placed
above. We have still the heather season
to look forward to here, and as, for a
quarter of a century, this honey has
formed the chief winter stores of my
bees, without either the bees or their
owner being poisoned yet, I unhesita-
tingly take my stand by the side of

D. M. M., and with claymore uplifted,

defy any bee-keeper to produce a better

winter food for bees than fully ripened
and capped heather honey. If any bee-

keeper is foolish enough to attempt to

winter his bees on uncapped honey,
whether it be heather or any other kind
of honey, he is only courting disaster.

—

Herbert Samavavs, Maesybont, Llandebie,
Carmarthenshire.

The honey crop here up till the end of

June was very poor. Since then it has
been good, strong hives in good districts

averaging about 801b. of a good quality

honey, although the heat made swarming
very troublesome.—W. A., Ayr, N.B.

The season here has been a fairly good
one. We had a nice honey-flow in May,
and another this month^ but work in

supers is almost over now. June was
quite a blank month for storing. The
honej- generally is light-coloured and free

from honey-dew. Swarming started very
early, several issuing in early May and
one or two in April. One person here had
three stocks which sent off two SAvarms

each in May and early June, all six

swarms being sold. One stock in a
frame-hive with super on swarmed
again on Julv 12th. Isn't it very
unusual for a stock to have a second
turn of swarming as this hive? The
first and second swarms both came out in

May. They filled several sections in the
super, besides sending off the swarms.
Another bee-keeper here had a swarm this

month off a May second swarm hived in

a skep.—P. Grinsted, Hassocks, Sussex.
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
aide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

«s a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

TIMELY CArTIOX.
[8513] I have read the letter (No. 8497),

page 284, headed as above and signed
" One of his Victims,'' with feeling, as

apparently the person referred to is the

same as one I have had some recent ex-

perience with.

Some time .ago this "person " sent me a

postcard, stating he would call on a

certain clay, wlien I went home specially

early to meet him.
After some time spent in endeavouring

to find out the object of his mission, under
the guise of representing a local B.K.A.
J allowed him to look at my hive, when he

at once stated, "Ah! foul brood is here."

Then, after informing me that the stock

would have to be carefully treated, that

all the ten brood combs (new this year)

would have to be destroyed later on, he
stated he would effect a cure and get the

bees into a strong stock for next 3'ear, for

a fee. After this he left. I might
mention that it was the fact that he men-
tioned the B.K.A., of which a friend of

mine was the secretary, that made me
receive him at all.

On further consideration I at once
communicated with the firm who supplied
the stock, and they immediately sent an
expert, who made a thorough examination
and found but the slightest disease,

treated the stock there and then, and it

is now an exceedingly strong one, full of

brood in all the combs and all covered with
bees, notwithstanding a nucleus swarm
lias Ijeen made from it, and I have taken
a rack of sections, one box of shallow
frames full of honey, and there is another
rack .of sections ready to take this week.
The stock is strong enough to take
another swarm from it if I wished, and
this without the (Jrastic treatment sug-

gested.

A few weeks subsequent to this person's

call, he wrote stating he proposed antici-

pating his first visit for treatment, so I

at once wrote him what I had done and
that I did not require his services for the
time being. Then commenced a series of

abusive letters, stating I had entered into

a contract, I could not break it, he in-

sisted on payment, that he was still my
" bee expert adviser," and sent in his

account with a Id. added for postage.

Three or four other letters followed, each
time adding another Id., and kept repeat-

ing and expanding on the " rotten '' state

of the stock, etc.

His last letter stated he would lie in my
neighbourhood on a certain evening and
would call, to which I replied I did not

intend to continue the correspondence,
and if his object in calling was to foist

liis services on me by endeavouring to

substantiate his supposed contract he had
with me he had better not come. He did

not call.

—

An Atteaip'ted Victim.

THE NOEWAY maple AND THE
SYCAMORE.

[8514] On Easter Sunda}^ I saw a

large Norway Maple (Acer Platinoides) in

full bloom, and humming with hive bees.

I do not remember seeing a Norway Maple
in bloom before. It was a fine sight, not

a leaf unfolded, but the tree full dressed in

pale primrose, glistening in the sunlight.

This tree appears to be of special value to

liee-keeping, as it was in bloom a fort-

night earlier than the sycamores.

I like those sycamores best that are

adorned, emblazoned, with scarlet seed-

pods. It seems strange that nurserymen
send out so many with pale green pods.

Do they place no extra value on this

decorative character in selecting trees for

park and avenue planting?—J. N. Kidd,
Stocksfield.

TEMPER OF BEES NEAR TOWNS
AND IN THE COUNTRY.

[851.5] I notice in that interesting

article "Blurts from a Scratchv Pen" in

the " B.B.J." of July 11th the question

is raised about bees situated near a town
being better tempered than those right

out in the country? I should like to

endorse that question by quoting a

similar case, and with your permission to

trv to give a satisfactory answer, look-

ing at it from the bee-keeper's point of

view, and, if possible, also the bees.

Taking the case of a bee-keeper who
has his apiary set out from (shall we say)

a picturesque point of view rather than

a practical—or, in other words, has his

hives dotted about all over the garden

anyhow—it will be noticed, I think, that

those stocks that are placed near the house

or a footpath, or part of the garden which

is constantly being used, are, as a rule,

more gentle in the way they receive

the bee-keeper's attentions than those

situated in a remote corner which is

hardly ever visited. Now why is this?

And I think the answer to this question

and to the one mentioned in this week's
" B.B.J." is summed up in the word
"habit."
Now let us see how the answer applies,

looked at from the point of view of a

bee-keeper. He reasons to himself that,

as people and things are constantly pass-

ing those hives near the house, etc., he

supposes that the bees get used to them,
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and so don't mind; whereas those stocks

in the second case, not having this con-

stant stream of trafi&c passing them, when
anything unusual does turn up near them,
the bees naturally try to satisfy their

curiosity by investigation, which may
often be mistaken for violence ; and whe?i

this mistake does happen the result is

generally violence, 'with a big "V."

Now, by a mighty stretch of imagina-
tion, let us try to look at the case from
the bees' point of view ; but it may be as
well to mention here that, as it is written
by a bee-keeiDer, it will probably be the
same point of view already mentioned
dished up under another title.

For the moment let us forget about bees,

hives, or anything appertaining to
apiculture. Take the case of those un-
fortunate individuals who- live in big
towns and are surrounded with all the
latest modern conveniences and improve-
ments, amongst which may be catalogued
the following:—motor omnibuses, lorries,

taxis, barrel-organs, paper-boys, milkmen,
and other noises and cries which are of
daily occurrence in any big citv. When
the i.ndi vicinal first comes to the town he
not only has his eyes opened, but wonders
how on earth he is going to remain alive
with such a fearful row and bustle going
on all around him. But as he cannot do
anything to prevent it, he makes the best
of a bad job and gets accustomed to it

:

eventually taking all these things as a
matter of course, and not paying any
attention to them : later on, even wondering
how any person unaccustomed to these
things can take so much notice of such
ordinary occurrences. Now let us shift
our scene to a quiet village miles away
from anywhere, where everybody knows
everybody else, and more often knowing
what they are going to do before the
individuals themselves have made up their
minds. Then imagine that a few of these
modern improvements one dav suddenly
appeared in the centre of the village.

The milkman waking everybody up with
his horrible cry ; the paper-boy shoving
the latest editions under your nose every
time you go out; motor 'buses and
taxis flying up and down High Street
and Church Street, so that the onlv way
to cross from one side of the. road to the
other is by the "Bobby" on duty holding
up the traffic ; barrel-organs to play to you
while dining ; and, lastly, at niglit motor
lorries carting rubbish, etc., from one
place to the other, making sleep im-
possible, while there is no traffic in the
way to stop them. Supposing these, or
even one of these things, suddenly ap-
peared in the middle of the village,' what
woidd happen? Why, the whole place
would stop work, gather round, and seek
to satisfy their curiosity ; in other words,
make themselves a beastly nuisance to

the unwelcome intruder. There would
probably be some who would not trouble
to find out the why and the wherefore of

the intruder, but would boil over with
rage at his coming to disturb their peace-
ful atmosphere, and would greet his ap-
pearance with " What the are you
doing here? Clear out!" Now go a step
further, and behold this intruder not
paying the slightest attention to the dis-

turbance he has caused, biit actually

having the face to pull the place to bits.

Wliat would happen? Indignant protest,

followed by " peaceful picketing," and the
intruder would depart, thinking what a
beastly bad-tempered lot those people
were. Now if we substitute the word
"bee-keeper" for ''intruder,'" "bees"
for " people," " hives " for " town and
country," "situation of near a house or
footpath" for "living in town," ditto of
"remote part of garden" for "quiet
village," I think we shall see things from
as near a bee's poi.nt of view as it is

possible for a bee-keeper to get.—W. G.
Coaxes.

A SWARMING EXPERIENCE.
[8516] One evening in the late summer

of 1910 a neighbour came to tell me that
a swarm was out. I am sorry to say that
I cast reflections upon his veracity, but
condescended to follow him to a patch of

waste land near, where, upon the ground
and amongst some rough grass, a small
swarm was certainlv clustered. A skep
was brought and the operation of hiving
successfully performed, but \vh?n the skep
was lifted for transferring to a more
suitable spot the whole swarm took flight,

leaving me with the empty skep.

They clustered once more on the ground
a few yards away, but this time along
the border of the highway, where the same
process of hiving again took place, only to
be followed by an " encore " performance
on the part of the bees. This time the
swarm moved slowly along the highway^
causing some alarm to passing pedestrians,

and then into a neighboining field, where
I followed them. Not wishing to lose

them I had followed rather closelv, when
all at once I noticed a change in the direc-
tion of their flight. All seemed to be
heading for me. I called out to my
neighbour, " Thev seem to be going to

swarm on me this time!" And it was
so. In a few seconds I was fairly dressed
in bees from my neck to my ankle along
the left side. Gradually they clustered

more, until the swarm—about the size of

a football—had collected about my left

knee. By this time caiite a small crowd
had gathered in the road. The man with
the camera was sent for, but like the
policeman he coidd not be found, a.nd an
unique photograph was lost. By an effort

worthy of a contortionist I managed to-
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obtain a fair view all round the swarm
and discovered "her majesty"—a fertile

queen, by the way—on its surface. She
was picked off. A friend brought me the

skep, into which I placed ni}' foot, gave a

kick, and then dropped the queen amongst
the bees. The hive was turned right way
up, and a chance given to the bees to

gather together once again. Something
suggested that to make them stay this

time they should be fed. This was done,

and late in the evening they were hived.

But they took wing again the next day,

this time clustering in a neighbouring
allotment, from which I once again took
them.

These bees were a puzzle to me. I was
expecting no swarms. In fact, the season

was too far advanced. But—and here the

tale goes against myself—on examining
all mv stocks I found that a four-frame
nucleus hive was empty.

It was a hunger swarm, caused liy the

nucleus having been robbed by the

stronger stocks without my knowledge.

—

D. Wilson.

HIVING A SWARM.
[8517] A reader sends us the enclosed

'•cutting" from the Somerset Advertiser

as an interesting item for bee-keepers :
—

A German contemporary suggests the

following method for hiving a swarm.
When a swarm has settled, take a frame

of sealed brood, we j^resume from the hive
which has thrown the swarm, and, after

having shaken all adhering bees from it,

fasten the frame to a pole, and bring it

into close contact with the clustered bees.

We are told that the bees of the swarm
will immediately cover the frame on both
sides, and that more and more bees will

follow until the whole swarm is gathered
about the frame on the pole. Then the

frame is lowered, gently detached, and
placed in a new hive with a sufficient

number of empty combs, or frames of

foundation on each side of it.

The hive must be properly shaded from
the heat of the sun, or the brood may be
injured. Will any reader make a trial

of this method and report to us on its

merits, for the benefit of fellow small-

holders Y

Queries and Replies.

[8500] Beginnrr's Queries.— 1 am a

novice at bee-keeping, and had a swarm
issue on June 1st, a second coming off on
the 14th. Will j^ou be good enough to tell

me through " B.B.J." :—(1) Which queen
leaves with the first swarm? (2) What
length of time is required for a queen to

lay after leaving the cell? (3) How long
is the period from the time eggs are laid

until bees are ready for working? (4)

How far will I require to move hives from
old stands to ensure bees remaining on
new site at the heather? Is a mile too
short a distance?—D. M. C, Ayrshire.

Reply.—(1) It is the old queen which
leaves with a swarm. (2) From five to
ten days, or longer if the weather is too
bad for the queen to fly for mating. (3)

Twenty-three days. (4) At least two
miles.

[SoOl] Takiiui Hives to the Heather.—
As the time for removal of the hives to

the heather (where accessible) is close at
hand, I dare say a few hints on their pre-
paration and removal would be greatly ap-
preciated by numbers of your readers,
certainly by the writer, who had the mis-
fortune to lose two of his stocks during
transit to the heather last year. (1) Do
you think I could remove a swarm of this

3'ear? Five of its combs are old, and the
others made from full sheets of wired
foundation. It is in a vevy forward con-
dition. I may add that I am about ten
miles' journey from the heather. (2)

What is the best material to pack around
the section-racks? I used wool last year,

and am told it is the worst possible thing
I could have used. (3) Do you think I

would improve my black bees by crossing,.

and what cross do you recommend ? I am
rather reluctant to buy new queens at

present, on account of so much disease in

the country. Do you think I would be
running any risk if I purchased from some
reliable dealer? — "New Noetheen
Reader."
Reply.—(1) It is rather risky, but with

careful packing no doubt you coidd trans-

port it without mishap. (2) No doubt
straw is the best material, as it is light

and clean, and would allow of A'entila-

tion. (3) We do not recommend crossing

bees at all. Stick to the blacks. They
are the best all-round bees for this

cou.ntry.

[8502] Xaphtheirnic in Summer.—Bc-
moving Surplus.—I should be much
obliged if you would give me some in-

formation on the following points in the

columns of the Bee Joukn.\l :—(1) With
regard to Naphthaline : Is it necessary to

renew it in the hive during the summer?
If so, how is it best done? I have a

cottage hive, and with two supers, Avhich

is too heavy for me to prise up the brood-

chamber and put it in from the back. I

have also a W.B.C. hive, and could only

get it in between the inner and outer case,

without taking off the latter, which Avould

also have removed the porch. (2) In re-

moving a section-rack, after having put
on the Porter Bee-escape over-night, is it

necessary to smoke the bees? I suppose
I should take off the rack, then remove
the escape, and then replace the quilts

over the underneath rack? (3) When
putting on the bee-escape, should I smoko
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the bees between the two section-racks or
iiiider both, between the lower one and
the brood chamber i' (4) Could you tell

me of anyone who would print a special

label for honey jars from my own design?
Thanking you in anticipation for your
answer,—I. H. J., Hammersmith.

Reply.—(1) The napthaline should be
renewed immediately before and after the
supers are removed. (2) It is not
necessary ixj use smoke to take off the rack,

but it must be used for the removal of the
escape and the replacing of the quilts.

(3) Only smoke under the one to be re-

moved. (4) Any printer will do this for

you.

[8503] Preventing Sicarming.—On the

8th of last month I examined a stock on
ten frames in a W.B.C. hive, which the

owner believed to be in good order and
progressing satisfactorily. It had already

given twenty-one completed sections, was
supered with one rack of shallow frames
three-parts filled, with a further rack of

the same underneath partly drawn out.

On taking out the frames I found a

number of ripe queen-cells on those con-

taining sealed brood, but there was an
entire absence of eggs or unsealed larvpe

throughout the combs. On my talving out

the third frame, the colony decided to

swarm right away, which they did, settling

on an apple tree close to the hive, in two
separate clusters, about 2ft. apart, of

about equal size. I secured the two
•clusters in one skep, and then proceeded
to give room in the hive by taking out
five of the old frames and replacing with
fiv'e new ones fitted with full sheets of

worker foundation. I likewise cut out all

the queen-cells of which there were thirty-

three, and then returned the swarm in

the usual manner. On cutting out the
queen-cells I found several from which the
-queens had already hatched. Being only
a novice at bee-keeping, I shall now be
glad to know:—(1) Did the presence of

queen-cells point to the fact that the
original queen was killed or discarded by
the colony? (2) Was it possible that two
swarms left the hive simultaneously,
headed by young virgin or mated queens?
(3) Was it an abnormal quantity of queen-
cells to find in one hive? (4) Was I right

in the several operations I performed to

meet the case, or could they have been
improved upon? If so, in what wav? (5)

If there were two swarms would the
queens settle their differences, leaving ore
to head the colony? (6) Will the fact of

their having swarmed in any way affect

the yield of surplus in the hive? Thank-
ing you in anticipation of your kind reply
through your columns.—A. J. S., Upper
Norwood.

Reply.—(1) The queen had evidently
been killed some time previously. (2) By
disturbing the bees you caused the

virgins to fly, and the bees joined them
in two separate clusters. (3) It is rather
an unusual number, but we suspect they
were foreign bees which as a rule build

a large number of queen-cells. (4) A'o.

You should have let the bees alone, when
you found what had happened. (5) Yes.

(6) You do not say what you did with the
swarm. If it was not returned you
certainly will not obtain further surplus

from the parent stock.

[8504] Be-Queening.—Will you please

answer me the following through your
valuable " B.B.J." : (1) I have supered
my hives with racks of ten standard
frames. What state of filling should these

be in before I place a rack of sections

Tinderneath? (2) I am trying to prevent
swarming by giving plenty of room in

advance. Can I re-queen my hives in the

following way, viz. : destroy the old

queen, saj^, at the end of July, and leave

the bees to raise another from eggs which
will be in the hive. This is only my
second year with bees, and don't know if

I could manage queen-rearing yet.

—

Queens, Grimsby.
Reply.—(1) Two-thirds full. (2) We

should not advise you to follow the plan
you suggest. It is a very haphazard way
of working. Rear queens from selected

stocks, and w^hen they are fertile and
tested, introduce them to the stocks you
wish to re-queen after the old queen has
been removed from the latter at least

twenty-four hours.

[8505] Uniting Bees.—AVill you kindly

reply to this question in your next issue

of tire " B.B.J." ? I made a stock queenless

at night. The next day, about 11 a.m.,

I united it to a stock with 1912 queen in

the usual way. flouring and alternating

combs. Result : fighting and loss of 800

or more bees, and, when I examined, loss

of queen. What could have been the
cause? Too early uniting? Uniting in

daytime or what? Thanking you in

anticiiDation.—J. F. A., Xortham.
Reply.—The work should have been

carried oiit in the evening when all the
flying bees were at home. Flour should
be used abundantly, and you should have
caged the queen.

[850-6] Increase.—I have had great
pleasure in reading your Helpful Hints
from time to time, and your latest on
" Increase," page 252 and 293, was of
special interest to me, as I have been
thinking the matter over in my mind for

some time, and shall feel obliged if you will

kindly let me know through the "B.B.J."
if I am right in what I propose doing
next spring, providing stocks winter all

right. My bees are kept in a small
plantation some 200yds. from the house,
and the time spent in watching for

swarms is very considerable, and taking
up so much of my time that, if I am to
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rontinne a bee-keeper, I must try different

methods.
I have seven stocks. Next year I jDro-

pose giving stimulative feeding early, and
get the bees strong ; then remove my best
queen on comb with adhering bees, also

one other comb with bees and one of food
only; place all these in a hive (No. 8),

contract entrance, and move to a fresh
site, the parent hive (No. 7) to be allowed
to rear queens ; then in ten or twelve days
divide the other six hives, so that one
gives brood and the other bees ; then in

twenty-four hours give each qneenless
part, 9, 10, and 11, a ripe qneen-cell.

leaving one in the hive rearing them. (1)

If due care is exercised regarding weather,
honey plentiful, and drones present, do
yon think it would be successful? (2)

Would it effectively prevent swarming?
(3) Will hive No. 8, with removed queen,
build up all right, given proper atten-
tion? (4) If these operations are carried
out end of April or early in May. will

the bees liave sufficiently recovered to

take advantage of the clover-flow, which
usually starts here about June 10th or
loth? (5) Would it be better to divide
tliree liives into four, instead of two into

three, and allow each to rear its omu
queen? (G) Will queens reared in this

way be inferior to those reared under
strictly natural conditions? Thanking
you for your Helpful Hints.

—

George
MoiR.
Reply.— (1) Yas. (2) We should say

ves. (3^ Yes. (4) Yes. (5) No. (G) No.

Bee Shows to Come.

August 8th, at Madresfield, Malvern.—
Annual show of the Worcestershire B.K.A. Open
class for collection of be« products. Schedules
from G. Richings, 2, Shrubbery-terrace, Worcester.

August 14th, at Wye, Kent.—11th Annual
Exhibition in connection with the Wye Grand
Horticultural Show. Class-es to suit all Bee-ke-epers,
great and small-, two 5gs., one 5gs., one 2gs. cups
in different classes. Various classes open to Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, and United Kingdom. Splendid
prizes and low entrance fees. Send for schedules
to Mr. Alfred Lepper, Secretary, Kent Honey Show,
Wye, Ashford. Kent. Note.—Schedules will be sent
to competitors of 1911 without application.

August 14th, at Alton.—Annual show of the
Horticultural .Society. Open classes for Honey.
Schedules from Mr. A. J. Martin. Market-street,
Alton. Entries close August 12th.

August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-
cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Bee-keepers' Association. 19 classes for

honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
nilver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.

Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,

Ciuirch-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106.

August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.-
Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral Ffite. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.

Sch^'jules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec. Entries close August 9th.

August 22nd, at Abingttn Park, North-
ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
Special prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.

August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—
Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction.
Demonstrations, &c., &c., to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston. Entries close
August 12th.

August 28th, at Chester.—The Cheshire Bee-
keepers' Association will hold a Honey Show, in
conjunction with the Cheshire Agricultural Society.
Goo-d classes and prizes. Schedules from T. A.
Beckett, St. Werburgh Chambers, Chester.

August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.—In con
nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Gary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee-
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, Caetle Gary. Entries-
close August 16th.

September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.
Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.
Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.

September 4th and 5th, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.

September 5th, at Horniman Hall, North
End, Croydon.—Exclusive show of Honey, Wax,
Hives, Bees, &c. Increased prizes. Six open
clasises. Judge, W. HeTrod, F.E.S. Schedule® from
A. W.akerell, 22. MansfieW-road, Croydon. Entries
close Aiigust 29th.

September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show
in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B. B.K.A.. 52,

Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, Septenibe'' 7th.

September 14th, at Dumfries.—Annual Show
of South of Scotland Bee-Keepers' Association, will
be held in St. Mary's Hall. Five open classes; Three
i-lb. jars extracted 20s., 10s., and 5s.; three sections,,
ditto. (Entry 2s.) 1-lb. jar, also one section, 5s.,

3s., and 2s. (Entry free, and exhibits retained unless
otherwise agrc'ed upon.) Beeswax, 5s., 3s., and 2s.

(Entry &d.) Fourteen classes for members.
Schedules from Q. Aird, Schoolhouse. Howwood,
Renfrew's, N.B. Entries close September 7th.

Notices to Correspondents.

X. Y. Z. {Kent).—Effect of Lujlit <>n

Honcj/.—Wlien honey is exposed to

light it granulates more quickly than if

it is kept in the dark.

F. M. (Minehead).—It will be much
better if you allow the bees to remain
in the skej) until next spring, then
transfer as described on page 149'

" Britisli Bee-keepers' Guide Book."

T. W. (Kenfrew).—No. 1 is the true ling

from which honey is obtaine<l. No. 2 is

bell lieather. Mr. Herrod's book is:

published from this office only.
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M. H. (Ipsv^^ich).—Feeding Bees.—{1) It

is not necessary to feed bees unless they

are short of stores. If there is less

than eight combs of food, feed by means
of a slow-feeder until the end of August.
Then put on a rapid-feeder, and give

the amount necessary to make up the

above as quickly as possible. (2) You
tlid quite right in moving the bees.

From your queries we should say you
have not the " British Bee-keepers'

Guide Book," and would advise you to

purchase this.

Beginner (Bletchley).

—

Surplus.—In our
expei-ience such a thing has never
happened. Are you quite sure that the

swarm and cast came from the same
hive.

Novice (GUam.)

—

Uncapped Brood.—From
the meagre information given us we
should say it is caused either by want
of food or an over-dose of naphthaline.

TsoMf'E (Stourbridge). — Planting Bee
Flou-ers.—In such a small space it is

not worth while planting bee flowers.

E. H. S. {Comne).—Dead Queen.—The
queen is a fertile one, and apparentlv

old.

C. B. (Weybridge).

—

Bees Befusing to

Work in Section-rack.—The reason why
the bees do not take to the section-

rack is because the honey season is

practically over.

J. E. J. (Pontardulais).

—

Dead Queen.—
The queen is a fertile one, and about
two 3'ears old.

E. G. (Headingley).

—

Artificial Increase.

—(1) It is rather late to increase two
strong stocks and one weak one into

four strong colonies, but with careful

attention, no doubt, you will succeed.

(2) The best plan would be to clean the

extractor well and paint it with a good
white bath enamel.

C. H. R. (Bury St. Edmunds).—PeofZ
Queen cast out of Hive.—The queen is

a very old one, and no doubt she has

been superceded

.

G. S. (Bisley).—A'ames of Editors of

Foreign Bee Journals.—The following

are the names and addresses you
require: — German: Bienenwirtscha-

fliches Centralhlatt, Ed. Knoke, in Han-
over. French: LWpicxdteur, F.

D'Autemarche, 28, Rue Serpente, Paris.

Swiss (German) : Schweitzerische Bienen-
Zeitung, R. Goldi-Braun, Altstatten

(St. Gallen). Swiss (French) : Bulletin

de la Societe Bomande d' Apiculture

,

M. Gubler, Belmont (Boudry), Neu-
cho.tel. American: .A^merican Bee
Journal, C. Dadant, Hamilton, Illinois;

and Gleanings in Bee Culture, E. R.
Root, Medina, Ohio. Canadian :

Canadian Bee Journal, J. J. Hurley,
Brantford, Ontario, Canada. Austra-
lian: Australian Bee-keeper, J. Pender,
West Maitland, New South Wales.

Honey Samples.

Bees (Paignton).—The sample is a light

one, good in all points except density,

which is only fair. If you get 9s. per
dozen you will do well, per cwt. 50s.

F. J. M. (Upton-on-Severn).—The honey
is mainly from clover, and is an excel-

lent samjjle.

Drumolog.—All the samples are very
good. We should choose No. 1 for

showing. Nos. 2 and 3 are rather
dull : 4 and 5 lack density. All the

samples are light honey.

Suspected Disease.

XoviCE (Stourbridge). — The comb is

affected with foul brood.

Boss (Raydon).—The comb is affected

with foul brood.

\y. D. (Manor Park).—We are afraid the
bees are suffering from " Isle of

Wight " disease.

W. W. (Cornwall).—The bees have "Isle
of AYight " disease.

A. J. T. (Ilkeston).—From what we can
see we nre afraid your suspicions are
correct.

W. P. (Auckenmallie).—The comb is

affected with black brood.

WEATHER REPORTS.
Westbourne, Sussex.

June, 1912.

Rainfall, 350 in. Minimum on grass,

Above average l-SS] 37° on 3rd.

iu. Frosty nights, 0.

Heaviest fall, 'C^9 onl Mean maximum, 62'9.

7th. Mean minimum, 50" 0.

Rain fell on 19daTs.'Mean temperature,
Sunshine, 2126 hrs. 56-4.

Below aver., 67"2 hrs.

Brightest day, 22nd.,
13"6 lours.

Sunless days, 1.

Maximum tempera-
tui-e, 76° on 22nd.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 40" on 3rd.

Below average, " 9.

Maximum barometer,
30-342 on 18th.

Minimum barometer,
£9 410 on 4th.

L. B. Birkett.

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British

Bee-keepers' Association is now established
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD. Secretary, B.B.K.A.. 23, Bedford

Street. Strand. W.C.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND
B.K.A.

ANNUAL SHOW.

The bee departmeut formed a very in-

teresting section of tlie show, the arrange-

ments for the display reflecting great

credit on the able and energetic secretary

of the Leicestershire and Rutland Bee-
keepers' Association, Mr. J. Wate,rfield.

The number of entries comi^ared favour-

ably with those of previous years, and
notwithstanding the dire effects of con-

tinuous rains the quality of the honey was
extremely good. Reports from Leicester-

shire bee-keepers, generally speaking,
tend to show that the honey harvest has
been about the average. Visitors were
continually attracted by the observatory
hives of bees ; indeed, the whole of this

department appeared to come in for a

good share of patronage. The duties of

awarding the prizes were undertaken by
Mr. R. Brown, Somershani, Hunts, and
Mr. H. M. Riley, Leicester, who made
the following awards, and also gave
lectures and demonstrations of bee-keeping
in the bee tent during the afternoon :

—
Class I.—Observatory Hive, Stocked

with Bees.—1st, W. H. Fountain,
Leicester; 2nd, S. Clark, Leicester.

Class II.—Twelve Sections of Comh
Honei/.—1st (silver medal), J. AVaterfield,

Kibworth ; 2nd, J. Hunt, Botcheston

;

3rd, J. G. Pavne, Lutterworth.
Class III. A.—Twelve Bottles Light-

Coloured Extracted Honey (North
Leicestershire).—1st, W. Wood, Billesdon ;

2nd, B. Walker, Seagrave ; 3rd, E. Varty,
Diseworth ; 4th, J. G. Payne, Lutter-
worth: v.h.c, W. Ward, Seagrave; c,
Chas. Bottrill, Kimcote.

Class III. B.—Twelve Bottles Light-
Coloured Extracted Honey (South
Leicestershire). — 1st, Mrs. Waterfield,
Kibworth; 2nd, J. Waterfield; 3rd, J.

Bailiss, Nailstone ; 4th, Miss Wilkinson,
Market Harborough ; v.h.c, A. J.

Marriott, Market Harborough; c, J.

Kenny, Cosby.
Class IV. — Twelve Bottles Dark-

Coloured Extracted Honey —1st, S. Sprav,
Melton Mowbray; 2nd,^W. H. Wood,
Aylestone; 3rd, H. A. AMieatcroft, Ashby-
de-la-Zouch.

Class V.—Three Shallou--Frames Comh
Honey.—1st, G. S. Jesson, Hose; 2nd,
W. W. Falkner, Market Harborough;
3rd, J. Waterfield, Kibworth.

Class VI.—Ticelve Bottles Granulated
Honey

^ any year.—1st, W. Ruddick,
Desborough ; 2nd, S. Spray, Melton ; 3rd,
B. Walker, Seagrave.

Class r//.

—

Disjilai/ of Honeij.—1st, J.

AVaterfield.

Class VIII.—Six Bottles Dark-Coloured
Hfjney (novices).—1st, E. Wheatley,
Hinckley; 2nd, A. Preston, Sileby.

Class IX.—Six Sections Comh Honey
(novices).—1st, E. Wheatley; 2nd, Mrs.
Wheatley, Hinckley.

Class X.—Six Bottles Light-Coloured
Honey (novices).—1st, W. Wood; 2nd,
Mrs. Varty; 3rd, E. Wheatley; v.h.c, H.
Burditt, Desborough.

Clas.=: XI.—Sample Bottle Honey
Beverage.—1st, R. Parkinson, Grobv;
2nd, Mrs. Waterfield.

Class XII.—Sample of Beesuax (1-lh.)—
1st, B. Walker; 2nd, E. Varty; 3rd, C.

Bottrill.

—

Communicated.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

July, 1912, was £4,698.—From a report

furnished to the British Bee Journal
by the Statistical Officer, H.M. Customs.

AMONG THE BEES.
SHOAVS AND SHOWING.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

Two subjects closely knit with success-

ful bee-keeping have hitherto failed to find

adequate treatment in book form—now
there is but one, viz., "Our Bee Flora."

The hiatus in the line of shows and show-
ing has been well and successfully filled

up by the publication of Mr. Herrod's
new book. Granted the necessity for such
a work—and this for long has been patent
—I know of no other whose long and varied

experience has so well fitted him to

tackle the task more successfully. He
has been a successful bee-keeper, an ex-

hibitor of note, a prominent first-class

expert, steward at many leading shows,

judge at innumerable exhibitions, and a

sampler of all kinds of honey at the

"B.B.J." office. The "great expecta-

tions " I had of the venture are more
than realised. It is really a notable

book. Personally, I have seldom gleaned

so much rich stores from the first

perusal of any bee-book. As it covers

hitherto unfilled soil, there is found M'itliin

its covers a wealth of valuable ore, which

thousands will dig up greatly to their own
advantage and the good of the craft.

Everv man and woman who has any-

thing whatever to do with honey exhibits

must get a copy, and every other person

connected with bee-keeping should not

only obtain one but make a very careful

study of it. The practical illustrations

have been well done and wisely selected,

and the study of them will prove a great

boon to exhibitors—many of them, indeed,

tell the tale more markedly tlian a

multitude of words.
Wanted— The Truth!— "By such

methods we are never likely to arrive at

the truth." page 306. " I tliank thee, Jew,
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for teacliing me that word !
" Huish has

been ajspealed to ; here is his verdict

:

"There is no herb which yields a greater
quantity or a purer kind of honey than
heather." His friend Dr. Bevan, a
classic aiitliority, writes :

" The people of
Edinburgh, though great consumers of
heather honej', never complain of any ill

effects." Bonnar, of whom our friend is

an admirer, says: "It produces a fine

high-flavoured honey, which looks very
beautiful in the virgin comb, showing like

gold. The ladies and gentlemen about
Newcastle are very fond of this kind of
honey." Pettigrew admired it above all

other forms. These four authorities are
worth dozens of Keys, Marshalls, and
Beuhnes. I could multiply such quota-
tions, but T can find nothing antagonistic
worth writing down. Here is the verdict
of one who for many years has sampled
more honey than any other man in
England : "This is one of the finest

honeys produced " (Mr. Herrod's book,
page 64).

Certain of the Ericacea (page 284) are
poisonous, ergo, Calluna vulgaris, being
an erica, must yield poisonous honey

!

How delightfully convincing ! The potato,
when first introduced, was said to belong
to the same family as the deadly night-
shade, therefore certain grandmothers of
both sexes then reasoned it out that the
potato must be a poison. Is it so ? I

am not particularly anxious to convince
Mr. Bullamore that T am either a good
or a bad bee-keeper—indeed, reasoning with
a man who considers " my testimony of
little value " would be labour lost

;

" but
to show other readers how fallacious his
reasoning is, I may state that my most
successful seasons followed where my
stocks were winter-fed enfirrly on heather
honey, so his boomerang returns and hits
himself.

Mr. Bullamore seems to feel sore over
something I wroto. regarding a section
of his contribution to a recent re-

port. T am sorry I cannot withdraw
my opinion that a great part of that sec-

tion is " irrelevant." I have a worse in-

dictment in regard to a part of it—it is

misleading. In "B.B.J.," 1906, p. 312,
I noted some rather peculiar characteris-
tics of very young hees of a foreign race,

and this he quotes and twists into a sup-
port of his general argument (page 14).

Lower down he again quotes chapter and
verse for something I cannot find in con-
nection with his reference on page given.

Cultured Bees.—Those living near Lon-
don and Oxford are docile, suave, and
unirascible! Those apart from these
centres of light and leading are rude,
uncultured, and sour-tempered ! (page
275). I have found Edinburgh bees (the
genuine article, city bees) real crusty and
hot-tempered, and suffered from their

vengeance, Avhile miles out of " town " I

handled bees without veil or smoke—but
they were Carniolans. Being specially
appealed to by my esteemed friend
Mr. Smallwood, I would venture to

give two theories other than "' re-

finement " for the good conduct of

the bees in question. "A hungry man's
an angry man!" Per contra, a man just

after an excellent meal, made appetising
by healthy exercise, is in the best frame
of mind to enjoy nature, both animate
and inanimate. His nerves are braced,
his feelings are buoyant, his touch has
no " shake " in it. Hence bees are soothed
and quieted by the "gentle yet firm"
handling the ancients loved to descant on.

Out from either city our expert begins
to feel fagged after toiling and moiling
the livelong day. His nerves are un-
strung, his temper lacks the sweet savour
engendered by rest. Bees are very ex-

cellent " barometers," and they quickly

take their cue from the condition of the
operator's nerves. One or two irate bees
rouse others—hence the stinging!

Again, I haA^e a theory as to odoiir

playing its part at times in rousing the
ire of quiescent bees. Bring with you on
tour one of those Society's darlings,

intellectual or otherwise, smelling of

pomatum or the thousand and one
essences affected by such drones, and you
have a generator of temper in bees, ac-

cording to M. Maeterlinck and others.

After a long day's tedious cycling, and
the constant breathing of the stifling

atmosphere of the hive interior, the pores

of the bod}' must find relief in perspira-

tion. This begets odour, and the latter

generates temper on the part of the bees.

Then the hands have been touching so

many objects that, in the course of aday's
manipulation, they may prove offensive

to the denizens of the hive. Personally,

my own experience has not proved that
any magnetism for good has obsessed the

minds of the bees T have examined near
classic shades of refinement and culture,

such as Aberdeen, St. Andrews, or Edin-
burgh. I rather like Mr. Smallwood's
"theory," interesting as is all he writes:

bees really do respond to intelligent

handling, but T feel certain the bees of a

labourer can be as well behaved as the

bees of a lord.

CRAYFORD AND DISTRICT B.K.A.
The third summer meeting of this

Association was held on Saturday,
July 29th, at the residence of the Presi-

dent (S. K. Keyes, Esq.), who presided,

at Dartford. A good number of members
were present, and in the unavoidable
ahsence of Mr. Herrod, Mr. G. W.
Judge, at very short notice, kindly took
his place as lecturer. Mr. Judge first

thoroughly examined a number of hives,
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amongst which was one containing a
maiden swarm, explaining the best way
to treat each according to the conditions
present. He then explained the methods
of moving bees and the precautions neces-
sary in doing this work. The preparation
of honey, wax, &c., in all forms, being a
seasonable subject, was also dealt with at
considerable length, and no doubt gave
the audience a good idea of what qualities

are required in exhibits to give them a
chance of gaining awards.
Very hearty votes of thanks to the Pre-

sident and to the lecturer terminated an
exceedingly pleasant and instructive after-

noon,

—

G. H. B.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

" ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.
A SUGGESTED CAUSE.

[8518] While it is presumption for an
amateur to offer advice to experts, it is

none the less true that a- novice may be
less liable to preconceptions.

When a human being succumbs to the
attack of pathogenic germs, we may say
death was due either (a) to the specific

poison secreted in his system by the

disease germ, or (h) to his weak resistant

power.
Now in plants and animals inherent

weakness is a natural consequence of

inh reeding. Oross-breeding develops con-

stitutional stamina : inbreeding produces
susceptibility to disease. With bees.

Nature's method for the prevention of

inbreeding is the flight of the swarm right

away from the vicinity of the parent hive.

But the apiarist intervenes, captures the
swarm, and hives it a few yards away
from its original home, and the progeny of

a single queen may go on intermating year
after vear, until vitality falls below the
immunity point, and Nature readjusts
matters with an epidemic.
A perusal of the Board of Agriculture

pamphlet leads one to the conclusion that
the "Isle of Wight" disease is no new-

institution: that it has been endemic in

certain districts for years in one form or

another, reappearing as an epidemic of

noteworthy virulence, intermittently.

Now in this immediate neighbourhood
are stocks owned by A, B, C, D, E, and F.
A has been a bee-keeper some twenty
years. He supplied B and C. B sold to

D. E obtained his locallv, and F got a

stock from Hampshire four years ago. As
far as I can ascertain, at

"^

least four of
these have never been requeened from out-
side the district : three of the six boast
of non-swarming stocks. This may be due
to wise management or—otherwise.

All six apiaries developed "Isle of
Wight " symptoms this season : three have
been practically wiped out, one is even
now dying rapidly oflE, and two others show
temporary recovery under treatment. We
may consider, I take it, that these are
inbred colonies.

All are situated within a half-mile
radius of apiary G. This was commenced
in .June 1910 with a Carniolan queen bred
in Sussex. Her progeny in 1910 (a swarm
and cast were given off) showed hybrid
blood—and vices ! In 1911 she was
supplied with drone-comb, and the apiary
thus flooded with pure Carniolan drones.
She went off with an absconding swarm
late in the season. By natural swarming
the remaining stocks increased to seven.

This apiary now contains ten colonies,
boiling over with life and vigour, ancl
without a sign of disease ; four of last
year's seven hives have been worked with
double brood boxes ; eleven swarms have
been taken—three big ones sold oft'—with
3001b. of honey up to date, with supers
still awaiting removal.
These stocks we may consider cross-bred,

with a recent infusion of new blood.
Their hives are being treated with
" Ayles " as a precautionary measure, and
new virgin queens are now being procured
from a distance for future breeding.
But the fact remains that while inbred

stocks are dying of " Isle of Wight " a
hundred yards away, these cross-breds are,

a.s' yet, sound and healthy.

Evidence upon which to base a legiti-

mate conclusion is not sufficient, but would
not the very situation of apiaries on the
" Isle of Wight " lend itself to inbreeding?
And have we no warrant for suggesting
that for a series of years we may weaken
our stocks by inbreeding, rendering them
in the end too weak constitutionally to

resist the attack of IS^nsema apis, a
microbe normally in contact with bee-life

everywhere?
It would be interesting if your readers

could furnish evidence for and against this

view.—H. W., Gravesend.

THE HEATHER HONEY QUESTION.
[8519] I have read what INIr. Bull amore

says on page 306 witli astonishment. It

is news to me that a black horse can eat
what would prove fatal to a white one.

A man's statements are not questioned
by me because he makes a mistake.
Huish did not take the wrong side in a,

scientific controvei'sy. I quoted M'hat ho
says on page 29(5, chap. xxi.. in his 1815
edition. He knew (|iiite well— as he
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shows in this chajDter—that empty hives
T>'ith combs in acted as decoy hives for

swarms
;
yet because he put hives which

had died in a dry, cool place till July,
and then set them out on stands, he came
to the conclusion that they had come to
life again because swarms had gone in

them. When investigators can make such
blunders as these, I say that their state-

ments are of no value. Then again, I

quoted what John Keys says in his pre-
face to the 1814 edition respecting
Schirach's discovery that bees can rear
a queen from worker eggs ; had he said

he did not believe it as it Avas too absurd,
I would not have said anything to his
discredit; but he says he had carefully
tested the matter with very many stocks
for eight j^ears without a single result in

confirmation. I for one do not believe

he ever tried it even once on one stock, or
he would certainh' have found it true,

and for making this statement I place
no reliance on anything else he says.

Mr. Bullamore quotes " A Lanarkshire
Bee-keeper ''—Mr. William Thomson—as
saying that heather honey was unsuitable
for wintering bees. He yearly took his

tees to the Leadhills for the heather, but
I do not remember seeing him condemn it

as winter food. Will Mr. Bullamore
please say when and where he said this?

I think I have everything he ever wrote
to refer to, and I should like to clear this

point up, now it has been raised. Neither
do I ever remember his friend, '' A Ren-
frewshire Bee-keeper " — McPhedran —
ever condemning it as winter stores, and
both had large exijerience for many years.

—J. R., Sheffield.

"ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE.
[8520] A correspondent has lately, in

your journal, endeavoured to trace

some connection between wax production
and " Isle of Wight " disease. While it

may be difficult to reconcile this theory
with bee life for the past centuries, it

may not be out of place to try and dis-

cover if there is any connection between
swarming, wax-production, and " Isle of

Wight" disease.

The causes of swarming are many and
difficult to generalise upon, but issuing
swarms are undoubtedly eager to build
comb. Again, "Isle of AVight " disease
is very prevalent among swarms, and it

is probably through their agency that the
disease is spread throughout the country.
Now, I submit that this disease is con-
ducive to swarming, and is often the
direct cause.
_A .stock of mine this year, which liad

wintered well, was working on ten frames
by April, and in a super in May. The
queen certainly was past her prime, but
the hive maintained a fair population,
although it was never congested.

On June (ith it sent off a swarm, and
on July 3rd, when the new queen was
making good headway with the brood-
nest, "Isle of "Wight" disease manifested
itself, and I have since ascertained that
the swarm succumbed at the same time.

If other bee-keepers can relate similar
experiences, I think that it might be
advisable to cease to traffic in swarms
and to eye with suspicion any stock that
may swarm.

Personally, I would rather buy driven
bees in the autumn and hive them on
diseased combs than prime swarms in

May, even if the difference in price were
not in my favour. A driven lot so treated
last September has this year given me
(-eventy-five sections and 501b. of ex-

tracted honej'^, and is at the moment per-

fectly healthy. —E. G. T., Harrow.

•BLURTS FROM A SCRATCHY PEN."
[8521] In many an old church tower,

in many a quaint old gable, swarms of

bees have hived themselves, grown into

powerful stocks, and there remained year
in, year out. Even that white-haired,

wrinkled old villager, creeping along, bent
o'er his stick,

" Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans ta.ste,

sans everything,"
cannot remember when first they took
possession of their present home. In
many a hollow oak and elm as well strong-

colonies have established their waxen
citadels. We all know where such may be
found, and if by hazard they have not
been spoiled for any length of time vast

is the' accumulation of honey. When at
length some raider, bolder and more
cunning than his brethren, with scaling
ladder, and for weapon armed with a
smoker, does carry off the store, great is

the joy of the local "rag," for it affords
welcome " copy." The annual "chestnut"
of the gigantic marrow exhibited at the
local show, or the wonderful pike " our
fellow townsman Mr. So-and-So has
caught " (and being an angler of course he
Avould not exaggerate). These have been
trotted out so often that the readers know
the i^aragraphs by heart. Here, then, is

a variation ; a nine davs' wonder ; a bit of

news to be headed by big type letters, that
other journals less blessed may see, copy,
and be envious.

But we are digressing. Let us return to

our bees. Usually the entrance to these
unconventional dwellings, in tower, in

cliff, or in gnarled trunk, is a very small
hole or a crack, scarcely perceivable by
the passer-by. Will you tell me that it is

n erely by cliance, occurring in the heat
of swarming that the vagrants find this

cranny, this disused squirrel hole?
Absurd ! The sporting chances of the
event coming off are as ninety-nine is to

one. Do they send out scouts? Spies in
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advance to seek a new home where the}'

may trek? And why not? Stand by yon
sunny bank in early spring and note the
qneen " bombus," large in body, gandy
but beautiful in raiment, sonorous of

wing. See how she peers into every
niousehole. And by the oaken fence

at the park-side there is a queen wasp
gathering the materials to make her paper-

like nest. You can hear her mandibles
grating against the tough wood. She, too,

awakened from her long winter sleep under
the eaves of the byre, has been house-
hunting, and maybe, as often happens, she

has found some defective hive roof where
she may (alas! how vainly) hope to raise

her piratical horde. If then her cousins
S'O behave, why should not the honey-bee
also? They are but harking back to the
habits of their ancestors. How often is

this noticeable both in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms. We study Nature
and train plant and creature to a high
state. We flatter ourselves that we are
touching perfection, but let the restrain-

ing hand of man be withdrawn, or, perhaps
it Avould be more correctly expressed, take
away that organising power, which is the
difference between man and inferior
animals, and the old savagery re-asserts

itself, primeval wildness comes again, and
all is once more as it was in the beginning.

But again I wander from my subject.

We were considering tlie question if bees
send out scouts. It was with a bee-keeper
from South Africa that I was " having a
crack " on this point. He relates that
often in that country bees are noticed to
send out fatigue detachments in advance
a party of two or three hundred bees
to clear out, spring-clean their future
home, to furbish it up and make all spick
and span. Never having had the pleasure
of voyaging thither I may not contradict.
Perhaps it is true, but to me it seems that
a pinch of salt is a needful condiment to
assist in the digestion of that tale. It
is admittedly an energetic colony, up-to-
date, and no doubt the apicultural world
marches with it at equal pace. And if so,

•why should they stay their hand at
interior decoration? Why should they
not also ornament the exterior of their
hives? Quite in character would be grim
arches of Norman design, Avith l)attlements
and a jiortcullis. Fit protection against
wandering bandits ; all truly and properly
executed in the hardest of propolis.

And so at length we have the Bill

against diseases of bees in front of us.
Let others than myself discuss it. Plenty
are ready with pen sharpened and dipped
in gall for ink to damn it. Fruitless
trouble. Will friend Woodlcy have a shot
at it? Can he, and will he, find some-
thing new to say ; something we have not
heard a thousand and one times before?
And wliile on this, may I ask what Mr.

Woodley means in his remarks in his

previous letter about " Bacillus alvei
"

and the propagation of '" Isle of Wight"
disease? I have read and re-read his

sentences. I have looked at them from
every point. I have even tried to make
sense of them by altering the punctuation.
Wliat does he mean? Is he clear in his

own mind what he wishes to express ?

Possibly it is that I am so intensely dense.
But there, I never was good, and never
shall be, in abstract arguments, and
Chinese puzzles are a horror to me.
Possibly the most simple way will be to

give up trying to answer the riddle. It

may save me some sleepless nights and
anxious days.—J. Smallwood, Hendon.

WASTED NECTAR IN RED CLOVER.
[8522] I think, as Mr. J. N. Kidd

suggests on p. 284, it would be better to

decrease the length of the tube of the
red clover than to increase the length
of the bee's tongue. But it would be
no use for the bee-keepers to work in-

dividually, as Mr. Kidd seems to suggest.

It must be an aim carried on through the
life and death of individuals, and there-

fore .should be through a society like the
British Bee-keepers' Association. I would
suggest that a part of the Development
Fund be applied to that purpose.

It would be of little use producing
a red clover with a shorter tube if it is

not as good' or better for the farmer than
that sujjplied by the best seed-growers, so

that it will displace all other varieties.

This means co-operating with the seed-

groAvers. Other points should be attained

at the same time in the interests of bee-

keepers, such as early and continued
flowering before the jjlant reaches

maturity, and the production of double
the quantity of nectar in the florets. I

suspect that some of the new varieties of

clover, red and white, do not contain so

much nectar as the old ones. There is

need to look after the bee-keepers' in-

terests, not only to make progress, but to

prevent deterioration.

Wlien once a start had been made in

this improvement, through the B.B.K.A.,
bee-keepers should helji to carry it on by
offering a small sum per acre to farmers
for all clover within their reach, or for

hives to be set down, as an inducement
to the fanner to demand from his seed-

grower a variety which is best for tlie bee-

keeper.

Another thing I may suggest for similar

co-operation tlirough the B.B.K.A. is the

pix)duction of a bean superior to all others

for the farmer and gardener, with a tube
so thin at the point where the bees pierce

it that eventually it may have a hole

ready-made. Also, I think the nectar of

this bean might be easily doubled in quan-
tity. There is no doubt that improved
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clovers and beans are the crops of the
future, and that they are worth improv-
ing in the interests of bee-keepers.

—

T. T. T., Beverley.

TOADS EATING BEES.
[8523] For some time a large black

toad frequented the neighbourhood of my
hive. I was informed the toad would
consume a large number of bees. The
other night I killed the toad, and opened
its stomach, and I found it contained only
black beetles, commonly called clocks, an
insect like a weevil, and a small stone.
Do toads really swallow bees?—A. J.,

Ballindalloch.

[Yes, undoubtedly toads do eat bees.
We have seen them doing it.

—

Ed.].

SCOTLAND AND "ISLE OF WIGHT"
DISEASE.

[8524] Permit us a line or two of
warning to all bee-keepers. "Isle of
Wight " disease has broken out in a
virulent form in a large up-to-date apiary
in Dumfriesshire, and is also rei^orted to
be in Lanarkshire. Any susjjected cases
should be reported at once to the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries, London, for
investigation and report. Any delay may
ruin a whole apiary, or even countryside.
All bee-keepers, fruit growers, and others
interested should also attend the meeting
to be held on the 14th day of this month,
at 2 p.m., in the large lecture room of the
Agricultural College, 6, Blythwood Square,
Glasgow, when the work done by, and the
aims of, the Scottish Bee-keejJers' Associa-
tion will be laid before them.
Lord Lamington hopes to be able to

address this meeting, and some effective
steps may be evolved to stamp out this
veritable jolague which threatens the very
existence of bee-keeping. — (Signed)
Robert McClelland, Lecturer on Bee-
keeping; T. Duncan Newbigging, Chair-
m.an of Council, S.B.K.A.

WAX SECRETION.
[8525] Since I posted my letter, in

which I mentioned that I saw in a
scientific book that bees could not make
wax out of sugar alone, I read the book
again, and it seems to contradict itself,

it reads as follows:—
" Why cannot bees fed on sugar alone

make wax ?

" Because sugar contains no fat.
" What must be added to assist them

in their work?
"A little fat in a convenient form.
"When this is applied, Avhat will be

the result?
" They will be able to make plenty of

Max."
Then again, I read:—
" \ATiat substances beside animals con-

tain fat?

" Fish, vegetables, sugar, starch, and
indeed almost all foods.

" How do cows and sheep get fat on
grass ?

"From the starch and sugar which the
grass contains."
However, a little milk or cream mixed

with the syrup we feed a swarm up with
might possibly be of benefit

—

i.e., when
we jolace a swarm in a skep without
foundation. I should like to hear what
you have to say. Very likely the cast
that went off the next morning after
being hived took flight without the queen,
which must have got hidden in the straw-
berry bed. After discovering they were
without their queen, they returned and
flew about the apiary for some time
searching for her. When I found her she
was hidden under the leaves with a few
bees in attendance. That gave them the
clue, and soon they all joined her. One
hears strange stories about bees from
villagers. One old man a short time ago
told me that his "Missus," in order to

give the bees a treat at Christmas time,
jalaced a salt herring in the skep. A
herring of this description certainly con-
tains salt— which bees are fond of—and
isinglass as well, besides other chemical
properties. A villager also told me it was
unlucky to keep an even number of hives,

and also to buy a swarm. A hint for me
to give him one probably. It has often
amused me how afraid of bees cats and
dogs are. I have seen a terrier that
could worry a hedgehog fly out of my
apiary yelping, with a bee on its back,
and a cat simply terrified. When once
tackled by a bee, dogs and cats will never
go near a hive again. I have seen my
terrier snap at a wasp, and throw it

out of his mouth so quickly that he has
not given it time to sting, but the dog
evidently knows a wasjj as weU as a bee
has a sting.

—

Charles Williams.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.
By Charles H. Heap.

In North Berkshire not long ago
I met a bee-keeper, who iDroudly told me
that he was born the day after the battle

of Waterloo. A little calculation shows
that he is ninety-seven years of age. The
old gentleman has kept bees for over
seventy years, and is as fond as ever of
their merry hum. When I made his

acquaintance he was sitting upon a low
box adding a few rounds of straw to an
old skej) which he was preparing for an
expected swarm. He knew nothing of

modern methods, but three or four stocks

of hees in skeps induce him to spend
almost the whole of fine, warm days in

the garden. Sorrowfully, he confessed
that he could not lift as well as in years
gone by ; but up to four years ago he
could manage to hive a swarm. He came
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of an old bee-keeping family. As far

back as he could remember, his mother
kept bees, and he believed that there had
been bees with the family for a hundred
and fifty years. His father, he said, was
" a big man among bees," and he well

remembered his showing' him "the king"
and queen. I asked no question concern-
ing "the king" bee, but listened in

respectful silence, and heard of the

smothering of the bees in the sulphur pit.

Old bee-keepers seem to delight in telling

us "youngsters" of the ways of the past,

imagining, no doubt, that they are re-

counting something quaint and interest-

ing, but never seeming to realise the
cruelty of the old practice. However, it

was a pleasure to find an old man near-
ing a century so devoted to a life-long

hobby. I fear, however, that the old

man's hobby is going, for " Isle of

Wight" disease was in his apiary.
Petroleum as a Protection against

Stings.—Who has tried petroleum as a
sting preventer ? Recently, I called upon
a bee-keeper who asked me to help him
transfer a stock to a hive which had been
treated with Ayles' Liquid. Before we
started work, he said :

" Do you jjut any-
thing on your hands to prevent sting-

ing? " "No," I replied. "I do," he
went on. " I always wash my hands and
arms in paraffin. Try it!" Before I

had time to consent or dissent, he seized
my hands and liberally daubed them with
the oil. I bad little faith in the pre-
ventive and none at all before I had got
the division-board out. The bees defied
the nauseous odour and left a row of
darts on each hand. I also noticed that
tlie owner of the bees gave his hands and
arms a few more vigorous rubs than was
consistent with brushing off a fly or two.

" Tricks."—Genius deserves recognition
wherever it is found. I recall to mind a

bee owner who was the talk and wonder
of the bee-keepers in the neighbourhood.
It haj^pened to be my duty to call upon
him. He politely showed me round his
apiary, containing sixteen or seventeen
stocks, not one of which was in a frame-
hive, though the hives were made to
resemble frame-hives. " Come here and
see a trick of mine." I went, and was
shown a little rack of sections placed over
a board, in which two or three slits ^in.

wide and 2in. long, had been cut; but
the "smartest trick of all" was putting
tAvo swarms in a clothes-box, with a
dividing-board in the middle, and an
entrance at each end. I gently hinted
that it would have been better to make
proper frame-hives, but the genius was
so voluble and enraptured with his

"tricks" that my suggestions were wholly
unheeded. I was supposed to instruct
the bee-keeper, but that was a role I was
not permitted to play. I suppose geniuses
of his kind must have their way.

Mr. Herbert Mace appears to have had
the time of his life with swarms this

season. Nobody objects to a few swarms
except the American gentlemen, who are

always asking for non-swarming bees, but

leave the work of their production to be

attempted by other people. It is, how-
ever, possible to have a surfeit of a good
thing. Apparently Mr. Mace had more
than enough of swarming; but what
would he have done if he had averaged

6^ swarms from each stock, as a Berk-

shire labourer did last year':' I can

imagine him sitting up late at night

engaged in profound mathematical calcu-

lations ; and finally going to bed light-

heartedly, after writing out an advertise-

ment to the "B.B.J." to this effect:

" Magnificent. Beat all queens. Defy
disease by introducing this vigorous

strain into your apiary." When I re-

marked that it was not wise to hive each

lot separately, especially the last teacup-

fuls, the Berkshire labourer ruefully

admitted that he ought to have done
something different. It was not much
trouble to reckon up his stocks; the

number was two, Spring Count.

Sulphur Fumes for "Isle of Wight"
Disease.—In Jottings last month. I re-

counted an experience with diseased bees,

in which sul]3hur fumes appeared to have

played a part in curing a case of "Isle

of Wight" disease. Let me record the

disconcerting fact that the day after the

Jotting appeared in print, the well-known

symjitoms reappeared. An improvement
has again taken place, and I have seen

nothing amiss for a fortnight. Will

history repeat itself?

Queries and Replies.

[8507] Tran.^frrring Bees from ynn-

Standcrrd Hives.—In the spring I bought

nine stocks of bees in hives 14Ain. square

and frames 12in. by 7iin.
; they haven't

swarmed for several years. I want your

advice on Avhat I thought of doing. My
intention is to drive all the stocks into

standard hives fitted Avith full sheets of

foundation, and feed up with rapid

feeder, then re-queen in September.

Could I feed them Avith the honey thoy

have now stored up? I wrote to the

Secretary of the Northants. B.K.A. with

the intention of becoming a member, but

have not received a reply, so perhaps they

are not in want of new members, other-

wise I would not have troubled you. I

may add I have not kept bees till this

year. Thanking you,—E. M., Buckby.
Reply.- The better plan would be to

allow them to stay until the spring, ami
then work them down as from a skep. ox-

plained on page 149 of " British Bee-

keepers' Guide Book."
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[8503] SouTce of Honey and Super-
ing.—(1) Do bees gather lioney from
the bramble blossom, and if so, what is

the colour of it, and is it good quality?

(2) From the "Bee-keepers' Guide Book,"
page 58, and also from other writings on
fjee-keeping, one is led to understand that

the sections in the top rack (which are

about two thirds full when the second
rack is put on) are finished first and I'eady

to come off long l)efore those in the second
rack, but this has not been my ex-

perience. I have found as many beauti-

fully finished sections in the bottom rack
as in the top one. I should like to know
if this is the experience of other bee-

keepers, or is it my fault? (3) The fol-

lowing may be worth relating : I joined
two stocks, and as they were then very
strong, I put two racks on right away so

as to prevent swarming. When I

examined them later for honey the top
rack was untouched. In the centre of the
low one, the bees had set to work in

businesslike style, as about a dozen
sections in the centre were finished off

comisletely, while those at the sides were
never looked at. What was the cause of

this, and does it not teach that one rack
at a time, and that done well, is better
than two racks of half-finished sections?
I shall be glad if you will give me your
opinion regarding the foregoing, for which
I shall be much obliged.

—

"Scotia."

Reply.—(1) Yes, it is rather dark in

colour. The flavour is generally good. (2)

It is not your fault, only a coincidence.

(3) Yes, one rack at a time is best, as you
have proved. Bees work in the centre
first, as it is warmer there than near the
outside.

[8509] Unfertile Eggs and Bearing
Queen.— (1) Can a drone be reared in a
worker-cell? (2) Why don't bees store

pollen in supers? (3) Will a worker's egg,
deposited in a queen-cell, produce a
queen if the colony be queenless? (4)

AVill a bee bring in pollen and honey or
wax and honey at the same time? (5)

How long should bees be allowed to keep
their combs in the brood-nest ? (6) How
far will a bee fly in search of food, &c. ?

(7) What is the best way to preserve
shallow combs during winter? (8)

How many pounds of honey do you con-

sider one would lose each season if they
left their bees to produce their own queen
when they desired a young one? (9)

Would you name a reliable black queeu-
rearer who advertises in your columns,
and requires a reasonable price for them?
(10) What would be a fair price to give
for a black queen? Thanking you very
much in anticipation,—F. Old.

Reply.— (1) Yes. (2) Pollen is usually
stored near the brood. (3) No, because it

is unfertile. Only fertile eggs laid by a
mated queen can produce females. (4)

Pollen and honey are brought in at the

same time, but wax is made by the bees in

the hive. (5) Renew two of the worst
combs each year. (6) Two miles. (7)

Wrap the boxes in paper with naphtha-
line, and store in a dry place. (8) Too
problematic. (9) We cannot make pre-

ference. (10) 5s. 6d.

[We have answered your queries, but
do, please, read the "British Bee-keepers'
(Tuide Book," which would have answered
most of your questions for you.

—

Ed.]

[8510] Feeding Driven Bees.—I have
made arrangements to drive eight
skeps of bees during the last week
of the present month. These I intend
to hive on combs of sealed honey.
Will you kindly tell me— (li) If two lots

united will make a good colony for next
year? (2) Would they require the full

allowance of 301b. syrup each (all ready
stored in the combs) ? (3) Would it be
advisable to give them an empty comb or

frame of foundation as well as the full

ones, so that the queens have room to lay

at once? (4) Shall I be right in feeding

them gently for a week or ten daj's im-

mediately after they are hived, or would
it be better to pack them up and leave

them entirely alone till the spring.

—

A. Y. W.
Reply.—(1) It will depend upon the

strength of the lots. You should leave at

least 51b. of bees in each hive. (2) Yes,

but you could feed up to this amount if

you have not combs with enough stored.

(3) Yes, and slow feed. (4) You could

feed until the end of September.
[8511] Glass Quilts.—Wintering Bees

on Shallow Combs.—Feeding.—(1) Is

it a good or bad plan to have a

square of glass on top of section

rack? (2) I have tried to get show
sections by putting a swarm of bees on
shallow frames with two racks of sections.

I am now taking racks off. Can I winter
on these shallow frames, or what do you
advise? (3) In the district where my bees

are kept there is a tremendous lot of

humble bees, which visit the flowers early

in the morning, all the day long, and late

in the evening. In wet weather they are

still at it. It occurs to me that if these

are allowed to go on, which is only natural,

there will be nothing but humble bees

ahout, unless some means are taken to

destroy them, as our worker be«s only
come out in suitable weather, and there

cannot be the quantity of nectar in the
flowers after the humble bees' visit. I shall

be glad to have your views on the subject.

(4) Is drv sugar feeding best for winter,

or thick syrup?—W. N. O.

R.EPLY.—We do not advise this. (2)

Get the bees on to deep comjjs and feed

well. Place the shallow combs above so

that the brood will hatch out and not be
wasted. (3) Nature provides a balance:

you need have no fear on this score. (4) If

the bees require food in the winter do not

give i+ Uquid, but well made candy.
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BRIEF REPORTS, &c., OF THE
HONEY SEASON.

Season very indifferent, and varies in

districts. Clover crops poor, and on some
farms hardly a flower. Honey of good
quality. Swarms plentiful.—H. C, Dor-
chester.

The season in this part of Northants
has been very disappointing. Bees did
well till tlie end of May, after that in-

numerable swarms.—H. C. H. (Oundle).

The honey season opened splendidly in

this district, and supers were on quite a
month earlier than usual, and at the
latter end of May hives were boiling over
with bees, when bad weather set in, which
continued through June and July, and is

worse now than ever—cold, high winds and
rain continually. Of course we had a few
fine days now and then, and the bees
worked those days to some purpose, bring-
ing in honey in great quantities, making
it a record year. My take will average
1001b. per hive. A few fine days now
would enable the bees to finish and sea]

up what honey is still on hives^ as there
is a little heather about.

—

Robert Eccles,
Anglesey.

I noticed in the Bee Journal a few
weeks ago the editor invited readers to

report as to their honey crop. I may say
that about this district they did very well
during April and May. I had two and
three shallow frame boxes, mostly
filled by the first week in June,
but sorry to say since then, as the weather
changed, they have done but very little in

storing surplus. I put a rack of sections
on each about that time. I have only two
dozen filled out of two hundred. I had no
swarms last year. This year they Avere

like Mr. Crawshaw's—kept on swarming
after June came in. Even this season's
first swarms had the swarming fever, as I

had two from them from a dozen stocks.
I think they will average about 401b. per
hive.—B. W. G., Glos.

The season here has been good
; colonies

supered early have done best. My best
one, supered with five standard frames at
first (afterwards increased to eleven), has
filled and capped eleven standards, eight
shallows, and twenty-one sections. All are
removed and bi-ood-chamber is now
getting fit for winter. A swarm hived in
a large skep on April 22 swarmed again
in early June, and in July hung out to
swarm again, but was checked by the
weather.—W. G. R., Oxford.

Bee Shows to Come.
August 21st, at Lancaster.—Lancaster Agri-

cultural Society, in conjunction with the Lanca-
shire Be-e-keepers' Association. 19 classes for
honey, bee produce, and bee hives. Numerous
specials, including two silver challenge cups, four
silver and bronze medals, smallholder prizes.
Write for Honey Schedule to Robert Gardner, 69,
Church-street, Lancaster. Tel. 106.

August 21st and 22nd, at Shrewsbury.—
Shropshire B.K.A. Annual Show, in connection
with the Shropshire Horticultural Society's Great
Floral F6te. Eight open classes for honey. Free
entry for single section and single bottle.
Schedules from S. Cartwright, Shawbury, Shrews-
bury, Hon. Sec.

August 22nd, at Abingtcn Park, North-
ampton.—Northants B.K.A. Annual Honey Show.
Special prizes for open classes, including one for
single lib. jar. Entry free. Schedules from R.
Hefford, Kingsthorpe, Northants. Entries close
August 15th.

August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.—
Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax
collections of objects of interest and instruction,
Demonstrations, &c., Ac, to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting-up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules ready July 15th, from G.
Hayes, Mona-street, Beeston.

August 28th, at Chester.—The Cheshire Bee-
keepers' Association will hold a Honey Show in
conjunction with the Cheshire Agricultural Society.
G<x)d classes and prizes. Schedules from T A
Beckett, St. Werburgh Chambers, Chester.

August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.—In con-
nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Cary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Litman, South Street, Caetle Cary. Entries
close August 16th.

September 3rd, at Deddington, Oxon.
Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.
Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.

September 4th and 5th, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.

September 5th, at Horniman Hall, North
End, Croydon.-Exclusive show of Honey, Wax,
Hives, Bees, &c. Increased prizes. S'ix open
classes. Judge, W. Herrod, F.E.S. Schedules from
A. Wakerell, 22, Mansfield-road-, Croydon. Entries
close Avigust 29th.

September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show
in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B. B.K.A., 52,
Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

September 14th, at Dumfries.—Annual Show
of South i]f Scotland Bee-Keepers' As.sociation, will
bo held in St. .Mary's Hall. Five open cla.sses; Three
1-lb. jars extracted 20s., 10s., and 5s. ; three sections,
ditto. (Entry 2s.) 1-lb. jar, also one section, 5s.,

3s., and 2s. (Entry free, and exhibits retained unless
otherwise agreed upon.) Beeswax, 5s.. 3s., and 2s.

(Entry 6d.) Fourteen clas.sps for members.
Schedules from Q. Aird, Schuolhouse, Howwood,
Kenfrews, N.B. Entries close September 7th.

Wednesday, September 25th, at Altrin-
chani.—Eleven classes, four specials. Judges :

Rev. T. J. Evans, Rock Ferry, and Mr. T. John-
son, Taunton. Prize list now ready. Prizes, £2,
£1, 15s., 10s., and 5s. J. Herbert Hall, 1, Market-
street, Altrincham, secretary. Entries close
September 9th.
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Notices to Correspondents.

J. C. (Chorlton).—The comb contains

brood of a laying worker.

H. B. (Sussex).—If the bees appear

to be all right, and are working, there

is no need to kill them, as probably

they are cnred.

E. F. T. (Cornwall).—Matlock is a good

district. The Secretary of Derbyshire

Association is Mr. R. H. Coltman,

49, Station Road, Burton-on-Trent.

Crewe.—The honey will do for feeding,

but is so thin that you must not add

water. Boil it for about three minutes

before giving to the bees.

Honeij Samples.

J. E. (Sutton).—(1) No. 2 would do to

show. (2) In light class (3) No. 1 is

from mixed sources; No. 2 from clover.

Grading glasses are Is. 2d., post free.

Blue Seal.—The light-coloured is from
clover, and the dark from hawthorn.

Both should stand a good chance of

winning in their respective classes.

Novice (Worcester).—No. 1: density

fair: colour light; flavour good;

aroma fair. No. 2: density fair;

colour light; flavour good; aroma good.

No. 3: density poor; colour medium;
flavour fair; aroma strong.

r. J. M. (Upton-on-Severn).^The sample

you posted first did not arrive till after

we had gone to press. It is rather thin,

good in flavour, and is from clover and
sycamore.

K. C. P. (Erding-ton).—The honey is a

very good sample, light in colour,

gathered from white clover.

J. W. J. (Dalkam).—Sample is of good
flavour, aroma, and density, and is a
nice light-coloured honey.

J. Hunter.—The honey had leaked out of

the bottles into the tin, and your letter

had to be washed before it could be
read. Please send other samples pro-

perly sealed and packed, and we will

report on them.

Suspected Disease.

W. R. H. (Oxford).—We are sorry to say
that to all appearances the bees are
suffering from " Isle of Wight " disease.
For the sake of the others we should
destroy them. You can extract and
use the food for human consumption,
but it is not advisable.

N. E. F. (Petharton).—It is "Isle of
Wight" disease.

H. C. H. (Oundle).—It Is foul brood.

^^^ D. (Birmingham).—We are afraid it
is •• Isle of Wight" disease.

WEATHER REPORTS.
Westbouknb, Sussex.

July, 1912.

Rainfall, 216 in. tare, 45 on 19th and
Above average 'ISi 31st.

in. Minimam on grass,

Heaviest fall, '37 on
31st.

Rain fell on 14 davs.

40 on 19th and 31st.

Frosty nights, 0.

Mean maximum, 68'5.

Sunshine, 189 9 hrs. I Mean minimum, 545.
Below aver., 44 hrs. I Mean temperature,
Brightest day, loth., 615.
135 boars. i Above average, I'l.

Sunless days, 1.
j

Maximum barometer,
Maximum tempera- 30'241 on 5th.

ture, 84 on 15th andi Minimum barometer,
16th. 29 609 on 28th.

Minimum tempera-! L. B. Birkett.

Special Prepctia Advertisements.

SPARE QUEENS.—Several 1912 fertile Simmins'
famous White Star Italian strain, 4s. 6d. each,

post free, in introducing cage.—J. JUSTICE,
Alvaston Hall Gardens, Nantwich. v 9

7XCWT. pure Cambridgeshire Honey, finest

2 quality, 58s. per cwt., in 28lb. tins; sample,
5d.—W. JOCKMAN, Cherryhinton, Cambridge. v8

UPERIOR light North Wold Clover Honey,
561b., 40s.—SMITH, decorator, Caistor. v 6S

C HOICE Black Oueens, 1912, 4s. 6d., hardy and
prolific—L. NORTON, Cleeve Hill, Glos. v3

FOR SALE, fifteen to twenty Stocks of Bees,
Hives, interchangeable parts; full inspection

allowed; what offers?—C. J. ASHWORTH, Heytcs-
bury, Wilts. v 2

WANTED, Honey or Driven Bees; exchange
Honey E.xtractor, geared, English con-

certina, or Foster Mother, 100 chick.—WILLIAMS,
Bees, St. Briavels. v 1

A FEW healthy Nuclei, second swarms, four and
five frames, 10s. and 12s. each, 1912 Queens;

boxes free.—H. W. GLOVER, Biggin Hulland
Ward, Derby.

TWO W.B.C. HIVES, complete, two lifts, 10s.

each; two Holborn Hives, 6s. 6d. each; all
well painted. 27s. 6d. the lot.—JULIAN LOCK-
WOOD, Hunstanton. v 23

FOR SALE, a few 1912 surplus Queens, from
choice English strains; three 1911 Queens,

Is. 7d. each; wanted, a few good Sections.

—

CROWE, Central-avenue, Wigston, Leicester, v 21

PURE Cambridgeshire Honey, chiefly sainfoin,
light amber colour, 60s. per cwt., on rail; tins

returnable; sample, 2d.—J. CUNNINGHAM,
Stetchwcrth, near Newmarket, C^mbs. v 30

-| O 1 O QUEENS.—A few excellent Fertiles,
XtlX/i 3s. 6d. each.—SNELGROVE, Albert
Quadrant, Weston-super-Mare. v 14

Oj/\/\LB. light Cambridge Honey, in 281b.
Ovf\/ tins, 58s. 6d. per cwt.; tins free; sample,
2d.—J. YOUNGER, 21, Mackenzie-road. Cam-
bridge, v 11

FOR SALE, owing to removal, five strong,
healthy Stocks, in W.B.C. Hives, complete,

with fittings.—TREHARNE, Creigiau, Cardiff, v 12

TRONG STOCKS, on eight wired frames,
ample stores, 1912 Queens, 17s. 6d. each, f.o.r.

—WEBB, 61, Alcester-road, Moseley, Birming-
ham, v 16

ROLIFIC CARNIOLANS, strong 3-frame
Nucleus, lis. 6d.; four frames and stocks in

proportion; no disease.—FROST, Hartshill, Stoke-
on-Trent. V 17
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

ROYAL LANCASHIRE SHOW.
The Royal Lancashire Show. at Preston,

though much affected by the weather in

jDoint of general attendance, was quite a

success from the bee-keepers' outlook.

Owing to the outbreak of foot-and-mouth
disease and the absence of cattle from the

show, the committee arranged for extra

attractions, and among them the Lanca-
shire expert, Mr. J. Herrod, was engaged
to lecture and demonstrate each day of the

show on bees and bee-keeping, and despite

the mud and dirt consequent upon heavy
rains, he held on each occasion an
intensely interested large audience for

over an hour.
Considering the tantalising summer we

have had there was a very fair show of

honey. Dr. Anderton, of Ormskirk, and
Mr. F. H. Taylor judged the exhibits and
made the following awards:—

Twelve 1-lh. Sections {Open).—1st,

James Pearman, Derby; 2nd, J. CI.

Nicholson, Langwathby ; 3rd, A. W.
Weatherhogg, Willoughton ; h.c. Miss F.

E. Barlcer, Dunmow.
Ticelve l-lb. Jars 1912 Honey (Open).—

1st, J. Pearman ; 2nd, W. Barlow,
Knutsford ; 3rd, F. W. Frusher, Crow-
land ; v.h.c, A. S. Dell, Leigh; h.c, D.
H. Burgess, Sandbach ; c, W. Patchett,

Cabourne; c, J. Ward, Hesketh Bank;
c, R. Morgan, Cowbridge.

Twelve l-lh. Jars 1912 Honey (Lanes.

Only). — 1st, A. S. Dell; 2nd, J.

Birkett, Blundell Hill; 3rd, H. Finney,
Lea Green; v.h.c, J, Iddon, Hesketh
Bank; c, Dawson Bros., Holmeswood

;

c, W. Rymer, Hesketh Bank.

Twelve 1-lh. Sections 1912 Honey (Janes.

Only).—list, A. S. Dell.

Twelve l-lh. Jars 1912 Medium Honey
(Open).—1st, T. Manfield, Newark-on-
Trent; 2nd, J. Berrv, Llanrwst; 3rd, A.

S. Dell.

Twelve l-lh. Jars Granulated Honey
(Open).—1st, H. Finney; 2nd, W. Bar-
low; 3i-d, A. S. Dell, Leigh; v.h.c. Miss
F. E. Barker; h.c, D. H. Burgess, Sand-
bach; c, J. Woods, Church Warsop.

Jloney Trophy (Lanes. Only).—1st, A.

S. Dell; 2nd, R. Rymer.
Beeswax (Open).—1st, J. Berry,

2nd, W. B. Allister, Throckenholt ; 3rd,

F. W. Frusher.

Tu-o ShnUuw or Standard Frames of

Tlnneii (()pcn).—lst, Mi.ss F. E. Barker;
2nd, J. Ward; 3rd, A. Morrison, Preston.

Best Hive (Open).—1st, H. G. Tunstall,

Rainhill.

Special rrizes.—1st and 2nd, A. S. D<?11

—

Communicated.

CAMBRIDGE MAMMOTH SHOW.
There was an excellent display of honey

at the above show, held on Bank
Holiday. August 5th, at Cambridge,
both quality and numbers being well up
to previous years. Although there were
exhibitors from all parts of Great
Britain, some of them winners at the
Royal and other leading shows, the

exhibits from Cambridge and Cambridge-
shire won the majority of the prizes. The
judges were Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S..

secretary and expert of the British Bee-
keepers' Association, and Mr. Richard
Brown, of Somersham, also an expert of

the B.B.K.A. Mr. Herrod also gave
lectures and demonstrations with live

bees to large and appreciative audiences.

Mr. E. F. Dant again managed the

section with conspicuous ability, and the

stewards were Messrs. Dant, J. Lee,

R. H. Bavnes, W. Horspool, F. Humphrey,
J. Short," A. Barber, J. Hills, E. Brown,
and R. Redmond.
Display of Honey in any form.—1st,

R. H. Baynes and Co., Caiubridge; 2nd

W. Barnes, Exning ; 3rd, F. Humphrey,
Comberton.

Twelve lib. Sections.—1st, W. Barnes:

2nd, E. Brown, Melbourn ; 3rd, J. Lee

£ind Son, Fulbourn; v.h.c, W. Hall, Ful-

bourn, and F. Humphrey.
Twelve l-lb Bottles Light-coloured

Honey.—1st, R. Allen, Tusmore, Bicefster
;

2nd, A. E. Church, Cardiff; 3rd, W. S.

Halford, West Wratting ; v.h.c. R.

Morgan, Cowbridge, South Wales; h.c,

R. H. Baynes.
Three ^'^haUow-Frames for Extract-

ing.—1st, Jas. Lee and Son; 2nd,

W'. S. Halford; 3rd, E. Brown; v.h.c, S.

Sanderson. West Wratting; h.c. W.
Barnes.

Six l-lh. Sections.—1st, W. Barnes;'

2nd, Lee and Son; 3rd, E. Brown.

Six l-lh Bottles of JAght-coloured

Honei/.—1st, B. Stokes, Royston ;
2iid,

W. H. Halford: 3rd, R. H. Baynes and

Co. ; v.h.c, F. Humphrey ; h.c. W. Barnes

Silver Medal, given by the British Bee-

heepers' Association.—R. H. Baynes and

Co. Bronze Medal.—W. Barnes. Certi-

ficate of Merit.—R. Allen.

GIFT CLASSES.

To be presented to Addenbrooke's Hospital

and the Albert and Victoria Asylums.

l-lb Section special (1st prize by

ihe Hon. E. S. Montagu).—1st, R. H.

Baynes and Co.; 2nd, Lee and Son; 3rd.

PL Brown, Melbourn; v.li.c, W. Barnes:

li.c. E. V. Diiut.

l-lh. Bottle Extracted Honey (special

1st prize b)/ the Hon. E. S. Montagu).

-l.st, R. M'organ ; 2nd, W. Barnes; 3rd,

W. S. Halford; v.h.c, Mrs. W. Wort,

Hatfield; h.c, H. J. Dowsett, Great

Thurltiv.-.
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For Greatest Number of Points,

'Small-holder" Silver Medal.—1st, W.
Barnes, Exning; 2nd (bound volume),

Jas. Lee and Son, Fulbourn.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
QUEEN INTRODUCTION.

By W. Heiyod.

(Continued from page 313.)

In my last hints I mentioned the fact

that bees would kill an alien queen by
balling if she were not introduced pro-

perly. Several beginners have wi'itten

asking what this means. The illustration

(Fig. 1) is an actual photograph of a

queen being balled on the floor-board of a

hive, the brood-chamber having been
lifted off for the purpose of obtaining the

picture. It will be noticed that the bees

are clustering in a knot round the queen
;

in this way she is killed by suffocation.

Not only so, but I find the workers will

FIG. 1. QVEEN BEING BALLED.

maim the queen, as is shown at Fig. 2,

which is the queen taken from the ball

shown at Fig. 1. At the end of half an
hour mutilation of the wings and legs has
taken place, portions of these members
having been amiiutated.
When balling is observed, either on the

face of a comb or on the floor-board,
i-emove the cluster. Do not try to pick
off the workers, as this is well-nigh im-
possible without either the queen being
killed or a number of stings being in-

serted in the fingers and thumb of the

QUEEN AFTER BALLING.

operator. If possible, the ball of bees
.should be dropped into water, when they
will separate; or, it will be just as
effectual if the ball is placed on the

ground and whipped with a small
bunch of long grass ; the latter method
has the advantage of the material being^

always ready to hand. In all cases when
balling takes place, the queen should be
caged alone in the hive for at least

twelve hours.

One of the simplest and most inexpen-
sive cages for the introduction of queens is

that known as the "Pipe Cover Cage,"
which is a narrow rim of tin, to which
is attached a dome-shaped jDiece of wire-
cloth. The old-fashioned tea-strainer,

which is attached to the teapot spout by

FIG. 3. THE WAV ro CATCH THE QUEEN.

means of a couple of wires forced down
the spout, and which can be purchased at
any ironmonger's shop or penny bazaar,

makes an admirable cage when the attach-

ment wires are removed. The manipula-
tion of this cage is very simple if the

FIG. 4. METHOD OF HOLDING PIPE COVER
CAGE.

following instructions are carefully fol-

loAved. Take a i^ost-card and place the
cage upon it so that it projects over one
edge about ^in. Now catch the queen,
r.nd in doing so be careful not to take
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hold of the abdomen, or serious injury

may result. The best way for the novice

to handle a queen is by the wings, as

shown at Fig. 3. Grip the wings on
both sides and hold on to them ; she

will not tear them out by her struggles,

which is the fear of the beginner the first

time he handles a queen in this way.
After a little practice she can be taken
by the thorax. Put her head over the

edge of the card inside the cage, and
lelease her wings. As the natural pro-

pensity of bees is to travel up-hill, she

runs into the cage. Catch and cage about
six workers in the same way ; then push
the cage on to the card, so that there is

no fear of the bees escaping. The next
thing is to remove a comb from the hive

to which the queen is to be introduced,

and for comfort in working it is better

to shake it clear of bees. Rear it up, and
place the cage and card in position over
food, as shown at Fig. 4, holding the
card tight to the comb by pressure on the
cage. Withdraw the card, and with a

FIG. 5. PIPE COVER CAGE FIXED IN

POSITION.

screwing movement force the cage into

the coml), so that the tin rim is embedded
its full depth, as seen at Fig. 5. Close

space a couple of combs in the middle of

the hive to^ give room, so that the cage
will not be disturbed by putting in or

taking out the comb. The queen can be

released at the end of twenty-four houfs
by lifting off the cage. When this is done
watch her for a minute or two to

see that she is accepted. If there is the

slightest sign of balling, cage her again

for a few hours, then release and watch
again,

(To he continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves respontible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real namet
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
aa a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

RENDERING BEES IMMUNE TO
"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.

[85136.] The most hopeful suggestion

made by Dr. Graham-Smith and his

cxalleagues in their voluminous report was
that bees might ultimately become at

least partially immune to Micro-
sporidiosis. We are familiar with im-
munity (say, to small-pox) acquired by
the individual ; but there is undoubtedly
an acquired immunity which is racial, in

spite of what Weismann and Thomson
may say about the impossibility of trans-

mitting acquired characteristics. For
instance, Europeans had acquired a con-

siderable power of resistance to measles,

so that an epidemic resulted in only a few

deaths. But when measles was conveyed

to the South Sea Islands, and its microbes

were let loose among the natives, these

died off like flies. They had not acquired

any power of resisting the disease.

Our problem is to breed a race or strain

of bees that will not all die when attacked

by " Isle of Wight" disease. Dr. Graham-
Smith records that a bee was seen to

deposit a mass of excrement, which was
found to contain a very large number of

spores But when the bee was slain and
dissected, very few spores were found in

the chyle-stomach. The doctor suggests

that this bee might have got rid of all

the spores if it had been allowed to live.

Here was an individual bee that was
acquiring immunity. But it was a
worker, and could not possibly pass on
even a tendency to resist the disease.

Obviously, we must bend our energies

towards the raising of immunised queens.

I have tried some experiments in thi?

direction, which may perhaps be interest

ing.

Last year I had a stock headed by an
American Golden in her third year, which
displayed symptoms of ]]licrosporidiosis.

Inclividual bees were examined at Cam-
bridge, and found to contain the parasite,

yet the stock completely recovered, and I

have it still. The old queen died of old

age, and the young one is mismated, so

perhaps the new generation may not be

so resistant; but I would not sell this

young queen for a good deal.

But my experiment concerns another

queen and another stock. The bees wero
black, and first displayed symptoms of
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the disease on 20th January, 1912.

Towards evening of February 29th the
few .surviving bees were seen to be at the
point of death, probably from chill rather
than from disease, for only about two
dozen were left out of a fine stock. The
queen could just move her limbs. I re-

i/ived her at the fire; and j^'^^t her in a
match-box overnight, along with a few of

my immune Goldens. All were chilled by
morning, and the queen seemed lifeless.

1 warmed them into activity once more,
put a frame of my immune Goldens into a
" Nicolson '

' observatory hive, and safely

introduced the revivified queen, the sole

survivor of a stock. This was on March 1st.

On the 7th she had laid some eggs on one
side of the frame; and next day was lay-

ing on the other side. On the 10th a few
eggs were hatched, but no further pro-

gress was made, and all eggs and grubs
ultimately disappeared. Nothing further
occurred till April 18th. During all this

time none of the bees ever ventured out-

side, and every cold night some fell be-

numbed on the floor of the hive. I used
to take these out every morning and
revive them in front of the fire ; after-

wards returning them to the hive.

April 18th brought milder Aveather, the
bees first went out, bringing in loads of

pollen, and the queen produced more
eggs. Next day she was laying on the
other side of the comb, and grubs duly
appeared on the 22nd. These began to be
sealed over on the 2(3th, and the first bee
came out of the cell on May 7th. By
May 23rd there were many young bees

in the hive ; and a second batch of eggs
hsbd been laid. In order to hasten the
experiment, I now did a rather foolish

thing—T attempted to add a tiny queen-
less lot to this experimental stock. In
spite of flour the queen was balled and
slain

.

Queen-cells were started immediately,
the selected queen hatched out on
June 5th, was mated on the 23rd, and
began to lay on the 2oth.

Wlien I left for Orkney, on July 15th,

the first bees of the new queen were just

emerging, and I hoped for quite a nice

little stock when I returned on August 2nd.

But alas ! the fortnight had been most un-
favourable to bees. My strongest stocks

had no more honey than when I left, some
were almost foodless, and my tiny experi-

mental stock had starved to death. If I

had come one day earlier I might have
saved them, for one or two could still

crawl. I sent the whole stock, including
the queen, to Dr. Graham-Smith, so that
he could examine—if he cared—for

Noscma apis. I might say that I never
saw the slightest sign of "Isle of Wight "

disease in any of the young bees.

I have still got a few of my immune
Goldens, and I have a fine stock of blacks

exhibiting .symptoms of Microsporidiosis,
so I may be able to repeat the experiment.
Any other bee-keeper who may have' a
stock that has recovered from " Isle of
Wight" disease may possibly want to ex-
periment OB the same lines, and that is

my reason for writing this account.
It is interesting to note that such an

experiment will not be possible after the
Bee Diseases Bill becomes an Act, and is

put into operation. The "expert" will

come along to Stornoway, and order all

my partially immunised bees to be
destroyed, for some of them will doubtless
contain specimens of Nosema ai?is. Wlien
I think of this, and remember that " Isle

of Wight" disease came to this island
through the carelessness of an experienced
English bee-keeper, I feel like sup-
porting the veteran Woodley in his

opposition to the Bill.—J. Andeieson,
Stornoway.

WASTED NECTAR IN RED OLOVER.
[8527.] Referring to this matter

advanced by Mr. J. N. Kidd [8509; page
305] and previous correspondence, and in

answer to Mr. Woodley's invitation [8506;
page 303], I do not think it at all probable
that a ci'oss can be obtained between
"white" and "red" clover, as the pollen

grains differ greatly both in size and
(though in a less degree) in form, as do
also the stigmas of these two flowers.

The Alsike is not, as its name implies
{Trifolum hx/bridum), a hybrid, or cross

between the two clovers ; and on this point
I believe later agricultural botanists are
agreed

.

To those who have not studied the
subject closely it would seem quite easy
to cross, seeing that both are clovers; but
1 he characteristics of each plant are vastly

different, and it would be just as probable
that we should be able to cross white
turnips or swedes.

Personally, I do not think we lose all

the honey from the red clover, for I have
seen and examined samples of honey in

which it was a predominant factor. Our
hive bees are often able to work on it

when it has been stunted in growth owing
to drought and other causes. They are
also enabled to work it when its growth is

profuse, for the wild bees pierce the
corolla near to the nectary at the foot of

the long tube, and our bees avail them-
selves of this easy access to its sweets.

Neither do I think we need trouble very
much about what is wasted from this

source, for the honey is inferior to that
from white clover, and if gathered in

greater quantity it would, I fear,

deteriorate a good deal of what we now
get as pure white clover honey, seeing
that they bloom simultaneously.

—

Geo.
Haves, Beeston, Notts.
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SWARMING EXPERIENCES, &c.

[8528.] A few weeks ago I placed a cast

in a skep, and the next morning about
9 am.- I ^^ent to see if the bees were work-
ing. Not a bee was stirring; so I peeped
underneath and saw the cluster quite still.

A few minutes after they all came out and
flew out of sight. On waiting a few
minutes I was surprised to see them all

coming back again. The queen flew about
the apiary with the cast for nearly ten

minutes, and then dropped in a straw-

berry bed. I hived them in the skep
again, where they have now quite settled

down. Another time I was away from
home when my gardener was hiving a

cast, and just at the time a large swarm
issued from another hive ; the queen made
for the skep, and in went i'tie swarm and
united with the cast.

On anotiier occasion a queen took it into

her head to pitch under the lighting board
of another hive, which caused a great com-
motion. Out of nine colonies I have had
five swarms and four casts this year, not-

withstanding I have given the bees ample
room. I am now quite overstocked with
eleven hives and five skeps, and in conse-

quence of the swarming mania the stores

are very much depleted. The swarms have
been enormous ; on four occasions I could
not get them into a skep large enough, but
had to put some receptacle on top. By
the way, I saw in a scientific book that

it was impossible for bees to manufacture
wax out of sugar alone, without some
fatty substance. If that is the case I

should say a little milk or cream mixed
with the syrup would help them.

—

Charles
Williams.

TE:\tPER OF BEES NEAR TOWNS
AND IN THE COUNTRY.

[8529.] In reply to W. G. Coates,
(page 31.5) I should like to say that it is a
theory only that bees situated near a town
or near a path, where people are con-
tinually passing, are better tempered than
those located in the country, and in

actual practice it does not work out this

way.
Two years ago I left the town and came

to live in the country. Among others, I

had a hive of bees which could not be
termed good-tempered, even by an
enthusiastic beeman, for upon the very
slightest provocation they would attack
anyone. When I brought out my hives
I placed them all about the garden ; one
was placed just inside the gate im-
mediately behind the hedge dividing the
main road from my garden ; another
stood 90yds. down tlie garden and away
from all traffic ; the others were dotted
about at different points in between. Now,
by ill-luck, this bad-tempered hive was
placed nearest to the road. Last season

they were so vicious that I dequeened
them, and introduced a new queen, which
they very promptly -killed, and raised for

themselves a new queen, and to-day they
are a perfect pest. I may say I am not
in the least afraid of bees, nor do I mind
much being stung, but when I came to

lift off three racks of honey the other day
their attacks were so baS that in despera-
tion I picked up the hive and carried it

right away to an extreme position in the
far corner of my garden, and there, after

duly giving them my best advice, which
was not unmixed with strong words, I

left them to go their own way at their

own sweet will. In the old position of

the vicious hive I placed a nucleus hive,

and the flying bees have taken quietly to

the young queen, so that in a few weeks
I hope to have a strong colony of

amiably disposed bees in this very im-
portant position.

No, Mr. Coates, I cannot agree with
you. My experience proves that vicious

bees, like vicious horses, are bad at all

times and in all situations, and the only

remedy is to dequeen and introduce a

queen of a gentle strain; and if by ill-

luck she is thrown out, wait a few days
and destroy all queen-cells, and then try

again. Or instead of trying again, give

them a frame of eggs from a hive of

gentle-mannered bees and allow them to

rear their own, but in this case cut out
all the queen-cells, except the biggest, or

trouble may occur with casts.

—

Horace
Freeman.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN FOUL
BROOD.

[8530.] Cannot we reconcile British

and American experience of foul brood in

this wa}^ : Bacillus burri of our odourless

foul brood and the Bacilhis larvce of
'• American " foul brood are the same, and
the two accounts agree as to ropiness and
irremovability of the scale. The bacillus

of our strong-smelling foul bi'ood and of

the ''European" foul brood of America
is the same, Bacillus alvei, but in America
the scale is "easily removed." That may
be because, perhaps on account of the

drier climate, the disease is not

associated in America with Streptococcus

apis, which with us makes the matter
pappy and would naturally make the scale

"sit tight." The streptococcus is no douht
a follower of the real disease, a scavenger,

and thus in a measure a beneficent

organism, but that would be a matter for

future open-minded discussion. The point

to-day seems to be that when it gets to

work it makes a gluey smell, a pappy
mass, and an adhesive .scale; and because

it is absent in America, the investigators

there say the smell is "usually slight and
at times sour and the scale is easily re-

moved."—G. G. Desmond.
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JULY SWARMS.
"A swarm in July

Is not worth a fly."

[8531.] So wrote an ancient sage, and
so also, even at this date, think many bee-

keepers of the same school. There may be
an element of truth in the saying if

applied to the skeppist, but it certainly

has no application to the bee-keeper of

more enlightened methods.
July swarms, although not always

welcomed, may yet be turned to good
purpose in various ways, and need not be
unproductive of good results even in their

first year.

In this neighbourhood we have a

number of bee-keepers who have adopted
the modern frame-hive as their pattern,
without, however, also adopting modern
methods of manipulation and practice.

The season here is late, and July swarms
are of frequent occurrence. These may be
purchased cheaply, usually from 2s. 6d. to

5s., and, coming from frame-hives, are of

good size. Needless to say, I never refuse
one when offered, and they never fail to

give a good account of themselves.

Two late July swarms joined together
last year, and hived on shallow frames for

the brood nest with drawn-out sections
above, resulted in not only the brood
frames being filled and mostly sealed, but
gave a fair amount of surplus when sent to
the heather. A 71b. swarm hived on six

standard brood frames, and a rack of

sections above, also gave thirteen sealed
sections and 61b. extracted clover honey.
This year a swarm of 81b. weight hived on
nine shallow frames has given twenty-two
completed sections and several partly-filled

ones. The curtailment of the brood-
chamber, coupled with the high pressure
at which the bees work whilst honey-
gathering, may result in their not being
quite so strong as the established stocks
at the end of the honey-flow. If, however,
the brood-chamber is enlarged to the
necessary requirements and a little gentle
stimulation be used, a nice lot of young
bees will be reared, and the addition of a
lot of driven bees will put the colony on a
strong and sound footing for the winter.
Another and perhaps more useful purpose
to which these late swarms may be put is

that of making nuclei for re-queening our
stocks. After dequeening, the bees may
be split up into lots of sufficient quantity,
and to each may be given a ripe queen-
cell. After the young queens have become
fertilized, they may be given to those
stocks which need them. In this way at
a very small cost we may re-queen our
stocks with the trifling trouble of
simply removing the required number of
ripe queen-cells from those of our stocks
from which we wish to breed and trans-
ferring them to the nuclei. There-queen-

ing being accomplished, these separate
nuclei may all be joined together and
given one of the queens, or may be used
in strengthening other stocks where
necessary.

Further enumeration is needless. The
crude methods of our forefathers are fast
disappearing as science and enlightenment
grow apace. Slowly but surely also will

the straw skep be discarded. So, likewise,

will the saying above be relegated to the
limbo of forgotten things.—J. W. M.\soN,
Withernsea.

•ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.—
DRIVEN BEES.

[8532.] The letter from 'H. W."
(page 323), is a thoughtful contribution
to the "Isle of Wight" discussion, but
his idea does not carry much conviction
to me.

In the first place, if inbreeding were
the primary cause of disease development
we should surely find that those apiaries

in which but few hives were kept would
suft'er most seriously from disease. But^
allowing for the more skilled attention
which the larger apiaries usually receive,

is this the case ? Some very extensive
bee faruLS seem to have suffered greatly,

notwithstanding every care that could be
given them.

Also, I really fail to see that inbreed-
ing is going on any more extensively now
than has ever been the case. " H. W."
points out that swarms fly right away.
Is this so ? My own opinion is that they
go no farther than they can help and—it

being pretty generally agreed that a new
location is found, if not before the swarm
issues, at least before it recommences its

travels after the first clustering—certainly
not more than two miles. Against this

v,e have the further fact that, with the
gi'eat facilities for sending bees about,
6^varms are constantly being sent from
one part of the country to another,
creating as complete a change of stock as
could possibly be imagined. Certainly
much greater than was ever effected in

the days when skeps and swarms con-
stituted the entire stock-in-trade of the
Lce-keeper.

The instance "H. W." gives is certainly
not sufficient to even lend colour to the
theory. The comparatively recent estab-
lishment of the apiary, so far immune, in

itself goes far to render its position
negative. If I may hazard a theory, I

should say the disease was started by
the stock from Hampshire, remaining
dormant, as it appears to do, until con-
ditions favourable to its development
arose. It would be intercvsting, and
certainly very much to the point, to know
whether this stock manifested the
symptoms first, but even if it did not do
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so, it would not be exonerated, for as we
nndei stand it the disease may be con-

tracted some time before it displays

symptoms. At any rate, the development
of the disease in the presumably longer

established apiaries may very well have
come about by infection from '' F.," being
assisted by less perfect sanitary condi-

tions prevailing in them than would be
the case in an entirely new apiary such as

"G.'' The fact that " G." treats his

stocks as a precaution shows him to be
alive to danger and confirms my surmise
that his apiary is more hygienic. I for

one shall certainly be pleased to hear
that it comes through the ordeal safely.
" H. W." will, it is to be hoped, report

again.

I am afraid my experience does not

tally with that of " E. G. T." (page 324).

I know two apiaries, well-managed ones,

which succumbed the season following the

introduction of driven bees from Hamp-
shire.

I cannot agree either with the conten-
tion that it is cheaper to buy driven bees

than swarms. Of course, if one's time is

of no value and one can go roiand and
drive the bees for nothing, or next to it,

they may work out cheaper, but if one
buys two driven lots, costing about 8s.,

spends something like 3s. on sugar, risks

all the dangers of winter and spring,

receiving no return for about nine months
after the outlay, I think the investment
of 15s. on a May swarm, which will

refund its outlay within a few weeks is

more economically sound. Only when one
^\ishes to increase rapidly do driven bees

appear to be cneaper.

I can certainly add my testimony as to

toads eating bees (page 326), for I also

have seen them eat dead ones. I do not
think they need cause alarm. Feeding
only at night, they are not likely to get

many sound live bees. In fact, by clear-

ing up all the dead ones in the vicinity

of the hives, it is very probable they serve

a most excellent sanitary purpose.

—

Her BEET Mace.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAWSHAW, N'OETON, MALTON,

YORKS.

Heather Honey as Winter Food (page

261).—I think D. M. M. raises a new-

point here. Admixture with other honey
may make a difference, both as to date
of granulation and suitability for win-
tering.

Heather Honey for the Table (page 261).

—Whatever we heathermen may say, there

is no doubt that Southerners do not all

appreciate this glorious honey. To them
it appears, after acquaintance with the

milder summer honeys, to have a bitter

or rough flavour. It is possible that this

bitterness is not inherent, but may be due
to the crowberry or crow ling, which occiu's

upon some moors at the same time in some
seasons. But it is evident that those who
do like heather honey like it very much,
judging by the enhanced price they are
willing to pay for it. It may be that a
taste for it is acquired, as with many
other delicacies, so that it is " up against

us" to educate these lowlanders. May
more of them spend their holidays in

Banffshire.

Increase (page 274).—As I understand
this plan, a queen is reared from the egg
in a three-frame nucleus. I have not had
satisfaction out of this easy method, and
it is not approved by some experienced
breeders. Such queens are not, I think,

"the best," and I tolerate no queen reared

other than leisurely in a strong colony.

May I suggest a modification of the plan?
Stimulate the strongest colony until it

casts an early swarm. Re-arrange and
distribute the cells upon the combs, and
return the swarm minus the old queen,
who may be housed in a nucleus. A week
later break up the stock into nuclei.

Some eight hives or so are thus provided
with young queens quite early in the
season, with the minimum of disturbance.

TemiJCr (page 275).—It is possible that
the good behaviour of the Metropolitan
bees is a protest against suffragette tactics,

whilst the drone attack recorded by Mr.
Smallwood is an assumption of the rights

of the male armour—shield, buckler, and
sword—by the drone? It is an interest-

ing case. Has anyone experienced the

like? Is there other evidence that the

drones takes an intelligent interest in the

affairs of the community, and is not merely

the lazy glutton he has been styled? I

have had painful blows in the face, but

merely thought them the result of blunder-

ing flight. No doubt a feature of the

attack is the terrifying noise made by the

hurly-burly drone. There has been a

distinct improvement in the temper of

my bees since I posted the following notice

in the apiary for the benefit of the

German, Carniolan and Italian bees,
" Stechen verhoten ; Defense (Vafficher;

Fidei defensor." An unlicensed transla-

tion of which would run, " Attack in good

faith and self-defence only."

Bee Experts not Workmen (page 282).—

Of course that is speaking technically, for

only those who have undertaken the duties

of expert know the amount of work

involved. "Workman" appears to be a

much abused term. Our sympathies may
be extended to Mr. Edwards in his un-

fortunate case. I know no more of the

merits of this than are disclosed by the

report, but the anomaly would seem to

be that an Insurance Company is willing

to accept premiums from a Bee-keepers'

Association on account of experts
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employed, but unwilling to accept respon-
sibility upon technical grounds. Associa-
tions would do well to note.
Weight of Bees (page 282).—Calcula-

tions as to the weight of honey carried by
a bee are possibly affected by the bowel
contents. Thus it is possible that a bee
having a full honey sac may have voided
the contents of the bowel, whilst a rest-
ing or empty bee taken from the hive
may still retain them. So that the load
may be larger than estimated, and the
number of bees required to gather a
definite quantity proportionately less.

Calculations made from small numbers
are, of course, more liable to error, but on
the other hand, large numbers give an
average result only. The practical bear-
ing of the question would seem to be that
bees should be within the best flight dis-

tance of the source of supply, so that the
number of journeys per diem may be as

large as possible. Have observations
shown the relation between the number
of such journeys or the time occupied in
them and the consequent fatigue and rest
period ?

Drone-cell Snipers (page 283).—A point
which has been mentioned in favour of

drone comb was that pollen was never
stored therein. I have before me a piece
of worker and drone comb, in which the
pollen is solidly packed across the two
sizes. Another popular error about the
drone is that he does not feed directly
from the comb. I have seen him do so,

and whilst it is possible that he cannot
reach the bottom of an ordinary worker-
cell, yet he can bury himself up to his

shoulders. Reverting to the subject of

pollen, which troubles me, I have again
had sections above excluder-zinc spoiled.

The loads, largely reduced by the excluder,
have been kicked off into cells partly full

of honey, both drone and worker size.

These pellicles appear as smears in the
honey, honey being added above them, so

that the only thing to do is to allow the
bees to clear the honey out. This trouble,

and the excessive swarming of the year,
determines me to fit each hive with a
swarm-catcher. Needless to say, I am re-

queening such stocks as play these un-
desirable tricks.

Bed Clover (page 234).—From time to

time desire is expressed for a shorter
calyx, but to what good end ? By the
way, should this not be "corolla"? For
my own part, I trust that its success will

equal that of the attempt to acclimatise
the savage Dorsata. Red clover honey is

inferior to that of the clover we know,
and if we coiild succeed, much beautiful
honey might be spoiled. Samples may be
obtained from the nests of the humble
bees, and I think that the inferiority of

this honey has been recorded by the Roots
of America.

Queries and Replies.

[8512. J Uniting Driven Bees.—Will
yon kindly give me your advice on the
following, through the British Bee
Journal:—I am going to drive two
stocks of bees for a "skeppist," and am
having the bees in return. I want to

unite them, and put them into a frame-
liive to form one colony, but have been
told that to do this one of the queens
must be removed. I have driven a few
lots before, but have only seen the queen
once, and am afraid of missing her this

time. The method described in the
" Guide Book " of putting both lots into
a bag, ajjparently both queens being with
them, seems an easy way out of the diffi-

culty, but is this way quite effective? Is

there not a danger of the bees fighting
and both queens being injured?—W. S. H.
Reply.—You should drive one lot of

bees first. Then carefully remove the
skei3 containing the driven bees, keeping
it the right way up, so that the bees are
r.ot dislodged ; fix it on to the second skep
in the usual way, and drive the bees up
to the first lot. You will thus unite the
bees without any danger of them fight-

ing. If you can catch one of the queens
as she ascends, do so; if not, it will not
matter, they will fight it out. The chance
of both being killed is a very remote one.

[8513.] Transferring and Fee ling Bees.
—(1) Would you kindly let me know,
through tlie columns of the "B.B.J.," if

the following would be the proper course
to adopt:—I commenced b"ee-keeping this

year early in April, with one hive, which
gave me a swarm in June, which I put
into a new hive not painted. Would it

in any way do harm if I got another
hiv^e, already painted, and take bees from
the unpainted one and put them in the
new one, as I am afraid the wet will rot

the one not painted, apart from any
harm the damp may do to the bees? (2)

Would you also kindly give me a reliable

recipe for bee-food, and state when I

should commence feeding.—D. W. Y.,

Harbome.
Reply.—It will be quite all right to

transfer the bees. (2) Recipes for bee
food are given on page 197, " British Bee-
keepers' Guide Book" (we have not room
to reprint in these columns). If the bees

require food you should commence at

once.

[8514. J ,1 Novice's Queries.—Would you
be good enough to reply to the following

questions in the Bee Journal:—(1) I

bought a stock of bees last month for 30s.

Would that be considered a fair price?

(2) Being at work all day, I shall not be

able to watch the bees in the swarming
season. Wliat precaution can I take so

that I do not lose anv swarms that mav
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seeing
vance
supers
lation

Quite
which

issue ? (3) Is it best to use queen-excluder

zinc or not ? (4) Is it possible to return

a second swarm to the parent hive ; and
which of the queens should be left? (5)

How long is it possible to keep a swarm
in a skep, and how should it be done?

—

D. G, N.
Reply.—(1) The price seems about

right, but it is difficult to say without
the stock. (2) Give room in id-

of requirements by means of

and also provide bottom venti-

of the hive. (3) Yes. (4)

possible. It does not matter
queen is left as both will be

virgins. (5) This question is not quite

clear;, but if your meaning is how long

you can keep the swarm in the skep before

hiving it into a frame-hive^ then the

answer is, not longer than the evening of

the day on which it issued. The bees will

stay in the skep if it is put on a board
on the ground near the place where they
clustered, and propped up about 4in.

[851o.] Dividing Stock by Means of

Division Board.—A stock of bees having
swarmed, it was removed to a new position,

the swarm being placed on the stand pre-

viously occupied by the parent hive. The
latter having frames running from front

to back, was separated in the middle by a

thin division board, and a strip of wood
along the entrance gave a contracted en-
trance at each front corner of the hive.

There were queen-cells on either side of the
division board. In due time, when ex-

amined for eggs, both eggs and brood
were found on one side, while neither were
seen on the other side ; and the bees

seemed fewer in number than previously

on that side of the central division board.
Assuming that at least one queen hatched
out in each compartment, did they by some
means gain access to each other? or is it

more probable that one of the queens when
starting on her mating trip was accom-
panied by the bees from her side of the
hive, thus forming a kind of cast?

—

Gloucestee SHIRE Bee-keepbr.
Reply.—The bees must have had access

to both sides, either through faulty fitting

of the division board, or by the entrances
being too close together. A cast did not
leave the hive as you suggest.

[8516.] Chipf Sonrces of Honeij.—I sup-

pose that we may take it for granted that
the four chief sources of honey (heather
excepted) are fruit blossom, clover,

sainfoin, and lime? Could you kindly
state the colour of the honey from each,
and give their proportionate value in

honey, &c.—Yokks, Bee-keep ei?.

Reply.— 1, Fruit blossom: honey value
70 per cent., pollen 60 per cent; coloui',

dark. 2, Clover (white or alsike) : honey
value 100 per cent., pollen 30 per cent;
colour light. 3, Sainfoin : honey value

75 per cent., pollen 10 per cent.; colour

light. 4, Lime : honey value 100 per
cent., pollen 30 per cent.; colour green
tinted.

Bee Shows to Come.

August 23rd and 24th, at Nottingham.-^
Grand Exhibition of Appliances, Honey, Beeswax,
collections of objects of interest and instruction.
Demonstrations, &c., Ac, to be held in the
Mechanics' Hall, Nottingham. Open classes for
appliances, extracted honey, sections, fitting-up
frames, fitting-up sections, judging competition,
&c., &c. Schedules from G. Hayes, Mona-street,
Beeston.

August 28th, at Chester.—The Cheshire Bee-
keepers' Association will hold a Honey Show, in
conjunction with the Cheshire Agricultural Society.
Good classes and prizes. Schedules from T. A.
Beckett, St. Werburgh Chambers, Chester.

August 29th, at Bruton, Somerset.^In con-
nection with the East Somerset Agricultural
Society, the Castle Gary and District Beekeepers'
Association will hold a show of honey and bee
produce. Good classes and prizes. Schedules from
R. Ldtiman, South Street, Castle Cory. Entries
close August 24th.

September 3rd, at Deddington, Ozon.
Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H. J.

Harmsworth, Deddington, Oxon.

September 4th and 5th, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.
September 5th, at Horniman Hall, North

End, Croydon.—Exclusive show of Honey, Wax,
Hives, Bees, &c. Increased prizes. Six open
classes. Judge, W. Herrod, F.E.S. Schedules from
A. Wakerell, 22, Mansfield-road, Croydon. Entries
close August 29th.
September 10th, at Woodstock.—Honey

Show of the Oxford B.K.A. Open classes for
single lib. jar of honey, and lib. section. Exhibits
to become the property of the Association. Entry
free. 1st prize, 7s. &d.; 2nd, 5s.; 3rd, 2s. 6d.
Schedules from H. Turner, 4, Turl-street, Oxford.

September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show
in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B.B.K.A., 52,

Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

September 14th, at Dumfries.—Annual Show
of South of Scotland Bee-Keepers' Association, will

be held in St. Mary's Hall. Five open classes; Three
1-lb. jars extracted, 20s., 10s., and 5s.; three sections,

ditto. (Entry 2s.) 1-lb. jar, also one section, 5s.,

5s., and 2s. (Entry free, and exhibits retained unless
otherwise agreed upon.) Beeswax, 5s., 3s., and 2s.

(Entry 6d.) Fourteen classes for members.
Schedules from Q. Aird, Schoolhouse, Howwood,
Benfrews, N.B. Entries close September 7th.

Wednesday, September 25th, at Altrin-
cham.—Eleven classes, four specials. Judges

:

Rev. T. J. Evans, Rock Ferry, and Mr. T. John-
son, Taunton. Prize list now ready. Prizes, £2,

£1, 15s., 10s., and 5s. J. Herbert Hall, 1, Market-
street, Altrincham, secretary. Entries close
September 9th.

Notices to Correspondents.

RivEK Axe.—It is the queen piping.

KuTTA (St. Asaph).—Z7f/7(.si/if/ Old Sipup.

—(1) The syrup has two faults : it is

too thin and too much spirit has
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evidently been used to dissolve the N
beta when medicating it. (2) Your
sample of honey is light in colour and
quite suitable for showing, as it is

good in flavour, aa-oma, density and
brightness.

Susvected Disease.

L. A. N. (Wilts).—Sorry to say it is

foul brood.
Honey Samples.

Radnoriax.—Samjjle No. 1 is from fruit

blossom, and of good quality. Value
retail lOd. per lb. No. 2 has been
gathered mainly from clover. Quality
good; worth about lOd. per lb. iretail.

River Axe —The honey is of medium
quality mainly from hawthorn.

Halfacre.—The lioney is an excellent one
from clover. It is especially good in

density and flavour.

S. S. (Cambs).—No. 1 is from privet. No.
2 is from sainfoin; it is too light for

the medium class.

A. F. W. (Pinwall).—The honey is good
in all points except density, which is

only fair. It is worth a trial on the
show bench in the light class.

J. B. N.—The best for show in open com-
petition is No. 2. No. 4 is from clover

and sycamore. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, are worth
9s. 6d. to lOs. per dozen jars; 60s. per
cwt. in bulk. No. 4, 8s. to Os. per dozen
jars; 50s. per cwt. in bulk.

Barnwood,

Rainfall, 7"07in.

Above average, 4'62

in.

Heaviest fall, I'lSin.

on 27th.

Rainfall on 19 days.
Total to date, 25-18in.

Last year for same
period, 8'33.

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 701 ; 29
Iselow average.

Warmest day, 1.5th,

88.

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 54 "2

;

below average. '8

of a degree.

Coldest night, 8th,

44.

Mean temperature,
62-1; 1-9 below
average.

Percentage of cloud
at 9 a.m., 69 ; ten
mornings overcast,

three cloudless.

Prevailing winds,
N.E. and S.E.

Percentage of wind
force, 18.

F. EI. Fowler

Gloucester.
July, 1912.

Barometer, daily
mean. 298, re-

duced to sea-level

;

highest, 303 on
15th; lowest, 29-38

on 31st.

Relative
•78.

humidity,

Remarks.—A month
of '"patchy"
weather. Bees
were flying nearly
every day, and were
especially busy
during the heat
wave from the
10th to the 17th.

The a bno rm al
rains from the
2 6th onwards
hindered worl:

greatly. A saving
clause in the
month's weather
was the warmth
of the uights.
Sunshine was more
deficient than in

June.

(F. R. Met. Soc).

Special Prepaid Advertisements.

FINEST ENGLISH HONEY, 15s. per 281b. tin;
sample, 2d.—BUTTON, Tcrling, Essex, v 344

PURE LIGHT CAMBRIDGESHIRE HONEY,
sections, 8s. 6d. dozen; screw top jars, 8s. 6d.

dozen; 281b. tins, 63s. cwt.; sample, 3d.—C. P.
HAWKES, The Cambridgeshire Apiary, Swaffham
Prior, Cambs. v 54

WANTED, Extractor, geared, good condition,
must be cheap for cash.—HAILES, 28, High-

fi«ld-lane, Southampton. v 58

HONEY, Extracted, 56s. per cwt., on rail March
station; empties returnable; sample, 2d.

—

PEPPER, Guide Post, March. v 59

WHAT OFFERS in exchange for 100 good,
strong. Chapman's Honey Plants?—

LAURENCE, Bee Farm, New Buckenham, Attle-
boro'. V 53

HONEY IN SECTIONS, first quality, 10s. doz.;
second ouality, 7s. 6d. dozen, packed.-F.

COUSINS, Misterton, Gainsboro'. v 50

LIGHT CAMBRIDGESHIRE HONEY, finest

quality, 60s. cwt.; 71b. tins, 5s.; 281b., 17s. 6d.;

sample, 2d.; 5 cwt. orders carriage paid; 2 cwt.
Light Beeswax, Is. 8d. lb.—APIARY, Fordham
Abbey, Cambs. v 51

GEARED EXTRACTOR, in good condition;
also six dozen drawn out Shallows; what

offers?—L. W. MATTHEWS, Great RoUright,
Oxon. V 52

WHAT OFFERS for seven strong Stocks of
healthy British Bees, each on ten standard

frames, in standard frame Hiv«s, with sufficient

stores for wintering? also Supers, Clearers, Ex-
cluders, Swarm Catchers, Lifts, Swarm Boxes, &c.,

a complete Apiary.—Apply, G. H. COCK, Ridge-
bourne, Shrewsbury. v 43

ALL BARGAINS.—Skep of Bees, May swarm,
12s. &d.; Browning Pistol, new, 50s.; two disc

Gramophones, new, 20s. each; English Lever silver

Watch, 30s. Whisky Flask, pewter top, 5s.; Sewing
Machine, new 45s.; a written guarantee with all

above, and all post free.-P.O.'s to GROOM-
BRIDGE, White House, Foot's Cray. v 42

FOUR dozen well-filkd Sections, glazed, 9s. 6d.

dozen; 120 lib. jars, 8s. 6d. dozen; 2 cwt., in

281b. tins, 6d. lb.; sample, 2d.—CUTFORTH, hair-

dresser, Oakliam, Rutland. v 40

EXTRACTOR, not geared, in good condition,
takes two frames at once, 9s. 6d.—WILSON,

Parkdale, Churchfields, Woodford, Essex. v 36

FOR SALE through removal; three W.B.C., one
Holborn, one Beath^ll, Hives, st-ocked with

Bees; shallow Frames and Section Racks,
Meadow's 50s. Extractor, Smoker, Knives, Feeders,
Wax Extractor, £10 the lot.—Particulars, from
AVERY, Barclay's Bank, Northampton. v 39

THREE Stocks of Bees for sale, in good Hives,
guaranteed healthy and stored for w-inter,

price 25s. each.—HANSON, 24, Triangle, Ilkes-
ton. V 37

EXCELLENT EXTRACTED HONEY, light
colour, and nice flavour; also Sections for

sale, cash or deposit; sample, 3d.—DAVID HAN-
COX, Deddington, Oxon. v 47

EXTRACTED HONEY, finest quality, about
Icwt., in 281b. tins, 60s. per cwt.; tins and

crates to be returned. — LYALL, Tangley,
Andover. v 29

FINE CLOVER HONEY, in 56lb. tins, 56s. per
cwt.—EXPERT, c/o " B.B.J." Ofiice, 23, Bed-

ford-street. Strand, W.C. v 35

WANTED, Pure English Honey, 2cwt. lots, for
wholesale trade.—Samples and lowest price

to BRETT, 5, Brunei-street, Cardiff. v 27
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

HITCHIN AND DISTRICT B.K.A.

The second show of the above asso-
cLation was held at Hitchin in connec-
tion with the August Bank Holiday fete.

The entries exceeded those of 1911, although
the season is poor compared with last

year. During the afternoon Mr. G. W.
Bullamore and Mr. P. G. Russell gave
lectures and demonstrations of bee-
keeping in the bee tent, and great interest
was shewn by the visitors in the observa-
tory hive exhibited by Mr. J. Cooper.
The judges, Mr. Geo. J. Buller and Mr.
P. G. Russell, both of Hitchin, made the
following awards : —

^

Six 146. Sections.—1st, J. Day,
Kings Walden; 2ind, A. Prince,
Letchworth; 3rd, P. Peters, Hitchin;
v.h.c, W. Burr; K.c, E. C. Willmott,
Hitchin; c, F. W. Aj-mstrong.

Six 1-lb. Jars Light Honey.—1st, J.
Day; 2nd, E. E. Wiggs, Hitchin; 3rd, R.
Stapleton, Holwell ; v.h.c, W. Burr; h.c,
S. Oarrington, Hitchin; c, P. Peters.

Six 1-lb. Jars Dark Honey.—1st, W.
Burr, Apsley End ; 2nd, F. W. Armstrong,
Three Counties Farm ; 3rd, Mrs. Greg,
Buntingford.

Two Shallow Frames for Extracting.—
v.h.c, P. Peters; c, A. Prince.

Special for Highest Number of Points
Gained.—W. Burr.

Second Special.—J. Day.—J. Cooper,
Hon Sec

WORCESTERSHIRE B.K.A.

The annual show of the Worcester-
shire B.K.A. was held at Madresfield,
Malvern, on August 8, in connection with
the Agricultural and Horticultural Show.
The quality of the exhibits was well up
to the average, though the number was
somewhat below that of last year, owing
doubtless to the unfavourable weather in

June and July. The silver and bronze
medals of the B.B.K.A. were won respec-

tively by G. Richings, Worcester, and W.
J. Woolley, Evesham. The President of

the Association (Rev. Canon Coventry)
and Dr. W. E. Moore Ede acted as judges,

and made the following awards:—
Display of Bee Products.—1st, G.

Richings.

Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st, G. Richings;
2nd, W. J. Woolley.

Six 1-lb Sections.—1st, Miss Holt,
Broughton Hackett; 2nd, W. J. Woolley;
3rd, Jos. Price, Old Hill.

Twelve 1-lb. jars Extracted Honey.—
1st, Jos. Price; 2nd, C. Cookson, Hagley

;

3rd, H. W. Taylor, Earls Croome.

Six 1-lb. Jars Extracted Honey (Mem-
bers On?y).—Equal l.st, H. W. Taylor and
C. Cookson; 3rd, T. Maylett, Trotshill.

Six 1-lb. Jars Granulated Honey.—1st,

Jos. Price.

Shallow Frame for Extracting.—1st,
P. V. Leeke, Leigh; 2nd, Jos. Price; 3rd,
W. J. Woolley.

Beeswax.—1st, Jos. Price; 2nd, G.
Richings.

—

George Richings, Hon. Sec.

SCOTTISH B.K.A.
A public meeting for the further-

ance of the aims and objects of the
recently formed Scottish Bee-keepers' As-
sociation was held on August 14, at the
West of Scotland College of Agriculture,
Glasgow.

Dr. T. Duncan Newbigging, Abington,
Lanarkshire, chairman of Council, pre-
sided over a large attendance. Many
letters of apology for absence were read,
all of which expressed a wish that the
association should be successful. Lord
Lamington wrote: "I agree it would be
a great thing were the industry more
generally engaged in, and I hope the
association may be successful in furthering
their aims and objects and in warding off

the ravages of disease."

The Chairman remarked that they were
living at a time of great danger to the
science and art of bee-keeping, and one of

the main purposes of the association would
be to take preventive measures in dealing
with disease. He appealed for member-
ship—an appeal which was immediately
responded to, many new members being
enrolled. He then inaugurated a dis-

cussion on "Isle of Wight" disease,
emphasising the need of a powerful associa-
tion which the Board of Agriculture for
Scotland and the various Colleges would
be glad to consult with or be guided by.
Dr. Newbigging also emphasised the

need for "quickness " on the part of the
authorities in dealing with reported and
suspected cases

—

" power to act and speed
in acting."
The Rev. Mr. McClelland, Inchiunan,

who spoke in support of the association,

said they would need to procure some
means whereby bee-keepers, even when
suspicious of disease, would be put in

touch with an expert who could inspect
the apiaries and give advice. There was
great mystery and difficulty about the
disease, and they must, as an association,

do all they could to deal with the trouble
effectively. They must, ho said, also sup-
port the Cluiirman in his ideal of a
" truly national association."

The Rev. Samuel Lylo Orr ; Mr.
Manson, Dumfries; Mr. Cunningham,
Stirling; Mr. Avery (Seci-etary), Mr.
Steele, Newburgh, and othere contributed
to the discussion, to most of whom Dr.
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Newbigging replied. The importance of

such a meeting and discussion can only
be estimated by those present. Dr. New-
bigging then brovight forward a motion
to the effect that it be recommended to

the various Colleges and to the Board of

Agriculture for Scotland by the associa-

tion and this meeting, that effective steps
be immediately taken to de^l with bee
disease by the attending of experts and
otherwise. This was seconded by the
Rev. M. McClelland, and carried unani-
mously.

Dr. Newbigging proposed a vote of

thanks to the College for the use of the
room. The meeting was brought to a
close by a warmly expressed and warmly
received acknowledgment of the indebted-
ness of the association to Dr. T. Duncan
Newbigging, who, Mr. McClelland said,

was the "engine," "the driving power "

in the association.

—

Communicated.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
LECTURE BY F. W. L. SLADEN, F.E.S.

Readers will be interested in the leaflet

enclosed in " B.B.J." this week, as in it

the British Bee-keepers' Association an-
nounces the first of the lectures by
eminent specialists to be given in the
Lecture Hall of the Zoological Society at

Regent's Park during the winter of

1912-13.

The occasion will be an esj^ecially in-

teresting one, as the lecturer, Mr. F. W.
L. Sladen, is leaving this country on
September 12 for Canada, to take up his

duties as Assistant for Apiculture to the
Dominion Entomologist there. It is

hoped that all bee-keepers able to be
present will take this opportunity of
hearing one of our most talented apiarists
on a subject which he has studied more
thoroughly than any one else in this

country. " Mendelian Methods applied
to Apiculture" is a subject of great
importance to bee-keepers, and no one is

better qualified than Mr. Sladen to deal

with it, as he has applied the principles

in his own successful queen-rearing busi-

ness for several years.

We hope, in view of the fact that

this will be the last occasion for some time
that this distinguished young bee-keeper

will have an opportunity of being among
his fellow members, that there will not be
a vacant seat in the hall on September 10,

the date of the lecture. We can all show
by our presence that we are proud oif him
and wish him well in his new homie.

No tickets are required for admission
to the Lecture Hall, and the proceedings
will commence at 6.30 p.m. All interested
in bee-keeping, whether members or not,

will be welcome.

Correspondence.

The EditoTi do not hold themselves respomible
for the opinions expressed bjj correspondentt. No
notice will be taken of anonj/mous cemmunicatiom,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
tide of the paper only and give their real name»
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
a» a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
[8533] The weather in this district has

been very unsettled for the past fortnight,
and the temperature extremely low for
harvest time. There is, however, an
abundance of late flowers in the fields and
pastures, and a month of fine, warm
weather would be a godsend not only to
the farmer but to the bee-keeper also, as
then our bees would be able to lay in a
store of honey for winter food. I notice
that the new grasses are a good crop.
Last dry season the grass leys were dried
up and killed. This season they are grow-
ing well, so that we can hope for a good
forage ground in 1913.

Writing of the year to come brings us
to the fact that this month—in the south,
at any rate—is the one in which we lay the
foundation of the following year's success-

ful bee-keeping by getting our bees into

good order foi wintering, i.e., having our
stocks headed by young queens in strong
colonies on good, new, straight, well-

stored combs. By new combs, I do not
mean that they should be of this year's
building only, but of the last three or four
years. These can always be provided if

two sheets of wired foundation are inserted
in each stock every season, say in May.
This is most easily done with "Combina-
tion" hives, which have the frames parallel

with the entrance. The old combs to be
removed can be placed behind the dummy,
the latter having a bee way cut in the
bottom to give bees access to the combs to

clear out any honey left in them ; or if a
very prolific queen heads the colony the
whole of the combs may be left, giving a

rousing colony which in a good season,

like 1911, would surprise you by the big
take.

Bcqueening.—The present extra breed-
ing season has induced many stocks to

requeen themselves, and it will be a waste
of money to purchase 1912 queens to

replace 1912 queens unless a special

strain is wanted. In recent issues the
Bee Journal has recorded the vagaries of

bees during the last three months. I ray-

self have had casts from stocks that have
not swarmed; at least small swarms headed
by virgin queens have issued. It is many
years since such a thing occurred in my
apiary. In buying queens make a stipu-

lation that there 's no disease, especially
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" Isle of Wight," in the apiary or the
village from which they come.
Driven Bees. — This precautionary

remark applies especially to driven bees. I

trust Bee Journal readers will not send
out driven bees from villages or apiaries

where "Isle of Wight" disease is or has
been known to exist during the season. I

know the loss of the sale of driven bees
means a restricted profit on the year's

working, but the chance of sending " Isle

of Wight " disease into other districts

now free from the plague is likely to cause
a hundredfold more loss to the purchaser
and his neighbours. If there is any doubt
on the point, put them over the brimstone
pit. It will be a saving of time which
will, in a measure, compensate for much
of the loss suffered. As an alterna-

tive the driven bees can be built up into

stocks, which if healthy and strong will

in spring always find a ready sale.—W.
WooDLEY, Beedon, Newbury.

TEMPER OF BEES; AND RACIAL
IMMUNITY FROM DISEASE.

[8534] Is it not possible that the
amiability of town bees noticed by Mr.
Smallwood is due to the elimination of the

unfit? Anyone keeping a vicious stock

in a suburban garden will be liable to

complaints—and possibly lawyers' letters

—

from his neighbours. He will, therefore,

probably get rid of the bad-tempered bees,

or improve their temper by requeening.
Consequently, the drones flying in a
thickly-populated district will for the most
part come from docile stocks ; so that the
tendency in such a neighboiu'hood will be
towards the maintenance of a good-
tempered race of bees. In the country,

on the other hand, a bee-keeper who
chooses to keep vicious stocks has only

himself to consider, as his neighbours are

not, as a rule, near enough to suffer.

This process of " natural selection "

comes in also in the case of a stock
situated near a frequented path. If the
bees are of the kind that allow no one to

pass unchallenged, they are sooner or later

i)anished in disgrace, as were Mr. Free-
man's (page 335), to a remote corner of

the garden ; only those stocks which are
good-tempered being allowed to remain in

such situations. Moreover, if a stock is

close to the house it is liable to be ex-
amined more often than those in more
distant parts of the garden. Now it will,

I think, be admitted that the temper of a
stock depends on the proportion of bad-
tempered bees in it. If the hive is opened
frequently, on each occasion perhaps three
or four short-tempered individuals sting
the operator or his clothes, and are thereby
eliminate'd. The one or two stings pa.ss

more or less unnoticed, and the stock gets
a good name as regards temper. On the

other hand, when a stock is not examined
for some time, irascible bee-s accumulate

;

on the hive being opened, out they come
in a body, and trouble ensues ! The
individual bee lives for so short a time
that one can hardly believe that the quiet-
ness of a much-handled stock, or one near
a path, is due to "habit," particularlj- as
bees seem to be c.i-eatures of inherited
instinct rather than possessed of person-
ally-acquired knowledge of their sur-
roundings.
While on this subject, is not " natural

selection," taken together with chance
variations in the direction of resistance
to disease, an adequate explanation of
racial immunity? To take Mr. Anderson's
illustration (page 833), surely the European
immunity from measles arises not from the
transmission of acquired characters (which,
at best, is " not proven "), but from the
simple fact that only those strains which
vary in the direction of immunity can
survive ; all others tend to die out, owing
to heavy infant mortality.
Thanks are due to Mr. Anderson for

raising the question of the destruction of
partially immune bees under the Bee
Diseases Act. I am a whole-hearted sup-
porter of legislation, but hope that dis-

cretion will be exercised in this matter

;

as the breeding of an immune race of bees
seems our only hope, if the conclusions
reached by Dr. Graham-Smith and his

colleagues in their report are correct.

—

Annie D. Betts.

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.

[8535] While Southern bee-keepers
report good and in some cases record
crops, we in the North must class 1912 as
one of our "off" seasoJis.

June was a complete failure, and bees
had to be fed all the time, while the
weather of July was most erratic and
minus the steady flow necessary to ensure
rapid filling and sealing of supers. So
when the time for removal came it was
found that stocks strong enough to occupy
and store in three racks had not more
than twenty sections sealed over.

August arrived accompanied by hard
frost, and with an ominous coating of

snow on the mountain tops—after that the
deluge. The month was, if possible, worse
than .lune, but bees and bee-keepers are
nothing if not optimistic, and hope
revived ^^•lK'n the 23rd day of August was
actually dry, without a drop of rain from
morn to eve. The next day was dry, also

warm, a faint perfume of heather honey
filled the air, and after weeks of idlene,ss

Ihe apiary boomed.
It was a real bee-<lay, and I had a busy

time contracting brood-chambers and
reducing each .stock to a single super.
.Just in tlio thick of the frav there arose
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a loud droning sound overhead, and there,

a mile above me and my honej-gathering
aviators, flew the Daily Mail aeroplane
from StratlipefFer. All ordinary in-

dividuals had gone across to see this

wonder, but bee-men are proof against
counter-attractions u'here their craft is

concerned. However, after all, I had the
pleasure of seeing the first aeroplane in

the Highlands make its initial flight in

the Ussie Valley, and after a double
circuit swoop gracefully downward and
over the hill to Strathpeffer Spa.
Some day, perhaps, we may send our

bees by aerial carrier to those distant
hills, where the heather, jDurple bloom, and
fragrant nectar are wasted for want of che
little gatherers.—J. M. Ellis, Ussie
Valley.

AN IRISH BEE-KEEPER'S
INTERESTING EXPERIENCES.
[8536] I am but a beginner at bee-

keeping, this being my second year. I

started late last summer with a wild
swarm, and ended the season the proud
possessor of seven hives, duly painted
white with green bands round them in

honour of the " Ould counthry." Unfortu-
nately, four of these lots " died on me,"
as they say over here, notwithstanding
they had plenty of stores, and, in addi-
tion, I supplied them with 51b. of candy
each. In April this year I "spread the
brood "

; this was on the 10th, and again
on the 28th of that month I renewed the
process. In the end of May I had all three
liives packed with bees, and supered them
each with a rack of sections early in June.
At present I have twenty-seven hives,

twenty of which are full and doing exceed-
ingly well, but tl^e weather has been so

abominable during the last two months
that my bees have been sorely handi-
capped. I also have an observation-hive

outside my bedroom window. I put a
small stock of bees into this that I

obtained out of a hollow tree. They did

fairly well for six weeks, then I was
suddenly called to London, and the day
after I left most of the bees, with the
exception of the queen and a handful of

workers, were found dead. Now, I am not

presumptuous enough to suggest that they
died of grief because I had left the neigh-

bourhood temporarily, but it is curious

that the mishap should have occurred
during my absence. On my return I

found that the gardener had obtained and
put into this observation hive another
swarm ; this, too, without disinfecting the
hive or taking any precautions to prevent
a recurrence of the mishap. This was
seven weeks ago, and to-day they are doing
splendidly, the queen has laid on both sides

of one frame, and the bees have been hatch-
ing out for some time. There are also two

more frames crammed with honey, pollen
and a nice lot of brood on both
sides. There, was evidently a desire
to go up into the sections, but I have
stopped this, as I want the bees to fill

the three frames on the other portion of
the hive, which has full sheets of founda-
tion in readiness for them, but they do
not seem very disposed to go on to' that
side, because I fancy the glass, being
warped, is thus too close to the upright
post dividing the two compartments. To
obviate this, I last week cut three large
bee-ways in this upright, so that lack
of room cannot now prevent their follow-
ing out my intentions. Now, I have read
every book on bees and bee-keeping that
I can get hold of, and thought I knew all

there was to be known about them

—

theoretically—but I find that as I go on
I seem to know less, and I am daily
being instructed by experience—prac-
tical. A farmei- who lives near here told
me he would, with pleasure, give me two
stocks if I cared to have them, as he never
bothered about his bees. Of course, I

jumped at the offer, and went to see him
as soon as might be. To my amazement
I found nine old boxes absolutely crammed
with bees ; they were going in and out from
every crack and cranny in the roof and
sides and bottom of these receptacles. One
was turned over on its side against a wall,

probably by a cow or other animal up-
setting it; one was on the grass, and the
bees had to alight on the wet ground in

this case before they could gain ad-
mittance to their home. Not one of these
hives was water-tight; in fact, I should
say that all, except perhaps the one on
the grass, leaked like sieves, and I could
not help remarking to the farmer that I

would give a good deal for the Editors of

the "B.B.J." to see this method of bee-

keeping. But the result was astounding,
and gave me quite a shock, for I was
primed with the newest methods, &c.,

and my bees died in the best of hives,

whilst this man's bties had flourished in

this condition for years. There are plenty
of wild bees in the chimneys of both empty
and occupied houses, also in old trees, old

walls, &c., about here. I have taken
many, more for the fun of the thing than
anything else, but I found that I generally

lost the queen until I hit upon a plan to

catch her, which, in practice, has proved
eminently successful. The apparatus in

question is but a swarm-box, and is large

enough to hold easily six frames, with the
tin ends on. The frames are tied on to the
top of the box with string, through small

holes bored for that purpose. One side of

the box slides out, and I nail a small strip

at the bottom of this as an alighting-

board. To the top of the box I screw on a

small handle of leather, then it is

complete. To use this contrivance, open
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up the combSj but do not smoke the bees

more than is absolutely necessary to sub-

due them. Cut away all honey-oombs, and
put them in a receptacle under a cloth

;

then, lastly, cut out the combs containing

brood, and tie them into the frames with
string. It is odds the queen is on these

brood-combs. Then put the box, with the
side propped open with a small stone, close

by, and finally use the smoker vigorously.

In this way I have managed to save some
splendid stocks this season. In one case

the queen flew and alighted on a bush
some yards away, but only for a second or

so, for I found that she had entered my
box, and in half-an-hour I had the stock

mostly in, but left the box until the even-

ing in order to catch the flying bees.

Another I put on the top of a rock cliff,

at least 80ft. above a river, but hidden in

the bushes, whilst the third I put in a
cottage garden, in what I considered to be
an ideal spot. Now for results : In
No. 1 I have a splendid swarm, probably
from the neighbouring wild stock ; but I

must mention that I had a frame of

foundation nailed in this box when I put
it down, and have put honey and water
in twice through a hole in the top which
I stopped with a cork. I brought these
bees home safely in the evening, and have
supplied them with a brand new hive,

their own frame of brood and some drawn-
out combs ; so they ought to do well before
winter. No. 2 on the rock had no founda-
tion, nor had any food been supplied, but I

APIARY OF AN IRISH READER.

This stock, without the box, weighed just

under 111b. ^ and I took nearly Icwt. of

honey and comb. Bees in chimneys I give
up as a hopeless job. You may suffocate
them before they will leave, and
although I have tried seven times I have
failed to get the swarm entire in every
case, only getting a pound or so of bees
for my trouble, which I have had to unite
to some other stock in my apiary. I have
already trespassed too far on the Editor's
space, but I think a small dodge I tried
this year may interest my brother
and sister bee-keepers : I put down this

spring three old empty brandy-boxes, with
a bee-way and small porch over, and
alighting-board to each. One was in a
tree about 20ft. up and within 50yds. of
a strong stock of wild bees in a tree.

found yesterday that a small cast of perhaps

21b. of bees had taken possession, and they

have also a new hive and three frames of

foundation, then the dummy pushed up
to keep them snug for the present,

but I am feeding them with some old

honey I have by me, and shall have

no difficulty in getting them strong for

the winter by uniting them to some
driven or condemned bees—plenty of

which I can obtain in the neighbourhood
for the trouble of taking them!

—

"Apis,"
Go. Cork, July 26th.

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.
[8537] In replying to Mr. Woodley's note

on the above (p. 304), I wish to say that the

disease is being sent out by some dealers,

and "it is a dastardly trade," but it can
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hardly be " nipped in tlie bnd " for it is now
in full bloom. The case referred to by me
three weeks ago was first noticed when
unpacking. The bees were destroyed, and
have been replaced by another swarm from
the same apiary. They will want watch-
ing, but who is to do it? In reply to my
letter, one came from Lincoln, asking the
name of the dealer. But since then I

have had another case in hand from
Derbyshire, only a few miles from here,

that of a lady's only stock, which has been
destroyed. I asked her where she got the
bees, and found that they came from the
same dealer as those of my Lincoln friend.

I ought to mention that as a result of
my Lincoln friend obtaining the swarm
from this dealer "Isle of Wight" disease
appeared in his apiary, destroying twelve
stocks, and now seven other apiaries in the
neighbourhood are affected. These dealers
advertise for swarms, buy and send them
to all parts, and thus spread the disease.

Since my former letter [page 276]
appeared I have received some very pain-
ful ones. One poor working man says he
has lost ninety-six stocks, and has only
nine left; only three doing any good. So
you see he has very nearly gone under.
From what I hear I am satisfied there is

not any safe cure in the market yet. A
bee-keeper thought and wrote that he had
found a cure, but since then he has lost

all his bees. Will Mr. Scrope-Viner [Bee
Journal, July 25, p. 295] watch his bees
and report later?—J. Peabman, Expert,
Penny Long Lane, Derby.

BEE DISEASES BILL.
[8538] In my opinion the above Bill is

too sweeping in giving Local Authorities
power to destroy the contents of any hive
in the manner provided for under Clause
2. I think that this Clause should be
amended so that after the words " and
an}' such order may direct " it shoidd read
"that the Local Authority shall serve on
the occupiers of any premises on which
any bees or bee apjoliances may he found
suffering from any infections disease a

notice in writing ordering him or her to

cleanse and free from disease within
twenty-one days such bees, and a shorter

notice in respect of any appliances ; say
seven days."

If the Bill was amended in this respect

I think that every bee-keejier would have
a chance of saving his stocks when ex-

amined and found , to be suffering from
disease.

The letter from J. Anderson (page 333)

in your last week's Journal shows that
others are dissatisfied with the Bill in its

present form, and in view of this, would
it not be well for those who disajiprove to

meet together and discuss the question?
As a series of meetings are being held in

London, it should be possible for the

question to be raised at the meetings so

that the purport of the Bill may be
brought home to every bee-keeper, and
any amendment discussed which may seem
desirable.—W. J. Ayles, Broughton.

BEE DISEASES LEGISLATION.
[8539] At a committee meeting of the

Cheshire Bee-keepers' Association, held at

Chester on August 12 last, the following

resolution was passed unanimously

:

"That all Members of Parliament in the
county of Cheshire are earnestly urged to

supjjort the Bee Diseases Bill which is now
in print, and will shortly be brought
before the House of Commons for its

second reading. We are convinced that a
measure is absolutely necessary to check
disease amongst bees, which is at present
uncontrolled and spread i;nnecessarily by
careless and negligent bee-keepers."

This resolution is being sent to all

Cheshire M.P.'s and to the Board of

Agriculture. W^ill you ask other County
Associations to pass similar resolutions,

and so prepare members of the House of

Commons to support the Bill when it

comes up for its second readi.ng.—E. W.
Franklin, Hon. Sec, Mouldsworth,
Chester.

FIRST YEAR OF BEE-KEEPING.
[8540] A local enthusiast so interested

me in bee-keeping that I decided to start

it myself last spring. I gathered what
literature I could and studied it, so that I

might know what to do when the bees

arrived. The month of May found me
with a hive ready and a beginner's

outfit at hand. The swarm arrived on
Saturday, May 25, 41b. in weight, the bees

British blacks. It was with much oxrite-

ment that they were thrown out in front

of the hive and the queen looked for; but,

alas ! she was too quick. The swarm on
eight frames, of which two were full of

honey from my friend's hive, soon settled

in their new home. On June 1st I put the

feeder on full of syrup, which the bees

cleared over-night. On June 19 I put on
the first section rack for the lime-flow,

which the bees did not enter till the ?Oth.

On July 12 I was putting in another rack

of sections. July 19 saw me take < If the

first rack, and on the 2oth I removed a

second rack. So I have had the splendid

result of 42 sections for my first season.—
S. G. Lewis.

BRIEF REPORTS.
The season in Mid-Kent has been fair,

but not so good as last year. May was
very favourable, but June a blank, and
July for a few days splendid. Clover did

not bloom so freely as usual. Those with
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large apiaries on the hills suffered through
a shortage of sainfoin, as it grew very
weakly through dry weather last summer,
and the wet winter killed it outright.
—J. C. Roberts, Hon. Sec. of the Mid-
Kent Bee-keepers' Association.

The season here has been disastrous
from a honey harvest point of view, and
now hives are surrounded by water, with
a lot of honey to be removed. Swarms
there have been by the score no matter
what precautions were taken , Italians
being the worst culprits ; but I never
saw bees stronger in August than this

year. There have been several outbreaks
of foul brood. The worst cases h^ive been
destroyed, and Apicure has cured the rest.

Sections are completely "off," but what
extracted honey there is is of a lovely

colour and good flavour.—L. Andrews,
Peterborough District.

This is the worst season I have experi-
enced since I have kept bees, not having
lib. of surplus; and most stocks want
feeding. This is the general report round
here, although a few claim to have done
fairly well.—R. E. B., Hadleigh, Suffolk.

This is the worst honey season I have
ever seen in Lewis. But honey was simply
rolling into the hives in the Orkney
Island when I was there between July 1(?

and August 2.

—

John Anderson, Storno-
wav.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS.

By T). M. Macdonald, Banff.

BJackn in Anstixilia.—The editor of the
'Australian Bee-keeper" gave his readers
the following conundrum as the subject of

a prize essay for June :
" Why are

Italian and Cyprian bees better honey-
gatherers than blacks?" Evidently he
expected the essayists to curse blacks ; but,

Balaam like, the leading writers hlessed

them. The first prizeman wrote: ''I have
had blacks that could keep the pace with
the best colony of Italians that ever stood
in my apiaries. I have several colonies

of black bees at the present time brood-
rearing and storing supers when my
golden Italians have no brood and are
gathering no honey. In winter and early

spring blacks would take a good deal of

beating."—Thos. Armour. The second
prizeman, says: "Some believe the others

are more industrious than the blacks ; I

don't think so. I have tested Italians

and blacks side by side, and find the blacks,

as a rule, start out about thirty minutes
earlier each morning, giving an advan-
tage of tliree-and-a-half hours a week.

The blacks simply need improvement by
careful selection."—W. Reid, senr. Mr.
Beuhne, who is not a competitor, writes :

'Are they.P Taking an equal number
of hives of the former and the latter, the
yellows are the more profitable, simply
because the average number of bees and
colonies of the yellow races is greater than
that of the blacks. Compare colonies of
equal strength, and the difference in results
disappears, and I question for .some dis-
tricts whether the black would not be the
better bee." All the three quoted are
leading Australian apiarists—first rank
men.
Bad Wintering.—In Gleanings we

read :
" This year has been very unusual.

Last Hanter was the killingest winter I

ever knew. A good many trees and
bushes were killed root and branch, nearly
all my roses being gone. The loss in some
apiaries was 75 per cent. ; in others, 100
per cent." And yet Dr. Miller has no
heather within reach of his apiary

!

CarnioJans.—Messrs. Root have one
apiary of Carniolans, and this is how they
liave been behaving this season :

" When
they get on the swarming rampage they
violate all rules—abscond without queens,
come out at any time of day, stay in the
air for hours, and swarm when queens
are caged in the hive. They are excellent

bees to train up and for exti-acted honey,
but no good for comb honey."

E'x'ira Floral Glaruls.—In this country
we have a few flowers with tliis source of

honey supply ; our field beans being one.

Gleanings says the cotton plant secretes

nectar not only in the flower but at the
leaf-bracts. " When atmospheric con-

ditio ixs are just right, such large drops of

nectar will collect on these leaf-glands

that one may readily test it, and a bee

has to visit only a very few to obtain a
load. At such times they neglect the

blossom entireh', and the honey comes in

with a. considerable rush. A generation
ago Lord Avebury asserted that bees pre-

ferred blue to any other colour. Mr.
Lovell now holds that 'as a whole, blue

flowers appear to be of much less value as

sources of nectar than yellow or white

ones.' "

South African Bee Journal —The July

journal has been issued in an unmanage-
able shape. Mr. Oettle has retired from
the editorship, which has been assumed by
Mr. Northcroft. Apparently S.A. bee-men
can sell their produce at a paying price.

Here are the prices quoted from the depot

list :
" r"'jrst grade, 20s. per dozen ; second

grade, 18s. per dozen; third grade, 15s.

per dozen." Temjwrarily, they offer 19s.

and l(\s. for the two lower grades. "The
right U) introduce any outside bees is

leserved exclusivelj' to the Government,
and the introduction of honey and second-

hand a])]-iliances from overseas is abso-

lutely prohibited."

A ' Model for T.<^.
— '' If you write Dr.

Phillips in advance, he will send you a
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tin box just right to contain a piece of
brood-comb, 3in. by 4in. Not only that,

but he will send you a frank so that the
postage will cost you nothing. And he
will make no charge whatever. Could
you ask anything better?" Some such
official and system are necessary in this
country if we are to supjDress bee diseases
efl'ectually. How important this is can
be gathered from the fact that tests have
shown that honey-bees are accountable for
over 80 per cent, of the help given in the
fertilisation of the apple. Fruit-gi-owers
have therefore a most direct interest in
aiding in any scheme which assists in'

eliminating disease.

Tit-hits —" Dealers and consumers, as
a rule, do not object to pay a fancy price,

providing they get the goods that corre-

spond to the price."
" Bees exhibit colour fidelity, but this

does not become obsessional, since they
quickly learn not to discriminate when
this is to their advantage."
"Brains and persistence are necessary to

make bee-keeping a success."
" I never used an excluder, and yet I

never knew a queen to lay an egg in a
bait section. It is fifty years since I

began bee-keeping (Dr. Miller), and I

never vet melted a comb because it was
old."

Marked bees during a period of plenty
vere nevei- found m.ore than a mile from
the hives. After pasturage became scarce,

they were found two-and-a-half miles
away. Over a hill, although nearer home,
none were seen, even although forage was
good.

" A queen may be yellow all over and
pioduce perfectly black bees. Conversely,
a queen that is almost black may produce
bees that are very yellow. An extra yellow
queen mating with a black drone will pro-
duce all colours of bees, ranging from
black to yellow."
"No gi-ading should be done by arti-

ficial light, because neither it nor strong
sunshine will enable a person to grade
comb-honey properh', owing to its trans-
parency."

Queries and Replies.

[8517] Unsealed Honey : Queen Beturn-
ing to Wrong Hive.—I shall be greatly
obliged if you will answer me the follow
ing questions in the " B.B.J." :—(1) Is

petroleum jelly suitable for smearing
quilts, etc., to prevent bees sticking them
down ? (2) On account of bad season some
of my honey was not sealed when ex-
tracted. The jars now liave a kind of

froth on them. Shall I screw them down
or leave them open a while? (3) To-day
I noticed a young queen trying to get into

one of several nuclei which I have used
for queen-rearing. The bees would not
let her enter. Had she gone to the wrong
hive, or Iiad she returned unfertilised? Is
it likely she would eventually find the
right hive?

—

Sundries, Grimsbv.
Reply.—(1) No. (2) The honey is fer-

menting, and if you screw it down it will

burst the jars. Wann it by standing in

hot water as advised in Mr. Herrod's
book. (3) The queen was trying to get
into the wrong hive. In all probability
she would find her own home.

[8518] Transferring Bees, and Other
Queries.—(1) I bought a fairly strong stock
of bees in May, and one Saturday took
ofif about thirty-two sections, nearly all

well filled, leaving about eight or ten un-
sealed and partly filled. These I have
left on for the bees to take down if they
like, as the weather is so bad. In about
a fortnight I shall b« having a New
Federated hive, which I shall disinfect with
"Isle of Wight" Cure as a preventive,
and transfer the bees from the old single-

walled hive where they have been for some
years into the new hive for the winter.
Do you think this wise? How many
combs of stores will they require? (2)

I purchased a small square observa-
tion hive, the combs of which are
lOin. by 6in. The bees are on eight
frames. The top is flat, with no super
or anything, and no room for quilts,

etc. I thought of placing the bees in a
strong wooden box as they are for the
winter, cutting a slot in bottom to admit
air, and wrapping up warmly till the
spring. I shall also put on a feeder very
soon. How many combs, of the above size,

ought to be full to carry the bees through
the winter? The combs are new, although
not standard-size. I thought in the
spring of putting an addition on to the
hive, standard-size, as I wish to keep
the hive as it is. (3) I have also another
hive holding fifteen standard frames, new,
with a this year's swarm on nine frames.
I suppose when I pack the bees up for the
winter I can take out the drawn out combs
that they are not using and make the nest

smaller by means of a dummy? (4) Is it

safe to keep three hives of bees in my
garden, which is 57ft. long by 14ft. wide?
At the top of the garden there is a 6ft.

fence, at the sides 5ft. boarded. The
hives stand side by side just 5ft. away
from and facing the 6ft. fence, with a
field on the other side. There are neigh-

bours on each side. Does it affect the bees
in returning home loaded to have such
limited space? (5) I thought of making a
platform about 3ft. up the fence. Do you
think it would answer to stand the hives

on?

—

Interested, Hertford.
Reply.—(1) It will be quite right to

transfer into new hive. The bees should
have 301b. of stores, i.e., eight combs well
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stored with food. (2) All the combs will

have to be full of food for the bees to

winter. Do not waste time and money
altering the hive as you suggest. Work
the bees out into a proper standard-size
hive, either observatory or ordinary. (3)

Yes. (4) The limited space will not affect

the bees, and it is advisable to protect
your neighbours from possible annoyance.

(5) KeejJ the hives on separate stands
about 9in. above the ground. There is no
necessity for the raised platform.

[8519] He-queening.—In re-queening an
old stock by uniting a lot of driven
beos with a, young queen, is it the best

method to hive the driven bees first on
frames of oomb and then unite by alter-

nating the flour-dusted combs ? Is it

necessary in this case to (1) destroy the
old queen twenty-four hours before
uniting? (2) To cage the young queen
before adding to old stock ? (3) In any
case I suppose it would be fatal to destroy
the old queen, and then after well dusting
bees in stock to put in the driven bees

also well dusted, at the front of the hive?
—F. Wilson, Cardiganshire.

Reply.—(1) Yes. (2) It is just as well

to do this, to be on the safe side. (3) It

would be very difficult to accomplish this.

Bee Shows to Come.
Saptember 3rd, at Deddlngton, Ozon.

Honey Show in connection with the Annual Flower
Show of the Deddington Horticultural Society.
Open classes. Apply for schedules to Mr. H- J.
Harmsworth, Deddinirton, Oion.
September 4th and 5th, at Carlisle.—Grand

Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle. Open classes,
special prizes. Schedules from G. W. Avery,
Holme House, Wetheral, Cumberland.
September 5th, at Hornim.an Hall, North

End, Croydon.—Exclusive show of Honey, Wax,
Hives, Bees, &c. Increased prizes. Six open
classes. Judge, W. Herrod, F.E.S. Schedules from
A. Wakereli, 22, Mansfield-road, Croydon. Entries
close September 4th.
September lOth, at Woodstock.—Honey

Show of the Oxford B.K.A. Open classes for

single lib. jar of honey, and lib. section. Exhibits
to become the property of the Association. Entry
free. Ist prize, 7s. 6d.; 2nd, 5s.; 3rd, Ss. 6d.

Schedules from H. Turner, 4, Turl-street, Oxford.
September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show

in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec., E. F. Dant, Member of B.B.K.A., 52,

Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.
September 14th, at Dumfries.—Annual Show

of South of Scotland Bee-Keepers' Association, will

be held in St. Mary's Hall. Fiv©oi)en classes; Three
1-lb. jars extracted, 20s., 10s., and 5s.; three sections,

ditto. (Entry 2s.) 1-lb. jar, also one section, 5s.,

3s., and 2s. (Entry free, and exhibits retained unless
otherwise agreed upon.) Beeswax, 5s., 3s., and 2s.

(Entry 6d.) Fourteen classes for members.
Schedules from Q. Aird, Schoolhouse, Howwood,
Renfrews, N.B. Entries close September 7th.
Wednesday, September 25th, at Altrin-

cham.—Eleven classes, four specials. Judges

:

Rev. T. J. Evans, Bock Ferry, and Mr. T. John-
son, Taunton. Prize liet now ready. Prizes, £2,
£1, 15s., 10s., and 58. J. Herbert Hall, 1, Market-
street, Altrincham, secretary. Entries close
September 9th.

CROYDON B.K.A.

The Show at Horniman Hall announced to take
piace on Aug. 28 has been postponed to Sept. 5.

A. G. Wakerell, Hon. Sec.

Notices to Correspondents.

M. R. (Kent).

—

Fermented Honey.—If
not badly fermented it might be used,
after being boiled for about ten
minutes. Care must be taken not to
burn it.

C. A. J. (Hereford).

—

Honey from Sus-
pected Stocks. Driving Bees.—(1) If

there is any doubt about it you should
not use such honey. Boil for about ten

minutes. (2) Tap at the ends of frames
when driving. If you tap at the sides

there is danger of the combs breaking
down from the movement to and fro.

X. Y. Z. (Kent).

—

Tartaric Acid in Syrup.
—Tartaric acid is used in candy only,

in order to ensure a fine smooth grain.

Use vinegar in the syrup.

Novice (Glascoed).

—

Stimidative Feeding.

—(1) This is carried out when there is

an absence of stores in the hive, and
also if breeding cea.ses very early on
account of bad weather. (2) Start at

once if necessary. The honey flow

ceases about the end of July, as a rvde,

but you ought to be the best judge of

your own district.

G. E. M. (Leicestershire).

—

Using Apicure.

—You must persevere with the remedy
until only healthy brood is found in the

hive. It may take three months to cure

if a bad case. The bees will clean out

the affected cells.

F. H. J. (Wellingborough).

—

Becipes in

xrhicli Honey and Wax are Used.—(1)

There is no advantage over the wooden
entrance in the Swiss metal entrance, in

our opinion. (2) These recipes will be

found in Mr. Herrod's new book. (3)

Your sample of honey is of good quality,

mainly from limes. It is worth about

9d. per lb. (4) A recipe for black boot

polish, given in "Wax-craft" by T. AV.

Cowan, is as follows :
" Melt together

lib. of white wax, lib. of crown

soap, 5oz. of ivory black, loz.

of indigo, and A pint of nut-oil. Dis-

solve over a slow fire, stir till cool, and

turn into small moulds."

Honey Samples.

Mayhew (Sussex).—There is nothing

peculiar about the honey. It is mainly

from white clover, but is granulating in

a flaky manner.

J. A. S. (Wooley).—By some means the

tube has been broken in the case. The
honey had all run out, so there was.

nothing for us to examine.
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L. C. F. (Eastleigh).—In flavour, density,
and aroma, your sample is poor. Colour
dark. It is worth about 6d. per lb.

G. C. (Stockport).—The honey is a light-

coloured sample of good flavour and
aroma, but it is only fair in density.

G. E. H. (Sherwood).—The section was
smashed to pulp through insufficient

packing. So far as we can tell from the
remains, the honey is from the limes.

E. A. S. (Bearwood).—The honey is good
in all points except aroma, which is

rather strong.

Suspected Disease.

P. T. (Parkeston).—The bees were
drowned in honey, and we could do
nothing with them. Comb contains
pollen and honey only.

C. G. (Essex) and G. H. (Chesterfield).—
Bees are affected with " Isle of Wight"
disease.

Miss G. L. (Wiveliscombe) .—Continue
using Apicure. It will cure the bees,

but you have not tried it long enough.

A. M. K. (Kingussie).—-We cannot see
anything wrong with the bee sent. It
is an English black. The stock might
be benefited by requeening with an
English queen. Full instructions for

the introduction of queens were given
in "Helpful Hints to Novices," pages
312 and 332 of Bee Joubnax for August
8 and 22.

W. R. (Oxford).—We regret to say the
bees show outward signs of " Isle of

Wight" disease. The honey is all

right for human consumption, but it

must be dealt with very carefully, or
other bees may gain access to it and so

carry the infection to their respective
hives.

NOTICE
The Experimental Apiary of the British
Bee-keepers' Association is now established
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W.

FREE
Courses of Instruction in bee-keeping, with
Practical Demonstrations, will be given
throughout the year at the Apiary by the

Association's expert, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

Particulars and dates can be obtained from
W. HERROD. Secretary, B.B.K.A., 23, Bedford

Street, Strand, W.C.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.

3W.B.C. HIVES for sale, 15s.; must be cleared,
going away—J. HUNT, 38 Glenforth-stre-eT.

Greenwich. v 89

FOE SALE, 5 stocks bees and all necessary
appliances, new condition, 2 new hives

empty.—HODGES, Bradpole, Bridport. v 61

FOR SALE, 10 strong, healthy stocks bees, good
n odern hives, all necessary apparatus; owner

removing.—POPE, Bridgerule, Devon. v 63

FOR SALE, Bee house, 12ft. by 8ft, carpenter's
bench, extractor, ripener, 13 hives, 3 stocks

bees, all appliances, good condition, £32, cash.

—

FRANCIS ASHWORTH, Boreham-road, War-
minster. V 64

HONEY, extracted, light colour, 63s. cwt.,
empties returnable, sample 3d; also 3 stocks

of bees, and 2 new hives.—HASTINGS, Wellcombe,
Stratford-on-Avon. v 65

SURPLUS 1912 QUEENS, Sladen Carniolan
Hybrids, 5s.; Italian, 4s.; English, 5s. 6d.,

—WHEATLEiT, Spa Apiary, Hinckley. v 66

HEALTHY BEES, on 6 Standard frames, with
young queen, well fuU with stores; offers or

exchange.—H. C. TURK, 101 Rivers Corner, Stur-
minster Newton. v 75

PURE ENGLISH HONEY, sample free.—
ERNEST E. HARDY, Oak House, Great

Yeldham, Castle Hedingham, Essex.

ONEY, Pure English, 2i cwt. in 14ib. and 281b.

tins.—CARRETTE, The Laurels, Wisbech. v77H
GOOD STOCK in new hive, healthy, and appli-

ances for beginner, 25s., bargain.—STAPLEY,
9, Junction-road, Croydon. v 71

WANTED, few pounds Dadant brood founda-
tion; full particulars.—J. YOUNGER, 21,

Mackenzie-road, Cambridge. v 79

STRONG 10 frame stocks, healthy, good queens.
— R. WALTON, Percy-road, Whitley Bay. v 69

11 CWT. of finest extracted honey, in 281b.

2 tins, free on rail, 58s. per cwt., tins return-
able.—R.WILLIAMS, HatheTOp, Fairford, Glos. v30

SUPERIOR light North Wold Clover Honey,
561b. 40s.—SMITH, Decorator, Caistor. v 83

FOR Sx\LE, Apiary of 30 colonies on frames,
with quantities of combs, &c., inspection in-

vited; what offers?—SMITH, Decorator, Caistor.v83

WANTED, 281b. tin light extracted honey
exchange for 1 white Wyandotte cockerel, 6

young hens (various), 5 April cockerels.—MULLEY,
Upton-on-Severn. v 73

PURE LIGHT CAMBRIDGESHIRE HONEY,
sections, 8s. 6d. dozen; screw top jars, 8s. 6d.

dozen; 281b. tins, 63s. cwt.; sample, 3d.—C. P.
HAWKES, The Cambridgeshire Apiary, Swaffham
Prior, Cambs. v 64

WANTED, Extractor, geared, good condition,
must be cheap for cash.—HAILES, 28, High-

field-lane, Southampton. v 58

EXTRACTED HONEY, finest quality, about
Icwt., in 28lb. tins, 60s. per cwt.; tins and

crates to be returned. — LYALL, Tangley,
Andover. v 29

WANTED, Pure English Honey, 2cwt. lots, for
wholesale trade.—Samples and lowest price

to BRETT, 5, Brunei-street, CardifiF. v 27

-I CK-I i\ QUEENS.—A few excellent Fertiles,
±ijl.4/ 3s. 6d. each.—SNELGROVE, Albert
Quadrant, Weston-super-Mare. v 14

OVERSTOCKED; boxes of eight clean drawn
out shallow Combs, 4s. 6d.; five boxes for

20s.; six clean Travelling Section Crates, hold two
dozen each, good condition, lis. lot; surplus young
fertile Queens, 2s. 6dj. each.—KITSON, Stanstead,
Essex. v 358
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

SOMERSET B.K.A.
ANNUAL SHOW.

The Somerset Bee-Keepers' Association
held its annual honey show, in connection
v.ith the Taunton Deane Flower Show,
on August 1. Owing to the adverse
season, the number of exhibits was fewer
than usual, but the quality of the honey
was excellent throughout. The day was
fine, and a large number of members were
present. These, together with numerous
visitors, formed an interested audience
when during the afternoon Mr. L. E. Snel-
grove gave practical demonstrations in the
bee tent. The judges (Messrs. T. W. Cowan
and S. Jordan) made the following awards :

Collection of Honey and Beesicax.—

•

1st, John Spiller, Taunton; 2nd, H. J.

Moore, Radstock; 3rd, John Pope, North
Newton.
Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Money.—

-

1st, A. T. Church, Cardiff; 2nd, G. W.
Kirby, Bristol; 3rd, John G. Hold, Wel-
ling;' 4th, H. J. Moore; v.h.c, C. R.
Lowe, Tiverton; h.c, J. Pope.
Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st, H. J.

Moore; 2nd, G. W. Kirby; 3rd, J. G.
Hold.
Single 1-lb. Jar of Honey.—1st, J. Prior,

Stockbridge, Hants; 2nd, J. Salt, Saltash

;

3rd, A. J. Cliurch ; 4th, C. R. Lowe; h.c,
H. J. Moore; c, G. W. Kirby.

Single 1-lb. Section.—1st, J. Salt; 2nd,
H. J. Moore; 3rd, J. Spiller.

Collection of Beehives and Appliances.
—1st, Edward J. Burtt, Gloucester; 2nd,
S. A. Bradbury, Taunton.

Scientific Exhibit. — list, John W.
Brewer, Bath.
Six 1-lb. Sections.—1st, J. G. Hold; 2nd,

H. J. Moore.
Six 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey.—1st,

H. J. Moore; 2nd, J. G. Hold; 3rd,

Walter Gage, Dulverton ; h.c, J. Pope;
c, George Durman, Chard.

Beesicax.—1st J. G. Hold; 2nd, J. Pope.
members' classes.

Beeswax.—1st, G. W. Kirby; 2nd, J.

Spiller; 3rd, Miss Exon, Bristol; c W.
Dymond, Taunton.

Observatory Hive with Bees. — 1st,

G. W. Kirby.
Three Shalloic Frames of Comb Honey.—1st, G. Durman; 2nd, J. Pope; 3rd,

G. W. Kirby; c, Miss Exon.
Honey Products.—1st, H. J. Moore.
Three 1-lb. Jars of Granulated Honey.—

1st, G. W. Kirby; 2nd, Miss Exon; 3rd,

G. Durman.
Six 1-lb. Sections.—1st, G. W. Kirby;

2nd, Miss Exon; 3rd, H. J. Moore; h.c,
J. Spiller.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey.—
1st. G W. Kirby; 2nd, G. Durman; 3rd,
H. J. Moore; h.c, Miss Exon; c, J. Pope.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Dark Honey.—1st,
H. J. Moore; 2nd, J. Pope; 3rd, G. Dur-
man; h.c, J. Spiller; c, W. H. Jarvis,
Cheddon Fitzpaine.

Collection of Six Sections and Six Jars
of Honey.—1st, G. W. Kirby; 2nd, Miss
Exon; 3rd, H. J. Moore; c, J. Pope.

NOVICE CLASSES.
Three 1-lb. Sections.—1st, Abraliam

Gibbs. Taunton; 2nd, George Durman.
Three 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey.—

1st, A. Gibbs; 2nd, G. Durman; 3rd, J.
Pope.
Much credit is due to the show secre-

tary, Mr. R. A. Goodman, who so ably
carried out all the arrangements.—L.
BiGG-WiTHE'R, Hon. Sec.

BARNET AND DISTRICT B.K.A.
The monthly meeting of the Barnet and

District Bee-keepers' Association was held
on August 20th at the Society's room,
35, Wood Street, Barnet. In spite of the
very wet evening a fair number of mem-
bers were present, and a very profitable
evening was spent.
Mr. E. Watson, lion. sec. St. Albans

B.K.A., gave an interesting lecture on
" Preparation of bees for winter," and
although admitting he was not altogether
in agreement with accepted theories, on
the whole every bee-keeper present learned
several valuable tips, the lecturer's great
point being that bee-keepers should use
their common sense. Mr. AVatson in the
course of his remarks said for the suc-
cessful wintering of a stock of bees the
following essentials were required : First,

ample stores; second, a strong stock of
bees; third, a young prolific queen ; fourth,
ventilation without draught; fifth, plenty
of porous-quilts ; but above all he asked his

audience to remember that tlie best of all

quilts for bees are bees. The lecturer said
he did not approve of hives in which the
frames ran at right angles to the entrance,
as he tkought the frames in this position
could offer no opposition to cold winds.
After passing the usual votes of thanks
the meeting closed.—G. James Flashman.

COMING HONEY SHOWS.
In view of the adverse honey season in

many parts of the country, bee-keepers
having good honey will be well advised to
save some of their best produce for the
important Jioney shows held during this

month. The "Grocers'" Exhibition,
with its big prize-list and small entry fee.

opens at the Agricultnral Hall on
September 21st, and intending exhibitors

should lose no time in making tlieir

entries, as the date for closing these is

drawing very near. The " Dairy " Show
also should not be forgotten ; the date for

closing entries is September 0th, and the
show is held on October 8th te 11th.
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HELPFUL HINTS FCH NOVICES.
By W. Eerrod.

QUEEN INTRODUCTION.
(Continued from page 333.)

In a case of emergency a queen cage
on the lines of the pipe cover can be
made by taking a piece of perforated

FIG. b. EMERGENCY QUEEN CAGE MADE OF
PERFORATED ZINC.

zinc or wire cloth and folding it into
a square receptacle which can be forced
into the comb, as illustrated at Fig. 6,

where the zinc is shown at top cut for

folding and fixed on the comb.
Another method I have adopted many

times without a single failure is the use
of a piece of perforated zinc and a glass

tumbler. The queen, with a few workers,
is placed in a tumbler which is

stood upon a square of perforated zinc
large enough to cover the feed hole in the
quilt. The flap is then turned back, and
the tumbler and zinc placed in position,

as shown at Fig. 7. For food a lump of
sugar moistened with water is put
under the tumbler, which should be well

FIG. /. QUEEN INTRODUCED BY MEANS OF
A TUMBLER AND PERFORATED ZINC.

wrapped up with the quilts to keep the
queen warm. At the end of the time
necessary for safe introduction the zinc

is slipped from underneath, and the queen
allowed to descend. This method can be
still further simplified by the use of the
inside portion of a matchbox in place
of the tumbler.

There are a number of cages of dif-

ferent patterns on the market, some
simple in construction and working,
others complicated and unsatisfactory.
The "Abbott" cage, which slips down
between the combs, and from which the
queen is liberated by the withdrawal of

a wire, is a very simple one.

A very good cage, and the one I prefer
for my own use, is the travelling intro-

duction cage shown at Fig. 8. In this
case, if a queen is purchased there is no
need for the novice to handle her at all.

The cage is made from a piece of wood
about Sin. long, lin. wide, and ^in.

thick. Two large holes and one small one
are bored in it. A connecting passage
between all three is cut, as shown at
No. 1. To give ventilation a groove,
which just penetrates the two large holes,

is cut at each side, as shown at No. 2.

A thin bottom is then nailed on. The small
hole is filled with candy, made by mixing
granulated honey, castor sugar, and a
little wheaten flour to a stiff paste that
can be kneaded in the hands. A piece of

perforated zinc is cut to fit about ^in.

down each side and at one end, with a
hole to come in alignment with the feed
hole, as shown at 3. For travelling, this

is covered with a piece of paper, as shown
at No. 4. A loose lid. No. 5, completes
the cage, which is wrapped in paper left

open at the ends so that air can pass
down the grooves. An address label. No.
6, for post, completes the cage. For
introduction, the paper covering and loose

lid are removed, and the zinc pushed for-

ward, so that all three holes are covered,
as shown at No. 7. It is then placed over
the frames at the feed hole in the quilt,

in the position shown at No. 8, which is

viewed from the inside of the hive. It

will be seen that the holes in the cage come
between the top bars, thus allowing the
scent from the bees to penetrate, and
enabling the queen to walk out at the
right time. The zinc is allowed to remain
as at No. 7 for twelve hours, when the cage
is pushed, forward ps at No. 8, so that the
food is exposed to the bees in the hive.

This is eaten by them, and the queen is

liberated automatically. The advantage
of this cage can be readily seen, as no
handling of the queen is necessary, and
after the cage is pushed forward there is

no need to touch it for days, therefore
it is an ideal one for the busy man or
for out-apiaries. In placing bees and
queen in this cage it is advisable to

use a slip of glass, and not the perforated
zinc, as a cover, or they may be injured.
The workers can easily be imprisoned, as
shown at Fig. 9. The cage is held below
the cluster of bees, and the workers scraped
down with the glass slip. The holes will

be filled, but it is an easy matter to

liberate the workers until just sufficient
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are left as attendants to the queen, she
being placed in the cage last, and the
zinc then slid into position from one end
as the glass slip is withdrawn. In a

Xo. 1

No. 3

FIG. 8. TRAVELLING INTRODUCTION CAGE.

travelling cage about six to eight bees will
be sufficient in very warm weather, and
about a dozen in cool. The chief points
to remember in introducing queens are:—
(1) Be sure the colony is queenless. (2)
If it has been queenless for a long time
cage the queen on a comb of unsealed
brood from another hive. (3) Don't

FIG. 9. CAGING WORKERS.

examine for at least four days after the
queen has been introduced. (4) Always
put workers with the queen, except in the
case of balling. (5) Cage the queen on
food in the case of cages which are pushed
into the comb, and see there is plenty of

food in such cages, as shown at Fig. 8.

(6) Introduce only queens that have been
properly tested.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves respon$ibl«
for the opinions expressed bv correspondent$. No
notice will be taken of anonymous c^mmunicatiom,
and correspondents are requested to write on ont
tide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarilv for publication, but
aa a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

AN UNKNOWN SENSE.

[8541] An interesting article by Henri
Fabre on "An Unknown Sense in Animals"
affords much suggestion for thought to

bee-keepers of enquiring turn of mind.

M. Fabre is not the only one who has

felt convinced that some animals possess

a sense, or it may be senses, which we
have not, and therefore may imagine to

be impossible. Our five senses need not be

named, though we know how variously

developed they are in the higher animal

creation, and how capable they are of in-

creased power by exercise. But we can

readily imagine that a blind person from

birth
^ cannot understand, though he

always hears it, that any sense can reveal

colour. We cannot conceive what he

thinks colour is like. This is a very

different thing from the common state-

ment tliat cats can see in the dark. They
cannot, though they can hear and feci.

Their eyes are so formed that they can

readily see with a minimum of light, and

total "darkness is what they never experi-

ence when on the prowl, and what they

see is through the organ of sight to

stimulate the brain. Physiologists havo,

claimed that we possess a sixth sense, that

of resistance. This is not difficult to fol-

low or to believe, and perhaps it is this,

sense, highly intensified, that will keep

bats in their flight through a, perfectly

dark chamber from striking against

objects in their course. This sense, if it

exists, is different from all the other five

we have, in that we know no special organ

for its exercise, though this want has been

supplied by the physiologists considering

that the muscles possess tluit sense, and^

therefore it is called the muscular sense^

so differentiating it from the purely tactile

sense, or sense of touch.

Now, the insect which is so much to us,

the bee, seems almost made to tell us that

what it knows, .and how it knows, is be-

yond our present grasp and to provoke

lis to find out its secrets of knowledge.

All of our senses it possesses, and for

sight it not only has multifold eyes, but

three ocelli, which have been called simple

eyes. We have never seen anything but

suggestion of what these are for, viz., see-

ing in the hive. But the interior of the

hive is, perhaps, more often than not,
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perfectly dark. How then can the bee see

there at all.P Have not recent discoveries

by physicists been sufficient to put us on
the right track? There are ultra violet

rays of light that we cannot see. Rontgen
rays, and yet others, have been demon-
strated to exist, and some of them are
quite capable of penetrating and passing
through substances which are not opaque
to them, but are opaque to all light that
our eyes can see with. What can the use
of the ocelli be but to discern by means of

such raj's, which easily get through ordin-
aiy hive walls? But this is not a new
sense ; it is only a wonderful modification
of sight. It may even be surmised that
another modification of sight may occur in

animals without eyes at all. A denizen
of the sea, more than a thousand fathoms
(over a mile) down, has been brought up
and found to possess no vestige of an eye.

At that dejith no ordinary' eye can see in
the darkness. And yet this fish has a
flattened, upward slanting surface in the
iiead, which is distinctly phosphorescent.
What for but to give light and to receive
the impression of another's light by super-
sensitiveness of this cranial plate? Other
fish at that depth, and at greater depths,
have phosphorescent markings and eyes.

But the antennal .sense (or senses) of

bees is probably the most Avonderful of

all. For outdoor and long distance pur-
poses sight and perhaps smell are almost
perfect, but when the bees come into close

contact, other senses that we wot not of
come into play for intercommunication
with each other. The antennal depres-
sions, cones, and other differing organs,
called by Mr. Oowan unknown organs,
Tmist all have their functions, which we,
as yet, can only surmise. Again we read,
in The Honey Bee, that the front and
outer brain tubercles nearly come in con-
tact with the cranium between the ocelli

and the antennpe. Here the ants tap with
antennae for their communications. This
corresponds in part with the supersensitive
cranium we have suggested for the deep-
sea fish mentioned, only the exciting cause
is touch, perhaps accompanied with sound
vibration, instead of phospnorescent light.

Well may M. Fabre remark on the new
worlds of wonder to be opened in this
marvellous creation if only we had the
senses wherewith to descry them.—S.

Jordan, Bishopston.

A PRODUCTIVE JULY SWARM.
[8542] Referring to letter in " B.B.J."

of August 22 (page 336) on " July
Swarms," I should like to give the
results from one which I purchased
for 9s. in 1911. This record is of
exactly twelve and a half months' work,
and the surplus would have been greater
if the weather had not become so dread-

fully wet. In the 1911 season I took 91b.
extracted honey, and left a choked brood-
chamber. In 1912 an exceedingly large
swarm came off on April 20th, which took
itself oif, after hiving, the following day.
A nice cast, which issued ten days later,

was sold. The parent stock gave me 101b.
extracted honey, fifty-eight first grade
sections, and about a dozen inferior ones,
which were fed back to the bees. I have
also taken from this hive two frames of

honey and eight of brood and eggs at

various times this season, to strengthen
and start other colonies, and when I took
off the supers there were so many bees
that I felt justified in making an artificial

swarm (August 3rd), purchasing a fertile

queen. Tlie ojDeration was successful,

and the young queen is bidding fair

to outdo the other in prolificness.

Practically all honey was sold at 10s.

dozen, and I am refusing customers
already. I was hoping to send you a
photograph but the photographer didn't

turn up, I suppose owing to the weather,

so I must postpone this. I enjoy reading
the Record and Journal, I think, even
n.ore than I did twenty years ago, when I

started to keep bees, and couldn't make
out Avhy I used to get stung so, " Using
no smoker or veil." I should like to

mention a useful hint that to my mind
saves the life of the extractor, that is, to

smear the parts with vaseline Avhen

finished with.

The common sides are becoming green -

and strong with voung clover again here.

1 do not think "the "Isle of Wight"
disease is so prevalent in this district as

it was ; in fact, I have only heard of one
slightly affected hive, where formerly
there were dozens. Hoping for still im-
proving bee times.—A. H. Hamshaw,
Bramley.

BEE NOTES FROM GERMANY.
[8543] I appreciate greatly the

" Cappings of Comb" from the pen of

your esteemed contributor, L. S. Craw-
shaw. His buoyant nonsense is often like

a heart-refreshing relish when one is sick

of all the sweet honey. More than once
this year I intended to reply to his kind
notes on page 48, vol. xxxix. (1911), but
pressure of work, and—to be frank—

a

certain lazy disposition has prevented me
as yet from carrying out many laudable
intentions. But now I am able to show
Mr. Crawshaw the machine which he
expressed a desire to see. The illustration

wall convey some idea as to the working
of the machine, which, however, is not an
extractor, as Mr. Crawshaw erroneously
calls it, but simply an apparatus with
which to render heather honey extractable.

Extracting Heather Honey.—For the
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explanation of the principles on which the

construction of this machine is based, I

must refer your readers to my notes on
page 6, vol. xxxix. (1911). The comb to

be treated is uncapped and laid on the

tablet as shown in the illustration. A
turning of the handle results in an eleva-

tion of the table on which the tablet rests.

"While the comb is being elevated, the

needles, hanging between the vertical

framework, plunge into the contents of the

cells beneath them. Any needle meeting a

cell-wall or reaching the bottom of a cell

will be carried up until the comb has

reached its highest point. The weight of

every needle is, by means of its length, so

balanced that none of the structures of

the comb, however
delicately built, can
be damaged. If the
handle is turned
on further, the

tablet is lowered,

and moved on for

about l^in., as

soon as the comb
is clear of the

bunch of needles.

This ojDeration is

repeated by simply
turning the handle
until the entire

surface of the comb
has passed the

needles, i.e., until

the contents of

every cell has at

least once been
stirred by a needle.

Then the comb
is turned, and
the other side

treated in the
same way. If,

after this simple
treatment the comb
is put into an ex-

tractor, the heather
honey that could not
be extracted by any
other means possible leaves the cells as if by

magic, though not in a stream like other

honey, but in the shape of lumps.

The illustration shows only one of

different constructions in which the same
principles and ideas are embodied. The
machine does work, and it would be in-

teresting if one of your exjiericnced

lieather men would give it a trial, and
report on it. If I am not mistaken,

"D.M. M." somewhere stated that he
gets Is. Gd. for his heather honey. This

price, and the advantage of having the

combs saved, would justify the extra
labour. After some practice, fifteen and
more standard combs could be passed

through the machine in one hour, if pre-

viously uncapped, or if the uncapping is

MACHINE FOR RENDEEING HEATHER HONEY
EXTRACTABLE.

Illustration kindly lent by Mr. Heinr,Thie, Wolfenbiittd,
Germany,

done by a second person, who could also

carry out the extracting.

The Sugar Question.—On page 48, 1911,

Mr. Crawshaw says :
" It is not quite

clear how the consumer (the English

buyer?) pays the export bonvis on German
sugar "

; and Protection, whatever its

faults, can hardly, as he implies, assist the

Chilian honey by raising its price.

The time of the export bonus on sugar

is past. Indeed, since the Brussels Con-
vention it is only Russia that still pays

the export bonus. But the export bonus

had, of course, to be borne by the inland

consumer. So, in order to enable the

German sugar industry to supply England,

the best European sugar market, with
cheap sugar, 'ETie

German consumer
had to pay an ex-

orbitant p r i c e.

Some time ago, in a
traveller's letters

from Persia, I dis-

covered a novel way
of making a decent
living by means of

a few sacks of

sugar. The ingen-
ious persons who
live on the Russian
export bonus buy
some hundred-
weights of sugar in

Russia, export it

over the Persian
border, and pocket
the bonus. Then,
to complete the

circuit that works
well and affords a
regular income,

they smuggle this

sugar back over the

frontier of Turkes-
tan—the weak part

of the Russian
frontier— and ex-

port again and
again.

In Germany an indirect tax of about

seven shillings is levied on every hundred-

weight of sugar consumed. This year, for

the first time, German bee-keepers could

get, for spring feeding, about 111b. per

colony, tax free. But the sugar had to be

ground and adulterated with five per

cent, of its weight with sand in the pre-

sence of Customs officials.

Chilian Honey.—The Chilian honey Mr.

Crawshaw mentions in his notes already

referred to could hardly find a market in

Germany on account of the import duty,

amounting to about 20s. per cwt. It is

the inferior sorts that are imported into

tliis country, those that would probably

nowhere find a market. In a free trade

market thev would have no chance. That
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is what I meant by intimating that Pro-
tection lowers the standard of food and
breeds adulteration.—R. Linde, Wend-
hausen b. Hildesheim.

ROSS-SHIRE NOTES.
[8544] The Last Stand.—August de-

parted still weeping, and the present month
has come in accompanied by high winds and
more rain. Yet our indefatigable bees are
desperately trying to reach the moors.
Beaten down by the elements, on hands
and knees they cross the wind-swept high
road en route to the luring purple heather.
Such perseverance may be rewarded as in

1902, when a replica of the present season
to date was followed by an excellent
heather-honey flow in Sejitember.

Most colonies are still populous enough
to crowd a single super, while the weaker
ones have been mutually strengthened by
uniting. For instance, in the case of
three medium colonies standing in line, I

removed almost all the brood with adher-
ing bees from one hive, and divided same
between the other two hives. This made
two strong colonies fit to occupy supers,
while the third is being stimulated to build
up another brood-nest.

Feedinc] Bach. — Well-finished comb-
honey is a rarity this season, and I know
of a buyer vainly offering Is. 6d. each for
perfect clover sections. An extensive bee-
keeper here has serious thoughts of trying
to get his sections completed by feeding
back extracted clover honey.

Americans have shown that this scheme
can be made a commercial success, but
only when carried out over shallow brood-
chambers, and with young queens. This
bee-keeper's fifty stocks are all on 6Ain.
brood-frames and should be suitable sub-
jects for an experiment of this kind.

Personally, if trying the plan at all, I

should do so in a thorough manner by
uniting the entire population of two
colonies on the best-filled brood-combs, and
so have plenty of bees to crowd the super.
Honey diluted with an equal bulk of water
is given in a large box-feeder above, and
quickly transferred to the sections, which
when full are replaced by others.

All this is perfectly feasible and well
worth trying, but unfortunately I have not
any extracted honey on hand, and in these
days of rampant bee disease it is not safe
to buy other people's honey for use in the
apiary.

Bee-paraJj/sis.—From all accounts, this
nightmare is still devastating apiaries on
both sides of the Border, while bee-keepers
have the option of combating it with
drugs or anticipating the disease by self-

destruction of their colonies. The evidence
in connection with the use of drug
remedies is .somewhat conflicting. Some

bee-keepers have succeeded with all, while
others failed with all and were compelled
to destroy where they could not cure. My
own experience leads me to believe that
the disease is simply and solely in the
bees alone, their unhatched brood, the
combs, and hive being quite free from in-

fection. The cure, then, is to strike at the
root of the trouble promptly by destroying
the bees of an infected colony and restock-
ing the hive with a healthy natural or
artificial swarm, put direct on the naked
brood.

I have had several colonies for ovex" a
}ear on combs taken from diseased bees.

I'hese combs were not disinfected in any
way, yet the present occupants are per-

fectly healthy.
Again, our premier Scotch bee-men,

Messrs. Muir and Sons, of Kirkcowan,
after losing all but two or three out of

close on a hundred colonies, resuscitated
their apiary in a similar manner, and
without any drugging or disinfection
whatever.
Perhaps Mr. Muir might let us have the

further history of his apiary, and par-
ticularly that of the comjjosite stocks, i.e.,.

those made by running driven bees on tO'

combs of brood after sulphuring the
original diseased inhabitants.—J. M.
Ellis, Ussie Valley.

BEES NEAR TOWN AND IN COUNTRY
[8545] Mr. J. Smallwood, in " Blurts

from a Scratchy Pen," (page 274
" B.B.J. ") gives a very interesting account
of his experience with the bees in Middle-
sex and Oxfordshii'e, and, if I understand
him rightly, advances the theory that the-

bees near Oxford (the seat of light and
learning) are docile and easily handled

;

whilst further away from the city they
become less amiable, necessitating wearing
the veil.

"D. M. M.," on page 322, has most abljr

proved the theory to be entirely wrong,
but being an Oxonian I would like to
express my opinion, it being to some
extent both for and against the theory.
Last week I went to drive some bees (the

owner living far from the city) and found
the bees robbing, and stinging anyone
near. The skeps were standing close
together in two tiers, and it seemed an
impossibility for the bees to distinguish
their own homes. After driving several
lots, the owner asked if he could fetch
one ? I consented, and he brought an extra
strong stock, omitting to give them any
smoke before lifting (the smoker was close

at hand), althougli he had seen a dozen
lots taken up and bees driven. However,
thanks to being in a secluded spot and a
carbolic cloth near at hand, no one but
ourselves was stung ; the veils were prac-
tically useless.

I certainly think that bees are more
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docile when located near a dwelling-house,

vvith people passing, than if placed in a
retired spot far away from passers-by.

Generally speaking, such stocks get better

treatment, although owned by the same
person. For instance, if a bee-keeper has
both home and out apiaries, the weather
may change after he starts for an eight or

ten miles ride to the out-apiary, and the
manipulating has in such cases to be done
wet or fine. We well know bees do not
quickly forget if they are handled when
the weather is not favourable.

In the spring J examined some bees

near the city, the owner being a most
intelligent person, and the weather and
everything apparently just right for

manipulation, but the bees were veritable

stinging fiends, therefore I will leave it

for your readers to decide whether this is

a point in favour of the theory or not.

—

David Hancox.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CEAWSHAW% KORTON, MALTON, YORKS.

A Hive Scale (p. 293).—The beauty of

the tripod aiTangement is that it

requires no adjustment whatever, but
stands firmly even upon uneven
ground. It woidd, of course, have
to be moved from hive to hive, but
that would be a one-handed job if the legs

were joined by light battens. This form
is such as to take the strain in the best

possible way. A camera tripod does not

give a fair idea of the working of a sub-

stantial affair such as would be required.

Mr. Mace appeal's to have considered it

only in a cursory way, but if he will try

it, he will, no doiibt, remain to bless.

The beam should swing from a swivel hook.

Swarming Fever (p. 294).—My last

swarm of the season, or perhaps it would
be more cautious to style it my most
recent swarm, issued on August 6. At
first I suspected a hunger swarm, and
found a nucleus devoid of bees to care for

a large quantity of chilling brood. The
queen, however, remained alone upon one
of the frames, whilst the swarm possessed

its own. The mystery appeared to be
solved later, when I discovered queen-cells

in a hive destined for the heather, and
now short of bees. Possibly it was a case

of supersedure swarming, in which the
hungered bees joined. But why normal
bees should swarm at all in a time of

dearth is, I admit, beyond my experience.
I can only conclude that they mistook our
recent so-called summer for a new kind
of winter, and hailed the first fine day as

a new kind of spring.

Heather Honey (p. 296).—The point
raised by Mr. Rose is enlightening, and it

may be that many cases of disaster are

traceable to a lack of young bees. For

sometimes the brood nest is reduced to
small limits at the heather. Is it not
possible to settle the point by consensus of

opinion? Will moor-going bee-keepers
mark the hives which go, and compare
results as to wintering with those which
remain at home? If, in addition, notes
are made as to the age of the queens,
much valuable evidence may be obtained.
Will our heather brethren kindly take the
trouble to do this, and help us to settle a
disputed point of evident interest?

Prevention of Swarming (p. 305).-;-The
method I adopt is to " shake " the bees as
they show any symptoms of swarming,
which may be rather cure than prevention.
I have, however, needed preventive
methods so little in the past that I fear
I have grown over confident, and have at

times thought that my regular breeding
from non-swarming stocks showing good
returns Avas having an effect upon the
strain. Evidently I was mistaken, or at

least the tendency was not proof against
an exceptional season like the recent one.

Hiving a Sxvarm (p. 317).—This method
works very well. The brood-frame may be
hung upon bent nails in a T-shaped cross-

bar. But a better method is to fasten the
frame vertically to the pole itself, a short
distance below the end. The end of the
pole may then be rested in the fork of a
bough. If the pole be rectangular at the
top, two wooden stajales may be made to
hold the frame lugs by nailing pieces on
either side of the pole and bridging them
with pieces so as to leave a gap of -iin.

between the bridge piece and the pole.

If the lower bridge piece be ^in. or so
higher than its side pieces, a, comb may
be easily inserted, in the same way as the
baskets are iiut into a Cowan extractor.
The sides of the bridges should be fully

15iin. apart for a 17in. top-bar, when the
bridge pieces will be 15in. apart, and the
top frame lug will have Mn. of hold. To
remove the frame, raise it, and swing the
lower lug out of place. The width of the
top bridge should be sufficient to allow of

this. A jointed pole is best for the
purpose, and the joint may be made of
pieces of wood, or by wrapping sheet iron

(tin) around the end of the lower pole, to

form a socket. A light pole should be
free from knots, or trouble may follow.

Queries and Replies.

[8520] Stock refusing to take Syrup.—
Will you kindly give me your opinion re-

garding a stock of becs (English)? They
wintered well, were very strong in early
spring, swarmed May 19th, and gave me
221b. fine clover honey. At the time of

swarming the stock had two supers on, and
after the swarm left it was packed with
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bees, but the weatlier has been very
unfavourable. On July IStli the stock
gave off another swarm, a very fine one,
which is going on well. I have got 141b. of
nice honey from this swarm, and on August
19th took both swarms to the moors to a
ten mile stretch of beautiful heather.
Now I am concerned about the parent
stock, for since it swarmed the bees have
done very little flying. I took supers and
excluder off and commenced to feed ; but
they would not take the syrup, and to-day
being fine (although gloomy as usual), I
examined them to ti-y to find the' queen,
but failed to see her, and was surprised
to find the floor board covered with dead
bees. I at once changed the hive and gave
them a tin of autumn syriip, and they are
now fanning in entrance. After burying
dead bees and covering the ground with
lime, and pouring boiling water on floor

board, etc., and spreading Izal j)owder
around, 1 hope all will go well. There
are a good number of bees in the stock,
and although there is no honey coming in,

they are fairly easy to manipulate. (1)
Do you think they are queenless.^ if so,

should I introduce a fertile queen? (2)
Why would they not take the syrup, as do
my other four stocks? (3) Do you think
the cause of dead bees was dysentery? (4)
Did I follow the right plan in burying
the dead bees? (5) I have taken three
good swarms to the moors. Can I hope for
a good surplus, weatlier being favourable?
Thanking vou in anticipation for a reply,
—T. R., SheflSeld.

Reply.—(1) You can only tell by making
an examination of the combs. (2) Weak
or queenless stocks sometimes do not take
svrup readily. (3) Possibly, or it may be
"Isle of Wight" disease. (4) Yes. (5)

It depends entirely on the weather and
strength of the colony.

[8621] beginner's Queries.—I conclude
that it would scarcely be possible to have
weather more difficult to keep bees in than
that which we have had this season. It has
afforded unlimited opportunity for ex-
periences of the worst kind. I have had
a sad one through robbing. First, a pane
of glass was blown by the wind out of my
bee house, when the bees made a raid on
all the sweets exposed therein, wet combs,
etc. Unable to find their way out, it

meant death to some thousands. I hoped
I had quelled the fever, but evidently it

had been going on previously unnoticed,
for, to my sorrow, I found one stock com-
pletely robbed out and destroyed. It was
my intention to give a young queen to all

stocks that needed one, but it has been im-
possible for a novice to attempt it with
the weather we have had, and are having.
I am waiting for a favourable opportunity
to drive two lots of bees in skeps ; both
swarmed stocks—"old 'uns," the skeppist
called them. He is keeping the "young

'uns " (swarms) for himself. These I

shall unite to two stocks which will give
to each young queens. (1) Do you think
I had better give up the idea of buying
queens this year for the other stocks unless

the weather settles quite soon? I do not
see how it would be possible to open the
hive and find the old queen if it was wet.

(2) Will you be kind enough to tell

me why the method of returning a cast

early in the morning, as mentioned in

the " Guide Book," page 21, is not more
emphasized, and in preference to cutting
out all queen-cells ? The former proved
most successful and very easy and simple;

whereas the latter was disastrous, besides

Ijeing much more trouble. The queen in

the cast got lost, and the brood at that
time being too old to raise another, the
bees were queenless for some little time
before I discovered their loss. I started

the season with six stocks ; two very strong,

two medium, and two not so strong. I

have had two May swarms—one weigh-
ing 91b., the other 101b. I liave taken
about 2cwt. of very fine honey, chiefly

white clover. (3) Is this a very poor
surplus for this season? Fortunately, I

received a good price for all, and have
also disposed of the whole quantity.—
I. S., Braintree.
Reply.—(1) Yes, as probablj^ the stocks

have requeened themselves. Leave the

bees alone. (2) Because by cutting out

queen-cells and giving a fertile queen
much time is saved, for the queen accom-
panying a cast is not a laying one, and
may not have been mated. You evidently

did not introduce a queen, hence your
disaster. (3) Very fair return for such a

season as this has been.

[8522] Carbolic Acid and Phenyle.—I
should deem it a favour if you could give

me anv information on the following:—
On page 197 of the " British Bee-keepei-s'

Guide Book" (20th ed.). Recipe No. 8, it

mentions " Calvert's No. 5 Carbolic Acid."

(1) I have a large quantity of pure

crystallised phenol (Cr.HjOH) on hand,

and I do not see the necessity of buying

when I have the pure stuff at home.

Could you tell me the strength of

Calvert's No. 5 acid and the solvent (if a

liquid), or give me an equivalent recipe

to use the pure phenol? (2) Could you

tell me exactly what the " soluble

phenyle " is mentioned in the next

recipe ? Is it diphenyl (CgHj'), or is it

an artificially-made substance, only procur-

able from the manufacturers?—E. S.,

Salop.

Reply.—(1) About 10 per cent, of

phenol and 90 per cent, of cresols,

which consist of ortho-, meta-, and para-

cresols. Write to Messrs. J. C Cal-

vert and Co., Manchester, who would no
doubt give you a formula for utilising

your phenol. (2) It is a coal tar deriva-
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tive, somewhat similar to creoliii, pro-

curable either from the manufacturers or
of chemists.

[8523] Using Super-clearer.—I have
just had my first experience in the use of

a super-clearer. I have a hive with two
supers on, and wishing to clear the top
one, I jDut the Porter bee-escape under
it in the evening, as recommended in the

"Guide Book." At the same time I

noticed that the lower foundation had not
been drawn out in the slightest. The
following day the bees seemed very
excited, flew the whole day, and many
crowded round the entrance to the hive.

Twenty-four hours after fixing the clearer

I examined the hive, but the super still

contained some bees^ and 1 decided to re-

move the clearer and leave the hive in its

original condition until I consulted you.
I found on the second opening of the hive
that a great many bees were on the centre
frames of the lower super. (1) Do you
think that, finding their access to the
upper super barred, they had decided to
draw out the lower foundation? (2) Can
you account for the bees not having left

the upper super after a period of twenty-
four hours.? (3) Ought the clearer to

remain until every bee has left? My
clearer exactly covers the frames, i.e., it

would just fall within the chamber, bejng
exactly the same measurement as the inter-
nal measurement of the super. (4) Do you
advise me to enlarge it equal to the
external measurement of the sui3er in
order that it may rest entirely on it rather
than within it, and on the frames merely?
-

—

^Learner, Worsley.
Reply.—(1) As the bees could not get

access to the upper super there was no
where else for them to cluster. (2) It may
be for the following reasons: (a) The
escape being placed the wrong way iip,

(b) or it may be obstructed, (c) the
presence of a queen in the super ; a young
one may have got through the excluder,
(d) or the colony is weak. In cold weather
bees are more reluctant to leave the
cluster. (3) Sometimes one or two bees
may remain, but usually, if conditions
are right when the clearer is put on in the
evening, the super is clear of bees by the
next morning. (4) Your clearer is evi-
dently faulty, as it should be large enough
for the super to rest on it so that there is

a space between frames and escape both
on top and bottom.

[8524] A Prolific Qaeen.~I should like
your advice regarding a queen I have
in one of my stocks. She was hatched in
May last year, as a result of queen depos-
ing. One queen came out with l^lb. bees,
leaving this one unhatched in the hive.
She headed a very strong stock in autumn
which came through the winter well. In
•June this stock was supered, but the hot
weather in July brought out a big 71b. or

81b. swarm. July 6th it swarmed, and on
the 12fch a big cast came off ; I estimated
it at 51b., but unfortunately it flew off.

The swarm was hived, and in less than a
week the bees drew out seven sheets of

foundation, and the queen was laying in

eight combs. What I would like to know
is. should I requeen or not, seeing that she
will be in her third season next year?
My idea, in view of her prolificness, is to
keep her another season as I fancy I have
got hold of a good strain.—X. L.,

Altrincham.

Reply.—The queen seems to be a very
prolific one, and could be kept another
3'ear, and utilised for queen rearing.

Bee Shows to Come.

September 4th and 5th, at Carlisle.—Grand
Annual Exhibition of the Cumberland and West-
morland B.K.A., in conjunction with the Carlisle
and Cumberland Horticultural Society, to be held
in the Covered Market, Carlisle.

September 5th, at Horniman Hall, North
End, Croydon.—Exclusive show of Hone.y, Wax,
Hives, Bees, &c. Increased prizes. Six open
classes. Judge, W. Herrod, F.E.S.

September lOth, at Woodstock.—Honey
Show of the Oxford B.K.A. Open classes for
single lib. jar of honey, and lib. section. Exhibits
to become the property of the Association. Entry
free. 1st prize, 7s. 6d.; 2nd, 5s.; 3rd, 2s. 6d.
Schedules from H. Turner, 4, Turl-street, Oxford.

September 12th, at Cambridge.—Honey Show
in connection with the Cambridge and District Red
Cross Horticultural Society. Four classes open to
the United Kingdom. To be held in the Corn
Exchange, Cambridge. Schedules and particulars
of Hon. Sec, E. F. Dant, Member of B.B.K.A., 52,
Bridge Street, Cambridge. Entries close Satur-
day, September 7th.

September 21 to 28, at the Agricultural
Hall, London.—Great Show of Honey and Bee
Products at the " Grocers' and Allied Trades " 20th
annual Exhibition. £50 offered in cash prizes.
Open to all. Entry fee Is. Particulars from H. S.
Rogers, Palmerston House, Old Broad Street
London, E.C.

September 14th, at Dumfries.-Annual Show
of South of Scotland Bee-Keepers' Association, will
be held in St. Mary's Hall. Five open classes; Three
1-lb. jars extracted, 20s., 10s., and 5s.; three sections,
ditto. (Entry 2s.) 1-lb. jar, also one section, 5s.,
3s., and 2s. (Entry fre«, and exhibits retained unless
otherwise agreed upon.) Beeswax, 5s., 3s., and 2s.
(Entry 6d.) Fourteen classes for members.
Schedules from Q. Aird, Schoolhouse, Howwood.
Renfrews, N.B. Entries close September 7tli.

Wednesday, September 2Sth, at Altrin-
cham.—Eleven classes, four specials. .Judges

:

Rev. T. J. Evans, Rock Ferry, and Mr. T. John-
son, Taunton. Prize list now ready. Prizes, £2,
£1, 15s., 10s., and 5s. J. Herbert Hall, 1, Market-
street, Altrincham, secretary. Entries close
September 9th.

October 8 to 11. at the Agricultural Hall,
London.—Show of Honey an<i Bee Produce in con-
nection with the British Dairy Farmers' Associa-
tion. Numerous and liberal prizes for honey, &c.
Particulars from F. E. Hardcastle, Secretary, 12,
TIanover Sqiinre, Ivondon, W. Entries close
Ecptor.ibor Ctli.
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Notices to Correspondents.

E. H. (New Barnet).-

—

Unfinished Sections.

—The unfinislied sections should be put
back again on tlie hive for the bees to

clear out. They will remove the honey
to the brood-cliamber.

A. E. W. (Bucks).

—

Disqualified Exhihitor.

—The Secretary should not have
accepted your entry, and you are

certainly entitled to the return of your
fees.

Jock (Mildenhall). — Badly - capped
Sections.—Tlie cappings have been made
extra tliick by the bees, and a little

propolis added, thus causing the dirty

brown colour. This occurs sometimes in

bad weather.

T. F. N. (Bexley Heath).—Bees Super-
seding ^ueen.—Probably. We should

say the bee you saw was a young queen.

Jioneij Samples.

R. D. (Staffs).—A very good honey in

flavour, colour, and density. It certainly

contains clover honey, so there must be
some about your district.

J. J. A. (Newbold).—A nice light honey, of

good flavour and colour. Its worst point

is density; it is rather thin, and would
be improved by carefully warming. This

would also improve its appearance by
making it clearer and brighter. It is

worth exhibiting at a local show.

H. H. (Norfolk).—The three sami>les are

of good colour and fairly good flavour.

All are rather j>oor in density. We
should say 6M. per lb. in bulk, or lOd.

per lb. jaj retail, would be a fair price

for any of the samples.

T. A. J. (Flint).—The honey is not of very

good flavour, and the aroma is not

pleasant; it is spoilt by having an ad-

mixture from ragwort in it. If shown,
it should be entered in the medium
class, and its chance of success depends
upon what is staged in competition with

it.

L. T. (Birmingham).—Honey is medium in

colour, good in density ; aroma and
flavour are only fair.

H. F. (Coventry).—Your sample is a

medium one, and is worth a trial on the

show-bench.

A. M. (Cambs).—A light honey, mainly

from clover. It is not good enough for

exhibition purposes.

T. A. S. (Woodley).—Your sample is a nice

flavoured, light-coloured honey from
clover, and is quite good enough to show.

Suspected Disease.

Beeswing (Rock Ferry) and E. G. (Slough).

^It is evidently "Isle oif Wight"
disease, and you had better destroy the

stock.

J. B. (Ilkeston).—The bees have died from
' Isle of Wight " disease.

W. E. G. (Dulwich).—Both lots of bees
sent have "Isle of Wight" disease.

T. M. (Woodhurst).—The bees were too
decomposed for examination.

W. B. (Thornton).—The bees show signs of
" Isle of Wight " disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

EXCHANGE Pure-bred Poultry for Honey Ex-
tractor; send particulars.—LEWIS, EfaiJwen,

Clynderweii. v 87

INEST ENGLISH HONEY, 15s. per 281b. tin;
sample, 2d.—DUTTON, Terling, Essex, v 344F

HE.\LTHY DRIVEN BEES, witli Queen, 3s. 6d.

per lot, casli with order; orders in rotation,
boxes to be returned.—T. PULLEN, liamsbury,
Hungerford. v 355

STOCKS for Salo, cheap, giving up; particulars.

—DEWS, 15, Jews'-lane, GornaL v 90

WALLFLOWERS, good strong plants, just

ready for planting, and one of the best for-

age plants for bees in early spring : Faerie Queen
(l«mon), Vulcan (red). Cloth of Gold (rich yellow),

Eastern Queen (rosy pink), 8d. per 100, 6s. per 1000;

carriage paid.—C. MITCHELL, St. Ives, Kingston,
Lewes. v 15

FINEST EXTRACTED HONEY, 60s. cwt., tins

free; sample, 3d.—COPSE Y, Seaton, Working-
ton. V 94

N EWMARKET HONEY, 60^. cwt., in returnable
tins; sample, 2d.—St. Aubins, Newmarket, v 95

FEW StO'Cks of Bees for Sale.—GIFFORD, 47.

Boston-road. Brentford. v 97

WANTED, new English Clover Honey, best

quality. Sample and price to WHITE
HEATHER DAIRY, Market-place, Burnley, v 95

ABOUT 3^cwt. of Cambridgeshire Honey, good
quality, 56s. per cwt., carriage forward.—G.

COLLIN, Cheveley HaU, near Newmarket. v 16

1 AA GOOD STOCKS BEES, on 8 Frames,
Xvlvf plenty stores, 16s. 6d. each, healthy; in

good wood hives, 25s. ea<;h.—MANAGER, Harri-
son's Bee Farm, Pickering. v 15

6 TIN FEEDERS, 3s.; 3 281b. tins, handle and
bolt, 2s. 6d.—YIEND, Albion House, Chelten-

ham. vJ2

FOR Spring blooming, Limnanthes Douglasii,

50 Is., fre^.-Millbrook, Clarbeston-road, Pem-
brokeshire. V 88

EXCELLENT EXTRACTED HONEY, light col-

our and nice flavour; cash or deposit; sample
3d.—DAVID HANCOX, Deddington, Oxon. v 47

HALF-PLATE STAND CAMERA, cost £4 10s.;

what offers in honey or cash? — W.
GRIFFITHS, Walton-on-tbe-Hill, Stafford. v 10

rt HEALTHY STOCKS BEES, with 1912 Queens.

^ large skep, 12s. 6d.; pail, 8s. 6d.; securely

packed.—ALUN JONES, Halkyn, Flints. v 13
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

CHESHIRE B.K.A.

ANNUAL SHOW,
The annual show of the Cheshire B.K.A.

was held at Chester on August 28th, in

connection with the Chester Agricultural
Show. The entries numbered only ten
less than last year's record, and the
quality of the exhibits was excellent. The
judges stated that they had never seen

such a splendid show of beeswax any-
where. The Rev. T. J. Evans, M.A., and
Mr. E. P. Hinde acted as judges. The
former gave a lecture and demonstration
with bees during the afternoon. The
following are the awards:—

•

Complete Frame-hive for General Use.—
Lst and 2nd, Geo. Rose, Liverpool.

Twelve 1-lh. Sections.-—1st, Wm. Reece,
Tarporley ; 2nd, J. G. Nicholson, Lang-
wathby ; 3rd, Jas. Pearman, Derby; r.,

A. S. Dell, Leigh; v.h.c, C. W. Dyer,
Compton ; h.c, A. Hulse, Knutsford.

Twelve 1-lb. Jars Extracted Honey.—
1st, Jas. Pearman ; 2nd, R. Morgan, Cow-
bridge; 3rd, E. F. Dant, Cambridge; r.,

E. Church, Cardiff; v.h.c, A. S. Dell and
J. Berry, Llanrwst ; h.c, F. Newport,
Tattenhall ; W. Barlow, Knutsford ; and
A. Hulse.

Ohservator]) Hive.—1st, F. C. Kelly,

Hawarden ; 2nd, P. Hutchinson, Birken-
head .

Display of Honey, (f-c.—1st, H. Stubbs,
Crewe; 2nd, F. Newport.
Six 1-lh. Sections.—1st, W. Reece; 2nd,

H. Johnson, Hawarden; 3rd, A. Hulse; r.,

P. Hutchinson; v.h.c, L. S. Taylor,
Willaston

;
W. Davies, Northop.

Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey
{light) [members only).—1st, F. Newport;
2nd, Job Astbury, Kelsall ; 3rd, A. R.
Coppack, Shotton ; r., A. Hulse; v.h.c, H.
Stubbs and W. Barlow; h.c, A. E.
Wright, Sandbach.
Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey

(medium).—1st, W. Barlow; 2nd, W.
Vickers, Malpas ; 3rd, W. Davies; r., J.
Boden, Northwich.
Two Shallow-frames. — 1st, D. H.

Burgess, Sandbach; 2nd, F. C. Kelly;
3rd, Mrs. A. B. Collett, Hale; r., E.
Atkinson, Knutsford; h.c, J. Carey,
Bidston.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars of Extracted Honey.
—1st, A. Hulse; 2nd, A. R. Coppack; 3rd,
J. Boden; r., J. Elwell, Crewe; v.h.c,
Miss F. M. .Jones, Hope; h.c, H. John-
son.

Six 1-lh. Jars of Extracted Honey
(novices).—lst, Mrs. G. J. Johnston,
Chester; 2nd, J. Boden; 3rd, Miss F. M.
Jones; r., A. R. Coppack; v.h.c. L. S.
Taylor and E. Jones, Horton ; h.c, H.
Johnson; c, J. Dodd, Chester.

Beeswax.—1st, Job Astbury; 2nd, T. A.
Jones, Halkyn ; 3rd, H. Stubbs; r., J.

Boden; v.h.c, J. M. Moody, Crewe; h.c,
D. H. Burgess, A. Hulse, and F Newport;
c, A. E. Wright.—E. W. Franklin,
Hon. Sec.

NOTTS B.K.A.
annual show.

The Notts Bee-keepers' Association held
their annual show at the Mechanics' Hall,

Nottingham, on August 23rd last. A
large number of the general public as well

as many members of the Association
visited the show, which was opened by the
Mayoress of Nottingham ; the Mayor and
Sheriff also being present at the opening
ceremony. There were some 190 exhibits

staged, the following exhibitors being-

successful in securing awards:—
Collection of Appliances.—1st, T. W.

Harrison and Son, Nottingham; 2nd,

A. W. Gamage, Limited, London.

Beginner's Outfit.-—1st, A. W. Gamage,
Limited; 2nd, R. Mackinder and Son,
Newark.
Twelve 1-lh. Sections (open).—1st, W. H.

Pearson, Newport; 2nd, J. Pearman,
Derby; 3rd, W. H. Corbett, Tarrant.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars Light Extracted
Honey (open).—1st, J. Pearman; 2nd, R.
Allen, Bicester; 3rd, A. J. Church, Cardiff.

Interesting Exhibit.—1st, G. H. and
T. S. Elliott, Southwell.

Honey Trophy.—1st, G. H. and T. S.

Elliott; 2nd, D. Mar.shall, Carrington

;

3rd, W. J. Betts, Mansfield Woodhouse.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars Light Extracted
Hone}/.—1st, J. North, Sutton-in-Ashfield

;

2nd, W. Doleman, Keyworth ; 3rd, J. T.

Duckmanton, Langwith ; 4th, J. B. Curtis,

Carlton-on-Trent.

Twelve 1-lb. Jars Dark Honey.—1st, G.

Marshall, Norwell; 2nd, R. H. Mackinder;
3rd, T. Gillett.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars Heather-blend Honey.
—1st, G. H. and T. S. Elliott; 2nd, A. G.

Pugh, Beeston.

Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st, G. E.

Puttergill, Beeston; 2nd, G. Marshall;

3rd, F. Gillett.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars Granulated Honey.—
1st, J. Woods, Nettleworth; 2nd J. T.

Duckmanton; 3rd, G. Marshall.

Pair of Shallow Frames.—1st, J. North
;

2nd, G. Marshall; 3rd, G. H. and T. S.

Elliott; 4th, J. T. Wilson, Shircbrook.

Amateur.—1st, C. E. Smith.

Observatory Hive.—1st, G. Marshall;
2nd, D. Marshall; 3rd, W. L. Betts; 4th,

Mrs. Copping, Beeston.

Honey Cake.—1st, A. G. Pugh; 2nd, G.

Sniithurst, Watnall.

Mead.—1st, J. Woods.
Honey Vinegar.— 1st, W. Doleman.
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Beeswax.—1st G. Marshall; 2ik1, G. E.
Puttergill; Srd, J. Woods.

MISCELLANEOUS COMPETITIONS.
Wiring and Fitting-wp Frame.— 1st, H.

Mackinder; 2nd, R. Mackinder; 3rd, D.
Marshall.

Judging Honey.—1st, W. Darrington;
2nd, H. Mackinder; 3rd, J, Willson.

Folding and Fitting Sections.—1st, H.-
Mackinder; 2nd, D. Marshall; 3rd, W.
Doleman.

A silver cliallenge vase was offered by
W. Herrod, Esq., to the member who
obtained the highest number of points in

his exhibits, and this was won by Mr.
G. Marshall, of Norwell, with 32 points.

—

Communicated.

AMONG THE BEES.
INSPECTORS AND INSPECTING.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

I am led to deal with this subject for

the reason that inspection of bees will

very soon be a reality, however much some
may try to oppose the movement in its

favour. Quite recently it has been
asserted that inspection would be an evil

and not a blessing, and many bee-keepers
sincei*ely believe that experts would, or
might, act as disease "carriers." Both
contentions I hold are the fruits of

prejudice or imperfect knowledge.
The question of disease is fast becoming

a desperate one over large areas of our
island. Indeed, I may set it down as a
postulate that to save disease killing bee-
keeping we must kill disease. Therefore,
the question of suppression is an urgent
one. The sooner an Act, or Order, is

passed the better. All other outbreaks of

infectious disease are capable of being
cabined, cribbed, confined, if not, indeed,
ultimately extinguished when taken in

hand strenuously. Why then should not
foul brood and infectious paralysis be got
rid of by legislation, giving plenai'y powers
to our authorities to deal drastically with
every isolated outbreak? Think what
desolation would have been produced by
even a few weeks of an uncurbed spread
of foot-and-mouth disease in cattle ; and
then note how rigid rules, promptly
applied, recently checked and suppressed
the spread. Apply this to outbreaks of
" Isle of Wight " disease. Prompt
measures timely taken would extinguish
the seeds of infection, which even now
are confined to isolated centres. Play
with curing these germ-centres, and a
whole county may become contaminated.
Some miles from here one stock in one
apiary—in 1908, I think—introduced " Isle

of AVight " disease. Close by were three
apiaries of about ten, twenty, and over
forty stocks, and a host of smaller ones.

To-day, the region around is beeless.

Nay, more ; hives from the contaminated

apiary were sold at an auction sale two
years ago. The consequence is that out-

breaks manifested themselves ten or twelve
miles lower down the valley, and many
apiaries are now in process of becoming
extinct, while scores more are being
infected I have no doubt, to be wiped
out next season in all probabilitJ^ One
visit from an inspector would have saved
all this wanton destruction of valuable
property. This is. only one case amongst
thousands. Some 3'ears ago I imported a
swarm from a southern English county.
It died out, but not before infecting five

neighbouring colonies ; and from then on-
wards the scourge has continued and
practically wiped out my apiary. If I had
known then what I know now the first

stock lost would have been the last

!

Isolated cases of "' Isle of Wight " disease
have been experienced in, at least, Aber-
deen, Banff, Moray, Inverness, and Ross.
At present every single case is a menace to
the industry all over the county in which
it is found, because each is a hotbed of

the disease, with germs and spores

sufficient to contaminate every apiary in

all our northern counties.

A well-known opponent of legislation

quite recently wrote me citing a number
of cases at which he was inclined to jest.

One was of an inspector from the Board
of Agriculture (I did not know they had
such officials) who diagnosed a case of " Isle

of Wight" disease standing back several

yards from the hive. Strange though it

may sound to this fortunate bee-keeper,
who never saw stocks suffering from this-

disease, this feat is quite a possible one

!

The action of the bees on the flight-board,

in front of the hive, and on the ground
further away than the mythical inspector
stood, shows unmistakably that the bees
are infected by this terrible malady. The
signs indeed are so plain that anyone can
tell. The Board of Agriculture, however,
would never dream of appointing as
ins23ector one who is not a practical bee-
keeper with an intimate knowledge of

tlie disease under treatment; and I

presume that experts of some standing
and practical experience will have a
preference. My correspondent, ungra-
ciously, I think, hinted in no measured
way that only those who expected te reap
benefits from the operation of an Act
favoured legislation. Although I am an
expert, such a thought never entered my
head. Yet (and long before I became an
expert) I have consistently advocated
legislation granting inspection of apiaries,,

simply for the good it would do in con-
trolling and wiping out disease. Legisla-
tion, with its consequent inspection, has
done good—immense good—in every other
country where it has been tried. If so,,

whv not here ?
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. Some maintain that inspectors or

experts may become " carriers " of disease.

The clanger is possible, but scarcely

probable. How very seldom do medical
men carry infection, just because they take
preventive measures to guard against the
danger? Why should not " bee doctors"'

do likewise? But, really, there is very
little danger. Objectors overlook the fact

that inspectors under the Act would do
very little, if any, handling of bees or hives

in carrj'ing out their duties. In diagnos-
ing a case of foul brood a man who knows
his work would
carry out the whole
process without
touching any in-

fected object but
with the tips of his

fingers, and im-

mediately the ex-

amination was con-

cluded these would
be thoroughly
sterilised— or
better, washed and
brushed until not

a germ or spore

was left to be
carried to the next
apiary. I should

like to draw special

attention to two
admirable articles

in "B.B.J.," Feb.,

1905, by Dr. T. S.

Elliott. The salient

points in these

deserve to be re-

printed in leaflet

form for the benefit

of experts and bee-

keepers in general

who have either

form of disease

in their apiaries.

The signs and
symptoms of '"' Isle

of Wight" disease

are so marked that

the initiated can
read them at a

glance, especially

at a period of the

j^ear when inspec-

tion work is likely

to be carried out

;

but there would be a further effective

check on any wrong diagnosis, because
the bees, before destruction was ordered,

Avould be examined by some scientific

expert, such as Dr. Maiden. Then,
as to acting as a "carrier" of

disease, why should an inspector do so?

He need not handle bees, hives, or

appliances : his duty would be to see that
destruction was effectively carried oiit by
others.

5 (S

From Honey.

XEOTAR-PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

Bij Geo. Hayes, Beesfon, Notts.

(Continued from page 292.)

No. 20. MELiLOT (MelUotus vulgaris;

Melijotus officinalis), etc.

Nat. Order. Leguminosce.

The generic title of this plant at once
suggests ,honey

—

mel; flower

—

lotus, or
honey-flower; whilst vu?(jfar is indicates that
it is quite common. This is another of the

leguminous plants
so valuable to the
bee-keeper, and
although the in-

florescence and
growth are very
different in ap-
pearance from the
ordinary clovers, it

w as by early
writers, and is

still now, called
sweet clover be-
cause of the spicy
odour of its flowers.

It is by some called
plaister clover be-
cause of the medi-
cinal virtues of the
plant for that par-
ticular 1 urpose. It
is also sometimes
called Bokhara clo-

ver (Melilotus leu-
cafitha).

There are numer-
ous species and
varieties of this

plant ; the most
common and the
particular one
under consider-
ation grows to a
height of from 3ft.

to oft., with white
or yellow flowers,

which are small
and arranged in

long racemes on
one side of the
stalk only. It has
a very graceful up-
right growth. The
leaves are trifoli-

ate, the lower ones being compounded
of leaflets that are much more rounded
in form than the upper ones, which
are usually more attenuated and linear.

These racemes spring from the axils

of the leaves. The corolla is of the
Paplionaceous, or butterfly type, the colour
of the flower varying in the different

species from white to red and blue to
purple, in addition to the yellow. It has
ten stamens, one stigma, and the legume,

POLLEN OF MELILOTUS
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pod, or ovary contains one or two

seeds.

Although it is hxrgely grown for feeding

stock, white melilotus is found wild in

abundance in some districts in the fields

and on pieces of waste ground, the

yellow (Melilotus officinalis) not being met
with frequently, and generally as an

introduced plant. The time of flowering

is from July to September. As it is very

ornamental it is grown largely in gardens.

It is a fair producer of nectar, and the

bees are constiintly upon it, but in this

locality I have not seen any sufficient

quantity growing for forage, although it

abounds on waste patches. Even in this

restricted growth it must be helpful

to our bees, but where it is grown in

large quantities no doubt surplus would
be obtained from it.

The pollen from this flower is yellow in

colour, both by transmitted and reflected

light, though somewhat paler in the latter

case. When dry, the mature grains

measure ^^L x -^Ay^ of an inch, and in

general form are similar to white clover

(T. repens) C' B.J.," 1910, p. 485): the

pellicle of the grain is, however, smoother.

This is seen at Figures 1 and 2, with
enlargement; and a .section through the

centre of the grain is shown at No. 3.

It retains this form mostly in honey, but
becomes more transparent, and changes its

appearance to that shown in Figs. 4 and o.

When abstracted from honey the three

grooves or furrows extend oiitwards, and
form a ridge from end to end with a small

process in the centre, as seen at Figures

6 and 7 with enlargement. In this state

the grain is very opaque, allowing very

little light to pass through it ; the

measurements then being ^^i^ in. diameter.

(To be continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves respontible
for the opinions expressed hy correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communication!,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
tide of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

at a guarantee of good faith. Illustratioris should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

ODDS AND ENDS ABOUT BEES._
[8546] As in Australia, we seldom have

two equally good bee seasons in succession.

There they term their alternate years the

"off" ones; so in Scotland we often hear

of the profitable years being every fourth

one. Up till eight or nine years ago I

was heartily in agreement with this asser-

tion, but am now inclined to put the

profitable year mucli oftener than one in

four. My aAvakening came in this wise :

Whilst arranging some stocks in early

September for a friend I found one with

three or four queen-cells almost ripe. I

took off one of these, wrapped it up in

some soft calico I chanced to have, and
carried it home in my vest pocket and
gave it to a stock which had done badly.

I placed it upon a comb beyond the brood-

nest. It was at once accepted, hatched
out, and having deposed the worn-out
queen the stock had a nice patch of brood
before I closed down in October.

This was by far my most forward stock

in spring, and about the 1st of-June I put
on a super of shallow-frames. The weather
was warm and genial, and to my surprise

the super was filled before any others were
ready for supering. This stock gave me
my first take of 1041b.

Since this experience I have strained

evei-y nerve to have the bees fit to super
by June 1st. In 1911 I had nine stocks,

which spread out in early May, and were
supered on the 20th of that month, all

except two reserved for increase. The
average for tliese was 721b., two giving

over iOOlb.

During this year I had nearly all ready

by 1st June, except two developing from
nuclei, Avhich came into line a little later.

Not a particle of honey was stored until

the 28th of June, and the flow lasted until

the 27th or 28th of July.

The average for eleven hives is 361b.

each. The moral is: Get the bees strong

early, and if an early flow comes the colony

is ready and willing, but if no flow arrives

a hundredweight of sugar is profitably ex-

pended in making things hum.
My brick-heated nuclei did well—con-

siderably above the average. Swarming
came late in July, but queens of the nuclei

set off them mated badly, seven out of

fourteen being all right by the 4th of

August. The others do not seem to have
mated, although I saw them all fly several

times. I bonglit the virgins from England.
Tliese I also saw fly repeatedly, but they

did not commence to lay, and last week they
disappeared. Two stocks which swarmed
had not their queens laying to-day when I

examined them, so I removed them and
gave them mated ones. These stocks had
killed off their drones and were being

fed.

Two strong nuclei have still their drones
and unmated queens, so I am purchasing
a few queens to make sure for the future.

Keeping the Ilives Water-tight has

often been a source of worry to me,
because in a dry season seams gape and
never yield to paint alone. Puttying them
with a putty-knife or chisel was often the

work of weeks. This year I started

early in July to stop up "the braks." I

was industriously puttying and painting

when a professional painter called, who
advised me to make u'hite lead putty.
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This is done by working common wliiting

into the white lead until it does not stick

to the fingers. Chancing to have an old

plasterer's trowel I made use of it to work
the putty on a board, and, without think-

ing, began to use it for applying the white

lead putty to the seams and leaks. In less

than two hours I had twenty hives water-

proof, and then I had them all painted, and
they have come through the last three

weeks' rain without a drop inside. I

advise all bee-keepers to try this tool. I

have since used it for cleaning tops of

frames, and find I have more command of

it than of any other implement for the

-same purpose.

Lately I saw a runaway swarm in a

strange abode. At the northern end of

Loch Doon the outflow of the water is

regidated by sluices. The tooth and
pinion apparatus iised to raise and lower
these lias a cross connection by means of

a hollow cast-iron frame, 4ft. l3y 14in. by
'9in. The bees had found their way into this

througli the interstices among the wheels.

There are four bee-keepers within three

miles of this spot, but all can account for

all their swarms. My own are six-and-a-

quarter miles distant, and none were lost.

Their parent hive could not be inside ten

miles. The nearest bee-keeper is fully a

mile from the foot of the loch, and he
observed the swarm alight on a tree about
his hives, where it remained for some time,

and then made off over the famoxis Ness
•Glen in the direction of Loch Doon.

I visited this "runaway" in company
"with a gentleman who was anxious to

secure it, but we were unable to invade
its iron home. While busy inspecting the
abode the gentleman's dog, having entered
the water, was drawn into the sluice and
sucked into the tunnel. We saw the poor
brute emerge about 50yds. below the rocky
tunnel, and in our endeavours to rescue
it we both became involved in the torrent.
Eventually we succeeded in bringing out
the poor animal, but found that though
life was not quite extinct we were unable
to revive it.—D. V., Dunaskin.

BEE DISEASES BILL.

[8547] Mr. Ayles (page 346) is, I think,
unduly alarmed as to the powers conferred
on the local authority by Clause 2 of the
flbove bill. The clause is permissive only,
and not compulsory, and it is certainly
advisable that in bad cases there should
be power to order immediate destruction.
In my opinion Clause 1 requires amending,
so that the despatch of bees or appliances
from a diseased apiary may be prevented

;

this could be done by inserting after the
words "for preventing the introduction
into" the words "and of circulation with-

in," and after the words '" regulate the
introduction or admission into," the words
' or circulation within," and omitting the
words "by i^ost."

Section (3) of Clause 3 should be omitted,
for any officer taking proceedings should
be required to produce his authority.

In Clause 5 section (1) the words " if he
thinks fit " should be omitted

;
power

should not be given to anyone but an
expert to examine bees.—W. A. Carver,
Castle Carv.

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE AND
WASPS.

[8548] Having at the end of my first

year of bee-keeping (1911) lost my two
stocks with "Isle of Wight" disease, I

am, to a certain degree, acquainted with
its symptoms, and was interested when I

kejit coming across wasps in my house
that, seemingly healthy, were quite unable
to fly. I enclose a sample for your inspec-

tion, and should be interested to hear if

others of your readers have found wasps
suffering from the disease.

I started again this year with a small

stock on six frames in June, and must feel

quite satisfied that I shall winter a strong,

healthy stock on ten frames, as well as

having obtained 121b. surplus.

—

Dabro.

[That wasps do suffer from Micro-
sporidiosis ("Isle of Wight" disease) has
been demonstrated by Drs. Fantham and
Porter, and particulars of such cases will

be found on page 130 of the Board of

Agriculture report on the " Isle of

Wight " disease. You have done well with

your small stock, and I trust that it may
remain immune from the disease which has

caused such mortality in your district.

—

Ed.]

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.
EXPERIENCES IN CURING THE DISEASE.

[8549] In view of the powers proposed
to be given to local authorities in the Bee
Diseases Bill, my experience in connection
with "Isle of Wight" disease may be of

some interest to your readers. In an
apiary of about forty hives the disease

was introduced in 1910 by one or more
swarms from another part of the country.

It is a somewhat isolated apiary, the
nearest hives being some three or four

miles di.stant. By the autumn of 1911 all

the black bees—in about twenty hives

—

had taken the disease, each shoi-tly after

the s^'mptoms appeared being destroyed,

except one to which, though decidedly
affected, a Ligurian queen was intro-

duced. Some of the young Ligurian bees

showed symptoms of the disease, but the

stock recovered, and, though not strong,
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survived the winter, and is now perfectly
healthy. In 1910 a Ligurian queen had
been introduced into a hive of blacks.

That hive, though standing between hives
of blacks that took the disease, did not
become affected. This year it has swarmed,
and both old hive and swarm are strong
and perfectly healthy. Here, therefore,
my experience seems to confirm that of
Mr. Anderson (page 333). Some hives of

hybrids took the disease as well as the
blacks, and were destroyed. During
1911-12 there were some winter losses, and
in the late spring of this year the apiary
comprised only nine stocks : Ligurians,
Ligurian-Carniolan hybrids, and Ligurian-
black hybrids. Five of the hives, being
short of stores, were fed in the spring
from bottles with sugar medicated Avith

the Simmins' cure. They showed no
symptoms of disease, and later were trans-
ferred to hives treated with the Ayles'
preventive. To increase the stock they
were permitted to swarm. One swarmed
once, one twice, one thrice ; two did not
swarm. The swarms were placed in hives
treated with the Ayles' preventive,
though some difficulty was found in in-

ducing the casts to enter hives so treated,
and it could be done only in the late
evening. Both old and new stocks are
perfectly healthy, and are working splen-
didly when weather permits.
In regard to the other stocks which had

not been fed with the Simmins' cure, two
began to show symptoms of the disease in

the beginning of the summer. Their
transference to hives treated with the
Ayles' preventive .seemed to check the
disease, but OM-ing to the strength of the
colonies^the doors could not be narrowed to
the extent which Mr. Ayles recommends,
and after the bad June the disease
appeared in a more virulent form, while it

also showed itself in the other tM'o hives
to which nothing had been done. They
all, however threw strong swarms, two in

each case joining together. They also
threw seconds, but only in one case was
the swarm taken. Though placed in

treated hives the swarms were much too
large to permit of nan-owing the doors. In
the fine weather they, though dwindling
rapidly from the disease, filled hives with
comb, honey, and brood. Within three
M-eeks most of the old bees had perished.
One stock being threatened with robbers
was destroyed

; the other was kept to see
what would become of it, and the fewness
of bees going in and out made it possible
to narrow the door to about half-an-inch.
The young bees had now begun to hatch
out, but so hopeless did its case appear to
be that I had intended its destruction,
when during a burst of sunshine after
some dull weather I was surprised at the
sight of a splendid flourish of bees in front
of it. I have also had similar experience

in the case of a second hive. Both hives
have for weeks been working vigorously,
and show no symptoms of disease. In
regard to the four old hives, the Ayles'
preventive seems to be holding the
disease in check, and probably a cure may
be effected with the hatching of the young
bees and the narrowing of doors in the
late autumn.

I attribute the complete cure of the
young stocks to the rapid disappearance
of the old diseased bees and the effect of
the Ayles' cure after it was possible to
narrow the doors. From my experience
generally I think the following inferences
may also be fairly drawn:—(1) Black bees
are more apt to succumb to the disease
than Ligurians or pure hybrids

; (2) Ligu-
rians are almost, or in the majority of
cases, immune

; (3) pure or non-mongrel
hybrids, though not so immune as pure
Ligurians, are more immune than blacks

;

(4) the Ayles' remedy is a certain, or
almost certain preventive

; (5) it may
be used in such a way as to become a cure,

even in the worst cases, by breeding out
the disease ; and (6) though I have not
experimented so fully with the Simmins''
cure, it would appear that, used in syrup
in spring, it probably proved to be pre-

ventive.

In any case, I think there is clear proof
that the disease is curable by the intelli-

gent use of remedies, and that the policy of

merely stamjiing it out would be a deplor-

able one. I therefore agree with Mr.
Ajles—with whom I may say I have no
personal acquaintance—that some amend-
ment to Clause 2 of the Bee Diseases Bill

is desirable. One has full confidence in

the Board of Agriculture and its advisers,

but local authorities are not necessarily so

well instructed, and may be influenced

more or less by panicmongers.

—

Tgnottts.

VISITING CORNISH BEE-KEEPERS.

[8550] Having ju.st returned from a

holiday in Cornwall (finding no place to

equal it in scenery and climate) I thought
your readers might like to hear about my
experiences in apiculture while there.

I must begin by saying that I have a
touch of the bee fever, having started a
couple of hives in the spring. In our
rambles round Falmouth and the neigh-

bouring villages bee-hives seemed to be

conspicuous by their absence. I repeatedly
advised cottagers, who lamented the-

scarcity of fruit this year, to keep bees,

explaining the advantages that would
accrue to them thereby. Their in-

variable ariswer was: "We don't belong
to understand bees," and of course the
lack of instruction and initial expense are
doubtless great obstacles. When visiting

the old Roman burying ground at
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Trevera on the Lizard Road, a desolate spot
adjacent to, or rather forming part of,

a farm, a hive attracted my attention, and
the owner, a Mr. Pope, informed me that
bees had been on his farm for tliirty years.

I promised him to return next year (when
I shall hope to be cleverer in manipulat-
ing bees), and remove the combs and honey
for him.

Having read an article on bee-keeping
by a Mr. Staplet-on, of Church Town,
Gwinear Road, .1 determined to visit his

apiary, and was well repaid for my trouble
by the information he gave me. If there
were more men like him, apiculture in

Cornwall would make giant strides for-

in curing them, and since then finds that
"prevention is better than cure." Surely,
in the near future, we shall hear more of
Mr. Stapleton and his methods ! My
children at last induced me to continue
our walk across Phillack Towans to Carbis
Bay, a delightful ramble, but if I had been
alone I should have remained in Gwinear
Church Town "talking bees" with Mr.
Stapleton.—M. de A., New Maiden.

HOMES OP THE HONEY BEE.
APIARIES OF OUR READERS.

Manjr readers will envy Mr. Varty the
delightful situation of his apiary shown
below. He gives an interesting account

MR. B. VARTY S APIARY, DISEWORTH, DERBY.

Mard. We found his apiary without diffi-

culty, about a mile distant from Gwinear
Road Station, ninety hives occu23ying the
small garden in front of his cottage.
Mr. Stapleton received us with the usual
Cornish friendliness, and for an hour we
"talked bees hard." I found that he
supplies hives, bees, &c., at a cheap rate,

and looks after the bees for two years
after their purchase! Imagine the immense
advantage to the purchaser ; they become
a delight instead of an anxiety, and often
a worry to the novice. After twenty-five
years' study and spending £50 on experi-
ments, Mr. Stapleton claims to have found
out an infallible cure for the " Isle of
Wight " disease, and this cure does not
entail the destruction of oombs or frames.
His numerous stocks were at one time
reduced to eleven, but he at last succeeded

of his bee-keeping career, which, we are
pleased to hear, has pi-oved a successful

one, providing both pleasure and profit

for himself and his family. He writes as
follows :

—
It is now about twenty-one years since I

first commenced bee-keeping, by purchasing
a cast of bees in a skep for 2s. 6d. from
a skeppist in a village a few miles dis-

tant, where I had been with one of my
brothers driving boos. We brought back
several lots of driven bees, besides the
small stock in the skep, which I at once
fixed on the stand I had prepared for it.

My brother, wanting a young queen for a
strong stock, took out one from the driven
lots, and forgot to cover up the bees.

Of course, as soon as they found tliem-

selves queenless, they all rose in the air.

He then let the queen fly to gather the
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bees together, and as tliey were familiar

with skeps only, they settled down on my
skep, it being the only one in the garden,
and very soon made themselves at home,
at the expense of my poor cast, which lay

dead at the bottom of the skep. Ex-
change in that case was no robbery, as I

got a good strong lot for a weak one, and
by driving bees and dividing stocks, I

have inci'eased to the number seen in the
illustration. It is only of late years, how-
ever, that I have taken to bee-keeping

Avith a view to making a living in the

summer months, as I am fully em-
ployed during the winter. If properly
managed, bee-keeping is a very profitable

business. I have taken from 20 up to

1051b. of honey (the latter being my
largest take) from one stock, which I con-

sider good in a district where there is no
beather. I have won a good many prizes

at local and county shows for extracted
boney and wax and comb honey, al-

though I have not worked for comb honey
of late years, as there is very little sale

for it in my district. I gained my third

class c-ertificate in 1908, though I think I

could have got it a considerable number
of years earlier had I troubled to do so.

For the general knowledge which I have
accumulated I am principally indebted to

guide books and the " B.B.J.," in which
I was pleased to read that there are

prospects of soon having an Act to deal

with bee diseases, as there is nothing so

disheartening as to have one's bees con-

tract foul brood or any of its kindred
diseases, perhaps through a stupid neigh-

bour who does not understand the disease

himself, and is offended beyond measure
if you should even hint that his bees are
uot healthy. One bee-keeper whom I

visited refused to be convinced that his

bees had it till I offered to send the comb
Tip to headquarters. I believe that if the
Act causes any bee-keepers to give up
their bees, it will be those who are no
credit to the craft. The weather is very
cold here, and my bees have no more
honey in the supers than they had a week

BRIEF REPORTS.
The season 1912 opened well, and gave

great promise, stocks being very forward
and swarms common in the early part of

May. In the fruit districts supers of

honey from fruit blossom were obtained,
and even where no surplus was stored
there was sufficient honey brought in to

do away with the need of feeding. June
opened and continued in bad weather, and
the stored honey was quickly used up in

brood-rearing. Only about ten days of
ideal honey weather have been experienced,
that being early in Julv, when it was a

treat to see the stocks working. After that,
those bee-keepers who took off the supers
at once obtained the most honey, for none
has come in since, the season having been
cold and wet. My best stock has given
me about 401b. of honey, and I should
say that on the whole the returns generally
are rather poor. I seriously considered
taking my bees to the heather, but as the
weather showed no signs of improvement
kept postponing the event. I am glad
now that I did so, for I am certain that
I have saved cost of carriage, as there has
been no weather suitable for Fioney-gather-
ing on the moors. Bee-keepers must look
well to winter feeding, as there is very
little honey stored in the brood-chambers.
Generally, after the main flow is over, a
little keeps coming in sufficient to supply
the bees' needs for the time and to allow
them to store for winter, but it has not
been so this year.^

—

D. Wilson, Derbyshire.

The bee season here is, I think, the
worst on I'ecord. Many bee-keepers have
been heard to say, " Never knew anything
like it." It certainly has been a peculiar
one, and never anticipated in any bee
book. The spring was very fine, and bees
built up fast ; instead of getting a crop of

spring honey, bee-keepers' caused strong
stocks to help the weak, with the idea of

getting all strong when the "flow" came.
But, alas! it has never come, except for

less than a week in the middle of Jvily, and
then bumper swarms came out with queen-
cells onlj^ just begun. All through June it

seemed as though the bees did not know
what to do, one week building up queen-
cells and the next killing off the drones

;

and this also aijplies to July and August.
The loss of bee life through adverse
weather has been greater than through
work. On some days I have noticed they
have turned out gaily as though summer
had really come, but before they have
reached home with their load a drenching
rain has come on, and chilling is the result.

Abnormal numbers on the alighting-

board necessitated special extension.

Hope has never perished, and to-day, Aug.
31st., the bees are working as well as in

the summer, trying to make up for the
lost time.

—

John M. Best, St. Austell.

Bees started well in May, and it seemed
as if a good season was in store, but the
rain in June, July, and August put
an end to all hopes, many stocks dying
of starvation. I have seven hives, and
have only taken a few sections up to now,
but hope they may do more on the heather.

—W. H. AisnoLT, Bridgwater.

An abnormal season. Early honey
plentiful, and swarming consequently
excessive. Main flow partially spoilt by
incessant rains, although they protracted
the secretion of nectar bv the clover.
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Heather now in full bloom, and bees work-
ing on catch crops such as sheep scabious,

eschscholtzia, golden rod, and mignonette.

All swarms have done well, and are well

provided for winter. Doubtless, inclement
weather has induced the bees to store in the

brood-chamber.

—

Geo. Stea'enton, Bisley.

Queries and Replies,

[8525] Utilising Driven Bccs.—WiW
you please answer the following questions

in the " B.B.J." ? I have been promised
some driven bees when the heather season

is over. All my hives have gone to the

moors except one, which was not strong

enough, so I decided to utilise this stock

by giving new sheets of foundation in the

brood nest to draw out and fill with honey
and syrup to give to the driven bees. This

I did, and commenced feeding with thin

syrup on August 24, as the weather was
very bad just then. Since then there have
been some honey gathering days, and it

has taken the bees until to-dav, Sept. 2,

to take down lib. of syrup. When I made
an examination to see if any of the combs
were ready to take out and replace with
foundation I found nearly all partly filled

with honey, mostly unsealed, very little

brood, and not much room for the queen
to lay. (1) Do you recommend the jslan, or

that of giving thei driven bees combs of

foundation and feeding direct? (2) The
combs in the old hive were absolutely

clogged with pollen, so I removed five at

onc^ and i-eplaced with foundation. Shoidd
I have given one at a time ? I had put
three new frames of foundation in some
time before, and these were all drawn out
and filled with brood from top to bottom
when I examined on August 24 ; but on
September 2 much of this brood was
hatched and the cells filled with honey.

(3) Is thei'e an^'thing I omitted in the
operation? (4) There is a good deal of
ragwort in this district ; is it of much
value to the bees?—J. S. E., Sand Hutton.

Reply.— (1) Your first plan is better
than giving the driven bees foundation so

late in the season. (2) Two at a time
woidd have been enough. (3) No. (4)

Honey from ragAvort is useful to the bees,

but not of good enough quality for selling.

[8526] Preparing Bees for Winter.—
May I again appeal to your valuable
columns for advice ? I have seven stocks
of bees. I have just examined four of

them. In each case I find plenty of bees,

but in the brood-chaviiber they have con-
sumed all the honey, or practically so.

Nearly all the brood has hatched out, but
the fine weather of the last three days
has caused the queens to start laying
again. There is some honey in the
remaining super of shallow frames still

left on. (1) Ought I at once to commence
rapid feeding? (2) Should this be done
above the shallow frames? (3) Should I

in this case remove the zinc excluder to

enable the queen to get at the honey in

the shallow frames? (4) How should I

leave them for the winter? Considering
the weather, mv bees have done fairly

well—about 40'0Ib.—N. A. H., CanterburV-
Reply.—(1) Yes. (2) Take off the

shallow frame super; and (3) remove the-

excluder. (4) Winter down in the usual
way without the super, but making winter
passages over the frames.

[8527] Feeding-iip for Winter.—Would
you kindly answer the following questions
in Queries in your next week's " B.B.J." ?

—(1) Would Demerara sugar be suitable

for making syrup for bees to winter on?
(2) Will it be too late to go on with
stimulative feeding to the end of thi&,

month, and then finish up with a fort-

night's rapid feeding with the thick
syrup, to carry them safely through the
winter? The bees are on five and six

frames, with very little stores at present.

I am a novice in bee-keeping, and find

your "B.B.J." a great help.—H. W^.,

Peterborough.

Reply.— (1) Demerara sugar should,

never be used for autumn or winter food^-

Tse only refined pure cane sugar. (2)

Stimulative feeding may be continued
until tlie middle of September, then use-

the rapid feeder ; all food should be sealed

over bj' the end of the month.

[8528] Winter Stores.—I shall be
greatly obliged if you will give me in-

formation on the following points in the-
" B.B.J." :—I started with one swarm on
June 21, which I hived on seven frames,
and later added three more. These all

contain stores, the outside frames are full,

the next two two-thirds full, and the-

centre ones half full of honey and brood,

sealed and unsealed. Will this be enough^
for the bees to winter on, or need I give-

them more syrup and up to what date may
I feed if needful? Some of the stores were
not sealed o?i August 31. Will the bees
seal these before the end of this month, as

Harrison's " Book of the Honey Bee " says

that all unsealed stores should be-

extracted before the winter?

—

'Novice,"
Maiden.
Reply.—Give the bees about 101b. of

sugar, made into syrup as per " Guide-
Book" recipe for autumn food. They will

then seal it over before winter.

Notices to Correspondents.

R. C. (P\)rres. N.B.).—Foi/)M/(/f(u;i.—The
light foundation is the better of your
two samjtles. and, being thicker than
the daik one, it is consequently the-
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heavier. We are pleased to hear that

you have found tlie " Guide Book " so

useful. *

Monmouth (Mon.).

—

Late Storing in

Supers.—Leave the bees alone for the

present, and remove the supers later,

when, if the honey has not been carried

down, extract it, and use it for feeding

the bees.

R. S. (Norfolk).—Drod-nerf Brood.—^^''e

are sorry to hear of your disaster, and
unfortunately your case is not the only

one, as many othei's have suffered

through the floods. (1) The few bees

remaining are not likely to clear out the

brood before it becomes corrupted, and
the colony could not recover by winter.

(2) The dead brood would become rotten

and induce disease. (3) Remove and
destroy combs containing dead brood,

dry the others and put them into a dry
hive, then introduce what bees you have
saved, if they have a queen, and feed

up.

J. A. (Leicester).

—

Exhibiting Observatory

Hive.—The face of the combs should be

easily seen. Worker, drone, and queen

cells should be present, the two former
containing eggs and brood in all stages.

Hive .should be properly ventilated, and,

. needless to say, no disease present.

There should be queen, drones, and
workers in the hive, which should not

be too crowded. Full particulars of ex-

hibiting everything connected with bees

are given in " Producing, Preparing,

Exhibiting and Judging Bee Produce,"

by W. Herrod.
Apiary (Hereford).

—

Dead Bees in Super.

^So far as we can see, the bees have
died from starvation. In dull, cold

weather bees will occasionally refuse to

go through the "Porter" bee-escape.

L. A. Snow (Worcester).

—

Rendering Old

Combs.—(1) Old combs contain a

quantity of cocoons and very little wax.
If you could apply pressure to the

heated mass you would get out what
little there is "from the debris. (2) The
end of September is very late to intro-

duce a fertile queen. You should do it

at once. .
•

Thbodosia (S. Wales).

—

Bender ing Cap-
pings.—We find nothing Avrong with the

honey sent. Heat the honey sufficiently

to melt the wax, and allow it to stand

until cold, when the latter can be lifted

off in a cake. The honey should then

be strained, and the wax-powder melted

by placing it in a porcelain jar, stand-

ing this in water and heating until the

wax melts, then strain through old

flannel into a proper mould.

Honey Samples.

A. H. B. (Cheltenham).—The honey is of

good quality, light in colour, density

fair, and flavour and aroma good. It

has been gathered from clover and sain-

foin.

T. R. (Crosby).—The honey is from rag-

wort, and this accounts for its disagree-

able aroma and flavour.

A. B. C. (Lichfield).—One sample is a very

good dark honey from mixed sources,

the other being a light clover honey,
good in all respects except density, which
is only fair.

A. H. H. (Birmingham).—Not of good
quality, and worth about 5d. wholesale

and Sd. retail.

M. C. B. (Heaton Moor).—A light-

coloured honey of good density, flavour,

and aroma.

Suspected Disease.

K. E. P. (Caterham).—The bees have
"Isle of Wight" disease; the disjointed

wings is one of the symptoms.
H. B. (Stourport).—(1) There are slight

symptoms of "Isle of Wight" disease.

(2) It is difficult to say, but we think

a shorter time than you give.

F. W. T. (Salop)~The bees have "Isle of

Wight " disease. Try Ayles' Cure.

No fee is charged for our opinion.

Thanks for your kind appreciation of

the Bee Journal.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per ^in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

FINEST EXTRACTED HONEY, 58s. cwt., in
281b. tins, packages free; sample, 2d.—W.

BARNES, Exning, ne^ar Newmarket. v 39

WILTSHIRE EXTRACTED HONEY, 601b.

tin, 28s.: 281b. tin. 14s.—R. JOHNSON, Little
Hinton, Swindon. v 20

DRIVEN BEES require healthy drawn combs,
M. each. What offer® several hundred

Journals?—WARREN, Terrace, Hathern. v 22

UPERIOR North Lincolnshire Clover Honey,
561b., 38s.—SMITH, decorator, Caistor. v 27S

FINE SECTIONS CLOVER HONEY, 8s. 6d.

dozen.-E. BRUNETTE, Hovefield's Farm,
Wickford, E ssex. v^
1CWT. of finest light Honey, in 281b. tins, 63s.,

free on rail.—E. MARSHMAN, Little Linford,
Wolverton. v 29

FEW young Fertile Queens for sale, guaranteed
healthy, Ls. 6d. cach.-J. YOUNGER, 21,

Mackenzie-road, Cambridge. v 30

GOOD Royal Sovereign Strawberry Runners,
Is. &d. per 100, paid.—MARSH. Sayerland,

Polegate. v 31

WANTED, EXTRACTOR, geared, must be in

good condition; state price for cash, or ex-

change Driven Bees.—SPINK, Roseville-terrace,

Orossgates, Leeds. v 32
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

SHROPSHIRE B.K.A.

The members of tlie Shropshire Bee-
keepers' Association ahvajs provide an
interesting and attractive exhibition for

visitors to the annual floral fete held

at The Quarry, Shrewsbury, and on
August 21 and 22 many hundreds of

people passed through the marquee
in which the honey and apiarian

appliances were displayed. The season
generally has been adverse for bee-keepers,

but produce of excellent quality was to be
seen in competition, over 2,0001b. of honey
being staged, the light coloured kind
being exceptionally good. The British

Bee-keepers' Association silver medal was
awarded to Mr. S. Cartwright, and the

bronze medal to Mr. H. R. Millington.
The judges were the Rev. J. T. Evans
(Rock Ferry) and Mr. J. Wooton (Here-
ford). The following is a list of awards:

HONEY CLASSES (oPEn).

Twenty-four 1-lh. Sections.—1st, J.

Rogers, Shawbury; 2nd, F. E. Holmes,
Welshpool.
Twelve l-lh. Sections.—lfit, Mrs. J.

Beech, Gnosall ; 2nd, G. Evans, Brom-
stead ; 3rd, J. G. Nicholson, Langwathby,
Cumberland.

Twenty-four 1-lb. Jars of Extracted
Honey.—1st, S. Cartwright, Shawbury;
2nd, F. C. Holmes; 3rd, H. R. Millington,

Wistanswick ; reserve and li.c, R.
Morgan, Cowbridge.
Twelve 1-lh. Jars of Extracted Honey.—

1st, R. Morgan; 2nd, W. H. Barlow,
Knutsford ; 3rd, E. Churchy Cardiff

;

reserve and h.c, F. C, Holmes; v.h.c,

A. H. Bowen, Cheltenham; h.c, H. R.
Millington, J. Tudor; c, H. R. Eddowes,
H. Crowther.
Twelve Jars of Medium-coloured Honey.

—1st J. Berry, Llanrwst; 2nd, W. Jones,

Llanfair; 3rd', E. W. Shuker, Middleton
Scriven, and C. T. Pugh, vShrewsbury.

Twelve Jars of Dark Honey.—1st, J.

Berry; 2nd, J.Davenport, Astley ; 3rd,

C. T. Pugh.
Single 1-lh. Jar of Extracted Honey.—

1st, F. C. Holmes; 2nd, H. R. Millington;

3rd, T. Tudor, Little Drayton; v.h.c,

W. Jones, Welshpool; h.c, S. Cartwright.
Single 1-lh. Section.—1st, T. Tudor;

2nd, W. H. Barlow; 3rd, H. Crowther;
v.h.c, H. Crowther; h.c, F. C. Holmes.

(Members of the Shropshire B.K.A. only.)

Tioenty-four 1-lh. Sections.—1st, S.

Cartwright; 2nd, P. Jones, Church
Stretton.
Twelve 1-lh. Sections.—l&t, H. R. Mil-

lington; 2nd, P. Jones; 3rd, H. E. Pope,
Montford.
Twenty-four 1-lh. Jars of Extracted

Honey—n. R. Millington; 2nd, S. Cart-

wright; 3rd, F. W. Morris, Church
Stretton.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars o>f Extracted Honey.—
1st, H. R. Millington; 2nd, S. Cart-
wright; 3rd, W. Shuker.
Twelve 1-lh. Jars of Medium-coloured

Honey.—1st, J. Davenport; 2nd, S. D.
Brookes, Red Barn, Shrewsbury; 3rd, F.
W. Morris.

Twelve 1-lh. Jars of Dark-colcured
Honey.—1st, J. Davenport; 2nd, P.
Jones; 3rd, W. Shuker.
Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Granulated Honey.

—1st, H. R. Millington; 2nd, S. Cart-
wright.

(Artisan members of the S.B.K.A. only.)

Twelve 1-lh. Sections.—1st, T. Tudor,
Little Drayton; 2nd, J. Rogers; 3rd, E.
Brookfield, Myddle.
Twelve 1-lh. Jars of Extracted Honey.—

1st, T. Tudor; 2nd, E. Brookfield; 3rd, J.
Mills, Shavington.
Six 1-lh. Jars of Extracted Honey.—1st,

J. Rogers, Shawbury; 2nd, H. R.
Eddowes; 3rd, E. Brookfield.
Six 1-lh. Jars c/ Medium-coloured

Honey.—1st, F. W. Smallwood, Ford; 2nd,
J. S. Lawton, Bridgnorth; 3rd, M.
Strang, Shrewsbury.

(Cottagers only.)

Six 1-lb. Sections of Comb Honey.—1st,

R. H. Elson, Wellington; 2nd, J. Bright,
Baschurch; 3rd, G. Butler, Blore Heath.
Twelve 1-lh. Sections of Extracted

Honey.—1st, P. Glover; 2nd, J. Bright;
3rd, G. Butler.

Six 1-lh. Jars of Extracted Honey.—1st,

J. Wynn, Rowton; 2nd, J. Chetwood,
Noneley ; 3rd, P. Glover.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Medium-coloured
Honey.—1st, J. Bright, Little Ness; 2nd,
J. Chetwood.
Trophy of Honey.—1, F. C. Holmas.

HIVES AND APPLIANCES.
Hive Suitable for Modern Bee-keeping.

—1st, Little and Cooper, Shrewsbury

;

2nd, G. Rose, Liverpool.
Collection of Apiarian Appliances.—1st,

Little and Cooper; 2nd, G. Rose.
Beesivax.—1st, G. Evans; 2nd, H. R.

Millington; 3rd, F. C. Holmes.
Special prize for Collection of Honey

Gathered from Various Kinds of Flotvers

since 1887.—A. Beale, Meole Brace,
SbrewsV)urv.

—

Communicated.

CRAYFORD AND DISTRICT B.K.A.

The sixth annual show of the above
Association was held at Orchard House,
Crayford, on Saturday, August 31st, by
kind permission of the A'ice-President,

Mr. E. R. Stoneham, wlio al.so entertained
the members and friends at tea . The entries

iiumbored 112—more than liave ever before
been received in the Association's history,
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the nearest approach being last year,

\vhen there were 104. Mr. Herrod, who
iisnally acts as .judge at these events, being

unavoidably absent, the work was carried

out by Mr. J. Smallwood, of Hendon,
The silver medal, kindly presented by

]Mr. Herrod to the most successful com-
]3etitor, was won by Mr. Bryden, of

Rochester, with 35 points.

The awards were as follows:—
Three 1-Jh. Sections.—1st, G. Bryden

;

:2nd, G. Judge; 3rd, J. Roper; h.c, Mrs.
]*aulin and W. Heasleden.

Six 1-lh. Sections.—1st, G. Judge; 2nd,

G. Bryden; 3rd, Mi&s Brooks; h.c.. Miss
Smiles.

Three -Tars of Light Extracted Honey.
— 1st, W. Heasleclen; 2nd, S. Lee; 3rcl,

— Cook; h.c., — Porter and G. Bryden.
Three Jars Medium, Extracted Honey.—

1st, Miss Smiles; 2nd, G. Bryden; 3rd,

— Rivei-s; h.c, G. Judge and Miss Brooks.

Three Jars of Dark Extracted Honey.—
1st, G. Bryden; 2nd, G. Judge; 3rd, S.

Lee.

Three Shallow Frames.—-Ist, G. Bryden;
2nd, — Ashdown ; 3rd, E. R. Stoneham.
Home-made Bee Appliances.—1st, G.

Bryden; 2nd, G. W. Barnes; 3rd, A.

Wigley ; h.c, — Norris and W. Heasleden.
Beesicax.—1st, G. Judge; 2nd, —

Rivers; 3rd, Miss Smiles; h.c, S. Lee.

Bee Produced—1st, Mrs. Simms; 2nd,

Mrs. Smiles; 3rd, G. Bryden; 4th, G. W.
Barnes.
Two Jars of Granulated Honey.—1st,

G. Judge; 2nd, G. Bryden; 3rd, Miss
Smiles; h.c, S. Lee.

Single 1-lb. Jar (Gift r/as.s).— 1st, Miss

Smiles; 2nd, G. Bryden; 3rd, S. Lee; h.c,
— Rivers and E. R. Stoneham.

Single 1-lb. Section {Gift Class).—1st,

G. Bryden; 2nd, Mrs. Paulin ; 3rd, G.

Judge; h.c, Miss Brooks and Miss Smiles.

The President (Mr. S. K. Keyas) pre-

sented a "W.B.C." hive to be raffled for,

and this was won by Mr. Barnes. A special

exhibit of home-made bee appliances -was

shown by Mr. Wigley, of Gravesend, which

\\as very interesting, and reflected great

credit upon the maker. Hearty votes of

tlianks to the President, Vice-President,

and Secretary concluded a very successful

show.

—

Communicated.

THE B.B.K.A. EXPERIMENTAL
APIARY.

The first of the special lectures in con-

nection with the Development Grant was
given in the Lecture Hall of the Zoological

Society on Tuesday, September 11th, bv
Mr. F. W. L. Sladen, F.E.S., on " Mende-
Han Methods Applied to Apiculture."

There was a very large audience, and those

present listened with the greatest atten-

tion to the lecturer's exposition of one of

the most interesting of all sciences, and its

relation to apiculture.

The chair was taken by Sir Ernest
Spencer, supported by Mr. T. W. Cowan.
I'he chairman, in introducing the lecturer^

spoke of the large amount of work he had
done for the benefit of the craft. He was
lioth pleased and sorry to say that Mr.
Sladen had received an important appoint-

ment as entomologist to the Canadian
Government—pleased on account of the

personal honour and advancement for Mr.
Sladen, and sori-y because we in this

country were losing one of our ablest

men.
Mr. Sladen then spoke for an hour and

a half, after which Mr. Cowan proposed a

hearty vote of thanks tO' the lecturer for

his admirable address on a cemplicated

subject. He also remarked that he had
known Mr. Sladen for over twenty years

as a bee-keeper, and all would agree with
him when he said that they were very

sorry to lose him. Doubtless they would
hear from him from time to time as to his

progress in the important post he had
obtained. They wished him good-bye and
God-speed on his journey.

Mr. Sladen briefly replied, and a vote

of thanks to Sir Ernest Spencer for pre-

siding brought the meeting to a close.

We hope to give Mr. Sladen's lecture in

fidl in our columns during the winter.

OBITUARY.
It is with much regret we announce the

sudden passing away on August 21st of

the wife of our valued contributor, Mr.
D. M. Macdonald. We feel certain we are

only voicing the sentiments of all our
readers in ofi^ering our deepest sympathy to

and commiseration with Mr. Macdonald
and his family in their irreparable loss,

under such tragic circumstances.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

August, 1912, was £3796.—From a re-

turn furnished to the Bbitish Bee
Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

AMONG THE BEES.

By B. M. Macdonald, Banff.

CHECKING SWABMING.

It is a well-known fact that our most
prolific queens can fill more space than is

available in a ten-frame body-box, and it

is quite a common practice to place

another similar body-box either above or

below, allowing the queen the full range of

the twenty frames. With a very prolific

queen most of these will be found more or

less occupied by brood in the height of the
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season. The following procedure may be
I'ecommended for experiment. When the
first ten frames are pretty well filled up
with eggs, larv'^e, just hatching bees, and
some honey, lift them temporarily aside,

liunt for the frame on which the queen is

parading and transfer it to a second body-
box placed on the original floor-board. This
should be fitted out with frames of comb
for preference. Body-box No. 1 can then
be raised on top of No. 2. Here we have
ample space for the queen's laying and the
workers storing until she drives them with
their loads to the supers, when all the
lower set of frames are required for eggs
and brood. Theoretically, this may take
place in about ten days, but perhaps a
fortnight may be given. By this time
most of the brood in the hithertO' upper
Ijody-box will have hatched out, leaving, in

all probability, all the central frames clear.

Now exchange body-boxes, placing the top
one below, transferring the queen again
to this compartment of the hive. Here we
liave a laying brood-nest and a hatching
one, each division occupying the various
positions every alternate fortnight or so.

Sicitching bees into separate compartments
by ingenious slides, or by shifting the
separate bodies to left and right, has been
successfully experimented with, and we
have various "'devices" to carry out this

end. Simpler than either of these, and
more likely to be successful, because more
under the immediate control of the bee-

keeper, is this newer system I am now
advocating. The queen, being very amjjly

provided with room for ovijiositing, carries

oTi her duties without intermission, and as

a consequence a very strong force of bees

is secured by the date of the chief honey-
flow.

For such a late harvest as the heather
this plan should work out admirably in a

good year. All Api-il, May, June, and
July the chief aim has been to get hrex.

Then, when the desire for SAvarmihg has
been thus long controlled, it may be safe

to confine the queen to one set of frames,
and the bees to the same area plus the
supers. These mighty battalions thus con-
fined to the contracted brood space are
bound to seek the surplus chambers for

cells to consign their loads when they
return from the foraging grounds. The
combs of brood from the second body-box
may be divided into nucleus lots or given
to medium hives to strengthen them before
they are taken to the moors to reap a

second harvest from this desirable sotirce.

Bees in Bonks.— " A party of holiday-
seekers from the city found the music of
the brook and the tree blending with the
song of the scythe and the whi.spering of

the leaves, while the woods were waving
censers, the broom, the gorse, the heather,
the Avild flowers were a delight, and the
wide-spreading limes were ahum with in-

numerable bees, and heavy with sweet per-
fume. In the garden they drank in sun-
light and perfume as in draughts of an
enchanted vintage. Birds and bees kept
them company, filling the air with dreamy
harmonies."

The Princess of the Honeycomb.—"She
keeps bees, and we call her the hive
princess, or the Princess of the Honey-
comb. The bees adore her, so she is all

right, for the beauty of it is that bees

wont have anything to do with anyone wlio

is not respectable. She sells the honey,
you know ; at first she used to send it to

London, but presently everyone began to

buy it here, so we live on honey. It is so

Avonderful her earning her living with
bees, and the way she gathers them in

handfuls is most interesting. She said

one day, 'I apj^rove, if I am quite, quite

sure my bees approve of you.' He
remembered what he had heard about the

morality of bees, their Puritanism. Then
there were policemen that were not human,
policemen in the animal world among
the flowers. The bees had shown that he
was strictly moral! The night was lovely,

the air was heavy with honeysuckle and
jessamine and mignonette, and from the

hives came the smell of the honey."

Lucas Cleeve, in the above extract,

treads somewhat in the footsteps of

Maeterlinck and Mahomet; but the idea

is even more ancient. The prescience of

the bee enables it to discriminate between

good and evil, to pick out the sinner

among saints I Why not? A dog takes

instinctively to an innocent child, and its

instinct enables it to spot the gentle and

kind in man or woman at the very first

glance. May not the gentleness of the

liee be set down to some such instinct?

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responiible

for the opinions expressed by eorrespondenti. No
notice will be taken of anonymous e»mmunicationi,
and correspondents are requested to write on on»

side of the paper only and give their real name$
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

at a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS AND BEE-
KEEPING IN THE BLACK-COUNTRY.

[8551] I have had considerable ex-

perience in bee-keeping in country dis-

tricts, and when in January, 1911, I came
to live in this district, far removed from

any green fields or orchards, or any of the

delights of the country, I parted, at a con-

siderable sacrifice, with my stocks of bees.

To my surpri.se, however, last summer I

discovered the old pit-mounds, old cinder-

mounds, and canal sides producing a most
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prolific crop of white clover. The surprise

was no greater than the pleasure it gave
me to see this favourite flower of bee-

keepers. I have been fortunate enough to

secure a garden for fourteen of the boys
attending my school. For hand and eye
training last winter we made a hive in

school out of old. though good, timber. On
15th of May I received a colony of bees

on six frames, and with my young
gardeners transferred them tO' the hive.

Their arrival excited no small interest in

the school and immediate neighbourhood.
J'our frames of foundation were given

1>hem, and, with the fine weather, 'they
were soon busy.

On 19th of June a large swarm issued,

though I had put on a rack of sections,

which the bees never attempted to work.
I might mention that I had taken out two
of the new frames, which were well worked
cut, in order to crowd the bees into the

sections. The boys and I at once replaced

these frames, and successfully returned the

swarm to the hive, also putting on a

second rack of sections.

On 23rd of June the stock swarmed
again, but while making preparations to

return the swarm I found that it went
l)ack to the hive. When the bees swarmed
-on the first occasion I of course cut away
all the queen-cells before returning the

swarm.
On the 4th of -July the swarm issued

again. The boys and I again returned it

to the hive, after removing the queen-cells,

from which, by the way, we liad four

queens—two remarkably fine black ones

and the others much smaller and lighter in

colour.

Of course, I had taken as part of my
Nature study course "Bees and Bee-

keeping." In answer to my questions on

the cause of this persistent swarming, one

bright boy suggested that in constructing

our hive, which is made of timber lin.

thick, we had only left one hole in the roof

for ventilation. 'Acting on his suggestion,

we made two more. Result : No more

trouble with swarms.
The dividers in the racks of sections we

made in school with cardboard which we
use for cardboard modelling. After the

bees started work in the sections, we were

much puzzled by seeing outside the hive

little heaps of what appeared to be cotton-

wool. The bees had started tearing up the

cardboard to shreds and carrying it out of

the hive. At least, one half was so carried

out by them, and the remainder as quickly

as possible by us, and wooden dividers put

in its place.

The boys, at the visit of His Majesty's

Inspector, opened the hive and showed him
the various parts, and were left to replace

everything. About eight o'clock that

night a boy came in breatliless haste to me
to tell me that all the bees were out of

the hive on tl)e alighting board, and some
"running like mad up and down the sides
of the hive outside." I told the boys who
were there weeding their plots that
evidently the queen was missing. We
removed the roof, and the first thing we
saw Mas the queen on the side of the
section-rack by the back of the hive. The
boys had carelessly put the metal end of
one frame on the next, and the queen had
crawled out through the hole thus left.

After returning her, in an incredible short
space of time every bee was in the hive.

We have taken nearly thirty comjDleted
sections of honey from our one stock, and
the whole ten frames are covered with
bees, with plenty of stores, even in this

abominable summer. With the above ex-
periences, can any of your readers imagine
a more successful coui'se of instruction in
Nature study than we have had with our
bees this year? A piece of spare ground
near the hive I am hoping to devote to
heather. Will you kindly tell me in what
month it should be planted? [About
May.—Eds.]
Among our garden flowers I might

mention that we notice the bees prefer fox-
gloves, sunflowers, and clarkia. It might
be interesting to your readers to know
that, although the bees have done so well,

no kind of vegetables grown here are, as His
Majesty's Inspector put it, " quite normal
in growth," owing to the enormous numbers
of huge chimney stacks belching out
smoke, &c., in the vicinity. A laige

chemical works further prevents the good
and healtliy groT\'t]i of vegetation. How
could I have kept the four queens men-
tioned above alive for any length of

time? [By making nuclei.

—

Eds.]—
Headmaster, St. Mark's School, Tipton,
Staffs

• CRAWLING SICKNESS."
[85-52] Tlie occasions when one may

dare to contradict '• D.M.M." or to fin^

fault with his reasoning are so rare that

one feels one must make the most of the

opportunity when it comes.

Surely there is a weakness at the end
of the second paragraph of his article on
inspectors? (page 362). He tells us the in-

fected swarm he procured from the South
died out. Are we to understand that he
permitted it to do so knowing it to be dis-

eased, or that he was ignorant that it was
suffering until it had died out? Either

supposition seems in his case unthinkable,

but whichever might be the case, or even

supposing he had destroyed the colony so

soon as it was manifestly badly attacked

by the disease, it seems unlikely, in view

of wliat seems to be the general experience,

that his other colonies would have escaped.

For almost everyone who has fallen a

victim to this "disease seems to agree
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that for quite a long time it remains
apparently dormant, only a few bees being
ocoasionally found, by a careful observer,

to be suffering. Quite a number of deter-

mined individuals have destroyed the

badly infected stocks immediately, but
that does not seem to have prevented the

others from being attacked.

To what conclusion does this lead us?

Is it not that during the early stages of

the disease, when no untoward sj'mptoms
seem visible, the infection is already being

spread throughout the apiary? If this is

so, does it not seem that the destruction of

a badly affected colony can then serve no
useful purpose?
On the other hand, in all zymotic dis-

eases it is fairly well substantiated that
for all practical purposes individuals

who have survived an attack are in

future immune. It is true that we can
hardly regard bees on exactly the same
plane as individuals, but there is surely

some ground for thinking that the descend-
ants of a colony which has come through
the ordeal may resist the disease better in

future.
I have, up to the present, been fortunate

enough to escape the disease entirely,

although outbreaks have occurred north,
south, east, and west of me, but if I

should be unfortunate enough to be
visited I should certainly make an effort

to pull the attacked colony through. I

should dig up and lime the ground, making
a complete clearance of all dead bees.

Every colony in the apiary would be
thoroughly cleaned and treated with a

remedy, and the remnants, however
shadowy, of the '"crawling" stock would
be carefully nursed either back to life or
down to the bitter end. Is not this logic?

For it is surely in the dead bees and
their surroundings that infection, already
having accomplished its deadly work, lurks
further. Young bees and brood do not
seem to me necessary sacrifices to this evil.

If we are unable to find a certain cure or

preventive of this trouble—a pessimistic

outlook that I should be sorry to subscribe
to—our only hope is to raise bees which
are immune, and experience in other direc-

tions leads us to believe that only those
who have passed safely through the fire

can with any confidence be regarded as

incombustible.

Is it not rather hard on the beautiful
Southern Island that it should be for ever
saddled witli the rejiroach of giving its

name to such an unpleasant thing? How
would the term I have used as a heading
suit as an alternative ?^Hkrbf.rt Mace.

BEE STINGS AS A CURE FOR GOUT.
[8553] After reading tlu^ paragraphs

{8472] on page 277 and [8479] page 254
of "B.B.J." regarding the bee sting cure

for sciatica, I decided to try its effect on
myself, with the following result.

I may say I had not been free of gout,
following on rheumatic fever, for about
eight years, and on July 12th last I in-

serted twenty-two lots of poison on my
left arm from the stings of bees, and am
delighted to say that it drove away the gout.
I hardly know myself now, it is such an
unusual experience to be able to use both
hands. Thanking you for the many
interesting items in the " B.B.J."—W. T.
Jarman. Pitminster.

BEES IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
[8554] Having just returned from a

pleasant holiday in the Isle of Wight, I

thought it might be interesting to some of

your readers to know that I saw and
examined several very strong stocks there,

whose owners informed me they never had
had any trace of the disease. The island

certainly is an ideal place for bee-keeping,
and considering the thousands of visitors

there during the season, it ought to be
very profitable. There are certainly very
few bee-keepers at the present time, and
the honey being sold in a shop at New-
port came from Somerset.

Perhaps if some of our friends there
who have given up on account of bad luck
were to try again, good results might
accrue. Precautions should be taken to
procure bees perfectly healthy and hives

thoroughly sweet.

—

Oliver C. Jones,
Ipswich.

CAMBRIDGE MAMMOTH SHOW
SOCIETY.

RESIGNATION OF MM. E. F. DANT.

[8555] ' It is with very much regret we
have to inform you of the resignation of

the hon. sec. of the bee and honey section

of this Society (Mr. E. F. Dant), which is

caused through his removal from Cam-
bridge. We need hardly say we have lost

a very good secretary, whose place will be

hard to fill, as the amount of energy and
work displayed by him to make his depart-

ment of the show the success it has been

was wonderful.—T. H. Brown and W.
Driver, Secretaries.

[That the tremendous amount of work
done ungrudgingly and gratuitously by
some secretaries of associations for the

benefit of the craft is appreciated, is shown
by the above letter sent for publication.

Our long acquaintance with Mr. Dant
enables us to thoroughly endorse all that
is said, and if space permitted we could say
much more of his unselfish labours on
behalf of the bee-keepers in his district.

We wish him the siucess he deserves in his

new venture.

—

Eds.]
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„ - RANDOM JOTTINGS.
By Charles H. Heap.

, THE SCOURGE OF THE APIARY.

Mr. Ayles has suggested an amendment
of the Bee Diseases Bill which, if adopted
bv Parliament, would impair the effective-

ness of the measure, if, indeed, it did not
entirely destroy its usefulness. Seeing
that no cure has yet been found for the
worst pest with which bee-keepers have to

contend, it would be absurd for a local

authority to give to a bee-keeper twenty-
one days' notice to cure his diseased stock
or stocks. Various remedies have been
tried, but with myself and others they have
failed, in spite of the directions sent out
with them haA'ing been, in my own case

at any rate, carefully followed. We have
also the statement of the independent and
disinterested investigators of the Board of

Agriculture that drugs have been tried

without sviccess.

Comprehensive Poicers Xecessary.—
Where the eradication of disease is con-

cerned it is folly to do things by halves.

Thoroughness must be the guiding prin-

ciple. For that reason I am in favour of

suflficiently comprehensive powers being
given to the authorities and their officers

who will be entrusted with the duty of

stamping out the diseases which are
inimical to successful apiculture and also

threaten to inflict loss upon the agricul-

tiirist and horticulturist. Under the
Diseases of Animals Acts large powers are

vested in the Board of Agriculture and
scores of local authorities: but who can
say that those powers have been abused ?

I have been brought in contact with
many public officials, and I have always
been struck with the moderation, good
sense, and public spirit which thej- display

in the discharge of their duties. What
reason have we to suppose that those who
may be appointed to carry out the pro-

visions of the forthcoming Bee Disea.ses

Act will be an exception to the rule?

A Fkno in J\Ir. Bunciman^s Bill.—I have
met many bee-keepers during the past few
years, and the prevailing feeling is that
legislative action is needed in order to

deal successfully Avith bee diseases. Some
have emphasised the fact that the appoint-
ment of practical and competent inspectors
will be necessary if the cari-ying out of the
provisions of an Act of Parliament is to
be an unqualified success. This leads me
to call attention to Clause V., against
which I have been expecting to see

criticism directed. As I read this clause,

it will be possible for the local authority
to appoint anj^ person, whether he has
seen inside a beehive or not, an inspector
under the Act. He may be a medical
officer, sanitary officer, police officer, or
clerk in one of the authorities' depart-
ments, knowing nothing of practical bee-

keeping
; but he will be able to get over

the difficulty his ignorance will present bv
taking with him "an expert adviser."
This, I am sure, is not the intention of
Mr. Runciman, and I hope the Bill will

be so amended as to make impossible the
appointment of inspectors who do not
possess a thorough knowledge of apiculture.
If any Act of Parliament dealing with bee
disease is to work smoothly and effectively,

those selected to administer it in detail
must have such qualifications as will

ensure the confidence and co-operation of

bee-keepers.

The Disease Still Spreading.—During
the past two months I have seen a great
deal of disease. In Berkshire '' Isle of
Wight ' disease continues to spread, and I
regret to say that it is beginning to sweep
through the Midland Counties. People
will not, however, believe that the disease
is in their midst until they see the bees
dying by hundreds. In a great many
stocks the disease is slowly but surely
developing, and next spring, if not sooner,
their unsuspecting owners will find unmis-
takable evidence of its ravages. In an
apiary of seven stocks which came under
my observation a year ago only one stock
appeared to be infected. That was dosed
regularly with a so-called remedy from
August until well into November, but last

spring that stock and the other six were
found to be suffering from the disease.

Two survived and gave a surplus, but
both, in spite of the application of another
"remedy," will probably not sui-vive the
winter, although they have ample stores.

It is sad as one goes about to find that
apiaries that have been in existence fifty,

sixty, and even a hundred years have lost

all their hard-working occupants through
this fell disease.

CAPPIXGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CEAWSHAW^, NORTON. MALTON, YORKS.

Town Bees and Country Bees (p. 322).

—

Really, D. M. M. ! Are you not hard put
to it to support Mr. Smallwood's theories?
For your casuistry takes but little notice

of the fitness of facts! What evidence
liave you, sir, to offer in proof of the wild

assertion that a scrupulously clean

Englishman, even though he use scent

—

the essence of flowers beloved of the bees

—

is obnoxious to the bees? Even were this

the case, it woiild surely be more easy to

find such in town than touring as a bee-

expert. So that town bees should be.

accordingly, the worst tempered ; and your
supposition that rest and refreshment are
the prerogative of the town, whilst fag
and unstrung nerves appear upon visiting

the country, is at least open to question.

Out upon you, sir! This is not our ex-

perience of England, nor of Scotland for
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that matt-er. But perhaps ScotUind (N.B.

—Banffshire) stands not where it did.

Disease or Disorder (p. 323).—There is

no lack of suggestion as to the cause of

' Tlonitis," what with inhreeding, wax-

production, frame-hives, and what not. I

have heard Mr. Lloyd George blamed for

the weather, and suspect that only the

editorial pen has preserved his reputation

in this other matter. That veteran bee-

keeper, Mr. M. H. Tilley, has kindly sent

me a copy of the Dorset Chronicle, wherein

he outlines his theory of "pollen hunger"
as the cause of the disorder. Interesting

as it is, I am bound to say that at first

sight the evidences do not appear to

support him. But how account for the

improvement said to be effected by the

feeding of pea-flour to the disordered

bees?

Black V. White (p. 323).— I think that

J. R. will find, upon investigation,

evidence in support of Mr. BuUamore's
statement that white horses are more
susceptible than black. ^ white-nosed

horse is said to be more susceptible to

plant poisoning. And it is well known
that a red-nosed man may drink with

impunity what would fell his white-nosed

brother. That the bee is entitled to some
degree of colour consideration is evident

from the simple fact that the learned pro-

fessors have named one of its diseases

Nosevia apis.

Sivarm Scouts (p. 325).—I may assure

Mr. Smallwood that bees do, even in this

country, often appear to decide upon their

new home in advance. I usually have an
empty hive ready for a swarm, and this

has often, I think, prevented absconding;
for, in most sea.sons, it may be observed to

be occupied by numerous scout bees.

When this occurs I look around for the
source, and when found, treat it. In-

variably the scout bees abandon the decoy

hive which up to then they were clean-

ing and defending. Should the swarm
issue, it will occasionally enter the hive,

but generally will cluster, whilst the scout

bees show increased activity. Of course

the hive is in some seasons entirely

ignored, but in others it earns its keep, for

nothing is more trying than to find your
best stock suddenly desert supers for parts

unknown without notice of its intention.

Then it is tliat one resolves to clip all

queens—next year

!

To Catch the Queen (p. 332).—The
illustration would seem to show how to hold
the queen rather than how to catch her.

I'se is everything in this delicate operation,

but the novice would be well advised to

practise at a window with a few worker
bees, caught in a matehbox and let out for

the purpose in a room. If stings are

feared, allow a worker to sting a cloth, and
when minus its sting practise ujoon it until

confidence is gained. It Avill be found

that the queen usually moves, forward as

the fingers approach her, so that it is

better to aim for the root of the wings

with the intention of catching the ends, as

shown in the ilhistration to which I have

referred.

Queries and Replies,

[8529] Stores for Wintering.—Owing
to the bad weather in this district my
queens stopped laying about fourteen days
since, and I at once fed up with some
syrup, but seemingly without any effect.

I have two hives, and the queens are both

young ones. In the " Bee-keepers' Guide
Book " it states that colonies should

winter on 301b. of sealed stores; I take it

that this means 301b. of honey. But my
hives have no stores of honey at all. If

I give them 301b. of syrup each, will this

be sufficient for them to winter on, or

should I give them candy as wellP (2)

Should the hive, entrance be left open six

inches all through the winter, and does

the wind do any harm when it bloA\s

straight in the door?—A. T. B., Gosforth.

Reply.—(1) You should feed with thick

syrup until at least eight combs are filled

and sealed over. When wintering down it

is a good plan to put on a cake of candy.

(2) Hive entrances should be left open

about four inches. Very little wind can

blow in through such a small opening ; not

sufficient to do any harm.

[8530] Disinfecting Combs from
Diseased Hive.—I recently had a colony

die out with " Isle of Wight" disease, but

just previous to their showing signs of it

I put on a new rack of shallow-frames.

This was on for some time after the

disease became acute, but no attempt was
made, either before or after, to draw out

the foundation. Will this be fit to use

next season on a healthy colony if I paint

it all over with 10 per cent. Formaldehyde
solution? Is there any way of thoroughly

disinfecting drawn-out combs after the

same trouble?—G. H. B., Dartford.

Reply.— If you paint the foundation

and frames with Formaldehyde it will

disinfect them. You can also disinfect

di-awn-out combs by exposing them to

Formaldehyde fumes for a considerable

l^eriod. In the case of "Isle of Wight"
disease it is safer to melt them down and
burn the frames.

[8531] .irtifici(d 1 ii crease.—Mi\y I

again ask for your valuable advice? The
hive you were written about last year was
so full of bees throe weeks ago that I

thought I would diA-ide it. I therefore

took five frames and put them into two
hives (after removing old queens). To
each I addetl a lot of driven bees and their
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queen (said to be young). Now I find

(three weeks later) that in one hive there
is quite a nice show of sealed brood, and
brood and eggs, while in the other there is a
small patch of sealed brood and a few eggs;
which of the following plans would you
advise?—(1) Buying a new queen, as I

am afraid of not having plenty of young
bees for wintering ? (2) Uniting to another
small stock I have with a good prolific

queen? (3) Leaving till later to see if

present queen improves? I should also

like to know whether one can tell from
external appearance whether a queen is

fertile or unfertile? I ask this as I seem
to think I saw the same eggs a week ago,

which ought to have developed in the seven
days, although sealed brood seems to

contradict this. The bees have been fed
during this period, so have not been
starved.—W. P., AVanstead.

Reply. ^—Of the three alternatives we
should unite to the small stock having a

prolific queen. It is diflBcult to tell if

a queen is fertile or not from outward
appearance; even with considerable ex-

perience it is really guess work. You
need not be afraid to ask questions ; we
like them, as it enables us to be of direct

service to our readers.

[8532] Preventing loss of Sioarms.—
When I was away from home during Whit
week one of my hives swarmed. I lost the
bees, there being no one who could hive
them. (1) Do you think I could prevent
this in future by overhauling the hives the

week before I go, destroying queen cells,

if any, giving bottom ventilation and
super room? (2) When clearing supers,

should I clear one at a time or can I clear

two at once on same hive at the end of

season? (3) If bees swarm in May is

it possible to obtain surplus from the
swarm placed in a new hive and also from
those in the old hive, provided the season
is good ? Thanking you in anticipation.

—H. T.

Reply.—(1) Yes. '
(2) You can clear two

supers at the same time. (3) It is possible

but does not often occur. We have seen

one case this season where it happened.

[8533] Transferring Bees.—Will you
kindly let me know through your journal
the best way to transfer bees from one
frame-hive to another, and what time of

the day is most suitable?—T. H., Por-
chester.

Reply.—To transfer the bees, remove
the hive they now occujdv from its stand,
putting the new one in its place ; then lift

out the frames, with the adhering bees, one
by one, and jilace them in the new hive.

The work should be carried out in the
middle of a warm day.

[8534] Wintering Diseased Stocks.—

I

started bee-keeping with two hives and no
previous knowledge of bees. Both my

stocks are affected with foul brood. I

followed the instructions given in " Guide
Book," burnt all the combs, and washed
and disinfected the hives, and ran the bees
on to new frames of comb foundation,
after confining them for forty-eight hours.

(1) Am I too late to feed them with enough
stores for winter? (2) Should I also burn
the shallow frames, and if not, what should
I do with them?—T. S., Glasgow.
Reply.—(1) If you use a rapid-feeder it

is possible they may store sufficient food

for winter. To make quite certain, put on
a 41b. cake of candy. (2) You had better

cut out the combs, melt them down, and
burn the frames.

[8535] Improving Thiti Honey.—I took
some honey of good consistency from my
hives at the end of July, and, having to

leave home a few days later, left it stand-
ing in uncapped bottles, covered only with
a sheet of newspaper. On my return I

found that instead of being thicker, as I

had hoped, from evaporation, the honey
had absorbed so much moisture from the
very humid atmosphere that it had become
quite water3^ Will you kindly tell me the

best way to get rid of the superfluous

water without undue lass of flavour?

—

H. L., New Forest.

Reply.—Stand the jars in a vessel of

water and heat till the finger can remain
in it for a second or two only. Keep the

water at this temperature for twenty
minutes, then let all cool together, and
take out the jars when cold.

[8536] A Novice^s Queries.—I should
be mucli obliged if you would give me
your advice concerning my bees. I bought
a stock at the beginning of April ; the

bees went up into a section-rack for about
a week in the beginning of June, when
they swarmed, and left the rack empty.
I hived the swarm, and last month the

bees clustered on several of the sections in

the super. I watch them carefully, and
though they appear to be working they
have not stored any honey, I suppose
through the indifferent weather. I am
feeding the parent hive. (1) Should I

clear the bees out of the super and begin

feeding them, or is it possible that they
may still store any surplus? (2) Should
naphthaline be put inside the body-box?
I placed mine outside, in the space

between the outside of the body-box and
the outer case.—I^A Peesonne Rbcon-
naissante.
Reply.— (1) Remove the super at once

and feed. It is impossible for the bees to

obtain surplus now. (2) Naphthaline
should be placed inside the brood-chamber
as far away from the entrance as possible.

[8537] Driven Bees.—(1) I have a small

stock on seven frames, three containing

sealed brood, the others only partly filled

Avith comb, with a little honey. With
constant feeding from now would the bees
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survive the winter? I have an offer of

some driven bees ; would you advise
uniting with the above so as to strengthen
the stock r* (2) Is it possible to keep driven
bees through the winter without any comb
in a straw-skep ? (3) Is there a cure for

dysentery occurring at tliis time of year,

or would tlie bees recover with warmer
weather?—E. H., Brockley.

Reply.— (1) It is doubtful if the bees

would winter in their present condition.

You had better obtain driven bees and
dnite. (2) Certainly not. (3) Dysentery
should not be present at this time of year.
It is one of the signs of " Isle of Wight "

disease; probably this is the cause.

[8538] Capacity of Extractors.—Will
you kindly answer the following questions
through the medium of the " B.B.J." ?

—

(I) Is it necessary for ripe extracted honey
to be kept perfectly air-tight to be in

good condition ? (2) What is the method
of fixing the frames in extractors when
the cages are made wide enough to extract
sections? Thanking you in anticipation.
—Amateue, Sussex.
Reply.—(1) Yes. (2) Extractors as

made at present will take either six

sections, one shallow-comb, or one brood-
oomb in each of the cages, of which there
may be from two to six. The one most
used has the former number. When the
comb is dropped into the cage there is no
need to fix it, as the centrifugal force

keeps it in position against the wire
backing.

WEATHER
Barnwood,

Rainfall, 6'26in . in

27 days.

Above average, 392
in.

Heaviest fall, 'TSin.

on 26th.

Total to date, 31-48in.

Last year for same
period, 9'82in.

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 632 ; 68
below average.

Warmest day, 4th,

70.8.

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 49 "2

;

below average, 4"8.

Coldest night, 2nd.

36.

Mean temperature,
56-2 ; 5-8 below
average.

Percentage of cloud
at 9 a.m., 71 ; nine
mornings overcast,

none cloudless.

F. H. Fowle

REPORT.
Gloucester.

August, 1912.

Prevailing wind.

S.W.

Percentage of wind
force, 25.

Barometer, daily
mean, 29'74 ; high-

est reading, 30'13

on llth and 31st

;

lowest, 29'27 on
16th.

Relative humidity, or
percentage of

moisture in the air

at 9 a.m., 82.

Remarks.— The
worst August on
record in this dis-

trict ; the weather
of a type harmful
to bees, resulting

in queenless hives

and increase of

foul brood,

r (F. R. Met. Soc.).

4 Bee Shows to Come.

Wednesday, September 25tli, at Altrin-
cham.—Eleven cla&ses, four specials. Judges

:

Rev. T. J. Evans, Rock Ferry, and Mr. T. John-
son, Taunton. Prize list now ready. Prizes, £2,
£1, l&s., 10s., and 5s. J. Herbert Hall, 1, Market-
street, Altrincham, secretary.

October 8 to 11, at the Agricultural Hall,
London.—Show of Honey and Bee Produce in con-
nection with the British Dairy Farmers' Associa-
tion. Numerous and liberal prizes for honey, &c.
Particulars from F. E. Hardcastle, Secretary, 12,

Hanover Square, London, W.

Notices to Correspondents.

J. M. (Fishponds).

—

Introducing Queen
with a Sivarm.—It is a risky method of
introduction, but it usually is successful.

E. T. (Sparkwell).

—

Treating Disease.—
Use Apicure in the hive, and medicate
the syrup with Naphthol Beta. Also re-

queen tlie stock, and all will be well.

J. C. (Andover).

—

Beeswax.—The wax
appears to be all right, except that it is

not clear of honey.

H. K. (Strathpeffer).

—

Hiving a Swarm.—
Unfinished Sections.—(1) In the circum-
stances you mention, it is difficult

to say exactly wliat happened. We are
inclined to think that the first queen
was killed in hiving ; the second was
accepted, and this is the one laying, the
Carniolan being also killed. (2) Dead
I)odies of queens are often carried some
distance away. (3) If not filled at the
heather the honey in the sections should
be extracted, and the latter stored awaj-

for use next season. (4) No doubt you
could obtain an expert by advertising in

our pages.

T. O. J. (Kent).

—

Honei/ from Diseased
Hive.— (1) The lioney is quite fit for

human consumption, but extreme care
should be taken that none of it is

obtained by robber bees. (2) The frames
are not worth saving ; burn them. You
can disinfect the hive by scorching it

with a painter's blow-lamp.
Glentonian (Peterborough).

—

Feeding up
for Winter.—You should not use
Demerara sugar for bee food ; white
refined cane-sugar is best. You should
continue feeding until the bees have
301b. of stores, or, to put it plainly, eight

combs well stored with food. Candy
should be put on when packing down
for winter. We sliould advise your
purchasing a copy of Cowan's " British

Bee-keepers' Guide Book," and study-
ing it during the winter months.

E. N. (Eltham).

—

Wintering Small Lot of
Bees.—We do not think you will be able

to successfully winter such a small

quantity of bees. It would be best to

buy some driven bees to unite to them.
Should von do this vou must add more
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combs and feed with rather thick, warm
syrup.

W. T. (Umberleigh).

—

Cane or Beet Sugar.

—The tradesman's refusal to guarantee

its being cane sugar gives you the

answer.

Novice (North Wales).

—

UiueaJed Honey
ill Supers.—Take the super off and
extract the honey. It can be ripened

by exposing in a honey-ripener in a

warm room, or by heating it in water.

A. D. L. (Luib).

—

Bees near a Luke.—
Water in the vicinity of an apiary often

causes loss of bee life in early spring,

the cold winds chilling the bees and
causing them to droi) into the water.

In summer time there will be little loss,

excepting on very windy days.

O. C. T. S.—Suijar for Bee Food.—We
should not care to use the sugar you
describe. You will find it cheaper in the

end to buy guaranteed cane sugar.

T. J. N. (Upway).

—

Parasites on Queen.—
The red insects are hraula coeca or blind

louse. They irritate the bees, and
should be got rid of. Smoke with
tobacco smoke and they will drop off and
can be brushed away. See " Guide
Book " (page 169).

Honeij Samples.

J. K. Gr. (Montrose).—Honey is of in-

ferior quality. It is tainted with rag-

A\ort.

H. T. (Worsley).—Sample is a light-

coloured honey, good in all respects ex-

cept density, which is only fair. The
source is clover, and the honey is worth
about 9d. per lib. retail, and 50s. per

cwt. in bulk.

Boots (Bishopstoke).—No. 1 is light in

colour, density fair, flavour fair, aroma
good, worth about lOd. per lib. No. 2

is a medium coloured honey, density

poor, but of good flavour and aroma.
It should sell at 7d. per lib.

E. T. (Bootle).—The honey is medium in

colour, of good density, but an admix-
ture of ragwort spoils the flavour.

KiNGSwooD (Heme Hill).—All four
samples are identical in density, which
is fairly good. Nos. 2 and 3 are slightly

darker than Nos. 1 and 4. All are light

samples, and of good quality. They
have been gathered mainly from clover,

and are worth lOd. per lib. retail.

Suspected Disease.

H. B. (Ladywood), W. R. B. (Purley),

Mrs. A. (Lingfield).—The bees are
affected Avith ''Isle of Wight" disease.

T. H. (Birmingham).—We cannot trace
any disease in bees sent.

Pie (Hampstead).—The saturated state of
,

the bees prevents us diagnosing the

trouble. Send some live ones, and we
will report.

A. W. E. (Stroud).—It is impassible for

us to say if there is disease in the few-

cells you send. We require a piece of

comb about 3in. square, packed in a tin

box.

E. O. F. (East Dulwich).—No. 2 show
signs of ' Isle of Wight " disease. Nos. 1

and 3 appear to be healthy.

J. C. (Godmanchester).—A bad case of

foul brood. If there are only a few bees

you had better destroy them.

E. S. B. (Wallington).^There is no
disease in comb sent. From your
description we should say the colony has
been robbed out.

H. R. (Stanford).—We can say very little

about the bees, as they are too dry for

examination. From their general apj^ear-

ance Ave should say they have died from
old age.

H. J. P. (Colchester).—Your letter arrived
in a filthy mess through packing it with
the comb. It should have been sent

separately. Your previous sample
arrived with no letter or name, there-
fore Me could not reply. It is chilled

brood, and is not unusual considering
the cold weather we have had.

Y. AV. (Oxford).—The bees were too decom-
posed for examination.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

6W.B.C. HIVES, perfectly clean, as new, covered
roofs, 10s. 6d. each. — KITSON, Stansted,

Essex. V 60

3 DOZEN well filled Sections, glazed, 9s. dozen;
100 'b. bottles, 8s. 6d. dozen; sample, 3d.—CUT-

FORTH, hairdresser, Oakham, Rutland. v 61

A COWAN reversible geared Extractor, nearly
new, little used, too large for my apiary;

will exchange for 20s., and ba.ance in honey, cost
50s.—JELLINGS, 8, Stoke Oreen, Coventry. v 42

2 SPLENDID STOCKS, 4-frarae Nuclei, in good
hives, part stored, 1912 queens, £3 3s.; also

appliances.—MILES, 174, Mere-road, Leicester, v 41

3 GOOD healthy Skeps of Bees, young queens,
good condition, 15s. each, or 40s. for the three;

sent well packed.—MEPHAM, Orlestone, Ham
Street, Kent. v 4J

COMPLETE APIAEY and accessories for sale,

whole or nart; inspection invited; what offers?

—Apply, LOVE-COX, Sutton, Ely. v 44

FINEST CLOVER HONEY, 58s. cwt.j sample,
3d.—BUTTON, Manse Cottage, Haverhill,

Suffolk. m 89
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Editorial, Notices, &c.
BRITISH BEE-KEEPEES' ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the Council was

held at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C, on Thursday, Septem-
ber 19th, 1912. Mr. W. F. Reid presided,

and there were also present Miss M. L.

<xayton, Sir Ernest Spencer, Colonel
H. J. O. Walker, Messrs. T. Bevan, J. N.
Smallwood, A. G. Pugh, E. Watson, J. B.
Lamb, E. Walker, O. R. Frankenstein,
A. Richards, Association Delegates G. R.
Alder (Essex), G. J. Flashman (Barnet),

G. W. Judge (Crayford), and the Secre-

tary, W. Herrod.
The minutes of the previous meeting,

held on July 4th, were read and con-
firmed.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Messrs. T. W.
Cowan, C. L. M. Eales, R. H. Atten-
borough, and Captain Sitwell.

The following new members were
elected:—Messrs. N. Rigby and Dr. J.

tSoane (life members). Miss I. H. Jackson,
Mrs. C. F. Chester, Mr. H. Wi-ight, Mr.
E. Booker, Jawahir Lai Sinha, Mr. P. E.
Spielmann, Mr. A. F. Hardy, Rev.
€. L. L. Gwilliam, Mr. A. E. Humphreys
Owen, Mr. E. Scott, Mr. F. J. King, Mr.
T. W. Swabey, Mr. J. S. Robinson, Mr.
H. W. Daltry, Mr. W. J. Ayles, Mr. H.
Watts, and IMr. C. Elwell.

, The following names of delegates to the
Council meetings were submitted and
accepted :

— -Mr. Tickner Edwards (Sussex)

and Mr. R. Giles (Derbyshire).

The report of the Finance Committee
was presented by Mr. iSmallwood, who
stated that the finances of the Association
had never been in a healthier condition.

The payments into the bank for August
amounted to £101 13s. 3-d., a sum which
had never been reached before in one
single month. The balance at the bank
at the end of August was £276 18s. 7d.

Payments amounting to £105 18s. Cd.

were recommended.
The report on the First Class Examina-

tion paper work held in May hivst was pre-

sented, and it was resolved that the follow-

ing take the lecture test. Messrs. AV. O.
Jones, D. Davis, G. Mason, AV. J. Cornaji.
F. Kenward, A. Richards, J. Smallwood.
and Captain Sitwell.

Reports on Third Class Examinations,
held at Doncaster, Devon, Melton Con-
stable, Hinckley, Hereford, AVorccster,
Cumberland, Swanley, Northam])ton,
Ipswich, Mouldsworth, Hen wick, Somer-
set, Cardiff, Bradford-on-Avon, Alford,
Newcastle-under-Lyme, and London, were
presented, and it was resolved to grant
certificates to Misses N. Rigbv, McHardv,
E. Gardiner, M. B. Bruce, I."^ Burkitt, D.
€rooks, K. Dane, 'A. H. Edwards, B.

Elfoersen, M. E. Esdaile, F. M. Friend,
P. Fry, G. Gilbert, M. Gill, E. Gladding,
H. Guise, K. M. Harper, F. M. Harty,
R. Jackson, S. Knight, M. Merryweather,
E. Nightingale, D. Taylor, P. Tuson, G.
AVilson, D. AVilson, L. AVhitmore, G.
AVoodward, \. D. M. Durrant, M. AU-
work, N. Hutchinson, K. Priestman, K.
Caddell, J. Bury, and N. Caddell, Rev.
AV. E. Mattinson, Dr. D. Wardleworth,
Me.ssrs. E. D. Lowes, T. Hood, F. A.
AVooley. H. F. Hogley, R. Lee, AV. E.
Richardson, G. G. Desmond, H. Fisher,
H. W. Woolsey, AV. H. AVood, A. Meadows,
J. Hunt, AV. Bawm, E. AVheatley, W. N.
Helme, J. Turbill, H. C. Meadham, T.

Jleadham, H. E. S. Viner, C. Rutherford,
T. AV. R. Skelly, W. E. Hipworth, T.

Payne, J. S. Stopford Taylor, J. Hutchie-
son, B. A. Gage, E. G. Harvey, E. A.
Westcott, J. Coombes, AV. J. AViltshire,

A. G. Lovatt, R. Brinkworth, AV. Moore,
E. A. Seamark, G. E. Muspratt, F. E.
Newman, F. D. Rajanond, AV. B. Stanton,
F. J. H. AVatkins, J. Batley, G.

Wooldridge, J. L. Davey, J. Frost, F. D.
Blades, J. Johnson, E. B. Blaker, H.
Watts, Jawahir Lai Sinha, F. AV. Harper,
A. F. Harwood, B. E. Buckwell, H.
Cressy, and B. Blackbourne.

It was resolved that the questions for

Third Class Examinations and arrange-
ment of paper be revised, and that Colonel
AValker be asked to kindly make sugges-
tions to be submitted and discussed at a

future meeting.

A vote of thanks was passed to those
gentlemen who had kindly undertaken the
work of examining candidates for Third
Class Certificates.

Arrangements were made for a con-

versazione on October 10th (Dairy Show
week), in the Lecture Hall of the Zoo-
logical Society, Regent's Park. Miss
Sillar, late of South Africa, will read a

paper on "Bee-keeping in South Africa,"

and a special lecture, under the Develop-
ment Fund Scheme, on " The Fertilization

of Flowei-s by Bees," illustrated by lantern

slides, \vill be given by R. J. Tabor, Esq.,

B.Sc, Royal College of Science, South
Kensington. Tea to be provided for mem-
bers and friends at o p.m. The con-

versazione will commence at G p.m.

The report of the Development Fund
Committee was read and accepted.

Correspondence was read from the Boar<l

of Agriculture with regard to an Inter-

national Congross on .\griculture, to be

held at Ghent in Juno, 1913. It was re-

solved to nomitiate Afr. W. V. Rcid as a

delegate from the Hritisli B(<(>-keepers'

Association.

The report of tlie \V. H. Carr INIemorial

Fund Committee, recommending that it

take the form of a gold medal, was
received and adopted. It was further
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resolved that for the extra cost of purchase

of dies the fund be reopened in the

British Bee Journal.
The dates for Second Class examinations

-,'.ere fixed for November 29th and 30th.

THE GROCERY AND ALLIED
TRADES' EXHIBITION.

The Twentieth International Exhibition
of the Grocery and Allied Trades at the
Agricultural Hall was opened on Septem-
ber 21st, and will continue until Saturday,
28th inst.

Although the season has been far from
good the exhibits in the honey section

are of excellent Cjuality. Numerically also

they are nearly up to last year's standard,
which was a record one, the number in

1911 being 277, while this year 244 are
staged. There is no doubt that if bee-

keepers were not so remiss in sending
their entries in good time last year's total

would have been passed, as a large number
of entry fees had to be returned, having
iieen sent too late.

The Exhibition is well worth a visit for

the honey alone, the classes for granulated
and for heather honey being exceptionally
good, owing, no doubt, to the splendid
season of 1911. A very beautiful trophy
is staged by a new exhibitor, Mr. A. G.
AViggins, who was deservedly awarded
premier honours among the seven staged.

The class for commercial wax is poorly
represented.

Messrs. Jas. Lee and Son, E. H. Taylor,
and Mrs. Seadon have each a very good
display of appliances in bays in the
gallery.

Mr.* E. Walker and Mr. J. Smallwood
judged the exhibits, and made the follow-

ing awards :

—

Ouitfit for a Beginner in Bee-keeping
(four entries).—1st, Jas. Lee and Son,
Highbury, N. ; 2nd, E. H. Taylor, AVelwyn

;

3rd, Mrs. E. Seadon, Bromley.
Honey Trophy (seven e)ifries).—1st, and

B.B.K.A. silver medal, A. G. "Wiggins,

Wembley; 2nd, Jas. Lee and Son; 3rd,

J. Pearman, Derby; 4th, Mrs. E. Seadon;
v.h.c, C. P. Maynard, Guildford.
Twelve 1-lb. Sections {tiventy-two

entries).—1st, and B.B.K.A. bronze medal.
Brown and Son, Somersham, Hunts; 2nd,
T. G. Hillier, Andover ; 3rd, Jas. Lee and
Son; 4th, J. Pearman; 5th, T. Marshall,
Sutton-on-Trent ; v.h.c, A. Humphrey,
Sittingbourne ; h.c, F. W. Tytler, Bishops
Nympton, South Molton.
Twdve Heather Sections {eight entries).

—1st, A. Young, Chatham; 2nd, W.
Dixon, Kirkgate, Leeds; 3rd, J. Herrod,
Sutton-on-Trent; v.h.c, J. M. Balmbra,
Alnwick, and Miss Unson, Churt, Farn-
ham ; h.c, M. J. Lamboll, Chiddingfold.
Three Shallow Frames {eight entries).—

1st, Jas. I^iee and Son; 2nd, C. H. Rose,

New Maiden, Surrey ; 3rd, Brown and
Son; v.h.c, A. Watkin, New Maiden,
Surrey.

Twelve Jars Light Extracted Honey
{fifty-six entries).—1st, and B.B.K.A
certificate, T. Marshall; 2nd, J. Pearman;
3rd, R. Allen, Bicester, Oxon ; 4th, T. G.
Hillier; 5th, J. Boyes, Cardiff; v.h.c,
H. G. Ceiley, Muswell Hill, N. ; J.

Herrod; H. J. Moore, Radstock, Somer-
set; K. W. Lloyd, Thetford, Norfolk; A.
Bowen. Cheltenham; J. Jones, Leigh,
Lanes.; h.c, E. G. Trenilett, Harrow; J.

j)alby, Brackley, Northants; R. Morgan,
Cowbridge, Glam. ; J. North, Sutton-
in-Ashfield; J. Birkett, Blundell Hill,

Ramhill; E. Watson, Holywell Hill, St.

Albans.
Twelve Jars Medium Extracted Honey

{thirty-three entries).—1st, R. Brown and
Son; 2nd, T. Marshall; 3rd, Mrs. F.
Harris, Boston, Lines. ; 4th, J.

Berry, Llanrwst, N. Wales; v.h.c,

Lee and Son; W. G. Martin, Green
Street Green, Orpington; W. Freeman,
Coventry ; W. Shukes, Middleton Scriven,

Bridgnorth; W. H. AUard, Stockton,

Rugby; S. Sanderson, West Wratting,
Cambs. ; W. A. Carver, Castle Cary,
Somerset; h.c, J. Southwell, Lockerley
Green, Ronisey ; Mrs. Seadon; J. M. Best,

St. Austell, Cornwall; C. H. Rose; F. W.
Frusher, Swiss Apiary, Crowland.

Twelve Jars Dark Honey {fourteen

entries).—1st, A. P. White, Alfriston, Ber-
V. ick Station, Sussex; 2nd, T. Marshall;
3rd, S. E. Baumbrough, Linslade; v.h.c,

H. J. Moore and W. B. Allister; h.c, R.
Morgan, W. G. Martin, and Mrs. Seadon.

Twelve Jars Heather Honey {ten

enti-ies).—1st, J. Heri-od ; 2nd, J. Pear-
man; 3rd, A. Young; v.h.c, T. Sleight,

Old Danesmoor, Derby; J. Berry, and W.
Dixon.

Twelve Jars Heather Blend Honey
{twelve entries).— 1st, A. Young; 2nd,
G. H. and T. S. Elliott, Southwell, Notts;
3rd, G. Hunt, Newark, Notts; 4th, W.
Dixon; v.h.c, J. Pearman, J. Berry, and
M. J. Lamboll.

Twelve Jars Granulated Honey {twenty-

four entries).—1st, J. Herrod; 2nd, F. W.
Frusher; 3rd, R. Allen; 4th, R. Brown
and Son; h.c, A. H. Smith, Louth,
Lines.

Beeswax (commercial) (six entries).—
1st, J. Pearman; 2nd, Mrs. F. Harris;
3rd, J. Berry; 4th, F. W. Frusher; v.h.c.

AV. Dixon.
Beeswax (Three 1-lh. cakes) (twenty-two

entries).—1st, J. Herrod; 2nd, J. Pear-
man; 3rd, T. Sleight; 4th, AV. S. Halford,
AVest AVratting Lodge, Cambs.; v.h.c,
T. G. Hillier.

HONEY SELLING CLASSES.
Extracted Honei/ in Bulk.—Certificates,

R. Allen; AV. Tovey, Lechlade, Glos. ; AV.
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Tovey ; A, H. Bowen, Cheltenham; A.
Dunn-Gardner. Fordham Ahhey, Fordham,
Camhs. ; J. C. Roberts, Maidstone.
Extracted Honci/ in Jars.—Certificates,

(). F. Gibbons, Neston, Corsham, Wilts;
J. Rowlands, Pwllheli, N. Wales; Mrs.
Williams, Pwllheli, N. Wales; A. H.
Bowen; A. P. Wliite ; W. B. AUist^r,

Throckenholt, Wisbech ; S. Sanderson ;

J. C. Roberts.

NORTHANTS. B.K.A.

ANNUAL SHOW IN ABINGTON PAKK.

The thirtieth annual show of the
Northants Bee-keepers' Association was
held in Abington Park on August 22nd, by
kind permission of the Corporation.
Owing to the unfavourable season the
entry was not so large as last year, which
was a record for the show. No fewei than
IGO entries were received, however, and
the quality of the exhibits was excellent.

The honey was this year set out in two
tents, which added greatly to the attrac-

tiveness of the display and was more com-
fortable for the visitors. The exhibits

were judged by Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S.,

expert and secretary to the British Bee-
keepers' Association, and he also gave
lectures and demonstrations in the bee
tent during the afternoon. In the even-
ing the members of the Association sat

down to tea at the Abbey ; this being
followed by a lecture from Mr. Herrod on
some advanced bee-keeping subject.

The arrangements for the show were
carried out in admirable fashion by Mr. R.
Hefiord. secretary to the Northants Asso-

ciation, assisted by Mr. W. T. Munn,
Northampton; Mr. T. Norman, North-
ampton; and Mr. G. W. Mason, Yardley
Gobion.

MEMIIERS' CLASSES.

Tiotlvr 1-11). Srrtiun.s.—(British Bee^;

keepers' Association silver medal), F.

Holley, Wellingboi-ough ; 2nd, James
Adams, West Haddon ; 3rd, Geo. Page,
Holcot.

Ttrelve Jars Extract rd Light Ho)U'i/.—
1st, E. Thompson, Kettering; 2nd, F.

Ward, Thrapston
; (British Bee-keepers'

.Association bronze medal) Chas. Wells,
Oxendon ; 4th, G. Clifton, Long Buckby

;

certificate, R. Allen, Tusmore Park.

Tvclve Jars Extracted Daik Hoitri/.—
1st, E. Marshman, Little Linford, Wolver-
ton ; 2nd, W. Snow, Yardley Hastings;
3rd, C. Cox, Brampton.

Tirelve Jars G'ranulated Honey of ani/

ijcar.—1st, James Adams; 2nd, C. Cox;
3rd, C. Wells.

Ttco Shalloic Frames.—1st, H. Collins,

Moulton; 2nd, C. C. J. Barnett, Lang-
ham-])lace; 3rd, C. C. Burnett, Welling-
borough Road ; certificate, James Adams.
^uper of Honeij.—1st, P. B. Manley,

Potcote House, Towcester ; 2nd, Geo. Hick-
man, Kingsley Park.

Beesirax.— 1st, A. Hiscock, Loddington
;

2nd, C. Wells; 3rd, J. Adams; 4th, E.
Billson, Cranford.

(Open to those wlio have never before
taken a first prize for honey.)

Six Sectious.^lst. G. Clifton; 2nd, H.
Harris, Wellingborough Road; certificate,

Miss E<lith A. Scott, "^Tichmarsh.

Six Jars Extracted Light Honei/.—1st,

E. Marshman; 2nd, W. Smart, 'North-
ampton Water Works; certificate, J. H.
Willmott, Stanwick.

Six Jars Extracted Dirrk Iloncij.—1st,

E. Marshman; 2nd, AV. Snow.

Super of Comb Tloneij.—1st, G. Hick-
man.

OPEN CLASSES.

Single 1-/6. Jar.—1st, R. Allen; 2nd,
H. C. Barron, Newcastle, Staffs. ; 3rd, H.
AVard, Leamington ; 4th, A. T. Church,
Cardiff; 5th, C. W. James, Hardwick,
Bicester.

Single l-lh. Jar.—1st, H. Ward; 2nd,
R. Allen; 3rd, A. Hiscock; certificate,

C. J. Burnett.

Uoneij Cake.— 1st, Miss E. M. Burnett,
Langham Place; 2nd, Mrs. Cox, Bramp-
ton; 3rd, Mrs. R. Hettbrd, Kingsthorpe.

—

Communicated

.

W. BROUGHTON CARR MEMORIAL
FUND.

The Council of the B.B.K.A. have now
decided that the memorial to the late

Mr. W. Broughton Carr shall take the
form of a gold medal, to be awarded as a
prize. As many expressed a wish to know
hoAv the money was to be spent before sub-
scribing, and as extra expense will be
involved in procuring dies for striking the
medal, the Council have decided to reopen
the fund, so that those wishing to sub-
."^cribe for this worthy object may do so.

Subscriptions should be sent to the Secre-
tary, Biitish Bee-keepers' Association,

23, "Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
An acknowledgment of donations received
will appear in The British Bee Journal
in due course.

LKCTFliES ON BKE-KEEPING.
AVith the co-operation of the Barnet and

District B.K.A., the County Council for

Herts arranged a lecture by Mr. AV.

Herrod, which was given in the Adult
Schoolroom, East Barne+, on "Bee-keeping
for Profit." A large audience asseinble<l,

the members coming from all parts of this

very .Tcattered neighbourhood. That the

lecture given was of very gieat interest

is proved by the fact that inquiries

respecting the continuance of the subject

have been made by many of those prCvSiMit.
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Mr. Ellis Hill presided and introduced

the lecturer in a particularly happy
speech, remarking that he did not know
how to express the thanks he felt were due
to the man who ^^as able to show how to

make a hobby both interesting and profit-

able. The meeting terminated with votes

of thanks to the Chairman and lecturer.

Another highly successful lecture was
given in the village club-room, Totteridge,

on September 9th, under the same auspices,

when the lecturer, Mr. W. Herrod,
addressed a very appreciative audience on
''Bee-keeping for Profit." Great interest

was shown, and many questions asked.

Major O. Boulton presidect.—G. J. Flash-
man, Hon. Sec.

HOMES OF THE HONEY BEE.
.APIARIES OF OUR READERS.

Many readers will envy Mr. Sloan,

whose apiary we illustrate this week, on

reading how he was able to stock it at so

little expense. To start without buying
any bees, with no outlay excepting time
in hiving them and for material with
which to make the hives, is one way of

becoming a bee-keeper which others

would like to follow. Mr. Sloan's good
fortune is due to bis adaptability and to

his courage in attempting difficult tasks

without previous experience, and he fully

deserves the success he has achieved. He
describes his experiences in the following

notes, w-i'itten at our request, to accom-
pany the jiicture :

—
As far as I can recollect, my first ex-

perience of bees was when I was a boy,

taking a section of honey from one of my
father's hives when he was out of the way,
and using a piece of an old sack, which I

kept smouldering, for use as a smoker.
Although we always had a hive or two

at home, I never took any interest in bees

until I came to the South of England. One
day, while talking to a friend, he asked
me if I kept bees. I replied, '' No, and
I don't want to, either." After seeing his

bees, however, I became so interested that
I took the measurements of one of his

hives, and came home and started making
my first hive, on the AV.B.C. principle.

Bee-keepers, I find, are very amiable as

a class, and wlien talking to one, after I

had started making my hive, he asked me
if I would come and cut the queen-cells

out of his hives, and promised me a swarm
for my trouble. Although I had never
seen a queen-cell then, I agreed to his

proposal. I found out all about queen-
cells, went through his stocks, and came
home very proucl of my first swarm of

bees. That was on May 31st, 1911. A
few days later I found a swarm on a

branch of a tree in a wood, and another
pwann went into a loom at the Rectory
here, and as two other bee-keepers would

not I'emove the bees I was asked if I woukl
do so, and I took the swarm very easily.

It was hanging from the ceiling. I

held a box under the cluster, pushed a

board close along the ceiling, and the bees

were in the box in a second; after wait-

ing two hours for stragglers to settle, I

brought them home. These three swarms
did remarkably well that year, my profit

being just over £5, and I do not expect I

shall have made much more in 1912 from
double the number of hives.

In the autumn of 1911 a neighbouring
bee-keeper, who had some skeps to take
up, jiromised, if I drove them, to give

me the bees. As it was my first attempt
at driving, and I had never seen it done,
I was badly stung, but in the end I got
the bees home all right, took two
frames out of each of my three stocks,

which left them with eight each, and
wintered the driven bees on the six frames.
That autumn I fed 81b. of syrup amongst

the four stocks, and they wintered very
well. I also covered them with plenty of

quilts, and packed straw chaff between the
brood chamber and the outer covering, but
I find chaff gets damp and musty, so I am
going to try pine sawdust this winter and
note results.

About the middle of March this year I

noticed that there were a lot of dead and
dying bees lying around my first stock, so

I began to think something was wrong,
and as the excreta were of a yellowish
colour, I presumed it was dysentery, but
after talking to a l)ee-keeper, who had lost

all his bees with '" Isle of Wight " disease,

I made another examination, and was per-

fectly sure my bees had the disease.

I immediately sent off and got some of

Ayles' " Isle of Wight " Cure, disinfected
a new hive, and changed them over into
it. In a week or ten days' time they did
not seem so bad, and there were fewer
crawling about; by this time I had moved
my other three stocks to the other side of

the garden, and also changed them into

new disinfected 'hives ; I also buried the
dead bees which werg lying about every
night.

Two of the moved and disinfected hives
contracted the disease, and I changed
them again, and now they are fairly strong
and breeding well. The driven bees, whicli

I wintered on the six frames, never showed
the least symptoms, so I only changed
them once; they are, at the present, my
best stock.

I noticed that where I had platforms foi-

heavy-laden bees to crawl up to the
entrance, diseased bees, M'hich could not
fly, also used them, so I removed the plat-

forms, and although it may not do any
good, I do not like to see diseased bees
crawl into the hive again. I am pleased
to say I have not lost one stock with " Isle

of Wight " disease yet, but, as it is
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Avithin a mile of me in four different places,

I fear it will he difficult for me to keep it

at bay, even snpposiiig my stocks to be
absolutely cured.

Bees seem to have had what one would call

swarming fever this year. On the 10th of

May I bought as good a swarm as I could
desire for 4s. ; the bees did well in the
sections, but, to my surprise, they swarmed
on a little yew bush early in July. I took off

the sections and went through the frames,

cut out ten queen-cells, and as the queen
with the swarm was in her prime I

returned them to the old hive. Wlien thev

so 1 cut out all the queen-cells and
returned the bees.

Whether she was lost, or the bees killed

her^ I do not know, -but j«st as I came
home on the 27th July they were swarm-
ing, and clustered on a little fir-tree close

at hand. I took the skep and watched for
the queen to go up ; on seeing her, I could
see that she was not the old one, as I knew
her by a defective wing she had, which
accounts for her alighting on the grass in
the first instance, as it was impossible for
her to fly any distance.

After hiving the swarm I went through

MR. A. SLOAN S Al'IABV, LILAL COTTAGE, IHOLDLKTON, SALISIUKV.

came out again next day I could not
understand what was wrong, but you can
imagine my feelings when I saw I had
missed a ripe queen-cell. I did not take
any more risks, but killed the old queen,
drove the bees back, and in a few days a
young queen had hatched out.
That same night I cut sixteen queen-

cells out of two of my other stocks, so I

thought that would finish swarms for the
season, but on coming home one day about
12 o'clock, to my surprise there was a.

beautiful swarm in my straw skep, which
a passing bee-keeper had kindly hived for
my wife in my absence. I did not know
which hive it came out of, but after floui'-

ing some of the bees and carrying them
to a distance, I soon found that they
had come out of a swarm which I found
on the 2oth May lying on the grass in a
field. As the queen was a good one, I in-

tended to rear queens from her next year,

the stock, and found three ripe queen-c^lls

and three cells just hatched out. I also

found two queens on the frames, killed

them, cut out two of the cells, killed the
c|ueen with the swarm, and drove the bees

back again ; I hope this finishes the

swarming fever with me.
A neighbouring bee-keeper told me lie

had nine stocks, and they tlirew off foui-

teen swarms, and he has not seen a sign of

disease yet.

Bees in this district have not done so

well this year as last. There was a field

of broad red clover within three hundred
yards of nn- garden last season, and one
(ould see the l)ees fly direct to it, and on
walking through the field it seemed to be
alive with them, but two days after it

v as cut they flew off in exactly the
opposite direction to where there was a
field of charlock. We have had abund-
ance of white clover this- summer.
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themtelve$ reipomible
for the opiniont expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonj/mous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
aa a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

HOW FAR CAN SWARMS TRAVEL .»

[8556] The article by " D. V., Duna-
skin " (8546, page 3oo) respecting the
location of a runaway swarm, aroused my
interest in the question, "How far Swarms
Travel." Here we have an opinion that
the swarm in question must have travelled
over ten miles, although it previously
settled on a tree, in an apiary, one mile
distant from its final abode.

Was this a coincidence in that this

apiai-y was in the line of flight, or did
the swarm actually issue from that apiary P

If not, can it be supposed that this

swarm travelled in a straight line for nine
miles, or that there were other stopping
places en route? No doubt scouts were
sent out from the apiary of a mile distant
from the loch, and their present home
(almost made to take the standard frame)
would not readily be found ; therefore, the
swarm must have remained a considerable
time on the tree, and naturally one woidd
think the bee-keeper would have hived
it. At all events, he could have dusted
a small quantity of bees with flour, and
proved beyond doubt whether they issued
from any of his hives.

I have followed many swarms, and the
directness with which they fly to the place
of their choice has always been remarkable
to me, and in every case foresight has been
shown. The furthest point I have known
a swarm to travel has not exceeded three
miles. Will any bee-keeper state, through
your columns, the greatest distance one
has been known to go? According to
' D. V." there would seem to be no limit,

and yet very few persons see swarms on the
wing. If swarms ti-avel great distances
beyond their foraging zone more people
would see them, and surely they would be
lecorded ere now ! If a stock or swarm
be moved a distance of two miles, and
even made queenless, I find that very few
bees indeed come back to the old stand,
although they have not been moved out of

their flying zone.

Has a swarm been known to cross three
miles of water, or over a town the same
distance? I doubt if there is sufficient

evidence to prove they go beyond their
foraging ground, for I presume the scout
bees visit the future home prior to the
colony entering, and there would appar-

ently be no need to travel any great dis-

tance for this in the case of the town.

If they do, then here is presented a
difficulty in keeping a strain of bees pure,
and that also may be taken into account
as another cause of the spread of disease

T. W. Sw.\BEY, Lincoln.

FINDING A MARKET FOR HONEY.
[8557] Having been a reader of your

journal for some time, and seeing by ad-
vertisements the prices English' bee-keepei-s
are asking for their honey in sections,
viz., 8s. 6d. and 10s. per doz. I have
often wondered are they able to obtain such
prices, and knowing you are a star of the
first niiignitude in this respect, I thought
you were the best jjerson to ajjply to for
the information. I supply most of the
bee-keepers in this district with ajipliances,

but up the present there has been no out-
let for the honey when secured, and I have
written wherever I thouglit there was a
chance of getting an order, without
success. Then 1 applied to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and sent their repre-
sentative samples to London, Liverpool,
and Edinburgh. He also failed to jirocure

me an order; but during tlie last two
months, through the advertisements in

your journal, I have got orders for five

gross of sections, some at 7s., carriage
paid and packages free, some at 7s. 9d..

carriage paid, and an order for one gross
at 8s., which was the highest I could
obtain. I took up bee-keeping as a hobby
myself, and for some years kept bees
under the guidance of a technical instruc-

tor, who has developed the industry to a

high standard in this district. In the
interest of bee-keepers I would like to

know : is it possible to get the prices

leferred to, and at the same time get a

market for, say, six to eight thousand
sections annually ? I shall be pleased to

send you a sample section similar to those
I have supjjlied.

—

Irishman.

[We are pleased to note that our paper
has enabled you to get orders, though your
Government department failed to do so.

Try an advertisement of your own in the
• B.B.J." and no doubt you will secure

orders. Sections are very scarce this season,

and sell readily unglazed at 8s. to 9s. 6d.

per doz., according to quality. English bee-

keepers mostly sell their sections glazed, at

9s. (xl. to lis. per doz., and pay carriage

on orders over 40s. in value. We shall be
pleased to see a sample of the honey you
are offering, and may be able to help you
further.

—

Eds.]

BEES IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
[8558] With reference to Mr. Jones's

letter in the " B.B.J." of September 19
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(piige 375), I am pleased to find that there
are still some bees in the Isle of AVight
which have escaped this dreadful plagne.
Mr. Jones does not say if the bee-keepers
referred to had kept their stocks free from
infection since it first appeared in 1904.
Being one who has suffered many losses

and taken a great interest in the disease,

I shall be obliged if Mr. Jones, either

through the "B.B.J." or privately, will

give me the names and addresses of

those bee-keepers he mentions.

—

Thomas
Parker, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

RAVAGES OF " ISLE OF WIGHT "

DISEASE.
[8569] We felt very confident up to

May last that our apiary was clear of
" Isle of Wight " disease, but soon found
out our mistake. When making an in-

spection of our village bees and neigh-
bourhood, we found every stock with the
disease ; we never had such a robbing
fever in all our experience, and could not
stop it. We had all our stocks treated
with Ayles' Cure, thinking it might help
as a preventive, and treated them also

with another remedy, but it was all labour
in vain and lost cash ; it had no effect.

So we have taken the only real cure : we
have killed off every stock. We have
lost 180 stocks in two years, and all our
neighbours have lost their bees also. We
expect to get the neighbourhood cleared
out in a few weeks, so that bee-keeping
can commence next year. We have a
nucleus apiary of sixteen stocks started
eleven miles distant, with healthy Scotch
driven bees, and they are doing well. Up
to the present our opinion is that the
trouble will never be cured until the last

stock in the district is killed off.

—

Andrew Muir and Son, Kirkcowan.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
EXTRACTS AND COMMEJvTS.

By I>. M. MacdonahJ, Banff.

Anrjrij Bees.—"The bees which gave the
best results have fiendish tempers, and my
experience for a period of about ten years
has been that the bees with bad tempers
have done best," so writes a contributor
to the South .'ifrlcan Bee Journal. I have
read the same statement repeatedly before,

but my experience does not agree with
the finding. " Fiendish " bees for .several

reasons cannot excel the quiet and staid

in securing heavy surplus.

Forty Year.'i .-Iryo.—The Editor of Glean-
ings calls for a "show of hands from those
who were subscribers forty years ago, in

order that a list may be published." This
list will be interesting, yet, I should think,
very short. At that time the Medina
works had no power but " that derive<l

fi-om a windmill." Comparing this

with the splendid " jwwer " now employed,
shows the immense growth of apiculture in
a very vivid manner. Our "B.B.J."
current volume, too, is XL. A show of
hands from those who have subscribed
right through would be well worth having.
One for Painting Hives.—Mr. Chadwick

w rites :
" Paint your hives. A good coat

of paint occasionally will"" make a hive last
for years. Without it the hive is soon
sun-checked, season-cracked, warped, and
fit only for kindlingwood."
To Stop Bohhing.—"Two four-frame

nuclei were attacked, the robbers being in

droves. I threw a handful of wet grass in

front of the enti-ance, which I contracted.

Then I took a paint-brush and a can of

coal oil and spread the oil the width of

the brush all round the hive. Robbers
smelt the oil in front of the hive and
round the sides. In three hours I'obbing

had stopped." The plan, if efficient, is

easily applied.

In Favour of Quilts.—"Our modes of

handling bees, now that tee all use a quilt

out here (California), thus avoiding the
snap in removing a sealed cover, enables
us to use very much less smoke than in

early days." This one feature alone would
tell heavily in favour of quilts. Smoke
first and then a jar is all right. A jar

first and then smoking makes the
"fiendish" bees referred to above.

The Honey Crop.—Summarising four
pages of "brief reports," each only two
or three lines of small type, the Editor of

Gleanings says: "The indications so far

point to the largest crop of clover honey in

recent years, at least we do not remember
the time in a decade when there were so

many favourable reports." He predicts,

however, owing to exces.sive winter losses,

that there is little fear of a. fall in prices,

although some buyers are trying to
• corral the crop," which means an attempt
to form a " honey ring." Here we have
had a very poor clover season, and all

indications point to a total failure in

heather districts, owing to prolonged and
excessive rainfalls, accompanied by a very
low temperature.
Mr. A. I. Root recoi-ds that about forty

years ago he had such a bountiful flow

from basswood that he had to pump tho

cistern dry to store tlie j-ield, which
enabled him to buy land whereon he planted
1,000' bass wo«l trees. He adds, "We
liave waited patiently for over forty years

for such another flow to come, and
now we have it. Ten tons have been
taken off during the past three or four

weeks." He sowed (or planted) and now
he has reaped—"Aye! be stickin' in a

tree!"
]'alue of Good Queens.—-" How often it

happens that a weak colony will struggle

nearly through the entire honej' season
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Te-queening and getting built up, to bloom
out the following season witli a vigorous
young queen and a hive full of bees, while

the best colony the previous season will

struggle along with an old or worn out

queen and make a dismal failure." This is

particularly noticeable whei'e there are two
honey seasons the same year.

.4. Drone Sieve.— '• Nail a qneen-exclu<:ler

to the bottom of an empty hive body and
set it on top of another hive body
close to the hive to be oj^erated on, and
shake into this sieve bees and drones from
every comb but that on which the queen is

found. After shaking the combs put a

Porter beer-escajDe on top, and on this the
sieve with the drones, after having brushed
off the bees that have clustered on the
under side of thp sieve. Next morning
only drones are left, and a little burning
sulphur gets rid of them." A superfluity

of drones can thus be easily extinguished.

Texas.— This State has bees on 38.000
farms, with over a quarter of a million

hives, and the annual honey production
runs to upwards of 7,500 tons. They
have man}' bee-kings in the State. One
companv operates 1,050 colonies, Mr. Laws
has 1,200, Mr. Chambers over 1,000, and
Mr. Robinson nearlv that number. Of these

most secure 5O,00Oib. to 80,0001b., and in

a bumper season '" run up to lOO.OOOlb."

Queries and Replies.

[8o39j Bees EatiiKj Fruit. ~ Whilst
visiting apiaries last Saturday, I was sur-

prised when my attention was drawn to

some honey bees devouring pears, in the
same manner that wasps do. I sliould be
pleased to hear, through the Bee Joxjkk.^l,

if you and others have had a similar ex-

perience, as I am unable to find any record
of it elsewhere.—H. T., Swindon.

Reply.—Bees do not attack fruit until

the skin has been broken, either by birds

or wasps, or by the natural cracking of

the .skin through too much wet weather.
When once the skin is broken, and tliere is

a scarcity of flora, bees will certainly go to

most kinds of fruit.

[8540] Qiierii Ceasing to Xoiy.—Will
you kindly tell me through the medium of

the JouBpcAL if the queen will stop

laying at this time of year if the weather
is cold and there are not enough quilts on
the hive? I have a British Golden queen
mated to a Black drone, which has
apparently stopped laying. I may say
that the stock is not a very strong one,
and only covers eight frames. I bought
the swarm with a virgin queen late in the
season (at the beginning of July) and I

have had to feed the bees ever since. I have

now started autumn feeding. Is there
any way of inducing the queen to start
laying again, or is this not advisable?

—

C. J. M. P., Leicester.

Reply.—Queens will cease laying in the
autumn when food ceases to come in. No
doubt, as you have commenced feeding
again, the queen Avill commence to lay.

Queens should be kept laying as late as

possible.

[85-11] Full Supers and Empty Brood-
nests.—This season I found my supered
stocks without a vestige of food in the
})rood-chamber, not even in the outside

frames, although supers wore fairly well

filled. (1) How may this be accounted
for? (2) Is it general this year, or is it

only in this particular district?—H. R.,

Lincoln.

Reply.—(1) The bees have put all they
have gathered in the supers. (2) This
often happens where there is a vigorous
queen ; in a good season the food obtained
later is put in the brood-chamber. This
year the late honey-flow was absent, and
this accounts for the condition of your
stock.

[8542] Clecninri Wax-extractor.—(1)

Would you kindly let me know through the
• B.B.J." what is the best way to clean a

wax-extractor from the refuse of wax
which clogs up the holes in the basket? I

fi)id scraping it with an old knife a

tedious process, and, after all, it is not
clean. I have also tried pouring boiling

A\ater over it, but it sticks to the holes

all the time. (2) I have one stock of bees

at the heather, the nearest stocks being
over two miles away, and by the descrip-

tion often given in the "B.B.J.," I fancy
it is affected with " Isle of Wight " disease,

but 1 cannot account for it in a stock so

far away which has been isolated here for

two years. The bees crawl about by the
score, and wasps trouble them a lot ; also, I

left the floor-board doivn in hope of hot
weather, and find that mice have been
destroying some of the ^ombs. Would this

account for the condition of the stock?

—

T. D., Merthyr Tydvil.

Reply.— (1) You will find that turpen-

tine will remove the wax. (2) " Isle of

Wight" disease is likely to break out in

any stock, no matter how isolated it is.

The condition you name would not bring

it about.

[8543] lienovnig Bees from a Boof.—
A friend of mine has a swarm of bees

located under the lead flat of his roof. As
far as can be seen, their combs must be
situated about 3ft. or 4ft. at least from
their entrance hole, which is foi'med by
the bending of the lead at a junction.

Taking up the lead is out of the question,

})ut my friend is anxious to be I'id

of the bees, whereas naturallv I as a bee-
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keeper would like to possess mj'self of

them. My proposed plan of campaign is

to get a nucleus hive, minus one side,

fixed tightly over their jjresent entrance,
so that bees returning from the fields in

the sjjring will all have to pass through
this hive. The nucleus will contain
drawn-out combs, and in the early part of

the year I shall feed with weak syrup. As
soon as the bees ajipear to be getting
pretty strong I shall (unless the queen has,

by a great slice of luck, come up into the
nucleus hive) put a frame of brood in

amongst the other combs, and at the same
time fix a Porter bee-escape between
the nucleus hive and the old entrance. In
this way I shall effectually prevent all fly-

ing bees, at any rate, from returning to

their old nest, and I hope to draw off at
least some of the nurse bees, and perhaps
tJie queen. After leaving the hive in this

way for three or four days I shall one
night take it right away and stop up the
cracks in the lead with putty, which will

<'onfine any bees which are still in their
old quarters. These are my plans, and
my object in writing you is to ask whether
they are practicable. If they are not,

would vou mind suggesting an alternative?
—M. 6. H., Caterham.

Reply.—Your plan is the only feasible

<ine, but we doubt very much if you will

obtain the queen. There is a sporting
cliance of doing so.

WEATHER REPORT.

Westbourne, Sussex.

Eainfall, 851 in.

Above average 5'89 in.

Heaviest fall, 1'07 on
25th.

Rain fell on 29 days.
Sunshine, 119 4 hrs.

Below aver., 985 hra.

Brightest day, 2nd.,

95 hours.

Sunless days, 3.

Maximum tempera-
ture, 65 on 4th and
30th.

-Minimum tempera-
ture, 40 on 3rd and
28th.

August, 1912.

Minimum oa grass,

37 on 28th.

Frosty nights, 0.

Mean maximum, 610.

Mean minimum, 516.

Mean temperature,
56-6.

Below average, 37.
Maximum barometer,
30114 on 11th.

Minimum barometer,
29-287 on 6th and
26th.

L. B. Birkett.

SCIENTIFIC (?) INFORMATIOX.
HYPNOTISED BEES.

[It is hardly credible in these days of

education and knowledge that such a state-

ment as that given below, taken from a

Midland newspaper of August 31st, 1912,

should be printed. There is yet a great

deal for associations to do in the educa-
tional line.

—

Eds.]
' Hypnotism is practised among insects.

A hyjDnotist tells us that a queen bee can
hypnotise her whole hive whenever she
wants to. She makes a curious humming
sound, and within a moment or two every
1)06 in the colony falls into a hypnotic
trance. The death's-head hawk-moth is

also a hypnotist of great power. This
creature, indeed, makes its living out of
hypnotism. Entering a hive, it makes a
sound not unlike the queen bee's note,,

and, the bees immediately sinking into
slumber, the moth proceeds to plunder at
its leisure."

Bee Show to Come.

October 8 to 11, at the Agricultural Hall,
liondon.—Show of Honey and B^e Produce in con-
nection with the British Dairy Farmers' Associa-
tion. Numerous and liberal prizes for honey, &c.
Particulars from F. E. Hardcastle, Secretary, 12,

Hanover Square, London, W.

Notices to Correspondents.

W. H. C. (Worcester).—7i/ac/c Boot Polish
("B.B.J.," p. 349).—Indigo may be
obtained from any manufacturing-
chemist at from 3s. 6d. to 7s. per lb. Try
Messrs. Burgoyne, Burbidges and Co.,
16, Coleman Street, London, E.C.
Castile soajj will answer equally as well
as Crown soap, which it is very similar
to.

1. H. J. (Hammersmith).

—

Deadly Night-
shadf.—Bees do occasionally visit the
deadly Nightshade {Atropa helladonna)^
but the amount of nectar secreted by the
flowers is so .small as to be inajapreciable,
and neither affects the bees or the
honey.

M. W. C. (Burgess Hill).

—

Moisture in

Interior of Hive.—The moistui'e is

caused by condensation inside the hive
owing to the low temperature outside.

Anxious (Gloucester).

—

Sending Honey by
lidil.—It is best to send the 281b. tins

of honey in crates holding two tins each.

Nail a thick, narrow bar on the to^i of

the crate, so that it Avill not stand level

if placed upside down. This will ensure
its being kept the right way up. Of
course, the "this side up" label should
be \n\t on the top as well.

White Clovek (Blackjvool).— .1 A'or/t-e'.s

Queries.—Wo find slight traces of " Isle

of AViglit" disease in the bees sent.

They are ordinary English Blacks. We
gather from your description tliat the

combs have been tied into the frames;
if so. it is possible that the queen was-
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killed in the operation, and this would
cause the excitement and clustering

outside the hive. From the appearance
of some of the bees we should say they

require feeding.

BiNrKLEY.

—

Death of Queen.—The abdo-

men of the queen has been crushed, and
no doixbt this injury has caused her

death.

A. E. B. (Tenbury).

—

Fermentation of

Honey.—The presence of bubbles on top

of a thin honey is one sign of fermenta-

tion. Stand the honey in water heated

to a temperature not exceeding 160deg.

Fahr.

H. D. P. (Letchworth).

—

Sections Granu-
lating.— (1) The honey has commenced
to granulate. It is quite fit to eat, but

the majority of people do not like granu-

lated comb honey. (2) We should not

advise your keeping them till spring ; use

them for home consumption.

Dr.tjmclog (Ayrshire).

—

Queen Dead on

Alighting-board.—The queen is a young
one, and shows signs of recent mating.

AVe should say she tried to ent«r the

wrong hive after mating, and was killed

by the bees.

F. W. (Cardigans).

—

Apiculture in South
Queensland.—Write for a copy of the

Australian Bee-keeper to Messrs. Pender
Bros., West Maitland, New South
Wales, and no doubt you will get some
addresses of bee-keepers, as this is the

only bee-paper published in Australasia.

L. J. C. (Grampound Road).

—

Varieties of

Heather.—The three varieties you send

are Calluna vulgaris, common ling,

Erica cinerea, bell-heather, and Erica

Tetralix, cross-leaved heather. The first-

named is the best for bees, and produces

the true heather honey. Bees also work
on the bell-heather, but tlie honey from
this source is thin and of inferior

flavour. Opinions are divided as to

wintering bees upon heather honey, but
many Scottish bee-men winter their

stocks solely on honey from this source.

Honei/ Samj^les.

B. G. E. K. (London).—No. 1 sample is a

light-coloured honey from clover ; flavour

and aroma are only fair, but it is good

in density. No. 2 is a medium-coloured
honey from mixed sources, of good

flavour, aroma, and density.

CiiESHAM.—A light-coloured honey of fair

density, but good in all other respects.

It would do to show locally, but would
not stand much chance at a big show.

Suspected Disease.

A. J. (Nuneaton), Cvmeo (Ilford), and
D. J. C. (Bawsey Siding).—Bees have
died from "Isle of Wight" disease.

Mrs. E. M. (St. Asaph).—In both cases the
bees had died of starvation.

Ev.\NS (Lleyn).—The comb contains foul
brood.

H. E. W. (Sevenoaks).—It is "Isle of

Wight " disease. Apicure is no use for

this maladv ; use Ayles' cure.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Fenny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jtn., or 5s. per inch.

PBIVATZ: ADVERTISEMENTS.

B ELGIAN HARES, cross bre-d, for sale.—Prices
from PHILIP JONES, Blakeney, Glos. v 74

WANTED, Wax Extractor, Taylor's largest
Gerster improved preferred. — FLOWER,

Much Hadham, Herts. v 72

SUSSEX DOWNS HONEY, 56s. cwt.; tins, 3s. <d.,
returnable.—WHITE, iMfriston, Sussex. v 70

SPLENDID SECTIONS, 8s. dozen, nominal screw
tops, 4s. 6d. for Jib.; 8s. 6d. dozen lib.; bulk

60s. cwt.; sample, 3d.—SIMCOX, Victoria-road,
Fallings Park. Wolverhampton. v 66

WANTED, Extractor, also Ripener, in working
order. — HORSCROFT, 213, Coventry-rd.

Ilford. V 67

CHAMPION bred brindle pied Bulldog, 21
months, magnificent heavy weight specimen,

house trained, free from vice, lady's pet, follows
well, perfect guard, detailed extended pedigree, £7,
or exchange hives, bees, appliances, and cash.—
REID, Grove-avenue, Yeovil. v 68

ANTED, first grade Clover Sections, and
light-coloured Extracted Honey; post sample.

COOK, Torwood, Ashford, Middlesex. v 65
W
GOOD EXTRACTED HONEY for sale; sample,

2d. — Apply, Apiary, Chute-Standen,
Andover. v 71

FINE ENGLISH HONEY, medium colour, in

screw cap lib. bottles, 8s. per dozen, taking
not less than i gross.—G. GEARY, Moulsoe, New-
port Pagnell, Bucks. v 76

iy£\LB. prize Beeswax, Is. 7d. per lb.; few grandOU heather Queens, 2s. 6d., in cage.—THOMAS
HOOD, Pickering. v 78

FOR SALE, a well-known Berkshire Apiary,
consisting of thirty-seven strong, healthy,

Stocks of Bees (twenty-seven frame hives and ten

skeps, with section racks and extractor, and other
appliances). The Bees have recently been inspec-

ted by the Association Expert, and pronounced
healthy and strong. Price for the whole, £30, to

effect an immediate sale—F. W. WOODLEY,
Chilton, Steventon, Berks. v 85

Iiy COLONIES of BEES, Extractor, and Ripener.
I 5s. each.—SIGGERS, Dunham. v 77^

THE Harvest of the Hives," by Rev. Gerard
W. Bancks, M.A., new edition, price 6d.,

may be obtained at any of Messrs. W. H. Smith
and Son's Bookstalls. v 81

FOR SALE, 12 W.B.C. Hives, perfect condition;

11 strong Stocks, on 10 frames; 16 racks,

shallow frames all drawn out; clearers. feeders.—S.

OORNISH, North Row, Warminster, Wilts. v 59
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Editorial, Notices, &c,

THE B.B.K.A. CONVERSAZIONE.
The coming ooiiversazione of the

B.B.K.A., to be held in the Lecture Hall
at the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,
•on October 10th, promises to be an in-

teresting one. The Council have taken
advantage of the occasion when the many
country members who usually come up for

the Dairy Show are in town, to arrange one

of the Special Lectures under the Develop-
ment Fund Scheme, to be given by Mr. R.
Tabor, B.Sc, of the Technical College,

South Kensington. Mr. Tabor is well

known as a horticultural lecturer, and as

he has also had practical experience of

bee-keeping, he is well qualified to address

a meeting of bee-keepers on " The
Fertilization of Flowers by Bees." The
lecture will be illustrated by lantern slides.

Then Miss M. Dagmar Sillar, just

returned from South Africa, where she has
held an appointment at the Government
Experimental Farm, O.R.C., for several

years, has promised to read a paper on
bee-keeping in the colony. In order that

those having trains to catch may be able

to remain to the close of the proceedings,

the conversazione will commence a little

earlier than usual. Tea will be provided
at five o'clock, and it is hoped that mem-
bers will bring their friends, all who
have any interest in the subject being

welcome. The hall is easy of access, either

by tube to Camden Town Station, or by
motor-omnibus, service 3, from Piccadilly

Circus.

SOUTH OF SCOTLAND B.K.A.
ANNU.\L SHOW.

The twentieth annual exhibition of the

South of Scotland Bee-keepers' Association

was held in St. Mary's Hall, Dumfries, on
Saturday, September 14th. In spite of

the fact that this was a poor season for

honey production there were over thirty

more entries than last year, a year that

Avas considered a record one for honey pro-

duction in Scotland. The qualitv of the

exhibits, too, was excellent, scarcely a poor
sample being staged, and in the open and
Cup classes especially, the judges had some
difficulty in coming to a decision. Some
of the awards went to England this year,

but the bulk of the prizes were carried off

by local exhibitors.

Mr. J. Ross, Dumfries, judged the

extracted honey, and Mr. W. Hogg,
Castle-Douglas, judged the comb honey
classes. The arrangements were carried

out by the honorary secretary, Mr. Q. Aird,

Howwood, and a local sub-committee.

The following is the list of pi-ize

winners :
—

OPEN CL.\SSES.

Three 1-Jh. Jars of Extraeted Honey —

1st, K. Dobie, Dumfries; 2nd, J.
McDonald, Lochfort, Dumfries; 3rd, J. M.
Stewart, Mollance, Castle-Douglas; v.h.c,
Jas. Halliday, Slogarie, New Galloway;
h.c, H. C. Barlow, Newcastle, Staffs.; c,
Jno. Henderson, Cumnock.

Three l-lb. Sections.—1st and 3rd, John
McDonald; 2nd, K. Dobie; v.h.c, Alex. F.
Borland, Cumnock; h.c, Jas. Smith,
Kirkmahoe; c, J. G. Nicholson, Lang-
wathby, Cumberland.

Single 1-/6. Jar of Extracted Honey.—
1st, Sidney Sanderson, West Wratting;
Cambs.

; 2nd, K. Dobie; 3rd, Wm. S. Hal-
ford, West Wratting Lodge; v.h.c, John
McDonald and J. M. Stewart; h.c, Hy.
Ward, Leamington Spa, and K. G. Panter,
Dumfries; c, H. C. Barlow.

Single 1-Ih. Section. — 1st, John
McDonald; 2nd, K. G. Panter; 3rd, K.
Dobie; v.h.c, A. F. Borland; h.c, J. G.
Nicholson.
Beeswax.—1st, J. M. Stewart; 2nd, K.

Dobie; 3rd, W. S. Halford ; v.h.c, Wm.
Dunlop, Auchencairn; c, Sidney Sander-
son.

members' classes.

Sirper of Honey.—Wm. Lockerbie,
Lochfort.

Three l-lb. Jars Granulated Honey.—
1st, K. Dobie; 2nd, J. McDonald; 3rd,
J. M. Morton, Dumfries.
Six l-lb. Sections.—1st, A. White, Cum-

nock; 2nd, Jno. Henderson; 3rd, K.
Dobie.

Three 2-/6. Sections.—K. Dobie.
Six l-lb. Jars JAght-coloured Honey.—

1st, J. M. Stewart; 2nd, Jno. Henderson;
3rd, John McDonald.

Six l-lb. Jars Medium-coloured Honey.
—1st, K. Dobie; 2nd, J. M. Morton.
Two l-lb. Jars Honey (Challenge Cup

Class).—1st, K. Dobie; 2nd, A. White;
3rd, J. McDonald.
Two l-lb. Sections (Challenge Cup

Class).—Ist and 2nd, J. McDonald; 3rd,

Jas. Smith; v.h.c, K. Dobie.
Three Heather Sections.—1st, J. M.

Morton; 2nd, Jas. Halliday; 3rd, A.

White.
Six Heather Sections.—J. Halliday.
Six l-lb. Jars Extracted Honey (novice).

—1st, ,W. Dunlop; 2nd, Wm. McCormack,
Ringford.
Six Sections (novice). —^ 1st, W.

liockerbie; 2nd, W. Dunlop.—Q. Aird,
Hon. Sec

CASTLE CARY AND DISTRICT B.K.A.

The Castle Cary and District Branch of

the Somerset A.s.sociation held its first

show of honey on August 29th, at Bruton,
in conjunction with the East Somerset
Agricultural Society's Show. Probably,
owing to it%s being their fii-st show, and as

the society were not in a position to offer

very large sums in the way of prize money,
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there was not a very large display, but the

sixty exhibits that were staged were all

excellent in quality. The day was fine,

and the visitors to the honey tent were

both numerous and continuous. The
success of this initial attempt justifies the

hope that it will be an annual show. The

only catastrophe was the non-arrival of the

be© tent, which caused much disappoint-

ment. Mr. H. Bigg-Wither very ably

officiated as judge, and made the following

awards :
—

.Six l-/b. Jars Extracted Light Honey.—
1st, A. H. Bowen, Cheltenham; 2nd, R.

Litman, Castle Cary ; 3rd, E. J. Harvey,
Evercreech; v.h.c, W. A. Carver, Castle

Cary.
Six l-lb. Jars Dark Extracted Honey.—

1st, W. A. Carver; 2nd, E. J. Harvey;
3rd, W. Evans, Wincanton.

Six l-lb. Sections.—1st, E. J. Harvey;
2nd, W. Evans.

Display of Honey and Bee Produce —
1st, E. J. Harvey; 2nd, W. A. Carver;

3rd, R. Litman.
Three l-lb. Jars JAxjht Extracted Honey.

—1st, R. Litman; 2nd, W. A. Carver;

3rd, W. Evans; v.h.c, E. J. Harvey; h.c,

T. Hale, Skepton, Montague.
Three 1-lh. Jars Dark Honey.—1st, V.

Davis, North Barrow; 2nd, W. A. Carver;

3rd, E. J. Harvey; v.h.c, R. Litman;
h.c, J. Bindon, Bniton.

Three l-lb. Sections.—1st, V. Davis;

2nd, W. Evans; 3rd, T. Hale; v.h.c, E. J.

Harvey; h.c, R. Litman.
Tico Shallow Frames.—1st, E. J.

Harvey; 2nd, AV. A. Carver; 3rd, R. Lit-

man.
Beeswax (put np in 2oz. blocks).—1st,

E. J. Harvey; 2nd, AV. A. Carver; 3rd,

W. Evans; v.h.c, J. Bindon; h.c, C.

Parsons, Castle Cary.
GIFT CLASSES.

l-lb. Jar.—1st, J. Prior, Hildon ; 2nd,

AV. A. Carver; 3rd, R. Litman; v.h.c, W.
Evans.

l-lb. Section.—1st, T. Hale; 2nd, W.
Evans.
Thanks are due to the Agricultural

Society for the kindness shown to the

Association during the show.—R. Litman,

Hon. Sec

CRYSTAL PALACE B.K.A.
A new Bee-keepers' Association, to be

called the Crystal Palace Bee-keepers' As-

sociation, was successfully inaugurated at

Sydenham on September 17th. All bee-

keepers in the districts of Anerley, Penge,

Forest Hill, and Dulwich are invited to

write for particulars to the Hon. Sec,

Mr. W. Broadhurst, Taymount, Queen's

Road, Forest Hill, S.E. A general meet-

ing will be held on October 16th, to formu-
late a programme for the winter, and at

which a lecture to further stimulate

interest in the undertaking will be given.

THE W. B. OARR MEMORIAL FUND.
In response to the appeal for subscrip-

tions to the above fund, the following

sums have been received:—
£ s. d.

J. Pearman 5

Mrs. Pearman 2 6

G. J. Flashman 2

W. F. Reid 5

J. Smallwood 2 6

Thomas Bevan 2 6

Arnold Richards 5

Arthur G. Pugh 5

G. W. J 2

O. R. Frankenstein 5

E. Walker 5

G. R. Alder 2 6

J. J. B. Lamb 3

Col. H. J. O. AValker 5

2 12

,
AMONG THE BEES.

UNHEALTHY FOLLETJ.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

The exceedingly interesting series of

papers, with accompanying illuminating

illustrations, by Mr. George Hayes, of

Beeston, so well covers the field that I

would refer readers to them. I have no
doubt that, by-and-bye, we will have them
reproduced in book or pamphlet form for

handier reference, as they richly deserve

such preseri-ation. Any interested might
also read up what Messrs. Crawshaw and
Sladen have recently written about the

gathering and storing of this indispensable

requisite to the full success of a colony of

bees. This will save me repetition, or

"poaching" on any other man's preserves.

Mankind and animals require at least

two kinds of food to nourish and sustain

life, and enable them to keep up a store

of vital energy. The one is a flesh-former

;

the other a heat-former. One is a nitro-

genous, the other a non-nitrogenous food.

Honey is an indispensable requisite, but
all through its existence the bee requires

this food plus a supply of "bee-bread " to

enable it to carry out its functions and
duties in and out of the hive. Now it is

necessary, to accomplish this purpose and
enable the bee to make the most of this

proteid food, that the pollen carried into

the hive should be fresh and healthy. We
make a great ado about the honey for

wintering being well sealed and matured,
while we bestow patient care on the manu-
facture of syrup for feeding bees, more
especially if it is to be used for winter

stores in the hive. Unripe honey, nectar
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late gathered and stored in a thin and
watery condition, or badly made syrup,
cannot be healthy food for bees, as we too
often find to our cost. Just as certainly

pollen badly stored, that kept too long in

the hive, such as turns hard in the cells,

and any turning mouldy in early spring,

must prove injurious when consumed by
young or old bees. Possibly, instinct

teaches our jirescient little friends to

reject or eject the greater part of any such
deteriorated food, but there is always a
real danger that under stress of circum-
stances they may have to fall back upon
unhealthy stores of pollen. Although,
from close observation, I am confident such
food acts prejudicially, especially in the
spring time, yet it is not in general a very
serious evil, as bees quickly discover the
ill-effect and adopt the fresh supply as

soon as it is available, and neglect the
deteriorated article.

The case is entirely different, however,
when breeding is at its height in early

May and late August, if frozen pollen is

carried in extensivelj' to be stored in the
hive. This is a frequent occurrence, at

least in this locality, where we are subject
to sharp frosts until the end of the first

week in June, when only can we safely

plant out our bedding borders. This year
we had a touch of early frost on
2iOth August, when several tender flowers

were injured, and even potatoes had their

top leaves browned. On September 23rd we
had again a very sharp spell. During early

June, too, we had so hard a frost that
lime leaves were shrivelled up as if they
had been singed, with the effect that new
foliage came on slowly in July, and the
trees were flowering only in September

!

These instances show what difficulties have
to be encountered at times by the apiarist.

It must be recognised that such injured
or deteriorated pollen cannot be a healthy
food for young or old bees, and investiga-

tion shows it is not. When the brood-nest
is examined whole patches of brood may be
found looking sickly and flabby. The
pure, pearly white of the healthy larvse

gives place to a dingy grey or dirty yellow.
The growth of the grub is arrested, bees
seem to realise that further attention in

the way of feeding is so much labour lost,

and, as a rule, they fail to seal over the
cell even when the inhabitant is at a stage
when this process should be attended to.

In the cases I had under observation
I fancied nurse bees investigated the
nature of the evil, but if so they eventually
passed on to more pressing duties. A spell

of fine weather with a new supply of pollen

acted like magic. Every cell was quickly
cleared out and polished for the use of the
queen, who soon consigned eggs to every
one of them, which eggs followed the
normal course. There was no distinct

smell from the decaying larvse, but still,

when in large quantity, there seemed to
be a slight taint perceivable. In combs
withdrawn and kept for some time, it

became more markedly appreciable. In
no case were there any signs of infection
being transmitted ; all the evil followed
the introduction of the injured pollen, and
ended with the withdrawal of the sickly
larvae. But there was a distinct poisoning
of the young traceable to feeding on this
deteriorated bee-bread, thus proving it was
an unhealthy food. AltHough not so fre-

quently observed, the adult bee was also

injured by the consumption of this frosted
pollen. In cases vertigo seemed to follow,
" drunken " bees came out, as an old bee-
keeper called them, and tumbled down the
flight-board ; frequently others showed
distinct dysenteric symptoms, while at

times fair numbers suffered from a species

of paralysis. The abdomens in these last

instances were heavily distended, the
wings seemed to fail in their duties, and
occasionally the legs appeared cramped,
for locomotion was crippled and slow. If

these bees succeeded in evacuating, they
would at once make back for the hive,

although rather listlessly.

A bright day or two, yielding supplies

of fresh jDollen, always sujipressed all

symptoms of these ailments. When the

weather continued persistently bad and in-

clement, a feeder containing mildly-warm
syrup in one division and a supply of

artificial pollen in the other worked a

cure. We bee-keepers are generally very

particular in feeding our bees carefully

on prepared heat-forming food, but rather

curiously pay no regard to the proteids,

although, in some ways, they are more im-

portant in securing healthy bees, both

young and old. Another section of my
subject has also to do with healthy honey,

but this must, for the time, be post-

poned.

A BEE-KEEPING NOVEL.
Mr. Tickner Edwardes, the well-known

author of the '' Lore of the Honey Bee "

and other delightful books in which bee-

keepers and bees occupy a prominent
position, has written a "bee-keeping"
novel, which will shortly be published by
Messrs. Hutchinson. The principal char-

acters are bee-keepers, the scene being a

south of England village. This is the first

romance, we believe, in which the plot

concerns bee-craft, and its novelty will

recommend it to all who have over kept
bees; while Mr. Edwardes' reputation as

a fascinating writer will cause the issue

of the first novel from his pen to b©

awaited with pleasant anticipation by all

who are acquainted with his previous

works.
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Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves respon$ible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names

and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

at a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

NOTES FROM ALLAN VALE.

[8560] Heather Honey for Wintering.

—I have noticed the controversy on this

subject in the pages of the Journal, and
think that the following observations may
be interesting to some. I have lived for

the last fourteen years in my present posi-

tion, and kept my bees within a hundred
yards of the same locality all those years,

yet never till the last two winters have I

known them to be troubled with dysentery.

In the spring of 1910 one of my stocks was
suffering severely, but as the summer came
on it quite recovered, and did the best of

all my hives. Last winter this stock was
again attacked worse than ever by this

malady. The bees never seemed at rest,

and were crawling about the alighting

board, whilst many were crowding round
the entrance to the hive, which was in a

most filthy condition. I began to suspecf

that I had " Isle of Wight " disease amongst
my hives, as others were suffering in the

same way, but not nearly so severely ; then
came the only sharp snap of frost we had
all the winter. During the time that it

lasted the bees in this hive were quite quiet,

and I thought I had seen the last of them
as many had died; but no, to my surprise,

when the frost broke out they came again,

stronger than ever, and from that time
they began to recover. As the spring

went on the hive soon became strong in

bees, and on the 6th of July threw off a

very large swarm, yet leaving the old hive

very full of bees. I took from it two
combs full of brood, with a queen cell in

each, one of these I gave to a hive with a

drone breeding queen. With the other I

made a nucleus, shaking off the bees from
two or three combs, and filling up with
three spare combs. On examining since

I liave found a young queen in each of

these hives, so I have three and the old

queen, which I am keeping for another
year as she is a splendid breeder. On the
24th I put the original stock into a clean

hive with fresh combs and foundation. I

shall now see how it gets on, and whether
it is again attacked with dysentery. The
bees filled two racks of sections befoi'e

they swarmed, but did not seal them. This
seems a common experience with bee-

keepers this summer, I see. I have given
the details concerning this stock because
the symptoms—some of them at least

—

seemed very like the " Isle of Wight

"

disease, and yet the subsequent history of

the hive evidently shows that it was not
so. Now as to cause. I do not take my
bees to the heather, as they are able to
reach it where they stand. The last two
summers they have gathered a good deal
of heather honey, and I expect some, at

least, of it would be unsealed in the brood
combs when the cold weather came on

;

this they would use first. Also that which
was nearest the middle of the hive and
would be last stored, this ma_y not have
been caj^jjed over. I am inclined to believe
that it was this honey that caused the
severe attack of dysentery, as I can account
for it in no other way—this hive had no
syrup in the autumn, and no candy
through the winter. It would be when
this honey was finished in the spring that
the bees began to recover. Two other
hives had dvsentery, and the bees died
out. Last winter was dull and sunless, with
low temperature, but without much frost,

so that my bees scarcely got out for a
cleansing flight from October till March.
They got little or no winter sun on the
liives. I am inclined to think that bees
wintered on heather honey will do well

enough if they can get frequent cleansing
flights, but when they are unable to leave
their hives for a length cf time, then the
honey is injurious to them. Position seems
to make a great difference to bees. A good
clear flight without having to rise over
trees when weary is very advantageous to
them. My neighbour's bees only a few
hundred yards away always seem to do
better than mine. Some others about a

mile away in the valley did better still

;

mine have done very little this summer.

All Unknoirn Sense.—I see this matter
referred to again in '" B.B.J." (page
353). Some years ago I remember writing
on the subject in the Journal. I have a
bee house in which I keep three or four
hives; this autumn I painted it, a
bright green—it was formerly slate colour.

The alighting board extends the whole
length, this I repainted slate colour. The
smell of the paint I noticed seemed in no
way to confuse the bees in returning to

their hive, neither the change of colour.

Init when I moved one of the hives about
three inches along from its original posi-

tion the bees all returned to the old spot.

This they continued to do for a consider-

able time, so that the movement of only

three inches, which made no difference in

the surroundings of the hive, seemed to

perplex them, and to put them out in

their calculations.

—

Humble Bee, Allan

Vale.
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MORE SELF-HELP REQUIRED.
[8561] The article (p. 326) by Mr.

D. M. Macdonald is a sad illustration of

desolation and helplessness in the face of

such a simple matter as infectious

paralysis. Yes, a quite simple matter
where the apiarist has confidence in him-
self, and takfts reasonable precautions. A
scourge it can be, and an insidious

disease only where carelessness ensures its

own reward.
By all means let us have the inspector

if he is going to wipe out the apiaries of

those who will not help themselves, and
who are a source of danger to their more
persevering neighbours ; and there are an
increasing number of the latter who are

becoming aware that the " Isle of Wight "

disease is not so much to be dreaded after

all.

It is quite likely, however, that under
legislation induced by panic many more
stocks of bees will be destroyed quite

needlessly than are likely to be ruined by
the actual complaint.
Mr. Macdonald refers to the ad-

vantages of drastic legislation in the
case of Foot-and-Mouth disease in cattle

;

but it is probable, under the present
stringent regulations, that many more
animals are destroyed needlessly and
foolishly than would be the case if the
affected beasts were isolated and properly
treated, as they can be. The restrictions

as to moving cattle are, of course, quite

in order, but before the Government
stepped in, because of the carelessness of

helple.ss and shiftless owners, farmers can
tell of the ease with which they cured
affected animals, and how many others in

the same yards did not take the disease

at all.

But bees can fly, I am told. Certainly;
but it is not so much because bees can fly,

but bec-ause the owner haS been unprepared
to meet or treat the disease, or has been
careless in doing so, that the malady has
spread through whole apiaries, or from one
apiary to another.
For instance, it is not enough that the

operator should wash his hands after anj"

manijjulation. He .should not manipulate
at all witliout keeping his hands wet with
a strong disinfectant all the time, and
should damp the smoker and other tools

used in like manner.
He should not open any hive affected,

unless he there and then sprays the bees
and combs with a suitable germicide. He
should also take the utmost care not to

tread on any dead or crawling bees, but
no matter at what expense of time, he
should collect these daily, or several times
daily, * and jiut them out of harm's way.

I can assure Mr. Macdonald and others

*Undoubtedly it is because of neglect, principally
in this direction, tiiat the complaint has spread
locally.

who say there is no cure, and who are

blind to numerous facts already reported

in the columns of your valuable journal,

that every one of the stocks he has lost

could have been cured, and not only so,

but that each of them could have been made
into at least two healthy, profitable stocks,

more populous than the original colony.

Black bees certainly are more difficult

to treat than are goocl strains of Italians,

Carniolans, and .some others; but there is

no excuse for those who are prejudiced in

favour of black bees, when they say there

is no method of cure. They have to break

away from their old prejudices, and use

those bees that are practically immune, or

that may be readily rendered so—largely

by the yearly renewal of queens, which

will be found the great basis of immunity.
Some few years ago our friend, Mr.

Macdonald, referred to me in the

pages of this journal as '' one of the

simpletons " who believed that a change of

queens (and I would remind him, a change

from natives) would eradicate brood

diseases. I was able to calmly smile at the

.gentle insinuation, having as an invaluable

possession, the knowledge of facts gained

by many years of successful experience.

I was not only one of those simpletons,

but the great simpleton who first insisted

upon the necessity of changing queens

after a period of queenlessness. I had
noticed this remarkable fact ever since the

seventies of last century, and from that

time onwards had never failed to observe

the beneficial effect of such treatment, and
have frequently insisted upon the same to

the benefit of many bee-keepers.

Mr. Alexander, of America, recently

confirmed my position by his successful

experiments in the same direction. More
recently still, the definite cure of foul

brood in the same way by a French bee-

keeper, after my own and Mr. Alexander's

articles had been quoted in the French
journals, was mentioned in the British
Bee Journal for December 3i-d, 1908.

Knowing, therefore, the value of fresh

blood, and the great impetus given to any

diseased stock by the addition of a

vigorous young queen, I have frequently

advised the same course to be followed by

correspondents who ask my advice about

the "Isle of Wight" complaint, and the

plan has met with very satisfactory

results.

Not only a young queen, but in the case

of weak stocks, 1 advise the addition of

healthy brood and bees. The new queen is

to be given after a shoi't interval ; in the

case of a virgin being added, a period of

seven days is allowed, but if a fertile

queen, then after fourteen days. With a

stock in the secondary or final stage of the

disease, the addition of brood and bees is

particularly desirable.

Some discussion has taken place as to
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the desirability of finding a race or strain

of bees that will be immune. I may say

that strain already exists ; but it is in the
power of every intelligent owner to ensure
that his bees are immune, or practically

immune, so that his honey results may be

larger than he has hitherto known.

—

S. SiMMiNS, Heathfield.

(To he continued.)

FINDING A MARKET FOR HONEY.
[8562] I can sympathise with " Irish-

man " (page 386) with regard to his

diflBculty in finding a market for his

honey. I find it most difficult to

dispose of extracted honey at a reason-
able price. It appears to me that
grocers and others expect to buy it at
about 5^d. and 6d. per lb., all expenses
paid, that is to say, at the same price as

inferior foreign honey. Confectioners say
that for their purpose, that of making
cakes, &c., a high class article is no better

than the cheaper kinds, while grocers, I

presume, can make more profit out of the
cheaper foreign material, as they find the
general public prefer cheapness to quality.

I advertised my honey in a trade paper,
and had some dozen or so applications for

samples. At fii'st I asked the price at
which you had kindly valued it for a sample
of medium-coloured fruit blossom honey,
then I gradually lowered the price and
offered light-coloured clover honey,
carriage paid, but so far I have not sold

a single pound through that advertise-
ment. I am told that there should be a
good market in towns near ; quite right, so

there should, but unfortunately the local

markets are flooded with honey from a
certain company, which I understand sells

at 8s. per dozen in lib. glass jars, probably
carriage paid. Although it is guaranteed
clover honey, it is certainly very inferior,

in appearance at any rate, to the honey
which we produce in this district, and
which is invariably classed as clover honey-
when we send samples to the " B.B.J."
office.

My few retail customers come again and
again for my honey, but there is not the
scope here, nor have I the time to develop
a retail trade sufficient to disjDose of all

the honey I can produce, especially as we
have already a goodly number of bee-
keepers in this district. There is no
doubt whatever, that what is really wanted
in this country is that the public shall be
educated into the consumption of honey.
I understand that in Canada honey is

always on the table at meal times, and
that it is the exception to enter a house
where it is not eaten. Consequently it has
a prominent place in grocers' shops. But
what is the case in England ? One seldom
sees honey in the shops, and when one
does, it is usually foreign honey at 6d. or
8d. per lb. People try it once, but they
do not care for it sufficiently to have any

more. Give them, however, a good sample
of English clover or fruit blossom honey,
and I feel certain that they will come
again. It is hard to induce some people
to try it. If you give them a jar they
put it in the cupboard and forget all about
it. Very often because they do not like it

themselves they do not think their chil-

dren ought to have it. In other cases it

is looked upon as a medicine, or it is used
as a means of administering medicine,
with the result that children take a dis-

like to it which they never get over. I

have known man}- jDeople with a dislike for

honey whom I have at last induced to try

some of mine, with the result that they
took to it with relish. Presumably they
had previously only tried cheap grades of
foreign stuff. The public should have
honey constantly put before them, and its

value as a regular article of diet ex-

plained ; but this can only be done
by the expenditure of considerable
capital, which would be out of the
question for single individuals. I con-

sider that more good could be done to the
industry in this way, than by inducing
23eo2>le to enter the already well-filled ranks
of bee-keepers. I shall be told that this

is a selfish view to take, but is it not a
fact that most of the trouble with disease

(with the exception of the " Isle of

Wight" disease) is due to those who have
tired of bee-keeping, and are too dilatory

to give their stocks proper attention ? I

believe and trust that the proposed Bee
Diseases Bill will remedy this trouble.

In conclusion, I should like to ask,

with an apiary producing two or three

tons of good quality honey annually, what
you would consider a fair average price in

281b. tins, and per dozen in lib. screw-
capped glass jars?

Thanking you in anticijiation, and trust-

ing that I have not intruded too much on
your valuable space.—B. B., Kent.

[6d. to 8d. per lb., 8s. to 9s. per doz.

—

Eds.]

BEES IN THE "ISLE OF WIGHT."
[8563] I hasten to oblige Mr. Parker,

of Ryde, with names of two bee-keepers in

the Isle of Wight who stated the}- had not
experienced any loss attributable to the

disease during the past six years.

First, about nine old-fashioned skeps,

crowded with bees, about a mile from the
"Dairymaids' Memorial Chapel," at

Arreton, belonging to Mrs. Young. This
lady, in conversation, showed herself a

staunch supporter of the old-fashioned
methods, and spoke with pride of the
honey prizes her husband had secured at

local shows in the past. The hives are on
the coach road from Ventnor to Cowes,
for all and sundry to notice, and I took
a snapshot to convince my friends.

Second, about a dozen frame-hives full

of healthy stocks are the property of Mr.
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Sparks, Cliale Brewery, near Black Gang.
This gentleman is quite up-to-clate in his

methods, as he imports and introduces

foreign queens when necessary. This

pro<?edure is considered by some apiarists

to be the cause of some of the trouble ex-

perienced in the island, but in this

instance the results are eminently satis-

factory. I saw the brother of the apiarist,

who kindly showed me the bees.

I may say I rode practically all over the

island, from Cowes to Ventnor and across

from Totland Bay to Bembridge, where I

saw quite a hundred swans in the

harbour. As a holiday resort for brother

bee-keepers, I can highly recommend it.

The only regret I experienced was that the

busy hum of our little friends was absent

in some of the most ideal spots.

I hope our friends over in the island

will start again, and that success will

crown their efforts.

—

Oliver C. Jones,
Ipswich.

BEE-KEEPING IN SCHOOLS.
[8564] On July 10th last I received a

visit from T. Johnson, Esq., H.M. In-

spector of Schools for Cottage Gardening
and Bee-keeping, and enclose for Aour
inspection a copy of his report upon my
work in the school.—CiiAS. Chadwick,
Headmaster, School House, Norton-in-
Hales, Market Drayton.

Aug. 26th, 1912.

1. At this school practical bee-keeping
is taught as a branch of Nature study.

A bar-frame hive supplied by the Edu-
cation Authority has been stocked with
bees from the headmaster's apiary.

2. A comprehensive syllabus of lessons

in practical bee-keeping has been drawn
up, and already the boys and girls of

the highest class have a very consider-

able knowledge of the subject.

3. Careful notes and records are

written by the children and very
thoroughly supervised by the teacher.

4. The children manipulate the hive

fearlessly and with evident enjoyment
of the work. It would be well, however,
to see that every child is provided with
a veil when handling the bees.

5. The class at present is too large for

effective practical work. It is suggested
that lessons dealing generally with the
subject should be given to the whole
class, but that a special class of not more
than fourteen children should be
selected for a specially complete study of

bee-keeping. This class should be chosen
from children whose homes make it

likely that they will be able to keep bees

on their own account.
6. There seems to be a good oppor-

tunity for a course of woodwork in con-
nection with the bee-keeping. The head-
master holds the certificate of the Citv

and Guilds of London Institute for

Woodwork, and it is understood that the
managers are willing to build a shed to

hold one or two carpenter's benches, if

these could be orovided.

USE OF AIR SPACE IN W.B.C. HIVE.
[8565] In the "B.B.J." of Septem-

ber 2i6th (page 384), I notice Mr. Sloan
says he packed straw-chaff between the
brood-chamber and outer covering of his

hives. This he found unsatisfactorj', so he
is going to try pine sawdust this winter.

Now, I hold the view that the air space
between the brood-chamber and the outer
cover is the finest non-conductor of heat
obtainable, and is the chief reason of the
W.B.C. hives' success for wintering bees.

If a chaff cushion is made to fit the inside

of the outer cover, so that when jDlaced on
the hive and pressed evenly down it

encloses the air between the brood-chamber
and outer case, this air then has to per-

colate through the cushion in the same way
as that in the brood-chamber itself, there-

fore an equable temperature is maintained.
I find the best plan is to have the cushion
amply large, so that the chaff can be
placed well into the corners. These
cushions are very convenient for covering
up the feeders, and it is surprising how
warm the syrup will keep under a cushion
of this description. I have seen hives

covered up for winter Mith this space open,

so that the air coming through the cone
bee-escape in the roof causes a draught of

cold air around the brood-chamber. This

must be detrimental to the bees, and spoils

what I take to be the essence of construc-

tion of the AV.B.C. hive.

May I take this opportunity of saj'ing

how I enjoy reading " Heljiful Hints to
Novices." The hive I wrote you about a
little time ago, in which the bees were
being brought out, many crawling about
apparently unable to fly, soon recovered,

and I have packed it down for winter
crowded with bees.—A. B. S., Edgbaston.

A PROFITABLE STOCK.
[8566] Having lost all my bees with

' Isle of Wight " disease last winter, I

purchased a stock early in May, and did

not let the bees swarm. I have this season

taken from them sixty sections and 431b.

of extracted honey, which I t'hink is a very

good return, considering the wet weather
we had in June and August. Of course, I

did not take any from the brood-nest.

I have had no difficulty in selling my
honey, thanks to a small display that I

was able to make at our village flower

show. On the show-day I sold over £3
worth, and I now have only six jars left

for household iise. I shall try this plan
another season.— S. W. B., Rudgwick.
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CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BYL. S. CKAWSH.\AV, NORTON, MALTONj YOKES.

Wax from Fat (p. 335).—Is not the
pseudo-scientific statement untrue that

bees cannot secrete wax. on a sugar diet?

I have certainly liad comb built by sugar-

fed bees during a dearth of nectar, though
it is true they had access to natural pollen.

But I venture to think that bees placed in

late autiimn in a bare hive having a
liberal supply of candy above the frames
would build some comb without bringing
in either pollen or nectar. This is only a
guess, of course, and such " proof " is

hardly "scientific." Whether the feeding
of cream would help I cannot say, but
perhaps buttermilk honey would result,

or possibly to endeavour to cause the bees

to ">wax " fat would result in their kick-
ing like Jeshurun. A diet of fat is not
essential to produce fat, as Mr. Williams
seems to assume or accept. Sugar and
honey are carbo-hydrates of fat-forming
potentiality, and that there is no fat in

honey is shown by the injunction to eat
butter with it.

Temper of Bees (p. 335).—Mr. Freeman
evidently does not subscribe to the theory
that the nurse-bees transmit charac-
teristics, or he would not advise the rear-

ing of a queen in the vicious hive. In any
case, this operation and the cutting out of

queen-cells means several troublesome
manipulations. And such a queen might
mate with the undesired strain, with no
better result. Drones from such stocks

should be mercilessly suppressed and a
fertile queen introduced at such time as

the brutes cannot avoid acceptance. If I had
a single unmanageable .stock, I would fumi-
gate it past I'esistance, take away all combs
and substitute foundation. Put the bees
into a ventilated box until they recovered,
and run the swarm back into its hive
through excluder. Place a caged queen
over the frames, and destroy the old
queen. If the removed combs were given
to another stock above excluder, after

beheading all drones, they should be looked
over in a. week's time for possible queen-
ceUs, after which the trouble should
automatically cease.

Frame-hive Skeppists (p. 336).—Mr.
Mason has accurately described a state of
things which obtains not alone in East
Yorkshire. Frame hives have been
preached and advocated to such an extent,

that many old bee-keepers who have the
skeppist frame of mind have adopted
them, only to "manage" them on the old
lines. The result is the reverse of

beneficial. The combs are generally built

from starters only, where foundation is

used at all, and they lack the beneficent
renewal which periodically occurred under
the old system. The resulting state of

things may be imagined. I have a recently

discovered case in mind, where a number
of healthy skeps stand beside " frame-
hives " (sic.) reeking with foul brood of

old standing. It is not, I think, that the
original preaching is altogether wrong,
although too much stress is laid upon
profits, as that there is considerable diffi-

culty in following it up with further in-

struction.

Are Driven Bees Cheap? (p. 337).—

I

think that Mr. Mace is a little severe upon
driven bees. Even taking his figures,

which appear high, the comparison favours

the driven bees, for they should be in a

more forward state when compared in May
with a purchased swarm, and at least near-

ing the time when they will cast a swarm
of their own. So that the point he makes
about moribund money is negligible, for

the money is earning interest in the shape
of brood and honey. Again," swarms are
often unobtainable so early as May. In
some districts June is the likelier month,
and even southern swarms advertised for

May are sometimes not supplied until the

later month. The possibility of winter

loss is real, but whilst this depends to a
large extent upon the ability of the bee-

kee2>er, it applies also to established stocks

;

and the argument would, if pushed to its

conclusion, warrant the autumnal destruc-

tion of all stocks and the purchase of

spring swarms. Even should tlie driven

.stock dwindle, as is sometimes the case,

the queen may be needed for some other

stock. Perhaps a sounder practice than
feeding heavily is to give the driven lot a

few fat combs from other wealthy stocks.

Such combs may be provided during
summer for the purpose. Of course, the

extra value of such combs may be the

equivalent of the price of a swarm, but as

I have already indicated, much of the

value still exists when May whitens the

hedges with blossom.

Bees hy Aeroplane (p. 344).—May I

recommend those bee-keepers, who adopt

this mode of transit to the moors, to give

rather less ventilation than usual, on
account of the cold and the draught. Mr.
Ellis no doubt contemplates the con-

struction of special landing grounds on the

moors, for any disaster in alighting would
probably finish ofiE what was left of the

avi-apiator. By the way, I am interested

to note the use of the term " apiator," to

which Mr. C. M. Eales has kindly drawn
my attention, by my maternal ancestor,

Samuel Bagster, in his book on bees.

Bees in Chimneys (p. 345).—Would it

not be occasionally possible to evict by the

following method:—Drop a line attached

to a weight down the chimney, and pull

up some strongly carbolised cloths. Allow

the cloth to remain below the nest, and
when the bees pour out, draw up slowly.

Hive the bees on combs with young brood,

in a box attached to the chimney stack.
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Close the chimnej- with a bee-escape. In

a week or two allow the bees to clear tho
honey out of the chimney, and later break
down or remove the empt}^ comb. Set the
chimney on fire to make a finish to a good
job!

A Productive July Swarm (p. 354).

—

This letter supports, to some extent, my
contention re driven bees. Here is a late

swarm throwing tw,o swarms in April,

and giving a large return of honey
in 1912 ! Allowing for the fact that driven
bees might have to be fed for the winter,

we have here almost a parallel to the case

I have endeavoured to outline above.

What May swarm could have equalled this

splendid result ?

Queries and Replies.

[8544] Preparing Honetj for Exhibit-
ing.—In preparing run honey for the
show-bench I am much troubled with
small air-bubbles in very dense samples,

which after the honey is bottled, detract
from its appearance unless removed by
immersing the jars in water heated to
ISOdeg. Tahr. To effectually clear these
minute specks out takes from four to five

days, and I am in doubt whether honey kept
in hot water for such a period does not
deteriorate in flavour and aroma. I may
state I run my show samples through
straining material, and do not use either
extractor or ripener in the process. (1)

Could you give me any plan which will do
away \vith the long immersion of the jars

in hot water, so that the end desired might
be arrived at in a shorter time? Is the
heat (130deg.) too little? Should I subject
the honey to a higher temperature (at

first) with the idea of getting clearness

and brilliancy in, say, one day ; if so, what
temjDerature ?

—

^Una, Ayrshire.

Reply.—You should buy " Producing,
Preparing, Exhibiting, and Judging Bee
Produce," by AV. Herrod, in which all

details are given. If you heat to 160deg.
Fahr. the honey will not be spoilt, and the
air globules will rise more quickly.

[SS45] Pollen Gathering.—Two Stocks
in One Hive.—(1) Is nectar contained in

what, to the eye, seems to be T)ollen that
the bees are carrying? I am asking this

for two reasons : first, I see bees which
are working on nectar-yielding flowers arc
gathering pollen ; and, secondly, honey is

l)eing stored in hives of which I am told

all bees bring in pollen only. (2) I have
a hive of six storeys. The lowest contains
brood-frames, partly filled with pollen and
unsealed honey. Above this (with queen-
excluder between) is a broocl-chambor
containing a full stock of bees, with queen

and ten frames of brood ; over that
(separated by queen-excluder) a rack of

shallow frames, partly filled. Above this

is a rack of sections, partly filled ; over
tliat (with excluder between) a brood-
chamber with full stock of bees, including
queen and ten frames of brood : and above
that a rack of untouched shallow frames.
The upper stock has its own entrance.
May I expect the bees to go on filling the
supers, and which ones will they work
first? Thanking you in anticipation
for replies in " B.B.J."—" Barbkrton
QuEEK,^' Natal.

Reply.—(1) Pollen is carried in the
pollen baskets of the bee situated on the
hind legs. Nectar is carried in the honey
stomach (sac). (2) We have never tried

the experiment, so cannot say ; but would
stronglj' recommend you to stick to single

colonies on each stand. There is no
advantage to be gained by working stocks

on this principle.

[8546] Importing Bees from Canary
Isles.—I have a friend in the Canary Isles

who is going to send me some Cjueen bees.

He. describes the bees there as more yellow
than my Italians. Are they Tunisian, or
what variety? (1) Will the C|ueens travel
safely in Benton cages? The journey takes
a week. (2) In a case of chilled brood
does the larvje ever go brown and sticky,

like foul brood, as although the majority
have dried up in my hive a few are in this

condition? The rest of the larvte in the
hive, which did not get chilled, are quite
healthy. Your answer will oblige in your
next Bee Jouenal.—T. O. B., Guernsey.

Reply.—We would advise you not to im-
port the queens. (1) They will travel in

Benton cages made a little larger than
usual. (2) The larvse of chilled brood does
not go brown as in foul brood. Chilled

brood goes gre}^ and then black. If the
larvae are brown and ropj it is evidently
foul brood.

[8547] Bees Refusing to Take Syrup.—
Will you oblige me by answering one or
two questions in the Jouenal? I

have been giving my stock of bees food
through all nine holes of a "Perfection"
feeder for the last fortnight, but they take
the syrup down very slowly, and on look-

ing I find they have hardly any stores.

Can you in any way account for this state

of affairs, and will you advise me what to
do? Shall I give them candy before
putting them into winter quarters, and if

so, what sized cake?

—

Novice, St. Asaph.
Reply.—Examine the feeder to see that

the holes are not blocked, and warm the
syrup before putting it on again. Give a
lib. cake of candy when winteritig down,
and examine this every three weeks, re-

plenishing when consumed.
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[8548] Bees Deserting Hive.—On
examining my hives this week I was sur-

prised to find one (which a week pre-

viously contained a very strong stock on ten

frames) completely empty of both bees and
honey; the combs being perfectly dry and
clean, and practically no dead bees in the

hive. Nothing wrong had been noticed with

this hive, but I believe they have joined a

neighbouring stock, as one hive seems to

be exceptionally full. (1) Do you think

this has happened, and what would be the

cause of the bees leaving? (2) Would it

be best to leave them as they are?—A.F.
Reply.—(1) Bees will occasionally

forsake their own hive and join another

in the autumn, for two reasons, one being

shortness of food, the other, when a

weak colony is attacked by a strong one,

instead of defending their home they will

join the invaders, and help them to carry

home the stores, afterwards living with

them. (2) Let the bees alone.

Bee Show to Come.

November 5th and 6th, at Brighton.—
Annual Show of the Sussex B.K.A., in connection
with the Brighton, Hove and Sussex Horticultural

Society's Chrysanthemum Show, to be held in the

Dome and Corn Exchange, Brighton. Five open
classes, including one section and one bottle. Seven
Members' Classes. Schedule from C. A. Overton,
Beecroft, Crawley. Entries close October 29th.

Notices to Correspondents.

Apiary (Isleworth).—Westd iff
as a Bee

District.—(1) Yes, we should say bees

would do well there; and (2) no doubt

you would find a suitable site for an out-

apiary within live miles.

NicHOL (Birchington).—Jioi;?/if/ Bees.—Jt

is best to move bees in cold weather,

when they are dormant, as in November
and December. Careful packing will be

necessary even then to ensure their

travelling such a long distance with

safety.

Q. Ferry.—Exhibiting Honey.—The
honey is granulating, and should be

heated in water at about 160deg. Fahr.

This will make it clear and bright again,

and the honey will not deteriorate if the

water is not alloAved to become hotter

than this.

Ujs-a (Ayrshire).

—

hn proving Honey for

Exhihiting.—No. 1 honey is the better

of the two, and no improvement can be

made in it.

J. B. F. (Ship\ey).—Making W.B.C. Hive.

—The dimensions of this hive are given

fully in the '' Bee-keepers' Practical

Note Book," which fully describes how it

should be made. The information you

want has already appeared in our pages

some years ago, and when the numbers
became out of print the instructions

were embodied in the "Note Book," as

they were too long to reprint in the
"B.B.J."

J. H. (Whitley Bay).

—

Sugar for Bees.—
Queen-mating. — (1) The sugar is

apparently unrefined cane. (2) Demerara
sugar is not fit for bee food. (3) A
queen-bee mates only, once in her life,

usually about five days after she emerges
from the cell.

Suspected Disease.
R. M. (Cheadle), N. A. H. (Chartham
Down), E. M. M. (St. Asaph).—The
bees have "Isle of Wight " disease.

Suffolk (Leicester).—Both lots have " Isle

of Wight" disease. Do not try to use

the combs for other stocks. Thanks for

your appreciation of our paper.

C. H. E. (King's Lynn).—It is evidently
"Isle of Wight" disease. We have
cured stocks with Ayles' cure, but you
should carefully follow the instructions
when using it.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 6s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

LADY BEE-KEEPER seeks another to join her
in working flower and fruit garden for

profit; pretty part of Kent.—Address, MISS
GERRARD, Elham, near Canterbury. v89

FINEST CLOVER SECTIONS, twenty-two
unglazed, in crate, 16s.—SMITH, decorator,

Caistor. v 87

DOZEN SECTIONS, 1911 crop, second quality;
what offers?—GARFITT, Llanerfyl, Welsh-

pool. V 90

INEST ENGLISH HONEY, 15s. per 281b. tin;

sample, 2d.—DUTTON, Terling, Essex, v 344F
WANTED, six dozen good Sections, highest

price given.-J. YOUNGER, 21 Mackenzie-
road. Cambridge. v 85

4 STRONG, healthy Stocks, all 1912 Queens, in

good hives. 25s. each, bargain; also two empty
Hives, £1; about forty drawn out shallow and
twenty shallow, with foundation fixed, and twenty-
five shallow and Standard Frames in flat. s.even

lifts, two smokers, three feeders, honey strainer,

three excluders, four super clearers. box 120 W.B.C.
ends, one skep (uncapping knife and scraper
never been used), three veils, three supers, one
extractor (Taylor), cost 35s. two years ago, £1
for this; the lot, including other odds and ends,

£8 10s.—GEO. TURNER, Wood-lane, Bignall End,
Newcastle, Staffs. v 86

GOOD medium colour English Honey, 281b. tins,

58s. cwt.; sample, 2d.-W. H. STOPPARD.
Tiptree. v84

X TON pure Cambridgeshire Honey, light amber
2 colour, chiefly sainfoin, oOs. cwt.; 28lb. tins,

16s.. on rail; sample, 2d.—J. CUNNINGHAM,
Stetchworth, near Newmarket, Cambs. v99

PURE BERKSHIRE HONEY, in 7Ib., 141b., and
551b. tins. 56s. per cwt.; sample, 2s.—A. T.

TOWN. Kingston Gardens. Abingdon. v 96

FOR SALE, 3^cwt. good Honey, in 28lb. tins,

03. cwt.—MORRIS, Cranham, Upminster. v 88
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEWS.
The Rumble Bee: Its Life History, and

How to Domesticate It, by F. W. L.

Sladen, F.E.S. (London: Macmillan and
Co., Ltd., price 10s. net.) In this book
the author, who is well known to our
readers as a scientific bee-keeper, gives

an account of the life history of the

humble-bee, and how to domesticate it.

Most people know the humble-bees, whose
velvety coats and bright colours make
them universal favourites. They are in-

dustrious insects, working with the same
zeal as the honey bees, and never cease

doing so until worn out. They may be

seen on the wing from early morning until

late on summer evenings. They possess

long tongues, and are therefore of great

value to the gardener, and more especially

to the farmer, for they can fertilize the

red clover, and reach the nectaries of other

flowers inaccessible to the tongue of the

honey-bee. All humble-bees that we see do
not belong to the same genus, but are

divided into two genera : Bomb us, the true

humble-bee, of which there are seventeen

species in the British Isles, and in addition

there are six species of Fsithyrus, which
are parasite humble-bees, i.e., they prey

upon their hosts, produce no workers, and
each species of Psithyrus breeds only in

the nest of its own particular species of

Bojubus. They are, therefore, called
" inquilines " or "commensals," as they

lodge and live at the expense of the

Bombi.
The life history of both Bomb us and

Fsithyrus are carefully described, and the

illustrations show the gradual growth of

the colony. After describing the various

parasites and enemies found in humble-
bees' nests, Mr. Sladen shows how nests

can be found and taken—an enjoyment
full of excitement and surprises ; and how
afterwards they can be transferred to

suitable places in the garden where
their working can be watched. Although
humble-bees have stings, the risk of taking

their nests is very small, and with ordinary
care may be ignored. The author says

that in 1911 he took nearly a hundred
humble-bees' nests in all stages and did

not receive a single sting. He has made
many experiments in trying to domesticate
humble-bees, and describes how he lias

succeeded in doing so. These bees cannot
be kept in wooden hives like honey-bees,

but are best re-established on the ground,
and if a view of the comb is desired, it

can be placed under a "Sladen" cover

devised for this purpose. If a number of

colonies are kept for observation, Mr.
Sladen recommends a humble-bee house,

and a suitable one is described and
illustrated in Chapter VI. Queens may

be attracted to occupy artificial domiciles,
such as the one described and illustrated
on page 29, " B.B.J.," for January 18th,
1912.

In this book we find set out the observa-
tions and practical work of the author,
who has devoted more than twenty yeais
to the careful study of this fascinating
subject. We recollect when Mr. Sladen in

1892 printed a small treatise of forty
pages on a stencil-copying apparatus, and
with what pleasure we perused it. He was
but sixteen years of age at that time, but
in " The Humble Bee : Its Life History,
and How to Domesticate It," the same
title as the present work, he showed an
acquaintance with the subject far beyond
his years. It was through this that he
was induced to take up bee-keeping, and,
owing to his taking an appointment in

Canada, bee-keepers in this country have
lost an able and careful observer.

In this larger and more complete work
Mr. Sladen gives a table of the British

species of Bombus and Psithyrus (syn.

.ipathus), and describes how to distinguish

them. The recognition of the species will

be facilitated by the excellent plates

showing all the bees life-size and in

natural coloiirs, photographed direct from
nature by the author. From these it will

be noticed how closely the parasite bees

resemble their hosts. We can thoroughly
recommend this book to our readers, who
will, we are sure, derive much pleasure in

studying it, and we hope it may be the

means of giving them greater interest in

these wild bees.

A Bee-hive Fungus: Periciistis Alvei, by
Annie D. Betts, B.Sc. This is a reprint

of a paper which has appeared in the

Annals of Botany, Vol. XXVI., Xo. CIII.,

July, 1912. In it the authoress states

that bee-hive fungi, as a class, have been

studied but little, though bee-keepers have

long been aware of the occurrence of

"mould" in their hives. Miss Betts has

given her attention to investigating these

fungi with the object of filling this gap in

our knowledge of the economy of the hivC)

more especially as some of the diseases are

known to be of fungous origin. She finds

Fericystis alvei—the name which she has

given to this new genus and species—quite

a common fungus, being the principal con-

stituent of the "pollen mould" prevalent

in hives during the winter and early

spring. It grows on the pollen stored in

the combs, and the contents of the cells

attacked by it tend to dry up into hard

plugs, which often split into layers, per-

meated with mycelium, most plentiful on

the surface, the species may be dis-

tinguished from all others found in the

hive by the character of its mycelium,

which "is here minutely described and

illustrated. The spores are killed at high

temperatures, as they do not germinate
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between 78deg. and lOOdeg. Fahr.. but
will do so when transferred to from o9deg.
to 64deg. in from one to five days. They
germinate under outdoor conditions (mild
winter weather) in about eleven days.
This fungus is a normal inmate of the
healthy bee-hive, and is not believed to be
pathogenic, being present alike in healthy
and diseased stocks.

Miss Betts further discusses the probable
life history of this species, and points out
that in spring the bees clean out their
combs and throw out the plugs of mouldy
pollen. .Some spores will be left, and
remain in the hive during the summer, so

that when the stock swarms the bees of
the swarm will carry some of the spores
adhering to their bodies with them, and in
this way transfer them to the new colony.
The temperature of the bee-hive when the
bees are active is from 89deg. to 93deg.
Fahr., and were the spores to germinate
in these circumstances the bees would
remove the fungus from the combs as fast
as it grew. The lower temperature in

winter enaWes it to establish itself un-
molested by the bees, which are clustering
in the central part of the hive. We
commend the authoress for the painstaking
manner in which she has worked out and
described the life history of this fungus.

THE DAIRY SHOW.
The Thirty-seventh Annual Exhibition

of the British Dairy Farmers' Association
opened on Oct. 8th at the Agricultural
Hall, London, and will close on the 11th.

Tlie honey and bee appliances make an
attractive display, many Avell-known
exhibitors being represented as well as
several newcomers, whose exhibits com-
pare very favourably with those of the
more experienced hands.
Mr. E. Walker judged the exliibits and

made the following awards:—
Tivelve 1-lb Jars of Light Extracted

Honey.—1st, J. Pearman, Penny Long
Lane, Derby; 2nd, R. Allen, Tusmore,
Oxou

: 3rd, T. G. Hillier, Hurstbourne
Tarrant; 4th, J. Ward, Hesketh Bank,
Preston; r., A. G. Wiggins, Swinderby
Road. W^embley : v.h.c, H. G. Ceiley,
Muswell Hill, N., J. M. Stewart, Mollance,
Castle Douglas, J. Lee & Son, 4, Mar-
tineau Road, Highburv, W. Bourne,
Esher Village HaJl, Esher ; h.c, H. D.
Copps, Ridge, nr. Barnet, F. W. Frusher,
Swi.ss Apiary, Crowland, W. B. Allister,
Throckenholt, AVisbecli

.

Twelve 1-Jb Jars of Mediurn-eoJoured
Extracted Honey.—1st, G. S. Jesson,
Hase, Melton Mowbray; 2nd, G. W.
Kirby, Priory Road, Knowle, Bristol;
3rd, T. Manfield, Hillside Lodge, Newark-
on-Trent ; 4th, T. Alun Jones, Halkyn,
Flintshire: r. and v.h.c, F. W. Frusher;
v.h.c, C .H. Rose, Blagden Road, New
Maiden.

Tn-elve 1-lb. Jars of Dark Extracted
Honey (including heather-blends).—1st,

G. H. and T. S. Elliot, Southwell, Notts;
2nd, Jas. Lee and Son. : r. and v.h.c, J.

Pearman.
Twelve 1-lb Jars of Heather Honey.—

1st, J. Pearman; r. and v.h.c, John
Berry, Llanrwst; v.h.c, M. J. LamboU,
Chiddingfold, Surrey.

Twelve 1-lh Jars of Granulated Honey.
—1st, R. Allen; 2nd, F. W. Frusher;
v.h.c, Jas. Lee and Son; h.c, Jas. Pear-
man.
Twelve 1-lb Sections.—1st, J. Pear-

man; 2nd, Jas. Lee and Son; 3rd, H.
D. Copps.

Six 1-lb. Sections of Heather Honey.—
1st, W. Dixon, Central Road, Kirkgate,
Leeds; r., J. G. Nicholson, The Apiary,
Langwathby, Cumberland; v.h.c, J. M.
Balmbra, Alnwick; c. Miss M. Unwin,
Crosswater, Churt, Surrey.
Honey Trophy.—1st, J. Pearman; 2nd,

Jas. Lee and Son; 3rd, A. G. Wiggins;
r. and v.h.c, Mrs. Seadon, Bromley,
Kent; v.h.c, C. P. Maynard, High Street,

Guildford.
Beeswax.—1st, 3. Pearman ; 2nd, T. G.

Hillier; 3rd, A. Hiscock, Loddington,
Kettering; v.h.c, Percy Leigh, Stoke
Prior, Bromsgrove ; h.c, F. Harris,

Sibsey, near Boston.
Beeswax.—1st, F. Harris; r. and v.h.c,

Jas. Pearman; h.c, John Berry and F.

W. Frusher.
Interesting Exhibit of a Scientific or

Practical Nature.—1st, S. Blomfield and
Co., 23, Bowling Green Lane, Clerkenwell.

ALTRINCHAM SHOW.
The Altrincham Agricultural Society

held their fifty-first annual show on
September 25th. The honey and wax
exhibits were of excellent quality. The Rev.
T. J. Evans, M.A., of Rock Ferry, and
Mr. T. Johnson, of Taunton, acted as

judges, and made the following awards:—
OPEN CLASSES.

Complete Frame-Hive.—3rd, Master G.

F. Rowbotham, Altrincham.
Observatory Hive.—1st, F. C. Kelly,

Sandycroft, Chester.

Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey.
—1st, H. O. Barlow. Newcastle, Staffs.;

2nd, A. Hulse, Knutsford ; 3rd, W. B.

Allister, Wisbech; r., W. Dixon, Leeds;
v.h.c, F. Clarke, Altrincham, and Mrs.
E. Andrews, Fearnhead; h.c, A. S. Dell,

Leigh, and A. Jennings, Nether Alderley

;

c, F. Newport, Tattenhall.

Display of Honei/. A'C. (Open).—1st, W.
Dixon; 2nd, A. S. Dell; 3rd, H. Stubbs,

Crewe.
LOCAL CLASSES.

Twelve 1-lb. Sections.—1st, W. Reece,

Tarporlev (silver medal. C.B.K.A.) ; 2nd,

W. Brad'burn, Bramhall : 3rd, J. Howarth,
Altrincham.
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Twelve 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey.—
1st, A. Hulse (silver medal, C.B.K.A.)

;

2nd, W. Barlow, High Legh ; 3rd, J. Hall,
Broadheath; r., A. Spencer Hogg, Altrinc-
ham ; v.h.c, J. Howarth ; h.c, L. F.
Robinson, Northenden, F. Davenport,
Knutsford, and A. Jennings; c, H.
Stubbs, and W. Kelly, Sandycroft,
Chester.

Bee.<(ra;r.—1st. A. Hnlse : 2nd. H.
Stiibbs ; 3rd, J. Bo-\vdon, Barnton ; r., W.
Anderson, Acton Bridge; v.h.c, T. O.
Skinner, Woodley; c, J. Elwell, Crewe.

Six 1-/5. Sections.—1st, W. Reece
(bronze medal, C.B.K.A.): 2nd, N. E.
Broiighton, Wilmslow ; 3rd, J. Howarth;
r., W. Biirlow.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honei/.—
1st, A. Hnlse (bronze medal, C.B.K.A.);
2nd, A. Jennings; 3rd, H. Stubbs; r., J.

Howarth; v.h.c, J. Elwell, and A. E.
Wright, Sandbacli ; c, S. Bayley,
Wilmslow.

Six 1-lb. Jars of Extracted Honey
(Dark).—1st, H. Brown, Bowdon ; 2nd, E.
Atkinson, High Legh; 3rd, S. Bayley; r.,

W. Barlow; v.h.c, A. Hulse.
Six 14b. Sections.—1st, W. Barlow;

2nd, A. Hulse: 3rd, H. E. Broughton.
The Rev. T. J. Evans, M.A., gave two

lectures during the day to large and ap-
preciative audiences.—E. W. Fbanklin,
Hon. Sec. C.B.K.A.

THE W. B. CARR MEMORIAL FUND.
£ s. d.

Amount already acknowledged 2 12

C. L. M. Eales
"

10 6

Dr. Loane 5

£3 7 6

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Herrod.

THE CARE OF APl^LIANCES.

Not many years ago bee-keeping was
looked upon as a hobby, and was attended
to assiduously, or otherwise, according to

the whim of the owner of the bees. At
times, especiallj- during the interesting

period of the summer months, attention

wa« paid to detail, and everything in the
apiary and in connection therewith was
kept spick-and-span and in order. In the
winter months other liobbies took its place,

with the result that frequentlj- chaos
reigned amongst the appliances, so that
very often these became useles.s, and new
ones had to be pui-chased with the rise of

enthusiasm the following spring.

To-day, bee-keeping is a business, and
an important one, in connection with
agricidtural and horticultural ])ursuits

;

therefore, if Ave are going to obtain the

maximum of profit from it, attention must
be paid to detail throughout the whole

year.

Many appliances once purchased will

last a lifetime if proper care is bestowed
upon them, and in these hints I want to
point out to the novice how this can b^
done, and at the same time quote cases of

neglect and disaster which have come
under my own observation.

Hives.—These are kept ovit of doors,
therefore are exposed to influences that
will deteriorate them more quickly
than any other appliance in use. New
hives should be purchased in the autumn
or winter, for two reasons. First, the
appliance manufacturers are less busy at

these periods, therefore better workman-
ship is obtained than during the rush of

the season. Secondly, the bee-keeper has
more time, therefore he can pay proper
attention to the treatment of the hives in

view of their preservation. On arrival,

the hives should be unpacked, and a
thorough inspection made to see that no
damage in transit has occurred; if small

pieces have been knocked off, or joints

sprung, these should be made good. When
unpacking, remove the frame-work which
has been nailed upon the bottom of the

legs to brace them together. This, I find,

is often left on in spite of the fact that it

is usually made of rough, unplaned wood,

which should indicate to the veriest

novice that it is only a temporary arrange-

ment. The hive should next be knotted

with patent knotting, purchased from an

oilman ; tA\opennyworth will do many
hives, or it can be made by dissolving

shellac in spirit, or red lead and glue

mixed together can be used. The mixture

is jjainted over the knots in the wood. If

this is not done, in the course of a few

months the paint will peel off from the

knots. As soon as the knotting applied

has set, it should be smoothed down with

sand-paper of a fine quality. Now proceed

to give the hive its first coat of paint,

Avhich is called priming. This ground-

work should be of a very durable nature,

and is made by mixing red lead, white

lead, and a small quantity of driers or

terebene, with tui-pentine and a few drops

of raw linseed oil ; tlie turpentine will

make this dry quickly. Care should be

taken to put the paint on thin. The great

fault with amateur painters is that they

try how much paint they can get to stick,

instead of rulil)ing it down with the brush

as tliiidy as pnssil)lc Start with the floor-

hoard, turning it upside down, coating the

whole of the uiuler-side as well as the legs;

then turn it the right way up and paint

the alighting-board, together with the next

board to it. The outer edges should

then receive attention, and a portion about

an inch wide all round the top side should

be painted ; in fact, wherever two portions
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of wood come in contact paint should be

a.pplied, so that moisture, which is bound
to get in sometimes, cannot soak into the

wood and rot it. Having completed the

work take a final look round, to see there

are no "fat edges," i.e., paint left in

quantity by the brush being rubbed across

a sharp edge. These should be brushed off

;

if left, the paint will eventually peel off,

leaving the wood bare, and they will also

make the different parts of the hive fit

badly.

{To he continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

foi the opinions expressed by correspondents. So
notice will be taken of anonymous c»mmunicationi,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. Me do nut

undertake to return rejected communications.

MORE SELF-HELP REQUIRED.
(Continued from page 396.)

[8567] A great safeguard is a young queen

inserted every year ; one that is reared in

July, and added to the stock with, or

without, a nucleus in August before feed-

ing up for winter. Another thing is the

application of unusual ventilation. In

these two items are the essentials of

immunity; and they need no great in-

telligence in application.

Mr. Stapleton showed how he cured his

apiary, largely by ensuring more ventila-

tion than is usually allowed ; but at the

same time it must be remarked that in

increasing largely from the remnant of his

stocks he was compelled to adopt the re-

generative principle as embodied in the

use of young queens. He may well be

excused for considering that extra ventila-

tion alone saved his apiary, as any sufferer

may at once find for himself if he will

remove all quilts from his affected stocks

until quite cold weatlier comes in.

It is foolish of any bee-keeper who has

failed, to say there is no cure for bee-

paralysis, when there are a score of others

who have succeeded in exterminating the

disease.

In the spring of this year I heard from

two bee-keeping friends, whose respective

apiaries were separated only by the high

road. One had been losing bees in

hundreds, and two stocks had died out;

while the other owner had no sign of the

trouble, although the sick bees over the

way had been lying about the garden and

pathway for people to tread upon. The
apparently immune apiary had every

queen removed in August of the preceding

year, a fact bearing out my position ; but

I hear of manv similar cases. The above

once diseased apiary is now perfectly

healthy and the bees have increased con-

siderably, the owner having since followed

the road that leads to success.

The practically immune apiary is still

free from trouble, but, according to our
disconsolate friends who declare there is

no cure, both of these apiaries should have
been wiped out. Other reports show
equally remarkable cures and increase,

where tlie owners have followed common-
sense methods.

For in.stance, a stock advancing from
the first towards the second stage of the

disease in May was swanned on to a fresh

set of combs, retaining their own queen for

a time on the former site. The original

combs were moved away, leaving only

young bees thereon after a few days, with
the exception of a score or two of older

affected workers that were thrown out dur-
ing the first week. This removed lot was
allowed to rear its own queens, and by the

time tlie cells were matured the hive was
so populous that it again was divided into

three, each being allowed one queen-cell.

The original stock continued to lose a

few old l)ees until the young were hatching

(a break of three weeks), when the popula-

tion rapidly increased with no further

sign of sickness. The queen of this lot

has also been removed, and all four stocks,

with young queens, are considered to be

in su2>erb condition, the stock and first

swarm having stored over lOOlb. These

luvd slight medicinal treatment before and
after the division.

Anotlier report shows how a stock during

the latter part of the season 1911 had
advanced to the final stage of the disease,

while the queen had also failed. Though
but a year old she was producing mostly

drones, and the bees appear to have reared

another to supersede her; but, as some-

times happens, both remained in the hive

until the owner thought it better to

destroy the mother. A comb of healthy

bees and brood was given to the stock,

according to my directions, when they were

fed up for winter with medicated food

;

and they had no further attention until the

colonv became so populous in the following

May that it was divided, having had no

more feeding or attention whatever, all

being in prime condition.

I have no wish to deprecate the use of

medicinal agents, but while an effective

germicide is very necessary, I am most
anxious to show that every bee-owner has

it in his own power to raise the vitality

of his stocks so that not a single one need
succumb.
The conclusive experiences illustrated

are duplicated in many similar satisfactory

reports, the owners securing from two to

four rousing, healthy stocks, instead of

allowing the affected colony to go down-
hill in the all too usual helpless fashion.
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I sincerely hope all the "Can't cures"
will in future be turned into " I will, and
can cures!"—Samuel Simmins, Heath-
field, Sussex.

HONEY SEASON IN ABERDEENSHIRE.
[8-368] Thei honey season now closed has

been one of the poorest on record. The
bright promises of success held out in

spring were broken in May, when bad
weather set in. The bee-keeper, month
by month, looked for an improvement in

the climatic conditions, but the long,

almost unbroken spell of cold, bleak, sun-

less days and rough, high winds, with the

almost continual rainfall, blasted his

hopes, and, in many—too many—cases the

season has been a failure. In many
apiaries M-here bees were left in spring to

forage for themselves colonies died out
from starvation up to a time when, under
normal conditions, surplus honey would
have been stored ; but where more
enlightened methods were adopted and
bees were fed and carefully stimulated, a

fairly satisfactory season has to be
recorded. The full effects of the poor
season will not be experienced till next
spring, when it is feared many colonies

will be found to have died from hunger,
unless the meagre supply of stores they
have been able to accumulate be supple-

mented by feeding. The loss in yield has
been partially made up to the bee-keeper by
the increase in price, but in the case of

heather honey the supply is quite in-

adequate to meet the demand. Well-
finished heather sections are almost un-
procurable. The heather was past its best

bloom before the weather improved, and
then, though the days were bright, early

morning frosts had destroyed what honey
remained to be gathered. For first grade
clover sections little difficulty has been ex-

perienced in getting 12s. per doz. ; second
grade, 10s. ; drained honey, 9s. to 10s.

doz. ; heather, Id. per ounce.

The first natural swarms came off about
Jujie 16th. One M'as recorded in the
beginning of May, but there is good reason
for believing that it was a "hunger"
swarm. Swarms, like honey, have been a

poor crop. Some were abnormal in size,

weighing up to 101b. and over, from a
standard ten-frame hive. A swarm of this

weight, which issued 17th June, and was
fed witli half a stone of syrup, had filled

and sealed two racks by 23rd July, and its

record by the end of the season was seventy
sections, a few pounds of drained honey,
and sufficient winter stores. Even in a

a good year this would be considered
splendid, but, alas! such results have been
the exception and not the rule.

What might be termed the clover honey-

flow occurred from Julv 3rd to Julv 9th

inclusive, when a few days of excessively

warm weather were experienced, and
sections were rapid.ly filled. It is difficult

to give the average yield per hive for the

district, but in fixing it at 201b. we have
a feeling rather of over-estimating than
of under-estimating it.

" Isle of Wight " disease has made its

appearance in the Valley of the Don, and
it is feared that this disease, which has
been devastating apiaries south of the
Border, may be more widespread locally

than has been recorded, and bee-keepers
are looking forward with anxiety to

spring in case the fell disease may have
worked havoc in their apiaries during the
dormant season.— J. A. J., Donside, Aber-
deenshire.

A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT WITH
"CRAWLING SICKNESS."

[8569] I would not trespass on your
valuable space, but this dread disease

appears to me, and I think to all bed-

keepers, to be a mattor of vital im-
portance, and any fresh knowledge will

therefore be welcomed as perhaps bringing
us a stage nearer to a solution.

First, let me say I am exceedingly
fortunate in having a good brother bee-

keeper, whose apiary is located some four

miles away. I have been able to study
the disease, and make experiments, other-

wise I might never have tackled it until

it tackled me. So far I have been free

from the disease.

I will not bore your readers with the

hundred-and-one exjieriments and just as

many failures extending over the past

summer '(I liad nearly written winter),

each test being duly recorded, date,

weather conditions, &c. The result being
in every case^—failure. In many instances

my treatment killed the bees outright, in

others they showed no signs of improve-
ment whatever ; it was simply a matter of

trial and failure.

At last, however, I consider I am
justified in using the heading to this

letter, as the following experiments will

show :
—

I took an empty cigar-box, fitted-u])

with comb from a diseased stock, filled

some of the cells with a prepared foo<l by

means of a fountain-pen filler, covered the

top with perforated zinc, and placed 20O

crawling bees therein, especially those

having the small wings dislocated. These
were confined for twelve hours in a

temperature of 75deg. : they were then
released, it being a sunny day. Imagine
my delight when one bee, then another,

fled up round a tall ^)ak tree and back to

the parent hive. ]\Iaiiy seemed doubtful,
' fanned " on the box, tested their wings
first an inch, then a font, and finallv flew
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off and away. There were six wliicli could
not fly as their wings were daubed with
syrup, and these I killed.

There was no excretum in the box,
although I noticed several voiding it when
on the wing. An interesting point was
that in all cases the wings were folded in

their natural stat-e again.

I am now conducting a series of experi-

ments on diseased stocks, and will report

later, if you will kindly allow me space.

Please not^e, Mr. Editor, I do not claim
to have found a cure, but I certainly think
I am on the track of one. I repeated
this experiment several times, and was
successful each time. I find eight hours
sufficient to cur© the bees.

I regret to read of Mr. McDonald's sad
loss. One seems to know the gentleman
intimately through reading his delight-

fully-written articles. May I offer my
sympathy?

—

Arthur H. Wilkes.

EXPERIENCE WITH ISLE OF
WIGHT " DISEASE.

[8570] If you think this account of my
experience with a stock of bees suffering
from " Isle of Wight " disease of any in-

terest to the readers of the " B.B.J." I

hope you will insert it in your next issue.

On July 15th, 1912, I visited an apiary
and found a swarm of black bees on five

frames with " Isle of Wight " disease. The
owner, on my informing him, decided to

destroy them. I persuaded him to allow
me to take them home, and transferred
them to a frame-hive well painted with a
solution of one of the cures advertised in

the ' B.B.J." (I will not mention the one
I tried, or it may be called a free
advertisement.) I watched this stock
with great interest for days ; to my dis-

appointment I saw them die off at the rate
of two to three hundred bees a day. This
went on for a week, and I thought I

should see the last of them ; then the
mortality suddenly stopped, and by
degrees they pulled up with slow feeding,
and now the stock is crowded on eight
frames out of the ten, with four frames
full of sealed brood, and no indication
of the disease. I may say it is one of the
strongest stocks in my district, with plenty
of stores for winter. I will not go so far
as to say that the solution I tried cured
it; I will leave that for readers to judge
for themselves, but any one wishing to see
this stock may do so with pleasure.

I think this district has had more losses

than any, as whole apiaries have been
wiped out, some with fifty, sixty, and
on© hundred stocks; in fact, there are
scarcely any bees left.—A. Nicholls.
High Wycombe, Bucks.

SOUTH AFRICAN FERTILE-WORKER
BEES AND PARTHENOGENESIS.
By D. S. Van Warmelo, Harmony,

Pretoria.

In the May, 1912, issue of the
Agricultural Journal of the Union of
South Africa an article appears, under
the heading " South African Fertile-
Worker Bees," by G. W. Onions, disprov-
ing the generally accepted law of
j^arthenogenesis in the honey-bee as
signifying the production of drones and
drones only. The writer apparently
knows what he is about, and his observa-
tions must b© regarded as correct ; the
article gives evidence of an intimate
knowledge of modern bee-culture and bee-
literature, as well as much experienc©
gained through a genuine desire to verify
by personal observation all theories
regarding bee-life. The contention is

that the South African fertile-worker bee
produces, as a rule, worker-bees, and that-

drones are the exception. This is so

contrary to all scientific knowledge regard-
ing the honej'-bee of other countries

that at first sight, on reading the article

in question, one feels constrained to dis-

count its statements, on the following
grounds :

—

(1) In almost every respect the
South African honey-bee differs very little

from the ordinary bees of other countries,,

and it is therefore highly improbable that
there should be such a great deviation as

to confound all science relative to the-

law of parthenogenesis in the honey-bee.

(2) Mr. Onions appears to test whether
his African queens are virgins or not

from the progeny they produce, and,
therefore, accepts the law of partheno-
genesis with regard to the African queen.
Considering the anatomical internal,

structure of th© queen, it would seem
contrary to all laws of nature that the
African worker-hce should produce her
progeny in a wholly different manner
from th© queen, which is essentially a
worker-bee with fully developed repro-

ductive organs. With the queen-be© it is

an established fact that all worker-pro-
ducing ©ggs receive the male sperm in

their passage down along the oviduct by
contact with a gland attached to the
spermatheca. Most scientists seem to

agree that the queen has control of this

gland, and that fertilisation is, therefore,

a voluntary act on the part of the queen,
i.e., she produces either drones or workers-

at will. Without impregnation it must
then be impossible for a worker-bee, an
undeveloped female, to accomplish what
even a fully developed female, a queen, is

unable to do.

The abo\e arguments are of a mere
speculative nature, and their principal

object is to serve as a warning against
the acceptance of a theory encroaching;
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\ipon the fundamental law of nature
regarding tlie honey-bee : that there can
be no female propagation without
fertilisation. There are in South Africa

two distinct races of bees, the yellow and
the black bee. From Mr. Onions' article

1 gather that he used the yellow bee in

his experiments. I have myself reared

many Italian queens in Pretoria, and
although I have met witli some of the

same difficulties with which Mr. Onions
appears to have been confronted I have
never experienced anything similar to

what he states about African fertile-

worker bees. My African bees were all of

the yellow strain. It may have been due
to my locality, or to want of observation,

or otherwise to my strain of bees, but
with me fertile-workers have never been
so persistent as has been the case with
Mr. Onions ; and in a fertile-worker colony

or nucleus I have never seen anything but
(7/'one-cappings. At the same time, how-
ever, I must admit that I have never
given fertile-workers full jjlay, but have
always strenuously endeavoured to get rid

of these pests of the African aj^iary. In-

cidentally, I should like to recommend my
own metliod in this connexion as being

the safest I have yet read or heard of.

Mr. Onions complains, like so many
others, of the difficulty of introducing
queens to a fertile-worker colony ; let him
try the following method, and I guarantee
lie will seldom, if ever, lose a queen even
when introducing her into an African
fertile-worker colony. Make a swarm of

the colony by shaking all the bees out in

front of an empty skep on the old stand.

Leave them clustered in the skep for a

few hours, again throw them out in front

of the skep and let the queen to be intro-

duced run alojig with them into a hive

fixed with foundation-comb. This method
can seldom fail. The chief point is this,

that the bees must feel themselves a

swarm, in which condition they will not

refuse admission to a strange queen,

swarms—especially after-swarms—often

being accompanied by several queens. As
soon as this swarm-made colony has
fstablished itself on its new comb, the

best of the queens and pseudo-queens will

bo put on the throne, in this case un-
doubtedly the fully developed queen. In

connexion witli this I may also state that
the reason why the moving of the fertile-

worker colony to a new stand and intro-

ducing the queen on the old stand often

proves a failure is because some of the

fertile-woi'kers are apt to find their way
back to the old stand, where they are still

acknowledged by the returning bees as

the reigning queens and as such accepted.

But, to return to the subject in liand.

Speculative arguments against Mr.
Onions' theory are not conclusive evidence.

We require more substantial facts for the

refutation of lys theory ; and in the

absence of more widely conducted experi-

n ent we can do nothing but simply
point out the incorrect conclusions— if

there be such—drawn by the writer him-
self in his own article. Mr. Onions, being

a practical bee-keeper, and one who
appears to be well acquainted with bee-

keeping and bees, we are bound to accept

his observations as being correct. But I

shall endeavour to prove, in a few words,

that the conclusions he forms are not con-

vincing proof to us that his theory is

correct. I contend that, if it be true

that the African worker-bee is capable of

producing worker-bees, she must have
been impregnated by a drone, perhaps a

diminutive drone, in which case the law

of parthenogenesis in African bees still

holds good, for then she is no longer a

fertile worker-bee, but a partly developed

queen.
This is a fact Mr. Onions seems to

have overlooked, for we find no reference

made to this point in his article, with the

result that his deductions appear to be

incorrect, for the following reasons:—
(1) On page 721 an " instance is given

of the assiduity" of the African fertile-

worker bee when one of these pests had
found its way into a golden Italian hive.

According to the writer, on the third day
after the removal of the Italian queen

this fertile worker was observed to be

treated by the bees as a queen. Now,
this points to the probability of the

worker-bee having, as a pseudo-queen,

flown out of her own hive in order to

meet the drone, and having landed in the

wrong hive, it being very unlikely that a

fertile worker-bee should ever leave a hive

for any other purpose.

(2) On page 728, Mr. Onions states that

he has, by constant practice, acquired

ease in detecting fertile-workers by other

signs besides the act of ovipositing. It is

a fact well known to bee-keepers that

laying-workers are distinguishable from

ordinary worker-bees. Now, it would

appear that some of them may have

developed the latent qualities of the queen

to such an extent that they are in the

true sense of the word simply diminutive

queens. This change may have been

brought about by the worker-bee having

hatched from a
" rather large cell, or by

],er lia^ing. somehow or other, reeeived

i-oyal jelly in her first stages of develop-

ment, or perhaps by having been chosen

})y the bees as an intended queen in a

rather advanced stage of her larval

existence.

(3) Tlie deduction on page 722 of Mr.
Onions' aiticlo that " .Urican workers'

eggs, then, not only do not invariably

hatch drones, but. broadly speaking, it

may l)e said of them that they do not

produce drones." is no logical conclusion
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with regard to the theory that the law of

parthenogenesis does not apply to the

African worker-bee, but rather strengthens

my argument that a fertile-worker which
produces worker-bees has been im-

pregnated by a drone. For Mr. Onions

has conducted his experiments in nuclei,

whereas every bee-keeper knows that a

young cpieen generally does not produce
drones in a very weak nucleus, their

presence not being needed where there is

no desire of sw'arming or superseding.

(4) Our speculative arguments we bring

to bear on our more convincing proofs.

It follows from the last-mentioned point,

taken in connection with point 2, that a

fertile worker, being, as I contend, an
undeveloped queen, cannot continue lay-

ing worker-producing eggs for a consider-

able length of time, and is not long-

lived; she is consequently bound to pro-

duce drones as soon as the spermatozoa
in her spermatheca lose their vital

strength. Well, this Mr. Onions states to

be actually the case, on page 724, where
he says •' The falling off of laying-worker

fertility is accompanied hy a few diminu-
tive males."

(5) Again, it follows from my last point

that a laying-worker colony will naturally

very often continue attempts at super-

seding, because the bees feel that the

strength of the impregnated worker-bee,

or worker-bees, is failing. This appears
to have repeatedly been the case in Mr.
Onions' experiments, even tliough these

bees continued killing their hatching
<jueens through the presence, presumably,
of the reigning laying-workers, whether
these were impregnated or not. The
queen-cells that are built so persistently

in such cases I would call supersedure
cells.

These are my principal arguments
against Mr. Onions' theory, and in the
light of his discovery it is apparent that
probably there is no such thing as the
purloining of eggs by eggless a'nd larva-

less colonies, and that, in the bees of

other countries, occasionally—perhaps
frequently—fertile-worker bees also be-

come impregnated and are therefore

enabled to raise queens for the propaga-
tion of the species. This may then be a
form of atavism, becoming less frequent
in the higher order of insect life.

The article in question by Mr. Onions
viill probably lead to further experiments
for the elucidation of the subject, also in

other countries, where much in connexion
with so-called fertile-workers still remains
a mystery.

Queries and Replies.

[8549] Parthenogenesis.—(1) In the
"British Bee-keepers' Guide Book"

(eighteenth edition, page 11), it is stated,
' if a queen from any cause fails to become
fertilized, she will only lay drone eggs.''

In the lower forms of life we find instances

where reproduction of species takes place

without fertilization, but in the more
highly organised insects I am not aware
of any other instance where an unfertilized

female can lay an egg which can hatch out
into a living insect. It seems almost in-

credible that a drone—the source of

fertility—should himself be in this case

the product of an unfertile queen. Are
drones, the produce of an unfertile queen,

also unfertile? Is it possible that drone
eggs found in a hive with an unfertile

queen are_ the work of a fertile worker ? I

should welcome a little light thrown on
this point if you have space to spare. (2)

1 had tho privilege of assisting lately in

the operation of driving bees from a

frame-hive with very old combs into a new
frame-hive with wired foundation. Before
commencing, I had searched in vain for

guidance in your " Guide," which makes
no mention of such an operation, but con-

fines its remarks to straw skeps. We
adopted a somewhat similar plan, and
found it worked perfectly well. Probably
a paragraph on this operation added to

the chapter on "Driving" might help

other novices in a similar predicament.
With kindest regards and warm thanks for

the services you have rendered to amateur
bee-keepers by the publication of the
' Guide."—J. A. J., Aberdeen.
Reply.—(1) However incredible it may

seem, the statement to which you allude is

l>erfectly correct. Parthenogenesis in ]>ees.

or the reproduction by ovulation yet M'ith-

out the immediate stimulus of the male
principle is Avell established. It was pro-

pounded b)" Dzierzon in 1845, and sub-

sequently confirmed by a .series of experi-

ments, microscopic observations, and a

most searcliing investigation by Siebold.

Leuckart, and Berlepsch. You would do
well to read ' The Honey Bee," by T. W.
Cowan, and you will there find the

question gone into very tlioroughh' on
pages 143 to lo2. Also on page 138 you
will find it stated that in an unimpregnated
queen the spermatheca contains no traces

of spermatozoa, although her eggs are

capable of producing drones. AVhen a

fertile queen has exhausted all her sper-

matozoa, she may still continue to lay, but
only drones are produced. Partheno-
genesis is not confined to bees, but is

found in other insects, such as aphides,

silk moths, saw flies, gall wasps, aquatic

crustaceans, and many others. In this

connexion you could read " On True
Parthenogenesis," by Dr. von Siebold, and
The Evolution of Sex," by Geddes and
Thomson. (2) Driving is not recom-

mended with moveable combs, for the

simple reason that it is infinitely less
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' trouble to sliake the bees off the combs
than to drive them, and the ojieration is

very much more quickly performed.

[8550] Advanced Bee Books.—Rather
more than a year since I attended
a course of instruction in bee-

keeping at Bradford-on-Avon, at the close

of which 3'ou, no doubt unintentionally,

made me feel how little I knew al)out

the subject. My apiai'v at that time con-

sisted of one stock in a skep. I now have
ten stocks and three hives of driven bees

(three lots to each hive), all in W.B.C.
hives, which I made myself ; and every
stock is in good condition for wintering.

Ais I am anxious to increase my know-
ledge of the craft, I hhall esteem it a

favour if you will (1) recommend a book
that goes rather more deeijly into the
subject than the "Guide Book"; (2) let

me know if there is a publication giving
the working drawings of the solar wax
extractor (3) say if your " Notes for
Novices " in " B.B.J." are likely to be
published in book form.—P. C. D., Chip-
penham.
Reply.—(1) You might read Cowan's

"The Honey Bee" and Cheshire's
"Scientific Bee-keeping." (2) We do not
know of one. (3) We have had so many
similar requests with regard to these
articles that we are considering the
matter.

[85ol] Queen '-Balled'' Through
Manipulatiom.—I bought a swarm in July
from a neighbour who has ten colonies.

Yesterday (Oct. 3rd) we made a general
examination of all the stocks, finishing
with mine, which is about 20yds. from the
others. My bees seemed ver^^ nervous all

day after the inspection, and this after-
noon I picked up a dead queen near the
hive. I am sure it was not there this
morning, and the bees seem to be working
all right to-day, carrying in pollen. I am
at a loss to know whether it belonged to
my colony or to my neighbour, as a strong
stock of his had robbed a weak one, and
we thought it might have been the queen
of that hive carried and dropped, as they
generally fly over my hive. I am sending
the qiieen to you for inspection, if you
will kindly let me know whether it is a
young or old one, and what you think
caused its death.—J. E. D., Llanberis.
Reply.—The queen is a fertile one of

last year. The cause of death is

"balling" through manipulation.

[8552] Queen Not Layimi. Wintering
Bees in a Greenhotise.—I had occasion to

rear a queen about a month ago, and I

am at a loss to know whether she has been
fertilized or not, as she has not up to the
present begun to lay, in spite of my
supplying a bottle of syrup. (1) Have you
ever known a queen not to lay in the year
in which she was bred? (2) Do j-ou

think an unwarmed greenhouse would be
better than the open air for wintering
four stocks of bees—I mean with the
entrance facing the boards and the former
darkened so as to admit verv little light?

—

E. H., Knutsford.
Reply.— (1) In the summer-time queens,

will lay in due course whether fertilized or
not. In our opinion your queen was
reared too late for fertilization ; next
spring you will find she is a drone-breeder.
Breeding ceased in the majority of colcnies
very early this year. (2) No. Bees winter
best out of doors.

[8553] Preparing for Winter.— (1)

What can I cover hives with to make them
watertight? (2) Will 41b. of soft candy be
enough on each stock for winter? I have
fed my bees all through the summer
because they were put into W.B.C. hives
without any stores ; I am still feeding
with rapid feeder. I am a novice, and
gather my information from your
valuable paper. I have used Naphthol
Beta all the time, and intend medicating
the candy. Is this right? (3) What is

the best book for beginners on bee-
keeping?—A. W. G., Canterbury.
Reply.—(1) Cover the roofs with calico,^

and then paint. (2) You can put on this

amount when packing-down, then make a
periodical inspection, and if the candy is

exhausted give them more. When each
stock has 301b. of sealed stores stop feeding
with syrup. (3) The '' British Bee-keepers'
Guide-Book," by T. W. Cowan. See
advertisement on front page of this

journal.

BEE DISEASE.
A paper contributed to the Zoological

Section of the British Association at
Dundee by Dr. H. B. Fantham and Dr.
Annie Porter, on the "Isle of Wight"
disease of bees, stated that the cause of

the disease was discovered bj' the authors-

in 1906 to be a minute microsporidian
parasite. Nosema apis—a parasite of the
alimentary tract. The symptoms varied.

Inability to fly, crawling, dislocation of

the wings, abdominal distension, and dry
dysentery, followed by early death, were
to be noted. Warm, bright weather
favoured the bee; wet and damp aided the
parasite. Nosema apis had been proved
fatal by feeding live bees, mason bees,

and wasps on honey containing nosema
spores; some honey l)cing artificially in-

fected, other sets being naturally infected

by fppces of former victims, by uniting
healthy and infected bees, and by liousing

healthy bees in cases in which infected
stock had travelled.

Preventive measures seemed of most
value in treating the disease. The only
certain destructive agent for iiosonui.

spores was fire.
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All dead bees should be burned. Old
comb, and hives untreated by a painter's

lamp after disease were to be avoided.
Weak stocks should not be united, and
great car© should be exercised in import-
ing bees, whether from other places in

the British Isles or from abroad.

The provision of abundant honey and a

pure water supply-, together with scrupu-
Icus cleaidiness of the hive and its

surroundings, were great aids in the
prevention of miscrosporidiosis.

Professor Minchin said that the parasite

of bee disease was very similar to the one
that infected the silkworms in France,
known as, pebrine.

The difference seemed to be that bee
disease could be transmitted through the
egg. Bees, he said, actually hibernate,
whereas the silkworms turn into moths,
and in the autumn the moth lays eggs.

This is the only connexion between the

dying bee and the silkworm that emerges
from the egg ; yet the disease reappears.
He believed that this was a case of

hereditary infection.

WEATHER REPORT.

Westbourne, Sussex.

Rainfall, 264 in.

Above avi^rage "54 in.

Heaviest fall, 143 on
29th.

Rain fell on 6 days.

Sunshine, 1482 hrs.

Below aver., 28 9 hrs.

Brightest day, 21st,

10-2 hours.

Sunless days, 2.

Maximum tempera-
ture, 65 on 4th and
8th.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 38 on 25th.

September, 1912.

Minimum on grass,

32 on 25th.

Frosty nights, 0.

Mean maximum, 589.

Mean minimum, 46" 4.

Mean temperature,
52-6.

Below average, 34.
Maximum barometer,
30-430 on 13th.

Minimum barometer,
29 342 on 30th.

L. B. Birkett

Notices to Correspondents.

R. J. (Hants).—.V(u/(f^ of 1 use it.—The
envelope in which you enclosed your
letter and specimen had burst open in

the post, and the insect was missing.

H. M. C. (Isleworth).—You are quite

right. The insect is a queen wasjj.

Novice (Maiden).

—

Queries about Queens.

—(1) You evidently missed the queen
among the crowd of bees. (2) Queens
have generally ceased to lay at this time
of the year. (3) As the bees settled

down quietly after your examination was
finished we should say all is right. (4)

The queen does not feed herself. She is

fed by the workers on predigested food,-

called chyle food. (5) Do not pack up
the space between the inner walls of

your W.B.C hive. Leave it as it is.

Inquirer (Ayrshire).

—

Thick Syrup.—As
the bees have taken it down, you can
assume tliat it will be all right. It will

not crystallise if properly boiled, and
it is better to be rather thick when fed

so late in the year.

F. A. F. J. (Warmsworth).—The pollen

has been gathered from the hollyhock,

hence its colour.

Koney Samples.

W. H. F. (Leicester).—Sample No. 1 is

good in density and colour, but aroma
and flavour are poor. No. 2 is of fair

flavour and aroma, colour good, density
poor. The sugar you send is not fit for

feeding bees.

M. J. S. (Scarborough).—The sharp taste

in your lioney you refer to is caused by
its being gathered from sea lavender.

J. H. W. (Hurstpierpoint).—No. 1 is from
clover ; No. 2 from mixed sources, rag-

wort predominating ; sample No. 3 was
smashed in post and the honey had
leaked out.

M. A. W. (Gravesend).—A very good honey
from mixed sources, chiefly sainfoin. It

is worth lOd. per lb. retail.

Suspected Disease.

Novice (Ayr).—The comb is affected with
foul brood. You can cure this by using
• Apicure.''

J. H. L. (Glamorgan).—We do not find

any sign of disease in the comb sent.

A. L. M. (Upper Clapton).—The comb
contains chilled brood, which has par-
tially dried up and then become
mildewed.

E. M. M. (St. Asaph) and R. W. T.

(Pwllheli).—The bees are suffering from
'Isle of Wight" disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertioni

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
'Charge of 3s. ver Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

FERTILE 1912 English Queens, as supplied for

many years to Mr. Sladen, 3s. each.—WITHY-
COMBE, Docks, Bridgwater. v 10

FOE SALE, Extracted Honey, in 141b. tins,

60s. per cwt.; sample, 2d. — ARTHUR
ADCOCK, Meldreth, Cambs. v 9

HONEY, first quality Sections, 8s. 6d. dozen,
cash with order.—R. COUSINS, The Rosary.

Misterton, Gainsborough. v 3
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The montlily meeting of the Council wa.s

held at tlie Zoological Gardens, Regent'.s

Park, London, N.W., on Thursday, Octo-
ber I'Oth, 1912. Mr. T. W. Cowan pre-

.sided, and there were also present General
Sir Stanley Edwardes, Sir' Ernest Spencer,
Colonel H. J. O. Walker, Messrs. C. L. M.
Eales, O. R. Frankenstein, J. Smallwood,
T. Bevan, A. G. Pugh, E. Watson, Associa-

tion Delegates G. Hayes (Notts), W. W.
Falkner (Leicester), J. Price (Cumber-
land), J. Tinsley (Staffs), G. W. Judge
(Crayford), A. Willmott (Hertford and
Ware), G. R. Alder (Essex), G. J. Flash-
man (Barnet), E. F. Dant (Cambridge
Mammoth Show), and the Secretary, W.
Herrod.

The minutes of the previous meeting,
held on September 19th, were read and
confirmed.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Miss Gayton,
Messrs. W. F. Reid, J. B. Lamb, E.
W^alker, R. Giles, R. T. Andrews, H.
Jonas, Tickner Edwardes, Dr. T. S. Elliot,

and Capt. F. Sitwell.

The following new members were
elected : Mrs. H. Judge, Mrs. U. Stanton,
Miss M. Owen, Miss E. H. Owen, Miss
A. W. Gerrard, Mr. J. Gibson, Mr. J. N.
Brooks, Mr. A. Watkins, Mr. E. G. Burtt,
Mr. J. H. Swanton, Mr. E. M. Rocke, and
Mr. W. Hugh.
The report of the Finance Committee

was presented by Mr. Smallwood. The
jjayments into the bank for Seiitember
amounted to £14 I6s. 9cl. The balance at
the bank at the end of SeiDtember was
£165 Is. 4d.

Reports on Third Class Examinations,
held at Aberdeen and Nottingham, were
presented, and it was resolved to grant
certificates to Mrs. A. Greig, Messrs. W.
Moir, A. Duncan, J. R. Craik, A.
Hutcheon, J. W. Moir, A. Riley, J. North,
H. M. Lowe, and J. T. Duckmanton.

Next meeting of Council November 21st,

at 23, Bedford Street, Strand, London,
W.C.

After the meeting, a conversazione was
held, a report of which will appear in our
next issvie.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

September, 1912, was £778.—From a

return furnished to the British Bee
Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

AMONG THE BEES.
THE PAST SEASON.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.
While such variations of temperature

and mutable weather conditions as have
been exj^erienced in the bee season just
passed have prevailed, bee-keepers were
creatures of moods and tenses. At one
time their hopes were up at blood he>at,

at another time they went down to zero
—or below it ! The honey early in the
season rolled in as if bees were gather-
ing it from even " fence posts." Then
came an anxious time of suspense when,
alternately, there was one good clay fol-

lowed by two or three bad ones. Later,
there followed one dull, monotonoTis suc-
cession of wet and cold days, during
which not even the most adventurous
bee could venture abroad ; this being
followed by floods and a. winter tem-
perature. Some very fine honey was
secured, but at other times even strong
colonies were living from hand to mouth
during the height of the season. All

through August the rains descended and
the floods came, residting in washed-out
heather. Clover yielded poorly on the
whole, limes gave very little surplus, and
heather samples in purity will be almost a

blank. An order for five dozen pure
heather sections had to be declined,

because although the whole parish was
searched such coidd not be collected. In
late July no less than nine hives had to

be gone over in an apiary of twenty to

secure three dozen clover sections.

Frame-hives and skeps examined by candi-

dates in late September showed a power-
ful foi-ce of bees, but in some cases not
an ounce of stored and sealed honey!
Feeding would pay handsomely.

Baits.—Differences of opinion exist as

to whether bait sections placed in the first

rack of the season to tempt the bees aloft

prove the full success some would attribute

to them. Many hold that they themselves
turn out poor specimens. In general

every user holds that they do act as
" baits," and induce the bees to ascend

and start Avork earliei- in the newly given

super. Where they should be placed is

the point on which there is most divei'-

gence. Personally, if I had only one
section for each rack I would place it as

nearly in the centre as 2:)0ssible ; with two,

I woidd insert them in tlie centre of each

outside row; and with four on hand I

would place them in each of the four

corners. The one placed in the centre acts

as a rallying point for all bees who find

their way upstairs, and once aware there

is accommodation for their stores they

proceed to utilise it. Other bees follow

the example and work outward as more
ample supplies come from the fields or the

force of bees strengthen—just what we
desire, and I am not certain but that in
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certain circumstances this one is as great

an incentive to work aloft as two or four.

With a good flow and a strong force of

bees there is no doubt, however^ that a

greater inducement is offered by the two
or four being placed as far apart as

possible, because then the storing and
consequent comb-building proceeds over a

larger area. Baits judiciously used are a

check to swarming. Bees, being taught
to build and store, have their thoughts
carried on in the right channel and the

fever is not generated.
Haising Queen-cells.—Recently a new

plan has been experimented on whereby a

large number of queen-cells can be quickly

and easily procured without the care and
labour required on almost all plans

hitherto applied in extensive queen-

rearing. This newest invention has the

credit of being easily carried out by the

merest novice, and several experimenters
are quite enthusiastic over its success.

With it there is no transferring of larvte

or hunting up for those just in the right

condition of progress from the egg, which
has been a hardship for the busy man or

those whose eyesight is not so good as it

was once. The 7nodus operandi is briefly

as follows:—Naturally one would select

the very best queen in the apiary to breed
from. Select a nice clean comb, fresh

and not long in use, and insert it

temporarily in the centre of the hive

headed by this best queen, where it may
be left for four or five days, after which
it will be found full of eggs and hatching
larvse, if matters have gone on favourably.

This comb is cleared of bees, and then it

is placed flat on a bench or table. Begin
at the top bar, destroying two rows of

cells, clearing this space down to the

mid-rib. Leave one row of cells, and
destroy another two below, following out
this process as far down as you have eggs,

or until you think a sufficient number of

queen-cells can be formed for your
purpose. Now proceed, row after row, to

destroy two cells, leaving one, and then
repeat this right along to the other side

bar, thus leaving an egg in evei-y un-
injured cell with ample room between to

form space for a queen-cell.

This prepared frame is now given to

a stock which had some time previously

been made queenless, and therefore is in

a suitable frame of mind to construct

queen-cells. To insure that the eggs or

larvae from your best queen shall be

chosen it is necessary to make the colony

either broodleiss or that all brood-cells are

sealed. The favourite spot for the pre-

pared frame is lying flat horizontally on
the top bars of the dequeened hive,

resting it on a narrow rim about 2iin.

deep to afford space for the convenient
construction of the cells. Wrap this up
nice and warm to conserve the heat of the

brood-chamber. In ten days the now ripe

queen-cells may be cut out to be given to

nuclei. From fifty to one hundred cells

have been secured on the face of one
comb by several experimenters, but fewer
than even the smaller number would be
required in this country, as a rule ; and
naturally, I think these would be better

cared for by the bees than a very large

number. The process has been success-

fully carried out in Canada, the States,

and New Zealand. During the coming
season I hope that experiments will be
made at home to test its efficacy.

NECTAR-PROD rClNG PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

JBjj Geo. Hayes, Beeston, Notts.

{Continued from page 364.)

No. 21. Lucerne {Mrdicaf/o sativa.)

N.\T. Order. Leguminosce.

As a forage plant, this is highly

esteemed. It will usually yield from three

to five cuttings during the season, and in

the United States, where it is better

known by the name of "Alfalfa," it is

stated that six and seven cuttings have
actually been obtained in favourable
circumstances. It is also a valuable

fertilizer of the soil. The wheat-grower,
by sowing with his wheat a few pounds of

seed per acre, may depend in ordinary
seasons not only upon having green feed

for his cattle after he has harvested his

grain, but also when the time comes to

plough the ground again the nitrogen

transferred from the atmosphere to the

soil by this plant will add considerably to

the fertility- of the soil for future crops.

Belonging as it does to the clover family,

it will readily be understood that it is a

good nectar-producing plant, and it ranks
in this respect equally with white clover.

Unfortunately for the bee-keeper
(especially in this country), it is very
rarely allowed to seed, but is cut just as

it gets well into bloom, for at that period

it makes the best feeding material for

stock. When, however, it is allowed to

bloom freely, it yields a honey good in

both colour au^l consistency as well as

flavour, which, moreover, is slightly

pungent.
The individual flowers are like the clover

or pea-flower, arranged in short, thick

raeemes, terminating somewhat abruptly

and opening from the bottom upwards.
They are borne on a branching stem, with

from five to seven racemes on each main
.stalk, and are light-blue or purple in

colour.

The plant is a perennial, the roots grow-
ing down very deeply into the ground, and
for this reason it is better able to with-

stand a drought. It will grow in shallow

soil, but the roots penetrate even the hard
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ItiHoney

measures
1

Section

strata underneath, and in this way break

np the ground, making it more useful for

following crops.

It is of rank growth and more like a

strong, shrubby weed. The leaves are

small, and more elongated than those of

white clover, and closely resemble those

of sweet clover (MeJilotus ofpclnnlis).

The generic name is one given to a

number of clover-like plants, as, for

instance, black medeok (Mcdiracjo htpu-

///(«), whilst the

specific title 'safiva' Ul'V.
indicate.s that it is

a cultivated plant, 1
'^^''^

and therefore of

some useful pur-

pose. 2

The pollen is

light yellow in

colour, more circu-

lar in outline than
is usual, and

lUt, by 3

of an inch.

It has three wide

grooves running
along three-fourths ^
of its length wlien

dry, as seen at

Figs. Xos. 1 and

2 with enlarge- -

ment.

No change occucs

Avhen it is placed IrOtuHoiiey
in honej^, and the

~~

grains appear as

shown at Figs.

3, 4, and 5, which

are just the same
form but more
transparent. Fig.

4 is a pollen

grain end way up,

seen from above.

Wher. extracted

from honey they

are sometimes
found triangular

in form, as shown at Fig. (J,

and which I believe is the transition

stage into the more settled form

as seen at Figs. 7 and 8, these

being found in greater numbei's. They

measure from j^|jj to y^^o of an inch

in diameter, and, as will be seen, have
numerous processes.

(To he continued.)

rOLLBN OK LUCERNK.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves reapon$ibl«
for the ovinions expressed by correspondentt. No
notice will be taken of anonymous e»mmunication$,
ind correspondents are requested to write on one
tide of the paper only and give their real nameB
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communication*.

HEATHER HONEY FOR BEES.
[8.571] I have examined my oiit-apiary

at the moors. The
hives are full of

heather honey, all

of it gathered

since the 13th

September. My
heather surplus is

101b. from seven

hives. On the 13th

Sieptember tihie<

brood combs were
all but empty of

Ijrood or honey,

and, of course, this

splendid flow lias

l^een stored nearly

all in the brood

combs, and, alas!

will be eaten by
the bees in the

w i n t e r . - My
regrets are not for

the bees, as the

honey is well

sealed, and they

will thrive on it,

as they have
always done in my
long experience,

riiere will be losses

though, as there

are very few young

liees, and the

stocks are not as

strong as usual.

Rut where does

t li e bee-keeper

come in, a n d

the consumer of heather honey, who is

prepared to pay a stiff price for it? The

irony of this question of " Do bees winter

well on heather honey?" is that the bee-

keepers have no choice in the matter. It

A\ould be more to the point if someone

would tell us how to get such a late flow

stored in the supers. Not that it is a

burning question, as there is something
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quite solid in the annual satisfaction of

moorland bee-keepers when the " bottoms "

are well stored with the golden honey. It

has hardly dawned on the bee men that it

is costly to winter bees on honey worth
Is. 6d. (and this season 2s. 6d.) per lb.

—

J. N. K., Stocksfield-on-Tyne.

"AX ENGLISH BEE-KEEPER IN
NEW ZEALAND."

[8572] The above is the heading of a
letter from W. Ringer, Auckland, in your
issue of July lltli last (page 276). As it

stands, without qualification, the letter is

misleading, and shows the folly of a per-
son writing on a subject when he can ha^-e
but a very superficial and limited know-
ledge of the matter.

In the first place, Mr. Ringer, whom I

know, has his bees located on a j^eninsula,
half or two-tliirds surrounded by water,
where it is impossible to keep bees alive
without feeding them a greater part of the
year. It is, therefore, not surprising tint
his bees needed so much food this past
season, which was the worst over the whole
Dominion I have known for twenty years

;

and he will find even in good seasons he
will have to feed for winter stores while
his bees are in their present location.

In the next place, regarding section

honey, Mr. Ringer quotes wholesale jDrices,

ranging from 2s. £>d. to 4s. per doz. Now,
most of the section honey raised in New
Zealand is produced north of Auckland,
where the honey is of second-grade table

quality, and is too dense to extract. All

bee-keepers in that part of the Dominion
are practically compelled to raise section

honey, which, being too frail to travel long

distances without getting sma.shed, all

finds its way to Auckland, and tliat market
is frequently glutted with section honey

;

lience it brings a low price. Mr. Ringer
will be surprised when told that I have
known sections to be selling wholesale in

Dunedin at 9s. (>d. per doz., and not very
long ago. When travelling there, I never

knew it to sell below 7s. 6d. per doz.,

wholesale. Several large trial shipments
were sent from Auckland, packed in the

best manner possible, but they arrived in

such a terrible condition that the returns

did not pay freight.

Mr. Ringer evidentlj^ suggests a doubt
about getting a return of £1 profit per

colony. In my bulletin I have stated that
" from a well-conducted apiaiy, in an
average good district, the net profits per
colony should reach from 17s. to £1 per
annum, through a number of successive

seasons, and this estimate I consider well

within the mark," and so it is. I have a

letter before me from a gentleman (who
keeps a few colonies as a hobby), of which
the following is an extract:—''The

average yield of honev spring count for
the season ^19a9-10 was 1201b., and for
1911-12, 26olb. per colony. I am only a
novice, and attribute my success chiefly to
the good queens received from the Govern-
ment apiary." They were Italian queens.
This gentleman's return in the latter
season from thirteen colonies in clover
honey and bees sold was valued h\ himself
at over £90. This would seem to show
that my estimate is not an exaggeration.

With regard to box-hives being used,
there are sure to be a few break the law
now and again, hence the need of inspec-
tors in all cases where restrictive legisla-

tion is concerned, but these law-breakers
are very few.—I. Hopkins, Auckland.

AN EIGHT STORIED HIVE.
[8573] I am sending a pliotograph of my

tiered hive, which was built up by one
queen without any assistance other than
uncapping of stores in spring and brood-
spreading in April. The six supers on
•the hive (all having glass windows) will

be seen to consist of five shallow frame-
boxes and one of standard frames, con-
taining in all sixty combs, which were
filled and sealed over and yielded 1871b.

of extracted honey. The brood-nest con-

tains ten standard combs, and under this

I have another brood-box with ten
standard frames fitted with starters of

foundation after Simmins' plan to check
swarming, which it successfully did. The
hive, with outer covers and roof on, was
quite 7ft. high from the ground, and the
trouble was to get the heavy supers off

the top. However, the kitchen-table

formed a convenient platform at the back
of the hive, enabling me to remove them
without much trouble. I extracted the

last box of combs on August 1, and
returned them to the liees before going for

my holiday, more with the idea of giving

room to the bees than in the expectation

of more surplus. You may judge of my
surprise, on returning, to find this box
nearly full and sealed over. I got 211b.

of extracted honey from this last super,

bringing the yield from the hive up to

2081b. (not bad for a London suburb!).

Another stock also did very well, giving

me 1721b. of extracted honey. I took off

the first super on April 17, and the beas

started work in a second on April 27.

This stock would, I think, have given a

larger return than the hive in the pictTire.

only it unfortunately lost its queen. I

give up a lot of time to my bees, and con-

sider bee-keeping a delightful hobby. I

started some four years ago. knowing-

nothing about them, but with the aid of

the ''Guide Book" and by reading your
interesting Bke JorRXAL, I have been

very successful.

—

Enthusi.\st, Anerley.
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INDIGESTIBLE POLLEN AND
MICROSPORIDIOSIS.

[8574] For a long time the "Isle of

Wight" disease was a great mystery. It

is now proved to be due to protozoal life

in the form of an animal microbe called

nosema apifi. And we now learn also,

from the Board of Agriculture Report,

that the same infection has been answer-

able for diseases previously known, such

as some cases of spring dwindling,

virulent dysentery, paralysis, and May-
pest. These had been at times terribly

with and some without the apparently
grey dust of mycelial covering. The
soiling due to dysentery was absent, but
the colon was distended, and upon forcing
the contents from the rectum they were
found to be of A'arious colours, and
generally to give the idea of foul, un-
digested pollen. Sometimes they were in

appearance like a mass of foul brood
matter, and then of other gradations of
colour up to yellow. I saw, too, what
appeared to be bee-paralysis. And there
was the crawling away to die in heaps in

A hrOJUl' lED Hl\ i:

destructive, but sometimes disappearing
under favourable conditions. As epi-

demics some of them had been wide-
spread.

Soon after the splendid weekf^ of early
summer this year, when bees revelled in

avid life, with productive and reproduc-
tive powers in full swing, came the chill

and wet months which brouglit mourning
and lamentation to bee-keepers. Vei'y

soon we experts were called in frequently
for consultation on bees in a bad way.
Having seen bees suffering from the " Isle

of Wight " disease in its pronounced form,
with erect posterior wings, protruded
tongue, and bright yellow vermiform
excreta, I found cases of May-pest, Kome

very bad cases, or only a few bees were so

seen when hives were mildly affected.

There was no Board of Agriculture Report

to enlighten us then. What could we say

to the owners but that we feared it might

be some form of the "Isle of Wight"
disease, but hoped it was only May-jiest

or paralysis, as the case might he? Con-

currently with all this and the diminished

honey-flow, I scoured the hay-tields. Yes;

there was white clover in plenty, but no

bees were at work. Of course not. The
nectar was absent, and the dainty per-

fume, too, was missing. I looked for the

blossoms in specially protected spots under

a wall by tlie roadside where a glimpse

of sunshine might be made the most of,
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and there was perfume. <in(l there were

bees.

Was it only in fragrance and nectar

that summer flowers were deficient?

Pollen there was, but pollen needs sun-

shine for its perfection. Your esteemed

correspondent " D. M. M. " shows how
injurious to bees frozen pollen may be.

But he does not speak of soaked pollen.

Mr. Geo. Hayes. hoAvever, has shown us

in pictures what it is like. It is well

knoAvn that flowers protect themselves

from rain in various ways. They cannot,

however, protect themselves from pro-

tracted humidity of the atmosphere. And
of all men bee-keepers, who have seen how
a few damp days will spoil an exposed

sample of honey of the best consistencv,

ought to understand that without rain

the pollen may be saturated with moisture.

And however careful flowers may be

they cannot perfect their pollen with-

out sunshine. So all the way along

for months there nei-e the diseased

bees with distended abdomens, and

masses of undigested pollen retained

bv severe constipation. The conclusion

could not be avoided that a provoking

agent was vitiated and indigestible pollen.

This conclusion has not been weakened at

all by the recent information that nosema

<tpis is the real cause of niicrosporidiosis.

And, further, it would seem that nnsema

apis has this year had just the conditions for

its multiplication, and especially its reten-

tion, and that, as the larvfe of flies feed on

garbage, the intestinal parasites of bees

have had every opportunity of doing their

deadly work.
Tt has been noticeable, too, that, gener-

allv speaking, the last month's finer Sep-

tember weather has produced an improve-

ment in slightly affected stocks ; indeed,

some appear to be perfectly healthy,

though we are aware it is a long way yet

before we are out of the wood. And
where feeding for the winter has been

actively prosecuted the bees have re-

sponded with unwonted energy in taking

down the food, and .starting afresh to fill

Avith brood all the space available in three

or four combs. Every day thev might

have been seen carrying in splendid loads

of wholesome pollen.—S. Jord.\n, Bristol.

A GREAT HAUL.
[8575] This year, as in previous ones, I

have destroyed a great many wasps' nests. I

have never known them to be so trouble-

some to the bees as they have been during

the past few months. In spite of my
efforts, they have robbed two of my stocks

right out. I lost two others with "Isle of

Wight" disease. I poisoned a nest of

wasps with cyanide of potassium on the

8th inst., and" when I dug it out I found
320 queens in the nest for another year.

Can anyone equal this I would like to
know? I take it that now is the time to

destroy the queens ; if not, shall we have
the same trouble next year? I still have^
the nest and queens. I much appreciate
your valued journal, of which I am a
regular reader.—C. Fowlee, Berks.

ODDS AND ENDS ABOUT BEES, &c.

[8576] September closed amid a blaze
of glory, like the reign of one of our
Georgian Kings, but " all too late the
advantage came." The wide moors, for
weeks a "living sheet" of purple, yielded
not a sip of nectar to the overteeming
hives. Bees, like the bee-keepers, " burn-
ing with high hopes " during August and
September, have now sunk into apathy
and slumber, gorged with the nauseating
surfeit of the syrup-cramming machine.
Alas ! that the poetry of these restless

little lives should so often end in " bathos."
Syrup feeding, at all times a tiresome

work, was this year got through with the
iiiinimnm of trouble. One morning I left

a request, which unfortunately seemed
like a command to my good wife, to have
the washing copper—which is an iron
boiler— filled with clean water and boil-

ing at 6 p.m., for my return. The pained
look of surprise at the peremptory tone
awoke me to the fact that SAveetness is

like a " honey piece," .so I threw my arms
around her neck and " kissed her for the
first time in over twenty 3'ears." (We are
rearing sixty.)

Everything was ready on my return,
and with plenty of boiling water, a large
"jelly" pan, and a gas stove, I soon had
IcOlb. of autumn syrup prepared. This
I fed in thre? days and then "slept the
sleep of the just."

Winfrr Wraps.—Years ago I applied to
the village grocer for two dozen empty
boll flour bags. These (having cost me
t\fo shillings a dozen) I had thoroughly
Mashed, boiled, and dried— I trust I am
not too precise. Nf>xt I visited the
nearest farmer and procured a bag (the

common Scotch expression for sack) of

chaff. He refused the proffered .shilling

with sundry pleasant allusions to folk

hiving "bees" in their bonnets, and the
unneighbourliness of not sharing the
sweets of the hives with friends like him-
self. His hint was taken.
The flour-sacks were filled with sufficient

chaff to give a covering of four inches

when spi-ead over the brood-boxes.

They were then sewed up with a sewing
machine, and have been in use ever since,

both summer and winter, and there seems
to be no limit to their wear. On a warm
spring day the}' may be taken out and
hung on the hive tops or on a fence for

an hour to dry off the winter damp.
That Bunaicay Svann.—What an
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interest runaway swarms liave always
aroused since the days of Samson, who
found one snugly ensconced in the sun-

dried carcase of a Judean lion^ but the
bee journal of that day is silent as to how
far the bees had travelled in search of that
skin-covered waterproof dome!

Mr. Swabey (8556, page 386) seems
lather dubious about a swarm travelling

the distance I suggested in my letter in

B.B.J, (page 36o), because he has never
known one travel beyond, or much beyond,
three miles.

From his letter I infer that his bees

did not alight during their journey, which
I can readilj^ credit in certain circum-
.stances. Bees do not always swarm under
similar conditions ; for instance, I have
repeatedly observed that the queen has
gradually stopped laying during the days
preceding natural swarming. I have the
opinion, although (not having an obser-

vatory hive) I am not able to give at-

tested facts, that the queen by instinct

ceases to lay two or three days previous
to swarming. Without doing so she
would be an encumbrance and a hindrance
in the flight of the swarm. .1 am like-

wise convinced that swarms travel much
longer distances than Mr. Swabey indi-

cates. The following instances will be of

interest to those interested in the subject

:

A year or two ago I read in a Scottish

newspaper that a swarm had travelled to

a house in Ross-shire ten miles from (iny-

ivhere^ at least where bees were kept.

Perhaps "D.M.M.," or J. M. Ellis may
remeniber the incident. Of course this is

subject to the veracity of the correspon-
dent .

Some six years ago a shepherd informed
me that he had seen a swarm resting on a
lonely moor from four-and-a-half to five

miles from any hives. He visited the spot

the following day and found the bees gone.

Four years ago Avord was brought me
that a swarm of bees had settled on a
tuft of grass, near an ironstone pit, on a

hill-top. I made particular inquiries and
found that they came from the low ground,
and when they left they pursued a course

which was opposite to the direction from
wliicli they came. If—and there is much
virtue in an if—they travelled in an
undeviating route, their first chance of

shelter would be beyond wild, pathless

moorland, at a distance of nine miles by

the ordnance survey map.
Again, in the year of King Edward's

Coixination a locomotive engine driver

brought me word that a swarm of bees had
settled under some logs near a disused

coal-mine. I at once went with him on
liis engine and found the swiirm with combs
17 inches deep, and the sweetest smelling

combs I had ever come across. It

had a fine patch of brood in the centre

of the cluster. The combs were only pro-

tected above; I secured the lot and took
them home. I could find no trace of their

setting out.

In 1907 I received a wire asking me to

com© and hive a swarm two miles

distant] when 1 arrived I found it gone.

The direction of its flight was pointed
out; this was up the valley of the Doon,
over the straggling mining village

around the Dalmellington Iron AVorks.

The swarm was observed by various persons

to pass slowly along the G. and S. W.
Railway, within a hundred yards of my
apiary ; that day a sMarm entered an
empty hive containing old combs, five and a

ciuarter miles from the place where the first

mentioned swarm was lost. My inference

was that the swarms were one and the same.
Unlike Mr. SAvabey, I would not expect the

bees of a hive to return from a distance of

two miles. If a hive be removed that

distance the motion and jolting in transit

cause the bees to locate the new position,

queenless or not queenless.

An acquaintance of mine troubled with

a "fertile" (or rather unfertile) worker
removed his hive a couple of hundred
yards, drove the bees, and threw them
out on a sack, or paper ; some came home,
but many perished on the ground. There
is no doubt, in my opinion, that bees

deliberately swarming do systematic

scouting, particularly in the morning of

the expected day, as is evidenced by their

entering rooms, outhouses, greenhouses,

and garden frames.

The mystery of the Loch Doon swarm
is greater than I presented to j-our

readers. I am sending you a map show-
ing you the j^osition of the Loch, Craigen-

gillan Mansion, and gardens where bees

are kept nearest Loch Doon. This old

estate and mansion belongs to collateral

descendants of Macadam of road-making
fame. The gardens, situated behind the

mansion and sheltered by a patch of wood-
land from the bleak, glacial rounded
knolls that stretch away into the wild

grandeur of Crockett's raider country, are

a dream of loveliness and beauty. My in-

formation regarding the jiassage of the

swarm over the gardens was conveyed to

me amid the hum of a local flower

show. We were talking <if the presence of

the swarm in the sluice machinery, and
the words the gardener used were, " I

think we Avould see that swarm, for one
passed over the gardens—a few clustered

during the passage of the swarm on the

topmost twigs of a lofty tree, afterwarils

passing on with the rest"—or words to

that effect. I had taken this to mean that

it was travelling in the direction of the

Loch. I have since visited the Mansion
House and made particular inquiries, and
find that the swarm was seen by the

gardeners coming from tlie Loch on a

calm clear day. The dark speck was seen
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a considerable distance off, and one
gardener expressed the opinion that it

came over the Loch from the south-east.

The direction of flight when seen was from
the Loch.

Now this could not be the same swarm
that took up its quarters in the sluice-

frame, unless it turned on its track and
went back.

Fourteen years ago, when no bees were
kept here, a swarm was seen coming from
the direction of the Loch. It settled on
the revolving hood of a chimney, and was
captured. The parish to the south-east is

Carsphairn, and to the postmaster I

addressed an inqixiry as to who kept bees

in the locality. The answer was :
'' No

one." I know of none until we arrive at

Dairy, ten miles further south.

The bees at the Loch were cross-bred

Italians, of which I know of none in the
localit3^ Bees may not be often observed
on a flight, but neither are migratory
birds, except at jDarticular points, nor
salmon. These we know perform extra-
ordinary feats under the influence of pre-

servation of the species, and so may bees.

—D. V. Dunaskin, N.B.

THE W. B. CARR AJE.MORLXL FUND.
£ s. d.

Amount already acknowledged 3 7 6

Gen. Sir Stanlev Edwardes 5

E. F. Dant ...". 2 6

£3 15

CAPPIXGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CEAWSHAAV, NOETON, MALTON, YOKKS.

lleathcr Koneij Stirrer (p. 354).—I am
very grateful to Herr Linde for his in-

formation about the heather honey
apparatus. The time taken to operate
upon a comb appears to be an item deserv-
ing of consideration ; probably the time
could be reduced by a larger number of
needles, but in view of the saving of comb
it would appear to be well expended. I

should judge the quality of the honey
extracted by this means, if Herr Linde will

allow the expression, to be sujierior to that
from the press. Heather honey is, I con-
sider, spoiled b}- excessive pressing, so
that to obtain the finest quality much
must remain in the wax residue. If a
demonstration of the machine could be
arranged for one of the B.B.K.A. conver-
saziones, I should be glad to provide combs
for the purpose. That cannot, unfor-
tunately, be this year, as the heather
season has been a disastrous failure. I do
not feel justified in investing in one of the
machines at the moment, for there has
been so little heather honev stirring that
I have none to stir.

The Suc/or Question (p. 355).—It is

clear that Herr Linde used the term
" consumer " in a different sense from that
intended by me, which quite clears up the
misunderstanding. I referred to the con-
sumer of the exported sugar, and he
evidently referred to the taxpayer of the
exporting country.
Feeding Back (p. 356).—To arrive at

a reliable conclusion as to whether feeding-
back pays, some data are essential. I

doubt, however, allowing for a certain loss

in quantity (the pay of the workers), and
the labour of feeding-back, &c. (less or
more, according to the system adopted),
whether the net difference in j^rice between
the extracted honey and the resulting
comb honey would show a profit. I am
led to wonder if it does, for I practised it

extensively this year. The honey-flow was
cut off suddenly, and I was left with a

large number of partly-finished sections.

Racks of these were placed on populous
colonies, on shallow brood-nests, and the
rest were cleaned out at night by these

bees in front of their entrances. Possibly,

if the honey had been extracted and
thinned a better showing might have re-

sulted, but I do not quite see why it

should. It took more well-filled (but

partly capped) sections to produce a

sealed set than I could have believed

possible, and I think the honey could have
been sold in bulk to advantage.
Temper in Tencn (p. 356).—It is easy to

speculate as to causes of special docility

in particular strains of bees, and already
several theories have been advanced. Per-
sonally, I incline to Miss Betts's suggestion
of elimination of the unfit. This elimina-
tion must have been in process for a long
time in the home counties, for, as is clear

from its name. Middlesex was probably the
place where worker bees were first intro-

duced or discovered ; but perhaps the
following extract provides even better

evidence:—''Ye beis being distemperd,
(I.W.) ye Kinge orderd yem to he
destroied." It is not clear from the
original whether the bracketed letters refer

to the distemper or to the King, but
from internal evidences the record

appears to be of much later date than the

Conquest (1066 a.d.). In support of the

theory, it is jirobable that "distemper''
refers to disposition and not to indisposi-

tion or disease. Whether or not, Mr.
Norman Angell will no doubt be glad to

note this case as another instance of the

survival of the fit, not the fighter.

ChecJiinfj Sicarnjing (p. 373).—It is not

at all certain, in the plan outlined by

"D. M. M.," that the queen would remain
below unless compelled by an excluder
between the two stories. Probably the

omission is accidental, for an excluder is,

I think, essential to the success of such a

plan. On the other hand, there is danger
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that a queen may be leared in the queen-
Itss portion, and that honey may he stored

therein as the bees hatch out, so that at

the second inversion more work than out-

lined may be incurred.

Instinct or Art (p. 373).—'It is a beauti-

ful and poetical idea to suppose that bees

reverence the pure in heart more than
the clean in body. I fear, however, that

it is not founded upon fact. If it were,

there might be ground for suspicion that
reluctance to approach a beehive by sup-

posedly good folk were due to fear of a

loss of reputation. I am often amused
by the surprise evinced by old skeppists

and the like at modern handling of bees,

and I might be guilty of self-righteousness

did I not know quite well that the docility

is due to my care, and not my character.

Queries and Replies,

[8554] B'loks on Bei's. Waaps, d-c—
Could you kindly, through the " B.B.J.,"
give the publishers' names and jorice of the

following books referred to by T. W.
Cowan in his book "The Honey Bee,"
numbered as follows:—(lo) Lord H.
Brougliam, " Observations, Demonstra-
tions, and Experiments upon the Structure

of the Cells of Bees": ((52) J. D. Havi-
land, " The Social Instincts of Bees : Their
Origin and Natural Selection"; (101) Sir

J. Lubbock, "Ants, Bees, Wasps"; (102)

The Senses, Instincts and Intelligence of

Animals "
; (167) G. R. Waterhouse, " On

the Formation of the Cells of Bees and
Wasps"; (171) J. Wyman, "Notes on the

Cells of the Bee"?

—

Interested, Pinxton.

Reply.—(No. 15) This has long since

been out of print, and can only be
obtained from a second-hand bookseller.

It might be consulted in the British
Museum. (No. 62) Out of print, but can
be seen in the library of the B.B.K.A.
(Nos. 101 and 102) Published by Kegan
Paul and Co., London; price os. (No.

167) Published in " Transactions of the
Entomological Society of London," 1864,

Vol. II., 3rd Series, Part II. xVpply to

Secretary, 11, Chandos Street, Cavendish
Square, London, W. (No. 171) In '' Pro-
ceedings of the American Academy of

Sciences and Arts," Vol. VII., January 9,

186G. Published in Cambridge, Mass.
Probably out of print, but this and all

such pamphlets are occasionally to Ijc

picked up through second-hand l)ook-

sellers. There are several such on the
Continent who make a speciality of these
pamphlets. In this country they may be
had sometimes from W. Weslev and Son.
2S, P]ssex Street, Strand, London, Mho
would seiid a catalogue on application.

[8555] Be>'-kcepin(j in Jdmaica.—
Could vou furnish me with the name of

the pul)lishtis, or where I could purcha.se
a book called " Bee-keeping in Jamaica,"
by Hoojier? If you are unacquainted
with this perhaps you could recommend
some other publication dealing with the
subject of bee-keeping in hot climates.

—

John Wylie.
Reply.—''Bee-keeping in Jamaica," by

T. A. Hooper, published by the A.L
Root Co., Medina, Ohio, U.S.A., price
25 cents ;

" Bee-keeping in the West
Indies," by W. K. Morrison, Pamphlet
Series No. 9, published by the Imperial
Department of Agriculture for the West
Indies. No price is given, but apply to
the Commissioner of Agriculture, Kings-
ton, Jamaica.

[8556] I'ackiiuj Bees for Winter.—(1)
AVhen packing bees down for the Avinter
would it be possible to tack a piece of per-
forated zinc across the entrance of the
hives, and store them in an outhouse
during the winter? What would be the
best time to return them to their old stand
again? (2) If bees were fed with syrup
and artificial pollen in February, would
they commence brood-raising earl}' in the
spring? (3) Which do you consider "the best,

a ten or thirteen frame-hive?

—

Wintering,
Bridgwater.
Reply.—(1) You must let the hives

remain out of doors with the entrance
open. To do as you suggest would kill the
stock. (2) Bees commence to breed
naturally about the last week in January.
You must not give syrup then, but flour-

candy. (3) The ten-frame hive is most
suitable for this country.

THK HONEY SEASON IN
CALIFORNIA.

A correspondent sends the following
from the lUiral Califomian :

—
' Honey producers of California are

facing one of the shortest years in this
State. The chief shortage is in sage hone_y ;

orange and alfalfa were both nearly up to
normal, but they are small factors in the
general honey production. The highest
priced honey sent from the coast is that
made from the black and white sage of
the mountains. This year the rains held
off so late that while sage blooms were
abundant in many places they lacked in
vitality and contained no nectar. Not-
withstanding the shortage greater pre-
parations are being made for a big season
next year."

Bee Show to Come.
November 5th and 6th, at Brighton.—

Annual Sliow of Ihe Sussex B.K.A., in connection
with the Brighton. Hove and Sussex Horticultural
.Society's Chrysanthemum Show, to be held in the
Dome and Corn Exchange, Brighton. Five open
classes, including one section and one bottle. Seven
Members' Classes. Schedule from C. A. Overton,
Beecroft, Crawley. Entries close October 29th.
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WEATHER REPORT.
Barnwood, Gloucester.

Mean maximuQitem-
pevature, 601; 4-9

below average.

Mean minimum tem-
perature, 43 9

;

below average, 7'1

;

highest reading,

65.4 on 16tli ; low-

est, 30-5 on 24th.

Rainfall, -dlin. in

4 days ; total for

9 months, 3205,
compared with
1 1 • 1 6 i n . for
c o r r e s p onding
period last year.

Relative humidity,

74 per cent.

F. H. Fowh

September, 1912.

Clotid, at 9 a.m., 70

per cent.

Wind force, 12 per
cent.

Barometer, daily
mean, 30' 18 , high-

est reading, 3048
on 19tb ; lowest,

29-4 on 30th.

Remarks. — The
finest period since

April ; drought
lasted 26 days,

longest since July,

1911. Bees flying

freely every day.

• (F. R. Met. See).

Notices to Correspondents.

*^* Will H. FisHEK, Exeter, please send

his full address to Bee Journal Office,

23, Bedford Street, Strand, London.
*^* A correspondent writes that P. C. D.
(Chippenham) will find working draw-
ings of solar and other wax extractors

in Cassell's Work handbook, " Bee
Hives," Is. net.

J. N. K. (Stockshekl).

—

Queen-mating.—
The killing of the drones is an indication

that the queens are fertilised.

Queen Bee (Cheshire).

—

Bloodless Stocks.

—(1) The absence of brood is due to the

season of the year, and at this time does

not indicate queenlessness. (2) The
progeny of the introduced queen would
be ' Goldens." (3) To keep bees succes.s-

fully you certainly ought to have the
" British Bee-keepers' Guide Book."
Practice will enable you to find the

queen.

S. H. E. (Chipping Norton).

—

BouhUnrj
Stock.—As the stock is strong, do not
double, but feed rapidly with thick

syrup. (2) Breeding would go on in all

the combs.
L. L. (Nailsea).

—

Dead Queen Cast Out.—
We cannot explain the cause. Probahly
the queen had been injured during
manipulation, or she may have died a

natural death.
A. A. B. (Edinburgh).

—

Watery Honey.—
(1) It is too late to feed the honey back
to the bees. (2) Extract it, but ripen

the honey by placing it in hot water, as

described in Mr. Herrod's book on " Ex-
hibiting Bee Produce." (3) The honey
will probably ferment, unless treated as

advised. (4) If the combs are extracted
clean they will be right for use next
season, if stored in a dry place and well

protected from dust.

H. J. (Walsall).

—

Varieties of Heather.—
The flowers you send are CaUina
vulgaris, common ling, and Erica

cinerea. or bell heather. Your bee.s are

not too far away to work the heather,

and we are surprised that they do not

gather from it, as the former is an excel-

lent honev plant, while the bell heather

secretes a rather thin honey of inferior

quality.

E. H. G.. Stirling.—.Y'/]^7if/io? Beta Solu-

tion.—You have done no harm by using
methylated spirit, if pure. Its use is

advised when rectified spirits of wine
cannot be obtained.

A. E. W. [Buck^.).—Making J/rt/fZ.—(1)

About 31b. of honev will make a gallon

of mead. (2) At least six months. Y'ou

should read "Mead and How to Make
It," by G. W. Bancks, 2id. post free

from this office.

E. F. M. (Belvedere).

—

Disinfecting Hive.
—Scorch the inside of the hive, especially

cracks and corners, with a painter's

Ijlow lamp. The exterioi- should be
\\ashed with a solution of carbolic acid

and water, and the ground on which it

has been standing should be dug over
and plentifully sprayed with carbolic

acid and water, or sprinkled with lime.

The combs must not be used again, but

melted down and the frames burnt.

Honey Samples.
X. Y. Z. (Kent).—Our criticism can be of

the packing only, and not of the honey.
It was so badly protected that we received

a sticky wrapj^ing and broken glass only.

S. H. (Leighton Buzzard).—The honey is

mainly from clover, and is fit to show.
Woi-th lOd. per lb. retail.

Suspected Disease.

W. F. F. (Enfield).—All we find wrong
with the bees is that their stomachs are

overloaded with either honey or sj'rup.

Novice (Workington), H. R.'M. (Market
Drayton), and E. J. S. (Ilford).—The
bees are affected with "Isle of Wight"
disease.

T. G. R. (Maidstone).—It is "Isle of

Wight " disease. The honey is good for

human food, but be sure tlaat it is not
brought into contact with other bees.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

3ED CLASS EXPERT seeks appointment in

Australia or New Zealand, make own hives,

pay own fare.— Bo.\ 2, " B.B.J." Office, 23, Bedford-
street, Strand W.C. v 22
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
COINVEKSAZIONE.

For many years past it has been tlie

practice of the British Bee-keejiers" Asso-

ciation to hold a conversazione on the

Thursday in "Dairy Show" week, thus
enabling country members to take advan-
tage of the cheap railway tickets and
attend the meeting. This precedent was
again followed this year, and the large

number of members and friends who
attended on October lOth (there being over

150 present) indicates very clearly that
the Association continues to advance in

popularity. Amongst those present were
the following:—General vSir Stanley
Edwardes, Colonel H. J. O. Walker, G. R.
Alder, G. Anderson, W. B. Allister, G.
Ashford, B. Alexander, W. J. Ayles,

Sannyer Atkin, Mrs. de Ascanio, T.

Bevan, G. AV. BuUamore, C. H. Bocock,
J. Brooks, G. Bryde. Mr. and Mrs. J. Bee
Mason, B. Blackbourne, Miss A. D. Betts.

F. Burchett, E. J. Burtt, Miss Burtt, E.

Graham Burtt, A. E. Biggs, Mrs. K.
Biggs, J. E. Bell, H. Broughton, Miss K.
Barret, J. Cunningham, J. Cooper, T.

Card, T. Card, junr., L. S. Crawshaw,
H. G. Ceiley, W. G. Coates, H. M.
Campbell, C. E. Campbell, E. Cree,

W. H. Carver, E. F. Dant, A. G. Dant, H.
Dixon, Miss L M. Durham, F. Dickinson,

H. Clarborne Dixon, C. L. M. Eales, A.
Ford, O. R. Frankenstein, F. W. Frusher,
G. Fiashman, J. Flashman, A. W. Fair,

W. W. Falkner, L. H. Goffin, J. Grice, L.

Gatland, G. R. Gatland, J. H. Godman,
E. Gamble, J. Gibson, H. G. Goodchikl,
J. Harveyson, W. Hugh, J. Hawes, W. S.

Home, G. H. Horscroft, D. Hancox, Miss
Ada Hartung, F. W. Harper, G. Hayes,
J. Ide, L. Illingworth, E. Illingworth,
G. W. Judge, P. W. S. Jefferies, Miss
E. F. Kettlewell, C. Kirkliam, B. E.
Knight, H. King, Miss M. Lowen,
H. J. Menzies, W. E. C. Masson, C.

Musson, A. J. Marriott, Miss E. L. Mav-
nard, B. AV. Millward, W. P. Meadows,
M. Maynard, H. Mace, J. Nightingale,
A. G. Pugh, AV. Pattrick, A. P. Perkins,
J. de Pear, J. Pike, E. H. Pankhurst'
A. G. Patteson, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Pannell, Mrs. J. Pearman, O. H. Rivers,
A. Rayment, C. H. Rose, AV. Rolfe, G. E.
Rogers, A. Richards, AA^. Rankin, H. Rick-
wood, G. H. Sander, J. H. Seakins, AV. H.
Stoppard, M. J. Smith, O. Smith, R. N.
Smith, D Smith, \V. Sanderson, J. M.
Smith, S. N. Toms, T. Todd, AV. B.
Tallent, A. AVillmott, C. AVootton, J. R.
AVilder, K. M. AVhite, E. AVatson, AV.

AVinterton, Mr. and Mrs. J. AVaterfield,

E. AA^alker, and H. Younghusband.
The meeting was held in the Lecture

Hall at the Zoological Gardens, and after

light refreshments had been served, a
paper on "Bee-keeping in South Africa"
was read by Miss M. Dagmar Sillar, late

of the Government Experimental Apiary,
Orange River Colony; after which R. J.

Tabor, Esq., B.Sc, of the Royal College of

Science, South Kensington, gave a lecture,
illustrated by lantern slides, on the
"Fertilisation of Flowers," the latter

being one of the special lectures arranged
in connection with the Experimental
Apiary.
Mr. T. AV. Cowan, who presided, in

introducing Miss Sillar to the audience,
stated how very pleased he was to see her
back again in this country ; he also oon-

gratulated her upon the splendid recovery
she had made after her serious illness. He
had no doubt that the audience would
derive great pleasure from listening to the
experience of an English-trained expert in

South Africa.

Miss Sillar then introduced the subject
of her paper as follows :

—

-

It was with reluctance I consented to

read this paper on South African bee-

keeping, as I feel more at home doing
practical work among the bees than
reading a paper before an audience the
majority of which probably know more
about bee-keeping than myself.

I am something like the candidate for

third-class honours, who, at the conclusion

of the examination, when asked how he
liked the ordeal, replied, '' I like

the bees better than the examiner." I

prefer bees, even though they do sting, to

an audience ; but, however, I will do my
best to interest you and give you some
idea of the industry in the colony.

I learnt my bee-keeping in England, and
it is eight years since I went to South
Africa to take up the work there. It is

difficult to give you a clear idea of the
difference in the country, and climatic

conditions of Great Britain and South
Africa. Only residence in the two countries

can do this.

For centuries bees have been kept in the
most rudimentary manner, rush and grass

baskets, clay moulded into cylindrical-

shaped receptacles and dried in the sun,

and the bark of trees were used as hives.

Bees were also kept in hollow trees, old

disused ant-heaps, and among rocks.

I think ''South African Bee-keeping,"
by H. L. Attridge, which was published in

1909, is the only hand-book on the subject

in that country, and I do not think I am
wrong in saying that bee-keeping Avas not

carried out as a profession, or perhaps a

better word is industry, until fifty years
ago, but no records have been kept, so

there is very little reliable information on
this point. I can only speak from ex-

perience of the last eight years, and
during that time there has been very great
progress in the industry.
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I have met two or three bee-keepers

who have been following modern methods
for the last twenty-five to thirty years,

and to quote Mr. Attridge's words, '' like

many other industries in this country bee-

keeping has had its ups and downs, pre-

judice and apathy for many a long day
retarding its progress along modern
lines.''

However, by steady jDlodding the initial

difficulties have been overcome and its

future assured. The Transvaal Bee-

keepers' Association was formed in the

year 1908 ; this undoubtedly gave an
impetus to bee-keeping. In 1903 the

Association was reorganised and called

the South African Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion, and affiliated to the British Bee-

keepers' Association. In November, 1911,

the first issue of the South African Bee
Journal was published: until that date

the Association had a few columns in one
of the agricultural papers. In July, 1912,

the Journal was enlarged, and now both

the Western Province Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation and the Xatal Bee-keepers' As-

.sociation are affiliated to the South African

Bee-keepers' Association, and have the

united advantages of the JouinaJ. These
facts show the steady progress made

;
yet

there is still much to be done. One rarely

takes up a South African agricultural

paper now without seeing something about

bees in it, and at all tbe principal agri-

cultural shows in each <jf the colonies the

classes for honey, wax, &c., are well sup-

ported, the bee tent is looked for and
always attracts a large audience during
the lectures. Two examinations for the

B.B.K.A. third-class certificates have been

held : eleven candidates presented them-
selves, and eight received the certificate.

I hope before very long they will present

themselves for the second-class examination.

It is an interesting fact that South Africa

is the only colony which is under the wing
of the mother country in ccninection with
bee-keeping.

We often hear that South Africa is the

only country in the world where di.sease

is unknown. South African bees are

singularly free from the serious diseases

known in other parts of the world,

climatic conditions and freedom from
pre-disposing causes, being undoubtedly
helpful in this direction. Foreign bees

were being so largely imported into the

different colonies, and from time to time
there have been scares that " foul brood"
had broken out, but any suspicious case

has been drastically dealt with. The
Government very wisely took up the
question before it was too late, and by
means of legislation stopped the importa-
tion of bees, honey, and wax into the
country. The law has now been modified
so that comb foundation only is now im-
ported, but it must be accompanied by a

guarantee that it has been sterilised, and
been kept at a temperature of 212deg.

for two hours ; this, of course, does not
improve the wax, but is an absolute safe-

guard against carrying disease in any
form.
In April, 1911, a stock was found show-

ing signs of foul brood. Samples were
sent to the Chairman of the B.B.K.A.,
Mr. Cowan, and he reported that the

foul brood Imcilli were jiresent, but Avere

not identical with those in Great Britain.

When this was reported to the Government
Agricultural Department thej- at once
had the hive, bees, and all appliances

destroyed, and compensated the owner

;

they also appointed a temporary inspector,

who visited all the apiaries round the
district. No serious cases of disease were
discovered, but in some instances bees

wei-e found very badly kept.

Just before I left the country I was
asked by the Government to insi^ect again,

and A'isited all the apiaries near Johannes-
liurg, going very carefully through all the
colonies. I only found one bad case, and
1 watched it carefully. At the end of a
foi'tnight this stock was almost healthy,

no sign of disease appeared in the brood,

and honey was being brought in

abundantly. At an altitude of 4,500ft.

above the sea-level I do not think disease

will flourish, but I am sorry to saj- some
of the bee-keepers are very careless, and
the colonies do not receive proper atten-

tion.

South Africa is an ideal country for bee-

keeping, certain districts having the best

flora in the world ; the climate also is very

suitable, as is indicated by the numbers of

ne«ts of wild bees. The temper of some
colonies certainly seems to be very un-

certain. Bee-keepers tell you their bees

went mad witliout any reason, and stung
everything, killing poultry, dogs, and some-
times horses and cattle. I think myself
there is always a reason for their being so

very cross: the temperature may add to

their irritability. I have only twice seen

bees in this state, and T do not wish to
see the like again. I think this tendency
will in time be overcome by promoting
modern methods, by breeding from the
Ijest-tempered bees, and care being taken
in selection of sites for apiaries, thus
avoiding the other stock coming in contact
Avith the ])ees ; educating bee-keepers will

also eliminate carelessness or ignorance,
and these serious lo.sses will be avoided.
I know of one case where a farmer lost

over £1000 worth of stock through his

calves being attacked by bees. I have
found that these very savage South
African bees are the best workers. I

think the native bees are more sensitive

to sounds and disagreable smells than the

bees at home, and think this may be due
to the rarity of the atmosphere. The
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native bees of Soutli Africa all seem to be

smaller than the British, but there are

various differences to be found even in the

inmates of the same hive. The colour,

size, and markings of the native bee are

very indefinite. Mr. Attridge says in his

book :
" At the top we have the bright

yellow kind, partaking of the charac-

teristics of the Italian with a shade of

Eastern manners, down to the smaller and
darker bee, which is not so docile."

Neither of these varieties, if we can call

them such, is constant, as from the same
mother spring workers of different shades
and appearance. In the same hive both
the above kinds are often found, and also

another grade, which must not be con-

founded with the young bees slKiwing a

grey hairy fringe on the abdominal
segments.

The bee commonly called by the Dutch
the Krauze bee seems to be the most
ferocious of all, and they will attack and
sting without any apparent reason. They
are very small and dark in c-olour. When
domesticated the Avikl bees have a great
tendency to swarm, but are excellent

workers. The agricultural shows have
done a great deal to develop bee-keeping
on the right lines, and the grading of

honey b}' the South African Bee-keejiers'

Association before it goes to the depots
for sale has raised the standard consider-

ably. The jorices last month were:—First

grade sections, 15oz. to 16oz., Is. od. each ;

second grade, Is. 2d. each. Good sections

that have candied, lid. to 8d. each. Ex-
tracted first grade honey, 18s. per doz.

;

second grade, 16s. per doz. ; third grade,
14s. per doz. Beeswax: raw, 2s. jDer lb.;

treated, 2s. 6d. per lb. There is a great
demand for wax throughout the whole
country, and in the large towns the
demand for first-grade honey is rapidly
increasing, but the bee-keepers, with a
few exceptions, have not yet leai'nt the
art of sending honey to market. Certainly
the conditions for transport are not so

easy or so safe as in this country, and the
tremendous distance some of the produce
has to travel is unknown here. The price
of hives and appliances was at one time
ijrohibitive, and but for this, no doubt,
liee-keejDing could have advanced more
rapidly. I am afraid this was due to the
grasping methods adopted by some of the
British manufacturers and their agents,
together with the high freightage rates.

At one time a good W.B.C. hive cost
£3 17s., and to this was added the
carriage, no mean sum considering the fact
that hives are charged at the highest
late.

The Americans were more pushing, and
sold hives much cheaper, also through
their light construction the freightage
is much less, as will be shown by
the following figures, being the cost of

freightage from the ports to tlie Trans-
vaal :

—
Cost of English

Penceiiper 100 lb. American Hives. W.B.C.
Delagoa Bay, 84 2.s. 6d. 5s. Id.

East London, 92 2s. 9d. 5s. 7d.

Port Elizabeth, 97 2s. lOid. 5s. lid.

An agitation is now on foot to get these
reduced.

It will be interesting to my audience to
know that experience has taught me that
there is no hive which will stand the
climate of South Africa, and in which bees
thrive so well, as the "'\^'.B.C." American
hives I found most unsatisfactory; through
the material being so light the wood
twisted, and in a very short time they
became useless.

Some South African writers advocate the
use of American hives, and state that
British-made ones are of no use for the
climate : this is mainly due to the bad
samples they have tried. It seems to me that
the idea of some people at home is that any-
thing will do for South Africa, and goods
that \^ould not be offered at home are
sent out there. This is a foolish policy,

and has done a great deal of harm to
British produce. The South African
knows, can get, and will have goods of

the very best make, therefore only first-

class goods should be sent if the trade is

to be kept and increased. At Grootvli I

had W.B.C. hives made in England: these
were well cared for and painted each year,

and at the end of eight years these hives
were almost as sound as the day they were
made.
The price of British hives has now been

reduced. This has been brought about by
competition, and a good W.B.C. hive can
now be purchased for £2 os., practically

the same price as is charged at home: and
if, as I have remarked before, only the
best goods are sent, there is a splendid
opening for British manufacturers. It

would be a great advantage if the bee-

keepers in South Africa would decide upon
a standard for their hives. At present, in

the same apiary, one finds British, Hoff-
man, Danzenbaker, and very often that
particular bee-keeper's own size of frames.
In the Transvaal and Free State and the
Western Province the British standard
seems to be steadily gaining ground, but
some of the Xatal bee-keepers say the
American patterns are more suitable for

their climate. I repeat that person-
ally I jjrefer the W.B.C. to any other,

the air space l)eing of greater u.se in a
country where the changes of temperature
are so great and so sudden. In my own
room last December the temjierature was
112deg. at four in the afteinoon, and by
4 a.m. was only 4(Weg. It Avas a Avood-and-
iioii li.iiltling. constructed without air

space, which shoAved me very plainly the

great adA^antage of haA'ing this space.

Some feAv bce-kcopers argue that the South
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African bees are too prolific, and the size

of frames too small for the British hive

to be suitable, but these objections can

easily be overcome by using two body-

boxes.
The flora of South Africa is in some

districts the finest in the world. After

the rains flowers spring up all over the

veldt, and the natural forests in Cape
Colony swarm with wild tees and abound
in flowering trees. One tree bears the

appropriate name of the "honey bush."

The evicalyptus, which is being planted all

over the country, yields honey during the

winter. The acacia is one of the first trees

to blossom in the spring, the tamarisk,

beefwood, and mimosa yield good honey,

.as dO' also the fruit trees, especially in

districts where there are large orchards.

In Natal are the mango, loquats, orange
blossom, and in some parts the veldt

flowers alone yield an abundant harvest.

Lucerne is largely grown, but it has not

quite come up to the expectations of the

South African bee-keepers, as the bees

w ill not work on it if there are any other

sources of nectar ; the flowers explode and
hit the bees when they alight, and this

disconcerts them. Lucerne that is

irrigated with water pumped up direct from

wells, and which is not allowed to stand

some time in the sun, being run straight

on to the land, does not secrete nectar. Jn

the Cape Province this plan is not fol-

lowed, but irrigation from reservoirs is

carried on, and the farmers reap some
excellent cro2>s of honey. The tree lucerne

yields a honey of good flavour, and is

readily visited by the bees. Some plants

and trees only secrete nectar at certain

times of the day during the very hot

weather, generally in the eai-ly mornings

and evening; in fact, during very warm
weather the bees frequently leave the

hives and work by moonlight some time

before daybreak.
It is impossible to give the slightest

idea of the difference's of climate in such

a vast country. In some parts there is not

a drop of rain for from eleven to fifteen

months at a time ; then a deluge comes. I

have seen four inches of rain fall in one
hour. It was quite usual to have IGdeg.

of frost at night in June on the farm I

was on in the Free State, and last winter

we had from 21deg. to 26deg. of frost, but

that is very unusual. Throughout the

whole country, however, there is always

the bright sunshine, and the clear aiv

which means so much to Sunny South
Africa.

The South African bees are excellent

workers; I have heard of cases in Rhodesia
and Cape Colony where twenty-one
sections were filled in two days. The best

record I personally know of is a September
swarm put into a new hive, and it pro-

duced 1481b. of honey—one natural and

one artificial swarm—and went into winter
quarters with five frames of sealed honey.
I went down from Bloemfontein to
Durban show one June. Our bees in the
P^ree State were wintered just like bees at
home, and the queens had not laid since

April. I found the Natal bees busy at
work, queens laying and brood in all

frames. It was quite hot weather in

Natal. I have heard it stated that the
short (or no) rest of the queeirs during
winter causes less energy in the spring,

and the queens wear out sooner ; con-
sequently some bee-keepers re-queen every
year. It has been suggested, but I do not
think tried, to cellar the hive for a month
or two during the winter, and so compel
a complete rest. One great mistake made by
beginners in bee-keeping is that they have
only studied British and American books,

and fail to realise that the seasons are
different, and everything does not apply
to. South Africa. There are also people
who seem to think that they can keep
bees without studying them at all. One
great safeguard to bee-keeping is the fear

of stings, this jjrevents many undesirable
would-be keepers of bees from doing so.

Bees in South Africa have many
enemies ; different species of birds, ants,

wax moth, deathshead moth, snakes,
spiders, toads, sometimes Kaffir boys, and,

worst of all the "bee pirate," or bee tiger

as it is called, and by the Dutch
"mal-bij," which means bad bee. It is a

species of Digger wasp which preys upon
hive bees.

There are several species of 'these, the
banded one and the yellow being most
common. They are very strong and swift

in flight : the yellow ones catch the bees

on the wing and on flowers, and the
striped ones wait on the floor-board of tlie

hive and catch them as they go in and
out : the bees become so frightened that they
will not leave the hive, but cluster at the

entrance. Their procedure is to sting

the bees to death, lay their eggs in the

body, carry this off to their burroM-s, and
there the young hatch. Various methods
are adopted to catch these pirates ; the

most useful seems to be a white plate half

lulled with paraffin oil and water placed in

the sun near the hive. This attracts them
and dazzles them, when they drop into the

liquid and get drowned.
South Africa is a young country witli

great possibilities for agriculture, and I

feel sure that bee-keeping will one day
become a great industry, and a rich source

of national wealth. I have heard honey
classed as one of the ''sample" products

of the country.
Bee-keeping is now being started as an

independent industry. I heard of one
young fellow who is starting a farm with

between 300 and 400 colonies : he is by no

means a beginner, and is likely to do very
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well, as he is going to the Barberton
•district, which is an ideal bee country.

I left South Africa with the very
greatest regret, and would like to go back
there some day. I hope that some of the
Council of the British Bee-keepers' As-
sociation will visit the country before long,

and they will then see for themselves the
possibilities, and what is required for

develojjing the industry.

{To he continued.)

HELPFUL HIXTS FOR NOVICES.
By W . Herrod.

THE C.\EE OF APPLIANCES.

(Continued from page 404.)

The next portion of the hive to be
painted is the outer case. If the porch is

this occurs, so tightly does the paint hold
that portions of the wood ai*e sometimes
broken a^vay. Paint the porch and
entrance slides, rearing them end-on
inside the hive. Now proceed with the
lifts, treating them in the same way as

the outer case. Finally the roof is painted
;

but before doing this remove the cap from
the ridge, so that it can be painted
underneath and the roof covered with
calico. The work should be carried out
under cover, for if rained upon the spots
will make a rough surface. The hive
should stand for several days to harden.
All the operations described can be seen in

the photograph.
After the first coat or priming has

hardened, all the nail-holes .should be
stopped with putty, then a smooth surface

PAINTING HIVES.

a moveable one it should be taken off

before the paint is applied, so that the
back of the porch as well as that portion

of the hive to which it is attached may
be i^ainted.

Turn the outer case upside down and
paint in the rebate which fits upon the
floor-board ; then reverse and paint the
outside, including the top edge. When
completed, lift on to the floor-board l)y

placing the hands inside so that the paint
is not rubbed off or finger-nuirks left on
the outside; do not put the outer case in

l^osition, but turn it cornerwise on the
floor-board; in this position the paint will

set hard, and the parts will not stick

together, which would be the case if the
wet parts were fitted together. "When

obtained by stretching a fine sand-paper
over a piece of wood, with which the
surface of the hive is rubbed with short,

sliarp strokes, l^nless a piece of wood is

used inside the sand-paper the putty will

be rubbed into hollows.

Before proceeding with the next coat of

paint the roof should be made raiupr<M)f.

If treated as described below and taken
care of afterwards, roofs will remain
watertight for years.

Obtain a piece of calico about three
inches longer than the top of the roof, also

some tinned tacks : do not use cut tacks, as
they will rust. Turn tlie roof upside
down on the bench or table, and tack the

calico along the oave on tlie underside about
one inch in. Now turn the roof the right
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side up and coat it flith paint the con-

sistency of porridge, stretch the calico

tightly over, and tack on the underside
of the other eave, then tack under the

gable at one end, finishing by stretching as

tightly as possible and tacking under the

other gable, rub the calico well down into

the paint, and alloAV it to stand for at

least a fortnight.

{To be continued.)

THE W. B. CARR MEMORIAL FUND.
Although this fund lias been reopened

for some time, the amount received up to

date is very small. Considering the bene-

fits derived by bee-keejoers this ought not
to be the case. The form of the memorial
has now been definitely decided ujion, so

that subscribers know for what purpose
the money will be used. Wlien the fund
was first opened a number of bee-keepers
wrote saying they would defer sending
donations until they kneiv what was to be
jlone with the money, and as we are now
able to inform them, this excuse is there-

fore done away with, and we hope they
will forward the sum they intended to

give. As the fund stands at present, it

will be possible to award the medal once
in three years. It ought to be possible to
raise sufficient mone^^ to bring the fund up
to £100, in which case it could be given at
least once in two years.

Several have given a second donation,
and I appeal very strongly to all bee-

keepers for subscriptions, no matter how
small (even sixpences will count), as if the
fund is to reach the desired sum, about
£30 moi'e will be required.
The B.B.K.A. is almost the only Associa-

tion of its kind that lia.s not a gold medal
for presentation ; let us remedy this for all

time.—W. Heerod, Secretarv B.B.K.A.,
St. Paul's Chambers, 23. Bedford Street.
Strand, London.

BEE DISEASE BILL.
We quote the following from the Times

of October 17:—
Mr. Runciman (Dewsburv), in moving

the second reading of the Bee Disease Bill,

said that the bee industry liad severely

suffered from disea:^e, notably the " Isle

of Wight" disease, which had spread
as far as Scotland. So far as he could
ascertain, the value of the hives in Eng-
land and Scotland ran to iiearlv

£1,000,000 and in many parts of the
country the whole of them had been
destroyed. As the result of a conference
between the Board of Agriculture and the
Beekeeper's Association this Bill had been
drafted providing that the importation of

infected bees should be under regulation,
and, if necessary, prohibited ; and that
where the disease had spread to any area
the local authoritj- might inspect, and in

case of hopeless infection destroy, the
hives. The orders would be enforced
under powers similar to those in the
Diseases of Animals Act, and the officers

of the Board would have powers of inspec-

tion. The disease spread with gi'eat

rapidity and particularly in the early

months of the year, and unless the Bill

was got through in the near future, it

would be impossible to make the necessary
arrangements to regulate the isolation or
extermination of the disease.

Mr. J. Hope moved the adjournment of

the debate on the ground that the House
had received inadequate notice that the

Bill Avould be taken.

Mr. Jardine (Somerset, E.) seconded
the motion.
Mr. C. Bathurst, the Marquess of TuUi-

bardine (Perthshire, W.), and Mr. Duke
(Exeter) urged that the motion should be
withdrawn.
Mr. I'llingworth (Yorks, AV.R., Shipley)

undertook to give tlie longest possible

notice of Bills the Government would pro-

pose to take after 11 o'clock.

Mr. J. F. Hope withdrew his motion.

Mr. W. Rutherford (Liverpool, West
Derby) complained of a number of the
provisions of the Bill, which, he said, con-

ferred unprecedented powers on the Board
of Agriculture.

Colonel Lockwood (Essex, Epping)
thought the Bill a good one, and hoped
that with some amendments in Committee
it would be agreed to.

.\fter further debate, the Bill was read

a second time.

MARRIAGE OF MR. W. T. MEADOWS.
We offer our congratulations to Mr.

W. T. Meadows, eldest son of Mr.' and
Mrs. AV. P. Meadows, the well-known
appliance manufacturer, of Syston, upon
his marriage with Miss M. Gamble, by
special license, at the Parisli Church,
Syston, on October 2nd.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed bj/ correspondents. No
notice toill be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and ffire their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
04 a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

WINTER STORES.
[8577] The most prominent features of

the bee season just closed were the com-
parative failure of the honey crop,

numerous late swarms, frequent failure of

virgin queens to become mated, and
threatened famine in the autumn.

In many districts, the stores gathered

in May were entirely consumed in June.
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and swarms hived in July had no oppor-
tunity to \a\ by snfEcient store for the
winter. Late July and all August were
wet, and bees do not store surplus in Sep-
tember as a rule. Those who have driven
from skeps here in the west, report that a

large percentage have practically no honey,

and all are light. The skeppist is not

only unlikely to feed sufficiently, but finds

it difficult to do so if he will. It is to be
anticipated, therefore, that there will be

considerable mortality among the skeps

this winter. The owners of light skeps

which are unlikely to winter, should not
hesitate, even at this late time of year,

to feed them rapidly with warm syrup.

A skep is so well ventilated that it does
not appear to be affected in the same way
as a Avooden hive by the presence of much
unsealed food. Two years ago I drove
the bees from a skep for a neighbouring
farmer who wanted some honey, about
November 1st. The bees weighed l^lb.,

and were headed by a young queen. Not
wishing to disturb any of my hives, for

the sake of experiment, I telephoned to

Bristol for a new skep, and hived the
bees in it the same night. Mild weather
followed, and the bees repeatedly emptied
a small rapid feeder placed on the floor

of the skep. Early in December their new
combs reached the feeder, and the latter

had to be remove<l. Syrup was then given
at the top, and they fed and bred during
the whole winter. I have had three
artificial swarms from them since, and
they are still flourishing.

Frame hives, however, cannot be treated
in this way, and hives which are not suf-

ficiently stored now require candy.
Many will not receive it till January or
February. Personally, I regard candy as

an evil for bees, although occasionally a
necessary one. At one time I often relied

on candy to bring my stocks through the
winter. If I did not lose stocks through
the unnatui-al excitement caused by the
candy on mild clays, I certainly did in

severe weather, when the bees were unable
to eat and "invert" it, and when the
hives should not have been disturbed.
During the last three years I have made

it a rule to feed as heavily as necessary in

September. Not only have I had no cases
of soring dwindling, but I have also

avoided the trouble involved in making
and providing candy. As I keep only
young queens in their first year, I do not
indulge in stimulative feeding at any
time, although I sometimes uncap stores
in the spring. Generally speaking, T have
come to regard all feeding, except that
necessary in the autumn, as undesirable.
AVhere queens are kept more than a year
T sometimes recommend stimulation : but
from long expei'ience I am sure that the
best practice is to re-queen in the summer,
feed adequately in September, and leave
the rest to nature.

During the last few years 1 have
acquired the habit of ascertaining the
state of a hive with regard to its stores

by gently lifting the back about an inch
from the ground. This plan saves much
time and trouble, for it is only necessary
to open thase hives which are palpably
light.—SOMBESET.

"ISLE OF WIGHT" DISEASE.
[8578] Twenty years ago I recollect

seeing a hive of bees suflfering from
paralysis, and to the best of my belief, the
symptoms were identical with the j^resent
" Isle of Wight " disease. I gave them
salt in their drinking water and they
gradually got better.

At the end of July last, I had two hives
attacked Avith the malady ; both were
strong stocks, and had given a surplus of

801b. and oOlb. In a few days hundreds
of bees were crawling on the ground with
the wasps attacking them from all quarters
and themselves dying by hundreds. I

transferred the bees at once into clean
hives, previously dressed with Ayles'
cure, but in spite of this they gradually
dwindled and died, and so for the first

time for nearly' forty years I am without
bees. It has been one of the .saddest

sights to me to see my poor little friends
crawling on the grouncl and being dissected
by the wasps, without being able to help
them in any way.
In an apiary a quarter of a mile away

I transferred six stocks into clean -hives

dressed with the cure ; one of them was
suffering badly from the disease, and
promptly died out, but the other five are
at present healthy so far as I can judge,
and I am hoping they will keep so. If all

goes well I will start with a new swarm
in the spring.

—

Elvey E. Smith, South-
fleet, Kent.

EXHIBITING AT THE DAIRY SHOW.
[8579] I shall be glad if you will pub-

lish tliis complaint in the "' B.B.J.,"
I'ecaiise we are always told that entries
should be forthcoming to support the
show, and I think the Show Committee
ought in retiirn to support the exhibitors.

Twice in recent years I have sent good
honey to the Dairy Show, only to find the
awards first and then reserve, no second
or third prize being awarded. Five
classes have been dealt with in this

manner this year, and it is not very
encouraging to exhibitoi's. The entry
fees are the higliest in the English show
lists, and the prizes awarded most charily.

Foi- myself, this year it cost me os. 2d.

for two entries, As. for carriage, an<l

although sent in a spring travelling crate,

I had twelve out of eigliteen sections

1 educed to pulp and most of the honey
lost. A second prize would have cxjm-

peusate<l me sonicwlint (though it would
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not liave cleared my exjDenses), and been
some encouragement for the future ; as the
sections were good, no matter what con-
ditions may be attached to the number of
entries. — Jos. G. Nicholson, Lang-
wathby.

[While agreeing to a certain extent with
our coTrespondent. we must point out that
the British Dairy Farmers' Association
know their business best, and the method
of -nithholding prizes unless there are a
certain number of entries is followed right
through the show, even to the cattle
classes. It cannot, therefore, be expected
that tJiey will make an exception in the
case of the honey competition, which is

the smallest department in the whole ex-
hibition.

We also find that the statement that
only one first was aivarded in five classes is

incorrect, the awards being as follows:—
One class four jirizes, three classes three,
three classes two, four classes one prize.

With regard to the smashed sections it is

much to be regretted that railway com-
panies do not exercise more care in deal-
ing with goods, as although the sections
were packed most carefully in a spring
crate, six were completely smashed on
arrival. This is the fault of the railway
company, and not of the exhibition
officials.

—

Eds.]

WHY NOT A :\J1D-BIC'KS B.K.A.?
[8580] Having been a reader of the

Bee Journal for some time, I shall be
glad if you can give any reason why we
cannot have a Mid-Bucks Bee-keepers'
Association in this county, as there are a
great many bee-keepers here who do not
belong to an association. At the agri-
cultural shows in this district we always
get a good number of exhibits, and I think
an association would do well. Hoping
some of your old readers will take this
lip,—A Young Bee-keeper., Bletchley.

FINDING A MARKET FOR HONEY.
[8581] I beg to thank you very

sincerelv for the publicitv given mv
letter 'in the " B.B.J. ," ' (page 386)
and your proffered help to enable me
to dispo.se of the honey for the
bee-keepers of this district. Thanks to
advertisements in your journal I have now
obtained a market for all available this
season. If sj^ared next year, I intend
sending you samples for inspection and
expert advice as to quality and market
value, and advertise accordingly in the
"B.B.J." There is, however, what I con-
sider a grave hindrance to tlie marketing
of honey, especially in this district, and
that is the excessive freightage rates to
London and the South of England. I

have written the Department of Agricul-
ture twice on the subject without receiv-
ing an acknowledgment, but perhaps

they are too busy dealing with foot-and-
mouth disease to bother about small
details such as the marketing of honey,
&c., and I would be obliged if you could
bring the matter before the proper
authorities to deal with it. I sent two
gross of sections to Birmingham, packed
in spring travelling cases per goods train,

for which I had to pay £1 2s. lOd. (rate

80s. per ton). I have an order from a

Brighton firm for all I can send, and the
railway company here can only book to

London by goods train at 95s. per ton, and
can give no information as to what the
amount would be from London to Brigh-
ton. Therefore I have to send it by re-

duced passenger train rate, which they can
book direct. A sample gross cost me
13s. 9d., and two gross to-day cost me
£1 7s. id., and in each case I have to sign
at owner's risk, and pay the last half-

penny, and take my chance of win or lose.

Why not allow a farm produce rate by
goods as well as by passenger train for

honey, when one has to take one's chance
in either case? A man who knows the busi-

ness, I should say best in Ireland, to-day
informed me that honey could be landed in

Brighton from California at the same price
as I Avas paying ; and spring travelling
cases, when returned, appear as if a
sledge hammer had been taken to them to

break them on purpose. I purchased
these crat&s from a Worcester firm, and
received them with six broken out of

twelve. The first time I sent them to

England with honey they arrived back ten
broken out of twelve, and it takes time
and money to repair spring cases, and
ordinary boxes are not suitable, as no
matter how carefully packed, there is a

high percentage of l)roken sections, \vhich.

I have learned to my cost. I have put in

two claims for breakages to crates, but the
railway company are in no hurry to ac-

knoA^ledge tliem. Again thanking you for

past aid, and trusting you will be able to

solve my present difficulty.

—

Irishman.
[If we desired to do so, we could fill the

Journal over and over again with letters

similar to the one from an Irish reader
which we print above. Our object being
to benefit our readers throughout Great
Britain as much as possible it is

a great satisfaction to us to find

that we are doing so. Without
egotism, we claim that we give better
value for money than any other bee
publication, on account of our large and
increasing circulation. This has increased
considerably in Ireland during the past

twelve months, through the advertisement
obtained by satisfied readers and adver-
tisers, who are generous enough to tell

others wlien they find a good thing.

Railway freightage is a serious problem,
and one we have endeavoured to tackle

for several years. In our experience the
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best method of packing sections is to

obtain Tate's cube sugar-boxes and pack
not more than three dozen in each box.

This allows of jjlenty of .suitable packing
material, and if properly carried out,

sections can be sent by goods train. A
saving is made on carriage, and as the
boxes are cheap there is no need to have
them returned. We have sent sections to

Holland packed in this manner, and they

arri-^-ed witlmut a breakage.

—

Eds.].

Queries and Replies,

[8557] Quccn-rcarinfj in Baby yiulci.—

•

I read in the chapter on queen-rearing in

the "A B C of Bee Culture," page 355,

1910 edition, that " after the virgin is

given to the nucleus and the latter is in

full operation, a ripe queen-cell should be
given and the virgin taken out again."

(1) Can you kindly give me any explana-
tion of this further giving of a cell when
the virgin has already been successfully

introduced, as when I make nuclei I

always give virgins and leave them until

fertilization takes place? (2) Another
thing I am not clear about is, how long
can I leave a fertile queen in a nucleus ?

To make it clearer, suppose I make up a

nucleus and introduce a virgin in June,
and the latter became fertilized a few
days later, could I leave her in the nucleus
until I wanted her for requeening a hive,

say, in September? I am rather afraid

she would fill up the combs with eggs and
afterwards lead off a swarm. What could
I do towards giving her more room, seeing

that the compartment holds only two half-

frames? How would it do in such a case

if I were to remove tlie combs she had
filled and give them to another hive to

hatch out, reijlacing them by frames of

foundation ? Of course, you understand
my mating-boxes are on the same j^rinciple

as Mr. Sladen's twin hives. (3) Next
sea.son, to prevent swarming, I intend
placing a rack of shallow-frames on the
floor-board, and the brood-chamlter on top
of that with excluder between, and another
excluder on the brood-chamber with a
super of shallow-frames above. Is this, in

your opinion, a good plan, and what will

become of any drones, seeing that the ex-

cluder will prevent their getting out, or

would I have to jDlace the brood-frames
l;^in. from centre to centre to prevent the
breeding of same ? Your reply through
the "B.B.J." will greatly oblige.—J. E.
James.

Rej^ly.—(1) If you read paragraph six

on page 356 of the "ABC' of Bee Culture,"
it will explain why cells are given in

place of the virgin, remembering that it

is a twin baby rucieus. (2) You cannot
keep fertile queens in baby nuclei very

long, or they will lead oflf a swarm. (3)
We do not approve of your plan. It is

much better to give room in advance of
lequirement, ancl ventilation to prevent
swarming.

[8558] Drones in hife October.—I have
one stock, an early June swarm, which I

bought in July on its combs, eight of
which are now covered with bees.
They seem very healthy, though disease

is still rife in this neighbourhood, and
even now (October 18) are working' hard
bringing in pollen, though I do not know
where they gatlier it as there are few
ilowers left, with the exception of
Michaelmas Daisies, after the hard frosts
we have had. Since the beginning of
August, when, according to the text
books, drones are usually expelled or
killed, I have always noticed an ex-
ceptional number of these flying, very few
having been thrown out of the hive^ and
therefore on the 13th inst., when they
seemed to be more numei'ous than ever, I

covered the entrance with a piece of
excluder about two o'clock in the after-
noon, thinking that those .shut out would
be killed by the night's frost. A large
number returned during the afternoon,
but by evening they had all disappeared,
only to return about the following mid-
day, when I killed them on the alighting-
board—159 in all. Will you kinclly say
(1) Whether you think these are robber
drones, though I may say they nsually
seemed to have free entrance? (2) If they
belong to the hive have I done right in
killing them : my object being to save
stores? (3) Does tliis point to an excep-
tional amount of drone breeding on
account perhaps of the queen being okl ?

—

W. J. G., Hants.

Reply.—(1) We should say the drones
managed to get back into the hive through
some unprotected hole and came out again
the next day. Drones do not rob. (2)
Drones are of no use at this time of year.
(3) Their ]n-esence now, points to qiieen-
lessnes®, or an unfertile quee.n.

[8559] Knotting for Painting Hives.—
Will you please let me know how to make
knotting, as described in •' B.B.J. ",
Octolier 10 (page 403) ? How much red
lead and how much glue are required, and
how should I melt or mix it ? I hope you
will publish " Helpful Hints for Novices''
in liook form.

—

Novice, Bairley.
Reply.—Knotting is made by dissolving

shellac in methylated sjiirit. INlake a.

saturated solution, and then thin it a
little with more spirit, so that it goes on
easily. If red load and glue are used,
melt the glue, making a very thin solu-
tion, and rub in red lead till it becomes
a thin paste. We are receiving so many
requests similar to yours tliat it is quite
jiossible we shall pn))lish the articles in

book form.
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[8560] I'oUen in shallow fiarnes.—Quite

a number of my new shallow frames have
had pollen deposited in them. What is

the best thing to do? Shall I cut it out

and leave the bees to repair the damage,
or is there a better plan!" Also, owing tu

the abnormally late season, my extracting

is only just completed. As it is too late

to give the frames to the bees to clean up.

shall I leave them in their present con-

dition, wet and reeking with honev?

—

L. E. R.
Reply.—(1) You can get the pollen out

by syringing the combs with water from a

garden syringe. (2) It would be best to

put the wet combs on a hive to get

them cleaned. If the bees will not do this,

store the frames in a dark warm place.

[85-61] Various Queries.—Would you
kindly answer the following C|uestions in

the British Bf:E Journal?:— (1) What is

flour-candy made of, and when should it

be given ? (2) Is it absolutely necessary

to boil sugar and water before giving it

to the bees? I only make the water hot
enough to melt the sugar, and the bees

seem to take it down with avidity. (3) I

have only one hive, and I work for

sections. Would it pay me best to try

and prevent my stock from swarming, or

should T make another hive? (4) When
should the first rack of sections be put on
the hive (in Scotland)? (5) At present I

have onlj' eight frames in my hive, having
removed two spare ones. When should I

return these? (6) If in the swarming
season I kept an emptv hive near the
stock, should a swarm come off I suppose
the chances are it might take possession

of same, provided I have stores in it?

—

DOUGAL.
Reply.— (1) Flour-candy is made by

stirring in a little pea-flour during the
cooling process. (2) It is not absolutely

necessary to boil the .syrup, it must be
made thick and heatedtill all the sugar is

dissolved. (3) To obtain surplus you should
not allow the bees to swarm. (4) Just
before the honey-How. You are in the
best position to determine this, (o) About
April or May. (6) Yes, most probably it

would.

[8562] Mfa,l Malintj. — In the
pamphlet by Rev. G. W. Bancks, on
"Mead and How to Make It,"' the author
gives details of licences required for

the sale of mead. Our local Excise
man has been making enquiries as

to whether there are any people around
here who make mead. The man
whom he asked told him that it was a
lost art, and thought it was not made, but
knowing that I had made some he passed
me the hint. Can you tell me why the
Excise man was enquiring? Is there any
new regulation regarding the inaling of
mead? Obviouslv. thouo;h friendlv with

the official in question, I cannot go to him
for the information.

—

Curious.
Reply.—There are no restrictions

against making mead, any more than
there are against making home-made
wine.

Bee Show to Come.

November 5th and 6th, at Brighton.—
Annual Show of the Sussex B.K.A., in connection
with the Brighton, Hove and Sussex Horticultural
Society's Chrysanthemum Show, to be held in the
Dome and Corn Exchange, Brighton. Five open
classes, including one section and one battle. Seven
Members' Classes. Schedule from C. A. Overton,
Beecroft, Crawley. Entries close October 29th.

Notices to Correspondents.

W. D. G. (Briton Ferry).

—

I'tHisitnj Hard
Cinulij.—Add a little water to the candy,
and remake it by boiling again.

Brandreth (Surrey).

—

Earu'igs in Hives.
—Use 2)owdered naphthaline, placing it

under the lugs of the frame. Earwigs
will eat a certain amount of honey, and
should be kept out of hives if possible.

E. H. G. S. (Comrie).

—

Late Drones.—
The presence of drones at this time of

year indicates queenlessness or an un-
fertile queen.

W. B. (Oulton Broad).—Stoe J: ilesfroijcd

hij moth.—The hive has been attacked
by wax moth; it is their larvse you have
sent.

J. B. F. (Shipley).—TT'/7? hec-heeinnrj pay?
—Properly managed, bees will pay. In
a good season they frequently yield an
average profit of 20s. per stock.

Honei/ Samples.
H. X. (Weobley).— (1) The honey is

mainly from fruit, and is worth about
9s. 6d. per dozen jars. (2) If you
hybridise the bees it is almost certain
you will get a vicious strain.

Suspected Disease.
M. G. (Dunstable).—The bees have died
from " Isle of Wight '" disease. The
small "lumps" are a parasite, the
hraula coeea. or blind louse.

J. P. (Salisburv), E. A. N. (Eltham),
R. J. (Penarth), andC. B. A. (Watford).
—The bees have "Isle of Wight"
disease.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per iin., or 6s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

1CWT. English Honey, 54s.; sample, 2d.— F.
CRICK, Firwoof Cottage, Halstead, Essex, v 33
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
THE CONVERSAZIONE.

(Continvcd from pcujc 425.)

Mr. Cowan, in thanking Miss Sillar for

preparing and reading the jiaper, referred

to the market price of honey in South
Africa compared with that in England,
and pointed out that the value of money
was much greater in this country than in

South Africa, which made the relative

value of honey approximately the same.
As regards hives, he was pleased to hear

that the British W. B.C. hive was preferable

to the American. This is what one would
na^turally be led to expect, in a country
AV'here there is such a great range of

temperature in the course of twenty-four
hours. Hives with double walls, such as

the W.B.C , must have a great advantage
over the single-walled American pattern.

A gentleman who remarked that he had
had some experience in Cape Colony, fully

endorsed this view, and said the American
hives were not well adapted to the country.

AVhat were wanted were hives with an
air-space all round the brood-chamber
The American hives were miserably made,
and not to be compared with those made
by English firms.

Numerous questions were asked as to the

period of the honey-flow, from which it

Avas elicited that the chief honey-flow

occured in the winter. Bees went into a

state of semi-hibernation during the very
dry summer months, but it was found that

the queens were laying practically the

year round.
Miss Sillar also said, in reply to ques-

tions, that on account of the dryness of

the atmosphere, the great variations in

temperatures were more easily borne in

South Africa than in this country, and
consequently they had little trouble Mith
mould}- combs. They had trouble, wlien

a colony became queenless, with fertile

workers, and these were much more diffi-

cult to get rid of than they were in

this country. In a colony under Miss
Sillar's observation that became queen-
less and exhibited the usual signs of the

presence of a laying worker, after an in-

terval of five weeks it was found that a
fertile queen was at the head of the

colony. This wa-s the only instance that

had ever come to her notice, of the
apparent production of a queen from an
egg ])roduced by the laying worker. She
could not explain the fact, and regretted

she was unable to observe the colony

during the five weeks' interval, at Avliich

her visits were made.
Mr. Cowan explained to the meeting

that the Council had decided to reopen the

subscription list in connection with the

W. B. Carr Memorial Fund, in order U<

get sufficient money to cover the necessary
expenses for the issue of a gold medal to

be competed for biennially. It was not
thought advisable to take these expenses
from the principal, which was invested, as

the interest would no more than pay for

the medal itself. A certain amount had
already been subscribed, and it was hoped
the balance would soon be forthcoming, so

that the work could be put in hand.
The Chairman then introduced Mr.

R. J. Tabor, B.Sc, of the Royal College
of Science, South Kensington, the gentle-

man whose services the Council had been
fortunate in securing to deliver the lecture

on the "Fertilization of Flowers," which
is one of the series of technical lectures to

be given in connection with the Develop-
ment Grant.
Mr. Tabor dealt with his subject in a

very able manner, fully explaining the
function of the flower to the plant and
the relation of the bee to the flower in

such a way that everyone present, even if

not well versed in botanical nomenclature,
could follow liim, and consequently fully

appreciate the marvellous structure of the
contrivances of the different varieties of

flowers designed for the sole purpose of

securing fertilization. That bees take a
very important part in this process is now
well known, and in this connection the
observations made by Cecil H. Hooper, of

Wye College, were very interesting. He
(Mr. Hooper) estimated that the propor-
tions of insects visiting fruit blossoms were
as follows : 80' per cent, hive bees, 15 per
cent, humble bees, 5 per cent, other wild
bees, flies, beetles, &c. These figures

should prove to the fruit grower the value
of bees in close proximity to their orchards.
The peculiar habit of the foraging bee in

keeping to one species of flower naturally
very materially assists in the pollenisation

of the Idooms. In 1910 Miss Annie Betts
examined 1569 samjiles of pollen under the
jnicroscope from loads taken from the
pollen baskets of bees captured on the
aligliting-board of their hives, and of this

number only 144 were mixtures: or a per-

centage of 9.05 per cent.

In thanking the lecturer, Mr. Cowan re-

marked that he was very glad the im-
portance of bees to the fruit-grower was
now beginning to be recognised. He knew
a fruit-grower in California who had
forty acres of ''Alexander" peach trees,

which he complained bore hardly any fruit.

On visiting the orchards, ho (Mr. Cowan)
noticed tliat though there was a magni-
ficent show of bloom no bees of any sort

coidd be seen upon the blossoms, and
advised the fruit-grower to obtain some
bees at once. This he did, and through
the fertilization of the blossoms by this

means, succeeded in obtaining magnificent
ci-ops of fruit. To corroborate what the
lecturer had said regarding cross-fertiliza-
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tion lie might mention that it is the
practice of American fruit-growers to

2>lant a different variety of tree after

every three or four rows, in order to secure
this end, and there can be no doubt that

the practice has greatly increased the yield

and also the quality of the fruit.

In reply to a question as to what
varieties were capable of cross-fertilization,

the lecturer stated it was obviously neces-
sary to select those varieties which came
into bloom during the same period. A
report was made some time ago by the
Woburn Experimental Fruit Farm giving
information on this subject.

At the conclusion of the lecture an
'' Observatory Suspension " feeder, de-

signed by Mr. R. Grose, of Bodmin, was
shown. Mr. Grose claims that with it the
bees can be fed without opening or remov-
ing the covers from the hive. It can be
used either inside or outside the hive, and
is specially adapted for feeding nuclei. If

used outside it is suspended from a small

liook in such a manner that the hole in

the feeder comes in alignment with a hole

made in the back of the hive, and so it can
be re^olenished as desired without disturb-

ing the bees.

The proceedings terminated with the
usual vote of thanks to the chairman for

presiding.

THE W. BROUGHTOX CARR
MEMORIAL FUND.

£ s. d.

Amount alreadv acknowledged ... 3 15
E. Watson .'. 5

B. E. Buckwell 5

R. Lee 5

J. W. Moir 2

4 12

THE NYASA BEE.
By L. W. J. Deuss, Fort Johnson,

Nyasaland.

My object in putting these notes at the
disposal of the Editor is not to teach
others—for that I am not qualified—but to

let others teach me how I can avoid the
failures I have had, and to draw atten-

tion to a bee that through its excellent

qualities has won my sympathy. The
observations were made at Fort Johnston,
on the south end of Lake Nyasa, Lat. 14deg.

28min. SOsec. S., Long. 35deg. 18min.
3()sec. E., about 1,600ft. above the sea
level. In different altitudes man_y things
might differ considerably.

Even a casual observer of our little

friend the Nyasa bee, when it is busy on
a flower, must be struck by its beauty in

colour and shape. The worker is rather
slender and wasiJ-like, with abdomen more
pointed than that of the common black
bee. Its length is about the same— a little

less than half an inch when liungrj', and
a little more when full of honey.
The colour of head, thorax, and legs

is black, and these are covered with light-

yellow hair, with a tinge of red. The first

three of the six visible segments of the

abdomen are of a beautiful orange colour,

with narrow black bands at their bases.

The first segment being very small, they
appear to have two yellow bands. The
next two segments are black, with a bright

silver band at the base of each. The la§t

is black. ^The workers are not very dis-

similar to Italians.

This may also be said of the queens. A
dead Italian queen I have, is not to be dis-

tinguished from one of my dead Nyasa
queens. But the queens are not so

uniform in colour as the workers. As a
rule, they have the first three segments
of the abdomen orange, like the worker,
only the dark bands at their bases are

dark-brown instead of black, and the resti

of the abdomen is dark-brown too. A
very fertile queen generally has the
abdomen so much extended that the yellow

joints between the brown segments show
and give the whole a brighter appearance.
I have one queen that has the whole
abdomen yellow, and another that has not
even tlie two orange rings of the worker.

Yet their progeny seem to come out all

alike. Their bellies are orange in every
case, and their legs and feet very dark-
red. By the latter alone the queen can
easily be recognised when she runs along
the excluder at the entrance of a newly-
hived swarm tliat has departed and is wait-

ing for her to follow. The length of the

queens is about |in., but of course, varies

considerably.

The drones also vary much in colour and
size. Some are fin. in length, and some only

fin. Perhaps these latter were reared in

worker-cells. Head, thorax, and legs are

black, with less hair than the worker has.

The abdomens of the drones of some
colonies are so light that they are not easy
to tell from the workers by colour alone,

and one of mine last year had drones prac-
tically quite black all over. This same
colony this year has light drones like the
others. They have the brush of hair at
the extremity of the abdomen, like all

drones in Europe. The segments of their

al)domens are generally dark-brown, with
a faint light ring at their base.

That my carpenters work within ten
yards of my apiary, which is situated
direct against the kitchen ; that numbers
of natives work near it, handling cargo
and produce; cats, fowls, ducks, and chil-

dren play about without interference

from the bees, is a surprise to everybody
who first sees it, as it proves a sweetness
of temper otherwise only associated with
Carniolans. Until the hives are full they
can be examined without smoker, carbolic
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cloth, or veil, provided the weather and
time of the day is suitable, and one does

not jar them. On a cold, windy day the

hives should not be opened, nor after noon,

when the sun shines very hot, as then the

bees seem inclined to go at sight for the

face of the person who lifts their quilt.

At all times they strongly object to

certain odours ; oil of eucalyptus provokes

a furious attack. They will sting the

leather strap that carries my watch on my
wri.st. when they will not worry about my

ing, say, 9 a.m., she is released. Their

activity is great, and they are splendid
honey-gatherers, judging by what they do
in this arid place.

The queens are fertile, but are not
prone to drone-breeding, nor are they in-

clined to swarming if they are only given
enough room and ventilation. In my
hives, which take twelve or thirteen^

frames, I had only one swarm, and that

was because I forgot to remove the divi-

sion-board and give the bees the last three

BEES IN NYASALAND.

The writer's native assistant covering up a hive after inspection. 'He has a veil,

but keeps it up for clearer vision, trusting to the bees' good temper, thinking it is

time to let the veil down if they should show signs of anger. He gets i?. per

month extra for helping with the bees and tells other natives that they are very

fierce, lest they miglit take his job.

hand. Sweat irritates them, and natives
who have partaken of native beer are
much stung. Apifiige and muscatel have
no pacifying effect on them. lender

circumstances, in my apiary, that must be

trying to the bees' tempers, I only had
two colonies that Avould sting people, and
had to be requecned. This can be done
quickly and safely in twenty-four
hours, so that the breeding is haixlly

interrupted, by cageing their queen
alone from, say, 9 a.m. to o p.m., then re-

placing her by the new fertile queen in

the same cage and place. Tlie next morn-

frames. One of my colonies, though, that

built more drone^comb than the others,

<iid not gather h'ss honey, I)ut more, and

did not swarm but tilled most of the drone-

comb witli lioney. Thus it is not certain

that the buikling of drone-comb shotdd be

objected to.

the brood-ne.st is usually arranged as in

l'hiro))e; one or two combs of honey and

liollen near the entrance, then from four

to six combs of brood, and the remainder
lioney.

If left without guidance, as in a box with

smooth cover, tliey space their combs l^in.
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I have observed once as little as Igin. But
liin. is certainly their rule, indifferently

whether the combs contain all worker-

brood or drone-brood as well. The thick-

ness of sealed brood-comb varies from fin.

to |in., not leaving much unnecessary

space between the combs, either for the

queen or for ventilation.

I have never yet found them build their

combs at right angle to the entrance,

rarely parallel, but generally more or less

in the diagonal direction.

The measurement of the worker-cells in

the diameter between two opposite sides

I found to vary between O.lSSin. and
0.192in. We may thus assume 0.19in. as

their normal diameter, against the 0.22in.

of "Weed" foundation. The small

diameter harmonises with the slender

shape of the bee. They will, however,
draw out imported foundation readily and
breed in it; but if you give tbem half a

sheet, they will, beneath it, continue in

their own smaller measurement, after

drawing out the foundation in the larger.

It would be an interesting experiment
to see if, by giving the bees for several

years full sheets of foundation and spacing
them l-y.lGin., the size of the Nyasa bee
would become larger. I wondei- if ex-

periments in that direction with other
small bees have been made.
There are 65.6 worker-cells jier square

inch of comb on both sides together, or

about 6,030 cells per frame of Sin. by
12in. internal measurement.

The drone-cells, of which there are

hardly more than one-tenth, measure from
side to side 0.256in., one-third more than
the worker-cells. There are 49.2 per
square inch of comb on l)otli sides, or
about 4,730' per frame of Sin. by 12in. in-

ternal measure. But such a frame as had
drone brood only I have not yet come
across, except in the honey-combs beyond
the brood-nest.

The honey-comi) is beautifully Avhite, as

they do not quite fill the cells as long

as they are not cramped for sjiace, but
leave a very small layer of air l)etween the

honey and the capping. In this the

Nyasa bee compares favourably with

the Italian, Avhich seals its cells hard
on the honey, and therefore cannot
make, white combs, and is less suit-

able for section production. On the

other hand, if for any reason these native

bees are cramped, be it narrow spacing of

frames or that pollen is at the bottom of

the cells, they often lay the capping rigiit

on the- honey, thus making it look dark.

In the choice of their domiciles, oui-

little friends are very casual and often

• improvident, settling in the dry season

where the rainy season will wash them out,

or making their home in the rainy season
in a place where in the dry season the sun

will melt their combs. T have found them
in holes in the earth, between rock,

between the walls of European houses and
the match-lining where they become a

nuisance, under a fairly dense bush, undei'

a. palm leaf in the open, under a small

table on the verandah of a European
dwelling house ; in fact, almost anywhere,
but most often in hollow trees.

The few natives who do keep bees make
use of this fondness of the bee for trees.

Out of the bark of a tree 1ft. or lift,

thick, they make a cylindrical hollow

receptacle aboiit 3ft. in length, and close

one end with a roll of dry grass ; the otliei"

end is secured in the same way, except for

a small hole in the middle. This con-

trivance they hang up in a tree, fairly

level, near their dwelling huts. According
to the season, more or less, soon these

primitive hives are occupied by swarms of

bees.

To get their product the natives light

bunches of dry grass, and more burn than
smoke the bees, leaving very few alive.

Tliey take the bi-ood as well as the honey,
eat l)oth, and spit the wax out and make it

into balls 2Ain. to 3^iu. diameter, and sell

these to the European or Asiatic trader.

(To be continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselces responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice trill be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

BEE NOTES FROM DERBYSHIRE.
[8582] With the Editor's permission, I

will try to give a short account of how
bees have fared in thir jiart of the country
in tliis most remarkable year.

My stocks came out fairly well in spring,

and although we had some grand bee
weather well into May, fruit, sycamore,
and hawthf)rn all blooming freely, the

bees never got more than sufficient for

their immediate needs: indeed, hardly
that, for one stock died out in the midst
of it, and I only caught another in the
nick of time, while at the same time not
more than a mile away, bees were storing

in a super.
About May foul brood attacked three or

four l)j.ves, one in particular did not seem
to make anj headway. The bees onlj'

covered five frames for six weeks, although
there were eleven in the hi^-e stored with
heather honey. I thought I would give

Ajjicure a trial. In a week's time there
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Avas an impri)vement, and in fourteen days
there was a comb of brood of the most
pearly whiteness, side by .side with the
foul brood, and from that time this stock
never looked back. I was looking at it the
other day, and the bees have practically

cleared every cell of the foul stuff oiit.

AVell, I took nearly 301b. of clover honey
fi-om that liiAe, and it was crowded with
bees when taken to the heather. I should
like to give a hint to users of Apicure : it

will not do bees any good unless they have
plenty of stores in the hive, as I will show
you by calling this hive No. 1. Another
stock that 1 will call No. 2 had the disease
as well; I put Apicure in it. The bees had
a small quantity of stores left, and there
Avas nothing coming in. The remedy did
not seem to act, and the bees remained on
the three frames they had been on for

weeks, but there was a difference after I

put a frame of new honey in the midst of
the brood-nest, and there was soon not a

cell of foul brood in the combs, and that
is the only hive that stored its brood-
<^ombs for winter : they did not put any
in the super.

Another stock, which I shall call No. 3,

Avas very badly affected indeed. If I had
burnt the combs and bees I should not
have lost much, but I Avanted to give
Apicure a thoi'ough trial. The stock had
eleven combs, but only three patches of
brood the size of one's hand, and about a

capful of bees. For three montks they
remained in that condition, and for six

weeks after I put the Apicure in

they neA'er had lib. of stores in hand.
Occasionally T gaA^e a little syrup, but
while the stores were low foul brood was
well master of the situation. Then that
spurt of honey-floAv came on in July, and
tlie .stock stored perhaps 51b. or 61b. of
honey. I have also fed it ever since ; foiil

brood has about disappeared, and it has
grown up into a good stock. These in-

stances shoAv plainly that if Apicure is to

do' any good the bees must liaA'e ample
stores.

What disa])p()intments Ave sometimes get
Avith our best stocks. One of mine stood
within three feet of the No. 1 stock j-c-

ferred to above, and Avhile the latter Avas

pottering about on five frames, its stronger
neighbour Avas on eleven frames, and the
three centre ones Avere one solid mass of
brood from top to bottom. I never saw
brood-combs like them. 1 put on a shallow-
frame rack of ten frames and they Avei-e

sooai full of brood, then sections on toji.

Nearly all the honey gathered during tln'

short flow in July A^as used in ])rood-
rearing, for the bees never filled one
section, though they put a little in them
all in one of the racks. In spite of the
.two> supers, on examining the stock 1

found there Avere queen-cells in all stages,
so they meant sAvarming, but Avith that

November-like Aveather setting in on the
18th July, they gaA'e it up, for the ten
days that foUoAved Avould have taken the
swarming fcA'er out of a Avasp, to say
notldng of a bee.

I took the brood combs aAvay from this

hive, and let them have the super when
sent tO' the moors, but although such a
strong stock the bees did not fill one section
Avith heather honey ; they put a little into

about tAventy. There Avas about 81b.

of honey altogether, so my promising stock

did not get as much surplus as the (No. 1)

diseased lot, that neA^er had half the bees

in it.

Perhaps, had that good stock been at

Anerley (see page 425) residts might have
lieen different. I AA-onder if ever one of

those 20Olb. a hive honey-flows will visit

Derbyshire. We have experienced some
A'ery poor seasons these last seven years,

but I tliink 1912 Avill be the most
disastrous, as the bees have bred so feAV

young ones this last tAA^o months. I

expect there Avill be many dwindling lots

and empty hives in spring. It seems
hardly credible that your correspondent

at Anerley has taken 501b. more honey
from one hive than I haA'e fi-om fifteen. I

had ten of the strongest stocks of bees I

ever possessed, but tlie weather is the

sole cause of their failure to store any
surplus. For six weeks we never saAV the

sun shine in a blue sky. From July 16th,

Avhe^n it did appear, it Avas \'eiled with a

leaden haze. Bees on the heather fared

Avorst of all, out of nine of my best stocks

I only got 211b. in jars and five partially

filled sections. Six of the hives came back
Avith less than 41b. stored, so what little

surplus I got came out of three stocks, and
two of those were on shallow-frames for

brood-coml)s. Another lot I put on
shalloAA-franies Avas a hive that sAvarmed on
2f)th of July, it had sAvarmed nine days
before, and I returned the sAvarm. Then,
a, feAV days later, I shook all the bees off

the brood-combs on to a partly filled

shalloAV super ; tliere Avould be about 101b.

of bees, and I took that to the moors, but

the queen never got mated, and they came
back Avith just about the same quantity

of honey as Avhen they Avent but less bees.

What Avould not that late sAvarm have done
at the heather in some seasons?—T.

Sleight, Danesmoor.

TREATING "ISLE OF WIGHT"
DISEASE.

[S583] A bee-keeper Avrote to me saying

that " Isle of Wight" disease had attacked
his tAvo stocks, and could I a.ssist? 1 advised

the usual treatment, and offered if no
improvement api>eared after a fortnight

to undei-take the case, and the bees might
l)o forwarded to me ]iroviding they Avere

free from foul brood. An expert Avho Avas
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called in to examine both hives reported

they were now free from foul brood, and
they were packed and forwarded to me.

On arrival I examined them, and noticed

that foul brood was in both stocks, and
only one had a queen, a young queen being

missing. I promjitly cut two pieces of

comb and sent them for your opinion, and
made a bonfire of the remainder, after

shaking off the bees and uniting the stocks

together. Both showed signs of " Isle of

Wight" disease, one being in the last

stages. There was a sour, disagreeable

odour, the bees soiling each other, and all

had a dull, unnatural appearance. For
three days they died very rapidly, but are
now completely cured. The queen is

laying and bees are taking down syrup
still, and carrying pollen on fine days.

They will only cover one good frame, so

my friend may not expect a strong colony

returned in spring. I may say there were
nine cells of foul brood in one portion of

comb, seven of which were unsealed and in

the spore stage. In the other hive were
several diseased cells intermixed with
healthy brood, which a novice should have
detected. In the near future all experts
who would pass such combs as being
healthy should be made to pay a heavy
fine. I do not mind receiving bees with
"Isle of Wight" disease, as I don't
believe the disease is conveyed from hive
to hive by the affected bees. If it was
so thei'e would not be a bee in my apiary
now, as my hives stand very close togethei",

neither do I burn or burv any dead bees.

Any hive ivhich may be affected with " Isle

of Wiffht " disease may first be detected
at night from nine to eleven p.m., when
an occasional bee will take flight. If this

is seen, and the quilts in the hive raised
a little just a minute and replaced ae'ain,

the trouble will not be serious. I have
learnt more of this disease at nipht than
in the daytime.—T. StapIvETON, Gwinear.

THE AV. BROI'GHTON CARR
MEMORIAL FITND.

[8584] In response to Mr. Herrod's

appeal for the W. B. Clarr Memorial Fund
I have pleasure in enclosing a small

donation. It seems a great pity that

such an inefficient amount has been

subscribed after two strong appeals for

this excellent cause.

Every bee-keeper must realise his or

her indebtedness to the late Mr. W. B.

Carr for tlie many practical inventions

which have come as such a boon to the

craft. For instance, how many are there

to-day who do not use " W.JB.C. metal
ends " ? Very few ; and surely even this

appliance alone is worth a great practical

appreciation on our part.

The British Bee-Keepers' Association

has, after years of agitation, succeeded
in getting Government recognition ; cannot
we, as members of one of the oldest crafts
in history, show our appreciation of the
good work done, by responding to the
appeal for a memorial to one who was
a prominent member, and who did so much
for the advancement and wellbeing of the
industry ?

May I suggest that every bee-keeper
levy a toll on himself of Id. per stock and
forward same to the Secretary of the
Association, and so enable the Council to
offer a. gold medal annualhj instead of
every other year as they have, un-
fortunately, had to suggest?

—

Basil E.
BucKWELL, Cobham, Surrey.

A SOUTH AFRICAN BEE-HOUSE.
[8585] The enclosed photograph (see

opposite page) shows the smallest of
my tliree apiaries, and, being rather
a novel one, it may be of interest

to some readers of the Bee Journal.
When I first started keeping ' bees, I

kept them on the little hill seen
behind the house. Here they were con-
stantly rol)l)ed and smashed up by Kaffirs,

and as a last resort I built the house. The
walls are of corrugated iron, the roof of
ceiling boards and malthoid, the front of
wire-netting gates, each of which can be
opened to slide a hive in or out. The hives

stand on a raised cement table, about 2ft.

high, behind this is a "walk," about 3ft.

wide, so rendering manipulation easy.

The house has many advantages, the
chief of Avhich are:—(1) The hives cannot
be robbed. (2) They are protected from
wind, rain, storms, and white ants. It is

also much warmer in winter than if the
hives were out of doors. The house holds

eight stocks comfortably.

All my bees are wild ones, captured in

hollow trees, ant-holes, &c. They are not

a very good kind of bee, being very vicious,

not good honey storers, and unable to

make saleable sections, as they have a

habit of covering everything with propolis,

and making little brace combs from the

section to the divider. Honey sells well,

both comb and extracted, the latter

can always command Is. 6d. per lb., some-

times 2s., the former as much as 2s. 6d.

Disease was unknown in this country till

a few months ago, when several of the

''shining lights" of the S.A. Bee-keepers'

Association (of which I am a member) felt

it their duty to fulfil the old adage, Semper
novae ex Africa A disease, therefore, put

in an appearance, but the English,

German, and American authorities were
unable to diagnose or classify it, which was
cheerful, as we all so much dreaded foul

brood, or •' Isle of Wight " disease. I have

lately met with the disease frequently, but
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it seems to be merely nominal ; a very
small percentage of the brood being
affected and causing no real harm to the
hives.—R. H. I^owNns, Barl)erton, Trans-
vaal.

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS
EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS.

B}/ D. M. MucdonahJ, Banff.
Wintering Bees.—The issue of Gleanincis

for 1st September is a special one, devoted
to this subject. It may be interesting and
instructive to glean a few facts which may
be of service to bee-keepers on this side,

as the subject is appropriate at this

season. Tenement hives are coming into

vogue again. The idea is being worked
out by many bee-keepers living far apart,

and there seems to have been a simul-
taneous, if not a spontaneous movement on
the part of several " forward '' men to go

Mr. Greiner, Northern New York,
assembles his hives in autumn into groups
of five. Starting with the summer
jDosition, when they are in a straight row,
he shifts the outside hive of each five a
little apart, in order that these bees may
mark their location before the second
move, when they are jilaced side by side.

Over these separate groujjs he erects a
winter case or shed which is positively
water- and frost-proof, allowing from
Sin. to oin. of chaff packing at the sides,

and from (jin. to Sin. over the covers. Mr.
Holterman, Canada, who is a strong
advocate of outer cases, packs as follows :

Two hives fire packed side by side, and
another two also side by side, but back
to back with the first pair. Thus
two sides of each hive have the best of
winter protection ; other hives warm with
bees. The colonies are packed all round

SOI'TH AIRICAN BEE-HOUSE.

baek to this principle of wintering. For
very cold climates the tenement plan has
undoubtedly several advantages. In cellars

bees requii'e watching and care to see that
the temperature is regulated, and ventila-

tion attended to ; but bees, when packed
outside, I'equire no further attention
during the winter. Working on this plan,

the bee-keeper, on the approach of winter,
groups his hives into clusters of four, six

or eight, and then protects them with an
outer case covering the whole group. Here
we have the individual colonies without
any exposure but the front, or front aud
<me side. Yet in either case the in-

dividual warmth of the clusters of the
separate hives is conserved and not dis-

sijiated by so many outside exj^osures,

while the mutual heat is a benefit to the
group as a whole. A weakling, if placed
in the centre, will thus benefit, and is

more likely to come out strong in spring
in both bees and stores. In Canada and
the Northern States this system is likely

to extend considerably, and it would be a

good thing if our bee-keepers would try

some experiments to test results.

with forest leaves, (iin. at the sides and
about lOin. on tojD—^so packed as to afford

ventilation, which is of primary import-

ance to insure safe wintering. Although
he possesses a splendid cellar, he says

nothing would induce him to go back to

wintering there, his tenement hives prov-

ing so successful in safe wintering. Mr.
France, Wisconsin, arranges s\\\ his hives

in quartettes, and uses the large outer

case all the year round. He has the

entrances at each corner, and packs

liberally, giving Gin. to lOin. of leaves,

and these "overcoats" he keeps on well

into the spring.

The matter of u])ward ventilation,

or sealed covers and ventilation only

from the entrance, has been and is

now a moot question. For very cold

climates we generally consider that

upward ventilation p.lus entrance ventila-

tion, gives better results than a
sealed cover and entrance ventilation

only. In the milder climates many
])refer the last named. In oitler to winter
successfully without upward ventilation, it

is well t) allo'.A- bees to cross over the
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frames at will. In this country we rather

like to have some species of winter passage

across frames in any style of packing,

whether it be Hills' device, burr combs, or

simply fin. sticks pi'aced over frames.

The space being available in any cold

snap allows the bees to follow their stores

when the contents of the central combs
have been exhausted, and thus many a

stock is saved from extinction.

Entrances receive a good deal of atten-

tion, but one principle runs through all

the plans for regulating the openings, viz.,

a deep entrance running all the length of

the hive is advocated when sealed covers

are used, and a shallow space from 2in.

to Sin. in length is considered ample where
upward ventilation is given. Some still

cling to the former method, but j'ear by

year more bee-keepers are going over to

the side of porous packing, dry forest

leaves being generally recommended, as

they are cheap and thoroughly efficient.

Laudatory.—The Canadian Bee Journal
says :

" The name of Mr. William Herrod
stands in the minds of the bee-keeping

fraternity in Britain for alMhat is reliable

safe, and trustwoi-thy in things }>ertaining

to our craft, and he has had perhaps more
experience in showing and judging bee-

products than any other in the Old
Country. There are therefore few

writ-ers better equipped to deal with the

subject of ' Producing, Preparing, Ex-
hibiting, and Judging Bee-Produce'

than he is, and he has pi-oduced a book

worthy of a place on everv bee-keeper's

book-shelf."

Gleanings says: ''Almost every depart-

ment of Apiculture has been represented

in books relating to bees except the science

of making exhibits of bee-products at fairs

and shows, but this field has now been

very amply covered in a new work by the

junior editor of the British Bee Journ.^l.

The author discusses the subject in a most
thorough and painstaking way, and
American readei-s will gain from it many
helpful suggestions."

The A^nerieau Bee Journal says: "It is

a splendidly written work, with 131 illus-

trations exhibiting the best methods of

preparing bee-produce for shows. We
believe it would be well worth the money
to our readers.'"

The Bee-Keepers' Bevieu- gives the

Editor's opinion: "I can without hesita-

tion pronounce it a complete treatise on
the subjects named, and it is well worth
securing by any one at all interested in

bee and honey exhibits. The large

number of illustrations which the book
contains makes the descriptive matter very
clear, by showing in picture what is told

in print. As an illustration, a description

is given, together with illustrations, show-
ing how to produce special designs in comb-
honey, something which is found in many

of our State premium lists, but which
practically no hee-ke«per knows how to

produce.''

Queries and Replies.

[8563] Feeding—Flou:ers for Bees—
Average yield per Stock.—(1) I began, or

rather restarted, bee-keeping last spring

with all new appliances. W.B.C. hives,

&c., &c., and the " British Bee-Keepers'
Guide Book " as guide. I have had little

or no outside advice, and wish now I had
taken none. The first lot of bees persisted

in swarming, and so often that in spite

of the advice of the man who set me up
in bees and appliances, after putting them
back seven times into the original hive, 1

placed the swarm in a new hive ; it became
a thriving stock, and gave me 241b of nice

honey. The bees in parent hive never
tilled a single section. They dwindled
down, and eventually proved to have had
foul brood from the first, so I destroyed
bees and all the combs and frames. The
dealer owns to it, and has offered to re-

stock me one hive next year. I have lieen

feeding the strong lot that are on eight

full combs and healthy brood, &c. I am
told to stop the supply of syrup now as it

will do more harm than good. The bees

have plenty of natural sealed stores,

and are ^u'ovided with warm quilts.

(2) Is it seastmable to plant Lininanthes
Douglasii or any other early flowers

now, indoor or out, for early spring

feeding? I want to. have long, low borders

of good perennials out as early as

possible for next season. Can you give

a list of the very best for honey and
pollen? (3) What is the usual average
yield per hive? (4) About what is an
average for last bad year all round?
—GwENiE Canis, Cowes.

Reply.—(1) You should take! off tliie

feeder, and if you have any doubt as to

food supply put on a 21b cake of

candy. (2) It is a good plan to plant early

flowers for the bees, and if you write to

Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, they will send
you a special list of flowers for bee-

keepers. (3) A good average is 701b.

(4) We should say about 151b, judging
from reports.

[8564] Drones in October.—I am send-

ing herewith a queen bee, and shall be

very glad if you will say if she is fertile

or not. There are drones still present in

the hive, and the capped brood-cells seem
to be elongated, the cappings appearing
to project further than is usual. The
drones in the hive, I ought to mention,

are small in size ; also once or twice I

thought I saw 3^oung drones in worker-

cells. The honey season here has been a

bad one. The heather crop was a blank,

and we had about five days of bee

weather during the clover season. I had
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five swarms from two hives. I kept one
myself, sold another, and returned the

rest. Tlie swarm yielded 2(llb. of splendid

clover honey, wliich, I am .sorry to say,

Ave have finished to-day. This is my first

.^eason, and T intend to go on with my
l)ee^keei)ing. It is the most interesting

hohby I know of.—H. G. B., Hnddersfield.

Reply.—The queen is an unfertile one.

All the abnormal conditions you mention
are attributable to this fact.

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BV L. S. CRAWSHAW, NOBTON, M.\LTON, YOEKS.

Elementarji School Bcc-keeping (p. 374).

—Whilst undesirous of taking from the

credit of the bright boy who suggested

more ventilation as a deterrent of swarm-
ing, I am inclined to think that the head-

ma.ster at Tipton rather jumped to the

conclusion that the second liole in the roof

acted like magic. Is it not more likely

that the advanced season, and a slackening

of the flow, were considerable causes? At
any rate, most of the swarms which issue

from frame-hives do .so in spite of the

roofs having this provision, and it will

not be surprising if the same hive produces

a swarm next year ! Ventilation is un-

doubtedly an important factor, but it is

probable that its deterring iufluence is

largely due to the cooling of the hive

during the night.
' Isle of Wight " Disease and Alighfluij-

hoards (p. 384).—This is a point I have
not noticod previously. Undoubtedly 'it is

not good that diseased bees should crawl
l>ack into the hive. Neither is it good
that they should crawl about the apiary.

I wonder whether a box placed at the front

of the alighting-board would trap them.
Such a box made of zinc, with inward-
sloping sides and perforated bottom, might
do.

Angnj Bees (p. 387).—This statement
was borne out by Miss Sillar at the recent

conversazione. Possibly the " fiendish "

bees protect themselves lietter against the

attacks of their many enemies. Of course

it is impossible for us fco judge of South
African bees or bee-keeping from our home
experience.

We all (p. 387).—The use of this phrase
is an Americanism, and must not be taken
to mean that all Californian bee-keepers
use quilts. But the advantages of the
quilt are so^ great that T cannot see why it

is not generally adopted. Apart from the
ease of opening up the hive the light

quilt and ventilated roof would greatly
help the shade problem, being certainly

cooler than a sealed roof, however thin.

Value of Good, Queens (p. 388).—Here
in a nutshell is the argument for re-

queening : Very few of us have queens so

good that they will head the poll for two
seasons, so that the simple and chea]>

solution of the difficulty is to work them
hard for onei season, and requeen annually.
The cost of sueli queens, even if jaurchased,

should be more than repaid in the yield,

for, presuming that manipulation and
queen-driving pays, it is unlikely that the
process can be profitably carried out for

two consecutive seasons. In any case, a

3-oung queen responds more readily to such
methods, so that if Ave take this for
granted Ave have the extra yield for two
years to set against the cost of a queen,
supposing tliat requeening is undertaken
annually instead of biennially. Most bee-
keepers, hoAvever, particularly those Avhose

experience does not extend to queen-
rearing proper, Avould profit by the re-

queening of backAvard stocks from the first

hive to sAvarm, and they might Avell make
a practice of breaking up this stock into

nuclei, requeening the poor stocks as the
queens become fertile.

A Drone Sieve (p. 368).—The labour in-

A'olved in tliis operation is surely more
costly than the apparatus of an automatic
drone-catcher, for the operation AAOidd

probably need repetition, and di.sturbance

to stock is represented by a diminished
yield of honey.
UnheaUh,/ Pollen (p. 393).—D. M. M.'s

evidence rather bears out Avhat Mr. Tilley

preaches as tO' the necessity for fresh

pollen. It does not prove that the bees

Avere suffering from "Isle of Wight"
disease, but the symptoms are so like as

to be very easily confused. By the way,
those Scotch potatoes must be a hardy
variety if they do not usually suffer from
frost Avhilst carrying green tops right

through August. About that time in this

district it Avas difficult to find a potato-leaf

at all, and the potatoes themselves were
mostly not AA-orth digging. Can you supplj^

us Avith seed tubers, D. M. M.r*

All Unknown Sense (p. 394).—Is it really

necessary to ascribe sense of location or
poAver of orientation to an unknoAvn sense,

using the term in the sense of a poAver un-
possessed by ourselves ? I A'enture to

suggest that it is not. In the case given
by Humble Bee, there AAas so little differ-

ence in the surroundings that it AA'ould

almost have required an increased or
additional sense to immediately adapt the
acquired knoAvledge to tlie trifling circum-
stance. Let us suppose that our OAvn AAork-

ing life is of only a feAV Aveeks' duration,
and during that period Ave have made
numerous incidental journeys to and from
our door. I^et us suppose that Ave are
intent upon our Avork and in a great
hurry. Let us suppose that our door is

one of a roAv, and that there is a Avell-

marked path leading to it. Should Ave

)iot be confused by miraculous alteration?

Let us further suppo.se that thousands of

us live in the one house. Should Ave; not
be likely to make for the croAvd of confused
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and gesticulating inmates, our own
apparent confusion being prolonged by

them? Suppose further—a risky supposi-

tion—that the intelligence of the bee is

more limited than our own, and it appears

reasonable in their case. The suggested

path consists, no doubt, of objects either

on or above the ground, individual bees

no doubt possessing their own lines of con-

vergence.

BAKNET AND DlSiKiCT B.K.A.
A series of three lectures on bee-keeping,

given by Mr. W. Herrod, have been he.kl

at Barnet "during the month of October.

In spite of each evening being wet, the

very good attendance at each proves the

interest aroused in the subject, a notice-

able feature being the number of young
people attending, and that the interest

was not transient is shown by the same
people coming to all three lectures and
the numerous questions asked at the close

of each. The Rev. W. Manning presided

at the first meeting, Mr. P. W. Jefferies

at the second, and Mr. G. Tarring Flash-

man at the third. On the conclusion of

the last lecture Mr. Flashman, in asking

those present to join him in a hearty vote

of thanks to Mr. Herrod, remarked that

he had not for very many 3'ears attended

lectures so interesting, their chief charm,

to his mind, being the simple language in

which they Avere expressed, enabling the

very youngest present to clearly grasp the

meaning. Mr. Herrod briefly replied, say-

ing that the attention paid to his remarks
amply rewarded him. After the meeting a

hone was generally expressed that the Asso-

ciation might obtain Mr. Herrod's services

for a further series.—G. J.\mes Flashman,
Hon. Sec.

BEE PLANTS.
It seems remarkable that many who have

good-sized gardens, and keep bees with the
idea of taking from them periodically

many pounds' weight of honey, shoidd
take little or no pains to provide them
with means to obtain the necessary in-

gredients in or near their own homes.
There can be no reason why honey-pro-
clucing flowei's should not be grown in

plenty, if not by the owners of the bees,

at any rate by some more happily-placed
neighbours.
White clover is in this country, perhaps,

the most valuable honey-producing plant.
It continues a long time in flower, and
yields a large quantity of a rich, trans-
parent honey of excellent flavour. Heather
is perhaps next, and large quantities of
moorland honey are collected from the tiny
blossoms through August and September.
It has a peculiar flavour, which some do
not like, and is dark in colour. There are
other species of heather which bloom in
winter and early spring. One especially

that bees are very fond of is the Moorish
Heath Erica carnea, which thrives in

ordinary garden soil. Then follow the

crocus, wallflower, and some kinds of

willow, which jaeld both honey and
pollen ; also the flowers of the gooseberry,

cherry, plum, pear, and apple, all of which
are rich in honey of the best flavour.

Before the apple blossom fades the
sycamore produces its flower, which is very
miich resorted to, as the honey seems to

lie on the bloom, and is clammy to the
hand. This fills the interval up to the
blooming of the white clover. Field
beans are only resorted to by very strong
bees ; field mustard yields a honey which
quickly crystallises; mignonette is a
favourite garden flower, and so is borage;
both of these are readilv raised from
seeds, as also are the following : Rosemary,
centaurea cyanus, turnip, cabbage, broom,
gorse, mallow, bokhara clover, bird's foot
trefoil, buckwheat, hollyhock, vipers bug-
loss, thyme, sweet alyssum, balm, basil,

marjoram, savory, stocks, solidago,
cerinthe, sweet scabious, phacelia, and the
autumn flowering sedum spectabile.
Among shrubs and plants, berberis,
daphne mezereum, ribes, veronica,
syringa, sweet briar, Japanese rose, lime,
and heliotrope.

—

West Somerset Gazette.

Bee Show to Come.

November 5th and 6th, at Brighton.—
Annual Show of the Sussex B.K.A., in connection
with the Brighton, Hove and Sussex Horticultural
Society's Chrysanthemum Show, to be held in th«
Dome and Corn Exchange, Brighton. Five open
classes, including one section and one bottle. Seven
Members' Class^'S. Entries closed.

Notices to Correspondents.

J. W. (Reigate), G. W. C. (Heighlington),
and others.

—

StiiniJess Bees.—Thanks
for cuttings. We do not attach any
importance to the matter, however.

W. W. L. (Dunster).

—

Syrian Bees and
Queenlei<sness.—It is not a special trait

in the character of Sj^rian bees. The
same thing happens with blacks some-
times.

j
Radnorian.—Buying Bees.—It would be

better for you to wait until spring, and
start with a new hive and a swarm. You
might purchase the hive in the mean-
time, and paint it as described in
' Helpful Hints for Novices " (page
425).

Tloney Samples.

X. Y. Z. (Kent).—Sample is good in

colour, but very thin, and spoilt in

flavour by ragwort.
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Editorial, Notices, &c,

HONEY SHOW AT KILMARNOCK.
Considering tlie adverse bee season, the

display of honey and bee products at the
Ayrshire Agricultural Show at Kilmar-
nock, on October 24th and 25th last, was
a very creditable one. Heather honey was
not as well represented as usual, on
account of the wet weather, and some of

the exhibitore had spoiled the flavour of

their honey in trjdng to secure density by
over-heating. The judge, Mr. J. Dickson,
made the following awards :

—
Six 1-lh. jars of extracted honey (24

entries).—1st, Peter M'Donald, Car Road,
Cumnock; 2nd, A. F. Borland, The Knowe,
Cumnock ; 3rd, John Henderson, Car
Road, Cumnock; v.h.c, John M. Stewart,
Mollance Gardens, Castle-Douglas; h.c, J.

Pearman, Penny Long Lane, Derby; c,
James Halliday, Slogarie.

Six 1-lb. jars of extracted heather or

mixed honey (9 entries).—1st, Peter
M'Donald; 2nd, A. White, Lyndhurst,
Cumnock; 3rd, A. F. Borland.

Six 1-lh. sections (13 entries).—1st, A.
White; 2nd, John Brown, Balmoral Road,
Dumfries; 3rd, John Ross, Sunnyside,
Dumfries; v.h.c, Alex. F. Borland.

Six 1-lb. heather sections (5 entries).—
1st, Joseph G. Nicholson, The Apiary,
Langwatby; 2nd, James Halliday; 3rd,

Peter M'Donald.
Six 1-lb. jars of granulated honey (11

entries).—1st, John Duncan, Burnhouse,
Galston ; 2nd, Robert Steven, Irvine Road,
Kilmaui-s ; 3rd, William Manson, White-
hall, Maybole.
Beeswax (10 entries).—Ifit, John M.

Stewart; 2nd, John Rowlands, Moss
Apiaries, Pwllheli; 3rd, John Ross.

Three 1-lb. jars of extracted honey;
competition limited to Ayrshire (13

entries).-—1st, John Henderson; 2nd, D.
M'Vey, York Place, Troon; 3rd, Robert
Steven.
Three 1-lb. sections; competition lim,ited

to Ayrshire (9 entries).—1st, A White;
2nd. John Henderson; 3rd, Alex. F.
Borland.
Two 1-lb. jars of extracted homey (21

entries).—1st, Peter M'Donald; 2nd, Alex.

F. Borland ; 3rd, John Henderson.
Tu^o 1-lb. sections (12 entries).—1st,

John Ross; 2nd, A. White; 3rd, John
Brown.

—

(Communicated.)

LEICESTER AND RUTLAND B.K.A.
AUTUMN CONFERENCE.

The Leicestershire and Rutland B.K.A.
held an autumn conference on October
22nd last, at the Highcross Restaurant,
Leicester, Mr. A. E. Biggs (chairman of

the association) presiding over a large

attendance of members from all parts of

the county.

Mr. Faulkner and Mr. J. Waterfield
(secretary), and the chairman presented
their reports as delegates to the recent
meeting and conversazione of the British
Bee-keepers' Association, and spoke of the
progress which the association is now
making.

Certificates were presented to the follow-
ing members who successfully passed the
third-class examination of the B.B.K.A. :

Messrs. W. Baum, J. Hunt, A. Meadows,
W. H. Wood, and E. Wheatley.
The chairman also presented the medals

and prizes won at the Abbey Park Show.
Mr. W. Herrod, F.E.S., secretary to

the British Bee-keepers' Association, spoke
on the work of the association, and
answered several questions.

After tea a most instructive lecture

was given by Mr. W. Herrod on "Diseases
and Enemies of Bees," with special refer-

ence to the " Isle of Wight " disease. The
lecture was illustrated with excellent

photo-micrographic lantern slides and
specimens, and was thoroughly appre-

ciated by the meeting, many members
expressing their indebtedness to the

lecturer for the valuable information on

the subject of disease they had received.

—J. Waterfield, Hon. Sec.

AMONG THE BEES.
By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

THE BEE DISEASES BILL.

" There is nothing new under the sun "
;

and yet if we go back to the very origo

of bee-keeping we cannot find a " Bee
Diseases Bill." It is well, therefore, to

seize the opportunity and deal with this

original something in the history of api-

culture; and this is the more necessary

because, very shortly, it will have dis-

appeared from our ken, having then

passed its period of metamorphosis and
become an Act—which is a consummation
devoutly to be wished. I have been mudi
struck by the unanimity with which our

members of Parliament favourably re-

ceived the Bill. The First Reading was
cai-ried nem con. ; the Second Reading was
unopposed, any little exhibition of dis-

approval being confined to a plea for time

in considering it in committee. This no

bee-keeper will grudge, as there is no

desire to rush it through; indeed, I find

that members of the Standing Committee
desire to give it, clause by clause, the most

patient consideration. Our county member
is on this C-ommittee and he is anxiou.s.

while favoTirably disposed to the Bill as

it stands, to obtain particulars of any
amendments, alterations, omissions, or

additions that would aid in bettering it.

Personally, I would be very chary of

suggesting many amendments, as any over-

weighting might \^o kwiked on as obstruc-
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tion, when time is so limited at this late

period of the session.

Having been in communication with
Northern ooiinty M.P.'s, I am able to

state that all are cordially in favour of
seeing the Bill passed. I have had no un-
favourable reply out of over twenty, and
most are quite enthusiastically in its

favour. From their replies I will select

a few extracts :—(1)
'" I will certainly vote

for the Bee Diseases Bill whenever the
opportunity arises. We have had some
experience of it in the county, and I have
been in communication with those in-

terested." (2)
• Many thanks for your

lettei', which contains much interesting
information, and anything I can do to
further the interests of bee-keepers will

be done." (3) " You may be quite sure
I will do all in my power to get a Bill

passed to deal with the bee pest. For two
years now I have been hammering away
at the Board of Agriculture on the sub-
ject." (4) ''I shall be only too pleased to
be guided by you on a subject which you
have made your own." (5) " I will do all

I can to forward your wishes, and aid in

passing the Bill." (6) "You may certainly
]"ely upon me suijporting any Bill to
protect bee-keepers against bee diseases."

(7) " I shall certainly support the passage
of the Bee Diseases Bill, and from what
passed in the House the other night, I

don't think there is likely to be much
opposition. Such criticism as there was,
was almost entirely on the ground that
there had not been sufficient notice. The
Bill seems to meet with general support."
(8) ''The Bill was read a second time last

week, and was sent to the Standing Com-
mittee. I have no doubt it will become
laAv before the end of the year, certainly
before next spring. Of its need no one
has any doubt, and we can onh- hope it

will be effec-tual. So far as I can, you
may relv on mv doing mv best to get it

through?' (9) '"The Bill has now been
read a second time. I am in full sym-
path}' with its oTjjects and you may depend
that in its further stages it will receive
my hearty and active support. I shall do
whatever I can to further its passage into
law." (10) '"I must confe,ss I am not
familiar with the terms of the Bill to
which you refer, but I will now look into
it, and give the subject my most careful
attention."
The foregoing will serve to show how.

members of Parliament are on our side.

Now, I would tura to the pages of the
British Bee Journal. I have glanced over
the recent issues following that of
August 1st, in which appeared a copy of the
Bee Diseases Bill, and I am pleased to find

that there has appeared practically no
adverse criticism, which is just as it should
be, for its passage will mark an epoch in
bee-keeping, and crown the strenuous

efforts of well-nigh twenty years to secure
legislation.

One or two have tentatively expressed a
desire for the preservation of the seeds of
disease in our midst after the Act is

passed, on the plea that we might secure
immune bees. My own opinion, founded
on three years' battling with the fell

scourge is that we will obtain this " when
the pigs begin to fly." So-called cures
were (with me) like the application of so
much dirty water. 1 found no immune
bees. Some have cured stock (temporarily,
I presurhe), and some record that they
were able to obtain bees with a semblance
of inimunity. Even, although a few
scores or hundreds in a stock survive, and
are declared immune

—

cui bono? The
membei-s of that stock, even those believed
immune will almost certainly act as
' disease carriers." Dr. Graham Smith
considers them only " partially immune to

even the strain of Nosema, with which
thej' were affected, although possibly not

to more virulent strains." He, too, thinks
'•' they are capable of infecting non-
immune stocks." I consider any stock
harbouring the disea,se will act as not only
a future breeder of the disease, but also

as a " parasite carrier," therefore, and
remembering that perhaps nineteen out of
every twenty bee-keepers are totally un-
fitted for experimentation, I would have
no resei-ve in the Bill.

I whole-heartedly subscribe to the
dictum of Messrs. Muir, Kirkcowan, to be
found on page 387 of the Journal for

September 26th. " Treating them was so

much labour lost; it had no effect." They
lost 180 stocks in two years, and all

neighbours lost their bees. Now they
have taken tin; only cure ; they have killed

off every stock, and are to start anew next
year.

" He laughs at scars who never felt a
wound." The bee-keeper who never had
this pestilential scourge in his apiary
knows nothing about it.

THE NYASA BEE.
Bi/ L. IT'. J. DcKSs, Fort Johnson^

Nytisoland.
(Continued from page 434.)

Europeans who keep bees here number,
I understand, seven or eight, a large pro-
portion in a population of 500. Some are
lather casual in the way they keep them,
others use proper frame-hives. As there
are not two together in one place, little

would be gained by having standard sizes,

as long as those who use frames at all, use
the same frame all round.
My hives are an evolution of those much

used in Algiers; they can be made by a
native carpenter very quickly and cheaply,
and seem to suit the bees admirably.
The two largest boards of a paraffin
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case that has been dried thoroughly in the

sun to remove the smell, are taken off.

Two laths of 2in. and four of ^in. are cut
from these. The 2in. laths are nailed along
the top of the longest sides, so that they
protrude above by lin., the Ain. laths are

nailed along the remaining sidas of the
same boards of the case. Then the
remainder of the removed boards or

as mu'ch as is required to be level with the
inner wall above, and go an inch below it.

Thus we have two walls with an air space
of the tliickness of one wall between, or a
total thickness of l|in.

The short sides of the case remain as

they are, being thick enough anyhow. The
floor-board and roof are made to fit, and

The frames are made to suit the box,
and an extractor (Cowan geared) and the
hive at the same time. They are only
8^in. deep, thus leaving quite an inch
between them and the floor-board. This
facilitates access to the farther frames for
the bees, and also gives ventilation

;

dampness need not be feared in this dry
climate. Hitherto, the bees have never
built under the frames, but should they
do so, another laver of boards will prevent
it.

The top bar is l^in. broad, and has
near either end, but at opposite sides,
broad-headed tacks protruding f ^jin., thus
making a cover of wood for the colony,
with just enough space to let the bees go

'^"^:

GENERAL VIE;W OF MY .\PIARY.

The Nyasa Bee.

the complete hive is shown in the accom-
panying illustration of my apiary. The
body-box takes thirteen frames, running
parallel with the short side. The entrance
may now be made on one of the short
.sides, or on one of the long sides, just as

suits the bee-keeper best. The photograi:)h

shows both kinds together in use, though
the \\riter prefers those with the frames
running parallel to the entrance, as it

leaves more space to pass between the
hives. The floorboard rests on three stout

nails; all legs must be put into tins of

castor oil mixed with a little paraffin to

keep ants off the hive. Carbolic acid is

expensive, and will dry up, so will paraffin

alone, and if water is used the little pests

make a bridge with their bodies an<l walk
over.

into the super and keep the queen down,
doing away with the necessity and incon-

venience of an excluder.

The roof has very broad eaves to protect

the hive from the sun, and the entrance

from rain. It is covered with calico, and
then the Mhole hive is painted white to

reflect as much of the heat as jxissible,

except the alighting-board and the edges

of the box, which arc green. My friends

all consider the hives a great ornament to

my place.

The broad tops of the frames give the
bees practically a wood cover, which is the

natural thing for them, and also there is

less quilt to propolise or bite through, as

they sometimes do. They do not seem to

ajipreciate thie porosity of the quilts,
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otherwise they would not attempt to make
them air-tight with propolis.

The quilts I use are made of waste
eotton-cloth of any kind, and cost prac-

tically nothing ; preferably sample pieces

of native blankets sewn together for the
purpose. The super takes the same frames
as the body-box, and is of obvious design.

The whole hive, including three coats

of paint, carpenters wages, and supers, does

not cost over 10s., and much less when the

sanie native carpenter makes a number of

them instead of one.

In Nyasaland the bees work practically

the whole year round, and I will now give

a list of the plants on which they were
observed at Fort Johnston, and the months
of the year of the beginning and end of

their respective honey-flow.

HERBS.
(a) Indigenous.

from to

Name Month. M'nith. Observations.

Thsetseresi 12-1 4 5 Creeper with
thorny seed.

Nambenau 121 4 5 Weed with small
flower, and a seed
that sticks to
ones clothes.

Kapande 12-1 3 4 Creeper spread-
ing on thegrouiid.

Madodochi 1 7 Creeper, or long
growth. The fruit
is eaten by
natives. Cucum-
ber

Maungu 1 6 Native Pumpkin.
Sira, a l-so called Tjuni 2 5 Cruci/rrre. ;>iini-

lar to Mustard.
Mapira 6 KaflFir corn, mil-

let, pollen.

(b) Imported.
Gonzalin (Gonz*linlio) .. 1-2 4-5 Cuciirhifacea.

C^reeper of enor-
mous growth
with fine eatahle
fruit.

Morning Glory 4 5 Convolvulacec
Hiie flowering
cre-'per.

Sun Flower 12 6 Re((uires several
.sowings to fiower
so long a per od.

Petsai, Chinese t'abbage . .6-7 8 9 Fine vegetable, of
easy culture.

Lettuce 1 12 Frequent sowings
required to flowe •

for any length of

time.
"Mignonette . 5 7

Basilicum 4 7 Kasv culture.
-Sage 4 7

TRFK-^.

(a) Indigenous.
Pingwe 1 2 African Ebony;

thorny bush.
Papilionace(v.

Banana 1 12 Some plants may
be found in flower
at any time of
the year.

Mtawa 1 12 Some plants may
befiiund iufli)wer

at any time of
the year. Akiml
of Fieus.

Chamwamba Jo 8 11

A-jaJzii, Mazowdza 4 5 E u pho rbi acecv
Bush.

Mvunguti, Sausage Tree 8-9 9 10 Short but abun-
dant flow.

Mpechesu 9 9 Slioit but abun-
d.\nt flow.

Mlambi, Boabab 11

C*) Imported.
Ceara Rubber 1

Papaya, Pawpaw 2

Agava Sesal 6

Kapok. Tree Cotton .... 8

Grevillea robusta 9
Lemons 9
Yucca 9
Eucalyptus globulus 10
Custard Apple 10
Cactus . 10

Gwavas 11

Datura 11

12
11
11

12
11

3

12
78

Believed to give
bitter honey.
Male plant for
pollen.
Ag^va Mauritius
not frequented l>y

bees, but by
honey birds and
butterflies in Jan-
uary & February.
Erindendron an-
fractuomm.

Grown
fibre.

Tile vegetation and the life of the bees
is, of course, dependent on the seasons,
A\hich are .somewhat erratic in their dates
of beginning and ending, and are by no
means of equal length. It is usual to dis-

tinguish only tile rainy season and the dry
season, but for our purpose we had better
distinguish four :

1. The rainy season, beginning between
late February and early January, and
ending in April or May.

2. The cold season follows the former,
and lasts till July or August.

3. The uarm season follows the former
and ends in October.

-1. The hot season follows the former,
and lasts to the beginning of the rainy
season.

(To be continued.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

ARE OYPRIAN BEES IMMUNE FROM
DISEASE ?

[8586] I mentio-ned in a recent article

in these pages that a strain of bees already
existed that was for all practical purposes
immune from the " Isle of Wight "

disease, and I may also say from brood
diseases.

I have for many years been aware of

the superiority of Cyprian bees in this

respect. My first Cyprians were obtained
from Mr. D. A. Jones' importation at the
time he and Mr. F. Benton returned from
the East, where they had been expressly

to find new, and if possible, better races
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of honey bees than were already known in

America.

The venture was not a profitable one.

but for some years thereafter there was a

fashion in Cyprians, Syrians, Holy Lands,
and some others.

The Cyprians perhaps stayed in favour
somewhat longer than the others named,
largely because they were docile when
honey was to be had, while Syrians and
Holy Lands were too irritable at all times

to allow of them being made useful.

A bee-keeper in Texas was reported to

have secured one thousand pounds of honey
in one season from a single colony of

Cyprians ; but when one happens to know
that pure CVprians are not heavy honey
gatherers, although active and strong on
the wing, we can only conclude that the

bees were a cross between Cyprians and
some other variety, supposing such a

record to rest upon fact.

I have known a cross lietween Cyprians
and Italians to produce over 3501b. of

honey, but there were grave reasons

why Cyprians did not become general

favourites. It was found that when young
queens became mated to native drones, as

usually happens in the average apiary, the

owner had a hornet's nest to deal with, and
he wished for a coat of mail every time he

tried to handle them. Ligurian hybrids

were playful kittens compared with the

little demons that would penetrate his

ordinary armour with a thousand javelins.

Nevertheless, if the apiarist can control

the mating of his queens, crossing the

Oyprian queens with pure Italian or Car-
niolan drones, he will in the first cross find

the same immunity from disease, while

the workers will be quite gentle and first-

class honey producers. The Carniolan
cross is, of course, best for comb honey,

while the Ligurian cross is all right for

extracted honey, and may pass fairly well

as regards the comb sealing.

On one occasion, some years ago, I pur-

chased over thirty stocks of Cyprians, so-

called, but they had been crossed with
Italians, and were larger than pure
Cyprians. Their temper and working
qualities were everything that could be

desired, but the important point is that

though foul brood was chronic in that

neighbourhood, \ipon examination I found
no trace of disease, and was assured these

bees had always been free from any com-
plaint.

My clients have frequently asked me for

Cyprians mated with Carniolan di'ones,

but this cross is very rare. Italian drones
from imported stock are usually out-

stripped by native drones, but Oarniolans
are more sluggish than the Italians, and
consequently I ceased to offer that combin-
ation.

Cyprians, as a pure race, will not be of

much value, and if home-reared queens

were offered indiscriminately the pur-
chasers would find they had on hand some-
thing almost worse than the disease the}-

hoped to subdue by using them.

Pure Cyprians fail to cap the stores fed

to them for winter use, while their comb
honey produced in summer is unsaleable

as such, because the cappings are close on
the honey, presenting a thin, watery, and
dark appearance. They use a great deal

of propolis, and are prone to start any
number of fertile workers in the absence
of a queen, and often when they have one.

Consequently, these undesirable features

will be largely inherited by the workers
when crossing other varieties with pure
Cyprian drones.

These bees are certainly worth a trial

where the mating of the queens can be

restricted to drones of the above-named
gentle varieties, and while admitting the

possibility that they may contract the

"Isle .of Wight" disease, they will not
succumb under its influence where slight

attentio.n is given, as a number of reports

show.

—

Saml. Simmins.

THE HUMBLE BEE.
[8587] You have done me too great an

honour to ascribe the photographing of the

coloured plates in The Humble Bee to me.
I merely arranged the specimens. The
photographing and reproduction work were

done by Messrs. E. Sanger Shepherd, Ltd.,

and I am glad to b? afltorded this oppor-

tunity of saying so, because the name of

the firm is not mentioned in the book, and
the work i> of high merit, the humble bees

being life-like and perfectly true to nature,

which would not have bren the case had
the engravings been made from paintings

in the ordinary way.—F. W. L. Sl.vden,

Ottawa.

DUTCH BEES.
[8588] Those of your readers who

have suffered from the ravages of micro-

fiporidiosis in their apiaries, will probably

be thinking about making a new start

next spring. Interest in this connection

will be aroused by a communication re-

ceived from a correspondent who asserts

that the Dutch bees are free from disease.

This pronouniement is based on personal

information given by Mijnheer Lohnis, an

official highly placed in the Dutch Min-
istry of Agriculture; further, on a state-

ment made at the State Serum Institute,

at Rotterdam, to the effect tliat investiga-

tion on bee di.scases is impossible owing to

laek of material ; and finally on informa-

tion in a letter received from the editor of

the Maandsrhrift voor Bijentedt, who
writes, "Diseases are >.ink}\o>i-n in Hol-

land."
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A bee-keeper in England, who over a
year ago imported some Dutch bees to

replace colonies which had been wiped out
by disease, reports them vigorous and
hardy, and strong breeders, with a-n only
drawback of constant swarming, which
results from the last-named characteristic.

They are flourishing in a neighbourhood
\Ahich had its hives devastated by micro-
sporidiosis.

Such evidence seems to make it unde-
niable that the Dutch bees are trust-

worthy and full of energy; and it indicates

the direction whence fresh blood may be
introduced with great expectation of suc-

cessful results.—P.S., London.' S.W.

A LATE COLONY.
:8589] It is November 3rd, and all the

other stocks in the village appear to be
sound asleep, and not a single bee is out
of the other hives. They had a " play "'

a few days ago, and can remain indoors
for a month, if no warm day comes sooner.

One colony, however, is quite hard at
work. The legs of returning bees are
yellow with pollen, or chocolate-grey with
what may be either pollen or propolis.

This hive is tenanted witli bees driven
very late—at about the middle of October
—and fed late. In fact, there is a feeder

on now simply because the bees enjoy it,

whereas other stocks cease to take the
syrup when they have had enough. Every-
one, of course, will shout "Fie upon thee!"
but I think these bees must still be rais-

ing brood, and T shall cease to feed them
in a week.— G. G. Desmond, Rheepscombe,
Glos.

THE "W. B. C." MEMORIAL FUND.
[8590] I am only a village cobbler,

though I was in business for twenty years
in West London.

I have no bees, but hope to get some, if

I can get work. I have only read the
Bbitish Bee Journal since August 26th,

1912, so I am a novice, but very anxious
to keep some bees next summer. I shall

make some hives during the winter,
hoping I shall have use for them. I have
no spare cash to send to the ''W. B.C."
Memorial Fund, so send a volt meter, one
I used when life was more hopeful.
Perhaps you can sell it for a small sum,
and put the money to the fund. Please
don't laugh at my mite; I can do no more.
—A Village Cobbleb.

[That there are some people who
appreciate the work of one who has gone
to the "Great Beyond" is shown by the
above letter. Far from feeling amused, we
appreciate fully the sentiment which has
prompted the gift. The donor is too
modest to give his name or the slightest

intimation of his residence, but we assure

him that the feeling which prompted his

donation is of more value than many
pounds. We shall be pleased to receive
offers for the meter and will send it on
approval.

—

Ed.]

HIRRY LP!"

[8591] I have, of course, already con-

tributed to the "W.B.C." Memorial Fund,
but I gladly adopt the suggestion of Mr.
Basil Buckwell, and enclose Id. per stock

in six Id. stamps. Were every bee-

keeper to follow suit at once, our excel-

lent object would soon be accomplished.
—E. D. Till.

W. BROLGHTON CARR MEMORIAL
FUND.

£ s. d.

.\mount already acknowledged ... 4 12

Sir Ernest Spencer 110
W. F. H 2 6

J.C.Roberts 2

E. D. T 6

R. Litman 6

£5 18 6

PHOTOGRAPH THROUGH COMPOUND
EYE OF A BEE.

Mr. >\'atson, the author of the

curious photograph on opposite page,

is an amateur photographer of over
fifty j-^ears' standing, and altliough he
has dabbled in most of the known photo-

graphic processes, had not given serious

attention to photo-micrography until

asked last year by a friend to make some
lantern slides from microscopic objects for

the purpose of illustrating a lecture upon
"Bee-keeping as a Hobby." The lecturer,

Mr. James Bancroft, of Acton, an
enthusiastic amateur bee-keeper, whose
portrait we give upon page 448, intimated,

more by way of a joke than seriously,

that he would like to have a slide of him-
self as seen through the eye of one of his

bees. Mr. Watson set to work, however,
and produced the desired slide. As the
lecture was delivered several times last

winter, it is possible that some of our
i-eaders may have heard it and have seen

the slide. Mr. Watson has since re-

modelled the apparatus with which he
made the slide, and has now obtained a
much better result, which we are able to

show in the reproduction of his latest

photograph.

Our readers are aware that the cx>ni-

pound eye of a bee is protected by a

quantity of minute hairs which grow ujxni

the framework foiming the hexagonal
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facets of the cornea, or outer covering of

the eye, and that each hexagon contains
a lens similar in shape to a 'magnifying
glass. To obtain a portrait of Mr.
Bancroft was simple enough, as was also

the procuring of a few of Mr. Bancroft's
bees and dissecting some of their eyes ; bvit

.setting up an eye so that the portrait

could be seen through it and photo-
graphed was a somewhat different matter.

bench made so that a camei'a, a microscope,
stands, carrying lenses, &c., and a lamp,
can be made to slide to and fro in a
straight line, and can be fixed at any
point. B is a camera liaving a good
streteh of bellows. The lens is taken away
from the camera, and a collar for making
a light-tight joint with the microscope C
is substituted for it. The bee's eye,

mounted on a slip of glass, is placed on the

APPAHAilS rSKl) IN TAKING THE PHOTOGKAl'H .

First a dissected eye had to be mounted
so that it could be placed upon the stage

of a microscope for observation. Next, a

transparent positive, on a reduced scale,

of the portrait had to be made to be seen

through the eye. Then an apparatus was

stage of the microscope at D ; and the
portrait, carried on a stand which can l>e

moved to and fro, is at E. F is a lens for

condensing, or concentrating, the light

upon the portrait. G is a collecting lens,

and H -is a kerosene lamp containing

...«^i ^; * ^#fi^t 1 * *;« * * r

-
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eye is conijwsed, or rather such as come
within the field of the lens of the micro-

scope, are distinctly shown upon the
ground glass focussing^screen of the
camera. The fine focussing arrangement
of the microscope is now operated care-

fully until the portrait is seen through the

facets of the eye, and then, by
means of the slide which carries it, is

adjusted so that it may be seen to the

best advantage. A sensitive photographic
plate is now substituted for the ground
glass focussing screen, and an exposure
made in the usual manner.

Objects have been seen and photo-

graphed through the eyes of insects before

this, particularly the eye of the great
water beetle (Dytiscvs Marginalis), but we
are not aware that the eye of a bee has
been employed for the purpose, and we'

believe that we are the first to reproduce
such a photograph. The hair upon the

THE PORTKAIT OF MR. JAS. BANCROFT.

external surface of the eye has. no doubt,
presented a difficulty. In our illustration

no hairs are visible. We are able to assure
our readers that there is no deception in

this instance. We have seen the eye which
v^ a.s photographed ; it has the hair ujwn
it, and it is owing to Mr. Watson's method
of taking the photograph that no hair is

to be seen.

It must not be supposed that an insect
sees separate images of objects as shown in

our illustration. Although each lens will

produce an image in the photograph, the
internal arrangement of an insect's eve is

such that only one impression of the object
is conveyed to the brain of the insect. This

is clearly stated in Dr. W. B. Carpenter's
work, "The Microscope and its Revela-
tions," * where an account is given of the
researches of Professor S. Exner, of

Vienna.

Queries and Replies.

[8565] Candy Feeding.—I examined
my bees ten days ago, and packed
them down for winter. All the
frames were more or less filled with
honey, so I am leaving the whole ten in

the hive as I did last year, and the stocks
wintered very successfully. I agree with
J. H. Meyer in his letter in the February
22nd, 1912, issue of the Bee Journal,
on "Too Much Warmth in Winter." I

think the more space that bees can have
in winter the healthier they are, provid-
ing that plenty of warm quilts are used.
About the end of November I intend
giving a cake of candy to each hive. (1)

Shall I place this on top of the quilt over

the feeding hole? and (2) Will the bees

be able to get at it easily? (3) If I put
the candy in a box like a cigar box, will

it prevent the bees from getting amongst
the quilts? and, at the same time, will

they be able to eat it all through the feed-

ing-hole, which is about 4in. square?

—

R. E. T., Cheshire.

Reply.— (1 and 2) Yes. (3) Such a box
can be used, and the bees will get at the
candy quite easily. It would be best, how-
ever, to have a glass-topped box, so that
you can see when the food has been con-

sumed without disturbing the bees.

[8566] Air Sjjace in 'W.B.C." Hive.
—Why not fill up the space between inner

and oxiter walls of "W.B.C." hives witli

plumber's felt r Would this not be better

than leaving it emptv, as advised?

—

F. H. B., Northants.
Reply.—The air-space is one of the

great advantages of this hive, as it is a

bad conductor of either heat or cold.

Therefore leave it empty as intended by
tho designer.

P:XTRACTS FROM A BEE-KEEPER'S
DIARY.

September 5th.—Returned home from
Falmouth by the 10.30 Cornish Riviera
train. As we glided over the crazy Cornish
bridges, I thought regretfully of the many
pleasant rambles I had had in search of

apiaries, and how amply I had been re-

warded for my trouble by making the

acquaintance of such clever bee-keepers

as Mr. Stapleton, of Gwinear (whose
methods in apiculture are quite original),

and Mr. Gednes, who has a charming
apiary of seventy hives at Falmouth, and
is so generous in giving away swarms t-o

* Eighth edition, by the Rev. Dr. W. H. Dalline:er,

page 984.
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cottagers. Mr. Gednes had no intention
whatever of bee-keeping, but on clianging

houses, his little girl left her doll's house
in the garden of the new domain and next
day found that a swarm of bees had taken
possession of it ! My thoughts reverted to

my three tlourishing stocks at home, and,

like the milkmaid in La Fontaine's fable,

I began counting unhatched chickens ! I

saw my colonies increase, rows of hives

stretching round the lawn ; new hives

would be necessary next season and I was
weighing the pros and cons of various

makes, when my i-everie was broken by
the arrival at Paddington.
September 6th.—No need to order new-

hives at prasent. Dead bees all over the
kitchen garden, and live ones crawling
limply on grasses and stalks near the

hives. Spent a dreary morning burying a

dead fowl and inspecting the hives. A
further examination showed the presence

of foul brood in one hive, which did not
surprise me, as a near neighbour went
abroad in June, leaving the hives in such
a. terrible condition of foul brood, that an
expert condemned them to be destroyed.

Removed the frames containing foul

bixjod and gave them medicated syrup and
apicure. Read in " Guide Book " that re-

queening is advised in cases of foul brood.

Happy thought, send to Mr. Stapleton for

new queens and strengthen the colonies

with new bees. Sent a wire at once and
went on to town to 23, Bedford Street,

'Refugium Ai)icutorum Co.," to consult

Mr. Herrod. Unfortunately out. Went
on to Lee's, where an expert kindly ad-

vised m© to use Ayles' cure, as the symp-
toms pointed to " Isle of Wight " disease.

Met a bee friend to whom I explained
my troubles. " So you are going to .use

Apicure and Ayles' cure at the same
time," says he. " Well, you won't have a

bee left to tell the tale; the two are incom-
patible." I am beginning to alter my
mind about bees. Tricky things to under-
stand. Went on to Gamage's to buy
special quilts recommended. The manager
hearing about my troubles, offered to send
their expert to look at my bees, which he
most kindly did that very day. The ex-

pert sprayed them with " B-Well " solution.

Beptemher 8th.—Sent a box of diseased
bees to the laboratory at Cambridge for

examination. Crate of beas arrived from
Cornwall and were placed upside down on
the kitchen table by a porter. On right-

ing the box an ominous click was heard and
a tremendous hum began. Do not feel

equal to opening the box and uniting the

stocks. Mr. Rose, of New Maiden (who
gained the challenge cup for liis Maiden
honey and an observation hive), came to

my assistance. One frame was smashed,
but Mr. Rose cleverly patchetl it up iind

we requeened the two stocks, uniting the

new bees to the smaller wjlonv. The

family are beginning to make facetious
remarks about my attempts at apiculture

!

In spite of endless dead bees round the
hives, the worker bees are busy this morn-
ing bringing in pollen, and as I watch
them a new version of the old rhyme,
"How doth the little busy bee," occurs to

me.
' How do the modern busy bees,

Improve each shining hour?
By courting ' Isle of Wight ' disease,

From cai-eless neighbour's bower."
Septemhej- 15th.—Find robbing going on

and countless wiisps round the hives. Took
all the precautions mentioned in the
" Guide Book," except the tent business.

Got badly stung by a wasp on my lip,

which swelled instantly (bee stings do not
affect me) and while battling with wasps
was interrupted by the inopportune call

of a lady, to whom I had often expatiated
on the advantages of bee-keeping!
Thought she wouldn't keep bees after all.

September 16th.—A postcard from
Cambridge. " No evidence of ' Isle of
Wight' disease^ in bees sent!" Then it

must be May pest in September. Almost
relieved to read in Mr. Cowan's book that
there is no remedy for this disease. Shall

I go on trying to cure, or shall I do away
with them ?

September 17 th.—A letter from Mr.
Stapleton advising me to try the fresh air

cure for them and adding that if I make
up my mind to destroy them, to send
them to him for- ex2}erimenting. So I

will.

September 18th.—Saw the bees off from
New Maiden Station, with many injunc-

tions to the guard and return sadly to

remove the hives, disinfect the ground,
&c. Reflect that I have gained useful ex-

perience in bee diseases and I am certainly

not alone in misfortune.
October 12th.—A letter from Mr.

Stapleton, in which he says, '' The few
bees that remain are very active carrying

pollen, and the queen is laying well ; no
signs of ' Isle of AVight ' disease aft«r

three days. I hope to bring them through
safe for you." Hurrah! Cornwall may
become the county for delicate bees and
Mr. Stapleton set up a profitable sana-

torium for diseased bees.—W. de A.,

Surrey.

SWALLOWS AND BEES.
" Possibly some of your readers may no1>

be aware that swallows are very destruc-

tive to bees," writes a correspondent from

Samer, Pas de Calais, to the Selhorne

Maqazine. "This year we have, in the

north of France, had an abundance of

swallows. They have always taken very

kindly to a greenhouse in our garden,

which stands near tlie bee-hives, and

hitherto we have encouraged them to
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build in it ; but this year my wife and
the gardener noticed them catching the
bees as they returned honey-laden to the
hives, and carrying them off to their young
ones in the conservatory.

" So they began to destroy the nests, and
brought upon themselves enemies I'rom

both sides. The swallows fought des-

perately for their rights, and when the
doors were at last closed against them
words cannot express the violence of the
language which they used, sitting outside

upon the eaves.

"On the other hand, when any
one came from the nests with the
swallow-scent upon them they were perse-

cuted by the bees.
' The swallows feed their young upon the

bees and are specially mischievous in

hindering the swarms, but do not seem to

eat them themselves ; for directly the

young ones are fledged they no longer

frequent the hives.
'

' I should add that hitherto we have not

been very successful in bee-keeping, and
now attribute this to the swallows

;

whether we shall do better this year after

the measures we have taken remains to

be seen."—PoH Mail Gazette.

BEE DISEASE BILL.
Directly Sir D. Brynmor Jones's Stand-

ing Committee has finished with the
Inebriates Bill a start will be made on
the Bee Disease Bill, in respect of which
Mr. Vaughan Davies and Mr. C.

Bathurst, of Lydney Park, have been
added to the Committee. Bills usually

pass through Committee with remarkable
swiftness under Sir Brynmor Jones's

chairmanship, and it is not expected that
the Bee Disease Bill will prove an excep-
tion to the rule. Mr. Bathurst has several

amendments, the most important of which
provides that there shall be one authority i

for the purposes of the Bill, so that
different regulations shall not be made
for Scotland from those for England and
Wales.

—

^(nith WaJis T)aU]i Nni-a.
•

WEATHER REPORT.
Westbourne, Sussex.

October, 1912

Rainfall, 3 38 in. 'Minimum on grass,

Below average, 51 in
\

27 on 5th, 7th, 18th,
Heaviest fall, '71 on and 26th.

28th. ' Frosty nights, 6.

Rain fell on 15 days. Meaa maximum, 548.
Sunshine, 1323 hrs.

j

Mean minimum, 357.
Above aver., 1 17 hr^. Mean temperature,
Brightest day, 3rd, 45' 2.

8'9 boars
;
Below average, 4" 0.

Sunless days, 5. Maximum barometer,
Maximum tempera- 30597 on 4th.

ture, 60 on 9th. Minimum barometer,
Minimum tempera- 29 311 on 21st.

tare, 30 on 25th. L. B. Birkett.

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-
facturers or correspondents, or where appliances
can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-
tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The
space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and
not for advertisements. We icish our correspondents
to bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to

go to press in advance of the date of issue,

queries cannot always be replied to in the issue

immediately following the receipt of their com-
munications.

A. M. (Devon).

—

Tarieties of Heather.—
The sprig you send is Calluna vulgaris
or common ling, which is an excellent
honey plant, the pure heather honey
being obtained from it.

Z. Y. X. (Marlborough).

—

Swarm-catcher.
—(l)We have ourselves used the " Brice "

swarm-catcher with success. (2) It

should be jjut on when the hive shows
signs of being overcrowded with bees. On
page 23 of the " British Bee-keepers'
Guide Book," there is an illustration of

a swarm caught in a " Brice " catcher.

Suspected Disease.

C. B. (Maiden).—(1) The bees have " Isle

of Wight " disease. (2) You can do
nothing else except destroy them.' (3)

You can use the honey for human con-

sumption, but be quite sure that none
is left about for other bees to rob. The
best plan would be to burn the combs
out of the way. (4) Y^es, quite fit for

use.

Bacillus (Woking).—You acted \visely, as

the bees were affected with " Isle of

AVight" disease.

Co-Op (Suffolk).—Destroy the stock at

once as it has " Isle of Wight" disease.

J. S. (Pewsey).—We are sorry to

sav the bees are affected with

"Isle of Wight" disease. They have
evidently left the hive to die. You have

put us to no inconvenience, and there

is no fee to pay. We are pleased at all

times to be of use to our readers.

Honey Samples.

Theouosia (South Wales).— (1) The honey

is from rhododendrons, and this is the

cause of the trouble you give particulars

of. (2) Renew apicure once in three

months during winter.

S. W. (Kirkcudbright).—There is prac-

tically no difference in the three samples

of honey as far as colour is concerned,

which is very light. Aroma and flavour

are good. No. 1 is of better density

than the others. It is excellent honey,

and you ought to exhiMt it. It should

fetch retail Is. per lb. and 65s. to 70s.

per cwt. in bulk.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.
MID-KENT B.K.A.

The Mid-Kent Bee-keepers' Association

held their annual exhibition in connection
with the Kent Commercial Fruit Show on
October 29th. and 30th. and the disjolay

of honey and bee products attracted con-

siderable attention. Owing to the advei'se

season the aggregate entries were not so

large as last year, but very little fault

coi^d be [found Avitli the honey. The
judge, Mr. W. Herrod, Secretary and
expert of the B.B.K.A., stated that he

had ncA'er seen at any show better quality

honey in the medium class. He also

spoke in praiseworthy terms of other classes

His awards were as follow :
—

Six sections, six 1-lh. jars of extracted

honey.—1st, A. Humphrey; 2nd,— Boul-
den, Boughton Monchelsea ; 3rd, J. C.

Roberts, Maidstone; v.h.c, Sydney Bur-
den, Headeorn ; li.c, Walter Beken, Bid-

denden.
Six 1-lh. sections.—1st, J. C. Rob-

erts: 2nd, A. Humphrey: c,— Edmonds,
Allington

.

Three 1-lb. sections.—1st. J C. Roberts:
2nd, W. Beken.

Tiro standard or shalhni- frames.—Ist,

W. Beken; 2nd, Miss Ambler, Mailing.

Three 1-lh. jars of light honejj.—1st,

— Potter, Monkton: 2nd,' W. Beken; h.c,

H. Brice, Sutton Valence, and P. Cheese-

man, Sutton Valence.
Three 1-lh. jars of medium honeij.—1st,

Miss Town Smith, Yalding: 2nd, W.
Beken; v.h.c, A. Humphrey; h.c. J. C
Roberts and A Hills, Maidstone.

Three 1-lh. jars of dark honey.^lat, P.

Cheeseman ; 2nd, W. Beken: v.h.c, S.

Burden.
Three 1-lh. jars of lioney (open to

non-winners at previous shows).—1st,

—

Potter; 2nd, H. Brice; h.c, A. T. Hills

and J. Arkcoll, Maidstone.
1-lb. heesH-(rx.—1st,— Boulden ; 2nd, W.

Beken; v.h.c,— Potter.

Candy for hees.—1st, Miss Town Smith;
2nd,— Boulden; h.c, S. Burden.
One jar of c/ranulated honei/.—1st,

— Potter ;^nd, J. C. Roberts.
Sinqle 1-llj. jar of honey.—1st,— Potter :

2nd, T. G. Richards; h.c. Miss Town
Smith.

Sinrjle 1-lh. section.-—1st, J. O. Roberts:
2nd, S. Burden; v.h.c, Edmond.s, H.
Watts (Bearsted), and— Boulden.
Hone}/ cake.—1st, Mrs. J. C. Roberts;

2nd, Mrs. Boulden.
On the second day of the show. Mi'.

Herrod, gave a lantern lecture on
" Bees and the Fertilisation of Fruit
Blossom." Mr. H. J. Mills, of Smarden,
occupied the chair. The lecturer showed
the ways in which liees were beneficial to

fruit "trees. Experiments proved that

•where the trees had been protected by fine

gauze netting, so that bees could not touch
them, only a small per cent, of the blossom
set, while a good percentage of the blossom
set on trees in the same orchard to which
the bees had access.—J. O. Roberts, Hon.
Sec

CROYDON B.K.A.

The sixth annual show of the Croydon
and District B.K.A. was held at the
Horniman Hall, North End, Crovdon, on
September 5th. Mr. W. Herrod,' F.E.S.,
who was responsible for the judging, was
highly satisfied with the efforts of all who
pairticipated, and had some difficulty in

making the various awards, owing to the
general excellence of the exhibits.

Demonstrations on " Bee-keeping " were
given from time to time in the bee tent

by Mr. Herrod during the afternoon and
evening.

The awards were as follow :
—

Six 1-lb. sections.—lst and 2nd, J.

Silver, Oroydon.
Six 1-lh. jars of extracted honey.—^Ist,

G. O. Vincent, Anerley ; 2nd, Charles
Rose, New Maiden.

Six 1-lb. jars of Vujht-coloured honey.—
1st, G. C. Vincent;' 2nd, C. Rose; 3rd,

Rev. C. H. Buxton.
Six 1-lb. jars of medium-coloured honey.

—1st, A. E. Barnes, Anerley.

Six 1-lh. jars of darl;-coloured honey.—
2nd, A. E. Barnes.

Three 1-lh. jars of fjranulated honey.—
1st, G. T. Horn, Croydon; 2nd, A. E.

Barnes.
Tiro shallow frames.— 1st. C. Rose; 2nd,

A. E. Barnes.
Beesu-ax.—1st, A. E. Barnes; 2nd, G. C.

Vincent.
Sin(ilc 1-lh. section.—1st and 2nd, J.

Silver.

Sim/lc 1-lb. jar.—1st, G. C. Vincent;
2nd, C. H. Rose

Observatory hire.—1st, C. Rose.

Best exhibit of articles of food in vhich
honey is iised.—1st, Mrs. Horn, Croydon;
2nd, Mrs. Wakerell, Croydon.

Novelties and improvements in connec-

tion with hee-heeping.— 1st, E. H. Morgan.
Sydenham.

Objects of interest in connection irith

hee-i-ecping.— 1st, G. C. Vincent; c, J.

Silver.

OPEN (LASSES.

sections.—1st, C. W. Dver,,S'/./- 1-lh

Newburv.
Six 1-lh.

Lst, H. G,

H. Bowen
well, Pitsea.

Tiro shalloir frames
A. E. Barnes.

Six l-ll). jars of Jii'ntJiCr honey
Lambolt.

Single 1-Ui. section. 1st and 2nd. J

Silver.

jars of liefht-eoloured honey.—
Ceiley, Muswell Hill: 2nd. A.

Cheltenham: h.c, J. Biack-

1st. C. Rose; 2nd,

1st. J.
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SitK/Ic jt-ir o'f honey.—1st, H. Ward,
Leamington; 2ncl, W. J. Halford, Cam-
bi"idge.

Bep.ru-ax.—lsi J. T. Hall, Essex: 2nd,

W. S. Halford.
The Vice-President's Silver Challenge

Cup was won by Mr. Rose, of New Maiden,
for greatest number of points.—A.

Wakerell, Hon. Sec.

HONEY IMPORTS.
The value of honey imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

October, 1912, was £1,970.—From a re-

turn furnished to the Bhitish Bee
JouRN.\L by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs.

THE W. BROUGHTON CARR
MEMORIAL FUND.

£ s. d.

Amount alreadv acknowledged 5 18 6

J. A. Boswell...". 110
J . Noble Bower o

Dr. Anderton 5

Miss M. Harbord 2 6

D. L 3

7 12 3

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS.
By " Nevio."

A Queen Changing her Hive.—M. A.
Strauven relates in the Bucher Beige that

in the month of August, which was un-
favourable for queen-fertilization, one of

his young cjueen.s changed her hive. He
was rearing queens in nuclei, some
furnished with brood of a Carniolan queen,

and others with that of an American
queen. When one of the Carniolans

began to lay, he introduced her into one
of his colonies, from which he had re-

moved the queen. About five feet from
the nucleus that gave the Carniolan queen,

M. Strauven found a nucleus containing a

handsome American virgin. Some days
afterwards, wishing to satisfy himself

•nhether she had become fertilised, on
examining the nucleus, to his great sorrow
he found her gone. He concluded that
probably on her wedding flight she had
become the prey of some bird. A few days
later, wishing to see if there were any
queen-cells in the Carniolan nucleus, what
Mas his astonishment but to find his young
American in it. She had mistaken her

home, and although not fecundated, was
accepted by the bees in the nucleus, and
fifteen days later she had not commenced
to lay, for M. Strauven saw her leave her

hive on that day and immediately re-

enter it owing to the strong wind blowing

at the time.

Queen Introduction.—In this connec-

tion, M. Strauven describes in the same

paper a simple method of queen-introduc-
tion recommended to him by a friend,

who said that he never cages a queen when
she arrives. The colony being queenless,

he places the newly-arrived queen on the
alighting-board of the hive to which he
wishes to introduce her. The bees im-
mediately come out to smell and lick her
with their tongues, and she enters the new
liome with them, having been joyfully

accepted. He was assured that this plan
had never tailed, the only precaution
taken was to thoroughh' wash the hands
before the operation, so as not to com-
municate any strange odour to the queen.
Sometimes a queen will fly off the alightr-

ing-board instead of at once entering the
hive, but no notice need be taken of this,

as she is sure to return and enter the hive
for good. M. Strauven has himself tried

this plan, which has succeeded very well

with him, and he recommends others to

try it. We would, however, hesitate in

trying it with valuable queens.

The Bee-keepers'' Trials and Expecta-
tions.—M. Crepieux-Jamin, writing in

J\lpiculture Nouvelle, says that in reality

the bee-keepers' business is not always a.

pleasant one. If it is a school where man
is continually being taught patience, per-
severance, and firmness of will, it also puts
to a severe test the best tempered
characters, by teaching them that all

efforts in life are not necessarily crowned
with success, and that one must know how
to resign oneself occasionally to the in-

evitable. But let him take courage and
look forward tO' the time to come, as for

a certainty future harvests will amply
make up for those of 1912, and he will

realise that intense and lasting joy which
only the intelligent and well-planned

work, the result of man's intelligent and
persevering struggle against matter, will

produce by means of the insects which he
has subdued and daily controls with tact,

skill and patience.

A German Method of Introducing a
Queen.—The folloM'ing plan is recom-
mended by the editor of Deutsche Bienen-
zitcht. Befoi-e introducing a strange
queen, cage the old one which is to be re-

moved for some hours in her hive, then
j-emove her and i^ut in her place the new
queen, in the same cage. The cage must
occupy exactly the same position in the

hive, and the bees must not be disturbed,

but allowed to release the queen them-
selves. For this purpose the cork stopping
the hole in the cage is removed and a thin

wax sheet is made to cover it. He says

that bees only recognise their mother by
her odour, and tbat this is imparted to the

new queen by the cage in which the old

queen has been confined.

The Care of Honey.—We read in the
Schlesn-ig-Holsteiner Biencnzeitung that
often serious mistakes are made with
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respect to the care of honey. The business

of the bee-keeper is to see that this valu-

able product is properly obtained and
handled, as he is the producer. The future

care of it, however, must devolve on the
consumer. Honey lias a very strong in-

t'lination to be on good terms with its

neighbours, and to acquire some of their

properties. If it is kept in a damp place,

it will absorb the moisture, and become
covered with a dirty, watei-y film, ferments,

and is then spoilt. If honey is kept in

the same place as cheese, 2>otatoe,s, paraffin,

or other strong-smelling substances, it will

acquire their odour, and at the same time
lose its own aroma. The finest honey may
be spoilt by improper care. It should
always be kept in a dry, cool, and well-

ventilated room, free from smells and
frost. Good honey carefully preserved,

remains unchanged for years.

THE LAWS OF HEREDITY
MEKDELISM.

We have pleasure in giving in this and
following issues a verbatim report of Mr.
F. W. L. Sladen's valuable lecture on
" Mendelian Methods Applied to Bee-
keeping." The interesting subject of the
laws of heredity has attracted much in-

terest generalh', and we quote the follow-

ing from Feathered Life, where Mr. Giles

Harrison explains in simple words what
are the principles of Mendel's Theory.

"As the meaning of the term is not self-

defined or self-evident it is a mystery and
bewilderment to many beginners, and the
study of the subject is a terror to many
more. Mendelism is so called after one
Gregor Mendel, an Austrian monk, mathe-
matician and scholar, born at Heinzen-
dorf on July 22, 1822. It was in the
grounds of the cloister at Brunn that
Mendel conducted his famous experiments.
The main principle of the doctrine of

Mendelism is the conception of unit char-
acters, that is to say, each feature or
character is inherited as a single and
separate unit, quite independently of the
inheritance of other characters each of

Avhich is also a unit of itself. The whole
organism, then, is an embodiment of unit
characters, and these are transmitted
singly and separately to the offsjiring.

The processes of variation, selection, and
evolution are applicable separately to eacli

unit as such. Inheritance takes effect in

the germ cell as distinct from somatic
cells. In animals the germ cells of the
male are called spej-ms, aivd those of tlie

female ova; collectively they are called

gametes.

Before reproduction can take place the
ovum must become fertilised by the sper-
matazoom (or spermatazoa as the case
may be). The fertilised ovum is then the
organised cell, which is the origin of the

progeny from the two parents contri-
buting to its formation, and carries the
hereditary elements of parents as re-

spective gametic contributions of the unit
cliaracters. This single cell, produced as
is seen, by the union of the gametes, is

termed tlie zygote. When the character
contrilnited by the resiaective gametes is

of the same type and nature in both, it

is termed homozygous. For example,
take rosecomb in foAvls. If both parents
belong to the rosecoml)ed type and dis-

tinctlj' carry that feature, it is homozy-
gous, and inheritance in such cases mostly
follows the popular law of " like begets
like." When, however, one gamete
Ijears one type of the chaiacter and the
other an opposite type, the zygote is then
heterozygous, and an example might be
cited in a case where one parent was of
the rosecomb type and the other a single

comb. It is mosth' these heterozygous
cases which exhibit the characteristic

^lendelian plienomena.-
Now, when any character is heterozy-

gous there is opposition, or a conflict of

tendencies in the zygote, and, as there is

no blending or compromise between the
conflicting types, one or other of them
must dominate. This is termed " Domin-
ant," while the one which is suppressed is

" Recessive." Mendel found that the in-

cidence of occurrence of these " D " and
"R" characters always represented a

latio of 3D, IR, and in many more recent

cxpei-iments by Bateson, Punnett, Daven-
])ort, and others, the same results have
been observed with an approximate
mathematical uniformity.

To illustrate the principle, Mendel
takes two distinct varieties of the edible

pea (Pisum sativion)—one tall, the other
dwarf. The ilowers of the former were
fertilised with the pollen of the latter,

and nil the seeds again sown the following

year. These gave all tall plants, and this

is termed the first filial generation, and is

expressed by the symbol Fl. The self-

fertilised seeds from these were duly sown,
and produced F2 generation, Avliich con-

sisted of both tall and dwarf plants, the

tall or dominant character appearing in

the proportion of three to one. The F3
offspring l)red from the recessives con-

.sisted of all dwarf plants, or, in other

Avords. of a reproduction of the pure re-

ce.ssive character. Subsequent generation.s

of this family bred true to the dwarf
type. The portion of the F3 which were
descended from the dominants or tall

plants exhibit quite a different phe-
nomenon, for some of the F2 tall plants

leproduce the tall character, while others

produce dwarfs. The former are pure
dominants and the latter impure domin-
jints. Pure dominants in subsequent
generations continue to breed true to the
original dominant character."
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MENDELIAX METHODS APPLIED
TO APICULTURE.

LECTURE BY F. W. L. SLADEN, F.E.S., GIVEN AT

THE LECTUBE HALL, ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS,
regent's park, on SErTEMBER lOtll, 1912.

Tlie Mendeiian method is the method
of investigating the laws of variation and
heredity in the light of a most important
principle of heredity named after its dis-

coverer, Gregor Mendel, monk, and after-

wards abbot, of Briinn, in Austria, who
announced it in I8G0. Although Mendel's
conclusions were published in a fairly

widely-circulating scientific journal, no
notice was taken of them until they were
rediscovered and verified by three inde-
pendent investigators in 1900. Mendelism
has thrown a flood of light on the way
characters are transmitted, and has
formed one of the starting points of the new
science of eugenics, or breeding for im-
provement, wliich is destined some day to
be one of the most imjiortant of the
aj^plied sciences.

It is necessary to have a clear idea of
what Mendelism is.

Mendel made his classic experiments
with the common garden pea. In one
series of experiments he crossed a tall pea
with a dwarf pea, and found that all the
resulting hybrids were tall like their tall

parent. He named the character that
prevailed in this first generation of the
hybrids—in this case tallness—the
(Joniinanf. and the character which disap-
peared, namely, shortness, the recessive.

He sowed the seed from these hybrids, and
found they produced talis and shorts in
the proportion of three to one. He was
able to prove that the tails in this second
generation of the hybrids were of two
kinds, those that produced tails only, and
those that produced tails and shorts in the
proportion of three to one, like the tails

in the first generation of the hybrids, and
also that the latter kind of tails wei-e

twice as numei'ous as the former kind, and
that the shorts j^roduced shorts only.

Mendel showed that this remarkable train
of inheritance was true for six other pairs
of characters in the pea, namely, shape
of seed—whether rounded or wrinkled,
position of flowers—whether distributed
rtlong the stem or terminal, shape of ripe
pod—whether inflated or coiLstricted, and
colour of seed skin—1)roMai or white, coty-

ledons—yellow or green, and uni-ipe pod
—green or yellow.

The phenomenon of dominance, remai-k-
able as it is. is not the essential part of

Mendel's discovery ; indeed, it is not
present in every case, the first generation
of the hybrids being sometimes inter-

mediate in character. We must bear in

mind that an individual animal or plant
is the product of the union of two marry-
ing cells, or grtmcfes, as they are called, the
one derived from the male parent, and the

other from the female parent. Thus an
individual is of double origin.

Now the e.ssential part of Mendel's dis-

covery, recognised by the discoverer him-
self, is that the gametes are jJure in respect
of either of the characters in each of the
paii's of alternative characters we have
been considering, in other words, that a
gamete can carry one of the characters of

a pair, but not both.
\n Mendeiian language the individual

animal or plant is called a zygote. If the
two gametes that go to make a zygote
carry the same character, the zygote
is called a homozygofe. If they carry
opposite characters it is called a heterozy-
(jote.

By applying this theory to the re>sults

obtained from crossing the tall and the
dwarf peas, we see how perfectly it

accounts for them. The individuals of the
first generation contain and produce
gametes bearing the elements rejiresenting

tallness and shortness in equal numbers,
and the results we get in the second
generation are simply due to the segre-

gation of these elements. As Bateson has
remarked, the most striking consequence
of Mendeiian inheritance is the paradox
that pure individuals may be bred from
impure ones. Once the opposite character

has been eliminated the individuals remain
pure for any numlier of generations.

Recent investigation suggests that the dom-
inant may owe its dominance to a factor

which is absent in the recessive ; therefore
we are not concerned with two opposing
factors, but the presence or absence of a

single factor. AVhen the heterozygote is

intermediate, we have no means of know-
ing in which of the two pure kinds of

individuals the factor resides.

The Mendeiian scheme of inheritance

has been found to hold good for a great

diversity of characters in plants and
animals, such as the absence or presence

of horns in cattle, the pea comb and the

single comb in fowls, the absence or

presence of the waltzing habit in mice,

and susceptibility or resistance to rust-

disease in wheat, to mention only a few.

So far, we have considered the case of

only one pair of differentiating characters

in an individual, but the same results

occur in the case of any number of pairs

of characters. In the case of two pairs

of differentiating characters we get in the
first generation of the hybrids individuals

all showing the two dominant characters.

In the second generation we get nine
individuals showing both dominants, three
showing one dominant and one recessive,

three showing the other dominant and the
other recessive, and one sliowing both re-

cessives. But it is not so easy to trace the

results when there are several interacting

factors modifying the same part or struc-

ture, or when the factors concerned fail
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to correspond witli the characters that

appear in the zygote, snch as factors for

inhibiting or developing colour.

Further complications are met with as

the result of the repulsion and coupling of

certain factors, including sometimes tlie

factors for sex, the inheritance of which

in some cases it appears to be possible to

express in Mendelian terms. It is often

hard to trace the inheritance of utility

characters because they frequently are the

result of many factors with differences so

fine that they can hardly be recognised.

The study of ]VIendelism in the bee is

liarapered by several special difficulties.

First we cannot control mating in the

ordinary way. Then there is the partheno-

D
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coats of paint on the underside, so that it

AAill be Avell preserved.

Tlie whole hive being now ready for the
two final coats, these should be applied in
the same manner as was the priming, i.e.,

put on as thinly as possible.

The best colour for hives is white, as it

does not attract the heat in the summer
time, the drawback being that it soon looks
dirty. I make a compromise and paint the
body of the hive a light stone colour, and
the roof white : the hives then never look
dirty and the Avhite roof assists in keeping
the hive cool and can easily be repainted
each spring to freshen it up.

Do not paint the hives all the colours of

the rainbow, Mhich makes them look sadly
out of place in a well-kept garden. Neither
should dark colours be used, for they make
the hive very hot. Gardeners, as a rule,

are very fond of green paint ; it is a mis-
take to use this for tlie reason given above,
also because it has little body in it and
therefore does not withstand the weather.

Hives should be painted every three
years, at least two coats of paint being put
on.

After a series of paintings, it will be
found that the paint begins to blister.

When this is noticed and it has not taken
place to any great extent, the surface
should be made smooth and solid before
painting again by rubbing with pumice
stone and water. If it is a bad case, then
the only remedy is to burn the paint off

right to the wood, by means of a blow lamp,
then treat the hive as if it were a new one.

After burning off the paint, a smooth sur-

face is obtained by using pumice stone and
water.

The novice often finds difficulty in get-

ting the brush to Avork properly. This is

on account of its newness. A brush half

worn out is much the best tool to use, but
cannot always be olitained. If a new
brush is purchased, its life can be prolonged
by proper treatment. First part the
bristles so that the centre of their root can
be seen, then pour in some knotting or
varnish. This will fasten the bristles

securely and prevent their coming out. To
make the brush work more comfortably,
continue the string wrapping which is

round the bristles, so that only about 1^
inches of the latter project. vSoak the
brush well in water before use.

Always, after use. scrape out as much
paint as possible from the brush, and stand
it in a vessel with water, so that the
bristles are completely immersed, or it

Avill become hard. When changing the
Itrush from one colour to another, wash it

out well with either turpentine or paraffin.

Two brushes are required when painting,

a fairly large one for the plain portions

and a smaller one for the rebates and
edges.

Putty can be bought cheaply, but if

desired it can ))e made. The process is

very simple. Whiting is mixed to a paste
with linseed oil, the mass is then beaten
with a hammer until it gets quite tough,
small quantities of whiting being added
during the operation until it assumes a
dough-like consistency.

(To he crjntinueel.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

DITCH BEES.
[8-392] I wa.s interested in the letter on

the above subject (8588, jiage 445) in last

week's British Bee Journal, as during
September last I paid a visit to Holland
to secure some cinematograph pictures of
Duteh bee-keeping, and during my stay
there visited Mr. Hans Matthes, at

Breukelen, who is the OAvner of 400
colonies of the healthiest bees I haA'e

seen. He assured me that " Isle of
Wight " disease, or foul brood were un-
known there. Mr. Matthes is a bee-keeper
after my own heart, his hives are very
simple; they have neither legs, alighting-

board, nor porch, and instead of quilts he
places a very thin board over the frames
to keejj the bees doA\n, but what appealed
to me most was tlie fact that he makes his

bees build combs before storing surplus.

The Dutch method of honey-production
is as follows. Just before the honey-flow,

shallow frames with atarter.'i of foundation
are placed in hives; when these are full

the honey is extracted and the frames
returned to the hives, which are then taken
to the moors for the buckwheat and
heather. At the close of the heather
harvest the combs are cut into chunks,
wrapped in butter paper, and placed in

small tins of a convenient size for sending
through the post. The empty frames are
then cleaned and put aAvay for use the

folloAAing year, to be again fitted Avitli

starters of foundation. This seems to be
the system generally followed by bee-

keepers A\-ith frame hives ; but the

skeppists predominate. I visited one
skeppist who owned 300 stocks, of which
about oO per cent, would be assigned to

the sulphur pit, so tliat whether the bees

are kept in frame-hives or skeps they have
a good share of comb-building, and I think

here lies the secret of their clean bill of

health.

I quite agree with " P. S." that Dutcli
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bees are the best to start with. Before I

left Holland I ordered from Mr. Matthes
100 swarms to be delivered in London next
May.—J. C. 13ee Mason, Upper Clapton,

N.E.

BLURTS FROM A SCRATCHY PEN.
[8593] '• A tale of old." Yes! At length

in this year of grace, 19i2, bee-keepers and
those interested therein can look round
and note with some satisfaction apicul-

ture better appreciated, though not as yet

at its full value. We must wait even a

little longer for that. But we do see, that

economists are being brought to understand
that one of Nature's choicest delicacies,

best and healthiest of foods, has for cen-

turies been allowed to evaporate in the

fields that produced it, deemed hardly

worth the pain of the stings and the messi-

ness of its extracting. The scientist finds,

too, in the study of the bee itself and bee

life, a subject of absorbing interest, and
for the industrious, there is labour which
judiciously employed, brings seldom
equalled profits.

And to what may we ascribe this happier

.state of our affairs? In Great Britain

(and Great Britain is well in the advance)

no one can dispute that it is owing (I might
with truth say, entirely) to the strenuous

work of the British Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion, with its ramifications into the

provinces, the Ooimty Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation, and to our periodical, The Bee
Journal.
A very great amount of spade-work has

been done by the County Associations.

Theirs, has been the task of getting down
to the masses, seeking out the villager,

whose hives help him to pay his rent, the

comfortable-to-do class, who are not com-
pelled to keep bees as "pot-boilers," and
the philanthropic vicar, wishing to set an
example to his flock. It has been their

privilege to get at these and disseminate
the knowledge of " how to keep bees on
humane principles."

It must interest all to follow the growth
of these organizations and note how they
commenced. The first I find mention of

is the "British Apiarian Society," founded
in 1811, at Dover, and in 1867 there was
established at Buxton, in Norfolk, bv the

Rev. W. J. Stracey, a " Bee Club." on the

principles of a clothing club. Only one
member was allowed in each family, and
he or she contributed " not less than three-

pence per M-eek," which, of course, accumu-
lated foi- the purchase of bees, hives, and
appliances. The B.B.K.A., the Senate of

the affiliated counties was, as we all know,
founded in May, 1874, and its rules, as first

ordained, speak volumes for the wisdom
and foresight of our predecessors. Recog-

nizing that the main reason of their exis-

tence was to cement, and to bind together

the whole of the craft for common action to

mutual advantage, they determined (Rule
viii.) that "as far as the funds of the

Association permit, the Council will en-
deavour to carry out the objects of the
Association, by means of certifying and
sending out experts as qualified teachers

and examiners of apiaries, and assist in the

formation of provincial clubs affiliated to

the Association.''

This latter resolution seems to have
"caught on" almost at once. In the

B.B.J, of November, 1875, is recorded

the formation of an Association for Lin-

colnshire, and in the same number Devon
is spoken of as " hard in the wake." Mr.
Wm. Watkins, of Rol^y, Liverpool, offei-s

his services as secretary, pro tern, and
writes "if we can get two only, or even one
member, in each county, to take the matter
up in earnest, the British Bee-keepers' As-

sociation has a brilliant time before it."

Had this gentleman the gift of prophecy?
In August, 1876, Staffordshire formed its

Association at Wolverhampton, and in

1877 an attempt was made to form an As-

sociation in Shropshire, but of its success

or failure there is no record.

The B.B.K.A. was not long in discover-

ing that to make things go, something else

besides an energetic vSecretary was re-

quired. We all know that as the secretary

is, so will be the society, but a capable lieu-

tenant in the guise of a touring expert was
a necessity to get to the people, to interest

them by exhibitions of manipulating and
lectures. At the committee meeting of

May 13th, 1878, it was decided that the

Secretary '' should insert an advertisement

in the Bee Journal, for a man to work for

the Association, for the purpose of giving

practical illustrations of bee manage-
ment," and at the committee meeting of

July 8th, Mr. S. J. Baldwin was ap-

poiiit-ed the first official expert. Official,

I say advisedly, because in the January
number of 187-1: is inserted an interesting

letter from Colonel Fielding, of Sturford

Mead, Warminster (dated October 3rd,

1874), testifying to the abilities of a young
expert, who further correspondence .shows

to be J. A. Abbott, junr., and I notice in

the Bee Journal of those days that the firm

of Abbot offer their services for expert

advice. In the November number of 1878

appears the first expert's report and tells

how the bee tent, a crimson flag flying from

the pole, marched, first appearing at South
Kensington, then going to Harpcnden,
Rickmansworth, Sevenoaks, Sandy, Pet-

^\orth and Berkhampstead.

Tctnpont viuf(inf\ir. Times change and
men with them. The " man to work for

the Association," as in the first instance,

now requires a specialist of the very first

rank, as witness the present expert to the

Association, Mr. W. Herrod. We have

the Board of Agriculture granting aid, and

a bill to regulate Bee Diseases almost
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through Parliament. Does it not mean
that " the man" in future, working even
for the County Associations, must be a

man of higher training, a persona grata

to the membei's, able to interest them by
his conversation in the .advantages of bee-

keeping.—J. Smallwood, Hendon.

ARTIFICIAL INCREASE.

[8594] An account of an experiment
I made in Augu.st last may interest some of

your readers. Four of the hives in my home
apairy were so crowded with bees, that I

thought they would do better if I made up
a stock from tliem on two racks of shallow
frames wet from the extractor that I had
on the moors, I made two swarm boxes,

and in the morning of Aug. 21st. set to

work to get the bees into them, but bees

are not put into boxes in the morning as

easily as one would think, until one
knows how to do it. At night they
can be shaken down in front of any
substitute for a hive, and they will

run into it, but not so in the morn-
ing, they will run anywhere but into

the box, even if it is put where their hive
previously .stood. For three hours I went
through a stinging ordeal, trying to get
those bees into the swarm boxes (when I

found out the right way to go about it, it

was not ten minutes' work). Novices
and moorgoers shoidd note this. I dis-

covered that the best plan Mas to find the

queen first, and after securing her take
the outside fi'ames (leave all bees on about
three of the combs in the centre, together
with any combs of brood, as young bees

will be on these, and it is only old bees we
want; these are mostly on outside), shake
the bees off into a tin pail, tliey cannot run
up the side of this

; get about 21bs. out of

each of four or five hives. When you have
gone through the process witli one hive,

pour the bees into the box and slide the
lid on. Then take the quantity of bees
you desire from the next hive, un-
cover the box and before the bees
already there can fly, pour the
others in. Stand the box on a news-
paper, then those bees will fly up and go
home which do not enter the box. I did
not put any queen with the bees. I took
a virgin queen with me and as they ran in

I ran her in among them, after throwing
one box full down on top of the other.

Unfortunately this virgin never got mated,
as well as two others that went to the
moors. I took 91bs. of bees out of four
hives, and in two boxes tied to a stick

across the handle bars of my bicycle I

conveyed them between six and seven
miles to the moors, but they stored the
little honey they got in the top lot of
shallow frames ; it M-as about lOlbs. What
they would have gathered in a good season

I can't say, but the' experiment is well

worth trving again. Some might ask,

"Did the bees fight? " That was what i

was most afraid of. But I did not find

more than one hundred dead on the news-
paper after they had all run in, and
although it was mid-day they hived them-
selves in double quick time; probably the
wet combs attracted them. It was sur-

prising that they were not starved out, as

the Aveatber was so unfavourable. I saw
them thiee days after hiving them, and
they were all right then, but it was another
month before I was able to look at them
again. With fear and trembling I turned
down the quilts, but judge of my surprise

Mhen I found all the tops of the middle
combs l)eautifully sealed over with the
Avhite capping only seen 'with heather
honey. I have not )iad one comb or one
section completely Piled and sealed this

year, and most of the honey was very
thin. I put all the heather combs through
the extractor to get the thin honey out, it

is not very thick now and is of dark
colour. The prospect for 1912 never was
a verv bright one, as nearly all the j^oung

clover was burnt up in 1911, and in conse-

quence many fields were ploughed up
again, but the outlook for 1913 is very
rosy in comparison. Even now round
here the young clover is looking remark-
ably well, so there is hope for a bumper
crop next year. Can any old bee-keeper

remember what kind of a honey year
1889 was? Although bees did not in-

terest me then, I well remember the year

1888 as vei-y similar to 1912, a very wet
summer with two months of dry weather
from Se]>tember 21.st to November 23rd. I

expect tlie year 1888 would be a very bad
one for bees, and I should very much like

to know what the following year was like.

Wliat de'liglitful bee days we have had
during this last six weeks.

—

Tom Sleight,

Danesmoor.

RANDOM JOTTINGS.

Bji Charles II. Heap, Keadinrj.

Mr. S. Simmins, in his recent articles

entitled, " More Self-Help Required,"
appears to have set himself the impossible

task of trying to persuade bee-keepers
that the disease which has carried off

thousands of stocks during the past five

or six years is " quite a simple matter,"
Though Mr. Simmins avoids the name,
microsporidiosis, or even the popular
appellation, " Isle of Wight" disease, he
does not get rid of the serious nature of

the malady by calling it " infectious

paralysis"; and it is useless to pietend
that the spread of the trouble is solely

due to carelessnevss and neglect. I have
seen much of the disease in two widely
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separated counties, and have failed to

notice that it leave's untouched the apiary

of the competent bee-keeper any more
than that of the incompetent and careless.

To pass to another 2>oint I am willing to

concede that a colon}' only slightly affected

with mici-ospoiidio^iis, may, under favour-

able weather conditions, partially overcome
the attack, provided the queen is A'ery

prolific ; but the disease is sure to show
itself again when the conditions for its

develojiment again become suitable.

Partial recoveries are not infrequent, but
I do not call a partial recovery a cure. It

is when these partial recoveries occur that

lieople are apt to rush into print and
proclaim that a cure has at last been
found, and that the immune bee has

arrived. Mr. Simmins's method is to

spi-ay the bees with " a suitable germicide,''

and, he adds :
" Not only a young queen,

but in the case of weak stocks, 1 advise

the addition of healthy brood and bees."

Stocks suffering from "Isle of Wight"
disease become weak, so that this method
of curing consists, to all intents and pur-

poses, in the provision of a new stock.

How delightfully simple—and cheap

!

I wish Mr. Simniins would descend from
high-sounding generalities and exjilain to

us all precisely how a germicide outside
the impermeable chitinoiis covering of a

bee reaches the spores of nosema that lie

not only in the lumen of the intestines

and stomach, but work their way into the
walls of these important organs and dis-

integrate them.

In the report of the Board of Agricul-
ture, issued six or seven months ago, we
were told that drugs had been tried and
had failed, and from my own observations
of two chemical remedies I am inclined to

agree with this finding. For the present,

I put my faith in the trained scientists

who have been investigating this exceed-
ingly serious and difficult disease. Had
Mr. Simmins been referring to foul brood,

I should be in general agreement with
him.

A Boon to the Craft.—There is no. doubt
that faced with an outbreak of foul brood,
a great many bee-keepers are helpless.

Such helplessness arises from a variety of

causes, the chief of which are ignorance,
and dread ^f stings. Tliousands of people
who are keeping bees know scarcely any-
thing of the habits and life history of the
denizens of the hives; and, as a con-
sequence, they fail todiscover the existence

of brood disease. Even when its existence
is pointed out to them they are incapable
of setting to work to effect a cure.

Formerly, unless expert assistance wei-e at

hand, the position of stocks owned by
these people were hopeless; but, happily,
the experiments of Mr. Herrod, which re-

sulted in the pro<luction of Apicure, have

replaced hopelessness by hojje, and have
rendei-ed the cure of stocks suffering from
foul brood not only possible but easy. I

have had little trouble with foul brood in
my own apiary, but while touring a Mid-
land county in the spring I had an oppor-
tunity of witnessing the remarkable
effects of Apicure in an apiary comprising
six stocks, all of which I was told by their
owner—^a bee-keeper of skill and ex-
periencB'

—

were badly affected Avith foul
brood in the previous autumn. I made a
minute examination of every comb con-
taining brood, and, although the disease
was rampant in the neighbourhood, I only
succeeded in finding three cells whose
contents were doubtful. So greatly was I

impressed with this evidence of the efficacy

of Apicure that I recommended it to a
number of bee-keepers as a simple means
of getting rid of the disease. Most of
them accepted the advice, with (I found
this autumn) excellent results. Even where
the remedy had been sparingly applied, a
distinct improvement was, in every in-

stance, observable. In the apiary to which
I alluded the treatment was continued, and
at a later visit every colony was absolutely
free from broo<l disease. To the capable,
bus}' bee-keeper, Apicui-e will prove as
great a boon as to the poor bee-keeper. It

not infrequently happens that pressure of
work prevents a man taking a case of

foul brood in liand immediately. The
results of delay are more or less disastrous ;

l)ut Apicure may be used to jirevent the
advance of the disease until time can be
found to do what is required ; or, if pre-
ferred, it may be used to effect a cure.

"When supers are on it is a troublesome
jol) to lift up rack and queen-excluder in

order to drop the little tablets between
the frames at the back of the brood-
chamber ; Imt there is an easier, better and
quicker way of applying the remedy.
I"nle«s the hives stand far apart, it is

possible to dose twenty stocks, carrying
nny juimber of supers, within an hour,
provided each ordinary hive has a loose

ffoor-board. Remove the tablets of Api-
cure from the bottle into a small shallow
box for convenience in handling. Then,
with this and any necessary tools, go to

each hive, lift with one hand the hi\e
body from the floorboard two or three
inclies at the back or side, as may be con-
venient, and with the free hand cast tlie

pieces of Aj^icure under the frames and let

the hive body return gently to its place.

If the operator uses care and judgment
not a bee will fly out, for tlie work will he

done before the inhabitants have time to

rub their eyes after his sudden influx of

light. If two persons Avork together the
task is easier ; but A'ery little practice is

re(|uircd to enable anyone single-handed
to ])erform the operation quickly and
neatly.
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Queries and Replies.

[8567] Feeding u-ith Candy— Vicious
Stock.—I should be much obliged if you
would answer me the following questions
through the "B.B.J. ":—

(1) When bees take down candy rapidly
do they store it in the combs, or are they
eating it at once.*" My stocks are taking-

down candy at the rate of about lib. per
hive per week, and if this goes on the
expense will be considerable. I may say
my stocks are very low in stores.

(2) One day last summer I got stung
in the back of the neck. In about an
hour one of my eyes became practically

bunged np, and no bee had touched my
face. On several other occasions bees
managed to crawl up my legs and to sting
me. The swelling always came out on my
ankle—apparently no matter Avhere the
sting was—and incapacitated me once for

two or three days, when I had to lie up. Is

there something wrong with my anatomy, or

is there something wrong with the bees, or
does everybody suffer in like manner?' I

cannot imagine how peojale manage who
wear neither veil nor gloves.

(3) I have one hive in which the bees
are very bad tempered. Carbolic cloths

and dense volumes of smoke appear to be
useless to calm them. The queen is a
valuable one, and I do not want to lose

her. I am keenly interested in bee-keeping,
and derive great help from the " B.B.J."
—E. N. P., Manchester.

Reply.—(1) The bees are storing the
candy. Do not give them more until the
cold weather sets in. (2) No two persons
suffer alike from stings, owing to consti-

tutional differences. In time proljably the
effects will be less severe. (3) No matter
how good the bees are as workers, they
are unpleasant to deal with if vicious.

The only remedy is to requeen next spring,
purchasing a queen foj- the purpose.

Notices to Correspondents.

A. P. W. (Sussex).

—

Wax Press iised as Vn.
capping Tray.—There is no reason why
a wax-press such as you describe shoidd
not be used. We have never tried it our-
selves.

W. J. B. (Hants).

—

Qnecidcss Colony in

Noveinher.—The earliest time when you
can introduce a queen will be the latter

end of March, and then only if weather is

fine. There should be no difficulty -n

obtaining a queen through our adver-
tisement columns.

G. D. C. (Horsham).—Ji^e Diseases Bill.—
Though you have not complied with our
rules, by not sending full name and ad-
dress, we will stretch a point and reply
to your quastions. If you will carefully

read the proposed Bill, you will see that

provision is made for all the contin-
gencies you mention.

A. B. C. (^Bletchley).

—

Sugar for Bees.—
The sample is cane sugar and suitable
for bee food.

H. H. S. (Middliise:^).—Planting for Bees.
—Messrs. Sutton <t Son, of Reading,
will send you a list of bee plants which
they can supply. The best bee fiowei-s

are white clover, sainfoin, heather, meli-
lotus, Ijyninanthes Douglassii, borage.
Apart from fruit trees, the best tree
honeys are from lime, sycamore, haw-
thorn, blackberry, etc.

Honey Samples.
J. M. (Aberdeenshire).—A very mild

heather blend, worth Is. per lb.

E. B.—You luive not conformed to the
rules regarding .sending name and
address.

Cambridgeshire.—The honey may be
"pure" but it is not English. We
should say it is Jamaican honey.

A. W. B. (Herefords).—In our opinion
the sample is better class Jamaican
honey.

Suspected Disease.
J. X. G. (Newmarket). — The bees are

affected with ''Isle of Wight" disease.

The best course to adopt at this time of

year is to destroy the bees, buirning
combs, quilts, dead bees, &c., and disin-

fect the ground on which the hive has
stood.

J.L. (Merton).—It is "Isle of Wight"
disease. See reply to ''J. N. G."

J. S. (Wilts).— " Isle of Wight" disease
unfortunately makes its appearance in

the most unlikelj^ places. Your best

plan will be to destroy the affected
stocks, afterwards burning everything
but the hives, these should be thoroughly
disinfected.

A. W. (Notts).—The symptoms indicate
" Isle of Wight" disease, from which we
are of opinion your bees are suffering.

R. L. (Tluirning).—We fear it is a case
of ' Isle of Wight " disease. Watch on
fine days for crawling bees, and if such
are noticed, write us again.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,
but icill be inserted at Id. per wojd as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers car only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per Jin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

WANTED, Cowan ^-fram© Extractor, complete,
in fi'iinl condition, in -exchange for Gloucester

hot-air lOO egg' Incubator, in perfect working order,
new last season, used twice only.—H., Harrow-
place, Leavenhieath, Colchester. v 79

OWING to Death—Few Stocks healthy Bees Left,

in goodi frame hives, only 20s. each.—LEECH,
Newland Park Hull. v 75
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

SUSSEX B.K.A.
ANNUAL SHOW.

The second annual .show of the above
association was, held at The Dome, Brigh-

ton, in connection with the Brighton,

Hove, and Sussex Horticultural Society's

Chrysanthemum Show on November 5th

and 6th. The exhibits staged were of good
quality, especially in the open classes for

extracted honey, where the competition

was very keen. Entrit-s for sections were
rather few in number, owing to the bad
season, but the show, on the whole, was
a very creditable one, and the many visitors

greatly admired the honey exhibited.

Lectures were given each day by Mr.
C T. Overton, lecturer and expert to the

Association. The judge, A. J. Carter, Esq.,

made the following awards:—
members' classes.

Six 1-lh. Sections, gathered duiiiig 1912.

—1st, C. H. Crone, The Apiaries, Plump-
ton ; 2nd, Miss Blencowe, Binehams,
Chailey; 3rd, A. G. Davey, Hillcrest,

Burgess Hill; h.c, ^Nlrs. Charringion,
Offham Hoi;se, Lewes.
One ShoUow Frame of Honey, gathered

during 1912.—1st, A. Capelin, Hodshrove,
Falmer ; 2nd, Sisters of Bethany, Laurel
Cottage, Crowborough ; 3rd, Parker and
Hind, The School, Rottingdean.

Three Shallow Frames of Honey.—1st,

A. Capelin; 2nd, Parker and Hind; 3rd,

E. N. Marten, Park Corner, East
Hoathly.

Six 1-/6. Jars of Light Extraeted Honetj.

—Lst Miss Burder, The Beeches, Barcombe
;

2nd, R. H. Buzzard, Hillcote, Buxted

:

3rd. W. H. Caldwell, School House,
Etchingham : h.c, A. Capelin and E. N.
Marten; c, A. Burtenshaw, Hassocks.

Six 1-11). Jars of Medium Extracted
JIoH"!/.—1st, A. G. Davey; 2nd, J. Fairall,

junr., Leabridge, Hellingly ; 3rd, G.
Butler, County Oak, Crawley; h.c. Rev.
A. A. Evans, Eastdean Vicarage, East-

bourne.
Six 1-lh Jars of Granulated Iloneij.—

1st, W. H. Caldwell; 2nd, A. Capelin;
3rd, Miss Burder.

Beesu-ax.--]st. J. Fairall; 2nd, R. H.
Buzzard; 3rd, F. Harris, Avisford, Wal-
lerton.

OPEN classes.

Six 1-Uj. Jars of Extracted Tlinny.—
1st, R. Allen, Tusmore, Bicester; 2nd,

W. S. Halford, West Wratting, Cambs. ;

3rd, W. Bourne, High Street, Eshcr ; h.c,

A. L. C. Fell, Long Wall, Walton-on-
lliames.

Six 1-lb. Sections.—1st, R. Allen.

,S'/'?!f//e 1-lb. Section.—lst, T. J. Hillicr,

Hurstbourne Parrand; 2nd, J. Silver,

Addiscombe; 3rd, J. Fairall.

Single 1-lh. Jar cf Extracted Jloneij.—
1st, H. Ward, Leamington Spa; 2nd, R.
Allen; 3rd, W. S. Halford.

Messrs. C. T. Overton and Sons staged

a fine display of honey, and also a large

collection of hives and bee appliances not
for competition.
The medal presented by the Editor of

the SmalUndder was awarded to Mr. A.
Capelin, and the Snicdlholder clock to Mr.

J. Fairall.—C. A. Overton. Hon. Sec.

NORFOl.K B.K.A.
The annual show of the Norfolk B.K.A.

was held in Melton Constable Park (by

kind permission of Jjord Hastings) on
Bank Holiday, August 5th, 1912. The
amalgamation with the local Horticultural
Society resulted in an attractive exhibi-

tion. Although the honey staged was of

the usually excellent Norfolk type, there

was a sad numerical deficiency, both in

entries and in pounds.
Dr. Elliott, of Southwell, judged the

honey and wax, and later examined several

candidates for third-class B. B.K.A. Certi-

ficates. The folhnving awards were made:
members' classes.

Twelve 1-lb. Seetions.—1st, W. T. Nor-
man; 2nd, H. W. Saunders, Thetford

;

3rd, H. Digby, AVeybourne ; r., Miss
Leaver, Letheringsett; v. h.c, the Rev.

W. O. Leadbitter.
Tirelve 1-lh. Jars Extracted Honey.—

1st, H. \s . vSaunders; 2nd, Miss Leaver;
3rd, H. W. Woolsey, Edgefield; r.. the

Rev. W. E. Mattinson, Horsey.

Six 1-lh. Jars Extracted Honey.—2nd,

Miss Verrall ; 3rd, Mrs. Wardleworth.
Three 1-lb. Sections and Three 1-lb. Jars

Extracted. Honey.—2nd, Miss Verrall.

Beeswax.--lst, J. Platten, Briston ; 2nd,

H. W. Woolsey; 3rd, Rev. W. E. Mattin-
son .

orEN classes.

Twelr- 1-lh. Scctinns.—2m]. ^Y. T.

Norman.
Twelve 1-lh. Jars Extracted Honey.—

1st, H. W. Saunders; 2nd, H. W. Woolsey;
3rd, Rev. W. E. Mattinson.

Sinr/le 1-lb. Jar Extracted HmiC)/.—1st,

H. W. Saunders; 2nd, H. W. WooLsey

;

3rd, Rev. W. Mattinson ; r.. Miss Verrall;

v.h.c. Miss Leaver.
Single 1-lh. Sect inn.^Ist. H. W.

Saunders; 2nd, W. T. Norman. 3rd. H.
Digby.
The chaUcnge cup was won forthethiid

time by Mr. H. AV. Saunders, and became
his property, the silver medal (B. B.K.A.)
by Mr. W. T. Norman and the bixmze

medal by Miss Tieaver. The certificate

was not awarded througii lack of entries.

The successful candidates for the third-

class certificates were Miss McHardy,
Ijetheringsett : the Rev. W. E. Mattinson,
Horsey; Mr. H. W. Woolsey, Edgefield;

and Dr. Wardleworth, Sheringham.
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE PROCESS
OF POIJ.EN COLLECTING IN

BOMBUS AND APIS.

By F. W. L. Sladrn,

(Assistant Entomologist fcr Apiculture, Division of

Entomology, Ottawa, Canada.)

The following are a few additional

observations on the above subject that I

.should like to place on record :

—

In pollen-collecting Bombi, I have often

indeed, it does not extend so far; secondly,,

the tips of the teeth form a convex curve,

and, thirdly, the obstructing spur is

absent. Indeed, both of the spurs at the

end of the tibia are absent, and Apis is

the only genus of bees in which they are
not found.
In both Bombus and Apis the inner side

of the tibia is thickly covered with short,

stiff bristles, excepting the region bound-

7/7ner S/ae.

FIG. 1.

Apis,S'

found lumps of moistened pollen clinging

to the hairs clothing the middle of the first

ventral segment, which is raised consider-

ably. It would seem that the pollen on its

way to the hind metatarsi pa.sses over this

spot.

I pointed out in a May issue of the

"B.B.J." that in Bombus the moistened

pollen is normally found only on a small

triangular portion of the metatarsal brush,

situated in the corner of the metatarsus

containing the auricle, and this is the only

part of the brush

that is scraped

by the tibial

comb. In Apis,

on the other

hand, the pollen

is spread over

the whole of

the metatarsal

brush, and the
^^^

tibial comb ap-

pears to scrape the whole width of the

brush. By reference to the accompanying

Fig. 1, it will be seen that in Bombus, not

only (lo the structure and shape of the

comb render this instrument unsuitable

for scraping the whole width of the brush

—the teeth being weak, long and hair-like

towards the articulating corner of the

tibia, and the tips of the teeth forming a

nearly straight line—but the inner spur s

of the tibia Avould stand in the way of its

doing so, except when the leg is stretched

perfectly straight. But Apis appears to

be able to comb pollen out of the whole

width of its metatarsal brush, because (see

Fig. 2) first, the comb has no hair-like

teeth towards the articulating corner

;

9

Inner Sid*

ing the comb. This region I here
designate the pars cjlabrum (Figs. 1 and
2, g). It is evident that this region is

rubbed wlien the comb is used, and that
this rubbing is its raison d'etre, and it

may therefore be supposed that its width
opposite any given teeth in the comb
furniushes a rough indication of the depth
to which such teeth enter the metatarsal
brush, and the extent to which they are
used.* This view makes a comparison
betAveen the pars ylabrum of the Bombus

fcrrestris worker

{(I, Fig. 1) and
that of Apis
meUifiea (g, Fig.

2) very interest-

ing.

In Bo'Dtbus the

moistened pollen

is often found
in lumps on the

"• hairs shown at e,

Fig. 1, fringing the metatarsal brush.

Explanation of the Drawings.

Fig. 1.—Juncture of tibia and metatarsus
of right hind leg of Bombus teirestris,

worker, inner side.

s, inner spur; g, pars glabrum; m,
metatarsal brush; e, fringe of

metatarsal brush.

Fig. 2.—End of tibia of right hind leg of

Apis nieUipra, worker, inner side.

g, pars glabrum

Fig. 3.—End of left tibia of Bombus

* Of course, the extent of the rubbing area
depends primarily on the convexity of the surface
of the tibia, the angle to it at which the comb
is siet, and the angle at which it strikes the
metatarsal brush.
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fcfrfsfris, worker, end view, showing
excipula and limen; r, comb.

Bon BUS,

Fig. 4.—End of left tibia of Apis meUifera,
worker, end view showing excipula and
limen ; r, comb.

Ap/S,
L&ft Leg

AMONG THE BEES.
FORETHOUGHT.

J5// T). .1/. M'drdonald, Banff.

Last year was a very bountiful one.
This year, on the contrary, was very poor,

as far as surplus honey was concerned.
Honey being plentiful in 1911, the crop
sold out slowly at a poor figure, while this

year it was disposed of before being taken
off the hive. Hei'e is a subject deserving
careful thought from all prescient bee-

keepers. Extracted honey can be easily

preserved for a yea.r or two, but it is

generally understood that comb honey
deteriorates before early spring arrives.

Not necei-sarily ! Several bee-keepers last

year unable to procure customers for all

their sections preserved them carefully

throup-h the past winter and sold them at

a good figure during June of this year;
indeed, if they had known the crop was to

prove so much of a semi-failure as it did,

they could easily have disposed of them at

an enhanced price. Candied sections are
unsaleable, but these were carefully stored
away in a cuplioard in a " garret," close to
the roof ceiling, and came out in eairly

summer as fresh as when they were packed
away. In testing them I was unable to

detect any granules, and the flavour was
particularly good, almost as plea-ant as

when taken off the hive. I reasoned it out
that by a little forethought many bee-
keepers in a year of a glut could thus pre-
serve even section honcv to profit by the
enhanced price. The only danger 1 can
see is that the following season miglit bo
a bountiful one, too, and that, therefoie,

the "preserved" honey might prove a

drug on the market.

yomenclature.—I find there is often a

very large amount of careless and inap-

propriate application of technical terms

from even educated men in speaking about

liees and bee-keeping. Thus a su-'inn is

frequently called a h'tve, while there is

often a considerable degree of haziness as

to the use of stock and colony. All the

four words ought really to be applied

under different circumstances; indeed, to

dissimilar things, because the terms are by

no means synonyms. A "hive" is simply

the receptacle in which bees are hived,

/.('., their home. A "stock" includes not

only the house in which the bees dwell,

but also its fittings and the bees them-
selves. A " colony " of bees might be

defined as the queen, workers, drones,

brood, eggs, honey in the hive, and, as

these are an utter impossibility in them-
selves, we must also include the cells,

combs, and also the frames on which the

fabric' is constructed. A "swarm" in-

cludes only the worker bees, with their

queen, and perhaps a few drones. The
bees constitute a swarm as soon as they

have left the parent hive to colonise, while

they are winging their joyful way through

ether, when they have formed a cluster,

and when they are consigned to the skep

preparatory to being run into their ncAv

domicile. Some might claim that the

name should still be retained while they

are comb-building, and perhaps even dur-

ing the first season of their existence as a

new colony. It may be difficult to say just

when thev cease to be a swarm and become
a colony," but perhaps it may be agreed

that whenever the home nest is established

they may be deemed worthy of the more
dignified designation.

Tlie term " hybrid," as generally used

by bee-keepers," is sufficiently clear and
definite. Dictionary definitions may at

times have to give way to common usage.

I should like to see a more manageable and
more definite name than either " Isle of

"Wight" or MinosporocHosis for the pest

tliese terms represent, liut none of those

suggested as yet " fill the bill." The
simple word " cure " is a much abused one

in bee literature! ] feel personally

guilty, because I have written about sting

cures when T really meant palliatives, and

if manv other curcK were deeply probed,

they, too, would be in much the same cate-

gory.' Bees gathor lioney fiom the flowers

Ave "are often told. D"o they? Then I

must have been going all my bee days with

a defective vision and a depraved, or at

least a vitiated, taste, becauve what 1 have

seen and tested was fai- from lieing the

genuine article which so pleases the palate

of every admirer of true honey.

Erflndrr Zinc.^-] have in the past

l)een fallen foul of by some wiittrs for

advocating tlie nun-use of tliis nmdern
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appliance, because I have found it a
/(O /It' (/-excluder as well as a queen-excluder.
At times, liowever, I agree it is indis-

pensable in the hive. One of these occa-

sions is when carrying out the system
of doubling I lately advocated. The
" Capper" uncapped that cell and pointed
out rightly that I should have mentioned
it. Two others wrote querying whether it

should be used, and, as they did not ask
me to " lick stamps," I sent replies direct.

As. however, it was almost a necessiti^/ in

carrying out the plan, I took it for

granted, a thing perhaps I should not have
done, seeing beginners may be led astray
by the omission. Excluder zinc also comes
in handv in catching a queen hard to find.

When bees Tun up through a sieve of this

material, the queen is left behind, and is

then easily found by even a dim-sighted
individual. It also forms a jjart of the
drone sieve I lately described. In such a

system of queen rearing as Mr. Sladen's,
where the frame of cells, with one of brood
and one of food, forms n semi-detached
compartment behind oir at one side of the
brood nest, excluder zinc is a necessity,
and also when queens are being reared
and mated in an upper storey, with a lay-
ing queen in the brood body proper. So
queen excluder zinc has its uses in the
apiary, T giant.

W. BROIGHTON CARR MEMORIAL
FUND.

£ s. d.
Amount pre\'ious]v acknowledged 7 12 3
Miss K. White o
T. Card U 2 (i

Miss M. D. Sillar 2 (i

Captain Sitwell 2 G
Perthshire Novice 2 (5

F. R. Howard 2
W. Garwell 2

£8 11 3

PHOTOGRAPH THROUGH COMPOUND
EYE OF A BEE.

We thank the many readers who have
sent letters of appreciation of this illus-

trated article (which appeared in the
"B.B.J." for November 7th). We should
also, at the same time, like to express our
indebtedness to Mr. W. Springett. of

Harlington, Middlesex, who very kindly
called our attention to this photograph.
and t-ook a great deal of trouble in help-
ing us to secure the reproduction of the
same. Mr. Springett is a bee-keeper of
many years' standing, and takes a great
interest in the scientific, as well as the
practical side of bee-keeping. When
he sees an interesting thing he is always
anxious foi- others to enjoy it as well as

himself.

MENDELIAN METHODS APPLIED
TO APICULTURE.

LECTUBE BY F. W. L. SL.\DEN, F.E.S., GIVEN AT
THE LECTUEE HALL, ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS,
regent's park, on SEPTEMBER 10th, 1912.

(Continued from page 465.)

For some years I have been engaged in
breeding a golden bee known as the British
golden bee. This bee Mas extracted from
crosses between English blacks, Italians
and American goldens. The golden
character was soon isolated, and thence-
forward it was found possible to maintain
the pure golden breed, though, as may be
imagined, many of the queens were mated
«"ith blacks and produced hybrids. No
attempt was made to increase the area of

the golden colour. The diagram (Fig. 1)

shows the colouring of the abdomen of a
pure British golden worker. It is interest-

ing to compare this Mith Fig. 4, which is

the colouring of the abdomen of a pure
British golden queen. It will be seen that
the yellow in the queen extends much
further than in the worker. The factor,*

or factors, that produce a half yellow and
half black abdomen in the worker pro-
duce an almost entirely j^ellow one in the
queen. There is no difference in the
gametes ; tlie difference is merely a
fluctuation in the zygote caused by a
difference in the quality and quantity of

food supplied in the larval stage. Since
the work of breeding British goldens was
l)egun in Ripple Court Apiary, in 1902, a
very large number of pure golden queens
have been bred ; about l,oOO of them were
kept until their young workers hatched, and
notes were made of the colouring of these.

These workers were of two types only,

golden and intermediate (see Fig. 2). Not
a single black worker was seen. Most
queens produced a considerable propor-
tion of each type, but some produced all

goldens, and some all intermediates.

It was evident that the queens that pro-

duced all goldens had been mated by a pure
golden drone, and this was confirmed by
the fact that the all-golden families were
most numerous (1) from the matings that

took i^lace at the end of each season, when
most of the drones in neighbouring apiaries

had been killed off and only the golden
drones in Ripple Court Apiary remained,
and (2) from the matings that took
place in cool and windy weather, and,
therefore, close to the apiary.

There was also evidence to confirm the
opinion that the families consisting of all

intermediates were the result of the union
of the golden queens with pure black
drones. Such families were not very
numerous from matings that took place in

Ripple Court Apiary, but out of five

queens mated at a spot nearly two miles

*The word " factor

'

I Mendelian sense only.
is h-ere used in the
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from the apiary four produced all inter-

mediates, and one about nine inter-

mediates to one golden.

Among the families that consisted of

both goldens and intermediates which
it is reasonable to suppose were the result

of mating with heterozygous drones, the
two types appeared in varying proportions.

A common proportion was about seven
goldens to three intermediates, perhaps two
to one, but the intermediates were some-
times in excess of the goldens. A case of

90 per cent, intermediates has just been
referred to, and at the other extreme it

may be mentioned that I have this year
been breeding from a queen that prodiices

about thirty goldens to one intermediate;
the proportion of goldens to intermediates
is the same in her queen progeny as in

her worker progeny, and this has been so

with every queen from which I have bred.

The queen corresponding to the inter-

mediate worker is shown at Fig. 5. Notice

that she, too, is somewhat yellower than
the corresponding worker, and that her

scutellum is black, not yellow, as in the

golden queen. The worker offspring of

about thirty of these intermediate queens
were examined, and in every case they

consisted of goldens, intermediates, and
blacks, thus proving that segregation of

golden from black takes place. The pro-

portions of the three forms varied in

different cases, but the intermediates were
usually greatlv in excess of the golden and
the blacks. In many cases almost every

degree of colouration between golden and
black appeared, but not in equal numbers.
Out of 47.5 workers produced by an inter-

mediate queen bred in Ripple Court

Apiarv this year, practically every degree

of colour occurred.

11 had the first three segments of the

abdomen yellow, but the edge of the

second .segment slightly darkened, more so

at the sides, and the third segment

narrowly edged with black.

47 had the second segment narrowly

edged with black, the third segment

broadly so.

252 iiad the first segment also narrowly

edged with black, and the second and third

segments more widely so.

6 had the abdomen black, with a yellow

smudge acros^s the second segment.

16 had it black, with a large yellow spot

on either side at the base.

29 had it black with a small yellow spot

on either side at the base.

114 had the abdomen entirely black.

Out of eighty-three workers produced

by a lighter intermediate queen, also

mated this season, nearly every degree of

colour was found, but the proportions were
different.

6 had the first three segments yellow,

the third being narroMly edged with black.

10 had the second narrowly, and in the

middle faintly, edged with black, and the
black edging of the third segment wider.

52 had the iirst segment narrt)wly edged
with black, and the second and third seg-
ments more widely so ; one had the first

segment tinged with black, and the second
segment broadly edged with black.

6 had the abdomen black. But a spot on
either side of the second segment at the
base yellow.

8 had the abdomen entirely black.

A few Italian drones were flying in the
apiary this year (the first occasion in ten
years), and one or both of these queens
may possibly have been mated by one, but
I do not think it probable.

In trying to analvse all these results, we
find ourselves in the dark on a most im-
portant point, the drone fathers. But we
can see that they indicate Mendelian
inheritance. Indeed, iip to a certain

point, the simplest Mendelian riile seems
to be folloMed. The golden queen mated
by the black drone iDroduces the hetero-

zygous intermediate. Mated by the

intermediate, she produces goldens, and
intermediates, but no blacks. Again, the

intermediate mated by the intermediate
produces a small number of goldens, a

large number of intermediates, and a small

number of blacks. But the appearance of

an almost continuous series of inter-

mediates in the second generation shows

that we are here probably dealing with

more than one factor, though, as Punnett
has shown in the case of the cross between

a " Silky " hen and a '' Brown Leghorn
"

cock, there need not be more than two if

it be assumed that they interact on one

another in different ways and to different

degrees.

It seems unprofitable to speculate further

as to the inheritance of the golden and
black characters in qi;een and worker till

more evidence has been collected, and we
mav turn our attention to the more prac-

tical question of how far Mendelism can

help us in our efforts to improve the bee.

A lesson it teaches us that is perhaps of

greater immediate value than any

other is that if the characters that

we want depend on the heterozygous

nature of the heterozygotes, the way
to get them is to breed together

the two pure homozygotes. Thus from

the union golden x" black we get all

intermediates, whereas from the union

intermediate x intermediate we get only

a uro])ortinn of intermediates.

Fortunatelv, hampered as bee-breeding

is bv great difficulties, the particular

union golden 2 x black ^ is practically

attainable on a large scale, and, more
fortunate stdl, the intermediate pro-

duced by it does possess certain qualities

that are very desirable. In the first

place, as in the case of heterozygotes in

many plants and animals, it possesses the
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added vigour due to the crossing. Tliis

vigour shows itself in great energy, hardi-
ness, and industj'v in honey gathering.
The intermediate is considerahly larger
than the golden (in both queen and
worker) and slightly larger than the black.
With the cross under consideration, golden

2 X black f^ , which is the only prac-

ticable one in this country, the colonies

are very populous because they were
headed by golden queens, which are more
prolific than blacks. An undesirable con-

sequence of crossing bees is the develop-
ment of an increased tendency to sting,

but in this particular cross the temj^er is

usually good, though it becomes hotter
in later generations when the black colour
predominates.
Reference has been made to the coupling

of factors. Colour characters are often
associated with various qualities of a
useful nature or the reverse. Pimnet
states that the National Portrait Gallery
furnishes remarkable evidence of this in

man. Here the pictures of celebrated
men and women are largely grouped
according to the vocations in which they
have succeeded. It is r^ire to find any-
thing but hhie ei/Ps among the soldiers and
sailors, while among the actors, preachers,
and orators the dnrl: rye is predominant,
although for the population as a whole it

is far scarcer than the light.

(To hr confinupd.)

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

THE PROPOSED BEE-DISEASES ACT.
[8595] T have frequently been asked to

give my opinion as to the desirability of
an Act of Parliament dealing with bee-
diseases; and whether T agreed with that
recently formulated l)y the Board of
Agriculture.

Personally, I am somewhat unconcerned,
as no bee-disease has any terror for me

;

but there should be some means of con-
trolling the acts of a vast number of those
who keep bees with little or no knowledge
of their management, far less about the
diseases they may contract, and nothing at
all about any method of cure.
The form of the proposed Act. pi-e])ared

by the Board, could not have been moie
simple nor more carefully designed, with
one or two exceptions. For instance, as
an opponent of destruction, I should con-

sider that any known expert and pains-
taking bee-keeper should have, and may
possibly yet be allowed, a time limit of
three weeks' duration to show that he can
cure any bee-disease under consideration.

In the case of foul brood, almost any
careful bee-keepei- can save his bees within
three days, even if he discards the combs

;

but without destruction, the combs ma^- be
cleansed within three weeks ; while infec-
tious paralysis may be definitely cured
within ten days.

The fears of many bee-owners that an
inspector would drop upon them unawares
are now shown to be groundless. It is
only when any notification of disease has
been given to the local authority that such
a visit may be expected*, or should disease
be causing havoc in any locality, it is only
rea.sonable that all apiaries within a cer-
tain radius should be visited.

f

Although the proposed Act is to be
worked with existing machinery, it is

shown that the local authority will require
a bee expert to assist at any inspection

;

otherwise certainly no proper inspection
could be made.

It will be a relief to many long-suffering
and persevering bee-keepers who have
careless neighbours, to know that at la.st

they may be able to clear away hives and
combs that have been allowed to stand
untenanted after the bees had died out,
and where no sort of persuasion would in-
duce the OAvners to dispose of the rotting
mass.

I have known novices buy out unprofit-
able apiaries, thinking they had got a
cheap lot, when they were s'imply buying
disea.sed and almost tenantless hives: and
some thrown in without tenants, full of
rotting brood.

Even some owners that one would fain
consider intelligent bee-keepers appear to
lose all sense of caution when dealing with
bee diseases, as the Editors of this
journal can testify. Samples of diseased
bees or brood are not infrequently for-
warded rolled up in the letter that should
have been under a separate cover, and pre-
pared by another person, who had not
touched the diseased matter. In some
cases, even postal orders and stami^s are
rolled up with the same diseased mefss : and
one's first impulse is to toss the whole lot

on the fire without more ado.

Bee-keepers of this class will hardly be
(apable of curing bee-diseases, and they
should not become a source of danger to
their neighbours. It is this want of
caution in various ways that has resulted
in tlie spread of disease. If every owner

* I have rpp?jitpdl.v assured my corrt\=pondent8
that cninpul.=or,v inspection would re.sulve its'elf
into compulsory notification.

t I see no reason why largre apiari«s should be
exempt from inspection, simply because the owner
or manager should be an expert.
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liad been careful in tlie past, and liad

made some reasonable endeavours to

understand more fnlly the little creatures
which he anticipated would give him large
returns for nothing, there would be less

disease in the apiaries of to-daj-.

Neither the proposed Act nor the in-

spector, will help those who will not help
themselves, and this should be borne in

mind by those wJio can do nothing with-
out a leaning-post to sustain their courage
at times of panic caused by needless fear.

This class of bee-keeper will be little

better off than before as regards the " Isle

of Wight" disease, which has probably
come to stay. In spite of all the facts set

before them they will continue to wallow
in the mire of their own disbelief and pre-
judice. Self-help will always be a more
valuable asset than any number of leaning-
posts.

Neither foot-and-mouth disease nor
anthrax in cattle can be exterminated, but
is only restricted by the law that is en-
forced, and at a terrible cost. The source
of the former, I believe, cannot be traced,
Ijut the latter has in some cases been com-
municated from the use of certain fields,

the germs apj^arently lying in the ground
indehnitely.

The free use of salt on the pastures has
heen known to keep stock healthy, and this

substance is certainly a simple and
economic article for the bee-owner to use
on the ground all about the hives, as well
as in any water the bees are known to

visit near the ajiiary.

I should like to point out that notwith-
standing the reckless slaughter of animals
in a district affected with cattle disease,

'there is no unnecessary cruelty in the
process. This fact should be brought
home to bee-owners who are not so humane.
If an owner thinks he has no other way, or
is ordered to destroy his bees presently by
the inspector, I am compelled to say there
is no excuse for any intelligent person
Tvho debases that divine intelligence by
burning his bees alive. The horrible
cruelty of such an act—leave alone the
utter folly of destruction in any form

—

should be brought home to the mind of
every reader of this journal, and any
known case of '•burning alive " might well
be brought under the notice of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.—Saml. Simmins, He.athfield!

result of that was to make me buy the book
itself. You are the sort of reviewer that
an author should rejoice in, n^est ce 2}(is,

mon ami? And what a splendid and
fascinating book it is. I do not want my
money back again, although I am not a

millionaire, Deo giatias. I am happy,
and that is even better.—F. de Silva.

AN APPRECIATION.
[8596] I think that your "B.B.J."

has become still more interesting than
•ever. For example, the lecture about the
South African bees, and again, this day,
the article about the Nya.sa bee.
Your recent review of Mr. Sladen's

magnificent book on the "Humble Bee "

was delightful, but also too short. The

HONEY SEASON IN 1889.

[8597] I can give the information
asked for by Mr. T. Sleight regarding
1889 as a honey year. It was one of the

veiv best seasons ever known in the south

of Scotland. I was then in the novice

class of bee-keepers, and had in all six

stocks, worked for sections only. These
gave a return of 600. One stock

yielded 175 sections, with an average
weight of 18oz., as they had no dividers.

I took over three dozen drawn out sections

to fill up for the heather from the stock

mentioned above.

—

Axdbew Muir, Kirk-
cowan.

CAPIMNGS OF COMB.
TIV L. S. CRAW SHAW, KORTON, MALTOK.
More Sclf-hrlp (p. 395).—There are, as

all the world knows, two sides to a public

ciuestion, the inn or near, and the out or

off licence. In other words, the proof

and the above proof. It is without desire

to increase attacks upon the one that I

present official and welcoming arms to the

other. But there is nowadays so much of

the help-yoiirself spirit that I do not

doubt the spread of disease is due to this

spirit infecting or inebriating the bees

themselves. Of course, there is need for

clear-headed effort, as it is difficult to look

upon the bright side of things when bees

are robbing and disease is rife, but I am
not sure that I can consistently preach it,

having invariably suggested that what
bee-keeping needs is not so much self-help

as Smiles.

FiiuJ'nig a Market (p. 396).—Why should
not " B.B." have the coiirage of his

o2iinions and sign his name? One is

naturally shy of strange bees and unknown
correspondents. But why should he mind
criticism? His view is no doubt selfish,

but I am convinced that it is sound under
present conditions. Why should we
endeavour, as we do, to indiscriminately
increase the ranks of bee-keepers? And is

it right to lure converts by a tale of

23irofits, which in most cases cannot be
realised by them? Ask the travelling ex-

perts what becomes of such disappointed
beginners. True, some good bee-keepers
may result : but, upon the whole, is the
result good ? If non-bee-keepers must be

advised, the soundest advice which can be
given to them is to go slowly, for the much-
advertised profits may not be within their

reiich. Either the market is occupied or
non-existent, or the convert mav be unable
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to get hold of it, quite likely through some
lack of ability of his own. The result

generally is, undercut prices and some
neglected hives. No doubt the question

is difficult, but I find myself in more sym-
pathy with the American cry of " Keep
more bees " than with our own of " Be
more keepers.''

W.B.C. Hive Air-space (p. 3^7}.—The
air is a non-conductor, but it would he

still more valuable as such if it could lie

maintained at rest. But what actually

occurs when air is between warm and cold

vertical surfaces? An up and down
cuirrent is formed, Avhich transfers the

heat. If the air Avere hindered from
flowing, as by cork dust, the hive might
be warmed, although it might not be so

dry. Chaff and sawdust are less suitable

on this account. But I am convinced that
cold is not the real winter enemy in this

country. Given plenty of sound bees and
stores in a dry hive, extra packing is not

needed until the spring. And one mouse
excluded is worth a dozen quilts. May I

strongly advise all bee-keepers to put a
baited mouse-trap in each hive. The
result may be surprising.

Can Cures and Can't Cures (p. 405).

—

It is encouraging to find this optimistic

spirit amongst those who have actually

had experience of "Isle of Wight" dis-

ease. I am not sure that Mr. Simmins
has had this experience, but he is in touch
with those who have actually saved their

stocks. If ventilation and requeening
will accomplish so much, there is no need
for the despair which appeared to envelop
the industry at the first onslaught of the

disease. The fact remains, however, that

cures have not been universally obtained.
Such a careful bee-keeper as " D. M. M.''

has suffered severely, and it is not to be
supjiosed passively. In this connection, I

regret to see the attacks upon him for

frankly stating his experience. What we
want to arrive at is a standard and
reliable method of cure, and this is not to

be had by suppression of failure. The
can't cures are quite willing to become
can cures, and have no desire for their
office—beeless, workless, and profitless—to

be that of a sine-cure.

rarthenogenesis in South Afiica (p. 407).
—Whilst I am not in a position to chal-

lenge any of Mr. Van Warmelo's conclu-
sions, his suggestion appears sweeping
that a fertile worker would probably only
leave the hive for mating jmrposes.
Might not this depend upon the degree of

her royalty? Is it not likely that she
would take flights precisely as do the young
bees? Is it not possible that she might
even perform Avorker duties? Otherwise
there is little reason for styling her any-
thing but a queen, such as she clearly
believes h&rself to be. In any case, we

know that worker bees do spread them-
selves and enter adjacent hives.

Bait Sections (p. 411).—It is generally
the case that these are not so good as
those newly built. But this is an argu-
ment against their abuse rather than their
use. If they induce earlier adoption of

the rack, and I am sure they do, the
difference in quality may be paid for by
the quantity of the other sections. Any-
how, they can always be used at home,
where there is, or should be, a demand for
honey. When using two such bait sections,
I place them in the middle of the second
and sixth rows of a twenty-one sectijon

rack. The extreme corners are, I find, too
far away for the earliest results, although
they may help completion.

Baisinej Queen Cells (p. 412).—There is

a mistake in the citation of this plan
where it is stated that tiro rows of cells

are removed. This should read three
rows. I find by experiment that the extra
room is advisable to have the cells built
clear of each other^ there is more room for
the clustering bees, and cells are better to
get at for removal.

WEATHER
Barnwood,

Mean maximum tem-
perature, 562 ; 2

above average.
Mean minimum tem-

perature, 36 8
;

8'2 below average

;

highest reading.
63-2 on 11th ; low-
est, 25 on 3rd.

Rainfall, SlSin . in

15 days, total for

10 months, 3518.
compared with
1314 for the
c o r r e s p o n ding
period of last year.

Relative humidity,
85 per cent.

Cloud, at 9 a.m., 57
per cent.

Wind force, 22 per
cent.

F. H. Fowje

REPORT.
Gloucester.

October, 1912.

Barometer, daily
mean, 29 93; high-
est i-eading, 30 60
on 4th ; lowest,
29'18 on 21st.

Remarks.— 1st to
19th, a period of
fine weather with
much sunshine and
absence of wind
and rain. Day
temperature above
average, but frosts
almost nightly.

Fogs frequent.
Bees flying on
most days, but not
freely. Last part
of month wet and
mild.

r (F. R. Met. Soc).

Queries and Replies.

L8")(iSJ J/oir Writers l)iffcr:~~{l)
Having bought " Tlie British Bee-keepers'
Guide Book " I have Avintered my bees as
described on Jiage 1()2. by making a
shaHow box (iin. deoji, with a calico bottom
and laying it on quilts and filling it with
broken cork, as used for packing grapes,
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I have also filled inside the dummy and all

air-space up with the same material, only
to find in this week's British Bee Jourjs'al

(Reply 8566) that the air-space is to be left

open as intended by the makers. Per-
sonally, I fail to find that it forms an air

lock, as suggested by a writer in a pre-

vious issue (page 397), seeing that
neither the body-box nor the outside cover
are air-tight. Please let me know the
correct way. (2) Size of entrance for

wintering. In the Record for September,
1912, page 138, we are told to reduce
entrance to one bee space, which, I pre-

sume means that slides should only be about
;iin. apart? This, I should think, would
not allow sufficient air in to keep the bees

alive. In " British Bee-keepers' Guide,"
page 162. one is instructed :

" When there

is no danger of robbing, open entrances to

6in. (3) The makers of the hive in ques-

tion recommend placing frames at right

angles, and not parallel to entrance.

Which do you consider the best, and why?
(4) W'hich is the best material for quilts?

Ticking I have tried and it answers, as far

as I can see, satisfactorily. I was advised

to use American cloth quilts, which, as a

matter of fact, were supplied by the

makers, as the bees did not propolise this

so much, and I certainly found this was
the case, but whenever 1 opened the hive

the quilt was entirely covered with large

drops of moisture. Is that detrimental to

the health of the bees. (5) The inside of

the floor-board of mj' hive was covered,

when new, with a shiny preparation like

shellac varnish. AVhat was it for, and what
are its ingredients, as I want to renew same
in the spring? (6) T notice, in a back
number of the British Bee Jour,nal,

cyanide of potassium recommended for

destroying wasps' nests. How is it used?
—Novice, Llanberis.

Reply.— (1) Bee-keepers, like doctors,

differ. The writer you refer to, who
advises the air-space to remain as it is,

finds that this is more satisfactory than
having a lot of litter to clear away in the

spring. (2) You have not read "Work for

the Alonth " carefully, or you would have
seen that the reduction of entrance to one
bee space is only intended while feeding,

and not for wintering, when the entrance
sliould be open six inches. (3) It does not

matter, the advantages and disadvantages
are balanced. (4) On no account use

American cloth. Either calico or ticking-

is best. (5) It has been coated with Ayles'
' Isle of Wight" cure. (6) By dissolving

in water. A piece the size of a filbert nut
in an ounce of water is sufficient for each
nest. The liquid is simply poured into

the entrance. We advise you to stick to

the teaching of the " British Beekeepers'
Guide Book," which is the most reliable

practical work.

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-
facturers or correspondents, or where appliances
can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-
tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The
space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and
not for advertisements. We icish our correspondents
to bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to
go to press in advance of the date of issue,
queries cannot always be replied to in the issue
immediately following the receipt of their com-
munications.

R.-H. (Lines.)

—

Making an Observatory
Hive.—(1) The plate-glass used should
be at least ^in. in thickness. The price

varies in different places, you could find

out by getting a quotation from a local

glass merchant. (2) Ordinary 21oz.

sheet might be used for the inner glass,

unless you wish to take photographs, in
which case you might get a little dis-

tortion, but double glass must always be
used. (3) (a)Half an inch is the right

aii'-space between the two glasses, and
(?)) Ifin. the most suitable comb space.

H. F. (Herts.).

—

Artificial Increase.—Bees
liohhing.—(1) Three feet might answer,
but it is better to move them further
away if possible. (2) Now that bees

have gone into winter quarters the

robbing will stop, so there will be no
need to close the hives as you suggest.

Suspected Disease.

D. L. (Merridale).—We regret to say it is

' Isle of Wight " disease.

Abebdee!n Reader.—You can do nothing at

this time of the year, except destroy any
stock showing signs of the disease.

Honey Samples.
Apis Dale (S. Shropshire).—Honey, such

as sample sent, will be unsaleable,

except for medicinal purposes. You will

be wise to take whatever you can get

for it.

Anxious (Chelmsford).—No. 1 a light

honey, mainly from clover, and good in

all points. No. 2 a medium-coloured
honey, very thin. It has been gathered
mainly from limes, which accounts for

the greenish shade you mention. No. 3,

a good medium-coloured honey from
mixed sources, but containing a good
deal of hawthorn.

Special Prepaia Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the
Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per iin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

ENGLISH BEESWAX WANTED. — Write,
stating quantity, and price required, to

HUMBY, 88, Newgate-street, London, E.G. v 91
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

REVIEW.
La Tunisie Apicole, by J. Georges (of the

author, 150 rue Bab Souika, Tunis
;
price,

3.25 francs, or 2s 7d.)—The author is the
president of the Tunis Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation, which was organised in 1901, and
in this volume of 221 pages he gives the
status of bee-keeping in the Regency of

Tunis. The work displays a great amount
of labour and patience, for it gives very
full statistics regarding bee-keeping^ and
shows that the author has an intimate
acquaintance Avith native as also with
modern methods. There are several tables

showing the number of native hives and
movable comb hives, also the produce and
value of honey and wax in the various dis-

tricts. There are likewise maps of the
districts showing the number of hives kept
in various places. Every district is de-

scribed minutely, and its flora mentioned,
so that any wishing to start bee-keeping
can obtain the necessary information as to

the honey resources of the country. The
work will be of especial value to those who
wish to commence l)ee-cultur€ on a com-
mercial scale, for, instead of taking any
chance, they will know beforehand what
to expect, and be thus spared the expense
usually incurred by novices who have to

pay sometimes dearly for their experience.
The first chapter is devoted to a descrip-

tion of native apiculture, for we find the
Arabs have cultivated bees from time im-
memorial, and in every part of the Regency
the humblest native has bees, and the most
miserable tent, if in a district where there
are flowers, is accomjjanied by a small
apiary, which furnishes the owner with his

honey. The djeba, or hives, are generally
horizontal cylinders, and it is not unusual
to find as many as 500 of them piled to-

gether in one apiary, and several such
apiaries may belong to one proprietor. The
author shows in what a primitive manner
the natives cultivate bees and their ignor-
ance of their nature and life history. The
second chapter is devoted to modern
methods of bee-keeping, which are more
especially being adopted by the colonists
from Europe.
The statistics show 636 European bee-

keepers out of a total of 12,426, the 9,700
being native bee-keepers. There are
7,280 movable comb hives and 212,862 with
fixed combs (djeba), or a total of 220,142
hives. The total production of honev in
1909 ^was 1,147,946 kilos., and of wax
114,950 kilos. The value of the honey and
wax amounted to 1,291,904.45 francs.
The last chapter is devoted to apiculture

in primary schools. We find there are now
105 teachers ; in 1904 there were only four
who could teach bee-keeping, but now that
the Government authorities are giving en-

couragement, more of the teachers are
taking up the subject, and the pupils are
all eager to learn.

Tunis is an excellent place for bee-keep-
ing, as in many places the pasturage is

abundant, and honey produced from rose-

mary and thyme, being of excellent quality,
is in great demand. When we visited the
country we were particularly struck with
the richness of the bee pasturage. The
book is illustrated with a number of views
of native and colonist apiaries and
sectional majis showing the resources of
the various districts. We congratulate
the author on having produced not only a
useful, ))ut a most interesting book.

MENDELIAN METHODS APPLIED
TO APICULTURE.

LECTURE BY F. W. L. SLADEN, F.E.S.; GIVEN AT
THE LECTURE HALL, ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS,
regent's park, on SEPTEMBER 10th, 1912.

(Continued from page 467.)

In the honey-bee several qualities are
associated with the golden and black
colours. The goldens are more prolific,

they are also less hardy and smaller.
They make a peculiar singing sound when
they are smoked. These characters I have
found inseparable from goldens. It is

said that goldens are greater robbers than
blacks, and that they distribute them-
selves more to neighbouring hives, but this

I have not proved, and it is certain that
they are more often detected doing these
things on account of their bright out-
standing colour, than they would be if they
resembled the bees whose hives they enter.

As regards desirable utility characters
that are separately inherited, we are not
in the near future likely to make much
progress in unravelling the factors that
stand for them^ and even if Ave could do
so, how can we fix them without control-

ling mating by isolation? In this country
there seems to be only one way, namely,
by getting the character in our golden
bee. During the last few years I have
been trying to fix certain desirable
qualities in my goldens. Having found
the desirable quality in a stock one must
be prepared to sacrifice all one's other
goldens in order to give it a chance to

get fixed.

A valuable lesson that Mendelism
teaches to breeders of all kinds of plants

and animals and one that the bee-breeder

must not lose sight of, is that, in the
words of Punnett, " every possible variety

arising from a cross appears in the second
generation if only a sufficient number is

raised, and of all these different varieties

a certain proportion of each is already

fixed." More can be ax;oomplished by a
careful anah'sis and isolation of the

individiuils of this generation than by
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years of breeding by selection on the old

iine«. Tbe fear of losing the original

variety by crossing is unfounded, for it

can be recovered in a fixed state with
all the superadded vigour that follows

from a cross.

Mendelian analysis shows that many of

the domestic breeds of plants and animals
have been obtained by the removal of

existing factors, not the addition of new
ones. This process has also been going on
in nature. The Danvinian idea that
natural selection has built up new
characters can now be expressed more
precisely, it has merely selected from
factors already existing. This explains

why new varieties often appear suddenly,

and we are no longer under the necessity

of attributing some special use to the

individual to characters, such, for in-

stance, as yellow and black colouring in

the bee, for there is no reason why a

character not actually harmful should not
exist and persist. Hoav the factors carried

by the gametes that we now know to be

the fovindation of variation originally

arose we can only conjecture to have been
by some disturbance in the processes of

cell-division in the formation of the

gamete. There seems to be no reason why
new factors should not come into exist-

ence at the present day, but there is no

need for us to suppose that the develop-

ment of a new factor is anything but
extremely rare, when we consider that

in a species whose gametes carry only

twenty factors, at least 1,048,576 varieties

are possible.

The word purity has acquired a new
and a more precise meaning in the light

of Mendelism. It is a question of

gametes. If two similar gametes unite,

no matter what the nature of the parents
from which they arose, the resulting in-

dividual is pure and will breed true. On
the other hand the phenomenon of domin-
ance may make an individual appear pure,

but only breeding tests will show whether
it is really so.

We must remember that underlying
Mendelism is the doctrine elaborated by
Weismann that characters acquired
during the lifetime of the individual as
the result of changes in treatment or

environment cannot be transmitted to the
offspring, though it is true environment
may and does exert selection in in-

dividuals carrying different kinds of

gametes. It is, therefore, useless to try

to fix acquired characters—fluctuations,

as they are called—by breeding, unless the

treatment that causes them is always
applied, as in the case of worker
characters as distinguished from queen
characters.

Most of the characters in the bee that
we wish to improve are in the workers.

How, it may be asked, can these be pro-

pagated, seeing the workers are sterile P

We must do it through their reproductive
sisters—the queens. It is comparatively
easy to propagate the character if it is

recognisable in the queen, even though
much changed, as, for instance, the
colour character. But we may wish to
propagate a character that is not recog-

nisable in the queen, such as industry.
We may wish, for instance, to get the
golden queen containing the facters con-
tained by a particularly industrious golden
worker in a hive where most of the
workers are less industrious. Unfortu-
nately, we have no means of discovering
such a queen, and characters of this kind
that show themselves in individual
workers are almost sure to be lost unless

we can find them in a large proportion of

the workers in a colony. For such
characters we are compelled to test our
bees in colonies, not as individuals. This is

rather a serious limitation, for while we
can study the characters of thousands of

individual workers, comparatively few
colonies are available. On the other hand
the enormous number of workers that a
queen produces helps us very much in the
study of what gametes she is producing,
and as they are aiways surrounding her

and continue to be produced for years we
can study them at leisure.

And here I may make a few remarks
on estimating the proportions of the

different coloured offspring of a queen.

My practice is to do this, if possible, on

tlie twenty-second or twenty-third day
after the queen begins te lay. Then only

a few hundred of her workers have
hatehed, and they can be distinguished at

once from the other workers in the hive

by their downy, soft, and immature
appearance. At this stage one can, with
practice, estimate fairly accurately almost

at a glance the proportions, if only two
types are present. Often there is a risk

of robbing, and then it is not safe to keep
the hive open more than a minute or two.

Later, when there are workers in all

stages of immaturity, it is less eaisy to

estimate the proportions. It is not

usually possible to ascertain the propor-

tions from mature bees until the spring,

and then the results may be rendered
inaccurate by the presence of bees from
other hives. For accurate work it is best

to chloroform a few hundred bees, and
then pick out the young ones and count

out the different varieties of them before

they have time to recover.

I should like to say a few words on
colour inheritance in drones. Fig. 6*

shows a British Golden drone. The drone

has seven dorsal segments—one more than
the worker or queen, but only five of these

are seen from above, for the first segment
occupies the basal end of the abdomen,
and the last one is underneath. I should
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state that British. Golden drones vary
a little in the extent of the black
on the fourth segment. We all know
that the drone is always produced
parthenogenetically, i.e., without sexual
union. The production of a male
by parthenogenesis is rather unusual in

Nature. More often, as in Aphids, it is

the female that is produced partheno-
genetically, and then the species can
reproduce itself through several successive

generations without fertilization^ and
while this kind of reproduction is going
on the male disappears completely, but
with the be-e this is not so. Fertilization

by the drone is needed for each fresh

generation of workei's and queens. Most
of us have proved to our own satisfaction

that the drone can be produced partheno-
genetically. A colony loses its queen in

winter, and a new queen is reared, which
fails to get fertilized, with the result that
she produces drones only. But are all the
drones produced by a fertilized queen the
result of parthenogenesis ? Perez, in

1S78, thought not, for on examining 300
drones produced by an Italian queen,

fertilized by a French black drone, he
found 149 which he thought indicated

hybridism. It is clear that if it is true

that the drone is always produced partheno-
genetically, the queen, provided her

gametes aire pure, must produce pure
drones, no matter what kind of drone has

fertilized her. I have bred drones from
about half-a-dozen of ray golden queens
every season for some years. Some of

these golden queens were producing all

golden workers, others certain proportions

of intermediates, others all intermediates.

Now the drones from the queens producing
all golden workers were all golden, as

shown in Fig. 6*, though they varied a

little, as were also the drones from most
of the queens producing some or all

intermediate workers, but two of these

queens produced certain proportions of

darker drones. One of these was a queen

raised last year. Tlie workers she pro-

duced were all intermediates. On May 29

of this year I examined seventy-seven of

her drones ; twenty-six had the first four

segments largely yellow, ten the fourth

segment smudged with black, twenty-seven

had only three segments yellow, the

fourth segment being black, twelve had
only two segments yellow, and two had the

abdomen entirely black, with only the

edges of tlie first and second segments
yellow. One's first thought in trying to

explain this remarkable result is to

suspect that the queen was not producing

pure golden gametes, but the facts that

the queen hfid the scutellum, and the

abdomen almost te the tip yellow, and that

a queen thus coloured had never been

known to produce a blaek worker,

oppose this view. On the other hand, up

to 1908 golden queens, with the scutellum

darkened, were occasionally produced, and
black workers were often bred from these,

indicating they were heterozygous. But
latterly the separation between golden and
intermediate has been more complete, and
such queens have not been produced.

This incomplete separation is additional

evidence of the presence of more than one
factor for colour. In review of the

situation, the production by a golden

queen of dark drones cannot be said, in

the light of our present knowledge of the

inheritance of colour, to upset the univers-

ally accepted and apparently well-founded

theory that the drone is always produced
pai-thenogenetically, but, in view of the

fact that in all our efforts to breed bees

this theory plays a leading part in guiding

the operations, such cases as this that

seem to shake it should receive the fullest

investigation. If we could control mating
they would be certain to add valuable

facts to our knowledge of the inheritance

of sex.

Fig. 7* is of an Italian drone bred

from a queen received from Bologna.

Some of the drones produced by this queen

had a more distinct tinge of yellow on

the second segment, but none showed so

great an extent of yellow as that

exhibited by the British golden drones.

It was the great variation in the colouring

of the Italian drone—some are almost

black—that led Perez's critics, for his

statement raised a storm of opposition, to

reject his idea of hybridism.

The inheritance of colour in the Italian

bee is remarkable in two ways. First

the workers all come perfectly true to a

colour pattern very like that of the cross

between golden and black, though some-

what darker as a rule, and varying in

different localities. Secondly, the queens,

on the contrary, show immense variation,

some are almost as yellow as goldens,

though they lack the yellow scutellum and
they have at least traces of dark spots on

the segments. Others are broadly banded
with black and have the last segments

black. Are these differences in the queen
mere fluctuations, or do they stand for

factors in the gametes which do not

manifest themselves in the workers?

The breeding true of an intennediate

condition of colour such as occurs in

Italians has been found to be quite in

accord with Mendelian views in a case

where only two factors were concerned,

wlien it was assumed that they interacted

on one another in a certain way and to

different degrees.

During the past two months I have been

taking steps to secure a cross between a

British golden queen and an Italian

drone, and I had hoped to have been able

to show you this evening what that cross

is like. But the cold, dull, and wet
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-weather we had in August made the

queens like the holiday makers, dis-

inclined to leave home : the few that

flew out and got mated during that month
were nearly all mated late, and their

young are not yet out.

Fig. 8a* shows a remarkable coloration

found in a British golden, bred this sea-

son. Fig. 8b* shows an unusual colour-

ing in several golden queens reared in

August from a British golden queen bred
this season that produces all goldens.

Whether these are fluctuations caused by
cold or some other agent, or whether they
are new colorations must be left to my
successor, whoever he is, to say ; but I

have alwaj's been on the look-out for

variations in goldens in the direction of

darkening, foi" it is probable that only

by isolating such a variation shall we
succeed in much improving the hardiness
and honey-gathering qualities of goldens.

That a chill during the later stages of

development darkens the yellow colour

and causes the black to spread in queens,
every breeder of Italians or goldens knows.
Fig. 9* shows a curious and striking dis-

tribution of colour that I have obtained
in intermediate coloured queens chilled

during development.

Till now we have been considering only
the ground colour of the abdomen. But
there is another cliaracter that greatly
affects its appearance in the wo/ker, and
that is the presence or absence of a
pronounced band of short white hair on
each segment, except the first and the last.

This band is well developed in the Italian

bee, but feebly so in the English black
bee. The only outstanding difference
between the appearance of the English
bee and that of the Carniolan is the high
degree to which these bands are developed
in the latter race, giving the individuals
a grey appearance. It would be interest-

ing to ascertain if the inheritance of these
bands follows Mendelian rules.

In conclusion I would again draw atten-
tion to the value of the bee produced in

the first generation of a cross between
two distinct breeds. WHien a bee-keeper
introduces a new race or breed into his

apiary he has two, not one, new bees to
study, the pure breed and the half-breed,

and in addition the host of varieties that
follow in the second and later generations.
The generality of bee-keepers do not
sufiiciently distinguish between pure breds
and half-breds. The term "Italian," for

instance, is often applied indiscriminately
to the young of an imported Italian queen,
and the young of her daughters, reared
and mated in Britain, and even sometimes
to the later generations—in fact, to any
bee that shows yellow bands. In this way
many observations that have been made
about Italians have failed to be of value,

and have even been in conflict, one bee-

keeper blaming them for lacking the very
qualities that another bee-keeper praises
them for possessing. Italians are a very
fine race, easily first in the opinion of the
majority, taking the world all over, but
in this country owing to our cool summer
climate they seldom show themselves to
the best advantage ; Italian-English half-

breds, however, behave differently

and usually produce excellent results.

One of the best qualities of Italians is

their undoubted power of resistance to
the disease that in the land that is about
to adopt me is known as European foul

brood, and I may now call " melting foul

brood" to distinguish it from the ropy
form. Whether this most useful quality
is shared by the Italian-English half-breds,

and if so to what degree, it would be well
worth while to try to discover. If so,

bee-breeders might succeed, with the aid
of Mendelian methods, in separating a
highly resistant strain, just as Professor
Biffen. of Cambridge, lias by this means
been enabled to bring out a rust-resisting

variety of wheat. We might, perhaps,
l)reed a strain to resist that still greater
scourge, the ''Isle of AVight " disease.

The fixed types of bees that occur in

Nature in different localities should
always be named after the localities from
which they come, for variation in appear-
ance is so limited tliat it often fails to

enable one to separate one type from
another. For instance, we have no right
to suppose that the British black bee is

the same as the American black bee, which
seems, indeed, to have had a Spanish
origin. We have seen how closely' the
golden and black hybrid may resemble the
Italian in appearance, and there are
several different kinds of Italians in the
Alps of Northern Italy and Switzerland.
It is hardly fair on the editor of the
British Bee Journal to expect him to
tell you what kind of hybrid you have in
your apiary from a dead bee or two sent
in a tin matchbox.
To those who wish to know more about

Mendelism I can heartily recommend
Punnett's book, entitled "Mendelism."
An accoimt of the work of breeding the

British golden bee in Ripple Court Apiaiy
was published in the British Bee Journal
two years ago.

*For referenoe to Fig-s. memtioned, see illustra-
tions in Bee Journal, Nov. 21, pa^ 465.

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Ilerrod.

THE CARE OF APPLIANCES.
(Continued from page 456.)

The Extractor.—Appliances made of
tin require careful attention or rust will

make them deteriorate or become utterly
useless in a very short time.. It is no
unusual thing to see extraclxirs put on
one side after the c-ompletion of the
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season's work, without tlie slightest

attempt at preservation or even cleansing.

Repeatedly I have seen at least half a

pound of honey remaining at the bottom.

Exposure to air (for the extractor is not

air-tight like a lever top tin) causes the

acid in the honey to become active and it

very quickly eats its way into the tin.

Immediately after the last extracting is

done take the machine to pieces, cleanse

and scrub each part with a strong solu-

tion of boiling soda water, dry it thor-

oughly with a soft cloth and then place it

in front of the fire, so that it becomes quite

hot ; the moisture which has got into the

crevices, and which cannot be reached by

neans of the cloth, will thus evaporate.

The outside of the bottom is the most vul-

nerable part for the rust to attack, being

convex it provides a closed chamber for

the collection of moisture when the ex-

tractor is standing on the floor. It

should be protected by giving it a couple

of ooat^ of paint or enamel. If these

were not obtainable I would use Bruns-
wick black or even gas tar. Next polish

the inside and outside with whiting or

any other polishing material, then give a

thin coat of vaseline. The cages, cog
gearing and other small parts should also

be coated with vaseline before putting to-

gether again. Paraffin should not be used
as a rust preventer (although rust can be
.removed from tin by its means), it will

taint the honey when next the extractor
is used. Treated in this manner each
year, the extractor will last a lifetime.

When brought out for use the following
season the vaseline should be thoroughly
washed off every part with hot soda water
again. All the wearing parts, such as

cogs, bushes, and cone centres, should be
oiled with neat's-foot oil, so thiat it runs
freely and no undue racking takes place,

which might cause the stripping of the
oogs or enlargement of the bushes.

Honey Tins.—These, when purchased,
should be wa.shed out with liot soda and
water to remove the taint of the soldering
solution used in the making. They can
then be well heated to dry them, on the
plate rack or kitchen hob, and while hot a.

little vaseline rubbed on the inner rim of
the lid and outer rim of tin top, and sealed
down. A coating of vaseline on the outside
will keep them from rusting for years.
When storing away after filling with honey,
it is well to coat them again with vaseline
on the outside. Before packing for
despatch to a customer this is rubbed off

and the tin has a bright fresh appear-
ance. It is not good business to send out
honey tins coated with rust.

Ripeners.—These should reeeive the
same attention as the extractor. In both
cases particular attention must be paid to
the tap. The lever should be removed

for cleansing purposes, otherwise a black

deposit will be formed, which will spoil

a good deal of honey when next used.

{To he continued.)

Correspondence.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

THE DISEASES OF BEES BILL.
[8598] In writing about the Bee

Diseases Bill, it is quite impossible at this

stage to avoid covering old ground ; but

as I am an infrequent contributor to your
columns, I will ask yovi to bear with me if

I tax your patience a little now. I have
been a reader of your journal since its

first volume, and I have kept a large

number of hives for very many years; at

present I have over 1,000 stocks, so that

I think most people will admit that I

ought to know something of bees and bee-

keeping.
Lest it should be assumed that the bee

world is practically unanimous in its

desire for legislation, I should like to call

the attention of your readers to some
rather striking facts : Nearly all the
supporters of the Bill are members of the

British and County Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tions ; no one will claim that more than
10 per cent, of the bee-keepers in this

country belong to these associations, and
it would l>e a very bold man who asserted

that more tlian 10 per cent, of the associa-

tion members are actively in favour of

this Bill : probably not more than 1 per

cent, of British bee men are in favour of

it at all, whilst many of its warmest
supporters are would-be Inspectors under
it! Against it you have, so far as I can
learn, all the considerable bee-keepers
and a vast number of smaller ones! I

maintain that now, as was the case in 1905,

the great majority of hive owners are

opposed to the Bill; and this in spite of

the fact that the weight of the British
Bee Journal, of the journals that publish

a bee column, and of the associations is all

on the side of promoting legislation. Like
most people who are not lilinded by
prejudice, I hold that where legislation for

bees has been attempted it has not been
by any means a success. I have nothing
to urge against the principle of legislation

that miglit assist in enabling us to stamp
out bee diseases, but I do say that the
"experts" whom I have met are not
qualified to use such extensive powers as

might be conferred upon them under this

Bill. If those worthy men possessed one-
tenth of the knowledge and skill they pro-
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fess to have, would they not find it vastly
more profitable to keep bees for themselves.
If the Inspectors to be endowed with com-
pulsory powers by this Bill are to be those
who are labelled "experts" by the
associations, I fear that bee-keepers will

find them an infinitely worse scourge than
all the bee diseases put together, and if

these are not to be the men, who are?
The Board of Agriculture say that they will

appoint none but suitable men, but the
Bill provides that these appointments shall
be made by the County Councils, and it is

only natural to suppose that these bodies
will be influenced by the advice of the
County Associations. In my experience,
and in that of most practical bee-keepers,
the average county- expert is far more
likely to spread disease than he is to lessen
it—I could give many instances of their
doings to prove this. Unless these men
have had the practical experience of
managing numbers of stocks successfully,
they are surely not fit to be .sent out to
exercise compulsory powers over those of
their neighbours ; but if they have had
such experience (they do not appear to!)
they must be worth a good deal more than
they get.

Are bee-keepers aware that the con-
clusions of the various scientists—Ameri-
can, Continental and British—are much at
variance both as to the causes of bee
diseases and as to the most effective treat-
ment for them? This is undoubtedly the
case; the latest reports from Brs. White
and Phillips, for instance, absolutely
contradict that holy writ of English bee-
keepers, the findings of Cheshire and
Cheyne. That being so, would it not be
wise for us bee-keepers to unite in

petitioning Parliament against the Bill?
Alreadj' I have heard from a great many
bee-keepers who are opposed to it, and I
venture to invite such of your readers who
favour a petition based on the following
grounds to communicate with me at once
so that I may add their names to the list

of our supporters.
The suggestion is that as at present very

little indeed is definitely known about bee
diseases, and as legislation in other
countries has not proved a success, it

would be well to postpone the operation of
this Bill for the present, and that in the
meantime a very strong committee should
be appointed to investigate the whole
question, not merely to work in laboratories
under extremely artificial conditions, but
to work on bee farms, and to consult with
scientists in America and on the Continent
as well as with practical bee farmers.
Wlien this committee shall have arrived at
any definite conclusions as to the causes
of bee diseases, and as to the proper treat-
ment for diseased bees, it may proceed to
draw up plain instructions for bee-
keepers, and to train Inspectors for work
under the Bill.

To legislate first and to learn afterwards
may please the official mind, but it is not
good business ! Under the present Bill the
Board of Agiiculture may instruct the
Inspectors to proscribe certain areas, and
to bar the bee products in such cases from
the market, while, of course, they would
be very unlikely to bar any honey or wax
from foreign or colonial sources ! Further,
they may forbid the use of skeps or fixed
comb hives, and thereby exclude what, in
my humble opinion, is the most reasonable
and the most profitable form of bee-keep-
ing. Heresy, no doubt, but I can prove
it! Incidentally they would work a grave
injustice to the cottager bee-keeper whose
interests our Bill-promoting friends are
so careful of.

One hears a lot about the necessity for
a. Bill to enable us to deal with the
refractory bee-keeper who has diseased
bees. With a little tact it is generally
quite possible to manage such matters. If
you have the requisite knowledge put it at
the service of your neighbour; if you have
not, your interference, whether as bee-
keeper or as Inspector, would rightly be
resented. I have had much experience in

these matters, but rarely any trouble in

inducing the offending owner to take
measures himself to prevent the spread of

the disease, or to allow me to do so.—C. B.
Bartlett, Witney, Oxon.

[The striking facts that our correspon-
dent adduces are amongst the weightiest
rea.sons for legislation. It is probably true
that not more than ten per cent, of bee-
keepers belong to associations, and this is

jirecisely where the danger lies. Notwith-
standing our correspondent's want of faith

in the qualifications of experts—and he
appears to have been unfortunate in re-

spect of those with whom he has come in

contact—it must be admitted that visiting

experts have done a great deal to diminish
foul brood amongst the members of asso-

ciations. When it has been reduced to

three jjer cent., as is the case in some
associations, it is clear r»vidence that their

work has been done efficiently. There are

many bee-keepers who do not belong to

any association, although they derive the
benefits that have accrued from their

formation, and others who do not even
take the trouble to read a bee paper or
book to keep themselves informed. These
are a real danger, as they will not allow

an expert to visit their apiaries, let their

bees die of disease, and allow the empty
hives reeking with foul brood to remain
on their stands and infect the neighbour-
hood. Such bee-keepers are a menace to

the industry and prevent disease from be-

ing stamped out. It is to get at such that
legislation is needed. This country stands
almost alone without bee legislation, and
it is for this reason that the industry does
not advance more rapidly, or as it has
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done in other more progressive countries.

Notwithstanding what Mr. Bartlett says,

there is ample evidence that legislation has
been of benefit in every country where it

has been tried, and it is wrong to assume
that it has not proved a success. Take for

instance its effect in America. Mr. Root,
writing to us on the subject, said, " there

is an}' amount of evidence to show that
had it not been for these laws, in some of

the States at least, bee-keeping would have
been entirely wiped out. As the residt

of the inspectors' work disease has been
kept under control, and so far curtailed as

to leave very little disease. Wiscon-
sin, Michigan, and New York will certainly

come under this heading, and it is in these

States where the disease has been the
worst."

Our correspondent is certainly wrong in

supposing that scientists are much at vari-

ance as to the cause of bee diseases. They
are all agreed that they are caused by
various micro-organisms, and those who
know anything about the subject will

understand that sjmptoms in different

countries may differ under varying con-
ditions. It is not surprising that the
latest reports do not appear to agree with
the findings of Cheshire and Cheyne, and
the onh? wonder to the scientist is that
there shoiild be so little difference and that
our investigators knew so much thirty

years ago. No science has made more
rapid progress during that time than bac-
teriology, and what to the uninitiated ap-
pears as a contradiction is only the
natural result of the progress made in the
science, due to more perfect instruments
and methods of research. The work our
correspondent suggests should now be done
by a committee has already been accom-
plished, and it would only be going over
well trodden ground to repeat it. There
are sufficient experts already quite capable
of acting as advisers, and those who have
not passed a recent examination or have
shown that they have kept pace with the
knowledge gained since their examinations,
would certainly not be appointed until
they had jiroperly qualified for the posi-

tion. The arrangements now being made
by the B.B.K.A. for their training will

produce experts equal to any abroad.

The first claiise of the Bill would author-
rise the Board of Agriculture to prevent
the importation of honey and wax. It,

however, does not authorise them to forbid
the use of skeps or fixed comb hives, so
there is no fear of injustice to the cot-
tager whose interests the promoters of the
Bill have carefully guarded.
We are sorry that we cannot share our

correspondent's pessimistic views, but still

think that legislation would be as great
a benefit here as it has been in other
countries, and enable bee-keeping to be-
come a vstaple industry.—Eus.]

NOMENCLATURE.
[8599] Referring to the rema.rks of

D. M. M. in last week's Journ.\i, (p. 463)
on Nomenclature, is he correct in his elu-

cidation of the haziness surrounding
"stock" and "colony"? That the con-

fusion exists there can be no doubt, but
when properly cleared up, surely the boot
is on the other foot.

Is not a colony inclusive of the country
a people dwell in ? Should not, therefore,
a colony of bees include the hive they
dwell in? Similarly, in speaking of a
" stock," we usually imply thereby the in-

dividuals only, cf. "Men and brethren,
children of the stock of Abraliam." (Acts
xiii.)

And in so far as we cannot well conceive
of these without their adjuncts of clothes

and furniture, so we may include in the
stock of bees their combs and frames, etc.

I therefore suggest to D. M. M., with all

due deference, that he should promulgate
the sound doctrine that a colony of bees
means a hive with all its inhabitants, just
as a human colony now means the land with
all its inhabitants ; and that a stock of

bees means the "queen, workers, drones,
brood eggs, honey in the hives," and their

essential concomitants of "cells, combs,
and also the frames on which the fabric
is constructed," instead of the heresy he
preaches this week. It would thus be ob-
vious that stock may be in a travelling

box, but a colony could not.—A. B. H.,
Essex.

[Woi'ds have different meanings, and in

natural history colony means a number of

animals or plants living or growing to-

gether, and does not include any surround-
ings, therefore a colony of bees does not
include the hive they dwell in. In Dr.
Phinn's " Dictionary of Practical Apicul-
ture '' a colony is defined as " the bees of a
stock. A complete colony consists of queen,
workers, and, at a certain season, drones."
To speak of a qiieenless colony is correct,

as it is equivalent to saying that the
colony is not full or perfect. So also stock
has several meanings, and one refers to

lineage, the original progenitor, the race
or line of a family, another to a race or
variety of a species. Applied to bees a
stock includes colony, hive, comb, stores,

and all tliat is necessary for the normal
existence of the bees. .-1 hive does not in-

clude a colony, just as a colony does not
necessarily include a hive. It is correct to

speak of a colonv iu a travelling box.

—

Eds.]

THE BEE DISEASES BILL.
[8600] With a view of clearing up

some obscure points in the Bee Diseases
Bill now before Parliament, I wrote to
Sir Rufus Isaacs, K.C.. !^^.P., and re-

ceived the enclosed reply. As it is a
matter of general interest to bee-keepers,
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and will, I think, i-emove some of tlie

objections they may have to the adminis-

tration of the Act when it comes into

force, I shall be much obliged if you can
publish the same in your next issue.

—

A. D. WooDLEY, Reading.

2, Garden Court,
Temple, London.

Nov. 22nd, 1912.

Dear Sir,—In further reply to your
letter of the 13th instant, 1 enclose you
herewith a copy of a letter I have received

from the President of the Board of

Agriculture, which I think will meet your
suggestions.

I am.
Yours faithfully,

RuFus Isaacs.

[Copy.]

You sent me a few days ago a copy of

a letter which you had received from a

constituent, urging that the Bee Disease

Bill should be amended by the addition of

a clause requiring owners to declare the

presence of disease in their apiaries. The
Bill, as you know, is to enable the Board
to make such ordei-s as they may think

txjiedient, and you can assure your corre-

spondent that it will be an essential part

of the Board's procedure to require the

notification of disease. As, however,
experience will no doubt suggest desirable

variations from time to time with regard
toi the kinds of disease to be notified, the

mode of notification and the authority to

whom notification is to be made, we
thought it more convenient to leave this

point to be dealt \^^th by Order instead

of providing for it directly in the Bill.

The Board are al.so alive to the necessity

of providing against the carrying of in-

fection from diseased to healthy hives,

and their procedure will be so framed as

to minimise this risk. I am glad to have
this oppoi-tunity of explaining these

points, on which I know there is some
misconception among bee-keepers.

SUBDUING BEES.
By Somerset.

It is perhaps safe to say that the
majority of bee-keepers never learn
thoroughly how to subdue and control
their bees during manipulations.

Visiting experts are only too familiar
with those who open their hives without
proper preparation, causing everybody in

the neighbourhood to be stung ; with
others who through fear born of experi-

ence, deck themselves in extraordinary
and ludicrous garments for their protec-
tion while their hives are being opened
for them ; and again with others who, fear-

ful of being attacked, " will not come
near" under any circumstances.

Lecturers, too, grow accustomed to
hearing such i-«marks as " I should like to

keep bees, but they have a particular dis-

like for me," or, " I had to get rid of my
bees because the gardener was afraid of

them."
Even in examinations for expertships

bad preparation and control of the bees is

frequently a cause of failure. It is not
a good omen for the candidate who has
got his bees into an irritable state to see

his examiner obliged to don his veil at

an early stage in the proceedings. In
almost all cases where a manipulator is

badlj' stung, the fault is directly due to

negligence or ignorance on his part and
not to the bees. Certainly there are cases

(perhaps one per cent.) where stocks are
exceptionally vicious. As a rule such
stocks should be requeened, although it is

often noticeable that an unusual tendency
to sting is associated with exceptional
vigour and industry.

Bee-keepers a,re often at a loss to

account for the apparent readiness of

their bees to attack them. Almost all

such cases may be accounted for, however,
by one or more of the following common
mistakes in management:—

1. Standing or working in the line of

flight of the bees leaving a hive. (Those

returning with their loads can hardly be

provoked.)
2. Alarming the guards by kicking or

jarring the hives ever so .slightly, or by
removing the cover noisily before the bees

have been subdued.
3. Making quick or jerky movements,

whether in walking or manipulating. Bees
are always incensed by quickly moving
objects near them. Beginners especially

are apt to withdraw frames from their

hives much too quickly. Slow and de-

liberate movement in the withdrawal and
replacement of frames is one of the marks
of the experienced and skilled manipu-
lator.

4. Examining a hive when in a hurry.

There should always be sufficient time to

work slowly and deliberately.

5. Talking loudly when holding a

frame of bees near the face. Few things

are so irritating to them as hot, badly-

smelling breath, and they invariably try

to attack the face from whence it comes.

When the breath is expelled from the

nose, however, it seldom reaches the bees

and so causes no trouble.

6. Manipidating while in a state of

great perspiration. The objection of the

bees to this is doubtless on account of the
unpleasant odour.

7. Exposing the contents of a hive for

too long a time, say more than ten min-
utes. A few robbers attracted by the

scent of the open hive are quite sufficient

to cause suspicion and anger. Only a few
of the frames should be uncovered at one
time and these in turn should be covered
while the others are being examined.
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8. Continuing to manipulate after one
or two stings have been received. The
smell of the sting poison acts as an irri-

tant to all the bees in the neighbourhood.
The stung parts should be washed or

cx>vered with a deodorant before the work
is continued.

9. Examining a hive during thundery
weather, or at any time during the sum-
mer wlien the bees are kept at home by
unseasonable conditions. It is a remark-
able fact, they are specially inclined to

ferocity when thunder is prevalent.

10. Examining bees when they are

being robbed, or when robbing tends to

teoome common, as during the first few
days after the honey has been taken.

11. Examining a hive which has no
stores.

12. Crushing bees during manipula-
tions and so causing them to express their

sting poison.

It is important that hives should be so

situated that in their outward flight

the bees should not encounter passers-by,

nor have to pass over ground Avhicli has to

be tilled during the day-time. The .: ve-

ments of a labourer or of an animal's tail

ai-e not long tolerated within twenty
yards of the hives, and on this account
bees frequently get an undeserved reputa-
tion for ferocity. Should there be no
choice of location, the bees can always be
made to fly high by placing an obstacle

such as a row of peas or scarlet runners
near the hives.

The preparation of bees for manipula-
tion (in whatever way it is done) depends
tipon two well-known facts, viz. : That
when alarmed they invariably rush to

their stores and gorge tliemselves with
them, and that when well-fed they are

disinclined to sting.

The necessary state of alarm is com-
monly brought about in one of two ways,
both described in the "Guide Book,"
viz., by applying a. cloth strongly smelling
of carbolic acid to the tops of the frames,
or by projecting smoke into the hives.

Although the latter method is almost uni-

versally adopted, a few remarks about the
use of the carbolic cloth may not be oTit

of place here.

Amongst the points in its favour are
the following:—It takes up little room
and can be carried in the pocket

;

it is immediately ready for use at

any time if the acid is occasionally re-

newed ; it is very suitable for rapid work,
especially in the hands of the skilled

manipulator ; it is antiseptic ; it is inex-

pensive.

On the other hand the following disad-
vantages are associated with its use:—
Unless the acid has been properly diluted,

the cloth, when freshly prepared, will

stain and burn the fingers ; if not kept
rolled up tightly in a receptable, such as

a small tin, it rapidly loses its efficacy and
may fail to subdue an opened stock of

bees at a critical time ; it is difficult to

remove the smell of the acid from the
fingers; it tends to drive the bees away
from their stoi-es, whereas smoke injected

at the entrance of the hive has the oppo-
site effect; if left on unwittingly for too

long a time, the bees are driven away
from their brood and sometimes even out
of their hive; the wind often blows the

cloth away while the bee-keeper's hands
are engaged in some important opera-

tion
;
people are sometimes met with wTao

think that since carbolic acid itself is a

germicide, the cloth cannot convey dis-

ease germs arid they consequently use it

indiscriminately on both healthy and dis-

eased stocks.

The smoker, although more troublesome

to keep ready fdr use, is much more
generally used than the carbolic cloth,

being safer in the hands of novices, and
more efficient, because the smoke can be

jjrojected to places inaccessible to the

cloth.

(To he continued.)

AMERICAN AND COLONIAL PAPERS.
EXTKACTS AND COMMEISITS.

By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

Inspection.—"Five years ago fotirteen

per cent, of our colonies in Colorado were

affected with foul brood. In 1911 less than

two per cent, were found infected. More-
over, a car-load of bees from Kansas,

where foul brood is prevalent, was kept

from being taken into our State." And
yet some of our would-be lights on bee-

keeping say that inspection does no good.

Presuming that the "car-load of bees"
were diseased, what a blessing an Act can

become.
Curing Loafing.—Try this plan: Lean

a drawn-out comb against each outside

cluster and the bees will soon make for

the comb. When eight or ten of these

combs are covered with bees put them all

in one hive; screen them in and carry to

an out apiary. In three or four hours

they will be glad to have a virgin queen,

and such a colony will work with the

vigour of a new swarm. In past years I

have founded colonies and made up many
nuclei on this plan when bees in skeps de-

clined either to swarm or work.
Witidbrcdks.—"We were satisfied Last

year, and especially in the spring, that

hives having entrances facing a stretch of

country without a windbreak suffered

much more than other hives in a more
screened i>osition." Hives with exposed
entrances were invariably in a worse con-

dition than those protected. Those who
have experimented found tluit a high,

close fence was not so good as an <ipon

fence or a low shrubbery, by which the
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force of the wind was merely broken just

enough to check the full blast.

Eggs in Cells.—A beautiful photograph

of eggs in cells formed the outside cover

of Gleanings of 15th October, and on pages

657 and 658 others show a distant and a

near view, all three being admirable repro-

ductions. In regard to the position of the

egg, the editor makes the following com-

ments :

—"If the comb is held vertically

the egg, when it is first laid, does not

lie in a horizontal position, but inclines

downward towards the centre of the cell

somewhat. The second day it inclines still

more, and the tliird day it lies almost

flat on the base of the cell. It is thus

possible to calculate more or less accurately

the time when the egg will hatch."
_
A

full comb of eggs forms a very pleasing

picture looked at by the naked eye when
the frame is lifted from the hive, but it

becomes more interesting still when magni-

fied. Each egg in the ovary of the queen

appears alike, but in the cells they are

found to differ considerably in size and
also in colour. The beautiful pearly-

white, so generally remarked, shades off

to a cream colour.

Smoker Fuel.—" Try burlap in your

smoker. I find it surpasses any other fuel

I have ever iised for cheapness and con-

venience. Nearly every one has some old

burlap bags lying around." Qiiite recently

I had a specimen of what can be got from

an old sack in the way of smoke. The
blast was a powerful one, while the

pungent smoke acted as an efficient

intimidant.
Winter Stores.—The Bevieic, and other

American bee-papers, warn readers against

the danger of loss from insufficient stores.

One correspondent writes:—"We have

had to feed the bees the heaviest this fall

that we ever had to do. We have fed

over 50001b. of sugar." The Editor adds

:

—" Other reports complain of a scarcity

of fall honey, and mention heavy feed-

ing. Hea-e is where the careless bee-keeper

will come in for a heavy loss. Take
nothing for granted." Apiarists on this

side should take the warning, because

oAving to the poor storing, thousands of

stocks will have insufficient stores to carry

them over the spring breeding.

Good Wishes.—The Canadian is "crow-
ing over" the acquisition of their recent

importation from this country. Our loss

is their gain. " Mr. Sladen's advent
among us has given universal satisfaction,

and is regarded as a matter for self-con-

gratulation." Best wishes from this side.

As Dr. Miller remarks, however, " The
Canucks can't keep him to themselves ; he
is too big a man." I am astonished to

note that Mr. Sladen is seemingly pre-

pared to treat the Loughton canard in a

serious fashion

!

Mendellsm.—Bee-papers on the other

side are discussing the sxxbject in a quasi-

scientific way. Dr. Bonney has " an
opinion of his own/' and it is that " bees

are incapable of further development,
prograss having ceased untold ages ago."

He holds with another writer that " the

bee is the last word in development." I

must be content with quoting only one
sentence. " To those who understand
parthenogenesis, and every bee-keeper

should, it will be plain that crossing a

hybrid drone to a hybrid queen, the
mongrel strain can be kept up indefinitely,

or if the Black queen be used the Black
will in four generations extinguish the

Italian (or the Italian in the same time
will extinguish the Black), so that no
matter in what light we look at it, Mendel-
ism will not apply to the parthenogenetic
insects, according to all informatio^g now
available."

Notices to Correspondents.

T. W. (Paisley).

—

Iloncy fixnn Cappings.
—Immediately after removal from the

comb put the cappings either into a

muslin bag or stretch the material over

a receptacle into which the honey can
drain. AVhen as much as possible has
drained off, apply pressure by putting

the cappings, still in the muslin, between
boards with a heavy weight on the top.

The small quantity of honey remaining

will then leave the cappings.
Honci) Sampiles

H. S. (Wales.)—We do not consider your
sample equal to Scotch heather honey.

It is rather thin, and lacks the pro-

nounced flavour of the latter. There is

also a suspicion of fermentation about
it.

A. D. (Cheshire).—No. 1 is from clover,

and a nice light honey. No. 2, a

medium honey from mixed sources, but
rather spoilt by ragwort.

I

Special- Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders lor three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-
keepers' Record " free of charge.
Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the

Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-
manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per hin., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

WANTED, four dozen healthy Drawn out

Shallow Frames; state price—E. BOOBIER,
No. 4, Joncis-t'erraoe, Old Babett, Swansea.

M DOZEN screw cap jars Pu(fe Englisli

Clover Honey, 9&. dozen, carriage paid; 28!b.

tin, 16s.—MALCHER, HartwetL, Northants. v 100

HEATHER blend Honey, very fine flavour, 28lb.

tins; sample, 4d.—F. A. BEAN, Snaith, York-

shire^ V_2

CHAPMAN Honey Plants, strong, transplanted^

dozen, 2s. 6d.; six, Is. 6d ; Wallflower blood

red 100 2s. 6d., 50 Is. 6d., free.-FREDERICK
BIGGE, Tyburn, Birmingham. v7
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

THE BEE DISEASES BILL.
As the smooth working of a Bee Diseases

Act will very much depend upon the
friendly co-ojjeration of bee-keepers with
the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, it

is clesirable that the misunderstanding
with regard to the working of the Act,
which has caused opposition from some
lice-keepors, should be removed. As will

have been seen from the correspondence
in our columns, the oppositicm to the Bill

is based on entirely wrong grounds. It is

well, therefore, to state exactly the pro-
visions of the .Bill; what could and what
could not be done under it.

The Bill imposes the duties with regard
to bee diseases upon the Board of Agri-
culture, and gives the Board full powers
for legislating by means of orders with
the object of preventing the spreading of

disease, just in the same manner as is

done with regard to diseases of animals,
and destructive insects and pests.

The proposed Bill, it will be seen, is

]iermissive and enables the Board to make
orders which would have to be carried out
by the local authorities of those districts

to which the orders apply. It does not
make it compulsory, but leaves it to the
Board to make the order applicable to

any district or area if deemed expedient.
Orders may be made preventing the intro-

duction of bees or any thing whereby a

]ie.st or disease may be introduced. Thing,
is a very comprehensive term, and includes
honey and wax " from foreign or colonial

sources," the importation of which, a,

corraspondent recently assumed, would not
be barred. The order may even authorise
tlie seizure, detention or the destruction
of things introduced in contravention of

such order.

The Board may further make such
orders as they think expedient for pre-

venting the spread of disease, and may
authorise the destruction of any colony of

bees so affected, and any receptacle (other
tlian a movable-comb hive) subject to pay-
ment by way of compensation of the value
of the thing destroyed. It will therefoi-e

be seen that the Bill does not prohibit the
use of skeps and box-hives, but allows of

their destruction subject to payment of

their value. Movable-comb hives are
excluded from destruction, as they
can be properly disinfected. Although
the order may authorise destruction, it

does not necessarily follow that every
( olony showing signs of disease shall be
destroyed. On tlie contrary, as in cases of

insect pestSj the f)rder may jirescribe

certain remedies and their manner of

application, and only order the destruc-
tion in extreme cases, or when this is the
only means of arresting the spread of

disease. In the case of some diseases there
are well-known remedies, and in those
for which no remedies are at present
known it is reasonable to suppose that in

time methods of prevention and curing
will be found. The Board, of course,

would have power to vary the order from
time to time, oi- withdraw it altogether.
The order may impose fines for offences

against the order not exceeding ten

pounds. This does not mean that the fine

shall be ten pounds, but, as in all such
cases it is left to the judge or magistrate
to assess the fine in proportion to

tlie gravity of the offence, a first

offence would probably be punished by a

trifling fine, and subsequent or more
aggravated offences would naturally incur
heavier penalties.

An order of the Board may direct the
local authority to enforce the order within
its district, and if it fails to do so the
Board of Agriculture would hav'e all the
powers of executing and enforcing the

order. This is very important, because it

will safeguard the interests of bee-keepers

in the districts where the local authorities

take no interest in bee-keeping.

The greatest misapprehension appears

to be felt with respect to the inspectors

and their ]>owers. There seems to be

an idea that tlie Bill would give them
ix)wer not only -to visit any premises

and mess about with the hives of

bee-keepers who have no disea.se in

their apiaries, but also to proclaim in-

fected areas and stop all trade of their

own will. How such an idea is conceiv-

able is difficult to understand, as it is quite

at variance with the usual orders of the

Board, an essential part of whose pro-

cedure is to require the notification

of disease, so that no premises free

from disease would be likely to be visited

or liives interfered with unless disease is

rampant in the locality, when it is but

reasonal)le that all apiaries should bo

visited to ascertain the extent of the

epidemic. Otherwise it is only when pro-

perly notified that an inspector could visit

the premises, and even then he would have

no power to interfere with the bees unless

he was a qualified expert. The order of

the Boaid would specify the qualification

of the Inspectors and experts, and it by

no means follows that all experts having

certificates would be considered qualified.

The Board would have to be satisfied that

they not only know all about diseases, but

also thoroughly understand antiseptic-

principles so as not to carry di.scases from

one apiary to anotiier. Inspectors do not

have power to proclaim infected areas, or

interfere with trade in any way. their

business being to report to the local

authority or the Board of Agriculture,

and, if necessary, acconipanie<l by, an

expert adviser, to put in force the pro-
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visions of the order, the owner and
occupier giving all reasonable facilities.

Should anj^ person obstruct the inspector

or other officer in the execution of his

duty, he would be guilty of an offence

against the Act, and would be liable on
conviction to a fine not exceeding fen

pounds.
It will therefore be seen that inspectors

have not the powers, which some seem to

attribute to them, and that the working
of the Act would rest with the Board of

Agriculture, who are in close touch with

the B.B.K.A. and bee-keepers generally,

know their requirements, and will cer-

tainly not make orders that would harass

or injure them. An Act such as this is in-

finitely better than one defining just what
should be done, in which case it could not

be varied, whereas the Board of Agri-

culture may withdraw or vary an order

from time to time with regard to notifica-

tion, and the administration of the Act as

experience may suggest to be desirable.

AVe hope these remarks will clear up some
of the misconceptions with respect to the

Bill, and satisfy bee-keepers that there

is not going to be any unreasonable inter-

ference with their bees. Also that bee-

keepers geiierally will co-operate with

the Board to make the Act work smoothly,

and thus forward the interest of the in-

dustry.

BRITISH BEE KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The monthlv meeting of the Council

was held at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,

London, W.C, on Thursday, November
21st, 1912. Mr. W. F. Reid" presided for

a portion of the meeting, and upon his

leaving, Mr. A. G. Pugli was voted

to the chair. There were also present

:

—Miss M. L. Gayton, Messrs. J. Small-

wood, E. Walker, 'O. R. Frankenstein, J.

B. Lamb, and A. Richards. Association

Delegates:—G. J. Flashman (Barnet), J.

Price (Cumberland), G. R. Alder (Essex).

G. W. Judge (Cravford), W. G. Fischer

Webb (Croydon), J. Tinsley (Staffs), and
the Secretary, W. Herrod.
The minutes of the previous meeting

held on October 10th were read and con-

firmed.

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Messrs. G. W.
Averv, E. Watson, C. L. M. Eales, and
Capt". Sitwell.

The following new members were
elected:—Miss C. Dunn Gardner, Mr. A.
J. Ravment, Mr. J. J. Harvevson, Mr.
W. W. Ridler, Mr. W. Garwell, Mr. J.

Bancroft, Mr. W. G. Goddard, Mr. H. E.
King, and Mr. H. Tinley.

The Spey Valley Association .submitted
the names of Mr. D. M. Macdonald and
Dr. Sellar as delegates, and the same were
accepted.

The report of the Finance Committee

was presented by Mr. Smallwood. The
payments into the bank for October
amounted to £35 Os. 6d. The balance at

the bank at the end of September was
£1(>5 Is. J-d. Payments amounting to

£24 17s. 6d. were recommended.
Messrs. J. Cornall, W. O. Jones, and D.

Davies lectured before the Council for the
first-class certificate, and a\\ succeeded in

passing the test.

The proof of conditions and application

for insurance for 1913 was submitted and
passed.

The report of tlie Exhibition Committee
was presented, and the schedule for

"Royal" Show at Bristol was passed,

witli the inclusion of classes for members
of Some>i'setshire Association only. The
judges appointed were:—Mr. T. W.
Cowan, Mr. C. L. M. Eales, Mr. W. F.

Reid, and Rev. H. G. Stanley, with Mr. A.

G. Pugh and Mr. L. E. Snelgrove as

leserves. Steward—Mr. L. Bigg-Wither.
Next meeting of Council, December

19th, at 23. Bedford Street, Strand.

AMONG THE BEES.
By D. M. Macdonald , Banff.

yihgil's bee floweks.
Anything connected with flowers always

makes interesting reading. A flower is

not a flower alone, a thousand thoughts
invest it. To bee-keepers, flowers speci-

ally suited for the bees' needs have an
added halo i-ound them, and more par-
ticularly is this the case when they are
vested with the accumulated glory and
virtue handed down to us by the bee
writers of well-nigh two thousand years.

The silver-tongued Virgil sang their

praises before the beginning of the
Christian era, and dwelling in fair Par-
thenope, in the midst of country scenes

and delights, he had ample means of

studying and enjoying Fair Flora's

fa\ours. He taught us how to multiply
and increase flowers and bushes, .shrubs

and trees; in what .soil to grow them, and
the best uses to which they could be put.

Chiefly and above all the rest he points
out lovingly the connection between
flowers and bees. Even the lower types he
tells us have their uses. The very willows
and lowly broom supply material for

honey. The pooi" gravel of a sloping hill-

side furnishes humble cassia and rosemary
for bees. Near their hives he advises the
planting of green cassia and fragrant
Mild thyme, and a supply of strong
scented savory in abundance, and let beds
of violets drink of willing fountains. Let
a palm or stately wild olive overshade the
entrance. Here, to-day, we would say
let fruit trees grow in the apiary, to

shade our hives under their overarching
boughs. When the new chief leads them
forth as a swarm, the tree^ or bu.sh fac-

ing them may receive them under its leafy
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slielter, he tells us, having an eye to

utility. In early spring, when the
golden sun has overcome the winter and
driven it under ground, bees roam
through the lawns and woods, and reap
the iiarvest of bright-hued flowers, and
lightly sip the surface of the streams.
Hence rendered joyous by some sweet in-

fluence or other derived from the flowers,

they cherish, their ofi^spring and their

home ; hence thej- form with cunning art

the fi-esh-gathered wax (pollen and j^ro-

polis) and shape the clammy honey. When
a swarm rises, looking for leafy coverts,

sj^rinkle the juices prescribed, bruised
balm and the common herb of honey-wort,
ring bells and beat cymbals all around.
Let your gardens be fragrant with saffron

flowers. Be careful to have thyme and
plant pines all round, and plant fruit-

bearing shoots in the ground. I might
sing further what methods of culture
would adorn rich gardens and the rose

beds, and how endive and banks green
|

with parsley, nor shall I pass in silence

the late flowering daffodil, nor the stalks

of the drooping acanthus, or the pale ivy,

and the myrtles, that love the shore. The
young beeis return fatigued late at night,

their thighs Laden with thyme honey, and
the' honey in thei cells smells I'ich of
thyme. They feed at large on arbutes
and grey willoMS, on cassia and golden-
hued crocus, on the gummy lime and
deep-coloured hyacinths. They them-
selves gather their progeny in their

mouths from leaves and fragrant herbs (a

reference to the " animable " matter
believed in by bee-keepers less than two
hundred years ago). They wear themselves
out, so powerful in them is the love of

flowers, and .so strong is their ambition to

collect honey.
In cases of sickness, fumigate their

hives with thyme. Burn odoriferous gal-

banum, mix pounded gall-nuts and dried
roses, or raisins from the vine, crecopian
thyme, and strong-smelling centuary.
Also, in the meadows there is a flower
amellus. Its taste is bitter in the mouth.
Boil the roots of it in high-flavoured
wine and place in baskets at the door
as food. The beautiful legend of nar-'

cissus is introduced, and nectar new-
gathered and consigned to the cells is

named " Narcissus tears."
Finally we have that delightful home

scene, wherein the old Coryeian is pic-

tured with his bee garden, which forms so

fair a picture that it will bear trans-

cription as a whole. He tilled a few
acres of unclaimed land : and that soil

was not rich enough for the plough, nor

suitable for flocks, nor adapted to vines.

Yet here among the brambly brakes,

planting a few pot-herbs, and white lilies

round them, vervain, and small-grained

poppies, he equalled in his contentment

of mind the wealth of kings; and return-

ing late at night he loaded his board with
unbought dainties. He was the first to

gather the rose in spring, and apples in

autumn, and even in winter he gathered
the soft acanthus, taunting the summer
for its lateness.

He therefore was the first to' have
queen mothers and their numerous pro-

geny, and to squeeze and strain the

frothing honey from the pressed combs.

He had hives and pines in great abun-
dance and luxuriance; and as many
apples as tlie fertile trees had been
clothed with in early blossom, so many
it retained to ripeness in autumn. He.
too, transplanted and arranged in order

the elms, even though late, and hard pear

trees and blackthorns now bearing grafted

plums, and the plane tree already afford-

ing shade to drinkers.

Honey in Virgil's time Mas not looked

on as being derived from the nectar of

flowers alone, but was considered to con-

sist largely of what Pliny called the

•Spittle of the Stars." Flowers, how-
ever, not only yielded the bees nectar, but

also the animalde matter previously re-

ferred to, (.('., it was believed that from

them they gathered a snljstance which

when carried into the hive became young
bees.

The foregoing descriptions of flowers

are literal tianslations of A^irgil's own
words, all being simply groujied loosely

together.

Correspondence.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to ivrite on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

DISEASES OF BEES BILL.
[8601] The letter from Mr. C. B. Bartlett

on the above in the "B.B.J." of Novem-
ber 28th (page 475) is .so full of mis-

statements that I am almost surprised you

are patient enough to give it space and

detailed reply, which it hardly deserves.

But as secretary of an Association which

has over 100 members desiring to see the

Bill passed and put into practice at the

earliest moment, may I directly deny one

or two of his .statements, which you, in

your gentle dealing, refrain from doing,

.^fter stating that ho lias been a reader of

the " B.B.J." since its first volume he

.statos " Against it (the Bill) you have, .so

far a.t I can learn, all the considerable

bee-keepers and a vast number of smaller

ones!" How can these two statements

be reconciled ? The " B.B.J." for the past

two or three years has beon full of letters
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from tlie most famous bee-keepers of the
country as well as from smaller men, all

anxious for legislation, and latterly for

the passing of the present Bill, with a
very rare case of opposition from time to

time. In fact, almost every issue bears

evidence of the overwhelming majority in

favour, and the few letters of opposition
each produced a host of replies.

Mr. Bartlett's condemnation of the
exjierts must be a result of prejudice, as if

he really has travelled about among bee-

keepers at all, he must in justice admit
the good work accomplished by them, im-
perfect though they may be. To suggest
that the average expert has not had the
practical experience of managing numbers
of stocks successfully, proves Mr. Bartlett's
lack of real knowledge of the examinations
for experts •. mere book learning would
not carry one tlirough five minutes of the
examination.

His final argument, before asking for
name.s of those opposed to the Bill, is that
modern students have proved those of an
earlier generation to have been wrong in
some of their deductions as to the causes
of bee diseases and their treatment, and
therefore we would be wise to unite in
opposing the Bill ! Could a more feeble
argument be thought of:' How many
among the learned animal doctors, Avhether
qualified veterinary surgeons or not, are
agreed as to the causes and best treatment
of foot-and-mouth disease or anthrax? Do
they oppose the present wise legislation
for preventing the spreading of those
diseases because they disagree as to causes
or cures?

Mr. Bartlett suggests that Inspectors
might forbid the use of skeps, again
proving his lack of knowledge of his sub-
ject. It is the very thing which was urged
by that prominent and able writer on
bees, Mr. Tickncr Edwardes, but was not
included in the Bill owing to the strong
opposition to tlie proposal from many
quarters.
Mr. Bartlett writes lie has much ex-

perience in dealing with bee-keepers who
have diseased bees, and " with a little tact
it is generally quite possible to manage
such matters." His confidence is sublime!
1 should like to introduce him to one or
two " blank stone-wallers " on the sid)ject,

and watch the result of his "little tact."
There wouldn't be any gaml)ling in betting
on the result

!

Space forbids more, but one instance
will suffice. One hive with " Isle of
Wight" disease Avas imported into one of
our districts. After examination our
expert desired to destroy the lot, but the
owner preferred to experiment with cures.

The residt was, neighbouring bees were
affected, the stock itself had to be
destroyed eventually, and now the disease
lias gained a hold there. AVliere and when

it will sto]) no man can tell. If each of
those who oppose the Bill could experience
something like this there would soon be
little opposition left.

—

CajVIpbell R.
PiXKXEY. Yorks.

STILL MORE SELF-HELP NEEDED.
[8602] I suggest that Mr. Chas. H.

Heap (page 458), having picked to pieces
one of our ablest and oldest apiarists,
will now let the craft know what he and
the trained scientists, in whom he puts
such faith, have to offer, in advance of
what is offered by Mr. Simmins. I am not
seeking to belittle the work of the said
scientists, but they discover, or think
they discover, the precise germ-cause of
the disease and there they leave us. So
far as I am aware, they have not sought
to discover the real origin of the germ, or
from how many .sources the bee mav be-
come a host, other than by infection by
its own kind. These remarks apply
equally to foul brood, and to infectious
paralysis. Scientists in Britain, America,
and on the Continent are all more or less

at loggerheads regarding foul brood,
and I believe 1 am right in saying there
is not a bee-keeper of any extent, or length
of experience with this disease, who ex-
}}ects it will ever be stamped out so long
as a colony of bees is left, or who doubts
for one moment that it would break out
again so sijon as more bees were imported
whereby it could get a fresh start.

I hold no brief for Mr. Simmins, but
having made somewhat exhaustive experi-
ments with "suitable germicides," recom-
mended by him, I would place what he
offers the craft, alongside what the Board
of Agriculture has to offer. Mr. Simmins
offers prevention and resuscitation. The
Board of Agriculture, cremation.

Why should British bee-keepers be
required to unhinge their tongues in the
attenipt to get round " microsporidiosis."

Further, "Isle of Wight" disease is si

misnomer, which the luckless wights of

that fair isle ought to resent. Infectious
paralysis is, I submit, fair and capable of

being " understanded by the people."—F.

WoOLDRiDGE, Wiiiclicombe.

[If our correspondent will study the re-

port ])ublished by the Board of Agricul-
ture, he will find that the points he raises

with regard to the sources of infe(;tion

have not been overlooked, but have been
treated in a most exhaustive manner in

Sections VII. and VIII., occupying in

all 22 pages. Section VIII. deals entirely

with field observations on natural methods
of infection. Although scientists may
never discover the real origin of germs,
they know that bacteria exist and tliat

they are the cause of certain symptonLS.
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When they find that specitic germs, after

i.solation are capable of producing definite

symptoms and no others, it is reasonable
to conclude that they have discovered the
cause of the disease. It is not right to

say that '' scientists in Britain, America
iind tile Continent " are at loggerheads
iibout foul brood. They ai-e pretty well

agreed, but there are variations in the

symptoms in different countries, probably
•owing to climatic conditions, which to the
uninitiated make them appear to disagree.

I'll at disease cannot be stamped out we do
not believe, as we have evidence to the
contrary. What about cbolera, plague,

small-pox. and more recently rabies? We
remember the outcry when the restric-

tions of the Board of Agriculture with
regard to this disease were enforced. We
\\ ere then told that rabies would never be
exterminated so long as there was one dog
left in the country. The result has
proved the contrary, and has vindicated
the action of the Board of Agriculture.

We believe bee diseases can also be exter-

minated in this country, if proper
measures are taken, but not while a large

number of l)ee-keepers are allowed to pro-

pagate them to the detriment of the in-

dustry.

—

Ed.]

BLURTS FROM A SCRATCHY PEN.
[8603] Old Bee ./o«/7ia?.s.—The British

Bee Journal, Volume T., 1873-4. 'Con-
ducted' by Charles Nash Abbott " is on the
title-page ; on the next leaf the owner of

the volume has written his name, " John
Weston, Honey Cott, Leamington." Thus
opens out the relic I have in front of me.
Only thirty-eight years ago ! Think what
vast strides we have made since that time.

Who so keen, so unselfish, so honest in the
craft as were these two veterans of the
Old Guard, long since gone to their hon-
oured rest.

But friend Charles, I love not thy open-
ing. " Bee master,'' " conducted by."
Was the former title well chosen? We
lead our bees, we guide them, but do we
even yet bend them from their own sweet
will? Do we " master " them? And wliy
" conductoir " ? Is it that you were timid
of your bantling, or were you too modest
to assume the ambitious title of " Editor " ?

The opening article of the newly-born.
We look to it for indications of future
policy. We should have preferred a
liolder note than " In offering our
services" oi- "we do not seek to rival or
<lisparage any other work or journal in

wbich bee-keeping Ls considere<l." But
tlu> excuse is that you were not gifted witli

the spirit of prophecy. Vou couhl not
foresee the future. We can look back now
and admii-e thy l)ravery in planting the
seed of which we reap the fruit. .

One reads an autlu>r by his writings, and
we gauge the state of thought in those
days by the measuring rod of this letter.

It woidd seem almost as if an apology was
deemed necessary for thrusting the new
journal on the world, as other quotations
I am giving, illustrate. For instance,
" we do not anticipate much sympathy or
support from the general public, nor can
we hope to induce the bee-keeping cot-

tager (so-called) to abandon at once the
superstitious and obscure theories by which
that class of bee-keepers have been
' governed,' " and again, " our mission is

to aid those enlightened members who
cultivate bee-keeping." Why speak thus
himself? I accept the writer's very words.
To keep Ijees, to read, to study the litera-

ture about them, in order tliat one may be
better able to manage, must of itself show
enlightenment, and if enlightenment,
therefore, advanced, superior. Wlierefore
I am disappointed that the keynote of the
commencement was not pitched higher.
It would have been more dignified to liave

recognised that it was an honour to be the
accredited intermediary of the corre-
spondence to voice the opinions, Ijie

thoughts of the advanced bee-keepers of
that day, pioneers of a science inferior to

none other in interest. And that these
were behind him can safely be assumed,
for it is further said, " the circulation has
been procured almost entirely through the
zeal of individual bee-keepers," and one
more quotation almo.st historical, '' we can-
not close without commending the pro-
posed Bee Guild (title first suggested for
the Bi-itish Bee-keepers' Association) to
the serious attention of bee-keepers. Its

pitrposf' is the (idranceincnt and hiiprove-
tnent of the whole sclenee of apieultmr by
the establishment of local clubs and con-
ventions, subject to a central authority."

We finish with the introduction, and
pass on to the correspondence, halting to
notice that even then there were early
swarms to chronicle. '' A fine swarm of
hybrid Italians on April 2() issued from
a Woodbury hive belonging to Mr.
Hughes, of Windsor Road, Ealing."
Altliougli there is matter for an interest-
ing article in either of the two first letters,

yet the siiace I am allowed will not per-
mit. The first is about the " honey-ex-
tractor," slinger, mel-extractoi-, or ineli-

pul. We had forgotten those names.
-Vnd next is concerning artificial pollen.

An article on the Stewarton hive and
system follows, well written and readable.
I pounced on it at once, for I am rather
anxious to secure information al)out these
early struggles toward the mod(M-n system,
l)ut I was disappointed, for there was but
little of practical value in it. The writer
lecords liis wanderings in search of his
ideal hive through the streets of Glasgow,
^^•here a super attracts his attention, but
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let me quote his own words. '' and on step-
Y>ing into the shop (where honey from a
Stewarton was on sale) and feasting my
e5'es on the display. I priced a particularly
fine box, and was told" it was a first prize
one and cheap at thrrc guineas.'' Alas!
sad is the day ! We cannot get these prices
now. He extends his trip into Ayrshire,
and I presume, for he does not say so,

that there he found his object, for he
proceeds to expatiate on its glories. But
I must hasten on.

An article on fertile workers is the next
by a Lanarkshire bee-keeper. I fancy a
modern writer from Britain, North of
Tweed, whom I am happy to call a friend,
would have trounced this fellow-country-
man soundly for gross heresy.

The number finishes, as have all journals
since the beginning, with " Queries and
Replies," and the first reads thus:—"Are
those wooden, straw, or glass hives of any
practical use to ordinary bee culturists "1*

I presume the Editor (conductor I should
have said) knew Avhat was meant. I am
afraid I do not. The question errs from
lack of exactness. However, an answer is

given almost equally delphic, but a ire-

mark anent the straw-skep is worth
repetition.

"The straw-^kep. with its contents,
was, as it M-ere, a sealed book, or per-
haps we ought to say, like a page of
hieroglyphics, full of" awful mvsteiries,
which many had to decipher without the
true key." In query Xo. 2 occurs the fol-
lowing :

—-'The original stock seems well,
but in one hive, which latelv seemed thriv-
ing, the bees are dying" bv hundreds.
What is the cause of this"? "Have I read
similar enquiries recently in the journal of
the present time? It seems A-ery familiar
in the wording, and not unlike a descrip-
tion of Microspor'idiosis, but neither the
scientific nor every-day name of the " Isle
of Weight " disease had" been invented then.—J. Sm.vllwood, Hendon.

ASLEEP AT LAST.
[8604] Scarcely a bee in the other hives

was awake in November, and the ivy, un-
usually late in blossoming. wasted
its sweetness on the desert air. My
October-driven lot sent out on fine days
something like two bees for every one
fnun a combined force of twenty- hives up
and down the village. I know it by
watching the other hives and the sunniest
(•lumps of ivy as well as the humming in-
dustry of the newcomers. On November
9th they were coming home at the rate of
fifty a minute and on the loth they were
evidently doing quite as much, though I
did not count them. You could see four
at once, with fully-laden pollen-baskets,
passing through the gla.ss portico left

up .since robber-time. On the 25th
they were still quite busy, but the night
of the 27th was a very hard frost
and the 29th a piercing blizzard.
These fierce workers are asleep at last

and will, I suppose, do no more
honey-gathering till the aconite comes.

—

G. G. Desmond. Sheepscombe, Glos.

THE BEE DISEASES BILL.

[8605] Like Mr. C. B. Bartlett (page
475), I, too, am not a regular contributor
to your valued Journal, so hope you will

be able to spare a little space to place my
views by the side of his. Of course, I can-
not claim to possess anything approaching
the 1000 stocks your correspondent men-
tions, which perhaps accounts for my
being federated (as this is what we mem-
bers of Associations claim to be) and so
able to help the small bee-keeper if not a
member, by lectures, &c. Mr. Bartlett is

anxious that no one should make a too
bold statement as to figures, so I will speak
of my own. When the Smallholder asked
for signatures for and against legislation,

the result of my canvass in about a four-
mile radius was ninety-nine per cent, for
legislation. As in the course of obtaining
the signatures I only met one man who
lefused to sign, and as his stocks for four
years have only been stray swarms, which
have taken possession of the disease-reek-
ing combs, onh^ to follow their prede-
cessors' sad fate, I think I might claim the
100, don't you? If Mr. Bartlett will

write to the Editor of the Smallholder
he can get the only reliable figures of a

memorial quite Tip to date. To say that
" the warmest supporters of legislation are
would-be inspectors,'' and that the "ex-
perts would lie more jDrofitably employed by
keeping bees" is ridiculous and narrow-
minded in the extreme: altogether utterly
unworthy of one of such broad experience.
If your correspondent knew anything
about the matter at all, he would know it

is quite impossible to obtain the third-
class certificate unless he can practically

handle bees. I do know that, as I was
honoured by receiving one. Also, I have
failed to get a second-class. How should
inspectors be appointed if not by examin-
ation? Certainly not by favouritism, as

the certificate will be necessary as
proof of knowledge. And how can
these be more fairly awarded than
by a cential parent society, which
instituted the Standard frame, and many
other conveniences for the good of bee-
keepers? In conclusion, I should advise
your correspondent to join his county
Association and do some work for the good
of the cause, and help those that need it.

and not be so suspicious of those who have
the management and good of these Asso-
ciations at heart.—A Small Bee-keepbk,
Guildford.
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MR. SIMMIXS AND CYPRIAN BEES.
[8608] On page 444, Mr. S. Simmins

has something t^ say about Cyprian bees,

which I contend is inaccurate. I am sorry

it is necessary to write this, but younger
writers are very liable to take it for

granted that what he says is correct, and
repeat it in tlieir writings.

In the first place, Mr. Frank Benton did
not come back with Mr. D. A. Jones from
Cyprus, see " B.B.J." for June, 1830,

pages 25 and 32, also July, 1880, page 45.

Mr. Benton was to stay in the East and
send queens to Mr. Abbott, and ho did

not return to America before 1890.

Now, Mr. Simmins could not ha^-e got

any of the queens which Mr. D. A. Jones
brought with him, as, after flying and re-

packing, he took nearly all witli him
to Canada. For some reason, Mr.
Benton failed to rear queens and Mr.
Abbott was very sore about not getting

them, see '• B.B.J." for August, 1880,

pages 63 and 64. I called on him in

September, 188L), to learn what I could

about these bees and why he did not
supply them, as I wanted some, and he
showed me a press copy of a letter he had
sent to ]V[r. Jones, which was far from
complimentar}-.

I can't say exactly when Mr. Benton
went back to America, as there was no
"drivm beating" over the event, anyway
he was in Laibach in 1889.

I do not think Mr. Simmins could have
had Cyprians before 1884 or 1886, for, if

he did luive them and found them proof
against disease in any degree, why did
he not mention it in his paper on " Foul
Brood," read before the B.B.K.A., on
January 16th, 1884? (see '• B. B. J." for

Feb. 1st, 1884, page 41), or Avhy was it

not mentioned in the discussion which fol-

lowed ? (see -'B. B. J." for Feb. 15th.

1884, page 59.)

Cyprians have been very carefully

tested and have proved the worst bees
ever imported ; none are so susceptible to
foul brood and winter dysentery as they
are. The only redeeming feature about
them is their beauty and gent]enes.s—if

you know how to handle tliem—but they
are demons if handled like ordinary bees.

I see he mention.s the Texas story (by
Carroll) about getting 1,000 lbs. of honey
with these bees, but if I could have suit-
al)le weather, in this country, just to my
liking. I wonid harvest double this quan-
tity from a good strain of black bees. The
only difficulty in the matter is the
Aveather. I have only one remark to
make al)()ut this story. AVhy did not
Carroll get 1,000 lbs. of lioney from every
hive, everv veai'? ^Nfv idea is that the

weather in Texas is no more reliable than
it is here. Mr. Simmins should be more
accurate in what he savs.—J. Rose.

• W. B. C." MEMORIAL FUND.
[8607] I should like to heartily tlumk

those friends who have now responded,
since it was suggestetl tliat ive should each
send a supplemental subscription of but n.

penny a hive, according to the number of

stocks possessed. Manj" of our present-day
members have not, of course, known our
dear old colleague of past days, but there
must be hundreds who bear him in cher-
ished memory. For the sake of Auld
Lang Syne, let each one who did know
and love him, send their penny a hive iit

once. This final word, "lest we forget."

—E. D. Till.

[8608] I noticed in "B.B.J." of

of 21st inst., the small amount contii-

buted to the " W. B. Carr Memorial
Fund." I hasten to send you my mite
towards this fund. I consider it my diity

to acknowledge my gratitude for the
manj- benefits derived from the reading
of the many practical articles penned by
that gentleman.

A testimonial to " W. G.." the great
man of the cricketing world, resulted in

the raising of many pounds. Why should
not this ^Memorial Fund to "W. B.C."
a great and practical man of the bee-

keeping world, result in the raising of at

least many many shillings? All bee-

keepers cannot but acknowledge the great

benefits they have derived from the
inventions and the perusal of the writings
of W. Brougliton Carr, and they slioidd, at

once count their blessings and pay up the

debt they- owe, and so help to perpetuate
the memory of their benefactor.

—

Charles A. Ingh.\m.

W. BROT'GHTON carr -MExMORIAL
FUND.

£ s. d.

Amount already acknowledged... 8 11 3

W. AVilson ..*. 2 (i

F. L. (a small tribute to a great

benefactor) 2 6

J. R. Craik 2 (i

D. M. Macdonald 2 (i

C. A. Ingham 2 6

A. Earle 2 (i

J. Price 2

A. M 10
We are Sc\ en 7

£9 9 10
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SL'BDUING BEES.
By Somerset.

(Continued from p. 479.)

The majority of bee-keepers know liow

smoke is administered for the purpose of

subduing their bees, but ver}' many fail to

bring about the desired result completely,
])ecause they omit the most important
detail of all, viz. :—that of waiting for

a short interval after applying the smoke
before opening the hive, in order that the
bees may have sufficient time to feed
themselves.
Many people open a hive first of all,

alarming the guards as they do so, ^and
after giving a iew puffs of smoke under
the quilt, at once jjroceed to remove the
frames. The result is that not only does
the .smoke not reach the bees in the lower
parts of the hive, but none have sufficient

time to feed, and they are consequently
disturbed, restless, and vicious.

The most effective procedure is to ap-
proach the hive slowly and quietly, drive
in the guards with a puff of smoke, and
then inject into the entrance six or more
powerfid puffs, making sure that the
smoke will permeate the whole hive.

Being warm it rises at once and all the
bees come under its influence before any
noise or disturbance has been made. An
interval of one minute at least should
then elapse before opening tlie hive. A
few gentle puffs should be administered as

the quilt is slowly lifted, and the bees will

then be found good-tempered and inclined

to adhere to their respective combs instead
of running excitedly from comb to comb.
To keep the bees down during manipu-

lations, occasional puffs of smoke should be
l)Iown over the tops of the frames in a

horizontal direction, so that it may fall

gently on the bees. It is both unneces-
sary and cruel lo drive smoke vertically

into the hive, and it leads to the par-
ticular state of excitement and .stampede
which the operator wishes to avoid, especi-

aJly if he happens to be looking for the
cjueen.

The chief di-awback in the use of the
smoker, is that it frequently "goes out"
in the midst of a job, either through the
bee-keeper having neglected to place it in

an upright position when not in use, or
because he has omitted to provide himself
with suitable or sufficient fuel.

Amongst the materials commonly used
in the smoker are:—

1. Brown paper. The rougher kinds
make good fuel when formed into rolls of

suitable size, but the glazed kinds should
l)e avoided, as they will not keep alight.

2. Rags of various kinds. Some of

these smoulder for a long time, e.g., cor-

duroy, l)ut many give off offensive fumes.
They are comparatively difficult to kindle
and if packed too tiglitly they prevent the
necessary draugbt thrcugh the smoker.

3. Decayed and dried wood. This is

obtained from old tree stumps and is

much prized by country bee-keepers. It
is readily kindled, burns to a small white
ash, and gives off a pleasant smelling
smoke. On the other hand it burns away
rather quickly.

4. Corrugated packing paper. This is,

perhaps, the most convenient and ser-
viceable fuel used. It is often obtainable
for nothing, as tradesmen are sometimes
glad to give it away. The wise bee-
keeper will collect as much as possible
during the winter and make it up into
suitable rolls or "cartridges." None of
his winter work will be more profitable
than this. How often do we come across
the man who is in a tremendous hurry to
use his smoker and cannot put his hand
on a bit of fuel for it

!

The cartridgas " .should be made in

two sizes, as it is wa,steful to put much
fuel in the smoker for short jobs. For
these, oblong pieces of the paper should be
cut 2ft. by 2Ain., the shorter side being
parallel to the corrugations. These
should be rolled up tightly with the cor-

rugations inside, and a piece of thin
paper passed round each and pasted like

a newspaper wrapper. One of these rolls

will la.st a quarter of an hour. For
ordinary work in which the smoker is

requiied to last for half an hour or more
A\'ithout being re-charged the pieces should
be cut 2ft. 6in. by oin.

It is undesirable to make "cartridges"
which will last much longer than half an
hour, l)ecause the smoker becomes exces-
sively hot, but if particularly desired a
" cartridge " may be made to last a very
long time by rolling a piece of thin sack-

ing with the corrugated paper.
Such "cartridges" not being often re-

quired, may conveniently be di.stinguished

])y coloured wrapj>ers.

The preparation of fuel in this way
forms a. useful and interesting occupation
for children during winter evenings, and
it is surprising how quickly, neatly and
accurately they will work, especially if

they are accustomed to some form of

manual training in .school.

Bee-keepers frequently find it difficult

to ignite their fuel readily and properly,

es2>ecially if they are hurried. Sometimes
it is slightly damp and will not burn at

all, and at others it burns on one side only.

The following is a capital plan for obviat-

ing these tiresome hindrances:—Dis.solve

Tjlb. of potassium nitrate (costing 3d.) in

Ih pints of hot water. Dip one or both

ends of each "cartridge" in the solution

to the depth of jin.

"When all have been dipped, dry them
near a fire or in an oven.

A "cartridge" so prepared will ignite

immediately and thoroughly, whenever a
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match is applied t-o it, even it it is

slightly damp.
We occasionally see fuel placed in the

.smoker upside down. The ignited end
should, of course, be inserted first.

For prolonged work in the apiary, it is

desirable to have a carbolic cloth at hand.
Tt becomes very serviceable in case it is

found necessarj' to recharge the smoker
whilst a hive is open.

In case of manipulation Itecoming neces-

sary wheji ^neither smokei no;; carbolic

cloth are available, the pipe or cigarette

may serve the purjiosc, but tliese are not
suitable for prolonged work. A roll of

brown or corrugated paper, prepared and
ignited as for the smoker, should be held

in the hand and the smoke blown into the
liive by means of the breath. Except for

the fact that the roll will occasionalh'

burst into flame, this is quite a satisfac-

tory method of control.

The writer has successfully used it in

the difficult task of getting bees from a

hollow tree.

The bee-keeper who cai'ofull^' bears in

mind the principles underlying the
methods of pacifying his bees and pre-

pares a sufficient quantity of suitable

fuel during the winter, will not only be
always ready for emergency, but can look

with equanimity upon any difficult or pro-

longed work that he may have to do during
the summer.

CAPPIXGS OF C0:\1I3.

BV L. S. CBAW SH.iW, ^•OETO^', M.XLTON, VOEKS.
.i Gvc'it Haul (p. 416).—Wasps I'ear a

large number of queens at the end of the

season, and such prolificacy is essential to

the preservation of the race. It is per-

Imps possible that Mr. Fowler included
the drones in his estimate of the numbers.
When comparing the queen wasp with the

queen bee, one cannot but be struck by
the amazing energy, independence, and
vitality of the former.
Bohl Maistncs (p. 41(i).--'' D. V." must

have had confidence that he Avas doing the

right thing when he fitted-up all his hives

witli chaff bags, but his confidence appears
to have been justified. My own bees are

too serious to stand chaff, they gnaw the

cushions and let the chaff out of the bag.

But the cusiiions were made of thinner
.stuff. Tt is interesting to note the use

by " D.V." of the term' " l)o]l." I thought
this was an ol)solete measure, l)nt it

a])pears to V)e still in use. It contains, 1

believe, six liushels, or is it four of flour!-'

Perhaps " D. V." will put me right.

CaJiro for JRoof (p. 42(5).—Some time
ago I strongly advocated the method. At
that time I glued the calico down and
])ainted over it. T am bound to say that

experience pioves that it is not the best

plan. It has some advantages, 1)ut if not

))aint<'d with some regulai-ity, it will loosen

from the i-oof, >hould the paint perish suffi-

ciently to admit rain. This does not matter
much if there are no steps in the roof.

But with such roofs as those illustrated
(page 425), or my own, which have a flat toj)

board, the calico will then shrink and pull
out from the corner of tlie step. With
glue it is possible to give it a smoother
and more perfectly fitting appearance, the
paint leaving a rather rougher and stucco-
like suiface, but the paint makes a sounder
job, and is, I think, to be generally pre-
ferred, hence this admission.

Wifhhrl'.I Prizes (p. 428).--One cannot
but sympathise with exhibitors whose
entries have been insufficiently supported
by their fellows, and whose chance of a

prize is consequently I'cduced by with-
drawal on account of a paucity of entries.

For such withdrawal is at best a clumsy
method of meeting the conditions, and
must ojx'rate unequally. There is much
to l)e said for the system wliere entries are
of low standard, l)ut when a few high-class
entries suffer because someone else has not
thought fit to expose inferior exhibits, it

is productive of "hard lines." On the
other hand, committees ai-e well within
their reasonable rights in thus safeguard-
ing their own financial interests in this

way, bj- laying down a hard-and-fast rule

for the judges, and it might reasonably
be argued tliat an increase of entries

would correspondingly reduce a competi-
toi-'s cliance of an inferior pi'ize.

Spuciiifi (ind ])r<n\('s (page 429).—It

appears to be commonly supposed that a

narroM- spacing of frames, say li-inch

centres, will prevent either the building
of drone-comb oi- the rearing of drones.

I feel sure that the wish is father to the
thought, and that the scheme is a fallacy

which the bees quickly dispose of.

A Ilaiu/iiif/ Fcrdrr (p. 432).—It seems
to me that the hollow wall of a hive is a

suitable place for a feeder, 1)ut such a.

feeder ought to be removable at will, and
replenishable without opening the hive

proper. There shotdd be no difficulty in

this, the back panel being a door and the

bees having access through the inner Avail.

The feeder could have an observatory

panel and be filled by a suitably shaped

funnel. The objection to an inaccessible

feeder is that bits of foreign matter and

dead bees may accumulate. I intend this

winter to fit u)) sonu^ hives in this fashion.

Queries and Replies,

|8o(J9] Frrdiiuj IJces in Vrcniihrr.

Will you please leply t-o the fol-

lowing 'in the next "B.B.J." Having
found that my bees had no food in the

combs, I put ou warm syrup, in a rapid

feeder, made from recipe No. 6 in Cinide

Book, but the bees do not take it down.
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Can you tell me tlie reason? The napli-

thal beta, with which it is medicated,
makes it smell a little strong. Will it

answer to use candy only, all through the
winter? I have been told that there is

i.ot enough moisture in candy to keep
the bees alive. They are flying well on
\\arm days. I tried pouring the syrup on
an empty comb, and putting it on the
alighting boai'd, Init though the bees
carry it in, it causes robbing. Please say
what is best to be done.—W. H. C,
Worcester.

Reply.—Take out about three combs,
and fill them with warm thick syrup by
pouring it over the combs from a height of
al)aut 1ft. Put these in the hive as near
the cluster as possible ; also give the bees
a good four-pound cake of candy. It is

much too cold for 1:>ees to take syrup from
a feeder.

Notices to Correspondents.

Musical Bee (Hants.).

—

Bees Building
Comb in Cnndij-box.— (1) Take off the
box in which the bees have built comb,
and (2) replace it with another cake of

candy ; they evidently require the food.
Beginner (Worcester).

—

Dwindling Stock
Bobbed Out.—From your description we
should say the bees died from " Isle of
Wight" disease, and the hive was
robbed out by the other stock. You
should destrov combs, &c., and also the
hive in which the diseased stock was

;

as it is not standard size, it is not worth
much. We fear you will not need to
treat the remaining stock, as no doubt
the robber bees will have carried home
the infection.

A. H. S. (Middx.).—Material for Hives.—
The best wood to use is yellow pine, on
account of its freedom from knots.

G. C. (Sheffield).

—

Finding the Queen
Rear a piece of excluder zinc at the
front entrance to the hive, and put into
position a sloping board as for hiving a
swarm. Then take the combs out one
by one, and shake the bees off each on
to the board ; the workers, being able to
pass through the excluder, will enter the
hive, leaving the cpieen outside, when
she can easily be secured.

i

W. H. C—Black Boot Polish.—Try add-
ing more oil until yoii get it to the con-
sistency you require. Take care to dis-

solve the ingredients over a slow. fire,

and after stirring, pour out into moulds
when cool, Ijut do not wait until it is

cold.

H. K. (San Remo, Italy).

—

Best Books on
Anatomy of the Bee.—As you already
have Cowan's *"' Honey Bee and Guide
Book," yoiT might fi.nd Cheshii-e's " Bees
and Bee-keeping," Vol. 1 (Scientific),

useful, as it treats entirely of the

anatomy and physiology of the bee.

There is no book in French or Italian

devoted entirely to this subject.

"Manuel d'Apiculture," by M. Girard,
published by Bailliere et Fils, Paris, and
"L'Ape e la sua coltivazione." by A. de
Rauschenfels. published by U. Hoepli,
Milan, the one in French, and the other
in Italian, both deal with the anatomy
of the bee. as well as practical work in

the apiary.

H. L. (Westmorland).

—

Making an
Observatory Hive.—(1) A three-frame
obsei-vatory hive is the best. (2) You
can use 36oz. glass ; it will do
quite as well. (3) Ifin. comb space is

sufficient; if you make it more than
this, the bees will probably build brace-

combs.

J. T.B. CPeterhoro).—Glass Quilts.—{1)

You can use glass quilts as you suggest,

covering them with some warm
material, as without warmth the bees

will desert the super. (2) The sugar
is cane and suitable for bee food.

E. G. (Slough).

—

I'tilising Dark Honey.—
Do not attemjit to use the honey for

feeding bees, under the circumstances.
It can be utilised for domestic purposes,

such as for cakes or s\veets, or in mak-
ing vinegar or mead.

F. W. E. (Stvond).—American Cloth for
Q>irilts.—We have many times given the
reason why American cloth is not a

good material for Cjuilts. The moisture
condenses on it and runs down into the
hive, making and keeping it damp.
Bees do not make the calico ciuilts air-

tight.

F. W. (Chelmsford).

—

liacc of Bees.—
Testing Cane Sugar.—(1) The bees are

the ordinary British variety. (2) It

is impossible to give an absolutely reli-

able test without chemical analysis, but
Dr. Blake gives a simple test for ascer-

taining if sugar has beeji chemically

treated. He says that if some of the

sugar is placed in a glass-stoppered

bottle and left for a few days, if

treated with chemicals the odour, when
the stoj^^Der is removed, will be disgust-

ing, but if. however, the sugar is pure
cane, only the odour of molasses will be

given off.

Honey Samples.

O. E. S. (Notts.).—The sample is nicely

blended, and should stand a good chance
in its class at a local .show.

Suspected Disease.

J. F. S. (Stourbridge), T. K. (Carshalton)

and Hill (Oxfordshire).—The bees have
died from "Isle of Wight" disease.

The stock should be destroyed without

delay and all combs, quilts, &c., burnt,

the hive being thoroughly disinfected.
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Editorial. Notices, &c.

OBITUARY.
WILLIAM MCNALLY.

We regret to have to record the deatli

of Mr. W. McNally, which took ph\ce at

his residence, Glenview, Glenluce, on
November 30th.

Mr. McNally was born on May 17th,

1855, and with the exception of two years
spent in Glasgow, had resided all his life-

time in his native parish of Glenluce,

Wigtownshire. After leaving school at

iifteeri, he was apprenticed to tlie trade of

from a stout stick between them, and
which they carried home a distance of four
miles. The disastrous honey-year of 1879
found him with six hives^ and these in

1880 dwindled down to two stocks to begin
the season. From this small beginning
the apiary rapidly grew until, in 1887, he
owned 153 hives. During these years he
exhibited extensively, and, besides
numerous othei- prizes, he carried off five

years in succession the silver medal offered
by the Highland and Agricultural Society
of Scotland, at the old "Caledonian"
Show, for the best and largest display of
honey and honey-comb.

Pressure of work since 1890 prevented

THE LATE MR. WM. MCNALLY.

joiner and builder, and at twenty-two
started on his own account, when by
•diligence he soon built up a thriving busi-
ness. He factored a very considerable
property in the district, and was clerk to
the Old Age Pensions C'ommittee. For a
number of years he was also a member of
the Parish Council.
Mr. McNally was well known as an

extensive bee-keeper for the last thirtv-
seven years. He was first attracted to
this industry in 1876, when he and his
brother John, a lad of fourteen years,
.et out to bring home their first swarm
in a skcp, tied up in a sheet and suspended

him from engaging in honey competitions,

and his spare time was largely taken up
with judging at shows. He found his

trade of use to him, as he was able to make
most of the appliances he required for use.

All the most up-to-<late methods of running
a large apiarj' profitably were adojited by

him, so that large quantities of honey and
wax could be handled and prepared for

market with the least possible working
expen.se, on similar lines to those of bee-men
in America and elsewhere who count tlieir

.stocks by the hundreds. He always found

a ready market for his honey crop. One
season he took three tons of honey from
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his own apiary, and had the whole dis-

posed of by the middle of October of the

same year. For a numlrer of years his

contributed articles have appeared regu-

larly in the Bee-keepers' Becord, and the

practical and S'ound advice contained in

them was much appreciated by readers.

His last article appeared in this month's
Meeord, and was onh' received two days
before his death, when he wrote to say that

he had been ill for three weeks and was
just home from the hospital.

Some ten years ago he took up fruit-

growing, and built up a large local trade
in this business. His fruit commanded
a much better price than that quoted in

wholesale districts, for he found that
customers preferred to pay more for

freshly-gathered fruit than for that

brought from a distance or from doubtful
sources of cleanliness. Bees and fruit,

though both begun by him as a hobby,

had developed into a large part of his

business, all of whicJi showed what could

be accomplished by patience and per-

severance.
Mr. McXally's extensive bee-keeping

experience had brought him into touch
with all the prominent bee-keepers of the

last thirty years, and he was a strong

advocate of legislation. He not only sup-

ported the B.B.K.A. in their efforts to

obtain legislation, but in 1895 collected in-

formation with regard to the spread of

foul brood in S(*otland. He pointed out
that up to 1888 Wigtown was free from
the pest, but at the time he wrote, in

certain parts it had become such a scourge

as to cause in those districts an al)andon-

ment of bee-keeping.

Mr. McNallj-'s- death is a great loss to

bee-keepers, wlioj we are sure, will join us

in extending our sympathies to his sorrow-

ing familv-

WILLIAM BEEXHARD TEGETMEIER.
We regret to announce that Mr. W. B.

Tegetmeier died at his residence, Golder's

Green, on Tuesday; November 19th, in his

ninety-seventh year.

William Bernhard Tegetmeier was born
at Colebrook, Buckinghamshire, in 1816,

and was intended for the medical profes-

sion. With this object in view, he studied
.at University College, where his contem-
pora^vjes were Jenner and Sir Spencer
Wells.- A general practitioner's life, how-
ever, did not attract him, and the idea of

a professional career was abandoned for

that of science. As a bov, his fondness
for animal life, exploring hedgerows and
ditches, and collecting specimens, gradu-
ally developed into study and zoological

research. He w'as fond of birds, and
started an -aviary for pleasure, which
developed into a scientific columbarium,
where he carried out experiments with
the variation in pigeons. This work

brought him in contact with W. \arrell.

the well-known author of several books on
birds, and through him he was introduced

to Darwin, who, in his book on the
" Origin of Species," mentions some of

Tegetmeier's work. The friendship be-

tween Darwin and Tegetmeier was long

and intimate, and the latter carried out
a number of breeding experiments, the

results of which were embodied in Dar-
win's " Animals and Plants under Domesti-
cation."'

Tegetmeier took a great interest in bees,

and in 1858 and 1859 contributed two
papers, one to the British Association on
'

'J he Formation of Cells," and the other
in the Tniiisaetiuns of the Entomological
Society of London, on '' The Cells of the
Honey Bee." He maintained that the
l)ee constructed round cells, and as six is

the number of cylinders which could be
placed round a seventh of equal size, all

in contact with one another, it was obvious
that, originally, honeycomb was composed
in this manner, and that the hexagonal
form had been attained bv the flattening

together of the convex surfaces. Some of

his expei'iments in resjoect to this are
quoted in Cowan's " Honev Bee" (page
175).

Mr. Tegetmeier joined the staff of The
Field more than fifty years ago, and his

contributions to that paper were always
eagerly read by naturalists. He was a

voluminous writer, and contributed no less

than 1200 leading articles in consecutive
issues of The Queen. Besides being the
author of several ai-ticles in the "Encyclo-
pnedia Britannica," he published a number
of works on birds and other animals, his

l)ook on poultry-breeding being a standard.
He Avas an authority on the subject of

homing pigeons, and some years ago sup-
plied them to the Government, and gave
the necessary advice for the establishment
of pigeon posts. The death of Mr. Teget-
meier causes one of those gaps which it is

almost impo.ssible to fill.

REVIEW.
Bees SJinicn to the ChUdreit, by Ellison

Hawks (London and Edinburgh : pub-
lished by T. C. and E. C. Jack, price

2s. 6d. net). This is of the " Shown to
the Children " series, edited by Louey
Clirisholm, and in the volume before us
the author endeavours to interest chil-

dren, not only by describing the bees and
their life in a hive, in a simple manner,
l)ut also by giving a large number of excel-

lent illustrations. The 120 pages are
divided into forty-five chapters, which are
short, but just sufficient to give the chil-

dren an insight int-o the wonderful
structure of the bee, and a general idea of
the organisation of a stock. There are
thirty-nine plates, some of them contain-
ing excellent photo-micrographs taken by
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the author of such parts as the tongue,
legs, jaws, and wings. A comparison of

the sting with a fine needle by the side of

it demonstrates the perfection of the work
of Nature and the coarseness of the best

work of man. There is also a capital

enlarged picture of a drone, but the jDlates

of queen and worker hardly do justice to

them. The coloui'ing in some of the plates

is rather fanciful, especially the one show-
ing the storing of pollen in cells ; on the
other hand, the jaicture of delphiniums is

as good as could be desired. In a few
simple words, which show that the author
is used to writing for children, he explains
the object of the bees in visiting flowers,

so as to induce children to take more notice

of them. Of course, in a little book of

this sort it is not to be expected that much
space can be devoted to enemies, but we
are told that " bees have their fleas, too,"
and the author refers to a picture of a
parasite on plate 34, common on the
humble bee, but not usually found on the
honey bee, whose life is being described.
We are pleased to be able tO' recommend
the book, and think it would make an
excellent Christmas gift for children.

W. BROIGHTON CARR MEMORIAL
FUND.

£ s. d.

Amount alreadv acknowledged... 9 9 10
Miss Wyburn ..". 5

Mrs. Woosnam 5

F. W. L. Sladen 5

G. L. W 5

AVill Hampton 2 6

Rev. F. S. Jannings 2 (5

G. Bryden 2 6
E. Hender.son 2 6

AV. D. Ridley 10
£11 10

AMONG THE BEES.
By D. M. Macdonald, Banff.

Foundation Fixuig Outfit.—This in-

genious contrivance is the invention of

Mr. Low, Rosehall, Newmachar, the
enthusiastic secretary of the Aberdeenshire
B.K.A. It ooinsists of a wiring board
fitted to accommodate either standard or
shallow frames, having an adjustable
chisel to open up the saw-cut in the top
bar to receive foundation. The other
side of the board has an end-piercing jig,

and a block for fitting foundation in

sections. I was much taken with the
device when seeing it in operation in

Mr. Low's workshop, and he gave a
demonstration at the annual show, whicli

was highly appreciated. It showed speed,

accuracy, and facility of manipulation
such as I have never before seen in any
system of foundation fixing.

The following is Mr. Low's own descrip-

tion of the apparatus:—The end-bars are
first slipped into the .slotted cleat or jig.

marked (1), and the bradawl is inserted
in the holes (hh). Observe the adjustable
screws (b b) for taking any width of frame
in order that the wire holes will always
be immediately in the centre line. The
long screw (c) acts as a stop for standard
ends, and may be shifted to a similar
hole for shallow ends. After the end bars
are pierced the frame is knocked together
and i>laced on the other side of the board
(3), the screws (s s) at either end having
been adjusted to suit the width of end
bar. Ordinary frames having either nar-
row or wide top bars may be wired with-
out alteration of the adjustment screws.

The slot opener (2a) sliding in the pro-

jecting arm (2) is then pressed into the
saw cut with the prongs in line with tlie

slot, and is given a quarter turn, M'hich

opens the .saw cut. The foundation is

then inserted, the forked chisel allowing
it to enter to the proper depth, and act-

ing as a stop. The wire is then threaded

through the holes in the end-bars without
removal of the frame from the board.

Tlie wire must be pulled tight with one
hand until it twangs, whilst the other
assists in smoothing and releasing it in

the frame. My mode of fixing is to drive

a tack into' the hole along with the wire,

which fixes it firmly in position. My
special hatchet embedder (5) is then run
quickly along the wire. The mass of

metal in this form of embedder enables it

toi retain heat for a considerable time,

and thus, supply a more even heat. An
end-view of this is shown (5a). The saw-
cut opener is then pulled back sufficiently

to enable the frame to be removed from
the board, when a fine pin may be driven

through the top bar to keep the halves

together.

Foundation may be fixed to top bars

having no saw-gate, by holding the board

at a suitable slope, and running a little

molten wax along the junction of founda-
tion and top-bar.

The block (4) is for u.se in filling sec-

tions with sheets of foundation. If the

section is not square when folded, squeeze
diagonally, so that when released the sec-

tion fits without pi'essure.

Placo the sheet of foundation in place,

hold it in position witli the block (4a) ami
fohl tbe I'emainiug lialf of the split top.
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This M-ill ensure that both section and

sheet of foundation remain perfectly

square.

Gorse as a Honey Plant.—Gorse furze,

or whin, is encountered in large areas all

over our island, and I presume is every-

where highly esteemed as a source of both

early and late pollen, for in most seasons it

flowers almost continually. The old saw

f^.ays, " Gorse, like kissing, is never out of

fashion." As a honey plant its position

is not so well assured. One authority

says, " On our whinstone strata the whin

abounds, and on a rocky hill about a

mile distant, well-covered with them, my
bees work diligently." Another says, "In

a stretch of some fifteen miles' walk I

encountered a good deal of this plant,

but I did not see a single bee on any of

its flowers." Another says, ''As furze

abounds in the wild state and in hedges

1 have watched our little favourites at

work on it, and my opinion is that

although it yields a great quantity of

pollen, bees gather no honey." A bee-

keeper near Manchester writes,. " Bees

collect a quantity of both pollen and
honey from UJrx Europa'us, or whin."

One from Sussex reports, " The plant is

very abundant, but I regret the want of

taste in our bees, who do not appreciate

this beautiful bloom. I never saw our

pets show any partiality for the golden

blossoms." A Fifeshire bee-keeper values

it highly and looks on it as a valuable

asset when spring breeding is going on.

Bees here do visit it for pollen when the

plants are near at hand, and carry home
a quantity of dark, dull, yellow pollen from
its blossoms. I cannot plead for it that it

is a good honey plant, but I consider it

does yield some nectar.

Sic vos iwn vobis.—-These Latin words
form a motto very extensively quoted by
ancient writers on bees, and used by them
on their title-page. The}^ mean, " Thus
you toil not for yourselves " and they are

very appropriate to the bee commonwealth,
for their t<)il doth sweeten others. When
it is understood that only a tithe of the
busy toilers will ever even taste the con-

tents of those sealed vats into which the
sweet fruits of their labours are so

diligently consigned, it can be realised how
unselfish are their labours. The bee which
issued from its natal cradle with the fii"st

dawn of July, and toiled daily at its in-

defatigable task, foraging abroad in the
fields, levying toll from every flower

visited, is by the closing days of the
month already showing itself toilworn and
weary, with ragged wings unable to buoy
up their owner and carry her to the
distant fields lich in their ample flow of

nectar. Aged and spent with labour,
beneficial to the community, but profitless

to the individual, she falls down amid the

sweet perfume of the fair sweet clover

redolent of nectar—to die. A new-born
sister steps into the gaji, taking her place

as a nurse, comb-builder, pollen-gatherer,

collector of nectar, or a storer of luscious

honey. She plods on industriously all

through the varying days of August,

storing eagerly for future generations,

whose advent slie will not survive to see.

Those late-hatched ovipositings, who have
never known wliat it is to toil and suffer,

feast on the ambrosial sweets garnered
industriously by their forbears. Thus
presciently do these vestal virgins make
provision for generations yet unborn, in

order that the race may be perpetuated
for all time.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be draicn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

THE COMPOUND EYE OF THE BEE.
[&509] In reference to the interesting

photograph (page 44(3) taken througli a

bee's compound eye, may 1 say that some
years ago I advanced a theory as to the
uses of these eyes in furthering the homing
instinct of the bee.

I had made a number of experiments

—

none of wliich prove^l negative in my
ojiinioTi—but alas there came a break in

my bee-keeping, and time and otlier

circumstances have left me years after
" no forrarder " in the matter. In the
hope, however, that others may take up
the interesting study, will you allow me
to bring it forward, for what it is worth.

It is of course stated that bees see only
one image at a. time; thii may be so, but
I believe that it is only partially true, and
that it is by means of the compound eyes
that bees manage to find their way back
o^er a tract of country they have once
tra\'ersed.

I suggest that what happens is this

:

when tne bees leave the liive, and during
the backward and forward fligiit, they
mark the locality and memorise its situa-
tion, inaking use of some of the common
eyes, but upon getting further away from
the hive, that a series of what I may term
(for Avant of a. better) miniature photos
are impressed in a given order on the
facets of the compound eyes, and these
being retained on the cornea are used to
guide the bee in its homeward flight. It
may be that this takes place on each flight,
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and that the whole of these impressions
are removed on returning to the scope of

the common eye ; or it may be that such
impressions can be retained at will, aaid

] eproduced and used, even days after, to

again guide the bees in going and return-
ing to where they had previously found
nectar.

To carry the matter a little further,

think how this will explain the conduct of

a swarm ; most of them, of course, old bees

and with the "' locality sense " well

developed, yet we know that they will

settle in a new habitat not very far

I'emoved from the parent hive they issued
from as a .swarm. To see how this is

arrived at, assume that before or shortly

after swarming they obliterated from the
eye facets and brain all traces of former
iiights ; the bees would then have no diffi-

culty in preventing themselves being led

into returning to their former stock hive;
except such as the ''close vision" of the
common eye Mould give, and this they
obviate by marking the spot previous to
flying in the well-known backward and
forward preliminary flight.

It may not be advisable with our present
knowledge of the subject to allocate too
closely the functions of each of the eyes,

but it may be well to note that probably
some of the common eyes can be used in

the semi-darkness of the interior of the
hive.

I hope, in iDublishing this, that it may
give rise to a discussion and induce some
fellow bee-keeper to experiment along the
lines I now have no time and opportunity
to follow.

—

Will HAMrxoN, East Sheen.

THE DISEASES OF BEES BILL.
[8610] A very familiar old saying runs as

follows :
" Convince a man against his will,

he is of the same opinion still," and for

that reason 1 will not try to convince
Mr. C. B. Bartlett (page 475), but give
my own experience for the benefit of other
readers. There is no doubt whatever
that most members of bee-keeping Asso-
ciations are supporting the Bill, but I

claim that far more than ten per cent, of

bee-keepers belong to these county associa-

tions, and I question, even, if tbe majority
of those who are not meml)ei's ai-e Mortliy
of consideration. 1 suppose that all county
associations who receive grants from
County Councils folloAv the same plan as we
doi in Derbyshire, whore our experts visit

members and non-members who will allow
them to do so, the latter receiving the
experts advice without paying for it. Per-
haps that has something to do with the fact
that so many are outside our associations.
Mr. Bartlett says, not more than ten per
cent, of the associations' members are in

favour of the Bill. I do not know a single

member of our association who does not
give the Bill hearty support, as do also

many of the non-members. He also says
the majority of hive owners are against the
Bill. Why? Is it because they are afraid
that the Inspector may give some of these
a call, find things not just as they should
be, and prevent these large hive owners
from sending their bees out broad-cast.
This I do know has been done by some
extensive bee-keejDers, (or dealers if you
like) sending out bees to three different

persons, which developed " Isle of Wight "

disease, and had to be destroyed ; one case
being noticed as soon as the bees arrived.

In two of these cases, the bees purcliased
were the only stocks the purchasers had. I

do strongly object to large hive owners, for

the sake of £ s. d., sending diseased
bees into my neighbourhood, to be placed

near my apiary, for, while my bees are
free from disease, I know not how long
they may remain so. I was in Essex this

autumn on a holiday, and visited five

bee-keepers who, I regret to say, had ail

lost their bees through the " Isle of AVight "

disease. This week I had a letter from
Hampshire, asking me if I thought the
Bill was likeh' to be passed soon, and say-

ing, that if it was delayed for another
two years it would be useless, as there

would be no bees left at the present rate

of mortality. I cannot see what Mr.
Bartlett and his friends have to fear if

their bees are healthy. I have confidence

in the Council of the B.B.K.A., seeing

that efficient men are appointed as In-

spectors, who know their work. They
Avould not want to pull the hives about,

the outAvard symptoms being quite sufficient

to satisfy anyone regarding " Isle of

Wight" disease. I have not seen many
stocks affected with this malady, but quite
enough to be sure that I could not mis-
take it. Some very painful letters have
reached me about the disease. One work-
ing man lost 100 stocks, another lost two
apiaries of forty stocks each. I do not
know if these are to be considered large

Jiive owners, but they are looking with
anxiety to the passing of the Bill, and
for the reason stated I give it my hearty
support. Hoping the Editors, and all

brother bee-keepers may have a Hapjiy
and Prosperous New Year.—J. Pearman,
Penny Long Lane, Derb}-.

BEES JX .AIICHIGAN.

[8611] A few lines from this part of

the bee-world may be of interest. The
winter of 1911-12 was a hard one, when
(.ne-half to two-thirds of the bees in this

latitude ])erished. Those on summer stands^
out of the cellars, fare<l the worst, and
as many farmers neglected to caiv for their
bees properly, the loss has put them out of
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bee-keeping. A 25i"ominent supply dealer

told me last week that his sales had been
much less than for many seasons, owing
to there being fewer bees and more second-
hand appliances offered than usual.

The past season has been a good one,

white clover blooming early and for a
long time. We also got honey enough
from buckwheat for winter supplies.

The SAvarming impulse was the strongest

for many years, »o that those who desired

could easily increase by natural methods.
1 began the season with fourteen colonies.

I found American foul brood in nearly
half of them, and promptly administered
the McEvoy treatment, which proved
effective. 1 do pretty thorough cleaning,

using the blow-lamp on suspected fixtures,

liives, &c. J closed the season with twenty-
eight colonies, mostly strong, in ten-frame
hives, well stored for winter. I recently

sold out my bees, but will get more in the
sjDring. Bees in this locality were put in

the cellar on Xovember 20th.

The autumn has been fine for clover, and
the outlook for next season is bright.

Bee disease has a tendency to reduce the
number of those keeping them and to
niake these more expert. At this point
bee-keepers' conventions and bee literature

have a large place. Every bee-keeper
should have several good books and one or
more journals ready at hand for study.
I appreciate the " British Bee-keej^ers'

Guide Book " and the British Bee
Journal most highly. I also find some
of the old authors interesting and help-

ful. As the winter comes on, it will be a
good time to do some reading—be sure the
^' other fellow" can teach us something.

—

Edwin Ewell, Michioan, T.S.A.

BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS AND
THEIR WORK.

[8612] As a bee-keeper of long stand-
ing, I was much interested in the notes

of your correspondent, Mr. Smallwood
(page 457), on the foundation of Bee-
keepers' Associations, particularly the
mention that the Staffs. Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation was one of the first to be formed.
Those notes showed me that there must

have been plenty of energy in the Staf-

fordshire bee-keepers then. Nowadays
things are different. The most one hears
,at the present time is an appeal for sub-

scriptions at the end of the season, and
receives the annual rejiort in the spring,

together with a balance sheet.

I think an expert's visit at least once a
year should be given, and it would be more
welcome than a report which says the
Association is teaching bee-keeping to

children in schools. I know others besides
myself who have not had a visit from the
expert for years (this probably accounts
for the low percentage of disease reported

in the countv). But then the County
Council grant and teaching in schools are
probably more attractive than the arduous
duties of visiting-expert work and teach-
ing grown-up people how to keep bees.

Evidently there is something wrong, and
it is no wonder that the Association is not in

the flourishing condition it should be. That
the Association does not succeed in keep-
ing in touch with the bee-keepers of the
county is shown by a member stating at

the last annual meeting that in a certain
village only one out of ten bee-keepers was
a member.

I trust these notes will wake up the
officials to their responsibilities, so that
this old, and at one time useful. Associa-
tion may do the work it was founded for,

and not be run as a one-man show. I

enclose name and address, according to
your rules, and sign myself.—A Stafford-
shire Bee-keeper.

SUBDUIXG BEES.
[8613] I see that on (p. 488) " Somer-

set " advises six or more powerful puffs

of smoke to be given into the entrance
before opening a hive. Now, except when
the honey season is over and the bees a
very vicious lot, is such a dose of smoke at

all necessary?
I find it quite sufficient when honey is

coming in, to raise the quilt gently and
jiuff a little smoke between the frames,
replace the quilt, wait a minute, then
jirooeed to turn the quilt back, giving a
little more smoke over the frames as re-

quired, and go on with whatever manipula-
tion is necessarj-. I seldom get a sting.

and the bees are not checked in their work
as they would be with such a strong dose
of smoke as is recommended by your corre-

spondent.
77f,' Proposed Bee Diseases Act.—I have

suffered much in the past from a bee-

keeper of the ' clever " class, who belong-

to no association, and do not know foul

brood when they see it, leaving hives that

have died from the diseas*^ for their neigh-

bours' bees to clear out. So I am now in

favour of the Bill, and do not think that

the Inspectors under the Act would give

needless trouble to anyone.—H. W., Kent.

SENDING HONEY BY PARCELS POST.

[8614] It would be as well to warn your
readers against sending lioney by post.

Last week I sent a 71b. tin of honey care-

fully packed in a wooden box specially

made to hold it. This morning the pack-

age was returned to me with the box
damaged, the tin bulged in and half the

honej- gone! This result is due to the

Postmaster-General's policy of abolishing

hampers in favour of sacks. I am afraid

I shall get no compensation.—0. L. M.,

Tiverton.
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"BLURTS FROM A SCRATCHY PEN."
[8615] Old Bee Journals.—The B.B.J.

.

No 2, Volame I.—The " Editorial " in this

number, teems \Aith solid advice, so fit and
applicable to the days we now live in,

that I am going to dip into it freely.

One point, however, puts me at differences

with the " Conductor." To increase the
circulation of his journal he offers pre-

miums to subscribers and clubs who take
jsix, twelve, or twenty-four copies, to wit,

"a new and well-made Woodbury hive,"

or "a pure Ligurian queen, a Stewarton
Tiive," or a "Cottage Woodbury, or two
pure Ligurians," and for the maximum
quantity— " A Woodbury bee-house or a

set of Stewarton hive-boxes with a full

swarm of bees, with a pure Italian

mother." I hold that "good wine needs
no bush," and the truth of this proverb
is manifested without an}' possible

negation by the great circulation in all

parts of the world of the latter-day Bee
JouRXAL. Evidently the " Conductor "

is himself conscious of an action infra

dig., as he apologises in advance, and
qui s^excuse, s'tuci/.se.

But let us get at something with more
grit in it. He proceeds as thus :

" We
endorse the opinion that it is tlie positivr

dut]/ (the italics are his) of all who have
bee culture at heart to enlighten their

neighbours and advance the profitable

j)ursuit in every way." Now this is

better, Mr. Conductor; and there is better

to come :
" Everyone holding a position

which will enable him to furtlier the in-

terests of his poorer neighbours, by urging
the cultivation of bees as a means of in-

creasing their income, has a duty to per-

form which he ouglit not to neglect, not
only for them, but as a means of increas-

ing the wealth of the country at large."

I am sure J am right in saying
that one of the greatest delights of api-

culture is, that our business or recreation,

as we choose to make or call it, is

esseintially philanthropic. Every child

inows the mission of Nature tf) the bees,

as fertilisers, but every grown-up peison
does not think that thousands of tons of

lioney every year are lost—never gathered.
If this fact was hammered, sledge-

liammered rathei-, into the minds and
memories of every association or societj",

having in view the welfare and advance-
ment of the people, we should have honey
as familiar as jam or marmalade on the
breakfast table. It is much easier to pro-
duce ; in fact, as we all know, it comes to
hand ready-made, and the only. trouble is

to nuirket it. We have no statistics to
guide us; but tlie amount of honey it is

possible to produce, if there were" hives
and bees enough for the gathering,
would fall very little short of the
amount of jams manufactured. It mav
'he argued that honev would be niucli

cheaper. So be it. But would not the
net revenue be twice or thrice as much,
possibly even greater? Listen again to
the article :

" Our forests, our plains, our
fields, orchards, gardens, hedgerows, and
even our waysides, teem with flowers and
blossoms in their several seasons, yielding
abundance of delicious nectar which is

allowed to waste its sweetness. Why
are tbei-e not more bees cultivated in this
coiuitry, and why has not every allotment,
from the limited gardens of cottagers to
the wide domains of the noblemen and
apiculturists of the great garden of Eng-
land, its proportionate apiary?" Can I

find stronger or better words than these
for my theme? They are worthy of re-

printing and distributing broadcast. But
the answer is : Bee-keeping is not under-
stood as it should be. It is ignored
because of the paltry stings, and it ranks
lower than poultj-y-keeping, which is not
half as profitable. What a grand work
then is that of the British Bee-keepers'
Association, to organise, to teach, to

develop new fields, to find more labour
and labourers, human and insect, " to
increase the wealth of the country," as

quoted before.

There is an interesting letter from
M. C. L. (Manchester), historical as the first

mention of experts. The writer says :
" It

would be a great boon, that is, the estab-

lishment of a society of travelling experts
as bee doctors," and in a P.S. is added :

" In view of the formation of a Bee Guild,
could not a committee of experts grant
certificates of ability to those willing to

undertake this branch?" Coming events
cast their shadows before.

W. Augustus Munn (Major) is the next
correspondent. A never-to-be-forgotten
r.ame, for he was the inventor of the bar-
frame hive in 1834, patented in Paris in

1843. Langsbroth and Dzierzon brought
theirs out simultaneoush' in 1852. His
letter is interesting in his references to

Huber, whose father, we are told, was
' among the witty and vain who formed
Voltaire's clique at Ferney—a precocious
and enthusiastic child," and he also brings
in Daniel or Thomas Wildman, who per-

formed or juggled Mith bees at the " Three
Hats at Islington." But of, this worthy
I shall have more to ji'dx' in a following-

letter.

A " comic " element is always necessary in

the concert to l)i-(>ak sei'iousiiess and avoid
nn)notony. This is afforded by "Novice."
He is writing from some heathen country
evidently, for speaking of the "old
Fogeys," he says tliey entertain the idea
that the queen is the king, or "governor,"
as some call her, that tlie drones are the
females tluit lay the eggs, and of one who
lost twenty-ft)ur out of thirty-five hives
wlieii lie recommended him to feed in the
autumn, his niilv was characteristic:
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" Not I ; I have never fed my bees, and
do not see the good of it. If they cannot
get enongh to live on, let 'em die." What
a blessing it is that these old Sulphurcides

are less frequent nowadays. They are not

quite extinct; I have met similar

stupidity. But we are going to have the

Bee Diseases Bill now, and I take it that

stupidity about bees and bee-fixing is one
of the very worst enemies the poor bee has

to encounter. Surely, therefore, it is

\\ ithin the scope of the Act.—J. Small-
wood.

POLLEN IN DECEMBER.
[8616] The bees fi'cm a number of my

liives have been carrying in loads of

]K)llen to-day (December 8th). They
evidently obtain it from the late ivy.

—

H. T. IciKGBELL, Taunton.

RECOLLKCTIONS OF AX OLD HAND.
By James A. Abhoff.

(Confiinied from p. 233.)

I have received privately so many
tokens of apitreciation of the photographs
shown in my first contribution that I

again venture to send some speci-

mens of mv old hobbv. The first is a

ME. GEO. HENDERSON.

portrait of Mr. George Henderson, for

many years (the first) librarian of the
B.B.K.A., an appointment for which his

exceptional knowledge of languages well

fitted him. _ He became a bee-keeper
after the first Crystal Palace show, and
during the demonstrations with live bees
he never missed the show for a moment,
but spent the whole of the three days
about the bee tent as if fascinated, as he

said he was. The second photograph is

of myself, taken recently with the assist-

ance of a helper to take the cap off the
lens v/hile I, of course, did the looking
as pleasant as I could, and the remainder
of the work afterwards. It mav appear

MR. JAS. A. ABBOTT.

a self advertisement to send my own photo-
graph for pidilication, but several people
have expressed a wish to know what I look

like. A matter of more general interest

would be the way I have cleared honey and
wax by electricity. The electricity was used
simply to generate heat, but the heat was;

kept so exactlv itnder control that the
honey could be kept hot for several days
without l)ecoming hot enough to spoil the
flavour. Perhaps this also will be too much
like a free advertisement, as since I

liad to give up my bee business I have
become an electrician, and am now in-

venting things in that line. My early

attempts at making mead may not be
without interest. When quite a boy I made
a quantity from refuse honey, but being a

total abstainer I never drank any myself,
relying on the opinion of my father who
declared it was no good, and it was
eventually used to regale the workmen,
&c., who would otherwise have been given
the price of a drink. However, a good judge
of alcoholic liqaor tasted it when it was
nearly all gone, and his opinion was so

favourable that the remainder was used
only to win first prizes at shows, which it

never failed to do. The peculiarity

about it was that nothing was added to

the honey but warm water, and a little

yeast to start it ; there was no boiling or

addition of other flavouring. I have since

often made other brews in the same ^A"ay,
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and lately sent to cur junior editor a sample
for testing, biit he, like myself, is a

teetotaler, and has not vet reported on
it. The Rev. Mr. Bancks, author of a

good pamphlet on the making of mead,
also spoke well of the sami>Ie I sent, but
pointed out that he considered the boiling

necessary to kill strong ferments. I can
only say that I have never spoilt a lot by
not boiling it, and my experience has been
that no bad results came from this omis-
sion, by which I suppose I got what is

known as " Learner's Luck." That reminds
me of an old saying of my father's, that
*' Nothing succeeds like success," and I

succeeded at all points with my mead ex-

\vas not allowed to perish ; its owner
doctored and cured it, and from this small
nucleus the apiary shown in the jiicture

has grown. The notes, all too brief,

written by Mrs. Proctor at our request to
accompany the illustration, give a short
history of her career as a successful bee-
keeper, for that she is this can be read in

the few lines she has favoured us with.
How many '"mere men" can say, "I had no
difficulty in selling my honey at remunera-
tive prices?" She writes as follows:—
"My interest in bees dates back to shortly

after my marriage, over twenty years ago.
owing to my becoming acquainted with an
old skeppist bee-keeper. On my birthday

MRS. T. PROCTOR S APIARY, MGNVBEJsT, BENTHAM, LANCS.

cept keeping it. I do not mean that it

went bad. but it simply disappeared.

Perhaps housekeepers or bookkeepers
could tell where it went, but I seldom
saw the going of it.

(To be continued.)

HOMES OF THE HONEY BEE.
APIARIKS 01' OUR READERS.

When a lady assists her husband with
his bee-keeping, her bravery compels our
admiration, but when she keeps bees " on
her oAvn," it is intensified two fold. Mrs.
Proctor, to whom we are indebted for the
above pliotograjjli, possesses the true bee-
keeper's spirit, for, disdaining the usual
gifts of iewellery, gloves, &c., bestowed
by aff^ectionate husbands on the occasion
of their wives' birthdays, she chose in-

stead

—

a sirarjii of bees. Though this

swarm fell a victim to a dire disease, it

in 1907 my husband bought me a swarm,
1^ hich developed foul brood. I was advised
to destroy the bees, but not caring to do
that I made a swarm of them, and cured
them. My bees were not attended to as

they ought to have been until 1910, when,
after visiting liancaster Show and hearing
a lecture by Mr. W. Herrod, I determined
to devote more attention to them. By the
beginning of 1911 my stocks had increased
to six^ and these, one of which 1 arti-

ficially swarmed, gave me over 4001b. of

honey, all of which, with the exception of

what was given away, I had no difficulty

in selling at remunerative prices. j\Jy

husband, although not a joiner, has made
all my hives with the exception of three.

I enjoy reading the Journal and liecunl.

and find some very good advice in them. I

should not like to be without bees, even if

I got no surplus."
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Queries and Replies.

[8571] Prevent ing Loss of Sicarms.—
(1) To prevent loss of swarms when
absent, would the following ^^lan answer?
Before queen-cells are sealed, j^lace a

frame with queen in a separate brood-
chamber, fill up with frames of foundation,
and put this on top of the original brood-
chamber with excluder between. After the
3'oung queen had mated, the old queen
could be removed, leaving the upper story

on. (2) Would there be danger of bees
swarming when the voung cpieen Avent out?
—S. H. K., Locher:

Reply.—(1) Your plan would entail a
lot of trouble, and the result would be
doubtful. Why not use a Brice swarm-
catcher? (2j It is quite possible.

WEATHER REPORT.

Westboxtrne, Sussex.

November, 1912.

Minimum on grass,

21 on 28th.

Frosty nights, 8.

Mean maximum, 484.
Mean minimum, 38' 0.

Mean temperature,
43 2.

Below average, 02.
Maximum barometer,

30-380 on 2nd.
Minimum barometer,

29 103 on 29th.

Rainfall, 215 in.

Below average, 'S? in.

Heaviest fall, '47 on
28th.

Rain fell on 16 days.
Sunshine, 31'6 hrs.

Below aver., 36 hrs.

Brightest day,lst, 62
Sunless days, 11.

Maximum tempera-
ture, 55 on 7th and
21st.

Minimum tempera-
ture, 27 on 28th. L. B. Birkett

Notices to Correspondents.

Letters or queries asking for addresses of manu-
facturers or correspondents, or where appliances
can be purchased, or replies giving such informa-
tion, can only be inserted as advertisements. The
space devoted to letters, queries, and replies is

meant for the general good of bee-keepers, and
not for advertisements. We icish our correspondoits
to bear in mind that, as it is necessary for us to

go to press in advance of the date of issue,

queries cannot always be replied to in the issue

immediately following the receipt of their com-
munications.

Fair Play, Truth, Bombus, ard
Britisher (Staifs.).

—

The Development
Fund Grant.—We had seen the state-
ment you refer to but did not consider it

of sufficient importance to reply to it. It
is no doubt intended to convey a wrong
impression. The gentleman named had
nothing whatever to do with obtaining
the grant to the B.B.K.A. from the

Development Commissioners, and we
question if even up to that moment he
knew tliat one had been given. The-
writer evidently draws upon his imagin-
ation to a considerable extent, for, in
the same paper, on a previous occasion
we noticed that he stated that the sum
obtained Avas £1,200, whereas it is con-
siderably less. It would be more credit-
able to the paper if it verified its corre-

spondent's statements by comparing
them with the official reports.

H. F. F. (Mill mW).—Avoiding Disease.—
The disease may possibly spread to your
apiary. You should persuade your
neighbour to destroy tlie bees, combs,
quilts, i^'c, and thoroughly disinfect the
hives, and also the ground upon which
they have been standing. Nothing else

can be done at this time of the year.

G. T. J. iN. Wales).

—

Experts' Examina-
tions.— (1 and 2) We have sent you the
desired particulars. (3) You should have
several years' practical experience. (4)

The nearest association is Hereford,
Hon. Sec, Mrs. H. Mynors, Llanwarne
Rectory. Hereford.

W. P. 1\. (Bettys-y-coed).

—

Imports of
II (in I' y —The imports from January to
October can be found in Bee JouRiNAL
f(n' this year. The returns for Novem-
ber have not vet been sent to us by the
Statistical Office.

Suspected Di-^^ease.

Sufferer (Worcester).—The bees have
"Isle of Wight" disease.

J. G. (Perths.).—The bees were too de-
composed for examination.

Special Prepaid Advertisements.
Two Words One Penny, minimum Sixpence.
Orders for three or more consecutive insertions

entitle advertisers to one insertion in " The Bee-

keepers' Record " free of charge.

Trade advertisements of Bees, Honey, Queens,

and Bee goods are not admissible at above rate,

but will be inserted at Id. per word as " Busi-
ness " Announcements, immediately under the

Private Advertisements. Advertisements of Hive-

manufacturers can only be inserted at a minimum
charge of 3s. per ^in., or 5s. per inch.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS.

1 GROSS screw cap jars Clover Iloncy, 9s. doz.,
packed on rail.—BAKNES, Clogger, Wig-ton. v 25

O/^/^ lib. screw cap jars gramulated Clover
Ol/U Honey for sal-e.-R. C. MASSAM, Nor-
ma nby-by-Spital, Lincoln. v 24

FINEST ENGLISH HONEY, 15s. per 281b. tin;
sample, 2d.~DUTT0N, Terling, Essex. v31

GENUINE Italian Mandoline, akso Violin; ex-
change for Honey or Fruit Trees.—EDEN,

" Sycamore's," Ohadlington. v 23
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

THE BEE DISEASES BILL.
In our article on this Bill on page 481,

"sve tried to remove the misunderstanding
prevalent in some quarters respecting its

provisions, and oiir attention has been
drawn to the remarks referring to "destruc-

tion, in Clause 2, which do not correctly

interpret the powers of the Board of

Agriculture. It was stated that the Board
'' may authorise the destruction of any
colony of bees so affected, and any
receptacle (other than a movable-comb
hive), subject to payment by way of com-
pensation of the value of the thing-

destroyed. " It was also stated that it

would allow of the destruction of skeps and
box-hives, subject to payment of their

value. This, however, is not the correct

interpretation, and lest there should be
any misundei'standing, we think it right to

explain that any diseased colony or re-

ceptacle (other than a movaljle oomb-hive)
may be destroyed without compensation,
and any other thing if compensation is

paid. This is reasonable, as a skep or

box-hive containing a diseased colonj- is of

no value and only a danger. Movable-
comb hives come under " any receptacle "

and "thing," and are not excluded from
destruction, only from destruction without
compensation. This also is reasonable,

because with them generally disinfection is

possible, but there may be instances where
destruction would be advisable, and in

such cases it would be " subject to pay-
ment by way of compensation for the value
of the thing destroyed." There is quite

as strong a feeling against compensation
as there is for it, so that we hope this

explanation will be satisfactory to all

parties.

WESTERN PROVINCE (SOUTH
AFRICA) B.K.A.
ANNUAL MEETING.

The above Association, which was formed
in Cape Town twelve months ago, held its

first Annual General Meeting in Cape
Town on 15th November last. The Annual
Report was read, from which it Mas
elicited that steps were taken immediately
after the formation of the Association to

affiliate with the South African B.K.A.
(affiliated to the British B.K.A.), so that

by combined efforts advantages not pos-

sible to be enjoyed by separate organisa-

tions would be realised. One of the
outstanding features of affiliation is that
members receive the monthly issues of the
South African Bee-Keei~>ers^ JouriiaL
which the parent Association has published
for just over twelve months.
The Committee has, during the year,

organised a honey depot where members
•ran forward their lionev to l)e sold by the

agent at retail prices, less a commission
of 15 per cent.

In connection with the depot, labels have
been printed, which are issued to members
upon their signing a declaration pledging
themselves only to use the label for honey
which is of standard quality. The label
then acts as a guarantee of quality to the
purchasers, who, we learn, have shown
their appreciation of the efforts of the
Committee by requesting, when ordering
honey, that it be labelled with the guaran-
tee label.

The Committee also approached the local

Agricidtural Society with reference to the
staging of honey exhibits at the 1912
show ; as a result, the Society provided
better accommodation for the exhibits in

the Honey Section and gave the Associa-
tion permission to carry out the staging.

The Bee Tent, lent by the South African
Bee-Keepers' Association, was erected in a
most prominent part of the show grounds,
from which lectures on bee-keeping were
given by Miss M. D. Sillar, and were
attended by large numbers.

Field Meetings were held at various
ajoiaries during the j'ear, and although the
attendance did not altogether come up to

the Committee's expectations, still it is

hoped that as a result, the use of modern
appliances will become more general and
bee-keeping be placed on a more firm basis.

Lantern lectures are to be arranged in the
near future after which an essay competi-
tion to be competed for by children attend-
ing piiblic schools will very probably be
organised.
The financing of the Association proved

a somewhat difficult problem for the year;

the initial expenditure, including the cost

of printing the labels, exceeded the
I'evenue received, but the Committee are

hopeful of being able to increase consider-

ably the membership during 1913, which
will be the means of extending the useful-

ness of the Association for the end it has in

view—that of assisting bee-keepers and
developing the industry.

In moving the adoption of the report

and balance sheet, Mr. J.J. Michau stated

that the Committee were to be congratu-

lated upon the amount of work accom-
plished during the jiast twelve montlis

;

especially were their thanks due to the un-

tiring efforts of their Secr6ta.ry', Mr. L.

Hardwick, and he, furthermore, moved
that a vote of thanks be accorded to Mr.
Hardwick for the interest he liad taken in

the work. In thanking those present for

their words of appreciation and encourage-
ment, Mr. Hardwick said he hoped that

at a not far distant date, a large propor-

tion of the liee-keepers would be enrolled

as members in order that the Association

would become a strong and .influential body
to advance the bee industry in the Union
of South Africa.
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The following Avere the officers elected
for the ensuing year : President The
Right Hon. Lord De Villiers, 'P.C,
K.O.M.G. ; Vice-Presidents, The Minister
for Agriculture, Messrs. W. E. Moore, and
J. J. Michau; Chairman, Mr. W. J. S.

Welsh; Vice-Chairman, Mr. A. J.
Attridge; Committee, Messrs. J. G. Brand,
J. Flack, J. A. Garner, A. J. Ho^jper, W.
Perry, W. Terrell ; and Mr. L. Hardwick,
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.

—

Com-
m anicated.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BEE
JOURNALS.
By " Nemo."

Drones with Bed Eyes.—Madame L.
Bennler mentions in the Elsoss-Lothringi-
scher Bienen Zeitung, that in 1910 her
husband found in one of his strongest
colonies drones with white eyes. This
curious phenomenon was repeated in the
same hive in 1911. Since then the mother
of these drones, which are called
"albinos," has died and the white-eyed
drones have disappeared. This peculiarity
in the hives is rare, and during his long
bee-keeping experience M. Dennler has
only met with it once previously. Dr.
Bresslau, prolessor at the University of
Strasburg became interested, and on
several occasions visited the apiary for the
purpose of making observations.
The albino drones are in every other

respect equal to those with dark eyes, and
share with them a similar appetite. Their
eyes are simply deficient of pigment, which
makes them blind.

About the same time a young Carniolan
bee keeper, M. Ivan Strgar, of Wittnach,
noticed a colony in his apiary which pro-
duced drones with red eyes. These eyes
resemble riibies set in a black framework
and so present rather a curious and
strange appearance. This was the
strongest and most productive colony that
the young man had. Last spring it'again
produced red-eyed drones, and it

was noticed that it was even stronger
and more active tlian in the pre-
vious year. In July M. Strgar also
noticed red-eyed drones in another colony
which likewise yielded as large a return
in honey as the other one. It would be
interesting to find out Avhether colonies
having red-eyed drones are especially pro-
ductive. Also if queens mated with such
drones are more prolific layers. If this
were really the case such drones would be
of great sei-vice to the bee-keeper.

[White-eyed drones are frequently found ;

we have had them in our apiary, and we
have a collection of them which we ob-
tained some years ago in the apiary of M.
Bertrand, in Switzerland.—Ed.]
The Weight of Bees.—We read in the

Schweitzerische Bienen Zeitung that Pro-

fessor Korrs has weighed bees by means of
a very sensitive laboratorj' chemical balance
capable of registering to a tenth of a mille-
gramme. As a result of his experiments
he has found that the average weight of a

single bee is one decigramme (1.54 grains)
so that 10,000 bees would weigh about one
kilogramme (2.21b.). Bees returning
from foraging weigh 25 millegrammes
more. It therefore requires forty loads of
nectar for one gramme (15.43 grains), or
40,000 loads for one kilogramme. As some
of this nectar becomes evaporated, at least
60,000 journeys are required to produce
one kilogramme of sealed honey.

Destroying Ants.—It is frequently asked
how to destroy ants which sometimes enter
apartments, especially during the month
of August. M. Girard, a Parisian baker,
writing in the Bulletin des MaUes gives
the following recipe : Dissolve one kilo

(2.21h.) of hyposulphite of soda in 10
litres (2.19 gallons) of water. This is

sprayed, either hot, cold or tepid, into all

corners and crevices frequented by the
ants. It soon makes them disappear.
The operation should be performed with an
ordinary toilet vapouriser and it is not
necessary to inundate the place, as a slight

spraying is quite sufficient for the purpose.
If by chance their nests are found, the
same solution poured on them while hot
will quickly destroy them.

Tunisian Biscjiits.—M. Bourgeois gives
the following recipe for these in VAheiUe
(le r.lisne: Knead lib. of flour with 3^oz.

of liquid honey, and Uh. of fresh butter,

add powdered vanilla to taste, or, some
other flavouring. If the paste is too thin
add moi-e flour, for it is essential that it

should be stiff. Flatten with a I'olling-

pin to the thickness of about lin.

Put it on an iron sheet surrounded by a
tin circle, both being slightly greased to

prevent the paste from sticking. Score
the surface and bake for one hour in a
moderately hot oven.

NEOTAR PRODUCING PLANTS AND
THEIR POLLEN.

By George Hayes, Beeston, Noifs.

(Continued, from page 413.)

RASPBERRY (liuh^is idceus).

No. 22. NAT. ORDER. Bosacece.

The wild raspberry, the source from
whence the raspberry of cultivation was
derived, is a plant of the commons and
\AOods generally distributed over Britain,
being more abundant in the North than in

the South. In its wild state it attains a
height of from three to four feet. The
root stock is perennial, creeping under-
ground, while the flowering shoots thrown
up are biennial, and rise freely in an erect

;

position. They are downy in appearance
and covered with somewhat weak prickles,
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^I7i^

In Water.

InHoney:

8

as compared with their close allies, the
blackberry.

The petals of the flower are white,
small, and five in number. The blossoms
are borne in branched panicles at the ends
of the stems, and sometimes assume a
drooping position.

The generic name, Eubus, kindred with
ruber, red, means to be red, whilst the
specific name is derived from Mount Ida,

of classical celebritj', on which—the old

writers state—this shrub grew.
There are two kinds in cultivation—

a

red, and a white or yellow variety. Of
the red there are

some twenty or

thirty varieties, but
only five or six of

the white. Rasp-
berry bushes, or

canes as they are

usually called, pros-

per best and bear

the finest fruit in

a light, loamy soil

preferring a damp, 3
shady situation.

They are in their

prime about the

third or fourth -

year, and continue

in perfection for 4-

five or six years,

after which the ^

fruit begins to *^

deteriorate.

The flavour of ,

the fruit is one
generally liked, but

it is most fleeting. /

Even a few hoiars

will impair it ; and
if theberriesbe kept
fortwo orthree days,
the pleasant flavour

almost entirely

vanishes, and even p
while on the bush
it disappears in

two or three days
after the fruit is

ripe. To be enjoyed, raspberries should
be eaten directly they are picked
from the bush. As a preserve, the rasp-
berry is especially delicious; other pre-
parations from it, such as raspberry syrup
and vinegar, are generally acceptable.
Both the raspberry and straAvberry form

interesting examples of the nature of
fruits from a botanical point of view. The
strawberry, which we eat, being the re-
ceptacle on which are placed the little

yellow fruits with seeds, while the rasp-
berry consists of such fruits, soft and
juicy surrounding the hard, woody re-
ceptacle—or core—which is thrown away.
As a nectar-producing flower, the rasp-

berry stands well in the front rank, and

FromHoney:

POLLEN OF EASl'BERRY.

in many places it forms the main sources
of supply. I might quote just one
instance : in the Canadian Bee Journal
we read that Mr. S. D. Chapman, of
Northern Michigan, has been keeping bees
there since 1881, and has had only one
failure. In one year, from eighty-two
colonies he took 13,0001bs. of honey, and
his average for twentj--six years has been
about lOOlbs. per colony, and practically
all is gathered from the wild raspberry
(Ruhiis strigosiis) of that district. We have
no such great supplies that I am aware of
in this country, but there are places such

as those in Kent
where raspberries
are cultivated by
the acre, where a
good deal of sur-

plus is obtained
from this source.

On last Whit Mon-
day I was in the
grounds of a
market-gardener in
Notts, where he
had about a rood
of these bushes,
and it was curious
to see a bee in

about ever}' other
blossom. At first

sight it apjieared
like a crop of small
blackberries ; and
the merry hum of
the bees was very
cheering. So per-
sistent is the atten-
tion given by the
bees that I have
found it difficult to
obtain pollen from
a floAAer unless I

protected it from
their visits.

The pollen, when
taken from the
anthers, is almost
white, but when
packed in the cor-

bicula of the bee is a rather dirty-looking

white, and under the microscope it appears

of a greenish-yellow hue when seen by
tramsniitted light.

The size of the grains when dry is^r,\-,o

by _^i_- of an inch, smooth in texture, and
oval in shape, with three long flutings or

grooves equidistant and running length-

Avays, as seen at Nos. 1 and 2. one of these

grooves being shown at No. 2, and two at

No. 1. Of course, the three can never be

seen together, as the grain lies length-

wise. '

When placed in water, it immediately
assumes the spherical form with a largo

nucleus, No. 3. I believe this is owing to the

water penetrating between the inner and
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outer pellicle of the gi'ain, the darker
central portion or nucleus being the
fovilla, to which water has not got access.

In honey, the transition forms are
shown at Nos. 4 to 8; most of them being
always found. It will be seen how the
ovate form, No. 4, becomes almost a tri-

ovate, as at No. 5, where the grain is seen
from above, near the end. No. 6 shows a

pellicle, also endwise, similar to No. 5, but
emptied of its fovilla. No. 7, which is

similar to No. 3, is also found in honey,
the surface of this form appearing in un-
dulations owing, no doubt, to its previous
lobed form not being obliterated. In
No. 8 we find it in its final form.
When taken from honey it is generally

as shown at No. 9, where it will be seen
that the processes are further developed
than at No. 8. The grain at this stage
measures about ^^^1,0 of an inch from
process to process. It has an almost plain
surface with just slight indications of
pimples or spines.

I Til he (onfinueil .)

HELPFUL HINTS FOR NOVICES.
By W. Hcnod.

THE CARE OF APPLIANCES.

(ContinueiJ from piK/c 475.

)

Feeders.—These should now June all

been removed from the hives. In the
case of slow feeders, the bottle should 1)0

thoroughly washed in strong soda and
water, after which they should be im-
mersed in a 10 per cent solution of

formaldehyde ; this will prevent any
possible chance of infection. The stages
and caps should first be cleaned of all signs
of propolis ; this is easily accomplished by
using a solution of Fels Naptha soap:
these, too, should be disinfected with the
formaldehyde solution. For effective
cleansing the cork strips inside should be
removed for washing and disinfecticni.
The caps should then be polished and
lubbed with vaseline to prevent rust. The
cork strips must be thoroughly dried
before being replaced. Where needed new
cork should be provided so that all is in
readiness for the early spring feeding. In
the ease of stages having the index num-
bers stami>ed on the wood, the figures
should be made decii^herable by re-inking.

Rapid feeders made of tin should be
scalded, even to the wooden float or ring,
then disinfected, dried, polished, and
finally, rubbed with vaseline. Those nuide
of wood must be well cleansed and disin-
fected, any defective joints being made
good by working pure white lead Avell into
them. In fact, in some cases, it will be
quicker and easier to take them to pieces
and remake all the joints with white lead.
Feeders of both wood and tin require-
cleansing and disinfecting. All parts

must l)e thoroughly dried before putting
together again, and the tin portion treated
with vaseline. I find at this time of the
year the best mode of drying is to place
the articles on the plate-rack in the
kitchen for a day, the natural atmosphere
is too damp for the work to be done in
any other satisfactory manner. When
aluminium feeders are used there is

no danger of rust, but they must be
thoroughly washed, disinfected, and
cleaned with the special preparation sold

for the purpose.

All tin goods should be repaired; the
corners of tin rapid feeders often wear
through and leak; the soldering iron

brought into use now for stopping up
holes and thickening the thin and weak
pjaces will save a great deal of annoyance
in- the busy season. The index fingers on
the caps of bottle-feeders often get brok.'u
off; these should be renewed. Holes in
ripeners or honey tins, caused by nails

being driven in when packing or when
travelling, sliould be searched for and
stopped.

Dividers.—To get the best results it is

necessary to have these as clean and
straight as possible. Propolis can be re-

moved by the means given above, and they
can be disinfected in the same manner.
Each divider must be examined carefully,

and any having bent corners must be
straightened. Dividers are best made of
zinc, as this material is tliiii and not
likely to rust; if of tin they must be dried
and iMibbed with a vaseline cloth. After
they have been treated they shoidd be
tied in l)undles of fifty, witli a board on
either side to keep them straight, and
stored away in a dry place ready for use.

A couple of following boards can be used
for tying on either .side.

E.rclii(h'rs should be cleaned with a
solution of Fels Na])tlia soap, disinfected,

and stored away flat. The work of clean-

ing the slots is facilitated if a wire brush
is used, and for wire excTTiders it is essen-
tial to have one, as the use of any-
thing stronger for scraping is likely to
strain the wires: they require extra care
in storage for the same reason, for if the
wire be strained ever so little the queen
will be able to get through.

Metal Ends^ when removed from dis-

carded frames, should be cleaned and dis-

infected in the same manner as other
tinned goods, and Mell dried before jjutting
away. Misshapen ends should be thrown
away, the cost of new ones being so small
that they are tiot worth ti'oubling about.
]\Ietal ends can be kept from rusting if

stored away in dry sawdust.

The knife-heater, and uncapping-tray
should not be forgotten, nor the cone-
shaped stainers for hanging on the tap of
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the ripener. Lhicapping knives slioukl also

be cleaned, polished, vaselined, and jjut

away ; before doing so an inspection of the
handles is necessary, for they sometimes
work loose ; if this happens they will need
fastening by plugging the hole with wood
and then driving the square portion at

the end of the blade home again.

(To be coniiniird.)

HOXKY IMPORTS.
The value of lioney imported into the

United Kingdom during the month of

November, 1912, was £1,745.—From a

return furnished to the British Bejb

Journal by the Statistical Office, H.M.
Customs. ^

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,

and correspondents are requested to write on one

side of the paper only and give their real names
und addresses, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should

be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not

undertake to return rejected communications.

DELUSIONS ABOUT BEES.

'8617] Bees have now ))een studied for

so many hundreds, if not thousands, of

years that bee-students, both practical and
scientific, seem to consider that everything
tliat can be discovered about them has been
fully described long ago. The approved
method for the bee-journalist or even for

the writer of books on bees, is to study
what has been Avritten by jAristotle, Virgil,

Huber, Langstroth, or some such
authority, and to express this in modern
English and as picturesquely as possible.

This is excellent ,so far as it goes, but it

does not go far enough, and the bees are

not always so r&spectful towards the great
authorities as we might perhaps like them
to be.

Aristotle stated, for exam])]e, that u l)ee

Avhich starts out to gather pollen fi'om

dandelions never mixes tlio dandelion dust
with any other pollen. It visits only
dandelions during that journey. The idea
is excellent. If the bee passed in-

discriminately from dandelion to <laisy,

and from daisy to clovei-hloom, tlH'i-e

would be danger that monstrous bybrids
would be produced. In 1911, I pointed out
to a friend of mine, a bf)okseller, tliat our
bcp-students had observed a bee collecting

]>ollen from daisies and dandt'lions on the

same journey. He treated the notion

with the utmost contempt. Rummaging
among his store he produced a bee-book
and read out :

'' Yet the greatest wonder
about all this pollen-gathering is that each
separate load has been taken entirely
from one species of flower '' (Tickner-
Edwardes). And Sladen has in Gleaninr/.s

for Noveml)er lotVi. a sketch of a pollen
load in -titu tliat contained pollen of three
different colours 1

Aristotle was proljably quite right in

making the general statement. As a rule,

one finds that a bee •which is M'orking on
whin-blossom keeps on at the same kind of
blossom but one must not make dogmatic
statements on this account. I have
potatoes as part of my dinner almost every
day. But any higher being that might be
observing my behaviour would be wrong to

conclude that every human being ingested
a certain number of potatoes about 1.30
every day

Tickner-Edwardes and Maeterlinck are
very valuable for all that. Most of us
have ]'ead and re-read their contributions
to bee literature. On my copy of " The
Life of the Bee," there is written the
criticism :

'' Iviterary and beautiful. Not
always reliable." In cataloguing this

hook. Root remarks :
"• Maeterlinck is," to

a certain extent, familiar with bee-keep-
ing, but tlie trutli about bees does not
interest him so much as the romance of the
queen and the drcme and the swarming
instinct." • Ytet Avho can read Maeter-
linck's description of the nuptial flight

without supreme delight? The mating
takes place "in the solitude of the ether"
in a " region that is not haunted by birds,

that else might profane the mystery." I

was fortunate encmgh just once to see the
mating of tlie queen. It occurred, not in

the blue ether, but—^on the porch of the
hive 1

I find that nearly everybody who makes
a special pilgi'image to my laboratory to

see the bees in the observatories, has be-

come interested through reading Maeter-
linck. A book that can catch and hold

tlie attention of so many has a very dis-

tinct value; but the enthusiast of the
Maeterlinck type is usually content with
the statements of his master. He has n<i

desire to leai'ii anvthing from the bee
itself.

What a bold man was that Sladen, to be
sure! He dared to suggest that Cheshire
was wrong in his description of the
manner in which pollen was packed in the
basket. Cheshire, if you ]dease, who knew
what was lia])])cning insi<Ie the bee as it

ilew from flower to flower! Cheshire, whoso
drawings a])))ear in nearly all the bee-

honks. We were almost alarmed the other

tlay, when we discovered a bee with only

nineteen hooks to its hind wing. Foi' the
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drawing before us was a copy of Cheshire's,

and the -Hriter had omitted to add
Clieshire's note explaining that the num-
ber of hooks varies from nineteen to twenty-
two. Tlie drawing showed t^^•enty-two.

I Jiave often been deligJited when read-
ing American bee literature to obiierve the
pleasant way in which the Yankee bee-
men chaff each other, how genially one
man will tell another that he is not alto-

gether right. Could we not do a little of
this in our own country and island?
AVould that delightful countryman of mine,
Mr. D. M. Macdonald, allow a novice of
yesterday to criticise his statements just a
little bit ?

How long does a worker bee live? The
"Guide Book" says six or eight weeks;
Langstroth, thirty-five days. I shall not
m u r d e r Mr. Mac-
donald's beautiful
English by mutilated
quotation, but a refer-

ence to page 494 of tlie

British Bee Journal
will show that
" D. M. M." expects
the July bees to live

only a month. It is

admitted that bees

born in late autumn
survive till next
spring. Now I wonder
^^'hethea' anyone has re-

cently been making
experiments to find out

just how long a bee will

survive. I have not

been doing so inten-

tionally, but I had an
opportunity this sum-
mer of seeing one such
experimentmade. Here
are the particulars as

noted in my private

bee journal. Mr.Gunn,
teacher at Lurehost,
hived a swarm of bees

on frames of founda-
tion on July 3rd this

year. These were the

first bees to come to Lurebost, and
they were five miles as the crow

flies, from any other beehive. I visited

Lurebost on September 28th, and examined
every oomb in the hive. There was a fair

number of workers, and a few drones. A
number of frames—six, I think—had been

fully drawn out and were well stocked both

with honey and pollen—unexpectedly well

filled, I should say, considering the un-

favourable season. There was no drone

comb, no queen, and there hdd never been

any brood. On October 12th, when I

added to this stock a lot of driven bees

from Wales there was little perceptible

decline in their numbers. One week later

I saw the Welsh queen on the comb with

quite a number of eggs that she had laid
since introduction. It is absolutely
certain that every bee in that Lurebost
stock was at least three months old, and
they had all been born before Julj' came
in. It may be urged that the bees, being
queenless, had been working half-time.
That is true in so far as they had never
any brood to take care of, but they had
certainly been very assiduous in field

work. I have in my posse^ssion a little

work by a Mr. Walter Chitty, which states,

on what authority I know not, that the
worker's life is from six to nine months.
The matter may appear of little con-

sequence, but one is not so sure. Other
things being equal, it would be a distinct

advantage that we should have bees that
were longlived. If Mr. Macdonald's June

bees live and work only
through the month of
July, while this Lure-
bost strain survive till

well into October, it

would matter quite a

lot.

It matters also in

another way. I have a
good deal of whin in

my neighbourhood,
iind the bees work on
it very steadily when
it is in bloom. I can
see that they are get-

ting pollen, but I

would like to know
whether they also get
nectar. I was de-
li g h t e d , therefore,

when Mr. Macdonald
wrote: "I consider it

does yield some nec-

tar. He does not
mention, however, on
what grounds he makes
that statement. If

one could kill a bee
that liad just alighted

on a whin, could dis-

sect out its honey-sac
and show that it was

empty, could restore things '

' as yon

were," and then repeat the dissection

when it was about to fly back to the hive,

one would be quite sure. Unfortunately

this is impossible. My fear is that
" D. M. M." may be wrong again.

I am surprised also at Mr. Macdonald's
description of the pollen from whin. He
says it is "dark, dull and yellow." I have

six students just now who have many a

time gone with me to see the bees at work

on the whin. We would all say that the

whin pollen was a bright reddish orange.

Perhaps the whins in Lewis are different

from those in Banff.^J. Anderson,

Teacher, Six)rnoway.

BEKHIVE MADE EKOM AN OLD PL'MP COVKK.
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CITRIOUS AUSTRIAN BEE HIVES.
r8618] When in the Austrian Tyrol last

summer 1 came across these strange bee-

hives, attached in each case to the house
some 10ft. or 12ft. above the ground, to

e^scape siuow in winter. One, as will be

seen from the photograph, is made out of

an old pump-cover.
Both the photographs taken were in the

same village of Uerberach on the Attersee in

the Salzkannnergut, Austria.—K. M. Hall.

BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS AND
THEIR WORK.

[8619] In your issue of December 12th

(page 496), an interesting letter appeared
under the signature of " A Staffordshire

Bee-keeper," and to

me the most gratifying

feature is that we
appear to have one at

least, " live " bee-keeper
in our Association. Al^

though in accord with
many of the writer's

contentions, I am sorry

he did not go a little

deeper into the subject

and attack the cause as

well as the effect. Per-
haps at this juncture
an experience of mine
during the past season
may be^ enlightening.

At one time a good
honey exhibition used
to be held in connection
with the local Horti-
cultural Society's show
here at Lichfield on
each August Bank
Holiday. This exhibi-
tion eventually de-
veloped into a one-man
affair, with the result

that it died out. This
year I set about the task of resurrecting

the show, and got in communication
with our expert, who immediately
put his back into the affair in a
whole-hearted fashion, with the result

that between us we got the local show
committee to offer prizes in four classes,

and then, to ensure the matter receiving
«ine publicity, I visited every bee-keeper I

<ould find in the district, had a bee gossip

with each, and left a show schedule, also

an Association leaflet, explaining the
object and advantages of membership,
&c. In cases whei-e I found bee-keepei-s

who had allowed their membership to

lapse, I enquired why, and in most cases

the i"eply was :
" The expert did not visit

my apiary." I invariably asked, "Did
yoii send the post-card provi<lcd for the
purpose, asking for a visit?" and in each
instance the reply came, "No." Now we
come to what I claim to be the cause.

AUSTKI.\N SKEPS.

One of the first persons appealed to for

assistance and practical sujiport by the
ex23ert, was a local committeeman and
third class exjjert of our Association, who
lost no time in throwing cold water on the

scheme by stating he coidd neither give

assistance nor take any part in the matter
at all. This you will agree, was, to put it

mildly, somewhat disconcerting. However,
nothing daunted, I scoured the countrj'

for some miles around, and in the coui-se

of my Manderings, unearthed two other
committeemen. Now, thought I, we are

getting a move on, but alas, that was the

last I saw or heard of these two enthu-

siasts. Result : Honey exhibition aban-

doned owing to lack of support. Now,
Mr. " Staffordshire Bee-
keeper," I will suggest
a remedy : let us see to

it that we elect upon
the committee men who
are not simply content
to see their names in

licavy type in the an-

nual report, but those

who take a real live

interest in bee-keeping,

otherwise we shall still

find "the tail wagging
the dog." One other

matter I would like to

mention is the reported

1 o w percentage of

disease in this country.

Such statements cause
o n e " furiously to

think," in face of the

following experiences.

Xo less than five out of

six keepers of bees,

whose apiaries are

Avithin flying distance

of mine, have had foul

brood in their stocks.

Fortunately, and by
taking protective measures, I have evaded
contagion so far. Now I hope we shall

soon see the new Bee Diseases Bill in

operation, welcomed by none other more
heartily than—E. Jacques, Lichfield.

[Of course, it is in the hands of Asso-

ciations to elect on their committees only

"live" men—those who are worker bees,

not drones. Otherwise the Associations

will be a failure. We cannot see why a

bee-keeper who joins the Association

should be asked to send a card to notify

the fact that he wants a visit from the
expert. The very reason why he joins the
Association is that he may have the
expert's visit, and is the main inducement
held out to him to join. AImi, the work
of an expert engaged to <'arry out a tour
is not only to visit subscribers but also to

visit those bee-kee]>ers who are not mem-
bers and get them to join. We fail to see
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]iow he can do this if it is necessary to
send a card before even a member can
obtain a visit.

—

Eds.]

THE DISEASES OF BEES BILL.
[8620] I should like to say a little

about your comments on my letter in your
issue of 28th Nov., page 47(3. Why do you
assume that, because a man does not belong
to any .association, he is necessarily an
ignorant ox a careless bee-keeper? If so,

over ninety per cent of us are.

Men who can stand alone generally com-
pare favourably with those who need assis-

tance! Wliy "must it be admitted that
visiting experts have done so much to
diminish foul brood"? And, if so, why
apply for further powers? If it has been
reduced to three per cent among members
of associations, why not carry such a good
work further? What need have we for
legislation ?

The junior editor of the "B.B.J."
advertises an infallible remedy for brood
iliseases ; and in your professedly philan-
thropic journal, you print advertisements
from persons claiming to be able to control
"'Isle of Wight" disease. What more is

needed ?

In my exj^erience, the people who do not
permit experts to visit their Ijees ,are quite
ready to accept help and advice from com-
petent men. You assert rather than
prove that we are backward because we
lack legislaticn. 'You assert that there is

ample evidence of the benefit of legislation.

But assertion is not proof

!

You are distinctly disingenuous in sug-
gesting that I am not aware that bee
diseases are caused by micro-organisms.
That is admitted ; but there are many
things contriliutory to trouble among bees
besides bacilli. The particular microbe
blamed by European investigators is

proved harmless by American scientists.

There is ample room for investigation—not
only among germs—but into the effects, if

anj^, of spraying trees and plants, of tar-

ring roads, of alterations in farming
methods, of climatic conditions, of the
introduction of foreign races, an<l of ill-

advised interference with nature.
I say that you claim for yourselves and

your " experts " much greater knowledge
than you possess—^simply because you and
they have never undergone the somewhat
humiliating process of finding your level

on a bee-farm. There, to be successful,

yovi VI list be able to handle bees and cojie

with their diseas^es.

Yet again, I consider your remarks
about the "B.D.B." disingenuous. Yoii

say that it is within the power of the
Board of Agriculture to prevent the impor-
tation of honey and wax, but that the
Bill does not authorise them to forbid the
use of skeps or of fixed coml) hives. The
truth is that the bill is so widelv drawn

as to leave it to the Board of Agriculture
to settle what shall or shall not be done.
They can do as they like. I fail to see in
the Bill any proof of anij care for the
interests of the cottagers on the part of the
promoters. It is certainly well known that
the majority of "experts" ckmour for
such an order as the prohibition of fixed
comb hives. They have already got their
way in some countries—in New Zealand,
for instance.

—

C. B. Bartlett, Witney,
Oxon.
[Our correspondent is entirely wrong,

for we have never assumed that because a
man does .not lielong to any association
lie is necessaj-ily an ignorant bee-keeper,
Init we do know, and it has Ijeen stated
ad nauseam, that there are among them
many such which cannot he reached
by experts or anyone else. Mr. Bartlett's
exjDerience has evidently been limited, and
if he had a wider acquaintance with bee-
keejiers, beyond his small home circle, he
would know that the work .cannot be car-
ried further without compulsory powers,
and that there are peoi:)le who will not
even take the advice of competent men.
The junior editor does not advertise an
infaJIihJr remedy for brood disea.ses, and
how does our correspondent suppose reme-
dies are to be tried if persons introdiicing
them are not allowed to advertise them. His
case must be feeble if he has to bring such
an ai-gument forAvard as ,a reason against
legislation. If he will refer to back num-
bers of the "B.B.J." he will find plenty
of proof of the benefits of legislation. We
have, from time to time, reported
what has been done in other coun-
tries, and if that is not sufficient

proof Ave can only say " who so blind
as he that will not see?" It is a pity
that our correspondent displays such
petulance, and uses .so offensive a term as

"disingenuous," particularly as we did not
suggest that he was "not aware that bee
diseases are caused by micro-organisms,"
liut from the way he writes it is evident
that he has a great deal to learn with
respect to them. But what spraying trees,

tarring roads, and alterations of farming
methods have to do with bee legislation,

Ave fail to see.

No doubt, in another thirty j-ears' time
AAliat Ave noAV knoAv about bacteria may
liaA'e to be reA'ised, as a natural progress

of science.

We do not claim for oiirseh'es or our
experts greater knoAvledge than we
possess, nor do Ave ^-retend to be infallible,

and are ahrays ready to learn, but if it is

necessary to undergo the process of fi.nding

our level on a bee farm to be riide and
offensiA-e, then we are glad that AA-e haA^e

not descended to that leA^el. As for the
experts Avhich our corres^Dondent belittles,

they are quite as capable of managing bees

as a bee-farmer, and mauA- of them ai-e not
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only large and sucoessfnl bee-keepers, but
are also quite able to cope with bee diseases.

As we happen to know what the Board
of Agriculture intend to do, and our
correspondent evidently does not, we
do know that there is no intention

of doing away with skeps. That
the majority of experts clamovir for

the prohibition of fixed comb liives is pure
imagination, and shows how weak the case is

when it has to be supported with such state-

ments. As our correspondent wished his

comments to appear as written, we make
no excuse for the publication of his letter,

although we regret tliat it should have been
written in so offensive a sti-ain. That there

is an overwhelming demand amongst bee-
J

keepers for legisLation there is no doubt,
and we trust that theii- hopes that the

Bill will soon become an Act will be

realised .

—

Eds .]

CAPPINGS OF COMB.
BY L. S. CRAW SHAW, XGRTOX, MALTON, VOKKS.

One View of the Matter (p. 448).—I fail

to understand why there should be doubt
as to whether the compound eye of a bee
receives one image or thousands. We our-

selves have two ej^es yet see one image,
and even admitting that we have direct-

ing and focUiSsing abilitj^ we do not see

exactly the same field with each eye. There
are other animals whose eyes are placed
on opposite sides of the head, and we do
not imagine that they see other than as

we do. But apart from this, it is incon-

ceivable that the insect selects the right

view from the thousand-and-one impres-
sions, for those impressions complete the
field, and if the images did not coincide

the result ^^•ould be an overlapping chaos,

and we should hardly receive the stings we
do, on account of the difficulty of decision

as to ^^•hicll of our many images should be
stung.

Mendelism and Bees (p. 4.'53).

—

We have ranged the world to find

The perfect bee (that's in our mind),
Which shall never need the slightest puff

of smoke ;

Which shall cap ite honey white,

And fill all the section® (quite).

Nor prove to be a porker in a poke.

But we haven't hit upon it,

It remains within our bonnet

—

And we don't see how to try Mendelian
schemes

;

Still, some genius may arrive

Who'll apply them to the hive,

And give us the fulfilment of our drcamr^.

We should hail the man as King
Who removed the horrid sting,

To the gratitude of predatory beare.

Or he might dilute the virus

So that etings no more would fire us

With a longing to explode in aAvful swears.

We'd produce the bee'si antennae,

To increase its' senses many ;

It should tell us when the isection rack was
stored :

Or we'd teacli the bee to bring
The ripened honey on the wing,
And to place it on the hospitable board.

We miglit train the lazy drone
To defend the Royal throne.

And to feed the screaming taeelets in the

comb.
Whilst the worker spent the hours
"Mid the suiirshine and the flowers.

Bringing extra loads of harvest to the

home.

We might even i^tretch its trunk.

Till the nectar could be drunk
At the bottom of the honeysuckle tube ;

We'd enlarge the honey sac,

And reduce the pollen pack.

Till our profits we might >square, or even

cube.

We would thicken up the chitin,

Till it spent the winter's night in

All the comfort of a happy summer's day ;

But we haven't got there yet.

So our plucky little pet
Must still go on the same old struggling

way.

And perhaps it's just as well.

For it's difficult to tell

What would happen, could we make these

alterations

;

Jones and Brown might disagree

In the making of a bee
Which would satisfy their highest aspira-

tions.

Honey might become so cheap.

We siioidd have thei lot to keep,

And when nobody would buy it for their

tea.

We should rise up in our wratb
To cast the scoundrel forth

Who applied Mendelian methods to tlie

bee.

Notes on Pollen Collecting (p. 463).

—

There once was a hard-working bee

Collecting some pollen for tea

;

Btxt her legs, heavy-laden,

Were noticed by Sladen,

And tlrat was the end of that bee !

Viif/irs Bee Flowers (p. 483).—How-
ev^er much the dark-coloured honey of the

pines may have been appreciated by the

Romans, and however useful the propolis

to their type of hive, modern bee-keepers

are inclined to favotir some other tree as a

windbreak. It is to be hoped that

"D. M. M. " Avill give us some more of

these extracts, and perhaps he will accept

the suggestion to use the conventional

indication of quotation, to spare us the

shock of sudden transition to an older

diction. What delightful reading this

book of the old beo-master makes! One
can but rcgi-et that it did not appear in

the same fasi'inatiug light when it was a

part of a duty rather tlian a pleasure.

But that is perhaps a very trite reflection

upon human nature itself. Now, instead
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of roundly wishing that Virgil's Csasar

ft hoc genus omne had never lived to be
put to the base uses of " impots," and such-

like vehicles of dishonour, one sighs for a

walk with the old master in his bee-

garden, and the delight of unfolding, by
the aid of a modern hive, some of the
mysteries which remained unsolved until

blind Huber's day.

Queries and Replies.

[8572] Ohfaining Experts^ Certificate.

—I dO' not often trouble you with queries,

as I so frequently find answers which meet
my difficulties in your replies to other
correspondents, but I shoidd be very
grateful if you can assist me in the follow-

ing matter:—I have obtained my second-

class certificate for proficiency in bee-

keeping, and I am desirous of taking my
first. Naturally, I should like to stand as

good a chance as possible, and being only

a working man, I cannot afford to care-

lessly spend money. I have the following

books: Cowan's "Guide Book" (Corona-
tion Edition) ;

" The Honey Bee : Prepar-
ing, Producing, &c." ;

" Waxcraft "
; also

most of the smaller books issued by you.

I have read a " Modern Bee Farm

"

and the " Lore of the Honey Bee." I pro-

pose also getting the "A.B.C. and
X.Y.Z. of Bee-keei^ing." I have twenty-
two stocks of bees myself, and have charge
of two other apiaries (uiowards of 100 or

more hives). I have reared queens, and
done most of the other manipulations,
such as removing bees from houses, pack-
ing bees, and have sent them safely as

far north as mid-Scotland, in good con-

dition. Is there anything I have missed,

and could you tell me on what points to

specialise, or what would be required of

me tO' pass ? With the com23liments of the
season, and speedy passing into law of that
much and badly wanted Bee Diseases Bill.

R. LlTMA?v.

Reply.—From what you tell us we
should say you stand a very good chance
of passing in the paper work section of

the first-class examination. You might
add Cheshire's '" Bees and Bee-keeping "

(Scientific, \o\. 1) to the list of books you
are studying. A general knowledge is re-

quired and it is useless to specialise.

Most candidates consider that the severest

test is the lecturing. You must show that
you are able to impart to an audience in

a clear and lucid manner the knowledge of

bee-keeping vou possess.

[8573]. Benrlering Old Combs.—As I

have a considerable amount of old

combs and .scraps of foundation left

over from last season, will you be good
enough to let me know the most suitable
way to melt them dofl-n ? T have not got

a wax extractor.—Novice, Carlisle.

Reply.—As 3011 have no wax extractor,

the best plan will be to tie the combs and
scraps of wax into a bag made of some
coarse material

;
put this into a copper of

water, weighing it down with a heavy
Aveight to keep it below the surface. Boil

the water and the wax will rise to the top
and can be skimmed off. It is not a verj"

satisfactory method, as a good deal of wax
will be left in the bag. If you could
squeeze this by some means while in the
hot water it would be an advantage.

Notices to Correspondents.

E. J. (Lichfield).—7Zo»t'(/ Trophies.— (1)

We should have been pleased to give an
illustration of the first prize Trophy at

the Grocery Exhibition, and had taken
a pliotograph for the purpose, but, un-
fortunately, the negative was accident-

ally broken before we had taken ofi: a
print. (2) Bee-keeping, as carried on in

this country, is on too small a scale for

any special sj-stem of book-keeping to be
required, and the bee-keeper usually

adapts the principles of the art to a

system suited to his own requirements.

Glamoeg.\nshire—Sending Bees by Bail.

—You should communicate with the

Secretary of the Sussex B.K.A., Mr.
C. A. Overton, Beecroft, Crawley, who
will no doubt be able to assist you in the

matter.
Honey Samples.

J. B. (Cheltenham).—(1) The sample is

genuine New Zealand honey. AA^e re-

cently had some honey from Auckland of

similar flavour and quality. (2) The
other sample is neither mead or vinegar,

the best answer we can give to your
question is to advise you to purchase
" Mead and How to Make It," and
" Honey Vinegar," both by G. W.
Bancks, and by carefully following the

instructions given therein you will

succeed.

AV. A. H. (Ashby-de-la-Zouch).—Your
sample is a nice light honey of good

density and flavour, but poor aroma.
It is mainly from clover, and is worth
Is. per lb. retail.

Suspected Disease.

A. H. W. (Finchley).—The bees have died

from "Isle of Wight" disease.^

Constant Reader (Hastings).—-Your best

course will be to destroy the stocks, as

they are affected with " Isle of Wight "

disease. Nothing can be done to save

them now.
H. D. (Crayford).—There is no need to

send on the queen. The bees have died

from " Isle of AVight " disease.

Jumbo (Knutsford).—The bees were so

messed up with the honey put in the

l)ox, that we were unable to examine
them.
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Editorial, Notices, &c.

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of the Council was

lield at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,

London, W.C.. on Thursday, Decem-
ber 19th, 1912. Mr. W. F. Reid presided

for a portion of the meeting, and upon
his leaving on account of another im-
portant engagement, Mr. J. B. Lamb was
\oted to the chair. There were also pre-

sent : Sir Ernest Spencer, Messrs. E.

Watson, J. Smallwood, A. G. Pugh, A.

Richards, E. Walker; Association repre-

sentatives: G. J. Flashman (Barnet),

J. C. Roberts (Mid-Kent), J. Tinsley

(Staffs), and the Secretary, W. Herrod.
The minutes of the previous meeting

held November 21st, were read and con-

firmed-

Letters expressing regret at inability to

attend were read from Miss M. L. Gayton,
Messrs. T. W. Cowan, T. Bevan, C. L. M.
Bales, Tickner Edwardes, J. Price, Colonel

H. J. O. Walker, and Captain Sitwell.

The following new members were
elected: --Mrs. H. Marshall, Mrs. H. H.
Woosnam, Miss E. Praetorius, Miss A.

Sinclair, D. T. A. Sellar, Mr. L. Andrews,
and Mr. J. R. Craik.

The Crystal Palace Association applied

for affiliation and was accepted.

. The report of the Finance Committee
was presented by Mr. Smallwood. The
payments intio the bank for November
amounted to £-15 9s. 9d. The balance at

the bank at the end of November was
£220 14s. Id. Payments amounting to

£28 12s. 6d. were recommended.

Messrs. A. Richards, J. N. Smallwood,
and F. Kenward lectured before the
Council for the first-class certificate and
all succeeded in passing the test.

Next meeting of Council, January 16th,

1913, at 23, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C.

Correspondence.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible
for the opinions expressed by correspondents. No
notice will be taken of anonymous communications,
and correspondents are requested to write on one
side of the paper only and give their real names
and addresses, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Illustrations should
be drawn on separate pieces of paper. We do not
undertake to return rejected communications.

VISION OR VISIONARY.?
^8621] Has your correspondent, Mr.

W. Hampton (page 49-1), any idea when the
obliteration, of which he speaks, takes
place? Suppose it to be at the moment
each bee of a swarm leaves the parent
hive, surely the bees would be in an awk-
ward predicament if after flying some

little distance, they were to discover that
the queen A^'as not with them.

In addition to their natural instinct,

few would deny to bees some slight degree
of intelligence—including a somewhat
short-lived memory—sufficient to account
for most of their doings.

Is it so certain that we must attribute
the homing instinct in bees to something
of which man has no knowledge? Travel-
lers record instances of apparently the
same instinct in certain races of the human
species, and I am inclined to think that
highly civilised man leans on artificial aids

to such a degree that he has almost
entirely lost this faculty, along with much
els© worth retaining.

Mr. Hampton's theory would explain
how the insect finds its Avay to and from
a field of sainfoin which it has visited

ever since it commenced to fly, for it would
take up a full load practically upon the spot
where it alighted and would naturally take
the same road home with or without refer-

ence to its supposed plan of the route.

Suppose now, the sainfoin to be cut down
and for the time being there is no other
breadth of forage available. Further,
suppose our bee to set out in a direction

new to itself, and in the opposite quarter
to its accustomed flight. It alights on a
flower half-a-mile away, may be. There is

little nectar to be obtained, and it spends
much time visiting many flowei-s and wan-
dering, perhaps, far from the line of flight

on which it set out. It concludes it may
just as well be at home, and rising in the
air it sets off thither. Does it consult the
suggested plan and retrace its flight in

detail ? Or, being well acquainted with
Euclid I. 20, does it take the usual bee-line

instead ?

It would seem that Mr. Hampton, like

myself, does not find the text-books very
convincing in dealing with the sense of
sight in bees. Cheshire considers the lenses

of the compound eyes to form a stereo-

scopic image. Mr. Cowan does not ex-

press a personal opinion, but states that
Miiller's theory of an image in mosaic is

now the generally accepted one.

It appears to me that either way would
produce the same image of what lay in

front of the eye, but there would be a
great difference in the brilliance of the
images.

Since lights from each point in the

object would be grasped by many hundreds
of the individual facets instead of by one
only, according to the mosaic theory of

Miiller, as explained in " Tlie Honey Bee,"
second edition, page 102, it follows that
the stereoscopic image would be many
times the brighter.

Supposing the compound eyes to be used
for distant vision, it is just this light

grasping poAve.r that is required as

opticians strive to increase the aperture of
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objectives, thereby obtaining greater

resolving power. Optical instruments re-

quire the image to be eye-pierced for visual

work, but in insects an equivalent might
be found, possibly in increased sensitive-

ness of the nerves conveying the impres-

sions and thus the bee would be naturally

provided with an effective pair of binocu-

lars. Again, if the image be in mosaic,

injury to individual segments of the eye'

would spoil the pattern, and so would
pollen grains falling amongst the sensory

hairs for the time being. These same hairs

are probably no more seen by the mind of

the bee than are our own respective noses

when we cast our glance downward.
Lecuwenhoek's experiment proves

nothing, nor does the one with the
cones in position. But I should ex-

pect in the latter case, siipposing each
corneule and its ooue to form an image at

all, that that image could be caught by a
suitable objective and magnified so as to

show all details, and thus prove whether
the image (if one) be stereosoopically

formed or no.

It would require the most absolute proof

to convince us that such an elaborately

constructed organ was sensitive to colour

only.

But such eyes giving telescopic sight

would be ill adapted for near visioUj^ and
as in our own eyes there must come a point
within which clear vision without artificial

production of aperture is impossible and
hence, as Mr. Hampton says, supplemen-
tary eyes—the ocelli—are necessary. But
why three of them, unless to guard against
incapacitation resulting from possible in-

jury to an only eye? Probably, from their

position the drone could lose one or two
ocelli without very serious inconvenience,
but should any accident happen, in the
case of the worker, to the frontal ocellus,

it might be placed at a- disadvantage. I

do not propose to do anything so cruel as

to experiment in this direction. I should
say the compound structure was necessary
for .sti-ength and that the general arrange-
ment was such that the greatest possible

amount of light was grasped by the cornea,
and that all or practically all was utilised

in image formation (if one), very little

being absorbed by the pigment cells.

1 am fully aware that there is no abso-

lute proof in all this, but were we com-
pelled habitually to seek our food as does
the honey-bee, I can think of no organ
better adapted to serve our end than one
giving such vision as I have described.

—

G. M., Northants.

WAS IT " ISLE OF WIGHT " DISEASE?
[8622] Mr. J. Pearman says on page

495 of last week's " B.B.J.," '"

I have not
seen many stocks affected with this malady
("Isle of Wight" disease), but quite

enough to be sure that I could not mistake
it." I should have liked to see an
editorial comment on that statement. A
few weeks ago there appeared in " B.B.J."
a humorous recital of someone's bee-keep-
ing woes, in which the writer described the
hated crawling symptoms and went on to

say that the bees sent to Cambridge were
found not to be affected with the disease.
I suppose it is quite certain that bees
sometimes crawl with dislocated wings and
die out without having had micro-
siwridiosis.

Let me describe my own fate this

summer, and ask Mr. Pearman for his

verdict. I had six nuclei made from two
hives, two of these I placed apart because
they had not done well, and I thought
they had dysentery. Of the other four
(all standing in a row) the first headed by
one of the old queens was splendidly
strong by about the end of June, and then
I found a great mass of dead bees on the
floor-board and pouring out of the hive.

I I had only been able to visit them at odd
week-ends). There were ten frames
absolutely thronged with brood, and I

began by burning five of these (almost
with tears). Then I found that there was
no honey in the hive and, putting the
calamity down to starvation, I gave the
stock all the food I ceuld, which consisted'

of only one frame. Most of the live bees

were out on the herbs near the hive sitting

there and crawling, but not flying, and
the moment the new frame of honey was
placed in the hive they started walking
home in a crowd.

' Mad," I hear Mr. Pearman say, but I

had looked in the Board of Agriculture
report and found this :

" abdomens greatly
distended, and containing a large amount
of ropy yelloAvish-brown matter." The
excrement of my bees was Cjuite watery
and bright yellow. It was a little dis-

crepancy, but it saved (?) the bees. Hardh'
was my back turned, I think, when the
remnant, having eaten its comb of honey,
swarmed out. It discovered the use of its

Agings and removed about three hundred
yards, and was, I feel sure, the little lot

picked up by a neighbour about noon that
day. It was fed, and I believe still lives.

The other three hives in the row took the
disease and finished dying about October.
My remaining two stocks, deemed less

healthy than these, are in the same garden
about eighty yards away and still live, one
of them showing a few crawling bees at the
time of packing down. The real difference

1'etween these two hives and the other four

is, I feel convinced, that the former are

propped up just too high for crawling bees

to get back into them. Tlipugh the disease

was evidently in the village before I came,
I think with your permission I would pre-

fer not to give my name to this communica-
tion but enclose mv card.

—

Nosema.
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A STOCK WITH OUT FRAMES.
[8623] The enclosed photograph may be

interesting to readers of the " B.B.J."
The section rack was taken off a hive at
Isleworth. It appears that a neighbour-
ing hive swarmed and a bee-keeper ( ?)

was called in to hive it. The swarm was
captured and placed in a hive with no
frames, the idea being that the bees would
adopt the section-rack as the brood-nest,

with the accompanying result. Luckily, I

ha<:l my camera and secured a jiicture. It

should be understood that the section-rack

was inverted to take the photograph.—A.

W.'VKEEJBl.L.

not give any surplus, but it has built out
nine frames of coml) from starters, and
stored enough honey for winter, and is as

strong a stock as could be desired.

This is not the first time that I have
had suri:>lus from a, stock which has
swarmed twice, for in 1911 I had 121bs.

surplus from a hive, the cast from which
is the stock which gave this year both
swarms and surplus.—BEGiNNER,"Bletchley.

SENDING HONEY BY PARCELS POST.
[8625] With reference to the letter

from 3'our correspondent, 8614 (page 496),
I should like to point oiit that his com-

UESULT OK HIVINC; SWARM WITHOVT FRAMES.

SURPLUS FROM STOCK WHICH HAS
SWARMED.

[8624] As surplus from a stock which
has SAvarmed twice apparently is unusual
,-'B. B. J.," page 298 and 320), I think
the following might be interesting to fellow

bee-keepers. Perhaps others may be in-

duced to give their experience.
In answer to your comments on my

inquiry (page 320), I am quite certain
both the swarm and cast came from the
same hive, as I was within two yards of

the hive at the time when each of them
issued. The stock swarmed on May 27th,

and a cast came off on June 6th. From
the parent hive I took off a super of

shallow frames, which contained 231bs. of

extracted honey, and on August 11th I

took off a second with 71bs. of honey. The
frames were fitted Avitli startei-s only,

and the two sets were nearly com))lot<Hl.

The swarm gave me a super of ISlbs. of

honev on August 2nd. The cast <Hd

plaint is only one of a great many similar

ones that must have gone to the Govern-

ment from all over the country regarding

the use of bags in lieu of hampers in the

parcels post. The Government have, in

consequence, taken action, and the hampers
are coming back again. I was informed
yesterday that orders had been placed for

4,000, and that as soon as ready they would
be put into use.—R. L., Castle Cary.

a:mkrican and colonial papers.
EXTR.\CTS AND COMMENTS.

By 1). M. Macdunahl, Banff.

Brajila Cnica.—A correspondent of

Gh'oiiiiuis reports: "I had a colony with

many bee-lice. One evening I shoved a
piece of c-amphoi- under the bottom bars

u]>()ii a ])asteboard. Next morning I drew
out about two hundred bee-lice, dead, with

no harm to the queen or bees." That is

wortli trying, even if you get only two
(leaders.
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Alild or }~ indent.—In a recent issne a

oorresi>ondent brought an accusation
against scientists in America, on the Con-
tinent, and at home because they formed
so many "types" of foul brood. Mr.
Crane an extensive apiculturist and a

man with an extended experience of in-

spection, wrote thus: "I am not surprised

at the great variety of ojiinions in regard
to foul brood, for there apjiears to be a
great diflerence in -the virulence of the
disease in different localities, and even in

the same locality in different yards. Some-
times even in the same yard one colony
appears much better able to cope with the
disease than another.

"

A Ble fusing in Disguise.— '• There is

surely a bright and hopeful side even to
the question of brood and other bee
diseases. For me battling with it has
made me more careful of my bees, and
the warfare has resulted in bees that are
vastly superior to the old stock—superior
in wintering, in handling, in honey-
gathering, in general vigour. What at
first appeared to be a calamity is turning
out to be a money matter. As a result of
it the apiculturist of the future will be a
bee-expert instead of a mere bee-keeper.
If so, it may bo a blessing in disguise."
The idea is a good one. The bee-keepers
of the future will not be content simply
to keep bees, they will make it their
business to acquire the requisite know-
ledge necessary to manage their apiaries
on the most advanced lines, and make the
very best and most of their bees.

Honey-deio.—Dr. A. Heinz, University
Professor, Agram, says the American Bee
Jeurnal, I'eports :

'" Honey-dew is produced
if unusual increase of transpiration is

excited by strong liglit on leaves growing
rapidly, and not too old, and high con-
centration of the sap is induced." Another
writer adds :

" I have also frequently
observed on young lindens, upon which
few plant-lice were to be found, that the
drops which are supposed to be sprayed
upon the leaves by these inseots were
numerous upon the upjiermost tender
leaves, where no lice were to be found."
Hoiv Far can Sirarms Travel?—A sum-

mary in a leader in. above pajDer gives
Avhat are considered authoritative state-
n:ents that various observers have certified
that swarms have travelled five miles,
eight miles, ten miles, and one "tall"
authority says t^venty-five to thirty miles.
Another naively adds to this: "We will
soon have them crossing the Atlantic!"
Mr. Dadant himself has never been able
to determine by personal observation how
far a runaway can fly, although in his
"sprinting" days he has often made a
bold attempt. " From all this we con-
clude that it is useless to try to establish
an exact limit to the possible flight of a
swarm."

Queries and Replies.

^8574] Foodless Stock in December.—
Channel Islands for Bec-keei)ing.—I shall

be much obliged if you can give me any
reason for the follomng occurrence, in your
Bee Journal of next week:—In Septem-
ber I fed each of my four stocks of bees

with 141b. to 151b. of syrup. During
October they were all gathering honey and
pollen, and continued gathering the latter

in large quantities all last month. At the
beginning of October I had a new queen
given to me, which I introduced into No. 1

liive, by Simmins's direct method, and she
was well received. About a week ago I

noticed a good deal of agitation in this

hive, and several dead bees lying about.
The agitation and the dead increased
daily. My other three hives were quiet,

only a few bees going in and out, so I

kneAV it could not be robbing. On the
advice of a friend I gave the stock a cake
of candy, and was struck with the lack of

warmth in the' hive when I did so. The
deaths then ceased immediately, and so

did the excitement. The weather being
so mild here (Channel Islands) I removed
the quilts and peeped between the frames.
I found this No. 1 hive had no food at all,

while the other three had a large quantity
of stores left. No. 4 having hardly eaten
any. I am now feeding the starving stock
rapidly with thick warm syrup (1^ pints

in twenty-four hours), which the bees ai-e

taking down as quickly as they did in the
autumn. Can you exjilain why one hive
should have consumed all its stores and
the other three have a great part still

left ?

The Channel Islands ought to be a Mecca
for bee-keepers who understand the
proper management of bees. " Isle of

Wight " disease is unknown, and there is

hardly any foul brood (at any rate, in

Guernsey), and I believe it is the same in

the other islands. There is a large fruit

crop in spring and ling on the cliffs in

autumn. There are no cold winters to

contend with, and bees start work earlier

and work later than they do in England.
Notwithstanding this, there are very few
bee-keepers in the island, and with one or

two excejJtions, scientific bee-keeping is

unknown.—A Begxnnee,, Guernsey.
Reply.—There is no doubt that breed-

ing continued very late in No. 1 stock,

and this will account for the stores being
used up. You should have given candy
and not syrup at this time of the year.

If cold weather comes along the latter will

probably cause dj'sentery.

[Owing to the Index occupying so much
space in this week's " B.B.J." we are
obliged to hold over several important
articles, queries, &c., until our next issue.

—Eds.]
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